Introducin Macintosh.
What makes 1 tick.And talk.
Well, to begin with, 110 volts of
alternating current.
Secondly, some of the hottest hardware to come down the pike in the last
3 years.
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Some hard facts may be in order at
this point:
Macintosh's brain is the same blindingly-fast 32-bit microprocessor we gave
our other brainchild, the Lisa™Personal
Computer. Far more powerful than the
16-bit 8088 found in current generation
computers.
Its heart is tile same Lisa Thchnology
of windows, pull-down menus, mouse
commands and icons. All of which make
that 32-bit power far more useful by
making the Macintosh™Personal
Computer far easier to use
than CUl1'ent generation
computers. In fact, if you can point without hurting yourself, you can use it.

Now for some small talk.
111anks to its size, if you can't bring the
problem to a Macintosh, you can always

bring a Macintosh to the problem. (It
weighs 9 pounds less than the most
popular"portable:')
Another miracle of miniaturization
is Macintosh's built-in 3'k" drive. Its disks
store 400K -more than conventionaI5'h"
floppies. So while theyre big enough to
hold a desk full of work, theyre small
enough to fit in a shirt pocket. And,
til eyre totally encased in a rigid plastic
so theyre totally protected.

And talk about programming.
There are already plenty of programs to
keep a Macintosh busy Like MacPaint,TM

And with Macintosh BASIC, Macintosh Pascal and our Macintosh Tholbox
for writing your own mouse-driven programs, you, too, could make big bucks
in your spare time.
You can even program Macintosh
to talk in other languages, like Yiddish
or Serbo-Croation, because it has a builtin polyphonic sound generator _
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a program that, for the Ill'st time, lets a
personal computer produce virtually any
image the human hand can o·eate. There's
more software on the way fr'om developers
like Microsoft~ Lotus~Mand Software
Publishing Corp., to mention a few

Madn/asb au/omalical(y makes room MacPainl produces lJirtualOI CII'()I image
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All the right connections.
On the back of the machine, you'll find
built-in RS232 and RS422 AppleBus serial
communication ports. Which means you
can connect printers, modems and other
peripherals without adding $150 cards.
It also means that Macintosh is ready to
hook in to a local area network. (WIth
AppleBus, you will be able to intercOfmect
up to 16 different Apple computers and
pelipherals. )
Should you wish to double Macintosh's storage with an e>..1ernal disk

Ultra compact, sUlitchirtg-type
powersupply aruihigh resolutiort
Video circuitry

BattlJlY for Macirttash's
buill-irt clock ealeruia/:

Mad,1Iaih is a trademark licensed /0 A/J(J/e CompuJer, Inc. Apple, /he A/J(J/e
logo, MacPaitll and Lisa are trrJdernaifr ofAfple Campuler, Inc. Micrrx;ojl
is a regisIerrid IrrJdemark ofMicrrx;ojl CorpomIWn. Lo/u5 is a IrrJdemark of
Lofus Deve/qJmenI CotporaIion. For an auIIxJrizwJ A/J(J/e dealer nearyou
mil (BOO) 538-9696. In Canada, mil (800) 268-7796 (K'

(800)268-7637.

Built-irt bartdleJOr
gettirtg earned away

RS232, RS422 AppleBus seritll
commurtications portsfor
primers, nwdems and other
peripherals.
Mouse COrtrteclor.
External disk drive COrtrteclor.
Polyphonic sound port.

Blightness
COlltro!

128K~yles RAM

Built-in 31J/ '
disk dnve.
Macirt~h sdigital board the processirtg power ifart
erttire 32 -bit digital graphics
computer irt 80 square irtehes.

Keyboard connector a telephone-type jack YOll
already know how to use.

drive, you can do so without paying for
a disk controller card-that connector's
buUt-in, too.

There's also a built-in connector
for Macintosh's mouse, a feature that
costs up to $300 on computers that can't
even run mouse-controlled software.

Macintosh from conventional computers,
we'd like to point you in the direction of
your nearest authorized Apple dealer.
Over 1500 of them are eagerly
waiting to put a mouse in your hand.
As one pOint-and-click makes perfectly
clear, the real genius of Macintosh isnt

its 32-bit lisa Thchnology, or its 31/2 "
floppy disks, or its serial ports, or its software, or its polyphonic sound generator.
'The real genius is that you dont
have to be a genius to use a Macintosh.
You just have to be smart enough
to buy one.

One last pointer.
Now that you've seen some of the logic,
the technology, the engineering genius
and the software wizardry that separates

Soon there'll be just two kinds of people.
Those who use computers. And
those who use Apples.
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IBM PC with Ib-bit coprocessing power.
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Pournelle' Dirty filters, 8/Ib-land, views of the future, and inevitably more.
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Amateur radio pioneering promises low-cost global communications.
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98 Professional Computing by Stanley J. Wszola' Th is month's
theme articles explore how microcomputers can take on part of the burden
of running many types of professional offices.
101 A Professional's Perspective on User-Friendliness by William
J. Raduchel , New systems are described as user-friendly, but what does
that mean?
108 A Computer In the Doctor's Waiting Room by George
Zucconi , By handling patients' preliminary queries on a particular medical
problem, the program described can save a doctor's time for answering
more complicated questions.
122 The Microcomputer as a Decision-Making Aid by Peter
Callamaras , A computer can help you make work decisions, but only
if you know what to expect.
127 Benchmarking Business-Modeling Software by William
Hession and Malcolm Rubel' The guidelines presented can help you compare the functions and speed of business-modeling software.
137 Expert Systems for Personal Computers by Milos Konopasek
and Sundaresan Jayaraman , The TK!Solver approach.
160 How Lawyers Can Use Microcomputers by Robert P. Wilkins'
Small systems can help cut costs while upgrading legal seNice.
171 Computerizing a Medical Office by Jonathan Javitt' A physician's advice can be useful for other professionals needing tailored
applications.

Reviews
Page 40

Page 98

187 Reviewer's Notebook by Rich Malloy' BYTE's product-review
editor comments briefly on Multiplan, PFS:Write, Infoscope, and more.
189 Thinktank by William R. Hershey' Billed as an " idea processor,"
Thinktank is an outlining and organizing tool.
196 The ODP-300 Computer by Edward Joyce' A high-priced but
speedy Z80 system .
206 The Kaypro 10 by Steve McMahon' This hard-disk CPIM portable
has a large software bundle and a small price.
225 Converting the TRS-80 Model III for CP/M by Mark E. Renne'
The author compares Mapper "" Shuffleboard "" and Vid-80.
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236 Robographics CAD-l by Rik Jadrnicek / Convert an Apple computer into a drafting system.
246 Two More Versions of C for CP/M by David D. Clark / A benchmark comparison of Q/C and Eco-C.
258 LNW-80 by Mahlon G. Kelly / A user reports favorably on this
Z80-ba sed, 8-bit TRS-80 work-alike.
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built-in software of the TRS-80 Model 100.
307 Maximizing Hard-Disk Performance by Roy Chaney and Brian
Johnson / How cache memory can dramatically affect transfer rates.
339 Update on Apple Macintosh and Lisa 2 by Gregg Williams /
The Macintosh turns out to be more expensive than expected.
340 Fitting Curves to Data by Marco S. Caceci and William P.
Cacheris / The Simplex algorithm is the answer.
366 Laboratory Data Collection with an IBM PC by Stephen C.
Gates / A versatile hardware/software combination .
382 Putting the Apple II Work, Part 2: The Software by Richard
C. Hallgren / A high-speed system for the acquisition and analysis of data.
400 ISIM: A Continuous-System Simulation Language by Roy E.
Crosbie / The structure and features of a simulation language designed
to run under CP/M are discussed.
406 Indexing Open-Ended Tree Structures by John Snyder / How
to "walk" through a "grove" of A-trees in search of hierarchical nodes.
415 Using Comments to Aid Program Maintenance by Richard A.
Thomas / Complex software can be maintained more easily by the
judicious use of remarks embedded in the program code.
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The BYTE Reader:
Who You Are
We do a lot of research about our readers and your interests, and we
thought you might enjoy knowing more about the group you join when you
subscribe to BYTE .
You are very well educated. More than 93 percent have gone beyond high
schoot with about 78 percent completing college, 23.5 percent holding
master's degrees, 10 percent holding Ph.D.s, and 2.8 percent holding professional degrees. In all, about 40 percent have some graduate education.
Your fields of study in college are varied. Almost 25 percent of BYTE subscribers majored in electrical engineering, 5.2 percent in mechanical engineering, and 7.8 percent in other engineering specialties. Another 15 percent
majored in sciences, 7.8 percent in computer science, and 6.8 percent in social
sciences.
Of those BYTE subscribers who did graduate work; 14.8 percent studied
business administration, 10.7 percent pursued electrical engineering, and 13.8
percent explored other areas of engineering, while 9.2 percent studied computer science, 13.3 percent physics or chemistry, 7.7 percent mathematics,
4.6 percent social sciences, and 9.2 percent other sciences.
Your occupations reflect your high levels of education and skills. About
15 percent of you are engineers in computers or electronics, 17 percent are
engineers in other fields, 5.5 percent are computer scientists, 8 percent are
in other fields of science, 13 percent are computer analysts or programmers,
11 percent are managers or administrators, 4.5 percent are students (though
this number is growing fast), 4.5 percent are self-employed, and 6 percent
are educators.
Some 47.3 percent of you have responsibilities including management and
administration, 39 percent have responsibilities in product design and development, 37 percent in research and development, 37 percent in data processing, 14 percent in purchasing.
You use computers in many ways. About 75 percent of you use computers
for personat nonbusiness purposes, and 83.5 percent use microcomputers
for business. As to your primary involvements with computers, some 23 percent cite involvement in hardware or software technology, while 20 percent
cite use of computers as a management tool or in business applications. Half
of you plan to buy a personal computer for nonbusiness purposes in the
next year. In personat nonbusiness use, the leading applications are programming (72 percent), word processing (70 percent), designing hardware
or software (68 percent), followed by games, databases, personal finance,
and spreadsheets (43 percent). In business, some 80 percent of you or your
businesses use microcomputers for word processing, 63 percent for engineering or scientific applications, 63 percent for accounting, 38 percent for industrial control and processing, 37 percent for sales and marketing, 34 percent for electronic mail, 30 percent for investment management, and 28 percent for tax management.
Your favorite articles are about new technology, new hardware, new software, software applications, new peripherals, programming languages, operating systems, telecommunications, and computer graphics. You are also
fond of hardware and software reviews.

Right from the pages of our
catalog, we can deliver 68000 -based
supermicro systems to match virtually any application.
Including yours.
Here's how.
Built on the IEEE-696 (S -100)
bus, Cromemco systems ~ffer up to
21 board slots. And a famIly of 35
board s - CPU, memory and specialized I/O - to fill the slots any way
you choose.
.
At the heart of each system IS our
68000/ l -80 dual processor. Backed by
as much as 16 Mb of error-correcting
RAM. Full multi-tasking capability.
I/O to handle up to 16 terminals.

And that's just the beginning.
You can select single or dual
floppies, 5 Y,i" or W' A 21 Mb 5 W'
Winchester hard disk. And a ninetrack tape drive.
We can accom modate your taste
for the exotic, too. With boards like
our SMD inteliace that supports up
to 1200 Mb of dis k storage. An NTSC
standard color graphics interface. A
TV camera digitizer. A/ D and D/A
converters. An IEEE-488 bus interface. Communications. And more.

Then, if you're designing a distributed process ing system, you'll
want to take a look at our C-lO personal computer. The Z-80-based C-lO
can serve our 68000-based systems

as a powerful intelligent workstation
in a distributed processing mode. Or
as an independent personal computer
with its own floppy storage.

That brings us to software. It
starts with CROMIX~ our UNIXM
-like
operating system that you're free to
tailor to your application.
CROMIX can execute both
68000- and l-80-based programs. So
right along with your 68000-based
packages, your system will accommodate a wide selection of CP/~ soft
ware written for the l-80.
And our high-leveI" language
support is second to none. From a
68000 Macro Assembler. To 68000
FORTRAN 77, PASCAL, GSA-certified high-level COBOL, C and BASIC.

You see, when we say, "Just tell
us what you need;' we're not kidding.
You won't find another family of
68000- based microcomputers that
can fit you-r needs as exactly as ours.
So if you're in the business of
providing specialized comput~ng solutions, you really should be domg
business with Cromemco.
For a copy of our Systems
Catalog, contact: Cromemco, Inc.,
280 Bernardo Avenue, P.O. Box 7400,
Mountain View, CA 94039.
(415) 964-7400.
In Europe: Cromemco/ GmbH ,
6236 Eschborne 1, Frankfurter Str. 33-35,
p. O. 5267, Frankfurt Main, Germany
or Cromemco Ltd.,
The Cambridge House,
178·182 Upper Richmond Rd. ,
Putney, London SW15 England.

Cromemco®
" Cromemco and CROM IX are registered trademarks of Cromemco,
Inc. "'UN IX isa trademark of Bell LaboratOries. " CP/M ISa regIstered
trademark of Digital Research . 101983, Cramemcn, Inc.

Circle 117 on Inquiry card.

Edltorlal _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Not surp risingly, you know a great
deal about computers and have valuable information to share (if you want
to share your knowledge by writing
for BYTE, see the text box below).
Almost 50 percent of you describe
your skills in personal computing as
advanced, and another 40 percent
call your skills intermediate; the remaining 10 percent are college students and other bright novices WI;lO
want to learn a lot fast.
You cite the comprehensiveness
and depth of BYTE's coverage of personal computing as distinguishing it
from other magazines. We consider
that the supreme compliment.
We do research in order to make
sure that BYTE continues to focus on
your interests and needs. Since our
staff shares your interests and
matches your profile, we hope not
only to do a good job, but also to enjoy it.

A Note on the BYTE
Computer Shows
The first BYTE Computer Show
takes place May 10 through 12
(Thursday through Sunday) at
McCormick Place in Chicago, with
the second to follow on June 14
through 17 (Thursday through Saturday) in Los Angeles. BYTE shows
won't be industry exhibitions where
manufacturers and distributors make
deals, but regional gatherings for
users of personal computers, and
especially for BYTE subscribers (who
get an all-day pass to all exhibits and
conferences for $7.50, as opposed to
$15 for nonsubscribers).
At the BYTE Shows, you will have
the chance to meet Steve Ciarcia,
Jerry Pournelle, Gregg Williams, Rich
Malloy, Mike Vose, Richard Krajewski, and other BYTE editors. You can
attend conferences on subjects of
greatest interest to personal computer
users, such as 32-bit microprocessors,
languages, graphics, programming
environments, personal robots, notebook computers, idea processing, AI
gateways to natural languages, and
voice recognition. You can share information with other subscribers
(users' report on low-cost 1200-bps
6
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modems, languages forum, homebrew databases, etc.) and get more involved in BYTE by participating in
meetings on reviewing and writing
for BYTE.
Equally important, the BYTE
Shows are not just tempting "don't
touch" exhibitions; they are fairs at
which you can buy products from exhibitors if you find the machine of
your dreams or the board, peripheral, or program you've been living
without for too long.

We think the separate elements assembled under one roof-the conferences, the equipment and software
on exhibit, the chance to meet fellow
subscribers, and the opportunity to
shop for a variety of personal computer products-will combine to
make the BYTE Shows enjoyable for
all BYTE subscribers and others who
find personal computers as fascinating as we do.
See you at the Shows.
-Phil Lemmons, Editor-in-Chief

Writing For BYTE
BYTE continues to solicit and publish articles and reviews that keep you informed about
what's new and important in microprocessor-based technology, and many of our articles
are still written by you, the people directly involved with the field we report on. Details
on querying us about article, product-review, and book-review ideas are listed below. We
also welcome submissions (typed and double-spaced, please) to our Letters to the Editor
column. Please contact us, via the appropriate department at:
BYTE
POB 372
Hancock, NH 03449
(603) 924-9281
You may also want to call or write us (send a stamped, self-addressed business envelope)
for our current author guidelines.

Articles
Because our editorial needs are very specific and subject to change, we prefer receiving
query letters instead of completed articles. A query letter should contain one or two pages
explaining the subject to be covered, its importance to the BYTE reader, and the focus of
the proposed article; it should also contain a one- or two-page outline and a tentative first
two pages of the proposed 'article. Query letters should be addressed to the features editor.
If you send us a completed article, we need double-spaced printed versions of the main
text (up to 25 numbered pages) and all listings, figures, and tables; please label all items
and place all captions on a separate page. Photos should be 35 mm (or larger) transparencies or 5- by 7-inch (or larger) prints. If possible, we would also like to receive magnetic
copies of the text, listings, and tables on Apple DOS, IBM PC, Kaypro, or 8-inch CP/M
disks; we will pay an additional $20 for this. The files should be standard ASCII text files
and should not contain any nonprintable characters; we prefer files that use carriage returns
only at the end of each paragraph. You should also include a stamped, self-addressed
return envelope of the appropriate size. Address these to the features editor,
Product Reviews
We frequently need good product reviewers and sometimes accept unsolicited reviews.
BYTE product reviews must be fair, accurate, and comprehensive. Reviewers must have
considerable experience in the microcomputer field. Writing experience is preferred but not
required, and reviewers must have no financial connection to the company whose products
are being reviewed. If you are interested in becoming a BYTE reviewer, send a letter to
our product-review editor stating what computer products you own, what products you
are interested in, and what writing experience you have.
Book Reviews
BYTE is always looking for qualified book reviewers. Submit queries and proposals accompanied by a resume, writing samples, or a list of computer-related interests and expertise to the book-review editor. Unsolicited book reviews also will be considered.
We pay competitive rates for articles and reviews and offer you the chance to share your
expertise with hundreds of thousands of BYTE readers. Your comments and submissions
are always welcome.•

Now, translate your integrated software into integrated hard copy, with
the TI OMNI 800'" Model 855
printer. So versatile, it combines letter-quality print, draft-quality print
and graphics as no other printer can.
It prints letter,quality twice as fast
as comparably priced daisy wheel
printers, yet gives you characters just
as sharp, just as clear.
It prints rough drafts ten times faster
than daisy wheel printers ... faster
than most any other dot matrix printer.
Only the TI 855 has snap' in font
modules. Just touch a button; change
your typestyle. The 855 gives you
more typestyles to choose from than
ordinary dot matrix printers. It
makes them quicker, cleaner, easier

to access than any other dot matrix
or daisy wheel printer.
The 855's pie charts are rounder ...
all its graphics are sharper than on
other dot matrix printers, because the
TI 855 prints more dots per inch. As
for daisy wheel printers ... no graphics.

TheTI855
Printer

The printer for all major PC's

For under $1,000 you get twice the
performance of typical dot matrix
printers. Or all the performance of a
daisy wheel printer, and then some,
for half the price.
So get the best of all printers, and
get optimum results from your integrated software. With the TI 855.
See it at your nearest authorized
TI dealer. Or call toll-free:
1-800-527-3500. Or write Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O
Box 402430, Dept. DPF-182BY,
Dallas, Texas 75240.
Ji~

TEXAS

'V

INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you .

™ O MNI 800 is a

trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated

Copyright © 1984 Texas Instruments incorpor<ucd.
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SUPER CALC 3™FREE WHEN YOU BUY THE CHAMELEON THROUGH JUNE, 1984.

PAYING 84000 FOR
AN IBM® PC COULD
MAHEATRAMP
OUT OF ANYONE.
PRESENTING THE IBM®COMPATIBLE CHAMELEON FOR JUST $1995.
The Chameleon by Seequa lets you
run popular IBM software like Lotus®1_2_3™
and dBASE I1.® It gives you a keyboard just
like the IBM. A disk drive like the IBM. And
a bright 80x25 character screen just like
you know who. And it all comes complete
at a price that isn't at all like an IBM.
But the Chameleon's $1995 price tag
isn't its only advantage over its famous
competitor. The Chameleon also has an 8
bit microprocessor that lets ~ou run any
of the thousands of CP/M-80 programs

available. It comes complete with two
of the best programs around, Perfect
Writer™ and Perfect Calc:" It's portable. And you can plug it in and begin
computing the moment you unwrap it.
So before you spend all your
money on an IBM, consider the
IBM compatible Chameleon
by Seequa.
It's a tool for modern
times that won't set you
back a fortune .
The Chameleon by

~

SEEQUA
COMPUTER

CORPORATION
8305 Telegraph Road
Odenton. MD 21113

Chameleon shown with optional second disk drive.
To leam more about Seequa or for the location of the Seequa dealer
nearest you. call (800) 638-6066 or (301 ) 672-3600.
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MICROBYTES
Staff-written highlights of late developments in the microcomputer industry.

A7!T UNVEILS COMPUTERS
AT&T announced a line of computers in late March, ranging from a $9950 multiuser microcomputer to a
$340,000 supermini. The computers use the UNIX System V operating system.
The 3B2/300 microcomputer uses Western Electric's WE 32000 CMOS microprocessor and includes
one 720K-byte 5~-inch floppy-disk drive, a 10-megabyte hard-disk drive, 512K bytes of RAM, four
expansion slots, and ports for two users. Optionally, the computer can be expanded to 2 megabytes of
RAM and a 32-megabyte hard disk. AT&T's optional I/O expansion card includes a parallel port and four
RS-232C serial ports (which use an 8-wire modular jack)' so that up to 18 terminals and four printers
can be attached. While the base price of $9950 doesn't include a terminal, AT&T will sell its 5410
"dumb" terminal for about $600. AT&T's $6100 5620 terminal, which allows up to six windows to
operate concurrently, can also be used, though a maximum of three can access a single 3B2. The 3B2
does not support color graphics.
AT&T also announced a PC interface, allowing the IBM PC to act as a workstation for the 3B2 using
RS-232C, Omninet, or Ethernet communications. It also announced that its 3B Net will be available for
any of its computers.
While some details and pricing were uncertain at the time of the announcement, AT&T said it would
publish the bus and interface information for its computers and would encourage third-party hardware
and software development.
AT&T also introduced larger computers. The 3B5 Models 100 and 200 include four to eight WE
32000 microprocessors and are priced from $57,000 to $73,000. The 3B20A, 3B20S, and 3B20D
superminicomputers, priced from $230,000 to $340,000, use a real-time version of UNIX and have
microprogrammed CPUs, using WE 32000s only for I/O and memory management.

ASHTON·TATE ANNOUNCES INTEGRATED SOFTWARE
Ashton.:rate, manufacturer of dBASE II, has unveiled an integrated software package called Framework.
Using an outline structure with multiple frames (windows), the program allows elements of the outline
to be spreadsheets, graphs, databases, text, or other outlines. Numerous functions are available
throughout Framework. Print enhancements such as boldface and italic can be used in the spreadsheet
or database as well as the word processor. Because the program includes its own programming language, programmers can develop specific applications using Framework. The program was developed by
Forefront Corp., but Framework will be distributed by Ashton-Tate, beginning in July, for $695.

OLIVETTI, SORD INTRODUCE NOTEBOOK·SIZE COMPUTERS
. Olivetti Corp. will begin selling its M-10 notebook-size computer in the U.S. With 8K bytes of RAM, a
built-in 300-bps modem, and an 8-line by 24-column LCD that tilts for easy viewing, the M-10 will sell
for $799; a 24K-byte version will cost $999. This computer is made in Japan by Kyocera, which also
builds the Radio Shack Model 100 and the NEC 8201. Previously, the M-10 had been available only in
Europe, due to a patent dispute among Olivetti, Kyocera, and Radio Shack.
Sord Computer also introduced a notebook-size computer, the IS-11 Consultant, which includes 32K
bytes of RAM (expandable to 64K), a CMOS Z80A processor, and an 8-line by 40-character display. Integrated software for word processing, spreadsheets, graphics, communications, and window-management features is included on a 64K-byte ROM chip. The IS-11 will be available this month for $995; a
version with a built-in 300-bps .modem will cost $1095 later this year. Sord plans to offer 64K-byte
ROM -pack-based applications software later as well as external monitor and disk-drive options.

TWO COMPANIES SEEK TO SELL AI·BASED SOFTWARE TOOLS
Texas Instruments announced it will license the NaturalLink Software Technology it used to develop
software to access Dow Jones News/Retrieval, using plain English instead of complex codes . TI hopes
software developers will pay $8000 to use the natural-language software technology to develop
programs for the TI Professional Computer.
Expert Systems Inc., New York, and Jeffrey Perrone & Associates, San Francisco, are selling ExpertEase, an expert systems generator. After information is entered into the system, the program makes
decisions based on that information, ideally simulating the thought process of the "expert" who entered
the information. Expert-Ease sells for about $2000.
BYTE May 1984
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PLASMA DISPLAY UNVEILED BY FORMER BURROUGHS DIVISION
Plasma Graphics Corp., Warren, NJ, a joint venture of Burroughs Corp. and Telex Computer Products,
has introduced an 80-character by 25-line plasma display. The 3-pound unit has a 7.2- by 3.7-inch display, the equivalent of a CRT display with an 8.1 -inch diagonal measure. Plasma Graphics says the display's current $1795 evaluation price should drop to a volume price of $300 to $400 in a few years.

CORVUS, AST ANNOUNCE CHANGES TO THEIR LOCAL·AREA NETWORKS
Corvus Systems Inc. announced Omnishare, a program allowing computers networked with Corvus
Omninet to share the hard disk on an IBM PC XT. Previously, Omninet required a separate Corvus hard disk file server. Corvus also introduced its new OmniDrive line of hard-disk drives with a built-in
Omninet connection . Prices range from $1995 for a 5.5-megabyte drive to $4995 for 45.1 megabytes,
plus $495 for Corvus Constellation II network software.
AST Research introduced PC -Net II. The twisted-pair network can use an XT or Tallgrass hard disk for
shared f iles and includes a print-spooler feature. A starter kit, with manuals, ·cables, and two cards for
the IBM PC, costs $1290; additional PC -Net II cards are $595.
Microsoft is also reportedly developing a new version of its MS-DOS operating system with multiuser/
networking features.

BASIS GETS NEW DISTRIBUTOR, INTRODUCES LOW-COST VERSION OF 108
Basis is introducing a lower-cost vers ion of the Basis 108 (reviewed in the January 1984 BYTE). The
computer will include 128K bytes of RAM, Z80 and 6502 processors, and two 5 ~ -inch disk drives for
about $1500. Basis is also preparing a hard -disk version of the Basis 108 as well as 16- and 32 -bit sys tems. (Communical Inc. [1400 Grant Ave., Novato, CA 94948, (800) 421-6594 or (408) 892-7139] is
now the U.S. representative for Basis.)

NANOBYTES
IBM announced Displaywrite , a word -processing program for the IBM Personal Computer. An abridged
version is available for $95, or all features are included for $299. IBM also announced a $13,000 lowend version of its System 36 computer with a 30-megabyte hard disk . .. . Both IBM and Commodore
have been licensed to produce Intel's 8088 processor .... International Data Services Inc., San Jose,
CA, has announced Unx-II, a $900 version of UNIX System III for the IBM PC .... Uniform Software
Systems Inc. plans to introduce a version of the UNIX operating system that can run MS-DOS and
U NIX software concurrently . .. . Zilog has licensed NEC Corp. to produce Zilog's Z80000 microprocessor ... . IBM has made a grant to University of New Hampshire professor James Weiner to convert a
Prolog interpreter developed at UNH to run on the IBM PC. Weiner predicts the interpreter will be available by August through UNH for less than $300 .... Macrotech International Corp., North Hollywood,
CA, introduced a $1395 S-100 processor board using Intel's iAPX286 and Zilog's Z80B . . . . Casheab,
San Francisco, CA, introduced a music-synthesizer board for the IBM PC. The board will sell for $795 in
late summer ... . Daisy Systems Holland, Torrance, CA, introduced the QuietWrite printer, which it says
is quieter than other daisy-wheel printers ..... Capitol Data Systems, a division of Capitol Records, has
entered the premium -quality disk business with a line of 5 ~ -inch floppy disks. Capitol plans to add
3 %-inch disks soon . .. . Synetix Inc., Seattle, WA, announced the PC-Handler, an expansion card for
the IBM PC, allowing up to four IBM PC or Apple II computers to share files and peripherals. A Z80
processor, two serial ports, four parallel ports, and 64K bytes of RAM are included for $ 795 . .. .
Information Appliance, a Palo Alto firm headed by Jef Raskin - originator of Apple's Macintosh-is developing a new product of its own .... Borland International, Scotts Valley, CA, has introduced a version of
its $49.95 Turbo Pascal compiler for the IBM PCjr .. . . Atari has dropped its Atari Program Exchange,
through which it sold third -party software ... . Apple Computer will rely on third-party vendors to
introduce peripherals for its Applebus low-cost local-area network for the Macintosh and Lisa 2. While
Apple plans to introduce shared hard disks and laser printers, it does not presently plan to introduce
additional low-cost Applebus peripherals .... A number of colleges are now offering course credit for
TeleLearning's "electronic university" courses, which download and upload course materials, exams, and
teacher-student messages .... Workman and Associates is finally shipping WRITE for CP/M-86 .. . .
Creative Solutions Inc., Rockville, MD, has announced MacForth for Apple's Macintosh. MacForth Level
costs $149; Level 2, with an assembler and additional functions, is $249.
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GetAHeadStart
OnlbeOtherGuys.
,

own easy-carrying handle. A portable
keyboard option is also available.

How Fast Is Fast?
HeadStart's RAM Disk, an electronic emulation of the typical
second drive, responds up to fifty
times faster than conventional
microcomputers.
Depress a key and you get a
response within a split second. Literally before your finger leaves the key.
And HeadStart is incredibly powerful, too. Up to one megabyteofintemal
memory can tackle even the most
sophisticated applications.

Some Ideas
Are Bigger Than Others.

HeadStart Features:
Size: IS" wide. ]]"deep. lOY.> high.
Vkight: 25 Ibs.
Processors: Z80A(8 bit) and 8086 (16 bill.
Memory: 128K to 1MB depending on model. All models
are expandable.
Disk Storage: SOOK to 1M B (u nfomlatted) on a 3)(,"
Micro"Disk.
Display: 12"(diagonal) P31 phosphor. non -gJar~ screen.
25 lines x 80 or 132 columns.
Keyboard : Detachable with 105 total keys. An
optional portable version snaps onto the fro nt screen
area for easy [ransportability.
Disk Operating Software: 'CP/M80 for 8 bit
" MS OOS for 16 bit LAN OOS for multi-user 8or 16
bit operation.
Networking: Up to 255 HeadStart VPUs may be connected via coaxial interface into one of2 optional da~1
storage systems.
Interfaces: One 11S449/RS232 compati ble serial port
One Centron ics compatible parallel printer port Ex1crnal
data bus. Coaxial communications interface. External
disk I/O interface.
Optional Data Storage Systems: 2 models available. A
10M B. 5Wsystem is expandable to 20MB. ASOMB. 8"
system (2S,'.1 B fixed. 2SMB re movable) is expandable
to 200MB.
' C!>/fl.1 is a rcaistercd IrcH.I t.:mark tI l I)igital Rc.~ea rc h .
' OMS DOS isa re9,islltred tra1.lcmarkuf ~\ ic rosoft.

Circle 210 on inquiry card .

Intertec's HeadStart is the
smallest, smartest, fastest, most powerful business computer money can buy_
And the most expandable (it's
networkable up to 255 user stations).

Great Ideas Come In
Small Packages.
Instead of three bulkY components, HeadStart needs only two-the
keyboard and CRT. There's no need
for a cumbersome disk and processor
cabinet With HeadStart, it's all in the
CRT enclosure_
HeadStart's small but powerful
3W' disk drive offers as much storage
as larger 5W' disks. Its 8 and 16 bit
processors make software availability
no problem.
And HeadStart's small size permits easy transportability with no
sacrifice in performance. Each Video
Processing Unit (VPU) comes with its

Because HeadStart is designed to
be both a single and multi-user computer, you buy only as much computer
as you need today.
But as your business grows, it
grows with you.
Each HeadStart Video Processing
Unit comes with its own memory,
processors, disk and multi-user
interfaces.
Just add a 10 or 50 megabyte
Data Storage System and up to 255
users can share a common data base
in an incredibly powerful, multiuser network
HeadStart is available in three
different models. All offer full performance, transportability, and are easily
expandable.
Unlike conventional, singJe-useronly computers, HeadStart is here
today with the designed-in technology
to be here tomorrow.
So get a HeadStart on the other
guys. For more information, call (803)
798-9100 or write: Intertec, 2300
Broad River Road, Columbia,SC 29210.

•
Intertec'M
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A picture worth $111,000,000.

Not long ago. three businessmen
met in a coffee shop to talk about an
idea for a new personal computer. They
made a rough design on the back of a
place mat.
A lot of companies were already
making personal computers. but they
thought theirs just might work better.
The next year. they sold $111 million worth of their new computers. the
COMPAQ" Portable and the COMPAQ

PLUSTM. No company in America had
ever grown that fast. Why?
Simply because they offer. in a rugged. portable package. more capability
than most other PC's. They're truly
IBM"-compatible. so all the most productive software runs as is. They display high-resolution text and graphics
on the same screen. And they grow.
Expansion slots take IBM-compatible
boards. and a kit converts the COMPAQ

Portable into the COMPAQ PLUS with
its integrated ten-megabyte disk drive.
How does the future look? We look
at it this way: If we came this far on the
back of a place mat, just think of what
we can do now.
for the locat ion of your nearest Authorized
Dealer. call 1-800-231-0900.
Cl 984 CO M PAQ Comp ute r Corporation. COM PAQ Kis a Registered
Tradema rk and COM PAQ P L US'~ Is a Trademark of COMPAQ
Co mput er Co rporati on. IBM'''i s a Regls l ered Trad emark of [nt ernationa l Business Machines Corporation.

It simply works better.
BYTE May 1984
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Letters
A User Looks at Mac
As an old-school microcomputer
person (my first experience with a micro
was in December 1977 on a Commodore
Pet 2001), I'd like to give a more jaded
view of the Apple Macintosh computer.
First, the Mac is an IBM PCjr competitor, not a PC competitor, as Gregg
Williams states in "The Apple Macintosh
Computer" (February, page 30). Compare
both machines' capabilities. The Macintosh has a maximum of 128K bytes of
memory, one internal minifloppy drive,
and a monitor. It is lightweight and portable, has no hardware expandability, and
its software is upwardly compatible to the
Lisa 2. The PCjr also has a maximum of
128K bytes of memory and one internal
floppy drive. It too is lightweight and
portable, has minimal hardware expandability, and its software is upwardly compatible to the Pc.
On the other hand, the IBM PC (and
variants) have 64K to 128K bytes of
memory (expandable to 640K bytes),
massive hardware expandability, and
multiple floppy and hard disks.
Second, anyone who has worked
seriously with computers knows that if
speed is the top priority, then tight
assembly language is required-but you
pay for that speed by having code that is
virtually incomprehensible to anyone
who did not write it. Forcing softwar~
developers to write tight assemblylanguage code (just to fit memory limitations) will slow the amount of software
reaching the market-and raise its price.
As Steve Jobs points out ('An Interview:
The Macintosh Design Team;' February,
page 58), once software is developed, it
is paid for. So, if Apple plans to sell 10
million Macintosh computers, it obviously expects to sell 10 million copies of
Mac BASIC, Mac Paint, and Mac Write.
If Apple makes $50 profit a shot, then the
company makes at least an extra $500
million. (Who said there's no attention
paid to quarterly profits at Apple?)
My third complaint is that the Mac is
not expandable. What do I do when I
outgrow my machine? I would have no
choice but to scrap the $2500 machine and
buy a $3500 system. However, Apple will
point out that you get to keep your
software.
I know everybody will complain that I
am ignoring the wonderful software that
14
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makes Mac the machine it is. But how
much are you willing to pay for that software? The Mac is potentially more powerful than the Pc, but Apple has so
hobbled it that it is not much more
powerful than the PCjr.
For the record, I think Mac and Lisa 2
have some wonderful software; but if you
really want the software, buy the Lisa 2.
At $3495, it is probably the best massproduced high-end computer on the
market today. For only $1000 more than
you would pay for Mac, you get the expandability that was cut out of Mac (such
as large memories and hard 'disks) . In addition, you get another 384K bytes of
memory thrown in (the price differential
is only what IBM would charge for 384K
bytes in chips). As a final bonus, you can
get either Mac's or Lisa's operating system. However, you should buy a Lisa 2
quick, because once the differences
become evident, Apple will probably
raise the Lisa 2's price because of the
skyrocketing demand.
George Snoga
1910 Harpers Ferry

San Antonio, TX 78245

Gregg Williams replies:
Your points about the Macintosh's
similarities to the IBM PCjr are well taken;
hawever, I am puzzled mj your insistence that
the Macintosh is not expandable. My article
speaks of the "virtual slot" scheme that makes
future peripherals possible and announces the
availability of a keypad, a second disk drive
(soon), and a Sl2K-byte memonj update (by
the end of the year). These alone make the
Macintosh more similar to an IBM PC than
a PCjr. At the Macintosh announcement date,
about 30 third-party vendors announced
dozens of software and hardware packages, including two hard disks, two telephone/modems,
a printer buffer, and numerous software packages; other vendors have joined since, and
some products are already available. Once the
Macintosh has SI2K bytes of RAM, the
pawerful operation set of the 68000 and the
I28K-byte "toolbox" of routines make it possible to argue that the Macintosh is computationally superior to an IBM PC with 640K
bytes of RAM.
I agree with you, though, that I'd rather
have a Lisa 2 than a Macintosh for my office.
Whatever expansion the Mac has, the Lisa 2
will have more, and its abilihj to run all
Macintosh software ensures its vitality.

More Mac Reactions
After interminable months of speculation and rumor, the Macintosh h as arrived. Apple's "secret weapon" has been
released with a flurry of expensive primetime advertising touting the Macintosh's
icon-oriented, mouse-implemented user
interface. With the introduction of the
Mac has come a plethora of new terminology to be added to the already
burgeoning inventory of high-tech buzzwords. In the wake of Macintosh, words
such as "icon," "desktop metaphor," and
"pull-down windows" are b~coming ever
more common.
As is to be expected with any new product, especially one that promises to turn
the increasingly staid world of personal
computing on its ear, the Macintosh has
not been uniformly well received. One
prominent and oft-repeated criticism is
the Macintosh's lack of "compatiblity."
This indictment, of course, refers to
Apple's deliberate choice not to give the
Macintosh the capability to run software
that is currently in vogue. Several reviewers, most notably Peter McWilliams,
have cited this "problem" and stated that
the Macintosh is doomed to failure because of it. To dismiss Macintosh for this
reason is to sacrifice utility at the altar of
uniformity.
It cannot be denied that CP/M and its
progeny have carved out a substantial
following. Likewise, no one can question
that the IBM Personal Computer has
become the de facto standard by which
all other hardware is measured . Assuming all of this, one nagging question remains: why have these products become
so prominent? The answer lies in the
meaning of the phrase "de facto:' CP/M
and the IBM PC have literally stepped
into the breach. They have created a standard through blood, sweat, and tears .
Quality and performance have been cast
aside in the search for conformity. The
fear of being different has seized the personal computer industry and has transformed innovators into imitators.
Instead of being ostracized, the Macintosh should be welcomed as a breath
of a fresh air in an atmosphere that has
become cloistered and stagnant. Were it
not for the people involved in developing the Macintosh, personal computer
users would still be mired in a swamp of
incomprehensible keyboard sequences
Circle 4 on inquiry card .
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Pick up a SixPakPlus~
for your
Introducing ... SixPakPlus:M the refreshing new 384KB multifunction card! In response to the changing needs of the IBM

taining AST's high standards for quality and reliability.

PC and PC-XT marketplace, AST Re search, Inc . is proud to
an nounce the latest addition to our line of multifunction
enhance ment products, the SixPakPlus! Thi s new product is
the result of extensive marketing research into the needs of
IBM PC users whether they have th e original 64K system
board , the newer 256K system board , or the PC-XT The
SixPakPlus has been engi.neered to meet these
needs at a competitive price while main-

Th e SixPak, as we like to call it, could have been named for
the six banks of RAM on it. However, we like to think that it
was named for the six functions of the card. The features of
the SixPak inc lude:

1.

RAM memory starting at 64K, user-expandable in 64K
increments to 384K. This makes the SixPak ideal for
the PC or PC-XT with a 256K system board; 384K on
a SixPak added to 256K on the system board yields
640K , the maxi mum addressable user memory in
these systems .

2.

One Serial (async) communications port, configurable as either COM1 or COM2 , for use with
serial printers, modems, a "mouse ;' and other
serial devices. The serial port has on-board
jumpers for easy management of the RS-232C
lines, simplifying the wiring of cables in many
installations.

3.

One Parallel (printer) port, configurable as
LPT1 or LPT2 (LPT2 or LPT3 when the IBM
monochrome card is install ed ), for use with the
IBM/ Epson and other compatible printers. The
port is compatible with IBM diagnostics.

4.

A Clock -Calendar with battery backup, featuring an easily replaceable Lithium battery and a
quartz -controlled timebase for a high degree
of accuracy.

5.

An optional IBM-compatible Game Adapter port, for use with an IBM-type joystick. In
conjunction with application programming ,
this game port may be used for cursor control, in generating graphics or for playing
games at the end of your work day!

6.

Eve ry SixPak comes with an AST SuperPak utility diskette which includes SuperDrive
and SuperSpool, the most powerful disk
emulator and print spooler software you can
get. These programs will greatly enhance the
throughput of your PC or PC-XT by emulating
disk drive and printer access at RAM speeds
rather than the normal slower speed of mechanical devices. SuperPak is the first of such software
to be compatible with both DOS 1.1 and DOS 2.0.

1

SERIAL PORT
GAME ADAPTER PORT
PARALLEL PORTl
CLOCKI
CALENDAR
r-------~~----_,I

Most important of all, the SixPak comes with the AST "Plus;'
AST's unsurpassed reputation for quality, reliability, afterthe-sale support, and overall design excellence that gives
our products the best price/performance ratio in the industry! Hence the name, SixPakPlus!
AST prod ucts are available from Computerla nd . Entre', ComputerMart, and
selected dea lers worldwide. Ca ll factory if your dealer does not have the AST
products you want.
® IBM is the registered trade mark of International Business Machines

~9r
RESEARCH INC.
2121 Alton Avenue-Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 863-1333 - TLX 753699 ASTR UR
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and unintelligible system commands.
"Point and click" has become the means
by which everyone can enjoy the versatility and power of state-of-the .art micro". .
processor technology.
Ideally, hardware manufacturers and
software developers should be oriented
toward a common ·goal. The goal is
simple: to put the greatest amount of information-processing power in the hands
of the greatest number of people. This objective will not be achieved without a
drastic restructuring of the status quo. To
the vast majority of this country's population, personal computing remains a dark
art. Perpetuating the existence of this arcane science will only benefit those who
seek to monopolize and, therefore, control the flow of information in our society.
When Apple first began to advertise the
Macintosh, they used a "1984" theme,
with Big Brother obviously being played
by IBM. In fact, the theme that was used
might not be too far from the truth. With
the follow-the-Ieader approach that is
being taken by nearly everyone in the personal computing industry, there is a very
real chance that the vitality and creativity of that endeavor may be extinguished.

This cannot be allowed to happen .
Instead of being criticized for refusing
to follow the crowd, Apple Computer and
the developers of Macintosh should be
commended for their efforts. People can
only remain a slave to their machines for
so long.

J. Edward Chor
1307 W. Addison st.
Chicago, IL 60613
The Apple Macintosh, previewed in
February, looks like a fine computer with
its powerful 68000 microprocessor and
sophisticated system software.
However, I think the Macintosh
development team committed a fundamental design error when, having exhausted ROM space, they placed their
floating-point software in RAM. Software
running out of RAM executes approximately 25 percent more slowly on the
Macintosh than does software running
out of ROM.
It would have been more appropriate
for them to have moved some of their
user-interface or I/O software to RAM instead. Software that deals with mice,

keyboards, and printers can run more
slowly than 6 MHz (the effective RAMbased clock rate) before there is any
perceptible loss in speed of a program
running on a Single-user system.
Obvious as this mistake is, it is also
easily corrected. I hope that Apple moves
to correct it before the company floods the
market with its current system . I discussed this matter over the phone with
one of Apple's technical-support people,
but I am not certain I got my point across.
Your publishing this letter might alert
potential users to the problem. The
Macintosh, with its excellent graphicS and
high-speed p eripheral interface, looks like
it would be a good machine for engineering and scientific applications, as well as
for personal and business use. It is a
shame to see its computational speed unnecessarily diminished .
As for the floating-point software itself,
I inquired whether Apple had implemented the complete IEEE doubleprecision package. The answer I gotafter cross-country phone calls to five different offices-was to send $150 for a draft
copy of Apple's manual Inside Macintosh,
plus another $100 for the first bound edi-

·UNIX System 11/ POWER and sophistication are yours.
Let THE SOLUTION turn your micro into all you
dreamed it could be, bringing the Ultimate
i = ==-.pgJrogramming environment as close as
II!
your modem. Just a local call
.from over 300 cities
nationwide via Telenet.

~-"'~~.

Portable
A new generation printer that
combines portability, dependability and quality. Sprinter is
travel convenience - lightweight
and rugged with an easily
removable travel cover and plenty
of space for storage.

Personal
A friendly printer that is easy to
operate. Ease of operation is top
priority for this printer. A
SoftSwitch ™ Control Pad allows
the user to control forms' length,
print density, tabulations, baud
rate and character sets.

Professional
A fast printer, the 160 CPS
Sprinter comes standard with a
4K buffer expandable to 68K with
MPl's MemoryMate™ option. It
comes equipped with an
EasyLoad™ front paper feed for
quick paper insertion and handles
everything from letterhead to
mUlti-part fonns.
Travel with the Best!
See the Sprinter at your local computer store or call us for the
dealer nearest you . • (800) 82. -8848
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Micro Peripherals, Inc.
442 6 So . Century Dr .• SLC. UT. 84123
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(801) 263-3081

QUt\DRt\M
CORPORATION If-....u......
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4355 Interna ti ona l Blvd .l Norcross , Ga. 30093
(404) 923-6666/ TWX 810-766-49 15 (QUADRAM NCRS)
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Letters _______________________________________
tion (publication date uncertain), plus
another $50 for updates.
Apple is promoting the Macintosh as
an "open" system (the meaning of this
term seems to be deteriorating with time),
but it sure is charging a lot for the key.
Robert Lurie
8 Tingley Rd.
Morristown, NJ a7960

Word processing ... graphics ... charts .. . the
advantages of owning a printer are endless.
And so are the advantages of purchasing
a Star Micronics Gemini-10X from MidWest
Micro-Peripherals.
The Gemini-10X is compatible with all major
brands of computers. It comes standard
with a Centronics compatible printer port
(serial optional) , plus tractor, friction , and
roll feed . With 120 cps bi-directional, logic
seeking carriage control and 816 character
buffer (expandible to 4K and 8K), you 'll get
crisp, clean hard copy without having to wait.
If you want variety, the Gemini-10X features
Epson compatible printer codes. For a wide
range of graphic looks, the unit offers six
character sets and eight fonts as standard.
All this and more at the guaranteed lowest
price. If you can find a verifiable better price
anywhere on any Star printer, WE WILL
BEAT IT. But besides price, MidWest also
offers the best service. We offer same-day
shipments on all items in stock. And our
experienced staff is ready to help you
before, during, and after your purchase. If
you purchase NOW, you'll receive absolutely
FREE a deluxe printer cover worth $16.
Sale Price
More Star Printers
Gemini-10X
$289
409
Gemini-15X 120 cps
439
Delta 10
160 cps
589
Delta 15
Radix 10
619
200 cps
719
Radix 15
399
Power Type Daisy Wheel
Call Toll Free for information and ordering
1-800-423-8215
In Ohio: 1-800~321-7731
We accept VISA and MASTERCARD (Add
3%). certified checks, money orders, and
COD's. Dealer inquiries are invited.

MidWClst Micro-PClriphClrals
(Division of Infotel , Inc .)
135 South Springfield St.
St. Paris, Ohio 43072

I found Mr. Williams's article on Apple's
Macintosh disturbing because of the
unfettered and naive enthusiasm displayed toward the product and, for that
matter, the manufacturer. This material
would be expected from a manufacturer
or his representative but not from a
member of your editorial staff. Journalism
of this type severely reduces the credibility of your magazine in presenting unbiased and knowledgeable reviews of new
products.
I have 25 years of professional experience as an end user of computer
equipment, and I arrived at a considerably different picture of the Macintosh
than the one described in your article.
Some of the Macintosh's features are
more in Apple's corporate self-interest
than the user's. Others represent questionable design criteria, and some are just
plain "gee-whiz" features with no more
substance than tail fins and chrome. Obviously, if I had written the article, a
somewhat different story would have
been printed.
My negative opinion of the Macintosh
may be as unfair as Mr. Williams's positive appraisal. The microcomputer marketplace is a jungle with many pitfalls for
both neophytes and pros. It behooves any
widely circulated publication like BYTE to
make every effort to provide balanced and
objective reviews of new products. Your
less-sophisticated readers need all the
help they can get!
Gerald I. Evenden
POB 1027
N. Falmouth, MA 02556

Gregg Williams replies:
Permit me to add some perspective to your
evaluation of my article. In many ways, I have
an enviable job in that I have been able to review some of the best products our industry
has produced. Because of this, they get largely positive reviews (less worthy products
would not deserve to be on the cover of BYTE
and other magazines). Still, I did point out
a number of important areas of dissent: the
~
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single built-in disk drive, the unbundling of
Macintosh prices, and the "hyping [of} a machine that easily stands on its own merits"
in calling the Macintosh a 32-bit machine. In
addition, the article took over six weeks to
research and write and contains much technical information and commentanj that has
not been included in any other Macintosh article. For further perspective on the Macintosh, see my article, "Update on Apple Macintosh and Lisa 2," on page 339.
I was disappointed that your industryleading magazine missed what nontechnical magazines such as Time and Rolling
Stone reported about the origins of the
Macintosh computer. As they pOinted
out, the Macintosh concept-a low-cost,
monochromatic bit-mapped, small, and
extremely friendly computer-was my
creation.
The original team that I pu t together to
build it included Burrell Smith, hardware
designer, Bud Tribble, software designer,
and Brian Howard, an unsung hero of the
project who contributed to the concept,
software and hardware design, and the
overall feel of the project. Brian (who, for
some reason, was not mentioned in your
article) and Burrell are still with Mac, but
Bud went back to school and got his M.D.
I became C.E.O. of Information Appliance
Inc.
I also gave the Macintosh its name. The
change in spelling was not an error as you
reported, but done deliberately to avoid
potential conflict with the electronics
manufacturer named "McIntosh:'
Interestingly enough, Steve Jobs actively opposed the project at its inception,
and only after we had proved the concept
did he become the Macbooster that he
now is. Reading the BYTE article one
might get a very different impression and
would not give credit where it is due.
Jef Raskin
Information Appliance Inc.
530 University Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Bus Widths
I am writing in regard to "The Apple
Macintosh Computer" by Gregg Williams
(February, page 30). In his article, Mr.
Williams points out that although Apple
refers to the MC68000 as a 32-bit processor, he believes that it is generally
regarded as a 16-bit processor.
Although no one has been able to come
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THE PRINTER TO PICK
WHEN THE PACE QUICKENS.
It's happening all over the PC and
micro worlds.

and a correspondence quality that truly
rivals tl1e daisywheel.

You're getting hit with a ton of increased
throughput requirements. Your applications are generating a deluge of paper. You
need more printer speed. A lot more.

And tl1e 2350 and 2410 can both print
at up to 350 cps. While producing 120
to 420 lines a minute for you . With bidirectional printing and shOtt line seeking
logic. And bam high speed horizontal and
vertical slew.

You're also looking for more professional-looking presentations so you need
better print quality. A lot better.
Who's got the best of both worlds
for you?
Okidata's Pacemark 2350 a nd 2410 dot
matrix printers.
They'll not only help you heep pace
with yo ur wo rld, they'll help you set new
and exciting ones. In print speed. In print
quality. And in vastly increased com patibility a nd capability.
Take tlll·oughput. The 2350 and 2410
can qUickly get you out of the waiting game
to where you're really cranking it out.
And with flexibility, too: up to 5 pages
per minute.
But wait. Cranking what out, you may
ask? A single, restrictive printing mode?
No way. The 2410 ca n give you DP, draft,

PC COMPATIBILITY.
SOFfWARE COMPATIBILITY.
The 2350 and 2410 use industry
standard interfaces making mem hardware
compatible with most mini and microsystems on tl1e market today. In addition,
tl1ey are supported on tl1e menus of most
of the important software being offered
to microsystem users like VisicaIc, Lotus
1,2,3, DBASE 2, Peachtree 500 and General
Ledger, Multi-Mate WP, Wordsta!·, etcetera,
etcetera.
But wait, tl1ere's more. Like an outstanding all points addressable graphics
capability with 144 x 144 dots per inch
resolution.
Two color printing for highlighting.
Down line loadable font sets for flexibility.

Subscripts and superscripts so your scientific and technical usage won't bog down.
Six-part forms handling. The capability to
print 132 columns on eight-inch paper
using 17.1 characters per inch to save paper
costs and make output easier to handle.
And -so tl1at you can depend on getting
all that good stuff, all the time-a mean
time between failure of 2200 hours. A mean
time to repair of only 30 minutes. An
average printl1ead life of 500,000,000 characters. And an industry low warranty
claim rate ofiess than 2%.
No doubt about it, the qUicker tl1e
pace at your place, tl1e more yo u need
Pacemark from our place. For more information, calI toIl free 1-800-0KlDATA.
In New Jersey, 609-235-2600. Or write
OKlDATA, Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054.
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$249
$249
$399

LJ Full C
0 Fast object code
0 Basic graphics
o 8087 support [i Large memory model 0 Fast I10
o Overlays
0 Relocating assembler 0 Linker & library
o Library has 1/ 0, screen 1/0, graphics, PC DOS·CP I M / 86
o Interfaces with DRI and MICROSOFT assemblers
o Compatible with AZTEC C for CP / M, APPLE, C64, & TRS-80

$249
call
$ 99
call
$125
$125

I PRO includes optimizer, C86 debugger, and other tools
Comprehensive color graphics for use with C or stand alone
Tools I has make, dill, grep.. & other UNI X inspired tools
Phact is a comprehensive set of C database functions
Z is a full screen C editor much like the UNIX Vi editor
Quick C compiles C source into interpreted code in a flash

8086 /8088
AZTECC86
new release 2.0
PC DOS / MSDOS
CP I M-86
BOTH

I PRO extension
CGrafx
Uni-Tools I
PHACT database
Z
QuickC

AZTEC C II
8080 I Z80
CP / M-80
$199
I PRO extensions
$150

Full C compiler, assembler, linker, library utility, . PRO extensions include library source, utilities, ROM libraries, M-80 and
RMAC interface

AZTEC C80
MODEL III or 4
I PRO III and 4

The Model 4 system is full AZTEC C II and runs under TRSDOS
or DOSPLUS, the Model III system does not support float. I PRO
has float for III , Z, library source, .

TRS-80
$199
$349

AZTECC65
APPLE DOS
ProDOS

6502
$199
call

C CROSS DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEMS
C cross compiler,
assembler, & linker
PDP-11 $2000 other $750

AZTEC C TUTOR
APPLE or IBM
other systems

$99
call

QuickC
APPLE, CP / M, T-80 $125

SOFTW~RE SVSTEMS

P.O. 8ox1l
Shrewsbury, N.J. 07701

A complete C development system for the APPLE II and lie with
assembler, linker, editor, SHELL, library, and library source. Binary
files execute under DOS or SHELL

Cross systems generate modules on a HOST system that are
downloaded for execution on a target system . HOSTS include
PDP-11 UNIX, 8086 UNIX ports, PC DOS, CP / M-86, CP / M, and
APPLE. TARGETS include CP IM, APPLE , COMMODORE C64,
& TRS-80.

PRENTICE-HALL and MANX SOFTWARE SYSTEMS joined
forces to produce an unmatched "hands on" C tutorial. Includes
lessons, text, fast compiling student C compiler. and .
Quick C compiles C code into extremely compact interpreted
code at blinding speed . Run time system has UNIX functions .
.. Order phone 800-221-0440 (outside NJ)
201-780-4004 (NJ and outside USA)
Telex (ITT): 4995812
Shipping: per complier
Information: 201-530·7997
next day USA $20, 2 days
Tech support: 201·780-8374 USA $5, 2 days worldwide $15,
eenada $10, airman outside
USA a Canada $20

UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs. CP 1M, CP I M-SO and CP I M-S6 are trademarks of DRI. PC DOS is
a trademark of IBM. MS DOS is a trademark of MICROSOFT. N.J. residents add 6% sales tax.
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up with a concrete way to determine the
bit size of any given processor, there are
two commonly used methods, The first
is to rate the processor by the width of
the external data bus, and the second is
to rate it by the width of the internal data
bus. Mr, Williams makes the assertion
that the correct way to determine size is
to rate the processor by the maximum size
of a multiplicand in arithmetic operations.
Let me address each of these methods
individually,
Determining the size by examination of
the external data bus was, until IBM
entered the microcomputer marketplace,
the most commonly accepted method of
rating processor size. It is still probably
the best way because most microprocessor systems' speed is limited by the data
bus bandwidth (memory accesses per
second times size of data bus).
IBM, through its PC advertising, has
endorsed rating the processor size by
using the internal data bus size. This
allows them to call the 8088, which has
an 8-bit external data bus, a 16-bit processor. It is interesting to note that Intel,
the designer and manufacturer of the
8088, refers to this processor as an 8-bit
unit (source: 1982 IC Master, page 1083).
Mr. Williams's contention that the size
is determined by the maximum multiplicand size is absurd. Rating a processor by
this method results in both the 8080A and
6502 processors being O-bit micros, which
I am sure even Mr. Williams will admit
is untrue.
Comparing the sizes of some common
microprocessors using the above criteria
brings about the results shown below.

Processor

8080A
6800

Int Widthl
Ext Width

8/8
8/8

6502

8/8

8088
8086
68000

16/8
16/16
32/16

Multiplicand
Width

o

o
o
16
16

16

As I stated, I believe that the measure
of the external data bus is the most valid
method of determining processo r size .
Using the width of the internal bus results
in the 8088 and 8086 being the same size,
which, although true from a software
point of view, is not true for the hardware .
Because most peo p le use the processor
size as a relativ e indicator of computational speed, the external data bus width
is the measure that has the most bearing.
Unfortunately, IBM has set the (de

Business
Afford To Use
FllZzy Infortnation?

•
I

n this age of information
processing, perhaps the
most important information
processing occurs between your
eyes and your monitor screen. An
unclear on-screen image can visually distort the most accurate
information, leaving valuable information lost somewhere between the lines.
You won't take that chance
with a monitor fro m Roland DG.
For us, clarity is not just a good
feature, it's our most important
feature.
We designed the Roland DG
monitors as if a sharp image was
all that mattered. Then we start
adding on the extras-like easy
plug-compatibility, non-glare
screen and other features. Then
we styled them so that they look
sharp from any angle- not just
the front.
Roland DG makes a broad
range of monitors, to suit any
personal computer and to please
any computer's person. From
high resolution RGB and Composite Color monitors to Monochrome Composite or TTL signal
(IBM-PC) in either
Amber or Green.
If accuracy is important to you, you
shouldn't settle for
anything less than a
Roland DG monitor-the clear choice_
Because the most important information
processor is you.
Roland monitors
are available at fine
computer dealers
everywhere. Roland
Digital Group, 7200 Dominion
Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040
(213) 68S-SHL

CC141

t

he m oSI
important
informa tion
processi ng occu rs
{jetween you r
monitor and your
ey es.

d

esigned to be
as beautiful
on th e outside as on th e inside.

t

heres a
Roland DC
m onitor for
every computer:s
person!

1131\'\ is a Lradcllmrk
of Inlernal ional
Business Machines

RolandCG
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Televideo 910, ADDS ViewToday, you have to live in two
different worlds. One belonging
point or other compatible
to IBM. The other to everyone
terminals.
else.
The PA1000 connects
With that in mind, comcoaxially to an IBM
cu
panies have come along
3274/3276 cluster
o\VATA~
with a variety of
controller, so whatever perproducts that
sonal computer or terminal
attempt
you use will perform all
two together
of their IBM mainframes.
the functions of an IBM 3278-2.
So if you're looking for the
along the
The coaxial connection also
a little dumb. best of both worlds, keep reading.
means you won't be in for a future
AVATAR
And you'll see why the AVATAR
shock: ever-changing IBM protoProtocol Con- PA1000 can out-think any product cols will be no problem.
on the market.
It's the most
AVATAR PAlOOO vs.
IRMALIN E'"
First of all, the
intelligent way to
Easy to install
YES
YES
QIA installation
NO
YES
AVATAR PA1000
bring personal computers,
English language
is an almost univerportable computers, or low-cost
commands
NO
YES
screens
YES
NO
sal link. With no mod- Help
ASCII terminals into the IBM
Keyboard types
5
J
ification, it connects to
coaxial environment. For th e first
Remme dial~ i n /
security
password
YES
YES
time, overburdened D P!MIS
virtually any personal
YES
Dual host access
NO
or portable computer
executives can look forward to
Local screen
printout
YES
NO
you have: IBM, Apple,
truly smooth integration,
3278 status
li ne modes
3
J
DEC, TR5 80, Kaypro,
minimal
Price
$995
$1395
COMPAQ, NCR, and
Availability
Immed iate
OJ
confusion,
others.
Two hosts are better than
The AVATAR PA1000 also
and fewer demands on their time.
one. So in addition to the
connects to the DEC VT100,
And users can get an affordable,
coax connection to IBM , the
IBM 3101, LSI ADMS ,
easy-to-use way to tap the riches
1)( DrUa

RX D/Jtn

PllIB ,hru

POWDr

• • • • •

TRS is a trademark of Tandy Co rporation. COMPAQ is a trademarl, of COMPAQ Comp l/ter Corporation. ADM5 is a trademQr/, of
Lear Siegler. Inc. ADDS Viewpoint is a registered trademark of Applied Digital Data Sys tem s. Inc. Dow Jon es is a trademark of Dow Jones & Company. Inc.
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important. You can dial into your
AVATAR PAlOOO gives you an
PAlOOO at the nearest cluster
extra RS232 port. That gives you
controller, and reduce communiaccess to other local or remote
cations costs dramatically in the
asynchronous host computers or
process.
local printers.
HELpl If you need it (and who
Just by typing "1-2-3" (how
much simpler can you get?),
doesn't) you have help screens
the PAlOOO automatically
to put you back on track. The
determines the baud
PAlOOO also has easyrate of the attached deto-use, English
vice and is ready to go.
language commands.
In just five minWith a few simutes (no kidding)
ple keystrokes,
you can install
you can switch
the AVATAR PAlOOO.
from your IBM to
And you don't
the extra RS 23 2
need to be a comport, giving you
puter operator
access to private 11111111111111111
The
data n etworks • =:'l'C=~===::-.:r.:"':"r'::":"'!::"l
AVATAR
and public
databases like aiYli~_iiiiii___~~~u
PAlOOO
even gives yo u
Dow Jones.
a file transfer option that lets you
And when you switch back, the
transfer information back and
AVATAR PAlOOO is smart en ough
forth between your personal comto remember your IBM screen.
puter and an IBM mainframe.
In a distributed terminal n etWhat will AVATAR think of
work, remote dial-in from
next? The latest news is our
personal computers or asynPA1500, a link that lets you
chronous devices is increaSingly
IBM

4'

print the output from your IBM
host on a low-cost ASCII printer
It supports high-speed dot-matrix,
letter quality, and line printers.
It's very simple
to install. And it
will save you a
bundle.

------

-

~

"'''~'''Ol'll''

'200

(DHaves'
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To find out more about the
AVATAR PAlOOO, our company, our distributors and
dealers, or our plans, just call us.
In Canada or Massachusetts:
617 -4 35-6872. Everywhere else:

800-828-2004 Ext. 600.

!J\VATA~
The Linklliat Isn't
Missing Anything.

Avatar Technologies Inc.
99 Sou th Street, Hopkinton , MA 01748

© 1984 AVQtQr Technologies. Inc. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
IRMALlNE is a (rad , marl, of Digilill Communications Associates, Inc. Apple is a trademark of Apple Compu ter, Inc. DEC is a registered trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.
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LeUen ______________________________________________________________
facto) standard for measuring size and
has elected to use the internal data bus
size for its measurements. Because it
would be unfair to measure the Apple by
any other criterion, Mr. Williams must
concede that the Macintosh is a 32-bit
machine.
Mike Sauve
1024 52nd Street, SE
Kentwood, MI 49508

Gregg Williams replies:
Thank you for your letter. It summarizes
discussions that have gone on here at BYTE
since I wrote the Macintosh article. We have
decided that the situation is too complex to be
accurately specified by one descriptor: the
multiplicand does not describe the Intel 8080
well, nor does the internal-bus descriptor
describe the 8088 (which runs 10 to 40 percent slower than an equivalent 8086-see my
article, "Benchmarking the Intel 8086 and
8088," July 1983, page 147) well. In addition,
even the external-bus descriptor falls short.
Consider the National Semiconductor
NS16008; even though it has an 8-bit external
data bus, it is a 32-bit architecture internally,
including a 32-bit by 32-bit multiply instruction. Surely, this kind of power puts the
NS16008 in a different class from, say, the
8080.
Another descriptor that I have just
discovered is that of the bus width of the
arithmetic logic unit (ALU), that area of the
microprocessor chip that performs all the
arithmetic and logic functions that the chip
allows. The ALU bus width feels intuitively
right-it is the ultimate measure of how much
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data the microprocessor works on at a time. real difference between microprocessors that
Does this help us? Hardly, because once we can address 1 megabyte of memory (20-bit adget to this level of detail, the philosophies of dress bus) and 16 megabytes of memory (24-bit
chip design muddy the water. The NS16000 address bus). In addition, if a microcomputer
family has 32-bit ALU buses. The Motorola has been designed to use less memory than the
family is more complex: the 68000 (16-bit ex- microprocessor itself allows, we should make
ternal bus), 68008 (8-bit), and 68010 (16-bit) note of that fact as well.
As a result, in BYTE we will state both bus
have three 16-bit ALUs, while the 68032
(with a 32-bit external data bus) has three widths-for example, we will describe the 8088
32-bit ALUs.
as a "16/8-bit microprocessor (16-bit internal
Finally, to complicate the issue even more, data bus, 8-bit externazr and the 68000 as
let me relate another possible descriptor men- a "32116-bit microprocessor." In recognizing
tioned by our editor in chief, Phil Lemmons. that the value of a commercial product is deterThings changt if you look at the problem of mined by more than just these descriptors, we
describing the "power" of a computer from a will try to give all the information that
user's point of view. A user doesn't ca re what presents a product in the most accurate way.
operating system is running or whether the In the '}It a Glance" text boxes that accommicroprocessor has an 8- or a 16-bit data pany our reviews, we will place more emphasis
bus-this person just wants to know, "Will it on the internal and external data paths and
run fast enough so I don't have to wait too the maximum amount of memory the comlong?" and 'What software does it run?" Com- puter can address.
putation speed can often be improved by using
a chip with a higher clock frequency, but software complexity is determined by the address
space of the microprocessor-a feature that is
Clock-Time Benchmarks
usually fixed, especially on 8-bit chips that are
not part of a family of similar products. (We
I generally enjoy benchmark articles
are assuming that software is easier to use if and thus found the February BYTE full
it has Help screens, a sophisticated user in- of interesting comparisons. I feel comterface, and other features that make programs pelled to comment on one aspect of
more complex and, therefore, larger.) From this Avram Tetewsky's article, ''Benchmarking
reasoning, we can argue that the address bus, FORTRAN Compilers" (page 218). The
which measures the total amount of memory author goes to great lengths to obtain
that a microprocessor can address, is a good "true" results for the larger multiuser
descriptor of a microprocessor's power. Many systems in the comparisons, the VAX
popular programs need more than 64K mjtes . 11/780 and the mM 3081D. Thus, Tetewsky
to run in (the limit of traditional 8-bit reports only CPU time, runs benchmarks
microprocessors). As memory gets cheaper and in the early morning hours so there won't
we find ways to fill it up, there may be a very be other tasks slowing the system, and
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Area
by Brett Kirk
Owner
Poseidon Aquatics

Our business is
wholesaling tropical fish to
pet stores. We're not a
large-sized company, but
we have one whopper of an
inventory-control problem.
That's where dBASE II®
comes in."
II

The one that didn't
get away.
"We needed a fast
program, and dBASE II, the relational
database management system from
.A~hton-Tate, gave us the speed we
·needed to quickly log in our weekly
live-fish shipment in terms of total
numbers received, the kind and numbers of each different type, the cost per
fish -all critical factors in determining
our pricing and being able to pass along
savings to our customers whenever
possible without hanging us out to dry
profitwise.
"We're sure glad we bought
dBASE II when we did. I think our
customers are glad, too."

Once you try dBASE II,
you'll be hooked.
If you're up to your ears with data '
Circle 46 on inquiry card .

that has to be managed quickly and
efficiently, dBASE II can really help
you stay afloat.
.
For all the particulars, contact
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson
Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.
(800) 437-4329, Ext. 212. In the U.K.,
call (0908) 568866.

ASHTON .TA1E
Su ggested re ta il price, $700.
dBASE II is a regis tered tradema rk of Ash to n-Ta te.
©Ash ton-Tate 1983
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LOOK NO FURTHER I

we'll get you low
prices and fast
service, or else I

ALPHA
OMEGA
COI'JPUTER PRODUCTS
I Port, Monitor . .. . . .
. . $1989
MBC 555 w/software ..... . . . . 1049
64K Apple compatible ...... SAVE
IBM PC Systems ............... ... SAVE
KA YPRO " Portable . . . .
. ... SAVE

DISKETTES
SCOTCH 3M SSDO .. ...... ... ...... $23
MAX ELL MD2 DSOD . . . . . . . .
. . . . 39

PRINTERS
C. ITOH 8510 P. 120 cps . ........ .. . SAVE
EPSON FX80 160 cps ............ . . $495
EPSON FX100 160 cps ... . ....
. .. 695
OKIDATA Microline 92 160 cps ........ 445
OKIDATA Microline 93 160 cps .. .... . . 749
DELTA 10 160 cps . . . . . . .
. .... SAVE
GEMINI lOX 120 cps . . .............. 279
GEMINI 15X 120 cps ... . . . . . . . . . . .. 425
NEC 3550 35 cps UQ . ............. SAVE
JUKI 6100 UQ 18 cps
... 445
PRINTER Pal .. .
. ..... 24

MODEMS
HAYES Smartmodem 1200 .. . ....... $489
HAYES Smartmodem 1200B . . . ..... .. 425
HAYES Micromodem II . . ........... 265
ANCHOR A. Mark I 300 BAUD ...... . .. 81
ANCHOR A. Mark XII 300/1200 .
. .. 269

MONITORS
TAXAN 12" Amber .
. ...... .. . $115
GORILLA 12" Green
... 85
USI P13 12" Amber . . . . . . . . . .
. . 145
AMDEK 300G 12" Green .
. .. 135
AMDEK 300A 12" Amber. . . ..... . .. 145
.305
AMDEK Color I 13"
.. 495
PRINCETON HX-12 RGB
BMC 13" Color ......... .. .......... 219

APPLE PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
VIDEX Videoterm 80C w/softswitch .... $209
VIDEX Ultraterm . .. ............. .. . . 279
MICROSOFT 16K RAMcard . .
. 69
MICROSOFT 280 Softcard . .
. .. 245
MICROSOFT Premium Pack .
. .. 479
MICROSOFT Premium Softcard liE .... 345
KRAFT & TG Joystick ... ........ . .... 45

HAYES Mach II Joystick . . .
. . 33
PROMETHIUS '/2 Height Drives .
. . 195
. .. 75
WIZARD IPI Parallel Interface .
PROMETHIUS Versacard .. .... ....... 149
EPS Keyboard .
. ... 289
KENS INGTON Systemsaver ......... . .. 68
COOL & TIME (fan , surge, clock)
. 75
KOALA Pad .... . .......... . ........ 93
PFS Filing System ...........
. . 81
PFS Report . .
. . . . . . . . .. . .. 81
DBase II
. . . . .. ... .
.389
Wordstar .. .
. ......... 249
Home Accountant ..... ..... . . .... SAVE
Multiplan . . . .. . ................... 165
DB Master Version 4 ...... .. . .. . .... 249
DB Utility t or 2 .. .............
. . 95
Magic Window II .
. ........... 109
Zaxxon . .
. ..... . . . . .... . . . .... 29
Choplifter. .
. .. 25
Zork 11111111 ...
. ... 28
Wizardry
.39
Sublogic Pinball
.. 27

We do not charge for VISA or MASTERCARD

~

18612 Ventura Blvd." Tarzana , CA 91356
All products are in factory sealed packages. We guarantee aU items for 30 days. Within this period, defective merchandise returns must
be accompanied by RMA number. All other retutnswill be subjecllo a 10% restocking fee. For prepaid orders Iherewill be a 3%
shipping charge; 5% for UPS Blue Label: $5.00 minimum: all orders outside U.S. at 15% shipping. There will be an additional $4.00
surcharge on C.O.D. orders . Cash or Cashiers Check is required on C.O.D. orders. Calil, residents add 6.5% sales tax . Prices SUbJ8Clio
change without notice.
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Philip B. Ender, Ph.D.
UCLA
Graduate School of Education
Los Angeles, CA 90024

IBM PERIPHERALS & SOFTWARE
TANDON TM100-2 360K ............ $219
TEAC '/2 Height 360K .... ........... 195
MICROSOFT Mouse .......... . ..... 139
QUADRAM Quadboard w/64K ......... 269
QUADRAM Quadlink . . ............ SAVE
QUADRAM Quadcolor I .. .. . .. . . ..... 215
64K RAM Kit 200 ns . . ............... 55
AST 6-pack plus
. SAVE
STB w/64K clock, par, serial, game
.. 295
HAYES Mach II Joystick ............... 35
MAYNARD Int. 10MB Hard Disk ..... SAVE
Property Management
........... 335
Home Accountant + .. . .... . ..... . SAVE
Multimate . . . .
. ... 329
PFS Filing System .........
. ... 89
PFS Report
....... ... .. ........ 81
lotus 1,2,3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 325
DBase II
. . . . . .......... .. . 389
Friday . . .
. .... 189
Wordstar
. 259
Wordstar Propack w/Mailmrg, Spellstar .. 359
Multiplan .
. ..... ...... 165
Flight Simulator .
. ............... 33
Deadlin e ............ ... .. . .. _. • .. . 38
Zork 11111111 . . . . .
. ........... 28

Hundreds of available items. Call for complete pricing information.

~~~~~ 345-4422

even removes the 110 time of a slow
terminal.
I wish to question the fair ness of comparisons in which one class of computers
is judged by clock time and another is
judged by some mythical "true" tim e. As
a computer user I go by clock time to
measure job turnaround . If multiuser
systems h ave a large overhead in dealing
with multiple tasks, why shouldn't that
be reflected in the benchmark times?
I have a number of Pascal programs that
I run on both an IBM 3033 and an Apple
II using the UCSD p-System . I typically
get results from my Apple 5 to 30 minutes
faster than from the IBM. Admittedly, the
IBM 3033 ru ns the programs in several
hundredths of a secon d, but one can
spend a long time in both the exec and
printer queues.
I suggest that all fu ture benchmark articles that refer to both m icrocomputers
and mainframe systems use th e same
standard for judging both, namely clock
time.

Circle 29 on inquiry card.

Thinktank
I wish to thank Mr. Lemmons for bringing Thinktank to the attention of your
readers in "Beyond the Word Processor"
(January, page 53).
I used an early version of Thinktank on
the Apple II, running u nder App le
Pascal. FYI, as it was called then, quickly
became my most important program
(after my word processor and spelling
checker). I used it as a reminder program,
an outline maker for rep orts and stories,
and as a general aid to thinking. For
people wh o think in h eadlines and fill in
the spaces afterward, it is an idea database without equ al. I highly recommend
it if you have an Apple, a Macintosh, or
an IBM Pc.
My only regret is that Living Videotext
ch ose to expand in the direction of MSDOS, rather than modifying Th inktank
to work under UCSD Pascal IV. I miss the
program and wish it would run on my
Sage II.
Gerald Perkins
643 Channing Ave.
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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And it's happening again with our IBM"
compatible Rana 2000. This 320K double density
drive offers a large centering cone for problemfree diskettes and our exclusive silencing mechanism to make it the quietest disk drive you
can buy.
At Rana we know the key to our success is
providing the highest technology, on the best
possible products, while filling the most possible
user needs. That is why we spend so much time on
research and development. Our world-renowned
engi neers were the first to offer increased capacity. The first to design a write protect feature. The
fi rst to use a metal band positioner and get 100%

*'

I
I

.-

'

data integrity, and a 3 to 4 times improvement in
access speed. And , the first to bring you all this
perform ance, quality and dramatic styling.
This is why our Elite One got the #1 rating
from Softalk Magazine. And our Atari " compatible
Rana 1000 Slimline has turned a game computer
into a sophisticated business tool. And soon we'll
have a new Winchester drive and a new series of
very high density minifloppies, for both IBM
and Apple®
So call or write for the nearest Rana retailer
or computer store. We're Rana Systems. And we
know that to keep a step ahead, we have to put
you first.

RanaSystems

21300 Superior Street. Chat sworth. CA 91311 213·709-5484
Call toll free: 1·800·421·2207. In Catifornla only call : 1·800-262-1221
Source Number: TCT-654
. Apple IS a regiStered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc . AtarllS a reglslerecl lrademark 01Alan , Inc ' IBM IS a registered lradernmk. of Internallonal Business Machines, Inc
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ANNOUNCING
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NOW WE'VE ADDED EVERYTHING TO TURBO PASCAL
(EVERYTHING EXCEPT A HIGH PRICE)
• WINDOWING!
... This is a real shocker. On the IBM PC or PC jr. you'll now have a procedure to program windows .... Any part of the
screen can be selected as a window and all output will automatically go to this part of the screen on ly. As many
windows as you please can be used from the same program .

• AUTOMATIC OVERLAYS!
· .. No addresses or memory space to calculate, you simply specify OVERLAY and TURBO PASCAL will do the
rest.

• GRAPHICS, SOUND AND COLOR SUPPORT FOR YOUR IBM PC OR JR!
• FULL HEAP MANAGEMENT!
· .. via dispose procedure.

• OPTIONAL 8087 SUPPORT!
· . . Available for an additional charge.
If you have a 16 bit computer with the 8087 math chip-your number crunching programs will execute up to 10X
faster!
.

EXTENDED PASCAL FOR YOUR IBM PC, PC jr.,
APPLE CP/M, MSDOS, CP/M 86, CCP/M, OR CP/M 80
• Full screen interactive editor providing a complete
menu driven program development environment.
• 11 significant digits in floating point arithmetic.
• Built-in transcendental functions.
• Random access data files.

• Program chaining with common variables.
• Dynamic strings with full set of string handling
features.
• Full support of operating system facilities.
• And much more.

• • •

NOW WITH WINDOWING

VERSION 2.0

$49.95

HERE'S WHAT THE REVIEWERS HAVE SAID ABOUT TURBO PASCAL
"What I think the computer industry is headed for: well documented , standard, plenty of good features, and a reasonable price."
Jerry Pournelle, Byte, February 1984
"Finally, somebody has done it right. A powerful Pascal Z 80 or 8086 / 88 single pass native code compiler together with a full
screen editor and erro r checking to make a super programming development package."
David Carroll, Microsystems, February 1984
"The Perfect Pascal"
Alan R. Miller, Interface Age, January 1984

LEARN TO WRITE
A SPREADSHEET

"It is, simply put, the best software deal to come along in a long time."
Bruce Webster, Softalk IBM, March 1984
If you already own Turbo Pascal
version 1.0, you can upgrade to 2.0
for $29.95. J ust send in your old master
w ith yo ur c heck. (Ma nu al update included
of cou rse).

Our offer includes MICRO CALC, a spreadsheet written
in Turbo Pascal. It will be
on your disk, and ready to
run. And we've included the
source code to show you
exactly how a spreads heet
is written!

ORDER YOUR COPY OF TURBO PASCAL VERSION 2.0 TODAY
For VISA and MasterCard orders cal! toll free:
1-800-227 -2400 x968
In CA:
1-800-772-2666 x968
(lines open 24 hrs, 7 days a week)
Dealer & Distributor Inquiries welcome
408-438-8400

1-------------------------------------------------- ------- - - ----- --- --- ---- --- - - - --- - - ----I

:
I

CHOOSE ONE (please add $5.00 for
shipping and handling for U.S. orders)
_ _ Turbo Pascal 2.0 $49.95
_ _ Turbo Pasca l with 8087 support
$89.95
_
Update (1 .0 to 2.0) Must be

~~~~e~~~~:~~

by the

Check __ Money Order _ _
VISA _ _ MasterCard _ _
Card # :
Exp. date: _ _ Shipped UPS
.))

BORLAnD

Original.))

INTERNATIONAL

_ _ Update (1.0 to 8087) Must be
accompanied by the original
master $69.95

Borland Intern ational
4113 Scotts Valley Drive
Scotts Valley. Californ ia 95066
'TELEX: 172373

My system is: 8 bit _ _ 16 bit _ __
Operating System : CP/M 80
CP/ M 86 __ MS DOS __ PC DOS _
Computer: - -- Disk Format: - -

Please be sure model number & form at are correct.

NAME:

~~~~~;:~E/ZIP: _ _ __ _ _ _ __
TELEPHONE:
Ca lifornia reS idents add 6% sa le s lax. OutSide U.SA. add 51500 (If
ou tSid e 01 U.S.A. p ay ment must be by bank draft payable In the U S
and In U.S. dollars.) Sorry, no C.O.D. or,Purchase Orders. A14
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Phil Lemmons's essay "Beyond the
Word Processor" Ganuary, page 53) is an
excellent piece of writing/thinking. The
comparison to spreadsheets was a crisp
and striking illustration of his idea. He
targeted the most crucial and relevant
limitation and challenge for current textediting software. What was exciting and
valuable about word processing for the
writer was the way in which it rendered
manageable the physicality of the textit transformed the "hard" actuality of
written work into a "soft" virtual existence
and thereby eliminated much of the busywork involved in preparing a text. But
current software is geared to the product
rather than the process of writing. The
word processor is the writer's secretary.
It is interesting to reflect on how the
writing process itself is being transformed
by what the computer makes possible.
Mr. Lemmons's call for writers to express their needs and dreams is an invitation to experiment with the very process
of writing/thinking. Good article!
John Glazer
616 Pearl St.
Ypsilanti, MI 48197

PLOTWARE -z
interfaces to mo s t
d e vic e s: CRT ' S ,
PLOTTERS, DOT
MATRIX PRINTERS
(at uaxi mum dot
resolution). &
wi t h "d 0 - i t yourself" cUltom
attachments.
Us e wi t h PC DOS,
MSDOS. CPll/86 .
C P 1l/ 80. CD 0 S, etc .
( and UNI X in MAY! )
Make s all charts
wi t h rONTS ( s everal
t ext styles) . Greek .
I t a li e. R u s s ian .
Old Bnllilh. o r
different .haded,
ve r y Itylilh one l.
Even Hebrew and
uath or special
symbols - or "Do-

George Orwell and 1984
I am at a loss to understand why, in an
otherwise balanced and penetrating article, G. Michael Vose would choose to
"rewrite" the history of George Orwell
and his most famous work (,,1984 and
Beyond;' January, page 100). His description of Orwell (Blair) as a fanatic anticommunist conjures up a caricature, a halfmad mixture of Joe McCarthy and Doctor
Strangelove. Mr. Vose then limits Orwell's
portrait of a dismal future to one
dominated by "fascists:' All of this implies
that Orwell was an unbalanced individual, describing a threat from only one
source.
Yet Orwell and his book were no such
thing. He was anticommunist certainly,
but also an idealist, humanist, and passionate socialist, and one who in no way
considered himself part of the "right,"
fanatical or not. Neither did he take the
easy way out in constructing the government of the future, one that would have
conveniently ignored the tyranny growing beyond the Elbe. Orwell was opposed
to any system that enslaved both the individual and society and labeled such

systems with the more useful and inclusive term totalitarianism.
As Mr. Vose correctly notes, the personal computer may prove an aid in
preventing such a future. You can bet
computers won't be a mass-consumer
item in any totalitarian society, fascist or
communist.
John C. Ruane
USS Wabash AOR-5
FPO San Francisco, CA 96683

Penny-Wise
In the February BYTE, Jerry Pournelle's
User's Column (page 113) addressed the
use of the "Disk Doubler" to enable the
use of the back side of disks on singlesided drives. I was glad to see that he
recommended against using this tactic,
but I feel that he left out the most important reason for not using it.
The inside of a disk jacket is lined with
a porous material that both lubricates and
cleans the disk as it rotates in the jacket.
Many small particles are trapped by this
material and held out of the way so the

This ad uas draum. e ntirely by PLOTWARE-z.
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your da t a from

1. Word Pro c e ss or s
(like 1I'ORDSTAR)

2.DATA BASE files
(like

dB ASE II)

3.SPREAD SHEETS
(Super Ca l c 2)

DON'T

BE

4. Co mp i 1 e r s •

and

Assemble rs - even
interpre tive BAS I C
e a s y wa y 8 t 0 U 8 e •
from :
Dll!nu driven
to c omaand fll e a t o
dire c t l ibra ry u s e .
~

by

limited

Iraphics

t ry t he DEMO a t y our
d e a l er or contac t :

THE
E NERCOMP

i~ -yourself " fonts .

Include LOGO'S and
dig i t i zed fieures.
Plus - all pictur es
c a n b e TRANSMITTED
to remote stat i on s.
Use wit h el e ctronic
" cut - a nd - p a'1l t e" , for
camera r e ady copy.

DIRECT ACCESS
to

1978

s.
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Garrison

Lakewood.
GET P LO TWARE - z
A reliable system
wit h o ver 3 years of proven usage.
Co mp l e t e wi t h e 0 mp r e hen s i verna n u a I
no w w i t h use r - wr i t t e n a p p l i e at ion
no tes & extensive "walk-thru " help

CO.

CO . 80226

(303)987-0125
telex:

499-6325
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In the Hard Disk Jungle
Tallgrass Clears
APa
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disk will not be harmed. However, when
the "Disk Doubler" is used and the disk
is inserted in the drive upside down to
use the back side, the disk rotates in the
reverse direction. Thus, any and all particles that were trapped during the original rotation can be released back onto the
disk. Premature failure of the disk, or at
least loss of data, is virtually guaranteed.
I have long recommended that this is
not a worthwhile savings tactic; the potential of lost data far outweighs the small
dollar savings in disks.
Larry C. Hansford
Creative Computer Consultants Inc.
POB 66
New Carlisle, OH 45344

"In Defense of Luddism"
I was disappointed to find that you felt
the editorial urge to reprint the narrowminded and reactionary opinion of the
Wall Street Journal article, "The Luddite
Answer to Unemployment," by Bruce
Bartlett, in your Editorial on page 4 of the
January issue. Mr. Bartlett may be an

economist with impressive credentials,
but he is no historian, and he seems to
be a poor social analyst as well.
It is a historical cliche, and an inaccurate
one, that the Luddites of early 19th century England broke machines because
they were "afraid" of technology, or even
that they hoped to save jobs of workers.
The true mission of the Luddites was
pointed out clearly by MIT historian
David Noble in a series of articles entitled,
"In Defense of Luddism;' that appeared
in the most recent three issues of the
political journal Democracy. Noble shows
that the Luddites were primarily concerned with the control of the workplace
at the point of production . These skilled
English craftsmen were resisting the introduction of machine technology that
made their skills obsolete, and which
forevermore turned over the control of the
production of their product to a capitalist
owner. The Luddites correctly perceived
that the industrial revolution was generating a two-class system of owners of
machines and laborers on machines, a
system that placed little value in skill or
in the relationship between a producer
and his product. Noble also pointed out

that the Luddites were not simpleminded "machine-smashers" who
bashed looms and other devices out of
some irrational, primitive anger. On the
contrary, the Luddites chose their targets
carefully after some rather sophisticated
analysis on the social effects of machine
technology.
The issue that the Luddites truly addressed (not what Bartlett would have us
believe they represented) is still with us
today. The important issue that traces its
roots to the Luddites is not fear of technology, but the pressing question of who
controls the workplace. Are we to have
an economy that persistently excuses its
abuses of humans by saying that "technology is neutral" and "we can't stand in
the way of Progress"? What is progress
if it does not serve human needs? And
human needs are not entirely encompassed by employment. The Luddites
understood that the battle for control of
the workplace necessarily includes a battle for dignity, political rights, equality,
and freedom. And they were right-they
lost the battle, and the next hundred
years of the western world we remember
chiefly through the dark writings of

FEATURES
Text
13" black matrix tube
.31mm pltch-720 Horizontal dot resolution
$wlvel base
Green Text mode-for less eye fatigue
Cable supplied for IBM PC
Switchable pos. or neg. synch.
6 Months warranty
Save hundreds of dollars-by ordering direct

·8U-"C)IUlmn

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TILTS: 5° to 15°
SWIVELS: ± 42°

* Offer ends June 30, 1984
Send for the PX-IV brochure or to
order your PX-IV, send 8499" plus 815.00
for shipping and handling to:

LEJ Inc., Suite 210
140 Rt. 17 N.
Paramus, N.J. 07652
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Money orders, MasterCharge, Visa
and checks accepted. Discounts available for OEM volume purchases. N.J.
residents add 6% sales tax.
If after two weeks of use you are not
completely satisfied we will refund
your money less shipping charges.

INCORPORATED

Suite 210
140 Rt. 17 N.
Paramus, N.J. 07652
(201) 871-1112
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Dont buy Omninet
just b
:/fIne

Buy it because it's the best buy
At under $500 per node, OMNINET
has the lowest cost per station of
any local area network.
Because an OMNINET Network
uses simple, twisted pair wire.
Which means that cabling costs one
fifth of the coaxial alternatives,
with none of the installation
headaches.
Result? OMNINET is both
easj er and less expensive to
install. Or expand.

Buy the system
for unmatched
flexibility

f"';;"

From Apples
to Zeniths,
OMNINET
handles
more types
of micros
than any
other network. So keep
the DEc's in Data Processing and the PC's in
Purchasing; OMNINET
makes for great workl...>-;;>,;~~~'t"" ing relationships.
And starting with

V

its the

Buy the OMNlNETNetwork
for the most expandability
If you're just starting a network,
consider OMNISHARETht Software. It
lets your regular PC's or PC-compatibles make full use of the disk
space on an IBM PC XTTht
When you want to draw on the
resources of your central computel; you'll want Corvus' SNA Gateway
It lets your network's micros tap
into your mainframe's information.
Whether you have 2 computers
or 2,000, OMNINETcan get the
most out of them.

Buy us for our experience.
We pioneered local area networking for micros. And we're constantly workjng on better ways to
give you the system
you need, with the
versatility you
want, at a price
that makes sense.
With the result that ~i!;;;;;;ljJ""
3 out of every 5 locally-networked
micros in the world are connected
to a CORVUS network~
Give us a call at 800-4-CORVUS
to find out more.
Because when it's all said and
done, one of the best arguments for
going with an OMNINET Network
is really very simple.
Buy it for your peace of mind.

*I

CORVUS
The Networking Company.

• 59'X, of alliocally-nerworked micros operate in a OORVUS network,
according to InfoCDrfJ. CO RVUS, niE N E1"MlRKJNG COMPANY.
OMNINETand OMNISIiARE are trademarks of CORVUS ~'\'STEMS INC.

IIJM PC and PC XTarc trademarks ofintcrnational Business
Machines. APPI.E is a trademark of APPLE COMPUTER INC DEC is a
trademark o f DIGITAl EQUIPM ENTCORJlORATfON. Zenith is a trilele·

!nark of Zenith Corporation.11 is a trademark oflexas Instruments.
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FOR YOUR

BOTTOM LINE.
WORD PROCESSING/
EDITORS
Easyw riter t System
(3 pakl
Easywriter It System
(3 pakl
Edix / Wordix

$1 49

$1 99
$279
$1 99
Fi nal Word
$1 89
Microsoll Word
$2 39
Mic rosoll Word/ Mouse
$299
Multimate
$279
$199
PeachText 5000
Perlect WriterlSpeller
$249
PFS: Write
$ 95
Samna Word II
$329
Select Word Processor
$199
Spellbinder
$249
$Call
SSI Word Perfect
SuperWriter
$179
Volkswriter
$129
Volksw riter Deluxe
$179
The Word Plus (Oasisl
$109
WordPlus·PC with The Boss $329
WordStar
$249
WordStar Pro lessional
(WS/ MM/ SS / SII
$369
WordStar Options Pak
(MM /SS/SII
$1 89

Einstein Wri ter

ACCOUNTING MODULES
Ask Micro Accounting
$299
BPI Accoun ting
$369
IUS EasyB usiness System $319
MBA Accounti ng
$369
Open Systems Accounting $459
Peachpak 4 (GL/ AP / ARI
$239
Peachtree Acco unting
$399
Real World Acco unting
$469
Star Accounti ng Partner
(G L/ AP/ AR/ PAYI
$269

HOME/ PERSONAL FINANCE
Dollars and Sense
$119
Financier II
$1 19
Home Accountant Plu s
$ 99
Tax Preparer 84
$189
DATABASE SYSTEMS
Alpha Data Base
Manage r II
Condor III
dBase II
DBplus
Easy Filer
Friday
InfoStar
Knowledgeman
Perlect Filer
Personal Pearl
PFS: File/ PFS: Report
QUlCkCode
R:base 4000
T/ Maker III
TIM IV
Versa form

$179
$329
$369
$ 89
$219
$179
$269
$309
$159
$199
$169
$179
$299
$199
$269
$249

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Harvard Project
Management
$289
Scitor Prolect Sched uler
$229
VisiSchedule
$199
GRAPH ICS
BPS BUSiness GraphICS
Chart man Com bo (It& IVI
Chart master
dGraph
Fast Graphs
Graphw uter Extended
PC Draw
PFS: Graph
VisiTrend / Ptot

$229
$349
$259
$189
$199
$429
$219
$ 95
$199

SPREADSHEETS/MODELING
$Call
Jack 2
$319
Lotus 1·2·3
Muiliptan
$159
Perfect Calc
$159
SuperCalc 3
$239
TK! Solver
$Call
VisiCa lc IV
$159
LANGUAGES/ UTILITIES
Access Manager
Digital Research
C Compiler
Display Manager
Microsoll C Compiler
MS BaSIC Compiler
MS Fortran
Pascal MT+86
Norton Utililles
COMMUNICATIONS/
PRODUCTIVITY TOOLS
Crosstalk
Memory Shill
Move II
Prokey 3.0

$239
$219
$299
$329
$249
$239
$249
$ 59

$119
$ 79
$109
$ 95

HARDWARE PERIPHERALS '
AS T SIX Pack Plus (64kl $ 299
Quadboard lOki
$ 229
Hayes 1200B with
Smartcom
$ 439
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 $ 549
Hercules GraphICS Board $ 359
Epson FX· IOO Pllnter
SCali
Comrex II Punter
SCali
NEC 3550 Punter
$1899
C Itoh Prowriter
$ 399
C Itoh Starwuter
$1249
• Add 3% for shipping.

EXTRA $$$ SAVINGS
With each order, we offer discount coupons worth up
to $10 on your next order.

Diskette
Library Case
with your order. This attractive
case protects, indexes and stores
10 diskettes for quick retrieval.
Normally a $10 value, it is now
available FREE to Softline customers
TERMS :
cneCks-allow 74 days to clear. Credit
processing-add 3 %. COD orders-cash ,
M. D. or certifIed check-add $3.00. Shipping
and handling UPS surface-add 53.00 per lIem
( UPS Blue S6.00 per item). NY Stale
ReSIdents-add applicable sales tax. A ll
pri ces subject to change.

Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM - 7:00 PM

Sundays
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM

Softllne Corporaiion
3060 Bedford Ave. Brook lyn. N .Y. 11 210
TELEX : 421047 ATLN UI
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Dickens and the solemn warnings of
Marx.
There are n o intellectuals or pundits
who are "creating unnecessary fears and
anguish among workers," as Bartlett
writes, as if workers were frightened
children. Worke rs h ave legitimate
grievances and qemands of the system
they have built, and they will deal with
them as they see fit , They may be, and
in some cases are, following the lead of
the Luddites by smashing machinery. But
this is no more an irrational response to
technology than is putting millions out
of work without knowing what to do with
them , There has been and may always be
an overtly political battle over the nature
of work and its rewards . The Luddites
were the opening volley of this battle in
our time, and it may be time to listen to
what they were really saying.
Gary Chapman
Department of Political Science
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

X-raying Disks
I am currently part of a team working
on a large application project to run on
an IBM Pc. We have had to do a lot of
traveling by air and, consequently, our
disks have been sporadically "zapped ."
Based on my limited memory of high
school physiCS, I do not think that X rays
could have damaged the disks. I believe
that the magnetic fields of the X-ray
equipment power supplies are the
culprits. Although we remove the disks
from our carry-on luggage prior to entering the X-ray machines, we still sustain
occasional damage. I believe this happens
at the entry point to the machines where
we stop to unload the disks. That is, the
magnetic fields extend a Significant
distance around the equipment.
Now my tactics are as follows: (1) I put
each box of disks in a lead-foil film pouch
(although I doubt that this really offers
protection against magnetic fields) . (2) I
carry backup sets of disks. This has allowed me to recover on all occasions.
I would be interested to know how the
hard disk will react to airport X-ray
systems, and I would appreciate any information on this subject.
Steven A. Green
2393 Traymore Rd.
University Heights, OH 44ll8.
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ZVM-135: 80 column display. Audio feature
ideal for expanded IBM PC Jr.

One of the first Zenith television receivers.

Only a company with
36 years of TV smarts
could make monitors
this good.

Z

enith introduced its first television receiver to a delighted America in
1948. It had single-knob tuning and an ll-inch porthole screen.

Earlier this year, Zenith made its sixty millionth television set. And every
one has been built according to this credo: "The Quality Goes In Before The
Name Goes On."
Zenith continues this tradition of video excellence with its extensive line of
monitors. Monitors that will first dazzle you with their graphic display. then earn
your admiration over time wi th their reliability. And surprise you with their very
competitive prices.
There's a Zenith monitor for just about any personal computer, including IBM and
Apple, with seven models offering everything from monochrome green or amber
to high-resolution color. And some models can also be used with VCR or video
disc systems.
Nobody understands video like Zenith. To find out more about their fine monitors,
call1-800-842-9000, ext. I, for the name of your nearest Zenith Data Systems dealer.

data

systems
THE QUALITY GOES IN BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

ZVM-122A: Non-glare
am ber screen. Compatible with most
microcomputers.
Circle 412 on inquiry card.

ZVM-123A: Nonglare green screen.
CompOSite video
input.

ZVM-124: Super
resolution for IBM PC
with monochro me
a dap ter.

ZVM-131: 40 column
display. Audio amplifier.
Ideal for IBM PC J r.
or Adam.

ZVM-133: 80 column
display. Ideal for IBM PC
and compatibles.
C> 1984, Zenith Data Systems
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Th every software developer who'd written off portability as

an rrnpossible dream, Digital Research humbly announces a few
monumental breakthroughs.
We not only offer languages that are portable from 8 to 16 to the
32-bit chips of the future, theyre portable across all popular operating
systems, too. What's more, we supply the broadest range of quality
languages and development tools available today. And will tomorrow.
So rest assured. Whether you design applications at a major
corporation, plan to become a major corporation or just qualify as
a hobbyist, you only have to write it once.
Simply pick the Digital Research language that's right for you.
From Personal BASIC™to Digital Research FORTRAN-77: The newest
member of our remarkable family.
Th complement languages, we offer a complete workshop of
development tools. Our Display Manager™and Access Manager™
simplify the design of screen displays and data bases. So you spend
less time and effort.
If you write in COBOL, our Animator™source level debugger
will get your software running in record time.
And for programmers skilled with IBM mainframe
SPF, we offer micro/SPF.™ An editor that helps turn
your invaluable experience into valuable new
,fESEA~" software applIcatIons.
At Digital Research, we work as hard for you
i)'
6'
after the sale as we do to get the sale. With backup
~_____....
3
like quality documentation, software updates and
a phone line to our technical support team.
With so much productivity and service to draw
on, it's small wonder IBM
chose our languages for
its IB~PC, XT and the
new IBM 3270/PC.
For more information,
We make computers work
call your IBM representative.
.
Or, for the Digital Research retailer nearest you, call
800-227-1617, ext. 400. In California, 800-772-3545, ext. 400.
M

@O/6ITAL

•

•

i

[!ill DIGITAL
RESFARCH(R
)
SM

micro/SPF IS a Irademark of Phaser Syslems, Inc. Animalor and Level II COBOL are ~ademarl<s of Micro Focus, Lid. IBM isa regislered ~ademark of Inlernational Business Machines Corporation.
The Digilal Research logo and producls are eilher Irademarks orre@slered Irademarks of Di@lal Research Inc. ©1984 Dililal Research Inc. All righls reserved.

Circle 133 on inquiry card .
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Trump Card
Part 1: Hardware
Speed up your IBM PC with 16-bit coprocessing power
Steve Ciarcia
Consulting Editor
When asked what computer language I prefer, I generally reply,
"Solder:' This response is not an effort to be cute but rather to express
a preference for dealing in the terms
I know best. I don't avoid software.
I just try to minimize my involvement.
When it is necessary to write
simulation and test programs, I bite
Copyright © 1984 Steven A. Ciarcia .
All rights reserved.

the bullet. Unless the function is
time-critical, I most often choose
BASIC because it comes closest to being a universal programming language. Virtually all personal and
business computers support it, and
if I confine my command choices to
the more common instructions, the
demonstration programs that I compose on an IBM PC should also run
on your Cromemco Z2.
With few exceptions, you can compute your accounts receivable or type

in and playa game equally well with
an Apple or IBM PC using BASIC.
The fact that one has a 6502 microprocessor and the other uses an 8088
is irrelevant. The output will be the
same.
The value of high-level languages
is that they isolate the user from
microprocessor peculiarities and
facilitate transportable software. Unfortunately, the average ROM (readonly memory)-resident BASIC interpreter was never written with perfor-

Photo 1: The wire-wrapped prototype of the Trump Card, shown from the front . The left side of the board contains 512K bytes of type-4164

dynamic RAM; the right side contains the 2ilog 28001 and an interface to the IBM PC IIO-expansion bus.
40
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mance in mind. Usually taking 5 to 10 milliseconds (ms) to execute an
individual instruction, it can seem
like forever when running long
programs.
As a writer, I have grown to appreciate the universality of BASIC,
even with its shortcomings. By
treating the computer as a black box
with I/O (input/output) ports and
BASIC, I have been able to provide
projects that can be implemented on
most systems directly. As an engineer/designer, however, I am aggravated by its slowness and feel no
animosity toward critics who have
converted to languages such as Pascal
or C to gain processing speed .
Rather than make further excuses,
I decided to solve the problem in
classic Circuit Cellar traditionsimply build a black box that improves system throughput and runs
BASIC programs faster.

Processors and Performance
Generally speaking, most people
confuse microprocessor benchmarks
with system throughput. The comparison of microprocessor-instruction
execution speeds is not really indicative of a computer's capabilities.
Performance is more often governed
by the operating system and magnitude of the application program. It is
a false assumption that all software
written for a 16-bit microprocessor
will necessarily run faster than on an

Photo 2: The rear of the Trump Card prototype. To save time, the memory section was laid
out as a printed-circuit board, with wire-wrapping saved for the processor side. As shown
here, the Trump Card is installed for testing in an MPX-16 computer, which has I/O slots
compatible with the IBM Pc.

8-bit microprocessor. Machinelanguage fast Fourier transforms
(FFT) run quickly on a 6502, but an
accounting package that has to constantly interleave a program into and
out of disk may be encumbered by
64K bytes of operational memory in
the Apple. In all likelihood, large
spreadsheets and accounting programs will run more efficiently in the
larger memory space provided on an
8088 system such as the IBM Pc.
Raising the performance of a high-

level language such as BASIC takes
more than raising a microprocessor's
clock rate. Instead, it involves a combination of decisions that can
ultimately affect the entire system
throughput. We can expand the
memory available to application programs in an effort to limit repeated
disk accesses and configure a portion
of memory as a RAM (random-access
read/write memory) disk drive to expedite disk operations when they are
required. We can optimize the effiIII
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Photo 3: Execution-time visual comparison. (3a) Without Trump Card-a two-second exposure of the display while running the BASlCA
program in listing 1. The program has executed the PRINT statement and still is dimensioning the arrays. (3b) With Trump Card-the same

two-second exposure of the program execution (with PRINT statement added) shows the arrays have been dimensioned and the prime numbers
are being overprinted so fast that they blur.
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Apple /I

Apple III

TRS-80 Model II

IBM PC

IBM PC (with Trump Card)

224

222

189

190

2.4

Table 1: A comparison of execution times (in seconds) of the benchmark program in listing
1.

ciency of the high-level language by
operating it in a compiled mode
rather than as a repeatedly interpreted task. Finally, if the functional
throughput of a particular application
becomes dependent upon direct
microprocessor intervention, for
those tasks, substitute a faster
microprocessor or help it with a
coprocessor.

A Black Box Called Trump Card
This article is not about building a
classic speed-up board for the IBM
Pc. The word "speed-up" implies
replacing the 8088 with an 8086 or
80186. Instead, visualize your PC as
a black box with an input, output,
and crank. Rather than simply turning the crank faster, think of adding
another black box, in the same path
between input and output, that performs selective tasks more efficiently and faster than the 8088 alone. To
increase the relative throughput of
the system, I have designated an
alternate path for specific program
functions.
I've named this separate box
Trump Card. It is a functionally independent 10-MHz Zilog Z8001based computer with its own 512K
bytes of memory. Designed specifically as a compiled high-Ievellanguage computer, Trump Card is
addressed as an 110 device that communicates through the expansion
bus (see photos 1 and 2).
Among the specific functions that
Trump Card supports are BASIC, C,
CP/M-80, text editing, Z8000 assembly-language programming, and a
RAM disk. It does not directly execute programs written in 8088
assembly code, such as Lotus 1-2-3.
It instead executes programs written
in high-level languages such as
BASIC or C (a Pascal compiler and
8088-to-Z8000 translator are in the
42
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Listing 1: Sieve of Eratosthenes primenumber-generator program.
5
10
20
30
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190

DEFINT A-Z
SIZE = 8190
DIM FLAGS(8191)
PRINT "Only 1 iteration"
COUNT = a
FOR I = 0 TO SIZE
FLAGS(I) = 1
NEXT I
FOR I = 0 TO SIZE
IF FLAGS(I) = 0 THEN 180
PRIME = I+I +3
K = I + PRIME
IF K> SIZE THEN 170
FLAGS(K) = 0
K = K + PRIME
GOTO 130
COUNT = COUNT +
NEXT I
PRINT COUNT, " PRIMES"

works). Alternatively, it can enhance
the function of programs such as
1-2-3 by expanding available memory
and speeding disk functions. The
ultimate purpose of Trump Card is to
improve system throughput.
This month, I will outline the basic
functions of Trump Card and
describe its hardware in detail. This
is, of course, a Circuit Cellar construction project, and you are encouraged to build your own Trump
Card. More on that later. Next write your programs. Then run the
month, I'll describe some of the soft- same program using either Trump
ware in detail and do a little Card or BASICA. Depending upon
benchmarking.
the instructions you use, Trump Card
First, a little about Trump Card and provides a tenfold to hundredfold inthe Z8001.
crease in program performance (see
photo 3). Table 1 shows typical results
Trump Card
of what Trump Card can do with the
Trump Card is a peripheral board prime-number Sieve of Eratosthenes
that plugs into any expansion slot on program (September 1981 BYTE,
an IBM PC or PC-compatible com- page 180) frequently used to benchputer. It contains a 10-MHz Z8001 mark computer systems (see listing
and up to 512K bytes of memory. To 1).
use it, you simply load a BASIC,
Though I conceived of Trump Card
CP/M-80, or C program from PC- initially as a BASICA enhancement,
DOS and type "RUN:' Its memory it didn't take me long to realize that
can also be used as a RAM disk.
a Z8001 with 512K bytes of memory
Trump Card comes with software has some real computing power and
that translates existing BASIC and deserves proper support. For that
other high-level-language programs reason, the software supplied with
to run with reduced overhead. To this project is much more extensive
speed the execution of BASICA, than usual. With the utilities and
Trump Card compiles the code with languages included, you should have
a special version of BASIC called little trouble using the vast software
TBASIC. Unlike other compilers, this base of Z80 and Z8000 programs.
has no separate compiled-code disk
Trump Card includes the following
files (unless you specifically want software:
them) and no long delays. TBASIC
instantly compiles the program in a BASIC Compiler-TBASIC is PC
few tenths of a second when you
BASICA-compatible. The difload the file into Trump Card. In apferences between the BASICA inpearance, it looks like any old, slow
terpreter and the TBASIC compiler
interpreted BASIC, but it runs with
are minimal. Most instructions are
the speed of a compiler.
implemented without modificaTBASIC is PC BASICA-compatible.
tion.
You can use either the Trump Card CP/M-80 Emulator-Trump Card can
screen editor or BASICA's editor to
run your CP/M-80 Z80 assembly-

language programs directly without special disk headers or translation programs. Simply download
your Z80 programs and run them.
C-Compiler-Trump Card includes
the industry standard version of C
that is described in The C Programming Language by Kernighan and
Ritchie.
Debugger-Intended to aid in program development. With it, you
can examine and replace memory
and register contents, set breakpoints, or single-step through
programs.
Screen Editor-Incorporating many
of the features included in word
processors, the editor enables you
to write or examine ASCII text files
for either the PC or Trump Card's
use.
Multilevel Language Compiler-This
is a structured assembler that
allows Pascal-like control and data
types, arithmetic expressions with
automatic or specified allocations
of registers, and procedure calls
with parameter passing.
RAM Disk-Trump Card can allocate
128K to 387K bytes of its on-board
memory to function as an intelligent RAM disk (DOS 2.0 only).
This memory is separate from and
in addition to any already existing
on the PC bus. Trump Card's other
functions can run concurrently.
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CPU FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM

Figure 1: Block diagram of the internal structure of the 2ilog 28000 family of microprocessors.

that, when permuted by all the addressing modes and data types,
create a set of more than 400
instructions.
The Z8000 has two different modes
of operation: system and normal.
Which mode of operation is in effect
is controlled by a bit in the flag-andcontrol word (FCW) . The main dif-

ference between the operating modes
is that some of the control/interrupt
and I/O instructions work only in the
system mode. To simplify the design
of the Trump Card, I chose to use
only the system mode.
The Z8001 (see photo 4) is the
memory-segmented version of Zilog's
chip; it comes in a 48-pin DIP (dual-

The Z8000 Microprocessor
A block diagram of the Z8000's internal structure appears here as
figure 1. As the programmer sees it,
the Z8000 contains sixteen 16-bit
general-purpose registers (for addresses or data) that may also be
used in groups to form as many as
eight 32-bit registers or four 64-bit
registers. The low-order halves of the
registers may be used for byte operations, thus the Z8000 is able to manipulate data in 8-, 16-,32-, and 64-bit
pieces.
The eight addressing modes are
register, indirect-register, direct-address, indexed, immediate, base-address, base-indexed, and relative-address. The instruction set utilizes data
types ranging from single bits to a
32-bit-long word. The processor executes 110 distinct instruction types

Photo 4: The 48-pin dual-inline package that houses the 2ilog 28001 microprocessor, the
heart of the Trump Card.
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zaOOl
CPU

AS
OS
MREQ

READ/WRITE
NORMAL/SYSTEM
BYTE / WORD
STATUS

ST3
ST2
STI
STo
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CONTROL

BUS {
CONTROL
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MULTI-MICRO (
CONTROL

ADIS
AD14
AD13
AD12
ADll
ADlO
ADS
ADa

ZaOOl
cpu

4a
47
46
45

AD12
AD13

44

AD14
+5V
VI

3S

ADDRESS /
DATA BUS

AD6
AD4

37

NVI
SEGT

WAIT
STOP
RESET
BUSREQ
BUSACK
NMI
VI
NVI
MI
MO

AD3
AD2
ADI
SN2
GND
CLOCK

B/W
N/S
R/W

Os
ST3
ST2
STI

AD6
AD4
SN 4
ADS

RESERVED

MO
MREQ
SEGMENT
NUMBER

SNS
AD7

AS

NMI
RESET
SN6
SN5
SN4
SN3
SN2
SNI
SNO

ADa
SN6

20
21
22

2a
27
26

BUSACK
WAIT
BUSREQ
SNO
SNI

SEGMENT
TRAP
+sv

GND

eLK

Z8001 CPU PIN FUNCTIONS

Z8001 PIN ASSIGNMENTS

Figure 2: Pinout arrangement of the 28001 memory-segmented version.

inline package), the pinouts of which
are shown in figure 2. (The nonsegmented 40-pin version is called the
Z8002.) By memory segmentation,
the directly addressable 8-megabyte
memory space is divided into as
many as one hundred twenty-eight
64K-byte regions. Seven segmentselection lines coming out of the
Z8001 control the high-order memory
addressing. When the Z8001 is reset,
the segment addressing automatically reverts to segment 0, the lowest
64K-byte block of memory. Transfer
of control between segments is done
by jumps, calls, and returns.

Inside the Trump Card
The schematic diagram of figure 3
shows the Trump Card's circuitry. It
can be plugged into any expansion
slot of an IBM PC or into any other
computer with compatible I/O slots
and operating system.
Five of the Z8001's seven segmentselection lines, SNO through SN4, are
used in the Trump Card to decode

addresses for up to 1 megabyte of
RAM (S12K bytes fit on the board)
and 4K bytes of ROM (read-only
memory). Segment line 4 selects between the ROM, mapped into segments 0 through IS, and the RAM,
residing in segments 16 through 31.
The states of the segment lines are
latched by IC3; segment line 4 is
named RAM/PROM.

Address/Data Bus
The address/data lines coming
from the Z8001 (ADO through AD1S)
are a time-multiplexed address and
data bus, which can address a range
of 6S,S36 (64K) bytes of memory or a
like number of I/O addresses. Since
the Z8001 can form addresses at
either word or byte boundaries, the
least significant bit ADO is used in
byte operations to determine if the
upper or lower byte is to be operated
upon. The address on the AD lines
becomes valid when the Z8001
asserts the AS (address strobeactive low) line; it remains that way

for a short hold time after AS returns
to its idle high state. The address
from the Z8001 is latched by two
type-74LS373 transparent latches, ICS
and IC6, that are always enabled. The
use of transparent latches allows for
maximum address-setup time to the
memories.
The latched addresses (LAO
through LA1S) come out of the
74LS373s with LAO combined with
the signal B/W (byte or word address)
to form the EVEN or ODD byte-bankselect signal for memory. When B/W
is low, it signifies that a 16-bit
memory word is being referenced;
this causes the outputs of the two
AND gates at IC8 pin 3 and IC8 pin
6 to be active irrespective of the state
of LAO. By doing byte operations in
this manner, it is possible for the
Z8001 to do single-byte memory
writes without first reading an entire
word location.
The Trump Card contains a pair of
type-2716 EPROMs (erasable programmable read-only memories),
Text continued on page 50
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Figure 3 continued on page 48
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Figure 3 continued:
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Figu re 3 continued:
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Number
ICl
IC2
IC3
IC4
IC5
IC6
IC7
IC8
IC9
IC10
ICll
IC12
IC13
IC14
IC15
IC16
IC17
IC18
IC19
IC20
IC21
IC22
IC23
IC24
IC25
IC26
IC27
IC28
IC29
IC30
IC31
IC32
IC33
IC34
IC35
IC36

Type

Z80018
l8581
74LS373
74S138
74LS373
74LS373
74LS04
74LS08
74LS02
74LS08
74LS32
74LS04
74LS02
74LS138
74LS138
74LS138
74157
74157
74S74
74LS08
2716
2716
74LS245
6116-3
74LS393
74LS245
74LS74
74LS133
74LS04
74LS32
74LS51
74LS51
74LSOO
74LS74
74LS74
4164-15
(150 ns)

+5 V
11
5
20
16
20
20
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16
16
16
16
16
14
14
24
24
20
24
14
20
14
16
14
14
14
14
14
14
14
16

GND
36
14
10
8
10
10
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
8
8
7
7
12
12
10
12
7
10
7
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
8

PC
Address

Trump Card
Port

03EE

3

A "write" to this port by the processor that has current
use of the bucket will cause the 8-bit address counter,
IC25, to be reset to O. It will also release the bucket for
use by the other processor. If bit 0 of the data bus is set
to a 0 when this write is performed by the 8088 processor,
a nonmaskable interrupt (NMI) is also issued to the l8001.
Reading this port allows either processor to see data at
the current address of the counter without incrementing
the counter. If the bucket is not available, a read operation to this port will return an FF.
A read operation to this port by the processor that has
the bucket reserved will return the data at the current address of the counter and increment the counter at the end
of the read operation. A read by the processor that does
not have the bucket will return a value of hexadecimal FF
and will not increment the counter. A write to this port by
the processor that has reserved the bucket will enter data
at the current address of the counter and increment the
counter at the end of the operation. A write by the processor that does not have the bucket will not enter data
and the counter will not be incremented.

03EC

03E8

Function

x

This port is not used for data transfer by the l8001. A write
to this port by the 8088 will issue a reset to the Trump Card.

Table 2: Communication between the 28001 and the 8088 is through the "bucket," a FIFO

buffer made from a type-6116 static-memory chip and support components. Shown here
are the three basic bucket functions and the addresses and codes for each.

Read/Write: The R/Wsignal is used to
indicate the direction of the current
bus transaction. When high, the
direction of data is toward the Z8001.
4164-15
16
8
IC99
Data is clocked into the processor at
the occurrence of a positive-going
Power wiring table for figure 3.
pulse on DS (data strobe). When DS
is low, data flows from the processor
Texl continued from page 44:
outward.
which contain a bootstrap loader for Normal/System: The N/5 signal incold-start-up and system-diagnostic dicates whether the processor is
routines_ Address lines LAl through operating in the system (supervisory)
LAll are connected to the EPROMs, mode or normal (user) mode of
IC22 (even byte) and IC23 (odd byte)_ operation. This control line is used
There is no need to use the ODD when there is a multitasking and/or
or EVEN bank-select lines since no multiuser type of environment to
data is ever written into the EPROMs. segregate system functions and
The signal RAM/PROM is connected memory. The line is unused in the
to the L5 pin on the 2716s. The Trump Card.
MREQ (memory request) signal from BytelWOYa: The B/W line is provided
the Z8001 is also connected to pin 18 to enable the Z8001 to perform byte
(Ob or output enable) of the 2716s, to operations on memory. When high,
inhibit the possibility of bus conten- it indicates that a byte operation is to
take place; a low state indicates word
tion during I/O cycles.
operations. This signal is also used in
the ODD or EVEN memory-select
Status Signals
Various status signals tell the rest logic.
of the system about the processor's Status Lines: Lines SID through S13
condition and the type of information are utilized to define the exact type
that is appearing on the address/data of transaction occurring on the bus.
bus. The status signals are as follows: Only 4 of the 16 possible codes are
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required for operation of the Trump
Card. The first status code, 0000 (Internal Operation), is decoded but
unused. The second operation code,
0001 (Memory Refresh), is output by
the internal Z8001 memory-refresh
timer and is used in refreshing the
on-board dynamic RAM. (This signal
is ANDed with MREQ and is used as
one of the two select signals in the
row-address-strobe generation logic.)
The third operation, 0010 (Standard
I/O Reference), is used in the process
of communicating with the host 8088
processor. The fourth operation code,
0011 (Special I/O), denotes I/O associated with the signal SPIO and is
reserved for future expansion.

Clock Generation
The basic clock rate for the Z8001
on the Trump Card is provided by
IC2, a Zilog Z8581 clock generator
and controller (CGC). The Z800Ys
clock-input maximum voltage must
come within a certain range of the
power-supply potential (precisely Vee
- 0.4 V) and have a maximum rise
and fall time of 10 nanoseconds (ns).
Such requirements are difficult to
meet with standard oscillators and

Photo 5: A typical display on the Tektronix 1240 logic analyzer: the
column-address-strobelraw-address-strobe timing of the Trump Card.

TTL (transistor-transistor logic), but
they are easily met by the CGc. The
Z8581 also provides an easy and effective means of adjusting the processor's bus cycles to the speed of
available memory devices.
The CGC is used on the Trump
Card to stretch specific bus cycles. As
used on the Trump Card, the Z8001
does three different basic categories
of operations: internal operations,
memory access, and input/output
operations. The timing of the ZCLK
signal emitted by the CGC depends
on which of these bus activities is taking place. The Z8581 can be configured to add wait states that enable
the use of 150- and 200-ns RAM
chips.

Trump Card/Host
Communication
The ''bucket'' is the communications interface between the PC and
Trump Card. This FIFO (first-in/firstout)-type dual-port memory configuration consists of a 6116 static
memory (IC24), an 8-bit address
counter (IC25), two data-bus buffers
(ICs 23 and 26), and the necessary
control logic to arbitrate access. Programs and instructions are passed
between the two computers via this
FIFO circuitry. As far as the PC is
concerned, the bucket appears as two
110 port addresses. A system of soft-

Photo 6: To aid in my initial development, a Zscan-8000 emulator
is plugged btJ a ribbon cable into the Z8001 socket on the Trump Card.
In emulation mode, the Zscan-8000 can run diagnostic programs and
exercise all functions of the Trump Card at 4 MHz. Hardware debugging is greatly simplified because all sections of the hardware need
not be working to use the emulator.

ware handshaking between the computers determines which has reserved and is using the bucket. Table
2 shows the port addresses and their
functions.
It is not possible for both processors to have use of the bucket at
the same time. With the processors
running asynchronously, arbitration
is necessary. It is provided by four 0type flip-flops: two for access requests and two for access reservations. The two access-request flipflops are clocked by the transition of
an access-request signal from either
processor (IORQ for the Z8001 and
PCSEL for the 8088). The preset
inputs of these flip-flops are connected to the HOLD signal, which is
active whenever one of the processors has succeeded in reserving
the use of the bucket. When HOLD
is active, it prevents the other processor from gaining access.
The Z8001 communicates through
the bucket for all its normal I/O by activating the IORQ line. The 8088
selects the bucket when it performs
either an lOW (110 write) or lOR (110
read) in the range of the IBM's regular
memory-address space from hexadecimal 03E8 to 03EE. Accesses to
these addresses are decoded by IC28
to generate the Trump Card's PCSEL
signal.
The two access-reserve flip-flops

sample the output of the request flipflops 180 degrees out of phase with
each other. This is done to prohibit
simultaneous requests from being
honored. These flip-flops are cleared
by a reset command issued from the
reserving processor.
The Q outputs from these flip-flops
are combined by a logical AND function with the processor request to
form the active select states used by
the bucket: Z ANDed with 155 for the
Z8001 and PC for the 8088. Whenever
either request flip-flop is active, the
HOLD signal is active and is used as
the chip-select input on the 6116
memory. The FIFO memory, however, is written to by the Z8001 only
when a "write bucket with increment" command is used.
The WE signal, connected to the
write-enable input of the 6116
memory, is active during either a
Z8001 I/O request (with R/W low and
1)5 active) or an 8088-generated write
to the' bucket (with PC and INC
active and BIOR inactive). The INC
signal is active whenever the processor that has control of the bucket
sets bit 1 of the address low. The
CLEAR signal is active when bit 1 of
the address generated by the selected
processor is high and a write operation is occurring.
A nonmaskable interrupt to the
Z8001 is generated when the 8088
BYfE May 1984
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Listing 2: Bootstrap initialization program for the Trump Card written in Z8000 assembly
language.
.
00
0000
02
0000
04
0000
06
0008
08
2100 9E01
1404 0003 0001 OC
12
7DOB
14
3E40
3C40
16
A800
18
lA
E6FC
3C40
lC
8A80
IE
EFF9
20
C803
22
3ES8
24
8400
26
E6FS
28
3CS2
2A
3CS3
2C
3CSB
2E
3CSl
30
3CS9
32
3A50 0120
34
F013
38
3E40
3A
3C
AB3S
lE28

3E

ow
ow
ow
ow

Booting Trump Card
When you plug the Trump Card into a slot in the IBM PC and turn on
the computer, the Trump Card automatically executes the bootstraploader routine contained on board in
EPROM. The loader routine is only
31 words (62 bytes) long; its assembly
code is shown in listing 2.
I used two 2716 EPROMs instead of
bipolar PROMs to store the bootstrap
loader because they are both costeffective and easier to program than
bipolar PROMs. Two byte-wide
memory devices are required because
the Z8001 is a processor with a 16-bit
word length. Each machine-language
instruction (expressed as four hexadecimal digits) is separated into highand low-order bytes (or "even" and
"odd;' if you prefer); the high and
low bytes are stored in separate
EPROMs. When you examine a particular 16-bit memory location, you
are actually viewing the information
provided from two 8-bit sources.
BYTE May 1984

Reserved control word

- Flag and control word
- Segment Register
- Segment Offset
- Set refresh freq .and enable
LO RO,tl7.9EOl
LOL RR4,tl7.0003 0001 - Set port addresses
- Load refresh value
LOCTL REFRESH,RO
- Set R4 as reset-bucket port
OUTB @R4,RHO
- Read bucket without increment
INB RHO,@R4
- Increment input' value
INCB RHO,tll
JR 0 EQ,7.0014
- Repeat if equal to 0
- Read bucket
INB RHO,@R4
- Compare bucket value to 01
CPB RHO,RLO
- 00 again if not) 01
JR NC UGE ,7.0014
- Load RO with bucket available tI
LOB RLO,tl7.03
- Load bucket with RO
OUTB @RS,RLO
- Set zero flag if RHO is 0
ORB RHO, RHO
, - Restart boot~ else continue
JR Z EQ,7.0014
- Read bucket and save in register
INB RH2,@RS
- Read bucket and save in register
INB RH3,@RS
- Read bucket and save in register
INB RL3,@RS
- Read bucket and save in register
INB RHl,@R5
- Read bucket and save in register
INB RLl,@RS
- Read bucket into memory
INIRB @RR2,@R5 Rl
Decr RHO and at 0 goto 0014
DBZNZ RHO
OUTS @R4,RHO
- Reset bucket
- Decrement value in R3 six times
OEC R3,tl6
to set· up first addr of code
- Jump to loc defined in RR2
JP @RR2

performs a write operation to the
bucket with address bit 1 and data bit
o both low. This interrupt is latched
in a D-type flip-flop and is not
cleared until the Z8001 issues a
Nonmaskable-Interrupt . Acknowledge (status decode 5) or until the
host computer resets the Trump
Card. (See table 2 for more detail.)
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U sing Trump Card
Trump Card is transparent to normal PC operation. To start Trump
Card, you run a program stored
under PC-DOS called LDZSYS. This
is the Trump Card communications
software that runs on the 8088. If you
always want Trump Card features
available, you can add this program
to your regular AUTO EXEC batch
file. When LDZSYS has completed
initialization, it returns to the PCDOS A> prompt to wait further
instructions.
At this point, I generally configure
part of Trump Card's memory as a
RAM disk, using a program called
SETRMDSK. This is done as follows:

A> SETRMDSK 4
A>

The memory that I've set as a RAM
disk is completely separate and in addition to the regular IBM PC
memory. Even if you have a 640Kbyte PC, up to 3871< bytes of Trump
Card's memory would be available as
additional RAM-disk configured
storage space.
I used the RAM disk to speed up
the process of writing these articles.
Many word processors, like the
Volkswriter I use, make extensive
calls to the disk for help files and
command-execution files. After a
while, the noise and delay get aggravating. To remedy this situation,
I run the SETRMDSK 4 sequence just
described to create the 256K-byte
RAM drive C and then add the
following:
A> COpy *.* C:
A> C:
C>VW
This copies the entire contents of
the Volkswriter distribution disk to
the RAM disk, sets it as the default
drive (C), and starts the word processor. When I now press a function
key the action is instant and silent.
To guard against power interruptions,
drive B is designated as the hardstorage location and periodically I
store the article file to it.
Trump Card's other features are
equally simple to use. BASIC, C, Z80,
and editing files can be stored on the
same disk and executed with similar
ease. While I'll explain it in greater
detail next month, a possible sequence of Trump Card operations is
shown in table 3.

Rewarding Diligence
SETRMDSK configures the additional C drive to your existing system
under DOS 2.0. The number following SETRMDSK determines how
many 64K-byte blocks you wish to
reserve as a RAM disk. In this case,
I set up a 256K-byte drive. The RAMdisk size can be 128K to 387K bytes,
depending upon the amount of
memory on the Trump Card board.
(While you can set a 128K-byte RAM
disk in a 256K-byte board, you might
have problems running large BASIC
or C programs concurrently.)

I've been having a lot of fun with
Trump Card. I haven't done much assembly-language or C programming
yet, but it has renewed my faith in
BASIC.
Trump Card is not an easy project
to build. Compared to other Circuit
Cellar projects, however, it's manageable. I was surprised at the number
of readers who hand-wired the
121-chip MPX-16 PC-compatible computer that I presented last year. Their
letters suggested that the motive was
neither money nor masochism. InCircle 376 on inquiry card.
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION (1102) 842·1133
Call lor programs not listed . We will try to meet or
beat any legitimate price lor CP/ M or IBM PC
Software .Most disk formats available.

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
UNBEATABLE PACKAGE PRICEII
DBASEII + Instruction Book "Using
DBASEII", Extra Diskette with Dbase
Accounting, Mail list and Inventory
Programs. For IBM PC and CP/M .
Call for our special price.
Fox and Geller Quickcode ..... ... $175
DB+SORT . ......... . . ....... ..... . $89
Condor III . . ...... ... .. .. ...... ... $340
NWA Statpack .... ... .. ..... ...... $350
TIM IV ... . ....... .. . ............. $269
Infostar ... ........•..... . . . .. .. .. $259
PFS File ......... ... ... . ... . '.. .. ... . $95
RBASE 4000 ............. . ...... .. $299
Personal Pearl .. . ... .......•. ..... $145
Fast Facts for IBM PC .... . . .. .. .. $135
WORD·PROCESSING
Wordstar,Mail Merge,Spelistar,lndex, $359
Wordstar , ....................... . $245
Mail Merge or Spell Star . .. ....... $135
Microsoft Word W/ Mouse ........ . $295
Word Perfect ........ ... .......... $295
Volkswriter for IBM PC . . . . ...... . . $115
Wang Spell checker .... ... ......... . $36
Metasoft Benchmark . ........... .. $265
Multimate ............. . . .. . . . . ... $295
Peachtext 5000 ......... ..... ..... $219
SPREADSHEETS
Calcstar - IBM PC Spec.$65 .. Others $95
Supercalc II ... . . ..... ...... ........ $159
Supercalc III .. ...... ..... .. ... ..... $199
Microsoft Multiplan ... .. . .......... . $159
ACCOUNTING
TCS . Equivalent of Peachtree - Specially
Augmented By Warehouse Software
Custom ized For Your IBM PC Terminal
and Printer - GL, AR, PA, AP, CP/ M, for
PC XT, DOS 1.1,2.0
Each Module $75 For All Four $275
CYMA .... ........ ...... . .. . ... . ..... Call
Peachtree GL, AR, AP .. .. . ....... $245
Home Accountant Continental .. .. . .. $95
Real World , GL, AR , AP , PA . each $350
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
Move-It. ... ......................... $85
Microstuff Crossta lk .... .. ...... .. $105
Best Price in U.S. for IBM PC or Clones
Multifunction Board-Includes Async
Adapter, Parallel Adapter, Clock with
battery . back-up and Software, 64K
Memory Expandable to 384K.
1 year warranty . . . . .. . . . .. . .. .. $265
LANGUAGES
Lifeboat C Compiler ..... . .. .. . .. . $295
Microsoft C Compiler .. . ... .. .... , $335
Microsoft Pascal Compiler . ....... $245
Microsoft Basic Compiler . ... .. . .. $285
Microsoft Basic Language . ... ... . . $250
CBASIC 86 for IBM PC . .... ...... $135
CBASIC CP/ M-80 ..... .. ..... .. . .. .. $95
16 Pounds of IBM PC DOS Compatible
Portable Computer-Hyperion-2 Disc
Drives - Software.
List 3690 . . . .... . . .... . Sale $2665
FOR PC DOS
Norton Utilities ...... ....... ..... . .. $55
Copy II PC . ........... . .... . ....... $34
Prokey V3.0 . . ............. . . .. . . ... $86
Howardsoft Tax Preparer 84 ... .. .. $215
Microsoft Flight Simulator . .. ... . .... $38
HARDWARE
Hayes 1200 Modem ......... . .. . . . $495
Hayes 1200B Modem . ..... . .. .. ... $435
Anchor Signalman 1200baud Modem . $285
Plantronics Color + Board. . . . . . . .. $365
Koala pad for IBM PC .... .... ....... $88
Quadram Color I Board ... .... .. .. $199
256 K Ram Board ................ $299
Princeton RGB Hi-Res Monitor .... $495
Gemini 15X, 10x Printers ......... . ... Call
Corona Computer - Port. or Desk Top Call
TERMS : Prices inc lude 3% cash discount. Add 3% for
charge orders. Shipping on most items $5.00.
AZ orders +6% safes tax. Prices su bject to cha nge.

TOLL FREE ORDER LINE 1·800· 421·3135

WAREHOUSE SOFTWARE
4935 West Glendale Ave., Suite 12
Glendale, AZ 85301
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A> LDZSYS
A>
A>G
: EE filename

(initialize Trump Card)
(return to PC-DOS or use Trump Card)
(turn over PC operation to Trump Card)
(Trump Card prompt)
(edit a file)

or
: Z80EM

filename

(emulate CP/M-80 and run Z80 programs)

or
: C filename

(compile and run a C program)

or
: Y filename

(compile and run Z8000 assembly language)
or
: BASIC filename(compile and run BASICA programs)
: II
(return to PC-DOS)
A>

Table 3: A Trump Card operating sequence.

stead, building these projects enabled them to experiment with digital
circuitry yet be secure in the knowledge that their project would work.
I hope this project elicits a similar
response, and I'd like to reward such
enthusiasm in advance.
Esoteric peripherals such as Trump
Card depend a great deal on sophisticated software to fully exercise their
capabilities. Unfortunately, when experimenters build rather than purchase boards, they often have to use
great ingenuity to obtain software.
More than five man-years of development effort went into the present
support packages for Trump Card.

Some, like TBASIC and the RAM
disk, were contracted by me, while
others, like the C compiler and Y (a
Z8000 assembler), were written by
Zilog. Combined with the CP/M-80
emulator, Z8000 operating system,
and telephone-book-size documentation, it is a formidable package that
is difficult to independently price.
I want to encourage you to build
your own Trump Card if that is your
choice. If you send me a picture of
the completed unit, I will send you
a copy of the complete software and
the documentation (provided it is for
personal, noncommercial use) for the
cost of duplication and shipping

The following items are available from
Sweet Micro Systems Inc.
50 Freeway Dr.
Cranston, RI 02910
(800) 341-8001 for orders
(401) 461-0530 for information
1. Trump card, including Ie sockets,
assembltd and tested with 256K bytes
of the S12K-byte RAM space
populated. Includes TRASK: compiler, C compiler, 28000 Yassembler,
CP/M-80 emulator, RAM-disk driver,
and documentation. Software supplied on a PC-DOS 2.0 disk unless
otherwise specified.
256PCB ..... ..... ... ...... ........ $995
2. Trump Card, assembled and tested
with 512K bytes of dynamic RAM installed. Includes support software

described above and documentation.
Software supplied on a PC-DOS 2.0
disk unless otherwise specified.
512PCC...... .......... ... ....... .$1325
d. Partial kit for Trump Card. Includes

fully socketed wave-soldered printedcircuit board, bootstrap EPROMs,
10-MHz 28001, and 28581. Includes
software and documentation described
above. Other integrated circuits not
included. Software supplied on a PCDOS 2.0 disk unless otherwise
specified.
OKPCA .. ... ... ..... ....... ........ $525
Please add $10 for shipping and handling in the continental United States.
Please add $20 for shipping to other locations. Rhode Island residents please add
6 percent sales tax.

($30). The software houses and other
parties in this project have waived all
royalties as a gesture of support for
the Circuit Cellar.

Next Month:
In June's artie/e, I'll describe the software in detail and do a little benchmarking.•
Diagrams pertaining to the Z8000 are reprinted by
permission of Zilog Corporation. Z8000 and Z80
are trademarks of Zilog.
Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ah") is
an electronics engineer and computer consultant
with experience in process control, digital design,
nuclear instrumentation, and product development.
In addition to writing for BYTE, he has published
several books. He can be contacted at POB 582,
Glastonbury, CT 06033.

Editors Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past articles are available in reprint books from BYTE
Books, McGraw-Hill Book Company, POB
400, Hightstown, NJ 08250.
Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I covers
articles that appeared in BYTE from September
1977 through November 1978. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume II contains articles from
December 1978 through June 1980. Ciarcia's
Circuit Cellar, Volume III contains articles
from July 1980 through December 1981. Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume IV, soon to appear, will contain articles from January 1982
through June 1983.
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The HarDrive™ by QuCeS.
More bytes for your buck. In a flash.
If you're looking for a way to get more performance out of your microcomputer,
look no further than QuCeS .
With a QuCeS HarDrive subsystem, you can make your micro behave almost like
a mainframe. 10 to 114 megabytes of mass storage lets
you handle data bases that would make the normal
micro blow a fuse . And you can access, update and
process data so incredibly fast, you won't believe
your eyes. A QuCeS HarDrive with an optional 5
megabyte backup cartridge, also means you
won't have to rely on a very unreliable storage
medium for your crucial data-namely floppy
disks-ever again.
Another QuCeS plus is compatibility. It interfaces with most popular microcomputers like
IBM, Radio Shack, Apple, DEC, Epson"' ~
you name it. Installation COUldn't be easier,
our software is easy to use, and each
~
HarDrive is backed by a 1-year warranty.
The QuCeS HarDrive. It will make your micro mightier and faster than ever before.

For complete details, contact

Quality Computer Services

QCeSinc ~3=Q=u=ce=S=D=r=iv=e=,

=M=e=tu=c=h=
en=,=N
=.=
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TELEX 299410 QCS
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TheTeleVideo IBM PC
The best hardware for

TeleVideo versus IBM. Make a few
simple comparisons and you 'll find
there is no comparison .

RUNS IBM SOFTWARE.
With the TeleVideo®I BM Compatible
line -PC, XTand portab le computers-you'll get the most out of all
the most popu lar software written
for the IBM'" PC - more than 3,000
programs.
Because every TeleVideo Personal
Computer offers the highest level of
IBM compatibility on the market

THE BEST HARDWARE FOR THE BEST PRICE.
Features

Tele-PC

IBM PC

Mon itor
Screen Size
Tilt Screen
YES
Q uiet Operation
M emory
G raphics D isplay
(640 x 200 resolution)
Pri nter Port
Com muni cation Port
MS'M. DOS/ BAS IC"
System Expansion Slot
RGB and Vid eo Port

OPT IONAL
YES
14"
12"
YES
NO
(NO FAN)
NO
128K
128KOPTION

Typical System Price

Tele-XT

IBMXT

YES
14"
YES
YES
256K

OPTIONAL
12"
NO
NO
256KOPTION

YES

O PTION AL

YES

OPTIONAL

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

OPT IONAL
OPTIONAL
OPTIONAL
YES
OPTIONAL

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

OPT IONAL
YES
OPTIONAL
YES
OPT IONAL

$2995

$3843

$4995

$5754

compatibles.

the oest so
and has the standard - not optional
-features you need to take full
advantage of every job your software
can do.
Study the chart at the left. It
proves thatTe leVideo -not IBMoffers the best hardware for the
best price.
Note thatTeleVideo's ergonom ic
superiority over I BM exte nds f rom
fully sculpted keys and a comfortable palm rest to a 14-inch, no glare
screen that tilts at a touch .

THE BEST MICROCHIPS.
What is perhaps most impressive
about the TeleVideo IBM PC Compatible can be fou nd deep w ithin
its circu itry. We use the same 8088
centra l processing unit that runs an
I BM Pc. But we also employ new
V LSI (Very Large Scale Integration)
microchips that are designed and
bui lt exclusive ly forTeleVideo.
These interface more
efficiently w ith the
powerful 8088 and yie ld
numerous benefits.

THE BEST PORTABLE FOR THE BEST PRICE.
Features
High Capacity Storage
2nd Disk Drive
Quiet Operat ion (No Fan)
Ergonom ic D isp lay
Commun ica tion Port
Internation al Power Supply
MSTM.DOS 2.11
Graphi cs Di splay

Typical System Price

any IBM hardware options witho ut
modification .

TPC II

COMPAQ

YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

NO
OPTIONAL
NO
NO
OPT IONAL
NO
NO
YES

$2995

$3710

THE BEST MANUFACTURER.

For example, our tiny
custom chips do the
work of many of the larger,
more expensive circ uit boards in
an I BM Pc. So we can offer a computer system that comes in one
attractive, integrated case, is ready
to run and occupies less desk space.
A computer that edges out IBM's
added-cost component system for
reliability, ease of service and
purchase simpli city.

But the Tel e-PC is on ly one element
oftheTeleVideo IBM PC Compatible
line.

The TeleVideo IBM PC Compatible
line is made by the world leader
in multi-user computer systems
and t he number one independent
manufacturer of terminals.

Th e TeleVideo XT is the best hardware for users of popu lar IBM XT
software who wou ld appreciate an
extra 10 megabytes of storage
capac ity along w ith the advantages
listed on the preceding chart.

Ou r compatib les are avail able
at participating ComputerLand and
Entre (call 800-H I-ENTRE) dealers
or you may ca ll 800-538-8725 for the
dealer nearest you. I n Cal iforn ia,
ca ll 800-345-8008.

Fewer circu it boards to coo l also
al lowed us to elimin ate the no isy,
irri tating fan IBM and most other
PCs force you to put up with. A nd
TeleVideo compatib les accept

As the chart above demonstrates, our
portable IBM compatible computer,
the TPC II , is far and away better hardware than COMPAQ~ Better hardware -standard- at a better price.

Before yo u invest, make a few
simple compari sons. You 'll find that
TeleVideo-not IBM or COMPAQ
- has the best hardware for the best
software. At the best price.

THE BEST LINE.

IBM is a registered trademark of Internationa l Busi ness Mach ines .
MS is a tradema rk of Mic roSoft Corporation. CW Basic is a registered
tradema rk of M ic roSoft Corporation. COMPAQ is a trade mark of
COMPAQ Comput er Corporati on.

Tel
eVid
eo'
Personal Computers

O®TeleVideo Systems,lnc.
Circle

m

on inquiry card.

Portable or desktop,
you're way ahead when
you pick up a corona PC .™
Because we give you
everything you've ever
wanted in an IBMI-compatible PC and more.
For a great deal less.
COMPATIBLE AND MORE.
Our systems run all
software that conforms
to IBM PC programming standards. And the
most popular software does.
We deliver twice the memory, with room
for eight times as much.
We deliver a fast -access 320K floppy
drive, a communication port and an improved
IBM PC keyboard with indicator lights.
Our systems include high-resolution
monitors (12" desktop, 9" portable) for
crisper, cleaner displays, and both have built-in
high-resolution graphics (640 x 325).
You get a complete system, ready
to go to work.

MORE SPEED.
Our RAM-disk
software gives you temporary disk-type storage
that works many times
faster than disks.
PLUS SOFTWARE.
Our systems come
with the operating
system: MS-DOS? A programming language:
GW BASIC? A training course: PC Tutor. 3 A
professional word processor: MultiMate.4 Plus
DOS utilities and demonstration programs.
Or you can get the p-System5 from N.C.1. and
write or run portab~e Pascal packages.
ALL FOR A GREAT DEAL LESS.
Even with all the extra features and
performance, our systems still cost significantIy less than the equivalent IBM Pc.
Drop by your nearest corona PC
dealer for a very convincing
demonstration. Or contact
us at 31324 Via Colinas,
Westlake Village, CA 91361.
(213) 991-1144 or (800)
621-6746 toll-free. Telex
658212 WSLK, in Europe
76066 CDS NL.
© Corona Data Systems 1983. 1. TM International

#-{:F' ...... .
MORE VERSATILITY.

hIYL:" '::;

i

Business Machines . 2. TM Microsoft. 3. TM
Comprehensive Software Support. 4. TM Softword
Systems. 5. TM University of California .

~:·';.·;~i'lf[7fj

With all the necessary features built into
the main unit, the four expansion slots can be
used for your special needs. For example, color
or our optional 10MB hard disk.
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User's Column

Chaos Manor's
Hard-Disk System
Dirty filters, 8116-land, views of the future, and inevitably more
Jerry Pournelle
Consulting Editor
At Chaos Manor everything happens at once. I have 10 pounds of
mail set aside because the letters raise
questions better answered in this column than in BYTE's User to User;
from where I sit I can see a raft of
new books; we're getting to know
and love the Diser machine; I've
heard from the Modula Research Institute; and I've just returned from
the Sage Faire, where I learned that
the Motorola 68000 chip is alive and
well and hiding in Reno, Nevada.
Meanwhile, I'm working with the
new Compupro 40-megabyte disk
and 8116 operating system, and I have
word that Jim Hudson has his 8087
math-chip board for the Z-100.
Clearly, the Intel 8086 and follow-ons
are as healthy as the 68000 products.
So just where are we going? What
will the supermicros look like when
they arrive, and how can users be
sure they won't invest in dead-end
equipment and software? Is it to be
the 8086 or the 68000?
I'll get back to that after we look at
the latest hardware in Chaos Manor.

Compupro Hard Disk
For years I've resisted hard disks.
Although faster than floppies, they
just didn't seem worth the effort. I've
heard too many horror stories of how
bad software managed to blow a hard

disk's directory, or how a sudden
power failure brought on disaster.
There seemed to be considerable risk,
and the rewards just weren't that
great-until recently, hard disks
didn't hold that much more than my
1. I-megabyte 8-inch floppies, while
RAM (random-access read/write
memory) disk drives were faster.
From time to time I'd hear about a
new hard-disk system and wonder if
I ought to install one, but there was
always some problem sufficient to
keep me away.
That all changed a couple of weeks
ago when the Compupro hard disk
arrived. I love it, but Chaos Manor
has been even more chaotic ever
since.
First was the problem of where to
put the new disk. The Compupro
40-megabyte system is physically the
same size as the Compupro "boatanchor" system: not small. One
natural place to put it is to stack it
with the main computer box, and
most people will do that. Compupro
normally packages an 8-inch doublesided double-density disk in with the
hard-disk drive; this provides both
backup and a way to get programs
into the computer. However, I insist
on keeping both of my 8-inch drives,
so my hard disk arrived with a blank
piece of metal instead of a floppy

drive. Taped to the blank spot was a
card that read "Five-inch drive goes
here ... "
A story goes with that. Compupro
has the 5%-inch drives, a controller
to run them, and software to drive
the controller; what it doesn't have
just at the moment is the black metal
cutout to hold 5%-inch drives in
place. There are plenty of bezels for
8-inch drives, and by the time you
read this I should have the 5V4-inch
drive running; but for the moment
that's in the Real Soon Now category.
There was only one catch to the
hard disk: Chaos Manor has become
a test site for the new 8/16 software
that drives it. Of course, that wasn't
supposed to be any real hardship.
Tony Pietsch had been running the
new software with his hard disk for
weeks. I was only supposed to be a
sort of final test site, in case there
were any minor bugs left.
It's as well that Compupro is
thorough. I do a lot of things that
Tony doesn't. There definitely were
bugs. Some weren't so minor, either;
there was a time there when I was
muttering that hard disks should be
confined to hackers, who undoubtedly deserved them; they weren't for
ordinary users. However, as each bug
showed up, Tony dug into the BIOS
(basic input/output system) and other
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esoterica, and pretty soon, Lo!, the
system began to work quite well.
There are still some annoyances.
Some are fixable, others probably are
not. No matter: already the advantages outweigh the disadvantages by
a lot.
I now keep my accounting system,
editors, address book, mail lists, disk
catalog, utility programs, CB-80 compiler, RMAC macro assembler, lots of
program sources, spelling checker
and dictionaries, and the entire text of
the new Niven and Pournelle novel
Footfall in various places on that hard
disk . No more getting up to find the
right floppy disk. It's all here. Sure,
I have to find the right floppy to put
safety copies onto-I don't feel my
work is safe until I have a copy in a
nonmagnetic box in the other roombut I can do that while The Word Plus
is checking spelling or the compiler
is compiling.
I find that I get a lot more done
now. Example: I thought of a fast
modification to the accounting program. Normally I wouldn't bother, at
least not until I had the program
sources out. With the source, text
editor, and compiler already on line,
it took only a few minutes to make
the needed changes.
For the first time I find having an
on-line address book worth bothering with . Oh, sure: I have always
kept mailing lists and stuff like that
on disks. Every now and then I get
ambitions for new name and address
software, and there's a new flurry of
activity; but, I blush to say, I've
always gone back to a battered green
address book held together largely
with Sno-Pake and tape. The address
book took less time than loading in
the data-retrieval program, finding
the data disk, and searching for the
data . (Larry Niven stores his addresses and phone numbers in a text
file and uses the Search function in
WRITE; that works, but somehow I
never got in the habit of it.) With data
and the retrieval program all on hard
disk, computer retrieval is faster than
searching for the address book
among the litter on my desk and
credenza .
This gives me an idea for a new
program: one that searches through
60
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all my electronic-mail files, extracts
the names and addresses, and inserts
them into a database. The only difficulty would be teaching the machine
to recognize what a valid name and
address look like. This would be no
problem for letter files; now all I have
to do is figure out how to tell the
machine which files really contain
letters and which are something else
hiding on the letters' disks.
I mayor may not get around to
such a program. The point is that the
program would be valuable now, and
it wouldn't have been without the
hard disk.

Godbout.
"Eh? Tony says-"
"Tell him I'll bet him the value of
his house;' Bill said. ''And I'll buy the
system from you:'
"But-"
"Have you looked at the fan filter?"
Sure enough, the filter was clogged
with dust. I cleaned it. Just to see, I
put all the extra boards back in: no
problems.
"We've tried to overload the bus;'
Dr. Godbout explained. "I suppose
you could do it, but the problem is
usually the fan filter. Once we had a
system failure just before tax time.
There was a panic, but it was the
Want to Bet?
filter:'
When Tony installed the new ComActually, I expect he doesn't have
pupro hard disk and Disk Three con- as much dust, now that Compupro
troller, my 8085/8088 Dual Processor has moved to modern headquarters
ceased to work. This caused consid- in Hayward; but when the company
erable consternation.
was in the old WW II "temporary"
The first supposition was that the buildings at Oakland Airport, I well
disk itself had been damaged in ship- imagine dust would frequently clog
ment, and examination of the ship- the filters.
ping box showed that it had indeed
We even speculated about modifybeen dropped; some of the tape ing the operating system so that on
seams had split. However, it hadn't the second Wednesday of each
been damaged. Not only does Com- month the system would display a
pupro lock the disk head in place, "CLEAN THE FILTER:' message,
but on power-down it's retracted to then cease to work for five minutes.
a dedicated "landing zone" first. After all, there is a real-time
Those Quantum disks are rugged.
clock/calendar on the System Sup"We've overloaded the bus;' Tony port Board.
decided. We did, after all, have all 20
I doubt it will ever come to that, but
slots filled in my Compupro boat- do clean your air filters regularly.
anchor box. In addition, we have Jim
Hudson's 8087 math-chip board System 8/16
piggyback on the 8085/8088 Dual ProOne of the nice things about the
cessor's processor board-and that's new hard-disk system is CP/M-8/16.
no ordinary 8087, it's an 8-MHz chip, My Dual Processor now runs both
which gets hot enough to fry eggs on. 8-bit and 16-bit programs. Both
Certainly the box was full. There varieties are present on the hard disk,
were old memory boards, three dif- and I don't have to worry about
ferent interface boards, and a mess of which ones are which; I just run the
other stuff; although the Dual Pro- program I want, same as I always
cessor has become the main com- did. The computer figures out
puting machine here, it still retains whether it's supposed to run this as
some residual equipment from the 16-bit software under CP/M-86 or as
days when it was an experimental an 8-bit program under CP/M 2.2, in
which case it gets assistance in disk
system.
Tony removed a number of super- operations from the 16-bit 8088 chip.
fluous boards. A few minutes later
There's a large bonus for 8-bit proBill Godbout called about something grams. Disk operations are handled
by the 8088 chip, leaving a great deal
else.
"We finally managed to overload more free memory. In our case, the
the bus on a boat anchor," I said.
Temporary Program Area (TPA-the
"Nope. Don't believe you;' said Dr. practical workspace for the program)
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LONG DISTANCE RACER

You can't win a race when you're not on the road.
That's why you need a printer that does more than run fast
You need one that runs/ong. You need a Datasouth .
The printhead on a Datasouth printer
is rated to live through 500 million characters. Even in the most demanding
applications, this means years of
service without an overhaul.
HEAVY DUTY CYCLE
For a Datasouth printer,
"100% duty cycle" is something
of an understatement So far, over 35,000 Datasouth
printers have hit th e hard copy road, and so few have
pulled into the garage for repairs, it's hard to say how
close to forever any of them wi ll last
MORE THAN THE HUM OF ITS PARTS

efficient design, Datasouth printers have few moving parts.
They also don't need add-on "personality boards" to accommodate different computers.
TAKE YOUR CHOICE
Datasouth reliability comes in two high performance
models. The DS180 is a legendary workhorse that delivers
crisp data quality printing at 180 CPS. The new multimode
DS220 cruises at 220 CPS for high speed data printing and
at 40 CPS for letter-quality word processing . Both models
print precision dot-addressable graphics.
If you have a high performance printing need,
Datasouth has a high performance printer to fill it
[I'lt,) Speed Type

Letter Quality Type

• ••••••• • • • •• • • ••

, .

There's less to go wrong w ith a Datasouth printer.
With sophisticated microprocessor control and unusually

Find Datasouth Printers At
Participating Computot\aItd. Stores
And Other Fine Dealers.
Circle 125 on inquiry card.

"' 1 •

•

actual DS220 output

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE
THROUGH OUR NETWORK OF
SALES AND SERVICE DISTRIBUTORS
CALL TOLL FREE:

DRIVE ONE TO WORK
Test drive a Datasouth
printer at your nearest showroom today. Then put it to
work. With a Datasouth
racing besid e you, there's no
way to lose.

Datasouth Computer Corporation
Box 240947· Charlotte, NC 28224
704/ 523-8500' Telex 6843018 DASOU UW

1-800-222-4528
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has increased by 25 to 30 percent.
Floppy-disk operations are much
faster, too. Meanwhile, hard-disk
loads and saves are so fast that
although I have a full 2 megabytes of
RAM disk, I find that I hardly ever
bother to use it. The hard disk is not
much slower.
I don't entirely trust the hard disk:
every now and then I transfer all the
new work to a floppy, and if the work
is important enough, I do that again
onto a different floppy at the end of
the work session. So far I have not

needed those backups, but I'm a firm
believer in saving early and often.

Annoyances
Clearly, I like CP/M-8/16, and I can
enthusiastically recommend the new
Compupro hard disk and 8/16 operating system. However, it's not all
smooth sailing.
Some difficulties are inherent in
CP/M . User numbers are vital: without them, you'd never be able to partition a big hard disk into useful
areas. That was the trouble w ith PC~

NOW AVAILABLE: PAL PROGRAMMERS (call)
GANGPRO·8'"

MUU'IPROGRAMMER .... ....... ..... . $995.00

GANGPR().8' allow s user to program up to 8 E.'EI

EPROMS simultaneously using Ihe lalest sta te ot the a~
programming algOrithms. II can test and dupllcate a
wide variety of devices from 16K 10 256K. There are no
personcrtity m odu fes to buy. 8 d igit alp hanumeric
disptay p romp ts user WIth messages. ThIS unit ts extremely easy to opera te and is ideally suited lor a producHon environment.

QUV·T8'" series UV EPROM ERASERS

QI1V.T8/2T ($97.50) is a n industriat qualily eraser.

PROMPRO·7'"

SERIALRS-232STAND·ALONE .. ... .$489.00

MCS-4B' F~Y PROGRAMMING WITH PROMPRO·7t
PROMPRO·7 Is an intelligent sell·contamed uru': Ideally
suited lor engmneenng development. <:,JJ lor held ser·
vic", 8< production. II can p rogram and verity a wide
vanety ot 8K to 128K EPROMS ThIS unit has a 32K (4K
BYTES). Internal RAM Buller that could be accessed by
the user Ihroufhh a compu.ler or termmal. ThlS urnl can

if,~L ~igf8~~I~e~;i~e~~:g~~~~jf,:,~~~~. ~~ios;ik

EPROMS8< The 8748 &B749HMlcros.Upload / downtoadis
done by either Motorola or Inlel Hex formal

~:Z~fo'r~~,;r;. ~~~tr~~Ju~~~~;';\;~ig:dW'J;e~b~ PROMPRO.8'·
safety inlerlock swi tch a re standard. Capacity is 24
EPROMS. t5-20 minutes erose lim e to! 15 EPROMS.

QUV·TS I Z ($L24.95) SImIlar 10 QUV-TB/Zf (with 40%
lasler Erase Time)

QUV·T8/2N ($68.95) SOme as the QW·T8/Zf version
withoul the tim er and safety intertock switch.

QI1V·TS/I ($49.95) Economy m odel in a molded two

SERIAL RS-232 STAND·ALONE .... .. $689.00

This extremely versatile programmer has as much as
126K (l6Kx8) of internal RAM dedicated to the EE l
EPROMs. This RAM butler can be accessed either

~~hQ9~ ~~~k:~~~).r ~~~~~b?8 ~~i~ra\~W~~~~rrc
display prom pts user with the syslem messages A
keypad oplion is avatlatile tOt standatone editing An

par1 plastic ca se. Erases 15 EPROMS in 15 m inutes.

Im pressive range 0 1deVices a re programmed (as stan-

· MeSA6 is a regisiered trademark of intel Co

dard fealure)

SEE US AT COMDEX
SPRING ATLANTA

ORDER TOLL FREE 1·800·EEl.·PROM (331-7766)
AVAILABLE SOFTWARE DRIVERS

ILToT6TII(JoTt. '~!£~~:;Yjg;~~
INFO., TEL. (305) 974-C1'I67
DISTRIBUTORS WELCOME FOR QUALIF1CAl'IONS
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DOS 1.1 on the Eagle 1620: no directory structure, so that everything was
in one interminable directory listing.
PC-DOS 2.0 fixed that for the Eagle.
CP/M-8/16 doesn't have a tree structure. You have to rely on user numbers, which are vital; but they're not
really very convenient.
User numbers control user areas on
both floppy and hard disks . Each
user area has its own directory. When
you first log onto CP/M, the user
number is 0, and if you ask for a
directory, you'll get the directory for
User 0 and no other. Each user area
acts as a separate "logical disk," so
that disk drive A: can be divided into
"drive" AO:, AI:, A2:, etc., up to A15:.
In addition, my hard disk is partitioned into five "logical" disk drives.
That is, there's only one actual hard
disk, but it acts exactly as if there are
five, four of 10 megabytes each and
a fifth of something less than 4 megabytes. These are designated drives
A: , B:, C:, D: , and E:. Drive M: is the
RAM disk. Drives F: and G: will be
51f4-inch floppies, and drives I: and
J: are 8-inch double-sided doubledensity 1. I-megabyte floppies. Thus,
I could have programs at, say, C12:
and B9 : in addition to AO :, etc.
Keeping track of just which programs are in which disk area is no
easy task, since under CP/M there's
no global directory command . That
is, if you have files on disk D: under
User 13, you'll never be able to list
them unless you specifically ask for
the D13: directory, and even then you
may miss it if you've designated
those files as System or "hidden."
When we first installed the harddisk system, we did a lot of tests, including exercising the random-access
capabilities. One program that does
very complicated random-access disk
110 is my accounting system, so we
went to unused user areas and did
a lot of journalizing and posting.
When I was done, I had no idea of
where we'd put those no longer
wanted account files. I was prepared
to log onto each logical disk and patiently go from User 0 to User 15
looking for directories, but that
seemed a bit tedious. Better, perhaps,
to read the instructions.
Alas, the Digital Research CP/M
Circle 392 on inquiry card .
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12109 Te,, ,hnology Blvd.
Austin l Texas' 78727 I

800/~31-5066

I

• 512/250-9119

Ra inbo w '~ is a trademar" of Digital Equipment Corp.
IBM P C" Is a ltradcma rk lo r In terna tional Business M"a chincs.

manuals say very little about user
areas. There's no discussion, and
what information that does exist is
scattered through the USER, PIP, and
STAT command explanations. The
USER command discussion tells you
that command STAT USR: will tell
you which user numbers have files
on a particular disk. Of course, since
this is Digital Research documentation, the little CPIM-86 Command
Summary book doesn't mention USR:
in the USER command section, so I'd
missed it. It was only when I sat
down to write this that I discovered
that the full DR CPIM-86 User's Guide
does mention a command STAT
USR:. It would have saved me considerable time if it had been in the
Command Summary book.
That command is fine, except that
apparently you have to log onto each
disk in turn to find out which user
areas have files. This isn't very convenient. In fact, it's even worse than
you think.
CP/M-8/16 has one great feature .
Command files that are stored on as
System files on disk drive A: under
User 0 are accessible to all disk drives
and all user numbers. Thus, I can put
XD.COM, WRITE. COM, and other
programs I use all the time onto the
A: drive, and even though I'm now
working with data on the C: drive
under User 3, I have immediate access to the AO command programs.
Alas, the version of CP/M-8/16 that
I have has one lousy feature : the ''A:
User 0" access feature works only
with .COM, i.e., 8-bit command files.
If I want to use a .CMD (16-bit) command file, it must be present in user
area 0 on the disk I'm logged onto. In
particular, STAT.CMD must be present on disks B:, C:, 0:, and E: if I
want to log onto one of those disks '
and find out which user areas have
files stored in them. Moreover, if
PIP.CMD isn't on each logical disk, I
have to go back to logical disk A: to
transfer files from one place to
another.
It's no good using PIP.COM and
STAT.COM either. They get confused
easily in a 16-bit environment. It's
best simply to erase the'm , because
you should use PIP.CMD and
STAT.CMD.

Sigh. I carefully transferred
STAT.CMD to each of th e logical
disks, then logged onto each in turn
and did STAT USR:, which worked
fine, although it wasn't very convenient. Then I had an idea. There was
no entry under USR: in the index,
but careful reading of Digital Research's User's Guide entries for STAT
turned up the command syntax STAT
{d: }USR:. Although there was no example, and I thought B:USR: a very
strange command form indeed,
when I tried it, I found it worked .
Now I have a SUBMIT file called
STATUSE.SUB that does STAT USR:
for aU the logical areas of my hard
disk. Wheee!
If I seem a bit sarcastic, BYTE's
managing editor has just received a
very biting letter from the manager
of the Digital Research documentation shop, who says I'll have nothing
to write about if I stop unjustly accusing DR of bad documentation. He invites BYTE to require me to look at
the Digital Research CP/M-86 documents as a prime example of the new
excellent documentation DR now
produces. I have just spent several
hours experimenting with ways of
using PIP with user numbers. Although this is vital to hard-disk
management, there are precisely
three examples of user-number options with PIp, and one of them contains an unexplained * in the command option. There is no example of
how to transfer files from one disk to
another while changing user numbers when you're logged onto yet a
third disk under yet a third user
number. It turns out that can be
done; but I've wasted hours trying to
discover what DR could have told me .
in 10 lines of text, and after that letter it sent, I'm not in a charitable
mood.
Aside, for the record: as I've said
more than once, Digital Research's
documents have shown remarkable
improvement. There's room for more.
Some of the improvement is said to
be due to my flaying of both its old
documents and its rather horrible intermediate "improvements" by a
group of technical writers. I'm aware
DR has put a lot of effort into document improvement, and the com-

Gifford

has a lock on
multiuser CP/M®8-16.
It's 11:00 P.M. Do you
know where your files are?

Unleash productivity with
Gifford's Virtual Terminals.

It's great when multiple local and off
site users can run any 8- or 16-bit CP/M
or MP/M™ program. It's even better when
they can share expensive resources like
printers, hard disks, and tape drives. Best
of all is when they can share your most
precious resource - data. Gifford has been
delivering systems with all these features
for over two years.
But sometimes data is sensitive. How
do you keep people from taking more
than their fair share?

With our Virtual Terminals, each
terminal on your system can monitor up
to four different programs running concurrently. And at the touch of a key you can
switch screens instantly from one
program to another.
You could look up an address in
dBASE II.'" jump over to SuperCalc™ to
make some projections, then switch
instantly to WordStar® to use this information to update a letter. If you forget
what's on a screen, just touch a key to
refresh your memory. You won't need to
go through the distracting process of
loading and unloading programs.
And since your Virtual Terminal can
run any 8- or 16-bit CP/ M or MP/M program, you can choose the best programs
for your job from the biggest software
library in the world. It's easier than 1,2, 3!

Gifford adds a new dimension
to CP/M security.
With our new security features, you
can control what resources and data
are shared.
Gifford's proprietary security
enhancements include user login with
encrypted passwords, control over
access rights of modem users, secure
electronic mail, and the ability to restrict
users to specified terminals, programs,
and directory areas. Plus, an audit log
utility that keeps a permanent record of
system activity. And you also get all the
standard security features of Digital
Research's MP/ M-86.'"
You select the level of security
needed to get the best balance between
file sharing and file safety.

The Gifford Security Blanket:
Total Solutions.
Gifford delivers solutions. This
means professional pre-sale consultation,
expert system integration with 200 hour
system burn-in, complete training, and full
after sale support.
For example, our three user
CompuPro® based system with a 21megabyte hard disk costs just $9,990, and
can be easily expanded for $500 per

user. This includes MP/M 8-16, SuperCaic,
and dBASE II.
Other Gifford solutions include
systems with hard disks that range from
5 to 300 megabytes, 4 and 9 track tape
backup, printers, plotters, and modems.
Single- and multiuser 8086, 68000, and
Z-80 based systems are available for
immediate delivery, with 80286 and 16032
systems·on the way.

Two.year warranty protection.
In the unlikely event that you encounter a hardware related problem, we'll
replace any defective S-100 part within
24 hours FREE for two full years. But
chances are, it can be solved on the Gifford
service hotline or diagnosed via modem.
All at no cost to you.

Lock in on Gifford Security
today.
If total support, training, on site
service, obsolescence-proof upgradeable
S-100 bus architecture, and complete
system security sound appealing, cut the
coupon or give us a call. We'll send you
a free brochure that tells the whole story.
Once you get it you'll see why Gifford
has a lock on multiuser CP/ M 8-16.

Gifford Computer Systems is a Full
Service CompuPro® Systems Center.

The powerful Gifford System 321 shown
with optional GCS-80 Virtual Terminals.
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pany has made great strides. I also
realize that documentation is tough,
and it's particularly difficult if you're
writing for naive users about complex
products like operating systems and
compilers.
I've also said, repeatedly to the
point of nausea, that examples and
indexes will cover a myriad of sins.
If USR: had been an index entry, I
might have had a chance. If there had
been more examples of how to use
PIP with changing user numbers, I'd
have saved time. Please, Digital
Research: you're much improved
since the CP/M 2.2 manuals, but you
have not reached perfection yet.
Back to hard disks and 8/16: I'm
hooked. There are too many advantages to having that much data on
line.
Alas, I don't yet have one of the advantages. That is, I've been using
Ward Christensen's wonderful diskcatalog program to keep track of the
myriad floppies I've collected since
1976. It's possible to use that program
to locate particular files and particular
disks, but the catalog-library file the
program must search is very large,
and on floppies it was just too slow.
I wrote a program that prints out the
master catalog on paper. (My printer
program, Christensen's publicdomain catalog program, and a
bunch of other useful stuff are available from Workman and Associates
as one utility disk .) Christensen unfortunately wrote his catalog program
long enough ago that there was no
possibility of disks beyond H :. Consequently, I can't catalog floppy disks
with it unless I boot up the system
under the old CP/M 2.2 BIOS.
However: I can do that. The hard
disk is no longer available 'when I do
that, but so what? I can catalog floppies, and when that's all done, reboot
under CP/M-8/16, use PIP to put the
master catalog onto the hard disk,
and keep it on line. The catalog program will search the master file all
right; it's only the disk-map utility
that won't run.
The bottom line on hard disks and
8/16 is that there may be aggravations,
but the advantages are high. After all,
this is a test setup, and I did
volunteer to be a guinea pig. By the

Alaska, Hawaii and foreign, call1-21 5 -789-7008, Ext. 144
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Podunk or Pebble Beach?
earnings forecasts, Securities and
Exchange Commission reports, and
electronic stock quotes that are
continuously monitored for accuracy
by our staff.
The wide variety of high-quality
data bases accessible on most personal computers include Dow Jones
Current and Historical Quotes, as
well as exclusive access to The Wall
Street Journal, Barron 's and the
Dow Jones News Service.
As smart investors everywhere
have discovered, there 's only ~
Dow Jones ... and only one Dow
Jones News/Retrieval. Invest a few
moments right now and discover
the difference it can make for you.

Golf at a world famous course is
just one of the many rewards of investment succe.ss. Improve your
chances for that success with Dow
Jones News/Retrieval<.B>
Even if you're just starting out in
the market, Dow Jones News/
Retrieval can help compress hours
of research into instantaneous, wellorganized, well-timed reports and
analyses you can use to pinpoint
trends and opportunities and improve your chances for investment
success.
Dow Jones News/Retrieval gives
you more time to assess more of
what you need to know: company
and industry activity, economic and
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16

~ ~~

27580·A
2764·4

14,95
2.95
1395
695
2.49
2.25

276~·3

MM52040
MCM68764

~!~~~8

2~

7.:5287
745288
145J87
745471
745472
145473

195
225
2 . 2~

349
449
395
449
4.95
8.95
895
10 95
~ 49
695
4.49
595
695
2995
8,95
395
2,95
295
295
4.95
29.95
2495

24

256)(8

24

l024~8

24
24
24
28
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
24
2B
28
24
24

l024x8
2048.8
4096.&
8192x8

( Ius)
(450nsj
(550ns)5M00245
(450ns)2716
(45Ons)NMC2532
(450ns)

2O~8d

( 450ns )3~ollage

4 9~
3.9!;
29!l
295
4 9~
595
4 95
5. 49
J995
995
225
3.95
395
395
395
1 95
395
395
225
395
225
495
395
295
595
695
14 95
995
495
595
4,49
6 95
795
695
5,95

2048xB (450n5)
2048x8 1350ns)
2048.8 (550ns)
4096.8 (450ns)
~096x8 1300ns)
4096.8 (450ns)21V
4096.8 (550ns)
1024.8 (450ns)
81 92.8 (450n5)
8192x8 (300ns)

8pln lP
14pinLP
16 pin lP
IBplnlP
lo pin tP
22 pin LP
24 i LP

'LP

' "l P
i

II'

1·9

10·99

l OO·Up

.16
. 17
.19

.1<
. 15
. 17

.13
.1<
. 16

."
.30
.31
.33

."

.46
.49

.,.."."

.".zs
."."

.30
.37

.,

.35
.39
.43

.

.46

(450ns)

~: ~~x~84.8 ~~5Jl~sJ b2~~jf~.~r

745475
H5476
745478
745570
745511
745572
745573
8252J
825115
825123
825126
825 129
82S130
825185
8251 90

PROM I 5 (6301'11
PROM r 5 (6331'1'
PROM0 C (6300·11
256.8
PROM r 5 \6309· 1)
512.8
PROM T 5 \6349·1)
512A8
PRO MO C (6348)
51218
PROM r 5 (O M875296N)
512~8
PROMO C (6340)
1024. 4 PROMT 5
l024x8 PROM 1.5
512x4
PROI.IOC(6305)
512A4
PROM I 5 (6J06)
1024x4 PROMO C (6352)
1024.4 PROM I 5 (8251J7)
32)18
PROMO C (27518)
512x8 PROM I 5 (275 15)
J2.8
PROM I 5 127519)
256x4
PROM 0 C (27520)
256)(4
PROM I S 127521)
512.4 PROMOC (27512)
2048.4 PRO M r 5 (TBP2~581)
2048_8 (80ns)

OM875
825
191 t80N
OM875181N
O/.l875184N
OM87518511
OM875 190N
OM87519111

24
24
lB
IB
24
24

1 024~8 (80ns)
PRO M0,C. 1825 180)
2048_8
1024.8 PRO M1 5 (825181)
2048x4 PROMO C (825184)
2048~J PROM' 5 (825185)
204h4 PROM 0 C (825 190)
2048.8 PROM r 5 (825191 )

1·9

'19
'19

'"
'"

'"\6,
14'

10·99

100·up

.Z7

.zs

.39
.43
.49

.37

t,1C3470P
MCI408l7
MCI408L8
AOC0803LCN

AOC080~

~~~~:~~

8.95
. 4.95
. 895

ADC0817
OAC1000
OAC l008
OACI020
OAC1022
OAC1222
l M3341

795

59'
59'
315

.47
.6\
.72
.97

I<

1.DB

J

I'l'iu

70 ~ 5EVIKII '

7106CPl
fE02030
7106EVlKJ1 '
7107CPt
7107EY/KII '
711SCPl
72011U$
720SlPG
7205EY/KII '
7206CJPE
7206CEV/KII'
7207AIPO
7207AEVII<II'
72 151PG
72 15EVII<Il '
7216AIJI
1216CtJI
72160IPI
7217\J1
7217AIPI
72241Pt
7226AIJl
7226AEV/I<II "

28
2B
40

CM05PreciSIOfITimer
5lopwalchClllp. XfL
3'11 OigII A/ O\lCOOIlYe)
3'11 OIQII lCO OIsplay lor 7106& 7116
IC, CIfC-U11 BoarCl. O!sPlay
3'h Olgll AI D (tEDOII~e)
IC. CIlClllllIoJrCl ,OIsplay
3'h DtgllA/OlCOOIs HLD

40
40
40
40

IB
16
16
20
2[1

256,4
J2)(8
256~~

24
24
16
16
14
14
24
24
28
2B
28
28
28
40
40
40

16
16
16
16

195
195
I 95
5.95
495
495
495
495
6,95
895
295
295
495
4.95
295
995
2 9S
29S
295
J,95
995
14 .95

16
16
16
16
16
14
16
16
16
16
16

5~ ~~

~~

16

16
16
16
20
20
14
14

20
20

99
1 19
89
99
2

~

89
129
1 29
129
129
129
279
1 69
,99
99
139
139
I 09
109
295
195
1 95
I 95
195
195
2 49
It

100·up

II
SG

.27
.32
.36
.43
.46
.67
.95

,.,

ST

ww

.25
.30
.34
.41
.43
.63
.89

.49

.65
.65

n071cp
Tl072CP
TL074GN
Tt081CP

."

100 ,up

."

.85

1.05
1.1 9
1.23
1.50
1.75

1.59
1.85

.59
.59
.6\
.79
.gg

U.I3>.IO'

U 5

1.69

VISA"

'"

1.95
115

''9"

"'

3.95
1.95

19'
'35

1.35
135
1.35
.89

14

OO23K
lM324N

1.1 5
I. IB

Spec Sheets - 30~ each
Send 51.00 Postage for your
FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subj ect to Change

I

1,95
1.95
gg
.45
.69

U.017l
LJ,om:
lM318Ctl
LM319N
lM32(}1(,S
00201(· 12
OO2OK·15
LMJ20K·24
LM3201·5
LM32OJ.12
00201· 15
OO2Of.24

lM3" N

WW

la~!lIIj!I~.ff~l~N,~;r~§e~d@;!~"'§lc;t
.i;1I'~HO~t¥1I

ItOB4CN
LMJ01CN
ll.1302tt
U.\JO.Ilt
LMJ05H
l M30701
LMJ08CN
tMJlOCtI
LM311CN

."."
.".65

.89

7.9~

"'"

95
1!195

2~

74HC25 1
74HC25J
14HC257
74HC259

16
89
16
99
16
89
16 149

74HC280
74HC373
74HC37.;
74HC390
14HC393
74HC533
74HC5J.;
HHC595
74HC688
74HC4002
14HC4017
74HC4020

14
20
20
16

~!~g~ ~~ ~~;

395
2 39
239
149
14 149
20 239
211 239
16 395
20 319
14
59
16 219
16 1 39
74HC ~ 024 14 1 59
74HC4040 16 139
74HC4060 16 139
74HC.1.075 14
59
7 ~ HC ~ 018 "
69
7~ HC4 511 16 269
74HC451 4 24 379
74HC4538 16 239
74HC4543 16 349
All clhers ale oulteretl

I

74C911
74C912
74C9 1S
74C917

28
28
18
2B

1 95
195
2 49
2 49
S9
59
S9
895
895
1 19
895

74C925
74C926
80C95
aoC97

16
lB
16
16

595
595
69
69

U,1739t/
LM741CN
l M747N

lM3'ZIi

10·99

1.09
1.25
1.29

595

1395
1495

~1g~~;

l \,l3()<)'
""'3()<)Il

SOCKETS
(GOLD) LEVEL #3
8pln WW
ID p!nW W
14pln WW
16 plnWW
IB plnWW
20 pI n WW
22 pin WW
24pln WW
28 pin WW
36 pin WW

1295
1495

lJC906

1L082CP

14 pin ST
16 pin ST
18 pin ST
20 pin 5T
24 pIn ST
28 pIn ST
40 pin ST

1695

74C240
74C24..
7"C373
;4C37':
74C90 1
74C903

~ ~~

)
995
1 . (005%) 7
(020'10)6
7
5
6
I

19'

LP

1195

""
'"
",
79'

9 .9~ 1."f:;::inl~llmlin~r1t:~
74C22 1 16
I !I~
14.95
1

2.95
495
1 49
2.25
495
3 49

I

40
24
20
16
16
18

gg,

1995

]0195

CI.I05LE0510p'Naleh/Tlmer
5Iopw31CIIChIP, XTL
ToneGenef3101
ToneGcneralorCnipXTl
Osc!llalorC<lnrroller
Freq.CollnlcrChlp, Xrl
4Func CMOS51opW31chCKI
4Fune SIOllwalchChlp, xrl
801gllUnlvCOIrnlerCA
80lgilFreq CoumerCA
B0I911FrtqCOIrnlerCC
4 OlgillEO Up/Down Counter C A
4DtgJILEOUP/ DownCounie rC C
LCD4 'h ()grIU pCOllnlelORI
801gllU niv Coon\er
5FunellooCounlerClllp, X1L

995
9.95
9.95
1495
1495

ro ·9v

~:

1495
1995

lowBalleryVolII~lCalor

995
14 95
495
24 95

'19

A'

.65
.76
1.03

ParfNo.
70451PI

.....;.;.;,...ii-'~::.:..:~~-I

- - -- DATA ACOU ISITlON - -- DC 10

SOLDERTAIL (GOLD)
STANDARD

1.29

DTl 057 • Ex pand s the OT 1050 yocabu lary from 137 to over 260
word s . Includes 2 ROM s and specs.

2 . 9~

512~8(ll1s)

8192d

diagram on the a pplication s heet.

DT1050
Digitalker™
......... $34 .95 ea .
MM54104 Processor Chip. , , ... , ... $14,95 ea .

225'811!~~ r=-N::!O:;..!!OT!.!1!!05,7r.~~~~

1024)(4 (70ns)
1024)14 (450ns)
1024x4 (450ns)
256x ~
(450ns)CM05
4096xl !4S0ns) 4Q44
20 ~8 x8
(15Qns)CM05
2048xB (200n5)CM05
2048)(8 (200Ils)L P. CM05
8192_8 (150ns)CM05
256.1
(SDnS)lP
16.4
(SOns)310 1
256)(4
(250n5)
256)(4
\250ns)C M05
1024~1
{250ns) CM05 (6501)
1024.1 (250ns)C M05{6518)
16.4
(35ns193405
256.1
180n5)93410
256)(1
(60ns)93411
16••1
(3!lns) 3101
l02'hl (5Ons)OC (93415)
16.4
(50ns)O C (745 289)

16
16
16
20
20
20
24
24
18
24
16
16
18
18
16
24
16
16
16
16
18
24

745 4 7~

'"
19'

[)uaIM05Ctock[)IYIlI\5MZ,
CommumcallOfl Chip

!~~~~:! 8101

(3"'"

2148
11,454045
lM 540L47·45
5101
MM !)257
HM6116P'3
ItM611 6p·4
ItM6116lP·4
liM6264p·15
2715oo
7489
74C920
74C921
74C929
14C930
745189
745200
]45206
745289
82510
82525
1702A
2708
2708·5
TM52516
11.152532
11.1 52564
11'1152716
27 16
2716·1
27160·5
2732
2732A·3
27J2A·4

---

B Qual M05C1ockOIlYlll(5MI)

10""

- - -- PAOMS / EPAOMS - -- -

16 95
29,95
2995
2995
2995

Sengte/Double Oer.$llY (True)
0tJaIDeIlSrty/5ideSell!cl(lnv)
DJalDeO$ltyl5iOeSeleclTrue

(200ns)

LOW PROFILE
(TIN) SOCKETS

"" '"13'
""
"
"""
,."

"

OctaIOFkp~ T ri·5tate(74C374)

: ~~: :~:~1.69~~

16 8192)(1

- -- OISK CONTAOLLEAS - - - -

395

C04512
C04514
C04515
C04516
'19
C04518
'19
C04519
59
C04520
'19
C04526
C04528
C04 529
, g;
C04543
C04562 14 6g;
C04566
C04583
C04584
14
69
C04723
'19
C04724
'19
I.1C14409
1395
I.1CI4410
1395
I.1CI4411
1195
MCI441 2
1395
7g;
I.1CI4419
MCI44JJ
1395
MC14 538
'19
MCI4541 14
'19

21)

11l51771·1
FDI791
FOI793
FOl795
FOI797

' 95

89
79
19'

5ynchrOl\OlJsDalalntertace(5IRC)
CPU
128 ByreRAM 16·8111/0
RAMwllhllOPortandTmer

~: :~:~:::: l~~~!:

1.11.1 5298·3

795
4995
995
2495
995
2495
795

40
40
40
<10

~.~~~ ~~~H~ :~~Isb~nt~ ~~,~~th:~:g~ee~:~sss~rn:~r~~s~~e~~a~~~~~!~~~i;:~;;~e'~

or eyen s e nte nces. The "yolce" output 0 1 Ihe DTlOSO Is a highly in.
tel\lglblo ma te yoico. Fema le and c hlld ro n's ~oi ces can be syntheslz·
ed. The vocab ula ry is chosen so Ihal II is applicable 10 man y pro·
dUCIS and mal ke ls,

2732a · ~

IM55501
INS8080A
IIlSS154
8156
lNSB2C06
01'82 12
0P8214
DP8216

The DT1050 is a standard DIGITALKE R kit e ncoded with 137 separa le
a nd usc lul wo rds, 2 lo nes, and 5 d lllorent sllcnce d ura tions. The

ii ~~:~~~::
l~~~~~:
~%~~1I' 1 1i~~~sJ)

22
.10
'8 4096)(' (250ns) MK4096
4 95
22 4096xl (2oons) 2107
395
16 16,38';x l (150ns)
1 89 ·811 495

~: : ~

:~ ~Np~le~a~:~,;~,el~~~\\~i~~njlo)
~: ~o~~%~g~~~8~ f,~t~~l~0.8)

24
64
40
40
28
24
40

1,89· 8/14 95
I !l9 ' 8112.95
1.49·811095

DT1 050 Application s: Teaching a id s.
appliances, clocks, automotive, te lecomm unlca·
tlons, language tran s lations. etc.

MM5262
MM5270
I.1M52SD
MM5290·2

211 4l
2114-2

695
4.95
2.95
7.95

AsynchronOlls Comm Mapler

16 16,384x I I150ns)
16 16.38'1l1 1200ns)
16 16,J84)( 1 (250ns)

~:~~2

40 MPU wllll clock amI RAt.t (2 t.tHl )
40 Peripher,11!nlerAdapler
40 MPU
.
40 MPUwltllclockandRAM

~:

~%~~~r, !~g~~sJ) , .. " .. . . ," . 2.1~

- -- - - STATIC RAMS - - - - -

40
2B
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
2B
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
28
40
40

6500 / 6800 / 68000 SEAIES -

4116N·2
·111 6N·3
41 16N· 4

~~ ~~~~:~

695
2495

- - ZBO. ZBOA. Z808 . Z8000 SEAlES - ISO
18Q.CIC
lBO·DART
Z8().OMA
lSO·Pl0
Z8Q.510/0
lSO·510/ 1
180·51012
Z8().510/9

::

~t:~i~~~~

~.~~

Ram)

~b~}

14

16

74L53B6
74l539J
74L5J99
74LS670
81L595
81L59?

CA3130E
CA3140E
CA3160H
CAJI61E
CA3 162E
CAl la9E

INS8OJ5N·6

INS8070N
IN58073:1
P8OB5A
8D86
8088
8155
8748

-

""
""
"
"""
"
""
"
""
""
"
"""
"
"
"
""
""
"""
""
"
"""
"" '"
"'
""" "'
,g;
" "'
" , g;
""" '"
'"
""" '"59'
'95
",. ,g;
"" '95
"" 495
, "" '"

745243
745244
74525 1
745253
745257
745258
745260
745280
745287"
745286'
745373
745374
745387"
7454 71 '
7454]2 '
745473 '
7.1.5474 '
745475 '
745570 '
745571'
145572 '
745573'
745940

Pan No,
COPloo2
2650
MCS6502
MCS6502B

"
""
"" :e
" :n=n.6

.59

lMl3 IN
LMJJ4Z
lMJ35l
U,13J62
LM337MP
LM3J7I
LM3JBK
LM3391l
LM34OK·5
LM34Q1t·I2
lM340K·15
LM341J1(·24
U.Q401,5
00401 ·12

U.o40'''5

LMJ401 ·24
LM34Ip·5
OO41P·I2

I

89
89
89
1.65

'9559

.65
3.95
1.19
1.40
1.19

"'

1.95
6.95

"

' 35
1.35
1.35
1.35
79
79
79
79

.7,
75

\.M34IP·15
lM342p·5
LM342p·12
lM342p· 15
lFJ47N
LM348N
LM3SOK
lFJ51N
lFJS3N
LF355N
lf356N

75
.69
69
69
149
99
495
,60

100
110
lID

lM3,,"

LM359N
tMJ70N
lMJ73f1
U.077N
LM380Ctl
LM380N
LMJ81 N
LMJ82N
u.\3641/
LMJ86N·3
lMJ87N
tMJ89N
l l.091t1·SO
t M392N
LM39811
lM399H
Il494CtI
ll496CP
IlE53l11
NE~4N

NESSOA
NE55511
XR·L555
LM556N
IlE564N
LM56SN
LM~

1M567V
NE570rl
NE57 1N
lM703CN
LM709N
lMliOO

l M711 N
LM723N
L/.1 7lJN

"

I.
I'
It

,.
a
8
18
16
a
I
16
•
8
"
I.
I
8
I'
Ii
\4

8
a
16
1&
a
It
U
It

179
4.49
195
19S
110
,89
179
139
179
B9
.89
1 19
119
69
3.95
5.00
3,95
119
295
2.95
1.95
.35
59
59
2.95
119
149
99
3.95
2.95
119
49
.69

"

79
.55

U

1.00

LM748N

20
20
20
20
14
14

14

! ~~

~~

14
8
It
•
I,
I

U11310H
I.IC133OAl
MCI349
MCI350
MCI358
LI.II456V
lM1458CII
LMI488N
LM14891l
LM1496/'1
Ui160SCK
LJ,\1800U
LMI871N
LMI872N
U,11877/j·9
lMI8891/
LMI896N
l M200?T
ll. N200JA
XR2206
XR2207
XR2208

16
16
14
16

KR2211

14

a
a

14

a

8

16
18
18
u
11
U

It.12871P
1.M2878P
LM2901Il

UI2902N
LJ,12907N
lM3189N
U,09OQr.l
lMJ90SCN

u.o909N

195
35
69
59

149
195
179
149
195
195
,59
89
89
195
995
249
2.95
325
2A9

2.25
295
195
89
3.95
295
2.49
395
195
295

14

59

14

89

It

2~9

16
U
8

159
.59
119
99
2.95
2.95
295
125
195
H9
129

a

LMJ914N
U091SN
LM39 1GtI
HC41 J6N
RC41511/B
RC41gJ,11{
ltM250CN

I'
18
18

LM4500A

1&

I~

a
I

UE5532
•
IlE5534
I
1Cl80388
u
LM I308OI1 8
l M136OO!1 1&
754n
21

195

249
169
395
, 19
119
3.95

1It0000 mJlABlE

5/ 84

Circ le 214 on Inquiry card .

KEYBOARDS - POWER SUPPLIES

HOME COMPUTER ACCESSORIES

DISK DRIVES AND SUPPLIES

Mitsumi 54-Key Unencoded
Matrix All-Purpose Keyboard

VOICE SYNTHESIZER
FOR APPLE AND COMMODORE

• SPST keyswilches . 20 p in rib bon cable conneclion - Lo w pro file keys ' Features: cursor controls,
con lrol, caps (Iockl, fUn c lion, enter and shift keys
• Color (keycaps): grey - Weight: 1 Ib

",£'II!

• Single-Sided
• 77 Tracks

• 400/800K Bytes

KB54 .. .... . . .. .. ...... $14.95

Capacity
• Indu s try Standard

71-Key ASCII Cherry Keyboard
• 7 bit parallel ASCII w ith strobe ' 11 key numeri c
keypad • SPST mechanical keyswitc hes • 15/30
ca rd-edge conneclor . Features: escape, conlro l,
cursor conlro ls, plus 10 add'i. special func ti o n keys
, Color : while' Weig ht: 2 Ibs.• Spec. inc luded

The FDD100·e 8 - Floppy Di sk Drive (Ind ust ry Siandard) teatures
single or double denSity, Recordi ng mode: FM single, MFM double
density. Transfer rale: 2SOK bUs/sec. Sing le density; 500K bits/sec .
double dens ity. The FDD100·8 Is designed to work with the slngleSided so 't sectored IB M Diskelle I, or eq. disk cartridge. Power:
11 5VAC @ SO·6OHz, +24VDC @ 1.7 amps ma ... + 5VDC @ 1,2 amps

KB1801 . .. .. ........ . .. $29.95

JE520AP
-

~ •

•

~ .

•

•• ltlu'.a.nn ...... • •

-

'"

manual.

· Numeric and cursor keypad ' 10 user defina...

_::::::.::::-=-.....;: :::

;h~:~o~5!o~~r~ ~OUCI~~,~'~~pM!~Xr~Ss;~~~e:~~o',~r~:~~~t~!taO~~

51/4" APPLE™
Direct Plug-In
Compatible Disk Drive

KB139 ... ...... . ... . ... $59.95

~~ad~~ j~~. dRo~~!~I~I~I~O~e:~/~I~~ail:a~:;!~r~ "PI~ag;!n ~::~

Power/ Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

7'/4" L x 3'/4"W

. In put : 105· 125/2 10-250 VAC at 47-63 Hz ' Line reg ulation : ± O.05% · Three

x 1-3/8"H

- Uses Shui)arl SA390 m e ch ~n lc, - 143)(
lor ml"8 ~ storllge . JSlru ks - compallbl8
with Apple controfler- Comptele wlthconn dc,
lor and cable - ]utl plug ITllo your disk con·
troller car d ·Slu: &" l x J'I,HW x
B·911&"D-Welght : 4'" Ibl.

mounting surfaces' Overvollage protection ' UL recognized ' CSA certified

APPLICATIONS : • Security Warning

: i:Sa'~~~~ntation

• Telecommunication

: ~:~~I~ap

Aid

Po" No.

OutplJl

EMA5/6B
EMA5/6C

5V@3N6V@2.5A
5V @6N6V @5A

Size

4 ~8"L x 4'W x 2~i"H

5%"L x 47,1a'W x 2 ~,"H

Weight

Price

2 Ibs.
4 Ibs.

$29 .95
$39.95

ADD-514 ... $195.95

:~~~~:rOa~~I;I~O;Yy~~~~~I~;aRn~!I~~~:;~~i~~Op~:~ ~--===--+-PO
-W-E-R-S-U-P-P-LY-+-5V-O-C-@-7-.6-A-M-P-.1- 2-V-O-C-@- 1-.5- AM- P-S-W-tT-C-H-IN- Glion. Utilizing National Semiconductor's OIGITALKER '"
Speech Processor IC (with four custom memory chips) ,
the JE520 compresses natural speech into digital memory, including the original inflections and emphases. The

+5VDC @ 6 Amps
+12VDC @ 4 Amps
-12VDC @ 0.5 Amps

. Input: 115VPC. 5D·60Hz @3amp/230VAC. 50Hz @ 1.6 amp. • Fan volUPOwer supply
1.5 amp' 81001blllck

::~~ ~~~~~eSi!!:1 ~~~;~~~j,?~p.u~:1~~~~rg~t~~?bi2VDC @

result is an extremely clear, nalural vocalization .

KEPCOITDK 4-0UTPUT SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

Description

JE520CM
JE520AP

For

• Ideal for disk drive needs of CRT terminals, microcomputers and
video games· lnpUI : 11 51230VAC. 50/60Hz ' Output : + 5V @5 Amp.+ 12V @
1.8 Amp. +12V @ 2 Amp, -t2V @ 0. 5 Amp·Ulrecognized • CSA certified
· Size : 7 l , "L x 6-3/16'W x l ~'H ' Weig ht: 2lbs.

For Commodore 64 & VIC-20
and /Ie .

- Perfect for computer or disk
drive systems' Sup ply h as AMP
connectors fo r d ire c t c o nn ecti o n t o t w o 5%" disk drives
• Coo ling fa n' In p ut: 100/ 11 51
200/ 230VAC. 47 -63Hz • Oulpul

MRM 174KF.. .. .. . .. . .... .... ..... . ... $59.95

13Y.."L

• Microprocessor, mini-computer, terminal , medical equipment and proces s
control applica tions - Input: 90- t30VAG, 47 -4 40Hz' Output : + 5VDC@ SA,
-SVDC @ I A; +12VDC@ l A, - 12VDC@ t A- Line regulalio ns: :1:0.2% ·Ripple:
30mV pop ' Load reg ulation : :';: 1% • Overcurrent protecti on' Adj : 5V main
output !:: 10% ' Size : 6 ~"l x 1 i,'W x 4- 1S/ t 6"H . Weight : I ", tb s.

~

, Can d ri ve fo ur fl oppy di sk d rt ves a nd up to eig ht exp a nsi o n cards
• S h o rt ci rcuit a nd overload pro te c lion • Fits inside A pple c ompute r

8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 & 28 Pin Packages

· Fully regulaled + 5V @ SA. + 12V @ 3A. - SV @ .5A. -1 2V @ .SA

CompletelySeH,ContJined - Requires No Addilional Systems lor Operalion
. Programs and valida tes EPROMs . Checks for properl y erased EPROMs
, Emutates PROMs or EPROMs ' RS232C Computer Interface tor editing and
program leading ' Loads datll into RAM by keyboard ' Changes data in RAM
by keyboard ' loads RAM from an EPROM ' Compares EPROMs for con tenl
dilfercnces . Copies EPROMs . Power tnput: I 15VAC, 60Hz. less than lOW
power consumption ' Enclosure: Color-coordinated, light Ian P.1nols with
molded end pieces in mocha brown ' Size: lSS8"L x 8 ~:.'D x 317" H . Weight:
5>"'bs.
TheJE664EFflOMl'logralnllll!rcmuI31eSandPl09ramSvJllousS·BII WCKdEPRO,l,Islrom8KIO
64K.Blt memorytapa!:ity. 031acan beentffetl InlotheJ:664'smtemaISKI B·Bit PAM m three
ways: fl! tron a ROMor EPFIOM,(2) I/Om anellemalcornputcrVhltneoptloo3IJE66SRS232C
1lUS;(3) lrom ltsp.me!ktybo.1 rd. The Jf664's I\I\Msmay be accessed tor emulahon pur p0se5
trom tilt panei's lesl SOCket 10 an elte!nai mrcsoprocessor. In PfDgrammlllg and emuJaIlOl1, IIIe
..iE664,ll1awslorCJ:.iImmatlOl1, changeandval:d3tlooolprogramcontenl. The JE664's Rl\Ms
can be programmed QUickly 10 all" I"s (or any value). allOWIng unused WdII"SSe:S III IheEPflOM
to be PfDgrammed late! WIthout oettSSIty 01 "W' ClilSllI9. The JE664 dISplays OATA ana
ADORESS In convenfi!lll heJ:.il!le<:lInal (alphanumerIC) fermat A "05Pl.AV EPROM DATA"
button ch anOfS Ihe DATA reJOOullrom RAM word to EPROM W1lId a'ld IS displaye1:l in both

• Direct plug-in power cor d in c luded ' S ize:

9 1Js" L x 31k"W x 2 % "H

I.'

SSOO " Slnol.Sld..,Ooubl.o.nII110S00 " OOuDI.S"'..,Ooubl. O.n lll,
SSQO _ Slng l.Sld.dOuadOlnI1l1
DSO D _ Doubl.Sld.d Ou l d O.nl h y

5'1. - DISKETIES

... lIhl-luUf!,ng ona Enve lollt
... "nl-l ubRong1Ilu' ")
... "~ UubR,ng. M En,.,a pt
... lIh t i uD Ring 11"lU,"1

100

DISKETTE ACCESSORIES
Disk Minder

I

\

From 4K 10 16K Requires (1) One Kil
From 4K 10 48K Requires (3) Three KII'
From 4K 10 16K Requires (11 One Kil

" Modell equipped with Expa nsion Board up 10 4BK Two Kill ReQulltd
-On' Kit Required lor u ch 16KofEIp. n$lon -

TRS·16K3 · 200n, for Color & Model III .
TRS·16K4 ·250n, lor Model I .

514 \15

. St4 !r.J

$1 4.%

• Atlractive, lunCl ional (fisksloragesystem ' 5O(S-)0.75
(5'1. 1 disk slorage capacity ' Easy tiling and retrieVing
• Protects diSk Irom dU51 con lamlna tion • Molded Irom
durable smoked plaslic with IIont carryong handle' Sizo:
7WW x 6'1> -H x 9'1. "0 • Weight . 2 Ibs.
P.f1 No,

o.le,lp lio n

OM7S
DM SO

Stores 75( 5 ~~ -) D!skeUos .
StoI8s50(S-ID,skelte s ,.

Easy to in stall kilscomes complete wi th 8 ea. 4 164-2 (200ns) 64K
dynamic RAMs and conversion docu mentation. Convert s TRS-80
color comp uters w ith 0 , E, ET. F and NC circuli boards 10 32K.
Also convert s TAS-SO co lor computer 1110 64K. Flex DOS or 08·9
required to utilize lull 64K RAM on all computers.

PileI

.. 51 9.95 each
. .S29.9Seach

TAS-64K2. . . . .

5~· H

x 1'l,. "O
Ducrlpllon
Slore:. 10(5'10 -)Dlskcl1 es . ,

$10.00 Minimum Order -

Th e JE 750 Clock Kit is a versat ile 12 -h o ur dig ita l c lock
w ith 24 -ho ur a la rm . The c lo ck has a bright D,S" high
blue· gree n fluorescent display. The dis pla y will automatically dim w ith c hanging light c onditi o n s. The 24-hou r
alarm a llows th e user to disable th e a la rm and immedia te ly r e-en able t h e a larm to a cti va te 24 h o urs la te r. The kit
inc ludes a ll documentation , c ompo n e nts , cas e and wall
tran s fo rm e r. Size: 6 % "L x 3V~ toW x P.~" D.

Alarm Clock Kit. ....... . $29.95

., . . S2.95 each

I
S·I. -Diskettes . . ... .. . SZ.49 u ch
MP·OB HOlds30a. S" Diskl!t tos . .
. ... S3,95IJ1ch

U.S. Funds Only

California Residents Add 6V2 % Sales Tax
Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance

Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flyer!

. . .. $44.95

UV-EPRO M Era se r

~;~~;~~n~~I~~ 'I: 6u~~~~:t~;o~:~o~~;~~icd~S~I;~~~ _~u~t
P.UND.

MP·l0

• Bright 4·(llg11 0.5# high display' 10 minute snooze alarm
• AM/P M indicator • Autom atic dlsptay dlmmor

. .. $12 .95
. $10.95

:1

•• $14 9~

MINI,PA K

Circle 214 on inquiry card .

VAG 60Hz po.....er to your computer system
(load dependent) when yo u have a b lack out
or voltage sag . Outp ut rating : 200 walls ' Six
mo nth warranty· Weig ht: 19 Jbs.

TRS·80 to 16K, 32K, or 48K

=

SU !r.J

4-Digit Fluorescent Alarm Clock Kit

JE750

I Provid es up to 30 minutes of continuo us 120

IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) ... .. $49.95
TRS-80 MEMORY EXPANSION KIT
··ModeI1 =
Model 3
Color =

II1\f1. IkAaw.,II.lI . NEC. n

fUi'\SU.n:eI.

Back-Up
Power Source

SAVE HUNDREDS OF $$$ BY UPGRADING
MEMORY BOARDS YOURSELF!

14'.1$

confJQUlestneEPROM socIIetcoMetl101lstOf lhal partlC1Jlar EPFIOM

lJI.O. f"""""NEC , Iiu.:h \ ~eI
M'I$ Lb!.ll!, ~\IOf\JI.

soc kets ' 6 foot po.....er c ord' Norm al line voll age indica tor light - Brown o uUblack out reset
SWItc h - Weight: 2 Ibs.

Most 01 tho popular memory board s allow you to add an addilion al
64K , 128K, 192K. or 25&K. The IBM64K Kil will popuillte these boards
In 64K byte Increments. The kit Is simpllt 10 Install -/usllnsltrt the
nino 64K RAM chips In Ihlt provided sockets and set the Iwo groups
01 switches. Directions oro Included,

Assembled & Tesled (Includes JM 16A Moaule)

MQIotc4TUI,UCIIo, OK

~6~ (Jf~6 ~~c~oos~~oV:d;f:nlt~o~~Oae~ e~s,f!p.a6

Model 200 (PC200) .. ........... $349.95

"

EPROM JUMPER MODULES TheJE664'sJUMI'€R MODULE (Personality Module) fs a
phllil'lI1 ModulE thai pre·setslheJE664 101 IhePlQOel PfO\lfammlngpu'seslO theEPFIOMJIl(!

t2V MaIoIo!.t. n

• EI.iminales voltage spikes a nd EMI-RFI noise
belore it can damage your eQuipmenl o r cause

IBM MEMORY EXPANSION KIT
COMPAQ COMPATIBILITY

JE664-ARS EPROM Prog. wIJE665 Oplion • • ••• $1195.00

· ~V.~5V .•

_

:

JE665 - RS232C INTERFACE OPTION - The RS232C Inlerbce Oplloo Implemenls
cornpr.r1er access \0 ~ £664's PAM. ThiS aHows lhe computer 10 manlpulale, store and
lransfer EPROMdata 10 and lrom theJE664. Asampleprogram listrng rssupplied In MIlASIC lor
CP/M compulm. Docutneflla!rDl1lS PfOVille!l to adapt the software 10 o<.IIe! compulers wah an
RS232 potl9600 Baud,e·buword,Oild parity and 2 Slop bIIs
FOR A LIMITED TIME A SAMPlE OF SOFTWARE WRlnEN IN BASIC FOR
THE lRS-eO ' MODEL I, l EVEL II COMPUTER WILL ALSO BE PROVIDED.

lM52116 (l·V'sl

Ibs .

DATASHIELD®

Assembled & Tested (Includes JM16A Module)

JIJ»,

~ . --

5%" and 8" Diskettes

JE664-A EPROM Prog~mmer • • • •• •• •• •••• $995.00

.J,IUi8

...- II!IJI .,,-

DISKEnES AND ACCESSORIES
ULTRA MAGNETICS

9

Model 100...... .... . . . . .... ... $69.95

• Weighl : 2 Ibs.

heuclecIlTlalmdbrnary code. Thel! oot panelte3luresacorwemellloperaungguldc. lheJE664

A.'IlI. I*:Uc:II.~

:1

KHP4007 ... .. . . .. ........ .. . . .. . . .. .. $79.95

I'logrammer indudeS one JMl6A Jumper Module (as IIsll.'1l below).

-

I.

. . . ., .

Switching Power Supply for APPLE II, 11 + & lie'·

OUC" plion
5' , - SSOO So l' SeGl n ,
5' . - SSOOSollSo<:1e<
~', - OSDOSoli SrelO'
~' . - OSOO 50 11 So<:10'

(a bove) • Weig ht :

e::J li~D L· S rn iES Protect Yourself. ..
- "
DATASHIELD®
~ Surge Protector

FCS-604A.... . .... ..... ... .. ..... $69.95 each

JE664 EPROM PROGRAMMER

x 61~'W x S"H

CP167....... . ........... $59.95

4-CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY

2116. TMS2~ 16(l11

Power
Regulated
Power Supply

1 ~~~~~~0~~~~:..:...:..:....:...:....:...:...:...:...:..:...:..:...:..:..:...:..:...:..:..:...:..:...:..:...:..:.!~!:~
PS94VOS.. . . . ..... . . .. ...... . . - . . - .. . $39.95

Part No.

Apple II , 11+,

. $169.95 ea.

FDD100·8

ble keys' 7 LED function displays' Security
loc k ' N-key rollover' Uses Intel 8048/8748
• Color: while w/black panel ' Documentation
in cluded ' Weight: 61h Ibs.

OW"

-:.~~~~,~~~~~':.r:.= I~:: :~i

JE520CM

~aab~e~l~lkj:e~I~.t~5~~/eo~: _(~0;S4~5°.t~~~e4~;:SI~ ~g:.ern~~.p~p~~

8-Bit Serial ASCII Keyboard

'\

Is

Chips -

51 Minutes

I

• Spec Sheets - 30¢ each
Send $1.00 Postage for your

FREE 1984 JAMECO CATALOG
Prices Subject to Change

----=---==---.JJamecol~1
ELECTRONICS

1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002
5/84 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592·8097 Telex: 176043

11 Chip -

37 Minutes 1

Erases 2708, 2716. 2732, 2764, 2516, 2532, 2564. Erases up 10 S chip s
within 51 mlnutos (1 chip In 37 mlnutos). Maintains con st ant exposura
di stance of one InCh. Special conductive loam liner elimlnal es stetlc
build·up. Bullt" n safety lock to prevent UV exposure. Compact - only
9.00 ~ 11: 3,70 " l1: 2.60 ". Complete with holding tray 'or 8 chips.

DE·4

$79.95

UV·EPROM Eraser . ..
UVS-11EL Replacement Bulb . . $16.95
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Circle 69 on inquiry card.

Text continued from page 66:

time you see this, much of what annoys me will be taken care of. Even
if there were to be no more changes,
I'd stay with it. There are enough advantages already.

Sage Faire
The Sage Computer Faire was held
in Reno in early February at the
MGM Grand Hotel, where they stage
the San Francisco earthquake twice
nightly. The MGM dinner show is
the most spectacular live stage
presentation I've ever seen.
That's not why I went. In the past
two years, Sage Computer has taken
the same commanding position with
development systems based on the
Motorola 68000 chip that Compupro
holds with respect to the S-100 bus
and systems based around the Intel
8086 and follow-ons. Apple will sell
a lot more Macintosh 68000 systems,
but the Sage is faster, more versatile,
and has more software, including advanced languages, now. Moreover, I
have it on good authority that there's
more than one Sage being used to
develop Macintosh software.
For those who don't know, we've
had a Sage II since the very early
days of that machine. It was the Sage
and Volition Systems Modula-2 that
got me interested in that language.
We've never had a glitch with it, and
our Sage II is even now being used
by Dr. Michael Hyson to develop illustrative programs for the introductory Modula-2 book we are writing.
This year the company brought out
the Sage IV, which is faster, has more
memory, and has a hard disk. We'll
be getting one this month. One
reason I went to the Sage Faire was
to look at software I might want for
the IV.
I saw a lot of it.
Fewer than a thousand people attended the Sage Faire. It reminded
me of some of the early micro conventions, the fun ones before they got
so large. There was a difference,
though: although there were enough
hobbyists and hackers to make the
conversations interesting, there were
also a number of industry heavyweights to make it likely that what
was said would have an effect. All
told, I don't think I've more enjoyed
70
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a convention since the West Coast
Faire in Los Angeles where Carl
Helmers, my late mad friend Dan
MacLean, and I invented this
column.
There's now plenty of software for
the Sage: decent text editors, FORTH
corresponding pretty well to what's
described in Leo Brodie's Starting
FORTH, what looks like an excellent
LISp, and an impressive micro APL
(you have to buy a special terminal
in order to handle API.:s screwy
squiggles); there's UCSD Pascal; and
of course there's Modula-2 from Volition Systems, with the full Modula-2
compiler and operating system to be
available from Modula Research Institute very soon.
There's a small but strong market
in add-on packages, such as modems
for communications and a rumor of
an Omninet retrofix for both lIs and
IVs.
There are also application packages: business software that works.
In as small a show as the Sage Faire,
it's possible to look at everything in
some detail. I liked most of what I
saw. I was also able to talk to a
number of publishers and their programmers, pointing out features I'd
like to see and things I didn't care for.
Some promised to make changes.
We'll see.
I've purposely avoided specifics in
the above, because I don't like commenting on things we haven't been
able to run here at the Manor. Next
month we'll have the Sage IV and
whatever software I've been able to
collect.
What's important is that the Sage
looks to be here to stay. The factory
in Reno is quite real, large enough for
considerable expansion if the company needs it, and not so expensive
that it will go bankrupt paying for it.
There's an enthusiastic work force
and a lot of in-house use of Sage
computers.
I've long thought Sage had the best
68000-based computers on the market. Now I'm certain of it.

Two Views of the Future
Dr. William Godbout of Compupro
and Rod Coleman of Sage are, in my
judgment, two of a very small num-

GETYOUR
MESSAGE

EVEN WHEN YOUR MODEM
SENDS IT BY WAY OF THE
OKEFENOKEE SWAMR '
When you se nd data by telephone
th ro ugh nasty environm ents like thi s,
it can run into problems tougher than
ju st alligators. Problems li ke im pulse
noise. Chatter from th e switchgear.
Stati c from th e atm os phere or bad
we ath er. Distorti on du e to c rosstalk
or ju st pl ain w hite noi se .
To get yo ur message through,
you r IB M PC or XT needs the ad va nced perform ance feature s of th e
PC: lntelliM odem!M It's got the best
rece ive se nsitivity ava ilable today act ually d own below -50 dBm . So
now you can ac hi eve a hig h leve l of
data transmi ss ion integ rity. Eve n w ith
bad c onn ecti ons.
Get patented modem technology.
Th e PC: lntelliM odem is elegantly
simple. Its patented des ign d oes it all
on a sin g le mi c roprocessor c hip, w ith
ju st one crys tal. Oth er mode ms take

1980
198 1
1983
1983
1983

Bizcomp: A history of
innovation.
Inve nted first command-drive n
modem
Introd uced propri etary li nestatus monitorin g
Desig ned fi rst sin gle-llP 212Ac9mpati ble mode m
Introdu ced first integ rated
voice/data modem for IBM PC
Gran ted patent on commanddrive n modem
.

Circle 61 on inquiry card .

two, four or more llPS (a nd eve n more
osc illators), and still acco mpli sh less.
How do we do this? By c reatin g
arc hitectural
inn ovati ons in
firm wa re, and
by pushin g the
c hi p to its li m it,
close to 12 MH z.
" ... ">.
Sin ce it uses fewe r
'~
pa rts, th e PC: lntelliM odem's
no-co m promi se des ign offers
high er re li ability, a more co mpact form factor, and lowe r costs.
Thi s des ig n elegance lead s naturally to m ore elegant performance . Take
line status detection, for example. The
PC: lntelliModem 's ada pti ve , dec isiond irec ted log ic monitors lin e statu s more
close ly th an other mode ms. Eve n at weak
or deg raded sig nal leve ls. So it ca n
make co nn ecti ons w ith less c hance of
error, by detectin g sig nals for di al tone,
remote rin g bac k, b usy and vo icesome of whi ch other mod ems ig nore.

t~f~071

Make sure your modem has all
these PC:lntelliModem features
Integrated Voice/Data

• Switch betwee n voice and data
co mmunications
• Prog rammab le telephone handset jack
Status Reporting

.

• Lin e status detection (dial tone,
busy, remote rin gback, voice answer,
mode m answe r, incomin g call)
• Audio monitor
• Prog rammab le status LED
PC:lntelliCom ™ Software Included

•
•
•
•
•
•

99-name on-lin e telephone directory
Auto-d ial, auto- repeat dial, auto-answe r
Lin k to another number if busy
File transfer
Data capture to diskette
Prog rammable auto log -on sequences
Compatible with Crosstalk™ and
PC-Talk III TM
Pulse and Tone Dialing
Receive Sensitivity: -50 dBm
Speeds: 110, 300, 1200 baud

th e tou c h of a single function key. Th at
mean s now both you and your c omputer ca n talk on the same line. Without hav ing to hang up, re-dial or plug
and unplug a lot of cable s.
So if you're designing microc omputer datacomm produ cts - or ju st
lookin g for a PC/XT modem for yo urse lf, c heck out the PC :lntelliM odem at
your loca l dealer. You'll get the me ssag e. And so will they. Or c ontact:
Bizcomp, 532 Weddell Drive, Sunn yvale,
CA 94089 ; 408 /745-1616 .

Plan ahead with int egrated
voice and d a t a .
For openin g up a whole new world of
integ rated vo ice and d ata appli cati ons,
th ere's nothin g li ke th e PC: lntelliM odem.
Literally. Its easy-to- use softwa re pac kage- PC: lntelli Co m™-l ets yo u switch
repeatedly betwee n talkin g or li stening
and se nd in g or rece iving data. A ll at
We've got people talking.

S/ZCCJMp®
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Heart of TEXAS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TRS-80
We carry the full line of TRS-80
computers , plus TCS upgrades . Call
for our low discount prices.
Model 100 Briefcase size. CALL

Model IV Portable: CALL
Model 12 , 16 at discount: CALL
Model 12/16 Accessories/discount.

The TANDY-2000
Check out this terrific new computer from
Tandy. It's beautifully designed and very
versatile. Four times faster than the IBM-PC
and has twice the floppy disk capacity. MSDOS
compatible. It's a great machine and we have a
great price. CALLI

DISK EXPANSION
1 Controller . Pwr.Sup. Hdwr" lnstruct.
2 Kit 1. plus 1/ 40-trk .Tandon Dr.
3 Kit I , plus 2/ 40-trk . Tandon Dr.
3a Kit 3 w/ 2 80 trk .drives
(dual sided 40s)

M-IU

M-IV

$249
$429
$589
$698

$329
$479
$649
$729

Model IV needs 64K to operate. For 64K Kil. CALL.

25% OFF LIST PRICE!
OMNINET -

A high speed multi-user network thai
connecl s several computers for instant communication up
to 4.000 feet away.

Save over $1,000

on a 20 mg. Corvus Hard Disk
system lor IBM PC and other computers.

Smg, $1649 10mg. $2279 20mg. $3049

Single user or networking hard disk system for IBM &
Appl e. Lowesl prices anywhere. Priced Irom $1375.
10. 15. 21 . 32 mg . & cartridge tape backup--CALL.

Fast, dependable, versatile, low price .

Gemini 10X
Gemini 15X

9in" 120cps . FriclioniTraclo r
15in .. 120cps. Friction / Tractor

DISKETTES
CompuOisk, high qu ality mini flopp y di sks
from $1.70 . C o mpare our pri c es . Disks come
complete
with
hub
rings,
protec tive
e n ve lo pes , write protect tabs, adhes ive
label s. Fully tested. Certified 100% Error
Free . Guaranteed. SSOO or OSOO . Boxed or
in Bulk. CALL.

Heart of TEXAS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 1327 Arlington , TX 76004
Toll Free 1-800-433-5184
Texas 1-817-274-5625
VISA. MC. cashi er' s chec k. Money Ord er. No ta x oul of
sla te. Tex an s add 5%. Pri ces subiec t to change.
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ber of key people in microcomputer
development. Both sell topflight
development equipment. Both have
similar ideas about the future of computers. Godbout and Coleman are
both after the business market, because that's where the high-volume
sales are; but that's marketing
strategy, not love.
Their hearts are with the development of high technology, largely for
its own sake, Each foresees dramatic
increases in computing power per
dollar, and each is obsessed with
building machines that access huge
amounts of memory and work at the
fastest possible speeds. The similarity ends there.

Bill Godbout
Although Godbout's Compupro
company makes a 68000 microprocessor for its S-100 development system, there's little support for the
board, and if there are any plans for
follow-on developments, such as
adding the National Semiconductor
16081 floating-point math chip, it's
Compuprds best-kept secret. Dr.
Godbout is betting heavily that the
future of the micro lies with the Intel
iAPX286 and its follow-ons . In addition, he's made some hefty investments in technology based on the
National Semiconductor 16032;
there's already a Compupro 16032
microprocessor board for the S-100
bus. You might be able to buy one
about the time this is in print; about
the same time you can probably buy
a 286 system, but you'll pay a stiff
price for it.
Within a year, though, prices will
fall. They always do, and you'll be
able to buy working machines with
incredible power at reasonable prices.
The trend toward more bang for the
buck will continue; meanwhile, if
you want to develop software for
future computers, you can get a machine to develop it on now.
Godbout's development systems
are based on the S-100 bus, which he
figures will last a few more years
before technology irrevocably passes
it by. Meanwhile, you can buy a complete development system, with fast
memory, disk drives, system support, input/output, etc., and change

microprocessor boards as they arrive;
and you can have confidence that
Godbout will do his best not to leave
his customers hung out to dry.
Dr. Godbout likes to talk about
future computer technology. So do I,
which is a good thing, since when we
get together even on thoroughly
social occasions the conversation is
likely to get technical, to the extreme
boredom of the other guests. I have
notebooks full of his speculations
about the 16032, memory management, math chips, and the future of
operating systems. In brief, he thinks
supermicros in the future will be built
around either the Intel 286 and
follow-ons or the National Semiconductor 16032 and its upgrades; and
that the operating system of the
future will be multiuser multitasking
Concurrent CP/M-which will be
compatible with, possibly based on,
and look an awful lot like Unix.

Secrets ...
Like Bill Godbout, Rod Coleman
likes to talk technology, and until
very recently his Sage Computer was
one of the most open companies going. Almost anyone could call him
and get him into a conversation on
his view of the future.
Lately, though, his marketing and
public-relations people have advised
him to be a lot more careful, and he's
reluctantly taking that advice: for example, everything said about future
Sage products at Sage Faire was not
only off the record, but preceded by
a formal nondisclosure agreement.
Unlike Compupro, Sage doesn't have
multiple product lines. The Sage is a
great 68000-based development system, but it also has to be Sage's business system; and although the Sage
has been profitable from the first
month it began shipping computers,
the company is critically dependent
on shipping machines to m aintain its
cash flow. There's no big wad of venture capital behind Sage; 90 percent
is owned by the three original
founders.
Thus, Sage is subject to the "Osborne phenomenon" ; announcements of future machines killing sales
of present ones. I think the company
worries too much: the present Sage
Circle 31 on inquiry card. - - .
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II and Sage IV are proven systems,
with new software coming out every
week, which is what business customers want. It's one of Pournelle's
rules for users : the best computer to
buy is a development system after it
has been around a couple of years.
You get state of the art with the bugs
out.
I didn't really need a confidential
briefing to know that Coleman is not
standing still, and he was speaking
on the record when he said that "the
68000 is a generation ahead of anything Intel is building:' Obviously,
Sage is going to track new 68000 and
follow-on technology, and I must
have a dozen letters from readers telling me the virtues of the 68010 and
68020 chips. It's also obvious that any
dramatic improvement in 68000
speeds will require some kind of
floating-point math chip. In answer
to an audience question, Coleman
said he expects 256K-bit RAM chips
to be available at reasonable prices
late in 1984; and everyone knows that
really big hard disks are just now
coming onto the market.
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ProWriter/MicroPrism 80. .
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OKIDATA 92&93 ~~~,~,~p'~m~ . Best Price!
OKIDATA ML84 100", ...
. Best Price!
OKIDATA 241O pmm"k1350"" .. Best Price!
TOSHIBA P·1 351 & 1340 ... Best Price!
GEMINI 1OX & 15X . .
. . 1285/1425
T.I. 855 14 WIR EPINHEAO
.. Best Price!
NEC P2 & P3,so",.
. . Best Price!
DIABLO P38 1400CPSI. .
. . Best Price!
lQ Feeders ~~etJ;~~S~~e:TF;~d;:~r~:ller ... SAVE!
Gra ler ~~:~~'~~~n~~:~tA,I:~A~~t'a.bl~ ....... ..CALL!

Put all that together, and lay a
french curve through the speed,
memory, disk capacity, and price of
the Sage II and Sage IV plotted
against their date of introduction.
Thus, the only real secrets Sage has
are when it will bring out the new
stuff and how much it will charge for
it: and Coleman gave a clue to that
when he said, in a nonrestricted
speech, that he doesn't consider a
new chip a real part until its price has
fallen to 50 percent of the introductory price. "By then it's not only
cheaper, it's more reliable. The bugs
are shaken out, there's probably been
a new mask, and usually there's a
second source," Coleman said.
It doesn't take a very large computer to predict what Sage is doing.
On the other hand, it doesn't take a
market survey to know that business
customers aren't interested in state of
the art: they're interested in software,
service, and reliability. Sage's business sales aren't going to depend on
the ability of Coleman's marketing
people to shut him up about new
Sage products: they're going to de-

pend on Sage's ability to market what
I'm now willing to say is the best
68000 computer available.

Rod Coleman
Coleman believes in the 68000 chip
as strongly as Bill Godbout believes
in the Intel family. Where Godbout
says that "unless you know what
you're doing, don't fool around with
68000 machines," Coleman believes
the 68000s are the real beginning of
the supermicro.
Coleman spends more time worrying about software than Godbout
does. Unlike Dr. Godbout-and
many 68000 enthusiasts-Coleman
rejects Unix as too big, too slow, and
too incomprehensible. "Just how different is Unix from Adventure?" he
asks. "You get to wander around in
the Unix command structure and try
to find out if you can make it do anything useful. Once in a while you get
hints, like 'Volume not on line.' At
least UCSD p-System puts seven
words across the top of the screen .
That's more than Unix-or CP/M for
that matter-ever did."
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He also points out that CP/M was
designed to work with a Teletype
(TTY), a device that couldn't transfer
information with any speed at all.
Now we have hardware that can store
a lot of information and tell it to us
quickly; why are we stuck with operating systems based on obsolete technology?
He also sees the future belonging
to multitasking-and to integrated
software, huge software projects that
tie together spreadsheets, databases,
word processors, accounting systems, calendars and all the other
tasks we now ask computers to do
one at a time. In Coleman's view,
future operating systems will do
much of the work for the programmer. That means they'll be big, a full
megabyte and more-which in turn
means that the micro will have to
work fast to make use .of all that code.
Huge software projects are beyond
human capability. Adding more
people to the job eventually brings a
point of not merely diminishing, but
negative return; adding another person to the job requires enough man-

agement and training that the expanded team produces less than it
did before the new people were put
on the job. Since we will need huge
integrated software packages, the
only answer is modular softwarewhich is what both Modula-2 and
Ada were designed to accomplish.
Coleman's only comment about
Ada was that it was designed by a
committee. Modula-2, on the other
hand, was guided by a single (and
brilliant) mind. It can, perhaps, serve
as a software bus, with new software
making use of previous modulesbut only if there's some kind of standardization of the Modula-2 library.
At the founding meeting held in
Zurich last March of the Modula-2
Users Association, all the major U.S.
and European Modula-2 publishers
agreed to work together in standardizing the Modula-2 library. Niklaus
Wirth, Modula-2's inventor, pronounced himself very pleased with
the meeting.
One thing Coleman is certain of:
the future doesn't belong to obscurantists, but to people who can design

modems
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So What's Coming?
If you take what Coleman and
Godbout say and cancel out their dis-

IBM* software
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systems-hardware and softwareaccessible to a lot of people. lilt has
to be simple, like a doorknob," he's
fond of saying.
His picture of the future has many
of the elements that Larry Niven and
I put into the society of The Mote in
God's Eye. In our novel, everyone carries a pocket computer, which is used
by asking questions in ordinary
English . (Well, in our novel it's
Anglic, since we set this rather far
into the future.) The pocket computers are tied into enormous databases; anyone can get the answer to
almost any question simply by
asking.
In my speech at NCC last year, I
said that by the turn of the century, ·
anyone in Western civilization who
seriously wants to will be able to get
the answer to any question whose
answer is either known or calculable.
I see no reason to change that prediction. Neither does Rod Coleman.
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agreements, you still get a comprehensive picture of the new supermicro. It will have a bit-mapped
screen and be able to do high-resolution graphics. There will be a good
programming language integrated
into the operating system, which will
be enormous, Unix-sized even if it's
not Unix . The machines will be fast.
They'll have several megabytes of
memory. They'll do coprocessing,
which is to say they'll do several
things at once. They'll have access to
really large data storage, probably
hard disks with 100 megabytes.
They'll be able to talk to other
machines and do it transparently so
the user doesn't really have to know
the difference between accessing his
own hard disk and accessing one on
the other side of the continent.
The operating system will be largely menu driven, and comprehensible
to ordinary people. Both Godbout
and Coleman have plenty of contacts
within the software-development
community; Bill Godbout often talks
with Digital Research's Gary Kildall,
while Rod Coleman's people work
closely with Softech, Volition, and
the Modula Research Institute. Compupro and Sage are in a position to
have major influence over software
development.
However, their interests differ.
Coleman worries about software development a lot more than Bill Godbout does. Although Compupro is a
much larger company than Sage,
Sage has more software people and
works harder at integrating outside
software into its bundle. Compupro
tends to have software development
done through outside consultants.
Both companies work at the frontiers of microcomputer development-and despite their different approaches, both seem to be headed
toward the same place, the world of
supermicros.
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To Unix or Not to Unix?
On Mondays and Wednesdays I'm
sure Unix is the wave of the future.
After all, IDM says Unix. AT&T says
Unix. Digital Research is moving in
the general direction of Unix and also
getting closer to IT&T. There are indications that Microsoft is getting
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off better than
~
any software
O~v
purchase
.l..
you 've
t>...(j~"
~':J
~~ .
made.
~'r
N-'"
~oo

,,,

"If you want to
learn or teach someone FORTRAN,
"",,V . "C!> this is the package
e<S''' 1313'''' to buy." ACCESS ,
~~.Q1><Y,~i$;~ Marchl April1983. For
,.,'b-'I- ~ 13 learning and teaching, for sci--.....- ..Q'''....~'e~"e entists and engineers, Nevada
~~,,'\ is th e perfect FORTRAN . Based on
~o ANSI-66 standards (FORTRAN IV) , its
advanced features include IF. .. THEN .. .ELSE
constructs, COpy statement, CHAINing with
COMMON, TRACE style debugging, and 150 verbal
error messages. And you can intermix in-line
FORTRAN and Assembly Language statements for
special micro needs. Requires 48K RAM . If you 're
shopping for FORTRAN , look no further.

~

. 0 ....... .... · . '

-----------------~

Send my order for _ _ packages @' $39.95 each

Total _ _ __

COBOL Application package «i $9.95 each

Total _ _ __

California residents add 6 112% Sales Tax .
Ou tside North America. add $6 per package for shipping,
(Postage paid within North America .) Checks must be
in U.S. dollars and drawn on a U.S. bank .

Sales Tax _ _ __
Shipping _ _ __

o

Disk Format
TOTAL _ _ __
Check enclosed 0 Mastercard 0 VISA
0 8" SSS D (Standard CP/ M IBM 3740) 0 Micropolis Mod II (Vector Graphic)
#
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
__
Exp.
Date
_ _ _ _ __
Card
5'/4" Diskette for :
0 NEC PC 8001
Access
0 Northstar Double Density
Signature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 Apple CP/M
0 Northstar Single Density
0 DEC VT 180
0 Osbor ne (Single Density Disk)
Ship to: Name _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 Epson QX-10
0 Sanyo
0 Heath Hard Sector (Z-89)
0 Superbrain DD , DOS 3.X (512 byte sec)
Street _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _
o Heath Soft Sector (Z-90)
0 Televideo
0 IBM-PC (Baby blue or big blue card) 0 TRS-80 Modell (Relocated to 4200 hex) Ci ty/State/Zip _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
________________________________________________

o

0 Kaypro Double Density

Circle 159 on inquiry card.

0 Xerox 820 (Single DenSity)
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Less

forYour
Money
If you do word processing on
your personal computer, you
probably know that there are
many programs for sale to help
you with your spelling. But the
biggest spelling error you'll ever
make is paying too much for your
spelling correction software. The
Random House ProofReader
gives you less for your money less trouble, that is, and fewer
spelling errors. The Random
House ProofReader is based on
the world famous Random House
Dictionary. It contains up to
80,000 words , depending on
your disk capacity. You can add
new words with the touch of a
key. It shows you the error and
the sentence it's in . It instantly
suggests corrections. It even rechecks your corrections. And it
costs half as much as other
programs with far less power. The
Random House ProofReader is
compatible with all CP/M 2.2®,
MS-DOS® and IBM Personal
Computer® systems.

. 11IE
RANDOM
})Icnl:IOtJSE

ONA.l\y

EN of the

It\NG~~~~
The ~f.\
Rando"

House
ProofReader

$50

For orders or 'information, see your local
dealer or call 505-281-3371. Master card
and VISA accepted. Or write Wang
Electronic Publishing, One Industrial Ave.,
Lowell, MA 01 851. Please enclose $50 and
specify your computer model, disk size
and memory.
Ra n do m House an d t h e H o u se de si~n a re rcgis lt!rI.:d
t ra d e m a rk s o f R a n do m H o u se , In c CP/ M is a registe red t ra d e m a rk o f Dig ita l Resea rch , In c. IBM and IBM
Pe rso n a l Co mput er a rc r eg is t e r ed tr ad e mark s o f
In t e rn a t iona l Bu s in ess Mac hin es, In c. MS -D OS is a
reg is t e red tr ad e mark o f Mic rosoft, In c.
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heavily into the Unix game. Thus, the
Intel chip family seems headed
toward Unix.
Meanwhile, a good part of the
68000 chip community (with the notable exception of Sage's Rod Coleman) believes in Unix and thinks the
68000 has a better architecture for doing Unix-like things than the 8086
family does. It's even possible that
Unix will bring about some convergence of software written for the
8086 and 68000 series; at least the
source codes in higher-level languages ought to be transportable. It's
vital to the micro community that we
have as large a software market base
as possible, so Unix may be a real
boon to us all by allowing software
developed on one kind of system to
tap another kind of system's market,
thus encouraging investment in
really elegant programs. By Wednesday evening I can convince myself
that Unix is a friend to all.
On Tuesdays and Thursdays I'm
certain Unix isdead . It's enormous;
Unix for the IBM PC comes on 15
floppy disks. You must have a hard
disk before Unix even begins to make
sense.
Unix is slow. It's designed for a
multiuser situation, which violates
the first principle of the micro world:
One User, One Computer. I fervently believe in that principle, and thus
I'm much more partial to communications and networking than to
multiuser concepts.
Unix is incomprehensible. It tells
you almost nothing and lets you
guess what you did wrong. It can be
modified, but I haven't yet seen one
of those "easily constructed" userfriendly Unix shells that will be out
Real Soon Now. By Thursday night
I can convince myself that Unix is an
enemy of the micro revolution .
The rest of the week I refuse to
think about it.

USUS
If we ever do develop truly
modular software, some of the credit
should go to outfits like USUS, the
UCSD Pascal Users Society. USUS
membership costs $25 a year, and if
you've any interest at all in the future
of modular languages, you should

join if only to support the outfit.
At the Sage Faire, a number of
USUS committees met continually.
There was some nattering about
USUS business, but most of the discussion was about standards. Since
representatives of Apple and Softech,
the two largest vendors of Pascal pcode, were present throughout the
three days of meetings, there was at
least a chance of accomplishing
something useful.
A typical problem considered at
the USUS meetings was version control for separate compilation.
Separate compilation means that
you write and compile your program
in little chunks that never have to be
recompiled. It saves a lot of time and
work.

If we ever develop
truly modular
software, some of the
credit should go to
outfits like USUS.
Pascal was never designed for separate compilation. Indeed, it wasn't
originally designed to be compiled at
all; it was intended as a teaching language. After Pascal caught on as a
production language, some compiler
writers added a kind of separate compilation capability to the language.
Alas, that has its drawbacks. In
particular, the "modular" capability
additions to Pascal have no provision
for version control. This means that
you can play holy hell with programs
if you make certain kinds of changes
and someone else comes along and
writes procedures that depend on
your not having made your changes.
It happens more often than you
think.
There was a lengthy USUS discussion on how to modify UCSD Pascal
to give it version control. Modula-2
has rigid version controls, and Pascal
needs them. Implementation would
be simple. There are at least a dozen
ways to do it-which, of course, is the
problem. When I left there'd been no
resolution, but they're trying, and
that can benefi t us all.
You can reach USUS at POB 1148,
La Jolla, CA 92038, and you ought to.
Text continued on page 82
Circle 223 on inquiry card.
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And recently they wrote, "In scarcely a year,
the Lotus Development Corporation has
done for the world of personal computer
software what International Business
Machines has done for personal computers:
it has created a product so wildly successful
No.1.
that scores of other companies are
lotUS 1-2-3. No.1.
scrambling to imitate or improve on it;'
30 1983. otUS 1-2-3. No.1.
Software News said, "1-2-3 has more
83
week of
19 .,; lotUS 1-22~i No. 1.
~apabilit,i,es than any other program in
1. week of Fe b 13, 198 . LotuS 1- 3 NO. 1.
Its class.
23 week ofl;eb. 20. 19~·. LotUS 1·~:2:3. NO. 1'1
"It is the ~ne product that without
week Feb. 27. 19 83. LotUS 1-2-3. NO' 1. doubt has smg~e-h~ndedly changed
5 week off rJl3rch 6; 1~983. LotUS 1.2.3. NO'1 the face and direction of the personalweek f rJlarch 13 1983. LotU~ 1.2'3. N~"
computer-software industry, " was the
.; week f rJlarch 2 • 1983. LotU1•2•3. NO" 1
way Info- World put it.
In the
week °of rJla~h 2~983. LotUS S1.2.3. NO' 1.
Softt!lk simply wrot~, "Lotus's
eek
3
of business
9. w
of April 3 1983. Lot~us 1.2. . NO~ 1. 1-2-3 IS so dommant, It doesn't
10. wee kk of April} 0
17 1983. LEotuS 1.2.3 N 1
seem as though there's room for
ware there's
one ~umber
11. ~:ek of Apr l·124•1983. tuS 1.2.3. N
~~.1
.
other software;' And in 1983,
1-2-T'" from
eek of Aprl 1 1983. LOotUS 1.2.3. No. 1.
1-2-3 from Lotus was good
L
1
enough to be named a "Product
And it's been
. ~eek of rJla~ 8 1983· LotUS 1.2/ No. .
that way almost
15. week offMJay 19:83 LotUS 1;.2'3. NO. 1.
of the Year" by both Fortune and
from day one. Since
16. week ~f t/taY 22. \983. LotUS 1.2.3. NO. 1'1. Info- World. .
January of 19~3,
17. We:!k of t/tay 2;: 1983. LO~:us 1.2.3. ~~'. 1.
It's the difference
1-2-3 has conSIstently
18. ,!!, ek of June 12. 1983. tuS 1.2.33. No. 1.
between getting b
been at the top of the
. . vweeek of June 19. 1983. EotuS1.2. . 0 . 1.
d
h )Y
software best sellers lists.
~ ek of June 26. 1983. tuS 1.2.3. NNo. 1. an gettmg a ead.
And it's the best sellweek of Jr~; 3. 198~i~otUS 1'~~ No. 1.
What can 1-2-3 do
ing PC software in the
week of July 10. 19 LotuS 1·
No. 1.
for you?
week off July 17. 19:83, LotUS ~. 2.3. No. 1.
What it's already done
world, for one very good
reason. It's the very best
weekkoof July 24. ~983. LotuS 1:2.3. NO. 1.1
for hundreds of thousands
PC software.
wee k of July 31. 1983. Lotu:us 1.2.3. NO' 1.
of PC users. Give you a
3
The PC software
~~eek of AUg 714•1983. LO tuS 1.2. 3. ~b. 1.
proven business ~oftware
. 1 d
vweeek of Aug 21 1983. L~tUS 1.2. . NO. 1.
t~at can dramatically
t hat SImp Y oes
~eek of Aug 28. 1983. LLotUS 1.2·~3. No. 1. mcrease productivity
more f~r you.
. week oft~:Pt. 4. 19::3. LotUS 1;~2.3 . NO. 11 for you and everyone in
week ~ sept. 11. 11983. LotuS 1.2.3. NO.' your company.
1-2-3 gIves you the most
po~erful productivity so£t:ware
. week of sept. 18. 1983. LotU;.2.3. No. 1.
After all, w~en it
week of sept. 251983 . LotUS 1.2.3. NO. 1'1
comes to looking out
available today. An analytical tool
k of oct.~ 1983. Lotu: 1.2.3. NN~ 1.
that combines spreadsheet, graph- 35. ~eek
for number one, going
us
~cs and i~formation management
36. w~ek of oct. 16. 1983. L~otUS 1.2.3. N~. 1.
with number one is
mto one mcredibly fast, easy-to37. week of ~ 23. 1983 LotuS 1.2•3·No . 1.
the only way to go.
use p.ackage.
38. week of
30. 1983'LotUS 1.2.3:3. No. 1.
To fmd out what
With 1-2-3, you can analyze,
39. week of ~ov. 6. 198383 LotUS 1.22•3. No. 1. 1-2-3 from Lotus
~. week off NoV. 13, 1~983. LotUS ~ 2.3. NO. 1. can do for you just
interpret and report information in
seconds with just the touch of a key.
. week Oaf NOV. 20, 1983. lotUS 1:2.3. NO. 1'1
visit your local
wee kk of NOV. 2 •1983. LotU~s 1.2.3. NO· 1. computer store,
And because it's all one program,
you not only work faster and smoother,
Wok of Dec. ~1 1983. LO~tUS 1.2.3. NN~ 1 or call 1-800you work smarter.
45. ~k of DeC. 18. 1983. ~US 1.2·3 .1. '
343-5414. (In

fQPJa"b. 6:
4.
6
8.

°
°
°

0

15.

3

3.

t

i.3,

i

ct.

But dotit just take our
word for It.

N

~i. We::ko~r~· ~51~=\otU~s1;~2~3. :0. \

48· ~eek of Jan~ 8. 1984. ~~tUS 1.2.33. ~. 1.
~o week o~ ~a n' 15, 198484 LotUS 1.2. .
Take the word of the experts.
The New York Times heralded 1-2-3 as
51 week a f ~a~. 22. 19 .
"the wave of the future in business software." 52, week

° .,

1·2·3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus Devel opment Corpo ratio n.
· Based on Softsel, Softalk Best Selling Software Lists, 1983 .
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492-7870 .)

Lotus

The hardest working software in the world.
Circle 241 on inquiry card.
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Text continued from page 78:

lot less. It's almost certainly better miniatures) . Thus, I was eager to get
Avalon Hill's Legionnaire.
I have nearly a dozen letters from than IBM's Pascal for the Pc.
We received it with two other
It's also the only Pascal, including
satisfied users of Borland's Turbo
Pascal-and not one complaint. I also IBM's, that runs on the PCjr-and its games; one would not work with
know three people who bought built-in editor is nearly as powerful Rana drives and Avalon Hill's copyprotection system. However, A-H will
Turbo by mail and received it much as IBM's Homeword.
honor its lifetime disk guarantee, so
Recommended.
sooner than they thought they had
any right to expect; the evidence is
if you get a game that won't work on
that Borland really does ship on the Games ...
your system, write the company. It
I always look forward to Avalon Hill will make the. game work or give you
same day it gets the order.
Our own experiences have also computer games, largely because I've your money back.
been positive. Borland's Pascal cer- liked its board games for so many
Another, Parthian Kings, has been
tainly rivals Digital Research's Pascal years. I'm also particularly interested really popular with the boys. It apMT + in speed, compactness of code, in classical war games (I've got sev- pears to be a form of chess, with
and ease of use-and it sure costs a era I banda of super-heavy cataphract "Hammurabi" economics, combat,
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , and magic thrown in. I haven't had
time to play it, but I note that the
boys have spent a good bit of time
playing, both against each other and
What do you get when you cross
against the machine. I expect I'll like
1200 baud, free on-line time,
it; I know they do.
and extra features at a price Hayes
Legionnaire gets mixed reviews. I
hated it. It appears to be a game of
can't match?
strategy, but it takes place in real
time, which in practice means that it's
an arcade game masquerading as a
game of strategy. You're supposed to
Data Rate?
The MultiModem
give orders to your various Roman
gives you a choicecombat units, in much the same way
either 1200 or 300 bits
per second . So you can
that you might issue written orders
go on-line with the
to units in a miniatures game. It takes
information utilities.
Check out bulletin
time for the units to get the orders,
boards. Dial into corpoand meanwhile something may have
rate mainframes . Swap
files with friends.
But Better?
happened to make the orders
Yes. The Multiobsolete.
On-Line Time?
Modem gives you feaWith the Multitures the Hayes
A miniatures game has rules conModem you get
Smartmodem 1200 '"
cerning just how you might be able
CompuServe's
can't match. Features
DemoPak, a free twolike dial-tone and busyto cancel inappropriate orders and
hour demonstration of
signal detection for
send in new ones and how much initheir service, and up to more accurate dialing
seven more free hours and redialing. Like a
tiative the units are allowed to take.
if you subscribe. You
battery-backed memIn Legionnaire, you have to move the
also get a $50 credit
ory for six phone numtowards NewsNet's
bers. All at a retail price
cursor to the unit using a terrible conbusiness newsletter
of just $549-com'trol system if you have the Apple verservice.
pared to $699 for the
Smartmodem.
sion; there's an Atari version that's
Features & Price?
said
to use the joystick, which might
What do you get?
Of course , the
The new MultiModem ,
MultiModem gives you
not be quite so bad. Once you have
automatic dial, answer, from Multi-Tech Systhe cursor over the unit, it no longer
tems. Isn't this the
and disconnect. Gives
answer you've been
you the Hayescarries out orders, but you can cancel
looking for?
compatibility you need
old ones and give new Ones. About
to support popular
communications softthe time you do that, something has
For the name of
ware programs like
happened ort the other side of the
your local distributor,
Crosstalk, Data Capture, our own MultiCom write Multi-Tech Sysboard, and you must race the cursor
tems, Inc., 82 Second
PC, and dozens of
over
there, at which point another
Avenue S.E .. New
others. Gives you a
.....[...
Brighton , MN 55112.
two-year warranty,
unit is in trouble, and so forth .
0:
e ~
Or call us at
tops in the industry.
There's no time for strategy and not
(612) 631-3550.
much time for tactical decisions.
I suppose this is intended to proTrBdemarks - Mu/hModem. MufflCom
duce
some kind of realistic "fog of
PC Mulll-Tech Systems. Inc .- CompuServe: Compu$crve Informallon Services ,
war" effect, but it doesn't, because it
Systems
an H & R Block company-NewsNel "

Borland Turbo

MultiModem.

~r,b'!1'lI

0

CI'

.,

CI

MultiTech

NewsNet. Inc.-Crosstalk : Micros/uf,
Inc .-Data Capture. $ou/heas/emSol/ware-Smar/modem: Ha yes MrCfocompule! Products. Inc

The right answer every time.
Circle 283 on inquiry card .

DOT MATRIX

5
5
5
5

84.00
84.00
84.00
84.00

5 69.00

5 99.95

5 89.00

5 25 .00
5 25 .00
5 21.00

5 25.00
5 25.00
5 21.00

NOTE: This is only a selected
sample of our software
inventory. If we have not listed
your particular need. call and
we will get it for you at our
fantastic prices .

5 28.95

5 35.95

5 49 .95

5 39.00

5 29.00

5 49 .9 5

5 29.00

5165 .00

Call

94.00
84.00
94.00
94.00

5 35 .00
5165.00
$249.00

5
5
5
5

Call

IBM PC's

,()<".

/I'

I

TRULY IBM COMPATIBLE

CALL

.. for fantastic

• COLUMBIA MPC 1600
• COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE

Call

KOALA
Graphics T ablel .

KRAFT
Joystick
Paddles
T&G
Joystick
Paddles

DZ.

VIDE X
Ultralerm
Vldeolerm 80 Col Card
PSIO Card

AL5
Smarterm II 80 Col Card (Apple only) .

T &G
Joystick
Paddles
Select-A-Port
Trak-Batl ...................•.
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Micro-Buffer II 16K ...... . ...•.
KOALA
Graphics T ablel ........ .. .•...

Joystick
Paddles

KENSINGTON
System Saver
KRAFT

IN COLORADO CALL (303) 371-2432
10890 E. 47th Ave. (Near I-io & HAVANA)
DENVER, COLORADO 80239

5129.00
·
· S251 .00
· $185.00
· $152.00

· $ 75.00
. 5247.00

· 5 63.00
Call
Call
. 5 73.00

MIC ROTEK
AV·611C Par. Interface
SV·622C Ser.
Apple Dumpling 16K.
BAM 16K Aam Expansion .
MICR050FT
16K Aam Expansion .
Sofl Card .

5119.00
. 5189.00

ORANGE MICRO
Grappler +
Buffered Grappler .

43.00
28.50
43.00
47.00

Verbatim

Eleph an t

Memore.

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

VISIT OUR
WAREHOUSE

OPEN
9 am - 6 pm M-F
tOam-4pm SAT.

1-800-862-7819

box 5'/.. SS 00
box 5 '/.. OSfDD ...

box 5'/4 QS/DD . ..

box 5 1/4 OS DO
box 5'/.. SS/OO .

box 5'/.. SS/DD
box 5 '/4 DS/DD .
box 5% SS IDD ..

ORDERS ONLY

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

DISKETTES

U.S. Robotics-Auto Oral 212A
U.S. RObotics-Password
Signalman-Mark XII 1200 Baud
Signalm an-Volksmode m .
Novatlon·J· Cal
Novation -Smart Cal 103/212 .
Novation-PC 1200 B w/Cross Talk XVI
Hayes-Sm artmodem 1200
Hayes-Smartmodem 1200 B
Ha yes-Micromodem liE w/Smartcom II .

MODEMS

TECMAR
Complete Line ..
DAVONG
Complete Lme .

Call

Call

. 52 19.00
. S 75.00

HARD DISK DRIVES

TAN DON
TM 100·2 5 V. 05100 320K (IBMI
MICRO SCI
A2 (Apple) .
Controller (Apple)

FLOPPY DISK
DRIVES

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HX-12 .
RX-12
AMDEK
300G 12" Green .
300A 12" Amber
310A IBM Compatible .
Color I Composite .
Color I +
Color II +
BMC
12" Green
, 3" Color CompOsite .

NATIONAL ORDER DESK

· S 89.00

· $159.00

.5
.5
.5
.5

. 5 46.00
· $ 35 .00

. 5 72.00

. 5109.00

. 5 43.00
....... 5 29.00

. 5 35.00

. 5 46.00

· 5199.00
Call

Call

Plantronics
Color Plus
KEYTRONICS
Enhanced Word Processing Keyboard
Model KB 5150 .
Model KB 5151 .

Call

PARADI SE SYSTEMS
Mulhd lsplay Card
IBM Mono And Colorgraphlcs
And Par. Port

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR APPLE/FRANKLIN COMPUTER

. ..... 5279.00
. ..... $539.00
Call
. ..... $279.00

· $3 14.00
Ca ll

STB
-Super Rlo- Card 64K to 256K
Two Ser. . One Pa r. Port, Clock Cal.
Ram DiSk , Cables Included w 64K .
STB Graphic Plus .
TECMAR
1S1 Mate \'J 64K .
Graphics Master .... . • .. . .. ..
2nd Mate
Captain w 64K .. .

Call

· $299.00

AST
6·Pack Plus 64K to 384K
One Ser .. One Par., C c (starts al) .
10 Plus
Clock Cal., One Ser . Port

Call

Call
Call

. 5389.00

AMDEK
Multiple Adaptor Interlace .

HERCULES
Graphics Card .

prices!!

Plus over S3,OOO of Software FREE : MS/DOS, CPMf86,
Tutor Diagnostics, Macro-Assembler, Basica/Perfect Writer,
Speller, Ca lc, Filer, Linkl Home Accountant +, FAST GRAPHS,
T.I .M.lVI Space Commanders.

IBM Hardware & Software compatibility in a Multi-User 16 bit
cOmlWlEtl:...n llK,_two...seriaLports, one parallel_port_andl _ _ _ __
8 expansion slots. Monochromel Color Graphics.

PRODUCTS FOR YOUR IBM PCIXT AND COLUMBIA

.:... ,

~.,...

QUADRAM CORP .
Quadboard MultlfuncllOn Board
Full Expandabl1lty From 64K 10 384K
Par. Printer Pon . Senal Port. c c
Ram Disk Drive
Ouadhnk-Apple On A Ci:lrd
Mlcrolazer Print Spooler
Pnnt Buffering Fro m 8K 10 512K
Why Wall For Your Pri nter?

rERMS AND CONDITIONS .. NO CREOIT CARD FEE • Po.~1 tflecl<s Ie""" 10 oays 10 tIc'lI) V,sa Maste. CalQ _C Iflln$lC't~ ,nc: lutkl UI'cpMnn
num~ ,. COD Oflle's act('p~oo-SJOO fftll . ""utn-$IO ronrll' unCIa!lle w.tha,9C' '' A~ I)/oducts 'lidOfy ~aled .un manulachtle. s w~ .. a"tv .. PO S ilcce;JIed
!.om qua~\<ed tIJ5Iomt'fs • "oP'Dw;ll nceocd on aD fC!utns ..
'~oc:~ ""~ unless oelecl,'c. plvs .",pp.ng .. SNPj)"'g Hanc:lkng & 'ns....anc:e
$500 """'mum .1'. UPS !pOUnd UPS 61 ...... l abel raU~ QIIOIO(! PI 1I"I\(l 01 OI(IC! • • All ;JtICeS suotoa 10 tnango ..,m,ul l'IOI<c .. lolepnone O!d~.. o,..s~
IU'S 8 AM 10 6 PM I\.'o"",'y ItllOugll F'lday 10 AM 10 4 PM Sallfld.lY AlY.)loplla.le .... es ..... 0 00 CQrl'lpicted
lotTIe 01 sale

t ~~m~:!!~~l:t~/.,

Lotu s
Lotus 1·2·3 ... .
Softwa re Publishing
pIs File .. . .
pIs Repon .
pIs Graph .
pIs Write
Softword
Multlmate .
Microsoft
Flight Simulator .
Multiplan .
Word w mouse
InloCom
Zork I, II. III .
Continental
Home Accounting
Monogram
Dollars & Sense
Sublogic
Flight Simulator II
Broderbun d
Bank Street Wr:ter
Lightning
Master Type
Spinnaker
Story Machine .
Face Maker .
Alphabet Zoo .

Applel
Franklin

5 529.00
. . 5 549 .00
Call
$1079.00
Call

5 379.00
Call
Call

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

Call

. 5 299 .00

SOFTWARE

n X- 1014 .
Juk i·6100 .
Juki·Tractor Feed .
Slarwriter (40CPS) .
Starwriter-Tractor Feed

LETTER QUALITY

C. ITOH
PROWRITER I
PROWRITER I (IBMI ..
PROWRITER II

OKIDATA
OKIDATA-82A .
OKIDATA-83A
OKIDATA-92
OKIDATA-93
OKIOATA-84 .
PLU G N PLAY

Oe lta- l0 .

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini- lOX

PRINTERS

happens too darned fast. In the real
world it takes minutes, not seconds,
for a legion to turn and march. If you
were to try to match actual real time,
the game would take too long; but
speeding it up the way the company
has doesn't work either. Alas, there's
no provision for changing the timescale factor.
In addition, for reasons I don't
understand, all the action takes place
on a very small part of the screen.
You see only a portion of the screen
and have to scroll the map up and
down and sideways in order to see

the entire playing area.
The graphics are lousy, too. All the
units look alike; the only way you can
figure out which ones are which is to
put the cursor over one, at which
point the unit is "frozen" in movement and combat, but you can read
its designation and strength until you
take the cursor away.
Legionnaire has neither history nor
realism nor playability to recommend
it. Oddly enough, though, Phillip,
who wants to be a navy jet pilot and
has the family record for arcade game
scores, likes it, largely because of its

Items Reviewed
Compupro Hard Disk
CP/M-8/16 and BIOS

$5495
$250

Compupro
3506 Breakwater Court
Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-0909

CP/M Utilities

$32.50

Workman and Associates
112 Marion Ave.
Pasadena, CA 91106
(818) 796-4401

CP/M-86

$250

Digital Research
POB 579
Pacific Grove, CA 93950
(408) 649-3896

Legionnaire
Parthian Kings

$35 cassette, $40 disk
$25

Avalon Hill Game Corporation
4517 Harford Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21214
(301) 254-5300

Modula-2 Operating System
Modula Research Institute
950 North University Ave.
Provo, UT 84604
(801) 375-7402

Sage II
Sage IV

$40
$2.50 handling

$3900
$7300

Sage Computer
4905 Energy Way
Reno, NY 89502
(702) 322-6868

Turbo Pascal

$49.95

Borland International
4807 Scotts Valley Dr.
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-8400

8087 Math Board
James Hudson Associates
POB 2957
Santa Clara, CA 95055-2957
(408) 554-1316
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without memory $595
just memory $595
with memory $995

defects: it's really difficult to win,
because not only must you be a good
arcade game player, but also a good
strategist. I notice, though, that he's
taken to Parthian Kings again, and
Legionnaire sits in its box.

Hide That BYTE
I have written a long piece of advice for minicomputer establishment
managers who want to get along with
micros. Alas, there's no room this
month, but it's at the top of my notes.
However, I can't resist telling this
story.
It seems that the manager of the
electronic data processing (EDP)
shop of a Fortune 500 company decided to buy a bunch of micros.
(Smart move; micros can do things
that minicomputers can't, not because the micro is more powerful,
but because there's better software
due to the larger micro customer
base.) He made his choice and put in
an order for about a hundred
machines.
Naturally the supplier asked why
he'd chosen its product.
"Read about it. Guy named
Pournelle, writes in one of the computer magazines:'
"Oh, you read it in BYTE:'
There was a stunned silence from
the EDP man. Then he said, "Uh,
look, uh, no, I didn't see it there-"
It turns out there's considerable
prejudice against BYTE in certain
circles. This chap was supposed to be
reading Datamation or some other
"professional computer" magazine,
not BYTE for corn's sake ...
I expect there's a moral to that story,
but I'll leave it as an exercise for the
reader.•
Jerry Pournelle is a former aerospace engineer and
current science-fiction writer who loves to play with
computers.

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449. Please put your address on the
letter as well as on the envelope. Due to
the high volume of letters, Jerry cannot
guarantee a personal reply.

Circle 347 on inquiry card .

--+

Sharp Electronics Corp., 1909 E. Cornell, Peoria, IL 61614

o Please send me more information about Sharp's PC-SODO.
o Please set up a demonstrarion.
Name

Title _ _ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ciry_ __ _ _ __
Srare_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~~~(--~~------------------------------Dept. S-B-S-7-4
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Epson.
For those who need it,
simplicity.
One computet:
Two points of view.
The Epson QX-lO personal computet:
To many, th e Epson represents the
ultimate in simplicity.
Just press a single key for the function you require: word processing,
sched uling, business graphics, address
book or file management. One keystroke produces your program. There
are no rigamaroles to remembet: No
disks to change.
The result: you stan to work
immediately. And you start being productive, immediately. With step-bystep prompts. In plain English, not
computerese.
Simplicity itself.
Orisit?
The plain fact is that the ease of
operation the Epson offers today is
accompli shed with a degree o f technological sophistication most o ther
row - speci fically, fully integrated
software, operating in an interactive
environment.
The few other computers offering
such "simplicity" cost $5,000 to $15,000
more. And most o ther computers can't
ofter it at any price. Which makes
one wonder exactly what they do Onel;
in terms of either simplicity, or
performance.

dBase !I,® Friday!,TM Microplan,®
Graphplan,TM WordSta/; ® Spel/Star,®
and MaiLMerge.® And the Epson also
allows you to add MS™ -DOS C0111 patibility, so yo u have access to bestsellers like Lotw;® 1·2-3.®
Best of all, you will run the softwar-e of your choice o n the computer
of choice. The high-performance
Epson. With 256K RAM. 128K dedicated video memOlY The
breathtakingly sensible
HASC!TM keyboard.
Dual 380K double
-density disk
drives.

_-=--
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EPSON

--

---

--

[EPSO~

HOW MUCH CAN YOU DO
ON THE EPSON? HOW MUCH
ARE YOU READY TO DO?
The Epson's ease of operation
may spoi l you, but it certainly won't
limit yo u.
Case in point: evety Epson comes
complete with an integrated software system - Valdocs®- to effortlessly
provide the basic functions for which
most people buy computers. The
Epson also comes with CP/ M®-80 2.2,
so you can choose from the hundreds
o f programs in the CP/M library And
only Epson offers an exciting new
collection of seven best -selling programs now specially enhanced to give
yo u evety powerful feature, plus Epson
one-button simplicity. Included are

2+2=

Graphics
capabilities unequalled in
its price range. A high resolution mo nitOl;
640 by 400 pixels, fo r c1ar'ity few computers in ar1Y price range can offet: Plus,
an RS-232C interface, a parallel printer
interface, and internal space for up to
tlve peripheral car'ds so you can expand
your Epson as your needs require.
One further point: all these features,
and quite a few more, are included
in the Epson's $2,995 price. Some com-

-

Epson.
For those who can handle it,
performance.
p uter compani es ask you to pay extra
for features li ke these. Most can not offer
th em at any price.
That, too, is performance. The ki nd
o f performance dlat can make choosing a
personal computer ve1Y simple, indeed.

EPSON QUALI1Y OR, WHY
WONDER WHAT TERRIBLE
KLUDGES LURK IN WHICH
SLEEK BOXES.
[f you know computers, you
know Epson.
Epson
prin ters set
the industry
standard
for quality,
reli ability
and value.
Rest assured,
the same
can be said
for th e Epson
personal
comp utet:
The satisfying silence o f
the slim , Epsondesigned diskdrives is one way
fo r you to judge 01;
for an inside-out
perspective, here is an
excerpt from a review
by Jim Hanson in the
April, 1983 issue of

"The Epson QX-I0 is soundly designed
and executed. I looked hard and fo und
no evidence of ldudging or shorting o ut
anything in the name of economy All
the connectors have gold on them and are
of quality manufacture. The printed
circuit bocu'ds cU'e heavy, with soldermarks
on both sides of do uble-sided boards.
The circuit boards m'e completely silkscreened with component labels, <md dle
layo ut is as professional and clean as
you will find anywhere:'
Isn't dl is what you expect? After all,
it's an Epson.

A WORD TO THE WISE:

GET YOUR HANDS ON
THE EPSON.
Is the Epson a simple, easy- to- use
computer fo r beginners? Or a sophisticated
high-performance computer fo r the
experi enced? The ,Ulswer is "yes:' And
when you dlink about it, co'en't those two
computers the one you need now.
For technical specifications, and
the complete, 3-part Microcomputing
review, along with the name of
your nearby Epson dealer, call tollfree (800) 421-5426. California residents, call (213) 539-9140.
·ExC(.:: I1) t reprint ed by permis..<.;i(}!l
All righ ts rest::rved.

() f

M krrx:om puling Magazin e.

CP/ M, clBase II , Micropl::ln, \,(fordStar, SpellSlaf, MailMerge, L.oIUS,
1-2·3 are registered trademarks o f D igital Resea rch, AsiH o n-Tme,
Chang L"lbs, MicroPro (3), and Lot us Develop mcllI (2). Valdocs,
Graphpbn, MS, and BAsel are trademarks of Rising Star, Chang Labs,
Microsoft, and Rising Star, respectively.

Microcomputing.*

EPSON

STATE-OF-THE-ART ..SIMPUCITY.
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Space

Amateur radio pioneering promises low-cost global communications
John Markoff
BYTE Senior Technical Editor
The recent explosion of interest in
personal computer communications
using electronic bulletin-board systems (BBS) has been paralleled by a
rise in interest in data communications among radio amateurs. Unlike
their earthbound personal computer
counterparts, hams are now raising
the data communications ante both
literally and figuratively.
Amateurs are seeking approval to
be on board a space-shuttle mission
to be launched from Vandenberg Air
Force Base in Southern California
sometime in 1986. If all goes well, the
shuttle will carry an experimental
amateur satellite system called PACSAT (packet radio satellite) into a lowearth polar orbit. Midway through
the mission, a shuttle astronaut will
push a series of switches ejecting
PACSAT through the open shuttle
payload bay.
PACSAT will be placed into orbit at
the bargain-basement price of $10,000
as part of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration's (NASA)
"Get-Away Special." This program
was devised by NASA to interest
organizations that might not otherwise be able to participate in the
space program. PACSAT will be contained in a 5-cubic-foot package
weighing no more than 200 pounds.
When it reaches orbit, PACSAT will
be the world's first space-based
multiuser BBS. With several CMOS
(complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) Z80-based (NSC800)
microcomputers and 4 megabytes of
RAM (random-access read/write
88
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memory) disk storage on board, PACSAT will herald the arrival of a new
era of global data communications.
PAC SAT will allow licensed radio
amateurs anywhere to transmit
packet-switched digital messages at
9600 bps (bits per second) for
delivery within a 12-hour time
period. As the satellite circles the
globe at an altitude of 250 miles, inexpensive earth-based gateway communications stations will be able to
transmit electronic messages on
several ham-band uplink communications channels. These messages
will be stored for later retransmission
by PACSAT to other hams around the
world.
The architecture of the PACSAT
communications network looks
much 'like baseband LANs (local-area
networks) that use a carrier-sensing,
multiple-access (CSMA) scheme to
share a single wire in an office setting. However, in this case, digitaldata packet communications will
share a part of the RF (radio frequency) spectrum using a set of
packet-switching protocols that are,
in effect, an extension of the X.25
protocols used in commercial packetswitching computer networks.
To make the PACSAT network more
efficient, the satellite will communicate directly with network nodes
rather than with all amateurs.
"The ultimate goal is for you to be
able to connect your packet-radio
(printed-circuit) board to a localnetwork node," says Harold Price,
NK6K, an amateur-radio operator

o

with a computer-science background
who is serving as PACSAT's full-time
project manager.
"You could probably build
messages off line;' he adds. "You
could use Wordstar to build your
message and then tell your computer
which amateur to send it to. What
will actually happen is that your computer will connect up to the local network, put that message on there and
say 'forward this,' and the network
itself will take care of routing the
message the best way. If the person
the message is intended for happens
to be local, it will keep it locally until
there is a check-in. Or it will be sent
by satellite if the person is located farther away:'
Price admits, however, that the
amateurs still have several years of
development work before such a
sophisticated network is in place.
Two aspects of the project will be
of great interest to personal computer
users interested in data communications. First, the PACSAT project will
offer the first truly low cost globalcommunications network. PACSAT
will be visible to every portion of the
globe each six hours, meaning that it
will function as an electronic-mail
carrier in the sky, taking data up on
one side of the earth and transmitting it down to another point during
a subsequent orbit.
The Radio Amateur Satellite Corporation (AMSAT) is now designing
PAC SAT earth stations that will cost
less than $700. The stations will consist of a simple digital transceiver de-
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Figure 1: PACSAT system architecture.

signed to operate at the 7O-centimeter
(435-MHz) and 2-meter (146-MHz)
amateur-radio frequencies, a terminal
node controller (TNC) used to convert an asynchronous data-communication stream into synchronous
digital packets, and a quarter-wave
ground-plane antenna. These stations can be connected to virtually
any personal computer.
"The antenna is extremely simple;'
says Price. "In my case, it is simply
two bent coat hangers located in a
high place out of the way of trees and
other objects."
The second aspect is that the work
radio amateurs are doing in satellite
and packet-radio communications
areas may ultimately find application
in earthbound data-communications
networks. Hams have begun implementation of several levels of the
International Organization for Stan-

dardization's (ISO) open system interconnection model designed to
standardize communications systems.
PACSAT is a joint project of AMSAT
and Volunteers in Technical
Assistance (VITA), a nonprofit
organization spreading science and
technology to poor countries. Inquiries have been received in most
scientific areas. VITA will be the second PACSAT user, greatly accelerating the speed of communications
between its projects around the
world.
PACSAT will, in fact, have two
separate BBSes, each with a series of
data uplink and downlink channels
that will be able to handle communications with multiple earth stations. AMSAT and VITA will each
use a separate communication computer, known as a PEP (for PACSAT
experiment processor), on board the

spacecraft (see figure 1).
Each PEP consists of an applications processing unit (APU), a channel control unit (CCU), and 2
megabytes of system RAM, accessed
by a bank-switching scheme, that will
function as an electronic massstorage system. A serial connection
exists between the two PEPs to provide redundancy and to permit AMSAT to reconfigure the experiment if
one unit fails.
The APU provides microprocessorbased control for the PEP. It is based
on an NSC800 (a version of the Z80
microprocessor implemented in low
power consumption CMOS) running
at 4 MHz. This processor controls the
BBS software and handles I/O (input/output) between two CCUs, each
containing the modem hardware required to move data between the RF
links and APu. Each CCU is also controlled by an NSC800 and supports
two uplink and one downlink communications channels. The CCUs
function independently and each
contains its own programs in 2K
bytes of PROM (programmable readonly memory) and 2K bytes of RAM.
This is done to keep the communications channels as separate as possible and to avoid having large
numbers of data and address lines
being strung throughout the satellite.
"What we'll have up there is a
multitasking, multiprogrammed
operating system," notes Price.
"There will be many earth stations
connected to PACSAT simultaneously, and PACSAT will have to keep
track of multiple users:'
To conserve processing power
aboard PAC SAT, ground stations will
be able to request a file directory from
the PEP on board the spacecraft and
then search the directory for files on
earth. Once a file is located, it can be
requested and sent to the ground station at the same time new messages
are being uploaded.
The spacecraft itself will be controlled by a microcomputer called the
integrated housekeeping unit (IHU),
which will keep the spacecraft
healthy by handling navigation and
attitude control, monitoring the solar
cells, and collecting telemetry and
sending it to the ground control staBYTE May 1984
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ERG/68000
MINI-SYSTEMS
0

Full IEEE 696/S100 Compatibility

HARDWARE OPTlbNS

0

8MHz, 10 MHz, or 12 MHz
68000/68010 CPU
68451 Memory Management
Hardware Floating Point
Multiple Port Intelligent I/O
64K/128K Static RAM (70 nsec)
256K/512K/1MB Dynamic RAM (150
nsec)
Graphics-Digital Graphics
C"T-1600
DMA Disk Interface
SMD Disk Interfa~e
V4" or V2" Tape Backup
5110" or 8" Floppy Disk ~rlves
5MB-474MB Hard Disk Drives
7/10/20 Slot Ba~k Plane
20 or 30A Power Supply
Desk Top or Rack Mount Encl.

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

SOFTWARE OPTIONS

o

o
o
o
o
o

68KFORTH ' Systems Language
CP/M-68K 20/S with C, 68K-BASIC"
68KFORTH', FORTRAN 77, EM80
Emulator, Whltesmlths' C, PASCAL
IDRIS 3 0/S with C, PASCAL,
FORTRAN 77, 68K-BASIC" CIS
COBOL', INFORMIX 5 Relational
DBMS
UNIX8 SVS V OIS with C, PASCAL,
FORTRAN 77, BASIC, RM COBOL7,
ADA', INFORMIX5, Relational DBMS
VED 68K Screen Editor
Motorola's MACSBUG and FFP
Package

Trademark 'ERG, 'DIgital Research,
"Whltesmlths, 'MIcro Focus, 'ROS,
Inc., 'Bell Labs, 'Ryan McFarland,

'U.S. 000

30 Day Delivery - OEM Discounts

since 1974

Empirical Research Group, Inc.

P.O. Box 1176
Milton, WA 98354

(206) 872·7665
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tion . On other amateur satellites, this
function h as been performed by a
m ilitary-grade RCA 1802 microprocessor using a special Sandia CMOS
radiation hardening process that is
very rare and expensive.
Price notes that the PAC SAT
d esigners will confront special problems outside the earth's atmosphere.
Little hard information is available on
h ow the system will fare in a highradiation environment. Low power
consumption semiconductors are
relatively susceptible to radiationinduced errors. To work around this
problem, instead of using heavy, exp ensive shielding systems or less
vulnerable high-power semiconductors, each PEP will contain softwarebased error-checking algorithms that
w ill protect the contents of the RAM.
Special error-checking hardware circuitry will protect program and
operating-system software held in a
separate 48K-byte section of memory
in each PEP.
Weight and power constraints are
also forcing PACSAT's designers to
create an extremely low power consu mption hardware architecture for
the spacecraft. The entire PACSAT
spacecraft will run on less than
35 watts of power. On UOSAT B,
launched in March, a smaller experimental communications processor
that served as a prototype for the
PACSAT PEP experiment used 0.75
watt.
"They said they could give us 1
watt," says Price. "They said that if
we used a watt they would have to
turn us off every once in a while. So
we fought to keep th e power real
small so they would leave us on all
the time:' For reference, he points out
that a standard non-CMOS Z80
microprocessor draws 150 m illiamperes at 2 MHz. This is roughly
equivalent to the power consumption
of an entire PEP on board PACSAT.
The ground-station component of
the PACSAT network is built around
a simple TNC controller created by a
group called Tucson Amateur Pa:cket
Radio ('IAPR) . The group has designed and made available in kit form
a TNC that has software and hardware architecture organized in accordance with the ISO layered-

network communication model. The
TAPR TNC currently implements the
first two layers of the ISO model: the
physical layer and the data-link layer.
The TAPR TNC, which is based on
the 6809 microprocessor, can hold a
total of 48K bytes of RAM and ROM
on the printed-circuit board. It uses
the Western Digital 1933 HOLC (highlevel data-link control) chip (an LSI
[large-scale integration] device that
implements much of the ISO level-two
standard in hardware) and has both
serial and parallel ports. The TAPR
TNC is a second-generation design
that is an outgrowth of an earlier
board built by a group of hams in
Vancouver, British Columbia. (For
more information on th e TNC kit,
available for $240, contact Tucson
Amateur Packet Radio, POB 22888,
Tucson, AZ 85734.)
Amateur packet radio is just beginning to corne into its own in the
United States. The first digital packetrad io repeater (called digipeaters by
the Canadians) was established at the
end of 1980 by Dr. Hank Magnuski,
KA6M, a data-commu nications professional and amateur-radio operator
in the San Francisco area. Since that
time, communities of interest have
sprung up around the country as
more radio amateurs begin experimenting with radio and personal
computers. Currently, several amateurs are experimenting with packet
radio in California.
Digital repeaters enable amateurs
to send information over a wide
geographic region . Several amateurs
have set up repeater-based CP/M
systems hooked into the network that
function as packet-radio bulletinboard systems and permit file transfers as well. In this case, according to
Harold Price, no error-checking software (such as the Christensen Protocol) is used at the personal computer
level because that function is handled
by the TNC.
"When a frame comes in, the TNC
board error-checks it; if it doesn't
pass, then the frame doesnt get acknowledged;' Price says. "The sending station times out and then resends the packet. For file transfer,
you do not need a higher-level errorchecking protocol like Modem7 be-
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f you order software from
us, you're in good company.
You see, some of our best customers are America's biggest
corporations.
Maybe t hey're attracted by
our low, low prices (big companies a re price-conscious too!).
Or maybe when you're an
" IBM': you' re looking for somet hi ng extra. Like the personal
service, giant inventory, a nd indepth technical support you'll
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OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE BUSINESS SOFTWARE PRICES:

wordSlr PROF PAK

Lolus'" 1·2·3

WoS:dSlar'"

In~~Slar'"

T329

389

269

ANDERSON BELL'"
Abstat
ASHTON-TATE'"
d8ase II
d8ase II User's Guide
Friday!
ATI'" TRAINING
PRODUCTS
CDEX'" TRAINING
PRODUCTS
CONDOR'" 3
CONTINENTAL '"
Home A((ountant
DIGITAL RESEARCH '"
CPM 86
Concurrent CPM 86
C8asi( 86
All Other Products
FOX & GELLER'"
Ouickcode
dGraph
dUtii

sure that you' ll receive the finest
technical suppor t and customer
service in the industry. And
that's a promise.
Next time you're looking
for low price and great service,
do what IBM , General E lectric,
a nd a lot of other big companies
do . Pick up th e phone a nd give
us a call.
We'll show you why some
hard-headed companies buy
their software from us.

find at SOO-SOFTWARE.
You see, whe n you call us,
we' ll take care of you like our
business depends on it. Because
it does. Which means when you
place a n order, you can be sure
we' ll fi ll it promptly. And that
our unique Order Tracking
Syste m'''' is keeping tabs on yo ur
order every step of the way.
Most important, we' ll be
there if you need us after your
software a rri ves. We'll make
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All Other Products
CAll
VISICORP~

Visicaic Advan(ed
(Apple lie)
Visi(aic
Visi-On Products
All Other Products

$2 69
$189
CAll
CAll
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Circle 2 on inquiry card.

FREE

SHIPPING
WEST OF MISSISSIPPI
EAST - Y2 UPS CHARGES
CALL FREE
1-800-841-2748

ALTOS 580-20 . . . . . . . . . . .
ALTOS 586-20 . . . . . . . . . . .
ATARI .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
APPLE LOOK-A-LiKE . .. . . . .
SANYO 550-555 . . . . . . . . . .

. $3645
. $5565
$CALL
$CALL
$CALL

TELEVIDEO
803 . . . . . $1769
1603 . . . . . $2019
PORTABLE . .. .. . . .. . . .. $CALL

NORTHSTAR
ADVANTAGE . . . .. . . . . . . . $2135

BROTH ER HR 15P . . . . . . . . . . .$479
DAISYWRITER 48K . . . . . . . . . .$975
DATASOUTH 180 . ... .. .. .. $1125
DATASOUTH DS220 . . . . .. . . $1575
GEMINI . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .$275
JUKI 6100 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .$459
OKIDATA (LOW PRICES) . . . . $CALL
QUME 1140+ .. . . . . . . . .. .. $1275
QUME 1155+ . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1475

CITOH
8510 . . . . .$339
F 10-40C PS .$970

1550. . . . . .$559
F 1055 . . . . $1299

DIABLO
620 . . . . .. $860

630 . . . . . . $1689

NEC
3550 .. . . $1699
7710 . . . . $1849

8025 . . . . . .$659
2030. . . . . .$799

ALTOS II . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .$875
QUME 102G . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .$529
TELEVIDEO 914 .. . . . .. . . . . .$540
TELEVIDEO 924 . . . . .. . . . ... $689
TELEVIDEO 950 .. . . . . . .. . . .$929
TELEVIDEO 970 . . . . . . . . . . .
AMDEK 300G ..
AMDEK 300A . .
AMDEK COLOR
AMDEK COLOR
B.M.C. GREEN .
B.M.C. COLOR .
N.E.C. 1216 . . .

.. . .. .. . . . . .$129
. . . . . . .. . . . .$145
1+ . .. . . . . . . .$275
11 + .. . . . . . . . .$429
. . ... . . . . . . . $89
. . . . . . .. . . . .$245
. .. . . . . . .. . .$429

INDUS APPLE .. ..
MICRO SCI A2 . . . .
ATARll050 . . . . .
INDUS ATARI . . . .
RAN A 1000 . .. . . .

. ... . . . . .$259
. . . . .. . .. $229
. . . .. .. .. $365
. . . . . . . . .$345
.. . . .. . .. $310

HA Y S SMART MODEM . . . .
SMARTMODEM 1200 .. . ..
SMARTMODEM 1200B . . . .
MICROMODEM II E .. .. . .
RI X ON 212A . .. . .. . . . .
RD

-.:.

•

. . . .$199
. . . .$485
. . .. $429
. . .. $235
. . . .$449
. .. .$349

1st PLACE

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
13422 N. CAVECREEK RD.
PHOENIX, AZ. 85022
OTHER INFORMATION: 602-867·9897

~

~ Free shipping is on

~
~

UPS ground only.
Senri cashlp-,s check or money order .... all o t her checks will
c1elay shipping two weeks

Pnces & availahility sublCl:1 10 change without nOllce
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OSCAR: The Amateur-Radio Satellite Tradition
PACSAT isn't the first amateur-radio
satellite to be launched into space. Since
1961, OSCARs (orbiting satellites carrying
amateur radio) have been hitchhiking into
space aboard rocket boosters carrying commercial satellites.
On December 12, 1961, OSCAR 1 was
launched and operated for 18 days. Its communications system was simple. A beacon
continually transmitted the message "Hi"
in Morse code. The number of "Hi's"
transmitted within a 10-second interval
was a function of the internal spacecraft
temperature.
Since then, nine other satellites carn;ing communications and other scientific experiments have been launched by amateurs
based in different countries. One recent
OSCAR included a video camera intended
to beam television pictures of earth back to
amateurs with special television reception
equipment.
Like their commercial counterparts, radio
amateurs also have occasionally been
plagued with errant satellites. OSCAR 4,
launched on December 21, 1965, was the
amateurs' first failure. It was supposed to
attain a sun-synchronous orbit, but the
third stage failed to ignite, leaving it in a
highly elliptical orbit instead.
In recent years, OSCARs have been the

cause the ACK function is taken care
of at a lower level. I just spew data
out. If my system doesn't get an acknowledgment to the packet, the
system determines that either the
packet didn't get through or there
must have been a collision. One way
or another, it retransmits the packet
after waiting a random period of time
for the channel to clear again:'
Amateur operators already have
begun experimenting with linking
ground-based packet-radio networks
via satellite. Recently, a data file was
sent from Washington, DC, to Los
Angeles via the OSCAR 10 satellite.
OSCAR 10 (see the "OSCAR: The
Amateur-Radio Satellite Tradition"
text box) is a voice and data repeater
in high-earth orbit. Shortly, Price and
Dr. Tom Clark, W3IWI, an amateur in
Washington, DC, and president of
AMSAT, plan to see if Clark is able
to log onto a CP/M system in California routing via OSCAR 10 and digi-

product of international cooperation among
radio amateurs. AMSAT-OSCAR 8,
launched as a passenger on a LANDSAT
C booster on March 5, 1978, was a joint
project ofamateurs in the U.S., Japan , and
West Germany.
In June of 1983, AMSAT-OSCAR 10 was
sent into orbit by the European Space
Agency. It was a combined effort En)
volunteers in the U.S., West Germany,
Hungary, Argentina, lapan, Canada, and
New Zealand . This satellite, which is in
an orbit that opens a window of communications between amateurs in North
America and Europe, is powered by solar
panels that generate 40 watts of power.
The next amateur launch, known as
UOSAT-B, occurred in March. Designed
as a small prototype of PACSAT, it carried
scientific experiments on radio propagation
and the magnetic and radiation environment in low-earth orbit. The satellite was
constructed by scientists at the University
of Surrey in England. It carried a "Digital
Communications Experiment" that is a
precursor of the PACSAT system . It will
permit ground stations around the world
to gain eiperience with an orbiting digital
store-and-forward device. The UOSAT-B
orbiting BBS included 196K Enfles of storage
and a single 2400-bps path.

tal-repeater stations. Several stations
in North America and a station in
New Zealand already have exchanged data files.
To implement level two of the ISO
model on board the TNC, amateur
packet communications utilize a protocol known as AX.2S. This protocol,
agreed on at an AMSAT national
meeting in 1982, is a variant of the
X.2S packet-switching standard.
AX.25 differs from X.2S principally in
the structure and size of its address
field . The AX.2S protocol includes
both source and destination addresses while X.2S contains only a
single address. This results in optimizing the protocol for "many-tomany" data communications, which
is characteristic of amateur-radio
digital networks. The selection of the
format of the address under AX.2S is
simple. Each amateur's packet address is his or her unique ham call
sign.

You don't need a computer
to talk to another computer.
DISPLAY (VP3012D). High
performance', 12" diagonal ,
non-glare, green phosphor
screen .

VIDEO OUTPUT. Selectable 80
or 40 characters x 24 lines

RESIDENT MENUS. User-friendly
terminal set-up and
phone directory maintenance.

TV OUTPUT. Displays
40 characters x 24 lines
on Ch. 3/ Ch. 4 of standard TV set.

DIRECT CONNECT MODEM.
Built-in, 300 baud,

AUTO ::~:":~:::::::::~:'::9~e,\

,

rn~u:m~be:r~s'_--,.13~~~~~~~~~~
. .L'::
,:

MEMORY BACKUP. Minimum
48-hour storage of directory, logon and other parameters without
plug-in power. No batteries
/required.

of up to
stored
\loice
or 26
data
basephone,
calls._

AUTO-LOG-ON. Enters information
automatically after auto dialing.
....... . . . . . .

FUNCTION KEYS. User
programmable or
downloadable
from host computer.

The new RCA APT (All Purpose Terminal)
expands your data communications capabilities
for a lot less money_
For business, professional and personal data
communications, you'll find more user-friendly features and greater communications capabilities in
the RCA APT than in other terminals selling for up
to three times the price.
The new APT terminals are ideally suited to
multi-data base time sharing and dedicated, direct
computer-connected applications. They feature
menu-controlled operation and a programmable
" personality" to match specific communications
requirements for your data bases.
A single keypress can dial a stored number,
send the log-on sequence on the host computer,
and return terminal control to the user. Password
protection prevents unauthorized access to designated numbers. APT can also be used as an autodialer for voice communications.
OTHER FEATURES
RS232C port for direct computer connections at data rates
to 9600 baud, or for connecting high speed modems and
other accessories. Parallel printer port for hard copy.
Numeric keypad, can dial phone numbers not in terminal
directory. Buill-in speaker with adjustable volume control for
audio monitoring of phone line. Smooth scroll display. Automatic screen blanking to reduce possibility of burn. Briefcase size: 17" x 7" x 2". Weight: under 4 Ibs.
Circle 334 on inquiry card .

Quite simply, matching features with price,
there is no other professional quality terminal available today that can do as much at such low cost.

APT terminals list for $498, in your choice of full
stroke or membrane keyboard versions. Either style
is also available with a display monitor for $697 list.
The data display monitor alone, VP3012D, $199 list.
For more information-or to order-call 800722-0094. In Penna., call 717-295-6922. Or write for
fully descriptive brochure to RCA Data Communications Products, New Holland Avenue, Lancaster, PA
17604. OEM and dealer pricing available. The new
RCA APT. Expansive. Not expensive.

keyboard version
designed for travel
and hostile
environments.

nell
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Into super terminal
The GRARHICS-PLUS
enhancement board installs
easily inte your Zenith Z19
terminal to give you powerful
graphics capability as well.as
expanded user features. For a
small investment, your Z19 now
rivals the horsepower of very
expensive terminals.
You get Tektronix 4010
compatibility to run industry
standard graphics software. In
the text mode, you get DEC
VT100 compatible 80 and 132
column formats and 24149 line

. gisplays. Plus seven pages of offscreen scrolling memory. A "plain
English" Set-up mode. Sixte.en
programmable function keys. And
many more convenience features.

Printer Port Option
To capture your graphs and text
on hardcopy, you will also want
our printer interface board for
popular dot matrix printers.
Specify if you need serial or
parallel compatibility.

•..._.........•

* Ask about GRAPHICS·PLUS for the Z·29

I
I

Northwest
Digital Systems
P.O. Box 15288
Seattle, WA 98115
1206) 524-0014

0 Enter my Order

0 Send li teratu re only

Ouanllly

I
I

0 GRAPHICS-PLUS (Gp · 19)bo",d

S 849 _ _ •

•

0 Z19TelmlnaJ wilhGP·19mS lalled

1495 _ _

•

o

I
•
•

I
•

I

195 _ _ •

PrinterllOboard

0 Seriall/Q

0 PalallelllO

I
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Author's Note: For more infonnation on
PACSAT, send a stamped, self-addressed
envelope to the Radio Amateur Satellite
Corporation, POB 27, Washington, DC
20044.
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_
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According to Price, AMSAT
members also are working on an inexpensive transceiver that w ill
transmit in the 70-centimeter range
and receive on 2 meters as well as
contain high-speed modem circuitry
capable of exchanging data at 9600
bps. The receiver will be designed to
handle only data communications by
converting RF frequencies to the
intermediate-frequency (IF) stage of
10 MHz .
'We are planning to build a receiver
with just the RF and IF stages and no
bells and whistles for less than $100;'
says Price. "We are going to come up
with plans for a kit. You'll fee d RF
into it from an antenna, and you'll get
a digital stream out. Data will never
get translated to audio frequencies."
VITA is also conSidering its own
low-cost, portable earth stations, currently planning between 6 and 20 of
them. These stations will be fully
portable and able to operate from
solar power.
Today, low-cost satellite-communications technology is still in its infancy, yet the radio amateurs are exploring frontiers that may one d ay fundamentally change the basis of our
communications practices.
"It's very significant; ' says Dr.
Magnuski. "Here are individuals
who now have their own satellitecommunications ground stations. In
the past, these have cost a minimum
of $70,000 to $80,000.
"Now for the first time you have
the potential for global person-toperson communication not based on
commercial offerings. It's a tremendous equalizer. A person who lives
in the mountains in the most remote
area of the country has, in principle,
as much access to information as
someone like myself living in the
heart of Silicon Valley." .

Circle 294 on inquiry card.

John Markoff is a senior technical editor at BYTE's
West Coast bureau . He can be reached at McGraw·
Hill, 1000 Elwell Court, Palo Alto, CA 94303.

Score another
fIrSt
A lot of people who've never
heard of ACE's impressive record
of firsts in multiprocessing are about
to sit up and take notice . Why?
It's our latest wonder: Multiprocessor CP / M Plus ~
ACE has developed a linkup between its powerful multiuser microcomputer, the Discovery, and the
fastest and most powerful version
of CP IM*· ever marketed.
The result is a multiprocessor that
does more than just emulate CP 1M
or rely on a lesser operating system
that's "CP 1M compatible." It
actually delivers pure CP 1M (either
CP IM-86 * or CP 1M Plus) to any of
Discovery's up to 16 on-line users.
With easy command line editing,
quick file accessing through userdefined automatic search paths and
comprehensive "help menus," CP 1M
Plus is as friendly as they come and with big performance extras.
Like large files, qirectory hashing,
data buffering, time and date
stamping, and an ~xtensive utility
set that can accept English words.
All of which means that ACE's
linkup with CP 1M Plus will
continue to give Discovery owners
access to the largest selection of
applications software in the world
for years to come.
That's something to think about.
Because who wants a multiuser
system that's friendly and powerful
today but unfriendly tomorrow
when new software using CP 1M

Plus features hits the scene?
Our latest triumph is just one of a
line of firsts .
ACE pioneered multiprocessing
for microcomputers back in 1979
when we introduced a Discovery
featuring what was then the
revolutionary concept of dedicating
a CPU to each on-line user.
Two years later, we moved
further ahead of the pack with our
next singular feat : the first userprocessor on a single board, the
dpc-180 ~ Everything was there:
memory, CPU, serial I/O .
Nice.
Which made our 1982
breakthrough - the amazing 16-bit
dpc-186 ~ mated with CP / M-86 seem like business-as-usual to us
even though it caught the
competition flat-footed .
With room to grow from 128K to
1MB of expansion memory, and
designed for systems also using our
8-bit board, this breakthrough let
individual users tap into either 8- or
16-bit computing power with one

central Discovery unit.
And because each Discovery
system is controlled by our own
dpc / os; tried and proven in more
than 10,000 Discovery and OEM
installations around the world, any
user on line can take advantage of
interprocessor communication, file
and record locking, fully managed
multiple printers, private directories, plus many other features.
So what little wonder does ACE
have up its sleeve now? Stay tuned.
Because soon you'll hear the news
about our Concurrent CP IM-86 ~
which will give the owners of our
Discovery all the benefits of 16-bit
computing power, CP 1M's comprehensive software selection, and
efficient multi-tasking capabilities.
So each user can get several projects
underway with a few quick taps on
the keyboard .
Meanwhile, it'll be business as
usual for ACE, keeping ahead of the
crowd while turning out the best
multiuser multiprocessor micro on
the market, backed by one of the
best nationwide service networks
you could hope for.
So if you're a computer dealer,
distributor, or systems house who
wants to join the group that scores
high with a multitude of users, just
give us a call at (800) 821-6596.
(In California, it's (2H) 351-5451.)
And do us a small
favor. Tell us you've
heard of us .

OOQ

The Multiprocessing Company.
Action Computer Enterprise, Inc. (Corporate Headquarters): 430 No. Halstead St., Pasadena, CA 91107. TWX 910-588-1201 ACTION PSD
ACE/ Europe: Boschdi jk 189. Box 1275. 5602 BG, Eindho ven, Netherlands, Tel. 040·452658, Telex 51 767 ACE E NL ACE/ Asia, G / Floor Lee Wah Mansio n, 171·177 Hollywood Rd, Ho ng Ko ng,
Tel. 5-441692 or 5-442310, Telex 75332 PACIC HX Canada : Fu ture Electronics, Inc .. 237 Hym us Blvd ., Pt, C laire, Quebec H9R5C7, Ca nada , Tel. (514) 694-7710, Telex 05-823554 ,

·CP/ M Plus, CP/ M, CP/ M-86, and Concurrent CP/ M·86 are either trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research, fnc, / ·dpc· 180 and dpc / os are registered trademarks ot Action Computer Enterp rise, Inc,

Serviced nationwide by BeU & Ho well Company

Circle 15 for Dealer inquiries. Circle 16 for End-User inquiries.
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Get more information in the

FREE

HEATHKIT CATALOG
Heath Company, Dept. 334-174
Benton Harbor, MI 49022
Name _________________________________
Address _______________________________
City ________________________________
State ________________________ Zip ____
ED·199R1

Professional Computing
, na future scenario, you might walk into a doctor's office, explain your medical problems to a computer, and get a diagnosis. The state of the art in microcomputers hasn't reached that
level yet. But microcomputers are starting to take on part of the
burden of running many types of professional offices.
Yet integrating a microcomputer into a professional work environment can be a particularly frustrating experience. Potential users raise questions concerning the dependability of software and hardware, the usefulness of available software, and
how to select the best software to serve their needs. Our theme
for this issue, Professional Computing, examines the problems
and offers some solutions for introducing a microcomputer into a critical and demanding office setting.
Two articles cover the use of microcomputers in legal and
medical practices. Robert P. Wilkins, a practicing attorney,
discusses the advantages of using a microcomputer in a legal
office and how to select available software to handle an attorney's particular needs. Dr. Jonathan Javitt tackles the
herculean task of how to computerize a typical medical office.
His article helps the medical practitioner define his or her needs
to make selection of the best hardware and software a less risky
proposition.
William Hession and Malcolm Rubel describe a benchmarking
approach to quantifying the performance of business-modeling
software. The authors present an objective method for evaluating
software. Peter Callamaras offers his ideas on how a businessperson can develop a decision-support system for assistance
in making critical decisions.
William J. Raduchel strips away some of the confusion about
the term "user-friendly" and explains what it really means for
the purchaser of business software. Milos Konopasek and
Sundaresan Jayaraman explain how the TK !Solver program can
be used to develop the framework for an expert system for use
in business and engineering.
Rounding out the theme is Dr. George Zucconi's description
of how he installed a microcomputer in his waiting room. This
is his practical response to providing medical information to his
patients.
- Stanley J. Wszola, Technical Editor
Illustration by Robert Tinney

101 A Professional's Perspective
on User-Friendliness by
William J. Raduchel
108 A Computer in the Doctor's
Waiting Room by George
Zucconi, M.D.
122 The Microcomputer as a
Decision-Making Aid by Peter
Callamaras
127 Benchmarking BusinessModeling Software by
William Hession and Malcolm
Rubel
137 Expert Systems for Personal
Computers by Milos
Konopasek and Sundaresan
Jayaraman
160 How Lawyers Can Use
Microcomputers by Robert P.
Wilkins, J.D.
171 Computerizing a Medical
Office by Jonathan Javitt,

M.D.
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S100 BUS boards products & support for the system integrator
• LIGHTNING ONE *** SOS6 / S088 CPU

8086 or 8088, with 8087 and 8089 coprocessors. Up to 10 MHZ
operation
...... PRICES start at $425.00
•

HAZITALL SYSTEM SUPPORT BOARD

2 serial, 2 parallel ports, battery protected clock calendar,
Hard disk controller host interface
.. .. .. PRICE $325.00
•

LDP 12S/ 256K DYNAMIC RAM

Advanced dynamic RAM with LSI controller for failsafe
operation, parity . .
. .. PRICE 128K-$495.00, 256K-$795.00
• RAM67 HIGH PERFORMANCE STATIC RAM

High speed (lOOns) low power CMOS static RAM. 128K bytes,
extended addressing
.. .. ... PRICE $995.00
• LDP72 FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER

Single/double density, single/ double sided d isks, both 8" and
5 1/ 4" inch drives simultaneously
.... . PRICE $275.00
LDP88 S088 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

8088 CPU, I K RAM, 8 K EPROM, Monitor RS232 serial port, 8
vectored interrupts . . .
. . . PRICE $349.00
•

LIGHTNING 2S6-S02S6 CPU BOARD

Offe r s 4 times the performance of a 5MHZ 8086 CPU while
...... PRICE $1395.00
maintaining software compatibility.
• OCTAPORT S PORT SERIAL BOARD

8 serial ports 0 to 19200 baud operat ion rea l time clock
inte rrupt. Ideal for multi-user systems suc h as MP/ M-86.* ...
PRICE $395.00
*CP/M-86. MPIM-86 and CONCURRENT CP/M-86 are trademarks of Digital Research .
* *MS-DOS is trademark of Microsoft
***L1ghtning One is trademark of Lomas Data Products, Inc.
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THUNDER 186 is the only complete S I 00 BUS, 16 bit
single board computer available today. This board
comes complete and ready to plug into an enclosure
and run . It comes with the most advanced microprocessor operating system CONCURRENT CP/ M-86,
which in addition to running CP/ M-86 programs also
runs MS-DOS programs. This board offers the perfect
combination of performance and cost. Price with 256K
bytes of RAM only
. . . . . . . . .. . .... $1595.00
All of LDP boards are fully tested to exacting standards and carry a one year warranty. We specialize in
16-bit products & support the four major operating systems for 16-bit processors: CP/ M-86*, MP/ M-86,
CONCURRENT .
CP/M-86*, and
MS-DOS (PC-DOS).
Dealer inquiries
invited.

LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS, INC. 0 66 Hopkinton Road,
Westboro, MA 01581 0 (617) 366-6434 0 Telex: 4996272
Circle 240 on inquiry card.

A Professional's Perspective
on User-Friendliness
New systems are described as user-friendlybut what does that mean?
William J. Raduchel
McGraw-Hill Inc.
Computer software, to be commer- manipulations vital to modern
cially viable, must be user-friendly. business. Consider for a moment a
And yet nobody can define what world without computers. The airline
user-friendly means, although many and financial-services industries as
claim to know it when they see it. we know them would not exist.
One prominent software developer Multinational corporations and large
noted that since every piece of soft- organizations would have to survive
ware is presumably friendly to its with primitive information systems
author, every piece of software can be covering only the most aggregate of
described as user-friendly. It is concepts. Many routine transactions
primarily a problem of defining the would cost significantly more than
user.
they do today.
Is "user-friendly: ' therefore, a
Second, because they work rapidtautology? At the other end of the ly and accurately, computers permit
logical spectrum, is it another equally the use of new algorithms to solve
useless "I don't know how to define problems. Trend forecasting with
it but I know it when I see it" phe- statistics has been understood for
nomenon? I would like to bring more decades, but until computers became
rigor to this problem by offering a commonplace, these techniques were
tentative definition of user-friendli- impractical and generally infeasible.
ness and then considering its impli- Controlled-capacity airline seating is
but one example of computers
cations for software development.
creating new commodities from old.
The Problem
And now, world weather models
Computers have a dramatic impact await even larger and faster
on the way we work and live. Rais- computers.
Third, computers represent a
ing the productivity of service in.d ustries and white-collar profes- watershed event that has irrevocably
sionals is the management challenge altered expectations. Computers can
of the 1980s. Personal computers and provide precise answers where before
office automation are widely seen as there was only vagueness, so pre~i
the means of achieving this. For pro- sion becomes the norm whether or
ductivity to rise, millions of workers not each question actually deserves
must accept computers as an integral such careful consideration. (I have
part of their daily routine. Computers termed this Gresham's Law of
affect jobs in three primary ways.
Answers; see "Economic Policy in a
First, they perform the often Media Age," Journal of Business and
tedious and detailed text and data Economics 13 (1982): 1-14.)

Personal computers are important
because their low price permits computerization of tasks that are too
small to be done on a mainframe but
are tedious and time-consuming
nevertheless. Because they can be
tailored to individual needs and are
priced low, personal computers are
justifiable on a presumption of increased productivity.
Microcomputers have made significant changes in three areas. First,
they can handle such tedious work
as recalculating spreadsheets. Second, they permit broader use of such
esoteric tools as graphics. Third, they
have permanently altered our ideas
on managing information. Timesharing had the same kind of impact
when it made computers more accessible in the 1970s.
Mainframe computers have had
massive influence despite the fact
that only a fraction of workers understand them. But for microcomputers
to have the same effect, at least half
of all white-collar workers will eventually have to become familiar with
them. The personal computer and
office-automation industries are staking their futures on making this
happen.
The ostensible issue is price: costs
have fallen and will continue to fall .
Nevertheless, personal computers involve much more than microelectronics, and many of their components are not dropping in cost. The
BYTE May 1984
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plj,k)=P2(j,k) = ... =Pn(j,k)=p(j,k)

Quantifying "User-Friendly"

so that
We can quantify a definition of user-friendly as follows.
Define F(j,k) as the probability that a user of group j can solve
problem k of n problems in the set Q(j) in one execution of
the set of steps S(j,k) = s/j,k), i=l to n(j,k). The probability
that the user can perform steps s/j,k) successfully is rf(j,k).
This probability refers to logical steps rather than keystrokes
and includes the user correcting input on the basis of system
feedback (error messages). Finally, define Po(j,k) as the probability that the user can specify S(j,k) accurately. (A more
general model would recognize that most problems have
multiple solutions, and we should average over these.
However, little but complexity seems to be gained by explicitly incorporating this now.) Obviously, as n(j,k) increases, Po(j,k)
decreases. Then, F(j,k) = Po(j,k) Pl(j,k) . . . pI/(j,klj,k).
For simplicity and with little loss of generality, let's assume
that

= Po(j,k)(p(j,k»n(j,k) .

Furthermore, we generally will not need the (j,k), so we can
use F=popn.
Now, define Fo(j,k) as the probability that a user in group
j can solve problem k using the best alternative system in
terms of elapsed time and cost. Then, the system is userfriendly for group j if and only if
F(j, k) > Fo(j, k), for all k

for some prespecified set of Fo(j,k) . The value of each Fo(j,k)
depends on the frequency and complexity of the problem.
Each Fo(j,k) reflects expectations; for each generation of
system, each Fo(j,k) must be at least as large as in the prior

Standard PC

Script

Lisa

P o = 0.9

Po= 1.0

P o= 0.95

Task

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21 .

F(j,k)

Pi

"term"
1 (CR)
0 (CR)
5 (CR)
F1
4
2
Stocks. txt (CR)
E
F5
I
F1

0
Y
"convert"
ISP (CR)
Load
Retrieve
Recalculate
Graph
Exit

0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.99
0.995
0.995
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.98
0.98
0.995
0.995
0.995

Task

Task

PI

1. Select item
2. Restore form

0.995
0.995

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20 .
21 .
22 .
23 .
24 .
25 .
26 .
27.
28.
29.
30.

Select Pro File
Open
Select Lisa Term
Tear Off
Open
" Assumed"
Range
Cut
Set Aside
Select Lisa Calc
Tear Off
Open
Range
Paste
Calculate
Range
Cut
Set Aside
Select Lisa Graph
Tear Off
Open
Range
Paste
Set Aside
Select Lisa Term
Erase
Select Lisa Calc
Erase
Select Lisa Graph
Erase

Pi = 0.856

Pi = 0.990

Pi = 0.860

F = 0.770

F = 0.990

F = 0.817

0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995
0.995

Table 1: Once created, the script approach yields the highest probability of a user completing a task successfully. However, script creation
is complex and illustmtes the difference between SlJstems that are easy to use and those that are eaSlJ to learn. (CR), in the Standard
PC column, designates a carriage return.
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generation. Finally, each FoU,k) reflects the reliability, time,
and cost of alternative solutions. Thus, the range of FoU,k)
is probably between, say, 0.2 and 0.99, but users will surely
be interested in replacement systems as long as Fo(j,k) is
below 0.9.
We can now assess whether or not a system is userfriendly with the following six steps:
1. Define the target user group j.
2. Define the set of n problems k to be solved for that group.
3. For each problem, define the solution S(j,k) to be
supplied by the system.
4. For each problem, assess the appropriate Fo(j,k) given
its complexity and frequency relative to the alternative
solutions.
5. For each s/j,k), assess the probability p/j,k) .
6. Evaluate the set of F(j,k) .
In principle, this methodology can be made operational
in a controlled experiment. The table on the preceding page
is an illustration of a standard personal computer
application: connect to a remote database, retrieve stock
prices for a fixed portfolio, insert into a spreadsheet to
evaluate the portfolio values, and then graph the results in
a pie chart. The user is assumed to be inexperienced and
the application is assumed to be the product of a skilled
programmer. Three cases are presented.
Standard PC employs a terminal package with autodial,
automatic log-on and macros, and an integrated spreadsheet
and graphics package (ISP) with a previously created
spreadsheet. One specially created software package

(Convert) is assumed to make the necessary format and file
conversions.
Script employs a fully integrated software package with
a macro capability so all the user has to do is specify the
task and, from a file, restore the specifications of the
portfolio.
Lisa employs a variant of the Apple Lisa with three
stationary pads for terminal, spreadsheet, and graphics
invocation. One extra step is assumed to make the format
conversions; in practice, this is not easy.
I have made certain assumptions to simplify the process.
An upper bound of 0.995 for any Pi is assumed, and the
other values reflect the subjective assessment of difficulty.
Two commonly claimed attributes of a Lisa-type
environment are accepted in setting Po to 0.95 and all Pi to
0.995. The results are instructive, in any case.
Once created, nothing can claim to be more user-friendly
than a properly completed exhaustive script. Some of the
benefits of the Lisa environment are lost because of the
multiplicity of steps, but with the numbers assumed, it
receives a slightly higher F score. Slightly clearer prompting
in the Standard PC approach would eliminate this edge,
however.
These examples are intended to help make explicit how
sensitive user-friendliness is to the application. For a onetime task to be done by an experienced user, the script
approach is unassailable, and the Lisa environment has
many strengths. The most important point is that no single
approach dominates.

price of power supplies, electriC
motors, and precision machine parts
is partially responsible, but personnel-as represented by software,
documentation, training, and support-is the major inflationary cost
component.
For the personal computer and office-automation industries to achieve
their goals, systems must be not only
affordable but also sufficiently userfriendly. This is the real challenge, as
is shown by all the press attention to
the Apple Lisa, Visicorp Visi On, and
Microsoft Windows. These products
attempt to introduce the "desktop"
metaphor to replace the "spreadsheet" metaphor that has propelled
the industry to this point. Both Apple
and Visicorp pose an implicit definition of user-friendly: 30 minutes (or
less) of training is required for the
software to be usefully applied.

processors to communicate, not to
ogle technology. This suggests the
following definition of a user-friendly
system: A user-friendly system helps
produce accurate solutions in less
time and at less expense than alternative systems.
Three important implications of
this definition need special
emphasis:

Together, these three points imply
that no system can be user-friendly

A Paradigm

except in the context of sp~cific problems
for specific users.

Pure technology is abstract and
sterile. It is of no value until it helps
solve problems. Users employ word

Another implication is less apparent. A system that is easy to learn
may not be easy to use; every user-

ethe interface for the nontechnical
user is only one factor in user-friendliness
euser-friendliness is relative to both
the group of users and to the alternative methods; no software can be
user-friendly across the board
euser-friendly relates to solutions,
not to tools

friendly system faces a trade-off between these two goals. Visicalc is
easy to use but not particularly easy
to learn. After an application
becomes routine, ease of use becomes more important than ease of
learning. Thus, user-friendliness in
one case may not be user-friendliness
in another.
The text box entitled "Quantifying
'User-Friendly' " (beginning on the
preceding page) presents an illustrated definition of user-friendliness,
but I'll summarize the formal logic
here. A system is user-friendly if it
solves problems reliably. (This is an
admittedly less comprehensive definition than the earlier one.) The
probability of the solution, F, is above
some (high) threshold. F can be the
result of three factors :

Po -

p -

the probability that the
user will find the set of
steps to solve the
problem
the probability that the
user can successfully exBYTE May 1984
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Circle 132 on Inquiry card.

Make your spooling network sing
in six-port hannony.
Add MultiSpool- the
hardware spooler
that's truly flexible.
Now, thanks to MultiSpool,
there 's no more need to
buy individual spoolers, no
more wasted computer time or
memory. With its enormous memorysharing power, this dynamic six-port
switching device not only lets you network
any combination of computers and
printers; it also provides the spooling
function within that network.
With its 60K of buffer memory, con·
trolled by 4K of memory management
firmware , MultiSpool can orchestrate up to five computers or

-.

five printers simultaneously. Only this
degree of flexibility can meet the
ever·changing port·expansion needs
of today's multiuser environment.
Note, too, that MultiSpool mixes
four serial and two Centronics·
compatible ports. It also
handles X·on, X·off protocols
and DTR. So, with the unit's
dipswitch, you can configure
each port to accommodate either
acomputer or printer; and you can
define the discipline of that port.
Best of all, MultiSpool sells for
just $995.00 - even less if you don't
need all six ports. And that, we 're
sure, is music to your ears .

[DIgital LaboratOries Inc.
600 Pleasant Street, Watertown, MA 02172. (617) 924-1680

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~

Praxls35porta bie BYTEWRITE R . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . $495
Praxis 40 office BYTE WRITE R . .. . .. . .. . .... .. . . ..... . . .. . . .. . S595
Mode l 900 (no keyboard) 900 d ay w a rra nty ... . . . .. .. . . . .. ... S649
Serial and paralle l input. Tractor a nd fri c tion feed.
Interface only · wire dand teste d for Praxi s3o,35a nd40 .... $ 165
forET-III . . . ......... .. . . .. . . . ... .. . . . . ... .. ..... . . .. . ... . . $195

CJJYTEWRITER
125 NORTHVIEW RD., ITHACA, N .Y. 14850
(607) 272- 1 132
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ecute each step
n

- ' the minimum possible

number of steps in the
solution
Formally, F = Po X pn. The requirement of being user-friendly is that F
be at or above some threshold probability value Fo, determined by the
characteristics of the alternative systems.

The Implications
The preceding definition has implications for software developers. Userfriendliness becomes a function of Po,
p, and n. The ideal system has both
Po and p as close to 1.0 as possible,
with n as small as possible (at a lower
bound of 1.0 step). Unfortunately,
software developers cannot freely
choose these values.
Why not? Because Po has to fall as
n increases, while p generally increases as each step is made smaller.
The classic easy-to-Iearn system
guides the user through hierarchical
menus. As long as the user can easily
identify where to begin, F will be
very high for problems solved by that
system. Such a system is inherently
limited to the problems selected by
the menu builders. Other types of
problems may be solved by the system, but if they are not enumerated
in the menus, their" F score" is likely to be very low.
The cost of increasing the number
of steps is very high, even if p is 0.995
(an error only once in every 200 attempts). For example, p" would be
0.975 for 5 steps, 0.951 for 10 steps,
0.905 for 20 steps, and 0.818 for 40
steps. This is where ease of use and
ease of learning conflict. The user
progresses from one level of ability to
another through training and experience, and the steps can then be
reduced but made more complex
with little decrease in p. A user eventually will consider a system with
fewer, but natively more complex,
steps to be more user-friendly.
The problems a user has change
from day to day, and a user-friendly
system must be able to easily accommodate this change. Therefore, the
fundamental tools must be strong.
Because people make mistakes, p

1-·, S!!!Ii

EJ
1111 LI, H11111,
"..

"~.&"i!!!I>

has an upper limit regardless of the
computer skills of the user group
(probably not far above the 0.995
used in the preceding example). Although their computer skills cannot
raise p much beyond a certain level,
more training may help a user group
to execute substantially more complex steps with the same p.
This is a critical point. Any system
designed for a mass market can be
user-friendly only for relatively simple problems. If the problems to be
solved are not simple, it is unlikely
that any general, mass-market system
can be user-friendly. Resolving this
dilemma involves reeducating the
user group. With better training and
documentation, software vendors
can increase the computer sophistication of their users (i.e., raise p and
lower n) . In so doing, they also can
increase the scope and complexity of
problems for which their systems are
user-friendly. Alternatively, by
customizing the software to fit
specific needs, software vendors can
build user-friendly systems for users
who have little computer sophistication.
Are integrated systems userfriendly? The answer is clearly
"sometimes:' Let's consider four
major limitations:
1. There are limits to spoon-feeding.
Lisa and Visi On succeed exceptionally well in packaging their
capabilities in easily recognized,
highly robust capsules. The effect
of this is to raise both p and n by
requiring many steps to do anything. These systems are user-

friendly in much the same way as
Tinkertoys. They provide easy-touse building blocks, but you cannot create large, stable applications
with them. This is fine because the
goal of these systems is to let more
people use personal computers
and not necessarily to expand the
scope of problems that can be
solved with personal computers.
2. Current technology does a poor
job of telling the user what to do
as opposed to how to do it . Lisa
and Visi On make spreadsheets,
graphics, word processors, and
similar tools easier to use. Unfortunately, they also assume that the
user knows what data to obtain
and from where, what transformations should be made, what other
processing is required, and which
report format or graphics should
be used. In the real world, the
user may need more help making
these choices than using the software. This is the problem "expert
systems" and artificial intelligence
seek to address.
3. Much of the day is spent doing
routine tasks, but it's not necessarily these tasks that are simplified by using integrated systems.
Lisa and Visi On may Simplify
each step of a task, but the user
still has to remember, and then execute, each step individually. The
user would much rather select one
choice, supply the parameters,
and then let the computer step
through the various tasks. The
popularity of keyboard macro
packages, such as Pro Key, derives
from the fact that they let users

store their most common keystroke sequences.
4. Any integrated computer system is
still but a component of a total
business system. Merging integrated applications with existing
applications likely will prove more
difficult than many people expect
because the businessperson's tasks
are so varied and the tools
are so diverse. Meetings, telephone ~onversations, correspondence, publications, memoranda,
calculation
and
dictation
machines, as well as pencil and
paper, are used every day; not all
work can be done at a workstation.
Moreover, professionals travel and
go home-and they take their
work with them. Integrated workstations can create as many problems as they solve by providing
the user with so much power in an
isolated environment. Lap-sized
computers will help reduce this
isolation, however.
To achieve their stated market
goals, integrated systems must be
perceived as user-friendly and costeffective. Without question they
achieve their integration at double or
triple the cost of component-oriented
alternatives, so the burden on userfriendliness is extreme. The challenge
is great. Training, in-person support,
and customization seem essential, yet
their price may make these systems
no longer cost-effective .•
William J. Raduchel is vice-president of product
development support at McGraw-Hill Inc. (1221
Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY ID020).

FUTECH 2000 SERIES

ADVANCEDINDUSTR'ALGRADE ~
· ~~IJ""BI. . . . . .. . . ..aIl""!!iI~~
INTERNATIONAL CORP.

S·100 MAIN FRAMES

The most advanced industrial grade high·tech, high
quality, sleek style 5-100 bus main frame.
• Front panel LED display for TIME/DATE and temperature
of internal system air flow•..
• Heavy duty power supply meeting todays standards for
multi·user multi-tasking high speed CPU applications ...
• A variety of front panels for floppy and winchester
configuratioins ...
• Synthesized warning voice indicator...
~

I :,-1

2100 N. Hwy. 360, Suite 1807,Grand Prairie, Te xas 75050,(214) 660·1955, Telex 703033
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CROSS TO:
HOST:

CP/M-80

CP/M-68K

MS/PCDOS
CP/M-86

• C and Pascal for 6 machine architectures:
PDP~l1, 8080, 68000, 8086, VAX, 370

P/OS-ll

IBM 370

• Full C language implementation
VAX VMS

I

VAX UNIX
(4.1BSD)
PDP·ll UNIX
(V6, V7, Ill)

• All of the most popular operating systems
supported

IDRIS/Rll

• Optional cross support for:
CP/M~80, CP/M~68K, CP/M~86,
MS/PCDOS, P/OS~l1

RT-ll
RSX-llM/M+

I

MC68000 UNIX
(UNIPLUS+)

• Field~proven reliability since 1979
• New UNIX~compatible library for non~UNIX
operating systems

IDRIS/S68K
MS /PCDOS

CP/M-86
HOST ONLY:

CP/M-SO*, CP/M-68K,
VERSAdos, P/OS-ll
(*2.1 Cross Compilers
are Available)

Whitesmiths, Ltd.
97 Lowell Road, Concord, MA 01742, (617) 369~8499, Telex 750246 SOFTWARE CNCM
UNiX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories; PDP~ ll , P/OS. RSX#l1M. RT~ll, VAX, VMS arc trademarks of Digital Equipment Corpota lion; CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Co. ;
MC68000 and V ERSAdos are trademarks of Motorola In c.; IBM, PCj r, MVS, VM/CMS and peDOS are registered trademarks of In te rnational Business Machines Corporation;
MS is a trademark of Microsoft; UNIPLUS + is a trademark of Unisoft Systems of Berkeley; Idris is a trademark of Whitesmith s, Ltd.

A Computer
in the Doctor's Waiting Room
An Atari program that offers some of the capabilities of an "expert
system" for one physician's patients
George Zucconi, M.D.
Private Practice
For the past year I've kept an inexpensive computer in my office
waiting room for my patients to use.
The computer, an Atari 400, runs programs that impart medical information to the user. Instructions appear
on the screen so that anyone can use
the system without any aid from the
office staff. The three programs I have
developed answer the medical questions most frequently asked by the
patients in my obstetrical-gynecological practice.
One program elicits information
concerning symptoms of abnormal
uterine bleeding. According to the
user responses, it will diagnose the
seriousness of the condition and will
recommend what course of action the
patient should take.
The other two programs are somewhat different in nature. One contains information about birth control
methods, including the effectiveness,
advantages, disadvantages, and risks
of each. The remaining program,
Drugs in Pregnancy, presented in this
article, outlines 15 classifications of
commonly available drugs and their
effects on the various stages of
pregnancy.
Though not meant as a substitute
for doctor-patient interaction, the pa-

tients' use of these programs saves microcomputer "genie;' a concerted
time for more complicated questions effort and sharing of knowledge are
by eliminating basic preliminary necessary.
queries. My patients take readily to
The beauty of putting so many
the computer and have found the people in touch with computers is
programs to be helpful. For one that by merely increasing the number
thing, using the computer avoids any of users, we will attain a "critical
feelings of embarrassment when in- mass" wherein a breakthrough in
quiring about intimate matters. Fur- learning is inevitable. Each new
thermore, the computer is tireless kernel of knowledge leads to another,
and never scoffs at seemingly dumb building on the impetus of the prequestions. Even computerphobes . vious one, all multiplying exponenovercome their hesitancy after watch- tially and cascading in a chain
ing someone else use the machine. In reaction.
fact, it's unusual to see the computer
This concept has long been the
sitting idly when anyone is in the tradition in the medical profession .
Scientific progress would be nonwaiting room.
existent without the dissemination of
discoveries and information. FollowThe Genie in the Lamp
The educational use of computers ing in this tradition, I would like to
promises to open up the possibilities share some efforts I have made
for conveying information to others. toward devising medical applications
With the proliferation of small, in- for this versatile tool. I've provided
expensive computers, many more the BASIC listing of the Drugs in
people will be able to afford these in- Pregnancy program so that interested
struments and experiment with readers can use it or learn from its
devising new applications for them. construction (see listing 1).
No longer the exclusive tool of the
few, the power of the computer has When the Doctor's Not In
been released like the genie from the
You may not be anxious to expose
lamp, waiting to grant us whatever a valuable computer to inexperienced
wishes we command. In order to ef- hands or to children's sticky fingers .
fectively develop the powers of the However, even if you do not give
Text continued on page 116
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Listing 1: The source code for Drugs in Pregnancy, a program written in Atari BASIC that explains the effects of various types of commonly
available drugs on pregnancy.
10013 REM INTRODUCTION
101e CLR :DIM K$(I)
1020 GRAPHICS 2+16:POKE 77,0
1025 SETCOLOR 2,4,0:SETCOLOR 4,7,0
113313 ? "6:? "6;"
please feel free"
113413 ? 116:? 116;"
to come over' "
11350 ? "6:? 116;"
and see what"
1060 ? "6:? 116;"
this computer"
1070 ? "6:? "6;"
can do"
11380 FOR J=1 TO 1000:IF PEEK(5 3279) =6 THEN 3 000
1090 NEXT ,J
11013 GRAPHICS 2
1105 SETCOLOR 4,7,0:SETCOLOR 2,3,2
1110 ? "6;"
YOU CAN ASK"
1120 ? "6:? 11 6 ;"
THE COMPUTER"
1130 ? "6:? 116;"
ABOUT THE "
1140 ? 116:? 116;"
EFFECTS OF DRUGS·
1145 ? 116:? 116;"
IN PREGNANCY"
115e PRINT" PRESS YELLOW ( START ) PANEL BELOW·
1152 PRINT "RED LIGHT ON RIGHT SIDE OF KEYBOARD"
",
1154 PRINT" TO ASK ABOUT DRUGS AND PREGNANCY
1160 FOR J=l TO 2000:IF PEEK ( 53279 ) =6 THEN 301313
1170 NEXT J:GOTO 1010
2131313 REM SUBROUTINES
21213 PRINT :PRINT
ENTER NUMBER OF TOPIC"
2122 PRINT"
Your Choice is ";
2123 PRINT"
21313 FOR J=1 TO 313013
21413 IF PEEK (76 4)=31 THEN POKE 764,255:K$="I" :PRINT K$ :RETURN
2150 IF PEEK(764)=3e THEN POKE 764,255:K$="2":PRINT K$:RETURN
21613 IF PEEK ( 764 ) =26 THEN POKE 764,255:K$="3":PRINT K$:RETURN
21713 IF PEEK (7 64)=24 THEN POKE 764,255:K$="4" :PRINT K$ : RETURN
2172 IF PEEK(764)=29 THEN POKE 764,255:K$="5" :PRINT K$:RETURN
2180 NEXT J:GOTO 11310
2220 IF ( ASC (K$ )( 49 ) OR (ASC(K$»50) THEN PRINT" USE NUMBERS
TO 2
INT :RETURN
2230 IF ( ASC ( K$) ( 49 ) OR ( ASC( K$) >51) THEN PRINT " USE NUMBERS
TO 3
INT :RETURN
2240 IF (ASC(K$)(49) OR (AS C(K$»52 ) THEN PRINT" USE NUMBERS
TO 4
INT :RETURN
2250 IF ( ASC(K$ )( 49) OR ( ASC(K$ » 53 ) THEN PRINT" USE NUMBERS
TO 5
INT :RETURN
22813 RETURN
2290 PRINT :PRINT :PRINT "
ENTER C TO MAKE A CHOICE"
2292 PRINT" ENTER R TO RETURN TO THE PREVIOUS "
2294 PRINT"
LIST TO MAKE ANOTHER CHOICE"
2399 PRINT"
ENTER Q TO QUIT ";
2320 FOR J=1 TO 3000
23313 IF PEEK (76 4)=40 THEN PO KE 764,255:K$="R":PRINT K$:PRINT :RETURN
2~49 IF PEEK (76 4 ) =18 THEN POKE 764,255:K$="C" :PRINT K$:RETURN
2345 IF PEE K( 764 ) =37 THEN POKE 764,255:K$="M":PRINT K$:RETURN
2350 IF PEEK (76 4 ) =47 THEN POKE 764,255:GOTO 1919
2360 NEXT J
2379 GOTO 10113
3 91313 REM DRUG LIST"
39113 GRAPHIC S e: S ETCOLOR 2,9,4
313213 PRINT :PRINT"
Cop y right 1983 G.R.Zucconi M,D.":PRINT
3039 PRINT"
ANY DRUG SHOULD BE AVOIDED"
3832 PRINT " DURING PREGNANCY UNLESS ABSOLUTE-"
3934 PRINT" LY NECESSARY.
YOU CAN SEE WHAT"
3936 PRINT " EFFECT EACH DRUG HAS BY CHOOSING "
31338 PRINT· ONE FROM THE LIST." :PRINT
39913 PRINT"
1. ALCOHOL"
31013 PRINT"
2. EPILEPTIC OR SEIZURE DRUGS"
31113 PRINT"
3. BLOOD THINNERS"
3129 PRINT·
4. LITHIUM"
3139 PRINT " 5. HORMONES AND BC PILLS·
3 131 PRINT :PRINT " FOR MORE DRUGS, ENTER M"
3132 GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R u THEN 3900
3133 IF K$="M" THEN 3169
3134 GOSUB 212e:GOSUB 2250

.

" : K$="N" : PR
" : K$="N" : PR
" : K$= "N" : PR
" : K$="N" : PR

Listillg 1 continued
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Your Key To
Microcomputer Software!

More
software
for more
computers
... anil more.
Whatever your software needs, all
you need to know is Westico. We
have hundreds of business and
professional software programs
in formats to fit more than 120
microcomputers, including IBM
PC, MS DOS and CP/M-compatible
systems . Our large inventory means
you get the software you want ,
when you want it. Plus, our after
sales service is designed to keep
you smil ing. Westico helps you get
the most from your microcomputer.
Find out more with our new
directory. Detailed descriptions of
all our programs help you select
the correct software to fit your needs.
Start getting more with Westico.

• - Order Your Copy Today - •

o

Rush me the brand new Westico
software directory.
Name ____________________
Firm _____________________
Address _________________
City ____ State ___ Zip _ _
Mailto:

\VEsIICO
The Software Express Service'"

25 Van Zan! Street • Norwalk, CT 06855.
(203) 853-6880 • Telex 64-3788
•

.. _-----------_ ....
• C Copyright 1984 Westico. Inc. WES-37.
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Listing
3140
3150
3169
3179
3189
3199
3209
3219
3220
3239
3240
3259
32 6 9
3279
3275
3289
32913
3309
3302
3304
3310
3329
3330
3335
3349
3350
33 6 9
3370
3375
3388
3399
3499
3410
3429
3'439
3449
3459
3469
3 479
3489
3490
3500
3519
3 529
3539
3540
3550
3568
3570
3580
3590
3690
3619
3629
3639
3649
3650
3669
3670
:3 680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3749
3750
3769
3779
3789
3799
3809

1 contillued:

IF K$="N" THEN 3000
ON VAL(K$) GOSUB 3390,3500,3640,3740,3849
PRINT ")":PRINT :SETCOLOR 2,3,2:SETCOLOR 4,11,4
PRINT"
DRUG LIST CONTINUED":PRINT
PRINT"
1. ANTI BI OTI CS"
PRINT " 2. ANESTHETICS"
PRINT"
3. DRUGS FOR NAUSEA"
PRINT"
4. TRANQUILIZERS, SEDATIVES"
PRINt"
5. ASPIRIN"
PRINT :PRINT " FOR MORE DRUGS, ENTER M"
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3900
IF K$="M " THEN 3280
GOSUB 2120:GOSUB 2259
IF K$="N" THEN 3168
ON VAL(K$) GOSUB 3960,4080,4190,4339,4440
PRINT "}" :PRINT :SETCOLOR 2,6,2:SETCOLOR 4,15,6
PRINT"
DRUG LIST CONTINUED" :PRINT
PRINT"
1. DRUGS TO BE AVOIDED NEAR"
PRINT "
THE END OF PREGNANCY"
PRINT"
2. SMOKING"
PRINT"
3. X-RAYS"
PRINT"
4. FACTORS KNOWN TO CAUSE"
PRINT"
DEFORMITIES IN THE FETUS"
PRINT" 5. STREET DRUGS"
PRINT :PRINT " THIS IS THE END OF THE DRUG LIST"
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3160
GOSUB 2120:GOSUB 2250
IF KS="N" THEN 3288
ON VAL ( K$ ) GOSUB 4599,4699,4828,4969,5150
REM
PRINT ")" :PRINT
PRINT"
ALCOHOL ":PRINT :PRINT
PRINT" RISK OF MALFORMATION INCREASES"
PRINT" WITH THE AVERAGE DAILY INTAKE." :PRINT :PRINT
PRINT " THERE I S ONE CHANCE IN TEN OF A"
PRINT " DEFORMITY I F YOU HABITUALLY HAVE"
PRINT " MORE THAN ONE OR TWO DRINKS PER"
PRINT" DAY FOR MOST OF THE PREGNANCY." :PRINT :PRINT
PRHH " HEAVY DRINKERS HAVE ONE CHANCE IN"
PRINT" FOUR OF HAVING A DEFORMED BABY."
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3990
PRINT "}":PRINT
PRINT'
EPILEPTIC OR SEIZURE DRUGS ":PRINT
PRINT· THERE IS A 2 TO 3 PER CENT RISK"
PRINT· OF MALFORMATION IN W()1EN TAKING"
PRINT· THESE DRUGS." :PRINT
PRINT" PHENOBARBITAL,AND BARBITURATES IN"
PRINT" GENERAL,HAVE BEEN USED FOR A LONG"
PRINT" TIME, AND IT SEEMS UNLIKELY THAT"
PRINT · THEY HAVE ANY IMPORTANT EFFECT.":PRINT
PRINT" DILANTIN HAS A LOWER RISK THAN"
PRINT" TRIDIONE AND PARADIONE.":PRINT
PR I NT " THE RISKS OF THE NEWER DRUGS LI KE·
PRINT" TEGRETOL AND DEPAKENE ARE l]o.jKNOWN."
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3008
PRINT "}":PRINT
PRINT"
BLOOD THINNERS" :PRINT
PRINT "COUMARIN SHOULD NOT BE USED IN"
PRINT " PREGNANCY . IT CAN CAUSE FETAL AB-"
PRINT " NORMALITI ES EVEN LATE IN THE PRE-"
PRINT" GNANCY. IT CAN ALSO CAUSE BLEED-"
PRINT" ING IN THE FETUS AND THE NEWBORN.":PRINT
PRINT " I F AN ANTI COAGULANT I S NEEDED, THE"
PRINT" DRUG OF CHOICE IS HEPARIN."
GOSUe 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3909
PRINT " } ":PRINT
PRINT"
LITHIUM" :PRINT :PRINT
PRINT· THE EVIDENCE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE"
PRINT· SUGGESTS THAT LITHIUM IS PROBABLY"
PRINT" A CAUSE FOR MALFORMATIONS.":PRINT
PRINT· THE EVIDENCE IS SUFFICIENT TO"
PRINT " JUSTI FY AVOI DING LITHI UM DURING"
Listillg 1 continued on page 113

TIME IS MONEY

Do you want to spend your time as intelligently as you spend your money? The decision
may be yours, but your concerns are ours. We know you don't want to spend more time
learning business software than you do using it So we provide the productivity tools you
can bank on to INVEST IN YOURSELF, time and time again.
It's no wonder over 50%of our business comes from repeat customers and referrals.
For quality seminars, videotapes, books and software, you can count on SoftwareBanc
for a guaranteed return on your investment.

$ BOOKS

Built on years of practical experience in testing, supporting and teaching dBASE
II, we take pride in offering you our accumulated knowledge. Interest adds up with
new tips and techniques never before published!
dBASEIIUser'sGuide
Advanced dBASE II User's Guide
Report Writing in dBASE II
101 Questions in dBASE II

$ SEMINARS

As afull service organization, we provide fine professional training. Adam B. Green,
well known dBASE II educator, uses acustom video presentation to highlight these
invaluable lectures.
$200/day

Atlanta
May 14-18

*BostonIWaltham
June 18-21

New York
August 13-17

As an authorized dealer of every product we sell, you are assured of expert
technical support, knowledgeable salespeople and fast, dependable service with a
smile!
dBASE II with free dBASE II User's Guide
WordStar
1-2-3 with free 123 Trans

Toronto
July 9-13

$ VIDEOTAPES

Learn the basics of dBASE II in three hours with this professionally produced
training package. We give you everything you need to reproduce Adam B. Green's
popular dBASE II seminar in your own home or office. You receive everything but
the lunch!
dBASE II Demo
dBASE II Fundamentals (VHS or BETA)
dBASE II Fundamentals (U-MATIC)

$ 25.00
$295.00
$395.00

Take stock in SoftwareBanc! Call or write for the free catalogs which
include our complete product line, seminar curriculum and unique
services.

At SoftwareBanc, a wise investor is our best cu13tomer.
To order, call (800) 451-2502 or (617) 641-1241 in Mass. Hours are
9 a.m. - 8 p.m. EST Monday - Friday and 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. EST on
Saturday.
Payment may be made by: MCNISA, MO, check or COD. Terms available to qualified
customers. MA residents add 5% sale s tax. Add $5 for S&H. Prices subject to change
without notice. Dealer inquiries invited. Ask about our Discount Savings Plan.
dBASE II is a registered trademark of Ashton-Tate
1-2-3 is a re giste re d trademark of Lotus Development Corp.
WordStar is a re gistered trademark of MicroPro
UNIX is a registered trademark ofBeDLaboratories

~ §,~a~~.!~~~~~~MA 02174
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$439
$269
$399

(Available at SoftwareBanc Seminars)

Costa Mesa/Orange County
September 17-21

• In cooperation with Bentley College, Waltham, MA

~

$ SOFTWARE

Problem Solving with 1-2-3
Exploring UNIX

dBASE II Fundamentals
dBASE II·Programming
Advanced dBASE II Techniques

$29.00
$29.00
$15.95
Soon

(800)·451·2502
(617) 641-1241 inMA
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Your computer's telephone.
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What are the adverse effects of this
compound?

Wouldn't it be great if you could
use your IBM* PC to tap into vast
resource libraries across the country?
To transfer files to your partner,
upstate? Or from your broker, down
the street?
It's possible. All you need is a
modem, to connect your computer
to others. Down the hall. Or thousands of miles aw

Hayes Smartmodem. Think of it as
your computer's telephone. Hayes
Smartrnodem 300;m a~id the faster
Smartrnodem 1200';Mallpw you to communicate over ordinary phone lines.
But any modem will send and
receive data. Hayes Smartrnodems
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Gary: The pedigrees for next week's
auction are as follows ...

also dial, answer and disconnect
calls. Automatically. And without
going through the telephone receiver,
making them far superior to acoustic
coupler modems.
Choose your speed; choose your
price. The lower-priced Smartrnodem
300 is ideal for local data swaps and
communicates at 300 bps. For longer
distance and larger volumes, Smartmodem 1200 operates at baud rates
of 300 or 1200, with a built-in selector
that automatically detects transmission speeds.
Both work with rotary dials,
Touch-Tone®and key-set
systems; connect to most timesharing systems; and feature
an audio speaker.
Smartrnodem 1200B™is also available as a plug-in board. Developed
specifically for the Pc. it
comes packaged with Hayes'
own communications software, Smartcom II:M
Smartcom II. We spent
a lot of time developing it. so
you can spend less time using it.
Smartcom II prompts you in the

Sold 1000 shares at 33 for net profit
of 6000. Richard,

simple steps required to create, send,
receive, display, list. name and rename files. It even receives data
completely unattended-espedally
helpful when you're sending work
from home to the office, or vice versa.
If you need it. there's always "help:'
This feature explains prompts, messages, etc. to make communicating
extra easy.
With Smartcom II, it is. Case in
pOint. Before you communicate with
another system, you need to "set up"
your computer to match the way the
remote system transmits data. With
Smartcom II, you do this only once.
After that. parameters for 25 different remote systems are stored in a
directory on Smartcom II.
Calling or answering a system listed
in the directory requires just a few
quick keystrokes.
®
You can store
lengthy log-on
I~ .
sequences the
same way. Press one
key, and Smartcom II automatically
connects you to a utility or inforrnation service.

(!) H

aUes

Smartmodem 300. 1200. and 1200B are FCC approved in
the U.S. and DOC approved in Canada.

Smartmodem 1200B. (Includes telephone cable.
No serial card or separate power source is needed.)

Smartcom 11 communications software.
NOTE, Smartmodem l200B may also be installed in
the IBM Personal Computer lIT or the Expansion Unit.
In those units. another board installed in the slot to
tbe immediate right of the Smartmodem l200B may not
clear the modem; also. the brackets may not fit properly.
If this occurs. the slot to the right of the modem should
be left empty.

And. in addition to the IBM Pc.
Smartcom II is also available for
the IBM Personal Computer XT.
COMPAQ Portable. Corona Portable Pc. Columbia MPC. DEC
Rainbow 100. Xerox 820-II. and
Kaypro II personal computers~
Backed by the experience and
reputation of Hayes. A solid
leader in the microcomputer industry. Hayes provides excellent
documentation for all products. A
limited two-year warranty on all
hardware. And full support from
us to your dealer:
So see him today. Break out of
isolation. Get a telephone for your
Personal Computer. From Hayes.
Hayes Microcomputer Products.
Inc .. 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..
Norcross. GA 30092. 404/441-1617.

Smartrnodem lOO. Smartmodem 1200. Smart modem 12008 and
Sm3 rtcom II arc trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer products. Inc.

-Trademarksoflntemational Business Machi nes Corporation.
Compaq Computer Corpora tion. Corona Data Systems. Columbia
Data Products. Inc.. Digital Equipment Corporation. Xerox
Corporation. and K.aypro Corporation . Touch·Tone is a registered

service mark of AmericanTelephonc and Telegraph. ©19S4 Hayes
Microcomputer Products. Inc.
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Listing
3819
3828
3839
3849
3859
3869
3879
3889
3899
3999
3919
3929
3939
3949
3959
3969
3979
3989
3999
4999
41319
4928
4930
4949
4859
496e
4979
41389
4999
4199
4119
4129
4139
4149
4159
4169
4178
4188
4199
4299
4218
4229
4239
4249
4259
4269
4278
4289
4299
4399
4318
4315
4328
4338
4348
4358
4369
4378
4389
4399
4395
4499
4418
4429
4439
4449
4459
4469
4479
4489
4499
4599
4519

1 continued:

PRINT" THE FIRST THREE MONTHS OF THE"
PRINT" PREGNANCY,"
GOSUB 2299:IF K$="R" THEN 38ee
PRINT ")"
PRINT"
HORMONES AND BC PILLS ":PRINT :PRINT
PRINT " THE SMALL AMO~TS OF PROGESTOGEN"
PRINT" IN BIRTH CONTROL PILLS ARE NOT"
PR I NT " LI KEL Y TO CAUSE MALFORMATI ONS. " : PR I NT
PR I NT " STUD I ES HAVE BEEN CONTRAD I CTORY"
PRINT" AND CONFUSING,BUT IF THERE IS ANY"
PRINT " RI SK, IT MUST BE SMALL." :PRINT
PRINT " EXPOSURE TO DI ETHYLSTI LBESTEROL·
PRINT " CAN CAUSE CANCER OF THE VAGINA IN"
PRINT" FEMALE OFFSPRING."
GOSUB 2299:IF K$="R" THEN 3999
PRINT ")"
PRINT'
ANTIBIOTICS ":PRINT
PRINT "ALMOST ALL DRUGS USED TO TREAT"
PRINT" INFECTIONS ARE SAFE IN PREGNANCY,":PRINT
PRINT " DRUGS CONTAINING TRIMETHOPRIM AND"
PRINT" PYRIMETHAMINE MAY CAUSE MALFORMA-"
PRINT" TIONS.BRAND NAMES FOR THESE DRUGS"
PRINT" ARE: BACTRIM, SEPTRA, PROLOPRIM,"
PRINT" TRIMPLEX AND DARAPRIM.":PRINT
PRINT "TETRACYCLINE CAN CAUSE STAINING"
PRINT" OF TEETH, AND SHOULD BE AVOIDED,"
GOSUB 2299:IF K$="R" THEN 3169
PRINT ")"
PRINT"
ANESTHETICS ":PRINT :PRINT
PRINT" ANESTHETICS FOR SURGERY OR DENTAL"
PRINT" WORK DO NOT INCREASE THE RISK FOR"
PRINT" HAVING A DEFORMED INFANT.":PRINT
PRINT" WOMEN WHO WORK IN THE OPERATING"
PRINT" RO(J1 OR ARE EXPOSED TO GAS ANES-"
PRINT" THETICS,ESPECIALLY NITROUS OXIDE,"
PRINT" OVER A LONG PERIOD OF TIME, ARE"
PRINT· AT INCREASED RISK FOR ABORTION.'
GOSUB 2298:IF K$="R" THEN 3169
PRINT ")"
PR I NT "
DRUGS FOR NAUSEA ": PR I NT
PRINT" MANY STUDIES INVOLVING MANY HUN-"
PRINT" DREDS OF WOMEN , HAVE FAILED TO"
PRINT " SHOW AN INCREASED INCIDENCE OF"
PRINT" MALFORMATIONS.":PRINT
PRINT " IN SPITE OF OVERWHELMING SCIENTI-"
PRINT" FIC EVIDENCE AND 27 YEARS OF USE,"
PRINT " A RECENT COURT JUDGEMENT HAS CAU-"
PRINT" SED PUBLIC ALARM OVER THE SAFETY"
PRINT " OF THE MOST EFFECTIVE OF THESE"
PRINT" DRUGS IN PREGNANCY, BENDECTIN,"
PRINT "AND ITS MANUFACTURE
HAS BEEN"
PRINT " DI SCONTINUED."
GOSUB 2298 I IF K$=" R" THEN 3168
PRINT "}"
PRINT"
TRANQUILIZERS, SEDATIVES ":PRINT IPRINT
PRINT" TWO MAIN STUDIES HAVE PRODUCED"
PR I NT " CONFLI CTI NG RESULTS, BUT RISK, IF"
PRINT" IT EXISTS, IS SMALL." :PRINT
PR I NT " THE SAME TH I NG CAN BE SA I D ABOUT·
PRINT " MOOD ELEVATORS OR ANTI DEPRESSANTS, "
PRINT" WITH THE EXCEPTION OF LITHIUM." :PRINT
PRINT " BARBITURATES HAVE BEEN IN USE FOR"
PRINT " A LONG TIME AND ARE CONSI DERED"
PRINT" SAFE DURING PREGNANCY."
GOSUB 2299:IF K$="R" THEN 3169
PRINT "}"
PRINT"
ASPIRIN ":PRINT
PRINT" THERE IS NO ASSOCIATION BETWEEN"
PRINT" ASPIRIN AND MALFORMATIONS.":PRINT
PRINT" HOWEVER,ASPIRIN SHOULD BE AVOIDED"
PRINT " AFTER THE FIRST THREE MONTHS OF"
PRINT "PREGNANCY BECAUSE IT CAN CAUSE"
PRINT " THE PREGNANCY TO BE PROLONGED IF"
Listing 1 continued on page 114
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Listing 1 continued:

The p-System
Improvement
You've Been
Waiting For...

A Lower Price!
Compatible with the IBM PC, XT,
Corona, Columbia, Compaq, Colby,
Eagle, Hyperion and Texas
Instruments' Professional
We've taken $245 off the price of the NCI pSystem, the newest, fastest and most complete
p-System for the IBM PC and compatibles. For
only $595 the NCI p-System offers far more
features than the comparably-priced version
marketed by IBM. It uses the latest
implementation and has been recognized by
major software developers and reviewers as
being the best version available. *
The NCI p-System runs up to five times faster
than IBM's and is the only p-System that lets
you move files from PC DOS to the p-System
and vice versa. You also get many exclusive
utilities and the widest range of hardware
support and compatibility. Only the NCI pSystem includes technical support and new,
easy-to-reference documentation.
Special discounts are available for users who
have already purchased the IBM version and
want to upgrade to the NCI p-System. For full
details clip this coupon and send it to:

-------=-~-~~~
---~

Network Consulting Inc.

Ste. 110 -3700 Gilmore Way
Burnaby, B.G. Canada V5G 4M1
Phone (604) 430-3466

o I want to know more about Nc/'s p-System

o I own an IBM version

o Please send me dealer information
Name _______________________
Title ________________________
Company ___________________
Address _____________________
State ___

_ _ _ Zip ______

•Endorsements and reviews available Irom NCI. The p-System is a
trademark 01SoffTech MiClosystems, Inc. IBM PC and XT are
trademarks 01 In/emational Business Machines Corporation.
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4520
4530
4540
4550
4560
4570
4590
4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
4660
4670
4675
4680
4690
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750
4760
4770
4780
4799
4809
4819
4820
4839
4849
4859
4869
4879
4899
4909
4910
4929
4930
4940
4959
4968
4978
4980
4990
5890
5919
5829
5030
5940
5959
5860
5079
5980
5090
5100
5140
5150
5160
5170
5180
5199
5209
5210
5229
5230
5240
5259
5269
5270
5280
5290
538e

PRINT" TAKEN IN HIGH DOSES.":PRINT
PRINT" ASPIRIN MAY ALSO PROLONG LABOR,"
PRINT" AND IF TAKEN WITHIN ONE WEEK OF"
PRINT " DELIVERY, CAN CAUSE BLEEDING PROB-"
PRINT" LEMS IN THE MOTHER AND INFANT."
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3160
PRINT ")"
PRINT "
DRUGS TO BE AVOI DED
PRINT"
NEAR THE END OF PREGNANCY ":PRINT :PRINT
PRINT" SULFA DRUGS AND ASPIRIN CAN LEAD"
PRINT" TO JAUNDICE IN THE NEWBORN.":PRINT
PRINT "THE FOLLOWING DRUGS CAN LEAD TO"
PRINT" RUPTURE OF THE BABY ' S RED BLOOD"
PRINT" CELLS CAUSING ANEMIA: DRUGS FOR"
PRINT" MALARIA,
PHENACETIN (APC), SULFA"
PR I NT " AND NITROFURANTO IN . "
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3280
PRINT ")"
PRINT"
SMOKING ":PRINT
PRINT" SMOKING IS KNOWN TO BE A POSSIBLE"
PRINT" CAUSE OF PREMATURITY, AND IT MAY"
PRINT· ALSO INCREASE THE RISK OF SPONTA-"
PRINT U NEOUS ABORTION.":PRINT
PRINT" CHEWING TOBACCO AND NICOTINE CHEW-"
PRINT " ING GUM SHOULD NOT BE USED DURING"
PRINT" PREGNANCY.":PRINT
PRINT " CUTTING BACK ON THE NUMBER OF CI-"
PRINT· GARETTES SMOKED WILL HELP, IF YOU"
PRINT· CANNOT STOP ALTOGETHER."
GOSUB 2299:IF K$="R" THEN 3289
PRINT ")"
PRINT"
X-RAYS ":PRINT :PRINT
PRINT" THE AMOUNT OF RADIATION ABSORBED"
PRINT" FROM CHEST OR DENTAL X-RAYS IS"
PRINT " TOO SMALL TO HAVE ANY EFFECT ON"
PRINT" FETAL DEVELOPMENT. EVEN X-RAYS TO"
PRINT" THE PELVIS IN EARLY PREGNANCY DO"
PRINT • NOT PRODUCE ENOUGH RADIATION TO"
PRINT" CAUSE ANY MALFORMATION.":PRINT
PRINT· DURING PREGNANCY, Hcx.JEVER, A LEAD"
PRINT" SHIELD OR APRON SHOULD BE USED AS"
PRINT " A PRECAUTION."
GOSUB 2299:IF K$="R" THEN 32B8
PRINT ")"
PRINT "
FACTORS KNOWN TO CAUSE
PRINT·
DEFORMITIES IN THE FETUS ":PRINT
PRINT " MORE THAN 65'/. OF MALFORMATI ONS"
PRINT" HAVE UNKNOWN CAUSES, BUT PROBABLY"
PRINT" MOST HAVE MULTIPLE CAUSES, ONLY"
PRINT" 19% OF WHICH MAY BE ATTRIBUTED TO"
PRINT" DRUGS. THE OTHER 25% ARE DUE TO·
PR I NT • CHROMOSOME OR GENETI C PROBLEMS. " : PR I NT
PRINT" EVEN THALIDOMIDE PRODUCES DEFECTS"
PRINT " IN LESS THAN 25% OF EXPOSED OFF-"
PRINT" SPRING.":PRINT
PRINT" CYTOTOXIC DRUGS USED FOR CANCER"
PRINT " TREATMENT ARE THE OTHER CLASS OF"
PRINT" DRUGS THAT CAUSE MALFORMATIONS."
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3280
PRINT n)"
PRINT"
STREET DRUGS" :PRINT
PRINT" PREMATURITY AND LOW BIRTH WEIGHT"
PRINT n ARE COMMON AND INFANT MORTALTIY"
PRINT" IS INCREASED WITH USE OF HEROIN." :PRINT
PRINT " WITHDRAWAL EFFECTS AFTER DELIVERY"
PRINT" OR EVEN WHILE IN UTERO CAN CAUSE"
PRINT" FETAL DISTRESS AND DEATH.":PRINT
PRINT" NONE OF THE COMMON STREET DRUGS,"
PRINT" INCLUDING MARIJUANA, ARE KOWN TO·
PRINT " CAUSE ANY FETAL MALFORMATIONS."
GOSUB 2290:IF K$="R" THEN 3280
PRINT :PRINT "
YOU HAVE REACHED THE END·
PRINT "
OF THE PROGRAM "
GOSUB 22 98:IF K$="R" THEN 3280
GOTO 1010
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ongratulations! You not only
have a powerful new operating
system in Apple's* ProDOS, you can
now get an incredibly versatile
Clock/Calendar card to use with it .
PROCLOCI(l'M.

PROCLOCK is the first
Clock/Calendar designed for
ProDOS-based systems as well as
other Apples running DOS 3.3,
CP/M **, Pascal, Applesoft *, and
BASIC.
What's more, PROCLOCK fully
emulates Superclock II,
Thunderclock Plus and Apple
Clock *. So programs written for
these products can be used without
any modification.
Of course, PROCLOCK will timeand date-coding files. And consider
how much money you could save
by timing your modem to transmit
when the phone rates are cheapest.
You can even use PRO CLOCK as
part of an automatic appliance
control system.
Plus, PROCLOCK's powerful interrupt capabilities are invaluable to
programmers working with timesensitive routines and multi-tasking.
It can generate interrupts at intervals of 1 millisecond, 1 second, 1
Circle 314 on inquiry card.

minute, 1 hour, or any combination
of those. And all interrupts are
software-controlled and handled
through PROCLOCK's on-board PIA.
Spealting of software, you also get
a diskette full of sample programs,
utilities and applications like our
Time-Clock II job/time logging
program.
PROCLOCK even includes one
feature we don't expect anyone to
take advantage of-a lO-year lithium
battery that keeps the clock running
even if your computer is left off for
long periods of time .
But just try to keep away from
your Apple long enough to put that
to the test! With PROCLOCK, you 'll
have a whole new world of applications to explore. And plenty of time
to explore it. Because PROCLOCK is
a reliable, well-built piece of hardware . So well-built, it's backed by a
five-year warranty.
Ask your dealer about PROCLOCK. It's perfect timing for ProDOS users!
Another practical product from
Practical Peripherals-makers of
MICROBUFFERn~ PRlNTERF ACET'\~
GRAPHICARDT"; and SERlAU;"M.

PRACTICAL
PERIPHERALS
31245 La Baya Drive, Westlake Village, CA 91362
(818) 991-8200 • TWX 910-336-5431
• ProDOS , App le, Applesoft and App le Cloc k are reg istered
trademarks of Apple Co mpute rs, In c .• 'C P/M is a registered
trad ema rk of Digi ta l Resea rch. In c.
BYTE May 1984
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Text continued from page 108:

your patients access to the computer,
you may find this type of program
useful in another way; it can be used
by your staff to answer questions
posed by patients.
Letting a nurse or receptionist handle simple medical questions is a
common practice, but the aptness
and correctness of the response may
vary considerably depending on the
training and experience of the person
answering the questions. A program
s~ch as listing I, used by the office
staff to answer patient queries, can,
in effect, make use of the expert
knowledge and judgment of aphysician, even in his or her absence.
In essence, the program and not
the staff person supplies the answers.
Through the program, the logic and
rules of the expert applied to the base
of medical knowledge control the
response to the questions. The patients receive the answers you would
have given, just as if you were speaking to them directly. Full diagnostic
programs for large computers are
already in operation in some medical
centers. These programs, known as
"expert" systems, function in much
the same way. By interrogating for
signs. and symptoms and acting on
these with rules devised by professionals, the systems arrive at the most
likely diagnoses.

Adaptability to Other Computers
The Drugs in Pregnancy program
was written in Atari BASIC and requires less than 13K bytes of
memory. I chose the Atari because of
its inexpensive price and rugged construction, and because it could be
used without difficulty by anyone in
the waiting room. The program can
be easily rewritten in versions of
BASIC for other computers. Instructions helpful for such conversions are
given in the next section of this
article.
The program structure is not
limited to any particular field or topic.
By changing the wording of the
choices and the responses, you can
change the topic to heart disease, exercise physiology, or any other area.
By retaining its structure, the program will continue to operate as
before, adapted to the new subject.
116
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for your own computer. The followCor:tverting an Atari Program
If you are converting this program ing Atari commands and functions
for use on a computer other than the are explained in detail so that you can
Atari, you need to change or elimi- convert them to the equivalent funcnate some of the Atari-specific state- tions on your computer.
ments and commands. These are
The SETCOLOR statement chooses
hue and luminance. The
a
particular
mostly graphic commands and sym(7) is an abbreviated
question
mark
bols that differ from those of other
form
of
the
PRINT
statement. PRINT
computers. In the program listed,
they serve to change the colors of the #6 is a graphic statement that probackground and the borders of the duces enlarged characters on the
screen display. You could delete all screen. The GRAPHICS command
the graphic statement lines in the pro selects one of various graphic modes.
gram, and it would still convey the Since the Atari GRAPHICS cominformation.
mand also clears the screen, wherever you see this command in the
program you should substitute your
I chose the Atari
command to clear the
computer's
because of its
screen. Another Atari command also
inexpensive price and clears the screen: a PRINT statement
rugged construction.
followed by an arrow between double quotes. However, since most
In designing this program, I de- printers cannot print this arrow charvoted particular attention to making acter, another symbol for the clearit user-proof. Envisioning the user screen command appears in the
as someone with no previous ex- printout of the program listing. That
perience in operating a computer, symbol is"}" (right brace). Wherever
and considering the environment for you come across PRINT "} in prothe program's intended use, I at- gram listing I, you should also subtempted to make it as difficult as stitute your computer's clear-screen
possible to crash the program. The ' code.
program had to continue operation,
or right itself, if the user committed Explanation of the Program
a mistake. This goal was achieved to
Atari BASIC requires dimensioning
a point.
all string variables for the maximum
Practically all the keys are rendered length of the string. The DIM stateinoperable except the few that are ment, line 1010 CLR :DIM K$(l), reneeded for the user to make choices serves a certain number of memory
in the program. Because the office locations for the string variable K$.
computer does not operate with a Each character in a string requires 1
disk system, I found no practical way byte in memory. CLR clears the
to disable the Break or the System memory of all previously dimenReset keys other than to cover them sioned strings, arrays, and matrices.
with the message, "Do NOT press
Ordinarily, luminescence is rethis key:' All responses to the user duced and the colors are rotated to
choices are segregated into timed protect the screen if no one accesses
loops so that if a preset time limit is the keyboard after nine minutes. The
exceeded, the program will auto- POKE command, line 1020 POKE
matically restart at the beginning. 77,0, disables this function since the
This prevents the program from keyboard frequently goes unused for
freezing at a particular place if the this period of time. Instead, the prouser abandons it before its conclu- gram changes screens automatically
sion.
every 15 to 20 seconds while unatMost of the PEEK and POKE state- tended, so this protection feature is
ments are used to carry out the fool- not needed.
proofing. Since the PEEKs and
Line 1080 sets up a loop to keep the
POKEs are peculiar to the Atari, if display on the screen for 15 seconds
you need this kind of crash preven- and allows the user to break out of
tion, you will have to devise methods the loop to start the main program by
II
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pressing the Start key. The PEEK
command in this line monitors the
Atari console switches. When the
Start key is pressed, the program
branches to line 3000. If the Start key
is not activated within 15 seconds, the
loop terminates and the program
goes on to the next statement.
Line 1160 performs the same function for the second screen display,
and line IVO returns to the first
screen if the Start key is not activated.
Lines 2000 to 2370 are subroutines
and will be discussed in the sections
of the program that call them.
Line 3000 is the beginning of the
main program. A brief explanatory
message is displayed on the screen
followed by a menu of five drugs and
an option to go on to a list of additional drugs.
Line 3132 calls subroutine 2290.
(This input subroutine ends at 2370
unless an exit is made at one of the
earlier lines.) The subroutine displays
a menu of choices. A timing loop is
set up as before, while the PEEK 764
statements read the value of the last
key pressed. This function is similar
to that of the INKEY statement in
other versions of BASIC. The computer responds when the key is
pressed; the user need not hit the
Return or Enter key. The POKE statement restores the PEEK location to its
normal value of 255, and the character entered is storeri in the string

variable K$. If the character "e" is
entered, indicating that the user
wishes to choose one of the drugs
listed, the program returns to line
3132 and falls through the next two
statements to line 3134, where the
program control shifts to the subroutine starting on line 2120.
The subroutine at line 2120
prompts the user to enter a number
and sets up another timed loop. The
PEEK 764 statements that follow
again scan the keyboard for the numbers 1 through 5, store the chosen
number in the string variable K$, and
then return the program to line 3134.
Lines 2140 to 2172 will not respond to
any entry except the numbers 1
through 5. This is a further safeguard
against the program's being crashed
by an incorrect keystroke. Line 2180
restarts the program if keys 1 through
5 are not pressed within 15 seconds.
The second statement on line 3134
calls the subroutine at line 2250. This
subroutine checks to see if the
keyboard entry was a number from
1 to 5. If not, line 2250 displays an error message and sets an error flag in
variable K$; this returns the user to
the menu again for another input in
line 3140.
If all has gone well up to this point,
K$ contains the number associated
with the drug of choice. The conversion of this string value to a numerical value with the VAL function in

line 3150 causes the program to
branch to the appropriate routine
with the ON GOSUB statement. If
"R" was entered as a choice, the program will return to the previous
menu. If "M" was the choice, the
program will display the names of
more drugs by branching to the next
list of drugs.
The many subroutines, nested severallayers deep, may make following
the logic of the program difficult.
However, the memory stack keeps
track of all the subroutine calls and
returns each one to the proper address. The advantage of such a
method is that the user can move
from the beginning of the program to
the end in sequence, or jump back
and forth anywhere in between,
without being restricted to a one-way
path.
The remainder of the program contains the text for the choices available
to the user and further information
on the topic chosen. By changing the
textual content but retaining the
form, structure, and logic of the program, you can rewrite the contents to
deal with any topic that lends itself
to a list of choices with a response for
each one .•
George Zucconi, M.D., has a private OBIGYN
practice in San Diego, California. He has written
numerous articles and delivered lectures on the topic
of computers and medicine. He can be reached at
7808 EI Cajon Blvd., La Mesa, CA 92041.
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THE ESSENTIALS
The CompuPro H40 Disk Subsystem
When it comes to answering your data storage needs, CompuPro has the essential
components. Like our H40 Hard Disk Subsystem with Disk 3 1M controller and our Disk lAir"
controller. They're the IEEE 696/5-100 products that will keep you and your system on the
cutting edge of computing for years to come . Each reflects the most advanced technology
available. And that's what you've come to expect from CompuPro. Because we 've built
our reputation on quality components like these for more than a decade.

~M. Our high-performance floppy disk controller handles any combination of up to
" . four 8" or 5'/4" drives. The Disk lA is perfectly suited for the highest level single
or mUlti-user microcomputer system. It features state-of-the-art LSI architeaure, high-speed DMA interface,
and complete compatibility with CPIM-80™, CP/M-86~ CP/M-68J(TM, CPIM@
8-16™, MPIM™8-16TM, and
Concurrent CPIM™8-16TM operating systems.

DISK 1

T~ Our hard disk controller, which supports as many as four 5'/4" Winchester drives,

DISK 3

• achieves new levels of performance for multi-tasking systems. The Disk 3's
many features include transfer of each disk sector using high speed "burst mode" DMA,
and a channel processor for independent seeking, reading and writing, as well as
the capability to transfer large blocks of data between disk and memory
with a single command . Compatible with the same operating
systems as Disk 1A.

HARD DISK
SUBSYSTEM:

Here's the essential peripheral for your microcomputer. The H40 has a single 8" floppy drive
-a Oume Trak 842™ that's double-sided doub/edensity with 1.2 Mbytes of formatted capacity-and a
Ouantum 0540™ 5 1/4" hard disk with 40 Mbytes of unformatted storage, allowing both floppy disk and hard
disk operation in a single unit. Assembled in our famous disk
enclosure, the H40 is compatible with the IEEE 696 standard.

You can learn even more about making the most of
your microcomputer by sending for our free catalog. In
it, you'll find components and systems that can improve
the way you work. And why CompuPro Is essential to you.

The Essential Computer™
See us at COMDEX/Spring '84, booth #8010.

(~mpuPro®
A GODBOUT COMPANY

3506 Breakwater Court, Hayward, CA 94545
(415) 786-0909

CPIM and CPIM-86 are registered trademarks and CPIM·SO and CPIM·68K are trademarks of Digital Research Inc. CP/M 8·16. MP/M 8·16 and Concurrent CP/M 8-16 are compound trademarks
of Digital Research Inc. and CompuPro. Disk I A . Disk 3 and The Essential Computer are trademark s of CompuPro. Oume Trak 842 is a trademark of Oume Corporation. Ouantum 0 540 is a
trademark of Ouantum Corporation. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. © 1984 CompuPro
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The Microcomputer
as ·a Decision-Making Aid
A computer can help you make decisions at work, but only if you
know what to expect
Peter Callamaras
u.s. Air Force
The phrase "decisions, decisions,
decisions:' used either in jest or in
response to real frustrations, bears
special significance. It has come to be
a common, sometimes satiric, way of
identifying one source of our problems. In this case, the source of irritation is the fact that the decisions we
have to make have a way of piling up,
demanding our time and attention,
and seemingly never becoming manageable. The average person takes for
granted the ability to make complex
decisions. From the time we get up
(what to wear today?), through the
morning (which route to work?),
afternoon (what'S for lunch?), and
evening (more dessert?), we are presented with choices, and we constantly make decisions. Throughout
the day we make simple decisions
about our personal well-being, even
while we are engaged in professional
activities. At some point this constant
decision making can cause "decision
overload:' We get tired, our concentration suffers, and we start making
mistakes.

our emotional state. A classic example of decision overload and its
possible dangers is a doctor's misdiagnosis.
A second problem related to decision making is the amount of time it
takes. Assimilating all the information relevant to a decision can slow
the whole process. Add to that the
fact that the volume of information
keeps growing. In fact, things change
too quickly for many of us to keep up,
especially in a busy work environment.
With the need to make more and
better decisions, and because of the
time involved in wading through so
much data, we obviously need some
way to reduce the burdens of professional decision making. Microcomputers provide a means of satisfying
these needs.
Microcomputers can simplify decision making, speed up the process of
choosing between alternatives, and
help ensure the accuracy of each
decision.

Levels of Decision Making
The Problems
The combination of being overburdened with decisions and making
a series of bad choices will frustrate
most of us. More important, when
we're at work this problem can have
consequences far beyond its effect on
122
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There are three levels of decision
making: operational, managerial,
and strategic. Microcomputers can be
of great value at all three levels.
Most operational-level decisions involve the specific needs of the decision maker. These decisions make up

the majority of our routine choices.
They usually are standardized in our
daily activities. Operational-level
decisions require detailed information, but the data is readily available
and its conversion into decisionmaking information is often subconscious. We have a set of "canned"
responses for these decisions and we
often can delegate their execution.
The typical advice to a cold sufferer,
"take aspirin and drink plenty of
liquids," is a delegated canned
decision.
Managerial-level decisions require
a broader base of information. The
decision maker must rely on his prior
experience, training, and instincts.
Managerial-level decisions cannot be
delegated, but they can be substantially speeded up. For instance, a
lawyer about to accept a new case
may have a general idea of what it
concerns. However, the lawyer can't
give his client any legal advice until
all the data concerning the case is in.
The client can help the lawyer by giving him detailed and specific information.
Strategic-level decisions require a
wide range of information. These
decisions usually are made after long
periods of thought and planning and
they often require the generation of
completely new data. For example,
the chief space-shuttle program

engineer probably had to "im_
agineer" some of its aspects from
technology that was either immature
or still speculative when the program
began. Thus, the majority of strategic
decisions are heuristic (trial and error) and cannot be standardized,
canned, or delegated. (For a more
detailed discussion of the three levels
of decision making, see Information
Chapter 20, by D. Hussain and K.
Hussain, Homewood, IL: Richard D.
Irwin Inc., 1981.)

It also takes time to enter necessary
background information into your
computer. Many ads for financialmanagement programs, for example,
only describe the output you can
generate and don't dwell on the time
it takes to input the information you
need to get those impressive printouts. If it took you an entire year to
spend the money you are now trying
to account for, you can expect that it
will take a great deal of time and
effort to put your spending history
into the computer.

Time and the Microcomputer

Some Helpful Solutions

Processing Systems for Management,

Work time is one of our most
precious resources and also one of
the most difficult to conserve. Microcomputers can help us reduce the
time we have to spend on the decision-making process by gathering
data and converting it into usable information. Once we have all the information we need, we can concentrate on our most prudent course of
action.
Computers can bound a problem
and ensure that we have the information we need to make a decision at
our fingertips. If the decision is
routine, computers can provide a
canned response and you can get on
with more important matters. However, it will take time to integrate a
computer into your professional life.
First, you have to decide whether
you really want to add a computer to
your set of professional tools. Then
you have to decide what to buy.
Next, you have to learn how to
operate the hardware and interact
with the software. Current literature,
particularly advertisements, can lead
you to believe that you can become
proficient at operating a microcomputer in a few hours. This is not so.
While you can learn to manipulate
the keyboard and turn out some useful products in short order, you will
not get the full benefit of the microcomputer until operating it becomes
second nature to you. Compare this
to oil painting. Until you master the
basic techniques of applying the
paint to the canvas, shading, mixing,
etc., you will not have complete
freedom of creativity. The same holds
true for a computer system.

In the past, two data-processing
disciplines aimed at satisfying the
needs of decision makers have been

Any professional who
has to work with
finances and is not
using a computer
system is wasting
valuable time.
management information systems
(MIS) and decision support systems
(DSS) . An MIS is a large data-gathering system. You define your data
needs and set up a method of gathering it. The DSS is a refinement of the
MIS applied to an individual's
decision-making needs. An analogy
can be found to a microcomputer if
you imagine starting with a database
management system (MIS) and then
designing a set of tailored reports
(DSS) based on the MIS data.
For another example, look at your
annual tax return and your checkbook as an MIS and a DSS, respectively. Your tax return should contain
all your financial data in one handy
form . You can use it to gauge your
financial health and make plans for
the coming year. You use this MIS to
create budget categories for the
following year (checkbookIDSS). You
then use these budget categories for
specific financial decisions. Balancing
your checkbook at the end of the
month tells you how much you spent
in relation to how much you had. You
can then break out the totals for each
budget category and take a detailed

look at your spending for the month .
Then, if necessary, you can make adjustments for the next month .
In the past, both MIS and DSS systems had to be implemented on large
computers. Today, most professionals
can obtain the benefits of an MIS/
DSS with a good microcomputer system.

How the Microcomputer Helps
Any professional who has to work
on finances and is not using a computer system is wasting valuable
time. This applies particularly to professionals in business for themselves.
When reviewing financial activities,
the computer makes it easy to compare the money that is coming in
with the money that is owed. If there
are discrepancies, a computerized
financial-management system allows
yO\; to go back and locate the source
of the problems. If things are going
well, you can use a spreadsheet program to speculate on possible future
directions. A microcomputer also can
make tax planning an easy, ongoing
exercise that maximizes income and
minimizes payments.
A computerized inventory system
can also be of help to the professional. For example, you can establish
a set of routine procedures for ordering supplies. If it takes a week to
receive a high-consumption item,
you can use the computer to determine when to place the order. One
way this can be done is through the
application of the economic order
quantity (EOQ) method. With EOQ
you create a model of your consumption patterns and compare them with
your ordering/receiving patterns. The
result is an indication of the best time
to place orders. Accurate and timely
order placement ensures that a minimum amount of inventory will be on
hand to satisfy operating needs and
that you will never run out of something. The stock stays fresh and
storage costs decline. This also turns
inventory control into a set of operational-level decisions that then can
be delegated to a subordinate.
Microcomputers can perform complex statistical analyses. Engineers
routinely perform statistical analyses
of the failure rates of materials or
BYTE May 1984
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Teleprocessing through the phone
system opens a whole new world to
the microcomputerized decision
maker. For those who need a great
deal of information, the growing
number of on-line data services can
be a godsend. An on-line data service
can be viewed as a specialized library
in a computer. There are several
medical libraries, for example, that
allow doctors to make more accurate
diagnoses or prescribe more effective
medication.
On-line data services for lawyers,
such as Westlaw, contain a vast body
of judicial decisions. These services
can reduce the drudgery of wading
through all the material that is potentially applicable to a legal question .
The search capability allows a lawyer
to put in a set of key words and anything relating to those words is
returned.

components they want to use. The
results allow them to accept or reject
the materials. Once the acceptance/
rejection criteria are determined,
materials selection can be reduced to
a canned routine.
For professionals who travel a great
deal, trip planning can be made
easier with a transportation model
(TM) . The TM can also determine the
most economical route for product
deliveries. For those whose business
it is to move people or things around
the country, the decision again can be
converted into a set of canned control types and delegated.
Another type of software can aid
planning and scheduling by providing a pictorial representation of the
task at hand. Once the necessary
events are determined, the computer
generates a graph of the events along
a time line. As time passes, the completion of a specific task can be
tracked against the graph and corrective action can be taken as needed.
One of the better known of these
time-line graph programs is the
critical-path method (CPM).
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The more decisions you reduce,
standardize, and delegate, the less
time decision making will take. The
more data you gather, the more in-
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Peter Callamaras, an Air Force officer, can be
reached at AFCClEPPB Scott AFB, IL 62225. He
recently received his master's degree in systems
management. He has been interested in computers
since 1966 and was the service-department manager
of a computer store.
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formation you will have available to
make the best possible decisions. The
microcomputer's ability to play "what
if" gives you trial-and-error results
without forcing you to live with the
consequences of poor decisions.
The cost of microcomputers now is
generally low enough to be affordable to most professionals. Learning
to use one properly takes time, but
it is worth the investment. The documentation that accompanies most
hardware and software is getting better. With clearer instructions, it takes
less time to get "up to speed:' There
is plenty of software available to support decision making, and there are
more decision-making packages coming out all the time. The key question
is, Can you afford not to start using
a computer to aid in your decision
making?
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WHY DEC AND INTEL
CHOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS
C-COMPILER.
DEC and INTEL wanted the best C technology available, with excellent code density, supporting the full C
language and their specific operating environmentsall at a competitive price.
They found it all at Mark Williams.

WHY YOU SHOULD
CHOOSE THE MARK WILLIAMS
C-COMPILER.
Our C-compiler supports the dominant 16-bit microcomputers-68000, PDP-H, Z8000, 8086-with a proven
reliable, high-technology product. We are shipping
versions of C for a large number of environments including CP/ M and PC DOS. Both cross and native compilers
are available.
Call us for the distributor nearest you. OEM's should
contact us directly about their specific requirements.
Mark Williams Company,
1430 West Wrightwood, Chicago, Illinois 60614,
312/ 472-6659 .

Mark
Williams
•

Circle 405 on inquiry card .

Company
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eWa11gPC.
ehardware
that brings out the
best in so are.

~

The Wang Professional Computer runs
hundreds of the most common business
applications.
And almost all of the most
popular software programsincluding Visi On ,T" Lotus 1-2-3,®
TK!Solver,T " Multiplan T" and
Peachtree."
And because the Wang
Professional Computer is more
powerful than most other personal
computers-including the IBM PCit runs all of these programs better.
Applications are more responsive.
1IJ~!~~liilfj; Screens are faster.
i.iJ
The graphics are sharper.
In fact, many software
companies have told us they prefer
to see their software demonstrated
~~~~~~~
on the Wang Professional Computer.
Which is only natural. Everybody
\,:;::~~~~'\ likes to look their best.
For a demonstration of the
Wang Professional Computer, call
1-800-225-9264. Or write to:
Wang Laboratories, Inc., Business
Executive Center, One Industrial
Avenue, Lowell , MA 0185l.
Visi On is a trademark of VisiCorp. Lotus 1-2-3
is a registered trademark of Lotus Development Corp. TK'Solver is a trademark of Software Arts Inc. Multiplan is a trademark of
Microsoft Corp. Peachtree is a trademark
of Peachtree Software Inc.

---_._-

WANG
The Office Automation
Computer People.
BY6
© 1984 Wang Laboratories. Inc.

Benchmarking
Business-Modeling Software
These guidelines will help you compare
the functions and speed of business-modeling software
William Hession and Malcolm Rubel
Performance Dynamics Associates
When you want to fasten two
boards together, you usually use a
nail. To drive the nail through the
boards you need a tool-preferably a
hammer. The heel of a shoe might
sometimes work, but it is hardly
satisfactory where many nails are involved. You use a hammer because
it is the best tool to perform the required tasks.
The process of selecting computer
software, specifically businessmodeling software (such as spreadsheet programs), can be likened to
the hammer and nail problem. The
software is your tool, but you need
to have the right program to suit your
modeling needs. Business-modeling
software is a general-purpose tool;
the added features of a specific program make it either more or less
suited to different modeling tasks.
Selecting business-modeling software is therefore complicated and
prone to error. Benchmarks, or standard references, can simplify your
evaluation of individual programs.

Alternative Selection Procedures
There are four distinct approaches
to selecting software; each has its
own strengths and weaknesses.
1. The "Dealer Demonstration" Approach. This involves going to a dealer
for product demonstrations. While
you can view excellent demonstra-

tions at reputable dealers, you will be
exposed only to the programs the
dealer stocks and sells. These demonstrations will not necessarily be
specific to your individual needs.
When you go to a demonstration it
is essential that you have a clear and
concise idea of your needs, so that
you can ask the salesperson to show
you products that can meet your requirements.
One drawback to this approach is
that the salesperson may be unfamiliar with all but one or two products. Thus the salesperson may try to
"force fit" your needs to the products
he is familiar with. If the salesperson
can't tell you about alternative products, you may make a poor purchase
decision.
You also should not be afraid to ask
the salesperson questions. Although
you may think your questions are
unimportant, they can be vital. Unasked, they go unanswered.
2. The "Talk to a Friend" Approach.
Probably the most common way to
choose software is on a friend's
recommendation. Usually the person
making the recommendation has no
incentive to sell you something but
is well versed in the uses of the product and can recommend it with
authority. If you are lucky enough to
know someone with the same software needs as you, this approach can

be of some value. Problems arise if
the person recommending the product did not make an optimal purchase decision or has task requirements that are substantially different
from yours.
3. The "Read the Reviews" Approach.
Many people evaluate businessmodeling software by reading reviews on the different programs
available. Most reviewers spend a
considerable amount of time using
the program they are reviewing and
are truly knowledgeable about the
type of software involved. However,
the writer cannot help bringing personal bias into the review.
Each reviewer has preconceived
ideas about what a specific type of
software should include, and has his
own approach to reviewing a product. A reviewer also has a set of problems that he wants the product to
solve. Consequently, it is difficult to
get an unbiased and comparable set
of evaluations by reading a series of
reviews by different authors.
One factor that reviewers tend to
overemphasize is a product's "userfriendliness:' To one person, "friendliness" could mean that the program
prompts the operator at every command and asks for confirmation on
every move. To another, this same
"friendliness" could mean hours of
tedium and frustration. "UserBYrE May 1984
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friendly" is not an absolute term; it
is relative to the user's experience,
temperament, and environment.
The first three approaches to selecting software draw your attention to
the product's capabilities, simplicity
of operation, utilities, special features, and the number of tasks it can
perform. Unfortunately, they do not
take into consideration the tasks you
need to perform and whether the
product can accomplish them.
The fourth method of product
evaluation and selection, benchmarking, enables you to consider your
needs first .

The Benchmark Approach
To use the benchmark approach to
choose your business-modeling software, start by defining the jobs you
want done and then describe what
you need in a product to perform
these tasks. Once your needs are
defined and you develop a suitable
set of benchmarks, you can compare
products based on your own specifications.
We use the term "benchmark"
when evaluating software with a defined standard against which each
software package is compared. Our
benchmark is also split into two
separate sections: functional comparisons and speed comparisons.
Functional comparisons, by far the
most important, deal with the capabilities of a specific program to perform a specific task. Speed comparisons deal only with the individual
program's speed and efficiency in
performing a defined operational
task. Speed comparisons are important only if the tasks defined involve
massive data manipulations, substantial internal calculations, and/or many
iterations. In general, this criterion
becomes inconsequential when compared to the program's functional
benchmarks and its simplicity of
operation.
It is important to differentiate
benchmarking from more traditional
product-review techniques. Conventional reviews are characterized by
implicit, rather than explicit, standards. You may not know why a reviewer gave a high or low mark to a
specific capability of a program, you

just know that he did. You are left to
rely on the reviewer's judgment.
Conventional reviews traditionally
cover only one product and, if any
comparisons are made, they are
usually ad hoc and do not have a
valid foundation. Also, although
reviewers' biases do exist, they are
not annotated in the review.
Because different reviews are done
by different people, it is virtually impossible to make comparisons of the
products.
Benchmarking, on the other hand,
is characterized by explicit standards.
You mayor,may not be interested in
the tasks being benchmarked, but
you can at least see what the tasks do
and weigh their importance.
Benchmarks make it easy to compare products and evaluate their differences in functionality and speed .
Biases in a benchmark (which are
certain to exist because the benchmark represents only one perception
of what is important) are evident in
the required modeling task. If the
problem set does not adequately represent your individual needs you are
free to ignore the comparisons.
Benchmarks are goal oriented.
They are set up to determine whether
a product can perform a predefined
series of tasks. They are not set up to
find out everything a product can do.
As such, they are limited, but they
are comprehensive within their own
problem set.
To benchmark business-modeling
software you must develop the
benchmark and apply it to a specific
product.

Benchmark Development and Use
You should begin your benchmark
development process with a thorough
examination of the broad spectrum of
business-modeling software. Payattention not only to what is being
modeled but also to how it is being
modeled; also note who created the
software and for what purpose.
Business modeling can be broken
into several different categories.
These categories represent the different tools, or capabilities, the software makes available to you. To select
software properly you have to be able
to define the tasks to be performed.

The software must be able to perform
those that are required.
A business-modeling tool kit comprises several groups of tools: simple
models, advanced simulation models,
statistical tools for analysis and
forecasting, special mathematical and
business functions for modeling and
analysis, and a generalized programming capability for user-developed
functions and applications.
Elementary applications using
ledger-sheet formats for the analysis
of business performance require
basic spreadsheet-modeling capabilities. The spreadsheet model, with its
row/column modeling and basic arithmetic functions, provides the tool for
the "quick and dirty" analyses so
often required in business. When
combined with an ability to link or
consolidate sheets, this tool proves
useful in report and simple accounting consolidations.
More sophisticated applications,
based on large, complex equation
systems, require modeling tools explicitly designed for developing and
solving these types of problems.
Modeling software for these tasks
should include the capability to automatically order equations for a solution and the ability to solve both
recursive and more complex circular
or simultaneous model relationships.
In addition, "what-if?" and "goalseeking" features should be supported to aid model analysis. A sensitivity analysis (what-if?) feature
allows you to vary assumptions and
provides the means to examine the
model's reactions to alternative assumptions. Goal seeking, also called
backward solution, lets you determine what actions are necessary to
achieve specified model outcomes.
To analyze past business patterns
and to forecast future results; a basic
statistical ability is required in modeling software. Minimum features
should include basic statistics for
analysis-mean, variance, standard
deviation, simple correlation, forecasting tools such as linear regression, and simple time-series analysis
functions such as moving averages or
expo nential smoothing routines.
Applications in business or financial analysis-for example, invest-

ment evaluation, capital budgeting,
or profitability studies-are facilitated
by special business mathematics
functions. The calculation of net present values, internal rates of return,
and depreciation and amortization
schedules are a few of the more important business and financial functions. These functions may be tested
directly in the problem set but must
also be covered completely in a
benchmark's questionnaire section to
ensure that they are properly highlighted.
Developing custom business
models and modeling applications
sometimes requires the use of special
formulas and procedures not always
available in business-modeling packages. To meet this need, modeling
software often provides a high-level
programming capability. The modeling language should provide a full
range of conditional functions and
the usual programming constructs.
Features permitting user-definable
functions and subprograms are helpful for the larger tasks.
If it is to be useful, the benchmark
problem set must address all different types of modeling applications. Simplify the models you are
testing to their bare minimum to ensure that you test only the program's
ability to perform a specific function,
not its ability to perform a big job. If
you keep the program simple you will
also be able to apply it to your own
needs more easily. The text box, "A
Simple Financial Modeling Problem;'
on page 130, shows an example of
one problem from the benchmark
problem set designed simply to test
a program's abilities.
From the range of business-modeling software that is available you can
select those tools that are of primary
importance to your work. From this
list, you also can determine if there
are other modeling tools you would
like to have, given their availability.
You can then go through the list of
products available to you and discard
those that do not meet your criteria.
This reduces the list of possible purchases to a reasonable length .
At this point, you can examine each
program's support of its tools. The
benchmark problem set and ques-

A Simple Financial Modeling Problem
The Universal Products Corp. wishes to develop a simple financial model of a pro forma
income statement. The model will be simulated for five periods.
Exercise A
Develop and run the model, generating the pro forma income statement shown below.
Please attempt to replicate the report format as closely as possible. Save the report to disk
and print it. Save the command file to disk and print it. l.izbel the model and printed output
EXA.l. l.izbel the command file and output EXA.2.
UNIVERSAL PRODUCTS INC.
Projected Income Statement

Operating and other revenue
Cost of goods sold

1984
Revenue

1985
Revenue

1986
Revenue

1987
Reven ue

1988
Reven ue

120,000

144,000

172,800

207,360

248,832

96,000

115,200

138,240

165,888

199,066

tionnaire should address a series of
questions on how well each program
works to support its problem,solving
abilities.
You should design the benchmark's
questionnaire to answer these important questions: who is doing the
modeling, and for what purpose?
You must ask questions about the
documentation and output presentation. If you want the product to be a
personal productivity tool, you will
not ask the same benchmark questions as you would if the product is
to be used by several people of differing skill levels. Your questionnaire
should consider the following:

---- ---

Earnings before interest and taxes

24, 000

28,800

34,560

41,488

49,766

Interest expense

30,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Earnings before taxes

(6,000)

18,800

24,560

31,488

39,766

0

9,400

12,280

15,744

19,883

-------

-------

9,400

12,280

15,744

19,883

------Taxes
Net income

(6,000)

-------

The relationships on which the model is based are given be/ow:
REV = 1. 2 x lagged REV
CGS = 0.8 x REV
EBIT = REV - CGS
INT = $30,000 in period #1, $10,000 thereafter
EBT = EBIT - INT
DlX = 0.5 x EBT if EBT is > 0, otherwise DlX = 0
NET = EBT - DlX
Notes: Period 0 is 1983, period 1 is 1984 and so on. All lags are one-period lags. Initial
revenue is assumed throughout the exercise to be $100,000. That is, REV for Period 0 =
$100,000.
Exercise B
Assume now that revenue growth is 30 percent in years 1984, 1985, and 1986 and 50
percent in 1987 and 1988. Retrieve the model from disk, run it, and generate a new income
statement in the same report format. Save the new report to disk and print it. Label this
EXB.1. Save the command file to disk and then print it. Label these EXB.2 .
Exercise C
Assume now that interest expenses are $20,000 per year for 1984-1988. Alter the model
to reflect this new assumption (while maintaining the assumptions of exercise B). Run
the model and generate an income statement similar to the one above. Save the report
to disk and output it to the printer. Label these files EXC.l. Save the command file to disk
and print it. Label these files EXC.2.
Exercise D
This question tests your product's ability to perform goal seeking, or the backward solution
of the model. Use the model saved in exercise A. Find out what revenue would have to
have been in 1984 if the net income will be $25,000 in 1985. Run the report, save it to
disk, and print it. Label these files EXD.l. Save the command file to disk and print it.
l.izbel these files EXD.2 .
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oDocumentation-Is it complete, easy
to read, and indexed? Does it give
operator instructions for novices? Is
there a tutorial or a reference card?
Does it offer on-screen help?
oData Input-Can data input into a
model be simplified so that it can be
done by a third party? Can forms be
designed for input on screen? What
is data editing like?
oData Management- Can specific information be changed, modified, or
copied? How? Is information easily
retrieved? Can models easily access
data?
oFunctions and Utilities- What tools,
both arithmetic and statistical, are
available to assist you in developing
and running your models? Some programs provide many specific functions such as net present value or
variance. Others may require the
operator to define the functions with
many lines of code.
oReport Writing-What capabilities
does the program have to output the
finished report?
oGraphics-Does the program have
the ability to present your information graphically? If so, in how many
ways? What output devices are supported? Can you do color work?
An example of part of a function
questionnaire is given in table 1. The
set of questions that you ask should
be comprehensive. The more points
of differentiation between the varying programs, the easier it will be to
reduce the set of possible choices to
a final few.

CONTROL16s~oOUSERS

WITH 1ADIT BOARD

ADIT. There's nothing else like it on the market. It's an
intelligent I/O board with its own operating system
that lets you control up to 16 different terminals,
modems or printers. Or link your local network up to
four other systems simply and inexpensively. And all
this from a single slot in your S-IOO bus. Now that's
efficient!
ADIT gives you many extras. It allows you to
upgrade to a multi-user system and expand as your
needs grOW-without performance degradation. The
on-board 6MHZ Z80S supports DMA operations to
off-load the host CPU. Multi-tasking firmware supports
UNIX, MP/ Mand AMOS operating systems. It complies
fully with IEEE 696.
There's much more to tell you about ADIT than space allows. And it is only one of Macrotech's products designed to maximize the performance of your S-IOO system. The MAX Dynamic
Memory, for instance, gives you up to I Mbyte of memory for all your system memory and virtual
disk applications-again from a single slot. And our newly developed dual-processor, CPU board.
It uses a 16-bit 80286 and an 8-bit Z80S to provide
Macrotech
unprecedented speed and power from a single slot.
lnternatiOnal Corp.
That's effiCiency, too.
9551 Irondal e Avenue
Call or write us today, and ask about these
Chatsworth, CA 91311
products.
Phone: (818) 700-1501

Iiil

Circle 247 on inquiry card .

Deale r/ Dislribul0rs: Priority One Electronics, (ROO) 423-5922 . (2 13) 709-5 111 / John O. O"cn s Ass()c., (2 12) 448-6298
In England: Fulcrum ( Europe ) (062 1) 828·763
UN IX is :J rc~istcred tra dema rk of Bell Labo ratories, Inc. / MPj MIs a regis tered IrJdemark of Digital Research I AMOS Is a registered tradem:l. rk of Alph a Microsystems

Narrowing the Field
Once you have discarded programs
that do not meet basic tool and function criteria, you must subject the remaining programs to "test drives:' At
this point, you can profitably consult
a dealer or friend who has the program.
When consulting a dealer about a
targeted product, it is important that
you ask specific questions about it
and that you set up and solve specific
problems. If the salesperson is reluctant to do this, ask if you can conduct
your own demonstration. At this
point, you should determine how
well the programs you have selected
work for you. Get as much hands-on
experience as you can before making
a purchase.
It may seem like we have made the
process of selecting a business-

modeling program overly complicated, but when you consider your
investment in a program, not only in
actual but also in implied dollars
(learning the program, setting up
data files and models, and getting
used to working with the program),
your time and effort spent researching and selecting it is inSignificant.
The benchmark process can help you
compare programs objectively and
arrive at the proper purchase decision .•
Malcolm Rubel is president and William Hession
is executive vice-president of PerjomlUnce Dynamics
Associates (305 Madison Ave., New York, NY 10165),
a marketing-consulting finn specializing in software
marketing. They are also the authors of The Performance Guides to Business Software, a series
of books benchmarking word-processing, business-modeling, and database-management software..
The books will be published by McGraw-Hill in 1984.

Sample Product Function Questions
Does the product have any of these Boolean and control functions:

EQUALS (=)?
GREATER THAN (»?
LESS THAN «)?
GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO (~)?
LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO (:~)?
NOT EQUAL TO (*)?
AND?
OR?
NOT?
IF . .. THEN ... ELSE?
NESTED IF .. . THEN?
TRUE?
FALSE?
Does the product have any of the following business functions:

NET PRESENT VALUE?
FUTURE VALUE?
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN?
PAYBACK PERIOD?
AMORTIZATION?
DEPRECIATION :
STRAIGHT LINE?
DOUBLE DECLINING BALANCE?
SUM OF THE YEARS DIGITS?
Does the product have any of the following stati stical functions:

MAXIMUM?
MINIMUM?
MEAN?
MODE?
MEDIAN?
VARIANCE?
STANDARD DEVIATION?
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS?
SIMPLE LINEAR REGRESSION?
MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION?
MOVING AVERAGE?
EXPONENTIAL SMOOTHING?
RANDOM -NUMBER GENERATOR?
Indicate any additional functions that are included in the product.

Table 1: Part of a questionnaire for evaluating business-modeling software.
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Enter CompuServe's
Electronic Mall
and shop at your
convenience in these
exciting departments.
T"

The Micro Mart
The Department Stores
The Travel Agent
The Book Bazaar
The Record Emporium
The Photo Booth
The Software Shop
The Financial Market
The Magazine Kiosk
The Gardening Shed
The Newsstand

A sample of the
companies participating
in CompuServe's
Electronic MaIlT"includes:
Amdek
American Airlines
American Express
NiT Research
Bantam
CBS Publishing
CDEX
Colonial Penn
Commodore
Computer World
Digital Equipment
dilithium Press
800 Software
Heath
Hertz
E.F Hutton
Inmac
Innovative Software
Magazine Supply House
Manufacturer's Hanover Trust
McGraw-HilI
Metropolitan Life
Microsoft
Miracle Computing
Misco
Newsnet
Official Airline Guide
Pan American Electronics
Peachtree Software
Practical Peripherals
Program Store
Professional Color Labs
RCA Record Clubs
Record World
Sears
Select Information Exchange
Sim Computer Products
Software Advisor
Stark Brothers
Supersoft
MaxUle
Vanguard
VisiCorp
Ziff-Davis
Merchants and manufacturers who want to
participate in the Electronic Mall" may contact:
Stephen A. Swanson, LM, Berry & Co.,
P.O. Box 6000, Dayton, OH 45401,
(513) 296-2015.

Introducing the
first computer shopping
service that brings you
convenience, savings
and enjoyment
Here's your chance to expand the
practical uses of your personal computer.
Sign up for CompuServe and shop in
our new Electronic Mall Ies easy to use. It
tells you more about the products you're
buying. It lets you order faster. And ies
totally unique.
CompuServe's new Electronic MaliN
offers you all these shopping
innovations.
- I~s enormous! So it gives you in-depth
information on thousands of goods and
services, and lets you buy even hard-to-find
merchandise. - Its unique "Feedback" service lets you ask the merchants themselves
specific questions. - It's incredibly efficient in
ordering the products and services you want

- Its special discount opportunities make it
economicaL purchase after purchase. - And
its name-brand metchants assure you of
top-quality merchandise.
Make the CompuServe Electronic
MallIS-Minute Comparison Test
What you can do in 15 minutes shopping
the Electronic Mall way.

• Call up on your computer screen full
descriptions of the latest in computer .
printers. for instance.
• Pick one and enter the order command.
• Check complete descriptions of places to
stay on your next vacation.
• Pick several and request travel brochures.
• Access a department store catalog and
pick out a wine rack, tools, toys ... any
thing!
• Place your order.
What you can do in 15 minutes shopping
the old way.

• Round up the family and get in the car.

The Electronic Mall, a valuable
addition to the vast world of
CompuServe.
CompuServe's Consumer Information
Service brings you shopping information,
entertainmen~ personal communications
and more.
You can access CompuServe with almost any computer and modem, terminal
or communicating word processor.
To receive your illustrated guide to
CompuServe and learn how to subscribe,
call or contact. ..

CoDlpuServe
Consumer tnformatlon Service
P.O. Box 20212
5000 Arlington Centre Btvd.
Columbus. OH 43220

800·848·8199
In Ohio call 614-457-0802

Circle 91 on Inquiry card.
The Electronic Man- is a cooperative venture between CompuServe Inc., and L.M. Berry & Company.

An H & R Block Company

Apple's®new baby has
It's called Macintosh. And it
has our brains and a lot of our
personality.
We're called Microsoft~ And .
our part of Macintosh is five new
programs that are bright, intuitive,
outgoing,understanding and born
_~_ __ ~ to perform.
Microsoft BASIC
O
on Apple's new Macintosh
ur pn·e,d
your·JOy.
Taking advantage of Macintosh's mouse and rich
graphics, we've designed
software that works like
you, even thinks like you. p.-,:=~-~..w
All our programs share
~~=====;!I
the same plain English
Microsoft Multiplan
Microsoft Chart
commands. So what once took days to learn, now
takes hours or minutes to learn with Macintosh.

Meet the family.
OUf financial whiz is MULTIPIAN: an electronic
spreadsheet that actually remembers how you work.
Even offers suggestions on spreadsheet set-up.
When it comes to writing, nothing travels faster
Mi crosoft and Multipl~n are reg iste red trndcmarks

or Mic rosoft Corpo r:Hion. Apple is n registered trad emark and Macinrosh is a trademark lice nsed 10 Apple Compute r. In c.

our best features.
than our WORD. Using the mouse, it lets you select
. commands faster than you can say"cheese~'
Our most artistic child is CHARI It gives you
40 presentation,quality chart and graphic styles to
choose' from.
FILE is our most manageable child, an advanced
personal ·reco~d management program. MICROSOFt
And BASIC, the language spoken by nine out of
ten microcomputers worldwide, is the granddaddy of
them all. Now enhanced to take advantage of the
Macintosh mouse,
,,2~::!l~~:O~:w_ ~
wm'dO;tl]is and grapLrII~cs.
~~~~=~=:-:: '
We'll be add.ing mo~,e
·.~,;.Ir'.:=~,.'~!i"'bl1~=-c4jl~UUOMGoc't"'IIi'
~~:;:'
: ~=:::, : ~!~4:r:!~:;~'!Pl
to the family soon'. So
Iii::=::;::::'=~
. Micros~ft Word
Microsoft File
call 800,426,9400 (in
Washington State call 206,828,8088) for the name of
your nearest Microsoft dealer.
The High Performance Software
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Expert Systems for
Personal Computers
The TK! Solver Approach
Milos Konopasek and Sundaresan Jayaraman
Software Arts Products Corp.
Although some question the
possibility of implementing expert
systems on today's personal computers, the authors of this article
wish to present a counterexample.
This article will show that many characteristics of expert systems are present in TK!Solver and will describe a
framework for building a variety of
expert systems with quantifiable
knowledge bases.

Historical Note
Early research in artificial intelligence (AI) was aimed at producing
domain-independent reasoning techniques. General Problem Solver
(GPS), a classic example, could prove
theorems and solve a variety of problems and puzzles; however, it was inadequate for larger real-world problems. By the mid-1960s research efforts had shifted to the building of expert systems with large stores of
domain-specific knowledge, such as
Dendral at Stanford University and
Macsyma at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. This marked
the beginning of increased research
in the development of applied AI systems and into the philosophy behind
them (the bibliography on page 154
refers you to publications concerning artificial . intelligence and its
history).
The fundamental issue of problem
representation became more important in the context of these expert systems. Efforts were directed at determining the proper structures to efficiently represent the knowledge applicable to the problem domain, with
+-

Circle 225 on inquiry card .

the difficulty increasing as the domain broadened. These efforts
represented a paradigm shift in AI
during the 1970s.
The knowledge bases for the expert
systems were hand-assembled-requiring many man-years of effort and
mediation of a knowledge specialist.
Some observers felt that this was the
principal bottleneck in the development of expert systems (see reference
4), and that Tieresias was the first
step toward the elimination of this
bottleneck (see reference 2). Although it was limited to helping
debug and fill out the knowledge
base of Mycin, Tieresias separated
the two basic components of an expert system-the knowledge base
and the problem-solving or inference
part . This also was a step toward domain independence, i.e., realization
of the idea of removing the current
knowledge base and "plugging in" a
different one.
More recently, with expert systems
development and experimentation
costs increasing, a trend toward
developing design tools to build expert systems is emerging. These tools
also are designed to facilitate easy
modifications of and experimentation
with expert systems. Emycin, Ops,
Age, Expert, and Hearsay III are
some examples of this trend.
TK!Solver is another.
TK!Solver is aimed at realizing
many concepts expounded in AI research, human-computer interface
design, and human problem solving.
It has no built-in knowledge of any
particular discipline, but it provides

a framework to make it easier for the
user with such knowledge to construct expert systems. The knowledge
engineer-the bottleneck we mentioned earlier-is eliminated.
There are strong links between the
prehistory of TK!Solver and developments in AI. Before detailing these
links we have to mention the efforts
outside the mainstream of AI aimed
at creating special-purpose languages/frameworks for computerassisted problem solving in specific
areas. Ices, for civil engineering,
SPSS, a statistical package, and
GPSS, a simulation package, are
typical examples. These programs
lacked "knowledge" in the AI sense
but they simplified the noncomputer
professional's use of computers. They
reflected the then state of the art in
commercial hardware and software.
Yet a large amount of domain-specific
and mathematical knowledge went
into the design of constituent subprograms and command structures.
Running these programs was equivalent to accessing the embedded
knowledge and using it for solving a
variety of problems.
The development - of these and
scores of similar packages (for
computer-aided design (CAD), operations research, forecasting, etc.) was
facilitated by the application programmer's grasp of particular fields
of expertise coupled with the expert's
grasp of programming in high-level
languages. The utility of these packages, their complexity, and their
relative efficiency still present a
challenge to mainstream AI techBYTE May 1984
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SHEETS {

PROBLEM-SOLVING MECHANI SM

KNOWLEDGE BASE
EXPERT
SYSTEM

RULES

DIRECT SOLVER

UNIT CONVERSIONS

ITERATIVE SOLVER

USER FUNCTIONS
BUILT-IN FUNCTIONS

Figure 1: A functional diagram of the TK!Solver user intf rface. The arrows indicate the predom-

inant flow of information but all links are bidirectional.

====================

S Rule

=V /
r2 = P
P =V *
U = P *
I

R
/ R
I

RULE SHEET
" Ohm's Law
" Joule's Law

t

rho = fun(MC)
R / rho = L / A
A = pi()/4 * D~2
Figure 2: The "laws of electricity" knowledge base: rule sheet.

side ration dealt with relationships
that could be described in terms of
algebrruc equations and empiric functions. This fact, and the desire to
quantitatively and qualitatively increase the computer's share in the
problem-solving process, led to the
idea of making the user communicate
with the computer at the level of relationships (represented by equations),
rather than at the level of sequential
programs and assignment statements; In 1972 a CPS, limited in
scope but suitable for solving a large
variety of real-world problems inexpensively; was developed. It was
called "Question Answering System
on mathematical models and related
databases;' or QAS. It was implemented first on PDP-10 and some
other inainframe time-sharing systems and much later on microcomputers.
In QAS the expert sets up (types in
or loads) the domain-specific knowledge as a "model" consisting of a set
of relationships in the form of
equalities

< expression>

< expression>

and empiric functions defined by lists
of pairs

(< argument value>,
< function value:> )

Figure 3: The R-graph for the equations in figure 2.

niques and to the methodology of
expert-system design.
In the late 1960s, one of the authors
of this article (Milos Konopasek, then
at the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology)
was assigned the task of developing
what in present terminology would
be equivalent to an expert system for
textile engineers. The knowledge
base for this system included (but
138
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was not limited to) components from
mechanical, industrial, and chemical
engineering. He faced a dilemma: on
one hand, the nature of the knowledge base did not justify or require
the Ices/GPSS/SPSS approach; on
the other hand, the AI approach
looked promising but was unlikely to
yield quick results because of the lack
of practical tools at that time.
Most of the knowledge under con-

The expert then assigns the values of
any combination of variables as input
and lets the computer find a way to
solve for the unknowns using either
the consecutive-substitution procedure or iteration.
Interestingly enough, the intended
role of QAS. as an expert system
brought about the separation of the
knowiedge base and control strategy-a key factor in the design of expert systems.
QAS's strong points were its fast response to any question, high powerl
resources ratio, and knowledgecarrying · potential. Its weak point,
especially in light of recent developments in human-computer interface,
was the line-oriented dialogue.
TK!Solver is essentially an enhanced implementation of the QAS
system. Its development was made

More For Your Micro
Qubie' offers a few select products at low prices,
with service and support not available elsewhere.
t. Digital Signal
Processing Modems
The Cuble' modems provide a
high level of performance and quality
at a price unmatched by competing
modems. This is made possible by four
microprocessors which measure the
tones being transmitted digitally,
eliminating the need for expensive
analog filtering devices. Both modems
are Bell 212A compatible, and are
capable of transmitting and receiving
at 300 and 1200 baud. These auto-dial
and auto-answer modems recognize
the Hayes software commands. If you
already are using a software package
written for Hayes modems, like
CROSSTALK or even Hayes' SMARTCOM, you can use it on
the Cuble' modems.

pcztZA/tZOO

Internal Modem
for IBM PC@
and XY®
Includes: internal modem, modular
phone cable, card edge guide, instruction manual, and the highly rated PCTALK III communications software. Its
low profile design allows it to fit in just
one slot, even on an XT. For just S20
we can add an external serial port
connector. This lets you use the serial
port circuitry on the modem card to
address external serial devices when
you are not using your modem .
PC212A/1200 S299_

Newfrom ~
RESEARCH INC.
z. More Than Just
Graphics on a
Monochrome
Monitor

Oubie'
Now you can
get graphics on an
IBM PC monochrome monitor along
with parallel port, serial port, and battery powered clock/calendar. It is the
ideal solution for those who wish to
do graphics using Lotus I -2 -3:" The
720X348 Hercules compatible resolution of the MonoGraphPlus eliminates
the eyestrain caused by the IBM
graphics adapter with its lower
640 x 200 resolution .
Graphics isjust the beginning .
We have added some popular features
from the AS"f® family of multifunction
boards. Standard features include a
parallel printer port, and a battery
powered clock/calendar for automatic
loading of the time and date. You can
even order an optional serial port for a
serial printer, plotter mouse, or modem .
All functions are 100% IBM compatible.
And of course there is a one year factory
warranty from AST Research and the
Cuble ' Acid Test backing it all up.
MonoGraphPlu5 S449. Optional serial
port, S35.

tZOOE

Standalone
Modem.
The most economical way to get
high speed data communications for
any personal computer with a serial
port. It supports all Hayes commands
and can use any Hayes compatible software package. It comes standard with
its own cable to connect it to your
computer, a modular phone cable,
and manual. S329.
© Copyright Dubie' 1984
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The Acid Test. If within 30
days of purchase you are not completely
satisfied with our products you may
return them for a complete refund Including freight to ship it back. Each
product is warranted for one year parts
and labor. Should service be required
during this period our inhouse service
department will fix the problem within
48 hours or we replace the item.

1----------I Order Today!
All prices include UPS surface freight and
Add SS for two day air on
I insurance.
modems and AST. SIS on SB2oo. For
I fastest delivery send certified check or
I credit
card. Personal checks take 18 days
to clear. Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.
& Institutions call for purII Corporations
chase order details.

~

1(800) 8ZI·4479

I Toll Free outside California

•

1(805) 987·9741

3. 30 Minutes of
Standby Power,
with Surge and EMI
Protection Too!

The ZtZA

Bracket

Have you ever had the misfortune
to have the power fail or the lights
blink right in the middle of doing
something really important? You could
have missed out on the frustration of
losing all that work if your micro had
a Cuble' SB200 Standby Power Supply.
It is ready on just III DOth of a second
notice to run yo ur PC for up to 30
minutes after a power failure. It will
also go into action should the power
dip below the minimum required ra
"brown-out") . An audible alarm warns
you to save your work to a disk and
shutdown in an orderly manner. The
SB200 also provides filtering of Electromagnetic Interference rEM I), and
surge protection which can reek havoc
on your PC's internals or your data
without you even noticing . 58200 200
watt standby power, S329.
rBM, rBM PC and XT are registered trademarks o f rBM Corp.

I Inside California

I QUBIE'
1 4809 Calle Alto
I Camarillo, Ca . 93010
I Tempo House, 15 Fa/con Road
I London SWII 2PH, United Kingdom

-----------/

SBZOO
Standby Power Supply
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====================

UNIT SHEET
Multiply By

==============
Add Offset

====================

Comment:
Domain List:
Mapping:
Range List:
Element Domain

From

To

hour
min
kW

min
s ec
W

J
W

cal
cal/ sec

kWh
hp

J

60
60
1000
.239
. 239
3600000

W

746

3

m

cm

m~2

cm~2

100
10000

4
5

1
2

6
Figure 4: Th e "laws of electricity" knowledge base: unit sheet.

USER FUNCTION: fun ========
Electrical Properties of Matter
material
Table
resistivity
Range

, aluminum
' copper
, gold
'iron
'platinum
'silver

.0000000263
.0000000162
.0000000222
.00000011
.000000111
.000000016

Figure 5: The "laws of electricity" knowledge base: user fu nction

subsheet.

I

possible by the rapid proliferation of
inexpensive microcomputers with
direct memory to screen mapping
that facilitated screen-oriented dialogues and resulted in an improved
human-computer interface. We view
TK!Solver as an attempt to create expert systems to fit the mass-produced
professional-class personal computers.

Overview
Figure 1 shows the architecture of
TK!Solver. The domain-specific
knowledge responsible for system
performance is contained in the
knowledge base. The problem-solving tools that contain the control
strategy-the Direct and Iterative
Solvers-use the knowledge base
when solving particular problems.
For interaction (or 110 (input/output))
TK!Solver provides "sheets" displayed through one or two windows
on the screen.
The explicit division between the

knowledge base and the control strategy is this architecture's main feature.
Consequently, the expert/user deals
only with issues of domain-specific
knowledge and is insulated from the
details of control-strategy implementation .
In the following paragraphs we will
describe the four components of the
knowledge base, the characteristics of
a mode, and the problem-solving
mechanism. We will try to illustrate
these concepts with examples from a
knowledge base of basic information
about Ohm's law, joule's law, and resistivities of materials. Obviously, the
kind of interaction shown here is not
restricted to this particular knowledge base.

I

110

V

R

27.5

P
U
t

440

Unit Conversions
Units of measurement are associated with most measurable quantities. Conversions between them are
frequently encountered in problem
solving and have to be defined in the
knowledge base. Figure 4 shows the
unit sheet with the unit conversions
in our example's knowledge base.

Rules
Rules are the basic component of
domain-specific knowledge. They express mathematical relationships in
terms of the equality between lefthand and right-hand expressions.

==================== VARIABLE SHEET =============================
Comment
Output
Unit
St Input
Name
4

Equations, constraints, or definitions
can all be represented as rules. Figure
2 shows the rule sheet for our sample knowledge base. The set of rules
can be represented as a network of
relationships called the R-graph (for
relationships graph) as shown in
figure 3. A variable is represented as
a node and each polygon-shaped
subgraph represents a rule.

amp
volt
ohm

c urrent
voltage
resistance
power
energy
time
material of conductor
resistivity of material
length of conduct or
diameter of conductor
cr oss-sectional area

Function Definitions
Empiric relationships between sets
of values are expressed as (userdefined) functions and make up the
third component of the knowledge
base. Figure 5 shows the user function subsheet, with materials and
their resistivities, in our sample
knowledge base.

Built-in Knowledge

Irrespective of the domain-specific
knowledge,
TK!Solver is designed to
3168000
solve problems involving basic arith2
hour
metic operations and built-in matheMC
rho
ohm-m
matical functions. Standard varieties
L
m
of those are supplemented by special
o
m
ones such as "element" (for retrievm ~2
A
ing list components) and "apply" (for
Figure 6: A variable sheet with a list of variables used in the ru les in figure 2. It shows the associating empiric functions with
solution of a problem concerning the energy supplied to a motor drawing 4 A (ampere) from arguments) . TK!Solver may, for exa 110-V (volt) line over two hours.
ample, associate the function definW
J

Text contin lled on page 144
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Introducin
theMTX52
AWorld
Apartfrom
the Ordinary.
It begins with the sense of touch.
With the sleek black metal housing. Cool to the touch . Cool to
the advanced circuitry and components contained within .
A nd the solid feel of people-sized keys set up in a fi eld that gives
you room to work and space in which to think.
But the difference only begins with what you see and feel. Where
it ends .. .well , that's really up to you.
In a very practical sense, the only limits you'll experience with
the MTX512 are those you choose to accept .

64K To 512K RAM - A Look On The Inside
Take a close look at the MTX512 .
We could tell you it offers the greatest perform ance and versatility of any micro in its price range, but we think you're smart enough
to draw your own conclusions.
The design is elegant in its simplicity. Remarkabl e for the power
and complexity it represents. 64K RAM built in , with total expansion to 512K. And that doesn't include 16K of video RAM contro lled by its own processor.
Speaking of video, keep in mind this is no ordinary monochromat ic, single screen system. The MTX starts off where other micros
end up. Delivering vivid screen capabilities with 256 x 192 pixels
that crisply defin e interference-free high resolution graphics. 16
brilliant colors that can be displayed simultaneously. In a fo rmat
powered by 32 easily movable, user-defin ed graphics characters.
G raphics capab ilities you'd find impressive in a system that gives
you a single screen to work in . With the MTX , you have eight.
Yes , eight.
Eight definable windows to operate independentl y or in tandem.
And still maintain full screen capabilities. Thus, you can manipulate spread sheets on the MTX and see the impact of changing
variables in graphics at the same time. Eight separate windows
on the world. We call them Virtual Screens. You'll call them
extraord inary.
Far from ord inary as well are the built-in system outpu ts that
come standard on the MTX. The Centronics parallel printer port.
The two industry-standard joystick ports. The uncommitted parallel 110 port. The Cassette port with 2400 baud. Separate TV and
Video Monitor Ports. The 4-channel sound hifi output . We've even
installed a ROM cartridge port for word processing and other dedicated programs.
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Interactive Languages
And Routines - A Look
At The Way All Micros
Will One Day Perform
Forget the way all other
micros perform . This is the
way they sh ould .
Interact ively.
With the MTX, you can create and manipulate programs using
four different languages in dynamic interaction, all coordi nated
through the FRO NT PANEL DISPLAY. Interweaving elements
as yo u would in creating a symphony.
And take a serious look at the languages housed in the MTX's
24K ROM . MTX BASIC, a more powerful fo rm of BAS IC that
allows you to use all standard BASIC programs. MTX GRAP HICS, with straight forward commands, eliminates the tedium and
difficulty of creating complex graphics programs. NODDY, an 11command "easy learn" language that can transform real world programming into a child-friendly acti vity. And MTX ASSEMBLER ,
which enab les sophisticated programming in asse mbly language .
Somethin g else the advanced programmer will apprec iate is our
ASSEMBLER/DISASSEMBLER , tied to BAS IC, wh ich provides
unprecedented display and keyboard access to Z80 C PU storage
locations, memory and program.
If you're hungry for more , PASCAL and FO RTH are also ava ilable as add-on RO M packs.
On the keyboard side of things , you'll find a number of operatororiented features that speed up and ease up the operation of the
MTX. The separate numeric pad with quadri-directional cursor
control and full editing functions. The eight dual fu nction keys .

The auto repeat fun ction on all alpha-numeric keys. Add to this
such programmer-saving features as the use of abbreviated BAS IC
commands , a built-in syntax verifier, automatic cursor-honing to
errors, auto-line numbering and automatic scro lling, and you begin
to see the MTX not only opens a lot of doors that other micros
leave closed, but speeds you through them as we ll.

The 160 Megabyte Connection - A Look At
The System
To build a good system, quality must be designed in at every level.
We designed the MTX and its complete line of system peripherals using proven , standard components. Striking a strategic balance between power, versatility and dependability. O ur Z80A
processor, running at 4MHz, gave us the high performance characteristics we were striving for, plus the ability to expand in to the
MTX H ard Disc, MTX S ilicon and Floppy Disc CP/M operated
systems. Systems that could provide up to 160 megabyte storage
capacity. More power than you'll probably ever need, unl ess you
take full advantage of the MTX's impressive system capabilit ies.
Systems hookup is as simple as every other MTX procedure.
By merely plugging in the twin RS 232C Serial interfaces and the
Node software, sold optionally, you're ready to create a disc-driven
interactive communications network (OXFORD RING ®) that can
link up to 255 units.
Software? You'll never worry about softwa re ava ilab ility with
the MTX. Dozens ofMTX-dedicated programs have already been
created, supplementing the vast landscape of C P/M applications
software currently ava ilable . And advance word of the MTX's
techn ical capabilities has precipitated an MTX software "push "
on the part of many leading software manufacturers.

Word Processing For $999 - A Look At A
Great Deal
Look first at the capabilities , then at the price.
This is word processing the way it should be. Q uick. Easy.
Profess ional. A package that includes the MTX512; the powerful
N ew Word;M word processing ROM cartridge ; and the Memotech
DMX80 correspondence quality printer:" An exception al va lue!
A nd that brings us to the bottom line.

A Look At The Price
There's a very simple equation that covers the pricing of
the MTX512 .
The more engineering you put in a system, the less it will cos t
to produce . As you've already seen, the MTX is a pure product of
advanced, innovative engineering.
W hich is why we can sell it fof $595.* *
A nd why we can confidently back it up with a full oneyear warranty.
Make no mistake. When you tum this page , you'll be returning to a world very different from this one.
A world in which all microcomputers will suddenly seem
very d ifferent.
Suddenly very ordinary.
For more information about the MTX5 12, or to find out the
location of the MTX dealer nearest you, contact Memotech
Corporation, 99 Cabot Stree t , N eedham, MA 02194; or phone
(6 17) 449-66 14

MEMOTECH
CORPORATION
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, Inc.
New Word '" is a trademark of N ew Star Software, Inc.
*DMX80 correspo nden ce qua li ty pri nte r suggested reta il price $395.
**Suggesrcd rerail price.
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Problem-Solving Mechanism

(3s) Status: > Inconsistent
==================== VARIABLE SHEET --Unit
Output
Name
St Input

I
V
R
P
U
t

4
110
>
> 1. 25
>2

27.5
440

amp
volt
ohm
W

kWh
hour

==================== RULE SHEET =======
S Rule

I = VI R

IA2 = P I R

P =V* I

>U=P*t
* rho = fun(MC)
* R I rho = L I A
* A = pi()/4 * DA2
Figure 7: What must have been the current if, in the example in figure 6, the energy supplied

was 1.25 kWh? (See text for the explanation of the inconsistency.) The solution, after removing the value of 1 from input, is 1=5.68 A, R=19.36 n (ohms) and P=625 W (watts) .

==================== VARIABLE SHEET =============================
St Input
Name
Output
Unit
Comment

-- ----.15
15

30
'copper
.1

I
V
R
P
U
t
MC
rho
L
D

A

10
1.5

amp
volt
ohm
W

.0075

kWh
min

1.62E-8 ohm-m
7.2722052 m
cm
.00785398 cm 2
A

current
voltage
resistance
power
energy
time
material of conductor
resistivity of material
length of conductor
diameter of conductor
cross-sectional area

Figure 8: The variable sheet with the solution of the following problem: What would be the
current and the voltage across a 0.15 n copper resistor producing 15 Waf heat? What is the
energy supplied in 30 minutes if the wire diameter is 0.1 cm (centimeter)?
Text continued from page 140:

ing the stored load-deformation characteristics with a given type of
material.

Model
The model encompasses the first
three components of the knowledge
base in figure 1 (rules, unit conversions, user functions) as contained in
the rule, variable, unit, and user
function sheets. It can be viewed as
a compact, high-level representation
of domain-knowledge structure, organization, and content. The model's
content and structure allow for a control strategy that we feel is both sim144
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pIe and powerful. The model is also
intended to serve as a user-friendly
guide during problem solving.
The model usually reflects a specific part of a particular discipline's
knowledge base. Different models
may be merged later by loading some
or all of their components into
TK!Solver, thereby creating larger
models capable of addressing more
complicated problems. There are
commercial versions of model sets,
called TK!SolverPacks, for such disciplines as mechanical engineering,
financial analysis, and building
design.

The Direct Solver is the workhorse
of the problem-solving mechanism.
It manipulates equations depending
on the problem's formulation and
solves for unknowns. The solution
process goes through the R-graph
and "fires" all polygons with only
one unknown node. It continues
until as many unknowns as possible
are evaluated. This "propagation of
solution" strategy simulates the consecutive-substitution procedure. H an
inconsistency error or an illegal operation is detected, the solution process
is terminated and the rule causing
the problem is flagged with the appropriate error message. Because a
problem's formulation dictates the
solution path, the control strategy
may be regarded as forward chaining
or data-driven.
Whenever the Direct Solver cannot
match the nature and complexity of
a given problem, the Iterative Solver
can be used. The heart of the Iterative
Solver is a modified Newton-Raphson procedure that handles sets of
simultaneous linear and nonlinear
equations. It either can be invoked
explicitly or automatically called
when the Direct Solver fails to produce a solution.

Examples
Figures 6 through 8 show variable
sheets with formulations and solutions for a few problems concerning
our sample knowledge base. The "calculation units" (i.e., units implied in
figure 2's rules) are specified and used
in figure 6 for all variables except t. In
the next two figures the units for V,
D, and A were changed respectively
to kWh, cm, and cin2, and the values
were changed accordingly.
In figure 7 the user overeonstrained
the model by assigning V = 1.25 without releasing I from the set of input
variables. The partial view of the variable and rule sheets shows the offending rule and related variables
marked by >. Bringing the cursor
over the > mark in the rule sheet
causes the error message "Inconsistent" to be displayed in the status
line.
The asterisk (*) in front of the last
three rules in figure 7 indicates that

"The office automation I bought
for every9ne in the corporation
doesn't Incorporate everyone:'
Stop the shock ...with the new Exxon Business Support SYstem.

An office automation system
that can't support everyone in your
corporation can lead to some very
shocking experiences.
The right power
to the right people
That's why Exxon Office Systems now offers more practical office
automation solutions that help everyone in the corporation to be more productive. With the Business Support

System , Exxon extends its fully
integrated line of office automation
products to support managers, professionals, administrators, and secretarial staff.
Office automation for those
who shape the corporation
The Exxon Business Support
System features the new EXXON 750
Professional Workstation, designed
with powerful , integrated software
that lets you move instantly from

text to graphics to data processing
- without changing programs.
Tying everyone together
At the core of the Business
Support System is the EXXON 8400
Series controller. With its UNIX*based operating system, it can integrate all levels of workstations to
share information and programs.
Everyone can keep track of schedules and meetings with time management and calendaring functions,
whether their workstation is an
EXXON 500 Series Information Processor or a new EXXON 750 Professional Workstation.
For more information
Call 800-327-6666, write Exxon
Office Systems , P.O. Box 10184,
Stamford, CT 06904-2184, or use the
cou pon below.
' UNIX is a trademark of Bell Labs.

r-----------------~
~t"~xqm~ Sys tems

•

Sta mford. CT 06904·2184
o Please send me more inform at ion about the
Exxon Business Support System.
o Please have your representative call.

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
T itle _ __ __ _ __ __
Compa ny _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

OFFICE
E V.ON
'~
SYSTEMS

The future ...without the shock.
Circle 173 on inquiry card .

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _

_

Telephone _

_

Sta te _

_ __

_

_ Zi p _ _
_ _ __

. 800-327-6666 (In CT, 800-942-2525)

~-----------------~
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==================== VARIABLE SHEET =============================

St Input

Name

Output

Comment

Unit

angle opposite to side a
angle opposite to side b
angle opposite to side c
side a
3
side b
4
b
side c
c
5
P
12
perimeter
6
area
A
==================== RULE SHEET =================================
S Rule
alpha
beta
gamma
a

*
*

36.869898 deg
53.130102 deg
90
deg

"
"
"
"
"

alpha + beta + ganma = pi ( )
a 2 = b 2 + c 2 - 2*b*c*cos(alpha)
* a / sin (alpha) = b / sin(beta)
*P=a+b+c
* A = a * b * sin(gamma)/2
A

A

A

sum of angles equals pi
cosine theorem
sine theorem
perimeter
area

Figure 9: The variable and rule sheets for the triangle model showing the solution of a rightangle triangle with sides 3, 4, and 5.

those rules were not used in the attempted solution. The solution to the
problem in figure 8 involved all the
rules, the function relating the type
of material and resistivity, and the
unit conversions.
The procedure for changing the
knowledge base is demonstrated in
figure 9. To solve problems concerning the elements of a triangle (after
finishing with electrical properties of
matter), the user types IRA (for Reset
All) and loads the "Triangle" model.
Somewhat more complicated situations are. exemplified in figures 10
through 13.The results (in figures 11
and 13) had to be arrived at using the
Iterative Solver. Figure 12 shows an
impromptu , modification of the
knowledge bas~: the desire to solve
for an isosce~es triangle is expressed
simply by adding the rule a = b to
the rule sheet.

In figure 14 the knowledge base is
changed again to deal with simple
projectile problems.
In short, we feel that TK!Solver's
power comes from the ease with
which a particular knowledge base
may be set up or selected, problems
formulated, assumptions varied, and
results generated.

TK!Solver and Expert Systems
TK!Solver was designed to be an
expert system primarily in the area of
numerical problem solving. As such
it
(1) parses entered algebraic equations and generates a list of variables
(2) solves sets of equations using the
consecutive-substitution procedure
(Direct Solver)
(3) solves sets of simultaneous algebraic equations by a modified

Newton-Raphson iterative procedure
when the consecutive-substitution
procedure fails (Iterative Solver)
(4) searches through tables of data
and evaluates either unknown function values or arguments when required in the process of (2) or (3)
(5) performs unit conversions
(6) detects inconsistencies in problem formulation and domain errors
(7) generates a series of solutions for
lists of input data and outputs results
in tabular and graphic forms
However, we also consider
TK!Solver to be a general framework
for setting up expert systems in a
whole class of disciplines. A class is
defined by the heavy dependence of
human experts on the use of mathematical and logical skills. See the text
box '~ttributes of Expert Systems" on
page 152 for a comparison cf
TK!Solver and the typical characteristics of an expert system.
We experimented with TK!Solver
by using it to build expert systems in
a variety of disciplines. For example,
we were able to set up models and
use them for solving whole sets of
problems in Schaum's Outline Series
books on physics, chemistry, finance,
etc.
We also feel that the TK!Solver concept is useful in covering well-structured knowledge as embodied, for
example, in The Engineer's Manual
(see reference 5) consisting of 1029
"chunks" of knowledge and 30 accompanying tables of empiric relationships, functions, constants, unit
conversion factors, etc. (with the exclusion of about 10 percent of the text
Text continued on page 152

-------------------- VARIABLE SHEET ---------------------Name
Output
Unit
St Input

55
G3
G4
5
7

alpha
beta
gamma
a
b
c
P
A

deg
deg
deg

Figure 10: What would be the elements of a trim1gle given angle beta
= 55 degrees, 'side c = 5, and area A = 7? Direct Solver failed . This

partial variable sheet shows a and b set as guesses for Iterative Solver.
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-~------------------ VARIABLE SHEET ---------------------St Input
Name
Output
Unit

55

alpha
beta
gamma
a
b

5
7

c
P
A

42.652161 deg
deg
82.347839 deg
3.4181688
4.1325618
12.550731

Figure 11: The solution to the problem in figure 10.

© 1984 , H e IIX Laboratories, Inc.
Circle 196 on inquiry card .
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THE VICTORY FACTOR. MICROCOMPUTER
ARCHITECTURE WITH NO END IN SIGHt
Real UNIX '" Power. Real-Time Speed.
Victory Computer Systems announces
the FACTOR-the first 16-bit multi-CPU
computer that gives you pura UNIX programming power with real-time response.
We did it with a system architecture that
simultaneously implements an entire array
of 16-bit single board computers. Each
SBC has its own MC68000 '" CPU, 256
kilobytes of dual-ported RAM, and
VRTX'"- a rugged, real-time software-onsi licon operating system that switches

tasks in as little as 100 pSec. So now you
can run several UNIX programs at once.
Or use your FACTOR to monitor automated equipment while simultaneously
processing words and data for up to 24
fully supported users.
The VMEbus. Faster by a factor of 10.
The FACTOR!s CPUs communicate
over the VMEbus-an advanced new
backplane design with 6 card slots, 4
bus arbitration levels and 32 -bit address
and data paths. At 20 megabytes per

second, the non-multiplexed VMEbus is

an order of magnitude faster than the bus
implemented in today's most popular
microcomputer systems. Even if you
don't run a factory, the FACTOR 's speed
will mean faster throughput as you r
computing needs grow. And growth is
what the Victory FACTOR is all about.
Exponential Growth. FACTORED-In.
The FACTOR 's expansion-oriented
architecture will take you far beyond
today's performance horizons. In pro-

UNIX is a trademark of 6ell Laboratories. VRTX is a trademark of Hunter & Ready Inc. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation . MC6S000 is a trademark of Motorola
Inc. UNIPLUS is a trademark of Unisoft, Inc. ZSO is a trademark of Zilog , Inc. CP/ M is a trademark 01 Digital Research, Inc. 'The VMEbus is supported by Philips / Signetics,
Mostek, Molorola and Thompson-CSF.

cessor power. In multi-channel industrial
1/ 0 flexibility. In on-board memory. In
built-in mass storage options. In the
number of fully supported users. And
there's no end in sight.
In designing a multi-user system with
real-time speed, you've always had many
factors to consider.
Now there's just one .
We've got more to tell you about the
Victory FACTOR. To get the whole story,
give us a call today.

System Hardware:
o Each single board compuler wilh : 16 -bit
MC68000 CPU, 256 Kb dual poned RAM, VR TX
real-time executive in PROM , 8 RS-232 C serial
pons , and a Centronics-compatible parallel port .
o New international slandard 20 Mb / sec VMEbus.'
o Optional 1 Mb RAM expansion board .
o Mass storag e: Hard disk . floppy disk. and removable
cartridge hard disk buill -in. (29-104 Mb UF)
o Fully supports Motorola 2 MHz 110 bu s and
induslri al control interf ace cards.
o Alphanumeri c terminals in green. inlernaliona l
amber. or color.
o Graphics terminals in monochrome or color.
o Optional coprocessor board lor concurren t execution
of CP/ M" on four Z80 's, each willl its own 64Kb RAM.

Outside CA: 1-800-221-2419
Inside CA: 408-259-7370
Or TELEX 176-431 ANS; VICTORY SNJ
OEM QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

System Sollware:
o UNIX (UNIPLUS" ) operating system (includes ':C ..
language).
oVRTX real-time operaling syslem slandard in PROM .
o Available languages: SMC Basic; Fortran '77: Pascal
(IEEE Standard); RMCOBOL ANSI '74 Standard
(Ryan-McFarland).
o Elhernel"' local area network interface.
03780. and 3270 data communicalions protocols.

COMPUTER S'='STEMS INC.

THE ARCHITECTURE OF INTELLIGENT COMPUTING.
©Copyright1983 Vic lory Compuler Systems, Inc.

1610 BERRYESSA ROAD
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95133
Circle 394 on inquiry card .
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My Programs Always
Compile the FirsTime™

==================== VARIABLE SHEET --Unit
Output
Name
St Input

-- -----

alpha
beta
garJllJa
G 3.7753653 a
b
c
5
P
A
7
====================
. S Rule

Yours can too!
FirsTime is an in telligent ed itor that
knows the rules of the language being
programmed. It checks your statements
as you enter them, and if it spots a
mistake, it identifies it . FirsTime then
positions the cursor over the error so
you can correct it easily. FirsTime will
ident~r.lJ all syntax errors, 'Undefined
va1-iables, and even statements with
misma,tched variable types. In fact, a ny
program developed with the FirsTime
editor will compile on the first t ry.

Unprecedented
,FirsTime has many unique features
found in no other editor. These powerful
capabilities in clude a zoom command
that a llows you to examine the
structu re of your program, a utomat ic
program formatting, and block
transforms.
If you wish, you can work even faster
by automatically generating program
structures wit h a single key-stroke. This
feature is especially useful to t hose
lea rning a new language, or to those
who often switch between different
languages.

42.652161 deg
deg
82.347839 deg
4.1325618
12.550731
RULE SHEET =======

* alpha + beta + gamma = pie)
* a 2 = b 2 + c 2 - 2*b*c*cos(alpha)
* a / sin(alpha) = b / sin(beta)
*P=a+b+c
* A = a * b * sin(gamma)/2
A

*

A

A

a = b

Figure 12: What are the elements of an isosceles triangle if side c and area A are the same
as in figure 11 and no angle is given? Constraint a = b is added to the rule sheet , Guess
the value for a arrived at by typing in (a + b)12 (rationale: the expected value must lie between previous values ofa and b). Values in output field left from previous solutions don't count.

==================== VARIABLE SHEET ---

St Input

Other Features: Full sc ree n edit ing,
horizontal scrolling, function keys
labeled on screen , help screens, inserts,
deletes, appends, searches, and global _
replacing.

--

Name

Output

alpha
beta
g8llllla
a
b
c
P
A

48.239700 deg
48.239700 deg
83.520599 deg
3.7536649
3.7536649

Unit

-----

Program mers enj oy us ing FirsTime,
because its powerful features allow
them to concentrate on the program
logic without having to worry about
coding details. Debugging is reduced
d ramatically, and deadlin es are more
easily met.

Figure 13: The solution to the problem in figure 12,

The Spruce FirsTime editor is
immed iately available for PASCAL
($245) an d C ($295) on the IBM
Perso nal Compu ter and its compatib les.
A demonstration disk is available for
$25. (N.J. residents please ad d 6% sales
tax.)

==================== VARIABLE SHEET =============================
Output
Unit
St Input
Name
Comment

For programs that compil e the
FirsTime.

5
7

100
30
32

VO
alpha
a
time
maxht
range

To orde r, o r for more inform ation,
co ntact:

Spruce
Technology Corporation
11 0 Whispering Pines Drive
Lincroft, N.J. 07738
(201) 741-8188 or (20 1) 663-0063
Dealer e nquiries welcome. Custom versions
for computer man ufacturers a nd la nguage
developers are availa ble.
FirstTime is a t.rademark o f Spruce Tec hnology

Cor porat ion.
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12.507330

m/sec
initial velocity
angle of departure
deg
ft/sec 2 accln. due to gravity
time taken
10.252625 sec
maximum height reached
128.15781 m
horiz. dist. travelled
887.90334 m
A

RULE SHEET =================================
S Rule
maxht = VO 2 * sin(alpha)~2 / (2 * a)
range = VO~2 * sin( 2*alpha) / a
time = sqrt(8 * maxht / a)
(range/time)~2 = VO~2 - 2*maxht*a
A

Figure 14: The variable and rule sheets for the projectile model with the solution of the following
problem: A baseball is thrown with an initial velocity of 100 mls (meters per second) at an

angle of 30 degrees. How far does it travel and how long does it take before it hits the ground?

VISUAL EMULATION CAPABILITY
VISUAL 50/55 are low cost smart terminals. The VISUAL 50 emulates DEC
Lear Siegler ADM3A~ Hazeltine Esprit'" and ADOS Viewpoint"? VISUAL
55 emulates the same plus Hazeltine150011510 and VISUAL 2001210.
VT52 ~'

VISUAL 102 is 100% compatible with the DEC mOO/VTl02'" and also
emulates the VT52. AGraphics Option Card providesTektronix'" 4010/4014
compatible graphics.
VISUAL 300/330 are versatile termiilals that can be easily customized.
The VISUAL 300 emulates the DEC
and VT52. VISUAL 330 emulates
the DEC VT52, ADM3A, Hazeltine 1500 and Data General 0200.

moo

VISUAL 500/550 are low cost, high resolution graphic terminals with
powerful alphanumeric capabilities. The VISUAL 500 emulates the VT52,
ADM3A, Hazeltine1500, 0200 and Tektronix'" 4010/4014. The VISUAL 550
emulates the
VT52 and Tektronix4010/4014.

moo,

VISUAL terminals feature extended ergonomics including tilt and swivel
non:glare12" and 14" screens, detached keyboard , large character size,
menu·style setup, sculptured key caps and more.
Circle 397 on inquiry card.

VISUAL has earned for itself an exclusive place . . . a solitary
niche . .. in the arena of emulating terminals. Four great terminal series offer a combination of advanced features found
on no other terminals anywhere in the world. Each series
delivers higher performance at lower cost for its particular
market segment. And nobody else gives such a wide choice
of emulations as VISUAL .. . the pioneer in the field.
So oheck the chart before you choose yotJr next terminal. See for yourself why VISUAL stands alone as the first
choice for emulating terminals.
Service available in principal cities through Sorbus
Service, Division of Management Assistance, Inc.

See for yourself'"
Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951-539

" Registered trademark of
Visual Technology Incorporated
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Text continued from page 146:

dealing with concepts beyond the
scope of the control strategy of the
current version of TK!Solver) . This
experience compares favorably with
the domain limitations of systems like
Mecho or Newton; the latter also
faced difficulties in interfacing the
quantitative knowledge with the
mathematical expertise provided by
Macsyma.

Further Developments
TK!Solver in its present form provides a general framework for building expert systems in scientific, engineering, and other disciplines. In this
sense it falls in the category of knowledge-representation languages like
KRL, NETL, Klone, or Prolog.
It may be argued, however, that
TK!Solver falls short of learning capabilities, analogical reasoning, reasoning under conditions of uncertainty,
and some other features stipulated by
the theoreticians of expert systems or
proclaimed for the Japanese fifthgeneration computers. There are also
other AI "standards" for the design
of expert systems th at TK!Solver
seems to ignore: natural-language interface, restriction to problems that
are "not algorithmic or totally understood" (see reference 3), and "representation of symbolic knowledge for
use in machine inference" (see reference 4). Finally, there is the implicit
notion of the need to use a list-processing language for AI work (incidentally, TK!Solver is implemented
in a LISP-like language) .
Although in fact all these advanced
attributes are present in TK!Solver to

Attributes of Expert Systems
Readers are invited to test TKfSolver against each of the expert system characteristics listed
here.
-The expert system has separate domain-specific knawledge and problem-solving methodology
and includes the concepts of the Knawledge Base and the Inference Engine.
-The expert system should think the way the human expert does.
-An expert system tells the computer "what" the problem is rather than "haw" to solve it.
-Its dynamic knawledge base should be expandable, modifiable, arid facilitate "plugging
in" different knawledge modules.
-The in~eractive knawledge transfer should minimize the time needed to transfer the expert's knawledge to the knowledge base.
-Addition of a new rule should result in a new competency for the system, and conversely,
the absence of the rule should mark the ~bsence of the related ability.
-The expert system should interact in the language "natural" to the domain expert; it should
allaw the user to think in problem-oriented terms. The system should adapt to the user
and not the other way around. The user should be insulated from the details of the implementation.
-The principal bottleneck in the transfer of expertise-the knawledge engineer- should be
eliminated.
-The control strate81} should be simple and user-transparent, the user should be able to
understand and predict the effect of adding new items to the knowledge base. At the same
time it should be powerful enough to solve .complex problems.
-Expert systems should be computationally fast and not demanding of resources, avoiding
situations where interactive intelligent systems suffer from a basic conflict between their
computationally intel1sive naturt; and the need for responsiveness to a user.
-There should be an inexpensive framework for building and experimenting with expert
systems.
-Human engineering aspects are important for making the system understandable and for
keeping experts interested and making users feel comfortable.
-The expert system should have provision for help and English-language dialogue.
-The system should have a display-oriented interface.
-It should be able to reason under conditions of uncertainty and insufficient information,
and should be capable of probabilistic reasoning.
-An expert system should be able to explain "why" a fact is needed to complete the line
of reasoning and "how" a conclusion was arrived at.
-Pragmatic systems are needed; they should be robust, general, and efficient for routine use.
-The expert system should be available to users in properly sized, properly packaged combinations of hardware and software; chronic absence of cumulation of Al techniques in
the form of software packages that can achieve wide use; proliferation should lead to expert
systems at even}one's disposal.
-The system should be useful, i.e., responsive to the practical needs of professional communities; real-world systems.
-Expert systems should be capable of learning from experience.

DATA TRANSFER PROBLEMS?

VE RSIONS

---

is REFORMATTER® Diskette Conversion Software
•
•
•
•
•

Reads/Writes
RunsGn
CP/ M
~IBM3740
CP/ M
~DEC RT - 11
CP/ M-86
~ I BM 3740
CROM IX
~DEC RT-11
DEC RT-11 ~CP/ M
MS-DOS
~IBM 3740
TRSDOS 11* ~CP/ M
TRSDOS II ~DEC RT- 11

Avoids seria l communication protoco ls.
Needs only one system to transfer dat'a.
Converts source code and data fi les .
Allows 2-way transfer .
Quick , re liable , and inexpens ive .

PRICE

$350

'$249

Requires 8 " fl oppy drive .

(415) 324-9114

TWX : 910-370-7457

467 Ham ilton Avenue , Suite 2, Palo Alto , Calif. 94301
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Circle 276 on inqu iry c ard .

Better Business
BASIC.
bilities. Strings can be up to
32K bytes.
Multi~line functions and subprograms allow you to define
routines with local or globally
defined variables.
Separate module compilation
means complex programs can be
broken down into smaller units.
Coupling multiple modules
together permits creation of very
large programs, up to one megabyte.

Finally! A BASIC compiler that
means business.
Microsoft®Business BASIC
Compiler allows you to create pro~
fessional applications for MS~DOS
systems that are so fast your users
will never know they were written
in BASIC.
Because the compiler produces
native code, your software will run
three to ten times faster than the
same interpreted programs.
But speed isn't everything. Micro~
soft's Business BASIC also has busi~
MICR=== --SOFt ness savvy.
The High Perfonnance Software Based on the
de facto standard Microsoft BASIC,
it includes a rich set of extensions:
Decimal floating point arith~
metic (14~digit precision~BCD
format) for extremely accurate
dollars and cents calculations.
Two types of arrays provide
maximum program flexibility :
static arrays for speed, dynamic
arrays for expand ability.
Over twenty string handling
functions provide sophisticated
character manipulation capa~
*Price excl usive of handling and \Vns hingron

S {;ltC

Call 800..426..9400 to order
the better Business BASIC.

$600:
In Washington State, call 206828 . . 8088. Ask for operator AS ,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft Business
BASIC in action.

sn les rax .

Microsoft is a reg iste red trademark and MS is a tf:1demnrk of Microsoft Co rporation.

Circle 335 on inquiry card .

CPM/SO
MACRO
ASSEMBLERS
We've been selling these
industrial-quality asse";'blers to
the development system market since 1978. They are nOw
available for the CP/M market.
FEATURES:
• Fully relocatable
• Separate code, data, stack,
memory segments
• Linker included
• Generate appropriate HEXor
S-record formatted object file
• Macro capability
.
• Most 5~" and 8" diskette
formats supported
• Conditional assembly
• Cross reference
• Supports manufacturer's
mnemonics
• Expanded list of directives .
• 1 year free update
Assemblers now available
include:
(

Chip
Price
1802/1805 $495
8051
495
6500/01/02 495
6800/01/02 495
495
6803/08
495
6804
495
6805
495
6809
495
6811

Chip
8085
NSC800
F8.3870
Z8
Z80
9900/9995
Z8000
68000

'Price
,~495

. 495
495
. 495
395
595
695
695

Take advantage of leadiniFedge
technology. Get your own Relms
assembler today. Use your Mastercard or order by phone:
(408) 729-3071.
Or call toll free (800) 448-4880
Relational Memory Systems,lpc.
1650-8 8erryessa Road
San Jose, CA 95133-1082
TWX: 910-379-0014
65 different diskette formats available. A signed
object Code License AgrfHIment required prior to

shipping. Prices subject to change without noticB.
Sohwafe distributor inquiries invited.

a small or embryonic extent, it would of Large Knowledge Bases (Ph.D. thesis). Stan·
serve no purpose to argue to what ex- ford, CA: Stanford University, 1976.
tent they have to be present in order 3. Davis, R., and D.B. Lenat. Knowledge-Based
Systems in Artificial Intelligence: Two Case
to classify the system one way or Studies, Hightstown, NJ: McGraw·Hilllnc. , 1982.
another. We would rather point to 4. Feigenbaum, E.A. ''The Art of Artificial Intel·
what TK!Solver cart do in its present ligence: Themes and Case Studies of Knowledge
form and stress the fact that it pro- Engineering." Proceedings IJCAI-77, pages
vides a basis for Implementing addi- 1014-1029,
5. Hudson, R.G. The Engineers' Manual, 2nd
tional features and capabilities as the ed. New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1917.
hardware permits and as the mass 6. Konopasek, M., and S. Jayaraman. The
user requires.
TKISolver Book: A Guide to Problem-Solving in
In its future . development Science, Engineering, Business, and Education.
TK!Solver should look two ways: Berkeley: Osborne/McGraw-Hili, 1984.
7. Ross, S.S. McGraw-Hill's TKISolverPack to Acfirst, at concepts and tools emerging company Hicks: Standard Handbook of Engifrom research in AI, and second, at neering Calculations, New York: McGraw-Hili,
the time-proven "non-AI" program 1984.
packages that have become a part of
Milos Konopasek holds a Ph.D. from the Univerhuman experts' live~. _
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1. Buchanan, B.G. "New Research on Expert
Systems," Machine Intelligence, volume 10,1982,
pages 269-299,
2. Davis, R. Applications
Meta-Level Knowl·
edge to the Construction, Maintenance, and Use
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sity of Manchester, Manchester, England .
Sundaresan Jayaraman is completing a Ph. D, program at North Carolina State University in Raleigh,
North Carolina . Both authors currently work at
Software Arts Inc., 27 Mica Lane, Wellesley, MA ,
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Capable COBOL.
For over twenty years, COBOL
has proved it can handle the most
awesome data handling requirements of the business world.
And Microsoft®COBOL
brings this power to the MS~DOS
environment in an even more
flexible version. It's the ideal
choice for transporting and adapting the thousands of mainframe
and minicomputer programs
now on the market.
Microsoft COBOL was designed after the ANSI COBOL
standard. Its quality and performance has been fully certified
by the GSA.
Microsoft COBOL includes a
complete set of file handling
MICRr -SOFt ~acilities includThe High Performance Software lng support for
sequential, line sequential, relative
and B+ tree indexed sequential
(IS AM) files.
The advanced screen handling
features, compatible with Data
General ~ make it easy to create
forms and menus for interactive
user programs. Direct cursor positioning, highlighting, automatic
format conversion, projected

fields, and automatic field skip
are just some of the capabilities.
An interactive source code
debugging tool allows you to
step through your program in symbolic form.There is no need to
wade through object code and
addresses in memory to see what
is going on. It's a complete
development package.
Applications developed with
the compiler can be distributed
without a runtime support charge.
Like all Microsoft languages,
the standard linking interface
makes it easy to combine assembly
language subroutines.
Call 800...426...9400 to order

the capable COBOL. $700:
In Washington State, call 206828-8088. Ask for operator AS, i
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft COBOL
inaction.

*Pricc exclusive of handling and \Vashingron State sales tax.
Microsoft is a registered trademark and MS is i1 trademark of Microsoft Corporation .
Data Gene ral is a regis te red trademark of Data Genera l Corpo ration.
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!r:x~~.rtsyst~ms f~cili
e r~ductlonof human e)!:pe .
Impla,
English-style rUIe..,se
. use
them to diagnose problems. " Knowledge engineers" are developing
many applications nOw.
EXPERT-2, Jack Park'~P!Jtstandlng
introduction to expt;trt systems, has
MMS- )
been modified .by
pply If
FORTH V2.0 ariel'.
with fun and well-do
ed
source code to permitBddltlon of
advanced features, a good manual
and sample rule..,sets: stock market
analysis, a digital fau nalyz$r, and
the Animal Game. PI
a ber:lefits
full~
. ofMMSFORTH's .'
screen$dltor. super~
mpillng,
compact and high-spe run-time
code, many built-in utilities and
wide chOice of other application
programs.

1969.

( Rule 1 - demo In EXPERT-2 )

.iF' YOU WANT EXPERT.2,
ANONOT YQ(J ,O
THENHYP YOU
BUY
MMSFORTH PLUS EXPERT-2
BECAUSE MMSFORTH IS REQUIRED

EXPERT-2'
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Anottler exciting t991 !qr .our
alternative soffW~re eml(i~onment'
• Personal License (required):
MMSfORTH ~ Disk IBM PC • • • • • • $249.95
MMSFORTHSystemDisk~l,3or4 •• $129.95

• Personal License (optional
modules):
FORTHCOM communlcatioos niQdijle • • •• $39.95

. • . . • . . .. d '.;. ' ;. , . $39.95
GAMES • • • • .' • • • •• l· . • • • • ; . $39.95
EXPERT·2 expert system. .; • • • • • •• $fl9.95
OATAHANDlER ••••••• 't., • • • •• $59.95
DATAHANDLER-PLUS (for PG only) • • .. •• $89.95
FORTHWRITE word proc:eaor ••••••• $175.00

ilJ!l~mEs.

• Corporate Site License
Extensions •••••1....

from $1,000

. .Shlpplnglhandll"g &.t u
Ask yOUr dealIir to allow yeti tile
I8qU8SI our free brochura.

MILLER MICROCOMPU.TER SERVICES
81 Lake Sho,. Road, ~atlck, MA 01780
(817) 853-81~
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Potent Pasca •
Microsoft®Pascal may be the
most powerful software development environment available for
the MS~DOS system. It combines the programming advantages of a structured high-level
language with the fast execution
speed of native code compilation.
And it exceeds the proposed
ISO and ANSI standards with
logical extensions that make the
language more powerful and versatile. For example, programming
capabilities even allow you to
manipulate data at the system and
machine leveL
It gives you single and double
MICR::- -SOFt prec~sion I~EE
The High Performance Software floating pOint
arithmetic. Numeric operations
take advantage of the SOS7. Or
automatic software emulation is

provided if the coprocessor is not
installed.
Support for long heap allocation and separate module compilation gives you the flexibility
to create large programs up to
one megabyte.
And the standard linking interface makes it easy to combine
Microsoft FORTRAN or assembly language subroutines.
Call 800-426-9400 to order
the potent Pascal. $300:~

In Washington State, call 20682S-8088. Ask for operator AS,
who will rush you your order,
send you more information, or
give you the name of your nearest
dealer to see Microsoft Pascal in
action.

*Pri cc exclus ive of h;md ling fl nd Wn shington 5 tmc sn lcs ta x.
Microsofr is a reg iste red rradem<lrk nnd MS is a [rade mClrk o f Microsoft Co rpo rmio n .

Little Tramp character licensed by Bubbles Inc.. s.a .
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How to move with
and take your

Introducing the IBM Portable Personal Computer.
It's a complete PC. In a case. With a handle.
And a welcome addition to the family.
The IBM Portable Personal Computer is
the first IBM PC system you can pick up and
take with you. Across town or across the
hall. Or put away easily for another day.
It's a powerful system, with 256 KB of
user memory (expandable to 512KB)
=::!~~~:::r.::r:r:;r:-.;::;-.~
. ~~\ and a slimline double-sided 5~/I
~'f~¥/A .~
diskette drive (and room for
~~_~~-!111--~=-~"""
another). Plus a built-in

r;;..,,. ..,..

- .

modern times
PC with you.
•

9" monitor with easy-to-read amber
characters. Text and graphics capability.
And an 83-key keyboard.
All fitted into a sturdy, transportable
case that's easy to handle. And park.
The IBM®of portable personal
computers. Make no mistake about it,
this is a true IBM PC.
Which means it is part of the same
dependable family as the IBM Personal
Computer, the IBM PC/XT and the new
IBM PCjr. And that means you can use
many IBM Personal Computer Software

programs to help you reach your goals.
All this and five 'e xpansion slots,
ready to accept expanded memory,
printers and other useful IBM Personal
Computer options. Which should keep
you rolling far into the future.
Pick one up at a store near you.
You can see the new IBM Portable
Personal Computer at any authorized
IBM PC dealer or IBM Produc;t Center.
To find the store nearest you, call
1-800-447 -4700. In Alaska or Hawaii,
call 1-800-447 -0890. = - - - - ----------_.-

--
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How Lawyers Can Use
Microcomputers
Cutting costs while upgrading legal service with the aid of
microcomputers
Robeq P. Wilkins, J.D.
R.P.W. Publishing Company
Microcomputers are a mystery to
many lawyers because, too often,
they try to learn about them in terms
of BASIC programming, RAM (random-access, read/write memory),
ROM (read-only memory), bps (bits
per second), and other foreign, often
unnecessary technical terms. All
lawyers need to know is how computers can improve the efficiency of
a legal practice.
Reviewing the firm's needs is the
first step in this analysis. Work in law
offices is generally divided between
administrative and substantive
tasks-those relating to the actual
practice of law.
Administrative tasks in the law office are similar to those in any other
small buiness: bookkeeping, bank
account reconciliation, payroll, calendar control, file management, information retrieval. One legal administrative task uncommon to most
small businesses is timekeeping and
billing. Most lawyers keep time
records and either submit bills based
on them or use them in determining
what they will bill. This may be the
most important administratjve
reason to acquire a computer.
Generally, legal services can be
divided into broad categories.
Lawyers prepare letters, opinion let160
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ters, memoranda of law, briefs,
deeds, wills, agreements, and other
documents. When everything else
fails, they may go to court on the
client's behalf. Before going to court,
pleadings must be prepared, witnesses interviewed, depositions
taken, and the paper associated with
the lawsuit managed. In addition,
there are some critical courtproceedings deadlines that must be
followed and observed . In complex
litigation many exhibits must be
tracked.
Although some lawyers spend the
majority of their time in court, most
usually spend it in the office .
Lawyers research and analyze problems, give advice, prepare documents, make mathematical projections, prepare tax returns, gather
data, and analyze the information
gathered. The practice of law involves much paperwork and includes a substantial amount of document preparation. Because of this,
many lawyers have become interested in the use of computers . For
the most part, however, lawyers
have been slow to take advantage of
new technology. Most lawyers in
America practice in small firms; 70
percent practice in firms of five or
fewer lawyers. Until recently, word

processing was relatively expensive,
and many small-firm lawyers did not
feel they could afford it. The cost of
a single, dedicated word-processing
system dropped from the $12,000 to
$20,000 range. Today, the cost can be
as low as $2100. A very powerful
microcomputer with letter-quality
word-processing capability can be
purchased for between $2100 and
$7000. As a result, many lawyers are
now using microcomputers, not for
computing, but for low-cost word
processing. Once they acquire the
computer for word processing, they
realize the tremendous potential of
the computer to help in other ways .
It is interesting to note that the
smaller firms have seemed to lead the
way in the microcomputer explosion.
Initially, many large firms with minicomputers and mainframes turned
up their noses at microcomputers.
Now, large firms are waking up to the
potential of microcomputers, and
many are now buying them for their
individual lawyers. The computers
are usually used both as freestanding
units and as terminals into the
mainframe.
For the lawyer who has a microcomputer for word processing or one
who is considering a first purchase,
it is important to understand what a

computer does. Generally speaking,
a computer can be used for: word
processing; number crunching (including bookkeeping, payroll, tax
projections); information or data
management; communications; electronic spreadsheets; and specialized
tasks to help in specific areas of the
law. Let's look at each category and
explore it as it relates to the practice
of law.

Word Processing
The practice of law is ideally suited
for word-processing equipment, and
without a doubt, word processing is
the legal profession's most common
use of the microcomputer. The use of
the word processor in the law office
can be broken down into three major
categories:
eroutine daily correspondence
elong documents that require extensive editing
erepetitive documents
It is important to understand that
most lawyers are under pressure to
cut costs and to price services reasonably. Because labor can be the highest
single cost in a law office, efficiency
is important. In the first two categories listed above the benefit of word
processing is largely that it improves
staff efficiency. The long documents
may include agreements, briefs, and
memoranda of law. In almost every
case a draft of the document is prepared and input is received from
other lawyers and the client. In some
cases, such as a negotiated contract,
input will also be received from the
opposing lawyer and that lawyer's
client. By using a word processor you
will benefit by quick document turnaround after editing or preparation.
In the third category, where repetitive documents can be recalled
from magnetic media and modified
to meet a particular client's needs, a
major benefit is the time saved. Examples of these documents are : wills
and trust agreements; property settlements; pleadings in court cases;
pension and profit-sharing plans;
and leases. These do not have to be
prepared from scratch and since the
new draft of the document requires

a minimum of keyboarding, another ing percentages and year-to-date
major benefit is increased produc- balances. When the December entivity.
tries were posted, I immediately had
Merging variables and assembling a printout of my year-end financial
separate paragraphs into one docu- information and could complete my
ment are capabilities that make word tax return on time.
processors especially useful in the
The second software program I
legal profession . The footnote capa- added was payroll. Year-end W-2
bility is especially helpful to lawyers preparation had generally been comwho file a large number of briefs.
pleted amid turmoil on or near
January 31. With the payroll package,
Number Crunching
which cost about $499, I only had to
I first began using word-processing input the employee information
equipment in 1964 when I bought a once. Thereafter, checks for salaried
paper-tape Royal Typer, which used employees and quarterly returns
folded paper tape punched much like could be produced . The process for
the scrolls of music for a player piano. hourly employees only required keySince that time, I have used word boarding of each employee's hours
processors employing cassettes and for a particular pay period.
disks, and I presently use a CPT 8000.
Next to word processing, the need
for timekeeping and billing software
is probably the most common reason
Next to word
a lawyer might want a computer.
processing,
There are more than 120 companies
timekeeping and billing offering software for timekeeping
and billing, and this large number
software probably
creates more of a problem than it
represents the most
solves. (For a list of them, see the
March I , 1984 issue of the Lawyer's
common reason a
PC, or contact POB 1108, Lexington,
lawyer might want a
SC 29072, (803) 359-9941.)
computer.
Lawyers do not all keep time the
same way, nor do we render stateHaving thus taken a personal interest ments the same way. There are many
in electronics technology, when I ac- variations of timekeeping and billing
quired my first full-capability com- techniques, as well as many differputer I intended to learn all I could ences between software packages
about it.
and what they accomplish. Trying to
The first software I used was a match the two is a problem of some
general ledger package. All of my magnitude.
bookkeeping had previously been
Before acquiring a timekeeping and
done by hand, and the final numbers billing package, it is extremely imporoften were not put together until well tant to see the program up and runafter the end of the year. I almost ning. It can be helpful to talk with a
never had the luxury of a monthly peer at a comparably sized firm who
financial statement.
bills in a similar fashion and is using
With my general ledger package, the program. Timekeeping and billwhich was relatively inexpensive ing programs range in price from
($199), I was able to set up account about $500 to $5000. The difference
numbers for my income and expense in quality is not necessarily repreitems and key in my checks and sen ted by the difference in price. The
deposits once a month . The com- size of the firm in many cases will be
puter automatically produced: a list the determining factor. Packages deof all posted documents; a ledger of signed for use by five or fewer
these entries sorted by account num- lawyers probably will not work effecber; a trial balance; an income state- tively for larger firms, and those dement for the month showing percent- signed for 15 lawyers may not be
ages and year-to-date balances; and . what the smaller firm needs.
a balance sheet for the month showAlthough we are discussing timeBYTE Mol' 1984
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ASHTON·TATE
dBASE II
.,,'''''' ''
Friday! ", . , .,"" " " "
DIGITAL RESEARCH
DR Assembler & Tools , ,.
CP/M 2,2 Intel MDS " " "
TRS 80 Model II (P&T) " "
Pascal MT + (Compiler) "
SPP Package ," ",," "
CBasic , , , , , .
"
FOX & GELLER
Quickcode, ,
:"
DGraph
'"
D·Util. " " " . ,
" " . ""
Quickscreen ~
."
IANSYST
lankey (Typing Tutor) " '"

$449
$265
$179
$135
$189
$315
$175
$119
$265
$265 '
$ 75
$135
$ 59

MICROPRO
.,,'" $289
Wordstar
Mai lmerge , ,
""'" $179
' , $429
Infostar Plus, , , , , , ,
WordS tar Profess ional '" $549
Option Pack " " " " "'" $265
MICROSOFT
MultiPlan , , ,
'" $175
Fortran , ,
' " $399
Macro 80 , ,
'" $159
Basic 80, , , " " " ' " '' ' ' $275
Word & Mouse,
" " $399
MICROSTUF
Crosstalk , , , , , , , , , , , , , , " $149
OSBORNE (McGRAW/HILL)
Enhanced Osborne, , , , , , , $249

SORCIM
SuperCalc II
" $265
SuperCalc III , ,
' $355
STAR
Accounting Partn er , ,
' $349
VISICORP
Visicalc
"'" $219
VisiplotlTrend
" $259
VisiOn ,
" CALL
WOOLF
Move·11. ,
" " " $ 99
OTHER GOODIES
. , $444
R:Base4000 " " " ' ,
Adv DB Master , , , ",,'" $535
Smart Key II. ,
" " $ 81
Punctuation & Style " " " $11 2

We carry many more software packages and formats than listed,
so give us a call if you don't see what you need.
ORDER TO LL FREE VIA VISA/MASTERCARD

1·800·421·4003
CALIF: 1·800·252·4092
These ara order taking lines only -

FOR: • Customer Service • Information
• Technical Support
(213) 837·5141 - M·F, 8AM·5PM PST

M·F, 8AM·5PM PST

MAIL ORDERS
6520 SELMA AVE .
WELCOMED: LOS ANGELES, CA 90028

Add $3,50 postage & handling per each Item , Blue Label $3.00 addi ti onal per item , C,O,D, $3,00 extra , California
resident s add 6 V, % sales tax, Outside Continental U,S, - add $10 plus Air Parcel Pos t. All ow 2 weeks o n checks.
Prices subject to c hange w ithout notice, All items subject to availabli lity, " Mfr, trademark, CP/M is a registered
trademark of DIGITAL RESEARCH, INC,

keeping and billing systems as they
apply to number crunching, a lawyer
familiar with database managers can
design a very simple timekeeping
and billing system for a small firm .
In the number-crunching category,
a system is also needed for keeping
track of other people's money held in
a trust. Under the Code of Professional Responsibility, a client's funds
cannot be commingled with the law
firm's, and the firm must be able to
account for any client's funds held in
a trust account. Software packages to
handle trust accounts can be purchased or designed to include such
features as : the ability to enter checks
and deposits at random with an item
description and an account number
for the client; the ability to receive a
printout at least monthly of the transactions in the entire bank account,
with a total balance, together with an
individual printout of each client's
transactions and a balance of the
client's account; and the ability to
confirm that all clients' accounts
equal the total amount in the bank
account. This seems to be a relatively simple accounting procedure, but
it is amazing how little software is
available to accomplish it.

Information Management
Another category of computer use
that is tremendously beneficial to
people in the legal profession is information management. Database
management programs fall into this
category, as do a number of specialized information programs.
Information management, as I use
the term, means the ability to keyboard certain information once and
then sort, select, and uSe it effectively without having to rekeyboard . The
most common uses of this technique
are: maintaining client records, keeping a calendar and docket control system, file management, and litigation
support.
There are many other informationmanagement needs specific to a law
firm's practice. Any of these can be
handled with a database manager.
For lawyers who use the IBM Personal Computer (PC) or compatibles,
dBASE II is popular. For lawyers who
use Radio Shack computers, Profile
162
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Plus is probably the most commonly
used.
With a program of this type, you
can visualize how it works by imagining a page organized in vertical columns of information with horizontal
lines representing a particular file.
The vertical columns are called fields.
Each fi eld contains the same kind of
information for every client. For example, last n ames would be in the
same field for every client.
The horizontal lines that represent
one client's information are called
records. Once the information has
been keyboarded, it can be massaged
in many different ways without having to be keyed again. For example,
if the client record consists of a name,
address, telephone number, court in
which the action is pending, and
lawyer responsible, then by using the
sort and select technique of the
database manager the lawyer can
print an alph abetical list of all clients
by last name. It is also possible to
sort, select, and print a sublist that,
instead of including all clients, will
only include those for a particular
lawyer in a particular court.
The information in the database
can be merged with form letters so
that, for example, you can use the
will-retrieval database to select the
names and addresses, salutation,
and date of the last will executed by
the client. This information can be
merged into a letter to the client indicating that the w ill needs review.
These letters can then be printed
automatica ll y on continuous-run
paper.
In larger firms, database managers
can be used to manage records that
only need to be keyboarded once and
then accessed by using sort and
select techniques. For example, th e
client database can be searched as
each new client is accepted to make
certain there is no conflict if a suit is
begun against some other person.
Firms with many clients and several
lawyers must take this precaution to
avoid suing one of their own clients.
"Where is it? Why can't we find it?"
is a familiar cry in the law office.
Lawyers manage a lot of paper and,
therefore, filing is frequently a problem . The filing problem relates not

only to where a particular document

might be but, more importantly,
where to find research information.
We almost always can find material
in a client's file. The question is, in
which case did we last handle a matter involving a similar dispute, e.g.,
the eviction of a tenant for damage to
the premises?
Softshell (POB 18522, Baltimore,
MD 21237, (301) 686-1213) offers a program called Mindex and Search that
costs $25 and will solve most information-retrieval problems. Under the
Mindex and Search program, entries
of 255 characters are possible (about
three typewritten lines). Each of
these entries is considered a separate
record . The 255 characters, of course,
must contain the location of the basic
information and the keywords to let
you find it. In the previous matter, we
would enter "eviction of tenant for '
damage or destruction of the premises" and the name or number of the
file in which the research data and
pleadings for that particular matter
are located. We might (since we have
not used th e entire three lines) want

to include the kind of research
material to be found in that file. We
can make thousands of entries of this
type at random and then, using the
Search program, search for any three
characters in a row. In most cases, we
use the actual keyword; we might
choose "eviction" or we might choose
"tenant". If we have a large number
of eviction and tenant cases, we
might want to search a combination
of words connected by "and," e.g.,
"eviction and destruction." We can
also search by using "or" as the connector, which will result in the program finding all records containing
either word.

Communications
A lawyer can use the computer for
electronic m ail, bulletin-board reading, and access to on-line databases.
When lawyers think about on-line
databases, the first that come to mind
are Westlaw and Lexis. These two
legal-research databases have been
available for many years. Only rece ntly, h owever, could we access
them via microcomputers. Westlaw

IBM
protects disks
in sleeves of

TYVEK.
Here's why.
Quality disks deserve a quality sleeve .
Sleeves of TYVEK' spun bonded olefin
provide unsurpassed data protection
because
1. TYVEK is strong-won 't tear like paper.
2. TYVEK does not lint.
3. TYVEK is smooth, non-abrasive.
4. TYVEK is chemically clean , has a
neutral pH .
5. TYVEK reduces static problems .
6. TYVEK is unaffected by water.
Take the first step to maximum disk data
protection . Call 800-44 TYVEK for the
names of manufacturers who rely on
sleeves of TYVEK .
"TYVEK is Du Pont's trademark for
spun bonded olefin . DuPont makes
TYVEK . not sleeves .
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THE FORTH SOURCE™
MVP-FORTH

FORTH DISKS

Stable - Transportable - Public Domain - Tools
You need two primary features in a software development package ... a
s table operating system and the ability to move programs easily and
quickly to a variety of computers. MVP-FORTH gives you both these
features and many extras. Thi s public domain product includes an editor,
FORTH assembler, tools, utiliti es and the vocabulary for the best selling
book "Starting FORTH". The Programmer's Kit provides a complete
FORTH for a number of computers. Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of your applications.

MVP Books - A Series

FORTH with editor, assembler, and
D APPLE by MM
$100
D APPLE by Kuntze
$90
D ATARI® valFORTH
$60
D CP/M® by MM
$100
D HP-85 by Lange
$90
D HP-75 by Cassady
$150
D IBM-PC® by LM
$100
D NOVA by CCI 8" DS/DD$175

D Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon. MVP-FORTH
glossary with cross references to fig-FORTH, Starting FORTH
and FORTH-79 Standard. 2nd Ed.
$25

Enhanced FORTH with: F-Floating Point, G-Graphics, T-Tutorial ,
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support, MT -Multi-Tasking, X-Other
Extras, 79-FORTH-79, 83-FORTH -83 .

D Volume 2, MVP-FORTH Assemb/y Source Code . Includes
CP/M® , IBM-PC® , and APPLE® listing for kernel
$20
~~;~ D Volume 3, F/oating Point G/ossary by Springer

$10

~~;~

$25

~~

~

D Votume 4, Expert System with source code by Park

D APPLE by MM ,
F, G, & 83
$160
D ATARI by PNS, F,G, & X. $90
$160
D CP/M by MM, F & 83
D Apple, GraFORTH by I $75

D Volume 5, Fi/e Management System with interrupt security by

~~

~

D Multi-Tasking FORTH by SL,
CP/M, X & 79
$395
D TRS-8011 or III by MMS
$130
F, X, & 79
D TImex by FD, tape G,X,
& 79
$45
D Victor 9000 by DE,G ,X $150

MVP-FORTH Software - A Transportable FORTH
D MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documentation, Volumes 1 & 2 of MVP-FORTH Series (All About
FORTH , 2nd Ed. & Assembly Source Code), and Starting
FORTH . Specify D CP/M, D CP/M 86, D CP/M +, D APPLE,
D IBM PC, D MS-DOS, D Osborne, D Kaypro, D H89/Z89,
D Z100, D TI-PC, D MicroDecisions, D Northstar ,
~'<,.~ D Compupro, D Cromenco, D DEC Rainbow, D NEC 8201,
D TRS-80/100
$150

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES & DOCUMENTS

~'<,.~

D MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point Includes 9511 math chip on
board with disks, documentation and enhanced virtual MVPFORTH for Apple II , 11+ , and lie.
$450
D MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for CP/M, IBM or APPLE
Programmer's Kit. Extremely useful tool for decompiling ,
callfinding, and translating .
$150
D MVP-FORTH PADS (Professional Application Development
System) for IBM, or APPLE. An integrated development
system with complete documentation for PC , XT or PCjr and
Apple II, II + and lie. Will run on most IBM and Apple look$500
alikes .

~<c.~ D MVP-FORTH Ftoating Point & Matrix Math for IBM or
Apple
~'<,.~ D MVP-FORTH Graphics Extension for IBM or Apple
~~

~

D MVP-FORTH MS-DOS file interface for IBM PC PADS

~'<,.~

~<c.~
~<c.~

$B5
$65
$BO

D MVP-FORTH Expert System for development of knowledgebased programs for Apple, IBM , or CP/M .
$100

FORTH COMPUTER
D Jupiter Ace
D 16K RAM Pack
D 48K RAM Pack

$150
$50
$125

FORTH CROSS COMPILERS Allow extending , modifying and compiling
for speed and memory savings, can also produce ROMabie code.
.Requires FORTH disk.
$300
$300
D CP/M
D IBM·
D B086.
$300
$300
D ZBO·
D 68000
$300
D Apple It/II +
$300
Ordorlng Information: Check. Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS,
INC.). VISA. MasterCard , American Express. COD's $5 extra. Minimum order $15 .
No billing or unpaid PO's. California residents add sales tax . Shipping costs in US
Included in price. Foreign orders, pay in US funds on US bank, include for handling
and shipping by Air: $5 for each item under $25. $10 for each item between $25 and
$99 and $20 lor each item over $100. All prices and products subject to change or
withdrawal without notice. Single system andlor single user license agreement
required on some products.

D Extensions for LM Specify
IBM, Z80, or 8086
D Software Floating
Point
$100
D 8087 Support
(IBM-PC or 8086)
$100
D 951 1 Support
(Z80 or 8086)
$100
D Color Graphics
(IBM-PC)
$100
D Data Base
Management
$200
Requires LM FORTH disk.

D fig-FORTH Programming Aids for decompiling, callfinding ,
and translating . CP/M, IBM-PC, Z80 , or Apple
$150

D MVP-FORTH Cross Compiler for CP/M Programmer's Kit.
Generates headerless code for ROM or target CPU
$300
D MVP-FORTH Meta Compiler for CP/M Programmer's kit. Use
for applicatons on CP/M based computer. Includes public
$150
domain source

manual.
D Z80 by LM
$100
D 8086/88 by LM
$100
D 68000 by LM
$250
D VIC FORTH by HES, VIC20
cartridge
$50
D C64 by HES Commodore 64
cartridge
$60
D Timex by HW
$25

D All ABOUT FORTH by
D
Haydon. See above.
$25 D
D FORTH Encyclopedia by
D
Derick & Baker
$25 D
D The Complete FORTH by
Winfield
$16 D
D Understanding FORTH by
Reymann
$3 ~ D
D FORTH Fundamentals,
~f(;
Vol. I by McCabe
$16
D
D FORTH Fundamentals,
Vol. II by McCabe
$1 3
D
D FORTH Tools, Vol.1 by
Anderson & Tracy
$20
D Beginning FORTH by
D
Chirlian
$17
D FORTH Encyclopedia
D
Pocket Guide
$7
D And So FORTH by Huang . A D
col lege level text.
$25
D FORTH Programming by
D
Scanlon
$17 D
D FORTH on the ATARI by E.
D
Floegel
$8
D
D Starting FORTH by Brodie.
D
Best instructional manual
available. (soft cover)
$1 B
D
D Starting FORTH (hard
cover>
$23 D

~'<,.~ D 68000 fig-Forth with
~<c.~

assembler
CJ Jupiter ACE Manual by
Vickers

$25
$15

1980 FORMl Proc.
1981 FORMl Proc 2 Vol
1982 FORMl Proc.
1981 Rochester FORTH
Proc.

$2~

$40
$25
$25

1982 Rochester FORTH
Proc.
$25
1983 Rochester FORTH
Proc.
$25
A Bibliography of FORTH
References, 1sl. Ed.
$15
The Journal of FORTH
Application & Research
Vol. 1, No.1
$20
Threaded Interpretive
languages
$23
METAFORTH by
Cassady
$30
Systems Guide to flgFORTH
$25
Invitation to FORTH
$20
PDP-11 User Man.
$20
FORTH-83 Standard
$15
FORTH-79 Standard
$15
FORTH-79 Standard$10
Conversion
TIny Pascal fig-FORTH $10
NOVA fig-FORTH by CCI
Source Listing
$25
D NOVA by CCI User's
Manual
$25

D Installation Manual for fig-FORTH,

$15

Source listings of fig-FORTH , for specific CPU's and computers. 1 ne
Installation Manual is required for implementation.
Each $15
D 6502
D 6BOO
D AlphaMicro
D 1B02
D 80BO
D 8086/88 D 9900
D APPLE II
D PACE
D 6809
D NOVA
D PDP-111LSI-11
D 68000
D Eclipse
D VAX
D Z80

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656
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can be accessed by almost any microcomputer. At this writing, Lexis can
only be accessed by the IBM Pc.
These database services are relatively expensive, but accessing them
through your own microcomputer
gives you greater control over the
costs.
.
There are a number of other on-line
databases of possible interest to
lawyers. The American Bar Association recently announced ABA /net .
Using this service, electronic mail
and bulletin boards can be accessed,
in addition to the UPI news wire, the
Official Airline Guide, and financial
news from Unistox, for as little as $12
per hour. The American Bar Association publication and information
database, Ambar, will go on line with
ABA/net in the near future and will
cost $32 per hour in prime time and
$22 per hour in nonprime time. (For
details on ABA/net write: ITT Dialcom, 1109 Spring St. , Silver Spring,
MD 20910 or call (800) 323-1717 and
ask for operator 129. In Illinois, call
operator 129 at (800) 942-8211.)
Dialog is probably the largest nonlegal database of interest to lawyers.
It actually consists of more than 200
databases. The most common is the
Legai Resources Index, which contains more than 660 legal periodicals,
newspapers, and magazines published since January 1980. Other databases on Dialog include the Federal
Register and a number of technical
databases involved with medicine
and other technical subjects. (For information write: Dialog Information
Services, 3460 Hillview Ave. , Palo
Alto, CA, or call (800) 227-1927. In
California, call (800) 982-5838.)
The General Electric database contains tax projection and other business accounting projection programs.
Some of these programs were prepared by Arthur Andersen & Company, some by J. H . Cohn & Company, and som e by Coopers &
Lybrand . (For details write: General
Electric Information Services Company, 401 N . Washington St., Rockville, MD 20850, or call (800) 638-8730.
Tn Maryland, call (800) 492-8470.)
In time, the most frequent use of
th e microcomputer's communications feature may be electronic mail.

By using electronic mail, you can
transmit a document to another
lawyer's computer for almost instant
review and input. The document can
then be retransmitted to you with
changes. If acceptable, it can be
printed out in final form at both locations. A third lawyer can review the
document, since either office can
send it anywhere over the telephone
network. All the traveling lawyer
needs is a portable computer (such
as the Radio Shack Model 100) with
a modem. This lawyer can make
changes and send the document back
to either office.
Communications make it possible
for a branch office to function with
limited support staff. Much of the
heavy document preparation can
take place at the home office and
then be transmitted to and printed
out at the branch.
Bulletin boards are available for
almost any subject. ABA/net is expected to provide bulletin boards of
specific interest. With a bulletin
board, you can call the number and,
by keyboarding instructions, select a

substantive area to review. For example, you can call a bulletin board and
review the particular substantive area
on medical malpractice. If you see
any information or inquiries of interest, you can write a response on
the bulletin board or communicate
directly to the other lawyer if a
telephone number or address has
been left .
Messages can also be left for others
who read the bulletin board. For example, a lawyer can ask for information from other lawyers with experience in specific fields .
The introduction of ABA /net may
have more influence on the use of
databases by lawyers than any other
event of recent years. The American
Bar Association plans to actively
solicit lawyers to join ABA /net. Since
this database is relatively inexpensive, it gives lawyers a chance to overcome fears or hesitations at a low cost
and for a useful purpose.
Many law book publishers are exploring the possible use of on-line
databases to furnish their services.
Looking far into the future, it is quite

DYSAN®
protects disks
in sleeves of

TYVEK.
Here's why.
Quality disks deserve a quality sleeve.
Sleeves of TYVEK' spunbonded olefin
provide unsurpassed data protection
because
1. TYVEK is strong-won 't tear like paper.
2. TYVEK does not lint.
3. TYVEK is smooth, non-abrasive .
4. TYVEK is chemically clean, has a
neutral pH.
5. TYVEK reduces static problems.
6. TYVEK is unaffected by water.
Take the first step to maximum disk data
protection. Call 800-44 TYVEK for the
names of manufacturers who rely on
sleeves of TYVEK .
' TYVEK is Du Pont's trad emark tor
spunbonded otetin . DuPont makes
TYVEK , not steeves .
Dysan is a regist ered trad emark at
Dysa n Co rporation

Circle 145 on inquiry card .
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. Accounting ·:.·

. ·software . .,
. so perfect · ..•... .
• you'llwant to ·' .

, change it ...

. .immediately. ..
accounts payable and receivIt's perfect because you can
Language so you can modify
able, payroll, inventory control
change it.
the program to take into account
Which is one thing you can't
and order entry.
your needs.
do with canned account- r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . ,
You can change it
Canned Accounting vs. The Sensible Solution
ing programs. Instead,
to use your business
The Typical Sensible
forms and checks. Work
you're stuck doing
Accounting Solution
Management
Package
in your company's combookkeeping their way.
Can the progr~ be changed
mission rates. Add
Well, rather than let
Yes
No
to suit special needs?
Can you use your business's
space for your product
your accounting softNo
Yes
existing forms?
codes. Or do just about
ware run your business,
Is source code included
in the program's price?
Yes
No
anything else your way.
we suggest you run our
Can you easily transfer your data
So if you've got
business accounting
No
Yes
when you buy a new computer?
accounting software
software: Sensible Solu-.
you can't change, change to the
But instead of locking you
tion Management.
in to our way of accounting, we
Sensible Solution.
Straight out of the box, it's
also supply you with source
And kick the canned
ready to get down to business
with single-entry general ledger,
code and The Sensible Solution forever.

The Sensible SolutioIT"

The Sensible Solution Programming Language for most single and multi-user operating systems is $695 (single-user) or $995 (multi-user) with
Accounting Modules at $250 each. For more information, write or call: OHanlon Computer Systems, 11058 Main Street, Bellevue, WA 98004.
Phone (206) 454-2261 Telex 152974. Dealer and distributor inquiries welcome.
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possible that most legal-research
needs will be met by on-line databases. Competitive pricing may
speed this occurrence .

Electronic Spreadsheets
Use of electronic spreadsheets will
depend on the kind of law practiced
by the firm . Electronic spreadsheets
allow mathematical projections to be
made and manipulated . They can be
useful in preparing budgets and
cash-flow projections. They can be
used to project earnings in damage
cases, to perform a blood alcohol
analysis in drunk driving cases, and
many other tasks requiring mathematical projections and "what if"
calculations. (For a template of the
blood alcohol analysis program, see
The LaWljer'S pc, November 1, 1983,
page 4, or write POB 1108, Lexington,
SC 29072 .)
Many publishers are producing inexpensive electronic spreadsheet
templates that take much of the
drudgery out of using these powerful programs. Quite a number of
these templates can be useful to
lawyers, since they deal with business calculations.

Specialized Software Packages
There are several specialized software packages that lawyers should
know about. These softwai:e
packages can be purchased and run
immediately to accomplish specific
tasks. For example: a long-distance
analyzer is designed to allow the
development of a directory of calls,
date called, and amount of call, so
this out-of-pocket expense can be
charged to clients (Long Distance
Analyzer, $195, Golden Braid Software, 1450 Ranchero Dr., Sarasota, FL
33582, (813) 371-0388).
Estate tax projections are designed
to allow lawyers to enter details about
the client and get projections of different estate plans. Two common
ones are: Estate Tax Plan, $750, Aardvark/McGraw-Hill, 1020 N. Broadway, Milwaukee, WI 53202, (414)
225-7500; and ESTAX, $295, Professional Data Corp., 6449 Goldbranch
Rd., Columbia, SC 29202.
Real estate closing packages are designed to allow for the input of the

basic information . The program then
produces all the documents necessary for a HUD real estate closing
(RESPA Resolver, $250, Electronic
Law Publishing Company, POB 1027,
Buies Creek, NC 27506).
, Programs for the preparation of immigration and naturalization forms
are designed to allow keyboarding of
the basic information and have the
program prepare the necessary
forms (Immigration Program, $350,
Hudson Computer Bureau Inc., 6135
Bergenline Ave" West New York, NJ
07093, (201) 868-6134).
Income tax projections allow for
the input of information about the
client's tax circumstances to make
"what if" calculations. An example of
this type program is Cal-Q-Tax (CalQ-Tax, $595, Tax Management, a subsidiary of Bureau of National Affairs
Inc. , 123125th St. NW, Washington,
DC 20037).
There are numerous other income
tax preparation packages. A list and
analysis of them appeared in The
Journal of Taxation, A Guide to the
Practitioner's Selection of Tax Soft-

ware for the Microcomputer, December 1983, The November 1983 issue
contained a comparison of software
vendors. For information, write The
Journal of Taxation, 1633 Broadway,
New York, NY 10019. The list is growing every day as new programs for
lawyers are developed.
The computer is going to make the
most significant change in the way
law is practiced since the invention of
the telephone and the typewriter,
There is resistance, but strange as it
may seem, there was also resistance
to the telephone and typewriter.
In the long run, economic issues
will prevail. There is no question that
those of us who use the computer efficiently can practice law more effectively and, therefore, can provide
legal services to the client at reasonable cost, That is the name of the
game .•
Robert P. Wilkins (POB 729, Lexington, SC
29072) is a lawyer ami the editor of The Lawyer's
PC and The Lawyer's Microcomputer newsletters for lawyers using the IBM PC and compatibles
and Radio Shack computers, respectively.

3M
protects disks
in sleeves of

TYVEK.
Here's why.
Quality disks de~erve a quality sleeve.
Sleeves of TYVEK'" spun bonded olefin
provide unsurpassed data protection
because
1. TYVEK is strong-won 't tear like paper.
2. TYVEK does not lint.
3. TYVEK is smooth , non-abrasive.
4. TYVEK is chemically clean , has a
neutral pH .
5. TYVEK reduces static problems.
6. TYVEK is unaffected by water.
Take the first step to maximum disk data
protection . Call 800-44 TYVEK for the
names of manufacturers who rely' on
sleeves of TYVEK.
' TYVEK is Du Pont's trademark for
spunbonded olefin . DuPont makes
TYVEK . not sleeves .
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Whether your needs are simple ...
Features*

Advantages*

Benefits*

Unlimited number oftables open
at a given time
Up to 255 fields per record

No need to open and close
tables repeatedly
Greater descriptive capacity

Passwords, read/write access,
data encryption
Ouery multiple tables with a
single command
Ouery syntax like IBM's
SOLIDS
Dynamic sorting and grouping
of query output
Spreadsheet celis may be
defined in terms of
• formulas
• data table values
• programs
Forms creation for screen
and printer using 8 colors,
blinking , beli, prompts, reverse
video, etc.
Statistics (e.g., min, max,
average , sum, standard
deviation, variance, etc.)
automatically generated
High resolution color graphics:
pie charts, bar charts, area
curves, scatter diagrams, etc.

Access to data Is individualized

Speedier answers to your
queries I
Lowers frustration of having to
deal with mUltiple tables for a
single topic
Unauthorized use of data
prevented
Users get information more
elliciently
Users not required to learn a
new language
Data can be customized to users
needs
No need to rekey information or
perform calculations separately

• Partial List

Retrieves data without
unnecessary Intermediate steps
English-like commands
Control of output format
Celi can automatically retrieve
information from tables and can
perform Intricate mathematical
operations on that Information
Greater versatility In screen and
printed output

Screens and forms are easy to
understand and use

Provides more complete
analytical description of data

Improved decision-making
capabilities

Numerical data from spreadsheets and tables can be
pictorialized

Patterns and trends easier to
spot

We help a lot of different people
solve a lot of different problems:
from the simplest to the most
complex ... from mailing lists to
integrated acco unting, from
preparing tax returns to order
entry. Whether you need help
saving money or making it, the
Knowledge Manager can help
yo u manage your information
better than any other micro
software package.

Quality Software for
Quality Results
You can start just as simply as
you want and grow just as fast as
yo u like. The Knowledge
Manager's powerful commands
are always ready when you are .
You get quick results, improved
productivity, accurate information , custom tailored to meet
your need s. The Knowledge
Manager lets you use yo ur
information, when you want it
and in the way you want it.

intricate ... or somewhere in between
Reliable and
Comprehensi ve
The Knowledge Manager is built
to last. You can start with the
Beginner's Guide, or run right
through the instruction manual
to advanced data management
commands.

Chances are you won't find a job
the Knowledge Manager
can't do.

Dealer inquiries invited.

KNOWLEDGE

man

™

KnowledgeMan is a trademark of Micro
Data Base Systems, Inc.; SQL/DS of IBM.
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Name
I
p------------------------------------------~
Title
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•

I
I
I
I

Please se nd me:
.
D Free feature-by-feature comparISon
D Forms pamter and graphiCS
information and pricing*
D Run-time package information
and pricing*
*Forms painter, graphics and runtime package are available as
optional components.
D Please accept my order for
the Knowledge Manager
$500.00
D Shipping and Handlingt
10.00
(Indiana residents must add
5% sales tax - $25 .00)
Machine:
Operating Systems:
D PCDOS D MSDOS D CPj M-86
D' k F
t·
IS
orma .
D 8" IBM-3740 SS j SD

D 5';' '' IBM PC SS
D 5 '/." Victor j Sirius
D 5V." DEC Rainbow
tAdd $20.00 if outside U.S., Canada
or Me xico
192K RAM required , 500K mass
storage suggested.
D Check or money order enclosed
(must be drawn from U.S. bank in
U.S. currency)
MasterCa rd No.
VISA No.
American Express No.
Expiration Date
Bank No . (if M.C)
Signature
VISA, MasterCard and American
Express orders may be placed by
phone (317)463-2581.

C

ompany __________
Phone ( - - )

Address

City
State

V

Zip

Send To:

MDBS/Consumer Products

•

: P.O. Box 248
Lafayette, IN 47902

Phone: (317) 463-2581
Telex: 209147 ISE UR
Or Contact Your Local Dealer.
PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOT ICE

.

0

Current release ,s I. 6 as of4/ 1/84.
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TE K

2213AJ2215A
60 MHZ OSCILLOSCOPES

THE PERFORMANCE/
PRICE STANDARD

Tek's best-selling
60 MHz scopes:
Now 25 ways better for
not a penny more!
Now Tek has iinproved its
giving these scopes the final measure
2213/2215 scopes with brighter
of convenience.
displays. Greater accuracy.
Triggering, sweep accuracy,
And more sensitive triggering.
CMRR and many more major
At no increase in price. .
specifications are better than ever.
The 60 MHz 2213 and dual time
Chr;;ck the performance chart: not
base 2215 have been the most
bad for scopes already considered
popular scopes in Tektronix
the leaders in their class!
history. Now, Tek
The price: still
introduces an ''A''
$1200* for the
Series update with
2213A, $1450* for
more than 25 specithe 2215A. Or, step
fication and feature
up to the 100 MHz
enhancements 2235 for just $1650*!
things you have
You can order, obasked for such as
tain literature, or
single sweep - all
get expert techincluded at no
nical advice,
through Tek's
added cost.
A brighter
National Marketdisplay arid new .
ing Center.
vertical ampUDirect orders
fierdesign
include operator manuals,
provides sharp,
two 10X probes,
crisp traces.
That makes the 2213A1
2213/2215 ''An Series
2213/2215
15-day return policy,
world-wide service back2215A a pri me cand idate
:=.
C:.;..RT:,-:b::.:ri:?:gh~ln:,-:e:ss
=.=---_ _ -=1~4:,-:kv:7a:=.
cc:.:e",,1.:,:::po::.:.le=-n~li=a-1_--::1-:,
0_kv:,-:a:,,:c.:-:ce::.:l.-,:p-:,
01,,=en~ti.a:::..l_
for tasks like TV troubleVertical accuracy
3% , O· 10 50· C
3%, + 20· 10 30·C
up and comprehensive
shooting and testing ,
Chop rale
500 kHz
250 kHz
3-year warranty.
where fast sweeps are
-=-In--'pu''''I---'ca'' -p'--a-'
cil:a-nc-e-- -=2::-0'-:
pF::---'--------::370'-p:::F .- -=-----Talk to our technical
10 101 al10 MHz
typical.
.
CMR R
10 10 1 al 25 MHz
experts.
Not specified
New features inClude
Channel isolation
100:1 al 25 MHz
0.4 div al 2 MHz
10 MHz bandwidth limit
A Trigger sensi tivily (inl) 0.3 div al 5 MHz
Call toll-free:
2. 0 div compos. sync
switch, separate AlB
TV Iriggering
1 0 div compos. sync
1-800-426-2200
dual intensity controls
Sweep accuracy (in 10X) 4%, 15· 10 35·C
Ext. 157.
10,00010 1 (2215)
(2215A only1 and powerDelay jitter
20,000 to 1 (22 15A)
5,000101 (2213)
on light: additions custom10,000 10 1 (22 13A)
In Oregon call collect:
ers have suggested for
_Ho=l-d::....:o_
ff _R.:::..an-"g-=e _ _ __
10=-:_
1 ______
4_:1_ _ _ _ __
(503) 627-9000 Ext. 157.

Tektron~
COMMITTED TO EXCELLENCE

'Price FOB. Beaverlon. OR.
All scopes are UL Lisled and CSA
approved . 3-year warranly includes
CRT and applies 10 2000 famil y oscilloscopes purchased aller 1/1/83
Copyrighl 01984, Teklronix, Inc. All righls reserved . TIA-438

Computerizing
a Medical Office
A physician's advice can be handy for other professionals needing
tailored applications
.
Jonathan Javitt, M. D.
Computer Consultant for Medical Applications
As of July 1983, only 5 percent of
the physicians in the United States
owned microcomputers. Nevertheless, I believe physicians will no
longer be able to maintain an uncomputerized office. Perhaps by the end
of the decade all medical practices
will have a computer. [Editor's Note:

The trend may extend to other professional offices with an extensive but
specific clientele. The following advice for
physicians may well apply to any professional needing a tailored computer system .]

Why Computerize?
As medical practice costs rise and
the supply of physicians increases,
practices will need to pay increasing
attention to economics and marketing. Most good office-management
programs can generate productivity
reports by practitioner, by procedure,
or even by piece of equipment. Determining whether the practice is running a piece of diagnostic equipment
at a profit or a loss then becomes a
simple matter.
One of the most difficult aspects of
practice management is patient follow-up and recall. With a computerized record-keeping system, however,
mailing one or more reminder letters

to patients and tracking those who
don't respond can be done with ease.
Such a system might also allow you
to generate patient newsletters and
health alerts. This contact can make
a Significant difference in a patient's
satisfaction with your service.
A computer in a medical office can
also be an instant link to a world of
information, from the hospital
records of one's patients to the exten~
sive database of the National Library
of Medicine. Up-to-the-second conferences on a variety of topics are
available to anyone with a computer
and a telephone. Within the next few
years, electronic mail-will be the most
efficient way for physicians to share
information about patients. Ordinary
mail will then be as useful as bloodletting.

How to Computerize
Successfully
The selection of a computer system
for a medical office need not be painful, protracted, or even inordinately
expensive. When done logically and
systematically, it may even be enjoyable and informative. If at all possible, find a consultant who is experienced in medical office systems. I
believe that the cost of mistakes in

system selection is far more expensive than any consultant's fee.
By a consultant I mean someone
who is familiar with the medicalmanagement programs on the market and with the computer systems
needed to run those programs, rather
than a programmer who offers to
write a program for running your office. Custom software is not an ideal
solution to medical-management
needs because if you have a problem
with the software, you have only the
original programmer to rely on. If he
or she is no longer available, then
you're stuck, with no one else able to
help you. With commercial software,
however, you will have the support
of a large company and access to successive revisions.
Seven steps for selecting a computer system for a medical office are
listed below :
1. needs assessment

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

system specification
software survey and selection
hardware survey and selection
vendor selection
office task assignment
software support

.While these stages may seem obvious
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at first, each one is crucial, and bypassing any of them is an invitation
to disaster. If at all possible, do not
change their order. Especially try to
avoid allowing the vendor to be the
determining force in system selection; the vendor's priorities are clearly different from yours.

Needs Assessment
Involving all office staff in needs
assessment from the outset is imperative. A computer system is only as
capable as those who use it. If the
staff is unenthusiastic about the system, the chances of a successful transition are minimal. All too frequently, the office staff first encounters a
computer system when it shows up
in boxes. The other side of this caveat
is equally important. Often the off~ce
staff knows far more about work flow
than the physicians in the practice
and will be able to spot inadequacies
in a system while they can still be corrected with an eraser and notepaper.
"If only I'd known .. :' is an expensive utterance when it comes to computerizing a medical office.

System Specification

dIe the office's needs. Once all the
What jobs do you expect the com- above questions are answered, you
puter to do? Your answer should state can start choosing the software.
exactly what information the system
will be expected to store on any given Software Survey and Selection
patient, which report functions the
Currently, there are no microcomsoftware must be able to write, and puter-based office-management proso on. With this information, you will grams that can store detailed clinical
be able to choose software that will information for each patient. While
. do the job that you want done.
the concept of a paperless office with
How expandable should the sys- all patient data stored electronically
tem be? If the system cannot grow, is highly attractive, it is not yet practhen you will have to stunt your prac- tical on microcomputer-based systice or get a new computer system-a tems. At present, that level of data
costly way to do business.
management is available only on
How will the flow of information in minicomputers.
and out of the computer be manThe reason for this situation is twoaged, and how many users will be on fold. First, software development is
the system at once? These factors will driven by market demand. At this
determine the hardware that you'll time, relatively few medical offices
need.
have state-of-the-art microcomputers,
How much can you afford? The so why would programmers bother
only intelligent approach to budget- writing a complex clinical informaing for this project is to sit down with tion-management system for such a
the practice's financial advisers and small market? Second, the nature
determine the monthly cost of the and structure of clinical information
system versus the projected return. vary greatly from one medical speIn all likelihood, the calculations will cialty to the next. It is simply not
justify a system large enough to han- possible to design a clinical database

8087 SUPPORT and FORTRAN for your PC
87FORTRAN/RTOS'" - our adaptation
of the Intel Fo rtran-86 Compiler generates in
line 8087 code using all 8087 data types
including 80-bit reals and 64-bit interge rs. Th e
com piler uses the Intel large memory model.
allowing code/data structures of a full megabyte, and supports overlays. Include s RTOS
and support for one year .
. ....... $1350

87PASCALJRTOS'"

is Intel' s ISOStandard Pascal with 8087-8088 excep tion s.
The se make it possible to use all th e 8087 data
types directly. while generating modules in
one of the three Intel Memory Mod els. Includes
RTOS and suppo rt for one year.
.. $1350

RTOSDEVELOPMENTPACKAGE
includes 87FORTRAN, 87PASCAL, PL/M-8 6,
Utilities, TX Screen Editor and RTOS . $2500

RTOSREAL TIME MULTI-TASKING/
MULTI-USER EXECUTIVE
RTOS is a Micro Ware co nfigured version of
iRMX-86. Includes ASM-86, LI NK-86. LOC-86,
LlB-86, and the ROM He x Loader .
$600
OBJ~ASM '" - a multipass object module
translator and disassembler. Produces assembly language listings which include public
symbols, external symbols, and labels
com mented with cross references. Ideal for
understanding and patching object modules
for w hich source is unavailable ...... . .. $200
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"The Micro Ware package is preferable ... it executes the basic operations more rapidly and Micro Ware
provides a free update service."
87BASIC '" in c ludes

patches to the IBM
Basic Compiler and both runtime libraries for
USER TRANSPARENT and COMPLETE 8087
support Provide s super fast performance for
all numeric operations in c luding trigonometrics, transcendentals, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division .............. $150

87 MAC RO'"

-'our complete 8087 software
development package. It co ntains a "Pre-processo r," source c~de for a se t of 8087 macros,
and a library of n.u meric fun ctions including
transcendentals, trigonometrics. hyperbolics,
encoding, decoding and co nversions . . $150

87DEBUG '" - a professional debugger with
8087 support, a sophisti cated screen-oriented
macro co mmand processor, and trace features
which include the ability to skip tracing through
branches to calls and software and hardware
interrupts. Breakpoints ca n be set in code or
on guarded addresses in RAM ......... $150
FOR~BAS '" - a library of interface routines
which allow MS Fortran programs to ca ll the
IBM Basic Compiler library and access
features such as the RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR, SOUND, PLAY. DRAW and
SCREEN commands ......... . ... . . .. ... $150

8087-3 CHIP

$175

- with 1 80-day warranty and 8088 exchange.

64K RAM Upgrade
87/88GUIDE - an excellent

...... $50

tutorial on
writing 8087 code and interfaCing it with
co mpilers. Full of code that runsl ....... $30

MATRIXPAK'" manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime
package accurately manipulates large matrices
at very fast speeds. I ncludes matri x inversion
and the solution of simultaneous linear equations. Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, MS Pascal
3.2, and MicroWare87MACRO. 87BASIC, and
RTOS compilers ............ .. .. each $150
MICROSOFT FORTRAN 3.2
MICROSOFT PASCAL 3.2 These
new IEEE compatible compilers support both
double precision and the 8087 ... each $259

MICROSOFT C COMPILER inclu des
Lattice C and the MS Librarian . .

XENIX .

. .. . $350

.......

.. CALL
LOGITECH Modula-2 /86 . .. . .... . . . . ... $445
FLOAT87 for MS C Compiler.
. 125
Multitool Word.
. ... 269
SuperSoft Fortran 66 . .
. ....... 299
SSS 8087 Support..
. ... . . ..... 50
Computer Innovations C86 V 2.04.
. .. 345
STSC APL*PLUS/ PC .
. .. 545
87BASIC+ .
. 75
HALO Graphics ................ .. .. _, .. . 125
GRAPHMATIC ..
. .. ,. . .. . ..
. .. 125
ENERGRAPHICS .
. .... 295
Professional BASIC . . .
. . 295
Kidger Optical Design Program .
3000
COSMOS REVELATION.... ....
. ... CALL
dBASE II .
. CALL
SuperCalc III.
. .. CALL
MAYNARD Electronics Boards .
CALL
Circle 277 on inquiry card.

computers
wholesale

815-412-8055
Box 150 Brewerton, N.Y. 13029
Circle 104 on inquiry card .

ANADEX

AMDEK

IBM PC BOARDS

DP-9501 B . .. .. .. . ... . . $1 049
DP-9620B ....•. . ........ 1099
DP-9625B ... . . . .. . .. . . . . 1199
DP-6500 ... . . . . . ... . . . .. 2399
WP-6000 . . ....... .. .. . . 2159

ESPRIT SYSTEMS

Color I. ....... .... . . .. .. $275
Colorl + . . .. . . . . ...... .. .319
Color II IAGB) . . . . . .. ... . . .. .399
Color III IAGB) .. . ......... . . 349
300 G 112" 9,een) ......•..... 135
300 A 112" am be,) ... . ..•.•. . . 145
310A(lBMPC) ........•... 169

Amdek MAl Graphics Board .. $479
AST Sixpak plus 64k ........ 299
AST Megaplus 256k ...... . . 569
CCS 132 Column Board .... .. 589
Microsoft 256k RAM Board ... 299
Plantronics Color + Board . . . . 399
Ouadram New Ouadboard .. . .. Call
Ouadram Ouadlink Board . . .. .Call
Tecmar 1st MATE Board ..... . 229
Tecmar Graphics Master Board . 569
PC Peacock Graphics Board ... 299
64k Chip Kit (9 Chips) .... . . . . Call

Esprit .......... . ... . ... $489
Esprit II . .. ........ ... .... 499
Esprit III . ... . .....•... . . . 649
Exec. 10/102 . . ....•...... 799
Exec. 10/1 02G ......... .. 1249

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

BMC
12AU I12'"g,een) ........ .... $79
Prowriter 851 OA Par........ $ 345
Prowriter 851 OA Ser..... . .. . 499
Prowriter II Par.. . ........ . . 565
Prowriter II Ser. .......... . . 699
RX-80 ........ . ..• . ...... Call
RX-80FT .... ...... ..... . . Call
FX-80 . ... . . .. . ..• . . . ' " .Call
FX-100 ...... .. ..•..... . .Call

NEC
JB-1201 112" 9"en) .. .. ..... $155
JB- 1 205 112" ambe,) .......... 155
JC-121 2 112'" colo'), ..... ... .. 339
JC-1216 112" AGB) ... . .• .. ... 439

PANASONIC
12" Green Monochrome ..... $169
12" Amber Monochrome ..... 179
13" RGB . . . . . ..... .. .. . . .389

New!

Televideo Personal Terminal
Personal Terminal. . ........ $ 399
Personal Terminal. . . ... . . .. . 529
w /300 band modem

Personal Terminal. .... .... .. 849
w I' 200 band modem

TELEVIDEO

-SYSTEMSCOLUMBIA
VP Portable ... . . • ......... Call
MPC 1600-1 .. . ........... Call
MPC 1600-4 .............. Call

CROMEMCO

91 0 . ...... . ... ... . . . . . $439
914 . . .. .. . . . . . ... .... . . 579
924 ..... . . .. . . . • . . .... . 695
925 ........ . .... . ...... 699
950 ...... . . . ... .. .. . '. .. 865
970 /50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 949

QUME

GEMINI

SAKATA

10X ............ . ...... $295
15X ...... .............. 435

SG-1 000 12" G'een .... ..... .. $ 99
SC-100 13'" Colo' ...... . .. . .. 269
SC-200 13'" AGB ....... •.. .. .499
SC-30 0 13" AGB .. .. .. .•... .. 659

CS-1 ..... . ... . . . . .
CS-2 . .. .. ..... ....
CS-3 ... . . . .. . .... .
64FDC ..... . . . ... .
TUART .. . .. . ......

TAXAN

EAGLE

KG 1 2N 112" g,een) ...... . ... $ 129
210 113"eolo" ...... . . ...... 299
400 113" AGB eol",) .. , . ... .... . 299
41 0 113'" AGBeolo,) .... • .•. • . . .379

II E Series
PC Series
II E- 1
II E-21 PC-2
PC- 1 +
II E-3
II E-4 PC-2 + PC-XL +
1600 Series
SPIRIT
1620
1630
Portable
- Call us today for the best prices-

Z-29 .... . . .... . . .. . .. . . $659
ZTX- 10 .. ......... •.. .. .. 319
ZTX-11 .. . ..... . .. . ...... 389

BMC If800 . . • . . . . . . 1395

HAYES

MANNESMAN TALLEY
MT-1601 .. . ...... . .. . .. $529
MT-160L .....•.• . .... . .. 579
MT-180L .......•. . ..... . 859

DIABLO
620 RO 25 CPS . ..• .. .. . .. $919
630 RO 40 CPS . . ....... .. 1769

ZENITH
ML-82A .. .... • ...... '" .Call
ML-83A ..... . • ........ . . Call
ML-92 Par... . . . ... . ....... Call
ML-92 Ser. . . . . . . . .... . . .. Call
ML-93 Par. ................ Call
Pacemark 2350 ........ .. . .Call
Pacemark 2410 .. ....... ... Call

PANASONIC
KX-P1090 . . .......... . . $319

NEC NEWNEC 2050 . .. . .. 979
3530 .. . $1490
7710 .... 1899
8023 . . ... 399

Z-12211 2" ambe" ....... . ... $139
Z- 1 23 112'" g,een) . . .. . . . . ... . 109

-HARD DISKS-

RITE MAN Inforunner .... $299
SILVER REED
EXP 500 Par.. . . . ... ... ... $459
EXP 550 Par.... . ... . .. .. .. 529
EXP 770 Par.... .. . .. .. .. .. 939
Advertised prices reflect a cash discount on prepaid
orders only. Most items arc in stock for immediate
delivery in factory sealed cartons with full factory

COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEM!

CORVUS

MORROW

Omninet6 .. . . . .. .. ..... $1695
Mirror Back-up .... . ...... . . 670
Print Server . . ....... ... . .. 839

New Portable w /2 Drives & So ftware •• Call
MD11 w / H Disc & So ft wa re •••• • . • • Call

TALLGRASS
TECHNOLOGIES

PC-820 1 Portable .......... Call

20MB Hardfile Disk
for IBM-PC ............. . 2695
7 0 MB Hardfile Disk
for IBM-PC ................ Call

PC-8800 16·BI, Sy"em .. .. , .. . 1999
PC-8800 Sy"em w/B·ln. D,lve, .... 2299

-DISKETTES-

QUME
Sprint 11 /40 . . . . . . . ..... $1299
Sprint 11 / 55 .. .......... . 1499

. . . .. 3195
. . . .. 3755
. .. .. 5595
• .... .475
. . .... 255

Maxe"
5'/4" MD1 .. .. .• ....... $22 .95
5' /4" MD2 . .. . . . . ....... 32 .95

3M/Scotch

6 1/4" SSDD ......•.... . $21.95
5'/4" DSDD ...... •... .. . 30 .95

Educator
Lifetime Warranty
5'/4 " SSDD . ........ . . . $16.95
5'/4 " DSDD . ............ 21 .95
Flip 'n' File/hold,SOOI,., ... .. . 17.95

NEC
PC-S800 Small Business System

. . . 1669

NORTHSTAR
Advantage ....... .. .. .... Call

SANYO
MBC 1200 . . . . ......... . 1299
MBC 550 ..... . •. . • '....... Call
MBC555 ..... . . .. . .. • . ... Call
CRT-36 .... .. .... . .• . . . . , 159

TELEVIDEO
TS-803 ... .. . ... . ... . . . $1989
Portable ..... . .. . .. .. .... Call

ZENITH
151 -22w/2Drives . . ..... $2495
151 -22w/HardDisk ....... 3995
161 -22 Portable ....... . . ... Call

102 ...... . .•... .• .•... $569
108 . . . . . . .. . ... . . . . .... 715

WYSE
50 . ..... . ..• ... .. ..... . Call
75 color .. ....... . • .

ZENITH

- MODEMSSmartmodem 300 .....• . ... 199
Smartmodem 1200 ... . .. ... 498
Smartmodem 1200B .... ... .Call

NOVATION
D-Cat .......... ..• . •. . . $149
J-Cat ... . ... ..... . . •... .. 99
Apple Cat II ......... .. . . .. 269
103 Smart Cat .... . . . . ..... 179
10 3/212 Smart Cat .... . .... 399
212AutoCat .... . ...•. ... 549
Access 1-2-3 ....... .. ... .449

SIGNALMAN
Mk lL. . . .. $75
Mk XII . .. . 279
MkVII .. .. $95

Volksmodem . . . . 59

U.S. ROBOTICS
300 Baud Password ..... ..
1200 Baud Password ......
PC 1200 Baud Modem . . . ..
S 10 0120 0 Baud Modem . . .

. $149
. . 339
.. 329
.. 329

N.Y. residents, add appropriate sales tax . We accept V ISA and Master Card. Personal and company
checks. allow 2 weeks to clear. C.O.D.'s require a
25% deposit. All prices and offe rs may be withdrawn without notice.
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What to do with your Apple 11/11e®
after you're through playing games
• Machine Tools with 2 or More Axes of Positioning Controls
• Robotic Development • Laboratory Experiments
• Machinery Controls
• Process Controls
16 OPTO-ISOLATED I/O
$270
PLUG-IN BOARD (A16 I/ O)
• Individually configurable I/ O
• Compatible with solid state relay
• Interrupt inputs
• Software
2 AXIS STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER
INTERFACE BOARD (A6 T / D)
• Compatible with translators $215
• Accepts encoder pulse inputs
• Positioning software with ramping

ALSO AVAILABLE APPLE COMPATIBLE
• Half height direct drive disc drive
• 9" or 12" metal case monitors,
green or amber
• Bubble memory board 128K - Helix
ABM with software

ROGERS LABS

2 AXIS (35 oz. in.) PRIME
$365
MOVER SYSTEM (PMS 23)
• R2D23 dual axis stepper driver
• (2) size 23 stepper motors
• A6 T / D plug-in interface board
• Software , cable
• 32 opto-isolated I/ O board (A32 I/ O)
• Power suply for PMS 23 sys tem
12/ 24V-2A/5V -1A reg . (PS 23)
• 2 axis (220 oz. in .) prim e mover
system (PMS 34)

(714) 751-0442

2710 SO. CRODDY WAY , SANTA ANA , CA 92704

,
BASIC Discovers
Shorthand.
Programming in BASIC just got smarter, easier. faster ... and five
great reviews. Before you write anoth er program in BASIC, yo u might be wise
to start with a little reading.
Five major computer publications have something good to tell you. About the
BASIC Development System (BDS). And about making your programming in
BASIC more efficient than you ever dreamed.
BDS is a powerful, integrated set of software tools that quicl\ly gets yo u
beyond the BASIC basics. It gives you everything from Cross-Referencing to
Scrolling Keys that let you scroll by page or line. It gives you Compress a nd
Uncompress commands, Variable Dump, Single Step Tra ce and more.
BDS also gives you something else. A 30-day money back guarantee.
Finally, BDS gives you great references. From reviewers who've lived with it and
loved it. For example: "/ wonder how I ever got along without it. " John M.
Woram, PC Magazin e, September 1983.
We'll send you the reviews just for writing
BETAToOL SYSTEMS
us. Or, for only $79, we'll send you BDS
itself. And a 30-day money back guarantee.

(3TS

BOS is ava ilab le for IBN PC and COf'IPAQ computers.
VISNM( accepted . Pl ease add $3 for shippin g.
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that is generic enough to be useful to
a large segment of the market and yet
specific enough to be perfect for the
specialist.
However, packages have been
created that accommodate specific
items of clinical information. These
programs allow a practice to designate 10 or 20 items that must be recorded for each patient and to configure data fields to store those items.
Similarly, the programs enable a
practice to store lists of diagnoses,
medications, and allergies for each
patient. Some packages allow visit
notes to be entered as free text in addition to the structured data. In the
long run, what is needed is a relational database that is able to track
clinical parameters over time and correlate them with other parameters.
This level of sophistication has not
been developed under current microcomputer operating systems and is
currently available only under Unix.
As the base of computer users within
the medical world enlarges and more
powerful operating systems become
available on microcomputers, undoubtedly specialty-specific clinical
databases will be designed to run on
microcomputers.
Even today, a microcomputer can
do a vast amount of work in a
medical practice. For instance, any
good management program can
maintain a general ledger for each patient. (But be sure that the program
you select lets you perform a complete audit trail for each account.) By
storing the insurance carriers for each
patient, one or more carriers can be
automatically billed for each account
payable. Another major way the computer will rapidly earn its keep is by
its ability to track and age accounts
receivable. Further, by billing on a
staggered basis rather than monthly,
a practice can maintain a smoother
cash flow. The availability of this
ledger information makes it simple to
develop management reports to
determine the economics of the practice's fee structure, particular pieces
of equipment, or procedures. Look
for a software package that not only
offers these reports, but will allow
you to devise your own reports as
you go along.

Peopl~ are

·oing fOr

Friday! like t ere's no
toll1orrow.
Friday! is the new electronic
file handling system that has become
an instant best-seller because it's
so revolutionary.
Within two weeks, it broke into
the Top 20 on the sales chart of Softsel,
one of the country's leading computer
software distributors.
And it's now well on its way to
the top.

The Friday! phenomenon
is simple.
Friday! uses simple menus and talks
to you in plain English, so almost anybody
can use it.
It's great for sales and commissions,
clients and portfolios, mailing lists and
labels, invoices, inventories, paychecks,
reports and more. And it works with other
microcomputer software like1-2-3™ and
dBASE II®(our own advanced database
management system).
It comes with a complete, step-by-step
tutorial, but you can set up an "electronic
file" without even looking at the manual,
then use it at the touch of a few keys.
Friday! finds any filed information in
seconds. Computes totals, subtotals, commissions, etc. Prints form letters and
mailing labels. Gives you quick reports
from all or part of a file with a few keystrokes. Or if you need a special report for

Circle 47 on inquiry card .

your bank or board of directors, just "paint"
the format on your screen, then have
Friday! do all the work.
And while Friday! does more than file
handling systems selling for as much as
$495, it's yours for just $295 (suggested
retail price)!
For more information, contact
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230. (800) 437-4329
ext. 202. In Colorado, (303) 799-4900. In the
U.K., call (0908) 568866.
Or for the name of your nearest
dealer, just call1-800-4-FRIDAY, ext. 202.

ASHTON ·TATE
CAs ht on-Tale 1983. Friday! is a trademark and dBASE II is a registered
tradcm.uk of Ashlon-Tale.1-2-3 is a trademark of Lotu s Development Corp.
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''''ell-designed software can be an
enormous asset in enhancing communication with patients. By combining scheduling functions with
automatic patient recall, systematically sending reminder notices to patients before an appointed visit, test,
or procedure is possible. This application makes it much easier to
periodically recall patients with
chronic conditions, such as hypertension or diabetes, for the appropriate
clinical tests. This type of follow-up
is nearly impossible using manual
methods. The mail-merge functions
of these packages also make it simple to generate a patient newsletter to
report new services offered, important medical news, or other information of interest.
The program you consider should
contain a good word processor or interface with one. If it doesn't, changing a form letter or recall notice will
be difficult.
A major consideration in choosing
software packages is that they be easy
to use. Unfortunately, many packages
on the market are adaptations of
hospital mainframe computer packages . The mainframe programs
usually run in batch mode, which
means they are designed to run one
function at a time on a large group
of data, such as generating bills for
all of your patients. This system
doesn't work well if you want to run
several functions on just a handful of
data, such as entering a patient's account, posting a single charge, and
generating one bill. Select a package
that is primarily record oriented so
that you are not constantly switching
from one batch program to another.
On the other hand, batch mode is
excellent for certain tasks . To be able
to post the hospital charges for an entire hospitalization in one step or the
charges for one day's rounds with a
single command can be extremely
useful. Similarly, printing all outstanding insurance forms at once is
important. Therefore, look for a software package that can also operate in
batch mode.
In evaluating software, pay little or
no attention to the advertising for the
product-the only valid data is provided by current users. Many soft176
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ware packages have attractive
demonstration programs that dealers
are only too happy to show. These
demo programs accommodate a
small number of patients, run fast,
and never lose data . The story may
be quite different when the software
is loaded with information on 2000 to
5000 patients. Any reputable company should be willing to provide
you with the names of colleagues
who are successfully using its software. If it is not willing to do this,
look elsewhere.
Installation of medical-management packages is time-consuming,
and the length of time can vary greatly from one package to another. In
the initial phase, the personal data on

When buying a
microcomputer, do not
be conc:erned about
whether it will ever
break. I promise that
sooner or later it will.
each physician in the practice must
be entered as well as the particulars
of each insurance carrier with which
the practice deals. A complete list of
diagnoses and procedures used in
the practice' must then be entered
along with the appropriate procedure
charges and standard diagnostic
codes. The most painless way to do
this part of the installation is to maintain a list of all diagnoses and procedures encountered during the
month prior to installation . Try to
find a program that can learn new
diagnostic codes and procedures as
it comes across them.
Instead of spending a lot of time
designing billing forms and insurance forms, look for a program that
has predesigned forms. Even better,
choose a program that comes with
the paper on which those forms must
be printed. Predesigned forms can
save 20 hours of installation time in
a busy practice.
One misleading feature of several
packages is that of electronic claims
submission, that is, submission of
claims via modem. Since insurance
carriers have no standard electronic

communications system, it isn't likely that your package will be able to
communicate with all of the different
carriers. As electronic claims submission becomes a reality, the big software publishers will update their
packages to include this feature . In
other words, when shopping for software, do not be influenced by bells
and whistles that you cannot use today. If the product is stable, these
features will be added as they become practical.

Hardware Survey and Selection
Only after the software has been
chosen is it reasonable to consider
hardware. In a single-station, singleuser system running under CP/M or
MS-DOS, hardware selection is
straightforward. More likely, however, a system will have several workstations-the issue then becomes
complicated. The problem centers
around the lack of standardization in
multiuser or network operating systems. Software designers are struggling to keep their products compatible with these continually evolving
operating systems.
Although I prefer not to make
strong hardware recommendations
in a topical essay, I have observed
that medical-management software is
currently easier to marry to network
systems than to true multiuser systems. The distinction I am drawing
is between a system in which each
user is connected to a separate,
dedicated microprocessor, sharing
only mass storage, versus a system in
which all users share time on one
microprocessor. Examples of the first
approach range from freestanding
microcomputers linked together in a
network to a micro/mini arrangement
in which all microprocessors are
housed in one box and each is connected to a dedicated remote terminal. Standard CP/M software
tends to run exceptionally well in the
micro/mini type of system but none
as yet run MS-DOS. If you are committed to MS-DOS software and
want to support several users, the
only alternative is networked MSDOS-based personal computers with
_a common file server. Be sure that the
software publisher will support this
Circle 131 on inquiry card . .........

Most printers make you fool with a messy ribbon.

•
•

But with Digital's Letterprinter 100, all you have to do
is snap in one of our replacement cartridges.
You'll instantly get at least S million more characters'worth of ink.
Easy, isn't it?
The fact is, everything about the Letterprinter 100 is easy.
For example, with just a flick of a finger you can select
up to five different typefaces. Or let your

•
•
•

computer do it for you, automatically.
If you can't find a typeface you like,
we'll customize one for you.
Now why would the world's second
largest computer company go to
such lengths to make the
Letterprinter 100 so

•

accommodating?
Simply so it can spend more
time doing what you bought it
to do in the first place .
And that's printing crisp, clear
manuscripts and graphics. From letterquality like you see here for word processing,
to high s peed printing so you

c~n

get

~

draft

page in only 10 s econd s .

The Letterprinter 100 works with any of
Digital's personal computers or video terminals. And it's a snap to use.
See the whole family of Digital's Printers, including the
daisy-wheel LQP02 and the low cost Personal Printer, the LASO.
For the distributor nearest you, call l-SOO-DIGITAL.extension 700,
Or write Digital Equipment Corporation, Terminals Product Group,
2 Mt. Royal Avenue, UPOl-5, Marlboro, MA 01752.

network system before you make the
commitment. A little bit of checking
will tell you that the micro/mini approach is far cheaper than linking
freestanding personal computers.
Before you buy a computer, you
should determine the quantity of information to be stored on it. You can
do this by multiplying the number of
patients by the amount of information you need to store on each one.
A practice that fills up its mass
storage in two years and is then faced
with a major financial expenditure
for more disk space has clearly made
some mistakes at an early stage of the
selection process. The only intelligent
solution is to determine the actual
number of bytes needed per record
stored and to multiply that by the
projected number of patients over the
next five years. One of the advantages of micro/mini computers is that
they tend to support much larger
hard disks than linked personal
computers.
The companion question to how
much mass storage is needed is how
will it be backed up. The cost to a

medical office of an unprotected harddisk crash is incalculable. Discipline
is required on the part of the office
staff. Murphy's law guarantees that
when backup is not performed the
disk will crash. The only safety lies
in iron-clad rules about daily backup,
preferably with a tape streamer.
Similarly, invest in a backup power
supply in case the failure is on the
part of the local electric company. In
this environment the investment in
security is well worth it.
In evaluating hardware, be somewhat conservative. The tested product is generally a safer bet than the
newer release with that added feature. No shortage exists of maturing
products that will provide all the
power any office needs. Only
through a year or two of experience
in field situations can a manufacturer
work out the final bugs that develop
under the pressure of daily use.
Don't fall short when you choose
the simplest and cheapest hardware
device-the printer. Dot-matrix
printers are getting less expensive
and more reliable by the day. A

More and
more software developers are finding a
new language simply better
than Cor Pascal. They're finding
Modula-2, by Niklaus Wirth, the creator of
Pascal. For professional programmers, it's simply
a better language.
Modula-2. Simple like Pascal [if you know Pascal,
you can be writing Modula programs in hOursl but with
much more power and flexibility. Power to handle any
professional application, so there's no need for extensions.
Modula -2. Better than Cbecause it gives you
strong typing and superior separate compilation
facilities. That means you write cleaner
programs, faster.
Only loGITECH's Modula-2/86 system translates
directly into high-speed native code for PC-O~S'".
MS· DOS'" and CP/M-86'".

medical practice needs to print on
several types of paper, including insurance forms, demand statements,
and letterhead or bond paper. A sensible approach is to purchase enough
printers so that the office staljf is not
continually installing and aligning
different types of forms in one overworked printer. The equipment cost
is rapidly offset by the savings in staff
time.

Vendor Selection
Although most vendors are honest
and have good intentions, vast discrepancies appear in their abilities to
follow through on promises regarding installation, training, and support. Because of the high cost of inventory in computer dealerships,
cash-flow problems can be fatal, as is
demonstrated by the rate of dealership failures. Carefully evaluate the
business record of the dealer with
whom you plan to undertake the
project . Ask for bank references and
for the names of satisfied customers.
By all means, call the manufacturer's
sales division and say that you are

No other system speeds your Modula programs
along faster than our nalive code compiler. And our
high-level, symbolic debugger ensures your programs
arrive in flawless running condition.
Multi-level overlays, 8087 support, RoMable
code, and a full library of standard modules make
Modula ·2/86 the perfect system for every professional
application.
We also offer the only VAX/VMS'" resident and
cross compiler for the 8086.
For VAX mainframes to PCs, look to loGITECH's
Modula-2 software development systems. For
professional programmers, it's simply a better choice.

~

LOGITECH

805 Vetetans Blvd., Redwood City, CA 94063
415-365-9852
LOGITECH SA (in Europe), CH-1143 Apples, Switzerland
LOGITECH SrI., Corso Nigra 60, 10015 IVREA TO, Italy

PC·OOS is a TM 01 10M. MS·OOS is aTM 01 Micro"lt. CP/M·B6 is aTM ,I
Digital Research. VAX /VMS is a TM 01 Digital Equipment Corp.
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WE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE
o

IBM® AND IBM® PC-COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS
IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER

PERIPHERALS
AND ACCESSORIES

64K w/1 Drive .. .. ........ $ call
64K w / 2 Drive .... . ...... . $ call
128K PC-XT .............. $ call

IBM Monochrome Monitor
$325
IBM Monochrome .. ....... $295
Adapter Card
IBM Color Monitor ......... $620
IBM Color Card ..... .... . $220
IBM Parallel Card. . . . . . . .. $140
IBM DOS 2.0 .. . ............ $55
64K Upgrade Kits (set of 9) .. $55
Parallel Cable IBM . . ..... $39.95
Serial Cable IBM . . ...... $39.95
DC Hayes Smart ........... $450
Modem 1200B

IBM PC COMPATIBLE
Sanyo MBC 550 ...... ... . $ call
Sanyo MBC 555 .......... $ call
Chameleon w/2 Drives .... $ call

DISK DRIVES
Tandon 100-2 ... .. ......... $210
Control Data DS/DD ....... $215
Slim line DS/DD ............ $185
Davong 10mb ... .......... $1675
10 MB Subsystem ........•. $995

~

r~~

G \.I

S(/~

.

PC PEACOCK

Color Graphics Adapter
Medium and High Resoluti on
Paraliel Pri nter $;~; 2 year warranty

.

PPLE ® PRODUCTS
APPLE lie
COMPUTER
STARTER KIT
"\\I/itl///

::: SPECIAL ~
~ PRICE .:::/ /I

IBM SOFTWARE
Wordstar Pro. PAC ......... $378
Wordstar ... . ......... . .... $238
Multiplan MS-DOS ......... $158
Home Acct. + ...... ..... . $83.95
Lotus 1-2-3 ............... $315
PC Tudor .................. $40
DBASE II ................ $375
Supercalc 2 ............ . .. $158
Crosstalk .................. $108
Volkswriter .. . ....... . ..... $112

COLOR CARDS
Plantronics Color Plus ... $369.50
Quadram Color Plus I ..... .. $225

FOR ALL COMPUTERS

OMNIGRAPH
Intelligent Graphics Printer Adapter
• Prints pictures, designs, graphs on all popular
dot-matrix printers
• Versatile selection of dazzling effects - zoom
graphics, inverse graphics, 90° picture rotation,
hi-res screen reproduction and many more!

Monitor: Green & Amber
Hi Res 20 MHz
USI Lookalike
ONLY $99

$79.00

I / I II \ \ \\ " ,

APPLE PERIPHERALS

APPLE SOFTWARE

PRINTERS

DISKETTES

layes Smart Modem 1200 $469
1ST 6 PAL + w/ 64K ...... $269
1ST 1/ 0 w/ Game Port .. . $169
\pple Disk Drive .... . . . . $285
\pple Compatible DI D . .. $160
-G Joystick lie . ... . .. . . $35.25

Wordstar Pro. PAC ........ $388
Home Acc!. .... ...... ... $44.95
Apple Quick File ....... . ... $85
Apple Writer lie ..... . .. ... $150
Bankstreet Writer ... ........ $46
Visicalc lie ... .. . . ......... $168

Epson RX-80 ...... .. .... $ call
Epson FX-80 ... . ... . . ..... $525
Epson FX-100 ............ $679
Tractor Feed / FX-80 ....... $50
Okidata 92-P .... ......... $420
Tractor 82/92 ...... . ...... $55
Okidata 93-P _............ $700
Okidata 84- P . . ... . .... . .. $968

Verbatim 5'/.t SS/ DD . (10) $22.90
(100) $220
Verbatim 5'/.t DS/ DD . (10) $34.00
(100) $330
Syncom 5'/, SS/ DD . (10) $15.50
(100) $150

Circle 254 on inquiry card.
1. All items subject to availability.
2. All prices subject to change.
3. Software sales are final.

MONITORS
Amdek Color 11+ ...... . ... $425
Amdek 310-A .. ... . .. ..... $165
Princeton HX-12 ... _... _.. $465

5. We accept VISA , MC , Am . Exp. = 3%.
Personal and company c hecks, allow 2
weeks to clear. California residents add
6 V2% sales tax.

4. Shipping: min. $4.00 shipping charge.

074 Crosswind Court, San Jose, CA 95126 (408) 263-1515, (408) 263-1516

6. Customers must ca ll for RMA# before
returning any merchandise. Any goods
returned for restocking are subject to
15% restocking fee at our discretion.
Cancelled orders are subject to 20%
charge at our discretion.

WE WILL BEAT ANY ADVERTISED PRICE

Circle 153 on inquiry card.

Lower Price!

We make C easy . ..

.. . and work!
Whe th er you' re a seasoned pro o r ju s t
ge ttin g st art ed w ith C, o ur Eco-C C
co m pliler has every thin g yo u n eed.
-A full C co mpil e r, includin g lo ng,
fl oa t and do ubl e.
- A library of mo re th a n 100 fun ctio ns
fo r fas te r prog ra m develop me nt.
-Th e compiler ge n er ates asse mbl e r o utput (Z ilog mn emo ni cs) for process ing
w ith Micros oft 's MACRO 80 asse mbl e r a nd linker, both o f w hich are includ ed
in th e price.
- Ex tre m ely efficient code (e.g., Knuth 's "seive" exec ut es in 15.8 seco nds).
-F o r a limit ed tim e, we include a co py o f th e C Programming Guide. Th e Guide
and th e Eco-C compil e r provide an excelle nt enviro nme nt fo r lea rnin g C.
Pe rh aps th e bes t news is th a t we've lower ed th e pri ce of Eco-C to $ 250.00 a nd it
includes a us er's ma nual, th e Guide a nd M AC RO 80. Eco-C req uir es a Z80 CPU
a nd CP/M (an 8088 ve rsion in th e 2nd qu art er). To o rder, ca ll o r w rit e:

•

~~ 6413 N . C oll ege Av e.
.:;;;;;.
ECOBOFT

'NC.

Indian apolis, IN 46220
(317) 255-6476

Tr"de m .1 rks: Em-C (Emso ft), MAC RO 80 (Microsof t). C P/M (Dig it,, 1 Rese"",h ). Zao (Zilog)

FREE MONITOR NEC·8800 at unheard of prices!
quality systems attraction of original cost. and receive a NEC green monitor [1410

NEC-8800

w/ 2 5'/," drives. Incl. CP/M. Basic. WordStar. MulliPlan
..........
lor 8" drives in place of 5'/4' drives ....
. ... .. . . . .. . . add
for 16-bit board 18086!) w/128K RAM & 16-bit Basic MS/OOS .... . . . • .
. .. . add

full NEC warranty and support!

ZORBA

Portable Computer

5995

Most sophisticated 8-bit CP/M portable ever made!

Buy these
FREE!

or 12011

$ 1,299
$ 299
$

349

Sold last year
for $2.495

64K RAM . 2 drives d.s.d.d. 800 KB . read/write IBM·PC. Xerox 820. KayPro . Osborne.
DEC Formats! (And with CO-POWER 88 you can even execute PC soflware l ) Standard
HURRY!
Interfaces. serial. parallel. IEEE-488! Software ilicluded CPI M 22 .CBasic. WordS tar.
MaitMerge. CalcStar. New in factory carton . full factory warrant y & nationwide service. QUANTITIES VERY
LIMITED!
INTERNATIONAL ORDERS WELCOME! Shipped immediately air·lreipht Collect!
SWP CO -PROCESSOR W/256K RAM-DISK RUN IBM SOFTWARE ON ZORBA 5499

NEW HEWLETT-PACKARD INK JET PRINTER
160 cps approaching laser-printer quality! Limited supply List $499

TAVA

Fully 18M-compatible. inc/.
video card [specify whether color
of hi-resolution
51 799
monochromel
'

SCALL

SOFTWARE SPECIALS ROMAR-II the ONLY APPLELOTUS 1-2-3 ..... .. .......... 5339
WordStar Propak [WIS. SpellStar,
MailMerge, Starlndexl .... ·· 5429
Condor III w/ReportWriter'S299

compatible computer approved by
US-Customs ................... $399

ZENITH Z-132 1 IIoppyand
inlernal 10M 8 hard disk ............. .

considering buying the company's
product through a specific dealer.
Often, you will get a between-thelines impression of the dealer's
reputation and stability.
Any promises regarding installation, staff training, and support must
be included as part of the initial sales
contract. Installation work and staff
training to be provided must be
specified in terms of both hours and
personnel. If service is furnished by
the dealership, find out if the technicians are employed full-time or if service is being subcontracted.
When buying a microcomputer, do
not be concerned about whether it
will ever break. I promise that sooner
or later it will. The essential question
is how fast will it be fixed and by
whom. Repair turnaround must be
promised to you in terms of working
hours, not days. An obvious point is
not to consider operating w ithout a
service contract with a firm willing to
make this commitment .
All your hardware should be serviced under the same contract. You
do not want to find yourself in the
position of having the computer serviced by one party and the printer by
another. They will quickly start to
argue about whose equipment is
causing any problem, leaving you in
the middle.

Office Task Assignment
All too often, office personnel come
. in one morning to be confronted with
a stack of ominous-looking boxes
filled with equipment that they are
told to learn how to use. Effectively
integrating a computer system will
take some time, and provisions
should be made for staff overtime
and a temporarily reduced workload.
One person in the office must take
overall responsibility for system installation, training, and maintenance,
ideally, someone who is enthusiastic
about the project in the first place
and is likely to remain on the staff for
some time. Installation planned for in
advance will be a smooth process.

Software Support
Determine ahead of time who, if
not the dealer, is going to support the
software and to what extent. It is
180
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Circle 58 on inquiry card.

CCS SuperVision (132 Column) . ..
KEVTRONIC IBM keyboard (5150).
MA SYSTEMS PC Peacock (RGB &
Composite, Parallel Port) . . . . ..

AlTOS
5B6-10 Bus (BOB6). 512K. 5 Users.
XENIX/Rl. 12 MB Hard Disk &
1Floppy) . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9B6-40 Bus (9 Users, 42 MB).

$Call
$Call

COLUMBIA
1600-1 (12BK, 2 Drives) . . . .
1600-4 (10 MB Hard Disk) .
1600-VP (Portable) .

$Call
$Call
$Call

COMPUPRO All Models .

$Call

CORONA
Desktop & Portable PC 's.

$Call

EAGLE
PC-2/PC-XL ISpirit-XL .
liE Series All Models.

$Call
$Call

THIS MONTH'S

SPECIALS
BROTHER/DYNAX HR-25 . . . .. . ... .. $749
C-lTDH Prowriter 1851OAP. . . . . . . . . . . $369
C-lTDH Prowriter 2 1550P . . . . . . . . . . . $659
NEC Spinwriter 2030 (Centronics) . ... . $869
U.S. ROBOTICS Password
Modem (1200 Baud) . . . . . . . . . . . . . $359
TAXAN KG-12N (12/1 Green Monitor) .. .. $125
BASIS 108 (12BK, 2 Drives, CPIM 3.0) . $1695
TANDON Drive (IBM Compatible, 32oK) . $239
FOURTH DIMENSION Super Drive (Apple) $219
GREAT LAKES 10 MB IBM Internal . ... $1075
acs 10 MB External .. ...... . . . ... $1975
TALLGRASS TECHNOLOGIES
12 MB Hard Disk . . ..... .. .. .. .. $2249
20 MB Hard Disk .. . ..... ..... .. $Call
RANA ELITE I (Apple Compatible, 163K) . $245
RANA 1000 (For ATARI) . ..... ...... . $319
MICROSOFT Multiplan (Apple II) . . ... . $139
HERCULES Graphics Board For IBM-PC. $369
MA SYSTEMS PC Peacock . . . . . . . . .. $309
ORCHID PC Network Kit .... . . .. ... . $Call
Color Graphics Board ... . . .. . . . . . $Call
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus .. . .. . .. . ... $419
TECMAR
1st Mate Board For IBM (No RAM) .. $239
Graphics Master. .... ... ...... . . $549
ORANGE MICRO
Buffered Grappler+ 16K/64K . $179/$239
Grappler CD (Commodore) ..... . .. $Call

FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 wi Color .
ACE PRO PLUS System .
ACE 1000 PLUS FAMILY PAK .
ACE 1200 (65021 ZBOB)
ACE OMS (2 Drives) . .
INTERTEC
Head Start, CompuStar .

800-843-4302

MORROW DESIGNS
M02 (64K , 2 SSOO Drives. WordStar,
Correct-It, LogiCalc. etc.) . .
$Call
M03 (Same as Above except wi 2 OSOO
Drives & OUEST Accting) . . . . . . . $Call
MOlt (12BK, 111 MB Hard Disk & 1 OSOO
Drive. Same Software as M03) . .. $Call
MOll w/ MD1-60 Terminal.
$2549
Multi-User DECISION Series .
$Call

ALS CP/M Card. . . . . . . . .
$299
Smarterm II (BO Column Card)
$145
Printer Mate (Printer Card) .
. $59
EPD Surge Protectors . . . . . . . .. $Call
FOURTH DIMENSION 16K RAM Card . . $49
80 Column Card w/ 64K (lie Only) . . $189
INTERACT. STRU. PKASO Universal . $125
Shuffle Buffer (32K) . . . .
$229
KOALA TECH. Koala Pad. . . . . . . . . $95
MICROSOFT Premium Soitcard (lie). $299
MICROTEK Dumpling-16. . .
$159
ORANGE MICRO Grappler+
$119
PROMETHEUS Graphitti ......... $89

COM REX ComFiler
(FOR OX-l0. 10MB) .

$1995

$1695
$2350
$3150
CTlll MB Internal Hard Disk w/ 64K For
DEC Rainbow .
$1995

MICROFAZER
Parallel/ Parallel
BK .. $125 16K . $139 64K . $199
12BK . $2B9 256K . $5B9 512K . $B99
Serial/Serial. Serial/Pari, Pari/Serial
BK .. $145 16K . $159 64K . $219
STB SYSTEMS Graphix Plus.

$379

SCali

AMDEK OXY-l00, Amplot II . . . .
$Call
ENTER COMPUTERS Sweet-P .
$Call
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP 40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $839
DMP 29 (8 COLOR l1x17 PAPER) .. $1945
DMP 41 (SINGLE PEN 22x17 INCH) . $2495
MANNESMANN TALLY Pixy-3 . .. $645
ROLAND, STROBE .
$Call

AMDEK
Video 300/300A/310A . .
$139/149/169
Color 1+ .
$Call
Color 11+ . . $449
$Call

$99/$109

PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 .
RGB Interface For Apple lie . .
SR-12, MAX-12 (Newl) . . . . .

$489
$159
$Call

ROLAND, SAKATA All Models .

$Call

...... $299
...... $499

LIBERTY Freedom 100/200
.
$Call
QUME 102l102A .
. . .. $559/$579
103/10B ......... . .... $B79/$729
TELEVIDEO All Models . . . . . .
$Call
Personal Terminal (All Models) .
. SCali
VISUAL All Models . . . . . . . . .
SCali
WYSE WY-75 (VT-l00 Compal.) .
$639

ANADEX DP9625B (60 CPS NLO) .
EPSON
FX-80 ..
RX-80 .
RX-l00 .

$239
$4B9

TRANSTAR T120, T130 &T140 .

PEGASUS (GREAT LAKES)
10 MB Internal For IBM . .
23 MB External (w/ Controller) .

SWP Micro Computer Products
For Kaypro
Co-Power-BB Board For Kaypro II &IV
(BOBB wi 12BK DR 256K) . . . . . .. $Call

$Call
$Call
$Call

EXP 770(P) . $B99
EXP 500(S) . $459

GENTEeH 9':/12" Green . .

CALL FOR PRICES ON CAMEO, DSS,
FOURTH DIMENSION, FRANKLIN, CORONA,
DCS, DUADRAM, SANTA CLARA,
TALLGRASS & XCOMP

TELEVIDEO
1605 (IBM Compatible, BOBB, 12BK.
2 Drives, MS-DOS 2.0) .. . . . ..
lPC-1I (Portable Version of Above) .
Multi-User Systems

$1345
$Call

COM REX Color, Green, Amber . ..

SANYO
MBC 550, (IBM -Compatible, BOBB , 12BK.
1SSDD Drive, WordStar, CalcStar,
EasyWriter) . . . .
$799
MBC 555 (550 Plus 1Add. Drive,
MailMerge, SpeliStar, InfoStar) .
$Call

OUADCOLOR I (Video Board)
QUADLINK (6502 w/ 64K) . .

.
Circle 181 on inquiry card .

FOR APPLE lillie, Franklin Ace

TECMAR Removable Cartridge Winchester
in PC (5 MB) . . . . . . . . . . . .. $1495

QUAD 512+ (Serial Port, Maximum 512K)
12BK . . . . . $299
256K ..... $399

Money Order. Cashier's Ck. Personal Ck (3 Weeks To Clear) .
Add 3%MC/VISA. 5%AMEX Charge. Add 2% On COO Orders.
APO Orders Add 6%. Add 3% For Nel Terms.
All Returned Non-Defective Merchandise Are Subject To 20%
Restocking Charge.
GenTech Reserves the Right to Change Advertised Prices.

SILVER-REED
EXP 550(P) . $569
EXP 500(P) . $419

$Call

NEC PC-B201A (w/16K RAM) .

QUAORAM
QUAROBOARO (Serial/Parallel. Clock/Cal)
64K . .... $279
256K .... . $419

150 Broadway, Suite 2212, NY NY 10038

$309

SPECIAL PRICES ON HERCULES, ••
• • TECMAR, MICROLOG (BABY BLUE) ••
••
& PLANTRONICS phODUCTS
••

$Call

AST RESEARCH INC.
MEGA PLUS II (64K, Ser & Clk) . . .. $295
MEGAPAK 256K Module . . . . . . . . $299
SIX PACK PLUS (64K , Ser/Par). Clk) . $295
COMBO PLUS (64K , Ser/Par, Clk) ... $295
I/O PLUS II (Serial Port, Clock/Cal) . $129
··OPTIONS· •
Each 64K Increment For Expandable AST
Boards Are $65.
Serial Port ... $45
Parallel Port .. $45
Game Port... $45

'Uji@jtju@1

QUME Sprint 1140
Sprint 1155 ..

$799
$Call
$Call
$1399
$Call

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT

401-273-2420

$599
$199

$499
$299
$529

$1199

FX-l00 .... $709
RX-80 FIT . $379
LO -1500 .
$Call

MANNESMANN TALLY
MT 160L.
MT 1BOL .
~599
Spirit-80.
1602 .
329

$839
$Call

DKIDATA
ML 92 . ... $439
ML B4(P) . $979

ML 93 ... . $729
ML B4(S) . $1079

STAR MICRONICS
Delta 10 . . . $469

Radix 10 .

$659

DATASOUTH All Models ...
$Call
PANASONIC KX-Pl090 .... . ... $319
TOSHIBA P1340/1350
$819/$1579
TRANSTAR T315 Color Printer .
$469

LETTER-QUALITY PRINTERS
BROTHER IDYNAX
OX-15 (13 CPS . Diablo Compal.) .
HR-25 (23 CPS, 3K Buffer) .

$Call
$749

DAISVWRITER
2000 EXP (25 CPS. 4BK Buffer).

$999

DIABLO 630 ECSIIBM . . . . . . . . . $Call
JUKI 6100 (17 CPS. Diablo Compal.) . $Call
NEC All Spinwriter Models . . . . . . $Call
OLYMPIA Compact II (Typewriter) . $Call

ANCHOR
Mark VI (IBM) . . . . . . . . • .
Mark XII .

$IB9
$279

HAYES
Micromodem lie (w/SmartCom I).
Smartmodem 300 .
Smartmodem 1200 .
Smartmodem 1200B (IBM)

$249
$Call
$Call
$439

NOVATION
Access 1-2-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
J-Cat (Auto Orig/Answer. 300 Baud) .
Apple Cat II (300 Baud) . . . . . . . .
212 Apple Cat II (1200 Baud) .
103 Smart Cat (300 Baud) . . . . .
103/212 Smart Cat (1200 Baud) .

$Call
$109
$259
$575
$175
$409

TRANSEND (Formerly SSM)
Modemcard w/ Source (For Apple) . $239
PC Modem Card 300 (For IBM). .. $2B9
U.S. ROBOTICS
Password (1200 Baud) .
VEN-TEL M0212-3E (1200 Baud) .

$359
$399

LOTUS 1-2-3 . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
MBSI, STAR Accounting Software ..
MICROPRO WordS tar (IBM. CP/M) .
WordStar w/ Applicard (For Apple) . .
PS WordPlus-PCw/ BOSS . . . . .
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS Multimate ..
SORCIM SuperCalc 3 .

$349
$Call
$319
$349
$349
$319
$269

II - 9-Function
memory expansion card for I BM PC
• Up 10 JS4K
• Oswap directs output to LPT-!,20r3
. Game port
• Chlonooroph • QuadRAM drivo
e Parallel port e Master spool
e Scrlalllort
e ilO bracket

IBM
SOFTW ARE FOR IBM PC
Multiplan _
dBASE I I. ..
LotLis 1·2·3 .. __ .
Hom(J Accountant Plus . . . . . . . . S99
Poach Pok Sorios 4 (AIR, AlP, G/LI.S239
Poach Text 5000 . . . . . . . . . • .S237
PFS ; FilII . . .
SS9
PFS : Report . .
S79
PFS : Graph.
_ . . . . . S95
PFS : Wri te_ .
. . . . S95
SuporCalc II .
.5 165
SuporCalc III . . . . . . . . . . . . .5259
TKI Solver.
. _______ . . . .5219
Vorsaform . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5249
Wordsla r Professional.
S395
Word with Mouso .
__ . . . . . .5345

same as AX·SO hut includes
i I fced . . . . . . . . . . . CA LL

IiImDI

S510AP Prowriter, 120 cps, SO col ..
graphics, parallel
S335
851 0.sP, above but 180 cps .. SCA LL
8510.sCP, above bull'l/3 ColOI /lbbon
(red, yellow. bluel, al so calwllie of
doing orangI.'. green, Ilurplc, blk Call
1550 Prowriter·ll, 120 cps, 136 col..
2K buffer,graphics. parallel. $569
I 550·SP, abov!! bu t 180 cps .. SCA L L
1550.sCP. similar \0 8S10 ·SCP but wI
IS" carriage . . . . . . . . . SCAL L

iii"i'3iMW'1

Gomini·1DX, 120 CPS, 80 Col., fri ction & \faCIor feed, (parallen .SCa li
Gemini· 15X,above w/ l S" platen.Ca ll
0 1110 ·10, 160 cPS. 80 col., parallel . Call
011110· 15, above but IS" cdrdane .. Call
PowerT yplI, 18 CiJ $ daisywhQel
RadolC, ·10 , 200 qu, 80 col, rl1lrallel

MiIiUM·V120 CPS. 9x9 matrix, tractor/friction feed, compact size: only 2·7/8"
hI. Fits in briefcase. (parallel) 5289

·'·~i4;1Mb·

IDS Prism 80, 200 cps, 80 col, g' (1phlc,
!raclo r/friction feed.parallel 51,159
IDS Prism aoc, above ~ 4-<010r .s1.259
IDS Prism 132. SImilar to Pllsm 80 but
132 columes, parallel .. .. 51,395
IDS Prism 132C.abovc + 4'cO lor5 1,495

1.,:Ji.t·Si·'

ML ·82A, 120 CPS, 80 col, pin &
friCtion feed. serial & parallel . S3 1 9
ML ·83A, 120 CPS. 136 col" tractor
& friction feed, parallel/serial SS9S
M L·84P, 200 CPS, 136 col.. friction
& tractor feed, (parallel) . . . . 5989
M L·84S, abovcbut serial .. $1,059
ML·92P, 160 CPS, 80 col., frict ion
& tractor feed. (parallel) . . . . 5499
ML -92S, abovc but serial. , .. 5599
ML -93P, 160
, 136col.,trilctor
& friction feed,
I I
5739
above
I

Pri.,ceton H)( ·12. 12" RGB Cnlor. hl9h
resolulion 690·d ol. 16 cnlors, SImI·
lar cabme t 35 IBM mOIl·tor
5479

Teac 558 half hClgh\. double.sldcd,
double dcnsi .y , 320Kform(lllCll.
direct drive desi~ n . . . . . . 5199
Cume half heiU!lI (Irivl,), doublc.sidl:d,
double densily. 320K . . . . . 5229
Panasonic half hel~ht arive. double.
sided. double de nsity. 320K. 5189

ID~~. I
H3f"d oisks: 10, 15,21.32M8 . SCA LL
Tape Backup SYSlems .
.5CALL
Notworking Systems.
SCA LL

ovnll x GM ·120. '2" yreen.
'ron 600<101. 20 MH.t

hll/h

resolu.. S 129

l:I;uil:'#;':'jffW
SUplt1 d ,l,svwheel Wllh a ma)l . speed of
80 cp~ IGII ells uy Shannon text III lOcpsl,
two SI~rV{)mOtors, a servo com rolled posi ·
lioll SPIlsnl "lid all ull<;1 last hamme r
aSSUl(l 51"'I:d andaccur(lcy . l t uscs ei thcr
the Ulllqlll,l 127 chilracler prmt whl!el 01
thl! slIlIIdil,d 96·charaC lltr wheel. 110 or
220 VAC op'::r\lllon. llill ./5eflal .. CALL

TlI::~o~~'~;i~.OI~·~~reen·, '800<l!!~~
resol uliol1 . .

~,

,A!! • •

Roland oG MB ·122G. '2"' wee n, 18
MH z .. h,·resolutlon 720)1350 daIS,
fully compa tll.lle \'Vlth IBM 100110'
chrometilSIJlay ca.d .
. SCa li
US I Pt ·2, 12" green. 1000<101 hIgh
; ••, •• ,••••••, . . ,. . . . . ., •• ,. . . . . ., •• ,.:

EIB

. .51119

i Q P,'M =
Iii;i13diMiAJ

3550 SI'",wl"llflr, 350 ""P"', 203 col.,

EL KA Amller Morlltor. 12". 1.000<101
high resolutIon. 20 MH z. . . . .5125
Dynax AM · 121, 12" umber. 6op·dol hi
resolution,20MHz .
$ 139 :;.;;;'~;~~:;=:!!==::,:=:;;.
T3xon KA12N, 12" amber, 800<.101 hi :
•esoll.l\iol1
.. . . . . . . . $125
USI PI·3. 12" amber. 1000<101 hi reso·
lut ion, 20MHz . . . .. . . . . S145
Amdek 3 10A, 12" amber. 900'dot hi

aula IlrOllortlOnal SHilce. justi' ,ca·
1I01l.',, ·<;IIII'(;I'0l1(11. 11:lrali el. 5 1,675.
2050 Sl'i nwllte •. sun " l l! \0 above llill
200 wOld~ Iler Inllllltc .
5CALL
Cutshll!!t Fonder 101 3550 . . SCA LL
7730 SpinWliIQr .,55 CPS. 113M compati•
ble.
.5CA LL

,<fJ=.

New! 23 CPS daisywheel printer wI
2 color priming, 3K buffer. oropor·
tional spacing. e lc. Para llel. CA LL
Tractor for HR ·25 . . . .
,.5 11 9
CUI Sheet Feeder 101 HR·25 . . . .s 199

1:I;I"·1I4;1:l;lt.,
16 CPS rlaisywheel prinlcr.\)HII,ectional.
uses standard tyne""",, c r "bbons. 16Y, '
lI1il)l . paper Wldlh .. SIIPCI $/JII"ial S5119

l·td'·g·g,IO,

New! Leiter Cl ual ity daisywheel
printer with 2·color pr inting. Logic
seeking. bi-di rectional. proportional
spaci ng, graphic & bold printing,
d irect priming, super/ sub script,
auto double strike & underhne. 3 K
bu ff er. Parallel. . . . . . . . $CA LL

.uKJlijltu.

18 CPS daisywheel, 13" platen, 2K
buller. 3-pitch, (parallel).
51135
Tractor for 6100

. . . .5 120

l.t·!tj14'j;lii4i·Ju .u1
The inteHige lltlelt(!r-quality printer
w/48K buil t-in buffer memory. 17
CPS, b i·direc lional, aUla margin jus .
, ificalion, universal interfaces 5 1 ,059

-1'1'4;';144'.
EXP-550
1G CPS daisywheel printer, bi-direcID!lD3

TTX ·l014

NEWI 12 CPS daisywheel print er WI
built -in tractor adjustable 2 Y. ·14~6 ".
PafHllel & sella l intcrhlces. Words tar
compHltble . Programmable pilch &
line spacin!!. Compact size .. _ . S499

tional printing, proportional and incremental spacing. Pa ralle l
S599

li;I'Vb',,;i@l,lij
Letter Quality daisywheel printer.
16 CPS, bi·directional, propOrtiOnal
spacing, super/sub script, underline,
bold face. ParH llel . .

All merchandise is brand new & fu tt y guaran teot!. All prices rollect 3% cash discount for full !'(lymenl by cash. cashier's check or money order. Pfluo nal or company check
re<lu;res 2 - 3 weeks to clear. Vis."l. Master, American Exp ress ca,ds & PO 's accepled ho m 11 " :lll ' ;ed customers. COO's accooleti with 20% paid deposil plu$ 53 COO ' ee tby
UPS o nly). No COO's to Canada or FPO/A PO . Shipping/insurance/handlino charges: 3% 01 InIal order value by UPS Surface, 5% hy UPS Ai. & Parcel Post IMi.,. 531. Calil.
rosido nts add 501 10s tax. No solos tax on oUI ·of-stale orders. Pricos & availability subject to chanY!1 wit houl notico.

EASTERN ENTERPRISES, INC. ~
Mass MerchanrilsmgSmce 1969
2937 S VAIL AVE, LOS ANGELES. CALIF. 90040
{Hours Mo nday Fo lloy a 30am 4 30pm PaCific T,mo)
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~ (ORDERS ONLY)

r.::::::::::::I
Calif.
~,

(800)392 - 7081

Al aska H awa II & all mf o Call
,

(213) 725.3080
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unrea lis tic to exp ect a dealer to kno\\·
as much about a p ackage as th e C(lmpany th at developed it. Simil arly, if
th e d ea ler does no t se ll more than a
few cop ies of a product, h e or s h e
ca nn o t afford th e tim e to learn it in si de an d out, and your probl ems can
further be compound e d by th e tend ency of d ea lers to reo rgani ze, restru cture, and go out of busin ess.
Th erefore, unless th e produ ct is
directly and completely supported by
th e publisher, th at software is a ri sky
investm ent. Regardl ess, th e d ea ler
s ho uld know the software we ll
enou gh to install it compete ntly and
train yo ur staff to u se it. Ask him or
her to s uppl y you with th e n a m es of
people to w h o m this p<'l rticular product h as bee n so ld and make s ure to
ca ll th ose people.
To ex pect fu ll software s uppo rt fo r
free would be unreaso nable; no co mpa ny can afford to provid e it. A co mpany th at gu ar<'lntees to keep yo ur
soft ware running, even if it has to put
a support person on a n a irpl a ne to
do it, is e ntitled to charge a mo nthl y
fee. A ny co mp any that provid es thi s
level of service with o ut ch arge is trying to financ e th e s upport o ut of
future sa les and is likely to be h ea ded
for serio us fin an cial troubl e . More
often , h owevel~ th e co mp a ny s imply
does not provide th e support staffing
th at is promised. Fu ll software su pport and revision is worth th e price .
Too m a ny u sers h ave learne d th at
lesso n th e h ard way.

Conclusion
Alth o ugh so m e warnings are expressed in thi s articl e, th e process of
office co mputeriza ti o n is ultim ately
worthw hil e and likely to be 11ig hly
successful. If th e above guidelin es are
followed , th e ch ance of untoward
surpri ses w ill be minimi zed and th e
most probable q ues tiun to ari se wi ll
be "Why did we wa it so lo ng to do
t)l is?" .
Jonathan !avitt, M.D. , M.PH., is a Kellogg
Fellow ill Heal tll Managelllelit at thc Harmrrl5cllool of Pliblic l-fraltll. He lias bccli a collsultallt
ill llledicalll1icrocoPlputer alld illfomzatioll syslcllls
for the past two years. He call be reaclled at 207 Park
Drive, BoStOll, MA 02215. III 1lIIIf' Dr. !allitt <I'ill
be joining the staff of Wills Eye Hospital, ill
Plliladelphia, Pellnsylvania.

• DOT MATRIX PRINTERS •
Okldata

Epson

ML-80 .. . .. ... . . .Call
ML-82A ..... . .. .Call
ML-83A .. . ... . .. Call
ML-84 Par . ..... .Call
ML-92 Par . ...... Call
ML-93 Par .... ... Call

RX-80 .. .. .. .. . . .Call
RX-80F/T . .. ... . . Call
MX-100 .. .. . .. .. .Call
FX-80 ... ... . .. . . Call
FX-100 ... . .. .... Call

Star Mlcronlcs

NEW! Rlteman

Gemini 10X . . ... $299
Inforunner ... .. .$319 Gemini 15X . . .. . .499
NEW! Panasonlc Delta 10 .. . .. .. . . Call
KX-P1 090 . .. .... $339 Radix 10 . .. . .. .. •Call

Anadex

Mannesman Tally

DP9620B ..... .$1195
DP9625B .... .. . 1295
WP6000 ... ... . .2195
DP6500 .. . .. . . .2495

1601 . . ......... $579
160L ..... . . . .... 639
180L .. .... . . . ... 849
Spirit . . . ........ 339

CITOH

Texas

8510AP .. ..... .$399
Instruments
1550P .. ... . . . . . .719 850 ...... . ..... $499
CX-4800 (color) ... 579 855 . . . .. .. . ..... Call
Font Modules . . .. .. 35

• DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS •
NEC

Diablo

2010 (Ser) ... . ... $879 620 . ..... .. . .. .$998
3510 (Ser) ....... 1499 630 R-155 ..... .. 1899
7710 (Ser) .... .. .Call 630 ECSIIBM ... . 2195

Olympia

Qume

Compact RO . . . .$479 11/40 . . .. .. .. .$1399
Compactll .. . . ... 449 11/55 ...... . ... 1599

CITOH

Sliver Reed

Starwriter . ..... $1219 Exp 550 .. . .. . .. $569
Printmaster . . . .. 1569 Exp 770 ....... . .Call
We have cables , printwheels, ribbons, paper
surge protectors, and other accessories for
your printer in stock at outstanding prices.

• MONITORS •

Amdek

Zenith

300G 12" Gr..... $139
300A 12" Amber . . 159
310A 12" Amber . . 169
Color I. . .... . ... .299
Color II + . ... .... 449
Color III. . . .... .. .385

12312" Gr.. .... .$118
122 12" Amber .... 145
131 Med. Res. RGB 319
135 High Res. RGB 549

Panasonlc

Nec

BMC
12AU 12" Gr. . . .. .$79

12 " Green ... ... $169 JB1201 . .. . ..... $159
12" Amber . . . .... 189 JB1205 .......... 169
13" RGB . . .. . .. . .399 JC1216 . ......... 469

Taxan

Esprit Systems
Esprit . .... .. . .. $499
Esprit II .. . .... .. . 549
Esprit III .. .. . . . . .669
Esprit III (color) . .. Call
Exec 10/102 . ..... Call
Exec 10/25 . . . . ... Call

TeleVldeo Personal Terminal
Personal Terminal. ... . ... ... . . . . . .. . . .$439
Personal Terminal
w/300 baud Modem . .... . .. . . .... . . .. . 559
Personal Terminal
w/1200 baud Modem .. .. .... . ...... . .. 899

Zenith
Z-29 . . .... . . . .... . .. . . . .. . . ... . . .... $699
ZTX-10 . . . .... . .$339 ZTX-11 . . . ...... $399

Qume

Wyse

102 ...... . .. . .. $595
102A . ......... . .610
103 . .. ... . .. .. . .Call
108 .. . . .. .. . . ... 759

WY-50 .. . . . . . . . .$569
WY-60 . . ..... . .. .675
WY·75 . .. .. . ..... 679
WY-100 ....... . .. 845

• MODEMS·
Novation

300 Baud . .. . ... $219
1200 Baud ... . ... 529
1200B (IBM-PC) . .. 499
Micromodem II ... 269

D-Cat .... . ... .. $155
J-Cat . ... . .. . .110.00
Apple Cat II . .. . .. 279
212 Smartcat .. . .. 429
Access 1-2-3 ..... Call

Signalman

U.S. Robotics

MKVII . . ..... ... . Call Password300 ... $169

• IBM·PC BOARDS •

Amdek MAl Graphics Board ... . ..... . ... $499
AST Research Six Pak Plus 64k ........... 299
AST Research Mega Plus . . . ... ..... .. . . .289
AST Research Extender Card . ............ 55
Hercules Graphics Card ..... . ....... . ... 369
IRMA 3278/79 Terminal Emulator ...... .. .995
Microsoft 256k RAM Board . . . ... . .... . .. 299
Microsoft 64k System Board .......... . .. 275
Plantronics Color Plus .... ............. . Call
Quad Ram Quad board . ..... ... .. .. . . . .. 239
Quad Ram Quadvue card ..... . .. ........ 289
Qubie 1200 baud modem card ............ 299
Tecmar 1st MATE Board .. ... . . .. ........ 249
Tecmar Graphics Master . . ....... . .... . .. 589
64K Memory Chip Kit (9 chips. 150 NS) •• • ••• • •• Call

Color Graphics Special
PC-Peacock color graphics board + 4-Point
Graphics CAD Software

BOTH FOR $449.95
• DISKETTES •

• CROMEMCO·

IBM

Maxell

Introducing the C-10MP Package. This new system couples the popular C-10 hardware and
software developed by Cromemco with the
most popular software offered by MicroPro.

51/4 " SSDD . .. $29.95
51/4" DSDD .. . $36.95
8" DSDD . . . . $47.95

51/4 " MD1 . . . .$23.95
51/4 " MD2 ... .$33.95
8" SSDD ..... $36.95

Word Star - Info Star - Calc Star Mall Merge

51/4" SSDD ... $20.95
5 1/4" DSDD ... $27.95
8" SSSD ..... $23.95

List Price $2195

Our Low Price - Call

- Other Cromemco Systems from
Mini Micro Mart -

C-10 Super Pack . .. .. .. . ... ... . ... . . .$1599
CS-1 with Z-80A, 64KZ, 2DS/DD 5 114 Drives 3389
CS-1 with DPU, 256KZ, 2DS/DD 51/4 Drives 4239
CS-1HDwith DPU, 256KZ, 21MB hard disc 6789
We also carry the entire Cromemco line of S-100
board level products and software
Cromix .... . . . $499
COOS . . . . . . . $79

• EAGLE PC •
Simply, a better PCI 128k RAM (expandable to
512 on the main CPU board) , DS/DD 320k disc
drives, serial ports, 1 parallel port, MS-DOS,
Eagle Calc and Eagle writer included .
The EAGLE SPIRIT portable wl10 MB hard disk
is now available.

Sakata

210(13 " Color) .. $299 SA-1000 Amber) .$119
415 (13 " RGB) .... Call SC-100 (13" Color) 269

D.C. Hayes
Smartmodems

• TERMINALS •
TeleVldeo
910 . . . .. . .. . ... $49~
914 ........ . .... 619
924 ... . .. . ..... . 739
925 .. . ........ . .749
950 .. .......... .945
970 . . . .. ... .. . . 1099

• COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE •
Featuring IBM-PC compatibility teamed with the
most comprehensive software package in the
industry. Includes 128k RAM, 2 5 1/4 , 320k
drives, and a 9 inch 80x25 display.

3M/Scotch

Best Buy

5 1/4" SSDD 48TPI
Brand of our choice

$16.95

Save an extra 10% when you buy 10 boxes

• DISC DRIVES •

Tandon 100-2 DSDD 5.25 "
.......... . $249
Tandon 848-2 8 " DSDD
.. . . . . . . . ... . . .Call
Mitsubishi 8" DSDD
. .......... . . . . . . Call
Mitsushita 5.25 1/2 height DSDD
..... . . 175

• HARD DISC SYSTEMS •
Tallgrass Technologies
GMB Hardfile Disk for IBM-PC . . . . .. ... .$1895
20MB Hardfile Disk for IBM-PC ..... . ... . 2795
70MB Hardfile Disk and Tape Backup . .. . .. Call

Corvus Omnlnet
An easy, low cost way to make personal computers part of a powerful information management network.
Corvus Omninet Disc Server ............ $829
Corvus GMB Hard Disc .. . . . ... . . . ...... 1695
Mirror Card Backup for IBM-PCXT . ........ 412
Corvus Print Server . . .. ..... .... .. ..... 839
The Bank 200MB Tape Drive .... ... . .... .1895

• SANYO MBC550 •
Not only is the Sanyo MBC550 priced less than
one-third that of a comparably equipped IBMP~. It is also less expensive than most 8 bit
com ter
Includes a 160k drive,
12
Star and Calc Star.

All pri c es . FOB sh ipp ing p Oint. subje c t t o c h a nge
All o Har! subje c t t o withdrawl w i th o ut notice Ad\l8r
tised pric e s refle c t 8 2% c ash dis co unt l o rder prepaid
prior t o shipf!l8ntl C OD c redit c ard o rder! . 2% higher

3~-inch computing

is ready when you are.
Media, drives, software.
Everything you need is he~e now.
Dysan 31/4" Flex Diskettes.'"
Reliability refined. Personal computing is getting more personal. Smaller,
lighter, more portable.
How small will it get?
Frankly, we don't know.
But we're confident that
3!4" is the next step on
the way down.
Why?
Because everything
you need to get the most
out of 3 1,4" computing is
here now. In spades.
The story starts with
our 3V<i" one megabyte Flex Diskettes.
They're built on the same reliable
technology as the larger Dysan diskettes
you use today. But with some very
interesting innovations.
like a durable metal hub that provides long-term read/write stability and
accuracy.
A flexible combination of media and .
jacket, free from rigid metal shutters and
fragile plastic parts. So both diskette and
data will survive the bending that comes
with normal handling.
And our 3V<i" Flex Diskettes are
packaged with hard plastic carrying
pouches that hold and secure as many
as five diskettes. So you can carry
your work home. Or mail it across the
country. Safely.
And, of course, all the quality you
expect from Dysan has come down to
3V<i': too. like our jacket liner material
that cleans the diskette surface. Our

superior magnetic coating. And our
advanced burnishing techniques.
What does all this add up to?
Reliability. Dysan
31,4" Flex Diskettes are guaranteed to be 100%
bit error-free.
And durability.
They're backed
by a five-year
limited
, w arranty.

31/4" Floppy Drives. Plug in a
smaller size. 3V<i" floppy drives offer
all the reliability you've come to expect
from 5V<i" drives. Simply put, they're
5V<i" drives refined. And cut dowh to
size.
They're generally V<i the size and
~
1/2 the weight of 5V<i" drives. And
CIII
they use less than half the power.
Yet the 3V<i" drives plug right
into taday's personal computers.
All that's required is less space.
Dysan Series Software. '" Bestselling programs in 3lj4'~ There's just
one last thing necessary to turn 3V<i"

diskettes and drives into 3~" computing.
Software.
And Dysan has solv.ed that problem
by licensing and converting scores of
best-selling programs to 3~'~ Programs
from DRI, Microsoft, Sorcim, Peachtree,
Pearlsoft, ADS, ADI America and more.
We call it Dysan Series Software. And
it's here right now.
It's where personal computing is
going. We'd be remiss if we didn't point
out that 314" computing isn't just Dysan's
good idea.
3IA" diskettes are being manufactured
by several suppliers. So you're always
assured of an abundant supply of quality
media for your personal computer.

314" floppy drives are being built
by a number of leading manufacturers.
Including Tabor, Seikosha, MPI and,
soon, Seagate.
To ensure the serviceability of 3~"
computing, Dysan has developed simple, portable tools to test and align 3~"
drives.
And we provide a duplication service
to convert software from other formats
to 3~'~
That's the 3~" story. QUality diskettes,
reliable drives and a great selection of
software.
It's where personal computing is going.
And it's ready when you are.
call Toll-Free (800) 551-9000 for
complete information about
31/4" computing.

~ Dysall
IIo!order SDl9S0
1
, 3 /4 ,' ( , FlexlDlskette~
I

Dysan Corporation
5201 Patrick Henry Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 988-3472
Dysan is a regislered trademark. Flex Diskette and Oysan Series Software
are trademarks of Dysan Corporation.
Copyright 19114. Dysan Corporation ,
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Dysan~

you must tediously enter programs or load disks to activate the printer
hassle, but it also ties up your PC's processor.
inconvenience. The on-board computer handles the complete operation
with an of your PC software - it's fully compatible. No special n ..' ....CY1""' ....

I.'!(jil$\llmiln~

doesn't tie up your PC's processor. It works independently, using
and provide full software compatibility.
with years of reliable performance and is backed with an

~~J""UL,Ul~ speed

Reviewer's Notebook
Rich Malloy
BYTE Senior Technical Editor
Last month I mentioned the
Panasonic Sr. Partner, a good, new
IBM PC compatible. Since then,
however, the prices I quoted have
been changed. The two-drive version
with 128K bytes of memory, a printer,
and a good software bundle (Wordstar, Visicalc, PFS :File, Graph, and
Report) now costs $2945. This is still
a fairly good price, but it's not as
great as the original one.

Multiplan and PFS:Write
There are a number of good products out there that somehow take a
long time to get reviewed in this
magazine. Two of the best in this
category are Multiplan, a spreadsheet
program from Microsoft, and
PFS:Write, a word processor from
Software Publishing Corp.
Multiplan is very easy to use, fairly
powerful, available for many systems,
and reasonably priced ($195) . It will
probably replace Visicalc as the standard to which other spreadsheets are
compared.
PFS :Write is also very easy to use
and fairly dependable. It lacks some
fancy features, but it has all of the
essentials. And although the program is copy protected, it costs only
$150. PFS:Write is currently at the top
of my list of recommended word
processors.

The Leading Edge
Word Processor
One of the programs just behind
PFS:Write on my list is the one by
Leading Edge. It's very easy to use
and loaded with features. One of the
nicest of these is the ability to
"undelete" material, a feature that
comes in very handy when, thanks
to the IBM's keyboard buffer, you
delete more than you intended to.
The program is a bit expensive ($295),
but it's a lot cheaper than Wordstar,
and it's not copy protected.

Unfortunately, the Leading Edge
word processor has a peculiar way of
storing files on disk. Every file, no
matter how small, uses up at least 6K
bytes of disk space (12K if you don't
turn off the backup provision). You
can eat up a lot of disk space very
fast. Also, files are stored in a very
unusual format. An "end of text"
character appears in the beginning of
the files, which makes it impossible
to get the operating system to TYPE
out a file. And the filenames look like
this : "FOID0002." If you accidentally
alter one of this program's directory
files, vast quantities of text may
become relatively inaccessible. There
is a way to access these lost files, but
you'll have to call Leading Edge to
find out.

Infoscope

example, the series of MODEM programs originated by Ward Christensen for CP/M systems has set the
standard for data transfer. Best of all,
MODEM7 and XMODEM are available for free from several bulletin
boards around the country.
For the IBM Pc, a BASIC program
called PC-Talk is available from a company called Freeware. Users are encouraged to copy the program and
pass it on to their friends. There is no
charge, but Freeware encourages
customers to contribute $35 to the
company.
PC-Talk version 3 is one of the best
programs I have seen for any price.
Some very good communication programs for the IBM PC cost much
more and have more features. But for
general-purpose communication,
PC-Talk is hard to beat.

The folks at Microstuf, who
brought us the Crosstalk communica- This Month
tions program, have recently come
This month we're reviewing two
out with an impressive database Z80 machines. The first is the Kaypro
manager for the IBM PC called In- 10, the economical Z80 machine with
foscope . For $225, this program has a 10-megabyte hard disk. Another
a lot of very novel features. First, it Z80 machine with a hard disk, the
has the fastest sort capability I have QDP 300, is a high-priced, high seen. Second, it's one of the few pro- performance machine with a 192Kgrams that make full use of the IBM byte disk cache.
PC's memory. Third, it has its own
Last August we reviewed a group
windows. Fourth, it has a powerful of compilers for the C programming
"focus" command to focus in on data language. This month we take a look
records that fit particular conditions . at two more C compilers for Z80
And Infoscope has a spelling checker systems.
that tries to guess what command
We also review a computer-aided
you would have typed if you hadn't . design system called CAD-l from
Robographics.
made a typing mistake.
For TRS-80 Model III enthusiasts,
Infoscope is not going to replace
dBASE II or Microrim, but it is going we take a look at three CP/M boards
to fill a big niche in the software and the LNW-80 microcomputer
market. A review of the program system. And for the IDM we have a
should appear in these pages very review of Thinktank, a program that's
soon.
supposed to help people write more
clearly and coherently._

PC-Talk
The best communication programs
are also usually the cheapest. For

Rich Malloy is BYTE's product-revil?1u editor. He
cal1 be reached at POB 372, Han cock, NH 03449.
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Have we got an
ear·full for you.
Votrax voice synthesizers
let your computer talk to you
in a world of sound.
Now your ears are as important as your
eyes when worl~ ing with your computer.
With a Votrax voice synthesizer your
computer tall~s , and it tall~s to you in a world
of sound you never thought possible .
Votrax was one of the first pioneers in the
field. The Votrax S(-01 A speech chip is state
of the art, the one many other manufacturers
use in their own equipment.
What it means to. you is unparalleled
speech capability. Votrax voice synthesizers
pronounce words by using their basic
building blocl~s rather than utilizing a
vocabulary of a few hundred words. It
assures you of an unlimited vocabulary . And
an unlimited range of sounds : from jet
planes to an advanced musical range.
[3est of all , Votrax speech synthesizers are
" smart," requiring no computer memory for
operation . Your computing capacity stays
free for other tasl~s. Small in size yet
surprisingly economical , Votrax voice
synthesizers are sophisticated pieces of
equipment that hool~-up in seconds .
Mix speech or sound , program sound
frequencies or amplitude levels, or compose
your own music with either the Votrax
Type '1'01 Talk TMor Personal Speech System.
Ideal for business , school , handicapped
use or the home, Votrax voice synthesizers
put a world of sound in your computer.
See your local computer retailer or call
toll free for more product, warranty or
ordering information : 1-800-521-1350
(in Michigan call 313-588-0341 ).
Dealer inquiries welcome .

~INC.

1394 Rankin· Troy, Michigan. 48083·4074
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Thinktank
An outlining and organizing tool
William R. Hershey
MITRE Corporation
In the same way th at Pascal and other structured programming languages encourage a top-down approach
to programming, outlining encourages a top-down approach to writing. The benefits are the same. The investment of a little time planning and organizing saves time
in the long run and results in a more efficient final product. It's not surprising, therefore, that a couple of Pascal
programmers, David Winer and Jonathan Llewellyn,
have come up with a clever program for outlining:
Thinktank, billed as the first "idea processor."
In the first part of this review, I'll discuss Thinktank's
capabilities, its similarity to word processors, and some
of its unique features. Many of Thinktank's commands
are, after all, word-processing commands: INSERT,
DELETE, COPY, MOVE, XCHANGE, etc. In the second
part, I'll describe wh at it's like to use Thinktank. Learning and using the program is generally very easy. The
documentation is top-quality but the program has some
shortcomings. Thinktank also h as several potential applications beyond organizing and writing text.
What Is an Idea Processor?
My first big question about Thinktank was, "What
does this program do that a good word processor
doesn't?" Thinktank's advantage is in its ability to display
an outline at different levels of detail without modifying the co ntents. You can display the level of detail you
need with two commands, COLLAPSE and EXPAND.
These commands help you visualize h ow your w riting
fits together. You can see relationships you might have
missed if you tried to absorb all the headings in a long
outlin e.
Thinktank also lets you alphabetize th e subh eadings
beneath a given heading at any level, which is very
handy for certain file-management tasks. And it offers
th e op tions of generating section numbers and tables of
co nte nts with page numbers.
The Thinktank Environment
Thinktank reserves the bottom four lines of the screen
for menus, prompts, and error m essages. The top 20

lines constitute a text area that serves as a window into
your outline. Headlines appear in the text area with
pluses or minuses preceding them. A plus means additional subordinate headlines exist at deeper levels, and
a minus means the headline has no subheadings. Thinktank automatically generates the pluses and minuses and
indents the headlines appropriately on the screen. A
headline can also have an optional block of text, called
a paragraph, of up to 2048 characters in any format. The
paragraph follows the headline in the outline; any subheadings follow the paragraph .
A bar cursor highlights an entire headline at a time.
Move it up and down through your outline with the
arrow keys; the location of the cursor determines where
a command is to take effect.
The manipulation of headlines and paragraphs is
similar to the manipulation of text with a wordprocessing program . Because headlines follow a structure, however, the commands are probably slightly more
complex than the ones in a word processor. When you
want to create or edit material, you have to specify
whether you want to edit a headline or a paragraph.
When creating a new headline, you need to indicate if
it's to be positioned directly above the one highlighted,
directly beneath it, beneath it at a higher level (to the
left), or beneath it at a lower level (to the right). Similarly, moving a headline from one place to another in an
outline can be an involved process, sometimes requiring multiple steps with several level changes. The
DELETE command also operates in several different
ways. You can delete a single character, an entire headline
or paragraph, or a selected portion of a paragraph. You
can also restore a previously deleted block of text.
In Edit mode, the bar cursor disappears, and a blinking character cursor indicates where the action is. To edit
headlines, w hich is more limited than editing paragraphs, you enter Insert mode; the left arrow functions
as a destructive backspace, and Ctrl-D deletes the character under the cursor. Paragraph editing includes automatic word wraparound, a Typeover mode, the capability to exchange one pattern for another, a FIND comBYTE May 1984
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At a Glance
Name
Thinktank
'!ype
Idea processor
Manufacturer
Living Videotext Inc.
1000 Elwell Court
Palo Alto. CA 94303
1415) 964-6300
Price
SI50
Computer
64K-byte Apple II. II Plus. or lie; 96K-byte Apple III. IBM Personal
Computer; Apple Macintosh version slated for the second quarter
of 1984
Language
Pascal and Assembly
Format
Apple II. II Plus. and lie: two 5 V. -inch floppy disks Ip-System);
Apple III: three 5 V. -inch floppy disks Ip-System); Apple Macintosh:
one 3 Y2'-inch disk; IBM Personal Computer; one 5 V. -inch floppy
disk IPC-DOS)
Documentation
Users manual 1228 pages. spiral-bound) with tutorial and
reference guide; reference card; data disk to accompany tutorial;
technical notes available separately for S5 each
Audience
Writers and others who need to organize their thoughts

mand, and SELECT, which highlights a section of text
that you may then copy or delete.
Depending on the capacity of your disk (hard or floppy), you can create up to 10,000 levels of headlines with
Thinktank. This permits a fairly robust outline. Each level
is indented to the right of the next higher level, and the
display automatically scrolls left and right to let you see
all 80 characters in a headline.
If you don't want to see all the deeper levels in an
outline, you can make them disappear by issuing the
COLLAPSE command. EXPAND brings them back to
any level you wish. The < and > keys represent EXPAND and COLLAPSE, respectively; the shapes of these
symbols suggest the operations invoked. In their
simplest form of usage, these two commands apply to
both the paragraph and the subheadings beneath the
highlighted headline; however, you can COLLAPSE or
EXPAND just the paragraph or just the subheadings.
These two commands make Thinktank unique and
give it capabilities not available in word-processing programs. You can experiment with how your ideas relate
and test how each detail contributes to the whole. I like
to COLLAPSE an outline so that just the highest-level
headings show, then step down the subheadings and
EXPAND each one to see how it relates to the whole
piece. I can determine if a subheading really belongs
where I put it and then COLLAPSE it again before proceeding to the next one.
The COLLAPSE and EXPAND commands may seem
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insignificant at first, but I recently found them invaluable
in writing about a mazy systems-engineering problem.
I ended up rearranging that outline many times.

Other Handy Features
Alphabetizing a list can be a tedious chore even with
a word processor, but if your program has sorting capability, it's a snap. Fortunately, Thinktank can sort. When
you issue the ALPHA command, the program arranges
all the subheadings beneath the bar cursor in alphabetical order. You can also sort a list of numbers or
numbered headlines or alphabetize the subheadings at
any level. You can manage a simple database, like an address file, with the ALPHA command.
The PORT command directs Thinktank's output to a
printer or to text files. Sixteen format settings offer lots
of flexibility for printed listings. In addition to the usual
capabilities for specifying line spacing, margins, page
length, headers, footers, number of copies, and printer
control codes, you can have Thinktank assign section
numbers to your headlines (see figure 1) .
You can also control indentation and the level to which
headlines and paragraphs are printed, which enables
you to generate one listing of just your outline (with the
paragraphs suppressed) and another that shows only the
major headings with all paragraphs. (Figures 2 and 3 illustrate these alternatives.)
Thinktank can be used to generate a final written product. If you need a table of contents, Thinktank will
generate it, automatically inserting the proper page number for each headline. However, if you would rather use
a word-processing program to polish up your final version, you can PORT the document to a Pascal text file
and read it from there into your word processor. It is
preferable if your word processor reads Pascal text files,
but the utilities to translate them to text files for other
operating systems are available from Living Videotext.

Learning Thinktank
Thinktank is easy to learn and use. A slash (I) produces a main command menu at the bottom of the
screen, which is very helpful while learning the program. But after you learn the commands, you can optionally evoke each one with a single keystroke (M moves
a headline, for example) without pressing / first. A
hierarchy of menus leads you through all the choices,
and the Escape key consistently operates as an exit from
all menus. (If you are distracted by the clicking and
squirting sounds, simply turn them off with Ctrl-Q.)
The 228-page manual, by John Unger Zussman, is
well written and well constructed. The book starts with
an introduction that describes Thinktank's philosophy
and then covers the differences between the versions
available for various Apple computers-the 64K-byte
Apple II, II Plus, or lIe, or 96K-byte Apple III. (Your
system must have two disk drives because Thinktank accesses program segments periodically from one disk
while updating the outline file on a different drive.)
Other chapters in part I deal with how to start using the

You come first.
With NEe's PC-8800 personal computer, you
don't have to ask yourself which comes first, the
hardware or the software.
It's designed to be uncompromising
In both areas. So you come first.
In the office or at home.

Also available:
• 16-b1t processor with
MSDOS operating system
• 8 " dual disk drive
• High-speed dot matrix or
letter-quality printer
Free software with

The
hardware
lets you select
':'_
from
NEe's
state-of-the-art
processors, disk drives, printers,
and monitors.
For S1,599 you get an 8-bit processor, 5'h" dual disk drive, an
NEC hlg~uallty monitor and lots of free
CP/M software.
You come first again with NEe's hlghquality graphics and ultra-high reliability.
The PC-8800 from NEC Home Electronics.
It puts you first. So you can break out of your shell and grow.

•
•
•
•
•

~~
.;

complete system:

WordStar® word processing
MaliMerge®
Multiplan"" spread sheet
BASIC (two versions)
CP/M®

NEe

NEC Home Electron!cs (U.S.A), Inc.
Personal Computer Dlvtslon
1401 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007

NEC Corporation, Tokyo, Japan
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bar cursor
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moving
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several forms
edit mode
bi inking character cursor
headline and paragraph editing different
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insert
delete character
typeover
find
exchange
select
copy
delete sel ect

Figure 1: A Thinktank outline with automatically generated section
numbers. You can specify the number of levels to print and the amount
of indentation.

the screen
command area

text area
headlines
paragraphs
bar curso r
man ipulat ing headlines and paragraphs
creating and editing
apply to headline or paragraph?
where?

moving

involved process
deleting
several forms
edit mode
blinking character cursor
headline and paragraph editing different
some commands

insert
delete character
typeover
find
exchange

select
copy
delete select

Figure 2: A Thinktank outline with the headlines only. This is helpful
in organizing your thoughts when you're just getting started.

the screen
Thinktank reserves the bottom four lines of the screen for menus I
prompts, and error messages . The other 20 lines fonn a text area that
is a window into your outline. Headlines appear . . .
bar cursor
A bar cursor highlights an entire headline at a time. Move it up and
down through your outline with the arrow keys. The poSition of the
bar cursor determines where corrrnands will take effect.
manipulating headlines and paragraphs
The manipulation of headlines and paragraphs is similar to the
manipulation of text with a word-processing program. Because
headlines follow a structure, however, the cOrTlTlands are probably
sl ightly more canplex than the ones in a word processor. When you
want to . . .
edit mode
In edit mooe the bar cursor disappears, and a blinking character
cursor determines where the action is. Editing headlines is more
limited than editing paragraphs. With headlines . . .

Figure 3: A Thinktank outline with major headlines and pamgraphs.

In this mode, the final product starts to emerge. You can insert a
paragraph beneath a headline at any level.
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program. A tutorial uses a sample outline supplied on
a separate disk. A chapter entitled "Notes and Suggestions" offers shortcuts; a glossary defines all the terms
used in the manual; and appendixes cover an introduction to the Pascal operating system, disk management,
and other technical information.
Part II contains a reference guide with all the commands listed in alphabetical order. A section on error
messages describes where an error may occur, the possible causes, and some suggested solutions. There's an
extensive index at the end of the manual.
Technical notes describing how to link Pascal programs
to Thinktank are available from Living Videotext for $5
each. Telephone support is excellent. When I called with
questions, I received very helpful advice from one of the
program's authors. Also, Thinktank's lack of copy protection makes it easy to create backups.

Annoyances
Some of my complaints relate to command logic and
are unique to the type of program Thinktank is. The
MOVE command needs improvement. You can't move
groups of headlines without moving the higher-level
headline and all the subheadings under it. If, for example, you want to move 5 out of 10 subheadings to a
different headline, you must move them one at a time.
If you want to move a subheading so it falls under a different headline, you can't simply move it up or down:
you have to move it left, then up or down, then right
to get it back to the proper level. It is also difficult to
move a piece of a paragraph so it falls under a different
headline.
The COpy command is similarly limited. You can copy
only one headline at a time, and the copy goes directly
beneath the original. You then have to move the copy
to where you want it.
Certain keystrokes should work at different menu
levels, not just at the main menu. These keystrokes that
are restricted include the up and down arrows for moving the bar cursor (Ctrl-O and Ctrl-K on the Apple II
and the Apple II Plus) and the < and > keys when used
for the EXPAND and COLLAPSE commands. It would
be very helpful to have these operations available in the
New, Edit, and Move modes. Such improvements would
save many keystrokes and unnecessary menu changes.
Differences in the sequence of commands for creating
and editing paragraphs is bothersome. Within the same
paragraph, the New mode, for example, requires a different set of cursor moves than the Edit mode (which
you can use after entering the text for the new paragraph). And why does SAVE require an extra step? Elsewhere, the program saves headlines automatically. After
a save, you must answer the question, '~e you finished
editing this paragraph?" Since the limit on paragraphs
is only 2048 characters, repeated paragraph saves are a
waste of time.
I originally intended to write this review entirely with
Thinktank. But the editing routine for Thinktank paragraphs is so cumbersome that I decided to use the Word
Circle 320 on inquiry card.
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Juggler program from Quark (2525 West Evans, Suite 220,
. Denver, CO 80219, (303) 934-2211), which now has me
spoiled. I still believe, however, in the value of Thinktank
for organizing information and writing outlines.
My remaining complaints have to do with Thinktank's
implementation on the Apple III. Despite the 256K bytes
of memory available, you must wait interminably for disk
accesses-both for program segments and for databecause the program is really designed for a 64K-byte
machine. It takes 5 to 10 seconds for most disk accesses,
but I timed one at 25 seconds-25 seconds to delete just
one headline.
You can redefine edit keystrokes with Thinktank, so
I tried to make them the same as the Word Juggler commands, which are input with the Apple III's numeric
keypad. Unfortunately, I found that the program did not
have the logic to distinguish between the keypad keys
and their main-keyboard counterparts.

Databases and Trees
Thinktank has database-management capabilities,
thanks to the ALPHA command, and the ability to hide
what you don't need to see. The manual has an extensive list of applications, including "to dd' lists, telephone
directories, and catalogs of collections. I've used the
program to keep a list of publications that I need to refer
to in my work. The table of contents lists the names of
the publications (sorted alphabetically, of course) and
their page numbers. The actual listing page contains a

brief description of the publication, the author, and the
date .
A topologist will tell you that Thinktank's data structure is called a tree, a convenient device for lots of mathematical endeavors. Computers use trees all the time in
their internal workings. Users, however, are seldom
aware of them because programs reveal only the forest.
Sorting and other database-management operations, for
example, use trees extensively. With Thinktank's tree
structure out in the open, we can expect to see some very
interesting uses made of this program (genealogy is one),
and we can hope for improvements that will enhance
its mathematical potential.

Conclusion
Thinktank is a refreshing new program, friendly to use
and well documented. Because it is very important to .
organize ideas before writing, an idea processor can be
as useful as a word processor. With a few improvements,
Thinktank could be a total word processor that integrates
the process of organizing thoughts with the art of
writing .•
William R. Hershey (MITRE Corp., 1820 Dolley Madison Blvd., McLean,
VA 22102) is a systems engineer with a B.S. in engineering from Princeton
and an M.A . in computer and communication sciences from the Un iversity
of Michigan . He is chairman of an Apple III users group in the Washington,
DC, area and an instrudor in computer litemcy at the University of Maryland's
University College.
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The QDP-300 Compute.r
A speedy 280 at a premium price
Edward Joyce
Free-lance Writer
Line end to end all the Z80 systems on the market and
YQu could almost circle the earth. From this conglomeration, eliminate the ones that run at less than 6 MHz and
you narrow the field considerably. Of this group, isolate
the systems costing more than $6000 and youll probably

end up with one machine-the QDP-300 from Quasar
Data Products (QDP).
The speed and price of the QDP-300 distinguish it from
most Z80 systems. The microprocessor hums at 6 MHz,
compared with to 2 to 4 MHz for most Z80s. The price

Photo 1: The QDP-300 with a lO-megabyte hard-disk drive and one 8-inch floppy-disk drive.
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Photo 2: The back of the QDP-300. Two RS-232C serial ports and two Centronics-compatible parallel ports come standard with the system.

of $6395 buys 192K bytes of memory, including cache.
Take away 64K bytes and replace the hard disk with a
floppy disk and you're looking at QDP's least expensive
system-$3995. The QDP is intended for business users
who can afford to pay a premium for more horsepower
to crank through packages like Wordstar, Multiplan,
dBASE II, and other software heavyweights of the
CP/M-80 environment.
Photo 1 shows the $6395 hardware package. The top
cover of the cabinet is attached to the body at the two
strips of real wood that run the length of the chassis.
Besides adding an aesthetic touch to the package, the
wood slats provide a convenient handhold.
The single floppy-disk drive accepts 1.2-megabyte,
double-sided, double-density, 8-inch disks. The drive
also reads and writes single-sided, s~gle-density disks.
Photo 2 shows the back panel. Serial ports A and B,
which are driven by a Z80 SIO (serial input/output)
device, connect to the system terminal and printer. A
Z80 PIO (parallel input/output) device handles the bitbanging on the two Centronics-compatible parallel ports.
The other seven ports are inactive stubs. Serial ports
C, 0, E, and F are for attaching terminals in an MP/M
multi-user environment. (This article reviews the singleuser version only.) The auxiliary ports, labeled "Aux. A
and B;' are available for user devices that may be plugged
into the two open slots on the S-100 bus. Finally, the
port labeled ''Aux. Disk" seems to be designed to enable daisy-chaining of disk drives; however, QDP offers
no hardware configurations other than the one-cabinet
unit.

On the left side of the back panel is the fan. There
must be an axiom in the computer-design cookbook that
says "cool a powerful computer with a powerful fan:'
The QDP rivals the Digital Equipment Corporation
(DEC) Rainbow as a candidate for generating jet streams
in the wind tunnels of General Motors research laboratories. Any hard-working machine needs protection from
overheating, but a system that generates the exhaust
sound and thrust of a small turbine engine won't find
widespread acceptance as a desktop computer. A smaller
fan should be able to handle the cooling load at a fraction of the noise.
While I'm offering free advice to the designers on the
physical aspects of the computer, I'll put in my two cents
regarding the power switch. As seen in photo 1, the
switch protrudes prominently from the left side of the
front panel, a little too prominently for my liking. Every
time I saunter past the machine, I worry about accidentally bumping the switch and possibly flushing a 180-cell
spreadsheet down the tubes. To avoid electronic disaster,.
I've unconsciously developed the habit of executing a
quick side step when I pass the computer. My choreography would make Michael Jackson jealous. The designers wisely recessed the reset switch; why they left
the power switch sticking out like a sore thumb is anyone's guess.
The inside of the cabinet is shown in photo 3. Most
of the system logic fits neatly on one board. For instance,
a ZSO DMA (direct memory access) chip, which manages
disk-data transfers and memory-to-memory block
moves, is on this board. Additional circuits and memory
BYTE May 1984
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Execution
Time

Benchmark

Compilation
and Link
Time

Compilation
and Link
Time with
List Option on

Pascal Sieve
(with cache)

16

25

27

Pascal Sieve
(without cache)

16

36

38

MBASIC Sieve

1197

Table 1: Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmarks were executed on the

QDP-300 using Pascal/MY+ version 5.5 and Microsoft BASIC
version 5.2. All times are in seconds. The Pascal compilations were
executed with and without the l28K-byte cache buffer to
demonstrate its effect on system throughput. Both compilations
were performed on the lO-megabyte hard disk .

At a Glance
Name
QDP-300 Model 300FIHIO
Manufacturer
Quasar Data Products
10330 Brecksville Rd.
Cleveland. QH 44141
(216) 526-0838
Dimensions
19.5 by 18 by 8.25 inches; 50 pounds
Computer
Zilog Z80B microprocessor. 6-MHz clock; 192K bytes of RAM;
three-slot S-IOO bus (two expansion slots); two RS-232C serial
ports; two Centronics-compatible parallel ports; real-time CMOS
clock w ith battery backup
Disk storage
One 10-megabyte fixed hard disk; one 1.2-megabyte. double-sided.
double-density. 8-inch floppy-disk drive
Software Included
CP/M-80 version 2.2 (uses 128K bytes for disk buffering). Perfect
Writer. Perfect Speller. Perfect Filer. Perfect Calc
Hardware options
256K-by te RAM disk ($995). 512K-byte RAM disk ($1395)
Documentation
200-page Users Manual and Osborne CP/M User Guide by
Thom Hogan
Prices
Dual floppy.
Single fioppy.
Single fioppy.
Dual fioppy,
Dual fioppy.

128K-byte RAM system
ID-megabyte hard disk. 192K-byte RAM system
IS-megabyte hard disk. 192K-byte RAM system
ID-megabyte hard disk. 192K-byte RAM system
IS-megabyte hard disk. 192K-byte RAM system

$3995
$6395
$6895
$714S
$7645

can be placed in the two empty slots of the three-slot
S-lOO-bus motherboard, which is shown toward the back
in photo 3.
At the very bottom of photo 3, barely visible, is the
top of a lO-megabyte hard-disk drive manufactured by
Miniscribe Corporation. The drive interfaces to the computer through a Western Digital WDlOOO controller. The
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floppy-disk drive is just above the hard-disk drive; a NEC
D76SAC chip controls the floppy-disk drive.
A battery keeps the CMOS (complementary metaloxide semiconductor) MMS8167 real-time clock ticking
when the power is turned off. It was a nice feeling to
have the QDP-300 greet me with the correct time and
date when I unpacked it and typed in the CLOCK command. A voltage selector lets you choose between a
US-volt or 220-volt power source.
QDP provides a 12-month, on-site warranty, managed
by General Electric Apparatus and Engineering Services,
which has SO service locations in the U.S.

Software
The QDP-300 first awakes under the control of an 8Kbyte ROM (read-only memory) monitor. The monitor
provides the lowest level of housekeeping, including
booting, system routines, and debugging support. The
boot logic loads CP/M-80 version 2.2 from either the hard
or the floppy disk.
Although the CP/M implemented is version 2.2, QDP's
programmers have incorporated several features of CP/M
Plus (or CP/M 3.0). The most outstanding feature, a cache
BIOS (basic input/output system), divides the 192K bytes
of total memory into a 128K-byte cache region and a 64Kbyte CP/M region. The cache region contains much of
the BIOS, a fresh copy of the CCP (console command
processor) and the BDOS (basic disk operating system)
for quick warm booting, and a cache or LRU (least recently used) buffer for disk sectors. The cache buffer stores
disk sectors in memory as they are read. When an applications program requests a sector, the BIOS checks
the cache first. If the sector is in memory, that is, in the
cache, it is transferred to the applications program
without performing a disk read. Transferring a sector
from memory versus reading it from disk is like delivering a transcontinental message over the telephone versus sending it by horse. Programs running in a cache
environment can increase throughput significantly.
With much of the BIOS residing in the cache region,
CP/M's transient program area (TPA) weighs in at a
healthy SSK bytes without overlaying the CCp, a
generous allotment that few CP/M 2.2 systems can
match. Another CP/M Plus feature inherent in QDP's
enhanced CP/M is the ability to search for command files
on other than the current drive. If a command file is not
found on the current drive, the operating system automatically searches drive A for the command. This obviates the need to place copies of commonly used utility programs on each drive.
QDP supplements CP/M's standard repertoire with
several utility programs, the most notable of which are
HELP, MENU, HCONFIG, FORMAT, SECURE, HARDBACK, and RESTORE. HELP adds a little hand-holding
to CP/M's terse command structure. It supplies on-line
assistance for the utilities. HCONFIG provides the tool
for fine-tuning the system. It configures logical drive
assignments, protocol for the I/O (input/outpuf) ports,
and the cold-boot auto-load command.
Circle 432 on inquiry card. ~
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Photo 3: The inside of the QDP-300. The hard-disk drive is on the

right. Two 5-100 bus connectors are in the left rear.

At first glance, FORMAT appears to be a typical program that writes track and sector-header information to
a floppy disk in single- or double-density mode. You can
select 128-, 256-, 512-, or 1024-byte sectors. QDP apparently believes that the variety of options enables
customization of disk formats for optimal performance.
I think that providing anything more than the usual
single and double density (128- and 256-byte sectors) is
overkill, but the flexibility might suit some discerning
users.
SECURE wins the Strange Program of the Month
award. According to the documentation, SECURE directs
the Winchester hard-disk read/write heads to a safe
'1anding zone" and "should always be run before powering down the computer:' As sure as the sun rises in the
east, there will be times when either operator forgetfulness or an act of nature will cause the voltage to drop
to zero before SECURE is executed. QDP claims that failing to run SECURE at power-down will probably result
in loss of data on the hard disk. This is the first I've heard
of such a limitation with a Winchester. Certainly there's
a risk of data destruction if power is lost during a read
or write operation; however, while the disk is idle, the
heads shouldn't go diddling-bopping on the platter
when the current is turned off. It sounds fishy; SECURE
makes me feel insecure.
The HARDBACK and RESTORE utilities enable the
hard disk to be conveniently backed up on eight doublesided, double-density disks.
QDP has added several systems features that make its
CP/M more than just another plain implementation. All
serial I/O ports are buffered up to 128 bytes. With a buffer that size, exceeding the type-ahead capacity of the
keyboard is virtually impossible. System software automatically logs hard and soft disk errors. A utility program called SYSTAT can be used to display error counts.
This feature is invaluable for earmarking marginal media
or drives. Worn or deteriorating disks, for example,
would post an inordinate number of errors.
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Now that I've whetted your appetite with an overview
of the QDP's innards, I'd like to discuss its most impressive feature-speed. Table 1 lists the results of the
traditional Sieve benchmark (see "Eratosthenes Revisited: Once More through the Sieve;' by Jim Gilbreath
and Gary Gilbreath, January 1983 BYTE, page 283). The
QDP clocks in at 16 seconds in Pascal/MT +, about 16
percent faster than the fastest Z80 Pascal listed in the
aforementioned article. In Microsoft BASIC, the QDP-300
runs the benchmark about 19 percent faster than a Z80
machine running at 4 MHz.
Table 1 also shows the increased throughput attributable to the system's cache buffer. With the cache buffer
enabled, the Pascal compilation and link run about 30
percent faster than without the cache.
To determine how the QDP-300 fares in word processing, I fed a 3600-word document into the Oasis Systems
Word Plus spelling checker. Then, for a gross comparison, I ran the same document through Word Plus
on a 2.5-MHz Z80 system with 64K bytes and dual,
single-sided, single-density, 8-inch disk drives. The QDP
knocked the socks off the disk-based system, processing the document in 30 seconds, one-tenth the time of
the slower, albeit older and less expensive, computer.
Although benchmarks provide salient statistics, true
appreciation of the QDP's speed comes only when you
sit down at the terminal with your favorite software. Programs execute swiftly. On myoid computer, I typically
fill up the keyboard type-ahead buffer, then daydream
while the processor catches up. But on the QDP-300,
there's nary a moment between pressing the Return key
and seeing the cursor flashing on the screen, awaiting
your next command. Adjusting to the speed of the
QDP-300 is a pleasurable experience. It's like flying to
a distant city instead of taking the bus. You get to read
fewer magazines, but you arrive at your destination
faster.

Documentation
The QDP-300's greatest weakness surfaces in its documentation. The 200-page users manual describes the
hardware and software poorly. It chalks up demerits for
its lack of organization, clarity, and comprehensiveness.
The critical procedure of running the SECURE program
before powering down mysteriously pops up. on page
38 in a subsection describing the MENU utility. The text
of the manual betrays its Wordstar origins in sentences
like this: "Taking good care of your disks is essential,
and you will be rewarded with minimum problems .. PA:'
A word such as "optionnumber8willnotappear" indicates
that several pages were treated with something bigger
than a fine-tooth comb.
The most annoying attribute of the users manual is
its self-congratulatory, backslapping tone. For example,
the section entitled "Computer Error Messages" starts
out saying, "One of the most important features of the
QDP-300 is its unique error handling, both human and
computer types. QDP was the first microcomputer comCircle 411 on inquiry card . . - .
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VERSATILE DATA REDUCTION,
DISPLAY AND PLOTTING SOFTWARE
FOR YOUR APPLE* II
STRIPCHARTER - Turns your APPLE and Epson MX "--:=_=---"-i~
'
serie s printer into an econornical4'pen chart recorder.
'-.
. ......r.,. '.
Prints and displays contin uous 1 to 4 .. channel strip·
--......
charts of any length. Ideal for large data sets. Numerous
~ . ~ :.:' .'
user .. se lectable graphics options enhance output qual..
........~
ity. Includes 5 demos on disk with 37"page manual $100
~.
:"""!!IIi.i'
VIDICHART - Proven tool for lab data man agem ent.
~ ~
Fast plots of 4 data sets with scrolling in 4 direction s, ,..-_ _-'-_ _--.
zoom sca ling on X and Y axes, 2 type s of graphic
cursors and on.. sc reen STATUS REPORT, even plots
AJ D input while sampling. ADD, SUBTRACT, MULTI ..
PLY , DIVIDE, INTEGRATE, DIFFERENTIATE , AVER·
AGE or NORMALIZE data sets with SIMPLE COM·
MANDS. Ideal for spectra, chromatograms, rate curves,
etc. Includes SAMPLE DATA on disk with 28-page
manual .................. . ................... $75 L-_ _ _ _ _- l

==== ===

SCIENTIFIC PLOTTER - Draws profess ional .. looking
graphs of your data. You choose data format, lenglh and
position of axes, 20 symbols, error bars, labels any ..
where in 4 orienl ations. Include s 5 demos on disk plus
30 .. page manual.
. .$25

·

(For DIF file and Houston Instrument or H.. P 7470A
plotter adaptations, add $25 for each option selected.)
CURVE FITTER - Select the best curve to fil your data.
Scale, Iransform , average, smooth , interpolate (3
Iypes), LEAST SQUARES fit (3 Iypes) . Evaluate un ..
knowns from fitted curve. Includes 5 demos on disk with
33 .. page manual . . . . . . .
. .... . .... , ... .$35

L
'

•

. .~

..

' "

SPECIAL : VIDI C HART. SC IENTIFI C PLOTTER ,
CU RVE FITTER on 1 disk.
..
. .$120

.'.~

J'

"

oA,.... .

-,-

Add $1.50 shipping on all U.S. orde rs. VISA or MASTERCARD orde rs accepled.
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'Trademark o f App le Compuler, Inc.

INTERACTIVE MICROWARE, INC.
P.o. Box 771, Dept. 3 State College, PA 16801
CALL (814) 238-8294 for IMMEDIATE ACTION

5Ja"DISK CONTROLLER
KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
.

Full sector buffering
Logical sector addressing
Multiple sector, cylinder operation
11 bit burst ECC

pany to introduce this feature:' The manual goes on to
describe how the BIOS traps disk errors and enables the
operator to retry, ignore, or reboot instead of just returning to BDOS. "In our nasty scenario above things were
looking pretty bleak;' the text continues, "but now comes
QDP to the rescue!!!" Yuk.
The description of the configuration program, HCONFIG, begins in a similar vein. "QDP has instituted a
revolutionary utility program that changes the way our
microcomputer operating system can be modified by end
users:' Come on, QDP. Any decent implementation of
CP/M offers disk error trapping in the BIOS and a configuration program for modification of system parameters. Does the company really believe that its system,
which was first sold in 1983, inauguralted these "revolutionary" features? Statements such as these remind me
of Detroit's annual claims of revolutionary new automobiles·.
To its credit, QDP supplements the documentation
with a copy of Osborne CP/M User Guide by Thom Hogan.
Jerry Pournelle recommends Hogan's guide as a "good
introduction" to CP/M. It's definitely better than the standard documents distributed by Digital Research.

• Self-diagnostic capabi lity
• Automatic sector alternation
for the diffective sectors
. Automatic Error Retry
. Industry Standurd SASI I/ F

Conclusions
If asked to summarize the QDP-300 in one sentence,
I would paraphrase a statement from Peter McWilliams's
The Personal Computer Book: '1\11 things considered, I'd
rather have a good computer with poor documentation
than good documentation with a poor computer:' In my
experience, this hardware breaks all speed records for
CP/M-80 programs. And the extra utilities and betterthan-average BIOS earn the software a gold star.
The documentation falls short by any measure, but
QDP's customer representative patiently guided me
through the gray areas. The information he supplied
over the phone, coupled with addendums sent a week
later, filled many gaps in the original users manual.
Some people may be concerned about investing their
computing future in a five-year-old company that, quite
frankly, holds less than the lions share of the market.
This risk applies to many technological ventures, but on
the brighter side, QDP has not retired its development
staff after one system. The company recently announced
the QDP-400, a six-slot, 5-100 bus, Z80B system that includes the TurboDOS operating system from System
2000. A 16-bit coprocessor, which will open a path to the
world of MS-DOS software, is in the works.
The complexity of the QDP-300 extends far beyond the
needs of casual and first-time users. The computer's
largest audience will be shops that employ professional
programmers and systems houses that specialize in
packaging hardware and software for small businesses.
These sophisticated users should have no difficulty justifying the top-dollar price tag of this Z80 screamer.•

National Computer Ltd.
UASON OFFICE IN CALIFORNIA
PHONE:I4081734-1006 FAX:(408)744-0709
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AKEBONO BLDG. 2.. 6..12 IWAMQTO.QjO
CHIYODA.. KU, TOKYO, JAPAN
PHONE: (03)863 .. 6705 TLX:J2 7542
FAX:(03)864.. 4581
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CP/M user Edward Joyce (Rt. 9, Box 149, Charlottesville, VA 22901) re..
ceived his baptism in microcomputers at the Department of Computing and
Infonnation Sciences at Trinity University in San Antonio, Texas,

On IBM®PC

compatibility,
the portable
computer, and you.
What is IBM Pc'compatibility and why
is it important in a personal computer?

~

IBM PC compatibility refers to a computer's ability to perform like
an IBM Personal Computer. Its importance can be explained in one word:
"""I!it!i~LJ
software. You see, the overwhelming success of the IBM PC has created
a booming IBM compatible software industry. As a result, some of the most
advanced and innovative software packages available today have been written
specifically for the IBM Pc. So no matter what your business problem, it is most likely that
the software to solve it already exists. But only a truly IBM PC compatible computer can take immediate
advantage of these hundreds of state-of-the-art programs. As well as future IBM PC software breakthroughs.

Why are some computers more compatible than others?
IBM PC compatibility can be a very relative term .
For example, a computer featuring the same 8088 microprocessor as the IBM PC,
butwithoutthe necessary compatible disk operating system is not IBM PC compatible.
Nor are computers advertised as IBM compatible that use 3112" floppy disks (the IBM
PC's are 51/4") or magnetic bubble memories. While these computers claim IBM PC
compatibility, they will not run software written for the IBM PC without modification .
To make certain of a system's IBM PC compatibility, see if itcan run popular
software written for the IBM PC: Business programs Iike Lotus 1-2-3;" VisiCalc:" or
WordStar.'" Games like Flight Simulator.'" Or educational software from Spinnaker.'"
For true compatibility, you need a computer that can run all this IBM PC
software right off the shelf. A computer Iike the Visual Commuter.
1M

VISlIAL

Vis ual Comp uter Incorporate d

The Visual Commuter: think of it as an IBM PC to go.
Commuter offers you a level of IBM PC compatibility unsurpassed in a portable or desktop computer. With the MS-DOS™operating system. GW Basic~M A ful183 key IBM PC identical
keyboard. And unlike many so-called IBM PC compatibles, Commuter can run virtually all of the
software written specifically for the IBM PC. Commuter's 51/4" floppy disks are interchangeable with the IBM Pc. It also features IBM compatible color graph ics and monochrome support. There's even a port for the IBM expansion chassis built right in.

16 pounds of power at a very compatible price: $1995.
If you've ever lugged around a 35 pound computer with a handle, you'll appreciate the
beauty of Commuter's design. Atonly 16 pounds (about half the weight of other portables in its
class), Commuter has solved the weight problem that has plagued otherfull-function portables. Whether
at work, home, oron a business trip, with Commuter you're travelling light. And atonly 3 1/1" X18" x 15" with
built-in handle and carrying case, you can take it anywhere you can take a briefcase.
Commuter. With desk-top computer power including a
16 bit 8088 processor, 128K of memory (expand3ble to 512K), and
a full161ine by 80 column optional flat panel display. And built-in
expansion capabilities for printers, hard disk, communications, and
external monitors, including your television set.
Bestof all, Commuter is priced atonly $1995 . Now what could be
"~~~~"""".TM
more compatible than that?
THE PDRTRSlE mmpUTER
For more information, call 1·800·847·8252 (in MA call
1·800·462·5554), orwrite Visual Computer Incorporated, 135 Maple
Street, Marlboro, MA 01752. Or visit your local Commuter dealer today.

Commuter. It can take your business
places it's never been.
Visual Comput er Incorporated is a wholly owned subsidiary of Visual Technology Incorporated. COMMU TE R1sa
tradema rkof Visua l (ompu ter Incorpora ted . IBM isil regis tered Irade marko( Internationa l Bu siness Machi nes Corporation. MS·DOS,
GW Basic, and Flight Simulator ilre registered trademarksof Microsoft Corporation . Lotusand 1-2-3 are registered trademarks of Lotu s
Development Corporation. Vis iCalc i~ a trademark ofVisiCorp. Wo rdSta r isa trademark of MicroPro International Co rpora ti on.
Spinnaker is a trademark of Spi nnaker Softwa re Corporation.
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Hardware Review

The Kaypro 10
A hard-disk CP/M portable with a large software bundle
and a small price
Steve McMahon
Independent Software Developer
Kaypro's hard-disk portable computer, the Kaypro 10,
like its siblings, the Kaypro II and 4, is not a technologically innovative machine. Kaypro has taken existing
single-board computer and Winchester hard-disk technology, combined with a monitor, keyboard, and floppydisk drive and wrapped it all up in a simple bent-metal
case.
On another score, though, the Kaypro 10 is very innovative. The equipment and power delivered for the
price are outstanding. At $2795 the Kaypro 10 costs less
than many stand-alone hard-disk drives. And along with
its 10-megabyte hard-disk drive comes a sturdy and serviceable CP/M microcomputer, a high-quality, built-in
terminal, and an astonishingly large software bundle (see
photo 1).
So, while the Kaypro 10 may have little to teach us
about electrical engineering or systems programming,
and nothing to teach about aesthetics or ergonomics, it
offers many lessons about what kind of value is available
for a limited budget.

Hard Disk or 16 Bits?
The appearance of this hard-disk computer with software for under $3000 will present many computer buyers
with a dilemma : will they get better performance from
an 8-bit machine with a hard-disk drive or a comparably
priced 16-bit machine with floppy disks?
The answer, of course, will depend on the principal
purposes for which the computer will be used. Large
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spreadsheet applications, graphics work, high-precision
computation, and heavy statistical analysis will likely be
served better by the expandable RAM (random-access
read/write memory) resources of a 16-bit machine.
But if you're doing a lot of word processing or database management, you'll probably find that the 8-bit
machine with the hard disk is faster and more convenient than the 16-bit machine with only floppy disks.
A reliable hard-disk computer system like the Kaypro
10 is a joy to work on if you're used to floppy-disk-only
systems. The advantages are speed and capacity. The
Kaypro 10 reads and writes material to and from the hard
disk at a rate two to four times faster than the floppy
disk. Programs run faster and records are found more
quickly (see table 1).
The difference in capacity adds up principally to great
advantages in convenience. Working with the 10, I found
I could keep all my current projects on the hard disk
along with all the tools I needed to do the work, such
as word processors, spelling checkers, compilers, and
database programs. I could switch easily and quickly
among projects and tools. Floppy-disk handling, and the
subsequent likelihood of damaging disks, was cut to a
small fraction of what it was on a floppy-disk-only system. I got a lot more done in the same time because I
spent less time with the logistics of getting the right files
onto the right floppy disks at the right moment.
For people doing a lot of database-management work,
the added capacity of the hard disk may be not only con-

Photo 1: The Kaypro 10 and its documentation . Even glancing through all the documentation for the extensive software bundle is a major chore.

venient but necessary. It enables rapid access by more
than one index to records that previously had to be
stored on separate disks.

The Winchester
A Winchester-type fixed hard disk is what makes all
of this possible in an inexpensive portable. The twoplatter, 10-megabyte drive manufactured by Tandon is
sealed in its own container and double shock-mounted
inside the 10. The sealing of the drive protects it from
a possibly dusty or moist environment. Because there
is only one drive, which cannot practically be removed,
the drive must be backed up by copying its contents to
floppy disks. The floppy disks can then be removed and
protected.

BASIC Benchmarks
Disk Write (64K bytes)
Floppy Disk
Winchester
Disk Read (64K bytes)
Floppy Disk
Winchester

Time (Seconds)
IBM PC XT
Kaypro 10

65
15
17

9

29
8
23
8

Table 1: Disk read and write speed comparisons of the Kaypro

10 and the much more expensive IBM PC XT. The comparison
mainly serves to highlight the slow speed of the Kaypro's f/oppyand hard-disk write routines. The Kaypro test was made with
Microsoft's BASIC-BO, which is included with the 10. BYTE's
benchmarks are listed in the January 19B2 BYTE, page 54.

Safety
Included with the Kaypro 10 is a safety program that
is an important part of the portability of the machine.
The safety program must be run before the 10 is turned
off. The program causes the hard-disk read/write heads
to be withdrawn to a data-free '1anding zone" where the
heads can do no damage if they accidentally strike the
disk surface during movement of the computer.
The 10 also automatically deselects the hard disk
whenever it is not in use for more than a few seconds.
While this probably slows the 10 down some on harddisk access, it cuts the chances of damage to the disk
if power is interrupted.

Transporting the 10
Calling the 10 a portable is pushing the definition of
portable. At 30 pounds, it's a hefty burden to carry for
more than a block or so. Anyone doing that will also
discover that the carrying handle is quite uncomfortable.
Nonetheless, the 10 folds up into a neat package that
can be carried easily to a car parked nearby, or it can
be moved from room to room. The 10 fits under most
major-airliner seats-a popular benchmark for portability-as long as you avoid the window seats. You won't
have any leg room left over, but it's much preferable to
BYTE May 1984
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Photo 2: The complete character set of the Kaypro 10. The 10 includes a good collection of graphics characters.

Photo 3: A close up of the Kaypro 10's display. Note the very high
resolution and the fact that character spacing is a bit uneven.

checking the computer as luggage (a Kaypro technicalsupport hotline employee told me this would constitute
abuse of the computer).
If you carry the Kaypro around much you should
definitely get a cover of some sort for it. Even folded up
for transport, all the Kaypro 10's ventilation slots are completely open to dust and moisture.
The 10 I tested survived my carrying it around from
day to day with no difficulty at all. While I didn't
deliberately drop it, I did bump it around some, and
nothing went wrong. The machine also survived being
shipped across the country twice without accumulating
any bad spots on the hard disk in the process.
By this measure, Kayprds shock-mounting system for
the Winchester seems to be a success. Despite this, I have

one complaint: the Kaypro 10 User's Guide offers no guidelines at all on how to transport the machine safely or
what kind of shocks it can be expected to survive. Presuming that the hard disk is vulnerable, I found this to
be a distressing omission.

At a Glance
Name

The folks at Kaypro have certainly packed a beautiful
monitor into this metal box. The 9-inch non-glare screen
holds a full 25 rows (only 24 easily available to the user)
and 80 columns of very clear green-phosphor characters.
The characters are composed of 14 dots vertically by 7
horizontally, with 3 of the 14 vertical dots used as true
descenders (see photo 2). The screer{s resolution is much
better than the Kaypro II's and the characters are a lot

Interfaces

Kaypro 10

I Centronics-type parallel printer port; 2 RS-232C serial ports;
light-pen port

Manufacturer

Software

Kaypro Inc. (fo rmerly Non-Linear Systems)
533 Stevens Ave.
Solana Beach. CA 92075
(619) 755-1134

19 by 17 by 9 inches (when closed for transport); 30
pounds

CP/M version 2.2 with enhancements for easier employment of
user areas. Word Processors: Wordstar version 3.3. Perfect Writer
version 1.20. Spreadsheets: Perfect Calc version 1.10. Chang Lab's
Microplan . Spelling Checkers: The Word Plus. Perfect Speller.
Database: Perfect Filer. Programming Languages: Microsoft BASIC.
CBASIC. and Topaz Programming 's S-BASIC. Communications:
Superterm. a smart-termina l program with XMODEM protocol
option. MUFBAR disk-backup system . Assorted games

Components

Options

Processor: 4-MHz Z80; Memory: 64K bytes RAM; Display: builtin. high-resolution 9-inch green-phosphor; BO by 25 display
with underline. reverse-video. half-intensity. blinking. or in combination. Graphics Format 160- by 100-pixel graphics-pluscharacter graphics. Keyboard: 75 full-ASCII keys in Selectric-style
layout; 14-key numeric keypad and 4-key cursor vector pad
double as user-definable function keys

Kaylink mainframe-to-microcomputer synChronous com munications package. Kaynet networking system. Contact Kaypro for
prices and availability

Dimensions

Mass storage
I shock-mounted 10-megabyte (8944K bytes available) fixed harddisk drive subdivided into two logical drives; I half-height doublesided. double-density 390K-byte floppy-disk drive
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Documentation
Kaypro 10 User's Guide. approximately 150 pages. from Kaypro.
Manuals for all software items (except games). Reference cards for
Wordstar and all the Perfect Software. A current copy of Kaypro's
magazine Profiles

Price
52795

It's a simple fact that your small computer can compute a
lot faster than your printer can print. A problem that becomes even more frustrating in business, when your computer is tied up with your printer while you're ready to move
on to other work.
Of course , the only thing more frustrating than waiting
on a slow printer is waiting on a printer that's down. And
unfortunately, chances are the initial printer you purchased
with your computer system just isn 't designed to work on
continuous cycle high volume printing .
More than likely, you 've already experienced one, if
not both of these frustrations. But now, you can turn printer
frustration into printing satisfaction with the new Genicom
3014, 3024, 3304 or 3404. Professional printers for personal
computers ...price/ performance matched.
Designed and built to increase productivity and maximize the value of your personal computer, the range of 3000
PC printers offers 160-400 cps draft, 80-200 cps memo,
and 32-100 cps NLQ printing ... performance for both high
productivity and high quality printing.

The 3014/ 3024 models print 132 columns , while the
3304/ 3404 models give you a full 136 column width . The
3304 and 3404 models even offer color printing.
Each printer is easy to use, lightweight, functionally
styled and attractive . And you can choose options from
pedestals and paper racks to document inserters, sheet
feeders and 8K character buffer expansion, plus more.
Genicom 3000 PC printers feature switch selectable
hardware, dual connectors and dual parallel or serial interfaces, plus software emulations for Graftrax Plus and Okidata Microline 84 Step II. So your current system is most
likely already capable of working with these Genicom printers without modification.
Most important, the Genicom 3000 PC printers are
quality-built, highly durable printers designed for rapid, continuous duty cycle printing .
So why wait? And wait. And wait. Get a Genicom 3000
PC printer now.
Genicom Corporation, One General Electric Drive,
Dept. C411 , Waynesboro, VA 22980.
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The New Printer Company.
For th e so lution to your printing needs call
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See us at

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468

COMDEX/SPRING

In Virginia , call 1-703-949-1170.
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more readable than the II's (see photo 3),
I don't think most people will have any problems
reading this display, despite its relatively small size. It
was quite readab~e under a variety of lighting conditions
and at distances from very close to 5 feet away. In fact,
I found this screen to be a lot more comfortable to work
with for extended periods than many 12-inch monitors
on nonportable computers.
The only advantage these larger, separate monitors
have over the Kayprds is that some may be easily adjusted for height and angle. Adjusting the Kaypro's
monitor position or angle involves moving the whole
machine laterally and propping things under it. It would
have been nice if Kaypro had provided an adjustable
stand to compensate for users' preferences and working conditions.
The 10's monitor is versatile as well as readable. It offers
reverse video, half-intensity, underlining, blinking, and
any combination of these video effects. Most of th e 10's
users won't see much of this versatility, though; only a
small number of the programs included with the 10 make
use of even the reverse video.
The reverse-video effect was very irritating to my eyes
when 'it occupied more than a tiny portion of the screen.
Unioitunately, Kaypro chose to make Wordstar's menus
and status line appear in reverse video. The result is a
glaring screen that makes it hard to concentrate on the
text at hand. I was able to solve this problem by patching Wordstar to use. half-intensity type rather than
reverse video for its menus. Users who don't know how
to patch Wordstar and don't have a sympathetic dealer
won't be so lucky.
There shouldn't be any trouble getting applications
software that will operate acceptably on the 10's screen
because Kaypro imitated the popular Lear-Siegler
ADM-3A methods for clearing the screen and addressing the cursor. Getting commercial software to use the
previously mentioned video effects, though, will require
some extra work on either the user's or the software vendor's part, because Kaypro went its own way in determining the codes to invoke these features.
Graphics
Ultrahigh resolution for text does not mean high resolution for graphics. The 10 offers bit-mapped pixel (picture element) graphics, but the resolution is only 160 by
100 pixels. These plump pixels can be used for bar charts
if there aren't too many bars and there certainly will be
a few games written to make use of them. But my guess
is that there won't be a whole lot of use made of the 10's
pixel graphics by applications programmers. If you're
thinking of purchasing the 10 rather than another computer because of the 10's graphics, you should think
again unless you're only after a taste of graphics programming.
The 10 also offers a good set of graphics characters that
should prove marvelous for drawing up sharp menus
or such. The graphics characters aren't documented in
the manual, but Kaypro includes the source code for the
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THE BUFFER DID IT.
Who Stole The 1500 Letters
From The Computer?
Let's just say you've got to
send a letter to 1500 different
people. Would you like to
spend 22.5 hours* or
60 seconds of
computer
time?
With
a gardenvariety
buffer, the
computer has
to mix, merge
and send 1500
addresses and 1500
letters to the
buffer. Trouble is, most buffers
only store about 32 letters. So after
32 letters, the computer's down
until the printer's done. Altogether,
you're talking 22.5 hours.
In the case of our new (not to
mention amazing)
But there s
ShuffleBuffer,
that 's turned'" .
computer time
ilJailin s
donub .... .
60
g , manusc .
beli eve 't
npts, report seconds
J. YOU'd 1
fl at.
Clian't (1,... ; , _
OVe my IV
0. ,_
Just give
ShuffleBuffer one form letter and
your address list, and it takes care
of the mixing, the merging, and the
printing. But that's not all
ShuffleBuffer's stolen from the
computer. Oh, no.

is

" 10

Who Changed and
Rearranged The Facts?
Again, ShuffleBuffer's
the culprit. You want
to move paragraph #1
down
where
#3 is?
Want
to add a
chart or
picture? No
problem . No mystery, either. Any
buffer can give you FIFO, basic
first-in, first-out printing. And some
Circle 209 on inquiry card.

buffers offer By-Pass; the ability to
interrupt long jobs for short ones.
But only ShuffleBuffer has what we
call Random Access Printing - the
brains to move stored information
around on its way to the printer.
Something only a computer could
do before. Comes in especially
handy if you do lots of printing.
Or lengthy manuscripts.
Or voluminous green
r::/o
and white spread
,\.e ):
sheets. And by the
way, ShuffleBuffer \.~'"
does store up to
128K of information
"10
and gives you a
By-Pass mode, too.

Who Wants You To Catch
A ShuffleBuffer In Action?
You guessed it. We do. Just go to
your local computer dealer and ask
him to show you a ShuffleBuffer at
~
work. Or, you can call us
6 .,--,.
at (215) 667-1713, and
G\.'a'f,e
we'll clue you in on
, all the facts directly.
c,ocJs

Y

* Based
on an average
4000 character Jetter
& 128K buffer.

And Who Spilled The
Beans 239 Times?
Most buffers can't
tell the printer to
duplicate. If they can,
they only offer a
start/ stop switch,
which means you're
the one who has to
count to 239. Turn
your back on your
buffer, and your
printer might shoot out
a room full of copies.
ShuffleBuffer, however,
does control quantity.
Tell it the amount, and
it counts the copies .
By itself.
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So, What's The Catch?
There isn't any.
Sleuth
around.
You won't
fmd another
buffer that's as slick a
character as this one.
"
You also won't find one that's
friendly with any parallel or serial
computer/ printer combination.
This is the world's only universal
buffer.
With a brain.

~ShuffleBuffer
The Buffer with a Brain
Interactive Structures In c .
146 Montgomery Avenue
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004

"
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Circle 22 on inquiry card.

10's menus, all of which make use of the special characters. (You'll have to hunt for these, though, as the User's
Guide doesn't tell you where to look.)

The Keyboard
.!,

•

•••• •
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Buy ASCI Intelligent Port Expanders
• Elimina te Ma nua l S w itc hing by Re m o te
Co ntrol
• Im p rove Prod u c tiv ity a nd Reli ability
• Share Printe rs, Mo d e m s o r Plo tte rs
• Exp a n d C ompute rs or T e rmin a ls
• Use Ma tri x Switc hing for Multi p le Tra nsmis si o n o r Security
• Supports Po lling a nd Que ing
INSTANT' COMPATIBILITY with new compute r d evices
and MAJOR OEM PRODUCTS:
A ltos - Burroug h s - Da ta Gen e ra l - DEC
H.P. - IBM - NCR - Northsta r - V ic tor
a nd o ther k ey m a nufac ture rs.
Ca ll 213-793-8979 to EXPAND YOU R SYSTEMS
TOD AY.

!r

Advanced Systems Concepts Inc.
4 35 N. L a k e A v e., De pt. B5
Pas aden a, CA 9 I I 0 I
800-824-7080 Telex: 70 I 2 I 5

HE!~~~~~~
~URCHASING AGENT
We can buy any microcomputer product for you from our 299 participating
wholesalers. Here are the net prices on a few of the 7.000 product s we c an bu y for
you , acting as your purchasing agent.

COMPUTERS
Altos 580·10
586·20 wlo term .
986·40

4. t99
5.725
9.027

cO~~~G~6AG~~~o~~ :

4.065
4,179
Sys.816ARAM21·
S ys. 816AH"
6.459
Sys. S16C'
6,462
Sys. BI6C H"
8,856
Sys. 8160 ·
9,887
Sys . 816E ·
6,462
Sys. 816Z·
3,722
'Co mplete l y Assembled
M·Oriva·H
1,100

=~~ ~~: ~~~~. 14 Mhz 1 ,~~~
Pragmatic 20 meg .
Pragmatic 40 meg .
Columb ia Sys .. 2·320K

2.990
4,686
2.779

~~;: : ~~~e~e ~:j~6

Corvu s Concept. 256K

2.999

~~~~~~~a3rOSM 810 meg. : :~~~

NEC APC· H03
2,999
APC·HI2 Col. Graph . 618
A PC. H26 . 10 meg .
2.172

COMPUTERS

MONITORS

Northstar Advantage
wlOual Floppies
2.107
w/5 meg.
3.249
OnY Il C5002A. 256 K, 14M. 9.022

Amdek RG8 II
NEe 1203
1410RG8
Princeton RGB w/cllbl e
All other s

Sag e II, w/2·640K
IV, wit 2 meg .
IV. w/40 meg .
Sanyo 555,w/2·160 K

3,470
5.830

Televideo TS· 160SPC
TPC·2. porI.
Zenith ZF· , OO·21
ZF· l1 0·22
ZW· 120·32
All o th er s

2,356
CALL
2. 157
2.685
4.245
CALL

PLOTTERS

1,100

Houslon Inslr .. OMP 4 1
Strobe M 100
All other s

IBM PERIPHERALS

TERMINALS

IBM PC. mon o, 2·320K

Key lfoniCS 5150 Keyboa rd

2.950
189
499
349

2.32 1
46 1
CA LL

PRINTERS

Corvus 11 meg . w/LnI.
2.299
Tal1gra s s 20 meg . w/tape 3.097
Allothe r s
CALL

HARD DISKS

Haye s 1200
US Robotics Password

780
485
CA LL

7.965

Anadu 96258. par
C. Itoh A 10·20
Di ablo 630 API
NEC 7710
Okidat a
To shib a P· 1340
All others

MODEMS

450
532

Telev ideo 925

~~;t~ ~:-50

1.190

534
1,6 15
\,900
C All
799
CAll

715

53.
CAL L

TAX SOFTWARE
Microl ax

C All

CALL US FOR THE NET PRICE ON ANY OF THE 7,000 OTHER
PRODUCTS WE CAN BUY FOR YOU AS YOUR PURCHASING AGENT.
Sin ce 1980

•

F. O.s. sh ipping poin t. Prices subjec t to change wit hout notice.
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THE
PURCHASING AGENT, INC.
574 Weddell Drive, Suite 5
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
(408) 744-0646

Circle 321 on inquiry card .

The 10's detached keyboard covers the monitor and
floppy-disk-drive opening when the machine is packaged for travel. In use, the keyboard is connected to the
back of the computer by a curly cord similar to the one
that connects most telephones with their handsets (in
fact, the modular jacks and connectors are exactly the
same). The cord allows you about 3 feet of play without
stretching it too far, so I had no trouble finding a comfortable place to put it for typing.
The touch of the keyboard is smooth and consistent,
but extremely light. Even though I am accustomed to
light keyboards (I use a Kaypro II), I still make a lot more
errors than usual when working with the 10. Presumably, if you type only on this keyboard you'll get used
to the light feel, but it might be difficult to switch back
and forth between the 10 and other keyboards.
The keys themselves are well designed and conveniently arranged; for instance, the Return and Shift keys
are large and placed where most touch-typists expect
them. The keyboard makes a noise that sounds like a
cross between a squeak and a click when keys are
pressed or when they repeat. The sound is not adjustable, but the manual does tell you how to turn it off.
All the keys repeat when held down for more than a
fraction of a second-unless you are holding down the
Controi key at the same time. Control characters don't
repeat. I found that to be quite a problem, particularly
when using Wordstar and Perfect Writer, until I learned
how to use the function-key facility to put frequently
used control characters on the numeric keypad, where
they can repeat. This worked well, but it would have
been better if the control characters repeated when used
normally.
The function-key facility is one of the nicest but also
most poorly documented of the 10's facilities. Each of
the 14 keys on the numeric keypad and the four additional cursor-control keys can be redefined to produce
the equivalent of up to four keystrokes when pressed.
A program, Config.com, included to accomplish this redefinition is well designed and also lets you change the
default printer port and the data-transmission rates of
both serial ports. The problem is that there is only a brief
and very incomplete mention of this important program
in the User's Guide . Many users will never discover that
they have function keys.

The Operating System
When using nearly 10 megabytes of storage, it's critically important to be able to subdivide the directory so that
the whole multiscreen mess doesn't appear every time
you ask for a directory. CP/M versions 2.0 and later (the
Kayprds is 2.2) solve this problem by allowing each drive
to be logically broken into as many as 16 user areas. Each
of these user areas is invisible to each other area, even

If'word processing has become increasingly important
in considering the growth of your personal computer
system, then your choice in selecting a printer should be a
mal or decision, not a major investment. If PERFORMANCE, COMPATIBILITY and PRICE are significant factors in determining your decision, then the Juki Model
6100 Letter Quality, Daisywheel Printer w ill benefit you.
Here's why ...

• •

••

Engineered for precision performance, the Juki Model
6100 has been field tested and proven for accuracy,
reliability and versatility. It prints bi-directionally at 18
cps, has proportional spacing, 10/12/15 pitch and performs the latest word processing function s including
superscript, subscript, bold/shadow printing, double
strike, underl ining- and graphics. It houses over 40 built-in
control commands, has a buffer memory expandable to
8k, and operates on a linear induction motor ensuring
accurate positioning. Also, the Juki Printer is lightweight
and co ventionalll'l designr has a low noise level and is
available with a Tractor Feed. 1I< Tractor Feed optional.
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With all the advanced features of a higher priced unit
combined with convenience and dependability, the low
cost of the Ju ki Model 6100 adds up to one thi ng... hard
copy at a soft price.
At $599.00 the Juki Model 6100 Letter Quality, Daisywheel Printer will complement your personal computer
system with a minimum investment.
Contact your local
Juki Di stributor for
further details.

INfOIMATION sYMMS. INC.
2420 L Olldon Slrll\' UIIltK
Arllnllon ~llhl •• IL IIOOOB
3121221-1418
S.lVlnl '
LUL.GUL WI.11.MN.IA.MO.NE,IID,Ks.sO
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Interface it.. . theJuKi Letter Quality, Daisywheel Printer
is compatible with all major personal computers and is
equipped with Centronics Parallel interface as standard
equipment and is available with the RS·232C Serial con·
nection as well. It conveniently uses IBM Selectric lM rib·
bans and 100 chali'acter Royall Adler ™ daisywheels with
a variety of type styles to choose from.
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40117211-1880

just the changed files may be backed up. This means that
either you'll have to keep a list of what files have been
altered since the last backup or you'll have to back up
all the files every time. Because the hard disk contains
the equivalent of about 23 floppy disks, the latter would
be a burdensome task.
In an environment where several people uS,e the
machine and each can't be disciplined to keep records
of files changed, a floppy-disk backup system could
mean courting disaster, no matter how convenient the
backup program is. Such users would be well advised
to look for a hard-disk computer with a better backup
system, even though it is likely to be a far more expensive system than the 10.

Menus
Photo 4: The Kaypro lO's main menu .

though they take up space on the same disk. Size of user
areas is flexible; each could potentially contain nothing
or utilize the entire disk.
Kaypro made a couple of modifications to the CP/M's
CCP (console command processor) that make a world
of difference in the usefulness of the user-area feature.
The modified CCP displays the current user area along
with the current drive letter whenever it prompts the
user for a command line. So the usual CP/M A> prompt
is replaced with AO >, A1 >, . . ., A15 >, depending on
which user area you're logged to. Also, whenever a command file is asked for that can't be found in the current
user area, the CCP searches user area zero for the program. This means you can place most of your utilities
in user area zero and they'll be available no matter what
area you're logged to. (Unfortunately, programs like
Wordstar can't find their overlays in different user areas,
so there are still problems.) These little changes save a
lot of time and trouble in day-to-day work.

Hard-disk Backup
Hard-disk backup should be easy and reliable. Winchester drives may be more reliable than floppy disks,
but they still make errors. With the capacity of a hard
disk, a directory error or a hard-disk failure can make
a real mess.
Fortunately, Kaypro has included a quite workable
hard-disk backup system with the 10. The MUFBAR
(multi-floppy backup and recovery) system will back up
anything, from an entire user area to individual files,
from the hard disk onto floppy disks.
MUFBAR will automatically break up very large files
onto multiple floppy disks if necessary. This capacity is
an important one if you're thinking of keeping a large
database on the 10. This backup program also gives you
the ability to "stamp" backup disks with a note about
the time and contents of the backup.
What the program won't do is tell you which files need
backing up. As provided by Kaypro, CP/M offers no
facility for marking files that have been changed sq that
214
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The Kaypro 10 includes a set of menus extensive
enough that many users may be able to completely avoid
learning CP/M if they wish.
The master menu (see photo 4), which automatically
runs when the 10 is turned on (this auto-load feature
may be turned off easily by running a program called
Nomenu.com), enables you to run any of the major programs provided with the Kaypro. All you have to do is
move the cursor to the program desired and press the
Return key. Brief explanations of what each program can
do are provided in an information area on the right side
of the menu. The explanations change depending on
where you have positioned the cursor.
The main menu chains into a set of subsidiary menus
in cases where there are more decisions to be made.
These special-purpose menus follow exactly the format
of the main menu. All are quick to use and intelligible.
I liked these menus a lot better than any of the other
menu systems I've seen on inexpensive microcomputers.
The reason the Kaypro menus worked, though, didn't
have as much to do with the menu design as with the
hard disk. Most microcomputer menu systems break
down because all the applications you might want to run
are not available on the same disk. Thus, the menus lead
you through disk changes in a way that necessarily
leaves room for errors the menu system can't deal with
well. This problem goes away when the menu can immediately run the desired application.
The hard disk also eases up the space constraints that
hinder the designers of a menu system. The 100 or so
kilobytes an adequate menu system might require is a
big sacrifice on smaller-capacity, floppy-disk-only
computers.
The lO's menus, though generally very useful, do have
some annoying flaws: chief among these is that there
are some important omissions from the menus. For example, the hard-disk backup system is completely menudriven, except for the fact that you can't format a floppy
disk from the menu. So backing up disks requires you
to leave the menu system. Anything that makes the
backing-up process harder or more confusing is a real
problem.
Also, there is no easy way for you to customize the

OUTSMARTS
HAYES
Take a look at both and you'll discover th e Nova tion Smart-Ca t T \!
modems give you eve rything
you get with the H ayes Smartmode m -plus some extras.

Off-the-shelf software
It's a draw. There's a lot of
software for both.
For th e Smart-Cats, there's ASC II
Express "The Pro," "1")\ Crosstalk XV I T.I \,
Transend T' \ a nd more that le t you do
virtuall y an ything you'd li ke. N o
compromi ses.

Only on the Cats:
Instant status report
Place a call and your Smart-Cat knows
wha t's going on every microsecond . Fail to ge t
a d ial to ne? Your S mart-Ca t tells you ri ght now.
With H ayes, you can wait th rough an entire ca ll answer cycle-then wonder what went wrong.

Dial tone detect on long distance
. With special long d istance telephone services, yo u
must wait for di al tone part way through a long dialing
sequence. The Hayes modem reli es on a pause-w hi ch
works if things go just righ t. Smart-Ca t waits, detects
the tone, then completes di aling. It always works.

True, automatic "redialing"
The H ayes modem gives you a simpl e RejJeat of th e
last command. Enter ano ther command since you last
di aled and you' ve lost the number.
Smart-Cats give you both Redial an d Retry Redi al
ca ll s the last number dialed no matte r wh at has
happened in be tween .
Retry keeps retrying on a busy signal. A hand y
time-saver.

then go back on-line. No lost contacts.
No lost da ta.

Test everything
The H ayes modem has only internal
se lf-testing. But the Ca ts do more.
They also test the rest of the
co mmuni ca ti ons loop. At
1200 baud, the Cats can
automatically run data over
the line, through the other
modem and back. You know
if your modem is right . You
know if the rest of the loop is ri ght, too.

Novation LSI vs. Hayes discrete
components
Large Scale Integra ted (LS I) circui ts - more and
more log ic on a small er and small er chi p - is today's
technology. It's the breakthrough that h as made personal computers poss ible . It e liminates all kinds of parts
and adds all kinds of logic. O ur LSI does some thing else
ex tremely log ica l. It c uts cos ts .

$595* (Novation) vs. $695* (Hayes)
T he S mart-Cat 1200 is $100 less than the H ayes
S martmodem 1200. Now that's a lot smarter.
Lower pr ice, LSI techno logy, lots of software-and
no wa iting. You can see the m now at your computer
store and le t your compu ter out toni ght.

Nova tion, Inc., 20409 Prairie Street, Box 2875
C hatsworth, CA 91311 . (800) 423-5419
In California: (818) 996-5060

Easy on-line commands
With H ayes, you need escape and re-e ntry codes when
on -line. With the Ca ts, just enter a single command or even string a bunch togeth er. Smart-Cats fo llow them,

NOVATION

ASC II Express "The Pro " is a trad ema rk of Sou thwester n Data Systems · Crosstalk XVI IS a traClema rk of Ml c rOSlul ln c . Tr ansend IS a trad emark 01 SS M Mic rocompute r Products. Inc .
Smart ·C al is a tr ad emark of Novation ' Hay es is a Irade name of Hayes Mi c rocompute r Product s. In c
' Suggested retail pr ices
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It was the personal computer circus.
And it had gone on too long.
The crowd grew restless as each
new act continued to perform varying
degrees of IBM compatibility.
Suddenly, the crowd gasped. It was
the unexpected finale-the arrival of
Sperry, with a performance no one
could have imagined possible.
Ladies and gentlemen, it was the ·
Sperry PC. It ran IBM compatible
software.
But that wasn't the show stopper.
Because it soon became quite clear
the Sperry PC didn't just run the IBM
programs, it ran them better.
Better because it ran them fasterup to 50% faster.
It ran them with breathtaking

graphics, far more dramatic than the
IBM PC could provide.
And it ran them from a keyboard
t hat drew roars of approval, for it was
not only easier to operate, but far
more comfortable than IBM's.
And as the crowd cried out for more,
that's just what Sperry gave them: the
ability to plug right into a company's
main computer, whether that system
was IBM 01' Sperry. Or both.
As the crowd sat stun ned by this
final flourish, Sperry left all with a
most provocative question. Was it
possible tHat the Sperry PC could do
all of this and yet cost less?
Again, the crowd gasped.

Could it be?
Come see for yourself. Hands-on,
side-by-side. Call 800-547-8362,
toll-free. Or write us. Sperry
Corporation, Computer Systems,
Departme nt 100, P.O. Box 500, Blue
Bell, PA 19424.

The Sperry PC. ~~~
What the personal computer
should have been in the first place.
Circle 360 on inquiry card .

GROUP,

menus. Kaypro provides the S-BASIC source code for
the menus, but this isn't enough. Custornization should
be possible without having to program. It certainly
shouldn't require having to program in an unusual
hybrid language available only with the Kaypro 10.

4221 Winfield Scott Plaza· Scottsdale. I'Iz 85251

Documentation
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Increases Printing Efficiency
& Productivity!!
Built-in Buffer Memory
Low Cost

CRT Hard Copy Printout

ALSO . . .
The terminal that emulates
with Televideol
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It's helpful that the menu programs that Kaypro provides to move you around the hard disk are so good,
because the Kaypro 10 User's Guide provided with the
machine is a positive hindrance.
This manual must be rated unacceptable for several
reasons. Its description of the organization of the 10' s
software bundle is not only incomplete, but very often
incorrect. Vital information on system software utilities
is missing or also incomplete. Very important documentation, such as the description of the hard-disk backup
utility, is stuck in the back, without so much as a note
at the beginning of the manual to indicate it's there.
There is no index.
The information presented in the manual also fluctuates between user-friendly and cryptic. The first few
pages of the manual constitute a very gentle "shake
hands with your Kaypro 10" introduction, complete
with simple illustrations . They are followed by explanations of a few important CP/M: utilities rendered in such
a way that only someone already familiar with CP/M
stands much chance of understanding them. This sudden change in tone is characteristic of the manual as a
whole. The Kaypro 10 User's Guide will satisfy neither
new nor accomplished users.
The User's Guide is only one of a small shelf's worth
of manuals that come with the 10. Most of the other
manuals are for one or more of the many programs
bundled with the machine. All of these manuals (even
Digital Research's improved CP/M manuals) are much
better than the Kaypro manual.
One very welcome piece of documentation included
with the 10 I reviewed was the second issue of Profiles,
a slick magazine published by Kaypro for Kaypro
owners (Profiles, POB N, Del Mar, CA 92014). Manyoutfits offering software and hardware add-ons specifically designed for the Kaypro have ads in Profiles that are
enlightening.

Software

602-949-8218
FOR PRICE QUOTES & ORDERING:

1-800-328-8905
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One of the advantages occasionally touted for the practice of bundling . software with a computer is that it
eliminates the problem of choice for the buyer new to
the computer world. The manufacturer makes the software choices for the average user by making appropriate
software part of the bundle purchased. Because the computer manufacturer usually has great buying and bargaining power, bundling also often provides a software
package that would add up to more than the price of
the computer system if each software item were purchased separately.
Kaypro apparently has tremendous buying and bargaining power. But while the company may have used
Circle 323 on inq uiry card.
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this power to provide great value, it hasn't exactly eased
the novice's burden of choice.
Indeed, the Kaypro 10 comes bundled with an astounding quantity of software. Unfortunately, many a novice
user will prefer to substitute the adjective "stupefying"
for "astounding:' There is far more software included
with the 10 than anyone is likely to find useful.
Experienced computer users will likely be happy to
make the appropriate choices between two word processors, two spelling checkers, two spreadsheets, two
communication programs, and three versions of BASIC.
But without guidance from a friend or dealer, people
new to word processing will likely flounder trying to
choose whether first to learn Wordstar or Perfect Writer.
It would be very difficult to learn both at the same time.
The same will hold for spreadsheet-users-to-be faced
with both Perfect Calc and Chang Lab's Microplan or
novice programmers confronted with M, C, and S
BASIC.
To the well-guided user, though, the only problem
with this over-bundling will be the embarrassment of
riches. There are several first-rate, tremendously useful
programs in the Kaypro's bundle.
While I can't possibly describe all the software in this
review (most of it has been extensively reviewed on its
own previously), a few items deserve particular note.

Word Processing
Micropro's Wordstar version 3.3 is a fine enhancement
of an already excellent product. While users of version
3.0 will not notice any particular changes in Wordstar
itself, the manual and installation program have been
markedly improved. Wordstar's manual is no longer
scandalously difficult to read and there is even a good
tutorial booklet included. I wish that Wordstar had accomplished this without inserting so many self-congratulatory cartoons and text passages in the process, but
the new manual still makes me feel much better about
recommending Wordstar to new users.
The installation program can now be used to easily
change such variables as the justification method and
the degree of help displayed when the editor is first
entered. Previously, only persons able to use the difficult
patching facility were able to customize these features.
(Yes, the patching facility still exists and is also much
improved.)
If you've given up on Wordstar as slow and awkward,
you may be in for a pleasant surprise when you try it
on the 10. First, the inherent speed of the hard disk
allows it to run a lot more smoothly and quickly. There
are no more agonizing pauses while program overlays
or the next page of text loads from disk into memory.
Second, Kaypro has implemented a function-key system
that makes use of the redefinable numeric keypad keys
to trim down several multikeystroke Wordstar commands
to single keystrokes.
Perfect Writer provides an interesting and useful contrast to Wordstar. This Perfect Software product is not
nearly the text-formatting tool that Wordstar is, but it is
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a far better writing tool. Anyone who does (or wishes
to do) a lot of actual writing at the keyboard should take
a careful look at Perfect Writer.
Perfect Writer's principal advantage for writing is its
ability to split the screen into two text windows. This
feature allows me to work on one portion of text while
having another portion in view (that portion may even
be in another file). It often saves me from having to print
out a draft just to be able to look at a piece of text while
writing a reference to it. All this is great for writing and
nearly indispensable for programming. Imagine being
able to look at a function declaration while writing the
function call.
Add to the split screen a very fast block-move feature,
a deletion "undo" command, the capacity to have up to
seven files open for editing (and passing text back and
forth among them), and a good search-and-replace facility, and you have a very good editor.
What you don't have, though, is a very workable text
formatter. Perfect Writer is not a "what you see is what
you get" editor. This is not necessarily bad. When working on a long manuscript, I'd rather not do my formatting while I do my writing. Instead, I'd like to pass it
through a formatting program, one that would do the
hard work for me, when I finish. This is what Perfect
Writer attempts to provide, but the program fails to allow
even adequate formatting control. Only through a very
awkward process of multiple formattings is it possible
to avoid such formatting disasters as section headings
alone at the bottom of pages. Getting a good format of
a long (75 double-spaced pages) academic manuscript
took me a good part of a day.

Spellinl Checkers
Kaypro has provided what is, in my opinion, the creme
de la creme of 8-bit spelling checkers: Oasis Software's
The Word Plus. The Word Plus not only checks spelling
against a 50,000 word dictionary, but shows suspected
errors in context and suggests alternative spellings. The
dictionary can be easily updated, and special-purpose
supplementary dictionaries can be assembled. Best of
all, though, The Word Plus consistently identifies fewer
correctly spelled words as potentially misspelled than
other checkers I've tried. This may, of course, just mean
that the folks at Oasis Software and I share about the
same vocabulary.
Perfect Speller runs a good bit faster than The Word
Plus, but I found that it frequently missed my typographical errors. This spelling program is one of those that tries
to make a small dictionary file seem big by using prefix/
suffix rules to expand on it. If you don't mind having
words like "whyed" and "while or" in your correspondence, this might not bother you as much as it did me.

SpreadSheet Programs
One strong point in favor of the Perfect Software is that
once you've learned one of the programs, the others are
a lot easier to learn. This is because each member program of the Perfect series shares a similar command

Prentice-Hall
sl?eaks alanguage other
publishers hare.forgotten.
English.

IBM PC BASIC PROGRAMMING by Richard Haskell
and Glenn A. Jackson . A see-as-you -do appro ach to
beginning programm ing . Loaded With step-by-step
screen illustrations and fasci nating graphics examples. $13.95

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR THE tBM PC : A
Pract ical Guide to dBase II, Lotu s 1·2·3, Visieale ,
Wordstar, and More by Thomas H. Wi llmott . Uncom·
plicated answers to a common ques tion : "What can a
microcomputer software system do for my business . .
and how to I get started ?" $14 .95

TH E IBM PC /XT GRAPHICS BOOK by John Fowler.
Ph.D. An example-packed IBM BAS IC graph ics tu tonal. Covers both simple and advanced concepts for
bu siness and pleasure. $16.95

TELECOMMUNIC ATIONS FOR TH E IBM PCj r by
David W. Carroll. How to use th e new IBM PCi r as a
home communications term inal for gaining access to
data-bases. sending and receiving electronic mail.
and co mmunicating with other computers all over the

LSF : THE LEAST SQUARES CURVE FITTER : A
Problem Solving Aid for the IBM PC by The Sumar
Corporati on. A software package th at explains what
Least Curve Fitting is and how engineers. soci al scientists. and data analys ts can use it to solve problems
on th e IBM-PC. $39.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM WORDSTAR " AND
MAILMERGE " Things Mieropro Never Told You
by M. David Stone. Exciting new ways to take lull
adva ntage 01these two highly popular word-process·
ing programs. $14.95

world. $15.95

PRENTICE-HALL/THE LEADER IN COMPUTER PUBLISHING
For more information about our computer books and software, write to us at the address below. Dealer inquiries welcome.
Prentice·Hall , General Publish ing Division, Englewood C liffs, N .J. 07632
' We guaran tee thai all ou r guides a re easy to read and si mpl e to apply without the aid of a reference library, a co mput e r salespe rson, or a niece who jus t graduated from ' M.I.T
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QUELO 68000 Assembler Package

New 5.0 Release

68QQO
o

First Com mercial
Release - January, 1983

Th e Quelo porlab le 68000 assembl er co nform s to the Motorol a
res ident assembl er, publi cati on M68KMASM[D4J.

Quelo 68000 Assembler Package Features:
Input fil e concaten ati on, inc lude fun cti on, mac ros , global
parameter substituti on from comm and lin e, listin g date-time
stamp, up to 31 character symbols, conditional asse mbl y, structured prog ramming direc tives, in stru ct ion optimi zati on, 68010 inst ructi ons, relocati on and linking , co mpl ex ex press ion linking (a ll
operators), DB-DW-DL directives for Z80 byte ord er data generati on, obj ect libra ry uti lity, software configurati on trac kin g, co ndi ti onal linking, options for asse mbl er and linker to write compl ete
sy mbol tabl e to a fil e, detail ed symbol tabl e li sting s, assembl er
sym bol cross-reference, linker gl oba l symbol symbol crossre ference, obj ect library sy mbol cross-reference, superb linker load
map , vari ous HEX load format s produced by linker, error messages
in Engli sh (not meaningl ess numbers), ex tensive typese t manual
with index, readily transported to any system with a C compil er
and " UN IX like" system interface for co mmand lin e and fil e access.
Ready to run in vari ous di sk format s fo r CP/M-80 , CP/M-86 ,
CP/M-68K, MS-DOS and PC-DOS

$300 earl y bird pri ce, good
until Jun e 30, 1984_
$595 aft er June 30.

Portabl e version with
deta iled installation and
testing in structi ons_

$750 and li ce nse
agreement.

For more information or to order
wri te or call :
COD, Vi sa, MasterCard .

Adams Custom Software
2464 33rd Ave. W_, Suite #173
Seattl e, WA 98199
(206) 285-2528

CP/M-80, CP/M-86, CP/M-68K TM DRI ,. UN IX TM Bell Labs. MS- DOS TM
Mic roso ft. PC-DOS TM IBM .

structure, Typing Control-X 2 splits the screen in Perfect
Calc as well as Perfect Writer, Such small advantages are
not to be scoffed at when trying to find your way through
a software bundle as extensive as the Kaypro 10's,
Perfect Calc was a lot easier to learn after learning
Perfect Writer, It is a complicated spreadsheet program
with a thick manual and a nearly useless Help function ,
It is also a very powerful spreadsheet, and the thick
manual is a good one with lots of tutorial lessons,
Like Perfect Writer, Perfect Calc enables you to edit
multiple files with free interchange of information between them (two of these spreadsheet files may even be
on the screen at the same time), Perfect Calc also enables
you to construct some very large spreadsheets because
it uses the disk as a buffer to expand available memory,
This works only poorly on a floppy-disk system: large
spreadsh eets become horribly slow spreadsheets, It
works better on the 10, so much better that it seems to
take spreadsheets right to the limit of what's possible
on an 8-bit 64K-byte computer, Perhaps it takes them past
the limit: Perfect Calc lost information more than once
on large spreadsheets 1 built.
Microplan, also included with the 10, is Perfect Calc's
opposite: it is simple to use, but not particularly sophisticated, Unfortunately, Microplan's manual is also the opposite of Perfect Calc's: instead of making a difficult program simpler, the Microplan manual makes a simple
program more difficult,

Data,base

A Software Implementation

within Your Product Hardware
If you manufacture a computer syslem or a computer based product,
allow it to EMULATE /COMMUNICATE by installing one or more of
Systems Strategies "c" Language based communicalion packages.
•
•
•
•

3270 SNA/SDLC Emulation
3270 BSC Emulation
2780/3780/HASP Emulation
X.25 Levels 1, 2, 3 Communication

You can purchase these "C" Language packages with sou rce code
and license to distribute in your hardware product. Each package is
available either "Port it Yourself" with instruction manual and trai ning or
ported to your hardware by Systems Strategies' communications staff.

Systems Strategies/Advanced Technology Division
Specialists in Data Communications Software

@
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Systems Strategies Inc.
225 West 34 th Stree t
New York , New York 10001
(212) 279 -8400
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Anyone interested in keeping databases with the 10
should know that Perfect Filer may not meet your needs_
While the program's preconfigured mailing-list databases
worked very well and were easy to use, Perfect Filer
proved aggravating when 1 tried to do much more,
The Perfect Filer manual provided with the 10 was
noticeably the weakest of the Perfect series, After warmly
greeting me with easy tutorials when 1 wanted to do easy
things, it coldly abandoned me the moment 1 w anted
to do something other than create a sample database of
current members of Congress, The problem was that 1
tended to make mistakes, Apparently the authors of the
tutorials were not so error-prone, because an explanation of how to make corrections was not included ,
Perfect Filer was just as poor on error handling, Its
response to that likely database error, filling the disk,
was to let me go on merrily making entries, (I tried this
on a floppy disk, as I didn't have the time nor the p atience to fill the hard disk with a mailing list,) The
manual didn't explain error messages and the program's
on-screen messages were cryptic at best, particularly
when it didn't like my attempts at form-letter generation _

Floppy-disk Translation
While reviewing the 10, 1 had the opportunity to try
out a wonderful $49,95 disk-format translation program
from Micro Solutions,
Uniform, which is available in different forms for the
Kaypro II, 4, and 10, enables you to read, write, and forCircle 262 on inquiry card .

---+

mat SIf4-inch disks for a variety of different microcomputers. The version of Uniform for the Kaypro II can,
of course, only translate single-sided disk formats; the
versions for the 4 and the 10 can handle most of the major double-sided formats as well. Televideo, NEC,
Osborne, Xerox, Epson, Otrona, Cromemco, HewlettPackard, Zenith, Morrow, and Radio Shack CP/M microcomputers are just a few of the many different machines
listed on Uniform's easy to use menus.
Most impressive of all, Uniform on the 4 and 10 also
provides a facility for translating CP/M and PC-DOS
directory formats. This enables you to transfer data files
between PC DOS 1.0 (160K bytes) and 1.1 (320K bytes)
disk formats. I was able to use this feature to move a
friend's Wordstar-format text files from NEC 8001 format
disks to disks for use on an IBM PC in only a few quick
steps.
Having Uniform on the 10 gives you a hard-disk computer that is data-compatible with the IBM for under half
the price of the IBM PC XT. As PC format disks become
the de facto standard for disk information exchange between microcomputers, this data compatibility will be
very important. Some writers already are offered incentives by their publishers to furnish their prose on a PCreadable disk.

Revisions
The Kaypro 10 had been on the market about five
months when I wrote this review. The machine I reEVEN LOWER PRICES
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PRINTERS
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Juki 6100 . . .............. 459
NEe 3550 .............. 1839
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ACCESSORIES
Microsoft Softcard lIe ... 289
Chalk Board .....•.. .. . . .. . 79
Grappler+ .... .. ....•..... 119
Grappler+ Workallke ••.... 79
Kensington Fan . .. .. .. . .. . 59
Koala Pad Apple .... .. .... 79
Hayes Joystick . .... . ..... . 35
Micro Sci A2 ....... . ..... 205
Microsoft Mou so ... . .... . 129
Mocklngboard .. ......... Call
Rana Elite I .............. 219
Sony 3 1/2 Drive .. ...... ... Call
Teac 558 ... . .... .. .... . .. 1'89
Thin Une Drive lie orIBM .. 189
Vldex VT 602 80 Col. .... 149
MaxoU 55/ 00 ....... .. .... 22

WE SUPPORTTHESE FINE SYSTEMS:
Altos, Applo, Columbia , Compaq,
Corona, DEC , Epson , IBM , KayPro,
Sanyo , TeleVldeo. Zenith, Zorba , and
many more.
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PC 64K
2-0rives, Controller
Color & Monochrome,
Parallel Port
$2495
IBM XT

$4295

Call for Special Deals!

MODEMS
Haye s 1200 .............. 479
1200B ...•......•. 399
MM lIe ............ 239
Novation Apple Cat 2 .. .. Call
Password 300/1200 .... . 329
Pro-modem 1200 ... ... .. C a ll
Signalman Mark XII ..... 289
Volks Modem 300 baud .•. 59
IBM MODULES
AST 8 Pak.....
.2 79
Mega + .............. 279
Graphlx Plus .. ..... ...... 299
Quad board .. , ., ., . •... .. 249
84K Ram Board ... .. ..... 1 59
STB RI0 + .. "., .. ,." .... 249
Super RIO ... .. ..... 279

LOTUS 1-2-3 $299
Computer Price
Club

714841-6160
16783 Beach Blvd.
Huntington Beach. CR 92647
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viewed (a late November 1983 model) was very different
in both the software bundle and implementation of the
operating system from what Kaypro was shipping in July
of 1983. The software bundle had gone through several
major changes, the BIOS (basic input/output system)
was in revision "F;' and the monitor EPROM (erasable
programmable read-only memory) and the hard-disk interface board had e.ach been changed. Several system
utilities for use with the hard disk had been revised to
work with the new EPROM and interface.
The BIOS, EPROM, interface board, and utility
ch~nges were necessitated, a Kaypro spokesperson said,
to rectify a problem that only a few machines might have:
incorrectly reporting hard-disk errors. In addition to preventing inaccurate reports of read faults, the changes also
appeared designed to prevent a possible hard-disk reset
error, an independent comparison of the old and new
interface card suggested.
Kaypro is shipping kits to all its dealers that are necessary to fix any las already sold that might have the
hard-disk difficulties, and no charge will be made for
the repairs whether in or out of warranty, the Kaypro
spokesperson said .

Conclusion
The drawbacks of the Kaypro 10 are definitely overshadowed by its many advantages; for instance, the
9-inch, high-resolution, non-glare screen has the problem of inflexibility, yet is much more readable than the
12-inch (and larger) screens of many desktop computers.
In addition, the software varies in quality-but there is
a lot of it bundled with the system. And while the User's
Manual is poorly organized and incomplete, the menu
system and enhancements to CP/M will aid both novice
and experienced CP/M users in mastering the tremendous storage capacity of the hard-disk drive. Furthermore, the floppy-disk backup may not meet the needs
of all users, but on the other hand, the system's harddisk drive has advantages in speed and convenience over
comparably-priced, floppy-disk-only computers. Overall,
the machine reviewed was reliable and fairly easy to
transport. Despite a few rough spots, the Kaypro 10's
many advantages make it an exceptional value for the
money. It should be considered by anyone interested in
hard-disk capacity or performance at an excellent price.•
Author's note:
I would like to thank the staff of Technika Computer Center in Berkeley,
California, for their assistance in preparing this article.
Steve McMahon (2208 Martin Luther King JT. Way, #6, Berkeley, CA 947(4)
is an independent software developer working particularly on small newspaper
business systems. He is also a graduate student in sociology at the University
of California at Berkeley.

The leading name
in business inIonnation
is now the leading name
in business softWare.
The Wall StreetJoumal. Barron's. Dow Jones News/Retrieval?P Dow Jones has
set the standard for business infonnation for over 100 years. Now Dow Jones
introduces a full range of business and financial software for personal computers.
Many ofthese programs manage infonnation from Dow Jones News/Retrieval, the
nation's leading online news and infonnation service. All programs entitle you to
a News/Retrieval password::~ All set standards for business and financial software.
*Telephone and modem required for News/Relrieval.

Accounting
never out of balance, and allows you to post entries
New from Dow Jones, the accounting series is
"in pencil" for easy error checking and correction.
designed to meet all the accounting needs of small
When you are satisfied, you can close your books
businesses. It offers power and flexibility, yet is
easy to learn and use. When you purchase
and the General Ledger posts your entries "in ink"
and freezes a full audit trail. When
Dow Jones General Ledger,
11/ -1[011111.:,
Accounts Receivable or Accounts
you print financial reports, the
Payable, you are eligible for a free
General Ledger formats them to
m .1
training seminar designed by
reflect the structure of your chart
unl ,.dil, . )
llilli5l
;
" .
Arthur Young, one of the nation's
of accounts.
1m
4,U5.1i1
foremost accounting firms:~ This
lUI
hlf'i - h'llus
m.iI
Dow Jones Accounts
lm
:.Its - ltft-.m
I ,I~:~
l .lts - Km.
'UI
seminar covers computerized
5U1
l dn hUI
, m ,1
Receivable™ and Dow Jones
Tub
l,au .lI
accounting and bookkeeping
l.un.
Accounts Payable™ complete
?aU.»
i"
principles.
the basic accounting system.
Dow Jones General LedgerTM
Programs
for Sales Order Entry,
journal Enlry. Dow jones Gelleral Ledger
is the heart of the accounting series.
Purchase Order Entry, ManageUsing Generally Accepted Accounting Principles,
ment Analysis and Inventory will be available
the General Ledger allows you to define the strucearly in 1985.
ture of your chart of accounts and establish account
By Trademark Software. Illc. and Dow jones & Company, Inc.
ranges for assets, liabilities, capital, income and
Available for Ihe IBM'" XT
expenses. It offers double-entry bookkeeping that's
*Seminars alld producl may nol be available ill all areas.
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Investment
Dow Jones investment software was introduced
in 1982 and rapidly became the leader in the
field. These best-selling programs, expressly
designed for investors, money managers and business planners, allow you to analyze and manage
your investments using financial information from
Dow Jones News/Retrieval. You also have easy
access to business news and headlines, economic
updates and forecasts.
Dow Jones Market Analyzer™ is an integrated technical analysis and communications
program that can increase the effectiveness of your

investment decisions. The Market Analyzer collects
and stores historical quotes from Dow Jones
News/Retrieval, and automatically updates daily
data on stocks, bonds, mutual funds and options.
It then calculates and constructs price and volume
charts, trend lines, moving averages, support!
resistance lines and many other charts.
By RTR Software. Inc. and Dow jOlles & Company, [ IlC.
Available for the [BM" PC. [BM XT. TI Professional and Apple" II computers.

Dow Jones Market ManagerTM provides
you with a powerful investment information
system for maintaining single or multiple portfolios.

Dow Jones Sales Director™ automatically consolidates information from the other two programs in the sales system, performs analysis and
produces management reports that can then be
distributed throughout the organization. Schedul-

ing, word processing, graphics and spreadsheet
capabilities are also included.
(Available summerl fa /l 1984) By PIE Software. Inc. and Dow jones & Company, rnc.
Available fo r the IBM PC and IBM XI:

Home Finance
Dow Jones software for the home helps you
organize and control your personal finances. The
products in this series keep track of how your
money is earned, spent and invested. In addition,
your Dow Jones News/Retrieval password brings
you and your family news
and information, encyclopedia
articles, sports, weather reports
and movie reviews.

you to produce reports about specific accounts
and transactions, and provides you with a net
worth statement that gives you a clear picture of
your personal finances.
By Decisioll SIIPPOrt Software. Inc. and Dow jones & Company, Inc. Auailable
for the IBM PC, and Apple /I comp"ters.

Dow Jones Invesbnent
Evaluator™ is a personalized
system for managing your
Dow Jones Home BudgetTM
portfolio. It maintains one or
helps you plan and control your
more portfolios of up to 50
financial situation. It keeps track
securities each, and automaticof your income, expenses, assets
ally updates your stocks with the
and liabilities to help you in
latest quotes from Dow Jones
financial planning, budgeting
News/Retrieval. The Investment
List of ACCOllllts, Dow jOlles Home Budget
and tax preparation. You can
Evaluator displays or prints
program the Home Budget to flag tax-deductible
reports showing purchase value, current value
expenses and automatically account for recurring
and gains and losses, so you can evaluate your
transactions such as mortgage payments and teleposition at a glance.
By Dow jOlles & Compally, Illc. Available fo r the rBM PC and Tf Professional.
phone bills. The Dow Jones Home Budget allows

All Dow Jones Software ,. is fully supported by a
sixty-day warranty, thorough documentation
and a toll- free Customer Service hotline.
Visit your computer store for a
free demonstration, or call for free
brochures on Dow Jones Software
and Dow Jones News/Retrieval:

1-800-345-8500 ext. 325
(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call
1-215-789-7008 ex t. 325)

Apple is a fl.'gis(cn..'d lrodemork 0/ Apple Computcr: /" c.
j\ facintosh is fl l rodl.'rTIo rl: IiCt'lIsetl ( 0 Apple ComplllI.'r. /nc.
IBM is a fl'l?istcTl!d trademark of intenlnlional Busillcss Machines Corpomlion.
PCjr is a Imdcmari: of (8M Corporation

VisiCole is a rt'gistcn.'d tmdemark 0/ I/isiCotp
Mil/up/ail is a rcgisl(!Tcd trademark 01 Microsoft Corpom/ioll.
/·2·3 an' tm demarks of /. O/IIS Oevc/opmc' ll CO'1HIf'fJlion

Lo/Us a nd

The Market Manager automatically values your
existing position in the stock market. Its tax lot
accounting system records all your securities
transactions and matches your sell transactions to
existing positions in the market, to minimize tax
liability. You can also generate reports for individual accounts and an overall securities holdings report.
By TELEWARE, Inc. and Dow jOlles & Compally. Illc.
Available for the IBM PC and Apple II and Apple III computers.

Dow Jones Market Microscope™ is a fundamental analysis program for money managers,
business planners and investors. It allows you to

produce reports that screen industries and companies using Media General and Corporate Earnings Estimator ™
financial indicators. A Price Alert
routine tells you
which stocks have
reached your critical levels for
buying and selling.
By Natiollal Softworks alld
Dow jOlles & Company, Inc.
Available for the IBM
TI
Professiollal alld Apple II
computers.

Pc.

Comparisoll Chart, Dow jOlles Market Analyzer

Communications
Dow Jones communications software is
designed to meet the business analysis needs of
executives and investors. These programs allow
you to collect, store, and organize timely information from Dow Jones News/Retrieval. You have
access to financial information on companies and
industries, current and historical quotes, and
exclusive news from The Wall Street Journal,
Barron's and the Dow Jones News Service.
DOW J Oras SI'RmDSHnT LItO!
MA I N HEI'«l
1. RETRIEUE INFORMATION FOR SPREADSHEET
2 . ESTABLISH TERMINAL COtINECTION
3 . BECI N SPREADSHEET PROCRAM

4. SET UP
5. SET UP
6 . SET UP
?
SET UP
8 . QUIT

HARDWARE
SOFTWARE
COIll11lNICATlOItS
£MTlRE SEQU£MCE (4-6)

•
Maill Mell ll, Dow jOlles Spreadsheet Link

Dow Jones
Spreadsheet
LinkTM is an
efficient and
accurate way to
collect and
transfer up-todate financial
information
from Dow Jones
News/ Retrieval

to Lotus™ 1-2-3~ VisiCalc®or Multiplan®spreadsheets. Spreadsheet Link saves you time by eliminating manual data entry, and requires a minimum
of memory. Now you have immediate access to the
information you need, and can enter it into your
customized template with just a few keystrokes.
By SolutiollS, Illc. and Dow jones & Compally, lllc. Available fo r the IBM PC,
IBM XT. IBM" PCjr,'" IBM'" PC 3270, Apple II systems and Apple'" Macilltosh'"

Dow Jones News LinkTM allows you to follow
and analyze the latest business news-easily and
quickly. You can retrieve text and statistics from
News/Retrieval and create your own personal data
base. Then, offline, it is easy to read, edit, index
and store information. With News Link, the summaries and reports you produce can be transmitted to other locations using computers and
modems. An expanded version of News Link
includes additional communications features.
(Available fall 1984) By Gaia Comm unicatiolls alld Dow jOlles & Compally. Illc.
Available for the IBM PC, IBM XT and IBM PCjr.

Sales Management
Dow Jones sales management software
enables sales professionals and their organizations
to sell more effectively. These powerful new
programs can be used as an integrated system.
They produce reports that give you information
about all phases of your sales cycle. All three
programs feature in-depth tutorials and easy-tofollow menus.
Dow Jones Sales OrganizerTM is designed for
sales representatives and managers. It tracks
prospects throughout the customer relationship,
and automates scheduling. The Sales Organizer
produces budget, forecast, commission, lead
capture rate, expense and call reports, along
with quotation, order and product summaries. It
has graphics and spreadsheet capabilities that
allow you to analyze data the way you want, and
includes word processing and order tracking.

Dow Jones Prospect OrganizerTM enables
sales support staff to track prospects from initial
lead through assignment to sales territories. The
Prospect Organizer allows you to create a data
base of updated prospect information and to
analyze media and promotion effectiveness. You
can generate reports that show the
geographic distribution and current
status of your prospects. Word processing capabilities
simplify correspondence, telemarketing, survey
Call Reporting, Dow jOlles Sales Orgallizer
and direct mail
functions.

Hardware Review

Converting the TRS~80 Model III
for CP/M
Comparing Mapper III, Shuffleboard III, and Vid-80
Mark E. Renne
Free-lance Writer
When Radio Shack announced CP/M compatibility for
the Model 4, it became another of the many manufacturers to make the CP/M operating system available for
its computers. But should Model III owners rush down
to their Radio Shack stores and shell out $799 for a Model
4 upgrade kit, or should they look into the many CP/M
conversions available for the Model III? This article will
briefly explain some of the basics of CP/M and then examine three different conversions that are available.
The so-called control program for microcomputers
(CP/M) designed by Digital Research of Pacific Grove,
California, has become the standard operating system
for 8-bit microcomputers. It is useq by more manufacturers than any other system. Some people would like
to have you believe that CP/M is the answer to all your
problems, but it has a few bugs of its own.

Myths about CP/M
Either on purpose or by ignorance, many salespeople
insist that CP/M allows programs to be used on any
other computer as long as it uses CP/M. Although there
is some truth to this, CP/M is not as transportable as
many people think. In fact, for a program to be transported from one brand of computer to another, several
things have to be true depeI1ding on the program. For
example, if it's a machine-language program, the computers must have the same central processing unit. CP/M
Apple Visicalc will not work on a TRS-80 under CP/M.

For other programs, the same language-including
version-must be available on both computers. Also, the
same version of CP/M usually will be required on both
computers. TRS-80 users are familiar with this from
Radio Shack's upgrade of TRSDOS from 1.1 to 1.3. In
this article we will talk primarily about CP/M version 2.2.
Note, however, that some new programs for CP/M version 3.0 may not run on CP/M 2.2.
Another problem is screen compatibility. Most people
write CP/M programs with an 80-character by 24-line
screen in mind; the Model III has a 64 by 16 screen. Some
CP/M conversions for the Model III also change the format of the Ill's screen, but that increases cost. Because
most microcomputers at one time had 64 by 16 screens,
many programs work well in this mode. Other programs
work on different brands and have an Install program
that allows the user to adjust screen size.
Also, each computer formats the disks used in its system differently. The 8-inch, single-density format is standard, but 5%-inch disk formats are chaotic. Don't be misled into believing you can simply take a disk from your
neighbor's North Star and insert it in your TRS-80 because they both use CP/M. (Actually, you could insert
it-it just wouldn't work!) Some CP/M systems, howeve~
do allow this type of interchangeability, and I'll discuss
that later.
For a program to be totally transportable, then, even
under CP/M, it must be written for the same processor,
BYTE May 1984
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At a Glance
Name
Mapper III
Use
To convert the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III to operate under the
CP/M operating system as well as TRSDOS

Manufacturer
Omikron
11 27 Hearst St.
Berkeley. CA 94702
(415) 845 -801 3
Size
6 by 3 V, by V, inches

Weight
4 ounces
Features
16K bytes of RAM; Omikron utilities and enhancements available
Hardware required
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III. 48K bytes of RAM. disk
Software supplied
CP/M 22. MBASIC
Documentation
8V,- by II-inch. three-hole punched. 6-page installation manual.
IS-page users manual. ISO-page MBASIC manual. and 249-page
CPIM manual
Price
Sl99

Photo 1: Mapper III from Omikron.·

use the same language (including version), be set up for
the same screen size, and be formatted in a way that can
be read by the conversion.

The Advantages of CP/M
Why then, would you convert to CP/M? The principal
advantage for users is the great number of programs
available that run under CP/M. There are also a great
number of users groups that support CP/M, providing
public-domain software and also assistance for modifying CP/M for different machines.
The greatest advantage of CP/M for manufacturers is
that it is hardware independent. In other words, only
a small part of CP/M-specifically, the BIOS (basic input/output system)-has to be changed to work on different computers. This flexibility enables manufacturers
to include an operating system for their computers with
relatively little effort. It also makes it possible for programs written on one computer to be used on other computers because they have an operating system in
common.

The Disadvantages of CP/M
Because of its flexibility, CP/M doesn't take advantage
of any of the special features of a particular machine.
For example, there's no way to access the graphics capabilities of the TRS-80. Also, CP/M works with only one
drive at a time. If you want to execute a program, you
226
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must be "logged on" the correct drive; it does not search
all drives for the program as TRSDOS does. There is no
password protection on any files, but because any password eventually can be broken, maybe that isn't a drawback. Also, to copy a disk you must use three separate
programs. The last problem with CP/M is the quality of
error messages-there are only a few, and all are nondescriptive. It's hard to believe, but this operating system reports more cryptic messages than TRSDOS.

Converting the TRS-80 to CP/M
Let's look at some CP/M conversions available for the
TRS-80 Model III. First, this machine requires a hardware conversion rather than just software because the
Model III uses the first 14K bytes of memory for ROM
(read-only memory) BASIC, while CP/M expects that
memory to be empty and available for operating system
use. This conflict can be resolved only by a hardware
modification . Of course, all modifications still allow you
to use TRSDOS for your existing software.
The conversion procedure is similar in all cases. Remove the cover of the TRS-80 as well as the heat shield
covering the central processing board . Remove the Z80
chip and replace it with a circuit board that plugs into
the Z80 socket. Then plug the Z80 chip into the circuit
board. Some modifications also require a RAM (randomaccess read/write memory) chip to be removed and replaced by a plug connected to the CP/M board. The en-
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Photo 2: Shuffleboard III from Memory Merchant.

At a Glance
Name
Shuffleboa rd III
Use
To convert the Radio Shack Model III [0 operate under the CP/M
operating system as well as TRSDOS
Manufacturer
Memory Merchant
14666 Doolittle Dr.
San Leandro. CA 94577
(41 5) 483 -1008

Photo 3: Vid-80 from Holmes Engineering.

Size
8 by 3V4 by Y2 inches

At a Glance

Weight
4 Y2 ounces

Name
Vid-80

Features
High-density disk format 16K bytes of RAM. direct cursor addressing. virtua l-drive concept IS-day free trial

Use
To convert the Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III [0 opera te under the
CP/M operating system as well as TRSDOS. Also. converts screen
[0 80 by 24 under both operating systems.

Hardware required
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III. 48K bytes of RAM. disk
Software supplied
CP/M 22. MBASIC

Manufacturer
Holmes En gineering Inc.
5175 Green Pin e Dr.
Sa lt Lake City. UT 84107
(801) 26 1-5652

Documentation
7- by 9-inch perfect-bound 77-page users and installation manual.
184-page MBASIC manual. and 214-page Digital Research manual

Size

Price
5299

Weight
14 ounces

9Y2 by 9 by Y2 inches

Features
16K bytes of RAM. 80-character by 24-line boa rd included

tire procedure takes about a half-hour and is easy even
for those who have had only a casual acquaintance with
electronics.
Becau se the Model III lacks a number of ASCII
(American National Standard Code for Information Interchange) characters on the keyboard (braces, brackets,
control key, etc.), CP/M modifications must also reconfigure the keyboard to generate all the ASCII characters.
Usually this involves a combination of keys, such as the
Up-Arrow and another key. I'll discuss each modifica228
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Hardware required
Radio Shack TRS-80 Model III. 48K bytes of RAM. disk
Software supplied
CP/M 2.2. utilities
Documentation

8 Y2- by II-inch 30-page users and installation manual; 320-pa ge
CP/M Handbook (w ith MP/M) by Rodnay Zaks
Price
5399

Name

Control Key

Software Included

Disk Formats

Price

Able to use CP/M 3.0

Auto Repeat

Mapper III

Down-Arrow

CP/M 2.2 MBASIC

See text

~~

00

~s

Up-Arrow

CP/M 2.2 MBASIC

Osborne, Xerox, IBM

$299

no

no

Kaypro, Xerox

$399

yes'

yes

Shuffleboard III
Vid-80

Clear

CP/M 2.2

·optional at extra cost

Table 1: A comparison of the CP/M conversion boards.

tion separately, but I've also summarized conversion features in table 1.

Mapper III
The least expensive board evaluated was the Mapper
III from Omikron . Although the board lists for $199, it
functions well and most of its limitations should be eliminated by the time you read this.
The board I evaluated was an early prototype board
that Omikron was shipping to its customers. This board
is single-density, uppercase only. The manufacturer indicated that double-density should be available very
soon, which would be a must for any serious user of
CP/M. Omikron indicated that this will be a free upgrade
for its customers and will contain a number of enhancements I'll cover later.
The Mapper III uses the Down-Arrow key for the Control key and Shift-Break for escape. It emulates the
SOROC IQ120 terminal for video addressing and screen
display. Installation is easy and requires the removal of
only one chip, the Z80. The board contains all chips in
sockets for easy repair and upgrade. It's also the smallest
board that was tested.
The Mapper III that I tested could read only disks formatted for the Mapper III . Omikron indicated that the
production board will read a number of formats with the
previously mentioned software upgrade.
Omikron also expects to release a number of very useful utilities that will be standard with the production of
the Mapper III, or free to owners of earlier Mapper Ills,
in the near future. These include programs to check
memory, check disk condition, emulate a dumb terminal, and transfer programs from TRSDOS to CP/M .
The last program will be most useful for long BASIC programs that you don't want to retype. Programs written
under TRSDOS probably won't run under CP/M without
modification.
For another $199, Omikron offers an additional software package to go with the Mapper III. The package,
which includes CBASIC-II, Wordstar, and Microproof,
represents a substantial savings over retail prices of these
packages and gives you a good start on CP/M software.
Omikron also has a special user's purchase group,
Cougar, that enables owners to buy additional software
at greatly reduced prices.

The installation instructions are well written and I encountered no problems with the board. Also, Omikron
offers a lifetime warranty on the Mapper III. Although
the software for the version I tested was not as sophisticated as the other boards, even in its preliminary form,
the Mapper III offers a good value for those interested
in CP/M. You should check with Omikron, however, to
verify current capabilities for a particular application.

Shuffleboard III
The Shuffleboard III from Memory Merchant is a
moderately priced ($299) yet excellent conversion that
contains an additional 16K bytes of memory, for a total
of 64K under CP/M with a 48K-byte Model III. It includes
both CP/M 2.2 and MBASIC, Microsoft's BASIC interpreter for CP/M, similar to the TRS-80 standard BASIC.
A 77-page users manual and 398 pages of Digital Research documentation for MBASIC and CP/M 2.2 provide necessary documentation.
This conversion features an "auto-sense" boot that
automatically determines what type of operating system
is contained on the disk in drive zero. In other words,
once installed, the conversion boots in the proper mode
automatically; you can disable this feature if desired. The
system normally boots from drive zero, but this also can
be disabled, allowing you to boot from any drive for
CP/M . (TRSDOS, of course, always boots from drive
zero.)
The Up-Arrow key functions as a control key, and all
other ASCII characters may be generated from the keyboard. The cursor may be set for either blinking or nonblinking, and linefeeds for the printer may be disabled
or enabled easily to accommodate different printers.
A special function allows a remote terminal to be
hooked up to the RS-232C port to allow for graphics, an
80 by 24 display, or any other special function. A SETCOM command, similar to that found in TRSDOS, is
used to set the data rate, parity, character length, and
stop bits. Direct cursor addressing is implemented, and
console control characters are equivalent to a Lear-Siegler
ADM-3A control set.
Perhaps one of the most unique features of the Shuffleboard III is its virtual drive function. Although difficult
to explain in this limited space, virtual drive means that
it may appear to the system that you have more drives
BYTE May 1984
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ANNOUNCING

UniPress

EMACS
FORTHE

Product

UPDATE

UniPress is
pleased to
announce
the availability of
MS-DOS EMACS
to supplement our
existing UNIX and VMS versions. MS-DOS EMACS is
full-function Gosling EMACS, including compiled
MLlSP, macros, command undo and much more.

IBMPe

UniPress Gosling EMACS: The famous multi·window
full·screen editor. Edit several files at once. Interprocess
communication on UNIX and VMS. Extensible via macros
and the built-in compiled MLiSP language.
UniPress Gosling EMACS: The ultimate programmer's
tool: C, Pascal and MLiSP language assist. EMACS manages
execution of Unix makefiles, and automatically points to lines
containing errors in the source code. Keys can be bound as
desired, macros can be named, customized MLiSP routines
can supplement the many included packages, and much
more!
UniPress Gosling EMACS: Use EMACS as your session
manager - Divide your screen into a "shell window" to run
commands, and one or more source file windows.
ALSO NEW! MINIMACS - Special efficiencyconscious EMACS. Faster and smaller; includes all standard
editing features, keybinding, and multiple windows.
PRICES: UNIX: $395/Binary; $995/Source
VMS: $2500/Binary; $7000/Source
MS-DOS: $375/Binary; $995/Source
(Requires at least 384K)
UNIPRESS OFFERS A FULL LINE OF
SOFTWARE FOR UNIX, VMS AND MS-DOS.
II

Lattice®C compilers to the 808&family ; both native
and cross. Write programs on your mainframe for execution
on the IBM-PC, etc. (Cross compilers for UNIX and VMS.)
a ·CALC - extraordinary UNIX spreadsheet.
LEX - Powerful interactive UNIX word processor.
PHACT - Multi-keyed ISAM database record manager for
UNIXand MS-DOS.
OTHER UNIPRESS PRODUCTS:
Full UNIX System Voperating system for the Apple LISA, IRDB
The Menu System, UniCalc, and more.
Ca ll or write for more information .

UniPress Software, Inc.
2025 Lincoln Highway, Suite 312, Edison, NJ 08817
201·985·8000 • Order Desk: 800·222·0550 (outSide NJ)
Telex: 709418
Mastercard and Visa

Unix is a trademark of Bell Laboratories . VMS is a trademark of Digital
Equipment Corp . • MS-DOS is a trademark of Microsoft. Lattice and
UniCalc areregislered Irademarksof Lattice fnc . • IBM·PC is a Irademark o f IBM.
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Circle 391 on inquiry card.

than you actually do. For example, the operating system
may believe that you have two double-density and two
single-density drives even though you have only two
double-density configurations. This makes some difficult
operations easy. A high-density format routine also increases disk capacity by about 11K bytes.
I strongly believe that any good conversion should include the ability to read many disk formats because very
little CP/M software comes in the TRS-80 format. The
Shuffleboard III will read and format Osborne, IBM, and
Xerox disks. Superbrain, Kaypro, and Televideo should
be ready soon. Of course, IBM programs won't run on
the TRS-80 because IBM uses different central processors, but this conversion does make data transfer
possible. Please note that I said Shuffleboard III would
also format these disks. This enables you to prepare a
disk directly on your computer for a friend who owns
a different computer, a very nice feature that is well implemented on the Shuffleboard III .
The warranty is good for one year, and Memory Merchant offers a 1S-day trial period. Installation instructions
are well written and clear. I installed the board quickly
and without board or documentation problems. The
Shuffleboard III offers a conversion with the features
most users require for a reasonable price.

Vid-80
The $399 Vid-80 by Holmes Engineering is the one
board that not only converts the TRS-80 to CP/M but also
converts the screen to 80 by 24. As mentioned earlier,
most software is formatted for an 80 by 24 screen, and
this conversion makes the Model III compatible with
'!ilmost all CP/M software. For video and screen formatting, the Vid-80 emulates the Lear-Siegler ADM-3A
terminal.
The conversion for 80 by 24 also works in TRSDOS
with some limitations. Software, especially machine language, will not work without conversion in the 80 by 24
mode. The board also redefines graphics from 127 by 47
to 159 by 71, slightly improving resolution . Locations for
the PRINT@ command are also redefined from 0
through 1024 and 0 through 1919. It would take a separate
review to evaluate the board for its use in TRSDOS, but
it does function under both operating systems.
The latest version of the board has the ability to read
and write severalS%-inch disk formats, including those
of the IBM PC, Kaypro II, Xerox 820 (single- and doubledensity), Osborne-I, Zenith Z-lOO, Freedom Tech, and
Morrow Micro Decision. Maximum storage using the
Kaypro standard is 191K bytes. Considering that CP/M
uses quite a bit of disk overhead, this is amazing. You
end up with more storage capability than TRSDOS.
After the board is installed, the Model III automatically
recognizes which operating system is on the disk and
boots up in the 80-character mode. If you want a 64-character mode, you hold down a "6" during booting. Installation requires the removal of two integrated circuits
and their replacement on the Vid-80 board. Two solderless jumper cords and two power cords must be at-

The all new
FreedomTM 110 VDT
has just two things
going for it.
The price. $595. The new
Freedom 110 Video Display Terminal
is without question the price leader
of all low-end smart terminals. And
it doesn't stop there. In fact, the price
is only the beginning .
The performance. It starts with
distinctive styling, including a tilt
and swivel screen, and a sculptured,
detached European DIN-standard
keyboard . We paid a little extra for
the green phosphor (amber optional)
non-glare high resolution screen so
you get the best in crisp, easy to read
characters. We've packed the ergonomic Freedom 110 with a long list
of user-relevant features, too .
024 x 80 display with user-accessible
25th status line.
0 10 programmable non-volatile
function keys (20 with shift) and
20 pre-programmed codes.
o Flexible non-volatile set-up
modes (full page or status line).
o 15 thin-line graphic characters.
o Non-embedded character attributes.
o 9 cursor control and 8 editing keys.
o Screen time-out.
o Block, conversation, monitor
and local communication modes.
o Bidirectional buffered auxiliary port.
o 8 standard foreign character sets.
o Self-test mode.
o TeleVideo 910, ADDS Regent 25,
Lear Siegler ADM 3A/ 5 and
Hazeltine 1420 emulation.
o Chassi~-mounted PC board for
the same easy serviceability and
add-on board capability as the
advanced Freedom™ 200 VDT.
You get all this, plus our industry
leading six-month warranty and
comprehensive third-party service. To
find out more about what price and
performance leadership really means,
contact your nearest Liberty dealer
or distributor. Or call Liberty direct at
(415) 543-7000.
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See us at COMDEX in Atlanta.
Booth 3432. West Hall.
Circle 231 on inquiry card .
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tached. All this is done without any soldering or permanent change to your TRS-80.
In addition to the CP/M operating system and its utilities, two other programs are included. A Sap utility sorts
and packs the directory to conserve space and alphabetize. An Unerase utility lets you restore files that may
have been accidentally erased. Auto-repeat capabilities
for each key are also standard with the Vid-80.
The Vid-80 RAM can be increased through expansion
modules to nearly 1 megabyte. A CP/M 3.0 version
should be available by now for Holmes's 64K-byte memory option (l12K bytes total), which sells for $524.
For technical assistance and updates, Holmes maintains both a phone number and a computer bulletin
board. This bulletin board, Connection-80, enables
Holmes to pass on patches and other technical information and allows the user to leave questions about Vid-80
for Holmes. When I contacted Holmes with technical
questions, both as a reviewer and customer, the company was courteous, quick, and correct each time.
Both Omikron and Memory Merchant indicated that
they will be marketing an 80 by 24 conversion for their
CP/M boards in the future. The Vid-80 already has this
feature, which makes the Model III very competitive
with the Model 4. The Vid-80 is a complete CP/M conversion and enables you to enter the world of CP/M
without reservation.

What about the Model 4?
What advantages does the Model 4 have over the
Model III? Well, the most significant are a higher speed
processor, an 80 by 24 screen, ASCII character generation, a new (TRSDOS 6.0) operating system, and CP/M
compatibility. If you're only interested in CP/M, you
should consider one of these boards for your Model III.
Holmes also sells a speed-up kit for the Model III for
about $100. Converting this way allows you to add one
piece at a time, instead of all in one big costly chunk.

use. All the conversions worked without major problems
and are easy to install following the instructions included
with each.
The Omikron Mapper III is aimed at the low-budget
user who intends to purchase his software from Omikron. Omikron's Cougar club allows owners to purchase
major programs at very low cost. The company has a
track record with the Model I Mapper and should have
several enhancements included in the future.
The Memory Merchant Shuffleboard III is a full-featured CP/M conversion that meets the needs of most
users. It reads three disk formats, and three more will
be ready soon. The virtual-drive idea is exciting and very
useful to two-drive owners. I was most impressed with
this board and its implementation. I have used this board
for several months without a single bug.
The Vid-80 from Holmes Engineering is the only conversion I tried that also converts the screen to 80 by 24.
Sooner or later all computer users will want this size
screen for some application, and Holmes solved that
problem. I give Holmes four stars for this conversion.
I know that $400 is quite a bit to spend, but that's a very
low price for CP/M, an 80 by 24 display, and accommodation of a wide variety of disk formats. Holmes has
been in the TRS-80 business for many years and has a
good record with the dealers with whom I spoke. If you
can afford to do the conversion all at once, the Holmes
board is a good choice.
All in all, the TRS-80 user has a number of conversions
from which to choose. With Radio Shack turning to
CP/M, it may not be many years before TRSDOS is gone
forever. I think all serious users should start looking into
CP/M and what it has to offer.•
Author's Note:
I'd like to thank all the manufacturers for their cooperation and answers
to my questions. I'd also like to thank Bob Byars at Mountain Data in Havre,
Montana, for the use of his equipment and time.

Conclusions
Each of the conversions is targeted at different users.
You should decide which you need for your individual

Mark E. Renne (53 Glacier Ct., Bozeman, MT 59715) is a free-lance writer
and full-time student at Montana State University in Bozeman.

IT'S SIMP·LE •• •CALL AND SAVE MONEYI

Since 1978
DIRECT MARKETING
COMPUTERS AND
EQUIPMENT
TO SAVE YOU MONEYI

1-800-841-0860
IBM PC Compatibles
Call For Your Choice

EPSON

.RIE UPON RIQUIST
-DISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND INFORMATION KIT
-COPY OF MFR'S WARRANTY
PRICES AND PRODUCTS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE.
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••• Is Easy With The Versatile HIPADTM DT-114
From Houston Instrument.
Enter a whole new universe of graphics, made possible
by programs tailored to the HIPAD digitizer.
Exciting new applications in computer-aided drafting
are now available, allowing you to create subdivision
plats, machine drawings, schematics, architectural elevations and circuit-board artwork . . . with your microcomputer ... at your desk . .. with no training as a
draftsman.
Use of the HIPAD in medicine is increasing. With currently avaiiable software, physicians and dentists can prepare graphics of anatomical features for diagnosis and
correction.
Artistic efforts are complemented by the HIPAD. With
customized software, free-form renditions can be created
quickly and precisely. Colors to fit the moment can be
selected .. . and easily changed at a later time. The
see UI at GCOftlDl!H"lAtlanta/Booth

0606

HII?AD provides access to the realm of high technology
graphics.
The HIPAD features a full-size II" x 11" digitizing area,
and Is both UL listed and FCC approved.

The Conclusions You Draw Are Clearly Correct.
The HIPAD will open the door to a universe of
form and color ••• and creativity.
For the name, address and phone number of your
nearest representative, write Houston Instrument, P.O.
Box 15720, Austin, TX 78761. Phone 512-835-,0900, or
800-531-5205 if outside Texas for the name and location
of your nearest representative. In Europe contact Bausch
& Lomb Belgium NY., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240 Gistel,
Belgium. Tel. 059-27-74-45, Tix. 846-81399.

houston instrument
HIPAD is a trademark of Houston Instrument
Circle 202 on Inquiry card.
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Garbage in, garbage out.
Since computers were invented, the conventional wisdom has held that input that doesn't conform to the computer's
highly structured needs will result in unintelligible output.
Which meant that you had to learn to think like a
computer in order to use one.
Trouble is, the world isn't organized to suit computers.
Data is never collected in the way you want to retrieve it. That's
why traditional, rigidly structured databases often wind up
hindering your work more than they help.
DayFlo offers a new approach to database management
needs. It's a Fluid Formaf Personal Information Manager.
Which means it approaches the world the same way you do:
taking in unorganized data and organizing it into meaningful
information.
DayFlo is a powerful tool for your IBM®PC XT. It accepts
both structured and unstructured data. When you want to
extract information, just type in the key words you're looking
for. Instantly, DayFlo organizes the data according to your
criteria. And reorganizes it according to new criteria whenever
you wish.
Information from other programs, spreadsheets, word
processing or accounting files, virtually any data in the system
can be assimilated by DayFlo. And once the information is at
hand, DayFlo lets you manipulate it at will to produce letters,
memos, reports and much more. You can work at your computer the same way you work at your desk, even switching
quickly from task to task, without ever losing your place.
DayFlo's concept is as simple as it is revolutionary. You
no longer have to think for the computer. Instead, it can help
you think better for yourself. Which
"
J\~1L:\
leads, inevitably, to a brand-new version
of computing's fundamental law.
sottware™
M

I7T

L\.:l

Garbage in. Information out.
DayFlo, Inc., 2500 Michelson Dr. , Bldg. 400, Irvine, CA 927 15. Call Now: (800) 7DAYFLO (Ou tside CAl , (800) CDAYFLO (CA O nly)
Day Fl o :1I1t! Flu id Fo r mat :Ire Ir:ILil'l11arks o r Day Fl u. Inc.

Circle 126 for Dealer inquiries. Circle 127 for End-U ser inquiries .
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$14.95

r Computer's Comma
And Your Manuals On The,(~,." .""",.,~.,.,
Now, you can command new computer
productivity. Discover how much easier your
personal computer is to use when the commands are
at your fingertips. PC-DocuMate keyboard templates can
save you time and frustration. You can recall needed
commands, options and formats, Quickly.
Professionally designed and comprehensive. Each
PC-DocuMate template has been designed by a software
expert. Commands are logically and functionally organized
so you can get the most from your software. And our templates
are comprehensive reference aids which use both sides to
document a product or a system. Completely,

Durable and guara"J~,'PC-[lQcI:JMate '
templates are silk-'screened onto curable, nl'\";.r,'Q,.",,
plastic to our exacting specifications. Each template
is printed on both sides and color-coordinated
to complement your PC. And your satisfaction
is guaranteed. Fully. Or your money back.
Save time and enjoy greater productivity. Order your
PC-DocuMate without delay.
Lower prices for better design. With PC-DocuMates, you
get two-sided templates for less than a single-sided template
from other manufacturers. And you get a better designed
template, Order direct or ask your local dealer,

PC-DocuMates now available...
IBM PC/XT & COMPAQ - $14.95
• DOS/BASIC 2.0 & 2.1 • DOS/BASIC 1.1 • Lotus 1-2-3 • WordStar • dBASE II • MultiMate 3.20 • VisiCalc
• Multiplan 1.000r1.06 • Volkswriter· SuperCalc2 • PeachText5000 • EasyWriter II • Do-It-Yourself

COMMODORE 64 - $12.95
• BASIC & more· Calc Result • EasyScript • Quick Brown Fox· Do-It-Yourself
(CBM 64 templates are printed on one side only.)

IBM PCjr. - $12.95
• DOS/BASIC 2.1 • MultiMate· dBASE II· Do-It-Yourself

APPLE lie - $14.95
• WordStar· VisiCalc • dBASE II· AppleWriter II • Quickfile • Do-It-Yourself
If your favorite software package is not shown 'here, you can order our "Oo-It-Yourself" template (which includes a special pen and eraser)
and develop your own custom keyboard template,
Our Guarantee. Use your template for 20 days, If you are not completely satisfied return itto us (undamaged) for a full refund ,
HOW TO ORDER: Send personal check, money order or MasterCardlVlSA credit card information, Please add $1 ,50 for shipping and handling per order; foreign
orders must add $5,00 per unit (except Canada) , US funds only, Sorry, but no COD's, NC residents add 4% sales tax, Corporate quantity discounts available, Dealer
inquiries invited, And for faster service on credit card orders .. ,

Call Toll Free

1-800-762-7874
(In North Carolina) 919-787-7703
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATES
3700 Com puter Drive, Dept. Y-1
Raleigh, North Carolina 27609
Circle 370 on

inquiry card,

The following trademarks are acknowledged ... IBM Corp. : IBM, IBM PC/XT & PCjr; Ashton-Tale: dBASE II: Informallon Unlimited Software, Inc.: EasyWriter 11; Lotus Development Corp.: Lotus 1-2-3; Soft Word Systems.
Inc.: MultiMate: Microsoft Corp.: Multiplan; PeachTree Software, Inc.: PeachText 5000: Sorcim Corp.: SuperGald: Litelree Software, Inc.: Volkswriter; MicroPro International Corp.: WordStar; QuikTex: Quick Brown Fox;
t-landic Software. ab: Calc Result Commodore Business Machines, Inc .: EasyScript; VisiCorp: VisiGal c; Apple Computer, Inc.: Apple lie, AppleWriterl', Quickfile.

Software Review

Robographics CAD-l
Convert an off-the-shelf Apple into a drafting system
Rik Jadrnicek
Micro Flow Company
There are more and more CAD (computer-aided
How well a CAD system performs these tasks depends
on software quality, the central processor, the graphics
design) packages coming out all the time. In fact, trying to keep up with them becomes a job in itself. Out
processor and monitor, and the hard-copy output device.
of necessity, I find myself picking one or two outstandWithin the limitations of Apple's 6502 processor and
graphics resolution, CAD-1 performs very nicely. Writing characteristics from each to separate it from the rest.
ten in assembly language with high-precision floatingRobographics CAD-1 stands out for its use of librariespoint math, the program is
the way it enables you to
lightning fast and seems to
assemble large drawings
implement fully the prowith complete disregard for
cessing power available.
the amount of available
RAM (random-access read/
Hardware ·
write memory)-and for its
With this software, you
zooming abilities-the way
can convert an off-the-shelf
it allows you to draw in
Apple computer into a
much greater detail than the
drafting system. You need
graphics monitor can show.
the CAD-1 software, the
CAD-1 is a computerjoystick supplied with the
aided design software
software, an Apple II or lIe
package for the Apple II
with 64K bytes of RAM, a
and Apple lIe computers.
suitable video display, and
Using CAD-l, you can draw
two Apple II DOS 3.3 disk
a wide variety of pictures
drives with controller cards.
with great accuracy and plot
CAD-1, with its special inthe image precisely on variput device (a hardware box
ous output devices. For exwith three buttons, a rotatample, you may draw siming dial, and a joystick) reple block diagrams, flowtails for $1095. With it you
charts, or a more complex
can make the most of the
schematic; you may design
entries necessary to run the
a personal computer circuit
program. You can draw acboard or do some mechanical drawing on a valve; or
curately with the joystick
and rotate and scale objects
you may do some space
with the dial. More on this
planning or architectural
Photo 1: An Apple IIe displaying a typical CAD-l-created drawing. device later.
design.
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Figure 1: A sample floor plan prepared with CAD-1. This drawing
is made easy by manipulating different user-defin ed library drawings
of standard office furnishings.

Figure 2: A mechanical drawing created with CAD-l showing the
potential aCCUraCl) of the software and the Lise of line types, arc, circles,
and crosshatching.

Optionally, CAD-l also supports the Robographics and
Apple Graphics 11 by 11 digitizing tablets to make drawing easier. These devices simulate a drafting table and
come in all sizes. You can trace existing drawings or
simply draw from scratch on the digitizer surface. A
stylus or cursor (sometimes called a puck) serves as an
electronic pencil for entering data points at the press of
a button.
To produce low-resolution, hard-copy plots of your
drawings, you can use a dot-matrix printer. The software
supports a variety of interface cards and you can configure the software yourself if a particular card is not
directly supported. You can use a variety of quality plotters capable of producing A to D size plots (USA) or Al
to A4 size plots (Europe). These currently include Bausch
& Lomb (Houston Instrument DMP 40 through 42), Calcomp (models 81, 84), Gould Bryans Colorwriter,
Hewlett-Packard (7470A, 7580A/B, 7585A) and Watanabe
Digiplot (all B or A3 sizes).

for on-screen menus (see photo I), leaving a workspace
of 256 by 192 pixels. This area is used to represent your
image no matter how large it is. It stands to reason that
a 24- by 36-inch drawing appears very crude.
On the other hand, the actual drawing database is very
accurate. The output device resolution provides the only
limitation on the quality and resolution of the hard-copy
output. For example, a dot-matrix graphics printer produces a low-resolution image while a high-resolution
plotter reproduces the drawing accurately. These differences in actual, display, database, and output resolution are important to understand when configuring CAD
systems.

Monitor Drawing Resolution
A variety of graphics monitor options are available in
addition to the standard Apple graphics capability. Herein lies the major limitation of most CAD systems including CAD-I. The software is capable of producing a large
drawing (e.g., 24 by 36 inches) in detail, and a large format plotter is fully capable of plotting the same detail.
However, the graphics display device can't accurately
represent the image you see while you are creating and
editing your drawing.
The resolution of the graphics processor and monitor
determines the accuracy with which a display can represent an image. These devices have only a certain number
of pixels (picture elements) with which to describe an
image. The lower the number of pixels available, the
lower the resolution and the more jagged the image.
For example, the resolution of the Apple is 280 horizontal pixels by 192 vertical pixels. The Robographics
CAD-l system uses the rightmost 24 columns of pixels
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Let's Draw
To begin drawing with CAD-I, you hook up the input
device to your Apple, insert the program disk in the
drive, and load the program. Then you insert a library
disk in drive A and a buffer disk in drive B. There is a
lot of disk swapping with CAD-I. When you use a plotter, an additional disk must be swapped. The system
really needs a hard-disk version developed for serious
applications.
Once the proper disks are in place and the system is
loaded, the system presents you with a clear screen to
draw on-clear except for a menu area down the righthand side of the screen and a function area at the bottom. Using the joystick on the input device, you move
a small cursor (an "x" on the screen) around the drawing area and place it on menu choices. Pressing a combination of the device's three buttons, you choose commands and functions from the menu and create drawings on the monitor screen. For example, if you move
the cursor to the function area at the bottom of the
screen, you can choose a primitive type (e.g., line, arc,
circle, etc.), a color, and a line type (e.g., dotted). Then
if you choose DRAW on the monitor menu, you can
draw images on the screen with the joystick (or digitizer)
and the buttons. You can freehand sketch, trace lines of

Photo 2: The Robographics CAD-l specially designed input device, consisting of a hardware box with three buttons for selecting and de-

selecting points and menu options, a joystick for positioning the cursor on the display screen, and a rotating dial for controlling such things
as the radius length of a circle, or an arc, or the rotation of objects on the screen.

different widths, fill areas temporarily or permanently,
insert text, erase objects, zoom, and pan (scroll from one
area to another). See figures 1 and 2.
Since the program is written in assembly language,
the cursor movements and placement of lines and
shapes are instantaneous. You can freely manipulate
lines, arcs, and circles while you watch them stretch and
shrink on the screen before you . You can turn on a grid
system and lock your drawing to the grid points (your
drawing points snap to the nearest grid point-standard
or user-defined) to produce precision drawing. You can
have different x- and y-axis values and you can rotate
the grid if you want to work on isometric images.

Commands
Several cursor lock modes are available for drawing
precision. You can lock the cursor to move in only two
fixed directions from its current position. The axes of
these two directions can be set at different angles providing tremendous help in constructing isometric
images. A NORMAlrTANGENT lock mode automatically senses the slope of the last line drawn then sets an
orthogonal axis (at right angles) lock at the end of the
line. I find this helps to create a smooth continuation
of a previous line with an arc-a good way to construct
a fillet (the concave transition surface between two other-

wise intersecting surfaces).
You can determine the location of a specific point with
the FIND command, snap the current grid to that point
with SHIFT-GRID, and rotate the grid using NORMALTANGENT. You can even skew the grid for more variety. These are very powerful features for precision work.
You can draw isometric projections in true scale or, if this
is too confusing, call up two preset standard grids to
restore your sanity.
The scale of the CAD-l system is metric but the database units could just as well be feet or inches with
decimal fractions. By the time you read this, CAD-l expects to have automatic dimensioning with feet and
inches (requiring a Saturn RAM expansion board to
boost the Apple to 192K bytes of RAM), but currently
dimensioning must be done manually.
With the NIB command you can determine the spacing between, and the direction of, the fill elements. This
allows you to shade objects, giving dimension to your
drawings.
There are some software limitations in CAD-l. I did
not see a provision for entering data-point coordinates
manually from the keyboard, either relative to the origin
(0,0), relative to the current point, or using polar coordinates (angle and distance from a point). The ability to
draw on layers, turning them on and off to display difBYTE May 1984
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At a Glance
Name
Robographics CAD-I
1}tpe
Computer-aided design ICAD) software
Manufacturer
Chessell-Robocom Corporation
III Pheasant Run, Suite 2 B
Newtown, PA 18940
Mr. Peter K~ndall
1215) 968-4422
Format
Apple DOS 3.3 5 V. -inch floppy disks
Language
Assembler
Computer
Apple II or Apple lie
Software required
None other than the program
Documentation
167-page, 6- by 9-inch manual
Price
S1095 including hardware input device
Comments
CAD-I provides fast powerful, and easy-to-use computer-aided
design capability on an Apple II or Apple lie

ferent elements of your drawing, is also missing. In addition, only one text font is provided and it is only adequately attractive.

Zooming
CAD-l's ability to zoom into an area of the drawing
helps to overcome the display monitor's limitations. For
example, when you zoom into (or window) a particular
room of a floor plan you are drawing, that room will fill
the entire monitor screen. You can see more detail and
you can draw with greater precision. The width of the
screen could represent, for example, 1 inch, 1 foot, or
1 mile.
The concept of zooming is important to understand.
CAD-l provides a window into your drawing. Consider
a 24- by 36-inch drawing. With CAD-I, you can see as
much of that area as you want at a time. You can draw
a border on the drawing and then zoom in to a 9- by
12-inch area to do some detailed work. You can zoom
in further to a I-inch square and draw at O.OOI-inch precision. In effect, you are scrolling a window (often called
a viewport) over the surface of a larger drawing. Zooming back to the full-size drawing condenses all that detail
into a relatively small area on the screen. This doesn't
have any effect on the final plot, however; the full 24by 36-inch image is plotted to scale depending on output device capability.
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Drawing Size

Packaging

Each drawing holds up to 3000 bytes of information.
For example, a line takes 10 bytes, an arc IS, a circle 8,
a nib fill pattern 18, text 10 (plus 1 byte per letter) . When
the workspace fills up, the system notifies you with a
beep. This is where CAD-1 gets creative. It is obvious
that 3000 bytes is not much room for a detailed drawing. CAD-1 lets you store the work you have done in a
library on disk. Within one library file you are allowed
three pages of drawings. The number of drawings you
can keep on each page varies from 4 to 64. Put simple
images like letters on the 64-division page and more
complex drawings on the 4-division page where you can
save more detail.
.
Once you store your drawing in a library slot, you can
return to the drawing editor, clear the screen, and draw
another 3000-byte image. You can also store this drawing in a library and return to do another and so on until
the memory is used up. Then you can copy back the
stored library images to your current drawing. As the
images come in, you can freely scale them by x and y
and rotate them in increments of 5 degrees (by turning
the rotating dial on the input device) . Once copied, they
are treated as one entity and occupy only 20 bytes in your
current drawing. You can assemble about 150 of these
drawings within the new drawing and then save that
drawing as a library image. When copied into another
drawing, this image also takes only 20 bytes of memory.
This procedure can go on until the disk space is used
up.
Developing large drawings with CAD-1 is a process of
assembling smaller drawings that have been stored in
the library. A certain amount of preorganization is, therefore, required to do complex drawings. You can even
copy library items from different library disks into your
current drawing. When the current screen is full, simply save the increasingly complex image to an available
library slot and continue, incorporating it in another
drawing. Animation effects can be developed by creatively interacting with the library images and the drawingregeneration process.
There are some limitations associated with using
library images that ought to be mentioned . When you
copy a complex drawing in from the library, you can't
edit it in detail. However, you can edit the original library
image after which all references to it reflect the revisions.
You can also print/plot your library pages for reference
in assembling your drawings. Needless to say, this is a
clever way of overcoming the RAM limitations of the
Apple. The real drawing size limitation becomes the
available disk space.
Since the regeneration of your drawing slows down
in proportion to the drawing size, it makes more sense
to assemble large drawings by overlaying a series of
smaller drawings onto your plotter rather than by trying to fit everything into one drawing. Nevertheless,
significant capability is available and one Apple disk will
store several 24- by 36-inch plots with an average amount
of detail.

CAD-1 documentation consists of one 6- by 9-inch
manual with typeset pages printed on one side. The
manual contains three sections, Getting Started, Basic
Drawing, and Precision Drawing, and eight appendixes
covering subjects like library archives, co'n structing lines
with a given angle and length, creating symmetrical
drawings with the mirroring function, discussion of the
plotting utility and the options available, and others. The
manual is well illustrated with a good tutorial. It needs
double-sided pages and a good section on CAD basics,
though.
The package includes an intelligent plot utility on a
separate disk with a variety of options. You can search
the library pages for the image you want to plot and window the appropriate area. You can change line types or
colors, choose predefined zoom and plot scales, and plot
with dimensions in metric or English units (in decimals) .
The program automatically selects different pens on
multipen plotters, and you can stop or pause the plot
at any time-very handy if you need to change a pen.
The software is copy protected with one backup of the
program disk supplied. There is a 90-day warranty
against defects in material and workmanship after which
disk replacement costs $10. Enhanced versions seem to
be on the horizon, so check the company's update policy.
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Conclusions
CAD-1 makes good use of the Apple computer. I am
amazed at how much is possible with the processing
power of the 8-bit 6502 chip. The accompanying hardware input device provides a very friendly interface;
however, it is nice to see that a selection of digitizer
devices and plotters is also supported.
CAD-1 is written in fast assembly language and uses
floating-point math for very high precision capability.
The drawing library is a very strong feature. The ability
to copy library drawings into the current drawing with
minimal RAM overhead makes large drawings possible
within the limitations of addressable RAM. Automatic
dimensioning in feet and inches will be a welcome
addition.
Like all CAD systems, this package needs a graphics
processor/monitor combination with higher resolution
to take full advantage of its capabilities. Running the program requires too much disk-shuffling, especially for
more complex drawings. A hard-disk version is needed
along with more addressable RAM and an MS-DOS version. Currently the program runs on the IBM PC with
a Quadlink card installed. A true MS-DOS version is
planned for release in 1984.
This software appears as somewhat of a sleeper, like
a Ferrari engine in a Volkswagen. It is worth checking
out, especially if you plan some serious drawing with
an Apple computer.•
Rik Jadrnicek is president of Micro Flow (POB 1147, Mill Valley, CA
94942), a microcomputer consulting firm . When he isn't writing or play. ing with microcomputers, Rik likes sailing and traveling.

StarPelish™
Polished WordStar@ is a Sight to Behold!

What You See is What You Get ... and MORE
On-Screen Enhancements:
With Color Adaptor and Monitor:
Bold, underline , sub and superscript, italic,
and technical
With Monochrome Adaptor:
Bold and underline. Others indicated on status line
Custom Level 3 Help Screen
Replaces need for keyboard template for
keystroke savings

WordStar Compatibility - No Retraining
Keystrokes
User has option of keystroke saving techniques
Files
Old WordStar files accessible
Polished W ordStar files accessible by
standard W ordStar
Utilities
Use of MaiIMerge ®, SpellStar®, StarIndex® is
not affected

Printer Support Enhanced Too!
Get the most from your dot matrix or ink jet printer
without worrying about an assembly language patch.
A menu of popular printers gives you automatic
installation of all features . A custom installation
question/answer session is available for printers not on
the menu.

Versions Now Available For:
IBM PC® and PC-XT®
PC Compatibles
Victor 9000®

$125.00
Md . Customers add 5% Sales Tax

VISA ',

We've made WordStar a lot more likeable!
StarPolish is a trademark of TDI Systems, Inc .
WordStar, MailM erge, SpellStar, StarIndex are registered trademarks of
MicroPro International Corp.
mM PC and PC-XT are registered tradem arks ofIntern ational Busin ess
Machines, Corp .
Vi ctor 9000 is a registered tradem ark of Victor Technologies , In c.
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TOI SYSTEMS, INC.
620 H ungerford Drive
SUite 33
Rockville Maryland 20850
1301) 340-8700
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ALL MAIL: ~~roY;LaPointe, Inc, 12060 Garden Place, Plirtland;'OR 97223
SHOWROOMS AT: PORTLAND, OR or SEATTLE, WA -BOTH OPEN M-SAT 10-6

HARDWARE for
APPLE II+IIe
APPLE 11 • • 128K. 80 COLUMN
.\PPLE 11 •• ST.\RTER SYSTEM BY APPLE

Il l

VIDEO CARDS

.\PPLE M.\CINTOSH
CALL
UMITID WARRANTY . 100% Paft; & La!XJIlor 90 days by "'

DISK DRIVES

• ALS, Smarterm 11(+ ore)
SPECIAL
• ComIC. 80001. +64K RAM(lle) I yr. wty.
• Vide, . VldeoTerm 80 col. (+or e)
•
UliraTerm (+ ore)
Soh Video SWllch (11 +)
Enhancer 11(11 +)
Funcllon Strip (11 +)
We Have Full Videx Line. Call.

• CENTRAL PT.. Filer. Utility& Apple DOS 1 20 $ 15
• AZ 143K DISk Drive

A2 Controller Card

• A4U 16DK. Drive
• A7U 286K. Drive
A40 A70 Controller

$ 479
100
$ 449
$599
$ 100

$

1/ 2 HIGH ALPS. A40. Bell Drive. 163K 1 299
DRIVES i~~: ~~b:eD~d~d~~~'ix ~ ~:~

i:g

Controller Card by ComX

Elite I. 163K. 40 Track
Elite 2. 326K. 80 Track
Elite 3. 652K. 160 Track
Elite Controlter

$229
$ 79

$299
$299
$ 79
$ 199

m~

1 tlO $ 59
1379
$ 649
$ 849
1 145

$259
$429
$539
$ 89

RAM EXPANSION
ALS. ADD Ram (11+)
161\
ComIC. 80co!. +64K RAM.Ior lie. I Vr.Wly
RAMCard. I Vr. Wly. (11+) 161\
Microsoft. RAM Card (11 +)
161\
Tij.n / Satum RAMCard (11+)
32K
RAM Card (11+)
64K
RAM Card (II +) 128K

1 toO
$ t99
1 179
1 100
1 249
$ 425
1 599

$ 49

$ 99
$ 39
$ 69
$169
$299
$399

AL50 The CP/ MCard V3.0 (+ ore)
I ·Card (+ ore)
ASTAR. RF Modulalor. to use TV
• CCS. Seriallnlerlace 7710 (Set BAUD)
Ch.lkboard, Power Pad
Eastlid• • IIIld Card (copier. II + only)
Wid Card 2 (coprer. + orel
Kensington, System Saver ·
K.y Tranic, KB 2ookeyboard (11 +)
Koala, Touch Tablet wlMicro Illustrator
Kraft, Joystick ~p 11 /11+)
Paddle~p 11 111+)
M&R.Sup RIan f+ ore}
• Microsoft. 180 Sohcard (+ or e)
•
180 Sohcard ~us f+ ore)
•
180 Sohcard Premium(II+)
180Sohcard Premium(lIe)
MicroT.k, D um~lng 64. Buffer
* Orange Micro, Grappler Plus Ie or +J
161\ Buffer Board lor Grappler Plus
Buffered Grappler Plus. 161\
Paymar. Lower Case Chip. Rev. 701+)
• PCP!, Apphcard. 141eatures
6Mhz
RH Electronics. Super Fan II
* Trtan / Satum, Accelerator II
Tr.nl.nd / SSM, AI OII, Serial/Para IIF
TG Pmduct., Game Paddles (11 +)
Joystick (11 +)
Vide" PSIOIIF Card
WlCO. Mouse. Complele

*

ONE TIME, QUANTITY UMITED

80 cps, Pin feed. 80 col., 132 col. conden.
9S11SCII. Graphics. Paralle(
List Price
$299
COMBO A
$549 "". $450

Ml80 + dBase II (Apple or IBM)
COMBO B
$494 IIY. $500
Ml80 + WordStar + Mail Merge + SpellStar+ Star lndel
(Apple or IBM)
COMBO C
$474 A •• $520
Ml80 + Applicard (CP 1M + 13 Fealures) + WordStar or
InloStar (Apple II +Ie)
COMBO 0
$397 .... $550
Ml80 + 50 Generik ' .. DSIDD diskettes + Bank Street Writer
+ Home Accountant Plus + 31nsoft Tril educational games.
(I BM·PC)
COMBO E
$291 .... $420
Ml8D + 50 Generik·· SS /SOdiskettes + Bank Streel Writer
+ Insoft 3 game pak + Home Accountant tApple II +/ e)

t-IEC

NEe ~aI~PR:;r~~~~JI~f64K 1m:64~

*

CDC. 100 ea SSIOD. 401 (Apple. IBM)
lO ea SSIOO. 401 (Apple. IBM}
100ea OSIOO. 401 (IBM. HIP)
10ea OSIOO. 40T(IBM. HIP)
DYSAN, ID ea SSISD (Ap~e. elc.)
lO ea 05100 481(IBM.HII'.!!Ic)
MAXELL 10each. MDI. SSIOD
lO each. MDZ OSIOD
VERBATIM, ID ea M0525-01. SS/oD
10ea M0 34. OSIOO

Ptinter.PCB22Ii\The-mal.40ai $ 170 $149

MEANS A BEST BUY

$399
$ 169
$ 35
$ 150
$ 100
$ 110
$ 140
$ 90
$ 298
$ 125
$ 65
$ 50
$ 50
$ 345
$ 465
$ 695
$ 495
$ 349
$ 175
$ 175
$ 245
$ 50
$ 375
$ 75
$ 599
$ 225
$ 40
$ 60
$ 229
$ 179

$279
$109
25
99
75
75
$99
$ 65
$219
$ 85
$ 49
$ 39
$ 39
$345
$465
$479
$339
$269
$119
$119
$179
$ 39
$275
$ 59
$449
$169
$ 29
$ 45
$169
$119

UST
PRICE
5 550
$ 55
$ 750
5 75
$ 69
$ 89
$ 55
$ 75
$ 49
$ 84

OUR
PRICE
$239
$ 26
$295
$ 35
$ 39
$ 49
$ 29
$ 39
$ 25
$ 35

$
$
$
$

GENERIK'· DISKEmS -AS LOW AS $1
W/Jackets,

no labels, top quality. 90 day

lim~ed

10ea SS/50, 35 Track (App l~ Atan)
100 ea SS /SD. 35 Track (Apple, Atan)
100Dea SSISD. 35 Track (Apple,Alari)
lOea DSIOO. 48TPI(IBM. HIP)
100ea DSIOD. 48TPI (IBM, HIP)
lO00ea OS/OO. 48TPI (IBM. HIP)

warranty by us.
$ 42 $

$ 415
$4150
$ 63
$ 626
$6260

17
$ 130
$ 995
$ 25
$ 170
$1400

$ 250 $ 169
$ 250 $179
$ 295 $ 210

$ 389 $259
$ 150 $ 99
'179
$ 225 $149
$ 700 $385
Beagl • • Apple Mechanic or DlSkQulk. ea. $ 30 $ 22
$ 295 $199
Doubl,·Takeor GPlE. each
$ 35 $ 25
$ 395 $269
Typelaces (ReQ. Ap. MechanIC)
$ 20 $ 15
$ 70 $ 45
DOSS Boss or Utility City. each
$ 30 $ 22
$ 250 $165
TIp Disk #1
$ 20 $ 15
$ 75 $ 49
Pronto DOSS
$ 30 $ 20
Tal Advantage
$ 70 $ 47
Alpha Plo.
$ 40 $ 27
I Dow Jones, Market Analyzer
$ 350 $275
C.ntral Point. Filer. DOS 33 & Uti!.
$ 20 $ 15
Market Manager
$ 300 $235 •
Copy II Plus (bit coprer)
$ 40 $ 30
Market Microscope
$ 700 $525
Einstein. Com~ler --.\pplesoh BASIC
$ 129 $ 85
Fa, & Gell .... QulCkcode or dGraph. ea. $ 295 $185
Epson. GraphiCS Dump
$ 15 $ 9
dUtility lor dBase II)
$ 99 $ 66
Hayes. Terminal Pro&(SM or MM.ea.)
$ 100 $ 65
Hayden. ~e Wrrter (Specify aD col. bd) $ 150 $ 99 • Insoft. GraFORTH by Paul lulus
$ 75 $ 59
• Howard Soft, Tax Preparer. 1984
S 250 $185
Microsoft. A.LO.S.
$ 125 $ 85
UK. letter Perfect wlMail Merge
5 150 $ 99
Foriran 80
$ 195 $135
Micro Pm, (all require 18()CP 1M Card)
COMPLETE MICROSOFT UNE IN STOCK
•
WOrd Star w/apphcard &cP 1M SPECIAL $ 495 $ 295 • Omoga.locksmrth (bit copier) Ver~O
$ 100 $ 75
InfoStar wl applicard &cP 1M SPECIAL 5 495 $ 295
Penguin, Complete GraphiCS System II
$ 70 $ 53
WOrd Star •• + Training Manual SPECIAL $ 495 $ 239
Graphics MagiCian
$ 60 $ 41
SpeIiStar··or MarIMerge'·. ea. SPECIAL $ 250 $129
""oeni" loom Gralix
$ 40 $ 34
WOrdStar Profess~ nal. 4 Pak SPECIAL 5 895 $ 395
Qualijy. Bag 01 Tricks
$ 40 $ 29
• Options Pak. SSIMMISI
$ 295 $175
T. rrapin. l ogo
$ 150 $ 99
Miaosofl, M u ll i · ~an (CP 1M or Apple DDS) $ 250 $169
Utilico. Essential Data Duplicator HI
J.
49
• Oobom. / ComlC. (Disk and Book)lSIal.. Bus. & Math)
.a.u.I:W;'=t.lllIORil~~.
Some Common Basic Programs(75 ea.) $100 $ 49
Allri, Cenhpede, PacMan or Donkey K.,ea. $ 35 $ 28
PradicalBasic Programs(40ea)
$ 100 $ 49
Beagl. Bros .. Beagle Bag
$ 30 $ 22
Peachtree. Requires CP 1M & MB"ic. 64K
Bluechip. Millionaire
$ 60 $ 40
Selles 40Gl &AR &AP, all 3
$ 395 $239
_ n d , COOpI~er or lDde Runner.ea $ 15 $ 25
Perfoc1,Perlect Wrner ISpeller·2 pak
5 399 $249
Arcade Machine
$ 60 $ 40
Perlect Filer or Perfect Calc each
$ 249 $149
Apple Panic
$ 30 $ 21
Perlect Wrner lSpel lFilerlCalc(4)
$ 969 $499
Budceeo.• ~nball Conslr. Sel
$ 40 $ 27
Peariooft. Pe""nal Pearl
5 295 $195 • Continentl l. Home Accountant
$ 15 $ 49
Quarl<. \\\)fd Juggler & lexicheck Ole)
$ 189 $139
Dat..d . Aztec or Zauon. each
$ 40 $ 27
Senlibl., Sen. Speller or Bookends. ea. $ 125 $ 85
$ 50 $ 34
D..idson, Malh Blasler '
SietTa/On·Un • • ScreenWrner Pro. 2 Pak $ 200 $135
Edu·W.re. ~arge Invenlory)
call
ScreenWriter II
$ 130 $ 89
Hayden, Sargon II (Chess)
35 $ 29
The Diclionary NEW' $ 100 $ 69
Sargon III (Chess)
50 $ 34
Gen. Manager II·NEW! $ 230 $155
Infocom, lork 1.11.111. or Starcross. each
40 $ 27
Homeword
$ 50 $ 34
Ko. la. Full hne in stock. CAll
Call
* Silicon Valley, Word Handler
$ 60 $ 39
laam ing Co., !Large Inventory)
Can
•
l ist Handler
$ 50 $ 35
$ 40 $ 27
Mien> Lab. Miner 2049>r
•
Handler Pak (Word. Ust & Spell)
$ 130 $ 89
Microsoft. Ty~ng Tutor
$ 25 $ 17
Softwar. Publilhing, PFS: File
$ 125 $ 84
Mono.... m. Dollarsand Cents
$ 100 $ 69
~pecify + or e)
PFS: Report
$ 125 $ 84
Origin, lXIima III
$ 60 $ 40
PFS: Graph
$ 125 $ 84
Scarborough/Ughtning, Mastertype $ 40 $ 27
PFS: Write (lie) $ 125 $ 84
Sierr. / On-Un• • lXIima II
$ 60 $ 40
Stoneware, DB Master Version 4.0
$ 350 $229
Sir-Tech, lllzardry
$ 50 $ 39
DB Utility lor II
$ 129 $ 87
Spinn.ker. Kindercomp pthers in stock) $ 30 $ 20
Advanced DB Masler
$ 595 $495
Sub lDtIic. Flight ~ mu lalor II
$ 50 $ 37

IjV;I~i'Nlhild~

=-=

MODEMS ~~ESSORIES

~~gESSORIES
LIST
OUR
PRICE PRICE DOT MATRIX:
ANCHOR. Sinalman MK I (RS232)
$ 99 $ 75
EPSON, RXBO. 100 cps
~gn al m a n Mark XII
$ 399 $269
FX80. 160 cps
HAYE5o IBM·PC Smartmodem 12000
$ 599 $439
l 60cps
IBM·PC Smartcom II Software
$ 149 $109
MXIOOFIT. 8!kps, wlGraftrax+
Stack Chronograph (RS. 232)
5249 $189
Apple II Graphics Dump
Stack Smartmodern 300(flS.232) $ 289 $225
MANNESMANN 160.. 80001. 160:ps
Smartmodem 1200 (RS.232)
$699 $535
TALLY.
180..13:l:ol 160:ps
Micromodem 100 (5-100 btls) 5 399 $275
Spirit, 80 col 8!kps
Mlcromodem lie w/Smartcom $ 329 $239
NEC. PC·8023\. FT. 12!kps. 8():O1. para
IBM-PC to Modem Cable
$ 39 $29
PC·802, 12!kps. 136001. para
NOVATION
Cable, 80231B025to IBM·PC
IBM·PC Access 1·2·3 Package
$ 595 $445
OKIDATA.
82A. 80 col .. 120 cps. para.
Apple Cat II Modem. 300BAUD
$ 389 $269
83\. 132001.. 120 cps. para.
2 1 2Ap~eCal I200 BAUD
$725 $559
92, BO col .. 160 cps. para.
Cal
$189 $139
9l 136 col., l60cps.para.
J·CaI
$ 149 $104
235DP, Pacemark,3~ps. para
212 Aulo Cal
$695 $579
24lDP,Pacemar~ 35!kps,para.
Smart Cal 10312 12
$ 595 $415
ORANGE MICRO,Grappler+. for A p~e
TRANSEND/SSM,
PRACnCAL.l.lcrobuflln-Une 64K.Para
Ttansend I for A p~e II
$ 89 $ 69
_
In·!.rle 64K,Ser.
ModemCard for Ihe Apple II
$299 $259
QUADRAM. QuadieL Jet Color Ptinter
Transmodem 1200
$695 $559 • STAR MIC.. Gemini IO'X 12!kps.2.3K
SOfTWARE-SEE APPLE OR IBM UTIUTYSOFlWARE SECnONS
Gemini 15"X.12!kps.2.3K

PRINTERS
moo.

LIST
PR1CE

OUR
PRICE

$ 399 $ 299

$ 699
5 895
$ 995
$ 15
$ 798
$ 1098
$ 399
$ 599
$ 895
$ 50
$ 349
$ 749
$ 599
$ 999
52695
$ 2995
$ 165
$ 349
$ 349

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

549
739
545
9

568
778
299
439

775
40
call
call
CoIl
Coli

can

call
$ 119
$ 259
$ 259
cal
$ 499 $ 289
$ 549 $ 439

1--- - - - - - - - - - - - i L E T T E R QUALITY:

PC-820lA $649
Includes word processing and
13 olher programs: 32K ROM
& IIlI RA M both expandable
to 64K: RS23Z D is~ Printer.
Cassette and Bar Code inter·
faces bullt·in; AC or DC. Com·
plete line in stock.

$129
$ 99
$189
$ 279
$ 25
$ 99
$ 29

Up to 35% oIl

PRINTER COMBO SALE DISKETTES
OKIDATA ML80

$ 179
$ 199
$ 279
$379
$ 35
$ 149
$ 39

MISCELLANEOUS

AMcEK Amd.k 1.3" Micro·Floppy. 1431< 1 299 $ 149

•
•
•
•
•

• Applied Soft Tech .. VersaForm
Artsci. Magic Wndow II
Mawc Combo(\\lnd,Marl&WOrds)
• Ashton-Tat • • dBase II (Req CP 1M aq
Friday (Requires CP 1M aq
BPI Syst.ms. GLAR.AP.PRor INV.each
• Broderbund, Bank St. Wrner or Spell.ea.
Contin.ntal, GLARAP or PR each
*
Home Accountant

jJ'.

~I Q;

VisiCorp. VlSlCalc 3. 3 (II +)
VlSlCalc Enhanced (lie)
VlSicalc Advanced (lie)

BUSINESS

CALL
CALL

~.

Rana

SOFIWARE for APPLE II+IIe

Each at lOOOquantity.

SSSD
DSDD

13", Color IV. RGB, 72DHx4otN
NEC. 12" Green. Mod~ 12WM
12" Green. Model 1201MA
12" Am ber. Mod~ 1 20~
12" Color.RGB. 1216 FAOBM&NEC-PC)
12" Color. Composile. 12 1 "" ~ pple)
• PRINCETON. RGB Hi Res. HX· 12
RGB Hi Res. SR·12
Amber. MAX·12(Mono Brd.}
QUADRAM. Quadchrome 12" RGBColor
Quadscreen 11"96&51 2
ZENITH. 12"Green. Mdt. ZVMI23 NEW!
$ 449 $ 369
12" Amber. ZVM124 OBM-pc)
$ 100 $ 75

$1_00 Each
$1.40 Each

'iI1983 by

ComXCorp.

)1"

MONITORS m~~~MND
• AMDEK. 12" Green, #3000
$ 200
12" Amber. #300\
$210
• 12"
Amber. #31()\ for IBM·PC
$ 230
*
13" Color I. Composite
$ 379
*• 13"
Color II, RGB, Hi Res
$ 529
DVM, Color 11 or III 10 Apple 11 IIF
$ 199

forthBATARI

RANA lOOO Orive. 32{)(
KOALA. Pad wlMicro lliu;

••

$ ISO
$199
$ 210
5m
$ 399
$795
$799
$ 249
$ 695
$1995
$ 200
$ 200

NEC. 151.Q. 14cps. Para.wllf. IOlcoi
$ 695 $ 525
351.Q. 3lcps. Para,wllf. 132col
$ 1335 $ 995
$135 • TTIC. 1014. l3cps, Para.&Ser.. ~n&Fnc. $ 649 $ 459
$149
$169 INTERFACES:
IBM·PC 10 Epson or Star Micro. Cable
$ 60 $ 35
$289
Apple IIF & Ca~e for Epson or Gemini
$ 95 $ 59
$439
Microl.,er. w/oopy. PP. 8K, #MP8wiT'S $ 189 $ 129
$175
Microf.,er, w/copy. PP. 64K, HMP64wiT'S $ 319 $ 219
CoIl
Microl"er. w/copy. PP. 128K, wiT'S
5 465 $ 295
$109
Microf"er, $oa»on. 8K, PP. Epson wlPS $ 179 $ 145
$149
Microf.,er. $oa[H)n. 64K pP. Epson wll'S $ 319 $ 235
$159
All Maofazers are expanda~ ~ /coP'llo 512tQ !Snap-on to 64KI
$449
SUPPliES: Traclor Feed Paper. Ribbons. Daisy Wheels.
$299
$499
CoIl
'L~ 41CX, Calculator
NEWI $ 325 $ 275
CoIl
011 41C, Calculator
$ 195 $ 149
$495
4ICV. Calculator w/22K
5 275 $ 219
$1495
$ 99
$115
HYPERION. Portable Computer $3690 $2990

~ r:.

ORDERING INFORMATION AND TERMS:~~~~S~J~;iI~v~~~!~~~~h~e7s~:e~~~ ~~"clya3,~~,~~o~L~;~~~~~~~!~~g~~~~~~~I~~!:~~ ~:,~~:~~~!~~~~~!~~~,~fo7r;ef

Company CMckS allow 20da vs 10 clear No COD Prices /CIICCI a 3°. cash discount so ADD JOe 10 above puces 101" VISA 01 Me FOI U S Mainland add 3°. (55 mlnunum) IOf shipping. Insurance and handling ISI&H) by
UPS UPS ground ISslandald SO add 3G • (510 minimum) mOte tOi UPS Blue tor SI&H . Add 12'. 101al (5 15 rmnlmum) lor 51&H !Of US Postal. APO or FPO For Hawaii. Alaska and Canada. UPS IS In some areas only. all
others are Poslal SO call. Wille. or speclly Postal Fore.gn orders e~cept Canileta lor S.I &H add lB". or 525 rmnlmum lor 51&H e.cepllor mOnitors add 30". Of S50 minimum tor SI&H Pllces sublect to chan..]e. typo errors
and avalta\)hty so call to vellly All goods are ncw. Include walfanly and are guarantccd 10 wOlk Due 10 our lOw pllces and our-assurance thai you Will get new unused PlOetuCtS. Al l SALES ARE FINAL Call before 'elurf:·
Inggocxts fOfrcpall Ofrcpla<:emcnt Orders received wlthmsuHic:lent SI&H Ct1algc5wrfl bc refunded ORDER DESK HOURS6 A M to6P M PST Mondaylhrol.lghFrl(!ayanrll0to,r Saturday. 6A M. herels9A M III Ncw¥ork

OUR REFER ENCES: We have been In computers and eleClronlCS Since 1956. a computer dealer Since 1978 and I/Icomputel mall OI"der smce 1980 Sanks 1st Interstate Bank. (5031 643·4678 We belong 10
the Chamber 01Commerce 1503)644 ·0 123 . Beller Busmess Bweau and Direct Mmkelm9 ASSOCliltlon. 01call Dunn ill1d Bladslreel It you illea 51111$(11001 Fast ra~ • and Glmerlk • ale trad emarks 01 ComX COIDOrallon
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102Q
SEAmE. WASH.. 3540 128h A" SE Be<Ovue. WA 98006 1 ~ .
641-473& 10 loehmann·s Plaza near Factoffa SQuare. SE of Hwy
405 & 90 and al SE 38h & ~chards.

LOW PRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHA T THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT!

~~~~~~PC

--- SUPPLY CENTER for
256K J: ~~~~~PC or XT
320/360K Disk Drives by CDC

90 Day Warranty By Us
Call for Details

UST
OUR
PRICE PRICE

AMDEK ~~~~I~~:~p:~:ard ColO!

,/.lSI" ComboAus,
64K SlPtt
ComlxlAus, 25611 SIP tt

MegaAus II, 64K. 2SIP /C
MegaAus II, 25611. 2S1P tt
25611 MegaAus II Expander
~xP,kA us, 64K. SIP tt +srw
~xP'kAus, 256K.Sll'tt +srw
SxP,kAus, 384K.Sll'tt +srw
For SlxPak wI Game Port. add
1/0 Aus II, S/P/C
1/0 Aus II, S/ Ptt /G

CCS

SuperVISion, 132 col .• mono. ooard

1 Aus 64, lasI1800, 64K para port

Chalkboard, FIlwer Pad, Req. Krt

$599 $ 519
$ 395
$ 695
$ 495
S795
$ 395
$395
S 695
$ 895
S 50
$ 215
$ 265

$279
$495
$375
$595
$295
$295
$495
$595
$ 39
$ 1SO
$ 185

$ 799 $599
$ 875 $695
$ 100 $ 73

·ComX ;;r,;'~rC':;~w~~: Faslrak ,. RA$M.t~~k e;~~I~r

CURTIS ~~.~ r:ln:~;~a~s~~~ base
Vertical CPU "System Stand"
Monochrome Exl Cable Pair

Coming soon --products for the PC Jr. HERCULES
(!; 1984, Servi ce Mark of Conroy-LaPointe. Inc.

lor Ihe
18M·PC or XT

DRIVES

•

Key Trome

MonochromeBoard

$
$
$
$

39
30
19
35

$ 499 $349

KB515Q Std. keyboard
S 209 $159
KB5151. Std. keyboard NEW $ 255 $209

110ala ~:~:a~~:r:~d~",lgn
AND
ACCESSORIES

50
40
25
50

$ 150 $109
$ 15 $ 12

MAYNARD ~~~':d~~~MFC; 1~

SANOSTAR

$ 79
$169
$ 499 $395
Mx:Iules lor Sandstar In stock
Call
f>'emOiYCard 15611

ALPHA. Database Manager II
ASHTON·TATE
dBase II, req. pc·OOS & 128K
dBase II User's Guide (8ookl
Everyman's DB Primer (8ook)
The Financial Aanner
Friday
APPlIEO SOFT. TECH., Versalorm
ASK MICRO, GLAR.AP,INVor PR, each
BRODERBUND, Bank Street Wnler
BPI, Gen'l Acclg.AR,APor PRo each
CHANG LABS, Micro Plan
• CONTINENTAL Home Accounlant
Tax Ad"nlage
FCM (filin~ Catalogin~ Mailingl
Property Management
DOW JONES, Markel Analyzer
Market Manager
Markel Microscope
FOX & GELLER,
Quickoode, dGraph, Gralox or Oz, each
dUtIl (MSOOS or CP1M8. each)
HAYDEN, IBM Pie Wrner
Pie Speller or Sargon IIl.each
HOWARDSOFT,
Tax Preparer, 1984lor 1983 year
HUMAN EDGE, Manil(ll!r1181l or SOes. ea.
IUS. EasyWriler II Systell)
EasySpelier II
Business System: Gl +AR+AP
GLARAP,OE or INV, each
.INSOFT,OataQesign""touseOBMS)
GraFORTH ~nimated J) graphicsl
lIFETREE. Volkswrrter
• LOTUS, 1·2·3
QUE. Using 1·2·3 (Book)
MICRO LAB, Tax Manager lor 1983
MICRDPRO, WordStar®
MailMerge '.
SpeliStar '.

•

CONTI\OL
DATA OR

lando"

32~ /36~

05/00 DISK DRIVES
Delailed Installation Instructions
30 Day Warranty by factory Authorized Distribulor
~th

Same as now
Inslalled by IBM

$219 $229 For On•.

HALF $199 HEIGHT
LIST

ComX

"Y' O.k Onve FIlwer Ca~e

OUR
PR~E
PRICE
$ 8 $ 6

AMtEK
Amdlsk V, height Internal. 320 /3 6(J(

L;'
$ 329 $249
AmdlSk III, Dual 3" MICro F~ppy, 320 / 36()( $ 599 $529
call

CatAe, Amdlsk III to IBM·PC interlace

MAYNARD

noppy Onve Contrd Brd.·up to 4 drw",
$ 215 $ 189
same wrth Parallel FIlrt S 300 $ 239

8" CPIM- 80 SOFTWARE
LIST

MUCH MORE IN STOCK

PR~E

ASHTON·TATE. dBase II
$700
INFOCOM, Starcross, lark I, II or III, each $ 50
Dead'ine or Planetfall, each

MICROPRO, WOIdslar '"
M'ilMerge ,.
WoldStar Prot,

I

OURAO

#84

4Pak~alll

$ 60
$ 495

$ 250
$ 895

I

OUR
PRICE
$385
$ 34
$ 40
$285
$145
$429

WOrd star Professional, 4 Pak

Options Pak, SSIMM lSI
Starlndex ,.
InloStar '.
• MICRORIM, R:base, Series 4000
MICROSOFT, Mu~plan
Word
WOrd wrth Mouse

ORCHID ~~~:: ~~c~:: ~~r~~1
PLANTRONICS

5385
$ 20
5 12
5395
$199
$265
$295
5 56
5395
$335
$ 89
$ 45
5 89
$329
5279
$ 239
5525

S 295 $ 195

$ 99 $ 59
$ 200 $135
$ 50 $ 34
$ 295
$ 250
$ 350
$ 225
$1495
$ 595
$ 225
$ 125
$ 285
$ 495
$ 15
$ 250
$ 495
$ 250
$ 250
$ 695

$ 295
$ 195
$ 495
$ 495
$ 250
$ 375
$ 475

$220
$185
$259
$149

$995
$395
$169
$95
$195
$329
$ 12
$169
$239
$129
$129
$395
$175
$109
$259
$335
$169
$259
$325

~~~~~~~SK

TOLL FREE

Re:.ervP.d

$ 695 $ 545

Color Board & CoIofmaglc, 16 color, wlPara $ 559 $ 395
Color Board & Draftsman, lGwOf, wlPara $ 559 $ 395

Ql.IA[)W1
* Quad!mk

NEWEST VERSION $ 680
S 295
$ 395
$ 675
$ 795
Call
$ 395
$ 595
Quad 512 )( 64K plus serial port
$ 325
Quad 512 • 25611 plus serial port
$ 550
Quad 512' 512K plus serial port
S 895
Quadcolor I, board, 16 colors
$ 295
• Quadcolor II, board, use wrth Quadcolor I $ 275
$ 795
• Quadchrome, 12" RGB Monitor
Quadscreen, 17" 968 x 512 Monrtor
$1995

485
215
279
525
625

Quadboard, no RAM. expand 10 384K

Quadboard 64K. expand 10 384K
Quadboard 25611. expand to 384K
• Quadboard, 384K
Qu,dboard II, no RAM, expand 10 25611
Quadboard II, 64K. expand 10 25611
Quadboard II, 2561\. 61unction

Tecmar:::~m:~6K

$ 389
$ 589
Caplain, 64K.SIP ttlPTog $ 414
CaplalO,384K.SlPttlPTog $ 795
Wave, 25611 ~hort brd.) $ 499
ila;un, SIP tt ~hort brd.) $195
Graphics Master
$ 695

Titan Accelerator R: 18086 +128K) $ 995
TG PRODUCTS.

Joyshck

WtCO, IBM·fI: Mouse

call

$ 285
$ 395
$ 265
$ 420
$ 625
$ 225
$ 209
$ 499
$1595
295
439
324
595
369
$145
$ 575

$
$
$
$
$

$ 7SO

60 $

40

100 $

69

!~~'f~~PC

LIST
PRICE
MICROSOFT, Rnancial Statement
$ 100
8udget
$ 150
MONOGRAM, Dollars & Sense
$ 165
OPEN SYS. GLAR.AP,PR,INV or PO,each $ 695
• OSBORNEICOMl(, (Book & Business, Statisbcs
& M.lh Programs on DSIDD Disksl
Some Commcn Basic Programs(70ea.) $ 100
Practical Basic Programs (40eachl
$ 100
PBl Personallnveslor 1.1
S 145
PEACHTREE. Peach Pak "LAR&Ap)
$ 395
Peach Texl 5000
S 395
PEARLSOFT, Personal Pearl
10BMS & MIS)
$295
$ 349
• PERFECT, Perlect Wrrter'·
Wri1er & Speller, 2 Pak
$ 399
Perlect Filer '·or Perlect Calc, each $ 249
Perlect \\\'rter, Speller, Filer, Calc (41 $ 969
SA TEUITE. Word Perled
$ 495
SOFTWARE ARTS, TK! Solver
$399
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING,PFSfile
$ 140
PfS:Report
$ 125
$140
PfS:Wrrte
PfSQaph
$ 140
SOFTWORD SYSTEM, MuHimale
S 495
SORCIM, SuperCalc 2
S 295
SuperCalc 3
$ 395
SSI lSA TELLITE. WordPerlect
$ 495
Personal WordPerled $195
STC lSOfTEC, The Crealor
$ 300
STONEWARE. Advanced O.B. Master
$ 595
SYNAPSE. Rle Manager
S 100
SYNERGISTIC, Data Reporter
S 250
T /MAKER. TlMaker III
S 275
VlSlCORP, VisiCalc IV
$ 250
VIsIRle or VISiSchedule
S 300
Desktop Aan I
S 300
VisiWord with VisiSpeIl (l28K1
$ 375

UTILITY & SYSTEM

Prices and availabilily subjecl to change. Call.

$55

* 9 Each, 4164, 200 ns, MEMORY CHIP KIT
90 Day Warranty by us

*

$325s295Twoormore
Com X 256K RAM BOARD

fully Compatitie I Year Umrted Warranty by ComX
Wth fastrak RAM Disk Emulator and S!xJOier Software
Works on DOS 1.1, 2.001 2.1

* MEANS A BEST BUY
or XT

UTILITY & SYSTEM

OUR
PRICE
$ 69
$ 99
$110
$ 429
$ 69
$ 69
$ 99
$ 239
$ 239
$195
$219
$249
$149
$499
$255
$299

$
$
$
$

94
84
95

95
$395

DIGITAL RESEARCH,
Concurrent CPIM·86'·
Concurrent CPIM·86"w/ windows

CP 1M·86'·
CBASIC 86'·
CBASIC Compiler 1860r MSOOS), each
PascallMT + (CP 1M·8a
PascalIMT+ (MSOOS)
Pl.11 (MSOOS) or CP /M·8. each
AGeess Mngr.(MSOOScr CPIM·8a, each
Display Mngr(MSOOS ... CPIM·8a, each

S 350 $225
Call

$ 60 $40

$ 200 $135
$ 600 $365
S 400 $269
S 600 $399
$ 750 $499
$ 400 $179
$ 500 $339
Speed Pro~ PI<~ (CP/M·8~
$ 200 $135
CIS COBOl·86
$ 850 $525
DR lOGQ.86
$ 100 $ 69
HAYES. Smartcom II (Data Com.)
$ 119 $ 89
INSQfT, GraFORTH (animated J) graph.1 $ 125 $95
MICROSTUF, Crosstalk XVI (Data Com.1 $ 195 $129
MICROSOFT, muMath/muSimp
$ 300 $199
Business BASIC Comp.
$ 600 $399
Pascal Compiler
$ 350 $250
CCompder
S500 $339
BASIC Compiler
$ 395 $269
FORTRAN Compiler
S 350 $250
COBOL Compiler
$ 750 $495
NORTON, Utilities 2U 14 programs
$ 80 $ 65
ROSESOFT, Prokey
$ 75 $SO

$195
HOME & EDUCATIONAL
$265
Atari. Centipede, Pac Man or Donkey K..,ea. $ 35 $ 28
$375
BeaaIe 1Itoo" Bea~e Bag
$ 30 $ 22
$149
Bluechip. Millionaire
$ 60$40
$195
_ n d , Chopliher or lode Runner,
$395
each
35 $ 25
$ 67
Arcade Machine
60 $ 40
$169
Apple Pank
S 30 $ 21
$169
Budl/oCo" Pinball Conslr. Set
40 $ 27
$179
75 $ 49
$219 • ConI1nentll, Home Accountant
Dal-. Aztec or lmoo, each
40 $ 27
$219
Davidson, Math Blaster
50 $ 34
$269
'
Edu·W..... ~arge Invenloryl
CoIl
Hayden, Sargon II (Ch",)
35 $ 29
Sargon III (Chessl
50 S 34
Infocom, lork 1,11,111, or Stareross, each
40 $ 27

1983 CL SOFTWARE AWARD:

"Copy II PC by Cenlral FIlIOI Sohware IS still the besl sohware
buy 01 1984. It will copy more copy proleded sohware and
faster than any other backup system. Unlike other copiers it
makes an exact duplicate of your original and It does 100%
verlhcabon of copy. Documentation IS excellent"
• CENTRAL POINT, Copy II R:. Backup $ 40 $ 30
• COMl(, Fastrak '·, RAMlDisk emulalOr
and printer spooler program. Works on any

(800) 547-1289

~Ighls

S 1490 $1190

R:IDOS verSion or RAMCard. Menu Driven S 100 $ 59

~~'i~~I~: i~~~%~~~ry)

Micro Lab, Miner 204ger
Microsoft. Typing Tutor
Monogram. Dollars and Cents
Origin. Ulbma III
Scarborough/Ughtnin& Mastertype
SiOlTa/Qn,Une, UHima II
Sir·Toch, y.,ardry

40
$ 25
$ 100
$ 60
$ 40
S 60
$ 50
Spinnaker. Kindercomp ~Ihers In stock) $ 30
Sub Logic, Flighl Simulalor II
$ 50

g:::

$ 27
$ 17
$ 69
$ 40
$ 27
$ 40
$ 39

$ 20

$ 37

I

r--FREEGiFT---MA"iLTo~206oG;rde~;;;-p:';;nd.OO97223:
I Use 01 our order forms Qualifies you for a free
I

I gift With your order. Gel on our mailing hst NAME
I now for Older forms. and our new newsletter
I
I an~~Sa'~~~~Se~'r~sa~~~~~~cnc~U~n':s2lJr ADDRESS
I
18001451 ·S151
' -_ _
__
_ _--'-_.:.....:....
_ _ _-l'-_________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE_
_ _ _ _ZIP
__
.....I
Porlland
.::i20·98i7
15031610·9676
I _ _COUPON
CITY
__
_
Order Desk Hours: 6AM to 6PM PST
Oregon TOLL FREE

NO SALES TAX

$ 700
$ 30
$ 15
$ 700
$ 295
$ 389
$ 495
$ 80
$ 595
$ 495
$ 150
$ 70
$ 125
$ 495
$ 350
$ 300
$ 700

:,

$385
$469
SyslemCard 64K $ 395 $295
Mouse
$ 195 $145
MOUSE SYSTEMS, R: r.tXJSe wl9:Jltw..e $ 295 $ 195

BUSINESS

LIST
OUR
PRIG[ PRICE
$ 295 $185

1984 by Conroy-LaPoinle, Inc.

MICROSOFT ~~ec~~r~5fs611 ~ ~~~

SOFlWARE for

BUSINESS

.c

or XT ,-----~:::-:::::-:__:_:;:::::~

Hoi Line For Information
On Your Order

Circle 105 for IBM Periph erals , Circle 106 for Apple, Circle 107 for ali others.
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Two More Versions
.of C for CP/M
A benchmark comparison of QIC and Eco-C
David D. Clark
Pennsylvania State University
In recent years the C programming language has
generated a great deal of interest. Small, concise, fast,
powerful, and offering many operators, it provides both
systems-implementation and applications-programming
capabilities. C compilers for microcomputers have virtually exploded onto the marketplace in the past two
years. I reviewed two of the newer releases : QIC, written by Jim Colvin and distributed by The Code Works,
and Eco-C from Ecosoft.

Q/C Version 3.0
QIC is a fairly complete implementation of the C\compiler unless you require floating-point capabilities. It
comes in two basic forms: 8080, which requires either
Digital Research's RMAC assembly language or Microsoft's MBO assembly language, and ZBO, which works
only with the MBO assembly language. It is a single-pass,
recursive-descent compiler that takes its input from a file,
passes it through a "window;' and produces an assembly-language file.
Originally derived from Ron Cain's small-c compiler
(see reference 1) and tremendously increased in power
through several major revisions, QIC 3.0 is now a subset
of the Unix Version 7 C compiler from Bell Laboratories.
It lacks:

-variable types-long, float, and double
-bit fields
-casts
-sizeof
-typedef
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-local declarations in compound statements
-parameterized #define statements
-type specifiers on function declarators (all functions
return integers)
The ZBO package includes an excellent paperback
user's manual and a disk containing an executable version of the compiler, a program to change the defaults,
a relocatable version of the function library, and the source
text for the compiler and the library, You must buy the M80
(or the RMAC) assembly language separately.
The manual first explains how to compile, assemble,
and link a small program. Then it goes into more detail,
explaining the command-line options (see table 1), redirection, assembly-language interfacing, the standard
library, and the internal workings of the compiler itself.
The manual is readable and complete.

Eco-C Version 1.52
Eco-C from Ecosoft has a three-pass compiler. First,
the preprocessor accepts a C program as input and
writes an intermediate token file to disk; then the C
parser program writes an intermediate code file; finally, the code-generation pass reads the intermediate code
file and generates an assembly-language output file, If
the parser pass detects a bug, it calls an error-handling
program to print a message telling where the error occurred and to abort the compilation.
The Eco-C compiler attempts to adhere strictly to standard C's syntactic and semantic rules. It is a very complete implementation lacking only:

At a Glance

·a

Generate an assembly-language file for Digital
Research's RMAC assem bl y language. Thi s option is
not available with the ZBO version.

·c

Generate a commented assembly-language file.

·d

Send output to the console rather than a disk fi le.
This is useful for debugging .

·i

Toggle initialization of large arrays. When turned off,
arrays larger than 128 bytes will not be initialized to
zeros.

-I

Do a library generation. Each function encountered
will be written to a separate file.

·m

Generate an assembly·language file for Microsoft's
M80 assembly language. Th is option is not available
with the Z80 version .

'0

Specify a name for the output file.

-r

Toggle the inclusion of redirection capability into the
compiled program . When turned on , a larger version of the run-time initialization routine is included
that allows redirection of standard I/O from the command line.

-s

Generate ROMabie code with an optional specification of the stack starting address.

-t

Generate trace messages in the compiled program.
When turned on, code is generated to print a
message of the form " > function-name" 'on entry to
each function and" < function-name" on exit.

-v

Toggle the compiler between verbose and terse
mode. In verbose mode, the compiler displays progress messages as it proceeds.

Name
O/C C compiler
VersIon

3.0
Manufacturer
The Code Works
POB 6905
Santa Barbara, CA 93160
(8051 683-1585
Price

S95
Computer needed
8080- or Z80-based CP/M w ith at least 56K bytes of memory
and at least one disk with a capacity of 240K bytes (two are
recommendedl
DocumentatIon
136 -page paperback manual
Audience
Systems and application-software developers, hobby ists

At a Glance
Name
Eco-C C compiler (including M80 assembly languagel
Version
1.52
Manufacturer
Ecosoft Inc.
POB 68602
Indianapolis, IN 46268-0602
(3 171 255 -6476
PrIce

S350
Computer needed
Z80-based CP/M or MP/M 2.0 or later ve rsions, with at least 56K
bytes of memory and at least one disk w ith a capacity of 240K
bytes /two are recommendedl
DocumentatIon
61-page loose-leaf manual: a 186-page loose-leaf manual also is
included describing Microsoft's Utility Software Package, included
with the compiler
Audience
Systems and application-software developers

-bit fields
-initializers
-parameterized #define statements
-the #line preprocessor directive
-macro expansion in a compound expression following
an #if preprocessor directive
-redirection of standard 1/0 (input /output) (This is the
responsibility of the operating system, not the compiler.
However, many versions of C for CP/M provide the function in a library routine.)

Table 1: The QIC compiler command-line options.

The Ecosoft package consists of a loose-leaf user's
manual and a disk containing the software. Microsoft's
Utility Software Package, a standard software component, is included. It contains the M80 relocating macro
assembly language, IBO linking loader, LIB80 librarymanagement program and CREF80 cross-reference utility. Because the M80 assembly language comes with the
compiler, you don't need any additional software to use
the system.
The manual for Eco-C contains instructions on how
to get started, command-line options (see table 2), some
programming hints, a description of the standard library,
and various details on how to work with the system.
Some packages also come with a copy of the C Programming Guide, an easy-to-understand introduction to C by
Jack Purdum, Ecosoft's president.

Benchmarks
To compare the relative performances of various implementations of the C programming language, I ran
benchmarks on a "generic" CP/M-based system consisting of a Teletek Systemaster with a 4-MHz ZSOA, a Heath
H19A terminal, and two 8-inch, double-density, doublesided Mitsubishi disk drives. The CP/M 2.2 operating
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-b

Turns off most of the progress messages normally
displayed by the compiler during its operation.

-c

Uses the library in which getehar() and putehar() do
direct BDOS calls to CPIM for console 110 rather
than passing through gete() and pute(). The code
generated is slightly smaller.

-i

Tells the compiler to use the version of printf() for integers. If the program does not need to print
floating-point numbers, this option should be used ,

-0

Specify a name for the output file.

-snnn

Select the system libraries nnn at link time. There
are 10 reserved system libraries. The only one implemented at the time of th is writing is SLlBO, which
contains the transcendental library.

-unnn

Select the user libraries nnn at link time. This option
is similar to the -s option . User libraries may contain
whatever the user wishes.

-ns or -nu

Variations of the last two options. These options
allow selection of a range of libraries. For example,
-5u would search from ULlB5 down to ULlBO,

Table 2: The Eco-C compiler command-line options.

system had a 56K-byte TPA (transient program area) and
the BIOS (basic input/output system) used 256-byte disk
buffers.
I am including the BOS C compiler in some of the
benchmark results to allow you to indirectly compare
Q/C and Eco-C with other C compilers previously benchmarked against the BOS compiler. (The BOS compiler
is one of the most popular and intensively examined versions of C for microcomputers.) (See reference 2.)
To measure the speed of compilation, assembly, and
linkage, timing started when the Carriage Return was
tapped at the end of the command line and stopped
when the CP/M prompt line reappeared on the screen.
Because of this, the times listed include the time required
to load the compiler, assembly language, or linker and
the time required to warm-boot CP/M (a total of 4 to 12
seconds depending on the program). To measure execution speeds, timing started when the first program message line appeared on the screen and stopped with the
display of the program termination message. All timing,
reported to the nearest half-second, was done on a handheld stopwatch.
The Q/C programs were compiled with the -i option,
which directs the compiler not to initialize large arrays
to zero. This results in a tremendous reduction in the
size of some assembly-language files and the time required to assemble them. When you invoke this option,
the system uses a OS (define space) assembly-language
directive to allocate array space rather than a series of
OB 0 (define byte 0) directives. If you don't require zero
initialization, this option makes a great deal of sense.
With the exception of the floating-point benchmark,
the Eco-C programs were compiled with the -i and -c
options. The -i option says to use a version of the printfO
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function that doesn't format real numbers, resulting in
smaller code size and slightly greater speed. The
floating-point benchmark needs to perform output of
real numbers so the -i option is inappropriate. The -c
option tells the compiler to use the direct console 110
procedure in the CP/M BOOS (basic disk operating system) instead of passing console 110 characters through
the file handlers . .Because Ecosoft doesn't supply the
source of the printfO function, it is impossible to know
how it handles character 110.
The BOS versions were compiled with the -0 and -e
options. The -0 option optimizes speed for some processes while it sacrifices space. The -e option gives the
compiler the address where "external" variables should
start. This allows direct reference to the variables (rather
than indirect through a table), saving time and space. The
BDS versions used the L2 linker from Mark of the Unicorn (222 Third St., Cambridge, MA 02142), which offers some advantages over the standard linker, CLINK
(such as linking very large files by swapping part of the
linkage tables to disk and replacing indirect table references with direct references, eliminating the tables,
reducing code size, and moderately increasing speed).
The L2 linker is included with the BDS compiler.

The Sieve of Eratosthenes
One of the most difficult parts of benchmarking is
selecting the programs to use in the tests. Jim and Gary
Gilbreath proposed what has since become a standard
for comparing microcomputer compilers and interpreters-the "sieve" program (see reference 3). Listing 1
shows the standard version of the sieve program.
The benchmark used a variety of different compiler
options to check how small variations in the code would
affect program performance. Figures 1 and 2 and table
3 present the results of the sieve program.
The BOS C compiler doesn't support register or static
allocation; therefore, those results are missing from the
table. In the setmem examples, in addition to making the
variables external, a call to the library routines to fill the
array with the value TRUE replaces the following statement:
for (i = 0; i = SIZE; i++)
flags[i] = TRUE;

This saves a substantial amount of time. So does the improved algorithm program supplied with Eco-C-proof
that an intelligent programmer can usually create a
quicker program than an intelligent compiler can.
The Eco-C and Q/C compilers require larger file sizes
to hold their code because they include data space in
the code files (see figure 3). The BOS C compiler places
a pointer to the external variables' location in the code
file and calls a runtime routine to initialize the external
variables to zero when the program executes. Thus, the
code file doesn't store the sieve program's flags array so
the code size is about 8K bytes smaller for the BDS C
compiler, which, therefore, doesn't support initializers.

StorageMaste£. Fixed Disk
builds stronger PCs three ways.
If you own an mM PC, the new
StorageMaster 500 Series Fixed
Drives from Control Data give you
three great advantages.
• Larger capacity than mM's fixed disk
drive. The StorageMaster 518 offers
up to 18 megabytes
of storage; the
StorageMaster 530
capacity of 30
megabytes is the
equivalent of 15,000

double-spaced typewritten pages.
• You can boot· (start up) from
StorageMaster 500 Drives-no
need to boot up from a flexible
disk as with other drives.
• More byte for the buck Dollar for
dollar, StorageMaster gives you
more bytes of storage than
mM's fixed disk drive.
There's more. The 500
Series Drives have an average
seek time of only 45 milliseconds-about twice as fast
as most other drives. They
store your information in a
sealed, contamination-free
_ • environment. They require
\j~~~~~~~'~'~' no cleaning or preventive
maintenance. And they

come ready to plug into your PC
Look for the 500 Series Drives
at your local computer store. Or
give us a toll-free call at 800/2326789 (in Minnesota, call 6121
921-4400, ext. 41) and we'll tell
you where you can find our
whole fumily of StorageMaster
products.
*This capability requires the use of a
Sto rageMaste r 301 Controller.
Circle 110 on inquiry card .
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Listing 1: The sieve prime-number generator benchmark program .
This is the same program as originally presented in "Eratosthenes
Revisited" (see reference 3). This version is slightly different from

190
180
170
160
150
140
130
120
110
100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

the version presented in Christopher Kern's comparison of five versions of C for CP/M (see reference 2) in that there is no preprocessor

directive to include the header file "stdio. h."

'I'define
Eratosthenes Sieve Pri.e
TRUE
1

NUlber Progral in C

I'

'define FALSE
0
'define SIZE 8190

Vl

0

z

0

u

char flags[SIZE>I];

w
Vl

lai n ()
(

int it prile, k, c ount, iter;
printf("lO iteratio ns.\" ")j

for (iter = 1; iter (= 10j iterH) (
co un t = OJ
for (i = 0; i (= SIZEj iH)
flags[i] = TRUEj
for (i • OJ i (= SIZE; iH) (
if (flagsli ] ) (
prile = i + i + 3,
f or (k = i + pril.j k (= SIZE, k += prile)
flags[k] = FA LSE,

FIBONACCI

SIEVE

IZZl

OIC

BENCHMARK
[SSj ECO-C

PTR.DER EF

IZ:Zl

BDS

Figure 2: Comparative execution times for the various benchmarks.

count++;

printf ('Xd idln', pri.e, count);

AMOUNT OF CODE GENERATED
12
11

SIEVE BENCHMARK

10

CAL TIME

260
9

240
8

220
~

~

"0
Vlc

200

wo
180

~g

6

160

'"
C

5

Vl

0

7

z

140

4

u

120

3

100

2

0

w
Vl

80
60
SIEVE

40
20

IZZl

FIBONACCI

OIC

BENCHMARK
[SSj ECO-C

PTRDEREF

IZ:Zl

BDS

0

OIC

IZZl

COMPILE

ECO-C
C COMPILER
[SSj ASSEMBLE

BDS

IZ:Zl

UNK

Figure 1: A comparison of the cumulative program CAL (compile,

assemble, and link) times for the sieve benchmark. (All figures were
drawn with a Hewlett-Packard 7475A plotter.)

The long assembly and liDk times for Eco-C are the
result of its method of initializing external arrays. The
definition of C says that all external variables not initialized explicitly will be set to zero (see reference 4); therefore, the sieve program must initialize the external array flags to zeros before the program starts. In Eco-C
the assembly language expands a macro containing the
statement "DB 0" the required number of times, resulting
in fairly small assembly-language files but very slow assembly.
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Figure 3: Comparative code sizes for the various benchmarks.

Fibonacci Numbers
Another important measure of performance of any
block-structured language is the speed at which it performs function calls. The calculation of Fibonacci numbers (I, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13 ... ) is naturally recursive (obtainable by a finite number of computations), and thus provides an excellent way to examine the speed of function
calls. Christopher Kern presented a benchmark program
(see refer~nce 2), shown in listing 2, that calculates
Fibonacci numbers recursively. Because Q/C doesn't
allow type de clarators on functions, I modified the program slightly to do that compilation.
Figures 2 and 4 present the results from the Fibonacci
number benchmark program. There is a wide variation
in execution speed for this program-a factor of three.

JUKI

TOSHIBA

6100 18 cps ......... 419
Tractor ..
. ... 109
Cut-Sheet Feeder ... 529

EPSON
.... .. . CALL
.. .. ...... CALL
NEW

PI351 P
P 1351S
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P 1340 S

.. ·799

RITE MAN
Riteman Plus
. 329
Riteman Blue ... .. . . ·S59

t:.i
389
.... . 429

DAIS¥WRITER
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We carry 0/1
Mann ·Tally Printers CALL

SIEMANS
PT B8 Ink Jet
759
Pt 89 Ink Jet .. .... .. 994

ANADEX /

RICOH
RP· 1300 35 cps ..... 979
Rp· l600 45 cps Ser. 1395
RP· 12oo 20 cps L/Q . 689
Tractor·AII Models . . 219

FRANKLIN
.. 799
CALL

COMPAQ

TRANSTAR
For our complete selection
call lor our line cord and
price list Jor all computers.

Tra nstar 120P

.... 399
.... 399
.. 579

9500 B
9625 B

..... 995
1195
.989

9000 B

STAR
Power Type · New CALL
Della 10 & IS ... CALL
Gemini lOx & 15x . CA LL
Radix 10 & IS .... CALL

OKIDATA

339
ca ll
199

Wordstar
on sale!
Home Accountant Plus . 99
Concurrent CP/ M 86 ... 2.39 ·
• . CALL
CP/ M 86
TI.M.
, ..... 329

3~~::~~;~" :~ ::

. ,.,. ~;~

Creative Filer .... . . '. 34

Crea tive Writer . ..... 34
Pipes
.24
Save New York .. . ... 24

_APPLEAsk Micro (ea package) .389
Smartcom II ., .. .. ... ,' 99 FJiday
Inview , .,
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Micro Terminal
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DISK DRIVES
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SPECIAL NOTE TO OUR CUI'TOMERS:
Because Hard Disk Drive companies are reo
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FIBONACC I NUMBER
BENCHMARK CAL nME

Compiler Execution Times (in seconds)

Q/C

Eco-C

80S

vanilla

register

static

external

setmem

42
31
23

26
31

26
22

26
22
15

17
13

120
liD

Improved
algorithm

100
90

11

80
Vl

vanilla - the program compiled exactly as shown in the article
"Eratosthenes Revisited"
register - the auto variables declared as register integers
static - the auto variables declared as static integers
external - the auto variables moved outside the main() function
setmem - the library routines used to fill large blocks of memory
with a specified value
improved algorithm - the improved version of the published
algorithm used

70

0

z

0

u

60

w
Vl

50
40
30
20
10
0

Table 3: The results of running the sieve benchmark program with

OIC

various options and definitions of those options.
(Z2] COMPILE

Listing 2: The Fibonacci number-generator benchmark. This is the
same program that originally appeared in Christopher Kern's article

ECO-C
C COMPI LER
[SSj ASSEMBLE

BOS

tzZl

UNK

Figure 4: A comparison of the cumulative program CAL times for
the Fibonacci benchmark.

(see reference 2).

Pointer Dereferencing

.include ( stdio.h )
.define NTIMES 10 It nuober of tiMes to co.pute Fibonacci value tl
Idefine NUMBER 24 It biggest one we can co.pute with 16 bits tl
Ala in ()

1*

co~pute

Fibonacci value

(

*'

i nt i i

unsigned value, fib();

printf("Xd iterations:
for (i

I;

I

( =

value

=

=

", NTIMES)I

NTIMES; i++)
fib(NUMBER);

printf("Fibonacci(7.d) • Xu.\n", NUMBER, value);

e, i tlO);

1* co.pute

unsigned fib()()
in t )( j

Fibon~cci

nu.ber recursively

1/

(

if (, ) 2)
return (fib(, - 1) + fib(, - 2»;
else

return (1);

Eco-C has a tortuous function-calling protocol. Myopinion on this is based on the assembly-language interface
description and the file produced. The compiler puts all
sorts of stuff in the code file and on the stack and then
calls a library routine to perform the function call. When
control returns from the function, Eco-C calls another
library routine to put the returned values in the right
places-not an efficient way to do things. Eco-C is the
most costly of the three in execution time while Q/C is
intermediate between BOS C and Eco-C.
The similarity of the code-file sizes in this benchmark
is interesting_ The Fibonacci program doesn't contain a
large array like the sieve program does; therefore, the
program sizes for Q/C and Eco-C are comparable to BOS
C's (see figure 3).
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Because most sizable C programs make extensive use
of pointers, a good compiler should generate efficient
code for dereferencing them. The program in listing 3
attempts to test the capabilities of Q/C and Eco-C in this
area. It declares a "structure" containing a single member
with 20 levels of indirection (indirect addressing). The
main program then declares a pointer to the structure
through an additional 20 levels and repeatedly references
the character located through these 40 levels of indirection. To compile this program with Q /C, you must increase the size of the compiler's "type table" from 35 to
50 entries using the included QRESET program.
Figures 2 and 5 show the results of the pointer-dereferencing program. BOS C can't parse the structure
declaration and, therefore, is omitted from the results.
Here Eco-C shines, producing a smaller, faster program
(see figure 3).
It was more difficult than expected to create this benchmark. My first attempts produced programs that executed too quickly to be accurately measured. The program shown in the listing executes two million dereferencing operations and both compilers are fairly good at
it.

Floating-Point Calculations
One nice feature of Eco-C is that it includes floatingpoint variables. The matrix-multiplication program presented by Jerry Pournelle (see reference 5) was rewritten in C to test floating-point speed. Listing 4 shows the
resulting program. Because all arrays in C start with an
index of 0, some changes occur in the for loops, the final
answer changes to 383740.00000, and the implicit data
type conversions in Dr. Pournelle's program become explicit with the use of casts. Because C does all its floatingpoint calculations in double-precision, the matrices are

There are a lot ofpowerful reasons
to write software for UP systems.

You're looking at two ofthem.
An enhanced UNIX'" operating system. And the
cash bonuses you'll earn when you sell your UNIXcompatible applications with an HP system.
Those are compelling reasons to participate in
HP's special program for software companies.
We have a whole range of products that can run
UNIX, from our popular line of MC 68000-based
machines to our powerful 32-bit systems. And
we'll be expanding that range all the time.
While we're giving you a wider choice of products for your programs, we're also making it even
easier for you to write them.
We've developed an especially powerful version
of the industry standard UNIX, called HP-UX. lts
enhancements provide for graphics , data base
management and networking, to name just a few.
When you team up with HP, you have our full
service organization behind you. Our factory and
field support teams are dedicated to problem-

Flin-

solving. So, if you or your customers have any
questions about HP-UX, just give us a call. We're
ready to help.
And we're ready to make your efforts very
rewarding. When your customer buys an HP system because of your application, we'll give you a
cash bonus of 30% of your software's sales price up to 6% of the net HP system's price. Our only
restriction is that, to qualify for the bonus, your
software must sell for at least $10,000.
There are lots of other good reasons to write
HP-compatible software for UNIX or any of our
other operating systems. To find out all about
them , write to Hewlett-Packard, Attn : Gwen
Miller, Dept. 57190,19447 Pruneridge Avenue,
Cupertino, CA 95014. In Europe, contact Henk
van Lammeren, Hewlett-Packard Nederlands B.Y.,
Dept.57190,P.O. Box 529, 1180 AM Amstelveen,
The Netherlands.

HEWLETT

.:~ PACKARD

UN IX is a trad ema rk o f Bell Labo ratories.
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Listing 3: The pointer-dereferencing program. This program declares

a fairly simple structure with 20 levels of indirection then a variable
that is a pointer to that structure through 20 additional levels of indirection . The program repeatedly references the character pointed to
through the 40 levels of indirection.

'*

If

.f

deref.c -- bench.ark progri. to exaaine the efficiency
of pointer dereferencing

*'
'define LOOPS
edefine BELL

50000
7

'*'*

*' *'

hOM lany loops
ASCII bell character

struct cptr 1 (
char *flf.I.***lfffffffffffl*ptrl;
l;

.ai n ()
(

unsigned ij
char yekdorb;
struct cptr1 ffftllillfltflftlf.tpointer;
printf I'Xu loopsln', LOOPSI;

... and Cons

for Ii = 0; i (= LOOPS; i++1
yekdorb = 1IIIIIfl.I.,11111111

QIC and Eco-C have one problem in common. The
Microsoft M80 assembly language (as well as Digital
Research's RMAC) only allows six significant letters in
identifiers. The LBO linker and format for relocatable files
allows up to seven, but this too is inadequate. This limitation often requires more foresight and care in naming
variables than it really should. It would be nice to have
a relocating macro assembly language that allowed at
least eight significant characters in identifiers. (The
relocating macro assembly languages supplied with the
UCSD p-System do. Unfortunately, they are not available for CP/M.)
QIC has no real problems. It runs well, produces acceptable code, is cheap, and is an incredible learning
tool. However, sizeof and type specifiers on function
declarators would be helpful. It looks like typedefs would
be easy to add.
The Eco-C compiler is a disappointment after reading
Ecosoft's glowing advertisements and paying its high
price. When I bought this compiler, the ads proclaimed
Eco-C as a full C compiler with no mention of any restrictions. A typical compile and link supposedly took
only a minute or two. Since then, these claims have disappeared from the ads. Now the ads say that the package
includes most of the library source code. My copy came
with only one small runtime-initialization program in
assembly language. Questions to the company about
these problems received no response. (See the text box
"Xtra, Xtra ..." on page 256 for an update on these
problems.)
One of the most annoying things about the Eco-C compiler is that it aborts compilation after detecting an error. It is impossible to continue scanning for additional
syntax errors after finding one. If there are several trivial
errors like missing semicolons, it takes a long time to
compile a large program.even though the LL(l) parsing
scheme used by Eco-C is good at error recovery.
Eco-C generates lots of slow code for some applications. When BDS C or QIC compiles a test program that
involves filling the CRT (cathode-ray tube)screen with
characters one at a time using cursor addressing, the

(1Ifflffllflltftlfltfpointer).ptrl;

printf 1'7.cfinishedln', BELLI;
ex i t (0 I;
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Figure 5: A comparison of the cumulative program CAL times for
the pointer dereferencing benchmark.

declared double, rather than float, which incurs the time
necessary for repeated conversions. When the 22K-byte
compiled program ran, it required 48 seconds to execute
using 8-byte floating-point numbers.

Pros ...
Both QIC and Eco-C have some nice attributes.
QC is a large subset of Unix Version 7 C for nonnumerical applications. It has an excellent manual and
it includes the compiler's source code as well as the
library'S. QIC is a modular compiler that doesn't seem
difficult to modify if you want to produce code for a dif254

ferent processor. The Code Works provides good
support-I have received two updates at low cost.
Overall, it is a reasonably quick compiler that produces
fairly good code.
Eco-C also provides fairly good support with free updates for one year. When the first copy of my compiler
had a problem, I found that Ecosoft already knew about
the error and had shipped the corrected version. Eco-C
also features strict adherence to standard syntax and
semantics, making it easier to write portable programs.
It has good numerical capabilities including an excellent
transcendental-function library, and the LL(l) parsing
strategy finds errors at the earliest possible point of
detection (some other types of parsers scan past the error
before detecting it and their error messages are confusing).
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Listing 4: A C-Ianguage version of the matrix-multiplication benchmark originally proposed by Jerry Pournelle (see reference 5).
'I
II
II

.atoult.c -- a bench.ark based upon the .atri •• ultiplication
prograM given by Jerry Pournell! in Byte October 19B2 p. 254.

ft

II

.1

I'

Type conver5ions have be.n .ade e.plicit with cast..
and loop indic •• now start at O.

Idefine "
Idefine N
Idefine BELL

20
20
7

char gUPI
double 5U .. , a["][Nl, b[N]["I, c["]["l,
.ain ()
(

5U" • 0.0,
printf("Hit any character to start\n'),
gup • getch.r();
fi Ila (),
printf("\nA filled\n");
flllb(),
printf('\nB filled\n');
fillc();
printf( " \nC filled\n');

.. toul t ();
printf('\n"ultiplied\n'),

.u..

Array

Xtra, Xtra ...
Since this article was written, some changes have been made
to QIC and Eco-C. I have not, however, received review copies
of the revisions.
Eco-C has a new version that supports initializers and parameterized macros that allow it to handle most programs written for
Unix Version 7. Ecosoft also answered some of my questions concerning the source code for library functions. It seems that the
source was distributed for a while but some bugs that were eventually traced to modified versions of the library were reported.
Because of this, Ecosoft stopped distributing the source with the
system. Advertising copy has presumably been changed but publishing lead times dictate that some of the old copy is still appearing in some magazines. Those who bought the compiler expecting
the source code can get it by requesting it from Ecosoft. They must,
however, state in their request letter that they understand no support for the library, therefore, will be offered by Ecosoft.
A new version of QIC has also been announced by The Code
Works. The new version (3.1) includes typedef, sizeof, type casts,
function typing, and library functions to support large file buffers. These features should make QIC one of the most complete
C compilers available for non numerical applications .

itt);

printf('The 5U. i .. nOHn', su •• ),
putch.r (BELLI,

f ilIa ()
(

screen fills as fast as the terminal can accept characters.
Eco-C takes twice as long and generates twice as much
code as Q/C. This is apparently the result of the slow
procedure-calling process.

i nt it j;

for (i • 0, i < "; i++)
for (j = 0, j < N; j ++)
a[il[jl • (double) I + j,

f i lIb ()

for (i • 0, i < N, i ++)
for (j = 0; j < ", j++)
b[i][j] = (double) (inti «i + j)'J),

fill c ()
(

i nt i, j,

for (i = 0; i < "; i++)
for (j =
j < ", j ++)
c[i][jl = (double) 0,

Summary
As you may have guessed, I like Q/C and have mixed
feelings about Eco-C.
Q/C, a large subset of the standard language and a
good introduction to it, has a portable library and produces good code quickly. If you want to learn compiler
construction techniques or modify the standard language, Q/C is the obvious choice.
Eco-C does everything claimed in its manual. It has
the long, float, and double variable types required for many
calculation-intensive programs-possibly the purpose
behind its development. Eco-C also includes Microsoft's
MBO assembly language-a nice extra for use with other
packages .•

0,

.. toult()
(

i nt i, j

t

kj

for (i • 0; i < ", i ++)
for (J • 0; j < N, j ++)
for (k • 0; k < ", k++)
c[il[jl = c[ll[jl + a[ll[kl1b[kl[jl,
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5u .. it()
(

i nt i, j;

for (i = 0; i < "; i++)

for (j = 0, j < "; j ++)
5U ••• su •• + c[il[jl,
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Fujitsu,]apan's largest computer company, sends
you their best. The new Micro 16s personal
business computer. A combination of thoughtful
planning, innovative thinking and quality
craftsmanship. Just what you'd expect from a
Japanese company that's been making computers
for three decades.
The Micro 16s is a complete computer
system. The options of other computers are our
standards. For example, its price includes
the CP/M-86®operating system, SuperCalc2'" electronic spreadsheet, WordStar®word processing,
a high resolution color graphics monitor, and two
microprocessors, the Z80~ 8-bit and 808616-bit.
The Micro 16s will run any of the more
than 3,000 CP/M®software programs on
the market today. Optional operating systems
for the Micro 16s include MS'~DOS and the

multi-tasking Concurrent CP/M-86~
The Micro 16s also comes with a detachable
keyboard, dual built-in 5~" floppy disk drives,
128 kilobytes of internal memory expandable
to over one megabyte, and expansion slots for
future growth.
The unique and flexible design of the
Micro 16s makes it easy to add advanced microprocessors of tomorrow, hard disks, mainframe
communications or local area networking when
the time is right.
Put a Japanese leader to work for you.
Fujitsus Micro 16s. For more information or the
name of your nearest dealer call toll free 1-800MICRO 16. Or write Fujitsu Microelectronics, Inc.,
Professional Microsystems
Division, 3320 Scott Blvd., FUJITSU
Santa Clara, CA 95051.

Fujitsu's Micro 16s:
SuperCalc'"" isa tradema rk of SorClm Corp. WordStar"'is a trademark o f MicroPrQ InternatIOnal CP/ M-a6 ' and Concurrent CP/ M-86 '" are trademarks 01 Digital ResearCh, Inc . M S'" is a trademar k of Micro soft:'" Z80<llis a tradema rk o f Zilog, Inc .
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Hardware Review

Photo 1: The LNW-80 Model II microcomputer.

LNW-80
One user's glowing report
Mahlon G. Kelly
University of Virginia
The LNW-80 Model II is a Z80-based, 8-bit microcomputer that evolved gradually from the old TRS-80 Model
I. It is capable of running virtually all software and
operating systems for the TRS-80 Models I, III, and 4
better than the TRS-80s do and of supporting a fullfea tured CP/M with 96K bytes of RAM (random-access
read/write memory) . Please note that this is not an objective review. I happen to believe that the LNW is the
best 8-bit microcomputer you can buy. I'll try to tell you
why.
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While I'm an avid admirer of the TRS-80 Model I's basic
design, the machine itself had a lot of faults. The Model
III solved many of the severe problems but it didn't go
far enough-no high resolution or color and only a 16
by 64 screen, for example. The Model 4 is better but it
still doesn't provide color, Model I and III programs won't
run in Model 4 mode, there's little flexibility in the types
of disk drives supported, and CP/M and high-resolution
graphics cost extra.
The LNW-80 Model II (see photo 1) lacks the limita-

tions of the TRS-80 Model 4. It has the excellent basic
design of the TRS-80 Model I, none of its hardware problems, all the important features of the Model 4, and
more. Like the Model 4, it has an 80 by 24 screen, highspeed operation (4 megahertz), and compatibility with
CP/M .
But unlike the Model 4, it has high-resolution graphics,
excellent color capabilities, and good compatibility with
Model I, III, and 4 software, including all of the popular
operating systems. It can also use almost any disk-drive
configuration (including 8-inch and hard disks); its CP/M
can read the most popular disk formats including IBM
PC (Personal Computer), Osborne, Kaypro, Xerox, and
industry standard 8-inch; and it's built better than any
microcomputer I have seen.
In addition, the LNW comes with an incredible array
of software, including several integrated small-business
programs, a spreadsheet program, a word processor, a
smart-terminal program, a TRS-80-compatible operating
system, and a well-tailored version of CP/M . The software also includes an enhanced BASIC that supports the
color and high-resolution features. The software alone,
if purchased separately, would cost nearly the price of
the whole package. While Osborne and Kaypro have
been praised for their software, the LNW provides much
more. LNW Research, the manufacturer, is planning an
add-on board to pror ide software and hardware compatibility with the IB~ Pc. (They already produce addon boards for the IBM.)

The Company
The LNW-80 started life as a series of kits: the first one
was for an improved TRS-80 expansion interface; the second, for a group of improvements over the TRS-80; and
the third, an assembled board allowing double-density
operation of both 5- and 8-inch disk drives. (The kits
have been severely criticized for being complex and hard
to build . If you're thinking of building the kit, buy the
documentation and look it over first.) Eventually, these
kits were combined in an assembled package that was
completely compatible with TRS-80 hardware and software. The LNW Model I was similar to the TRS-80 Model
I without its hardware problems and with high-resolution graphics, an 80 by 24 screen, color displays, upperand lowercase, and flexible support for different disk
drives.
The Model II introduced CP/M compatibility, 96K bytes
of bank-selected RAM, an improved BASIC, and a number of other features . It also included an internal loudspeaker, the use of gray tones to represent colors on a
black-and-white monitor, and joystick ports. With the
IBM compatibility will come even more flexibility and
performance. Even with all these changes and additions,
the LNW is extremely well integrated and as reliable as
any microcomputer I have used.
LNW Research provides inexpensive upgrades to the
ow n ers of earlier models. For example, I recently paid
$299.50 to add CP/M to my LNW Modell. The upgrade
included the hardware installed by the factory and the

At a Glance
Name
LN W -80 Model II
Type
8-bit microcomputer supporting nearly all TRS-80 Models I. III.
and 4 software and CP/M; color display. high-resolution
graphics. 96K RAM. and J 6K ROM with paging
Manufacturer
LN W Resea rch Inc.
2620 Wa lnut St.
Tustin. CA 92680
Price
S J J 95
Supplied Software
DOSPLUS. CP/M 2.2. LNWBA SIC (enhan ced BASIC w ith
graphics support and more), Electric Pencil. Electric Spreadsheet.
Microterm (smart-termin al program) . Chartex (business-oriented
plotting prog ram) , Microsoft (Level II) BASIC integrated smallbusiness package w ith general ledger, acco unts receiva ble,
accounts payable, payroll, and more
Hardware
Z80 microprocesso r, RS-232C, parallel printer, j oystiCk, tape
reco rder, bus and disk drive ports, full keyboard, intern al spea ker
Disk-Drive Support
Radio Shack and nearly all CP/M fo rmats; both 5 Y": -inch an d
8-inch single- and double-density; Radio ·Shack and A pparat
ha rd disks
Documentation
Large, easy-to-use operations and technical manuals and
man uals for all softwa re supplied w ith th e computer; more than
9 inches in thickness; oriented to beginners, technical users, and
programmers
Audience
A nyo ne looking for a top-of-th e-lin e microcomputer w ith grea t
flexibility and continued upgrades

CP/M software with LNW additions. Future upgrades
are promised at very small prices.
The company also provides excellent software support.
When LNW began including a lot of free software with
the Model II, the company made it available to previous
owners for only $299-almost a thousand dollars worth
of software.
Although it's not available as I write this, the upgrade
from CP/M 2.2 to CP/M Plus (a costly upgrade on most
machines) is expected to cost $25. LDOS, giving TRS-80
Model III compatibility, is planned soon, and a version
of DOSPLUS, for compatibility with the TRS-80 Model
4, is in the works. The IBM and 16-bit add-ons, which
will plug into the bus and provide slots for a number
of IBM cards, are also expected at a very reasonable price.

Physical Description
The LNW-80 measures 16.5 inches wide by 3.5 inches
high and 22 inches deep (see photo 1) . It weighs 26
pounds, most of it in the attractive 16-gauge steel case,
a symbol of LNW Research's commitment to physical
quality. A friend of mine who designs electronic equip. BYTE May 1984
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The Little Board®

Quantity One •••

$349*

The world's simplest and least expensive single board computer

' Substantial Quantity di scounts available

• 4mHz Z80At CPU, 64K RAM
• Mini floppy controller
• On-board -12V converter

• Two RS232 serial ports
• Parallel printer port
• Only 5.75 x 7.75 Inches

• Power Requirement: +5VDC @ .75A; +12VDC @ .05A
• Screws directly onto a mini floppy drive

All this•••
and CP/Mtt t.t also!
COMPUTE RS . INCOR P ORATED

! zaOA IS" regi stered trademark 01 Zllog. Inc.
II CP/ M is a registered trademark of DI91tai Research.

67 East Evelyn Ave . • Mountain View, CA94041 • (415)962-{)230

DECADES OF SERVICE
FROM THE NATION'S LARGEST NEC DEALER

Where 00 You Turn To Solve Your Computer Puzzle?

TURN TO US!
We 'll show you
the easiest way
to put th e
pieces together.
Use Someone

Matched. Compatible. Proven's Engineering to Supplement Yours .

Our professional applications specialists are happy to assist you in
configuring business and scientific computer systems from the
thousands of hardware and software products we regularly handle .
Our specialties include:
• CADI CAM Graph ics
• Mult i'user Databases
• Foreign Language Processing
• Communications
Our GSA Contracts:

NEe ~pe I~I

~
Washington Computer Services
97 Spring Street
N.Y. , N.Y. 10012

(212) 226-2121

HOURS : 9 AM · 5 PM / Monday ·Friday

PLEAS E'

r:i:.rrer

TELE X: 12·5606

In.lliiallol

(((:'t~,~!"!l~»)
", I~'
CABLE : WASHCOMP NYK

Do not confuse us with mail order dealers. We are a full
• seIVice distributor seIVing the data processing & installa·
tion needs of business and industry from micros to mainframes. System houses,
educational institutions & governmental agencies given special consideration.
Dealer and international inquiries welcome.
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ment for the Navy looked over the machine's components and said it could survive on a battleship during combat. All edge connectors are gold-plated, all components are first quality, and most are soldered to the
boards. (There are few loose connections with soldered
joints.) There's a very quiet cooling fan and all connections (printer, disks, modem, etc.) are on the back of the
case, which is open to provide easy access to the printedcircuit boards.
As a result the LNW is extremely reliable. It has an
excellent power supply that seems to be immune to
power fluctuations. Turned on almost continuously for
3 months, the only failures were due to a complete loss
of power, and it can operate with line voltages from 90
to 130 volts.
The keyboard is excellent. It is mechanically like that
of a Model I and thus needs software debounce (a timing loop that solves the problem of extra characters on
the screen), but all operating systems now provide that.
It has a numerical keypad like the Models 1, III, and 4
with several additional keys for a total of 74. One is a
control key for Electric Pencil or for Newscript that acts
like a true control key when used with CP/M . Others
are Caps Lock (which puts the computer into uppercase-only mode), Shift (which acts as if the Shift key
were pressed), and High/Low (which chooses 1.7- or
4.0-megahertz operation). The four arrow keys are in a
logically arranged cluster on the right-hand side of the
keyboard, and there are three function keys that are
LNWBASIC programmable. You may redefine nearly all
of the keys using the CP/M mode or LNWBASIC. Finally, two widely separated reset keys reboot the machine
when you press them simultaneously. Their placement
keeps you from accidentally rebooting the system but
may be a problem for some handicapped users.
The LNW has a Z80 processor and 96K bytes of RAM.
In TRS-80 mode 48K is directly addressable by the user;
the rest may be bank-selected. In CP/M mode the user,
has almost 61K of RAM available; various drivers use the
rest. I believe 61K is more RAM than any other 8-bit
CP/M-compatible machine provides. You may add
another six 4164-byte memory chips to give you three
more screens of graphics display.
There are four boards in the case: the keyboard substrate, the main processor board, an expansion board
analogous to the IRS-80's expansion interface, and a disk
controller board. There's also a small loudspeaker and
a joystick port that is hardware-compatible with Apple
joysticks. A small muffin fan cools the machine, but the
case becomes perceptibly warm after about an hour's
use.

Graphics Features
The LNW has excellent color and high-resolution
graphics. There are four modes: 0 is like the TRS-80; 1
provides high-resolution black and white (480 by 192
points) and an 80 by 24 character screen (if you use the
proper software drivers); 2 gives you 8-color graphics
with 160 by 192 resolution (much more than is available

A few smart reasons
to buyoursmart modem:
Features

1200 and 300 baud, auto-dial, auto-answer
Compatible with "AT" command set
Can be used with CROSSTALK-XVI or Smartcom " software
Regulated DC power pack for cool, reliable operation
Eight indicator lights to display modem status
Speaker to monitor call progress
Attractive, compact aluminum case
Two built-in phone connectors
Compatible with The Source and Dow Jones News Retrieval
Unattended remote test capability
Phone cable included
Availability

Ven-Tel
1200 PLUS
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Now

Price

$499

Hayes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes

$699

The Ven-Te11200 PLUS offers high speed,
reliable telecommunications for your personal computer or terminal. Whether you
use information services or transfer data
from computer to computer, the Ven-Tel 1200
PLUS is the best product around. Available
at leading computer dealers and distributors nationwide.
Also from Ven-Tel: internal modems for the
IBM and HP-150 Personal Computers with
all of the features of the 1200 PLUS.
You choose. The Ven-Tel 1200 PLUSthe smartest choice in modems.

Ven-Tellne.

2342 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408) 727-5721 _ - - - - - - - -
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Crosstalk is a trade mark of Microstuf ; Hayes and Smartco m II are tradema rks 01 Hayes Microcomputer Products.
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BLINK
- switch blinking cursor on and off
CALL address
- "execute a machine language program
CIRCLE
- produce a circle, ellipse, or arc
COLOR
- specify the color of the next graphics command
CONV
- convert between various hexadecimal and decimal
expressions
DEFKEY
- define a string assigned to a key
DESPOOL - send the contents of a file to a printer while
continuing computation
DISKEY
- show the defined keys
DLOAD filespec - load a machine-language program
DO ... UNTIL
- do a loop until a condition is met
DRAW string
- draw a figure specified by "string '"
DRUN
- exit LNWBASIC and run a command-level program
FLS
- fill the screen with a character or color
GSUB name
- go to a named or numbered subroutine
GTO
- branch to a named or numbered routine
HIMEM
- set the high memory limit
JOY
- support use of joysticks
LABEL
- name a line for a branch by name
LCASE
- switch lowercase on or off
LINE
- draw a line between specified points
LOADKEY - load a file of defined keys
LOC
- locate a string in the program te xt
MODE
- set the graphics mode (see text)
MOVE
- move a block of memory
NTROFF - turn off the new trace facility
NTRON
- turn on the trace facility
PAGE
- bank-select graphics displays from extended

memory to the video display
- fill in a bounded graphics space with color
- clear the graphics memory or fill it with a specified
color or value
PGET
- save a part of the video display to an array
PLOAD
- load the graphics memory from a disk file
PLOT
- specify dot and dash patterns in a plotted line
POFF
- turn off the echo from video to printer
POINT
- test a graphics point for color
PON
- turn on the echo from video to printer
PPUT
- put array specifications on the video screen
PRESET
- erase a specified pi xel or point
PSET
- turn on a specified pi xel or point
PSAVE filespec
- save the hi-res memory to a disk file
QUICKEY - switch the abbreviated key entry on and off
REPEAT
- switch the keyboard repeat and beep ori and off
REST
- restore a data pointer to the start of a line
RS232
- initialize the RS-232C interface
RSIN
- turn on (or off) input from the RS-232C interface
RSOUT
- turn on (or off) output from the RS-232C interlace
SAVEKEY filespec - save defined keys to a disk file
SOUND
- produce a tone of specified pitch, character, and
duration
SPOOLOFF - turn off spooling of printer output
SPOOLON - turn on spooling of printer output
XSTR$(string)
- execute a string as a BASIC statement (see
text)
ZGET
- similar to PGET but faster
ZPUT
- similar to PPUT but faster

PAINT
PCLS

Table 1: A summary of LNWBASIC commands and statements.

in the normal black-and-white TRS-80); and 3 is a colorgraphics mode providing the same resolution as Mode
1 but in eight colors without alphanumerics (an RGB
monitor is needed) . The graphics in Mode 1 are in 12K
bytes of RAM that is bank-selected into lower memory;
while graphics changes are made you can overlay them
on the screen with a normal alphanumeric display, you
can independently erase either the graphics or the
alphanumeric overlay, and you can call graphics pages
via LNWBASIC. This allows an unusual combination of
graphics and printed output. If you use the color modes
with a monochrome monitor, the colors appear as different intensities of gray. You may easily use all of the
graphics modes with LNWBASIC; it has a syntax similar
to the Radio Shack Color Computer's but it's much more
powerful.

Software
I believe the LNW-80 comes with more software than
any other microcomputer. The two operating systems
available are DOSPLUS (TRS-80 Model I compatible) and
CP/M 2.2. By the time you read this, a version of LDOS
to work with Model III disks, CP/M Plus, and a version
of DOSPLUS to make the LNW act like a TRS-80 Model
4 should be available. Electric Pencil (a good wordprocessing program), Electric Spreadsheet (a Visicalc
clone), Microterm (a smart-terminal program including
80-character lines for the LNW), and Chartex (a plotting
program for bar graphs, etc.) all come free with the machine. An integrated small-business accounting system
that includes general ledger, accounts receivable, ac262
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counts payable, and payroll is also provided. All of that
software (except Chartex and the small-business programs) has been widely reviewed and is first quality.
(The business software is an extensive, complete system
that comes on six double-density disks with a manual
almost two inches thick.) The most important piece of
software, however, is LNWBASIC, which supports the
LNW's advanced features, particularly color, graphics,
and the additional memory.

Some Features of LNWBASIC
The LNWBASIC commands are summarized in table
1. The graphics commands are similar to those for the
TRS-80 Color Computer, but are more extensive. They
include : DRAW, which produces a shape defined by a
string and gives you a variety of options on how to present it on the screen; CIRCLE, which draws circles and
ellipses or arcs; and LINE, which draws a line between
two points on the screen. PAINT fills a bounded figure
with a specified color, while PLOT specifies dot-dash patterns for all of the graphics commands. Once you have
produced a plot, PSAVE saves it to disk and PLOAD
recalls it to the screen. PGET and ZGET save the graphics within a specified rectangle to an array, and PPUT
and ZPUT retrieve them. You can erase graphics and
alphanumeric displays separately, allowing flexible plot
labeling. Other commands, like PCLS, FLS, COLOR,
and so on, support the machine's color abilities.
The graphics software is extremely flexible. It's at least
as good as many packages I have seen on mainframe
computers. Listing 1 gives you a very short program

FEATURES
INCLUDE:
16 Bit CPU
With 128K RAM Memory
Expandable to 2S6K,
Two 320KB Slimline
Disk Drives,
Floppy Disk Controller,
Monochrome Monitor and
Adapter, Parallel and
Serial I/O's.
BEST OF ALL!
TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL!
ALL YOU PAY IS
SHIPPING!

FOR MORE DETAILS
CALL OR WRITE
TO: TAVA CORPORATION
16861 Armstrong,
Irvine, California 92714
714/261-0200
Headquartersrrelex: 181667
Answer Back COMPDSHACK IRIN

IBM® COMPATIBILITY
AFFORDABLE PRICE

TAVAPC

THE SMART COMPUTER USER
WANTS REAL VALUE WITH
IBM COMPATIBILITY! Circle 375 on inquiry card .
THE TAVA Pc. The ultimate Personal Computer. It gives you
IBM PCOO Co mpatibility at a fraction of the cost. Choosing a
personal computer is a difficult decision. But, when yo ur decision is a l"'AVA PC , it's not hard at all! The TAVA PC runs under
DOS 1.1 , 2.0 , CP/M86OO, and p -SystemOO . You can choose from a
large library of all the most popular IBM PC software products
such as dBase IIOO, Lotus 1-2-3 00 , VisicalcOO and thousands more.

© TAVA CORPORATION 1983

tCalifornia residents add 6% sales tax.

tr.:tdem:uk of ASHTON ·TATE , Inc.

LOTUS 1-2·3 is

:I

dBASE II is a regislc:n:d
registcred tndcm:.ark of Lot us Dc\'t:lopmc:nt

CP/M86 Is a rc:glstc:n:d Indcnlark of Digital Research, Inc.
UCSDp is a rcgistered Ir.ldcmark of Sofre ch MlcrosyslC:ms

IBM PC Is

:I

registered tradc=mark o f IBM Corp.

Visic:lIc Is a registered trademark of Vislcorp

Val l, No.4

Adot
matrix printer
thatWill
•
lffiprove
your
•

nnage.

Meet the Apple®lmagewriter, the newest dot matrix
printer for your Apple Personal
Computer.
And with all that it has
going for it, just maybe the
best dot matrix printer on
the market.
Take legibility, for
instance.
The lmagewriter crams
140 x 160 dots into each
square inch. So you get text
tl1at's highly readabfe and high
resolution graphics, besides.
And is it fast.
The lmagewriter cruises
at an unbelievable
120 characters per
second. And that's
just in the text mode.
It's even faster
printing graphics. 180
characters per second,
to be exact.
What's more, the
graphics dump is up to
60% faster than oilier
comparably priced dot matrix
printers.And that makes the
lmagewriter fast enough to
handle the Lisa~
Yet it's just as at home with an
Apple ill or Apple IIe. Thanks to Apple
software experts who designed tile
control electronics to give the lmagewriter perfect compatibility. Not to
mention some special capabilities

like superscript and subscript, to
name just two.
Now, with all this high-speed
performance,you'd expect the
lmagewriter to make the Devil's
Own Noise. It doesn't. In fact,
the lmagewriter is specially
constructed - with overlaid
seams and special sounddeadening materials - to achieve
a remarkable 53 dB. How loud is a
remarkable 53 dB? You'd make
more noise if you read ti1is aloud.
The lmagewriter even has quiet
good looks, since we designed it to
look like the rest of the Apple Family.
r--- - - -- - -- ----.-L------,
Yet even with all
its improvements,
EI.MAGEWRITER APPLE PR thelmagewriterisa
ESENTS THE IMAGEWRITER APPLE PRESEN'1 better deal than any
S THE DlfllGEURlTER N'PlE PRESENTS THE DlfllGEURlTER N'Pl other dot matrix printerwith comparable
performance. And you can print ti1at.

"PLEPRFSENTS T

----------

Charge!

I

Go out there and get the Apple
Personal Computer System you
really want. Now. Without laying out
your extra cash. Without tying up
your other lines of credit. Wi th the
Apple Card. The only consumer credit
card reserved exclUSively for the
purchase bfApple Computers, peripherals and software.
Like all our products, it works
simply:
Fill out an application (short" to
the point and annotated in Englisn)
at an authorized Apple dealer
honoring the Carer. Your salesperson
will call in the application and in
most cases get an approval foryou
right on the spot.
You can then take your Apple
system home. You don't even have to
wait for the Card; we'll mail it out
to you. And by the time you get it,
you'11 probably be well into doing
whatever you bought your Apple
system to do.
There is no annual fee for the
Card, although a couple of restrictions do apply. The first purchase
must include an Apple Personal
Computer and you have to put 10%
down. And subsequent purchases
need to be at least $100 if made wi th
the Card. Oh, yes - you'll also have
a credit limit.
When you use the Apple Card to
make additional purchases, all you
have to do is show the Card and sign
the invoice. As long as it's within
yO'U'i. credit limit, of course. Our
dealers get a little nervous when
someone signs for half their inventory.You unClerstand.

You'll also receive monthly
statements that include the latest
purchases, credit available, and the
minimum payment due. You'll also
be happy to know Apple Card credit
terms are affordable·and the payments can be spread out. It's all

spelled out fm'you
at the time your Card
is approved.
So stop by a participating
authorized Apple dealer and get
an Apple Card. Just think of it as
credit where creditis due.

Give your floppy disks the boot.
We call it the "floppy disk
shuffle:' It happens when you have
two or more software programs on
floppies and you need to work with
both. What do you do? You put one
disk in, boot itl do your work, take it
out, put the otner disk in, boot it,
do your work - you get the idea.
Well,you can stop shuffling any
time now.
Thanks to a unique new software program called Catalyst from
QuarK, Inc. Specially deSigned for
your Apple ill and ProFile hard disk.
Catalyst allows you to take a
wide variety of software programs
and store them on your ProFile. Once
they're on your ProFile, you just
select the program you want from the
Catalyst menu that appears on your
monitor - then Catalyst does the
rest.You'll never have to boot those
programs again.
What kinds of programs will
work with ProFile and Catalyst?
lM

Almost anything written for the
Apple III including copy-protected
programs like VisiCalc~ Quick File
anaApple Writer III. Or languages like
Pascal, BASIC, or COBOL.
And once you've loaded these
programs into your ProFile, the only
ClisKette you may ever need is the
Catalyst.
So if you have an Apple III and a
ProFile and more floppies than you
care to flip through, get yourself a
Catalyst. And boot those disks for good.
lM

lM

Apple Compliler 11I~, 20525 Mmialli A1Ie., Cuperlillo, 0195014. fur lhe auliJOIized Apple dealer mareslyou, alII (800) 538-9696. III Canada, call (800) 268-7796 or (800) 268-7637. <D 1983 Apple Compul,,,. Illc.

VisiCalc is a LrndemarkofVisiC0'l', Inc. Cak11y.;t is a tmdemarkof Quark, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, QUick File and ProFile are trademarks of Apple Computer Inc.

Figure 1: The image produced by listing 1 as sent to a Centronics
739 printer.

Listing 1: The program that produces the image shown in figure 1.

10 CLS: PClS: MODE 1
20 ,..I":: 0

30 FOR 1 =5 TO 90 STEP 5
40 CIRCLE J+30+1,100,30 , 1
!:50

NeXT I

bO <.J::::100+ . J

70 IF J)300 GoTo 70

no CD TO

3D

programs and is particularly compatible with LNW software; the few things that are not compatible are found
only by trial and error. ACCEL3 can also compile HIRES
graphics (see below) and is a particularly important piece
of LNW software.
There is other software available and more is being developed all the time by the manufacturer, users groups,
and independent programmers. For example, LNW Research sells a program called CHARM that allows a user
to define an independent character set. Another program
called AUTO PLOT plots data on the screen in a versatile
set of formats and can send the output to various
printers. HIRES is a BASIC-compatible graphics driver
that's much faster than LNWBASIC but not as extensive.
(It's sold by E&H Software, 11814 Coursey Blvd. , Suite
249, Baton Rouge, LA 70816.) A graphics printer driver
(sold by Excellonix, 637 No. Bristol St., Santa Ana, CA
92703) will send a high-resolution plot from the screen
to various dot-addressable printers, and a variety of
drivers for different alphanumeric screen displays are
available from LNW Research. A Tektronix emulator, a
perspective plotting routine, and other packages are
public-domain software and are available from two LNWoriented bulletin boards (see text box at end).

CP/M for the LNW
whose result is shown in figure 1. (The figure is actually the image as sent to a Centronics 739 printer and
is nearly identical to the screen image.)
LNWBASIC has many abilities that are only indirectly related to the LNW. You can redefine various keys (including but not restricted to the programmable keys) to
produce a string; for example, "Shift-@" could produce
"CMD"DIR:O or perhaps a string of graphics characters
(in Mode 0). You can enter BASIC commands with a
single keystroke using QUICKEY. For example, "G" produces GOSUB-and there's an excellent trace and debugging facility. You can send screen output simultaneously to a printer and disk file. (A spooler sends
printer output to a disk file and prints from the disk file
while the machine does other things.) You can exchange
input and output with the RS-232C port (and the printer
and disk), creating the possibility of writing specialized
smart-terminal programs in BASIC. Perhaps the most remarkable command is XSTR$(string) where "string"
could be a function like A = SIN(B); you can enter this
function from the keyboard or the disk and execute it
as if it were a statement written from the program .
LNWBASIC resides in low memory. It doesn't compete with any high memory routines you may want to
use, and it's compatible with many existing programs
that live in upper RAM. It pushes your programs and
data higher up and doesn't leave much room. To get
around the memory problem there's a program called
CREATOR that lets you assemble customized versions
of BASIC with only the necessary functions. LNWBASIC
is better than any of the enhanced BASIC packages I have
seen for TRS-80 compatible machines .
The compiler, ACCE13, can compile most LNWBASIC
266
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Using the LNW with CP/M is like having a second
computer. By the time you read this, CP/M Plus should
also be available, but I've not seen it so my comments
are on CP/M 2.2. Be aware that I strongly dislike CP/M:
it's slow, cumbersome, difficult to use, not suited to
graphics, and has few features of the more advanced
TRS-80-compatible operating systems. It seems ironic
that many people consider CP/M to be the professional's
operating system while it is really the kludged outgrowth
of a hobbyist's product; most TRS-80 operating systems
were written by professionals and are of much better
quality. In my opinion the only reason to use CP/M on
the LNW is to read disks written on another machine
or to run a CP/M program; however, I have yet to find
a program I needed that was unavailable in a TRS-80
version.
The LNW version of CP/M is excellent, having all of
the features of the normal 2.2 version with some important enhancements. It provides a full 80 by 16 or 80 by
24 screen, the control key is a true control key, and it
follows the protocols of the ADM 3A terminal (in setting up word-processing programs, for example).
Two programs are particularly important: LNW.COM
and SET.COM. LNW.COM lets you set disk-drive configurations to almost any standard-5 V4 -inch or 8-inch,
40-track, 80-track, double-sided, and so on. You can set
up drives to read and write the 5%-inch disks compatible with several other machines, including the Kaypro,
Osborne, IBM PC, and Xerox 820. The program
SET.COM allows even more specialized disk configurations. You can set the various parameters, such as skew
tables, sector length, and so on, to custom-configure
drives so they work with the disk format from almost

STOP STRUGGLING WITH SPREADSHEETS!
THERE'S AN EASIER WAY TO DO YOUR BUSINESS PLANNING: PROFIN.
If you don't have days, or even hours, to do projections
with a spreadsheet, consider this:
There is now a highly specialized software tool expressly
for the business person who needs the answers more
than the workout.
TIME-CONSUMING WORK ALREADY DONE FOR YOU
If you want to do forecasts and budgets, return on
equity, discounted cashflows, net present values, capital
expenditure analysis, interest calculations, depreciation
comparisons or taxation scheduling without setting up
the mathematical calculations or laying out a spreadsheet,
you need Profin.
Profin is an easy-to-use (menu driven) program which
leads you through your business analysis step by step. You
simply answer the questions as they appear on the screen.
REPORTS AUTOMATICALLY LAID OUT
Once you've completed entry, you'll be able to see any
or all of the following reports laid out for you:
• income statements
• tax schedules
• interest schedules
• returns on equity
• capital expenditures
• discounted cashflows
• and balance sheets.
You can then make any changes to any of the information
already entered and look at revised reports.
And you can automatically load your Profin reports
onto a Multiplan, VisiCalc, SuperCalc or Lotus 1-2-3
screen (or any other spreadsheet that reads D.I.F. files) to
carry out further manipulations.
Circle 63 for Dealer inquiries. Circle 64 for End·User inquiries.

SPECIALIZED HELP FOR BUSY PEOPLE
Think of it this way: spreadsheets are great for the
hobbyist who gains satisfaction from hours in front of the
screen. But if you're a business person with little computer experience and even less spare time, you need the
specialized tool: Profin.
Available under $300 for CP/M-80, MS-DOS, and IBM
PC-DOS from your local retailer.
Also available: PLANFIN. For sales, marketing and
other executives who just want simple forecasts and budgets, Planfin gives you operating
income statements plus net income and discounted cashflow
reports in less than 15 minutes.
Under $200.

@J~~ !ID
~~

TM

r---o Please send me---more information about how Profin and
I
I
I
I
I

,

I
I
Address _________________________________
I
CityIStateIZip, ____________________________
Computer Brand Owned or Planned to Buy ___________ I
I
Mail to: Business Software, Inc.
12021 Wilshire Blvd ., #194
Los Angeles, CA 90025 .J
L
Planfin beat the spreadsheets for budgets and forecasts.
Name__________________________________
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Circle 427 on inquiry card.

any machine. I have, for example, read Superbrain disks
on the LNW.
One utility that I would like to see is missing: the ability to transfer ASCII (American National Standard Code
for Information Interchange) files from CP/M disks to
TRSDOS-compatible disks.
When the LNW uses CP/M, it bank-selects out the normal TRS-80-compatible ROM (read-only memory). In addition it places several drivers in the bank-selected extra RAM giving the user nearly 61K bytes of directly addressable RAM space. I believe that's more than any
other 8-bit machine provides. If you need CP/M, the
LNW version is as good as you'll find anywhere.

1421 Carlisle, Alb , NM
87110

(505) 255-3360

Documentation

ZF 101-21 . .... .. $2,199
ZFA 121-22 ... . .. $2,799
ZF 121-22 .... . . . $2,899
F 111-32 ........ $4,1 00
ZF 121-32 ... .... $4,379

FREE
MS-DOS & Lotus 1, 2, 3

swivel base.

ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM

123 (C) .
122 (A).
124 (A) ..
131

PRINTERS
INFOSCRIBE
500 . .. . .. . "
$940 .00
700 ..
10()0 ... . .... $1130.00
1100 ........ $1230.00
1200 ........ $1395.00

MPI
MPI-99 ..... . . $ 599.00
MPI-150 ..... . $ 995.00
BLUE CHIP
BDC 40/15 .... ·$1,89 9 .00
BOC 20/ 15 . ... $ 899 .00

ZT-10 ........ . $379.00
ZT-11 ... . .. ...... $449
Z-29 ... . ........ $64

Manufactured by CGK, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Salmans

The manuals now provided with the LNW-80 are excellent; yet LNW's most criticized feature has been its
documentation. The kits and the early machines were
shipped with very inadequate instructions. It is surprising that the early kit customers managed to build working machines. Most of the LNW's published reviews and
word-of-mouth information came from kit builders;
luckily, those who bought the assembled machine had
a much different experience.
LNW Research is very aware of its documentation
problem, and now there's an excellent user's manual
(called an "operations manual") and an equally good
technical manual. There are also manuals for DOSPLUS,
Level II BASIC, and LNWBASIC; all three are excellent.
You must use the user's manual (116 pages) with the
BASIC, LNWBASIC, and operating system manuals, but
it is usable by both the expert and the complete novice.
It may be necessary to shift between several different
books, but learning to use the LNW is made easy by the
many examples and cross-references.
The technical manual (179 pages) is also excellent and
contains complete circuit diagrams. It should enable
anyone experienced with hardware to repair and modify
the LNW. The CP/M documentation is a thin but clear
summary of the CP/M procedures and the LNW enhancements. That manual is not enough for a programmer, however, and if you intend to use the product, you
should buy one of the more detailed descriptions of
CP/M available. Very complete documentation for the
rest of the software (Electric Pencil, and so on) is also
included.
My greatest criticism of the documentation is that the
user's manual and technical manuals were written for
the Model I and only a barely adequate addendum is
provided for the Model II. This addendum would make
a high school English teacher cringe and a high school
typing teacher ill. What is worse, the obscure descriptions of some features are so difficult to understand, even
an expert will have problems. It's a good thing you can
effectively use the LNW without reading the addendum.

Service
ORIH;RING INFORMAnoN AND TERMS:

All Items usually in stock Castiefs Checks,
1000 Checks ;nI Govemnent Checks. we inmedIately honor. PorsooaJ or othef Company
allow days to cle;lr. No C.O.O. Prices ru1Iect 3% cash diScouI1t so AOO 3% to above pt1ces for VISA or
IM:. For U.s. MalnIanI, add 3"10 for stWng, insUlllllCO and handHng \SI&H) by UPS witl1 $5 minimum for SI&H. UPS
I100nd is standard so add 3"10 more for UPS Blue with $10 minimum or SI&H. Add 12'10 total for SI&H for US Postal,
APO FI'O with $15 minimum for SI&H. For Hawaii, Alaska and canada, UPS is In some areas only, all othefs are
wntu or specify Postal. Fauign onleIS except canada for SI&H add 18'10 or $25 minimum for SI&H ex'
add 30'10 or 550 minimum for SI&H•. Plices subject to chanoe and typo OO<JS. so call to vertfy.

There are relatively few LNW dealers at this time and
local service is usually impossible. Therefore, there are

only two recourses for a user with hardware problems :
find a competent local technician or send it back to LNW
Research. The technical documentation is good enough
that a competent technician should be able to work on
the machine. If you must send it back, LNW Research
has excellent support. It can usually repair a machine
and have it back in the owner's hands within three
weeks-a better response time than many local dealers.
LNW Research also has a very knowledgeable technical support staff that can and will gladly answer most
questions. My problems have always been solved by
phone. If you buy an LNw, you have the particular advantage of working with a small company-personal and
friendly service.

Problems
I have few criticisms of the LNW-80. Mine didn't work
when it first arrived, but that was due to UPS, not LNW
Research, which helped me fix it quickly.
For several reasons I don't find it easy to use the 80
by 24 screen with the various drivers available. The
drivers need upper memory that I want to use for other
purposes; they slow up screen scrolling; and they're not
compatible with my two most frequently used programs:
a text editor (Newscript) and a smart-terminal package
(S1'80-III) .
I would prefer a small separate keyboard-the LNW's
design should allow this. The case soils easily, and the
paint wore off the corners of mine after about 3 months.
However, the worst problem is that LNW Research's
high standards . for docu~entation fell again with the
Model II. Its initial product documentation does not
match the quality for subsequent releases. Let's hope that
the company follows its own lead and publishes a high
quality second release of Model II documentation.

expect IBM-compatible hardware and software to be
coming soon. The LNW's price is comparable to or better than its competition's, and its quality of construction is outstanding. Then too, it comes with as much
or more software than any other 8-bit computer I know
of . ... It's hard to choose which one of the LNW's advantages is most important.
Yet the LNW is not very popular. Why? For one thing,
large firms like Apple, Radio Shack, and IBM can afford large advertising budgets, while LNW Research
cannot. But LNW Research faces a special public relations problem: it is known as a kit manufacturer. LNW
is just not commonly known. Whenever I tell someone
I own one, I have to explain what it is and then defend
it against the "Trash-80" reputation. I don't know what
LNW should do to improve its image, but for the sake
of anyone who wants to buy an outstanding computer,
I hope that it succeeds. In my opinion the LNW is the
best 8-bit microcomputer available .•
For More Information
Newsletters
LNW News

244 Mill Rd.
Yaphank, NY 11980

The LNW USER Group Newsletter
4345 Manchester Rd.
Grand Island, NB 68801 mostly for kit builders and those with
hardware experience, but something for
everyone

Bulletin Boards
(516)924-8115

Yaphank, NY

The LNW's greatest advantage is its compatibility with
other machines-much of the TRS-80 line and most
CP/M-compatible products . Second is its graphics capability followed by its use of 96K bytes of memory. The
manufacturer's upgrade policy is equally important. I

run by Inflo Inc. ; lots of free software and
help

(504)291-8115

Baton Rouge, LA

Overall

contains a lot of advertisements but useful
material as well

run by E&H Software; also has lots of free
software and help; especially graphics programs supporting HIRES

Mahlon G. Kelly (268 Tu rkey Ridge Rd., Charlottesville, VA 22901), an
associate professor of environmental sciences at the UniversihJ of Vi rginia,
is involved in research into the character of lakes.

ULTRA-RES™ GRAPHICS
IEEE-696 8-100
- 1 X 512 X 512
$495
- 3 X 512 X 512 $1250
- 1 X 1024 X 1024 $995

IBM-PC
- 1 X 512 X 512
$495
- 1 X 1024 X 1024 $995
- CONSOLE EMULATOR $5 0
- PLOT 10 $ 150

FEAT1.H:S

Software drivers, Hardware zoom, Programmable Display
Resolution, Windowing, Multi-Controller Capability,
NEC UPD7220 Graphic Controller

Starting Prices
UL TRA-RES Trademark CSD Inc.
IBM-PC Trademark IBM
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C.S.D. Incorporated
P.O. BOX 253 Sudbury, MA 01776
(617) 443-2750
Circle 01 on inquiry card .

Self-dFENSE'·
fOrEDPmanThe micro invasion
has begun. And, chances
are, you've now got a lot of
different people in a lot
of different departments
using a lot of different
rrucros.
Now there's a way for
you to control and maximize the benefits of all the
different micros in your
domain.

Fight back with dBASE

II ~

dBASE II is the relational database
management system from Ashton-Tate
that enables you to manage your microbased corporate data resources w ith the
high level of consistency and sophistication you've enjoyed with mainframe and
minicomputer systems.
Armed with dBASE II and the
dBASE II RunTime™program development module, you can write programs
which will enable micro users in each
department to "do their own thing" while
creating complete database consistency
throughout the company.
dBASE II is a powerful, flexible way
for you to effectively manage the micro
proliferation.
Circle 48 on inquiry card .

Help is here.
If you'd like to know more about
how dBASE II and RunTime can help you
win the micro management battle, contact
Ashton-Tate today. 10150 West Jefferson
Boulevard, Culver City, CA 90230.
(800) 437-4329, ext. 212. In Colorado
(303) 799-4900. In the U.K. (0908) 568866.

TM

A'3HTON ·TATE
dBASE II is a reg is te red trad em ark a nd Ru nTim e is a tradema rk of Ashton-Tate.
Su ggested retail price for dB ASE II is 5700.
© As ht on-Tate 1984
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:ra One saw
he personal
)uter increase the
)roductivity of t
)usiness executive
lramatically. Yet for all their
lower, personal computers
lave not fulfilled their pote
'al. Because the different
lakes have been unable
ommunicate reliably with one
nother and with the various public
ata networks.
But now, Microcom moves the
.
ersonal computer into a new era of ~ommunlations compatibility with Era 2-the flr~t Personal
:omputer Communications System With the
ldustry-standard commun!c~ti~ns protocol
1NP. Era 2 finally enables disSimilar personal
::>mputers to communicate with one another
~Iiably and cost effectively. It also allows the
ersonal computer to access public data
etworks easily and error-free.
closer look at Era 2.
Era 2 with MNP is a 1200 baud CommuniItions System (software and inboard modem)
esigned to operate with the IBM PC, PC XT,
)mpatibles and PCjr; Apple lie, Apple II Plu~ .
ld Apple II. Its features include IBM 3101, Digital
T':]OO and VT-52 terminal emulations. Era 2 exeJtes multiple functions with a single keystroke.
:ores a virtually unlimited number of telephone
umbers - each one up to 31 digits. Era 2 is Bell
2A compatible, works with Pulse or TouchIne™dialing. Its speaker alerts you to busy
gnals wrong numbers, etc. Era 2 gives your
erso~al computer error-free compatibility
'ith other personal computers, ~ata bases,
ainframes almost any information sou
lat can be ;eached by telephone line.

Era two

-rocom Era 2 and MNP are trademarks of Microcom, Inc. App le is a tradema rk
~pple Co mputer In c. Dig ita l is a trademark of Di gital Equ ipment Co rporation.
4 is a 'tradema rk of International BUS iness Ma chines Co rporation .

new era
in dependability.
Era 2's electronics
1_. are so well
t

-----

re
able to offer
a four-year warrantytwice the term of proon you get from
rday's products.
n top of that our product support
outstanding. Our BOO number
operates 9AM to BPM (EST), Mondays
• through Fridays, 9AM to SPM Saturdays With
experts available to solve any problem or answer
any question.
The state of the price of the state of the art.
We're able to offer Era 2 for an amazing
$429. By any standard the price/value ratio of
Era 2 is outstanding.
Move your personal c?mputer f?r~ard
into a new era of communications. VISit your
Era 2 dealer soon. Call BOO-322-ERA2 (in MA,
617-762-9310) for the name of one nearest you.
Or write us, Microcom, Inc., 1400A Providence
Highway, Norwood, MA 02 62 . We'I.1send you
a brochure with complete information on Era 2.
Only from Microcom: The Personal Computer
Communications System with MNP.

9

Circle 261 on inquiry card ,

EQUATIONS PROCESSED

NO PENCIL. NO PAPER. NO MANUAL LABOR.
The TK!Solver® program will take
on your toughest problemslinear, quadratic, simultaneous
equations, whatever. Then stand
back. Because TK!SoIver turns
your personal computer into a
simple, yet powerful, desktop
equation processor.
Whether your problem is a
simple formula or a model consisting of many equations,
TK!Solver can help improve your
productivity. Once the equations
are written, enter the known
values, press the! key, and
TK!Solver gives you the answer.
Engineers, scientists, architects, financial
analysts and planners, educators, researchers,
and other professionals who use equations and
mathematical models can work more creatively
with TK!Solver.

TK!SOLVER GIVES YOU:
BACKSOLVING

your list. For example, if you w ant
to know how different interest
rates will affect monthly loan pay ments, enter a list of interest rates
and let TK!Solver calculate the
payment amount for each value.

UNIT CONVERSIONS

t
5D~s

Any type of unit conversionFahrenheit to Celsius, meters to
feet, dollars to deutschemarks,
newtons to dynes-can be made
without altering your equations.
Just define the numerical relationship between two units of measurement and the TK!Solver
program automaticall y converts
the variable value to the unit
you specity.

TABLES AND PLOTS
Quickly generate tables and plots of your results
o n your screen or printer.

AVAILABLE NOW

If the programs you use now require you to rew rite
the same equation to solve for different unknow ns,
TK!Solver can dramatically improve your productivity.
Enter your problem once and then solve for the unknowns no matter where they are in your equation.

ITERATIVE SOLVING
If TK!Solver can't solve an equation directly, take
an educated guess at the answer. Type the! key
and the TK!Solver program starts with your guess '
and performs repeated approximations to converge on the answer.

LIST SOLVING
Given a list of input values, TK!Solver automatically calculates the equation for every value in

You can run the TK!Solver program on the IBM® PC
and XT and compatible machines, the Digital '"
Professional'" 350, the Digital '" Rainbow'" 100, the
Wang Professional Computer, Apple® //e, and on
the follow ing personal computers using MS'" -DOS:
TI Professional Computer, GRiD Compass Computer,'" Canon AS-100, Eagle® 1600, Toshiba T300,
and the Zenith Z-lOO.'"

SEE IT TODAY
There's more. Lot's more. But you'l l have to see it
to believe it. And that's easy. Bring your ow n
equations into your nearest computer retailer and.
ask to see the TK!Solver program in action.
The w orld's first equation processor for
personal computers.

TK!So/ver®

By Software Arts,'" creators of VisiCalc®
27 Mica lane, W e ll esley, Mossochusetls 02181

61 7-237-4000

Copy rig ht © 1984 Software Arts, Inc. All rig hts rese rved.
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Circle 352 on inquiry card.

This Month's Features
A

sneak preview of Apple's newest computer, the Apple IIc,
is the highlight of this month's features. The new IIc is examined by West Coast Senior Technical Editor John Markoff and
he reports that, with the icon character generator in ROM and
a disk drive running under ProD as, this lightweight, Apple lIecompatible, transportable computer delivers a lot of bang at a
price less spectacular than expected. Nevertheless, Cupertino's
grown-up garage operation continues to be fruitful.
Like those classic science-fiction journeys into the human
body, Brian Cameron tours the lap-portable TRS-80 Model 100's
ROM. You can access ROM routines that'll make your Model 100
programs shorter and more efficient, using the information you'll
gather from this excursion. Cameron, who has written a lot about
his findings from mucking about inside Radio Shack computers,
has once again proven that there are rewards for those willing
to dig a little.
Speed and efficiency are key concerns of Drs. Roy Chaney
and Brian Johnson . Here they explore a technique for realizing
the true performance potential of Winchester disk drives.
Memory caches and some sophisticated algorithms for prefetching data allow hard disks to move data at the megabit (and
higher) speeds they were designed for.
Gregg Williams updates the Macintosh/Lisa story that appeared in February's BYTE with new information on models and
prices. Authors Caceci and Cacheris explore the subject of fitting curves to data.
Following on the heels of April's Real-World Interfacing theme,
Stephen Gates takes us into the laboratory to put an IBM to work
collecting data, while Richard Hallgren offers up the software
portion of his two-part series on using an Apple II for data
acquisition.
Next, Roy Crosbie offers an explanation of ISIM, a language
designed for writing computer simulations. As Crosbie reveals,
a continuous-system simulation language running on micros
under CP/M can add a new dimension to computer modeling.
For those of us trying to glimpse the forest through a tangle of
branches, John Snyder offers assistance with an article on a
method for indexing open-ended trees. Finally, Richard Thomas
illuminates the gains to be made in program maintainability by
using intra program remarks to document software.

276 The Apple lie Personal
Computer by John Markoff
288 Inside the Model 100's ROM
by Brian Cameron
307 Maximizing Hard-Disk
Performance by Roy Chaney
and Brian Johnson
339 Update on Apple Macintosh
and Lisa 2 by Gregg Williams
340 Fitting Curves to Data by
Marco S. Caceci and William
P. Cacheris
366 Laboratory Data Collection
with an IBM PC by Stephen
C. Gates
382 Putting the Apple II Work,
Part 2: The Software by
Richard C. Hallgren
400 ISIM: A Continuous-System
Simulation Language by Roy
E. Crosbie
406 Indexing Open-Ended Tree
Structures by John Snyder
415 Using Comments to Aid
Program Maintenance by
Richard A. Thomas

- G. Michael Vase, Senior Technical Editor
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Product Preview

The Apple lIe
Personal Computer
A portable lIe compatible that runs ProDOS
John Markoff
BYTE Senior Technical Editor
In an industry that sees dozens and
dozens of personal computers introduced each year, and despite the fact
that the venerable Apple II is rooted
in seven-year-old technology, it's remarkable that Apple Computer has
succeeded in keeping its II product
line alive and even thriving. Now, in
the face of stiff competition from both
foreign and u.s. manufacturers and
in the wake of its own introduction
of two significantly more powerful
desktop computers (Lisa and Macintosh), Apple Computer has introduced the fourth version of the
Apple II product line, the Apple IIc
(see photo 1).

Evolving Apple II Technology
While the IIc will remain highly
compatible with the Appl~ II product
line from a software perspective, it is
clearly not just "old wine in new
bottles."
The IIc is what Apple Computer
refers to as a "focused product:' It is
designed to fit into a market niche
that places it in head-to-head competition with the IBM PCjr at the
high end of the home market for personal computers. However, a great
deal of flexibility is evident in both
the IIc software and hardware architecture and peripherals. As such, you
can expect to see the IIc appearing in
a variety of other markets, including
business and educational applications.
The IIc represents an evolution of
Apple II hardware and software tech276
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nology in a number of areas. First, it
is truly portable. The system unit
weighs just 7112 pounds and occupies
a space of approximately 11% by 12
by 2 % inches. Its carrying handle
folds into the backplane. A built-in
half-height 5%-inch disk-drive unit is
accessed from the right-hand side of
the case. The IIc and its optional
9-inch monochrome monitor are
shown in photo 2.
Later this year, Apple intends to
enhance the portability of the IIc
when it introduces a full-screen,
high-resolution flat-panel display
(see photo 3). I'll discuss the flatpanel display later. Although a battery pack will not be available upon
introduction, the IIc runs on virtually any 12-volt (V) power supply. The
AC-to-DC converter has been isolated
from the system, and, because the IIc
has no slots, the power-supply capacity has been reduced from 45 to 35
watts. A small briefcase-size carrying
case is available to hold the computer,
flat-panel display, and other peripherals.
The IIc is based on the 65C02, a
new CMOS (complementary metaloxide semiconductor) implementation of the 6502 microprocessor. The
65C02 is an extension of the 6502's instruction set (with 27 new instructions) and offers faster graphics and
arithmetic operations. The 65C02
runs virtually all existing Apple II
software; however, software written
to take advantage of the new instruction set will not be compatible with

the lIe and II Plus. The new microprocessor has a clock speed of 1.023
MHz and will perform up to 500,000
eight-bit operations per second, performance figures that match the
6502's.
The IIc extends the use of customdesigned ICs (integrated circuits)
beyond what was used in the original
lIe design . In addition to the input/
output unit (IOU) and memory-management unit (MMU), the IIc contains a custom timing-generator
(TMG) chip that generates several
time and control signals, a general
logic unit (GLU) that provides miscellaneous logic control required by
the system, and the disk-controller
unit, which is referred to as the IWM
(Integrated Woz Machine). The IWM
is also used as a disk controller on the
Macintosh. It is a one-chip LSI (largescale integration) of the disk controller originally designed by Steve
Wozniak for the Apple II.
The increased use of custom LSI
ICs has permitted Apple to further
lower the chip count of the IIc (see
photo 4). In addition to its sixteen
64K-bit RAM (random-access read/
write memory) chips (the computer
comes with a standard 128K bytes of
RAM), the lIe has only 21 chips. This
is particularly striking when you consider that this is three chips fewer
than the number of non-RAM ICs in
the lIe, despite the fact that many
functions performed by additional
cards (disk controller, two serial interfaces, 80-column video circuitry)

are now integrated into the IIc design.
Finally, the design of the IIc is
based on a closed-hardware architecture giving the user no direct access
to the system bus. However, in return
for taking away the II's expandability,
Apple included many of the features
that have in the past required slots.
A quick look at the back of the IIc
reveals connectors for two RS-232C
serial ports, two video ports, an external disk-drive port, and a combination mouse/joystick port (see
photo 5). Thus, in the slotless version
of the IIc, users will have access to the
functions that traditionally have
taken as many as five of the computer's seven slots. While the Macintosh's relatively closed hardware architecture has created some controversy, the decision to restrict hardware expansion appears to be more
clear-cut in the case of the lIe.
Portability and ease of use have
clearly been gained at the expense of
expandability. Apple has decided to
market the IIc to a novice computer
user who, it is argued, will have no
desire to get inside the hardware, but
instead will be interested in a computer that can be set up and run as
simply as a stereo system. Toward
that end Apple has separated the
documentation into a setup guide
and reference manual.
The software evolution of the lIc is
more subtle, yet it may prove to have
far-reaching consequences. The lIc
will come with Apple's recently released ProDOS operating system,
which offers a significant increase in
performance over DOS 3.3. ProDOS
includes Unix-like hierarchical file
structures that are compatible with
the Apple III SOS operating system.
Although the Apple IIc ROM
(read-only memory) will appear very
similar to the lIe ROM to programmers, it actually was redone almost
completely. The ROM went through
a dramatic "code crunch" according
to Peter Quinn, manager of the IIc
design team. Additionally, several
bugs in the lIe ROM were removed
and other features added, including
improved interrupt-handling capability, a built-in windowing function,
and a series of 32 graphics characters
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Photo 1: A top view of the Apple !Ie. It has a lawer profile (2 Jr2 inches) and weighs less (7Y2

pounds) than the Apple IIe computer. The keyboard is the same in size and functional layout
but is designed around a low-cost key switch that provides tactile and auditory feedback. The
Reset key has been moved from one side of the keyboard to the other, and switches for
40180-column mode and Dvorak and QWERTY keyboard arrangements have been added.

Photo 2: An optional 9-inch monochrome monitor is available for the !Ic. When separated
from the monitor, the system can be carried in a briefcase-size carrying case that includes room
for the flat-panel display.
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has decided to go after the same
market that IBM is trying to reach
with the PCjr and has priced the IIc
accordingly. Still, given equivalent
features with the IIe, the IIe represents
some price savings. But the trade-off
for that price saving is the lIe's lack of
an expansion slot. The amount of the
price saving may determine the IIc's
ultimate importance.

At a Glance
Name
The Apple IIc Computer
Manufacturer
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino. CA 95014
(408) 996-1010
Dimensions
Width: 11Y2 inches; depth: 12 inches; height: 2Y4 inches
Weight
7Y2 Ibs.
Power Requirements
9 to 20 volts DC. 35 watts
Processor
I-MHz 65C02 8-bit CMOS microprocessor
Memory
128K bytes of RAM; 16K bytes of monitor in ROM (includes self-test. Applesoft BASIC.
80-column routines. Mousetext icons. and interrupt-handling routines)
Keyboard
63 keys capable of generating the 128 ASCII characters; features auto-repeat and two-key
rollover
Mass Storage
BUilt-in Alps half-height 5Y4-inch disk drive that is fully compatible with the /\pple Disk II:
single-sided. 35-track. 16-sector disks
Video Display
Optional 9-inch f]j1onochrome monitor; flat-panel LCD will be introduced before the end of
the year. RGB adapter to be offered at an unspecified future date. Video-display modes:
40-column text; 80-column text; low-resolution color graphics (40 horizontal by 48 vertical.
16 color); high-resolution color graphics (280 horizontal by 192 vertical. 6 color) ; doublehigh-resolution color graphics (560 horizontal by 192 vertical. 16 color) . Text capacity: 24
lines by 80 columns. Character set: 96 ASCII (uppercase and lowercase) . Display formats:
Normal. Inverse. Flashing. Mousetext
Other Features
RF modulator; external AC-to-DC power converter; two RS-232C serial ports; video expansion port; external disk port
Hardware Options
Second disk drive; mouse; joystick; flat-panel LCD. carrying case
Operating System
ProD OS: single-user. single-task operating system; includes hierarchical directory structures.
predefined and user-definable file types. file sizes up to 16 megabytes; compatible with DOS
3.3
Available Software
Includes almost all existing Apple II software. Specially designed packages from Apple :
Appleworks integrated database management. word processing. and spreadsheet analysis;
Access II communications program; Apple Logo II (requires 128K bytes of RAM); Apple
Education Classics
Prices
Basic system unit: under S1300; other prices to be announced

found in the character-generator
ROM. These characters, called
Mousetext by Apple, are a series of
icons designed to offer programmers
access to a user interface that appears
similar to that found on the Lisa and
the Macintosh. They can be called
278
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directly and thus moved around on
the screen faster than bit-mapped
characters.
At the time of this writing, Apple
was planning to price the lIc at "less
than $1300:' While this price is higher
than some expected, Apple clearly

A Computer for the Horne
Apple has styled the IIc to reach a
group of potential buyers that heretofore have been afraid or uninterested in personal computers. The IIc
is, according to senior product designer Rob Gemmell Jr., "the cuddliest computer we have ever designed:'
This is reflected in the IIc's case,
which has a significantly lower profile than that of the lIe. Apple also
has chosen a lighter, white color
called '~pple Fog" for the case. The
new color scheme is part of a general
redesign effort that will affect all new
Apple products. Originally codenamed Snow White, the project led
to a worldwide search for a design
consultant. Ultimately, Apple settled
on German designer Hartmut Esslinger, the designer of the Sony Walkman portable stereo. Esslinger set
down the aesthetic design guidelines
for the IIc and has since been retained by Apple to consult on future
products.
The back panel of the case also
reflects Apple's attempt to simplify
system installation. Connectors are
labeled with icons that represent
modem, printe~ and other ports. Frequently used interface cables make
use of easy-to-fasten connectors. For
example, Apple has chosen to use
standard DIN 5-pin connectors to
fasten the serial cables to the IIc.
Other external design features include a new door design for the internal disk drive (see photo 6), a
miniphono headphone jack and
volume-control knob that are recessed on the left side of the computer, and two switches set just
behind the keyboard that control
40/80-column display and selection of
a Sholes or Dvorak keyboard layout.
The Dvorak option was available on
the lIe, but it had to be accessed with

jumpers and printed-circuit board
trace cuts. The technical reference
manual points out that you can
change the key caps yourself, but it
warns that if you break the switch
stems you will void your warranty.
The llc keyboard itself is functionally a duplicate of the IIe keyboard;
it has 63 keys capable of generating
the 128 ASCII (American National
Standard Code for Information Interchange) characters. The actual mechanical design of the keyboard,
however, is significantly different
from keyboards on other Apple products. The IIc keyboard is laid out in
a flatter fashion, in part because the
IIc is designed to be used tilted up at
a slight angle while resting on the
handle, which folds down to serve as
a stand. Although the keyboard is
physically the same size as that of the
IIe, the keys themselves are based on
a new low-cost key switch that Apple
has developed. The switch is not "full
travel" (i.e., the keys don't depress
deeply), but instead offers what
Apple claims is improved tactile and
auditory response.
It seems that no new version of the
Apple II would be complete without
altering the placement of the Reset
key. This time it is placed just above
and to the rear of the keyboard on top
of the system case. As with the IIe,
there are two levels of Reset. Holding
down the Control key and the Reset
key will cause a warm-start procedure with some programs. This
leaves the resident program intact.
Simultaneously holding down the
open-apple key (to the left of the
space bar) with the Control and Reset
keys forces a cold start, which has the
same effect as turning the power off
and back on again.

Photo 3: Apple has announced that a full-screen (560- by 192-pixel) flat-panel LCD will be
available for the lIe before the end of 1984. The flat-panel display will support all the IIc's
text and graphics modes and draw its power from the video expansion port.

Display Options
Although the video output of the
IIc is similar to that of the lIe, Apple
has attempted to generalize the output options of the IIc as much as
possible. The back panel offers two
connectors: a standard RCA pin-plug
jack for a video monitor and a IS-pin
D-type connector for video expansion. The latter interface is designed
to support a number of display options, including RGB (red-green-

Photo 4: The main circuit board of the Apple IIc. The IC count is now down to 21 (excluding
RAM), including two serial ports, video circuitry, and a disk controller. By comparison, the
IBM PCjr has more than 90 ICs.
BYTE M ay 1984
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Photo 5: The rear panel of the IIc. The panel consists of seven connectors and a main power switch. From left to right: a 9-pin D-type
miniature connector for hand controls or a mouse; a 5-pin DIN
(Deutsche Industrie Norm) connector for serial I/O (input/output)
(port 2, normally for a modem); a 15-pin D-type connector for video
expansion; an RCA pin-plug jack for a video monitor; a 19-pin Dtype connector for linking a second disk drive; another 5-pin DIN
connector for serial I/O (port 1, normally for a printer or plotter);
a special 7-pin DIN connector for 9-15-volt DC power input; and the
main power switch.

Photo 6: View of the IIc's internal 51f4-inch disk drive. The drive

was initially designed to face backward but in the final design faces
the side of the case. The drive is heavily shielded and ventilated.

blue) displays, the forthcoming flat- (560 horizontal by 192 vertical), 16
panel display, and a variety of Euro- color.
The double-high-resolution mode
pean display standards. All 15 pins
are used and signals include a video- is achieved by bit-mapping the lowertex signal from the GLU, a l-V sound order 7 bits of the bytes in the two
signal to permit television speaker high-resolution graphics pages.
sound, a power source, a composite These bytes in the two graphics
NTSC (National Television System pages are interleaved to provide 560
Committee) video signal from the dots per line.
When the flat-panel LCD (liquidVID (video interface device) hybrid
Ie, a color-reference signal, and crystal display) is available later this
others. The intent is to let designers year, it will support all three graphics
easily access all the hooks for both modes.
serial and composite data.
The basic system unit comes with Compatibility
a standard RF modulator designed to
As it did during the transition from
connect to the video expansion port, the II Plus to the IIe, Apple has made
and an optional 9-inch monitor is a significant effort to ensure software
available. An RGB adapter still is compatibility. Although it has
necessary, and Apple plans to have switched to a half-height drive,
one available in the future.
Apple has continued to employ the
Like the lIe, the lIe can produce 5 I/4-inch disk size for the II product
both 40- and 80-column text displays. line. The IIe also will continue to use
However, if you use an ordinary color 140K-byte single-sided drives.
or black-and-white television set,
In recent months, Apple has un80-column text will be too blurry to dertaken a major program of testing
read. For a clear 80-column display, Apple II software on the IIc and inyou must use a high-resolution video forming software publishers if
monitor with a bandwidth of 14 MHz changes are needed to make their
software compatible. · Currently,
or greater.
In addition to text-display modes, Apple believes that the IIc is 90 to 95
the IIc also has three graphics modes: percent compatible with the Apple II.
Compatibility problems, where
low-resolution (40 horizontal by 48
vertical), 16 color; high-resolution they arise, may come from the ROM,
(280 horizontal by 192 vertical), 6 the 65C02 microprocessor, unorthocolor; and double-high-resolution dox protection schemes, or illegal
280
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memory addresses. For example, programs that enter the monitor ROM at
unpublished locations will not work.
A more intriguing but apparently
rare problem emerges from the fact
that some programmers have discovered and used undocumented instructions for the 6502 microprocessor. These instructions no longer
exist in the 65C02.

Software
Apple has made the decision to endorse selected third-party software
that has been specially designed for
the IIc. Of the 21 products that Apple
is introducing with the IIc, 17 are
published by independent software
publishers. The programs fall into the
broad categories of education, entertainment, and productivity and come
from such publishers as Microsoft,
Software Publishing, The Learning
Company, and Bnbderbund Software. Apple itself is offering Appleworks, an integrated database-management, word-processing, and
spreadsheet program; Apple Logo
(see photo 7), redesigned to take advantage of the 128K bytes of RAM
available in the IIc; Apple Education
Classics; and the Apple Access II
communication program.
Apple's endorsement is not an exclusive one. More than 100 other
companies also are developing their

WITH THE PASSWORD™ MODEM AND
TELPACTM BEN FRANKLIN COULD HAVE
PUBLISHED THE FRIDAY EVENING POST.

!e

Password'· modem and
the cost will be half or less - the
Telpac'· software deliver text fast,
proofreading zero!
far, cheap, and letter-perfect. Fast?
Password is USR's virtually
Ten times faster than an expert typautomatic modem: 300/1200 baud,
ist (and four times faster than most
auto dial/answer, auto mode/speed
other modems). Far? Crosstown or
select, two-year warranty. $449.*
crosscountry. Letter perfect? MultiTelpac, the USR friendly telecommunications software package,
pIe accuracy checks of your text are
$79. Write or call for complete
just one editorial benefit. Cheap?
Thousands of words by phone ~M descriptions - both Telpac
lines, for less than express mail.
and Password do far more
And if the text is to be typeset,
than this!

lS=t

U.S. ROBOTICS INC.
1123 WEST WASHINGTON· CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60607
(312) 733 -0497
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Photo 7: Part of the Apple Logo tutorial. Apple has limited the amount of printed documen-

tation and increased the interactive on-line tutorials available with the IIc. The basic system
comes with four disks of tutorials designed to offer 10 to 12 hours of instruction.

software for the IIc. A software developers toolkit and a technical reference manual will be available to software publishers.

Peripherals
Several peripherals designed to
work with the IIc represent significant technological advances.
Apple has gone to the Japanese
manufacturer Sharp for a full-screen
flat-panel display that Apple hopes
to have ready for introduction later
this year. Several Japanese LCD
manufacturers now are on the verge
of introducing 80-character by 24-line
flat-panel displays. Significantly,
most of them will have an aspect ratio
of 640 by 200 (width to height), corresponding to the IBM monochrome
display. However, Apple has persuaded Sharp to manufacture a display for the IIc with an aspect ratio
of 560 by 192. Apple currently has
several working prototypes of the display. Recently, BYTE was shown a
demonstration of one of these prototypes. The display differs from a
CRT (cathode-ray tube) in appearance because of the square shape of
individual pixels. (Individual pixels
on an Apple monitor are twice as
high as they are wide.) This makes
282
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characters on the display appear
somewhat flattened;, however, characters in 80-column display mode appeared quite crisp, and the display
also produced remarkable highresolution graphics.
The Scribe printer, which is being
announced simultaneously with the
IIc, is an impressive plain-paper
thermal-transfer printer with color
capabilities. Although the final price
of the Scribe has not been set, it is
likely to be in the $300 range. Apple
is taking some pains to separate the
Scribe thermal-printing technology
from other thermal-printing techniques that require specially sensitized or coated papers. By contrast,
the Scribe will print on virtually any
paper surface, ranging from Xerox
copier paper to continuous form-feed
paper. The Scribe also will print on
projection transparencies.
Although the Scribe is being announced with the IIc, it is designed
as a printer to function with the entire Apple product line, including the
Macintosh and the Lisa. BYTE was
shown printing samples of graphic.s
screen dumps from the Macintosh
that appeared to exceed the Imagewriter in quality. The Scribe has two
resolution modes and can operate at

either 80 cps (characters per second)
in draft mode or 50 cps in letter
mode.
Scribe technology is based on a
proprietary print head that consists
of 24 resistance elements that are arrayed in a vertical column. While
printing, the head is pressed against
a ribbon that consists of a polyester
backing and a carbon-filled paraffin
ink. The resistance elements are
pulsed briefly, heating them and
melting the ink to deposit it on paper.
The design of the print head permits a resistance element to rise to a
temperature above 300 OF and then
drop to below 95 OF (below the melting point of the wax in the ribbon)
within the space of several hundred
microseconds. The dot resolution of
the Scribe can range as high as 160
horizontal by 144 vertical dots per
inch in letter mode.
Color printing can be achieved by
inserting a color ribbon that has different colors laid out in serial bands;
the Scribe skips intermediate colors
when printing in a particular color.
While the Scribe is a low-cost
printer to purchase, the cost of printing will be high. Ribbon cost for an
80,OOO-character black ribbon will be
in the neighborhood of $5, and color
ribbons may cost as much as $8.
Apple claims that the Scribe will be
most compatible with "low duty
cycle" applications such as those
associated with students, homes, or
executive workstations.

Questions and Comments
Now that we've seen what the
Apple lIc has going for it, what does
it lack? First, there are the obvious
shortcomings, such as its inability to
run CP/M software. This is not an insubstantial omission, since Z80 cards
are one of the most common additions to the Apple II beyond 80column cards, serial cards, and disk
controllers.
Second, Apple has chosen not to
include a built-in modem. It seems
reasonable to expect that a modem
should be an integral part of any
computer that is designed to be
readily transportable. Apple's response is that it decided to leave the
modem out for reasons of time, cost,
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It's Fast In Any Language.

When it comes to software
development the difference between
a Sage IV computer and other micros
is like day and night.
With the Sage Computer it'll take
you fewer days and nights to finish
your program.
Speed is the reason. Speed resulting
from the fast MC68000 microprocessor,
fast architecture, fast operating
systems, and blinding transfer rates.
The fact is, even we are surprised by
the amount of software that's developed
on Sage Computers.
So if you're a programmer,
_ _- - -- maybe you should
spend some time
learning how
much time you
could save using a
Sage IV

The Hottest Languages
And Operating Systems.
Programs in nearly all of the important
languages can be written on the Sage
computer.
Included in the price is the p-SYSTEM
operating system which supports Pascal,
BASIC, and FORTRAN.
Other operating systems are optional.
For UNIX fans there 's lORIS, which
runs up to twice as fast (even without
a Sage computer). lORIS conforms to
/usr /Group Standards Committee

standards and programs written under
it are highly portable to other micros.
CP/M advocates please note that
Digital Research has developed CP/M68K for Sage hardware, providing a
truly complete software development
environment. Versions of Pascal,
BASIC, C-BASIC, C, and FORTRAN
77, as well as a very fast APL, may
be used under this operating system.
The Sage IV is also blindingly fast when

running hyperFORTH with its extended
programmer and user interfaces.
Besides lORIS, other Multi-User
operating systems that run on the Sage
Computer are PDOS, MBOS, and

MIRAGE.
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If you found your language here,
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new soft ware catalog describing over
200 application programs for Sage
computers.
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THE SMART WAY TO
CONNECT YOUR
EQUIPMENT.
There's only one cable on the market
that allows you to hook your computer to virtually any peripheral. It's
the Smart Cable. Its on-board logic
matches any RS-232 port to another. Instantly. And automatically. No other cable can do it.
So don't face the problem of needing a new
cable fOr every new connection. Buy the only
cable you 'll ever need to
buy, The Smart Cable.
Suggested retail $89.95.
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12-23

24 +

$6.99 $6.29
$9.95 $8.96

$5.66
$7.96

1-11

MX, FX-80
MX, FX-100

Call or write for our free catalogue.
Toll free: 1-800-343-7706.
In Massachusetts: 617-963-7694.
P.O. Box 103, Randolph, MA 02368

• .........
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COMPUTER SUPPLIES INC.
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Circle 76 on inquiry card.

and space. However, since lap-size
computers selling for as little as $700
now include integral 300-bps
modems, this may be the IIc's most
significant design flaw.
Less obvious, perhaps, are problems associated with the decision to
maintain media compatibility between the lIc and earlier versions of
the Apple II. Certainly Apple is the
only company that can get away with
introducing a personal computer
with just one 140K-byte single-sided
drive.
Even in its half-height form, it
seems that the 51f4-inch disk standard
is not an ideal one for a truly portable
computer. The drive adds considerably to the weight and size of the
computer and, in fact, the Apple design team admitted that the internal
drive created major headaches in
terms of cooling the lIe. (The critical
element in the cooling equation is the
jacket of the 51f4-inch disk.)
The obvious alternative would have
been to switch to the Sony 31fz-inch
disk drive used by the Macintosh.
That drive is lighter and more compact and has more than twice the
storage capacity in its single-sided
version. The problem of transferring
software from one medium to another doesn't seem insurmountable,
particularly because Apple seems intent on marketing the IIc to first-time
computer users.
Also less clear is the question of
open- versus closed-hardware architecture. It seems obvious that, in the
case of the IIc, expandability had to
be sacrificed to achieve a genuinely
portable computer. Peter Quinn, the
director of engineering for the IIc, insists that, while Apple's two most recently released products have been
slotless, the company has not backed
away from its commitment to the
principle of open architectures : "I
think that within this division we're
still very sold on open architecture,
open slots, and I think any of our
new products will ultimately reflect
this, once we evolve into a new architecture:' he says .•
John Milrkoff is a senior technical editor at BYTE.
He can be contacted at 1000 Elwell Court, Suite 225,
Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415) 964-0624.

Never before has anyone put so much .
into something so small. The WY-50 gives
you big terminal features without occupying your entire work-space . This took
revolutionary design. Design a lot of
people couldn't accomplish for the price.
But we did.
In fact, the WY-50 introduces a new standard for low-cost terminals . You get a
compact, full-featured design that meets
the most advanced European ergonomic
standards. 30% more viewing area than
standard screens. And a price tag as small
as they come.
The WY-50 sells for only $695.00.

• 14" screen.
• 80/132 column
format.
• Soft-set up mode.
• High resolution characters.
• Low-profile keyboard.
• Industry compatible.
• Only $695.00.
For more information on the revolutionary design, outstanding features and
unique good looks of the new WY-50,

,.,.

, 'O

and we'll
sendyoua
brochure filled with everything
you need to know. The WY-50 . The fullfeatured terminal with the small price .

WYS E
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Make the Wyse Decision .
WYSE TECHNOLOGY 3040 N. First St., San Jose,
CA 95134, 408/946-3075, TLX 910-338-2251, Olltside
CA call toll-free, 800/421 -1058, ill So. CA 213/340-2013 .

.,
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The Texas Instruments
makes the best softwart

Professional Computer
perform even better.
See the difference TI can make with these
best,sellers and hundreds more software packages.
Word processing, data base
management, advanced in'
tegrated programs ... the
Texas Instruments Profes,
sional Computer can help
you meet virtually every
business and professional
need. But before you con'
sider software alone, consider
the hardware too.

Our sharp. 8-color graphics give your displays
even more visual impact.

The better the hardware,
the more you get
from your software.
The TI Professional Com'
puter's outstanding monitor
resolution and 8,color
graphics make best'
selling programs like
Lotus 1,2,YMsharper,
easier to work with.

You can put three times the
graphic information on
screen-in both color and
monochrome-so you'll be
able to take even greater ad,
vantage of the best graphics
programs. For best,selling
word processing packages
like WordStar,TMTI's
comfortable, typewriter,style
keyboard is a natural.Any,
one familiar with a standard
. typewriter keyboard can
start to work immediately,
without re,learning key
positions.
TI offers all the
software you need.
So whatever your business
needs, the TI Professional
Computer runs
the programs

Our easy w use keyboard makes word
processing easier.

you need now, and the ones
you'll want tomorrow. Thirty
to forty programs each
month are being developed
by over 200 software
manufacturers. You'll find
them among hundreds of
other software packages
listed in the TI Software
Journal.
So get more from your
software with the best hard,
ware, the Texas Instruments
Professional Computer. For
more information, call
1,800,527,3500.
Or visit the
.Ji~
dealer nearest you.

'V

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
Creating useful products
and services for you.

1· 2·3 is a trademark of Lotus Corporation .
WordStar is a trademark of MicroPro
International C orp.
Copyright © 1984 Texas Instruments
2773·04 SW · R2

Inside the Model 100's ROM
Explore the built-in software in the TRS-80 Model 100
Brian Cameron
Free-lance Writer
The TRS-80 Model 100 is still a
relatively new machine with not
much software or information
available for it yet. This probably will
change, as it did for the original
TRS-80 Model I and other early
microcomputer systems. I hope to
shorten the time it takes you to get
information contained within the
Model 100 by taking you on a walk
through its ROM (read-only memory) chips, stopping at addresses you
may find useful in your own BASIC
or machine-language programs. I
will show you the locations of the
systems directory and your files and
explain their formats. Finally, I will
describe a program I wrote called
DIR. CO . This program addresses a
shortcoming of the Model 100 in that
it shows the location and size of the
files in the machine. OIR.CO will list
each directory entry, even if the file
has been erased, and give the starting address and length of each file .
In some cases OIR.CO will provide
even more information, such as the
execution and entry addresses of a
command file .

The Directory
The file directory starts at hexadecimal location F962. Each directory
entry is 11 bytes long. The first byte
is a flag byte that describes the status
of the file . The bits defined in the
status byte are:
7-tells that the file really exists
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6-identifies the file as a text (.00)
file
5-identifies the file as a command
(.CO) file
4-shows that the program is in
ROM if this bit is on
3-shows that the program is invisible if this bit is on
2-not used
I-not used
a-not used
The status byte is followed by a
2-byte starting address for the program and an 8-byte address containing the filename. The directory starts
with the system entries. These are
what the user is accustomed to seeing displayed in the main menu . The
familiar system files are BASIC,
TEXT, TELCOM, AOORSS, and
SCHEOL. Each of these files contains
a status-flag byte of hexadecimal BO.
The status-byte list, above, shows
that this means the files are command type and that they are resident
in ROM. The next two directory entries refer to programs called
SUZUKI and HAYASHI. Both these
filenames are preceded by a zero .
The status flags for SUZUKI and
HA YASHI are hexadecimal 88 and
C8, respectively. In each case the invisible bit is on for these files . The
user directory entries start at hexadecimal address F9AF.
About Erased Files
An erased file has a status-flag byte

of zero. All other files have the highorder bit of the status byte turned on.
If you accidentally erase a file, you
may be able to recover it. Start at the
beginning of the user directory and
move through it 11 bytes at a time until you come to the file you erased.
Store a hexadecimal 80 in the first
byte of the directory entry and the file
will reappear. This, however, does
not ensure that the file will be restored; to be recoverable it must have
been the last file stored. The Model
100 ROM routine not only changes
the flag to 00 when a file is erased,
but it also closes any holes in the file
structure. For example, if three files
exist, Fl.OO, F2.00, and F3.00, and
you erase F2.00, file F3.00 will
close the gap that F2.00 left. This
can be demonstrated with the
OIR.CO program. Create several files
and display their start and end addresses, then erase one of the files
and invoke the DIR.CO program
again. As long as the program erased
was not the last directory entry, you
will notice that the file previously
listed after the erased file will now
begin at a new address. Because of
this file movement you cannot be
assured that a file can be restored
after a KILL command has been
entered. It is unfortunate that the
authors of the Model 100 ROM routines did not choose to simply mark
a file as erased and then clean up any
missing gaps at the next file save. Be
careful if you attempt to recover a lost

That's right, In just minutes you can have a
client's completed tax return in your hand:
Think about It .. •you increase client volunfe, you
Plus, you save the cost of your computer service
complete client security.
FEDERAL AND STATE PACKAGES TO MEET EVERY NEED. MiCRO-TAX"
offers four Federal tax packages and 25 state packages (fully integrated
with the Level /I Program), so you can select the programs that best meet
your needs:
Level I-Federal Individual Package: for individuals preparing their own taxes.
teletext support network. With TAX NET, * you can send information, ask
Level II-Federal Professional Individual Package: for accountants,
questions, get answers and updates-directly through your computer
registered agents, tax attorneys, and other tax professionals.
and a modem .
Level /II-Federal Partnership/Corporate Package: for those who preTAX ORGANIZER . Now MICRO-TAX' offers a Tax Organizer. You get both
pare Federal Partnership, Corporate, and Subohapter S returns.
the software and the forms, so each year, you can send your clients an
organizer with the prior year's client data printed on it.
Level IV-Overseas Tax Package: addresses the unique tax situations
of United States Expatriates.
HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY. MICRO-TAX' is compatible with your IBM
PC/XT, * DEC Rainbow,' Radio Shack, • or any other personal computer
Levels II, III , and IV have a depreciation module and automatically compute underpayment penalties and minimum tax. In addition , Levels II and
with CP /M-80: PC DOS ,* or MS DOS * -from
III automatically compute self-employment taxes, and Levell! computes
Apple * to Zenith .'
So , take the tedium out of tax preparation-save time and moneyincome averaging .
FLEXIBLE DATA ENTRY. With MICRO-TAX' you can organize data entry
Call Mioro-Tax' for complete details ,
in a sequence Similar to that of manual tax preparation , or you can
or call your local dealer
choose another sequence. The
1983 FEDERAL FORMS AND SCHEDULES INCLUDED
menu driven system makes data
PRINTS
entry simple.
FULL FEOERAL
i~;:J
MULTIPLE PRINTING OPMICRO·TAX·
~I
PERSONAL
1:;: TIONS . You can input client tax
COMPUTER
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information at the time of inter"'
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SYSTEMS
~~.~~
view and produce forms imme';'
...
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"'a>
diately, or enter data during the
'"
::~ a>
ro&t~
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'"
day and batch print returns at
Level l. Individual
night. MICRO-TAX' prints your
5195 .
returns on IRS forms , IRS ap'C / PM-Iradernark 01 Digilal Research.
Level II . Prole"lonal
.
. . . . .. .
proved substitute forms , or
·. ..
Inc.: DEC Rainbow - Iradernark 01 Digilal
Individual
51000.
with transparent overlays .
Equiprnent CorJ .. MICRO·TAX and TAXNET
-Iradernarks 01Microcornputer Taxs~slerns.
TAXNET' - TELETEXT SUPLevel III. Parlner.hip l
.....
Corporale
51000.
Inc.: MS DOS - Irademark 01 Microsoli
PORT NETWORK. MICRO-TAX'
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......
..
Irademarks of IBM ; Apple-Iradernark 01
to an electronic mailbox and
52000 .
Apple Compulers: Zenilh - Irademark 01
instantaneous memo board
Heath Company and Zenilh Radio Corp.
• All forms and schedules subiect to final lAS changes lor1983 tax year.
through the TAXNET'
• 25 Integrated state returns avai lable· Orders taken for yearly update packages
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MICRO-TAX' MICROCOMPUTER TAXSYSTEMS, INC.
6203 Variel Avenue, Suite A Woodland Hills , CA 91367, Dept. 1B Phone (213) 704-7800
(Area code changes to (818). effeclive January 1984)

Circle 270 on Inquiry card .

BASIC
Command
ABS
ASC
ATN
BEEP
CALL
CDBL
CINT
CLEAR
CLOAD
CLOAD?
CLOADM
CLOSE
CLS
COM
CONT
COS
CSAVE
CSAVEM
CSNG
CSRLlN
DATA
DATE
DAY
DEF
DIM
DSKI
DSKO
EDIT
END
EOF
ERROR
EXP
FILES
FIX
FOR
FRE
GOSUB
GOTO
HIMEM
IF
INKEY$
INP
INPUT
INPUT#
INT
IPL
KEY
KILL
LCOPY
LEN

Internal
Code
(all hexadecimal)
E1
F9
ED
81
89
F4
F2
A7
A8
(same as CLOAD)
(same as CLOAD)
9A
80
AD
A4

EA
A9
(same as CSAVE)
F3
CA
83
A8
AC
A1
85
C8
98
93
80
EF
94
E9
90
F5
81
E2
8C
88
CC
8A
C9
E3
84
(same as INPUT)
EO
BB
AF
80
83
F6

ROM
Entry Address
(all hexadecimal)
33F2
294F
2F71
4229
lOFA
358A
3501
40F9
2377
2456
24A7
4E28
4231
1A9E
40DA
2EEF
2280
2200
352A
1090
099E
1924
1955
0872
4788
5073
5071
5E51
409F
1889
OBOF
30A4
1F3A
3645
0726
2B4C
091E
0936
lOB9
081A
48EA
1100
OCA3
OC99
3654
1A78
1888
1F91
1E5E
2943

BASIC
Command
LET
LINE
LIST
LLIST
LOAD
LOG
LPOS
LPRINT
MAX
MENU
MERGE
MOTOR
NAME
NEW
NEXT
ON
OPEN
OUT
PEEK
POKE
POS
POWER
PRESET
PRINT
PSET
READ
REM
RESTORE
RESUME
RND
RUN
SAVE
SAVEM
SCREEN
SGN
SIN
SOUND
SPACE
SOR
STOP
STR
STRING
TAB(
TAN
TIME
USING
VAL
VARPTR
WIDTH

Internal
Code
(all hexadecimal)
87
92
A5
A7
9B
E8
E4
AO
87
8A
9C
86
BC
BF
82
97
99
96
EE
A2
E5
B8
B5
A3
B4
86
8E
88
95
E7
89
9E
(same as SAVE)
BE
OF
EB
B2
FB
E6
8F
F7
C6
CO
EC
AA
C2
F8
C3
90

ROM
Entry Address
(all hexadecimal)
09C3
OC45
1140
1138
4070
3FCF
10C8
OB4E
1098
5797
4071
lOEC
2037
20FE
4174
OA2F
4CCB
110C
1284
1288
10CE
1419
1C66
0856
1C57
OCD9
09AO
407F
OA80
313E
090F
4DCF
22CC
1E22
3407
2F09
lOC5
298E
305A
409A
273A
2960
OC01
2F58
1904
4991
2A07
OF7E
lOC3

Table 1: The BASIC command entry points and internal codes. For an explanation of the abbreviations, see September 1983 BYTE,

page 154.

file-if the files have been shifted
after the erase command the results
may be unpredictable.

File Formats
Three types of files can exist on the
Model 100: BASIC files (.BA), command files (.CO), and document files
(.00). A BASIC file starts at the address specified in the directory and
continues through memory until
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three zeros are encountered. A document file also starts at the address
specified in the directory, but it continues until a Control-Z hexadecimal
1A is encountered . A command file
is a little more complicated because
it must provide such information as
the start address and the length of
the program. At the address specified
in the directory, you will find where
the command file is stored. This is

not where it is executed. The program, when invoked from the main
menu, will be moved to its execution
address and control will then be
passed to it. The first two bytes of the
file contain the start address, or the
address where the file will be moved
to in memory. The next two bytes
contain the length of the program.
This is the program proper and does
not include the start-address bytes,

INDUSTRIAL GRADE
IEEE·696/S·100 BOARDS
Dual Systems deSigns and manufactures a variety
of IEEE-696/S-100 boards for 16-biI microprocessor
system s running under UNI X and other operating
systems. These boards bring high performance and
three years of field -proven experience to your
computing environment.
Each board is rigorously tested and burned -in for
168 grueling hours. If it can't bear the heat, it won't
bear our name.

High Performance System Boards
Model WDC·SMD The WDC-SMD Hard Disk
Controller' is specially designed for high throughput in
large, heavily-loaded multi-user UNIX systems. All
sectors on a track are transferred essentially within a
single disk rotation regardless of where the head first
settles or the order in which sectors are encountered.
The controller offers 16 -bit throttled DMA data
transfers and disk transfers up to 10Mb/sec. Also
features dual-ported, full-track, look ahead cache, and
on -board microprocessor. Interfaces with one or two
SMD drives. $2195 .
Model S104· DMA The most advanced, intelligent,
4-port serial I/O board available for the IEEE-696/
S-100 bus, this module features 256 bytes of FIFO
buffer for input characters and provides DMA transfers
for output. A built-in 8085A processor greatly
reduces system overhead. $695.
·Palenl Pending

Model DMEM Features 256K bytes of memory and
either 8 or 16 -bit data paths. 24 -bit addressing, and
parity checking on each byte. DMEM has no S-100
wait states. $1395 .
Model EPROM Capable of either 8 or 16-bit data
transfers, this 32/64K EPROM offers the versatility of
running with 68000, Z-8000, 8086, 16000, and
other 16-bit processors. It accepts industry -standard
2732 and 2716 EPROMs. 64K RAMS may be mixed
with 2716 EPROMs for use as a RAM/EPROM board.
$345.
Model CPU·68000M High-performance CPU board
with 16-bit data path, 10 MHz CPU operation, and
MC68451 MMU for mUlti -tasking applications. $1195.
Model CPU· 68000 Similar to 68000M, but features
8K bytes of on -board ROM with Motorola's MacsBug
monitor instead of the Memory Management Unit.
$895.
Model. M/BD·IS & 20 Back Plane. These premium
quality motherboards feature four-layer construction
with two internal ground planes, and Schottky-diode
termination. They provide high-speed operation with
true transmission line characteristics and minimum
noise. M/BD-15: $495, M/BD-20: $5 45.
Model CMEM This non-volatile CMOS memory board
provides easy-to -use 8 or 16 -bit data paths and 32K
bytes of memory with dynamically movable
write/protect window. On-board lithium battery holds
data for 3-10 years with power off. $725.

Data Acquisition and Control Boards
Model CLK· 24C Clock -calendar features a LSI CMOS
chip and on-board, long-life lithium battery. $325.
Model AIM·12 A highly reliable A-to-D converter with
35msec. maximum conversion time, 12-bit resolution
and accuracy, and 32 channels single -ended/16
channels differential. $725.
Model AOM ·12 This D-to-A converter offers 1/0mapped port address, 12-bit ± 1/2 L.S.B. accuracy
(0-70·C), and voltage outputs of 0 to 10 volts, ± 5
volts, and ± 10 volts. $675.
Madel VIC 4·20 Converts voltage outputs from
AOM-12 into four separate 4-20MA current outputs.
Module also provides overvoltage protection on all
current output, plus transient protection per ISA
standards. $600.
For more information, call (415) 549-3854.
Dual Systems Corp., 2530 San Pablo Avenue,
Berkeley, CA 94702

THERE'S ONLY ONE

:)UAL

CPU-68000M

Circ le 143 on inquiry card.
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length bytes, or the entry bytes in its
calculated length. The two bytes following the length contain the entry
address of the program. This is
where the program will start executing from, once control is passed
to it. The entry address is not necessarily the same as the start address,
but they can be the same if the program is to start at the first byte
specified in the start address.

ROM Routines

-==================::::=====~
II

II

II

II

III

III

III
III

lit 11'11111 ~

II

II

~IIJII II 'II
IIIIII1

IBM® COMPATIBLE

$2295

MAXIMUM IBM®
COMPATIBILITY
~-~-

CARDS

N

List Price
Nation Wide Service

-----

DRIVES

for OEM

K-9600

Maximum IBM PCIXT Compatible System • Multi-Layered Board (Made in U.S.A., .
1 Year Warranty) • 128K RAM Expandable to 256K • 96 Key detachable keyboard
• 2 TEAC DSIDD Slim Drives • Drive Controller • Color Graphics Card •
Monochrome Monitor • 2 Serial Ports • Printer Port • Operates under MS-DOS
1.1, 2.0, 2.11,3.1, CP/M-86, and p-System • Runs LOTUS 1-2-3, Flight Simulation,
and thousands more • CALL FOR DEALERS IN YOUR LOCAL AREA.

POWER SUPPLY

FOR IBM PC HARD DISK SYSTEM
REG.
$199 100 W REG.
$249 130 W REG.
$299
65 W SPECIAL
$159
SPECIAL $189
SPECIAL $219
• QUANTITY DISCOUNTS FOR OEM AND DEALERS
714-630-6361 •
630-6362 •
TELEX: 783197
2732 E. 1IIlRALOlllA AVE •• AN ABEIlll, CA. 92S06
IBM 1B a tradem ark of I BM Corporation. Qunlx 1B a trademark of Quantum Software.
MS DOS 1B a tradem ark of Microsoft Corporation. CRM 1B Digital Research's tradem ark.
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By understanding parts of the
Model 100 ROM routines you will be
able to shorten your programs and
use the 32K bytes of ROM space that
would normally be useless to your
program. For example, there is no
point in writing the code to clear the
screen or home the cursor if these
routines already exist in the machine.
Because the Model 100 clears the
screen when it leaves the menu, you
should be able to use this function,
as well as other routines (providing
you can find them in ROM) and
understand what each routine requires. To prove this capability, enter
the BASIC command CALL 16945.
This is the entry point for the BASIC
CLS command . After you enter this
command your screen will be blank.
Table 1 gives a list of BASIC command entry points, as well as their internal representation.
Many other useful ROM routines
are available in the Model 100. Table
2 is a list and description of addresses
I discovered in the ROMs using a disassembler on an IBM 4341. You can
easily incorporate these routines into your machine-language programs.

The DIR.CO Program
The DIR.CO program in listing 1 is
an extended version of the BASIC
FILES command, but it provides
much more information than just the
names of the current files. If a directory entry exists for an erased file, its
name will also appear in the list of
files, with the comment *ERASED*
beside it. Each file appears by itself
on the screen. Pertinent information
also appears with the filename. You
move through the system files by
pressing the Enter key, at which point
the screen is cleared and the next file
Text continued 0 11 page 303
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The S·100 Concept for IBM Compatible Systems
You want a computer. You like the flexibility and options
of the IBM PC. EXCEPT there are some things that you want
your way . YOU:
• Don't like the funny keyboard.
• Want V2 height drives so you can add a hard disk later.
• Want a powerful supply that is adequate for disk expansion.
• Want more than three additional slots .
• Want a faster or different CPU .
• Want higher resolution graphics.
• Want Dvorak or other keyboard layout.
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125 Watt Power

Brother

Hayes

'ac k
mbo Plu s
'ga Plus
K Ram Set .

HAVE IT YOUR WAY

Prowriter 8510P .... 120 cps .... 353
Prowrite r 8510SP
180 cps
495
Prowriter 8510SPC 180 cps co lor 589
Prowriter 1550P
120 cps .
581
Prowriter 1550SP
180 cps
Ca ll
Prowr iter 1550SPC 180 cps co lor Ca ll
New CX4800 plotter
610
New A10 18 cps Da isy Wheel ... 549
Sta rw riter FlO 40 cps Daisy W hee l 997
Printmaster FlO 55 cps Daisy W hee l 1323
We Know How to Make
Your Prowriter I BM Co mp at ibl e
92p
93p
IBM
2350
2410

UPS Ground Continental USA only.

Ca ll

For IBM
T a nd on T Ml 00·2
Teac 55B 'I, Heig ht
Pa nasonic/S hu gart V, He ight
CDC

238
199
194
220

Frank lin OMS 1 200
Columbia 1600·1
TAVA PC
....
Ea g le I
..
Eag le II
............ .
Ea g le III
Ea gle IV
Ea g le PC-2
Ea g le 1620
Eag le 1630
Ea g le 1640

203
242
. 213
48
255
. 325

"C"

Ca ll

Ashton Tate
Software Arts
TK So lve r
So lve r Pac .

Seasoned Systems
Sure Strok e Dvo rak Tutor

Wyse
569

Teletex
3000

48

Sorcim
Supe r Calc III

230

Micro Pro
Wordstar
Mail Merge .
Spe ll star
Pro Pack

258
· 131
131
475

MBSI
Re a lwo rl d G I
Rea lwo rl d AR

533
· 533

All
For Most Soitware Program s .

. .. 69

Hayes
72

Sma rt Com

Micro Stuff
Crossta lk

134

Micro Rim
563
717
91 4

50

215
88

RB as e .

Televideo
914
925
950

.. 389
184

dBase II
Friday

TERMINALS

For Apple
Su pe r 5 V, Heig ht .
Que nt in Ap 100·y
Quent in Ap 105·Y V, Height
Quent in Co ntro ll e r
Rana 1
Ra na 1 w ith Contro ll er

1709
2750
1900
1650
2050
2270
3500
27 30
3400
5270
6400

SOFTWARE

460

· 372

S-100
Sierra Data Sciences
SBC·100 Mas te r
SBC·100S Slave
CPM
Turbo Dos Mu lt i·u se r

750
650
110
630

12CB - Get a Character from Keyboard
.
. . .
.
This routine will wait for a character from the keyboard and return it in the A register. The carry flag will be set If It IS a specIal character.
13DB - Check Keyboard
.
.
.
.
This routine checks to see if any characters are pending from the keyboard. The zero flag IS set If no character IS found. The zero flag IS reset
if there are keys waiting.
1470 - Print a Character
The character in the A register will be printed when this routine is called.
14Aa - Turn On Cassette
This routine will turn on the cassette motor.
14AA - Turn Off Cassette
This routine will turn off the cassette motor.
14BO - Get a Character from the Cassette
A character is read from the cassette and returned in the A register. Upon entry to this routine, the C register must contain the current checksum .
Upon exit, the C register will contain the updated checksum.
14C1 - Write a Character to the Cassette
This routine is similar to the cassette-read routine. The character to be written to the cassette must be in the A register, and the checksum must
be in the C register. Upon return, the C register will contain the updated checksum.
190F - Get Time
Upon entry, the HL register pair must point to an a-byte data area that will receive the system time. The format of the time returned is HH :MM :SS.
192F - Get Date
Upon entry, the HL register pair must contain the address of an a-byte data area to receive the system date. The format of the date returned
is MMIDDNY
1962 - Get Day
A call to this routine will return a 3-byte representation of the day of the week. Upon entry, the HL register pair must contain the address of
the 3-byte area to receive the day.
1BEO - Display Printable Characters
This routine displays the characters pointed to by the HL regi ster pair, for the length contained in the B register. Only printable characters are
displayed . If the value is greater than 7F or less than 20, then a blank is displayed in place of the character.
1E5E - Print LCD [liqUid-crystal display] Screen
This routine will print the contents of the screen on the printer. Thi s is the same entry point for the BASIC LCOPY command .
1FBE - Erase a .DO File
A call to this address will result in erasing a text file from the system . The HL register must contain the address of the files directory entry. The
DE register pair must point to the start of the file. The start of file can be obtained from a call to 5AE3.
220F - Save a .DO File
This routine will create a directory entry for a text file. The filename must have previously been stored in RAM (random-access read/write memory)
at location FC93.
2542 - Move from Address in HL to Address in DE
The data pointed to in the HL register is moved to the address specified in the DE register, for a length contained in the B register. This is a
forward movement of data because HL and DE are both incremented.
27B1 - Display a String
This routine will display, on the LCD screen, the characters pointed to in the HL register. The display of characters is terminated when a zero
is discovered in the string.
290C - Move from Address in BC to Address in DE
The data pointed to in the BC register is moved to the address specified in the DE register. for a length contained in the L register. This is a
forward movement of data.
2EE6 - Move from Address in HL to Address in DE
The data pointed to in the HL register.is moved to the address specified in the DE register, for a length contained in the C register. This is a
backward movement of data because the HL and DE registers are decremented before each character moved.
3469 - Move from Address in DE to Address in HL
The data pointed to in the DE register is moved to the address specified in the HL register, for a length contained in the B register. This is a
forward movement of data.
3472 - Move from Address in DE to Address in HL
Same as the call to address 3469 except that this is a backward movement of data.
39D4 - Convert and Display
The hexadecimal value in the HL register pair will be converted to a decimal number and will then be displayed at the current cursor position.
(See the DIR.CO program listing for an example.)

Table 2: The ROM routines. (All numerical values are in hexadecimal notation.)
Table 2 continued on page 296
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THE BE5TTHIIIG IIEXT TO
MIBMPCISA

And there's a forms handling
option for every paper and forms
handling need. Which means no
matter what form yo'ur business takes,
Spinwriter can handle it.
So, if you want to get the most out of
your IBM, get a Spinwriter. For more information,
just call 1-800-343-4419; in Massachusetts call
(617) 264-8635.
Also available at: Entre, 1-800-HI ENTRE,
Computerland stores (in California) 1-800-321-1101;
(outside California) 1-800-423-3008, Sears 1-800-228-2200
Put a Spinwriter®next to your IBM®pc, or XT,
and IBM Product Centers.
9.nd get the best letter-quality printing available
Find out why most IBM PC users are saying,
anywhere. Spinwriter is totally IBM plug-compatible "NEC and me."
and works with every piece of IBM PC software. It
~es!~~~lythebe~;~IB~~-----------also works with all popular third party applications
Please send me more information on:
.....t r ' r
packages.
o spinwriter 3550 0 spinwriter 2050
" ,£
~
Depending on your needs, you can choose
between our popular 350 wpm model 3550, or our
Name
Title
new 200 wpm model 2050.
Both give you world famous Spinwriter printing
Company
quality and reliability. And both were made for the
Address
IBM. That's why 55% of the letter-quality printers
used with IBM PC's are Spinwriters. *
City
Spinwriter gives you over 60 different type styles.
State
Zip
Each with up to 128 characters.

AND

Wf

' pc WORLD Magazine. July 1983

Spinwriter is a reg istered trademark of NEC Corp . IBM is a registered
trademark of International Business Machines Corp.
Circle 291 on inquiry card.

NEe Information Systems, Inc .
1414 Massachusetts Avenue
Boxborough, MA 01719

Table 2 continued:
40F1 - Check HL for Character
The byte at the address pointed to by the HL register is checked to see if it is a valid uppercase letter. If it is not valid then the carry flag is set.
40F2 - Check A for Character
This is similar to the call to address 40F1 , except that the A register is checked for a valid uppercase letter A-Z.
4222 - Display CR LF
Calling this address results in a carriage return and a line feed being displayed on the screen. The A register is destroyed.
4229 - Beep
This routine gives a short beep on the speaker. The A register is destroyed.
4220 - Home Cursor
This routine does the same as the call to address 5D6A, except that the HL register is not touched. This probably is a better choice.
4231 - Clear Screen
This routine is also the same as the BASIC command CLS. The A register is destroyed .
4235 - Protect the Bottom Line
After calling this routine you are unable to write into line eight. The system uses this to protect the function-key displays.
423A - Unprotect the Bottom Line
This routine undoes a call to address 4235.
423F - Scroll Lock
After a call to this routine the screen will be locked. A line feed cannot cause the top line to disappear or a fresh line to appear on the bottom.
4244 - Scroll Unlock
This routine reverses the effect of a call to 423F, allowing a line-feed character to move lines of data, off the top of the screen.
4249 - Turn Cursor On
Thi s routine causes the familiar block cursor to appear at the current cursor position.
424E - Turn Cursor Off
This routine will cause the block cursor to disappear.
4253 - Erase Line
Thi s routine will erase the entire contents of the current screen line.
4258 - Insert Line
This routine will insert a blank line on the screen below the current cursor position .
4250 - Erase to End of Line
This routine will clear the current line starting from the cursor position.
4269 - Reverse Video
After a call to this routine, characters typed on the screen will appear white with black backgrounds.
426E - Normal Video
This routine restores normal black characters on a white background .
4270 - Send Escape Code
Upon entry, the A register contains the escape code.
427C - Move Cursor to (row, col)
This routine can be used to position the cursor anywhere on the screen. Upon entry, the HL register points to the destination of the cursor

H = ROW
L =COLUMN
The A register is destroyed .
428A - Erase Function Display
Thi s routine will remove the function-key display from the bottom of the screen .
42A5 - Set (and display) Function Keys
This routine will set the function keys according to the table pointed to by the HL register and display them. This routine is the same as a call
to address 5A7C to set the keys, followed by a call to address 42A8 to display the setting.
42A8 - Display Function Keys
As stated in the routine above, this routine will display the settings.
4644 - Get a Line from Keyboard
This routine will get a line of input from the keyboard and exit back to the calling routine when the Enter key is pressed. The data can be found
in the keyboard input buffer, located at address F685.
4B44 - Display a Character
The character in the A register is displayed on the LCD screen.

Table 2 continued on page 298
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"My IBM®
PC XT'· writes monthiyhillings and
statements to Maxwell & Sons' 1,893
customers, and tells me
who owes what."
When you work
with a lot of
information, you
can't afford to
re-en ter every file
when your hard disk
fails. And no hard
disk is fail-safe .

'My Sysgen Image'· hacks up the whole
lot in less than five minutes.
10 megahytes on a single cassette..."
The Sysgen Image
backs up the hard
disk in your IBM
PC XT. So you can
protect your files in
minutes-instead of
spending hours
re-en tering them.

"For just $995.
That's cheap insurance.
It lets me sleep at night."
The Sysgen Image
for just $995. It's
the most affordable
insurance you can
buy for your two
most important
assets: Your
information. And
your time.

Sysgen.

Because a hard disk without tape
just doesn't make sense.

Sysgen products for the IBM~ PC, PC XT, and other
personal computers: Economical, 10- and 20-Megabyte
hard disk systems with tape back-up. Or lO-Megabyte

tape back-up for the IBM PC XT.
Go to your local computer dealer. Ask for a
demonstration of Sysgen back-up systems. And find out
how to make sense of your storage.
47853 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-6770
Telex 4990843

SYSGEN
I

NCOR

PORATED

IBM is a regi stered trade mark and PC XT is a uad emark orInternati onal Busin ess Machines Corporati on. Sysgen Im age is a trad emark of Sysge n, Incorporated.

Circle 369 on inquiry card.

Table 2 continued:
4855 - Print a Character (expand tabs)
This routine will print the character that is in the A register, unless it happens to be a tab character, in which case the tab is expanded out two spaces.
5288 - Drop Phone Line
This routine will terminate the phone connection .
5200 -

Connect Phone Line

532D - Dial a Number
This routine will dial the specified phone number pointed to by the HL register.
5791 - Display Message on New Line
This routine will display a message pointed to by the HL register. The message must be terminated with a zero. If the cursor is not at the beginning of the line then a carriage return is done before the message is displayed.
5797 - Main Menu
This is the address of the main-menu routine.
5970 - List Files
This routine is called from the main menu to display the files on the LCD screen .
59AD - Display Filename
This routine is called to build a filename. The DE registers must point to a string of characters containing the filename. The HL registers must
contain the address of a work area large enough to contain the filename, file type, the period separator, and a trailing zero. After the call the
HL register no longer points to the start of the string so it is advised to PUSH the HL register before the call, and then POP the register before
calling off to the routine to display the filename. For an example, see the routine called PUTFN in the DIR.CO program listing.
SASS - Display String of Characters
Upon entry to this routine, the HL register must contain the address of a string of characters to be displayed on the screen. The string must
be terminated with a 00. The A register is destroyed and HL points to the end of the string.
SA79 - Clear Function Keys
This routine clears the function-key table.
SA7C - Copy Function Keys
The HL register must contain the address of the function table that will be copied into the system function-key settings.
5A9E -

Display the Function Table

5AAfJ - Find a Directory Entry
The DE register pair must point to the address of the file you wish to search for. A zero must terminate the name. Upon exit, the HL register
contains the start address of the file. ·If the file is not found , the zero flag will be set.
SAE3 - Get Start of File
Upon entry, the HL register must contain the address of the directory entry. Upon exit, the HL register will contain the start address of the file.
5D6A - Home Cursor
This routine will move the cursor to upper left corner of the screen. Registers A and HL are destroyed. (Also see address 4220.)
5F2F - Wait for Space8ar
This routine waits until the space bar is pressed, then returns.
6CD6 -

Cold Start Address

6CEO -

Warm Start Address

6D3F - Print a Character
The character in the A register will be sent to the printer. The carry flag will be set if the print operation is canceled by break.
6D6D - Return Number of Characters on RS-232C
This routine will return the number of characters pending on the RS-232C queue. The results are returned in the A register. If there are no characters
pending, the zero flag will be set.
6D7E - Get Character from RS-232C
Upon return , the A register will contain a character from the RS-232C queue. The zero flag will be set if all is OK. The carry flag will be set
if the Break key was pressed.
6EOB - Send XON
This routine will send an XON character (Control-Q) across the communication line. This character resets the XOFF code to stop the flow of data.
6E1E - Send XOFF
This routine will transmit an XOFF character (Control-S) across the communication line. This code is used to stop the flow of data to the Model
100. Data flow will resume only when you send an XON.
6E32 - Send Character to RS-232C
The character in the A register is sent to the RS-232C.

Table 2 continued on page 300
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WAITING FOR
SOFTWARE INTEGRATION?
Vendor X's word processing software looks great, but Vendor
V's spreadsheet program is number one , and Vendor Z has the
communications package you really need. Wouldn 't it be great
if they were integrated?
With APX Core@) your personal computer gains the power to
drive several different programs-from Vendors X, Y, and Zat the same time. Coordinate them through overlapping windows that you define, and optimize keystrokes to save effort.
APX Core@) even lets you "cut and paste" data among the differE~'nt programs automatically.
Let APX Core@) integrate your choice of software. Our demo
package can show you how.
Dealer inquiries invited.
APX Core@) Technical Specifications:
Format:
Minimum
Hardware
Required :

Software on 5 '/, ' diskette with
User Manual.
IBM PC with DOS, 30K RAM
plus memory required for
resident application software,
1 Diskette Drive , and either
monochrome or color display.
(Cali for availability on other
hardware .)

Commands :

Switch Task, Window,
Transcribe, and Keysave.

Standard
Features:

Concurrent processing
selectable per task, with
automatic file and device
aliocation .

Qty. 1 Price:

$195

Circle 424 on inquiry card .
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Application
Executive
Corporation

600 Broadway
Suite 4C
New York, NY 10012
(212) 226·6347
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Table 2 continued:
6E75 - Set RS-232C bps [bits per second]
The H register contains the code from 1 to 9,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

= 75 bps
= 110 bps
= 300 bps

= 600 bps
= 1200 bps
2400 bps
= 4800 bps
= 9600 bps
= 19200 bps

6EA6 - Initialize RS-232C or Modem
This routine will initialize the RS-232C port or the modem, depending on the setting of the carry flag , If it is set then the RS-232C is initialized,
If it is reset the modem is initialized, The H register setting is the same as the address 6E75 call (see above) , The L register contains the settings
for the remaining UART parameters, Bit 0 of the L register specifies the number of stop bits, If this bit is off then one stop bit is set. If the bit
is on then two stop bits are set. Bits 1 and 2 are used to specify the parity setting _ A 00 means no parity, A setting of 01 means even parity,
A setting of 10 means odd parity, Bits 3 and 4 are used to specify the word length, A 00 means a 6-bit word length , A 01 means a 7-bit word
length, A 10 means an 8-bit word length,
6ECB -

Deactivate the RS-232C Port

6EEF - Check for Carrier
This routine will return a 00 in the A register, as well as the zero flag being set, if the carrier is detected, If there is no carrier the A register will
contain an FF and the zero flag will be reset.
6F46 - Write Header to Cassette
Writes the header and sync byte to the cassette,
6F5B - Write to Cassette
This routine writes the character contained in the A register to the cassette, This routine differs from the cassette-write routine at address 14C1
in that it does not perform a checksum,
6F85 - Read Header from Cassette
Reads the header and sync byte from the cassette,
702A - Read from Cassette
This routine reads a character from the cassette, No checksum is performed, The character is returned in the 0 register.
7242 - Scan Keyboard
This routine checks the keyboard for a character and returns with the status set. The A register contains the character, if one was found , The
zero flag will be set if no character was found , The carry flag will also be set if the character found is not a normal character, for example, a
function key, In the case of a special key being pressed, the A register will contain the following HEX code to represent the key pressed:

o=
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
A
B

function key 1
= function key 2
= function key 3
function key 4
function key 5
= function key 6
= function key 7
= function key 8
= Label key
= Print key
= Shift-Print key
= Paste key

7270 - Check for Character or Break
The zero flag will be set if no characters are waiting, The carry flag will be set if Break has been pressed,
7283 - Check for Break or Pause
The carry flag is set if Break or Pause has been pressed,
72C5 - Play Tone on Speaker
This routine will sound a tone on the speaker, The DE register must contain the frequency, while the B register must contain the duration ,
744C - Turn LCD Pixel On
This routine will turn on a screen pixel at the location specified in the DE register pair. Register 0 must contain the X coordinate, and register
E must contain the Y coordinate,
7440 - Turn LCD Pixel Off
Similar requirements to the-call at address 744C except the pixel will be turned off.
7EAC - Display Memory Free
This routine calculates the amount of free memory and displays it on the screen, along with the message "BYTES FREE," This familiar message
appears in the main menu and at the startup of BASIC,
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Listing 1: The DIR. CO directory program .
BOBS MACRO ASSEMBLER,

VER 2.0

ORG
"AITCR EQU
PUTCR
EQU
PUTC
EQU

EOOO
12CB
4222
4B44

OPTIMIZING C86™
controls Charlie.
LIKE A PUPPET
ON A STRING!

ERRORS' 0 PAGE 1

OEOOOH
12CBH
4222H
4B44H

; .................... * * * * *** •• *** ...... * * ...... * .... * .. * * * * * * * * * *
1ft

OIR.CD

WR I TTEN BY BR I AN CAMERON

*
; * * * * * * * * * * .. ** * * * * * * ** -* ** ** ** * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * '" *

;
EOOO
EOOO
E003
E003
E006
E009
EOOA
EOOC
EOO,
EO 10
EO 11
EOl2
E013
E 0 15
EOIB
EOl9
EOIA
EOIB
EOI0
EOIE
EOIE
EOI,
E020
E023
E024
E025
E027
E02B
E02A
E020
E02E
E030
E033
E035
E03B

EQU
LXI
TOPOIR EQU
CALL
CALL
LOAX
CP I
JZ
INX
OIR

llBAF9
C03142
C02242
IA
,EOO
CA43EO
13
05
05
IA

PUSH
PUSH

LDAX

FEOO

CPI
JNZ
INX

C21EEO
13
lA
IB
,EOO
CB

13
13
CDS eEl
01
7B
C60B
5,
3E20
(D4448
IA
FE42
CA66EO

LOA X
OCX
CPI
RZ
NOTEOO EQU
INX
INX
CALL
POP
MOV
AOI
MOV
MVI

CALL
LDAX
CPI
JZ
CPI
JZ
CPI

FE4)
CA84EO

FE44

6065 MACRO ASSEMBLER,

E03A
E030
E03E
E03,
E040

Serious programmers use
Optimizing C86 to control the
IBM PC and MS-DOS computers. Features include
30 % + more speed and:

A PROGRAM TO DISPLAY ALL TRSIOO FILES
(EVEN ERASED FILES) AND SHOW SUCH ATTRIBUTES
AS THE FILE LOCATION, SIZE, EXECUTION ADDRESS
AND ENTRY ADDRESS, WHERE APPROPRI ATE

VER 2.0

JZ
POP
INX
INK
JP

CAPBEO
El
13

13
P239El

S

D,OF9aAH

; POINT TO USER DI R

S
4231H
PUTCR

0
0
ERASED
0
0
0
0
0
HOTEOD

0
0
0
0

D

0
PUTFN
0
A,E
B
E,A
A, .
PUTC

; CLEAR SCREEN
;GET T O NEXT LINE
; GET CODE I NTO A

; SAVE FOR LATER

;AND AGAIN
; GET FIRST BYTE OF AOOR
; P OSS IB LY END OF OIR?
;NO
; POINT TO SECOND BYTE 0, AOOR
;GET I T
:PO INT BACK ONE
; IS IT END OF OrR?
;YES

;POINT TO SECOND BYTE OF AD OR
; POINT TO THE F H ,T
;DISPLAY IT
; GET BACK ADOR
; MOVE FOR ADD
; ADD FT OFFSET

; MOVE I T BACK
; LOAD A BLANK
;SHOOT IT
; GET FT CHAR
; IS IT BASIC?
;YES

CODE

;YES

'0'

; IS IT A DOC P I LE?

DOC

H
0
0
MORE

• Full and Standard version of the C
language-balance portability with
co ntrol.
- Standard MS· DOS Linker support and option to produce
MASM from C86.
- A rich set of libraries includes source for K&R fun c tions . string
handling. graphics , sorting, floating point (8087 and 8086 /8088).
" Large" model (1.000K RAM) , "S mall " memory model, MS·DOS
1.1 , 1.25,2. 0, 2. + +.
-Support for numerous add· on libraries including : HALO
Graphics, C Too ls. PHACT for ISAM.
Pull Charlie 's stri ngs w ith o ur fast. compl ete. reliable C Compiler
-the leading compiler for serious programmers of MS-DOS and
CPM·86 systems. Still $395.

;POINT TO AOoR

0
'B'
BASIC
'C'

ERRORS

can danceUse C86.

; IS FILE ERASED?
;YES

INOUIRIES AND ORDERS

II.
:.:

Computer Innovations
980 Shrewsbury Avenue
Tec hni ca l support:
Suite J·504
(201) 542 ·5920
...
Tinton Falls , NJ 07724
Note: Prices subiect to change without notice.
Visa MC
CB6 is a trademark of Computer Innovations. Inc. CPM-B6 is a registered
trademark of Digital Research. MS·DOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
PC· DOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.

800-922-0169

; IS IT CODE?

PAGE 2

;YES
;CL EAR THE STACK

; POINT TO
:THE NEXT OIR ENTRY
;CARRY ON

; *************** ********* *** *. *** **

It It

** *** ***** ... *

WE GET HERE AFTER IT IS DETERMINED THAT THE
; FILE WE ARE LOOKING AT HAS BEEN ERASED
; WE MAKE A SECOND CHECK FOR A ZERO BYTE I N THE
; ADDRESS FIELD TO MAKE SURE WE ARE NOT AT THE
; END OF THE 0 I RECTORY

; ******* *** ****.* __ *'" * * ____ • __ • **** * 11: __

E043
E043
E0 44
E045
E046
E04B
E049
E04C
E040
E04,
E052
E053
E054
E054
E055
E056
E05B
E05E
E05,
E060
E062
E063

05

13
IA
PEOO

13
C254EO
lA
,EOO
C254EO
01
C9

13
C05SEl
21/\5E1

ERASED EQU
PUSH
INX
LOAX
CPI
INX
JNZ
LOAX
CPI
J NZ
POP
RET
"OE002 EQU
INX
CALL
LXI

CALL

C05B5A
01
7B
C60B
5,
C339El

POP
MOV
AOI
MOV
JMP

w. * * * ** ** **

S
0
0
0
0
0
NOEOD2
0
0
NOEOD2
0

; SAVE FLAG BYTE ;..DOR
;POINT TO AODR
; LOAD IT
;END OF OIR?
; POINT TO PART

11
E ,A
MORE

• ContinuouS checks, statements, or Invoices .. .

;NO
; RESTORE STACK
; YOU GUESSED IT - -

0
PUTFN
H,EMSG
5A5BH
0
A,E

for APple, IBM PC, TRS-80 •
other Desk-Top Computers

;NC
:LOAD IT
; E:NDOFDIR?

RETURN

500 for $49,95 ~;hl~~ software publishers.
• Compatlb e W
Mlcro-perfTM
• Diskettes, grl~t~:,I~~6r~' station aids.
letterhea s, a, p'rlces small quantities.
• High quality, ow
'
Back Guarantee,
: ~~~eJ~y shipment of supplies ordered by

:POINT TO FN
;SHOW IT
; POINT TO MSG
; SHOW IT
; PO I NT TO FLAG BYTE
;GET ADDR
;O F' FSET TO NEXT OIR ENTRY
; SAVE IT BACK
;CARRV ON

; ••• • •• _. '* "'. '* '* ** It. It."" "" "" * It • • '* * * '*" It. *,.. * '* '* II< '* .. * *,.. '" '" "",.. '"
WE ENTER HERE WHEN WE DETERMINE THAT WE ARE
; LOOKI NG AT A 3ASIC FILE.
WE DISPLAY THE
; ADDRESS THAT THE FILE I S STORED AT FOLLOWED BY
; THE SIZE OF THE F'lLE.
THE END OF FILE IS
; MARKED BY THREE ZERO BYTES I N A ROW

*
•

; *** ..... *******.tc****** ••••• _.. * •• _•• * '" "' .... ", ..... "' ...... '"

E066
E066
E067
E06A
E060
E070
E073

BASIC
01

HaDEl
C0565A
C04B EI

C0 6SEl
C075E1

8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER,

E076
E079
E07C
E07E
EOBO
E060
EO B I

21DA E1
CD585A
260 0
2EOO

lA

FEOO

EQU
POP
LXI
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL

VER 2.0

LXI
CALL
MVI
MVI
BALOOP EQU
LDAX
CPI

S
0
H, STOHSG
5A58H
PTFL
COHVD
PUT8

ERRORS

H, ENDADR
SASSH
H,O
L,O

; POI NT TO AOoR

; PO I NT TO STORED MSG
;SHOW IT
;POINT TO FILE
;DISPLAY ADOR
; GET TO NEXT LINE

PAGE 3

; END ADDRESS MSG
;SHOW IT
;CLEAR HL • . •
: FOR SIZE COUNT

rI -------------,I
Please rush my FREE NEBS Computer Forms Catalog.

I
I
-

Name

Phone

Company Name

Your Line of Business

Street Address
City.StateandZip

~

Nebs

Usecomputerfor: (Check as many as apply)
o Home 0 BUSiness 0 Word Processing 0 Accounting
0 Apple 0 lRS-SO
0 Plan to purchase 0 Have a
0 IBM PC 0 Other
within
printer?

Co~

S
0
0

TOLL FREE phone.
FREE CATALOG
• Send today for your

:GET A CHAR
:END OF FILE?

Listing 1 continued on page 302

12

CODE 11010

G6A 64.3

L __ so!~wnsend,

MA.

I
I
I
I
I

01469 _ _ ...

A division of New England Bu si ness Service , Inc .

Circle 289 on inquiry card .
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"Looking for bus compatible
data acquisition boards?
You've come to the right guy."
Left to right, Fred Molinari, President

Listing 1 continued:
EOBJ
EOB6
EOB6
EOB7
EOBB
EOBB
EOBB
EOBE
E091
8092

E09J
E094
E097
E09A
E090
EOAD
EOA I
EOM
EOA7

CAB BED

BALP2
13
2J
CJBOEO
CDAAEO
CDAAEO
E5
05
El

JZ

BASENo

EQU
INX
I NX
JMP

s

BASEND EQU
CALL

CALL
PUSH
PUSH

POP

CD68E1

CALL
CALL

C075E1
21C9El
C0585A
El
C06BEl
C053E1
CJJ9El

LXI
CALL
POP
CALL

o

H
BALOOP

;YES
iPOINT TO NEXT CHAR
; ADD 1 TO COUNT
; DO IT AGAIN

S
CKEOF
CKEOF
H

o

H
CONVD

PUTB
H, LENMSG

5A5BH

CA LL

H
CONVD
POPDR

JMP

MORE

; I N ORDER TO SHOW

•••

:ITS END OF FILE
; SAVE IT FOR LATER
; MOVE AODR TO
; HL REG I STER
; CONVERT AND SHOW IT
; MOVE OVER ROVER
;POINT TO LENGTH MSG
;SHOW IT
; RESTORE THE COUNT
:CONVERT AND DISPLAY
;RESTORE OIR POINTER
;GET NEXT FILE

;

CKEOF

EOM
EOAA
EOAB
EOAC

EOAD
EOAr

EOBO
EOBI

13
2J
lA
FEOO
CB
Cl
CJB 6EO

EQU
INX

0

I NX

H

LDAX

0

CPI
RZ

0

POP
JMP

B
BALP2

; POI NT TO THE NEXT BYTE
; ADD ONE T O THE COUNT
;GET THE CHAR WHERE WE CAN LO

; POSS I BLE EOr?
; LOOKS GOOD

; CLEAR THE STACK
;CARRY ON

; WE ENTER HERE WHEN WE HAVE FOUND A • CO FILE
; THE FILE ITSELF CONTAINS THE INFORMATI ON THAT
; DESCR I BES THE LOAD ADDRESS, SIZE OF FILE AND
: ENTRY ADDRESS

. ******"'********* *************** ****** * * *"'. ***** **

EOB4

This isn't just a line.
Data Translation offers the most complete
line of analog VO boards available. Anywhere.
We have LSI_lI™ Bus, MULTIBUS,TM
UNlBUS;M IBM PC''' Bus, STD Bus, and
Apple ™ Bus. You'll never have to change buses
to get the analog compatibility you need.
And you won't
be left stranded
for help ... our
user rr:anuals and
thorough diagnostics
guide you through
any technical road
blocks. All for the
same low fare.
So whether
you're in scientific
Data Translation is the leading supplier research or indusof microcomputer compatible analog 110 trial control, call us.
boards.
We're the
l---_D_Al:,AA_C,QU_IS,IT_IO_NB_O_AR,D_S_ - - j world's leading
REAL
supplier of analog
DIGITAL TIME
AID
D
IA
CLOCK
VO
boards, sysBUS
1/0
l-s-TD--+-x-t-x-t---t-----i terns and software.
We'll have
MULTIBUS X X
you
up,
and on line,
UNIBUS
X X
in
no
time.
LSI-II
X X
X
x
Call (617) 481-3700.
IBMPC
X X
X
X
APPLE"

X

LX I

H, STOMSG

CALL

5A5BH

EOBB
EO BE

C048E l
C068El

CAL L
CALL

PTFL
CONVO

8085 MACRO A.SSEMBLER,

EOCI
EOC4
EOC7

EOCA
EOCo
EOoO
EOol
EOD4
E007
EODA

EOoB
EODC
EO Dr

EOE2
EO EJ
EOE6
EOE9
EOEC
EOED

EOEE
EOF!
EOF4
EOF5
EOFB

Tlx 849 862. In Canada : (416) 625·1907.

EO FB
EOrB
Eorc

EOFF
EI02
EI05
EI0B
EI0B
EI0E
E1l1

Ell]
E1l 5
E1l5
E1I6
EllB
EllB
EllC
Ello

302
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ERRORS

CALL

PUTS

LXI

H.STMSG
5A58H

PAGE 4

13
13

lNX

o
o

C048E1
CD6sE1

CALL
CALL

PTFL
CONVD

01
C05JEl
CJJ9El

POP

o

;GET TO NEXT L INE
;POINT TO START MSG
:SHOW IT
; POINT TO START OF FILE
;CONVERT AND DISPLAY
; RESTORE FILE PO INTER
;GET TO NEX,\, LINE
; PO I NT TO LENGTH MSG
;SHOW IT
;POINT TO •••
: LENGTH
;GET THE LENGTH
;CONVERT AND DISPLAY
;RESTORE FILE POINTER
:GE,. TO NEXT LINE
;ENTRY HSG
;SHOW I T
; PO I NT TO T HE ENTRY
; ENTRY
; GET THE ENTRY
;CONVERT AND DISPLAY
;RESTORE FILE PO I NT ER

CALL

POPDR
MORE

; DO NEXT FILE

C068El

CALL
CALL
CALL

01

POP

o

C0 7SE I
2 1C9El
C0585A

CALL

PUT8
H, LENMSG

13
13

INX
INX

o

C048El
C06BEI

CALL
CALL

PTFL
CONVD

01

POP

o

C075E1
21D2E1
C0585A

CALL

PUTS
H,ENMSG

C04BEl

LXI
CALL

LXI
CALL

INX

JMP

PTf L
CONVD

5A5BH

o

5A5BH

. ********************'" ** '" '" "'''''''***''' * * "''''''''''''' '" "'*"'''' '" * •••

DOC
01

E120
E120
E121
E122

E12J
E126
E129
E12C
EIJO
E13J
E136
E139
E139
EIJC
E142
E145

EQU

POP
LX J
CALL
CALL
CALL
CALL
LX I
CALL
MVI
MVI

21aOEl
CD585A
C048E1

C06BEl
C075E1
210AEI

c05B5A
2600
2EOO

OO LOOP EQU

S
0

H, STOMSG
5A S8H
PTFL
CONVO
PUT8
H, ENDADR
5A58H
H,O
L,O

o

IA

LDAX

FEIA
CA20E1

CPI

lAH

JZ

DOCDSP

INX
INX
JMP

H
DOLOOP

1)

2J
CJ15El

8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER,

E148

lSI-Ii and UNIBUS are registered trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. MULTI BU S is a registered trademar k of
Inlel Corp. IBM PC is a registered trademark of 18M .

C075El
2 18CEI
C058 SA

VER 2.0

;POINT TO ADDR
: POI NT TO STORED HSG
;SHOW IT
;POINT TO THE fILE
:CONV ERT AND SHOW IT

: WE ENTER HERE WHEN WE DETERMINE THAT WE HAVE
; FOUND A • DO FILE .
WE DISPLA Y THE START I NG
; LOCATION Of THE FILE AND THEN DETERMINE THE
: LENGTH 8Y SEARCH I NG FOR A CONTROL Z (1 A)

E13r

World Headquarters: Data Translation. Inc .. 100 Locke Dr" Marfboro, MA 0 1752 (G I l) 48 1·3700 The951 646.
European Headquarters: Data Translation. LId .. 430 Bath Rd., Slough, Berkshire Sl1 6BB England (06286) 341 2

EQU
POP

EOB5
EOBB

E12F

DATA TRANSLATION

CODE

01
21BO E I
C05B 5A

EOB4

E5
05
El

VER 2.0

DOCDSP EQU
PUSH
PUSH

POP

C06BEI

CD75El
21C9El
CD585A
El
C06BEI

CD2242
218AE1
COS85A
COCB12
C303EO

CALL
LXI

H, LENMSG

PUTB
5A5BH

POP

H
CONVD
POPDR
MORE

EQU

S

CALL

PU'l'CR
H ,MOREMSG
SASSH
WAITCR
TOPDIR

CALL
CALL

JMP
PTFL

o

CALL

LXI

;GET A CHAR
; (S IT CNTRL Z?
;YES
; POINT TO NEXT CHAR
; ADD 1 TO COU NT
; GET MORE CH ARACTERS

0 PAGE 5

S
H

CALL

J MP
MORE

ERRORS

H
CONVD

CALL
CALL

CD5JEl
CJJ9El

o

:POINT TO ADDR
; PO r NT TO STORED MSG
; SHOW IT
:POINT TO FILE
;CONVERT AND DISPLAY
;GET TO NEXT LI NE
; END ADDRESS MSG
;SHOW IT
; CLEAR HL FOR
;SIZE COUNT

:SAVE
; MOVE ADOR TO
: HL REG I STER
:CONVERT AND DISPLAY
:GET TO NEXT LINE
; POI NT TO THE LENG TH MSG
: SHOW IT
; RESTORE COU NT
; CONVERT AND SHOW
; RESTORE 0 I R PO INTER
; DO NEXT FI LE

; POI NT TO MSG
:SHOW IT
;WAIT FOR A CHAR
; RESET AND CARRY ON

EQU

Listing 1 contil1ued on page 303
BYfE May 1984

Listing 1 continued:
EHB
E149
E14"
E14B

E150
£151
E152

E1
05
E5
1A
6F
13
1A
67
E5
01
C9

£153
E153
E154
£ 1 55
£156
E157
£159
EISA

E1
01
E5
7B
C60A
5F
C9

E14C
E140
E14 E
E14F

E15B
E15B

Else
E15D
E160
E161
E164
E16 5
E16B

D5
E5
2lE8El
E5
CDAD59
El
C0585 A
El

pOP
PUSH
PUSH
LDA.X
MOV
INX

LDAX
MOV
PUSH

POP
RET
POP OR EQU
POP
POP
PUSH
MOV
AOI
MOV
RET
PUTFN EQU
PUSH
PUSH

LXI
PUSH
CA LL
POP
CALL
POP

8085 HACRO ASSEMBLER,

H
0
H
0
L.A
0
0
H.A
H
0

;GET RETURN
:SAVE
: SAVE RETURN ADOR
; SAVE TOP PART Of AooR
;POINT TO NEXT BYTE
; GET SECOND PART OF "ODR
:SAVE BOTTOM PART OF ADDR
; HOVE FI LE START
;1'0 DE REG

S
H
0
H
A.E
10
E.A

; GET RETURN "OOR
; RESTORE 0 I R PO INTER
; RESTORE RETUR N ADOR
:GET CURRENT POINTER
;POINT TO NEXT ENTRY
: RESTORE IT

S
0
H
H, FNBUF

;POINT TO WORK BUFFER

H

;SAVE START ponnER

59 ADH
H

;BUI LD T HE FN.FT
: POINT BACK TO START OF BUFF
;OIS PLAY FN.FT

5A5BH
H

ERRORS •

VER 2.0

0 PAGE 6

E179
E17C
E17F
E180

2181E1
C0585A
El
C9

EIB1
E185
E189
E18A
E1BE
El92
E1 96
E19A
E19E
EIA2
ElM
EIA5
EIA9
EIAD
EIAF
EIBO
E1B4
EIB8
EIBB
E1BC
EICO
EI C 4
EIC8
EIC9
EICD
EIDI
EID2
E 1D6
E1D9

20202020
20202020
00
50524553
5320454E
54455220
544F2043
4F4E5449
4E55452E
2E2E
00
202M552
41534544
2A20
00
20535 44F
52454420
415420
00
20535441
52542041
44445220
00
204C454E
475448 20
00
2 0454E54
525920
00
20 454E44

EIDA

E169
E 16A

POP
RET

01
C9

LX!
CALL
POP
RET
eLKS:

El72
E l7J
El74

C5
05
E5
CDD439
El
01
C1
C9

E1 75
E1 75
E176

E5
CD22 4 2

E16D
E16E
E17 1

CONVD EOU
PUSH
PUSH
PUSH
CALL
POP
POP
POP
RET
PUT8

EQU
PUSH
CALL

DB

DB
MOREMSG : DB

EMSG:

0
'PRESS ENTER TO CONT I NUE •• •

DB
DB

0
*ERASED*

DB
STOMSG: DB

STORED AT •

~

DB
STMSG : DB

LENMSG:

DB
DB

START ADDR

0
LENGTH

DB
ENMSG: DB

~

DB
ENDADR: DB

0

ENTRY'

END ADDRESS

0
8085 MACRO ASSEMBLER ,

E16B
E16B
E16C

H. BLKS
5A5BH
H

ERRORS .. 0 PAGE 7

VER 2.0

S
B
0
H
39D4H
H
0
B

E I DE
EIE 2
; CONVERT AIID DISPLAY

E1E6
E1E7

EIE8
EIEC
EIFO
EIF4

20414444
52455353
20
00
DB
20202020 FNBUF : DB
20202020
20202020
DB
00

0

$
H
PUTCR

END
NO PROGRAM ERRORS

Text continued from page 292:

appears. A BASIC or document file
shows its start address and length. A
command file shows the address
where it is stored in the file system,
followed by its start address at execution time. The length and entry address are also provided for a command file.
To get the program into your
machine, you can enter OIR.CO into
the TEXT program and then run it
through a resident assembly language. This can present problems,
however, because there are not many
assembly languages available for the
Model 100 yet. Even Radio Shack has
not addressed this problem.
I took another approach. I entered
the program on a system that supports an 8080 or 8085 cross-assembly
language and then loaded the machine code generated by the crossassembly language into the Model
100. You could even use a Z80 crossassembly language if you keep in
mind that all instructions must be of
the 8080 subset. The language that I
used was on an IBM mainframe.
Most large timesharing systems sup-

port a library of cross-development
software and this approach may be
an alternative to a resident assembly
language.
Another possibility is to enter the
hexadecimal codes at the side of the
DIR.CO program listing via the
BASIC POKE command, although
this is probably the most error-prone
method.
To run the program, move the
block cursor over the OIRCO entry
and press the Enter key, as you normally would to run a program. The
system will make an obnoxious
''beep'' sound and return to the main
menu because it thinks that the
DIR.CO program is going to tread on
unused memory. To run this program (or any other command-type
program), you must move the highmemory pointer down to an address
below the one in which the program
is going to execute. You can enter
BASIC and issue the command:
CLEAR 512,57340, after which the
OIRCO program will execute properly, at least until another BASIC program resets the high-memory

pointer. Another way to run this program from the main menu is to create
a three-line BASIC program called
OIR.BA, which will reset the highmemory pointer and run the OIR.CO
program. This program looks like
this :
10 CLEAR 512,57340
20 RUNM "RAM:OIR.CO"
30 MENU
Line 30 will return you to the main
menu rather than leave you in
BASIC. You could run this program
instead of the OIR.CO program. The
OIR.CO program incorporates several
of the ROM routines that are found
in table 2.

Conclusion
The Model 100 is full of interesting
little secrets. It will only be a matter
of time until more is revealed about
this versatile machine .•
Brian Cameron (Box 37, 5te. 2, RR 1, Elora,
Ontario, Canada NOB 150) is a systems programmer at the University of Waterloo.
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HOWVlSICORP
SEES SEGMENTED
ARCHITECTURE.

'Just beautiful."
That's what Bill Coleman
ofVisiCorp* calls our
iAPX 86 architecture. He
should know He and his
staff of over 50 people
spent three years with it.
WritingVisiOn~: the application software destined
to becolne a n1ultitasking

ing point power, with calindustry standard.
The key to creating Visi- culations running up to 100
On was me1110ry Inanageti1nes faster than normal.
ment. Allowing Coleman
Or the new iAPX 286
and his team to create an
microprocessor In
Coleman's words, "an optiefficient concurrent processing environment, where mal VisiOn Inachine~'
different processes are
The 286 handles SOlne
active all at once.
of VisiOn's 111ultitasking
As Bill puts it, "The real
chores in hardware, setting
beauty of this architecture the software free for Inore
powerful functions. Plus,
is that you don't have
to keep an entire program it has on-chip melnOlY
in melnory at anyone
Inanagement which protime.Just the active segtects one task froln another
Inents of code actually
and even helps prevent
being run."
system crashes.
In the 8086 architecture,
Best of all, you can exthose melnory
perience all this
segn1ents are
for yourself.
variably-sized
Because VisiOn
and mapped as
is an open applineeded. So
cations systen1.
And Visi Corp is
loading is very
sharing infonnafast. And the
tion to encourresulting perfonnance is very
age indepenWilliam T Coleman, VisiCOIP's
dent software
high, because
Director o/Product Development
you can load the
development.
exact 111e1110ry you need.
Which 111ea11S you've got a
Which then gives you the
wonderful opportuni ty to
highest perfonnance froln share in the forthco111ing
any given n1emolY size.
wealth.
That means SOlne signiBut before you start
fkant runti1ne advantages. building, study a little
architecture. Call (800)
Like faster switching fr0111
task to task and window
538-1876.111 California,
to window While keeping (800) 672-1833. Or write
your 111ice froln running
Intel, Lit. Dept. F-7, 3065
wild.
Bowers Ave., Santa Clara,
Another advantage of
CA95051.
the 8086 is its extended
Who knows? You 111ight
falnily, the 111e111bers of
find yourself looking at
which are perfectly comyour own work in a whole
new way.
patible. So your product,
and your investlnent, are
protected longer
The 8087 coprocessor,
for exa111ple. It adds float-

in1er

' VisiOn :l1ltl Visi Corp

:Irt:.' rq.~i s [ e re d

Ir:ILIt:lllarb o r VisiCOJp. It! 19H4 Intel Corpor:ui o n
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I've made a lot of new friends
through my Datec PAL Plus
Modem. Now I have friends who
can deliver mail immediately.
Confirm my reservations. Quote
stock prices. Research my reports.
Entertain me. Even keep me
up-to-date on the latest scores.
With my PAL Plus Modem, I
just call a friend whenever I need
a favor. After all, what else are
friends for?
306
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To learn more about our friendly
Personal Access Link modems,
or for the name of your nearest
Datec dealer, call 919-929-2135.
PAL Plus features: • 0·300 or 1200 bits
per second' 'Ibuch-'Ibne or rotary pulse
dialing· AutodiaVAutoanswer • On-board
monitor speaker with volume control
• One-slot·only, no· hassle fit in the
IBM PC or XT • Independent RS-232C port
• CROSSTALK XVI communications
software included free.

~iEC ®
Your Best Connection™
I>atec,Incorporated
200 Eastowne I>rive, Suite 116
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Datec, Datec PAL and Your Best Connection ~ Datec. Inc.
IBM ® International Business Machines Corporation
CROSSTALK XVI '" Microstuf, Inc.

Circle 128 on inquiry card.

Maximizing Hard-Disk
Performance
How cache memory can dramatically affect transfer rate
Roy Chaney
University of Texas at Dallas
and
Brian Johnson
Percom Data Corporation
Many personal computer users are
looking for ways to increase both the
disk-storage capacity and the performance of their computers. One popular approach is through the use of
a Winchester hard-disk drive. Although this is a valid approach for increasing disk-storage capacity, the
performance may not necessarily
meet all of your expectations. At first
glance, the performance specifications of typical Winchester disk
drives give the impression that there
will be a large performance increase,
relative to floppy-disk drives. In fact,
this is often only partially true. In this
article, we'll try' to explain why this
is so, what memory caching is, and
why it can help provide the high performance that most personal computer users desire.
Three main parameters affect the
speed performance of any disk drive.
The first is the instantaneous data
rate while actually reading or writing
disk data. The second is the rotationallatency, or the time required for
the disk to rotate into the correct position to begin transferring the desired
data. The third parameter is the seek
time, the time required to move the
disk head into the proper position on
the disk .
The tracks on a disk are concentric
circular paths around the recording

surface of the disk, similar to the
grooves on an audio record except
that they are not in a spiral form . To
provide access to the desired data,
the heads on the drive must be
moved to the track where the data is
to be found . On most floppy-disk
drives, and on many Winchester
drives, this technique of moving the
heads from track to track is implemented by the use of a stepping
motor. Both the rotational latency and
the seek time are determined by electromechanical factors in the physical
design of the disk drive and tend to
be very expensive to improve. Each
track on a disk surface is broken up
into smaller units of information,
sometimes called sectors, but we'll
refer to them as blocks . These blocks
are the smallest units of information
that can be read or written on a disk.
This terminology is compatible with
that of PC-DOS 2.0 as used with the
ruM Personal Computer (PC). For the
IBM PC, one disk block corresponds
to 512 bytes of data.
A manufacturer's performance
specifications for a typical Winchester
disk drive might report a disk transfer
rate of about 490K bytes per second .
This can be compared with a transfer
rate of about 23K bytes per second for
a 5If4-inch double-density floppy-disk
drive like that used in the ruM Pc.

On the basis of this data, you might
expect that the purchase of a Winchester disk drive would not only increase the disk capacity of the computer system but also would speed
up the file transfers by as much as a
factor of 21. These estimates, however, are not realized in practice. One
reason for this is that the data is
transferred from the drive faster than
the computer can receive it. Few personal computers can accept a sustained data-transfer rate this high for
very long. As a result, the data must
be buffered in the disk controller, and
the disk must be read only intermittently so that the average data-transfer rate between the disk and the
computer is acceptable. The blocks in
a disk track are frequently interleaved, or placed in a particular nonsequential order to match the average
disk transfer rate to the speed of the
computer. A typical interleave factor
for a Winchester disk drive is 5. This
means that when reading two logically sequential blocks, four blocks
are skipped in between. Under these
circumstances, the effective speed advantage for a typical Winchester disk
system is frequently of the order of
3 or 4 over that of a 5If4-inch floppydisk drive, providing transfer rates in
the range of 60K to 90K bytes per second. Floppy-disk drives are also freBYfE May 1984
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quently interleaved, but not for the
IBM Pc.
At the same time, there are systems
for the IBM PC that use excess computer RAM (random-access read/write
memory), usually 64K to 320K bytes.
These RAM-disk systems usually are
pure software products that store
disk data by simulating a disk drive,
and they typically have a transfer rate
of about 350K bytes per second. This
rate is determined primarily by the
processor speed and the bandwidth
of the computer bus; having no electromechanical factors involved is an
indication of the maximum possible
data-transfer rate of the computer.
This number is thus the approximate
maximum transfer rate achievable on
any disk subsystem attached to the
IBM Pc. The best you can hope for
under any condition is a speed advantage of about 15 times over the
floppy-disk drive. But this is still considerably higher than the advantage
usually achieved with a real disk
drive, so our first task is to understand why this is so.
So far, we have discussed what the
data-transfer rate would be when the
disk head was already at the correct
position on the disk and the disk had
already rotated into the correct position for the desired data. Our model
gets more complex when the
mechanical factors are included. For
a real disk system (not a RAM disk),
there always is a delay between the
time when a data-transfer request is
made and the time when the transfer actually starts. This delay is
termed the access time and is the
sum of two delays: rotational latency
and seek time. Neither of these times
is a fixed value; they are instead
statistically derived times that are
averaged over a range of cornman circumstances . Normally, 51f4-inch
floppy-disk drives rotate at 300 rpm
(revolutions per minute), or 5 revolutions per second. On the average,
one-half of the revolution, or 100 ms
(milliseconds), is required to get to
the appropriate position to transfer
the desired data. For a Winchester
disk rotating at 3600 rpm, the corresponding time for one-half of a revolution is 8.3 ms. This time, normally
referred to as the average rotational
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latency of a disk, indicates the
average delay time that is encountered between the time of a request
for a data transfer and the time the
transfer actually begins, assuming
that the head is already correctly
positioned on the desired track.
The other mechanically determined delay is the seek time, the
time required for the stepping motor
to move the heads from the current
track to the desired track; this is
always a major portion of the access
time. This time obviously depends
on the distance between the respective tracks and the speed with which
the heads can be moved. A disk
manufacturer typically publishes an
average seek time for a given drive,
which is based on a track-to-track
movement of an average distance. For
statistical reasons, this average
distance usually is taken to be onethird of the distance between the innermost and outermost tracks. For
most floppy-disk drives, the head
moves at a constant speed; therefore,
the seek time is approximately proportional to the seek distance. For
many Winchester drives, the head
moves at a higher velocity for longer
movements than for shorter
movements. For a typical5-inch Winchester disk drive, this average seek
time is approximately 70 ms; for the
IBM PC floppy-disk drive, it is approximately 125 ms.
As mentioned previously, the access time for a disk transaction is the
sum of the rotational latency and the
seek time. These figures are approximately 80 ms for a Winchester disk
and approximately 225 ms for a
floppy disk. These numbers are, of
course, averages based on a completely random pattern of data requests, with all blocks on the disk
considered equally likely to be accessed. This situation is not really
typical of normal use, but the fact
that the ratio of the access times is
only about a factor of 3 in favor of the
Winchester disk turns out to be remarkably indicative of the actual
typical performance.
Now consider the impact of these
numbers on the actual data-transfer
rate to be expected. If we assume an
average access time for each disk

transfer, and if we assume that a
typical disk transfer corresponds to
512 bytes of data, the transfer rate of
the Winchester would be 6.4K bytes
per second, and that of the floppy
would be 2.3K bytes per second.
Moving large contiguous blocks of
data increases both of these numbers,
but they illustrate why the actual
average data-transfer rate is well
below the peak rate for real disks.
The reason behind this is that for
both types of real disks, the access
time dominates the data-transfer
time. RAM disks, on the other hand,
have no mechanical components and
have essentially zero access time. The
average data-transfer rate of 350K
bytes per second is the same as the
peak data-transfer rate, independent
of the sequence or size of requested
data transfers. This explains the enormous popularity of the RAM-disk
concept today.
In actuality, the use of the average
times previously calculated generally
reflects pessimism about the time required for head movement between
disk transfers. This is a result of the
fact that the operating system (OS)
usually does its best to try to keep the
disk data blocks for a given file on the
same or adjacent tracks. By doing
this, head movement is minimized;
when a single sequential file is being
read or written, the real access time
is much smaller than the average
time specified by the disk-drive
manufacturer. The OS, however, can
do little to benefit certain types of
programs that have several large files
all opened simultaneously for random access. Thus you might see a
transfer rate similar to the average
one just described for a database-management system that transfers data to or from several large disk
files, or for a compiler reading a large
source file while generating both an
object file and a listing file.
Multitasking also has a significant
degrading effect on disk performance
because there is no reason why files
being accessed by different tasks
would be near each other on the
disk. In these cases, it is much more
difficult for the OS to reduce the
amount of head movement. It is cornman in multitasking systems to see
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disk heads executing continual large
seeks as the various tasks make data
requests from files located at divers
places on the disk. In this case, the
average access time can be much
longer than that indicated by the
average times presented earlier. File
servers for a LAN (local-area network) are an extreme case of the
same problem.

Caching
The technique of caching is often
the solution to this problem. The objective of caching is to economically
provide both the high performance of
a fast, small, expensive memory
(such as a RAM disk) and the large
capacity of a large, slow, cheap
memory (such as a Winchester disk).
The technique of caching has been
used successfully in memory systems
for many large mainframe computers
and minicomputers for several years.
Examples include the IBM 370, the
Data General (DG) Eclipse, the Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC)
PDP-ll/70, and many others. Let us
discuss the use of caching in computer memories first, then we will
generalize it to disk applications. For
the moment, we will consider only
"read" accesses to the memory, that
is, those accesses that require data to
be moved from memory to processor.
The word cache in French means
"to hide" or "hidden;' thus it is used
in the context of computers to refer
to a transparent memory. In the computers just mentioned, there are two
types of memory. One is a small
amount of high-speed, very expensive (cache) memory; the other is a
large amount of slower, less expensive (main) memory. Copies of data
located in certain parts of main memory are stored in cache memory.
Whenever data accessed by the processor can be found in cache memory, it can be read at the fast speed;
otherwise, it is read at the usual
slower speed of the main memory.
When the processor is successful in
accessing data from the cache memory, it is referred to as a hit; otherwise, it is called a miss . If the fraction
of the time that memory access
results in a hit is high, the average
time required to access data from

memory is reduced, and the average
performance is enhanced . All
caching schemes depend on this one
fundamental concept.
In the design of a cache-memory
scheme, there are two technical problems that must be solved before you
can effectively use this fast memory.
The first is how to quickly determine
whether the fast memory contains
the information required by the processor. This problem is a serious one
for memory caching primarily
because the time for making this
decision is very small (much less
than 1 microsecond) in order to gain
any advantage from the cache. This
fast timing restriction does not affect
disk caching. The more critical problem is determining the best algorithms to use to maximize the
chances that the information required
by the process will be available in fast
memory. It is not, in general, possible
to do this perfectly because it would
be necessary to predict all future
memory. accesses. In effect, you
would have to look into a crystal ball
and predict what data the processor
would need to access next so that the
data could be moved from slow
memory into fast memory before it
was requested. If this could be done
perfectly, all accesses would be fastmemory accesses.
Basically, two classes of algorithms
attempt to provide an optimum
choice of what data to keep in cache
memory and when to move it there
from slow memory. These algorithms
attempt to partially predict future
data accesses, given some information about current and past accesses,
under the assumption that the future
is likely to be an extrapolation of the
past and the present.
One class of algorithm is called a
prefetch algorithm. This type is based
on the assumption that much data
access is sequential in nature, and
that access of some particular piece
of data implies a strong likelihood
that the next piece of data sequentially following the first will soon be
wanted.
The second class of algorithm is
called a replacement algorithm. This
type is based on the premise that any
data brought into the fast memory

must displace data that is already
there. The key here is to displace that
data judged least likely to be needed
again in the near future, based on
some assumptions about the relationship between past usage and
future usage of a particular piece of
data. In effect, prefetch algorithms try
to determine what data to bring into
the cache before it is requested, and
replacement algorithms try to determine what data to keep in the cache
once it has been brought there. Of
course, these two algorithms interact
with each other because bringing in
new data always requires the displacement of old data previously in
the cache. A great deal of time and
effort has been spent by computer
manufacturers to determine effective
prefetch and replacement algorithms.
We will discuss details of these algorithms later.
Another important decision that
must be made in the design of any
cache-memory scheme is a choice of
the amount of cache memory to be
provided, relative to the size of the
main memory that is to be cached. It
also is frequently desirable to perform caching on blocks of data that
are larger than the elementary units
of information (bytes, for instance)
because then the overhead of cache
decision-making can be amortized
over larger amounts of data, and the
decisions do not need to be made as
frequently. This unit of caching is frequently referred to as a page or a
cluster.

Disk Caching
We now turn from caching in
general to the specific case of diskperformance enhancement through
the use of the caching technique.
Let's begin with a brief discussion of
disk-file access. This discussion
somewhat favors PC-DOS 2.0-that
was the target OS that motivated
most of our work.
When an application program requests transfer of data to or from a
disk file, a series of operations that
is essentially invisible to the user
must be performed by the OS. That
is, the user program does not know
how they happen. These operations,
however, do have a significant effect
Text continued on page 314
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Text continued from page 310:

on the implementation of caching algorithms and need to be discussed in
that context.
First, let us describe what happens
when an application program needs
to read information from a file on the
disk. The program requests that the
OS open the file on the disk. The
part of the OS that receives and dispatches all requests then forwards
that request to a set of routines collectively called the file manager,
which theri goes to work to perform
this operation. The file manager first
looks into a special file (commonly
called the directory) that contains the
names of all of the files currently
stored on the disk to see if the requested file is contained on the disk.
Assuming that the. file is there, the
file manager then looks into another
section of the disk (commonly called
the file-allocation table) to determine
where the various parts of that particular file are physically stored on
the disk. Some information is then
returned to the application program
that will be used when actually
reading data from this file. In subse-
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driver. The file manager tells the disk
driver which physical blocks are required to be transferred, and the disk
driver performs the actual data transfer. Done in this way, the disk driver
does not need any knowledge of the
nature or structure of files on the
disk. This hierarchical relationship
among the various components of
the OS is very common; one fie
manager can work with multiple different disk drivers, and each disk
driver need not duplicate the filemanagement function. As far as disk
caching is concerned, the particular
caching algorithms used will be very
different depending on whether the
caching is done at the level of the file
manager (see figure la) or at the level
of the disk driver (see figure Ib) . The
reason for this is that the file manager
has a great deal more information
about the organization of the files on
the disk than does the disk driver. For
example, it is easy for the file
manager to know which blocks of
data on the disk correspond to
logically sequential data in a particulat fil~, or part of the directory, or
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Figure 1: A block diagram of the structure of a typical operating system and its interaction between a user program and the disk. Figure
la shows the operation when the cache is implemented as part of the file manager; lb shows the operation when the cache is implemented

as part of the disk driver.

part of the allocation tables. As a
result, the file manager can make better guesses as to what to keep and
what to displace in the cache. Disk
caching at the file-manager level can
therefore lead to somewhat more efficient cache algorithms because they
are based on more knowledge of the
structure of the files on the disk. The
problem we face with the implementation of caching at the file-manager
level is that the file manager is an integral part of the OS, and any disk
caching at this level must be done by
extensive modification to the OS. On
the other hand, disk drivers are more
loosely connected to the OS and frequently can be modified or replaced
without direct changes to the system
itself. In some cases, as in PC-DOS
2.0, disk drivers can be loaded separately from the OS when the system
is booted.
Now let us discuss how memory316
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caching techniques can provide faster
apparent data-transfer rates for Winchester disk drives. If we substitute
references to the disk drive for all
references to the slow main memory
and references to main memory for
references to the fast memory in the
previous discussion on caching, then
we can consider the disk to be the
large slow memory and (part of) the
computer main memory to be the
cache memory. For a specific example, let us assume that we have a
small amount (perhaps 256K bytes)
of main memory that we would like
to use as a cache for a Winchester
disk with a capacity of 10 megabytes.
Now, it is impossible for all of the
data on the disk to be simultaneously
stored into the cache because the disk
is 40 times as large as the cache.
However, if the amount of data actually needed from the disk is a small
fraction of its total capacity (over

some reasonable period of time),
then it could be made to appear to a
user's program that all of the data
needed was available from the Winchester disk. We would like for that
information already to be contained
in the cache so that we will have a hit
on the cache memory. Whenever we
have a hit, we expect to achieve a
data-transfer rate close to that of a
RAM disk (350K bytes per second),
because a cache is very similar to a
RAM disk in its internal construction.
A convenient way to understand the
effect of cache memory on the disk
drive is to plot the effective transfer
rate of the disk versus the ratio of hits
to misses on the cache memory. This
plot is given in figure 2 for various
values of disk-access times, assuming
1024-byte transfers and a cache-memory transfer rate of 350K bytes per
second. It is clear from the plot that
it is impossible to achieve the max-
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Figure 2: A plot of the improvement in the transfer rate for a Winchester disk drive as a function of the hit/miss ratio for the cache memory. The upper curve is the case where the head
is already positioned on the proper track, and the only delay is rotational latency. The lower
curve is the average access time, including the average time needed for a seek.

imum transfer rate of 350K bytes per
second. However, for hit/miss ratios
of 10 and greater, it is possible to
achieve a significant improvement in
the transfer rate over that of the disk
without caching.
The improved-performance factor
is plotted versus the hit/miss ratio in
figure 3, which shows that it is possible to achieve an improvement of 3
by using a disk cache, relative to a
disk operating at its maximum transfer rate (head always near the desired
track). The improvement might be
around 8 over a disk that is performing operations requiring a great deal
of head movement. And all this can
be done with a hit/miss ratio of 10.
The design goal for a disk-cache
scheme is to use some of the extra addressable memory available in 16-bit
processors (typically of the order of
64K to 320K bytes) as cache space for
the Winchester disk. By utilizing pre318
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fetch and replacement algorithms for
transferring data into and out of the
cache memory to maximize the number of hits, you can hope to achieve
a hit/miss ratio of at least 10. Of
course, the size of the cache memory
also is an important parameter, and
enlarging the size of the cache always
increases the hit/miss ratio but adds
extra cost.
Let us examine specific techniques
that might be used to implement the
prefetch and replacement algorithms
to achieve the desired hit/miss ratio.
There are two quite distinct approaches to the design of caching algorithms for disks. The choice between these two approaches is not
simple, and it depends on how much
the cache system knows about the file
system. If the cache is implemented
as part of the operating-system file
manager, then the cache can make
decisions based on knowledge of

which files are open and of the relationships between physical disk locations and logical file structure. Frequently, caching at the file-manager
level enables the cache to make special arrangements about caching the
disk directory, the file-allocation
table, and other frequently accessed
global disk-data structures, and to attempt to decide what other data
should be cached, based on educated
guesses about the probable usage. If
the cache is implemented as part of
the disk driver, then the cache must
make all decisions without any
knowledge of file structure or logical
data structures. The first approach
can deliver higher performance at the
cost of higher complexity; the second
approach is always simpler but may
require more care in the choice of the
algorithm details because of its
poorer knowledge base. Either approach is capable of delivering good
performance, and some caching systems use both, providing directory
caching in the file manager but doing most of the high-volume data
caching at the driver level.
Now we will discuss prefetch algorithms in these two cases. As stated
before, the prefetch methods are
developed to anticipate the data
needs of the processor and to attempt
to place the data into the cache
memory before it is actually requested by the processor. In the case
of disk caching, it is much easier to
anticipate the requirements of the
processor than it is in the case of
memory caching. The reason for this
is that so many disk files are processed partially or wholly in a sequential manner. By assuming that
the processor is soon going to need
data in the region on the disk corresponding to data immediately following previously requested data, it is
possible to predict with a high percentage of accuracy what data to prefetch in order to anticipate further requests from the processor.
There is one problem with this
scheme: in most operating systems,
sequential files are not placed on the
disk in contiguous sequential locations. When a sequential file is written to the disk, the OS writes the information in clusters. Typically, these
Circle 421 on inquiry card.
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Figure 3: A plot of the ratio of the effective transfer rate of the Winchester drive with the
cache versus the uncached drive as a function of the hit/miss ratio. As in figure 2, the upper
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clusters are composed of one or more
contiguous disk blocks. The information is contiguous within a cluster.
However, logically sequential clusters
that correspond to sequential data in
a file may not be physically contiguous, and physically contiguous
clusters may not even correspond to
the same file. For a freshly initialized
disk (containing no files) onto which
all of the files have just been copied,
the file manager usually makes sure
that the clusters for the files are
physically contiguous and in sequential order. But after the disk has been
used for a while and many files have
, been added, deleted, or modified,
the disk becomes somewhat fragmented and adjacent clusters no
longer necessarily correspond to adjacent data in a file. This fragmentation effect must be considered in the
evaluation of the prefetch algorithm.
One of two similar prefetch algo320
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rithms is commonly used, depending on the implementation level of
the cache. If the cache is part of the
file manager, the prefetch algorithm
is usually designed so that whenever
some data is accessed from a particular file, the next cluster of the file
is to be placed into the cache if it is
not already there. This is done regardless of whether the access request is a hit or a miss. This algorithm is intended to ensure that after
an initial miss on the first access to
the file, the rest of the file accesses
will have hit access to the cache.
The second algorithm is simpler
and is usually used when the cache
is part of the disk driver. Whenever
a cache pUss occurs, the required
block, pius several other blocks
occupying physically adjacent positions on the disk, are read from the
disk under the assumption that
physically contiguous data is likely to

be logically contiguous data, i.e., the
fragmentation is fairly low. In the first
case, it is necessary for the cache
system to know the physical arrangement of particular files on the disk.
In the second case, that knowledge
is unnecessary, and caching can be
performed more mechanically, usually as part of the disk-driver software.
The cache system need not be part of
the OS or know anything about the
nature of file storage. In this Simpler
driver-based case, fragments will occaSionally be fetched from other, notneeded files unnecessarily if the read
prefetch cluster is different from the
. OS cluster used to store the files. This
is especially true if the disk is highly
fragmented.
One standard version of the second
algorithm always reads an entire
track from the disk whenever any
part of that track is accessed. It is
possible to improve on that by not
reading the part of the track preceding the requested block. Another version might use a cluster size that corresponds to those used by the OS.
All of these algorithms are ultimately based on the notion that once the
time has been spent to move the
head into position to read some requested data, it is beneficial to read
as much data from that area as seems
likely to be wanted later.
Replacement algorithms are concerned with the decision of what data
to displace from the cache when a
data request requires new data to be
cached. Three techniques that have
been examined for use in mainframe
memory caching are random replacement, first-in/first-out (FIFO), and
least recently used (LRU). The names
of these techniques give a strong indication of their operation.
The random-replacement technique picks the data to be displaced
in a random manner without regard
to any knowledge about the likely
usefulness of that data. The FIFO
method keeps a counter to indicate
the order in which data has been
brought into the cache and always
displaces the oldest data that is in the
cache. The LRU algorithm is a variation of the FIFO, but it remembers
the order in which the cached data
has been used by the processor.
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Using the LRU method, data that has
been unused the longest is displaced.
The LRU method depends on the
premise that data used frequently by
the processor should remain in cache
and should displace data used infrequently.
Some evidence from research conducted by mainframe manufacturers
indicates that for the case of memoryto-memory caching, performance is
not strongly· dependent on which
replacement algorithm is chosen. The
manufacturers, therefore, sometimes
choose random replacement as being
the easiest to implement. We felt,
however, that for memory caching of
disks, the LRU algorithm would be
the most effective. Certain areas of
the disk, such as the directory and
the file-allocation table, are used extensively artd frequently by the processor. Thus, it is particularly important to enst.tre that these areas are in
the cache memory at all times. The
fact that they are used frequently
causes the LRU algorithm to make
sure they remain in cache memory,
making the LRU the most efficient
replacement" algorithm. If the cache
is implerrie;fited within the file
manager aHhe OS, such frequently
used disk":~~ta areas often are given
special treatment so they are always
in memory and not at the mercy of
the replacement algorithm.
So far, we have been talking only
about the use of the cache to enhance
the transfer rate of the read operations from ,the disk. We also must
consider how the cache is affected by
writes from processor to disk. We
should consider if the cache should
even be involved in write operations. The answer is that the cache
must at least be involved to the extent that it faithfully represents the
data on the disk. If new data were
written to a location on the disk that
had previously been read to the
cache, ahd this was not known to the
cache, then the next read access to
that data would be from the cache
and the prbdessor would receive old
(erroneous) data.
One of the absolute requirements
of any cache scheme is that it must
be an exact duplicate of that part of
the disk iti1epresents. If data on the
322
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disk is modified by writing to the
disk, then it is necessary to check
whether that part of the disk also is
in the cache. If the written part also
is cached, there are two options. One
option is to declare the part of the
disk just written no longer in the
cache, which prevents the processor
from getting a hit on the old erroneous data; the second option is to
update the cache copy of the data to
reflect the modifications produced by
the write onto the disk. One of these
two options must be chosen to ensure that the processor receives the
updated version of the data during a
subsequent read operation.

An absolute requirement
of any cache scheme is
that It must be an exact
duplicate of that part of
the disk it represents.
Another question that should be
asked is whether there is any advantage in caching write operations in a
manner similar to that of read operations, or whether data should be
transferred first from processor to
cache and then from cache to disk.
In fact, the answer is yes.
Now let us see how caching can be
used to greatly enhance the effective
transfer rate on write operations. We
have shown that the cache must be
involved in the write operation to
disk, at least to the extent that it
makes sure all data in the cache
agrees exactly with the data on the
disk. Let us look at one way this
could be performed.
Suppose that when the processor
needs to write information onto the
disk, it writes the information into
the cache and then immediately requests the transfer of that part of the
cache memory to the disk. This
algorithm is known as write-through.
Assuming we are using an interruptdriven disk driver, once the transfer
is started, the processor does not
need to be held up waiting for the
write operation to complete and can
proceed doing other useful work.
Because the write operation is interrupt-driven, it can proceed independently of user tasks to perform

the write to disk. This implementation on a user task makes the effective write performance of the disk
essentially the same as for a RAM
disk (350K bytes per second) because
the user task is held up only for the
length of time needed to transfer the
data into the cache memory, after
which regular processing may be
resumed.
One minor penalty is paid for this
greatly enhanced write throughput:
a short duration of time during which
the user task thinks that the data has
been written successfully to the disk,
but in fact the transfer has not actually taken place. Prior to the completion of the write operation, the
cache memory and the disk do not
contain identical copies of the data.
This is not a problem for future read
requests because the cache responds
to all processor read requests for this
data with the updated result. The
problem could occur if the computer
were turned off very quickly after the
completion of a program, resulting in
the cache not having time to flush its
contents to disk.
Another difficulty that is more of
a nuisance than a serious problem is
that the transfer from cache to disk
occurs after the user task thinks it has
successfully completed its write to
disk. Any disk errors detected during the transfer from cache to disk
must therefore be handled in the
cache or in the OS because the user
task thinks it already has completed
a successful write to disk before the
disk error occurs. This might be a
serious problem for disks with high
error rates. However, our experience
has been that the reliability of a Winchester disk drive is much higher than
that of a floppy-disk drive, and that
the only error you might get with any
frequency from a Winchester disk
drive occurs when the drive is not
turned on. The improvement obtained by the RAM-disk equivalent
performance on disk-write operations
greatly outweighs the minor inconveniences of handling disk-write errors.
A second feature that can be implemented in the cache software with
essentially no loss in transfer rate is
performing automatic verify on write.
Again, because the write operation

into cache is complete and the user
task has resumed, verification of the
integrity of the disk-data write can be
done essentially independently, in
parallel with the user task, and does
not adversely affect the transfer rate
of the write requests. The user task
still loses the time required to transfer
the data, but the disk-access time is
not lost because the access overhead
is concurrent with execution of the
user task. There also is a cluster effect in writin'g; it is more efficient to
write large contiguous groups of
blocks than it is to write widely
separated single blocks. However,
writing is determined by the user
task, so there is not a great deal you
can do in this area to improve efficiency other than to choose an optimum sequence for writing the
blocks to disk. The average access
time for writes can be reduced by
choosing a sequence that minimizes
the average head motion required.
At this point, let us note that when
this form of write caching has been
adopted, there is a choice of the timing of the actual cache-to-disk transfers. In some cases, particularly in
transaction processing for databasemanagement systems, there may be
a tendency for a particular piece of
data to be written several times in a
short time span. In this case, it is
wasteful to repeatedly update the
disk copy of the data. It would be
more efficient to wait until all writes
were finished, then update the disk
copy. This is usually accomplished by
adopting what is called a write-back
algorithm.
When write-back is used, the cache
is not copied to disk until the replacement algorithm determines that the
data should be displaced, because
that part of the cache is needed for
other data. Usually a dirty flag is kept
for each cluster of the cache, which
indicates that the data has been
modified but not copied to disk. If
the replacement algorithm decides to
displace the data, and if the dirty flag
is set, the data is "written back" to
the disk. Frequently, a timer also is
used, so that after some interval of
time, while the disk is not too busy,
that data is written back anyway. If
this were not done, it would be

necessary to do something special to
flush the cache before powering
down the computer; otherwise, the
system would lose the updated contents of the cache. A long interval between writing the cache and updating the disk also makes the system
more vulnerable to data loss in case
of a system crash, unless the system
crashes gracefully enough to
remember to finish the update first.
This grace is rare in small computers.

Experimental Results
In order to determine experimentally the actual performance potential
of a Winchester disk cache as a function of the various parameters discussed, we developed a cache driver
for a Percom PHD-10 Winchester disk
drive with 10-megabyte capacity,
operating on an IBM PC with PCDOS 2.0. Because PC-DOS 2.0 can
use boot-time loading of disk drivers,
it was particularly convenient to
design the cache as part of the disk
driver and not as part of the
operating-system file manager. We
used the write-through algorithm for
all write operations to disk . The
prefetch algorithm that we used is the
cluster method but uses much larger
clusters than the 2 to 4 blocks that are
typical cluster sizes in PC-DOS 2.0.
We used a cluster size equal to one
track of the disk drive (16 blocks) .
Our choice was based on the hardware performance characteristics of
the Winchester drive and its controller.
The data is organized on the disk,
by interleaving, to optimize the
transfer of an entire track of data. For
this reason, we decided to transfer an
entire track of data into the cache
whenever a miss occurred. This may
not be the optimal value for the
cluster size because it is larger than
the file-system cluster siie, but we felt
that this large cluster size would
result in better overall performance
for the cache-disk subsystem. This
algorithm performs very well on
relatively unfragmented disks.
The driver was constructed so that
it would keep count of the number
of read hits and misses on the cache
memory. But first we must spend a
little time quantifying what we mean
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Figure 4: A plot of the effect on the hit/miss ratio of changing the amount of computer memory
allocated to caching. This plot corresponds to a mix of programs with little repetitive usage
of the same files.

by a hit and a miss.
Suppose the processor makes a
read request for four blocks of data
from the cache driver. We assume
here that all four of the blocks either
are contained in cache memory or are
not (they are not part in and part
out). We also will assume that all four
blocks are located on the same track

of the disk. These are not the
assumptions made in the actual implementation of the hit/miss computation algorithms, but they make
the algorithms easier to describe.
If the four blocks are contained in
the cache, the hit count is incremented by 4 to indicate that we
had a hit of four blocks. If they are

not contained in cache, the first impression is that you should increment
the miss count by 4 to indicate that
we had a miss of four blocks. The
problem with doing this is that the
access time for the first missed block
is much slower than the accesp time
for the next three blocks, on~e the
first block has been read .
In order to transfer the first block
of data, the heads must move to the
correct position on the disk. This, according to the drive manufacturer, requires an average of 80 ms. However,
once the head is at the correct position on the track, the transfer of a
single block requires only about 5.2
ms. Therefore, blocks 2, 3, and 4 can
be transferred with a much smaller
time penalty than that of the first
block (this is the same premise on
which the prefetch algorithm is
based).
In order to take this effect into account fairly, we constructed the
driver so it kept two miss counters.
The first counter is called the hardmiss counter and is incremented by
1 for this example. The second is
called the soft-miss counter and is incremented by 3 for this example. In
the computation of the hit/miss
ratios, the soft-miss count was
multiplied by 0.065 (5.2 / 80.0) and
added to the hard-miss count to get
the effective miss count. This data
then was used to directly compute
the hit/miss ratio as a figure of merit
of the efficiency of various cache sizes
and replacement algorithms. We considered only the hit/miss ratio for
reads because a user task is held up
waiting for the transfer to take place
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Z-,60 Dual Drive .
. ... $2399

Hayes
Smartmoden .
. ..... $199
Smartmoden ' 200
. . . $485
Sma rtmode n , 200B ..... " ... . ..... $430
Micromodem li e . .
. ... $ 235

US Robotics

~:~~w~~~o1~~ ........ ,.. ,,.,.:..... ~~~g
IBM PC Modem .

. ..... ...... $320

Order Line: 1-S00-52S-1054
Order Processing & Other Information: 602-954-6109

Star Micronics
Gemini· IOX .
Gemin ;-15X .................••.
De lta 10 .
Della 15 ........ . .. •
Radix .

..... Call
.... Call
.... Call
.... Call
. ... Call

Tally
MT I GO l w/Trac lo rs .
MT 180lw/ Tractors .
Spirit 80

. Call
.. Call
. Call

comPUTER
WAREHOUSE

2222 E. Indian School Rd .
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

Toshiba
P1350 Serial or Parallel
1351 Serial or Parallel
'340 , .

$1445
...... $1545
$775

Transtar
120 Serial or Para ll el
130 Se rial or Parallel
T3'5 ..

$395
.... ...... $549
$449

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1
Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30 -5:30 Saturday 9-1

I I
VISA

~

~

Prices refl ect 3% to 5% cash discount. Pro duct shipped in factory cartons wi th manufacturer's warranty. Please add
$8.00 per order for shipping. Prices & availability subject to change without notice. Send cashier's check or
money order... all oth er checks will de lay shi pping two weeks.
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processing of the same text file, or
repeated editing and compiling using
10 r
a language processor.
Our first choice for the mix of tasks
was selected as a worst-case test of
the advantages of caching. We picked
a class of jobs that would use the disk
8
extensively and would have the minimal repetitive usage of the same files .
Our mix of tasks consisted of a C
compilation of a medium-size program (350 lines) followed by a Pascal
o 6
FIRST-IN/
RANDOM
LEAST
Icompilation
of a long program (1000
FIRST-OUT
REPLACEMENT
RECENTLY
<l
a:
USED
lines). The compiled Pascal program
was then linked to form an executable
~
load
module. The total number of
.....
lblocks
requested to be read by the
4
I
processor was about 2000. We ran
this same. sequence of programs for
each of the tests so that the effect of
the mix of programs would not bias
the conclusions for the relative effi2
ciency of the various algorithms. In
each case, the cache started empty.
Figure 4 shows the hit/miss ratio as
a function of the cache size for the
LRU replacement algorithm and a
o
prefetch value of 16 blocks (whenever
ALGORITHM
a miss occurs, one full track of data
Figure 5: A bar chart of the effect of the hit/miss ratio of using different replacement algorithms is prefetched) . Notice that even for
to determine which part of the cache to discard.
this worst-case mix of programs, the
effective hit/miss ratio is almost 10 by
the time you get to 256K bytes of
only in the case of a read. All writes cache memory. The hit/miss ratio caching memory and becomes
are automatically hits by this continues to increase as we repeat greater than 10 for 320K bytes of
operations on the same disk data.
definition .
caching memory. We may expect to
You might ask, however, what con- achieve our goal of a hit/miss ratio of
The hit/miss ratio depends very
strongly on the 110 (input/output) ditions would correspond to repeated 10 using 256K bytes of dedicated
characteristics of the particular tasks operations on the same files. Ex- caching memory for a better mix of
using the disk. To see why this is the amples of this include running the programs.
We'll now look at the effect of
case, imagine that we are repetitive- same program several times (for inly performing operations that involve stance, in a spreadsheet or a BASIC various cache replacement algodisk transfers totally contained in the program), repeated editing or word rithms on the hit/miss ratio. To do
REPLACEMENT

ALGOR ITHMS

If)
If)

Text continued on page 330

IBM

Apple

Z-100

Statistics + Data Plotting Software
This book/disk package contains 1 8 programs in BASIC for processing and plotting
data. They uniquely combine statistics with computer graphics to give you data plotting
capabilities found only in programs costing many times more - and the're all fully
documented in BASIC so you can modify and combine them for special applications.
Programs plot histograms with mean and standard deviation , sort and draw pie charts ,
linear plots, log plots, barcharts, running averages, stock market charts, 3D views of
surfaces . Special features include curve fitting, regression, data management,
automatic scaling and axis labeling, automatic replotting when data changes . Send
check or Visa/Mastercard no. with expiration date. Call for faster delivery. All items in
stock and ready to go. Book with Disk $52.00. Please specify IBM , Apple or Z-100.
Kern International, 433 Washington Sl
PO Box 1029MB, Duxbury, MA 02331 (617)934-0445
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Send for free SOFTKIT cata log
Circle 222 on inquiry card.

BASF QUALI METRIC™ FLEXYDISKS®
BUILT FOR ETERNITY - WARRANTED FOR A LIFETIME.
BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks® offer
you more ... an extraordinary new
lifetime warranty.* The BASF Qualimetric standard is a dramatic new
international standard of quality in
magnetic media ... insurance that
your most vital information will be
secure for tomorrow when you enter
it on BASF FlexyDisks today.
We can offer this warranty with
complete confidence because the
Qualimetric standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to perfection ... a process which begins with
materials selection and inspection,
and continues through coating, polishing, lubricating, testing, and
100% error-free certification . Built
into our FlexyDisk jacket is a unique
two -piece liner. This BASF feature
traps damaging debris away from
the media surface, and creates extra
space in the head access area, insuring optimum media-to -head alignment. The result is a lifetime of
outstanding performance.
When your information must
be secure for the future, look for
the distinctive BASF package with
the Qualimetric seal. Call 800-3434600 for the name of your nearest
supplier.
Circle 54 on Inquiry card.
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INFORMATION MANAGEMENT-THE
MASTERMIND. This advanced data-base
manager stores and retrieves multiple flies
quickly, easily and reliably. What's more, It
shares all Information with the other programs,
so you never have to re-enter the same data
twice.
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2
ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEET-NUMBER
CRUNCHING AND GOAL SEEKING. It helps
you produce forecasts, cost estimates and
"break-even" points-In seconds, Instead of
hours or days. Best of all, It allows "goal
seeking:' Ask, for example, "What sales must I
have the rest of the year to net $1 million?,"
and OPEN ACCESS will figure II out!

3
3-D GRAPHICS-NOT 'JUST PRETTY
PICTURES. These graphics distill raw data
Into trends that can be Instantly visualized,
helping you discern the Important facts fro~
a weallh of Information.

SOfTWARE I'ROOUGS INTERNATIONAL

.,\/

....

10240 Sorrento Valley Ro~d
San Diego, CA 92121

...-------

4
ORO PROCESSING-EDITOR
(TRAORDINAIREI Superior word processors
ake II easy to correct typos, change words,
uHle paragraphs and format documents.
lis Is one of that breed. Use It to write
!lclent memos, letters, proposals and
ports.

Circle 355 on inquiry card .

5
TELECOMMUNICATIONS-YOUR LINK WITH
THE WORLD. This program gives you access
to virtually any other computer system In the
world. Not only can you transmit and receive
reports from your colleagues, you can also
subscribe to special data banks that know
everything from GM's stock price to the
relative humidity In Genoa. Now that's power!

6
TIME MANAGEMENT-CONSERVING YOUR
MOST PRECIOUS RESOURCE. This module
helps you keep track of all your appointments,
hour by hour, day In and day out. It alerts you
to standing obligations, automatically
coordinates meeting times wllh other busy
professionals, and lists all your associates on
a Rolodex™·llke file.
BYTE May 1984.
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Figure 6: A plot of the change in the hit/miss ratio produced by multiple I/O operations on
the same set of files. This plot is for repetitive word processing on part of the text for this
article, and it is typical of fully cached operation.
Text continued from page 326:

this, the disk driver was modified to
let us use any of the three algorithms
in the cache module. Figure 5 shows
the measured hit/miss ratios of the
three different replacement algorithms. This data was collected using
a cache memory allocation of 256K
bytes. Notice that, as predicted, the
LRU algorithm produces a slightly
higher hit/miss ratio than either the
FIFO or the random-replacement algorithms. Although the effect is not
too large (10 to 20 percent), we
thought it significant enough to
justify the use of this algorithm even
though it is somewhat more complex
to implement .
To show how the caching driver
might achieve an even greater hit/
miss ratio for a more fortunate mix of
programs, for our next example we
took the text editing of this article,
and we plotted the hit/miss ratio as
a function of the number of times the
word processor was executed for the
purpose of writing part of this text.
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These results, also corresponding to
a cache size of 256K bytes, are plotted
in figure 6.

Programs that are heavy
on file access can show
large Improvement
factors with the use of
caching.
The large increase in the hit/miss
ratio from 7 to almost 50 when the
word processor is used on the text file
needs some explanation . When the
word processor is first run, the files
containing both it and the text file are
loaded into the cache memory, then
pa~sed through to the processor.
Unless they were ' previously in the
cache, this results in a certain miss
count that depends on the size of the
word processor and the size of the
text file. When the editing of the file
is completed, the updated file is written out to the cache and then auto-

matically transferred to the disk, but
if the cache memory is sufficiently
large, both the word processor and
the updated text file also will remain
in the cache. When the word processor is again used to edit the same
text file, the cache will contain both .
The second and all subsequent modifications to the file result in nothing
but hits on the cache memory. In this
case, which is referred to as being
fully cached, you can therefore expect
the hit/miss ratio to continue upward
in a manner proportional to the number of times the word processor is
used on the same file . Because word
processing and computer programming frequently entail this sort of
cyclic use of a small set of files, the
benefits from disk caching for this
type of computer usage are obvious
from the plot. Of course, this speedup effect does not mean that all processing is speeded up; it only applies
to time that would otherwise be lost
during inefficient disk transfers. If a
program is computation intensive,
with little file access, its execution
speed is largely unaffected. Programs
that are heavy on file access can show
large improvement factors.
In general, "tuning" the cache
memory allocation consists primarily
of trying to get the cache size large
enough to hold virtually all of the
files in use over some reasonable
period of time. This situation may be
compared with a RAM disk where
the size choice is made in much the
same way.
In some systems, attempts have
been made to use small caches of 64K
bytes or less. Our experience is that
attempting to use too small a cache
frequently degrades performance
rather than enhances it, so it is important to accurately assess the needs
and provide adequate memory for
this purpose. At the same time, using
a larger cache size than is needed for
the normal mix of tasks done is simply wasteful and expensive. A larger
. than average utilization of disk data
would necessitate a larger disk cache;
a frugal user of disk data might get
by with less.
It is useful to compare the cache
concept with that of the RAM disk.
The big advantage of disk caching

Statistical and Reporting Software
SPss Inc. a leading producer of statistical software for over 15 years, with
more than a half million manuals sold in 80 countries, is making micro waves
with SPSS/PC and SPSS/Pro.'" Two powerful new statistical and reporting
programs which were designed for the IBM Personal Computer and the
DEC Professional 350.

POWERFUL STATISTICS
Crosstabulations

TOTAL INTEGRATION
File management of large
or small data sets

Analysjs of variance
Multiple regression

Input & output to popular
PC programs
Flexible data transformations

Over 25 integrated procedures

CUSTOM DISPLAYS

EASY TO LEARN

Automatic or custom reports

Simple English commands

Fully labeled tables

Tutorial & demonstration
diskette included

Plots & graphs
Comprehensive documentation
for all levels of users

444 N. Mi chigan Avenu e
Ch icago, Ill in ois 60611
(3 12) 329-2400

For the DEC Professional 350, and soon for the
IBM PC with hard disk. To discover how SPSS
can help you make waves, call us for the full
story. (312) 329-2400.

SPSS , SPSS / PC and SPSS / Pro are trademarks of SPSS Inc. for its proprietary computer software. IBM PC is a trademark of
IBM Corporation. DEC and DEC Professional are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation .
© Copyright 1983 . SPSS Inc.
Circle 362 on inquiry card.
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Figure 7: A bar plot of the time required for a program to read a file of lOOK bytes, perform
minor processing on the data, and write the file back to disk . Bar 1 was obtained using a
driver with no caching. Bar 2 was obtained using caching, but with the cache initially empty
so that file and program data had to be read into the cache. Bar 3 was obtained under the

fully cached condition where all of the required disk data was already contained in the cache.

over a RAM disk is that the selection
of which files are to be placed into the
"fast disk" is completely automatic
rather than manual, and the cache
approach provides automatic, readverified backup to the nonvolatile
physical disk; consequently, it is unnecessary to remember to write the
files back manually, and the risk of
data loss due to power failure is
minimized. The adverse effect of disk
fragmentation can be overcome by
occasionally performing a full backup
and restore of all files on the disk.
Doing this results in a completely
compacted disk with all files completely contiguous. Thereafter, only
those files that are modified will
become fragmented, and the average
fragmentation will be small. Besides
the value of performing regular backup, this practice is beneficial even ·
without caching.
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Finally, to demonstrate that caching
does produce a substantial improvement in overall system speed, we ran
timing tests on two typical programs.

The time spent in
caching algorithms was
Insignificant compared
with the time spent
performing the actual
data transfer.
The first task is a file copy. This program reads a file one block at a time,
performs some processing on the
data, and writes the resulting data
back to the disk into a different file.
The two files were moderately far
apart on the disk. Figure 7 shows the
time required to carry out this task in
three cases. In the first case, no

caching was used. In the second
case, caching was used, but the program and files were not already in
the cache. The third was the fully
cached case, with the program and
files already in the cache from the
second test. By using the caching
driver, this test exhibits improvement,
by more than a factor of four, in the
total execution time for this program.
Figure 8 shows the time required to
compile and link the program used
to collect the data presented in figure
7. The improvement is not as dramatic in this example because these
tasks are more computation intensive, with less time spent in disk
operations. Nevertheless, there is a
decrease of 30 percent in total execution time.
You might well ask whether you
should consider the degradation in
the transfer rate produced by using
the more complex algorithms in the
cache system. That is, are we slowing down the transfer rate by spending too much time in determining if
the data is in cache memory, or in
sophisticated prefetch and replacementalgorithms? We found, at least
in the case of PC-DOS 2.0, that the
time spent in the various caching algorithms was inSignificant in comparison with the time spent performing the actual data transfer. It therefore turns out that the cache memory
has a transfer rate almost equal to a
RAM-disk system whenever it contains the requested data. We have, of
course, implicitly assumed this fact in
our previous plots of transfer rate versus hit/miss ratio. In this regard, disk
caching has an advantage over memory caching. In disk caching, the
various algorithms are executed once,
at most, for every block that is transferred; in memory caching, some of
the algorithms are executed once for
each byte or word that is transferred.

Conclusion
We have determined that you can
utilize the added addressable memory afforded by 16-bit processors in
a very useful way to improve the
overall effective transfer rate of Winchester systems and to provide apparent, sometimes dramatic, performance increases. For the case of cach-

Before Johann Sebastian Bach developed
a new method of tuning, you had to
change instruments practically every time
you wanted to change keys .Very difficult .
Before Avocet Introduced Its family of
cross-assemblers, developing micro-processor software was much the same . You
needed a separate development system
for practically every type of processor.
Very difficult and very expensive .
But with Avocet's cross-assemblers, a
single computer can develop software for
virtually any microprocessor! Does that
put us in a league with Bach? You decide .

The Well-Tempered Cross-Assembler
Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
and user-proven in over 3 years of actual
use . AskNASA , lBM, XEROXorthe hundreds of other organizations that use them .
Every time you see a new microprocessorbased product, there's a good chance it
was developed with Avocet crossassemblers .
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use .
They run on any computer with CP/ M'
and process assembly language for the
most popular microprocessor families.
51/4" disk formats available at no extra
cost Include Osborne, Xerox, H-P, IBM
PC, Kaypro, North Star, Zenith,
Televldeo, Otrona, DEC.

Turn Your Computer Into A
Complete Development System
Of course , there's more. Avocet has the
tools you need from start to finish to enter ,
assemble and test your software and finally
cast it in EPROM:
Text Editor VEDIT -- full-screen text editor by CompuView . Makes source code
entry a snap . Full-screen text editing, plus
TECO-like macro facility for repetitive
iasks. Pre-configured for over 40 terminals
and personal computers as well as in userconfigurable form.
CP / M-80 version .. .. ........ ........ $150
CP / M-86 or MOOS version ....... $195
(when ordered with any Avocet product)
EPROM Programmer -- Model 7128
EPROM Programmer by GTek programs
most EPROMS without the need for personality modules . Self-contained power
supply ... accepts ASCII commands and
data from any computer through RS 232
serial interface . Cross-assembler hex object files can be down-loaded directly .
Commands include verify and read , as
well as partial programming .
PROM types supported : 2508 , 2758,
2516 , 2716 , 2532, 2732 , 2732A ,
27C32 , MCM8766 , 2564 , 2764 , 27C64 ,
27128 , 8748 , 8741 , 8749,8742,8751 ,
8755 , plus Seeq and Xicor EEPROMS .
Circle 51 on inquiry card .

Avocet
Cross-assembler

Target
Microprocessor

XASMZ80
Z-80
XASM85
8085
XASM05
6805
XASM09
6809
XASM18
1802
XASM48
8048/ 8041
XASM51
8051
XASM65
6502
6800/ 01
XASM68
XASMZ8
Z8
XASMF8
F8/ 3870
XASM400
COP400
XASM75
NEC 7500
Coming soon : XASM68K .. .68000
(Upgrade kits will be available for new
PROM types as they are introduced .)
Programmer . . . . . . . ... . ..... $429
Options include :
Soft wa re Driver Pac kage .enhanced features , no installa tion
required .
CP/ M-80 Version . .. .. . ... .. $ 75
IBM PC Ve rsion . . . . . . . . . . . $ 95
RS 232 Ca ble .. ...... .. .... $ 30
8748 family socket adaptor .. . $ 98
8751 famil y socket adaptor .. . $174
8755 family socket adaptor ... $135

CP/ M-80
Version

CP/ M-86
IBM PC , MSDOS"
Versions

$250 .00
each
$200.00
each

$300 .00
each
$500.00

Call Us
If you're thinking about development systems , call us for some straight talk . If we
don't have what you need , we'll help you
find out who does . If you like, we'll even
talk about Bach .

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-448-8500
(In the U.S . except Alaska and Hawaii)
VISA and Mastercard accepted . All popu lar di sc fo rmats now
available .. please specify. Prices do not include shipping and
handling .. call for exact quotes. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED .

'Trademark of Digital Research

G7228 Programmer by GTek -- baud
to 2400 ... superfast, adaptive programming algorithms ... programs 2764 in one
minute .
Programmer . . .... . .. ..... .. $549
Ask us about Gang and PAL programmers.
HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Converter -- C onverts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS Technology, Mostek ,
R C A, F a ir c hild, Te kt ro ni x, Texas
Ins truments and Binary formats.
C onve rter, each ve rsion ....... $250

"Trademark of Microsoft

AVOCET~
SYSTEMS

INC.

DEPT, 584-8
804 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DELAWARE 19901
302-734-0151 TELEX 467210
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WE ALSO SlOCK AT FANTASTIC l OW PRICES

Flopplu. hpe, Data Cartridges, Dala Cassenes , Jnd Disk Packs

UANTITY 100. SMALLER QUANTITIES ADO 5%
,..., • DISK DRIVE HEAD C-l0 CASSETTES
CLEANING KITS Gel 8 cassel1(ls.

-~ iii;

~
5'/,"
•
15.95

SNAp·IT POWER CENITER
" -;.J
Turn one oulle! into six' \ ......

P~wer

Surge Control

ttIli"-

RFI FlI1talion
'-i1"
15 Amp Circuit Breaker 59.95

BOOK VALUES
FULL SELECTION,
DISCOUNT PRICES

on hundreds of
titles published by
ALFRED, HAYDEN ,
DILITHIUM, SAMS,
TAB, McGRAW HILL
and many others.

and Cassette/8

library·
Album

8.00

LIBRARY CASES
8"

Kas-selle/l0 .

2.99

51/. " Mini Kas·selle/IO . . .2.49

SOFTWARE
AT FANTASTIC PRICES
SAVE UP TO 50%
on thousands of soft·
ware packages for all
sys t ems, in c ludin g
Business , Language,
Engineering, Games,
Graphics, Utility, and
many more.

·Wril1en purchase orders accepted trom movernmenl
1genciu and well ral ed firms tor nel 30 day billing . • Int ernational orders
accepted wilh a IS.00 surcharge lor handling. plus shipping cbarges. • C.O.D.
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equipment covers . power consoles , paper supplies , storage ;Jnd
filing equipment . furniture and many other accessories lor word
and data process ing systems. Write for our free ca talog.
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619·268-3537
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Figure 8: A bar plot of the time required to compile al1d link a C program. As in figure 7,
bar 1 was obtained with no caching, bar 2 was obtained with an empty cache, and bar 3 was
obtained with fully cached operation .

ing within the disk driver, the cluster
prefetch method does a good job. We
chose the cluster size based on characteristics of the disk hardware.
It appears that the LRU replacement algorithm delivers the best hit!
miss ratio and should be used
because the time spent in the actual
transfer dominates the computation
overhead. We also found that the
complexity of the various algorithms
had a negligible effect on the transfer
rate.
On the basis of the example of the
extremes between little repetitive
usage and significant repetitive
usage, we feel that the average singleuser system can expect an overall hit/
miss ratio greater than 10 for a cache
size of 256K bytes. We generally attain hit/miss ratios of 20 to 50. These
high ratios lead to an overall improvement in the disk transfer rate of 5 to
15, depending on the amount of head
movement that occurs in the un-

cached disk. The effect of caching for
the case where all of the files accessed are fully cached is that the
transfer rate after the files first have
been brought into cache is equal to
that of a RAM disk . The improvement produced by utilizing a disk
cache is significant for the case of
single-tasking operating systems. It
should be almost indispensable for a
multitasking system, or for a Winchester disk drive used as a file server
by several computers in a local-area
network .•
Roy C. Chal1ey holds a Ph . D. il1 solid-stale
physics al1d is al1 associate professor of physics al
th e Ul1iversity of Texas at Dallas.
Brial1 W /ohl1sol1 holds a Ph. D. in electrical
engil1eeril1g. He is on leave frolll the Ul1iversity of
Texas at Dallas, where he is al1 associate professor
of physics al1d computer sciel1ce. /ohl1sol1 was a vicepresident of research at Percom Data Corporation
whel1 this article was written.
The authors call be reached at the Department
of Physics, POB 688, Ul1iversity of Texas, Dallas,
TX 75080.

The VERSABuSINESS™ Series
Each VERSA BUSINESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

~~~~~~~:
menu·driven ~~~~~s receivable, invoicing, and
mOiIthlll atatllment-generating system. It keeps track of all information related to who
ow.l/Pu or your company money, and can provide automatic billing for past due ac·
counts, VERsAREcEIVABLES~ prints all necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERsAI.£DG ER II'· and VeRSA INVENTORY'·.

VERSAl'AYABLES'·

$99.95

VERSAPAYASlES'" is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you

In touch with all information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERSAPAYABLESn maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VeRSAPAYABLESn. you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROLL'·

$99.95

VERSAPAYROU.n is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that

keeps track of all government·required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroll can be run totally, automati·
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being printed, or to alter
information on it. If desired, totals may be posted to the VeRSA LEDGER Ir· system.

VERSAINVENTORY'·

$99.95

VERSA INVENTORY'· is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERSA INVENTORY'" keeps track of all information related to what
i~ems

are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stpres sales and pricing data, alerts
you when an item falls below a preset rMrd.r point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERsAREcElVABLEsn system. VERSA INVENTORY'" pnnts
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point , inventory value reo
ports, period and year-to-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.

VERSALEDGER II'Y

$149.95

VERSAU:DGER II'" is a complete accounting system that grows as your busin~
grows. VERSAU:DGER Irv can be used as a simple personaj ~ekboQk register,

expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or develGPed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any addition-.l ~lIre.
• VERSAU:DGER D'v gives you almost unlimited star. ~pacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on ttRi system),
• stores all check and general ledger information f_ller,
• prints tractor·feed checks,
• handles multiple checkbooks anq general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,
balance sheets, income statements, transactionrepGltts, account
listings, etc.
VERSAU:DGER II"' comes with a profession!lily·written Iii/) ~e manual de·
signed for first·time users. The VERSAU:DGER11'v manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSA LEDGER II"' , using complete ~Ie data files
supplied on diskette and more than 50 pages of sample pnntouts.

SATISF ACTION GUARANTEED!
~~dr~1 ~~~~~!~r:~~;;~:~w~~~e~~i~~~:~~~~~~O~~~r:::l~W"k~I~~~~~E~!!t~~~i!~~S~

may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSA BUSINESS'· module may be
purchased for $25 each, credi ted toward a later purchase of thai modu le.

To Orde r:

Write or call Toll-free (800) 431-2818
(N.Y. S. r eside nts call 914-425-1535)

"" add $3 fo r shipping in UPS areas
"" add $4 fo r C.O.D. or non·UPS a reas

-"f'!"

.;;;:..

50 N. PASCACK ROAD, SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977

-

• add $S to CANADA or MEXICO
• add proper poslaw. elsewhere
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We've got speed, performance and 3,000 new applications
to satisfy that appetite.
Introducing the Digital Research CPIM Gold Card~M The
pick of the hardware crop for your Apple®Computer
Just plug it into any slot in your Apple II, II + or IIe, and
get a new generation machine that runs CP/M Plus™ and ........~~
all those programs it could never handle before.
Impressive, but not surprising. After all, who better
than the creators of CP/~to perfect it for your Apple?
And if you thought your Apple was a bit slow, chew on this.
We combined CPIM Plus, the Z80B microprocessor
and optional Disk Cache to push your Apple to perform
up to three times faster than any of the competition.
With the speed to handle programs like dBase IfM
in half the time. And we've included CBASICIDso you can write
customized programs.
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It even boosts your monitor's CP/M output to full 80 column
video. And those are just the basics.
For serious programmers we
also included a macro-assembler
and symb0lic debugger. Explaining
it all in two complete manuals.
We make computers work
It all comes down to this. Soon
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Update on Apple Macintosh
and Lisa 2
Gregg Williams
BYTE Senior Technical Editor
The Macintosh and Lisa 2 are out,
although a few unpleasant surprises
occurred between the deadline for
my articles appearing in the February
BYTE (pages 30 and 84, respectively)
and Apple's formal announcement
on January 24. In a word, the Macintosh (or Mac) is more expensive than
we thought it would be. At one time,
Apple had decided on a $1995 price
for the basic Macintosh, but the company changed this to $2495. Other
changes include: Imagewriter (reported at $495), $495 if bought with
a Mac, $595 otherwise; numeric keypad, $129 (up from $99); second disk
drive, $495 (up from $395). Apple
also announced a 300-bps (bits per
second) modem for $225 and a
1200-bps modem for $495.
Apple has also formed the Apple
University Consortium (AUC) to
"further the use of computers in
higher education" by making "commitments to supply large numbers of
its new Macintosh personal computers to 24 leading universities;' including Yale, Stanford, Dartmouth,
Brown, and the University of Michigan. Apple requires member universities to create courseware and meet
regularly together. Faculty and
students will be able to buy Macintoshes at reduced rates; a source
close to the University of Utah, an
AUC member, said that the prices
were $1200 for students and $900 for
faculty.
Apple also announced three members of the Lisa 2 family: the Lisa 2,
at $3495; the Lisa 2/5, at $4495; and
~
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the Lisa 2/10, at $5495. All units have
512K bytes of memory and one
3V2-inch microfloppy-disk drive. The
Lisa 2/5 adds an external5-megabyte
Profile hard disk, and the Lisa 2/10
adds an internal 10-megabyte hard
disk. Lisa 1 owners can upgrade to
a Lisa 2/5 for free until June 1, $595
afterward, or to a Lisa 2/10 for $2495.
A 512K-byte memory upgrade is
$1495. The Macintosh operating system (needed for a Lisa computer to
run Macintosh software) comes free
with the Lisa 2 computer and is available at extra cost for buyers of the
Lisa 2/5 and 2/10. Apple also announced Apple Bus, a low-cost local
network that will allow Macintoshes,
Lisas, and (later) Apple II-family
computers to share common peripherals.

Commentary
Initial reaction to the Macintosh
has been strongly, but not overpoweringly, favorable . A few traditional computer users see the mouse,
the windows, and the desktop
metaphor as silly, useless frills, and
others are outraged at the lack of color graphics, but most users are impressed by the machine and its
capabilities. Still, some people have
expressed concern about the relatively small 128K-byte RAM (randomaccess read /write memory) size, the
lack of any computer language sent
as part of the basic unit, and the
inconvenience of the single disk
drive. Although Apple has said
nothing officially, it is widely be-

lieved that Apple will offer a 512Kbyte Macintosh upgrade by the end
of 1984; since the Macintosh memory
chips are soldered onto the printedcircuit board, this will not be a simple upgrade that most users will want
to do at home. The Macintosh is
largely a computer of unparalleled vision on Apple's part; however, that
vision failed when the Mac was
limited to 128K bytes of memory.
It took no vision to see the need for
a larger memory: much existing software (for the IBM PC, for example)
already makes use of 256K- and 512Kbyte memory spaces.
At the current prices, a usable system (Macintosh with one language,
Mac Paint/Mac Write, Imagewriter
printer, and second disk drive) will
now cost $3879 ($100 less if you buy
the Imagewriter with the system).
This is considerably more than the
$2984 possible package price quoted
in my February article. Marketing
decisions have compromised Steve
Jobs's vision of "something really inexpensive so that everyone can afford
it./I Also, the higher price will probably decrease the influence of the
machine on the market; this may
make the difference between the
Macintosh being just another successful computer rather than being
the computer that is popular enough
to be a surviving alternative to the
looming IBM monopoly. •
Gregg Williams is a swior tecl111ical editor at
BYTE. He can be reaclJed at POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449.
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Fitting Curves to Data
The Simplex algorithm is the answer
Marco S. Caceci and William P. Cacheris
Florida State University
Fitting functions to data is a frequent task in science and wherever
you need to superimpose complex
mathematical models on data. Most
curve-fitting programs presently running on microcomputers are either
locally written, brute-force stepping
procedures, or Newton-Ralphson
algorithms in BASIC and FORTRAN
that have passed hands dozens of
times. The Simplex algorithm we use
is relatively recent (1965) and has
been applied to curve-fitting problems only in the past few years, mostly in academic circles.
Consider a set of number pairs, Xv
Yt; X2' Y2; ... ; xn , Yn' It is easy to implement a linear fit, computing the
parameters a and b of the "best"
straight line, Y = a + bx, passing
through the points. Some pocket calculators have the necessary routines
in firmware. And there are programs
available that can fit any set of points
to a polynomial or some "wellbehaved" function. It would be convenient, however, to be able to fit sets
of data points to more complicated
340
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functions, or, for that matter, to find
an algorithm capable of fitting a set
of data points to any function, no
matter how complex.
Within the speed and memory
limitations of the computer on which
it runs, the program Simp is capable
of computing the parameter values
that best fit a particular set of data
points given an analytical function
with any number of variables and parameters. The program utilizes the
Simplex algorithm and is written in
Pascal/Z version 4.0.

Problem Definition
It is easier to understand curve fitting if you start with an example. As
a typical case of experimental data
that provides useful information
through a complex function, consider
the Michaelis-Menten kinetic theory
of enzyme action. The MichaelisMenten equation has the form y = a
x X / (b + x). Experimentally, you
measure the initial reaction rates: y,
for different substrate concentrations;
x, in order to determine the value of

constants; a and b. The a represents
the maximum initial reaction rate and
b the enzyme's affinity for the substrate. The problem lies in determining the best values of a and b for a
given set of x and y data.
Figure 1 represents a set of six experimental data points, Xi' Yi' and
the curve described by the MichaelisMenten function that best fits them.
The points do not fall exactly on the
curve because they are affected by experimental error, and they are redundant. Two would be enough to define
the curve, but by providing a larger
number, the errors tend to cancel
and possibly can be estimated. A further assumption that simplifies the
mathematics (and is usually true) is
that the x values are virtually error
free; the only significant errors are in
the experimental determination of
the. Y values.
In the equation y = a x x / (b + x),
constants a and b do not vary within
a set. Variables x and y do. The experimenter varies x, the independent
variable, freely during the experi-

ment; Y, the dependent variable, is
measured by the experiment, and its
value (hopefully) depends on x. The
Michaelis-Menten equation forms a
model when applied to an experiment, and the constants in the equation become the model's parameters.
This model has, therefore, one independent variable and one dependent variable and it is described by
an equation with two parameters. To
fit the curve you must estimate the
"best" values for these parameters.
You can use two strategies to obtain
a fit: linear and nonlinear parametric
fit. If the model contains only linear
equations (integral powers of the
variables), you can use a linear algorithm. The great advantage of linear
methods is that the solution is often
immediate, i.e., they don't require an
indefinite number of iterations. The
main disadvantage is that many functions are not, and cannot be reduced
to, linear equations.
The Michaelis-Menten equation in
the example is not a linear equation,
although you can manipulate it into
a linear form. It is easy to prove that
if you plot l/y versus l/x, the result
is a straight line whose slope is bfa,
whose intercept is l/a, and whose
equation is l/y = l/a + b/a x l/x. You
can find good values for a and b by
drawing or computing the "best"
straight line through the "manipulated" experimental points according
to the least-squares criterion.
You can extend this approach by
properly using matrix algebra to handle more than two parameters and/or
polynomial expressions. It is generally not a good 'practice to transform
nonlinear systems into linear ones
even when it is possible. Not only is
it somewhat cumbersome, since you
must handle each different function
in a different way, but the error
distribution and the statistical weight
of the data points change after such
transformations. If you don't deal
with this properly, it can result in
substantial inaccuracies.
In general, to handle nonlinear
functions you need nonlinear parametric fits . Unfortunately, all generalpurpose, non-linear, curve-fitting
algorithms developed to date have
one annoying feature-namely, they
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Figure 1: Plot of experimental data: initial reaction rates (y) versus substrate concentration
(x) . The data obeJjs the Michaelis-Menten equation: y = a x x/(b + x) . Note: the best-fit
curve is also drawn.

are recursive. You must adjust the
parameters in an iterative way with
no idea of how many repetitions you
will need to achieve convergence or
even, for that matter, if you can. Nonlinear parametric fits also require initial estimates of the values sought.

The Response Surface
Getting back to the example, you
need a method for finding the best
values of a and b for a set of x and y
data using a nonlinear approach.
And you must be able to generalize
this method for any kind of function.
First, you need a new representation of the data. If you choose arbitrary values for a and b, you can
determine the corresponding values
of y for each experimental x from the
equation. Good values for a and b can
adequately predict y values that are
close to those experimentally measured.
Quantitatively, if you have n data
points, label each value of the independent variable as Xv Xv ... , Xn

and each value of the dependent
variable as Yv Y2, ... , Yn' Also, label
your n predicted values (as calculated
by the equation using certain values
for a and b) for the dependent variable y~, y;, ... , y~. Any pair of a and
b values thus produces a set of Y'i
predicted values corresponding to
the experimental Xi set.
The sum (Yt - y~)2 + (Y2 - y;)2 +
. .. + (Yn - y~)2 is called the sum of
the squared residuals (SSR) and can
be written ElYi - yi)2. The lower
this sum is, the better the curve fits.
This is called the least-squares
criterion. For random errors randomly distributed (usually a reasonable
assumption), this is the best criterion
of all.
If the error distribution is not random but known, you can usually
assign a statistical weight Wi to each
data point. The least-squares criterion
will then minimize the sum: SSR =
Ei Wi (Yi - y;)2.

Thus, the problem of finding the
best values for a function's unknown
BYTE May 1984
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Figure 2: Representation of the response surface, SSR versus a and b. The best values for
a and b are those where the SSRvalue is the lowest. If you have poor a and b values, you
will get large values for SSw

parameters becomes the problem of
finding the minimum of a new function, SSR' In this example, we can
picture a and b as the independent
variables and SSR as the dependent
one (figure 2) . In general, if you have
a function with n parameters to be
optimized, SSR describes an (n+ 1)dimensional surface, called the response surface. If you have very bad
parameter values, the surface point
values are high. As you move toward
better values, the response surface
dips toward a minimum.

Searching for the Minimum
The best values of a and b lie at the
minimum of the function SSR =
Ei Wi (Yi - y;)2, and you need to
find this minimum. Before discussing the Simplex algorithm, let's consider the most common alternatives.
The stepwise descent strategy consists of adjusting one parameter at a
time, sequentially, until you find a
minimum along that parameter, and
then repeating the process until all
values are stable. This algorithm is
relatively easy to program and will
converge virtually all the time, but it
can be extremely slow to run, especially if there is a large number of
342
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parameters or any appreciable correlation between them.
Steepest descent methods adjust
the parameter values along the direction of the response surface's fastest
decrease. They involve fewer iterations, but they require knowledge or
computation (by numerical differentiation) of SS/s first derivatives.

A simplex is a
geometric figure that
has one more vertex
than the space in
which it is defined has
dimensions.
The Newton-Ralphson algorithm
(and its many descendants) is the
most popular nonlinear, least-squares
fitting algorithm today. Although it is
mathematically complex and always
prone to divergence, it is fast (especially where the hardware supports
matrix and floating-point operations),
and speed is the most important consideration with computer time as expensive as it is.
Basically, the algorithm varies the
parameters until the partial deriva-

tives of SSR are all sufficiently close
to zero. At each iteration, it computes
the amount by which the parameters
are changed, creating a square matrix
that contains all the second derivatives of SSR' then inverting this
matrix and multiplying the result by
the previous values of the first
derivatives.
This approach often gives rapid
convergence, but it also suffers substantial drawbacks. The program can
diverge if it starts from inaccurate initial guesses. Considerable truncation
errors can occur in the partial
derivatives' calculations and in the
matrix inversions, particularly when
the installation does not support
double-precision formats. Also, the
numerical calculation of all the partial derivatives at each repetition requires massive amounts of computations.
The Marquardt algorithm and
other more recent methods are mathematically equivalent to a mixture of
the Newton-Ralphson and the steepest descent algorithms . It avoids the
divergence problems of NewtonRalphson without the unacceptable
losses in speed. The amount and
complexity of code generated in this
way can, however, become suJ:?stantial.
The Simplex method is relatively
new; it was first proposed by J. A .
Nedler and R. Mead in 1965. They
used it to find mathematical function
minimums. Since then, various applications to fitting problems have
been developed.
A simplex is a geometric figure that
has one more vertex than the space
in which it is defined has dimensions . For example, a simplex on a
plane (a two-dimensional space) is a
triangle; a simplex in three-dimensional space is a tetrahedron, and so
on.
The basic idea in the Simplex
method is to build a simplex in the
M + I-dimensional space described
by the parameters you want to fit.
For example, in the MichaelisMenten equation above, there are
two parameters, a and b. You can
consider them as axes in a plane on
which we create a simplex (a triangle) . Each vertex is then character-
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Figure 3: Two-dimensional simplex BWO illustrating the four mechanisms of movement: reflection, expansion, contraction, shrinkage. B = vertex, W = worst vertex, R = reflected vertex,
E = expanded vertex, C = contracted vertex, and S = shrunken vertexes.
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CENTRAL

ized by three values: a, b, and the
response SSR '
To reach the lowest value of SSR'
the program moves the simplex
"downhill", accelerating and slowing down as needed. It follows the
rule: find which vertex has the
highest (worst) response and which
has the lowest (best), then reject the
highest and substitute another one
for it. The program computes the
new vertex according to one of these
mechanisms: reflection, expansion,
contraction, and shrinkage.
If you want to create a reflected
vertex, call d the distance from the
worst vertex to M, the midpoint of
all the other vertexes. For the triangle
this is the distance from the vertex to
the center of the line that connects
the other two vertexes. The reflected
vertex is located at a distance d from
M on the line continuation that joins
the rejected vertex to M.
If the response of the reflected
vertex is neither worse than the rejected one nor better than the best
one in the simplex, then the program
accepts it. If the reflected vertex has
a lower (better) response than the
previous best, the program tests an
expansion by reflecting twice the
distance d. The expanded vertex is
accepted if it has a lower response
than the rejected one; otherwise, the
program accepts the reflected one.
If the reflected vertex has a higher
(worse) response than the rejected
344
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vertex, the program tests a contraction by moving the rejected one a
distance of one-half d toward the
midpoint . This contracted vertex is
accepted if it produces a better
(lower) response than the rejected
one; otherwise, a shrinkage occurs
and all vertexes, except the best one,
move directly toward it by half of
their original distance from it.
Figure 3 illustrates these four
mechanisms and figure 4 gives the
rules of simplex movement in flowchart form. Figure 5 shows an example of a simplex moving on SS/ s
contour plot for a two-parameter fit .
It is possible to make various modifications to the present algorithm.
One common variant substitutes the
shrinkage with a contraction beyond
point M. And you can change the
coefficients for the reflection, expansion, and contraction within certain
limits.
The rules given above show clearly the advantages of the Simplex
strategy:
e Divergence is impossible.
e You need to compute the response
value only once or at most a few
times for each iteration.
e You don't need any knowledge of
derivatives or numerical differentiation. This avoids rounding-off errors
and allows the handling of noncontinuous functions.
eNo matrix operation is involved.
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no

Report values 01
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and the quality
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Figure 4: Flowchart of the Simplex algorithm.

Every function that you can write
as computer code, you can optimize
with the Simplex algorithm. In particular, to implement contour conditions, such as "parameter r must be
positive, parameter s must be between one and ten, etc.;' you assign
very high values to SSR points corresponding to out-of-boundary parameter values to prevent the simplex
from ever entering these regions.
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Program Description
Simp (listing 1) is written in
Pascal/Z (Ithaca Intersystems) version
4.0 to run under the CP/M-80 operating system. This example contains
about 200 statements and compiles
into 19K bytes. Despite the care taken
to try to avoid any nonstandard
Oensen and Wirth) expressions, some
110 (input/output) expressions are
not standard, and you should be

cautious about transporting Simp to
other compilers. A version running
on a Control Data Cyber-76 mainframe (Pascal 6000.3.4.0 compiler) is
also presently available, and a BASIC
translation for the Atari microcomputer is coming soon. To date, Simp
has been used to fit functions with
up to nine adjustable parameters, up
to 200 data points, and two independent variables. The speed and memory limitations of the machine on
which the program runs define the
upper limit on these numbers.
To operate the program, you need
only modify the function declaration
and, in some cases, the constants' assignments and the 110 procedures.
The only constants you must modify
to accommodate different models
are: m, the number of parameters to
be fit; possibly nvpp, the total number
of variables per data point; and mnp,
the maximum number of data points.
In the present example, nvpp is 2 (1
independent variable, x, and 1 dependent one, y) and mnp is 200.
The program input is in a disk file
whose name is appended to the
CP/M · command. Procedure enter
reads the input file. Simp directs enter
to produce a screen output. If any
error exists in the input file, you can
easily detect it at this stage. If there
are no errors, Simp redirects the output to the printer and invokes enter
again. If you need additional data input or preprocessing of the data, you
must modify procedure enter accordingly.
Next, Simp computes the starting
simplex values, represented as a
square matrix n x n, where n is the
number of parameters you want to fit
plus one. Each matrix row is a different vertex, for which the first n - 1
columns are the individual parameter
values, and the nth column stores the
response value to be minimized from
the procedure sum_ol_residuals .
Procedure sum_ol_residuals receives a set of parameter values, and
from these, combined with the experimental data, computes the response
surface value at the corresponding
point. That is, it computes the sum
of the squares of the differences between individual experimental dependent variable values and those

s
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followed by the number of data
points and then the data points
themselves. If you need to postprocess the data or if you change
nvpp, procedure report will require
modifications.

Program Operation
You must create an executable file,
SIMP.COM, from the source file,
SIMP. PAS. In Pascal/Z, this is done
by executing:

b

A > pasca156 simp
This creates SIMP.SRC.

A > pasopt simp
Optional optimizer. It saves a
few bytes.

A >asmbl main, simp/rei
Creates SIMP.REL relocatable
file.

A> link simp/n:simp/e
Creates SIMP.COM object code
file.

a
Figure 5: An example of the simplex moving on the response surface's contour plot.

calculated for the same independent
variable values using the parameters
being tested.
In this example, procedure
sum_ol_residuals gives identical
statistical weight to all data points. In
circumstances where the data points'
statistical weight is not constant, you
should modify the procedure.
Function I computes a single
dependent variable value, y', from
the parameters and a given independent variable value. The program
spends most of its time in this function, and you should be extremely
careful to optimize its speed.
Simp calls procedure order to identify the highest and lowest values of
the parameters and the response surface from among all the vertexes. It
uses this information to compute the
errors and make the decisions for the
simplex's next movement. After Simp
computes the vertexes of the first
simplex from your initial guesses and
their increments, procedure first outputs the values to the printer and
then to the screen, as directed by the
main part of the program.

The main program loop moves the
simplex according to the rules
previously given. Procedure new_
vertex substitutes the rejected vertex
with a new one. Simp exits the loop
when the error (the percent difference between the extreme values)
for all parameters falls below the
necessary limits or reaches the maximum number of iterations. At each
repetition new_vertex displays the
new accepted vertex's values on the
screen.
Once the program exits the main
loop, procedure report directs the
results to the screen and the printer.
It also creates two files on the default
disk drive, FIT.OAT and ERR.OAT.
FIT. OAT contains the fitted points,
that is, the (Xi' y;) data points,
where Simp copies the input Xi
values and computes their corresponding y; s using a and b's
estimated values. ERR.OAT contains
the (Xi' dy) data points, where the
XiS are from the input and the dy; s
are from the computed residuals (the
quantities Yi - y;). Both files begin
with a series of six separated ones

The command A> simp < infile > invokes the program where < infile > is
a valid CP/M filename. The disk input file, < infile >, is organized as
follows:
.the maximum number of iterations (integer). Zero gives an infinite loop. Very generally speaking, the program usually converges in less than 20 x m 2
repetitions.
.your initial parameter guesses
(m floating points).
.your initial parameter increments (m floating points). 0.0
blocks the corresponding parameter. The recommended
values are one-tenth to one-half
of your initial guesses.
.the maximum errors allowed
(m + 1 floating points-one for
each parameter and one for the
sum of the squares of the
residuals). The recommended
values are IE - 4 to IE - 6.
.the data (x,,, y,,; X"' y,,; ... ; X,,,
y,,).
The program tolerates different input formats and any separator (space,
tab, carriage return, line feed) should
work. It is essential, though, to terminate the input file without any
Text continued on page 360
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Listing 1: Compiled listing of the program, Simp. It is written in Pascal/Z (Ithaca Intersystems) version 4.0 to run under the CP/M operating

system.
Line Stmt Le vel
1

1

1
3

1

4

1

5
6
7
8
9

1
1
1

10
11

12
13
14
15
16

17
18
1 '-j)

o
o
o
o
(>

o

o

1.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

(>

o
1
1
1
1
1
1

24

1

".".
':'...1

26
27

1
1
1

28

1

1

29
30
31

1

1

1

36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

45

46
47
,tEl

49
50
51
<="..,.
.... J ...:.
54

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1

61
6 ':.'

2;
{number- of parameter-s to fit}
2;
{total number of val's per data point }
m + l;{some compilers don"t like this}
200;
{rna >: i mum number of dat.a poi nts}

n

mnp

type

val'

y=a x /(b+x)";

c:11 fa

1.0;

bet.a
gamma

O ..

~=j;

2.0;

co£~fficiE~nt,
>O}
{contraction coefficient, Oto1}
{t?>: pansion coefficient, >1}
{r-E'fIE~ction

5;
{width of line in data fields+1}
lw
page
12;
r·oot2
1.414214;
vecto,..array[l .. n] of real;
array[l .. nvpp] of real;
datarow
() .. 255;
i nde>:
{conVE' r-gence}
done
boolean;
i,j
inde>:,
h,l
: arr-ay[1..n] of index; {number- high/low paramts}
_np,
{number of data point s}
{ma x number- iter-ations}
ma>: iter-,
niter·
:i ntegel'-;
{number of iter-at.ions }
{new ver-tex to be tested}
ne)-:t,
center-- ,
{center of hyperplane described
by all vertexes of the simplex excluding the wor-st}
mei:..n~

ma)-:er-r-,
{maximum error accepted}
{to comp ut e first simplex}
p,q,
vector-;
{input star-ting steps}
step
ar-ray[l .. n] of vector;
{the simple x }
simp
data
ar-r-a y [l .• mnp] 0+ datar-ow;
{the data}
arr-ay[1 .. 14] of char;
{filename}
-fni"me
{input, output}
din,dout: text;

1
1
1
1

1
"
..::.

56
57
58
59
60

1

5/22/8:;:0 ;

m
nvpp

1

1

1

date
memo

fit of a Michaelis - Menten function:

1.
1
1.

1

1
-:-°e
.-=.J

const

1

1
:l
1.
1
1
1
1

1
1

{see NeIder J.A. & R. Mead, Computer J. 7, 308 (1965) and}
{L.A. Yarbro L S.N. Deming,Anal. Chim. Acta 74, 391 (1974)}

1
1
1
1
1

20
:: 1
""
.L.. ..::.

..,."
-_\,L

1983}
FL32::::06}
r-equest}

o

1
1
1
1
1

1

{by Marco Caceci, with help from William Caceris.
{Chem. Dept. Florida State University Tallahassee
{no copy-right.
SSSD floppy
disk
copies on

o

1

1

program simp;
{curve fitting with the simplex algorithm}
{this example fits
data to a Michaelis-Menten
-funct ion}

..::.

functiDn f (>: : vector-; d~ datcu-c-w) : r-E?al;
(x(I .. m) the parameters, d has the data}
begin
+ := x [l]
d[l] / (x[2J + del])
f?nd;

*

1
I

2
2

,-,

...:.:.

2

63

{~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~--~ ~ ~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~}

1

1
1
1
1
2

pr-ocedur-e sum _ of_residuals (var x : vector-);
{computes the sum of the squares of the residuals}
{x(l •. m) passes par-ameter-s. Result r-etur-ned i n x(n)}
:: inde >:;
vari
begin
Listing I continued on page 354
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••• the complete
professional solution at an unbeatable price.
Complete Solution The VISUAL 1050 is an
advanced personal computer system designed
especially for managers and professionals.
It comes complete with top-rated software and
high-performance hardware . .. all fully configured for easy set-up and simple operation.
The VISUAL 1050 costs much less than other
full-feature personal computers and comes
with everything you need to tackle important
professional jobs, right out of the box.

Words, Numbers and Graphics The VISUAL
1050 solves more professional problems than
any other computer in its class. Whether you
work with words , numbers, or graphics, the
VISUAL 1050 speaks your language. You get
WordStar," MaiIMerge," Multiplan'· and Digital
Research's DR Graph" . .. leading software
packages for word processing, spreadsheet
and graphics. And all have been specially
adapted to share data and perform as an .integrated software family.

VlSUAL
1050

IBM " PC

Apple" lie

Base System Price' , .

52.695

$2,750

$2.390

$3,495

Serial Pert (RS232) . ,

STANDARD

$119

$195

2 STANDARD
STANDARD

STANDARD

$119

$180

Bit-Mapped Graphics. _

STANDARD

$240

STANDARD

$845

Word Processing Software .

STANDARD

$200-$500

5200-$500

$200·$500

Spreadsheet Software

STANDARD

$200·$300

£200-$300

$200·$300

Business Graphics Software .

STANDARD

$200·$400

$200-$400

$200·$400

Communications Software ,

STANDARD

$100-$200

$100-$200

STANDARD

$2,695

$3,928-$4,628

$3,465-$4,165

$4,940-$5.540

Dual Drive Capacity, .

800 KB

540KB

Graphics Resolution _

640 x 300

Parallel Port . '

,

.. ..... . .

COMPlETE SOLUnDN PRICE . _

.

640 x 200 ./

280 KB

800 KB

280 x 192

800 x 240
105

93

83

53

Standard Memory

128K

64K

64K

64K

Optional Winchester _

YES

YES

YES

YES

Till and Swivel Display _,

YES

NO

NO

NO

Keys on Keyboard, ,

l - Includcs CPU, Standard Memory. Keyboard , Display, Two Disc Drives, and Operating System.
Based on manufacturers' in/ormation available February, 1984. VISUAL 1050 includes 128K User Memory standard.

Communications, BASIC and More •••You get Terminal
Emulation software which turns your VISUAL 1050 into a
powerful ASCII terminal for dial-up access to remote
computer resources . And you get CBAS/C") for custom .
programming applications. CP/M Plus," a new and
improved release of CP/M , allows your VISUAL 1050
to support hundreds of popular third-party packages.
Unbeatable Value $2,695 is the total retail price for the
VISUAL 1050. You get the best and most popular software
packages, ready to run on hardware which offers the
features and quality you s.hould demand . Two high
capacity disc drives. 128K memory standard .
Fast, bit-mapped graphics. Full size green screen .
Circle 398 on inquiry card .

.

DEC
Rainbow"

Standard printer and communication ports. Rugged
93-key keyboard with special WordStar engravings.
You can't buy a more complete hardware and software
solution at anywhere near the price.

See for yourself®
Visual Technology Incorporated
540 Main Street, Tewksbury, MA 01876
Telephone (617) 851-5000. Telex 951-539
"'Registered trademark of Visual Technology Incorporated
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In the ever changing computer field, new techniques
and applications seem to happen overnight.. . developments in software, design modifications in hardware,
innovative programming techniques, and more!
Keeping current on the latest trends is essential. .. but it
can be almost a full-time job. Thats why we created the
Small Computer Book Club. With books by some of the
most respected authors in the field, we'll keep you up-todate with the rapidly changing world of computers. You'll
get steady training that will both refine and broaden your
small computer talents ... talents that will help you get
more out of the time you spend "on-line."
A division of The Library of Computer and Information
Sciences-the oldest, largest, and most respected computer book club in the world-the Smqll Computer Bool~
Club gives you access to virtually every important computer topic.

What can the Programming
Ubrary do for you?
The 5-volume Programming Library will challenge your
knowledge and expand your capabilities ... teaching you
to get more from your small computer than you ever
thought possible!

Master virtually every
BASIC application.
1. THE BASIC HANDBOOK: Encyclopedia of.the Basic
Computer Language, by David A. Lien, is on invaluable
352
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tool. whether you operate a "bottom-of-the-line" pocket
micro or a megabyte system.
You'll learn all there is to know about the uses of
BASIC as well as what to do about the problem of
incompatibility
Plus, THE BASIC HANDBOOK explains virtually every
significant BASIC language feature of practically every
BASIC-speaking computer in the world. It is the most
complete collection of BASIC words ever; with strategies
r,rogrammers can use to convert the many different
'dialects" to their computers.
Publishers Price: $19.95.

Make your ideas become reality.

2. BASICANDTHE PERSONAL COMPUTER, by Thomas A.
Dwyer and Margot Critchfield, gives you the resources
you need to really take advantage of your computer's fu l
capacity
The best introduction to programming in BASIC and
extended BASIC this book will enable you to leorn BASIC
within eight hours, and to do almost anything else you
wont-write programs, sort data, and much more ... all
with step-by-step examples.
There are also sections on computer graphics, prograrT
development, data bases, word processing, computer
simulations, and more.
Publishers Price: ~15.55 .

Understand CP/M and its uses.

3. CP/M AND THE PERSONAL COMPUTER, by Thomas A.
Dwyer and Margot Critchfield, is on informative overview
of how CP/M works and how to apply CP/M to profes-

EXAMINE

FREE

FOR 10 DA:

..
II

sional and personal computing.
You'll get down-to-earth explanations that break CP/M
into basic components for easy mastery of filing, debugging, editing, information flow, and more. The volume
functions as a complete guide to this microcomputer disl~
operating system. There's even coverage of how to use
populor commercial CPIM application programs in four
major areas: word processing, spread sheets, database
management, and accounting systems.
Publishers Price: $19.95.

Write programs you can read.
4. THE LlTILE BOOK OF BASIC STYLE: How to Write a
Program You Can Read, by John Nevison, challenges
the reader to go beyond computer literacy to fluency,
teaches you how to write programs of less than one
page, encourages thoughtful program organization,
and more.
Covering everything from algorithms and games to
problem solving and programming, THE LITTLE BOOK OF
BASIC STYLE is a comprehensive guide that not only will
teach you the rules to follow, but explain why they are
necessary.
Publishers Price: $8.25.

Use data files on microcomputers.
5. DATA FILE PROGRAMMING IN BASIC: A Self-Teaching
Guide, by LeRoy Finl~el and Jerald R. Brown, is the first
self-instructional manual in clear, non-technical language, for both hobbyists and professionals who want
to odd data file programming to their computing
capabilities.

Data files are the key to using microcomputers effectively-whether for business or personal applications.
Yet, being able to set up and maintain data files is
beyond most peoples capabilities. But with DATA FILE
PROGRAMMING IN BASIC, you'll grasp the necessary
techniques quickly and easily Includes step-by-step instructions for programming, data file maintenance, and
modification of commercial programs.
ft
t J . Publisher'sPrice:$12 .95.

4 G00d neasons

0

oln

1. The Finest Dooks. Of the hundreds of books submitted to us each
year. only the very finest are selected and offered. Moreover. our books
ore always of equal qualiry to publishers' editions, never economy
editions.
2. Big Savings. In addition to getting the Programming Library for
$2.95 when you join, you keep saving substantially-up to 30% and
occasionally even more. (For example, your total savings as a trial
member-including this introductory offer-can easily be over 50% .
Thats like getting every other book free!)
3. Bonus Books. Also, you will immediately become eligible to
participate in our Bonus Book Plan, with savings up to 70% off the
publishers' prices.
4. Convenient Service. At 3-4 week intervals (16 times per year) you
will receive the Book Club News, describing the Main Selection and
Alternate Selections, together with a dated reply card. If you want the
Main Selection, do nothing and it will be sent to you automatically. If
you prefer another selection, or no book at all, simply indicate your
choice on the card, and return it by the date specified. You will have at
least 10 days to decide. If, because of late mail delivery of the News,
you should receive a book you do not want, we guarantee return
postoge.
If the reply card has been removed, please write to: the Small
Computer Book Club, Dept. Y-AF6, Riverside, N.J. 08075 to obtain
membership information and an application.
BYTe 5/ 84
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Listing 1 continued:

64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
7:=;
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91

2

3
4

.,.
~,

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
(:,

9L~

93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
10El
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
1'7":>

6
6
6
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
1 .J
,~

16
17
19
20
20
21

..,.
...;.

4
.4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1.
2
2
2
2

,-,

..:.

2
2
2
..:.
'"'

3
4
4
4
4

r,

..:.
~,

~,

."'"'
.::..::..
"..,..
..::. ....,

2

24

4
4
4
42

25
27
2El
28
29
30
31
-:>''1

-.':'.L
'77

"';' "-~

..,..""
'-'-'

>:[nJ ~= 0.0;
for- i := 1 to np do
begin
data[i,?J)
>: [n J ~ =:: >: [n ] + sq r- (f (',-: ~ d a t: a [ i J )
end
{loop}
{sum of r-esiduals}
end;

2
2

:~:;

2

2
'-or

'-'
4
4
4
4
2
2

123

36
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

124
125
126
127
128
129

4~
.J

""

46
47
48
413
49

6
6
6
4
4

,"'\

..:.

2

r,

..:.

.,'
'-.'

4
4
4
~!

r

~

""1"\.0 ""' "',..., "" "'''' 1"\J"v ""' "'''v "-' '"v ' " rv ""' ""' ""' ""' r .... rv "V'\.. ",_.r.., "J '\.r "v"v "J r .... n_, "'Jr,: ' V'' ''' ," r,-, ,.... '\-· ·...

pr-ocedur-e enter-;

f

"-'1\.,0",

"..I ,..... 1"\.'

""'~.. '"v '\... "".I " \ . . " " " " ' 'l.

J

{enter-s data from disk file fname
file must ter-minate with EOF
immediately after last number-.
data in the order-:
-maximum num~er iterations,
-star-ting point coor-dinates
-star-ting incr-ements
-'Ilia>::i IliUIli er-r-or-5
--data}

{entE?r--}
begin
wr-ite(dout,' SIMPLEX optimization ver-sion ');
wr-ite(dout,date) ;
wr-iteln(dout,' @ MCIBC FSU');
wr-iteln(dout,mellio);
wr-iteln(dout,' accessing file ',fname);
r-ead(din,lliaxiter-);
wr-iteln(dout,' Iliax number- of iter-ations is := ' ,maxiter-:5);
wr-ite(dou{,' star-t coor-d.:');
for- i : = 1 to m do
begin
r-ead(din,simp[l,iJ);
if (i Iliod 110"1) =. (> then wr-iteln(dout);
wr-ite(dout,simp[l,iJ)
end;
Io\'I'"i,teln (dout );
wr- i te (dout, ,. star-t steps: ');
for- i : = 1 to m do
begin
r-ead(din,step[iJ);
if (i mod lw) ~, 0 then Io"w'iteln(dout);
wr-ite(dout,step[iJ)
end;
wr-iteln(cJout);
Io"w'ite(dout,' ma)-:. er-r-ol~s: ');
f or- i ' :: '" 1. ton d D
beqin
read(din,lliaxer-r-[iJ);
if (i mod lw) =, 0 then wr'it.eln (dDut);
wr-ite(dout.,maxer-r-[iJ)
end;
wr-iteln(dout);
wr-iteln(dout,' data:');
wr-i,teln(dout,' ;.:':14,'y'~.t4);
np : = 0;
while not eof(din) do
begin
np := succ(np);
wr-ite(cJout~'
#' ,np~::));
for- j ~= .t to nvpp do
begin
r-ead(din,data[np,jJ);
write(dout,data[np,jJ)

E·nd;

\<'ll'"iteln (dout);
end

{while}
Listing 1 continued on pnge 355
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Listing 1 continued:

130
131
132
13:3

134
135
136
1 :57
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
16~j

166
167
168
169
170
171
172
IT3

174
175
176
177
178
179
180
1l:l1
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

.,.

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

2

50

'"'
...:.

50
50
51
..J.k.
"''"'
"'..,.
...1,_'
54

2

"''''
J~I

56
57
58
59
60
62
63
63
64
64
65
66
67
69
70
70
71
72
73
74
76
77
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
94
94
94
94
94
95
96
97
98
99

'-'

end;

{enter}

1
1

1
1
1

.

~

..::.

~,

..::.

2
2

2
2
2

.,.

'-'

4
J
'"

6
6
6
4
4
2

2
3

4
4·
4
2
..::.
'"'

...::...,

3

4
4
4

procedure report;
va,..'
y~
dy~
sigma
d 1 ~ d2
be~~in

real;
te>: t"

{disk out files}

{fitted y's}
{ref.;iduals}
writelnCdl~'
1 1 1 1 1 l'~np);
{dummy arguments}
wr-itelnCd2,' 1 1 1 1 1 l'~np);
{fo,..· PLOT progr-am}
writelnCdout,' program exited after',niter:5~' iterations ')
writelnCdout~'
the final simplex is');
for j := 1 to n do
begin
for i := 1 to n do
begin
if Ci mod 1"1) = 0 then wl~itelnCdout);
rewriteC·FIT.DAT'~dl)~

rewriteC'ERR.DAT'~cl2);

writeCdout~simp[j~iJ:10)

end;
writelnCdout)
end;
{do j}
writelnCdout,
the mean is');
for i ::: 1 ton do
begin
if Ci mod lw) ,= 0 then v,.r·iteln Cdout);
writeCdout,mean[iJ)
end;
wl~itEdn (dout);
writeln(dout,' the estimated fractional error is');
for i := 1 to n do
begin
if (i mod 1,,) = 0 then l,,'riteln(dout);
write(dout,error[iJ)
end;
l"'JI~iteln(dout);

~.

,,:;.

2

2
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
~,

...::

2
2
2

2

.

~

..::.

wr- it!? 1 n (d ou t , ' #': 4, • >: ' : 10, , y' : 15, , y" , : 1 ~i, • d y' : 1. 5) ;
sigma := 0.0;
for i := 1. to np do
begin
y := fCmean~data[iJ);
dy:= data[i,2J - y;
sigma := sigma + sqr(dy);
wr- :i tel n (d ou t , i : 4, d a t a [ i " :l J : 15, d a t a [ i , 2 J : 1. 5, 'I: 15, d y: 15) ;
writelnCdl~data[i,1J,y);

writeln(d2,data[i,lJ,dy)
end;
sigma := sqrt(sigma ! np);
writeln(dout,' the standard deviation is',sigma);
sigma := sigma / sqrt(np - m);
writeCdout, ' the estimated error of the');
writeln(dout,' function is',sigma);
end;
{report}

1
1

1
1
1
2

..,

.~

..,.

~,

4
4
c·

._!

procedure f i r5.t;
begin
s tarting simplex');
for j := 1 to n do
begin
wr i te (dout,' si mp [ :. , j : 1, , J' ) ;
f or i : = 1. ton do
begin

writelnCdout~'

{ver·tf2>~e~,}

{di men!3i on!;;}
Listing 1 continued. on page 356
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Listing 1 continued:

196
.197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205

206
207
208
209
210
21 1
212
21~;

214
215
216
217
21El
219
220
221
222
223

224
,.'l ......

r=

.~..::.,J

226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233

234
235

236
237

238
239
240
241
242

24·3
244
245
246
247
248
2 49
250

100
102
103
103
104
104
105
105
105
105
105
105
105
106
107

6
6
6
4
4

108

4
4
4

109
1 10
110
1 11
111
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 11
1 12
113
1 14
1 15
1 17
1 19
1 19
1 19
1 19
1 19
1 19
1 19
1 19
120
121
122
123
124
125

..,""..,
,,;:,\J.,,;:.

126
126
127
127
128
129
130
131
131

253

.t:::.~ 1

254

}"""'")
. ....: ...:,..

.'::'...}'-ol

133

251

,..,0==

256
257

258
259

260
261

.

135
136
137
137
137
138

'",

..::.

2

1
1
1
1
1
2

2
3

2

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

.-,
..::

2
2

3

4
5

6
6
6
5
"""
._'

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
~,

..::.

3
3
"""

~,

1
1
2
._'
"""
"""
._'
3
._'
"""

1
1
2

if Ii mod lit·,) ,= (> t.hen I<\witeln(dout).
writ.e(dout,simp[j,iJ)
end;
{dimensions}
writelnldout)
end;
writ.elnldout)
{first}
end;

procedure new_vertex;
{next in place of the worst ve rte x}
begin
wri. te Idout,' --- ',ni ter: 4) ;
·f 01'" i : = 1 t (J n do
begin
s imp[h[nJ,iJ := next[iJ;
I<\.ri te Ine)·:t [i J)
!?nd;
INri.teln IdoLlt)
{new \ier- t. e>: }
end;

procedure
var i,

{gives high/low in each parameter}
{in simp. caution:not initialized}

ord(~r;

j

begin
for j := 1 to n do
begin
for i := 1 to n do
begin
if simp[i, j ] ~ simp[l[jJ,jJ
if!:) i mp [ i , j ] ) simpEh[j],j]
end
!2nd
end;

Ca ll di

iI1l"n~.i on~;}

{of all vertexes}
{find best and worst}
then l[j] := i;
then h[j] := i
{i 1 DDp}
{j lopp}
{DrderwJ-

{si mpl !":»:}
begin
{input file in CP/M command line}
read I ·fname) ;
{fname is Dn disk}
resetlfname,din);
rewl'"ite('con:' ,dout.); {output goes to consolle}
{get the data}
enter;
{reset. in file}
resetlfname,din);
r-ewr-i te (' 1 =.t: ' ,dout) ; {output goes t.o printer}
(ent!?r;
{first: verte>:}
for i. :::::: 1. t c. m do
begin
pCi] := stepCi ]
q[i] := step[iJ

*
*

{comput.e offset of the ver-texes}
{of the starting simplex}
(sqrt(n) + m - 1) / (m
rDot2);
(sqt-t. (n) -_. 1) / (m
r·C)f.Jt.:2)

*

*

(·me:! ;

for i : =. ~~ to n do
Cal.l ver-b?>:es of the}
begin
{starting
simplex}
for j := 1 to m do s impCi ,j] := simp[l,j] + q [ j ] ;
simpEi,i - 1J := simp[l,i - 1] + p[i - lJg
s um of_residualslsimpEiJ)
{and their residuals}
end,
fDr- i := 1 to n do
begin

{preset.}
Listing 1 continued on page 357
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Listing 1 continued:

262
26:::;
264
265
266
267
268
269
270
271
272
2'7:::;

274
27~j

276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283

284

139
141
141
142
142
143
144
145
145
146
146
147
148
149
149
151
152
153
154
.1 "'"<=
.....',-'

156
157

285

15!3

159
1 ~59
159

:~96

159
160
160
161
16::
163
164
165

297

16~3

298

166

293
294
295

299
300
301
::.03
:~;04

305
:306
307
308
309

'-'
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
'">

.,;:

3
4

1M3

168
168
168
169
170
171

3
4
4
4
4
4
...::'

2
2

,-,

..::.

3
4
4
.....:.

3
...::'

2
.-.:.

171
172

1 T,
174

,_.
""
4

:510
:311

17'.j.
175

31::~

176

I.j.

313

177

314
315
316
317

177
178

4
4

179

6

180

7

:~;Hl

181
182
182
183

8
8
7
7
6

:519
3~20

:;22

183

323

183

324

183

.3 25

183

326
:::;27

183
184

HiJ
end;
ecr-der-;

:= 1;

:

=:

::==

1
{befor-e call i n<.;)J·

fir-£;.t;
r-ewl"ite('con:'
fir-st;
nit er-

h[iJ

{pass to pr-inter-}
~dout);

{.3nd}
{teo scr-E·en}

0;

{no iter-ations yet}

r-epeat
done
:= tl~UE?,
niter- := succ(niter-);

{keep iter-ating}
{wish i t were ••• }

dec center-[iJ : = 0.0;
do
{cecmpute centr-oid}
i f i <::> h [n J then
{excluding the wor-st}
for- j := 1 to m do
center-[jJ := center-[j] + simp[i~jJ;

for- i
for- i

:= 1 to n
:== 1 to n

2

.155

286
21:)7
288
289
290
291
292

..,.

4

4
3

·for- i ~ "" 1 to n dec
attempt to r-eflect}
begin
center-[iJ := center-[iJ / m,
ne;-:t[iJ :=
(1.0 + alfa)
center[il - alfa
simp[h[nJ,iJ
{next vertex is the specular reflection of the wor-st}
f.·?nd;
sum of r-esiduals(next);

*

if next[nJ <:= simp[l[nJ,nJ
begin
nE'I-\I . ... '1er-tt:~>: ;
for i := 1 to m do
n E?>: t [ i J

*

then
{better than the best
{accf.?pt£-?d '::-:: and (0;:" ; p."ndE~d::-

: '"

*

?}

*

gamma
simpCh[nJ,iJ + (1.0 - qamma)
center-[iJ;
sum_of_r-esiduals(next);
{still better ?}
if next[nJ (= simp[l[nJ,nJ then new _vertex
end
{expansion accepted}
elSE?
{if not better than the best}
be<:.:J in
if next[nJ (= simp[h[nJ,nJ then
new vel,·tf-:?;':
{better than worst}
{worse than worst}
(~l ~·E'
{then: contract}
beqin
fecr i := 1 to m do
ne;.:t[iJ :=
bf.~ta
si.mp[h[nJ,iJ + (J .. O - beta)
cE'nter-[iJ;
sum_of_residuals(next);
if next[nJ (= simp[h[nJ~nJ then
new __.verte;·:
{contraction accepted}
{j·f still bad}
121 !::·e
begin
{shrink all bad vertexes}
for i :,~ :l t D n rJ 0
begin
for j := 1 tD m do

*

*

simp[i~..iJ

~=

(simpLi,jJ -+- s.imp[l[nJ!, iJ)
sum_of_residuals(simp[iJl
end
{j
loop}
end

* beL:"

{(:1 s:.eJ.

end

{€01 = .E·}

end;
ol"del";
for j := 1 to n

do

{check

For convergence}
Listing 1 continued on page 358
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Listing 1 continued:
18 ~j

:;

18co

4
4
4

337
338
339
340
341
:542

187
187
188
189
190
190
190
190
190
191
192
193
194

343

19~5

344
345
346
3 47
348
349
350

196
196
196
197
198
199
200
200

32[-1
:529
330

33 1
332
._......, ...:.
33 4

" !""":r7

335
~)::;6

351

It

4
4
3
3

1
1
2
3
3

4
3
._'

-,..

1
1
1
1
1
1

begin
E·r-r-O r- [jJ :=
(simpEh[FJ,jJ - simp[l[jJ"j])
if done then
if err-or-[j] > maxerr[jJ then
done : = f .::\1 !:·e
end
until

(done Dr

(niter

/

r:d mp[hEjJ,jJ;

m,,,;·: i. ter· ) ) ;

{aver-age each par-ameter-}
for- i : = 1 t Co n d Co
begin
mean [ i J : = 0.0;
for
j : = 1 to n do
meanEiJ := mean[iJ + simp[j,iJ;
meanEiJ := meanEi.J I n
end;
r-epor-t;
rewr-ite('lst:'8 dout );
r-E~port ;
writeln(dout,chr(page»
end

{to con5.oll e }
{and do it again}
{to thp printer}
{of

~:; imple:·:}

1

A>
Listing 2: An example of a Simp input file. This file contains experimental data obeying the Michaelis-Menten equation.

100
O ..

:~

~::.

1 1
1 E'--· 4 :l E···- 4

(>"

j E··_·4

1.68 0.17:2
"::,,, '.':".':' 0" :?50

5. 00 O.2Ei b
6.67

O.~~;O :3

10. 0 0 " :5::91·
20.0 O. ~:;8 4

Listing 3: An example of the printer output from Simp for the Michaelis-Menten example. The computed values of a and b are given in
"the mean is .. ." line. The a = 4.238157E-01 and b = 2.451927E+00. The equation is y = 0.4238157 x x / (x + 2.451927).

SIMPLEX optimization ver-sion
5/22/8 3 @ Me l Be FSU
fit of a Michaelis-Menten function: y=ax/(b+x)
accessing file MM
max number of iterations is:=
100
star-t coord.:
1.999999E-Ol
3. 000000E+OO
start steps:
9. 999999E-02
1.000000E+OO
ma >:. er- rors:
9. 999998E-05 9.999998E-05 9.999998E-05
data:
y
>:
1.679999E+00
l .7 19999E-Ol
#
1
3. :529999E +00 2. 500000E --01
#
2
-,..
._'
5.000000E+OO 2. 859 1?99E ·-01
#
#
4
6. 669999E+OO 3.029999E-01
#
1.000000E+01
3.339999E-Ol
3. 839999E --01
#
2.000000E+Ol
6
starting simplex
3.000000 E+OO
1.607578E-Ol
s impE1J
1. 999999E-Ol
3.258818E+OO 6.5(i70l2E--02
s impE2J
2. 965924E - Ol
s impE3J
2.258818E-01
3. 965925E+00
1.520970E-·O l
0:-

~,

Listing 3 continued on page 360
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See Software.
Dick is a programmer. Dick is bored. Harried. Dick struggles with trace chores. Debugging routines. Nonexistent
documentation. Hidden bugs. So Dick is four months
behind schedule. And customers are
upset when bugs slip through.
They yell and make Dick
upset. They make
Dick's boss upset.
Nobody
IS very
happy.

See Software

Run.

Jane is a happy programmer. She uses ANIMATOR~M
It's a VISUAL PROGRAMMING'" aid for
MICRO FOCUS '" LEVEL II COBOL:" It runs on
a micro. It makes child's play of test and
debugging tasks.
With ANIMATOR Jane sees a picture of
the program explaining itself. In real time. In
COBOL source code. ANIMATOR tracks the
program's exact execution path. Including subroutine branches. Jane can have the program run
fast. Or slow. Or stop. With one key. This makes
it easy to spot problems. Insert fIxes. Set breakpoints. Instantly.
Jane's programs are best sellers. They're
delivered on time. With no hidden bugs. Jane's
boss likes this about Jane. Because he doesn't
like customers to yell at him.

Run, Software,
Run
This software vendor just
• went public. Because he
doubled productivity. Eliminated bugs.
Cut costs. Produced terrific applications.
Beat the competition to market. And
customers don't yell at him anymore.
All thanks to ANIMATOR.

See ANIMATOR now.
Let ANIMATOR help you do better
work. And speed your applications to
market. Write for more information.
Or call (415) 856-4161. Right now.

MICRO FOCUS

© 198 4 M ic ro Focus Inc. A ll R ig h t s Rese r ved.
LE VE L II CO BOL. AN IMATOH, VISUAL P ROG RAMM I NG, M ICRO FOCUS and the M ICRO
F OCUS Logo <.Ire tradema r ks or Micro Focus Ltd.

r------------------------------------------,
2465 East Bayshore Rd. , Suite 400, Palo Alto, CA 94303
I'd like more information

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ T itle _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Com pany _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P h on e _

_

_

_

_ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __

_

2465 E. Bayshore Rd., Suite 400, Palo Alto, CA 94303 L _____________________________________
City
S t ate _
Zip _ _ _------;==-:=_:_
L -_____________________________________

]r2~~

Circle 265 on inquiry card.

Seeusot

o<[~m~~~~fM/Spring '84-Booth #1506
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Listing 3 continued:

program exited after
43 iterations
the final simplex is
4.238141E-Ol
2.451970E+OO
1.675719E-04
4.238193E-Ol
2.451966E+OO
1.675727E-04
4.238136E-Ol
2.4S1845E+OO
1.675722E- 04
the mean is
4.23 8157E -O l
2.451927E+OO
1 . 675723E-04
the estimated fractional error is
1. 3 21987E-05 5.095140E-05 5.036683E-06
#
1

2
3
4
5
6
the
the

Y

y"

ely

1. 679999E+OO
1.719999E-Ol
1. 723 191E- Ol
--3. 191828E-04
::.;.910783E-03
3 . 3 29999E+OO
2.500000E-Ol
2.440892E-Ol
1. 633465E-03
5.000000E+OO
2. 859999E-Ol
2. 843664E-O l
6. 669999E+OO
3. 029999E - Ol
3.098962E-Ol
-6. 896257E-03
1.000000E+Ol
3. 33999 9E-Ol
3.403615E-Ol
-6. 361544E-03
6.468T56E-O:::;;
2.000000E+Ol
3.839999E-Ol
3.775317E-Ol
standard deviation i s
5. 284775E-03
estimated error of the function is 2.642387E-03

Text continued from page 348:

character between the last digit and
the EOF (end of file) mark to avoid
a "read beyond EOF" error.
Listing 2 gives the input for this example. If you use a dedicated program to write < infile >, you can
avoid many problems with inexperienced operators.
The printer output (listing 3) consists of the input data followed by:
ethe number of iterations
ethe values of the parameters and
SSR at the vertexes of the last
simplex
ethe final mean values of the parameters and SSR
ethe estimated errors on those mean
values
efor each data point: the experimental and the computed dependent
variable values and the difference between the experimental and calculated values
.the standard deviation of the experimental points from the fitted
function
.the estimated standard deviation of
the "true" function points from the
fitted ones

Problems
Simp never diverges but this does
not guarantee that no problems will
develop. Programming or input
errors are easily corrected while
others are not.
Failure to converge and premature
conclusion are usually the result of
using the wrong input parameters
along with truncation/round-off
360
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errors in the machine's arithmetics.
Very large initial guesses and/or very
small initial increments create a starting simplex with virtually identical
responses at the vertexes. In cases
like this, the program often ends prematurely.
If the acceptable errors are exceedingly large, the program may emerge
while the simplex is still far from the
minimum response, possibly along a
saddle. If the acceptable errors are too
small, on the other hand, the simplex
can keep bouncing around the minimum until the maximum number of
iterations is completed. This is due to
the simplex's inability to contract further because of "quantum" round-off
errors in the machine's arithmetics.
In many instances the results are
largely insensitive to one or more of
the fitted parameters. In these cases,
the simplex travels great distances
along these coordinates before coming to rest. When you know that a
parameter is of only marginal significance in the fit (i.e. , its value scarcely affects the results), it is a good idea
to give it a large acceptable error. If
you don't, Simp keeps changing that
parameter, without noticing any effects on the response surface.
Last, sometimes the program gives
results far from the expected, but the
fitted curve matches the experimental data excellently. This happens
when a particular function can be
equally satisfied with more than one
set of parameters (the response surface has more minima). When you
suspect more than one solution

exists, good starting guesses and
small increments usually help. It is
always a good practice to verify the
uniqueness and precision of your
results by running the program with
different starting guesses.
Simp does not provide an estimate
of the computed parameter errors. A
good way to evaluate them is with
the following Monte Carlo or sensitivity analysis:
efrom the parameters a, h, etc., produced by Simp, compute the set, Xli
y;; X2, y;; etc., consisting of the independent variable's experimental
values and the dependent variable's
"expected" values. (Simp writes these
points in FIT. OAT.)
.to this set, add random numbers
with a Gaussian distribution mean =
o and a standard deviation equal to
the experimental data's computed by
Simp to create a sufficiently large
number, m, of simulated experimental point sets :
Xli y11; X 2, y1
Xli y2 1; X2, y2

2; ... ; x'"
2; ... ; X",

y\,
y2 n

.run Simp on each of these simulated experimental sets.
ethe new computed parameter
values should approach the experimental data's. Their standard deviation is a reasonable estimate of the
error in the computed parameters. A
statistically significant difference between the mean value of the simu-

SWISS MADE

Sheet Feeders By Rutishauser.
Swiss-Made Quality. Competitive Prices.
utishauseL Remember the name .
Our precision sheet feedel's save
R
you time. And Money. Rutishau ser
pl"oducts are made to exacting
standards of Swiss craftsmanship .
Built to perfonn. Built to last. Time
after time after time. Rutishauser. The
VeJ"y best in document and forms
handling equipment ... electronic or
mechanjcal ... for word and data
processing systems.

MECHANICAL SHEET FEEDER
(2 :00)
Aul omati c feedin g. S impl e a nd easy 10
in s ta ll and load. No s pecia l softw a re,
switc hes , co ntrol s, or adju stm e nts
needed.

PROGRAMMABLE DOUBLE BIN
FEEDER (11:00)
Fl ex ibl e co ntrol and consist e ntl y re liabl e performance - with or without
e lec tro ni c co mmands. Ope rator programmab le . with re motell ocal modes.
Also reacts to mec ha ni cal or elec tri ca l
bin se lec tion.
Circle 339 on inquiry card.

BT-DIHECTIONAL FORMS
TRA CTOR (9 :00)
Troub le-free ha ndlin g for acc ura te
co ntinuous forms fe e din g. Fits any
s tandard word /data process ing print e r.

SINGLE BIN SH EET FEEDER
(3:00)
One of th e mos t wid e ly used s in l!; le
bin feede rs in th e world. Autumati c.
Co mpac t. Li ghtwe ight. A puwcrful
microprucesso r cu nl rols pape r position
a nd inse rti on.

DOUBLE BIN SHEET FEEDER
(12:00)
Inte rc hangeab le and software
co mpatibl e with uur de mand s heet
feede r mod e l. Each s hee t fed u po n
co mmand. Ample ca pac it y with room
fur 450 s heets .

FRONT FEED DEVICE (1:00)
Prog ramm ed inse rti on of form s
for co mpl ex applications. H a ndl es
pre printed fo rm s, ledger card s and
oth e r s ingle or multipart d oc um en ts.
Rutishause r s hee t feede rs are ava il ab le
for leadin g le tte r-qu a lit y print e rs .
Ruti s ha use r. Swiss s tanda rds of las tin g
value . Call us a t (214) 343-9154 (USA)
or (00-4 1-1) 9264600 (Inte rnati ona l).
Is n' t it ... abo ut tim e?
Ruti s ha use r of Amcri ca, In c.
10345 Broc kwoud Rd .
Dallas , Texas 752:38
(A n affiliate of Rutis hause r Data AG . )

See us at COMDEX Spring, #1074.

DEMA ND SHEET FEEDEH (10:00)
Feeds s hee ts upon co mmand by printcr
sys te m . Accommodat es virtuall y a ny
s ize pape r or type of forlll.

•

•

Swiss-Made Quality You Can Afford. 1
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Circle 220 on inquiry card .

for 6809
8080,Z80
8088,8086

Real-Time Multitasking Executive
•
•
•
•
•
•

ROMabie « 31<)
No royalties
Source code included
Language interfaces
Low interrupt overhead
Inter-task messages

Options :
• C, Pascal, PLlM, Fortran iff
• Extended memory (> 641<)
• Configuration Builder Utility
• Resource (semaphore)
Manager
• Buffer Manager
• Integer Math Library
• Real-Time C Library '

AMX (for 8080)

$800 U.S.

manual only

$ 7SU.S.

• FORTH programs are instantly
portable across the four most popular
microprocessors.
• FORTH is interactive and conversational, but 20 times faster than
BAS IC.
• FORTH programs are highly structu red , modular, easy to maintain .
• FORTH affords direct control over
all interrupts , memory locations, and
ilo por ts .
• FORTH allows full access to DOS
fi les and functions.

AIA X General OperatI on

AMX, Real.:rlmeC areTM of KADAK Products lid.
Z80 '5 TM 01 Z,lag Corp.

KADAK Products Ltd.
~l: 206-1847 W. Broadway Avenue
~K: Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6J 1Y5

--..- Telephone: (604) 734 -2796
Telex: 04-55670

t=ORTH Application Development Systems
include inte rpreter/compiler with virtual memory
management and multi·tasking . assembler , full
screen editor , decompiler, utilities and 200 pag e
manual. Standard random access files used for
screen storage, extensions provided for access to
all operating system functions.
Z-80 FORTH for CP/M® 2.2 or MP/M II, $100 .00 :
8080 FORTH for CP/M 2.2 or MP/M II , $100 .00:
8086 FORTH for CP/M-86 or MS-DOS, $100 .00:
PC/FORTH for PC- DOS, CP/ M-86, or CCPM,
$ 100.00: 68000 FORTH for CP/M-68K , $250 .00 .
FORTH + Systems are 32 bit implemen tations
that allow c reat ion of prog rams as la rge as 1
megabyte. The en tire memory address space of
the 68000 or 8086/88 is supported directly .
PC FORTH +
$250.00
8086 FORTH + for CP/M -86 or MS-DOS $250 .00
68000 FORTH + for CP/M·68K
$400 .00

• FORTH application programs can
be compiled into tumkey COM files
and distributed with no license fee .
• FORTH Cross Compilers are Extension Packages available include : soft·
available for ROM 'ed or disk based ap- . ware floating point , cross compi le rs, INTE L
plications on most microprocesso rs.
8087 support , AMD 9511 support , advanced col·
Trademarks: IBM . Inlernational Business Machines
Corp.: CP/M , Digital Research Inc .: PC/Forth + and
PC/GEN. labora lory Microsyslems , Inc.

~
~
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or graphics, cus tom cha racter sets, symbolic
debugge r, telecommunications, c ross reference
utility, B-tree file manager. Write for brochure.

Laboratory Microsystems Incorporated
Post Offica Box 10430, Marina del Ray, CA 90295

~.~

Phone credit card orders to (213) 306-7412

Circle 228 on inquiry card.

lated data's parameters and the real
data's is a strong indication that the
function being fitted is not an adequate model of the system, or at least,
that systematic errors are present in
the data.

Conclusion
Curve fitting is a very frequent
task, at least in the scientific environment. The big advantages of the
Simplex algorithm are not only its
remarkable speed and the fact that
the program can never diverge, but
also the compact and elegant flowchart, which makes it ideal for didactics and for Pascal implementations.
Simp uses no matrix operation and
no knowledge of calculus is necessary to understand the purely geometrical description of the simplex
movements given.
The program Simp provides a
curve-fitting algorithm capable of
handling virtually any function, no
matter how complex, with any number of variables and parameters. It is
a very handy tool for scientists and
statisticians because of its remarkable
speed, simplicity, and reliability.•
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YourIBM®pC
is smarter than vOll
t · •
J
It's really a terrific computer
once you get the hang of it.
But getting through the IBM
manuals can really hang you up.
Unless you do it the smart
way. Using Ashton.:rate's Reference Encyclopedia for the IBM
Personal Computer.

The IBM PC
Reference Encyclopedia.
Authors Gary Phillips and
Karen Phillips took everything
you might even think you'd want
to know about your IBM PC and
compatible products, and
assembled it all in one place.
This Second Edition of our Encyclopedia is
two volumes jam-packed with information that
gives you the meanings behind the manuals and
keeps you current on compatible software and
hardware products.
Inside, you'll find several thousand quickreference entries and over a hundred in-depth
"how-to" items.
We'll tell you everything you need to know
about DOS (including 2.0).
We thoroughly cover the PC
and the XT.TM Detail topics
like disk organization,
printer control and more.
Describe IBM and non-IBM
programs and add-ons realistically, so you don't get
trapped in the software/
hardware jungle. And show
you dozens of other ways to
get the most out of
yourPc.

We've compiled tables and reviews you won't
find anywhere else. Gathered hundreds of practical
tips and techniques from magazines, newsletters
and dozens of experienced users, so you won't
have to learn them the hard way.

It's easy to take.
We've made all this information easily accessible, because the Encyclopedia is efficiently
indexed and thoroughly cross-referenced.
It's all explained in plain English with enough
depth for both novice and intermediate users.
We update it twice a year, to keep you up to
speed on all the new developments. ,
And it's all yours for a suggested retail price of
just $69.95.
Including two free updates.
So pick up a copy of the Ashton-Tate IBM PC
Reference Encyclopedia (Second Edition) at your
nearest computer or software store.
And stamp out manual labor today.
Ashton-Tate, 10150 West Jefferson Boulevard,
Culver City, CA 90230. (213) 204-5570. In the
u.K., call (0908) 568866.

ASHTON .TA1E
IBM and XT are trademarks of International Business Mach ines.
© Ashton:r'ate 1984
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TM

-ows.
New Microsoft®Word. It makes your IBM
Personal Computer think it's better than a $10,000
word processor
With Microsoft Word, what you see on the screen is
what you get on the paper So it's easy to spot mistakes.
Boldface, underline, and italics look like this,
not this: ABboldface AB, ASunderline AS, A!italics AI.
And, when you make changes, paragraphs are
automatically reformatted. Flush right, flush left,
centered o~)ustifled.lt even gives you several columns
on a page, like a newspaper
Word forgives and doesn't forget
There's an "uh--on' command called Undo. Make
a mistake? Or just want to experiment? Hit Undo.

Microsoft is :J regi stered trademark and
MS is a trademark of Mi c rosoft Co rporation.

~
Word undoes your last change and remembers things
the way they were.
Word does windows. Up to eight, to be exact.
So you can transfer or edit between eight different
documents. Or between eight different pieces of
the same document.
Word travels fast
Word has a Mouse, a handy little critter that lets
you move copy, select commands and edit faster
c eese."
than you can say "h
Word also lets you create
your own style sheets, so
you can standardize your documents,
memos, files and letters.
It's not surprising that Microsoft has a way with
Word. We designed the MS:DOS operating system that
tells the IBM®PC how to think.And we pioneered
the first microcomputer BASIC, the language spoken
by nine out of ten micros worldwide.
For a few final words, cali 1,800,426,9400
(in Washington State cali 206,828,8088) for a free Word brochure ar:d the name MICROSOFT.
of your nearest MIcrosoft dealer The High Perfonnance Software

Laboratory Data Collection
with an IBM PC
A versatile hardware/software combination
Stephen C. Gates
Illinois State University
You have a new IBM Personal Computer (PC) and you want to use it in
the laboratory to collect data from a
scientific instrument. How do you do
that with a small investment of time
on your part and still get a product
that is a powerful, useful tool in the
laboratory?
I faced that same problem almost
two years ago when our chemistry
department received its first IBM PC,
and I wanted to interface it to a variety of chemical laboratory instruments. We had only one of each type
of instrument, so I was faced with the
possibility of designing a custom interface for each of 10 or more
instruments.
Fortunately, I had interfaced single
instruments to a DEC LSI 11/23 and
to an Apple, so I knew from my own
previous mistakes that a little advanced planning would make this a
much simpler project. Specifically, I
realized that interfacing can be made
much easier by using two simple concepts: first, buy commercially available hardware where possible, and,
second, develop general-purpose
software that can be used for almost
any instrument.
By utilizing these two concepts, I
found that even undergraduate chem366
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istry students with little previous
computer experience can produce
research-quality interfaces, with complete software, in less than one week.
If you follow the suggestions provided here, you should be able to
design and implement an interface to
the instrument of your choice in less
time. All you need to do is be able to
program in BASIC, FORTRAN, or
some other language that allows the
use of assembly-language subroutines.
The essential elements of this system are a commercially available
data-collection board that fits in one
of the slots of the IBM Pc, a preamplifier and filter for conditioning
the signal from the instrument, and
a set of BASIC and assembly-language routines to perform tasks common to all of the instruments to be
interfaced.
The utility of this approach arose
fairly naturally from some initial
design decisions. My major criteria
for selection of equipment and software were ease of development and
ease of use. Therefore, I judged it to
be not cost-effective to spend time developing special-purpose AID
(analog-to-digital) converters, timers,
or other equipment. Similarly, I

chose to use BASIC for all purposes
except the data-collection process
itself because of the ease of programming, even for novices; when the
programs are completely tested, they
are converted to compiled BASIC to
greatly increase their execution
speed.
In order to encourage a variety of
users, I put the (now several) IBM
PCs on carts so that the computers
can be wheeled from experiment to
experiment. Each cart contains a 641<or 128K-byte IBM PC with a colorgraphics monitor adapter and green
monitor; dual 320K-byte disk drives;
a combination board containing an
AID converter, DIA (digital-to-analog)
converter and programmable clock;
and a preamplifier and filter combination. A typical system in use is
shown in photo 1.
Each of the components on the cart
is designed to accommodate interfaces to a variety of instruments. If
you are attempting to develop a
similar system, it may help to have a
description of why I selected each
component.

Data-Acquisition Board
Several different manufacturers
now market general-purpose data-

Photo 1: The general-purpose laboratory interface station can be moved easily from instrument to instrument because it is on a laboratory
cart. The IBM PC contains a color/graphics monitor board and a Tecmar Lab Master interface board. The preamplifier box is perched on
top of the larger control device for the polarograph, in the center. The electrodes for the polarograph are at the right side of the photo.

acquisition boards (see reference 4).
These usually include a multichannel A/D converter, one or more
D/A converters, and a programmable
clock as standard features, with options such as programmable gain,
higher acquisition rates, and DMA
(direct memory access). For most
scientific applications, a 12-bit AID
conversion is necessary; 8-bit AID
converters simply do not provide
adequate resolution.
.
In addition, most laboratories now
use nonintegrating AID converters
rather than integrating types because
of the slow speed of the latter. The
primary advantage of the integrating
A/D converter is the reduction of
noise; however, this can be accomplished instead through appropriate
software used with the nonintegrating type. The AID converters on
almost all of the general-purpose
data-collection boards now available
are of the nonintegrating type.

While not essential, a programmable clock is highly recommended.
Although timing can be controlled by
carefully timed program loops, usually in assembly language, it is much
more easily and accurately achieved
in hardware.
For these reasons, I chose to use a
Tecmar (6225 Cochran Rd ., Cleveland, OH 44139, (216) 349-0600) PCMate Lab Master board with a 16channel, 12-bit nonintegrating AID
converter with no programmable
gain and a general-purpose clock I
timer. The board also contains two
D/A converters and a digital I/O
(input/output) section that I do not
routinely use, but which you may
need if you plan to control the operation of your instrument as well as collect data from it.

Connecting the Interface
In order to use the hardware interface in your lab, you must first con-

nect the interface to the instrument.
If the instrument has a recorder output, this is very easy to do; simply
connect the AID converter input to
the recorder output wires. For signals
below 1 volt maximum, the preamplifier should be interposed between
the AID converter and the instrument.
Often, particularly on more recently designed instruments, both a
recorder output and a BCD (binarycoded decimal) or other computercompatible output exist. If there is a
computer output, no AID converter
is needed; instead, a digital I/O
board, serial interface, or other hardware is required. Unfortunately, I
found that the documentation provided by Tecmar on the digital I/O
section of the interface board is
almost no help to those who are not
already familiar with this type of
hardware.
Alternatively, if no suitable output
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5- POSITION ROTARY SWITCH
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Figure 1: The schematic diagram for the preamplifier described in the text. The law-pass filter is optional.

is provided, it may be necessary for
someone with knowledge of the electronics of the instrument to locate for
you the portion of the circuitry
needed to provide a suitable voltage
output to the AID converter. Where
possible, this voltage should be in the
volt range, rather than in millivolts
(mV) or microvolts (p,V). Fortunately,
most instruments have recorder outputs and consequently are very easy
to interface.

Preamplifier
Depending upon the instrument
being interfaced 'and the AID board
being used, varying amounts of preamplification are needed. I designed
our system to accommodate a wide
variety of possible inputs; hence, a
simple amplifier circuit was included
to permit five different gains between
1 and 1000. The amplifier schematic
is shown in figure 1.
Alternatively, a programmable-gain
AID board may be desirable, al368
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though that option is usually much
more expensive than a separate amplifier. There is another reason for
separate preamplifiers, however. Instruments with full-scale outputs of
under 10 mV are common in scientific
laboratories because of the widespread availability of lO-mV stripchart recorders. For these instruments, your best alternative is to
build the preamplifier into the instrument itself, or at least to connect it so
that it is as near as possible to the instrument. This reduces the amount
of noise picked up by the low-level
signal lines that, in effect, act as
antennas to the various sources of
electronic noise in the environment.
In general, the shorter the distance
between the instrument and the AID
board, the better the signal-to-noise
ratio will be in the final data.

Filter
The most general solution to noisy
signals is software filtering, because

the filter can be varied to best match
the noise level. However, particularly for low-level signals and low datacollection rates, e.g., l-mV signals at
60 Hz (hertz), I have found it useful
to have a hardware filter because of
the large amount of computation
time required for extensive softwarebased filtering. For such instruments,
I use the simple, passive, low-pass
filter included in figure 1. This filter
has a cutoff frequency of approximately 0.5 Hz, which is adequate for
filtering out the most common noise
signals that are 60 Hz or higher in frequency. More expensive filters, including active and notch filters, may
be desirable for specific applications.
Almost any "electronics for scientists"
text can be consulted for more details.

Data Collection
One aspect of interfacing that texts
often neglect is the need for generalpurpose programs to collect, plot,
and process the instrumented data.

vmltltJuJl:aler lIe is only $189.
Plus IS only $229*.
Ask
today. For the name of the Quark
dealer nearest you, callI (800) 543-7711. And be sure you look into
Quark's other popular offio<;automation tools for the Apple lIe,
Apple III and Apple III Plus. Es cially the Catalyst program
selector.
'1',\1

*Previous list prices: Word Juggler lie, $239; Lexicheck lIe, $129; Word Juggler
for the Apple III, $295; Lexicheok for the Apple III, $149. All prices suggested
u.s. retail.
Quark, Word Juggler, Lexicheck, Word Guess Plus and Catalyst are
trademarks of Quark Incorporated. Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer, Inc.

Quq!~'·
Office Automation Tools
2525 West Evans, Suite 220
Denver CO 80219

However, by having a suitable library
of general-purpose routines, you can
shorten the development time for
your specific interface considerably.
By using the general-purpose datacollection, smoothing, and display
routines described here, you can concentrate all of your efforts on developing the device-specific portion of the
software and end up with a higher
quality product in a much shorter
time than if you "reinvent the chip"
for each new interfacing project.
In order to provide high datacollection rates and a real-time plot,
I wrote a data-acquisition routine in
assembly language. The routine illustrated in listing 1 provides rates up
to 2400 Hz with a real-time plot, and
up to 20 kHz without plotting. Even
faster rates are possible with special
hardware settings of the standard
Tecmar board, and rates up to 125
kHz are available as an optional feature. However, very few instruments
will require higher rates than 20 kHz.
The routine in listing 1 assumes the
use of the Tecmar Lab Master dataacquisition board, so that some of the
code is device-specific and would
need to be modified for use on other
systems.
Although the listing is fully documented, several comments are required. First, using the excellent procedure suggested by Rollins (see reference 2), the routine begins with a
header section to enable it to be converted by EXE2BIN to a binary file
that can be loaded into memory with
a BASIC BLOAD command. Second,
high-resolution plotting is done
using the BIOS VIDEO-.lO routine,
which is invoked with interrupt 16 (10
hexadecimal).
Three different clock rates are used,
depending upon ·the desired datacollection rate. This is done to. achieve
maximum precision. For high data
rates, the 1 MHz clock in the Tecmar
board is used directly. For rates below
31 Hz, a 10-kHz subfrequency of the
clock is used; to use the l-MHz clock
directly would require chaining
several of the counters together. Rates
of less than 1 Hz are counted with a
100-Hz subfrequency.
At very high data rates, it is possible that a conversion may take place

Listing 1: An assembly-language data-collection routine for use with the IBM PC and the
Tecmar Lab Master board.
TITLE
TII'IER
S . C . GATES DEPARTIt,ENT OF CHEHISTRY , I LLINOIS STATE
61761
UIHVERSITY , NORNIIL , IL
SUBROUTINE TO DO THIED DIITA COLL[;CTION FRO I~ TECMAR BOIIRD
CALL FHOM BIISIC WITH CALL OF FORM:
CIILL TIME R (A%(l) , FI , PI , NI , CI , SI)
WHERE
AI IS ARRAY WHERE DATil ARE TO BE STORED
FI IS OVERRUN FLIIG - -SET TO ZERO UPON NORMAL EX I T
OT HERWI SE SET TO VA LUE OF CX REGISTER TO GIV E
NUI1BER OF POINTS NOT CO LLr;CTED
PI IS a TO OI>IIT REII L- T II~E PLOT , OTHER TO PLOT
NI IS NUMBER OF POINTS TO BE COLLECTED
CI IS CHANNEL NUMBER OF A/D
S I IS NUMBER Of DATA POINTS PER SECOND
SI MUST BE <= S PEED OF A/D
IF S I <0 THEN MEANS \~ANT THAT MANY SEC/POINT
CSEG

SEGI1ENT
ASSUI·I E CS:CSEG ,

DS: NOTHING

HI::IIDER :
DB
DW
DW
OW
TE I"P
DI'
DW
PLOT
TE V,PS I Dvl
OVHUN DW
; DEFINITIONS :
ADI)O
=1 808
=ADDO+4
ADD 4
=ADDO+5
ADDS
=A DDO+6
ADD6
ADD8
=ADDO+8
=ADDO+9
AD D9
T II·IER

OFDH

a
a

; CODE FOR BLOAD FILE

RTN_ LEN
; TEI1P . STORAGE
;PLOT FLAG
; TE MP STORAGE FOR SI REG I STER
; OVERRUN OF A/D FLAG
;BASE OF TECI1AR BOARD
;A/D CONTROL BYTE
;A/D CHANNEL NUMBER
; A/D START
; CLOCK DATA PORT
;CLOCK CONTRO L PORT

PROC
PUSH
;'IOV
flOV
fl OV
I·IOV
MOV
t·IOV
I·IOV
OUT
110V

FA R
BP
; SAVE BP
SP , SP
; SET BASE PARAI1ETER LIST
DI , [BPJ+6
;GET DATA POINTS/SEC
AX , [DIJ
INTO BX REGISTER
8X , AX
; GET CHANNEL NUMBER
DI , [BP J + 8
AX , [DIJ
AND STORE AS AX
DX , P.DDS
;
AND OUTPUT TO A/D
DX , IIL
; (USE ON LY LOWER BYTE)
DI , [BPJ +10
; GET NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
nov
CX, [DIJ
;
STORE I N CX REGISTER
I'I OV
DI , [BP J + 1 2
; GET PLOT FLAG
flOV
AX , [D I J
STORE IN ~I EMOR Y
MOV
PLOT , AX
MOV
AL,128
; SE LECT A/D MODE (DISABLE AUTO INCREMENT,
EXTERN . S1'ART CONVERSION , ALL INTERRUPTS
I·IOV
DX , ADD4
OUT
DX , AL
;
GAIN =l)
MOV
AX,O
;SI I S X- VALUE OF PO INT TO BE
MOV
TENP SI , AX
PLOTTED -- SAVE FOR LATER
MOV
AX , 6
; SET UP hIGH - RES GRAFHICS r eDE
I NT
10H
/(OV
DX , P.DD6
;RESET DO~E FLIP - FLOP OF A/ e
IN
AL, OX
; SET DATA POINTER TO flAS1 fR I(ODE HGISH l<
f10V
DX , P.DD9
flOV
AL , 23
OUT
DX , P.L
; SET FASTER f',ODE, REG I S1 ER FOR SC"LER CON1·1<OL=
flOV
DX , ADD8
MOV
P_L, a
BCD DI VISION , ENABLE INCREI(ENT , 8 - BI1 HCS ,
OUT
DX , AL
FOUT ON , DIVIDE, BY 16 , SOU RC E=Fl ,
MOV
AL , 128
CO MPAR ATORS DISAB LED , TOO DI SABLED
OUT
DX, AL
flOV
DX , ADD9
; SET DATA POI NTER TO COUNT~R flODE OF
MOV
AL , 5
REG I S1' ER S
OUT
DX , AL
;SET COUNTER 5 FOR COUNT REPET ITIVEL Y,
flOV
DX , P.DD8
MOV
AL , 33
; BINARY COUNT , COUN1' DOWN , ACTIV E ~ IGH
; TC , DISABLE SPEC I AL GATE , RE LOAD FRO~ LOAD,
OUT
DX , P.L
;CHECK IF )= 31 POINTS/SEC
CMP
BX , 31
JGE
FAST
; IF SO, JUNP TO FAST
(f;P
BX , a
;CHECK IF ) a POINTS/SEC
;IF SO , JUNP
JG
MED
BRANCH TO HERE IF PO I NTS/SEC < 0 , MEANS THAT WAKT LESS THAN
; ONE POINT/SEC.
; SET TO 100 HZ (NO GATE , RISING EDGE
SLOW :
MOV
AL , lS
OUT
DX , AL
;
OF F5)
NEG
BX
; GET ABSOLUTE VALUE OF BX
;AND MU L1' I PLY BY lOG TO GET COUNT
MOV
AX,BX
It,OV
01,100
MUL
01
J MP
GO
;BRANCH TO HERE FOR 3 1 TO 20 , 000 PO I NTS/SEC -- USE 1 MHZ CLOCK
; COUNT AT 1 MHZ (NO GATE , RI SING
fAST:
MOV
AL,11
OUT
DX , AL
;
EDGE OF Fl)
MOV
AX,lOOOO
;DI VIDE 1, 00 0,00G BY PTS /SE C BY
MOV
01 ,100
GETTING 10 £6 INTO DX+P.X
MUL
01
DIV
BX
; BX = FTS/SEC ; RESULT IN DX+AX , BUT
IGNORE OX , SINCE DX = O

Listing 1 continued on page 371
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Listing 1 continued:
CMP
AX , 200
;DISABLE INTERRUPTS IF >=5000
JG
FAST2
POINTS/SEC
CLI
F'AST2: JIIP
GO
;BRANCH TO HERE FOR 1 TO 30 POINTS/SEC- -USE 10 KHZ CLOCK
~I ED:
MOV
AL,13
;COUNT AT 10 KHZ (NO GATE , RISING
OUT
DX,AL
;
EDGE OF F3)
MOV
AX,lOOOO
;CALCULATE NUMBER OF TICKS OF 10 , 000 HZ CLOCK
CWO
FER DATA POINT BY DIVIDING
DIV
BX
10,000 BY FOINTS / SEC
;
;START CLOCK TICKING AT CESIRED RA'rE
GO:
~I OV
DX,ADD8
;
AND LOAD COUNTER 5 WITH 1ICKS
DEC
AX
; (COUNT TO ZERO , SO DECREI\ENT AX
OUT
DX , AL
FOR CORRECT COUNT)
MOV
P.L,AH
OUT
DX,AL
;
8 BI TS AT A TIME
MOV
01 , [BP]+14
;GE1' OVERRUN FLAG ADDRESS
MOV
WORD FTR [01 ], 0
; ZERO THE FLAG
MOV
OVRUN,DI
; AND STORE THE FLAG ADDRESS
IIOV
01, [BP ] +16
;GET ADDRESS OF DATA ARRAY
MOV
DX , ADD9
;LOAD COUNTER 5 FROM LOAD REGISTER
AL,112
MOV
AND ARM (START COUNTING)
OUT
DX,AL
MOV
DX,ADD4
;ENABLE EXTERNAL START (PINS 3 + 4 OF
MOV
AL,132
CONNECTOR J2 MUST BE CONNECTED)
OUT
DX , AL
; BEGIN DATA COLLECTION; COLL ECT UPON EXTERNAL START TR I GGER
DONE: MOV
DX , ADD4
; CHECK I F DATA READY
IN
AL, DX
CMP
AL , 128
;BY CHECK I NG READY BI T (BIT 7)
JB
DONE
; LOOP UNTI L READY
TEST
AL, 64
; SEE IF DATA OVERRUN FLAG SET
JNE
ERRMESS
;I F SO, NOTIFY BASIC PROGRAM AND EXIT
MOV
DX,ADDS
;YES, DONE , SO GET LOW BYTE OF DATUM
IN
AL , DX
MOV
[01 ] ,AL
; AND STORE IT
INC
01
; GO TO NEXT LOCAT I ON IN ARRAY (1 BYTE LATER)
MOV
DX , ADD6
; GET HIGH BYTE AND STORE I T
IN
AL , DX
MOV
[01] , AL
INC
01
PLOT,O
CMP
;DON'T PLOT IF FLOT FLAG=O
JZ
NOPLOT
;PLOT ROUTIN E STARTS HERE
MOV
TE MP,CX
; SAVE CX Ff RST
MOV
AH,AL
; GET HIGH BYTE JUST TAKEN
MOV
AL , [01-2 ]
;AND LOW BYTE FROM STORAGE SO AX=DATUM
ADD
AX , 20 47
; CALCULATE Y-VALUE TO PLOT
CWO
;
199 - «DATUM+204 7 )/2 I )
BX,2 I
MOV
;D I VIDE BY 2I - - QUOl 'IENT I N AX
DIV
BX
MOV
DX,AX
;RESULT I NTO OX
NEG
OX
; NEGATE AND ADD TO 199
ADD
DX ,1 99
MOV
SI,TEMPS I
; GET X- VAL UE OF LAST POI NT ON SCREEN
INC
SI
; GO TO NEXT LOCATION ON SCREEN
CMP
SI , 640
;TEST I F AT RIGHT EDGE OF 640 X 200
JL
Ml
; SCREEN
MOV
SI,O
; IF SO, GO TO LEFl' EDGE TO PLOT
MI:
~10V
CX,SI
;GET X-VALUE I NTO CX
MOV
TEMPSI,SI
; SAVE X VALUE
MOV
AX,3073
;AH=12 , AL= 1 TO WRITE DOT TO SCREEN
INT
10H
;PLOT PO I NT
MOV
CX , TEMP
; RESTORE CX
NOPLOT: LOOP
DONE
; DECREMEN T CX AND LOOP IF >0
;BRANCH TO HERE UPON FIN I SH OR OVERRUN
NOGO: MOV
DX , ADD4
;TURN OFF A/D
MOV
AL,O
OUT
DX , AL
;RESTORE INTERRUPT SERVICE
STI
;RESTORE BF
BP
POP
;6 ARGUMENTS I N CALL X 2= 12
12
RET
;SET OVERRUN FLAG SINCE A/ D GOING
DI, OVRUN
ERRMESS: MOV
WORD PTR [01 ] , CX
;TOO FAST
MOV
JMP
NOGO
THIER ENDP
$-TEMP ; LENG TH OF ROUTINE FOR HEADER
RTN_LEN
EQU
CSEG
ENDS
; NEEDED FOR A .BIN FI LE CONVERS I ON
END
HEADER

Listing 2: General-purpose data-collection, graphing, and smoothing program in IBM PC
BASIC (DOS 1.10).
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

RHI GENERAL PURPOSE DATA COLLECTION PROGRAf,
RE M S . GATES , DEPA RTME NT OF CHEMISTRY , ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY, NORMAL , IL
PEM
RE I: Some FOR ... NEXT loops are co mpressed t o s i? eed execu t ion
CL EAR, 31000. BLOAD "TIMER . SIN" , 31000: TI MER=31000
'Get timer routine
DHi A ~( IO OO ) , B( 1000) , SG%(9)
"IDTH 80 :CLS
I NPUT " Do you wi s h t o proce ss data that have already been collected?";Y$
IF Y$= " y " OR Y$ =" Y" THEN 1=4 . GOTO 300

100 IfJPUT " En te r y our n a me,

please" i

NAM$

110 D$= DATE$ : TS=TIM E$: INPUT "Enter the sample identificati o n , please."; S$

before the previous data point has
been read from the AID converter.
This is referred to as an overrun.
Thus the program must check for the
occurrence of an overrun. Upon finding one, the assembly routine sets a
flag that can be read by the BASIC
program once the data collection is
finished .
At very high data-collection rates,
interrupt-driven processes occurring
in the computer, such as interrupts
by the system clock, may interfere
with data collection. Indeed, initially
this program was limited to 6 kHz
until I realized that the interrupts
from the system clock were taking too
much time. For this reason, at rates
above 5 kHz, the subroutine turns off
interrupts with a CLI (clear interrupt
flag) instruction; when data collection is completed, the interrupts are
again enabled by using an STI (set interrupt flag) instruction.
At low-to-moderate data-collection
rates, it is useful to have a real-time
plot. This is done for each data point
collected by loading the low and high
bytes of the data point into a register
and converting it so that the screen
displays a - 10-volt AID reading at
the bottom and a + 10-volt reading at
the top-i.e. , so that the full screen
, is used for the display.
When this assembly-language routine is linked to a higher level program, such as a compiled BASIC or
FORTRAN program, only minor
changes are required. The Header
section must be removed, so that the
code starts at Temp. The Timer procedure must be made Public, and the
last line of the routine must include
an End statement instead of an EndHeader statement. After assembly,
the subroutine is linked to the calling program using Link in the normal fashion; EXE2BIN does not need
to be run in that case.

Sample BASIC Program
A short interpreter BASIC program
for the IBM PC that uses the assembly-language routine is shown in
listing 2. The program sets aside a
region of memory for the routine; the
location chosen in line 30 may vary
depending upon the amount of
memory available in the system. The

Listing 2 continued on page 372
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Circle 55 on inquiry card.

For low-a>st R5-232C POrt
expansion. BayTech has...

JfG'l!§1!!f.f.
I

SE

value 31500 is correct for a 64K-byte
system using Advanced BASIC.
After the data has been collected,
the overrun flag is checked, and the
data is displayed in the high-resolution graphics mode. The data is

scaled to fill the entire screen.
Once the data has been collected
and displayed, you usually will need
to remove high-frequency noise. A
simple method for doing this in software is shown in listing 2. It uses a

Listing 2 continued:
120

-Increase I/O ports to 4. 8 or 16.
-Mix & match peripheral devices.
-Port selection through software
control; all ports can run with
different configurations.

'Mode"fo'm~

"NEfJf1
COMPUTER

f)l

CO MPUTER

~

MODEL <;lsf 56 1q
COMPUTER

•

Wit hit 5

host port
TERM-;:r.....
TUMINAL
and e i gh t
•
•
peripheral
'G"'I~ ports capable of anyport-to-any-port interconnection. networking applications with this unit are
virtually unlimited.

MUL,fip~q

FlfNfENI1Q~
;
~~.

This unit maximizes
utilization of available
--;:
ports. Among other con"..
fj~urations. 6 ter- rn\;jj~~[J~ '
mmals can con- ~ 'L7::;-~IJ
tend for 3 ports or
7 terminals for 2 C Bi§§I!"
ports.

Il

" Ple as e enter 3 lines of experimental description , including " :
" Sa~ple

210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
3 20
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
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C%

46 0
470

SCREEN 2 :KEY OFF
DEF FI·JSCALE(ZI) =190-190 * (Z% - YIHN)/(YI>IAX - YJ.lIN)
INPUT " Enter the label for th e g raph" , LAB$
CLS:Y~AX = A'(I): YMI N=AI( I)
FOR 1= 1 '1'0 N%
IF AI(I) <YMIN THEN YMIN=AI( I ) ELSE IF AI(I»
YMAX THEN YMAX =A%(I)
IlEXT 1
YPL01·.FNSCALE(A%(I))
P S F:T ( 6 0 , YPLOT) , 0
' Go to fir s t po i n t
FOR I=L TO NI: XPLOT=60+579* (I -I )/(N% -l ): ¥PLOT=FNSCALE(A% (I)):
LIN E - (XPLO'l' , ¥PLOT): NEXT I
LOCATE 25 , 40: PRINT Lr,B$ ;: LOCATE 1 , 1
LINE (60 , O)-(639 , 190) " B ' label
,ln d b o x i) l o t
LOCATE 25 , 8 : PRINT " 1 "; : LOCATE
25,75
PRINT NI;: LOCAT E 1 ,1 :
PHINT YMAX ;: LOCATE 24 , 1 : PRINT YNIN;
'L abel axes
LOC ATE 6 , 1: PRINT " Type any key to cont inue";
~S=IhKEY$:IF ¥$= "" THEN 470

480

RET U R~;

45 0

RE~; ********
500 REM Subroutine t o store data in a file
~9 0

510 INPUT "E nter the name of the file in whi ch the data are to be stored. "; FILN$
520
530
5 40
550
560
570
580

OPEN FILN$ FOR OUTPUT AS 12
"RITE #2 , NP.l1$,D$ , T$
'Save name , date , t i me
\'IRITE 02 , S$
' Save sample description
FOR 1=1 TO 3: "RITE #2 , LS(I): NEXT I
' and condit i ons
\'JRITE #2,NI,S%
' number of po int s , sampling rate
FOR 1= 1 TO N% : "RITE 12 , A%( I ) : NEXT I
CLOSE #2: RETURN

590

RE !-i

600
610
620
630

REM Subroutine to comput e second-order 9 - point Savitzky - Golay smooth
REM
including smooths at both begi n ni ng and end of data
REM It computes a " smoothed " val ue for each point by adding toge ther
REM
the 4 points on either side of it , plus itsel f , each mult i p lied

********

640 REM
ti n.es the correspond in g coef fi c ient .
650 REM It then comp'ltes the "smoothed" value for each successive point
660
670
680
630
700
710
720
730
740

8 40
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(0 to 15)" ;

330 REM Screen ?lotting r o utine

760
770
780
790
800
81 0
820
830

16011.87-11231

number

INPUT " Enter the n umber of data points to col lect.";N%
INPUT " Enter the n umber of data po int s/seco nd desired .
; S
S'=S : IF S < I THEN S%=-l ! /S
' Co nve rt to prop er format for timer ro u tine
PRINT " Ty pe an y ke y to start c o unt-d own for data coll e ction ."
I $=INKEY$ : IF 1$= .. .. THEIl 1 90
CLS : fOR 1=10 TO 0 STEP -1: LOCATE 12 , 40: PRINT I: FOR J=l TO 50 0:i;EXT J:
f;EXT I
' Cou nt down ;
J lo op is delay bet wee n coun t s
F%=O
'I nit i alize overrun flag
PI=I:IF S, > 2000 THEN P% =O
' Plot if < 2000 pts/sec
CALL TII1 ER(A%(I) , FI , PI , N% , C% , S%)
' Collect data; a ll variables I·:UST be
INTEGER!
IF FI C> 0 THEN PRINT "Warning--data ta ken too fa st " : NI=NI - F%
FOR 1=1 TO Ni
IF AI(!) > 32767 THEN A%(I) =AI(!)-65535 !
AI(I)=AI(I) / .2047:
' Store in put as mV , assuming - 10 to 10V range
IlEXT 1
CLS : PRINT" Enter a 1 to plot data on the screen " :
PRINT " A 2 to store tne data in a file .": PRINT" A 3 to smooth the data":
PRINT " A 4 to get another file" : PRINT " A 5 to exit ": INPUT Y
ON ¥ GOSUB 340 , 510,670 , 770,890
GO'l'O 290
1******* SUBROUTINES *********

REM
using the orig inal data a rra y .
DATA - 21 , 14 , 39 , 54,59,54,39,14,-21: ' Savitzky - Golay coefficients
RESTORE
FOR 1 =1 TO 9:READ SG%( I ) : NEXT I
' Get coe ffi cients
FOR 1=1 TO N% : B(I)=O : DF% =O: FOR J= - 4 TO +4 : IF I+J < lOR I+J >N% THEN 720
B(I) =B(I) +P. % (l+J) *S G%(J+5) :DF%=DF%+SG% (J+5)
NEXT J:B(I)=B(I) /DFI :N EX T I
' Di vide by sum of co effi cien ts used
FOR 1 =1 TO lH : P.~(I)=B(I) : NEXT I
' Store back in o riginal array
RETURN

750 REI"

HIGHWAY 603. P.O. 80X 387
BA.Y ST. LOUIS, MS 39520

preparation , instrume nt setti ng s , etc . "

140 rhPUT "Enter the c hannel

150
1 60
170
180
190
200

440

This unit allows four lines of data to be
multiplexed and sent sequentially over
a single line. then demultiplexed by a
2nd 524E with automatic distribution
to the corresponding peripheral ports.

PRI~T

PRINT

130 FOR 1=1 TO 3: LI NE INPUT l$( I ): IlEXT I

********

REM Subroutine to read previously collected data from d i sk file
INPUT "En ter the name of the file t o be processed. " ; FIL NS
OPEN FILN$ FOR INPUT AS 12
INPUT #2 , NAMS , O$ , T$
INPUT #2 , S$
FOR 1=1 TO 3: LINE INPUT !2 , L$(I): NEXT I
I NPUT #2 , Ni , Sl
PRIIn NAI1$ , D$ , T$ : PRWT S$: FOR I=I TO 3: PRINT L$ (I): NEXT I
PRINT nl~ ul"i1ber of points = n i N% , "P o int s/sec::. n i S
FOR 1=1 TO NI : INPUT 12 , AI(!): NEXT I
CLOSE 12: PRINT "Type an y key to continue "
Y$=INKEYS: IF Y$="" THEN 870
RETURN

850
8 60
8 70
8 RO
8 90 END

e
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If you thought you'd never find fun games for
your hardworking home computer, happy days
M
are here. Because now ATARISOFT has all
the great hits ... Pac-Man: Donkey Kong2 by
Nintendo; Centipede;M Defender; Joust; Jungle
Hum; Moon Patrol; Pole Position~
Galaxian:
M
Ms. Pac-Man: and Battlezone:

And we 've got them for all the hit computers
... Apple, IBM, Commodore 64, Vic-20, Colecovision~ and TI 99/4A. We've got Pac-Man, Centipede and Defender for Intellivision too.
So dust off your joystick and ask your dealer
for all the ATARISOFT hits. It's the software your
hardware's been waiting for.

All the hits your computer is missing.
ATARISOFT products are manufactured by AlarJ, Inc. lor use With vanous computers and Video game consoles. ATARISOFT products are not made, licensed or approved by the manufaclurer(s) of Ihese
computers and Video game consoles. *Donkey Kong and Battlezone no t available on ColecoviSlon. 1. Trademarks of Bally M fg. Co. Sublicensed to AlARI. Inc. by N amec-America. Inc. 2. Trademarks and
It> Nlntendo 1981, 1983. 3 . Trademarks and © Wllhams 1980. 1982. manufactured under license from Williams Electronics. 4 . Trademark and © of Taito America Corporation 1982. 5 . Engineered and
deSigned by Nameo Ltd .. manufactured under license by ATARI. Inc. Trademark and © Namco 1982. Atan llll 0 A Warner Communications Co. © 1984 ATA RI , Inc . All rights reserved.
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(2a)

(2b)

(2c)

(2d)

Figure 2: The effect of filtering on noise levels can be very significant. Figure 2a shaws 200 data points taken from an instrument over a

period of 20 seconds. Ideally, the signal should be a straight line, but instead shaws both long-term and short-term noise. In figure 2b, data
from the same instrument is passed through a digital (software) filter once; in figure 2c, it is passed through the filter twice. In figure 2d,
data from the same detector is passed through a hardware law-pass filter.

"Savitzky-Golay" type smoothing algorithm (see reference 3), which is a
rapid, easily implemented smoothing
technique that is equivalent to fitting
a least-squares line through the data.
The order of the fit and the number
of points included in the fit can be
modified to provide varying amounts
of smoothing. A second-order, 9point smooth is the one most often
used in my lab. In picking which software filter to use, you may find an article by Cram et al. quite useful (see
reference 1). For severe noise problems, other techniques such as ensemble averaging or filtering using
fast Fourier transforms may prove
useful.
The usefulness of the filtering process is illustrated in figure 2. Figure
2a shows data collected from the
detector of a high-performance liquid
chromatograph, without filtering. In
figure 2d, data was collected from the
same detector, but with the low-pass
374
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hardware filter being used. In figure
2b, the data is exactly the same as the
unfiltered data (figure 2a), except that
it has been passed through the
Savitzky-Golay second-order, 9-point
filter contained in listing 2. In figure
2c, the data from figure 2a has been
passed through the Savitzky-Golay
filter twice; the reduction in the noise
is striking. I often use a combination
of hardware and software filtering for
optimum results.

Examples of Use
I offer a four-week course to science
students that teaches them to interface to a variety of scientific instruments using the techniques described in this article. Students spend
one week learning BASIC, two weeks
learning the concepts of interfacing
and writing simple programs, and
one week interfacing the computer to
a specific chemical laboratory instrument.

Although the students learn to
write data-collection and display routines in BASIC, for their final project
they use the Timer routine in listing
1. Using the standardized interfacing
system, in one week's time they have
written complete data-collection and
analysis programs for a number of
different instruments, including a pH
meter, a UV (ultraviolet)-visible spectrophotometer, a differential scanning calorimeter, a high-performance
liquid chromatograph (HPLC), and a
polarograph. Even though these programs were written in one week's
time, each of these programs is now
in routine use in our teaching or
research laboratories.
I'll use two examples to show how
quickly and easily instruments can be
interfaced using this approach .
One student interfaced an IBM PC
to a polarograph, using the circuitry
shown in figure 1. The polarograph
already has a sophisticated preampli-
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Usipg the Tecmar AID Board
The TectrUlr board can be given instructions, and have information read from it,
in one of two ways: either the I/O (inputl
output) mode at the memory-mapped mode
can be used. In the liD mode, various functions of the board are accessed through
ports, which are addressed with INP and
OUT instructions in BASIC, or IN and
OUT instructions in assembly language.
In the memory-mapped mode, the functions are accessed at a series of consecutive
memory locations; this requires PEEK and
POKE instructions in BASIC, or any
memory-addressing instruction in assembly language, such as MOV or TEST.
The choice between these two modes is
largely a matter of personal preference. The
memory-mapped mode is slightly faster but
the board is configured at the factory for
the I/O mode, which is probably the
simpler mode to program. In either mode,
you must select the base address, which is
the first of 16 consecutive addresses used
to communicate with the various functions
on the board. The base I/O address set at
the {rIctory is 1808. However, other base addresses, as well as the memory-mapped
mode, may be selected using the appropriate jumpers or switches.
Other options available on the board include auto-incrementing of the AID
(analog-to-digital) converter (automatically
switching the channel from which data is
being taken), and the range of the signals
coming from or going to the instrument.
In addition, three types of inputs to the
AID converter are selectable by appropriate
jumper settings: single-ended, pseudodifferential, and true differential. The
single-ended setting is normally used, but
the differential modes are particularly useI"ful with low-level signals in environments
with large amounts of electromagnetic
noise. It is also possible to use interrupts
to signal the computer when the AID
board has data ready for storage.
The system described in the text uses a

-10-V to +10-V bipolar range for the AID
board, clock triggering of the AID board,
and a single-ended input. Only one instrument is normally connected, 50 the auta-incrementing feature is disabled, as are interrupts. TImer 5 is used to trigger the AID
board.
The clock portion of the Thcmar board
provides a general-purpose mechanism for
timing various events or for providing
timed pulses for triggering various events.
At least 18 different modes of operation are
possible, each with several options. Th the
average user, this number of possibilities
can prove highly confusing at best.
For triggering the AID board at specific
intervals, however, the process is fairly
straightforward. The clock circuitry contains a I-MHz clock, which is further subdivided either by powers of 10 (BCD scaling) or by powers of 16 (binary scaling),
depending upon the option selected. Any
one of five counters can be loaded with a
count, which is then either incremented
or decremented every time the clock "ticks."
For example, with a BCD scaling of
divide-by-l00, the clock provides a 10-kHzoutput. Assuming the count is in a
downward direction, then the 16-bit
counter can be loaded with a value of 99
to provide an output pulse to the AID
board every 0.01 second (i.e., 10 kHz + 100
= 100 Hz). Note that the counter provides
an output to the AID board when it attempts to go below zero (called the "terminal count"); hence, the counter is set to
99 rather than to 100.
Th connect the counter pulses to the AID
converter, the output from the specific
counter must be directed to the trigger input of the AID converter. Because of the
pin placement on the TectrUlr board, the
easiest method for doing this is to connect
the output of counter 5 to the AID converter by jumpering pins 3 and 4 of connector J2.
All of the functions of the clock are con-

trolled 'ng two 110 ports accessible to
any program. Although these ports are
termed control port and data port, both
ports are needed to set up the correct timing sequence. In a typical use of the timer,
the control port is first directed to point to
an internal register called the master mode
register. You then select the various control options by loading a 16-bit word into
the master-mode register via the data port;
this selects options such as whether an 8or 16-bit 110 bus is being used, what is to
be used as a source of the clock frequency,
and so forth .
Most of the information, however, is
loaded into another internal register, the
''counter-mode register." There is one such
register for each of the five counters. Hence,
the program uses the control port to select
which counter-mode register is to be used;
in this case, the one for register 5 is
selected. The counter-mode register is then
loaded, through the data port, with the
various options selected for that register.
Options include whether to count up or
down, whether to count in binary or BCD,
and which subfrequency of the clock is to
be used. Special options are available if the
counters are to be used as a time-of-day
clock.
When the program is ready to begin collecting data, the appropriate counter must
be loaded with the correct count and
''armed,'' i.e., started counting. Assuming
that the AID converter has been set to
recognize the signal from the clock as a trigger by enabling the external start bit, the
AID converter win automatically initiate
a conversion (data collection) every time
the counter register goes to zero. Hence, the
program only needs to wait until the AID
converter signals that it has completed a
conversion and then store the data; no timing loops need to be written. The AID converter will continue to be triggered by the
clock until the clock output is turned off
by the program.

fier system, so a IO-volt signal could
be readily obtained. Hence, the student set the preamplifier on the interface cart to a gain of 1, attached it
to the recorder output of the polarograph, used no filtering, and set the
Timer routine to collect data for a
period of time determined by the
potential range scanned.
The major task of the student,
then, was to understand the theoret-

ical basis of the instrument readings
and to design a program in BASIC to
analyze the data. In order to accomplish this, the student had to fit
a least-squares line to a sawtooth
wave function, determine the inflection point in the curve, and calculate
the distance between the two leastsquares lines at the inflection point.
The AID readings were then converted to current values in micro-

amperes and the time scale was converted into the applied potential in
millivolts.
Students in the analytical chemistry class now use data collected with
this system from a series of standard
lead samples to calculate the amount
of lead in leaded gasoline. Photo 2
shows data collected by a group of
students for a standard sample of
lead.
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Hayes Microcomputer ProQucts, Inc ..
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Figure 3: A common problem in chemical laboratory work is to
measure the areas of peaks. Each peak in this figure is integrated by
the computer program; the peaks of interest are peaks 1 and 2, which
Photo 2: Students taking our analytical chemistry laboratory course

analyze the amount of lead in gasoline using the interface described
in the text. The diffusion current (ID on the display) is proportional
to the concentration of the lead in the sample.

A second example of an instrument
that students have interfaced is a
high-performance liquid chromatograph. The normal output of the
HPLC is a 10-mV signal displayed on
a strip-chart recorder; hence, the preamplifier was set to a gain of 1000 to
provide a la-volt signal to the AID
converter.
The student writing the program
divided it into two sections: a datacollection portion and a data-analysis
portion. In the data-collection portion, all of the parameters of the instrument and the sample to be analyzed are recorded, thus providing a
permanent record of the conditions
of the analysis. The program also
asks for the names of the substances
being analyzed, if known, and
whether an internal standard is being used.
The data collection is done using
the assembly-language routine, with
a real-time plot of the data. If more
than a predefined number of points
are collected, the data is "bunched;'
or averaged, together. The SavitzkyGolay smooth is then performed,
and the smoothed data and identifying information are stored in a disk
file.
In the second section of the program, the peaks in the data are in378
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are caffeine and benzyl alcohol, respectively. The benzyl alcohol peak
serves as an internal standard for measuring the caffeine. The straight
lines under each peak are the baselines determined by the computer
during the integration process. The large initial peak is a group of
unidentified substances. The sample is a cup of instant coffee.

tegrated, and the area of each peak
is compared to that of an internal
standard. Proper integration involves
deciding where each peak starts and
stops and then selecting the appropriate baseline to be subtracted from
each peak. The results of this process
are shown in figure 3. Again, the program is used routinely in our analyticallaboratory course; figure 3 shows
an analysis of caffeine in coffee performed by a group of students in that
course.

Conclusions
One of the many advantages of the
revolution in "home" computers is
that powerful but inexpensive computers can be used in scientific or industrial laboratories, even by those
with relatively limited computer
skills. Utilizing off-the-shelf components and simple programming
languages, extremely sophisticated
data-collection and data-processing
systems can be developed very
rapidly.
The system described here represents a hardware and software solution to the problem of data collection
and analysis in a wide variety of commonly encountered laboratory situations. By making only minor modifications, you should be able to adapt

it to other types of hardware and to
other types of instrumentation with
an extremely wide range of applications, not only in chemistry, but in
other scientific and industrial areas as
well .•
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PC. Our System Inc ludes:

$769.95

Too Low
To
MPC-1S00-4

VP

IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

SUPER
LOW
PRICE

-Apple li e w/ 64K
-Disk D rive w/ Con troller
-80 Co lum n Card

• I BM pc Compa tible . 128K Main Memory . 8 Expa nsion
Slots . 2 Serial and One Paralle l Port Bui lt In • 2 Double
Sided/Double Dens ity 320K Drives . Over $3000 Free So ftware
Inc luding:

State 01 th e Art SlmpllcltyComplete Soft ware Package
w/vALDOCS & CP+ CP/ M I

ONLY $ 2899_00
Maximum of 4 weeks de live ry on al l
IBM sys tems.

$CALL

Amber
$ 2725.00
$ 2595 .00

T A V A PC

IBM C

t'bl

=2 DS/ 8g'j~~K e
Disk Drives

------------1 -Serial Port
PANASONIC

Portable with Buill - in Print er

-Pa ra llel Port
- Hi· Res M onit or

CALL FOR
LOW PRICE

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS
Juki 6 100 Lett er Quality
Prowriler I
85 10 Parallel 120 CPS
85' 0 Serial 120 CPS

. I 60 CPS. 80 Co l

Prowriler II
t 550 Parall el
1550 Serial

- Excellent Ca rr Quatity

SUPER SPECIAL

$

999.95

F· l0 Tractor Feeds Now In Stock!

as

92 P

OKIDATA 8 4 Pa ri
or Ser

- 15 " Wide (132 Col)
- Same features as 10X

TOO LOW TO PUBLISH

Color Pr ism' 32, 4'color

$ 469 .95
$
99 .95
$ , 49 .95
$ 779 .95

$1499 .95

Tos hiba' 350 Dot M al riX $1599 .95

$CALL

NEW DELTA 10X
9'h "xl ' . Laze r c ut

FX 80 160 CPS Corr Qual
FX100160CPS, 15 Wide

$ 4 6 9 .95

INTERGRAL DATA S YSTEMS
Micro Prism
$ 499 .95

- 160 CPS. 132 Co l
-Sa m e

Tractor for OX·1S

TOO LOW TO PUBLISH

- Para ll el

F-10 Letter Quality Printer
-Fast 40 CPS
- Parallel or Serial

- 120 CPS
-Graphics. 80 Col
- Tra c lor and friction

CABLES & INTERFACE
AVAILABLE

$28. 95

3000 Sheets

l' II,

x 15' Lazer CuI

$3 8 95

~\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\~

~\\ \ \ \ \ \\\ \ \ \ \ \ \\\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
DISK DRIVES
FOR IBM

Quadcolor I co lo r &
g rap hics board
Quadboard I w/6 4 K.
Ser, Par. Clock
Quad link Apple
Emu lation Sys tem
Micro faze r PI P. PIS. SI P. SIS
T ECMAR

MAl-Monochrome & RGB
KEYTRONfCS KEYBOARD
MICROSOFT SYSTEMS BOARD
AST
6- PAK plus w/ 64K (384K max) .
Ser, Par. C lock
Mega plus w/ 64K (5 12K).
2 Ser. Par. Clock
Combo plus w/64K
Ser, Par. C lock
I/ O plu s 2 Ser. 1 Par. C lock
MAYNARD
Di sk Drive Controller Card
Contro ll er w/ Parallel Port
Co ntroll er w/ Seria l Port
BABY BLUE CP/ m card w/ z-80

MICROSOFT
Sofl card Z-BO
AamCard 16K
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler+ printer inter
Buffered Grappler+
VIDEX
Video Term 600 /601
Function Strip
Display Enhancer II
MICROTEK
Apple Dumpling
Dumpling W/ 16K
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
M icro-Buff er II (16K plus)

............ ......

Special of the Month
QUENTIN
DISK DRIVES
FOR YOUR
APPLE/FRANKLIN
COMPUTER

AMDE K
Video 300 Med-Re s Gree n
Video 300A M ed·Res Amber
Video 3 10A Hi-Res Amber
Color 1+ Composite
Color 11+ RGB
Color 111+ Hi· Res Co mpos ite
Color IV+ H i· Res RGB
USI
PI·2 M ed·Res G reen
PI- 3 M e d·Re s Amber
NEC
ZENITH ZVM-123

$
$
$
$

LEADING EDG E
Gorilla Hi· Res Green
Gorilla Hi-Res Amber
TAXAN
KG- 12 N H i· Res Green
KG- 12 N-UY H i· Res Ambe r
KX-121 Hi· ResGreen l orl BM
KX-122 Hi· Res Amber l or IBM
420 Hi-Res RGB
Tilt Swivel Ba se w/Clock

limited
qua n titie s

NETMASTER'" software package $ 3 9 . 95
w/ purchase 01NETWOAKERD.C. HAYE S
Smartm ode m 300 BAUD
Smart mod em 1200 BAUD
Smart mod em 12008 W/ SCII
Smart modem li e W/ SC II
Chronograph
U. S . ROBOTICS
300 BA UD
Au l o Dia l 1200
Password 1220 BAUD
NOVATION
J-Cal
Apple-Cal II

For Apple/ Franklin

$

$199.95

Home Accountant
Dollar s and Sense
Mic ro Cookbook
Bank Stree t Writer
Tax Advantage
Za xx on
Lode Runn er/ ChopHfter
Zork I, II, l it
Deadline/ Witness/ Planet
Ft ight Simulator
Sargon l it
Frogger
Templ e 01 Apshai
Master Type
Kinder Camp/ Alphabet Zoo
Story Machi ne/ Face maker
Snoope r Troops Case # t / #2

Plug in si ngle slot
direct con nect mod em
lor Apple II family &
Franklin compu ters with
communications soltware
Includ es subscnptl on
to th e SOURCE"

GRAPHICS INTERFACE

KOALA TABLET
HAYES
Mach III Joystick
TA G
Joystick
Padd les
Select-a- Port
KENSINGTON
Sys tem Save r

APPLE
Lot us 1-2-3
DB Master (vers ion 4)
DBASE II
Friday
Multipl an
The General Manager
TK Solver
BPI· Gen ACCI/ lnv/ Payroll
·J ob Costing
Word w/ Mouse
Word star Professio nal
Sc reenw rit er II
Se nsible Speller
PFS: Write/ Fi le/Repon
Peacht ex l 5000
Supercalc 3
Visica lc IV

$26 9. 95
$ 4 4 9 .95
S189. 95
$ 159 . 9 5
$CALL
$27 9 .9 5
$ 4 19.95
$ 43 9 .95
$ 8 9 . 95
S 8 9 . 95
S 84 .9 5

SCALL

IBM

$ 31 9 .95
$ 399 . 95
$4 4 9 .95
$ 1 99. 9 5
$189 .95
$CALL
$ 419 .9 5
$339. 9 5
$ 4 3 9 . 95

$ 99 .95
$269 . 9 5
$279. 9 5
SC ALL

HOME/GAMES/EDUCATION

__

~~:~~:~~
only $89.95
.* ••• ***** * *********

SOFTWARE

FOR APPLE

PANASONI C/ NATI ONAL
ALPS
$1 99.95 ~ h elghll of Apple
RANA ELITE

\"
~

COMPUTER FURNITURE
51 69 .9 5
$ 1 79 . 95
$ 5 59. 9 5
S 4 9 .95

$ 4 9 .9 5
$ 7 4. 95
$1 3 9. 95
S 4 9 .95
$ 46 .95
S 29.95
$ 24. 9 5
$ 2 7.9 5
S 35 .9 5
$ 3 4 .95
$ 34 .9 5
$ 2 6 . 95
$ 29 . 95
S 29 .95
$ 23 .95
$
$

$ 1 09 .95
$129 . 95
$1 39. 9 5
S 46 . 9 5
$ 4 6.95

$

$
$

Verbatim SS/DD 5 11. floppy
Verbati m DS/ DD 5 11. floppy
Dysan SS/DD 5 11. Hoppy
Oysan OS/DD 5 11. 110ppy
ES K SS/OO 511. floppy
ESK 05 / 00 5 11. fl oppy
Elephant SS/ DD 5V. floppy
Elephant a s / DO 5'/. floppy
Control Data SS/OD 5'1. lIoppy
Control Dat a DS/DD 5 1/ . floppy
Library cases holds 10 disks
Disk Storage Box holds 70 disks
Flip-n-file 25 holds 25 disks
Fl ip-n·me 50 holds 50 disks
Flip-n·l ile 70 holds 70 disks

$ 23. 9 5
$ 3 1. 95
$27 .9 5
$ 3 6 .95
$1 9 .95
$ 2 7 .9 5

$CALL
$CALL
$2 2.95
$CALL
$ 1.9 5
$1 9 .95

$CALL
$ 1 9 . 95

$2 3.95

64K RAM MEMORY
UPGRADE FOR IBM PC

$53.95
••••••••••• • • '* ••••••
SURGE SUPRESSORS
$ 46 .50
S 6 7 .00
S 76. 00
$105 . 00

.!~~8~~~6~9~~~~~'~~:
CALL (800) 541·4300 (Inside California)

Wh e n in Ca liforn ia. p lease vis it us a t:
21054 SHERMAN WAY
17791 FITCH ST.
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
IRVINE, CA 92714
CALL: (818) 716-1B12
CALL: (714) 863-9944
Gener al / MailorderJ7141 863-9988
C US TOMER SERVI C E AND OR

Wh e n in Colo rado. please vis it us at:
1136 COLORADO BLVD.
OENVER, CO 80222
CALL: (303) 758-3261

ER INtlUIR Y 17 14 ) B 63- 993 ~

TERM S AU prices refl ect a 2.9 00 cash d iscount. All goods acknow ledged faulty on rece ipt by th e c ustomer w il l be repaired o r repla ced a t our discreti o n Customers must ca ll for an RMA
number before returning a n y goods. This l ac illtat eso u rquick a lt endance to faulty goods We reserve the righ t to repair o r re turn to th e manufa cturer lor repai r a ll g oods becoming laull ywlthm
Ih e spec ifi ed war ranty penod. Any goods (ha rdware o r softwa rel relLlrned fo r res tocking are s ubjec t 10 a 15<lQ res tockin g fee a t o ur d isc retio n. T he cha rge for r ance lJa li o n of o rders IS 2000:lt
our disc ret ion N o rellirns on softwa re. We accept no responSib il ity l or any fal se c laims made by m an uf acturers. Pnces quo l ed for s tock o n hand and sub lect to c hange Wi th ou t notice.
Spe Cialists to APO and International dellvt" ries. Pl ease add 3% (minimu m 53.00) fo r Shipping. APO add to all prices 500 for shi ppi n g (minim um S5 DO). We Wi ll ca lcu la te exacl freight. Ph"a se
allow a min imum 012 weeks pl u s mall time (il an order IS mail e d 10) for recelp l o f a ll UPS delivered goods. A ll goods l a th er than APO or Int erna ll o n al) delivered UP S ground All ilems listed
available for 48 t'ou r service provided p roduc ts are readi l y ava il ab le fro m th e manufa c turer.

Putting the Apple II Work
Part 2: The Software
A high-speed system for the acquisition
and analysis of data
Richard C. Hallgren
Michigan State University
Last month, I described the overcill.
system approach and provided you
with construction details and preliminary testing. In this concluding
part, I'll discuss the software I've
developed that makes the system
operational.

System Software
The software that enables the computer to collect and display the data
can best be visualized by breaking
down the total program set into a
number of subroutines:
1. A main routine written in Applesoft BASIC is responsible for calling all machine-language subroutines, displaying the data on the
high-resolution graphics screen,
and storing the data on disk.
2. A machine-language routine that
controls the digital section of the
analog-to-digital (AID) converter
and provides high-speed transfer
of the binary data into the Apple
II.
3. A machine-language routine that
scrolls the displayed data horizontally across the video display.
4. A machine-language routine that
enables you to mix text with the
data displayed on the high-resolution graphics screen.
The Applesoft program expects the
382
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machine-language routines to be
stored on disk drive 1 and to have
the following names:
AID - routine that controls the
digital section of the AID converter
Shift - routine that scrolls the data
Hires - routine that writes text onto
the high-resolution graphics screen
Table - graphics character look-up
table

After you have loaded these programs and stored them onto a disk
initialized with the Hello routine, execute the Applesoft routine . If the
program jumps to the AID routine
but never returns, you probably have
one of two problems:
1. The program did not enter the
AID routine correctly. Usually,
you will get strange characters appearing on the screen, andlor the
keyboard will not respond without turning the power off and
then back on.
2. Absolutely nothing happens.
Make sure that the ffiQ signal is
getting to pin 30 on the interface
connector.

Once you get the program to go to
the AID routine and to return, the
end is in sight. If the data does not
plot correctly, check the section in

the Applesoft routine that supports
this. For example, if you try to scroll
the data and the computer does
strange things, take a close look for
mistakes in the scroll subroutines.

Applesoft Routine
Listing 1 gives the program with
comments. This BASIC routine first
loads all the machine-language routines and then loops until the operator is ready to digitize data. Once the
operator indicates that data is to be
taken, the program jumps to the machine-language AID routine that proceeds to digitize and store a predetermined quantity of data. Program
control then returns to the Applesoft
routine. The data is then plotted on
the high-resolution graphics screen,
and text is added to the plots. You
then have the option of reviewing the
data by scrolling it back and forth
across the video display. If the data
is "good," you can store the data on
disk. If the data is not good, you can
initiate the acquisition of a new block
of data.
AID Machine-Language Routine
The machine-language AID converter subroutine is called from the
BASIC program by executing CALL
- 28656. This forces the computer to
execute the subroutine stored at
memory location 9010 hexadecimal.

(Unless otherwise indicated, all addresses are hexadecimal.) Listing 2
gives the program with comments.
Upon entering this subroutine, the
contents of the accumulator, the contents of the X and Y registers, and the
processor status are saved. The subroutine then clears the Y register and
loads the X register with the 8 most
significant bits (MSBs) of the memory
address defining the upper limit of
the block of memory reserved for
data storage. The memory address
for the lower limit of the block reserved for data storage is loaded into
memory locations OA (least significant bits or LSBs) and OB (MSBs).
These two memory locations serve as
a pointer to the current location in
memory in which a byte of data is to
be stored.
The system interrupt logic is disabled while the 8 MSBs of the current data-storage address (the contents of memory location OB) are
compared with the 8 MSBs of the
maximum allowable address (the
contents of the X register). If the maximum limit has not been reached, the
program jumps to memory location
9038. If the maximum limit has been
reached, the subroutine restores the
contents of the accumulator, the contents of the X and Y registers, and the
processor status. After that, the
return from subroutine (RTS) command forces the computer to return
to the BASIC calling routine.
At memory location 9038, the subroutine enables the system interrupt
logic and waits a few machine cycles
to see if it is time to take another
sample. The sampling rate is determined by connecting the output of
the crystal-controlled oscillator and
frequency-divider logic to the interrupt request line (IRQ) going to the
6502. If it is not time to take another
sample, the subroutine returns to
memory location 9026, where the interrupt logic is disabled . If it is time
to take another sample, the interrupt
logic forces the computer to jump to
memory location 9040. This address
was determined by the Hello program, which was executed when the
DOS (disk operating system) was initially booted .
At memory location 9040, the three

Listing 1: AID converter main routine written in Applesoft BASIC.
10 REM HIGH SPEED R/ D CONUERTER
2(1 0$ = ""
22 F"RUH [1$; "BLORD R/ D,Dl"
24 PRINT D$;"BLORD HIRES,Dl"
25 PRUH 0$; "BLORO TRBLE,OI"
26 PRINT O$;"BLORD SHIFT,Dl"
32 UTRB 10: PRINT "PRESS THE SPRCE BRR ~lHEN 'IOU RRE": PRHlT "F:ERO',' TO DIG
ITIZE DRTR."
4~)
GET K$
42 IF U < :. CHR$ (32) THE~l GO TO 40
44 GOTO 21[1(1
UX1 REt·1 ::;CF:OLL DRTR TO THE LEFT
102 IF n > 286(10 THEN RETUF:t·l
112 F'OKE - 30:375,230: POKE - 3~)869,227: POKE - 30751,0: POKE - 30744,
232: POKE - 30742,28: POKE - 30:365,2':;: CRLL - 30876
130 HCOLOR= 1: FOR I = 1 TO 14
132 Y = ( PEEK (K l + DI * I » / 1.5
134 HPLOT 195 + 1,175 - Y: NEXT I
136 Kl = Kl + DI * 14
140 HCOLOR= 2 : FOR I = 1 TO 14
144 Y = ( PEEK (K2 + 01
I » / 1.5
146 HPLOT 195 + L 175 - 'r': tlE>·:T I
14:=: K2 = K2 + [II '" 14
150 HCOLOR= 3: FOR I = 1 TO 14
154 Y = ( PEEK (K3 + 01 '" I»
1.5
156 HPLOT 1:35 + 1,175 - 'r': tlE>,T I
158 K3 = K3 + 0 I '" 14: :=;L = 1
1:3:3 F:ETUF:N
200 RH1 :=;CROLL ORTR TO THE F: I GHT
2(12 IF Kl ( 25230 THEN RETURN
212 POKE - 30:375,227: POKE - 3086:3,23~j: POKE - 3~]751,27: POf(E - 30744
,2~:::12: PO~( E
- 30742,255: POKE - 30865,254: Ci={LL - 30976
221
IF SL = 0 THEN GOTO 230
222 K4 = Kl - 210 '" DI:K5 = K2 - 210 * DI:K6 = K3 - 210 '" DI
230 HCOLOR= 1: FOR I = 14 TO 1 STEP - 1
234 Y = ( PEEK CK4 - 01 '" I» / 1.5
236 HPLOT 14 - 1,175 - Y: NEXT I
238 fA = fA -' DI '" 14: f<1 = fA + 210 '" 0 I
240 HCOLOR= 2: FOR I = 14 TO 1 STEP - 1
244 Y = ( PEEK (K5 - 01
I» / 1.5
246 HPLOT 14 - 1,175 - Y: NEXT I
248 K5 = K5 - 01
14:K2 = K5 + 210
01
250 HCOLOR= 3: FOR I = 14 TO 1 STEP - 1
254 Y = ( PEEK (K6 - 01
I »
1.5
256 HPLOT 14 - 1,1 7 5 - Y: NE XT I
258 K6 = K6 - 01
14:K3 = K6 + 210
01
288 F:ETUFlt
2100 REH DIGITIZE DRTR
2102 HOHE: TEXT : IJTRB 10: PRUH "DRTR IS E:EHtG DIGITIZED."
2132 POKE - 28643,112: POKE - 16143,0: CRLL - 28E;56
2200 K1 = 24576: K2 = 24577: K3 = 24578: or = 3: GOSUB 3~]00: GOSUB 10000
2250 GET K$
2254 IF r~$ = CHR$ (:3) THEN GOSUB 100
2256 IF K$ = CHRt (21) THEN GOSUB 200
2258 IF K$ = CHR$ (32~' THEN GOTO 2100
2260 IF K$
CHR$ ( 27) THEN GOTO 4000
2:239 GOTO 2250
3000 REH PLOT OHTH
3010 HCOLOR= 1: HGR2
3030 FOR I = 0 TO 209:Y
PEEK (Kl + 01
I»
1.5
3032 HPLOT 1,175 - 'T': t~E:·';T I
3034 K4
Kl:Kl = Kl + 210 § 01
3036 HCOLOR= 2
3~J38
FOR I = 0 TO 209: Y = ( PEEK (K2 + 0 I
I) ./ 1. 5
3040 HPLOT 1, 175 - Y: HD·:T I
3041 K5
K2:K2
K2 + 210
01
3042 HCOLOF:= 3
3044 FOR I = ~3 TO 2 0:3: Y = ( PEEK (K3 + 0 I
1):; ./ 1. 5
3(146 HPLOT 1,175 - Y: NEXT I
3048 K6 = K3:K3
K3 + 210
01
3048 F:ETUF:t~
4000 REH ESCRPE :::;UBROUTmE
4002 TEXT: HOME
4010 lHRB 4: PRItH "PRES:':; THE KE',J COF:RESpmmnt,3 TO 'r'OU R": PRItH "CHOICE:"
4014 l'TRB lB: PRINT "R TO RETUF:N TO CUF:F:an DRTH"
4016 UTRB 12: F'Rnn "s TO SRUE CURRENT DRTR ott OI:3f<"
4018 UTRB 14: PRINT "0 TO DIGITIZE NEN DRTR"
4019 umB 16: PRI~tT "H TO STOP"
4020 UTRB 20: GET K$
4022 IF K$ = "0" THE~t GOTO 2100
4~j23
IF K:t = "R" THEt·j POKE - 16304,0: PCWE - 1':;2:3:3 .0: pm<E - 110;2:37 .0:
130TO 225~::1
4024 IF K$ = "R" THEt-l F'OKE - 16304,0: POKE - It;2:3:3.0: F'OkE - 1':;2:37.0:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

=

=(

*

=

*

=

=

*

*

=

*

GOTO 2250
4026
4028
4029
4050

IF f:$ = "H" THEt-l
IF K$ = ":3" THEN
GOTO 4,320
Hot1E

am
130TO 40511

Listing 1 continued on page 384
BYTE May 1984
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AD7570 AID converters are simultaneously instructed to begin the conversion of their respective input
signals. The subroutine then loops
until all three units have finished
their conversion cycles. The subroutine then proceeds to load the digitized signal from the first AD7570 into
the accumulator. The contents of the
accumulator are then transferred into
the memory location determined by
the contents of memory locations OA
(containing the 8 LSBs) and OB (containing the 8 MSBs) and the contents
of register Y (which are added to the
contents of memory location OA) .
After the data has been stored, the
Y register is incremented. The subroutine tests the Y register to see if
the increment caused the register to
be equal to zero (a transition from #
FF to #00). Such a transition indicates
that memory location OB then needs
to be incremented. The subroutine
then proceeds to load and store data
into successive memory locations
until all three converters have been
serviced. A return from interrupt
(RTI) command then forces the computer to return to the point in the
program where the interrupt request
was detected. The subroutine ultimately ends up back at memory location 9026, where the interrupt logic
is again disabled and a test is made
to see if the maximum allocated datastorage address has been exceeded.
Once the data has been digitized
and stored, program control returns
to the BASIC routine. The first 209
data samples from each input channel are displayed on the high-resolution graphics screen. Differentiation
of the data is achieved by using a
unique color for each input channel.
The full width of the graphics display
is not utilized for data so that
reference text can be added on the
right-hand side of the screen.

High-Resolution Text Generator
The text-generator software is used
to write textual information on the
high-resolution graphics screen. This
capability lets you identify data
points and display the magnitude of
selected data points along with the
data . The character set for the graphics generator was purposely limited
384
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Listing 1 continued:
4'360 l)THB 10: PRItH "UHER THE ~lH~lE OF THE DHTH FILE"
4064 l)lHB 14: It'PUT K$
4070 0$ = 1111
4072 PRIHT D$;"8:3HI)E ";1<$;" ,H$60t1lj,L$100(1,D1"
4099 130TO 40'30
1')000 REM IDENTIFY PLOTS I'lND HOD TE>:T
10002 POKE 54.0: POKE 55.143: POKE - 16299,0
10010 IJTRB 23: HTRS 1: PRINT "PRESS ( -- OR -- ) TO SCROLL THE DHTH. "
10050 VTRS 24: HTI'lB 1: PRINT "PRESS SPHCE BI=lR TO DIGITIZE HDRE DHTH."
10052 IJTRB 14: HTRB 32: PRINT "PRESS ESC"
10054 VTRB 15: HTRB 32: PRINT "TO EXIT."
10060 HCOLOR= 1
1'3062 HPLOT 215.12 TO 21:3.12: HPLOT 215,20 TO 219.20: HPLOT 217.12 TO 2 17
,20: HPLDT 223,20 TO 223,12 TO 227.20 TO 227,12: HPLOT 23 1,20 TO 231,
12 TO 235.12 TO 235 ,16 TO 231,16
10064 HPLOT 239 ,12 TO 239.20 TO 243,20 TO 243,12: HPLOT 249,20 TO 249,12 TO
247, 12 TO 25 1,1 2
10066 HPLOT 257,20 TO 26 1.20 TO 259.20 TO 259,1 2 TO 257,14
10070 HCOLOR= 2
10072 HPLOT 2 16.32 TO 22'),32: HPLOT 216,40 TO 220,40: HPLOT 213,32 TO 218
,40: HPLDT 224.40 TO 224.32 TO 228,40 TO 228,32: HPLOT 232.40 TO 232 ,

32 TO 236 .. 32 TO 236 .. 36 TO 232 .. 36
10074

HPLOT 240.32 TO
2410: ,32 TO 252 , 32
101)76 HPLOT 25:3,32 TO
10080 HCOLOR= 3
10082 HPLOT 216.52 TO
.60: HPLOT 224.60

24'),40 TO 244,40 TO 244,32: HPLOT 2513.413 TO 251),32 TO
262 ,32 TO 262,36 TO 258 , 36 TO 258.40 TO 262.40
22£1 ,52: HPLOT 216.60 TO 220,60: HPLOT 218,52 TO 218
TO 224.52 TO 228.60 TO 228 .52: HPLOT 232,60 TO 232 ,

52 TO 236 .. 52 TO 236 .. 56 TO 232 .. 56
10084

HPLOT 240,52 TO 240,60 TO 244,60 TO 244,52: HPLOT 250,613 TO 250 ,52 TO

248,52 TO 252 .. 52
1(1)86

HPLOT 25:3 ,52 TO 262,52 TO 262,56 TO 258 ,56 TO 262,56 TO 262 ,60 TO 2

10099

RETURrl

Listing 2: This routine provides high-speed data transfer from the AID converter to the Apple
II.
00 90
01 90
02 90

STA
STX
STY
PHP
LDY
LDX

$9000
$9001
$9002

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
SEI
CPX
8NE
LDA
LDX
LDY
PLP
RTS
NOP
NOP
CLI
NOP
JMP
8RK
8RK
8RK
LOA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
ROL
8CS
LDA
STA
INY

#$00
$OA
#S60
$08

9010
9013
9016
9019
901A
901C

8D
8E
8C
08
AO
A2

901E
9020
9022
9024
9026
9027
9029
9028
902E
9031
9034
9035
9036
9037
9038
9039
903A
903D
903E
903F
9040
9042
9045
9047
904A
904D
904E
9050
9053
9055

A9
85
A9
85
78
E4
DO
AD
AE
AC
28
60
EA
EA
58
EA
4C
00
00
00
A9
8D
A9
8D
AD
2A
80
AD
91
C8

9056
9058

DO 02
E6 DB

8NE
IN C

$905A
$08

905A
905 D
905 F
9060
9062

AD
91
C8
DO
E6

LDA
STA
INY
8NE
INC

SCOF2
($OA) ,Y

00
63
00
OA
60
08
08
OD
00 90
01 90
02 90

26 90

01
FO CO
00
FO CO
61 CO
FA
1"1 CO
OA

1"2 CO
OA
02
OB

#$00
#$70

$08
$9038
$9000
$9001
$9002

Save
Save
Save
Save

accumulator
X register
Y register
processor s tatus

Load X register with maximum
data storage address
Memory locations $OA and $08
con tain the start address for
data storage
Disable interrupt
Compare current data storage
address with maximum address
Restore accumulator
Restore X register
Restore Y register
Restore processor status
Return to calling routine
Enabl,= interrupt

$9026

#$01
$COFO
#$00
$COFO
$C061
$COFl
(SOA), Y

$906 4
SOB

Start A I D conversion

CheCK and see i f all conversions
are complete
Load data from input #l
Store data
Incr eme nt LSD of data s torage
address
8ranch on result not zero
Increment MSD of data storag e
address
Load data fro m input #2
Store data
Increment LSD
8ranch on result not zero
Incr e ment MSD
Listing 2 continued on page 386

Recognized as the authoritative source for micro users!

Superior Performance,
Practical Price!
More programs, projects, ways to use your micro
for home, hobby, education, and business!

Select 5 Books
95
for Only

$2

Free guide to
BASIC Statements
& Commands
BASIC

Plus FREE For Joining
7 very good reasons to join
The Computer Book Club®
• Big Savings. Save 20% to 75% on books sure to increase
your computer know-how
• No-Risk Guarantee. All books returnable within 10 days
without obligation
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections-mains,
alternates, extras-plus bonus offers. Comes 13 times a year
with hundreds of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order." Do nothing, and the Main selection will
be shipped automatically! But.. if you want an Alternate
selection-or no books at all-we 'll follow the instructions you
give on the reply form provided with every News Bulletin
• Bonus Books. Immediately get a Dividend Certificate with
every book purchased and qualify for big discounts of 60% to
80 %
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promotions, plus special discounts on software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's editions selected by our Editorial Board and filled with useful,
up-to-the-minute information
Circle 372 on inquiry card.

TrJt! []1Jr11J]lJlt!r
[]llJrJ®
I
IIr---------------------~
I
~Illl~

P.O. Box 80, Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Please accept my membership in The Computer Book Club"'and send the 5volumes "
circled below, plus my FREE copy of BASIC Statements, Commands and Functions,
billing me $2.95 plus shipping and handling charges. If not satisfied, I may return the
books within ten days without obligation and have my membership canceled. I agree
to purchase 3 or more books at reduced Club prices (plus shipping/handling) during
the next 12 months, and may re~ign any time thereafter.

I
I
I
1050 1062 1160 1195 1205 1276 1295 1389 1423
I
1455 1466 1473 1479 1496 1506 1513 1521 1533 1556
I
1567 1607 1633 1640 1643 1673 1710 1712 1764
I
Name
Phone
I
Address
I
City
I
Zip
BY-584 I
I State
Valid for new members only. Foreign applicants will receive special ordering instructions . Canada I
I must
remit in U.S. currency. This order subject to acceptance by The Computer Book Club-,

I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1
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to numbers and uppercase letters to ' Listing 2 continued:
conserve memory. Listing 3 gives the 9064
$COF3
Load data from input #3
LDA
AD F3 CO
($OA),Y
Store data
STA
91 OA
high-resolution graphics, text-gen- 9067
Incremen t LSD
INY
9069
C8
erator program, and table 1 is the 906A
$906E
Branch on result not zero
BNE
DO 02
SOB
Increment MSD
INC
E6 DB
graphics character look-up table. The 906C
Return from interrupt
RTI
906E
40
program takes the textual character
that is to be displayed on the graphics
screen and matches it to a correListing 3: High-resolution text-generator routine.
sponding graphics character contained in the look-up table. This 8FOO
Save processor status
PHP
DB
Save contents of accumulator
PHA
48
graphics character is then displayed BFOl
Save contents of Y register
STY
$4E
84 4E
8F02
on the screen by loading it into the 8F04
Test for carriage return
#$8D
C9 BD
CMP
BEQ
$BFOF
FO 07
correct memory location in page 2 of 8F06
Test for line feed
CMP
HBC
BFOB
C9 BC
the high-resolution-graphics memory 8FOA
$8Fll
BNE
DO 05
18
CLC
block. By using this subroutine, you BFOC
$8F6B
BCC
8FOD
90 5C
avoid having to "draw" text on the 8FOF
BEQ
$8F6D
FO 5C
Relate cursor position to HGR2
$25
A5 25
LDA
graphics screen using the PLOT com- 8Fll
screen position
mands. The routine is initialized by 8F13
LSR
4A
29 03
AND
8F14
lIS 0 3
using POKEs to insert the subroutine 8F16
#$40
Define HGR page #2
09 40
ORA
entry address into memory locations BF18
STA
85 2B
$2B
8F1A
A5 25
$25
LDA
(decimal) 54 and 55. Any PRINT BF1C
ROR
6A
08
statements that follow will force the BF1D
PHP
OA
ASL
text that was to be printed to be BF1E
29 18
AND
#$lB
BF1F
8F21
85 2A
STA
$2A
displayed on the graphics screen.

Data-Scroll Routine
The information that is routed to
the video display when the Apple is
in the high-resolution-graphics mode
comes from an 8192-byte block of
memory that is defined (for the secondary picture-page buffer) between
memory locations 4000 and 5FFF (see
figure 1). The rationale that determines the relationship between a
dot's position on the screen and the
dot's position in the picture-page buffer is not all that obvious to me. The
best that I have been able to do is to
map out the relationship between a
dot's position on the screen and a
memory-address location in the picture-page buffer.
Seven of the 8 bits in each byte contained in the picture-page buffer are
displayed as dots; the eighth bit
determines the color of the other 7
dots. A total of 40 bytes is displayed
on each horizontal line of the video
display. The LSB of the first byte in
a line is displayed on the left-hand
edge of the screen, followed by the
second bit, the third bit, etc. A total
of 280 dots (40 bytes x 7 dots) is
displayed on each of the 192 lines (24
lines x 8 dots) that can be displayed
on the screen.
In order to help myself understand
the picture-page memory map, I conText continued on page 395
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8F23
8F24
BF25
8F27
BF28
8F29
BF2A
8F2B
8F2D
BF2F
8F30
8F32
BF33

OA
OA
05
OA
28
6A
18
65
85
68
29
48
A9

2A

ASL
ASL
ORA

$2A

ASL

24
2A

PLP
ROR
CLC
ADC
STA
PLA

$24
$2A

7F

AND

#$7F

BB

PHA
LDA

#$88

BF35
8F36
8F37
BF3B
8F3A

4A
4A
4A
85 27
68

LSR
LSR
LSR
STA
PLA

8F3B
8F3C
BF3D
BF3F
8F40
8F42
8F43
8F45
8F47
BF49
8F4B

48
2A
26
2A
26
2A
26
29
85
AD
Bl

PHA
ROL
ROL
ROL
ROL
ROL
ROL
AND
STA
LDY
LDA

8F4D
8F4F
8F51
8F52
8F53
8F55

B4 4F
AD 00

BF57
8F59
8F5B
8F5C
8F5E
8F60
8F61
8F63
8F65
8F67
8F69
8F6B

A4
A5
18
69
85
C8
cO
DO
E6
A5
C5
90

27
27
27
F8
26
00

26

48

68
51 2A
91 2A
4F
2B
04
2B
08
E6
24
24
21
10

$27
Match text character to graphics
character position in look-up
table
$27
$27
$27
#$FB
$26
#$00
($26) ,Y

STY
LDY
PHA
PLA
EOR
STA

$4F
#$00

LDY
LDA
CLC
ADC
STA
INY
CPY
BNE
INC
LDA
CMP

$4F
$2B

Bee

MSB of graphics character
look-up table

($2A), Y
($2A), Y

Get first row of graphics design
from look-up table

Store graphics design in screen
memory block

#$04
$2B
#$OB
$8F4B
$24
$24
$21
$8F7D

Jump if all rows not finished
Increment LSD of cursor position

Listing 3 continued on page 388
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DISK FlUNG TECHNOI.OOV

ONe SIlo" DESK 1'OPFU

The DiskBank®Media Mate.
Med ia Mate 3 for new micro diskettes.
Media Mate 5 for 5)1," diskettes.

Introducing Media Mate ... another
affordable solution in diskette filing
technology from DiskBank.
Media Mate combines an attractive
desktop appearance with superior
protection , organization and storing
capability for 50 diskettes . All at
a cost your budget will appreciate.
Available in sizes to accommodate
both 5)4"and 3y,," diskettes, Med ia
Mate includes a fortress of features :
• Sturdy, high impact styrene
construction

Convenient easy-carry handle.
Circle 30 on inquiry card.

• Attractive smoke see-thru
cover

• Convenient adjustable tab
dividers
• Self-locking cover with easycarry handle
• Case on case stackability
For protecting, organizing and
storing your valuable diskettes, make
the little investmentthat pays off big .
Buya Bank. Buy DiskBank.

DISKBANK®

AMARAY CORPORATION

2251 Grant Road, Los Altos, CA 94022
(415) 968 -2 840, Telex 171627 Amaray-Uos
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Listing 3 continued:

DeSmet

C

The lastest .
80M CCompiler
available
FULL DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
· C Compiler
· Assembler
· Linker and Librarian
· Full-Screen Editor
· Newsletter for bugs/updates
SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER
· Monitor and change variables by
name using C expressions
· Multi-Screen support for debugging
PC graphics and interactive systems
· Optionally display C source during
execution
· Breakpoint by Function and Line #
COMPLETE IMPLEMENTATION
• Both 1.0 and 2.0 DOS support
· Everything in K&R (inc! STOIO)
· Intel assembler mnemonics
• 80th 8087 and Software Floating Point
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE
Sieve Benchmark
COMPILE 4 Sec. RAM 22 Sec FDISK
LINK 6 Sec RAM 34 Sec. FDISK
12 Sec.
8192

To Order Specify:
Machine
OS
Disk

o

OMS-DOS o CP/M-86
8" 0 5V. SS tJ 5'/. OS

C~R~R~I:
P.O. BOX 710097
San Jose, CA 95171-0097
(408) 736-6905
California residents add sales tax. Shipping: U.S no
charge. Canada add $5. elsewhere add $15. Checks
must be on a us Bank and in US Dollars.

8F60
8F6F
8F71
8F7 3
8F75
8F77
8F79
8F7B
8F70
8F7F
8F80
8F8l

A5
85
E6
A5
C5
90
A5
85
A4
68
28
60

8900890889108918892089288930893889408948895089588960896889708978898089888990899889AO89A889BO89B889CO89C889DO89D889EO89E889FO89F88AOO8A088Al08A188A208A288A308A388A408A488A508A588A608A688A708A788A808A888A90-

LOA
STA
INC
LOA
CMP
BCC
LD A
STA
LOY
PLA
PLP
RTS

20
24
25
25
23
04
22
25
4E

00
10
24
24
10
00
OC
20
20
04
10
00
00
00
00
00
3C
10
3C
3C
20
7E
38
7E
3C
3C
00
00
20
00
04
3C
38
18
3E
3C
3E
7E
7E
3C
42
38
70
42
02
42
42
3C
3E
3C
3E

00
10
24
24
78
46
12
10
10
08
54
10
00
00
00
40
42
18
42
42
30
02
04
42
42
42
00
00
10
00
08
42
44
24
44
42
44
02
02
42
42
10
20
22
02
66
46
42
42
42
42

00
10
24
7E
14
26
12
08
08
10
38
10
00
00
00
20
62
14
40
40
28
lE
02
20
42
42
18
18
08
3E
10
40
52
42
44
02
44
02
02
02
42
10
20
12
02
5A
4A
42
42
42
42

$20
$24
$25
$25
$23
$8F70
$22
$25
$4E

00
10
00
24
38
10
Oc
00
08
10
7C
7C
00
7E
00
10
5A
10
30
38
24
20
3E
10
3C
7C
18
18
04
00
20
30
6A
7E
3C
02
44
lE
lE
72

7E
10
20

DE
02
5A
52
42
3E
42
3E

Increment MSD of curso r position

Restore Y register
Restore accumulator
Restore processor status
Return to calli ng routine

00
00
00
7E
50
08
52
00
08
10
38
10
00
00
00
08
46
10
OC
40
7E
40
42
08
42
40
00
00
08
3E
10
08
32
42
44
02
44
02
02
42
42
10
20
12
02
42
62
42
02
52
12

00
00
00
24
3C
64
22
00
10
08
54
10
18
00
18
04
42
10
02
42
20
22
42
08
42
20
18
18
10
00
08
00
04
42
44
42
44
02
02
42
42
10
22
22
02
42
42
42
02
22
22

00
10
00
24
10
62
5C
00
20
04
10
00
18
00
18
02
3C
7C
7E
3C
20
lC
3C
08
3C
lC
18
18
20
00
04
08
78
42
3E
3C
3E
7E
02
3C
42
38
lC
42
7E
42
42
3C
02
5C
42

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
OC
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
OC
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

Space

"
#
$
%
&
(
)

*

+

/
0
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9

<
>
?

A
B

C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
0

P
Q

R

Table 1: Graphics character look-up table.
Table 1 continued on page 390
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IVleaal-byte Internal Hard Disk Drive System . ..
Only

$89S!
I

11111111111111111

I

I

Expand your PC to I" er/orm like tlte XT at a fraction
I

Micro Design International, Inc. announces
to-Megabytes of formatted ca~acity with
complete internal installation, lall for $895.00.
Now you can expand your IBM·PC to a XT.
By equipping it with the MOl Hard Disk save
up to $2000 over the cost of ~ -XT. This
' .
.
syst~m also works WIth most PC look ahkes,
and IS D0S 2.0 and 2.t
Unlike other internal
external power supply, The
available power. In fact, it
current thereby eliminating
problem which has plagued
drive and electronics are so
full one year
The MOl System
ables, simple installation
available in the following

M,2EfLC

I
omp ete
System ......••
1.1 Insider Wincillea
w/Multifunction
IS.2 Insider Winc.lestet ~.".......,...
Floppy Disk rn,fth'nll

~

• IBM I. a lrademark of the International Business
Machine. Corporation.

Circle 264 on inquiry card .

0/ tile cost.

IS"3 Insider Winchester System
w/llAM
M,moI'Y. Card that will hold up to
2~6K RAM" RAM ••• $1,2'$ 00
IS.,4 Expansion Memory Module for
Mp,!e~ IS.3 to allow 320K
addatlonal RAM for a total of
576K • RAM .•••••• • $129.00
IS"5 64K of RAM for 1.3 and

1$94 •......••••••• $

.8ft.

1J.00

IS"6 Multifunction Card •••• $ ......
MODUUES FOR USE WITH
AND
IS.,6 ABOVE
IS.7 Parallel Port Mo~ule
(Centronics) ••..•••• • •
IS"8 Serial Port Module
(8S232) • • • • • ••..• •
IS.9 flock Calendar Module
w/battery ••• • • • .. .. •
Game Adaptor Module •
Hard Disk Convoll... • •
'
Disk Boot "~II""" .'

Circle 401 on Inquiry card .

Everyone from
Commodore to
IBM User Will Want
This Remarkable
Guide to Creating
User-Oriented
Software

Table 1 continued:

8A98 8AAO 8AA 88ABO8AB88ACO8AC88ADO -

3C
7C
42
42
42
42
44
7E

42
10
42
42
42
42
44
40

02
10
42
42
42
24
44
20

3C
10
42
24
SA
18
38
18

40
10
42
24
SA
24
10
04

42
10
42
18
66
42
10
02

3C
10
3C
18
42
42
10
7E

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

s
T

u
V
W

x
Y
Z

Listing 4: Right-to-Ieft scroll routine.

Paul Heckel feels that to be "friendlY,'
software should be visual, interactive,
and above all , communicative. He first
summons up the techniques of the great
masters of communication in film, and
of painters like Pablo Picasso and writers
like Mark 1Wain. He then adds techniques
of his own developed through years of
successful software design, including pro·
grams for the Craig Language 'lhnslator
and the all-new Viewdex'" system for the
Epson HX-20. The result is a free-wheeling
guide that is as delightful and surprising
to read as it is easy and practical to use.
The Elements ofFriendly Software
Design explains:
• The thirty principles offriendly
software design
• How filmmakers' communication
techniques can be used to make software
design "friendly"
• Visual thinking as a key to design
• Planing for prototyping and revision
• Factors that determine user
acceptance
• Examples of excellence-why VisiCalc
is so successful
• Seven traps that snag even the most
experienced designers
.
"Unique and indispensable; by far
the most important and practical
book on the subject"
-Larry Tesler, Manager, User Interface Design,

Apple's Lisa

Now In Quality Paperback

m

WVlNER SOfl"\IIARE
WVlNER BOOKS

A Warner Communlcalions Company

To order, send check or money order for $10.20 in U.S.A. or $12 .00 in
Canada (includes postage and handling) to Deol. PAA·X38·040, BY
Warner Books, 666 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10103. Please allow four
to six. weeks for delivery.
390
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8700
8702
8705
87 07
870A
870C
870F
8711
8714
8 717
8718
8 71 A
871D
8720
8723

A9
8D
A9
8D
A9
8D
AO
8D
20
18
A9
6D
8D
CE
DO

8725

00
FE
40
FF
02
FD
08
F7
50

#$00
$87FE
#$40
$87FF
#$02
$87FD
#$08
$87F7
$8750

LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
JSR
CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
DEC
BNE

#$28
$87FE
$87FE
$87FD
$870F

A9 06

LDA

#$06

872 7
872A
872D
8750
8753
87 56
8759
8 7 5C
875E
8 7 61

8D
20
60
AD
8D
AD
80
A9
8D
AD

F7 87
50 87

STA
JSR
RTS
LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LOA
STA
LDA

$87F7
$13750

8764
8767
8768
876A
876D
876E
8770

8D
18
69
8D
18
69
80

E6 87

87 7 3
8 77 6
8779
8 77 C
877F
8782
8785
8788
878B
878C
878E
8791
87 94
8797
879A
879D

8D
EE
AD
8D
8D
8D
8D
20
18
A9
6D
8D
8D
8D
8D
CE
DO
18
A9

87M

87A2
87A3
87A5
87A8
87 AB
87AD
87BO
87B3
87B6
87B8

87
87
87
87
87

28
FE 87
FE 87
FD 87
EA

FE
FB
FF
FC
08
FA

87
87
87
87

87
FB 87

02
E3 87
lA
FO 87
F3
F3
FC
E4
E7
Fl
F4
EO

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87

04
E4 87
E4 87
E7 87
Fl 87
F4 87
FA 87
E6
80

6 D FB 87
8D FB 87

A9
6D
8D
CE
DO
60

00
FC 8 7
FC 87
F7 87
A4

·S'I'A
CLC
ADC
STA
CLC
ADC
STA
STA
INC
LDA
STA
STA
STA
STA
JSR
CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
STA
S'I'A
S'rA
DEC
BNE
CLC
LDA
ADC
STA
LDA
ADC
STA
DEC
BNE
RTS

$87FE
$87FB
$87FF
$87FC
#$08
$8nA
$87 F'B

Initialize base address

Initialize block counter
Initialize box counter
Jump to main routine
Set up for second block

Jump if second block not
complete
Number of boxes remaining (two
boxes reserved for text)
Jumo to main routine
Return to calling routine
Save base address

Initialize row counter
Set up L5B of l eft hand side of
.screen

$87E6
#$02
$8 7E3
iSlA
$87F'O
$87Fl
$87F3
$8 7 FC
$87E4
$87E7
$87Fl
$87F4
$87EO
#$04
$87E4
$87E4
$87E7
$87Fl
$87F4
$87FA
$8788
#$80
$87FB
$87FB
#$00
$87FC
$87FC
$87F7
$875C

Set up shift distance

Set up LSB of right hand side of
screen
Next byte
Set up M3B of
left hand side of screen
r i ght hand side of screen
Jump to shift routine
Add 4 to MSB of
left hand side of screen
right hand side of screen
Decrement row counter
Jump if box not complete
Set up next box address

Decrement box counter
Jump if block not complete
Return to calling routine

Listing 4 continued on page 391

Listing 4 continued:
87EO
87E2
87E5
87E8
87E9
87EB
87EO
87EF
87 F2
87F5

A2
BO
90
E8
EO
00
A9
80

00
02 40
00 40
Ie
F5
00
Ie 40

SD 1.D 40

60

LOX
LOA
STA
INX
epx
BNE
LOA
STA
S'IA
RTS

#$00
$4002,X
$4000,X.

Set up byte counter
Shift 2 bytes (14 points) left
Increment counter

#$ le
$87E2
#$00
$401e
$4010

Jumo if shift not complete
Clear right most 14 points
Return to calling routine

O~NM~~~~OO~~~UOW~O~NM~~~~OO~~~UOW~O~NM~~~~

oooooooooooooooo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~NNNNNNNN
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~~~~~~~==~~~~=~~~~

O~NM~~~~OO~O~NM~~~~OO~O~NM~~~~OO~

O~NM~~~~OO~~~~~~~~~~~NNNNNNNNNNMMMMMMMMMM

$4000

16384

$4080

16512

$4100

16640

$4180

16768

$4200

16896

$4280

17024

$4300

17152

$4380

17280

$4028

16424

$40A8

16552

$4128

16680

$41A8
$4228

16808

~~-+~~4-+-+-~~-+-+~4-4-+-~~-4-+-+~4-+-+-+-~~-+-+~4-+-+-~~

~~+-~~4-~-+4-~~4-+-~~4-~~~~~~4-~-+4-~-+4-~~
~~-+~~4-+-+-~~-+-+~4-4-+-~~-4-+-+~4-4-+-+-~~-+-+~4-+-+-~~

~~+-~~4-~-+4-~~~+-~~4-~-+~~-+~4-~-+4-~-+~+-~
~~-+~~4-4-+-~~-+-+~4-4-+-~~-4-4-+~4-4-+-+-~~-+-+~4-+-+-~~

~~+-~~4-~-+~~-+~+-~~4-~-+~~-+-r;-~-+~~~~+-~
~~+-~-+4-~-+~+--+~+-~-r4-~-+~~-+-r;-~-+~~-+~+-~

~-+~~~~4-+-~~4-~-+-r4-~-+-r4-~-+~4-~-+-r4-~-+~+-~
~-+4-~~~4-+-~-r4-~-+-r4-~-+-r4-~-+~;-~r+-r;-~-+-r+-~

$42A8

16936
17064

$4328

17192

$43A8

17320

$4050

16464

$4000

16592

$4150

16720

$4100

16848

$4250

16967

$4200

17104

$4350

17232

$4300

17360 ~-i-L~L-~-L-L~~~-L~~~-L-L~~~-L~~~~-L-L~~~-L~~

Each

bOK

~~~-+-+~4-+-+-~~-+-+~~4-+-~~~-+-+~4-+-+-+-~~-4-r~4-4-+-~

~~4-~-+4-~~~~~~+-~-r;-~-+~~-+-r;-~-+~~-+~~H

is formed by eight rows:

o
1024
2048

Figure 1: A map of the Apple II's high-resolution graphics screen.

$0000
$0400
$0800

3072

$OCOO

4096
5120
6144
7168

$1000
$1400
$1800
$lCOO
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Box 1

Box 2

Box 3

Block 1

Box 4

Box 5

Box 6

Box 7

Box 8

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8

$4000
$4400
$4800
$4COO
$5000
$5400
$5800
$5COO

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8

$4080
$4480
$4880
$4C80
$5080
$5480
$5880
$5C80

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4100
$4500
$4900
$4000
$5100
$5500
$5900
$5000

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4180
$4580
$4980
$4080
$5180
$S580
$5980
$5080

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4200
$4600
$4AOO
$4 EOO
$5200
$5600
$5AOO
$5EOO

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4280
$4680
$4A80
$4E80
$5280
$5680
$SA80
$5E80

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4300
$4700
$4BOO
$4FOO
$5300
$5700
$5B60
$5FOO

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4380
$4780
$4 B80
$4F80
$5380
$5780
$5B80
$SF80

Box 1

Box 2

Box 3

Block 2

Box 4

Box 5

Box 6

Box 7

Box 8

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4028
$4428
$4828
$4C28
$5028
$S428
$5828
$5C28

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$40A8
$44A8
$48A8
$4CA8
$50A8
$54A8
$58A8
$5CA8

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4128
$4528
$4928
$4028
$5128
$5528
$5928
$S028

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$41A8
$45A8
$49A8
$40A8
$51A8
$55A8
$59A8
$50A8

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4228
$4628
$4A28
$4E28
$5228
$5628
$5A28
$5E28

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$42A8
$46A8
$4AA8
$4EA8
$52A8
$S6A8
$5AA8
$5EA8

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4328
$4728
$4B28
$4F28
$5328
$5728
$SB28
$5F28

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$43A8
$47A8
$4BA8
$4 FA8
$53A8
$57A8
$5BA8
$5FA8

Table 2: Picture-page buffer/memory-address organization as discussed in the text.
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Box 1

Box 2

Box 3

Block 3

Box 4

Box 5

Box 6

Box 7

Box 8

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Row 5
Row 6
Row 7
Row 8

$4050
$4450
$4850
$4C50
$SOSO
$5450
$58S0
$5C50

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4000
$4400
$4800
$4COO
$5000
$5400
$5800
$5COO

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8

$4150
$4550
$4950
$4050
$5150
$S5S0
$5950
$SOSO

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4100
$4500
$4900
$4000
$5100
$5S00
$S9DO
$5000

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3
Row 4
Row 5
Row 6
Row 7
Row 8

$4250
$4650
$4A50
$4E50
$5250
$5650
$SASO
$5E50

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4200
$4600
$4AOO
$4EOO
$5200
$5600
$5AOO
$5EDO

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
B

$4350
$47S0
$4B50
$4F50
$5350
$5750
$5B50
$5F50

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
R,o w
Row

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

$4300
$4700
$4BOO
$4FDO
$5300
$5700
$5BOO
$SFDO

WE ALL AGREE

/

Auto Cut

Sheet Feed
(option)

We can't think of anyone who isn't better off
with A DX·15 DAISY WHEEL PRINTER.
Tractor Feed
(option)
-.
-

. :::

-

~-

-

.:0:;,._

-.

-____

-

Oynax' s OX·15. And if you want the kind of printer that lives
in the fast lane, the OX·I5 is your printer. It does it all,
certainly all that far more expensive models can do. The OX·
15 offers you some important options like Keyboard,
Tractor Feed and Auto Cut Sheet Feed. Not only that, the
OX·I5 is a very durable unit, be it for business, home ' or
word processing applications. And who says a great printer
has to be expensive? Not us! What we say is you'll be
dumbfounded when your dealer tells you just how
inexpensive the OX·15
TM
happens to be. Give
him a call or drop hy.
, .
Oynax' s OX·15 says it
5698 Bandini Blvd.• Bell, CA 90201
ALL.
(213) 260·7121

Dynax Inc
Circle 148 on Inquiry card .

Offices: (N)) 201·471·0100 I (TX) 214·257·17001 (Il) 312·981·56331 (MA) 617·933·81621 (N.CA) 408·730·1712.

® Tho ughtware is a registered trade mark of the Institute for Manage me nt Improvement.

How good a manager are
you? Thoughtware Module 1.1
"Assessing Personal Management
Skills" will tell you. This program
is,a three-part, comprehensive
self-assessment of your personal
attitudes, behavior and understanding as they relate to your
effectiveness as a manager.
Unit 1 assesses your leadership style by examining the
degree to which you are task-or
people-oriented and how you use
communication, teamwork, participation, initiative and support
to get results. It also assesses
your understanding of what motivates employees, promotes teamwork, and the extent to which
you provide feedback .
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Unit 2 assesses your atti-

tudes about setting goals and
objectives, clarifying roles and
responsibilities, and delegating.
It also assesses the methods you
use to improve employee performance and the ways you conduct performance evaluations.
Unit 3 assesses your personal effectiveness by looking at
how you manage time and stress,
how you conduct meetings and
solve problems. The programs
conclude with specific recommendations designed
to address
the weaknesses
identified.

To introduce you to
Thoughtware, we'll send you
"Assessing Personal Management
Skills" (which normally sells for
$350), for only $150. (See
adjacent column for details.)
Offer expires May 31, 1984.
Thoughtware programs run on
the following: IBM® PC, PC XT,
PCjr and compatible PC's,
Apple® II Plus and lIe.

::-:;:=~:

Expanding The Universe Of Learning.

Thoughtware Is The Future.
It's a new way to learn , a
logical and innovative approach
to management training. It will
revolutionize management training now, and in the future.
Thoughtware utilizes the latest
research in management development from leaders in the field,
and has been tested nationally.
For individuals , and their
organizations, the educational,
economic and operational benefits of Thoughtware's computerbased learning programs are
enormous. But Thoughtware
isn't just the future .

Thoughtware Is The Present.
Some of the largest and
most prestigious corporations
and organizations in the world
have purchased Thoughtware's
assessing Personal Management
Skills Program .
America n Express
American Mgt. Assoc.
App le Compu le r
AT&T
Avon
Banke rs Life
Blue Cross &
Blue Shie ld
Bank of Boslon
Bureau of the Ce nsus
Chevro n USA
Ciba-Geigy
C itibank
C ity of Dallas
Crow n Ze ll erbach
Dow Jones
Dun & Bradstreet
DuPont
Ernst & Whinney
Exxon
Federal Rese rve Bank
Fireman's Fund
Genera l Electric
Genera l Foods
Georgia -Pacific
Gov'l of Canada
Gulf Oil Co rporation
Hewlett Packard
Horn & Hardart
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Husky Oil
IBM

In gersoll-R and
IRS
Johns Hopkins Univ.
Levi Strauss
Marrion
Marsh & McLennan
Mass. Mutual
McGraw-Hill
MCI
U.S. Navy
NCR
NYU
Owens-Illinois
Owens-Corning
Fiberglas
Royal Cup Coffee
Sentry Insurance
Singapore Embassy
Stone & We bster
St. Regis Paper
Tampax
The Nestle Co .
The Rouse Co.
3M Corporation
TRW
Univ. of Illinois
United Parce l Service
United Way
Univ. of Mass .
Westmorel a nd Coa l
Westinghouse Co rp .
Xerox

And hundreds more . What they've
learned , you can now discover.
You can reap the benefits
of Thoughtware by visiting your
local computer dealer, or call
us at our toll-free number
1-800-THT-WARE, or write:
Thoughtware Inc.
Suite S, 2699 So. Bayshore Dr.
Coconut Grove, Florida 33133.
Thoughtware Programs include:
1.3 Understand ing Personal Intera ction
Styles ($350)
2.1 Leading Effectively ($450)
2.3 Definillg Goals And Objectives ($450)
Circle 380 on Inquiry card.

Listing 5: Left-to-right scroll routine.
8700
8702
8705
8707
870A
870C
870F
8711
8714
8717
8718
871A
8710
8720
8723

A9
80
A9
80
A9
80
AD
80
20
18
A9
60
80
CE
DO

8725

00
FE
40
FF
02
FO
08
F7
50

LOA
STA
LOA
S'rA
LOA
STA
LOA
STA
JSR
CLC
LOA
AOC
STA
DEC
BNE

#$28
$87FE
$87FE
$87FO
$870F

A9 06

LOA

#$06

8727
872A
8720
8750
8753
8756
8759
875C
875E
8761

80
20
60
AD
80
AD
80
A9
80
AD

STA
JSR
RTS
LOA
STA
LOA
STA
LOA
STA
LOA

$87F7
$H750

8764
8767
8768
876A
8760
876E
8770

80
18
69
80
18
69
80

STA
CLC
ADC
S'IA
CLC
AOC
STA

$87E3

8773
8776
8779
877C
877F
8782
8785
8788
878B
878C
878E
8791
8794
8797
879A
8790

80
EE
AD
80
80
80
80
20
18
A9
60

87M

87A2
87 A3
87A5
87A8
87AB
87AD
87BO
87 B3
87B6
87B8
87EO
87E2
87E5
87 E8
87E9
87EB
87EO
87EF
87F2
87F5

80

80
80
80
CE
DO
18
A9
60
80
A9
60
80
CE
DO
60
A2
BO
90
CA
EO
DO
A9

87
87
87
87
87

28
FE 87
FE 87
FO 87
EA

F7 87
50 87
FE
FB
FF
FC
08
FA
FB

87
87
87
87
87
87

E3 87
02
E6 87
FE
FO 87
P3
F3
FC
E4
E7
Fl
F4
EO
04
E4
E4
E7
Fl
F4
FA
E6
80
FB
FB
00
FC
FC
F7
A4

87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87

87
87
87
87

87

87
87

87
87

lB
00 40
02 40

FF
F5
00
80 00 40
80 01 40
60

STA
INC
LOA
STA
STA
STA
STA
JSR
CLC
LOA
AOC
STA
STA
STA
STA
DEC
BNE
CLC
LOA
AOC
s'rA
LDA
ADC
STA
DEC
BNE
RTS
LDX
LOA
STA
OEX
CPX
BNE
LOA
STA
STA
RTS

#$00
$87FE
#$40
$87FF
#$02
$87FO
#$08
$87F7
$8750

$87FE
$87FB
$87F'P
$87FC
#$08
$87FA
$87FB

#$02
$87E6
#$FE
$87FO
$87F3
$87F3
$87FC
$87E4
$87E7
$87Fl
$87F4
$87EO

Initialize base address

Initialize block counter
Initialize box counter
Jump to main routine
Set up for second block

Jump if second block not
complete
Number of boxes remaining (two
boxes reserved for text)
Jump to 1nain routine
Return to calling routine
Save base address

Initialize row counter
Set up LSB of right hand side of
screen
Set up shift distance

Set up LSB of left hand side of
screen
Next byte
Set up MSB of
right hand side of screen
left hand side of sc r een
Jump to shift routine

#$04
$87E4
$87E4
$87E7
$87Fl
$87F4
$87FA
$8788

Add 4 to MSB of

#$80
$87FB
$87FB
#$00
$87FC
$87FC
$87F7
$875C

Set up next box address

#$lB
$4000,X
$4002,X

right hand side of screen
left hand side of scree n
Decrement row counter
Jump if box not complete

Decrement box counter
Jump if block not complete
Return to calling routine
Set up byte counter
Shift 2 bytes (14 points) right
Decrement counter

#$FF
$87E2
#$00
$4000
$4001

Jump if shift not complete
Clear left most 14 points
Return to calling routine

Text continued from page 386:

sider the total display to be made up
of three blocks; each block is made up
of eight boxes; each box is made up
of eight rows . Table 2 shows a break-

down of the picture buffer organized
so that each row has a memory address associated with it that defines
the leftmost 7 dots (plus the associBYTE May 1984
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Multi-function
RS-232

Transfer Switches
MFJ-1240

$79

95

MY! HS·232 TR..~.l'J~F£R SWITCH

Choice of

8 models
Multi-function RS-232 transfer switches you
switch your computer among printers, modems,
terminals, any RS-232 peripherals; monitor datal
line failure , protect data lines from surges, and
use as null modem for less cost than a switch alone.
Switches 10 lines (2,3,4,5,6, 8,11,15,17,20).
LED data/line indicators monitor lines 2,3,4,5,6,
8,20. Metal oxide varistors protect data lines 2, 3
from voltage spikes and surges. Push button
reverses transmit-receive lines (2,3) . PC board
eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference .
Connects anyone input to anyone output.
Model Price In Out Model Price In Out

MFJ-12411
· MFJ-1241
MFJ-1242
MFJ-1243

$79.95
$99.95
$119.95
$119.95

1
2
2
1

2
2
3
4

MFJ-1244 $139.95
MFJ-1245 $169.95
MFJ-1246 $199.95
-1 47 $99.95
switches 20 lines

3
3
5
1

MFJ-1108

/'"

VIDEO MONITOR

..

..

SCROLLING WINDOW

MFJ-1108, $99.95. Add conven-

99. 95bounce,ience,equipment
prevent data loss , head
damage . Relay
latches power off during power transients. Multi-filters isolate equipment,
eliminate interaction, noise, hash .
MOVs suppress spikes, surges. 3
isolated, switched socketpairs. One unswitched for clock, etc. Lighted power,
reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.
cord . 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x2%x2 in. MFJ-1107,
$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,
2 unswitched . MFJ-1109, $129.95. Like
1107 but intelligent. Switch on device
plugged into control socket and everything else turns on . Others available.

Acoustic I Direct

Coupled Modem

Use with any
phone anywhere
MFJ-1233 Acoustic/Direct Coupled 300 baud
modem. Versatile. Use with virtually any phone,
anywhere. Use battery or 110 VAC . Direct connect mode: Plug between handset and base. Use
with single or multi-line phones. Acoustic
coupled mode: Use with phones without modular
plugs . Quality muffs give good acoustic coupling,
isolates external noise for reliable data transfer.
Originate/answer. Self test. Carrier detect, ON
LEOs. RS-232, TTL compatible . Reliable single
chip modem . Crystal controlled. Aluminum cabinet. 9x1V2x4in . Other models available.
Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).
One year unconditional guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 1IOIHi47-1800.
Charge VISA, MC . Or mail check, money order.
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling .

CALL TOLL FREE . .. 800·647 ·1800
Call 601-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA.

MF.if

~. ENTERPRISES
INCORPORATED

921 louisville Road, Starkville, MS 39759
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Figure 2: A representation of how the scrolling-window software described in the text relates
to the data displayed on the video monitor.

ated color bit) for each horizontal line
displayed on the screen. Notice that
the m emory address for each
horizontal line on the display is not
in sequential order with respect to
magnitude, but that there is a repeating pattern.
The data-scroll routines let you
control a window that permits examination of blocks of 209 adjacent
samples of data. The position of this
window is controlled by the left and
right arrow keys (see figure 2). The
data-scroll routines are broken up
into two machine-language programs. Listing 4 gives the machine-language program that shifts
data from right to left across the
screen; listing 5 gives the routine that
shifts data from left to right.
Without going into exhaustive detail, these routines move the contents
of the picture-buffer memory so that
the displayed data shifts either 14
data points to the left or the right on
the screen. The rightmost (or leftmost) 14 data points are cleared so
that new data can then be shifted in.
The subroutines have to take into
consideration the picture-buffer
structure shown in table 2 (it would
have been a lot easier if the picture
buffer had been organized in a sim-

pIe sequential manner). The shifting
effect results in a window that can
move back and forth across the memory block containing the digitized
data.

Conclusion
I encourage those of you with
modest data-acquisition and dataanalysis requirements to consider the
use of a system similar to the one
described here. In our laboratory, we
have found it to be a relatively inexpensive way to pursue research interests and have no doubt that it will
continue to be a valued part of our
laboratory in the years to come. The
only items required are an Apple II
and the circuitry and listings
presented here .•
Richard C. Hallgrel1 is all associate professor in
the Departmel1t of Biomechal1ics, Michigal1 State
Ulliversity, East Lansing, MI48824. He works 011
applications of microprocessor-based systems to
sciel1tific research.

Authors Note: If you do not have either
the time or capability to construct such a
project, please write to me and I will direct
you to a source for the hardware and the
system software.

Encounter REVELATION
For $950, Revelation Software by
Cosmos will give your PC capabilities that no microcoputer has ever
had before. Through a versatile,
high performance Relational Data
Base Management System
developed by Cosmos, Revelation
will give your microcomputer all
the power and sophistication
of a minicomputer.
Revelation features a data base
with variable-length fields and
records, (up to 64K), and unlimited
files and accounts. File size is

P. O. Box AH, Morton, WA 98356

limited only by disk size.
Also featured : A powerful.
hybrid programming language.
A fourth generation applications and program generator
Our programs write programs!
Communications functions
that give your PC the power to utilize applications, programs, and
data from thousands of existing
mainframe and minicomputers.
8087 math chip support
Revelation co-exists with
MSj DOSTM or PCj DOS~ 1.0,1.1,

COSMOS
Circle 113 on inquiry card .

2.0 versions, and is compatible
with the IBM PC~ XTT:M COMPAQThJ
Corona~M Columbia MultiPersonal® and the Eagle 1600™.
It's also compatible with minicomputers utilizing the PICK
OperatingSystemTM Minimum
configuration requires 320K
memory and 8087 math chip.
MS/ DOS'" of Microsoft
Corp. IBM PC Registered
TM of International
BUS iness Machines Co rp.
COMPAQ'" of COMPAQ
Computer Corp. PICK
Operating System'" of

PICK SYSTEMS. Eag le
1600'" of Eagle
Computers. Corona PC'"
of Corona Data SyStems
Columbia MultiPersonal'" of Colum bia
Data Products Inc.

Telephone 1-800-422-2511
Inside Washington 206-496-5974.

'TEl '''TIODUC
PIiPEIVlOII

IS 9 WAYS TO GET YOUR

MOVlIIG FASTER.

These nine NEC forms handlers can
automate most of the printing operations in your office.
With most other printers, you'd be
lucky to find even one of these
productivity tools.
Most competitive forms handlers
are made by third parties. Which
means they're compromises.
NEC forms handlers have all been
conceived by the Spinwriter team. So
they are perfectly integrated with the
Spinwriter® 3500 and 2000 Series letter
quality printers.
You'll find Spinwriters along with
forms handlers at:
Participating Computerland stores
(California) 1-800-321-1101, (Outside
California) 1-800-423-3008
Entre Computer Centers
1-800-HI ENTRE
Sears 1-800-228-2200
Also available at IBM Product Centers.
Or call 1-800-343-4418 for your
nearest authorized NEC distributor
nationwide. In Massachusetts call (617)
264-8635. For product literature, use
the coupon below. And find out why
more and more PC users are saying,
"NEC and me."
c·IreIe 292 on Inqu
.
Iry eard.

Title
Company
Address
City
State
Zip
FH/ U
NEG Information System. Inc. 1414 Mass. Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719

151M
A Continuous-System Simulation Language
The structure and features of a simulation language
designed to run under CP/M
.
Roy E. Crosbie
California State University
The key to effective simulation is
the availability of a mathematical
model of the relationships between
the system variables including accurate data . When this model is accurately programmed and validated,
useful simulations can be performed.
This programming usually involves
the use of advanced techniques such
as the solution of differential equations, random-number generation,
graphics, and statistical analysis.
Many simulation models involve
thousands of relationships between
variables.
It is hardly surprising that simulation, which is widely used by many
who are not expert programmers,
should have stimulated the development of special software aids
including special simulation languages.

causes a change in the state of the
system.
This article, however, is mainly
concerned with the second group,
continuous-system simulation languages (CSSLs) . A continuous system, as its name suggests, is one
whose state changes continuously.
The mathematical description of a
continuous system is based on differential equations. A differential
equation can be regarded as a relationship between a quantity and its
rate of change.
For example, consider a piece of
metal at a temperature of x degrees
F (Fahrenheit) cooling in an ambient
temperature of 70 °F. The rate of cooling is approximately proportional to
the temperature difference

Discrete and Continuous
Languages

Mathematical notation uses the dxldt
to represent the rate of change of the
quantity x with time t. The notation
x' is also used-in the example, x ' is
the rate of cooling of the metal object
in OF/second.
The differential equation x' =
k(x-70} describes a continuous system in which the temperature x is
changing continuously as time
passes. Simple models of this kind
can be solved easily, but computer
simulation comes into its own when
more complex systems are involved

There are two groups of simulation
languages that have a sufficiently
wide area of application to warrant
the title "general purpose:' These are
the discrete and the continuous
simulation languages. Discrete simulation languages are applied mainly
to problems arising in management
sciences and operational research
studies, particularly queuing systems. These systems remain in a particular state until an event occurs that
400
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Rate of cooling = k(x-70}

with more complex differential
equations.
In many practical applications it
may be necessary to solve dozens or
even hundreds of equations simultaneously. One of the main advantages
of using a CSSL is that the numerical
techniques necessary for solving
these equations are built into the language. It is only necessary to specify
the differential equation in a natural
notation and the language does all
the work.
Of the several CSSLs presently
available for microcomputers, we
should mention micro-DYNAMO
from Addison-Wesley and TUTSIM
from Twente University (Netherlands). Within this article, I shall
focus on 151M, a language developed
for the CP/M environment. We will
explore the syntax and capabilities of
151M by creating a simulation of a
rocket launch.

ISIM-A CSSL for
Microcomputers
151M is a development of the ISIS
language (see text box), modified to
run under the CP/M operating system. Even so, 151M retains most of
the notable features of its parent, several of which are unique to CSSLs on
any kind of computer.
We start our description of the language with the way of defining differential equations. We have already

CSSLs Before the Micro
To appreciate current developments, we
should know something about the history
of CSSLs. The very first simulation languages for continuous systems date back to
the mid-1960s when even general-purpose
programming languages were still in their
infancy. These early languages often required that the system be represented by
a block diagram with function blocks representing operations such as integration,
addition, multiplication, etc. The simulation program was prepared in the form of
a table of connections of the inputs and outputs of the function blocks, one line per
block. These languages are called blockstructured and were popular because of
the similaritlj of the block diagrams to
analog computer flow diagrams. At that
time, analog computers were widely used
for continuous system simulation because
of the limited power and speed of the avail-

seen one example; another is listed
below:
VEL' = G * (THRUST - DRAG)
IW - G
Readers familiar with FORTRAN or
BASIC should be reasonably comfortable with this example. The only
unusual feature is the use of a prime
(') to represent differentiation. We
would use a second derivative (e.g.,
VOUT") to define a second-order differential equation.
A complete model of a system will
often contain a mixture of differential
and algebraic equations. For example:
DYNAMIC
W = 3000 - 40 * T
DRAG = K * Y' * * 2
Y" = G * (THRUST - DRAG)
/W - G
These equations are a very simplified model of the launch phase of a
rocket. The first statement uses the
key word DYNAMIC to introduce the
equations. W is the weight of the
rocket plus fuel that is initially 3000
pounds, but is falling at the rate of 40
pounds per second. DRAG is the

able digital computers and block-structured
languages were often used to check analog
computer solutions.
As digital computers increased in power,
they came to be used more for simulation
in their own right, and the limitations of
block-structured languages led to the development of statement-structured languages that bore a closer resemblance to
general-purpose languages such as FORTRAN and Algol. These new languages
featured a structure that simplifies simulation programming as well as special builtin functions to make system description
easier. However, such languages were
heavy users of computing resources, especially memonj, so their use was confined
to large mainframe systems. Perhaps the
best known and most widely used CSSL
of this vintage was the IBM product for
the System 360: CSMP (ContinuousSystem Modeling Program). This type of
CSSL is widely used for large-scale simula-

drag force that is proportional to
velocity squared. The final statement
relates the acceleration of the rocket
Y" to the THRUST of the rocket
motors, the DRAG, the weight W,
and the gravitational acceleration G.
THRUST is treated as a constant in
this case and is set elsewhere in the
program.
The part of the program depicted
above is called the DYNAMIC region.
It specifies the differential and related
equations to be solved between an initial time (usually zero) and a userspecified final time. The solution proceeds in a step-by-step manner using
a time increment that is also set by
the user.
Before the DYNAMIC region can
be processed, a certain amount of initialization of the model is needed.
Time T must be set to zero and the
initial values of Y, Y ~ and THRUST
(all zero) must also be set. These
operations need only be performed
once and this occurs in the INITIAL
region that precedes the DYNAMIC
region as follows :

tion of mainframes and the more powerful
minicomputers.
In the 1970s, a number of simulation
languages with rather different characteristics were developed. This was a period
that saw a rapid expansion in the use of
inexpensive minicomputers that were incapable of supporting full-scale CSSLs. Instead, CSSLs were developed specifically
to exploit the advantages of minicomputers,
particularly their ability to provide handson, interactive computing. These languages
included ISIS, developed at the University
of Salford (England) mj Dr. John Hay and
the author, and the DARE series of languages developed mj Korn and Wait at the
University of Arizona.
ISIS was an interpreter language written in FORTRAN (initially for the DEC
PDP-B) . It provided the basis for the 151M
language.

151M, along with most other CSSLs,
also has a TERMINAL region for any
calculations or output to be made
after the completion of a run.
To be of any utility, a simulation
needs output statements. Because
CSSLs are concerned with time
histories, the most useful types of
output are tabulated numerical output or graph plots. These can be easily provided by ISIM statements of the
form:
OUTPUT T, Y, Y'
for a table of values of T, Y,
and Y' and
PLOT T, Y, 0, TFIN, 0, 50,000
for a graph of Y against T.
The OUTPUT statement automatically prints headings, selects number
formats, and prints one line of output at regular intervals controlled by
the user by setting the value of system variable CINT (communication
interval). A sample of the output produced is shown below:

T
INITIAL
Y = 0; Y' = 0; T = 0
THRUST = 7000

1.0000
2 .0000
3.0000

Y
0.0000
21.659
86.984

Y'
0.0000
43 .319
87.330
BYTE May 1984
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The PLOT statement produces a
graph plot of Yagainst T on a graphics terminal. The additional parameters specify that T will be plotted
between zero and its maximum value
TFIN (time final), another ' system
variable set by the user. Y will be
plotted from zero to 50,000 (the
estimated maximum altitude of the
rocket for this run).

Encore Presentations
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USED PERSONAL
COMPUTER
BROKERAGE
• A nationwide database service matching
buyers and sellers of used P.C .'s and peripherals.
• UPCB acts as middleman, providing
security for both the buyer and the seller.
• All equipment tested and warrantied by UPCB
• All makes and models accepted for listing
• Bonded and insured
• Reasonable listing rates and commissions

For more information mail today!
I am interested in Buying 0 Selling 0
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Address
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IBM-PC
COMPATIBLE!
Build your own with A PERSONAL COMPUTER (APC) kit. It
runs most of the programs written tor the IBM-PC.
APC Moth .. Board: 11 y, x 14, 64K RAM expandable to 128K
on the board. parallel port. serial port, speaker laudio port,
cassette port. game port. 5·62 pin edge connectors, 48K
EPROMS, Socket for B087 co·processor.
o Bare Board . .. . .... .
.. $99.95
o BIOS ROM . .. . ............. . .... . $49.95
o Components . . . .. ..... .
Call
o Assembled & Tested . . ... . ..... . . Add $129.95
APe Color High Rllsolution Graphic Board .. . . $229.95
APe Di,k Conlloller Board .... .. .. .. . . .. . $129.95
with a parallel pon option
.. .. . . .. $159.95
APC Memory Board expandable to 384K RAM ... $99.95
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... . .. . ...... $139.95
APC Cooling Fan
........... .. . $1 B.95
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. ... . .. . . •. .. .. $189.95
APe Di,k Ori..
....
. .. $219.95
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(Prices subiect to change without prior notice)

AMERICAN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
3819 Thousand Oaks Blvd . • Westlake Village, CA 91362
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So far, our program is concerned
with describing the system that is to
be simulated and the form of output.
All CSSLs also provide facilities for
controlling a sequence of simulation
runs, since it is rarely sufficient to
simply make one run of the simulation with fixed parameters. Multiple
runs may be made for several reasons: to observe the behavior of the
system with different values of key
parameters or initial conditions; or to
run the same case with a different
step-length for the numerical integration routine, to check on accuracy; or
to run it with different OUTPUT or
. PLm statements, and so on. (In simulation terminology, we are performing an experiment on the model.)
ISIM provides a slightly unusual
but very flexible approach to defining the experiment compared to most
other CSSLs. The conventional approach is to use RUN-control commands that change values and output requirements, and call for a single
run. Setting up a sequence of runs
using this approach can involve long
lists of commands specifying each
change with a RUN command for
each run. The ISIM method is to incorporate the definition of the experiment into the program in a control '
section of code that appears before
the model definition. This section of
code can be written using looping
and branching statements based on
FORTRAN DO and IF statements. A
run of the model is called using a
SIM statement. This structure sees
the experiment as a main program
and the model as a subroutine. As an
example, an experiment that calls for
three runs with THRUST set to 6500,
7000, and 7500 pounds, and uses a
time step (CINT) of 1 second to a final
time (TFIN) of 50 seconds, can be

programmed as follows:
ROCKET PROBLEM
CINT = 1.0; TFIN = 50
DO 10 THRUST = 65OO r 7000,75OO
RESET; SIM
10 CONTINUE

The colon (:) signifies a comment
line. The DO statement is like a FORTRAN DO. The 10 is a label that
defines the range of the DO loop.
CONTINUE is a do-nothing statement that simply provides a convenient place to terminate the DO.
RESET initializes the model to the
state it had before its last run and
SIM calls for the simulation to be
run. In the example, three simulation
runs will be made with THRUST set
to 6500, 7000, and 7500 pounds.
Our complete program is shown in
listing 1.
ISIM has a number of other features, including functions and subroutines and special simulation functions. A feature common to most
CSSLs is the PREPARE statement.
The keyword PREP ARE is followed
by a list of variables. Rather than being tabulated or plotted, the value of
the variables are stored in a disk file
at each time step. They are then
available at the end of a series of runs
to be plotted in a variety of ways, the
user having the choice of which variables and which runs are to be plotted. These graphs can be produced
on a graphics terminal or as character plots on a video display terminal
or printing terminal.

Interactive Features
The full power of ISIM cannot be
appreciated without some reference
to its command structure, for it is
through ISIM's commands that the
interactive power of the language is
made available. The ISIM system is
always in one of two modes, command mode or program mode. In
command mode the system prompt
is "$" and in program mode it is "?".
When in program mode, ISIM
statements are entered from the keyboard. The ISIM processor checks
each line for syntax errors as it is input and generates an immediate er-

ror message when a fault is detected.
Correct lines are translated to an intermediate code that is interpreted at
run time (similar to the Pascal p-system) .
To switch to command mode, type
"$" followed by an ISIM command.
Commands are available to list all or
part of the current program ($LIST),
to change, delete, or insert lines in
the program ($CHANGE, $DELETE,
or $INSERT), and to execute the program ($START). Alternatively, the
program can be saved to a CP/M file
($SAVE), the program buffer can be
cleared ($KILL), or a new program
can be read from a file ($READ).
After a program has been executed,
further commands can be used. The
final value of any variable can be requested by using the command $VAL
followed by the variable name. If the
program contains a PREPARE statement, the $GRAPH or $TGRAPH
command will produce graphs on a
graphics terminal or alphanumeric
terminal respectively.
Nor is this type of interaction confined to the end of a program run.
Execution of the program can be interrupted and temporarily suspended in one of two ways: either at
a predetermined point by inserting
an INTERACT statement in the program at the point of interruption, or
by simply pressing any key on the
keyboard during program execution.
Once the program is suspended it
is possible to request values of variables or change them, using the $VAL
command. It is even possible to
change the time step or the method
of solving the differential equations
for the remainder of the run. One can
also change the output specification:
the $OUTPUT or $PLOT commands
override the effect of existing program statements, if any, and $XOUT
or $XPLOT reverts to the programmed situation.
When these features are taken as
a whole, they provide the ISIM user
with the ability to interact with the
computer in the development, execution, and evaluation of simulation
models. The single-user environment
of most microcomputers lends itself
particularly well to this type of operation. Larger mainframes and multi-

Listing 1: This rocket simulation model is run
with three different values of thrust.
ROCKET PROBLEM
CINT = 1.0;TFIN = 50
DO 10 THRUST = 6500,7000,7500
RESET;SIM
10 CONTINUE
INITIAL
Y = O;Y'=O;T = 0
THRUST IS NOW SET IN EXPERIMENT
DYNAMIC
W = 3000 - 40*T
DRAG = K*Y '**2
Y ' =G*(THRUST-DRAG)/W -G
OUTPUT T,Y,Y'
PLOT T,Y,0,TFIN,0,50000

EDGE .. PC: An Affordable
IBM PC-Compatible System .
•
•
.
•
•
•
•

3D<Z:

user minicomputers, though capable
of handling larger programs, are
often unable to support this degree
of interaction. In many ways the
microcomputer provides an ideal
basis for interactive simulation,
especially the more powerful 16-bit
systems that can address more memory than the 8-bit systems.

Where Do We Go from Here?
Shortage of memory restricts the
power of the simulation system in
two ways. One is that provision of a
full range of facilities such as are present in ISIM takes a lot of code, more
than can be handled at one time in
64K bytes of memory. Disk overlays
are necessary, although no disk
swapping occurs during actual execution of a simulation run. ISIM uses
nine overlays. Second, the amount of
memory that can be allocated for the
user program is also restricted. The
much larger available memory space
of the 16-bit systems will largely
eliminate these problems and an roM
PC (Personal Computer) version of
ISIM is due to be released early in
1984.•

Ray E. Crosbie is a professor of computer science
at California State University (Chico, CA 95926) .
He has a B. Eng. and a Ph.D. in electrical engineering from Liverpool University in England.

Software Information
To obtain software mentioned in article
contact Crosbie, Hay, and Associates, FOB
943, Chico, CA 95927.
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PC-S8 CPU card
Color/ Graphic card
5- 1/4 " diskette adapter card
Multifunction card (64k)
Keyboard
System Enclosure
6SW Power Supply with Ian box

$189
$145

$220
$153
$129
$135

MICRO SYSTEMS. INC.

2350 WALSH AVE" SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
(408) 980-9866
TLX 3719075 EDGE UB
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XEBEC (Datamac)-Sunol Systems
Winchester Disk Drives
I WILL BEAT ANY PRICE IN U.S.A.
Outstanding Quality Products, latest Technology
Satisfaction Guaranteed
7 Days Trial
The Best Hard Drive Subsystem In the World
Complete and Ready to Run
Full Year Warranty
10 MB 51'." . . . .....
. ... $ 1.195.00
16 MB 51'." . . .
. $ 1,895.00
25 MB 514" .
. $ 2.150.00
30 MB 514" .. •• ...
. .. $ 2.196.00
40 MB 51'." . . •• •• . .
$ 3.495.00
65 MB 514" . ..•• . ...... .. $ 3.995.00
92 MB 514" . . . . . . . . . . .
$ 4.895.00
1 B4 MB 514" . . . .
. . $ 8.995.00
36B MB 514" . . . . . . . . . . .
$17, 895.00
MX-4 Multipte User Kits ....... $
400.00
PTR Server Automatic Despools .. $ 1.296.00
Compatible with the following systems:
Access Matrix (Actrix)/tBM & tBM
CompatibleslApple II, 11+, lie, III, lit + IAltosl
Atari BOO/DEC EPSON QX-l0/NEC P.C.-BOOOI
North Star/Osborne/S-'OOfTexas tnstrument
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(Next day delivery available)
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BASIC
COMPILER

Su

Language Library
For PC oos ~ MS ~OS,
CP/M-86~ and others

Compatible
with Microsoft BASIC
The SuperSoft BASIC compiler, available
under CP/M-86 and MS DOS, is compatible with
Microsoft* BASIC and follows the ANSI standard .

Greater accuracy 'with BCD
math routines
If you have used other languages without
BCD math, you know how disconcerting decimal
round off errors can be. For example:
With IBM PC*
BASIC

A programmer's most important
software tool is the language compiler
or interpreter he uses. He has to
depend on it to work and work well.
At SuperSoft, we believe it. That's
why we offer three fine compilers:
SuperSoft FORTRAN, SuperSoft
BASIC, and SuperSoft C, that answer
the programmer's need for rock solid,
dependable performance on 16 bit
systems.

10A=.99
20 PRINT A
30 END
Output: .9899999

With SuperSoft
BASIC with
BCD math
10 A=.99
20 PRINT A
30 END
Output: .99

As you can see, SuperSoft BASIC with BCD
provides greater assurance in applications
where accuracy is critical.
SuperSoft's BASIC is a true native code
compiler, not an intermediate code interpreter.
It is a superset of standard BASIC, supporting
numerous extensions to the language. Important
features include:
• Four variable types: Integer, String, and Single
and Double Precision Floating Point (13 digit)
• Full PRINT USING for formatted output
• Long variable names
• Error trapping
• Matrices with up to 32 dimensions
• Boolean operators OR, AND, NOT, XOR,
EQV, IMP
• Supports random and sequential disk files with
a complete set of file manipulation statements
• IEEE floating point available soon as an option
• No run time license fee
Requires:
128K memory
BASIC compiler: $300.00

For CP/M-a6: MS DOS, and
PC DOS
*SuperSoft BASIC is compatible with
Microsoft BASIC interpreter and IBM PC BASIC.
Due to version differences and inherent
differences in compilers and interpreters some
minor variations may be found. Machine
dependent commands may not be supported .
The vast majority of programs will run with
no changes.

FORTRAN
SuperSoft FORTRAN is the answer to the
growing need for a high quality FORTRAN
compiler running under CP/M-S6 and IBM PC
DOS. It has major advantages over other
FORTRAN compilers for the SOS6. For example,
consider the benchmark program used to test
the IBM FORTRAN in InfoWorld, p. 44, Oct. 25,
19S2. (While the differential listed will not be
the same for all benchmark programs , we feel it
is a good indication of the quality of our compiler.)
Results are as follows:

IBM FORTRAN:
SuperSoft FORTRAN

3S.0 Seconds
2.S Seconds

In its first release SuperSoft FORTRAN
offers the following outstanding features:
1. Full ANSI 66 standard FORTRAN with
important extensions
2. Standard data types, double precision, varying
string length, complex numbers
3. Free format input and free format string output
4. Compact object code and run time support
5. Special functions include string functions ,
dynamic allocation, time/date, and video access
6. Debug support: subscript checking, good
runtime messages
7. Full IEEE floating point
8. Full SOS7 support available as option ($50.00).
9. Ratfor preprocessor available as option
($100.00).
Program developers:
SuperSoft's family of FORTRAN
compilers means you can write your
programs once and they will run under
CP/M-BO, CP/M-BS, and MS DOS. This
lets you get your applications running
fast no matter what the environment.

SuperSoft FORTRAN:
available NOW and
working great!
Requires :
FORTRAN:
SOS7 Support:
Ratfor:

12SK with CP/ M-S6 or MS DOS ,
32K with CP/ M-SO
$425.00 (in each environment)
$ 50.00
$100.00

For CP/M-86~ MS DOS, IBM
PC DOS: and CP/M-80®
In coniun c tion with SuperSoft. SuperSoft FORTRAN
was developed by Small Systems Services. Urbana. IL. a
leader in FORTRAN development.
Japanese Distributor:
AS R Co rpo rati on Inle rnat lo na l. T BL BUil ding. 7 th F loor,
1-19-9 Toranom on . M ln al o-Ku . Tokyo 105, Japan
Tel 1031·5025550. Telex : 222·5650 ASRTYO J
European Distributor :
Super So ft Inte rn allo nal Ltd .. 5 1 Th e Pa nt i les .
Tunbridge Wells , Ken!. E ng land TN2 5TE
Tel 0892 -45 433 Te lex ' 95441 Mi c ro-G

CCompUer
In 19S2 SuperSoft helped C programmers
around the world move their applications from
S to 16 bit operating systems with the first C
compiler under CP/M-S6 ~ PC DOS, and MS DOS.
Today there are several C compilers on the
market, and you can look at them all. But if you
want a C that's fully portable, syntactically
compatible with UNIX version 7 C, rigorously
tested, fast in both compilation and execution,
packed with more library functions than any
other, and produces a very highly optimized
assembly code . .. then you'll find only one . The
SuperSoft C compiler.

Professional Quality
SuperSoft started working on C over three
years ago, and the work has never stopped. While
others were struggling to put in features,
SuperSoft was refining and polishing .. . adding
the quality professionals depend on.

Thoroughly Tested
SuperSoft C has been tested with hundred
of commercial application programs . And all this
testing has paid off ... with a compiler that's
highly reliable in every phase of operation .

Portable
SuperSoft C is now available in most
operating systems environments. Since we don't
sell operating systems, we can support them all.
And as new operating systems become popular,
SuperSoft C will be there.

Packed with Library
Functions
SuperSoft now has the most complete set of
library functions available. All provided with
source code.

Thorough User Manual
The new user manual is extensive-jammed
with thorough explanations to help you every
step of the way. And our technical hotline can
help answer any additional questions.
SuperSoft C: $350.00

Su

®

FIRST IN SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
P.O.Box 1628 Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-2112 Telex 270365
M ic roso ft is a trade mark o f Micro soft Cor ~ o rati o n
IBM PC is a tra de mark o f Internati o nal BUSiness Machines Corporation
CP/ M and CP/ M-86 are re giste red trad e marks of Digital Research
UNI X is a trad emark o f B e ll Laboratori es
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Indexing Open-Ended Tree
Structures
How to "walk" through a ''grove'' of A-trees
in search of hierarchical nodes
John Snyder
Disc Inc.
One challenge to software designers is the problem of how to keep
track of the elements within a hierarchy. For example, in a multilevel,
menu-driven system, users always
start with a main menu that lists the
major functions. They select a major
function, which may result in
another menu of subfunctions. If it
does, they then select a subfunction,
which may result in still another
menu of sub-subfunctions. When a
function is completed, there should

be a flexible, automatic selection of
another function (e.g., return to the
main menu or go directly to another
subfunction menu).
Another example of a hierarchical
structure is an assembly process,
where, instead of a main menu, there
is an assembled part and, instead of
subfunctions, subparts.
Both examples represent openended tree structures. That is, each
node may be a terminus, or it may be
the origin of any number of subnodes.
ROOT

LEVEL

I LEVEL

J LEVEL

K LEVEL

Figure 1: In this sample A-tree, each box denotes a node. Each node is identified by two numbers:
its subscript node number and, in parentheses, its element number. The subscript levels are

depicted to the right of the tree.
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Problems with Open-Ended Trees
For the purpose of menu (or similar
selection-driven) processing, subscripts are the easiest index to use.
For example, if we start each subscript with zero, then the main menu
is 0, 0, 0, . . ., and the Ith selection
from the main menu is I, 0, 0, . . .,
and so on.
Assuming that the depth of the tree
is the longest chain of nodes, the tree
can be structured as an array with its
dimension equal to the depth, and it
can be indexed by conventional
subscripts (I, J, K, . . . ). Actual entries in this multidimensional array
may be record numbers, function
codes, or whatever the application
dictates. However, such an array will
be lightly filled and subject to the
restriction that entry I, J, K can exist
only if entry I, J exists.
What is needed is a structure for
looking up entry values that are indexed by subscripts without the prohibitive overhead of this potentially
huge array.

The A-Tree Solution
Instead of using a single multidimensional array, two one-dimensional arrays are used to effect a solution. The first array describes the tree
structure and is called an A-tree ("X'
for awkward). This array has one element for each node of the tree. By
"walking" through the tree from top
to bottom and from left to right, you

can discover the relationship between
the nodes of the tree and the array
elements.
Figure 1 illustrates a sample A-tree.
Each node is marked with its subscript reference number and with its
A-tree element number in parentheses. The absence of unused lowerlevel subscripts emphasizes the
open-ended depth of the tree. The
values of the Atree array describe the
tree structure. Each element contains
the number of subnodes originating
from the node to which the element
corresponds. The first three columns
of table 1 list the A-tree array that
corresponds to the sample tree in
figure 1.
Clearly, the array uniquely defines
the tree structure. Now, once you
locate an entry in the Atree array, the
corresponding entry in the second
array will contain the data needed for
processing. Thus, the second array is
a parallel reference array for the Atree array.

The A-Tree Searching Method
The definition is simple enough,
and the structure is certainly space efficient, but now that you have it,
what do you do with it? Obviously,
the A-tree cannot be interrogated by
any conventional search method. You
certainly do not want to do a "tree
walk" to look up an entry every time.
It turns out there is a fairly
effective-if not simple-method of
scanning the Atree array through the
use of a difference table. This difference
table is developed as follows: if N is
an A-tree element number, and A(N)
is its corresponding A-tree element
value, first define the sum (5) for this
element as 5(0) = 0 and SeN) = seN
- 1) + A(N - 1) for N greater than
O. Then define the difference (D) for
this element as D(N) = SeN) - N.
The last two columns of table 1 list
the sums and differences for our
sample tree in figure 1. You can now
use the A-tree array and its associated
difference values to find any subscripted reference. (The sums are
only intermediate calculation figures;
they are not actually used in the
search.)
The basic algorithm is as follows:
if N is an A-tree element number that

Subscript
Node
Number(s)
(I, J, K, .. . )
Root
1, 1
1, 1, 1
1, 1, 1, 1
1, 1, 1, 2
1, 1, 1, 3
1, 2
1,3
1, 3, 1
1,3, 1,1
2
2, 1
2, 1, 1
2, 2
2,2,1
2,2, 1, 1
2 , 2,2
3
3, 1
3, 2
3,2,1
3, 2, 1, 1
3, 2,1, 2

A-Tree
Element
Number
(N)

A-Tree
Element
Value
(A)

Element
Value
Sum
(S)

A-Tree
Difference
Value
(D)

0
1
2
3

3
3
1
3
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
2

0
3
6
7
10
10
10
10
10
11
12
12
14
15
15
17
18
18
18
20
20
21
23
23

0
2

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

0
2
1
0
0
2
0
1
2
0
0

4
4
6
5
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
2
0
1
0
0
1
0

Table 1: A tabular representation of the sample A-tree. The first two columns contain
the data from figure 1. Column 3 holds A(N), the element value that corresponds to
N. Column 4 shows each node's sum, a number used to calculate its difference, which
is shown in column 5.

corresponds to a given node, and you
wish to find the element number corresponding to the Ith subnode originating from the given node, then,
first, check A(N) to make sure it
exists, i.e., A(N) cannot be less than
I; then calculate V = D(N) + A(N) I; finally, scan for the first occurrence
of V = D(M) with M greater than N.
Such an occurrence is guaranteed,
and M will correspond to the desired
node.
Since the root is always element
zero (0), and since the algorithm can
be repeated for as many subscript
levels as are necessary, you can find
the element number of any combination of subscripts through successive
scans.
For example, suppose you wish to
find the A-tree element corresponding to subscripts 3, 2, 1 in the sample tree. Using table 1, start at the
root and look for 3. Since A(O) = 3,
you know 3 exists. Then, calculate

V = D(O) + A(O) - 3

o+

=

3 - 3

0

So, starting with element number 1,
scan the differences for the first 0,
located at element number 18. Looking now for 3, 2 (3, 2 exists because
A(18) = 2), calculate
V

=

D(18) + A(18) - 2

o+
=

2 - 2

0

Scanning from element number 19,
you will find the first difference of 0
at element 20. Finally (3, 2, 1 exists
because A(20) = 1), calculate
V = D(20)

o+
=

+ A(20) - 1

1 - 1

0

Scanning from element number 21,
you will find the first difference of 0
BYTE May 1984
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at element 21 and that completes
your search. (This method can be
mathematically proven by induction
through the subscript levels.)
Programming this is much easier
than it sounds at first, and it can be
quite fast when you use string scan
instructions. You can speed it up
even more by saving the subscripts of
the last node found and the pointers
to each of its upward chain nodes.
This enables you to start the next
search with the lowest common node
to the last node.

Updating the A-Tree
Adding entries to or deleting entries from an existing A-tree is slightly tedious and involves shifting portions of the array. To add a new node,
first check that a back chain, or entry
for the next highest subscript value,
exists. Then add 1 to the element
value of the next highest subscript.
Finally, insert a 0 in the appropriate
location (a difference table search can
be used to find this location), and
shift all remaining entries up by one
position.
To delete a node, reverse this procedure. First, check that no forward
chain exists, that is, that the A-tree entry for the element to be deleted has
a value of O. Then, subtract 1 from the
element value of the next higher subscript. Finally, delete the entry by
shifting all remaining entries down
by one position.
These procedures assume that you
can insert or delete a middle node for
a given subscript level. For example,
you can add an entry between 2, 3
and 2, 4 as a new 2, 4, making the existing 2, 4 now 2, 5, and so on down
the line. If doing this causes problems, you can modify these procedures to only allow adding or
deleting the last entry at a subscript
level.

deleted reference entries at the end
of the reference array for reuse when
new entries are added.
Note that each entry of the A-tree
is the start of another complete
A-tree. That is, every A-tree consists
of a "nest" of A-trees. In the part
assembly example, it may be useful
to have a separate index on the A-tree
array by part number. Such an index
provides direct reference to each
nested A-tree subpart. To demonstrate the handiness of the A-tree,
imagine that you wish to find all of
the unassembled subparts that constitute a given part. To do so, you
need only search for all of the A-tree
entry values of 0 between the given
subpart and the next subpart at the
same subscript level.
The reference array entries need
not be unique. In fact, the same item
may appear any number of times in
a given tree. If such duplication is extensive and includes not only individual nodes but all subordinate
subnodes, you can use reference
"pointer" nodes. That is, after the
first occurrence of a subtree, any
other occurrences of the same sub-

In actual use of an A-tree, you must
determine the maximum number of
nodes allowed in the tree and the
maximum number of subscripts to be
allowed for reference. If the A-tree
reference array is being used for a
limited resource, such as record
numbers, it may be useful to keep
408
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Sample Programs
To illustrate the structure of A-trees,
I have included listings 1, 2, and 3,
functions written in C that perform
the A-tree search algorithm. Routines
Searcher and Findindx are openended (they do not know the overall
length of the A-tree or the number of
subscript levels it contains). As long
as the lowest subscript value passed
is 0, they will terminate properly. To
accomplish this, it is necessary to
define several work arrays (used
exclUSively by these functions) as
arguments .•
John Snyder is a vice-president responsible for
techniCal support for Disc Inc. (3837 Naylors Lane,
Baltimore, MD 21208). He has been a software consultant for 17 years.

Listing 1: Routine Calcdiff, written in C, determines the A-tree's difference values.

jffffffffffffffffffffffflffflfffffflff'ff'f'ffff'ff'f'ffflflffffffllfffffffffll
If
ff
If
If
nale
calcdiff -- Calculate the difference table for an
If
If
A-Tree
If
If

If

synopsis

If
If

If

calcdiff(atree,
int fatreej
int fadiffj
int size;

If

adiff, sizelj
Pointer to input A-Tree
Pointer to output difference table
Nu.ber of entries in atree[]
and adiff[]

If
If
If

If

If
If

If

ff
ff
fl
If
If

If

If

Comments on Applications

tree are represented by terminus
nodes that point to the subtree's starting node.
You can even make "reentrant" references, pointing from one node to
a node linked above it. Pointer nodes
allow cross-branching and make the
connectedness (and hierarchy) of the
tree unlimited.

description

If N is an A-Tree elelent nUlber and A(NI is its
corresponding A-Tree elelent value, first define
the ·SUI' for this element as
5(01 = 0 and
5(Nl = S(N-ll + A(N-ll for N)O.
Then define the 'difference' for this elelent as
D(NI = S(NI - N.

If

H
If
If
It

If
If
If
If

ffffffff'ffffffffflffff'ff'fff'fff'f"'fff'ffff'ffffffIffffflff'lfllf'I"I"lfj
calcdiff (atree, adiff, sizel
int 'atree, fadiff, size;
{

int SUI = 0, count = OJ
do {

Listing 1 continued on page 410

Please send me free information on: .:..N"a::;m=e=-_ ___________________________ _

o Lattice and development tools
o How to get your software published
o Corporate purchase program
o Dealer program
o OEM agreements

..:C..:o-"m"'Pca=n'-y_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

o Send me the complete LIFEBOAT

State

software catalog. $3.00 enclosed
for postage ond handling.
LATTICE, C-FOOD SMORGASBORD and
LATTI CEWINDOW,TM Lal tke, Inc.

Circle 234 on inquiry card .

.:..A:..:d:..:d:..:r..:e.:.ss'-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_C_,ty-'----_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Zip

Telephone
LIFEBOAT, TM lifeboat Associates
HALO. TM Media Cybern etics
PANEL, TM Roundh ill Computer, LId
PMATE a nd PlIN K,TM Phoe nix Software

FLOAT8?, TM Microlloot
IBM end PC,®TM Internotio nal Business Machines

MS,TM Mkrosof1
CP/ M86,TM Digital Reseacch

Circle 27 on inquiry card.

AS GOOD AS

WHOLESALE

Listing 1 continued:

fadiff++ = SUI - count;
SUI += fatree++;
} while (++count ( size);
return;

PRICES
64K DRAMS
S4.99 ea.

1200 NSI

IQuantity Pri ce
ISO NS Also
available)

DISK DRIVE FOR IBM PC

S179 ea.

pO Units and Up)

Listing 2: This routine, Searcher, finds the lawest common node between the previous and
current sets of subscripts, This information is used to search in routine Findindx.

Iffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff
If
H

If

nale

If

searcher -- Optilizer "front end" for findindx
function.

synopsi s

H
If

H
If

H
If

H
If

H

H
H
If

H

Complete TAVA PC System includes
FOe. Two DS/DD Disk Drives, 128K
Memory, Monitor & Monitor Adapter

S2395

If

H

If

(oi)

IBM PC XT Compatible System
IBM PC with 128K of Memory, FDC, One
DS/DD Disk Drive, Monitor, Monitor
Adapte r, DOS 2.0, 10MB Hard Disk Sub
System includes Cables, Cont ro ll er,
Software
$3995

10 MB Hard Disk Sub System for TAVA
PC or IBM PC include s 10 MB Winchester
Formatted, Controller Card, Software and
Cables.
Internal S1295
ExternalS1495

Color Graphics Card

S199
lin Quanti ty)

Apple lie ... . . . . . . . . Slow Price

Monitors, Printers, Cables
and Software also available.

ANI
17752 Sky Park Circle, Su ite 210,
Irvine, CA 92714

714/261-6226162271
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index = searcher(atree, adiff, subs, last, inds);
int index;
Output index to atree[] corresponding to input subscript values.
Set to -1 if entry does not exist.
int fatree;
Pointer to input A-Tree
Pointer to input difference table
int fadiff;
Pointer to input subscript array,
int fsubs;
i.e., subs[O] = I, subs[l] = J, etc.
int flast;
Pointer to array containing saved
values of last subs array (saved by
findindx)
Pointer to array containing saved
int finds;
values of index corresponding to
each lasH] value, i.e., inds[O] is
index for last[O],O,O, ••• , inds[l]
is index for last[O],last[I],O,...

If
If
If
If
If
If
If

If
If
It

If
If

If

ff
If

ff
If

ff
ff
If

ff
ff
If

If

If

If
If

H
If

If

description

searcher locates the lowest callan node between the
current set of subscripts and the last set of subscripts, adjusts pointers accordingly, and calls
findindx to cOlplete the search. Note subs and last
lust be long enough to always allow an extra (zerol
subscript at the end. (Also, adiff, last, and inds
could be local to calcdiff, searcher, and findindx.
However, this would not allow thel to be of arbitrary length.)

ff
ff
ff
If
ff
If

ff
If
H
It

If

ffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffl
searcher (atree, adiff, subs, last, inds)
int fatree, fadiff, fsubs, flast, finds;
{

int index = 0;
while (fsubs && flast && fsubs == flast)
index = finds++;
subs++;
last++;
atree += index;
adi ff += index;
index = findindx(atree, adiff, subs, last, inds, index);
return (i ndex) ;

Circle 28 on inquiry card.

Listing 3: The Findindx routine performs the actual search within the A-tree algorithm.

I••• f•••••••••••••• ff ••••••••••••••••• ff •••""""",""'f'f"ff"""f"f'"
If

If

If

findindx -- Search A-Tree for entry corresponding
.,
to a given set of subscripts and return f'
the index.
If

If

If

If

nale

II

II

synopsis

H

II
U
If
U '
If
If

H
H

index = findindxlatree, adiff, subs, last, inds,
index )j
Output index to atree[] corresint index;
ponding to input subscript values.
Set to -I if entry does not exist.
int fatree, 'adiff, fsubs, 'last, finds;
See function searcher for definitions
Input starting index value set by
i nt index;
searcher

If

If

If
U
If
If
If
If

H
If
If
If
H

description

If N is an A-Tree elelent nUlber corresponding to
a given node, and we wish to find the elelent nutber
corresponding to the Ith sub-node originating frol
the gi yen node:
(I) Fi rst, check A(N) to lake sure it
exists, i.e., A(N) cannot be less
than I
(2) Calculate V = D(N) + A(N) - I
(3) Scan for the first occurrence of
V = D(H) with "IN
Such an occurrence is guaranteed, and H will correspond to the desired node. findindx perforls this
algorithl recursively until a zero value subscript
is encountered.

WHOLESALE

PRICES

64K RAMchiPS
(Min 150) $ 4.99

If

(Qu anti ty Price

If

IBM PC 64K FDC, 2 X 320KB Disk Drive,
Monochrome Card, Monochrome Monitor, Parallel Port
$2699.00

If
If
If
If
If

TAVA System Unit with 128KB Memory, Floppy Drive Controller, Videoadapter;
2-320KB Slimline Drives, Monitor, Keyboard, Parallel Port & Serial Port

$2395.00

If

If
If

If

H

If

AS GOOD AS

TAVA System Base Unit includes Power Supply, Parallel Port, Serial Port &
Keyboard
$1299.00

'f
"
ff
If
If

f'
H
If
If
H

f'
"
,.
If
H

If

"f'f'f'f""'f"'f""""'f"""""'f""fff"""""""""f"""""fl
findindx(atree, adiff, subs, last, inds, index)
int fatree, 'adiff, 'subs, flast, finds, index;
{

int value;
if (fsubs::=O) {
flast = 0;
return (i ndex)j
if (fatree ( 'subs)
flast = 0;
index = -1;
return(indexl;
value = fadi ff + fatree - fsubs;
do {
index tt ;
atree tt ;
} while (value '= H+adi ffl;
findstt = index;
flast++ = fsubs++;
index = findindx(atree, adiff, subs, last, ihds, index!;
return(index);

TAVA 10MB System includes 128K
Memory, 10MB Hard Disk Drive, Monitor,
360KB Floppy Drive, Keyboard, Parallel
Port & Serial Port
CALL
TAVA Floppy Drive Controller
$ 199.00
TAVA Color Graphics Card
$ 299.00
TAVA Video Adapter and Floppy Controller - Two in one
$ 499.00
TAVA Video-20 (Monitor Hi-Res) Green
or Amber
$ 199.00
TAVA 320KB Disk Drive Slimline
$ 199.00
10MB Hard Disk Sub-System
$1595.00
Apple lie Starter System

$1499.00
$ 399.00

Chassis

ANI
17752 Sky Park Circle, Suite 210
Irvine, CA 92714

(714) 261-6226, 6227
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IBM PC Sqftware: the value qfchoosiUc
Size up the selection.

Shoes.
If they don 't fit, they're not worth wearing.
Software programs .
If they don't fit , they're not worth using .
That 's why it's altogether fitting that IBM
Personal Computer Software offers you a choice .

. 412
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You'll find many types of prog rams in the
IBM soft ware library. They' ll help keep you on
your toes in the office, at home or
in school.
There are , in fact , seven
different categories of IBM prog rams call ed "famili es ." A family
of software for business , producti vity,
educati on , entertainment , lifes tyle,
. .
.
commun lCat lOns or p rog ram m tng .
O f course, every p rogram in
every family is tes ted and approved by
IBM . And IBM Perso nal Co mp uter
Soft ware is made to be compatible
with IBM Personal Computer hardware.

programs thatfit.
Puttingyour
best foot forward.
Although every person isn't on equal footing
when it comes to using personal computer
software, th ere's something for almost everyone in
the IBM software library.
For example, you may be on a shoestring
budget and want a big selection of programs
with small price tags.
You may be introducing students to
computing and want prog rams that are simple to
use and simple to learn .
You may run a business requiring
sophisticated inventory and payroll
prog rams . Or you may run a business
req uiring a single accounting program.

You may write interoffice memos and want a
streamlined word processing prog ram. Or you
may be a novelist looking for a program with
features worth writing home about.
Now you can find IBM Personal Computer
Software that fits- to help you accomplish
specific tasks and reach individual goals.

Stroll into a store today.
What's the next step?
Visit an authorized IBM Personal Computer
dealer or IBM Product Center near you . To find
out exactly where, call 800-447-4700. In Alaska
or Hawaii , 800-447-0890.
Ask your dealer to demonstrate your choice
of programs . Then get comfortable. Sit down at
the keyboard and try IBM software on for size.

- ----- ------ --_
.Personal Computer Software
=~=.

, :®

Circle 205 on inquiry card.

Link Tramp character lice nsed by Bubbl es Inc., s.a.
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VIEWPOINT®/ Color.
The lirst truly low-cost color
terminal.

VIEWPOINT®/ 90.
OEM's delight. .doublehigh / double-wide, split
screen, programmable
func tion keys, down-line
loadable, and more.

VIEWPOINT®178 and
VIEWPOINT®178 Color.
IBM fun ctionality in monochrome and color.

VIEWPOINT®/SO.
A fully featured editing
lerminal.

Designed for
Operator Enjoyment.
The leader in quality and reliability now offers the Viewpoint family
with all the m ost user-requested features:
• Earth-tone colors and small size to complement any office environment.
• Tilt and swivel display for operator comfort.
• Low profile keyboard with adjustable height for easier data entry.

VIEWPOINT~

Best price / performance in
a conversational terminal.

VIEWPOINT

IS a

registered tradomafk

or Applied 0101131 Data Syslerns Inc;

ADDS
Applied Digital Data Systems Inc,
A Subsidiary of NCR Corporation
100 MafCus Boulevard. Hauppauge. N V 11788(5 16) 23 1·5-400

IT ALL

UP.

Atlanta, GA(4004) 458-7 120 • Boston, MA(61 7) 8 75-2337
Dallas, TX (2 14) 387·2337 • Palo Allo, CA (41 5) 856-0560
Philadelphia, PA (215) 564-0135 • Pho(tnill, AZ (602) 968-0950
Shaumburg, ll (3 12) 643-7555 • Tuslin, CA (7 14) 7JO.6700
ADOS, UK« 0 1 949 1272.
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Circle 42 on inquiry card .

U sing Comments to Aid
Program Maintenance
Complex software can be maintained more easily by the judicious
use of remarks embedded within program code
Richard A. Thomas
Engineering and Mining Journal
DOCUMENTATION-noun (Latin
documentum, "warning") 1. The
promised literature that fails to arrive with the supporting hardware;
2. A single, illegible, photocopied
page of proprietary caveats and suggested infractions; 3. The detailed,
unindexed description of a superseded package.
-From Th e Devil's DP Dictionary
by Stan Kelly-Bootle
Real-life documentation comes disturbingly close to Kelly-Bootle's comic
assessment, a fact bemoaned by programmers who have to set up,
modify, or maintain software. Documentation is a critical part of program
maintenance, and maintaining programs has been estimated to consume up to 50 percent or more of the
average electronic-data-processing
budget in a company.
Programming "comments" are a
more important aspect of documentation than is generally recognized.
Often these comments, written into
the program code, are the only form
of documentation a maintenance programmer uses when trying to navigate an unfamiliar program. In

theory they are the programmer's
guide to how a program works.
Comments are part of the "internal" documentation written for the
programmer, as differentiated from
the end-user's manual. But the industry is, as yet, without a standard
for such comments or a widely accepted format for their placement. As
many companies have found, rarely
does this internal documentationwhich includes flowcharts, pseudocode, and the listing itself, as well as
the comments-contain all the information necessary for maintaining a
program.
What internal documentation is
present, according to Robert Glass
and Ronald Noiseux in their Software
Maintenance Guidebook, "is frequently out of date and thus, unreliable:'
Of the different types of often unreliable internal documentation, comments are perhaps the wprst offenders. These remarks turn out to be
inadequate, misleading, or dead
wrong as much as half the time. And
for better or worse, they tend to be
the most long-lived documentation
because they are embedded in the
code itself.

Problems with Comments
Comments are intended for people, not compilers. As such, they are
most often set off by delimiters, the
first of which signals the compiler to
ignore the material that follows until
it sees some terminating delimiter.
Assembly language and all higherlevel languages have some notation
for setting off program comments. In
assembly language, an asterisk or
semicolon in column 1 identifies the
line as a comment; in COBOL, an
asterisk appears in column 7; in FORTRAN, a "C' is used in column 1; in
RPG, an asterisk appears in column
7; and in APL, a special "jot" symbol is used.
According to one computer-industry study done in England, 10 generations of maintenance programmers maintain an average program
before it is discarded and rewritten.
If the intra-program documentation
in this average program is up to date
and explicit, many man-hours of
code deciphering will be saved over
the life of the program. If the comments are redundant, out of date, or
otherwise misleading, maintaining
the program will consume many
BYTE May 1984
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IBM PC

& COMPATIBLES

INTERNAL 10MB HARD DISK
WI WESTERN DIGITAL Controller
No change in BIOS. Boot from hard
disk. Simple to install like a floppy,
DOS 2.0. 1 Year factory warranty.
tested & formatted. several
installed. Complete kit $1050
Additional 10MB hard disk $750;
Fixed + Removable HD (10MB) -$CAll

Hard disk + Tape backup -$CALL

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

PC EXPANSIONS:
AST. Maynard. 64K

chips &

JUKI Printer -$CALL

SRI DATA SYSTEMS
9 E Pleasant Ave . Maywood. NJ 07607
(201) 684-4518visa . MC. Check. COD

budget dollars, frequently more than
if the code had been completely uncommented.
Hence, comments sometimes are
not only useless but also result in
substantial hidden costs that pad the
data-processing maintenance department's time sheets.
Why do comments so often fail to
lower maintenance costs, and in
some cases actually increase them?
Problems with comments in listings
appear to fall into one of five general
categories:
1. Comments are present but not
useful in understanding the code,
usually because they are redundant, self-indulgent, or vague.
2. Comments are incorrect translations of the associated code.
3. Too many comments exist, causing
distraction.

Often these comments
are the only form of
documentation a
programmer uses to
navigate an unfamiliar
program.
4. Comments are absent altogether,
leaving the maintenance programmer to guess at code meanings.
5. Comments are outdated, not having been maintained along with
the code.
Circle 441 on inquiry card.

SINGLE-CHIP
MICROCOMPUTERS
BOARDS & KIT
From $29 .95 to $99 .95
--8040/8048/8049/8749
--8031 /8051 /8751 /8052
--TI 70001700117041
--6511/6502/6541/6803
EPROM & MICROCOMPUTER
CHIP PROGRAMMER
SINGLE-CHIP CONTROL &
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEMS
Write for more information :

TECH STAR LABORATORY
Suite 504, R&B Corp . Park
1701 N Greenville Avenue
Richardson, TX 75081

The first problem is the most common. Comments frequently echo the
code, with no added value accruing
to the reader. Redundancy is often
the result of adhering to an arbitrary
standard that specifies x number of
comments for y number of coded
lines. The programmer may find
nothing much to say about the last
three lines of code that the code does
not say itself. The result is a trivial
comment like "Multiply M by Nand
add result to totaL"
Redundancy also occurs because a
programmer does not understand
the meaning behind the program's
application. For example, the programmer may insert comments like
"Multiple price by quantity" or "Sub-

tract Velocity1 from Velocity2 and
divide result by Time" that echo
the code, unaware that, in fact,
"Revenue" and "Acceleration;' respectively, are being calculated.
A programmer's egoism may also
contribute to the lack of usefulness of
the comments. Ed Yourdon, in his
book Techniques of Program Structure
and Design, writes, "Many programmers seem to write comments as personal messages to themselves, that is,
to remind themselves of the purpose
of the particular instruction or program statement they used. The personal note, though, may be completely indecipherable to anyone
else:'
Often a programmer's comments
are vague and imprecise, seemingly
written with the unconscious assumption that the maintenance programmer is a part-time telepath who
can divine meanings from the ether.
Some authors feel this supports the
widespread belief that programmers
hate to document and are notoriously bad writers. Yourdon further suggests that some software creators
strike the superior attitude: '~ny decent programmer ought to be able to
understand this:'
The second category, comments
that don't even remotely agree with
the associated code, is particularly
costly. The maintenance programmer
looking at such comments is, in a
sense, starting from below zero on
the understanding scale, not even
knowing that the comment has actually said nothing related to the
code. The maintenance programmer
then falls victim to what Gerald
Weinberg calls the "psychological
set:'
Loosely defined, the psychological
set is a blind spot caused by what you
believe to be true. If, as a programmer,
you read an erroneous comment and
then delve into the code, you will be
hindered by what you "know:' Yourdon and Weinberg both cite experiments indicating that maintenance
programmers might at times be better off stripping all comments from
the code before trying to debug or
modify a listing. With some experienced programmers, this is already
standard operating procedure.

egood reasons to try
EDcore diskettes.
m

I.Itsavesyou
money.

2.lt8 absolutely
rellable.

3. And you can
get one, free.

::ncore diskettes meet the same high stanjards as the more expensive brands. In fact,
::ncore actually exceeds system
·equirements.
Yet you can buy Encore disks for V3 the
Jrice of the high-priced diskettes. (only
~ 1.59 for single-sided, single-density 5%"
jiskettes, when you purchase 4 or more
) oxes, ten diskettes to a box.)

Encore is guaranteed for one full year, or
Inmac will replace it, free.
Inmac's Quality Assurance Department
requires that Encore meet the media specifications for the most popular systems Apple, Commodore, IBM, and Radio Shack
- exactly. So you can rely on Encore diskettes in your system. They won't lose information or cause read/write errors.

Adiskette intended for a
wide range of uses.

45-day money-back trial.

For a limited time only, we're offering a special trial pack of three 51(4" Encore diskettes.
You pay the regu lar price for two of the diskettes, but the third one is free.
We'll send you 3 single-sided, singledensity 5%" diskettes for only $5.19.
(Single-sided, double-density for $5.99.
Double-sided , double-density for $8.79.)
Use all three Encore diskettes for 45 days.
Then , if you're not completely satisfied ,
return the three diskettes for a full refund .

Nhether you use a lot of diskettes or only a
few, you need something'more than guar3.nteed accuracy and reliability. You need
3conomy.
Encore was designed to meet the denand for a reliable, low-cost diskette.
At Encore's low price, it's ideal for memos,
'o ugh drafts, spreadsheets, reports, even
;cratchpad-type uses.

~

Designed for all major
personal computers.

:r §:;:~::~® tlClppk!®lIadl8®

cornrnodore®Ihaek
Encore was spec ifically designed to provide
optimum performance and reliability on the
four leading computer systems. Inmac's Quality
Ass urance Department constantly monitors all
Encore diskettes to ensure they meet or exceed
tne media specifications for these systems.
Our on-going testing program guarantees
that the Encore diskette you buy tomorrow will
be as good as the one you buy today.
signilies manufactu rer's registered trademark.

We're backing our Encore diskettes with a
45-day money back trial because we're positive you 'll be delighted with Encore's quality
and performance.
And we're sure that once you try Encore,
you'll agree that it's the most reliable economy floppy available.
If you don't agree for any reason, just
return the three diskettes for a full refund.

Here's how it works.
Simply mail the attached postage-paid
card , or phone our toll-free number,

1-800-538-8157
extension 987. In California, 1-800-6723470, extension 987.
For this special offer, please include
payment with your order. You may send a
check, money order, or bill it to your Mastercard or Visa account. Company PO's accepted with verification.
Offer is limited to one trial pack per customer. Good only in U.S. Customer must be
18 years or older to order.

Offer expires September 30, 1984.
Remember to ask for yourfree Inmac
catalog . It contains over 2,500 computer
supplies and accessories, many not available anywhere except through the Inmac
catalog or special offers like this one.

•
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The third category, too many comments, may come as a surprise to
new programmers operating under
the general academic edict that "more
is better:' The problem most often
springs ' from arbitrary decrees concerning code/comment ratios (discussed earlier), from programmers
not having enough to do, or from
abortive attempts to document a particularly tricky or obscure piece of
logic.
Since a maintenance programmer
working in a high-level language is
required to remember a wide range
of variables, many of which are irrelevant to the present assignment, the
addition of a barrage of unnecessary
comments compounds the problem
by distracting or misleading the programmer and thus reducing the readability of the code.
The fourth category, uncommented
programs, resides at the opposite end
of the spectrum. Yourdon does not
mince words about the importance of
comments in listings:
In my opinion, there is nothing in
the programming field more
despicable than an uncommented
program. A programmer can be
forgiven many sins and flights of
fancy '" however, no programmer, no matter how wise, no matter how experienced, no matter
how hard-pressed for time, no
matter how well-if1.tentioned,
should be forgiven an uncommented program.
Reasons for not commenting a program vary considerably, but the
result is usually the same-maintenance programmers wandering
around for hours, chewing up pencils and scratching their heads, trying to puzzle out what 10 lines of
code do in a 20"page listing.
Here are some reasons why code
goes urtcommented: (1) documentation gets skipped on "rush" projects;
(2) the programmer believes the program is only going to be used once;
(3) the programmer mistakenly
thinks comments will take up too
much space (a consideration only in
very small microsystems); (4) the programmer believes the program will

run substantially faster without comments; (5) the program is simple, and
the programmer feels no one could
misunderstand it; (6) the programmer is lazy.
The final category of problems, outdated comments, is only a subset of
a larger problem, namely, outdated
documentation. As I mentioned
earlier, programs are around a long
time before being put to pasture. The
accompanying documentation, both
internal and external, frequently
becomes marginal or useless after a
few changes are made in the software.
Many programmers simply do not
bother to change comments to reflect
their modifications. Usually, no review is made to discover whether
comments have also been updated
during maintenance. Getting the program back up and running is a company's only concern. Often when
updates or refinements are made in
the code, the maintenance programmer will document these changes at
the top of the module or program,
leaving a host of now-irrelevant
comments in the body of the listing, to be tripped over by the next
generation.

Historical Treatment in Literature
After examining a sizable portion of
the available information on program
comments in both books and magazines, I can offer a few short generalizations.
First, most books on electronic data
processing treat the subject superficially or not at all. This is especially
true of journals, which, paradoxically, run a fair share of articles on
documentation but seem unaware
that this includes comments. On the
other hand, those books that do treat
the subject in some depth are very
new (late 1970s through the early
1980s); hence, the ideas embodied in
them are not yet widely disseminated. And, finally, much of the
available literature is divergent,
strongly opinionated, and somewhat
dogmatic.
Regarding this last point, the most
evident debate centers on how many
comments are appropriate. Several
authors advise liberal use of com-
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mal approach to the use of programming comments with emphasis on
(1) debunking the "many-comments"
myth; (2) determining when to add
comments in a program's development cycle; (3) deciding what to comment; (4) establishing where the
comments are best placed, assuming
options exist; and (5) working toward
the "egoless programming" model,
Combating the Problem
Given the existence of high pro- all detailed below.
Perhaps the dogma about the posgram-maintenance costs in the electrcinic-data-processing industry and itive value of many comments should
the importance of comments to the be de-emphasized and replaced by a
maintenance programmer, what better understanding of how and
seems to be needed is a more struc- why comments should be used.
tured approach to the use of com- Comments are a form of "defensive
ments. This means more extensive code" that should protect a maintetreatment in universities and col- nance programmer, much like "idiotleges, specifically in programming proofing" a program protects the
and design classes, and the develop- data-entry clerk or the user.
ment within industry of more effecThe brief survey that accompanies
tive standards and other means for this article (see the text box on page
controlling how comments are used. 421) is my own invention. Not meant
The suggestion that educators play to be a scientific sampling, the rea larger role in developing standards sponses are from 100 people who
may raise the ire of instructors who work in ' the data-processing field,
feel they have treated the area suffi- teach, or edit computer journals. The
ciently. What I suggest is a more for- survey points out that many dataprocessing professionals append
comments after they are finished
coding, a practice that goes relatively undisputed (and largely unaddressed) in the classroom. However,
several writers suggest that this temBusiness;1S usual tllese C~IVS me'dns a
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important of these is Weinberg's

ments; some even presume to offer
a numerical guideline (surprisingly,
Yourdon recommends an average of
one comment for every two to three
lines of code). Other sources caution
that the programmer be stingy with
comments, using them only where
absolutely necessary. Still others suggest that the question of how many
comments misses the point-it is
quality that counts.
Another debate concerns standards. Should they be applied to program comments, or will suggested
guidelines suffice? Standards are accused of stifling creativity in some
literature, while elsewhere they are
lauded as the only means for controlling output.
A third controversy revolves
around where important internal
documentation should be physically
located. While most internal documentation currently resides in
manuals and other media separate
from the actual code, several theorists
believe the main documentation
should be embedded within the code
itself. Glass and Noiseux's text on

maintenance "... recommends the
'heresy' that the listing be the place
where most software documentation
is placed. Nearly every requirement'
for documentation describing a program can be met and, in fact, probably exceeded by requiring the same
information in the listing:'
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Comments on Comments
The su roeJj results below represent a
sampling of 100 data-processing executives,
teachers, and computer-magazine editors,
all of whom have had experience with program analysis. Participants were not
selected by means of any statistical pattern,
and their responses are meant only as a
straw poll on the subject of programming
comments.
1. Does your organization use any project-

documentation standard? (sample size
(N) = 100 respondents; average number of years experience = 8)
Yes: 67
No: 33
2. If your answer to question 1 is Yes, does

the standard contain any rules or
guidelines concerning the use of comments in program listings? (sample subset = 67)

reminder that the whole idea of a
comment is to prepare the mind of
the reader for a proper interpretation
of the instruction to which it is appended. A brief sampling of authors'
suggestions on what should be commented includes the following recommendations :
eComment all data, since understanding data is often the key to
understanding the program.
e Distinguish between true constants
and initialized variables via comments.
eIntroduce all modules with comments-a practice that often helps the
programmer recognize that a module
is not functionally cohesive. (Some
authors even suggest putting the
pseudocode at the top of each
module.)
eComment all "tricky" or obscure
logic; however, it is better to make
such logic "untricky." As a rule it is
better to rewrite such code.
Most authors agree that comments
should be physically offset from the
associated code. Weiss suggests that
comments can be handled more easi-

Yes: 23
No: 15
I don't know: 29
3. When do you insert or attach comments

to programs that you are creating?

Average = 341 points divided by 100
respondents = 3.41
5. When maintaining/modifying someone
else's code, do you change old comments
to reflect your updates?

(N = 100)

Before: 8
During: 73
After: 35
(11 people checked more than one
answer: 5 checked all three, 6 checked
During and After coding)

4. How useful are other people's comments
in helping you to understand, modify,
and/or maintain their programs?
(where 1 = very useful, 5 = no value,
and 10 = harmful)

ly as insertions between instructions
than as attachments to the instructions themselves; the comments can
then be changed readily without having to retype or repunch any instruction, which may allow new errors to
creep in.
In other scenarios, comments can
be consistently indented or even
highlighted with underlines or boldface. Glenford Myers suggests in his
book Software Reliabilihj: Principles and
Practices that comments be offset to
the extreme right of a listing, permitting a programmer to examine the
code without interruption. In his
words, comments "should be analogous to footnotes in a book:'
A programmer should view the
code as a part of the entire project
rather than his or her personal,
fragile baby. With regard to comments, this means recognizing that a
given piece of code does not rise and
set by its creator's word. Other people will rework it, probably many
times over. Ego pursuit can even
blind the programmer to the fact that
a module may have unintended interactions with other modules, a
problem for which the art of com-

Rarely: 24
Usually: 28
Frequently: 11
Always: 37
6. How successful were the creators of
COBOL in their attempt to make a language "self-documenting''?
Unsuccessful: 21
Somewhat successful: 65
Very successful: 14

ment writing has few remedies.
Classroom discussions on the five
concepts above cannot singlehandedly combat the future drain on
financial resources caused by poor
commenting. The electronic-dataprocessing industry must also establish and support more explicit standards or guidelines for using comments.
"Programs written to standards,
whatever else may be said about
them, are usually more predictable
and therefore often easier to get
aboard more quickly. That, in turn,
contributes to preventing maintenance;' say Glass and Noiseux, who
express a preference for general
guidelines over less flexible standards. They further call for an audit
to see that comments are inserted
properly.
Unfortunately, the industry appears remiss in driving these points
home. An unexpectedly high percentage of the data-processing professionals surveyed have no projectdocumentation standard in their
companies (see survey question 1).
Two other points about standards
for comments are worth mentioning.
BYTE May 1984
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First, their quality must be highclear, concise, weU-written-or they
will simply be ignored. Second, as
William McGee emphasizes in Effective Program Development-The Choices,
supervisors' reinforcement must be
positive and regular, with support
from all levels of management. Standarcis alone will not produce highquality documentation.

The Future
Comments are necessary because
programs are cryptic. In this writer's

opinion, it is a safe bet that compilers
of the future will support more selfdocumenting, more English-like programming languages, thereby reducing the need for comments.
However, current efforts at making
languages self-documenting have
met with only limited success . The
industry's greatest attempt to create
a self-documenting languageCOBOL-was only partly successful
(see the final survey question).
Until self-documenting languages
achieve better results, industry will

operate on a "show-me" basis. Companies are slow to incorporate new
approaches without concrete cost!
benefit data . And no panaceas will
permanently roll back maintenance
costs into insignificance. Glass and
Noiseux conclude: "No matter how
well the preventive maintenance task
is performed, we must face the
onerous fact that the majority of the
effort will be simply hard work. Only
by thorough, painstaking attention to
the detail of the program can some
problems be resolved ." .
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If you're considering a fIXed disk
for your IBM Pc, look at all the
systems available. Look for
compatibility . Look for reliability.
Look for value. We ~hink you'll pick
ours .
For more information or to order
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BYTE's User to User
Conducted by Jerry PoiJrneile

. Heathkit Happiness
Dear Jerry,
.
I was very disappointed with the
"Heathkit Horror" letter written to you by
Mr. Richard J. Townsend (January,
page 452). I feel very strongly that Mr.
Townsend didn't convey the whole story
of his experience with his H-I00 kit.
Building a Heathkit is not an electronic
experience; it is an experience in following a long, detailed checklist. My wife
knows very little about electronics but has
successfully completed several Heathkits.
She uses her skills as a seamstress (which
includes following instructions) to complete the kits.
My rampant curiosity over Mr. Townsend's letter led me to call a Heath store
with the same, but hypothetical, problem. We worked with the assumption that
the board was ruined when it was half
completed. I was offered several options.
I could buy a blank board for $25 and start
over again . I 'could then finish the new
board with the unused components. I
might have to buy replacem~nt parts for
the ones I couldn't salvage from the
ruined board. If the parts were not on
hand, they could be ordered to arrive in
5 to 10 days. This option would cost between $40 and $75, a cheap lesson in
carefulness.
If I were really iD. a hurry, and free with
my money, I could buy the entire diskcontroller kit (H-207) for about $395 and
start fresh. Again, if not on hand, the
delay would be no more than 5 to 10 days.
This consultation was conducted over
the telephone, free of charge and
for
the asking. Mr. Townsend probably could
have had this information had he asked
for it.
Digging a little deeper, I figured that the
'1ocal Heath store" for Orinda, California,
was probably the El Cerrito store. I gave
the ':We Won't Let You Fail" folks there a
call to find out how Mr. Townsend's problem could fall through the cracks. When
I called, the problem . had been long
solved. The end of the story for Mr. Townsend was a brand-new, fully assembled,
functionally checked, disk-controller
board.
According to the Heath folks, this is the
current policy for customers that fry that
particular board during construction.

mine
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That is part of the attitude that makes me
a loyal Heath/Zenith customer. It would
be a cold day in a fiery place before I
would expect Radio Shack or IBM to.serve
their customers out of pocket like that.
Daniel J. Epright
Murfreesboro, TN

Thanks for tracking down the end of the
story. I know the Zenith folks were pretty
upset when thelJ saw Townsend's letter, but
it arrived there during a blizzard in Illinois,
and I missed the r~st .
I agree that assembly of Heathkits is in large
part an exercise in carefully following instructions. I know five or six people who've built
their own Z-100s, and they're all happy With
them. They also understand their computers
better. if you have the time, it's not a bad way
to get into the computer revolution . ... Jerry

In Defense of e8-80
Dear Jerry,
I've noticed Modula-2 growing on you
over the last several months. I don't want
to start a contest between it and CB-80 but
merely address an issue you raised in
your January User's Column on page
80.
To me, it was good news, not bad news,
to discover that CB-8b does no range
checking on array indices. It seems to me
that wherever an index could get out of
range, the program has to check it
anyway so as not to crash, even if there
is an error message. Much array work is
controlled by loops. In those situations,
the speed gained by skipping the range
check may be valuable. In other words,
automatic, low-level range checking
would be, in any actual case, either unnecessary or inadequate at run time.
True, its absence can put a burden on the
programmer-one more possible mystery
to debug-but I think it's worth the
burden. Of course, the new structure certainly ought to have been documented.
CB-80's not checking ranges and not insisting on a DIM statement (being
satisfied with a declaration) are the very
. things that provide a way to write functions that operate on arrays. The installment of my series in the February Lifelines
offers the idea in the course of a discus-

sion of array structure. II1- particular, you
can write function KILARY%, which
recovers the space of an array as you suggest. It is a bit cumbersome, I admit, and
you need one for each dimensionality.
And it sure would be nice if we could
pass arrays to functions more easily. Still,
it does the job; to me, the overall speed
and simplicity are worth the effort in the
relatively few cases where they're needed.
One other point. As I understand it, the
unassigned value of a string is not exactly a default, but no value at all . The compiler allocates a word of space to each
string mentioned in the source; the value
of that word is zero until the string is
assigned, at which time the value
becomes a po~nter (SADD) to the string.
The assignment NULL$ = "" compiles a
constant consisting of a 'length word df
zero and, at run time, copies that constant to a new place whose address is
placed in the allocation for NULL$. The
address of. the allocation, of course, is
VARPTR(NULL$) .
John S. Coggeshall
Philadelphia, PA

Of course, one person's bug is another's
feature; my problem with CB-80 is that it's
all too easy (for me, anyway) to write code that
can sometimes let a subscript exceed its intended range; the resulting crash gives no indication whatever that this is the problem.
The original CB-80 really was Compiled
CBASIC; that meant you could compile your
program under CBASIC, which, being only
pseudocompiled and then interpreted, was
very slow but had range and dimension checking. This made it simple to test programs, and
when they ran 'properly under CBASIC, you
could compile them for speed.
Alas, the last versions of CB-80 have nifty
features that were not added to CBASIC.
Programming "philosophy" varies with the
programmer. Those who spend a lot of time
writing programs will generally prefer speed
of execution to programmer convenience. In
my case, though, programming is something
I do along with many other things, and I need
all the help the computer can give me. One
of the values of Pascal is that once you get a
program past the compiler, the program
generally does what you wanted it to do.
CBASIC used to work that way; CB-80
doesn't. I hate to think like a computer: I want
the compiler to catch my mistakes.
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Incidentally, Digital Research tells ·me it's
looking at a number of possible upgrades to
CB-80, including having a special compiler
that would do range checking and other debugging assistance. That should be good news to
CB-80 enthusiasts . ... Jerry

Jerry Quixote
Dear Jerry,
Yesterday I opened my latest purchase
of software for my IBM Pc. It's a 6805

cross-assembler by Avocet Systems of
Dover, Delaware. I am aware of your software disclaimer crusade and I thought
that you should see what I found in my
licensing agreement.
Sit down.
The manufacturer actually guarantees
the software will work or it will fix it; if
the company can't fix it, it will give my
money back.
I have included a copy of that section
of the disclaimer where Avocet doesn't
disclaim anything .

Don't get cocky, but I think you may
have knocked over a small windmill.
Thomas Quinn
Blue Bell, PA
I saw the Avocet people at CP/M East, just
after my tirade about the company's previous
disclaimer appeared in print. They were ven;
polite and said they intended to make real
changes in the licensing agreement. However,
I never received the update. Thanks. It's quite
reasonable. That's an agreeable surprise.
Now for the larger windm ills . . .. Jerry

Almost Persuaded
Dear Jerry,
A couple of comments concerning
FORTH: first, Leo Brodie, who wrote
Starting FORTH, has completed a sequel,
Thinking FORTH, to be published this
spring by Prentice-Hall. I have read the
manuscript and it is excellent. The first
part of the book, in which he discusses
general precepts of programming, will be
of interest even to non-FORTH programmers. I hope that you will have an opportunity to read the book.
FORTH, unlike most computer languages, was developed and refined "in
the field" by practicing programmers who
faced real-world tasks and demands. Its
structure and methods stem directly from
the need to get the job done with minimum use of critical resources: computer
memory, computer power, and programmer time. FORTH was thus designed so
that programs written in it would be easy
to write, modify, and maintain.
FORTH, like Modula-2 and Pascal, is
compiled, but in FORTH compilation is
immediate upon the definition of a word,
and the new word is called merely by invoking its name. This frees the programmer from various intermediary complexities (separate compilation, linking, etc.).
More important, it allows for immediate,
on-the-spot testing and use of each small
unit, which permits the programmer a
natural and iterative process of development.
The immediacy of the compilation, and
the brevity of definition that allows,
enables the programmer to interact with
the program as it is written. In situations
in which the feedback from one's actions
is immediate, one can achieve a state of
mind in which one's efforts and effects
each shape the other and consciousness
merges with the process so that one
428
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Circle 348 on inquiry card .
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Alloy's PC BACKUP gives IBM, Eagle, Columbia, Compaq, Kaypro,
Corona, Texas Instruments, and Zenith users total data protection.

PC BACKUP from Alloy,
the leader in data backup technology, eliminates
the headache of costly,
time-consuming data loss
for users of the IBM PC
and all 100% compatibles.
It backs up your files with
the finest file-oriented cartridg e tape backup and retrieval system for Winchester hard
disks available today. So your data is safe
w hen not in use, and at your fing ertips when
you need it. And only Alloy can deliver high
performance storage/ retrieval and data
protection with such reliability.
Designed to meet PC owners' increa sin g
storag e needs and to put an end to data
loss, PC BACKUP is the standard among
major PC users today.
Here are some of its remarkable features:

Alloy's TIP-SIX, the latest
version of the industry
standard Tape Interchange
Package. A comprehensive,
menu-driven software
package, with over 30,000
installations. File-by -file
data transfer at nearly
1Megabyte/ minute. Automatic sub-directory
backup with date and time stamp and
archive bit support.
Insure against data
loss, find out more
about PC BACKUP.
It's available right
now. Call Alloy today
at (617) 875-6100,
or ask your local
d ealer about PC
BACKUP.
Computer Products,lnc.

(om~~~~~TM/Spring

Alloy Compu ter Products, Inc., 100 Pennsylvonia Ave., Fra mingham,
Massachusetts 01701. Tel: 16171875-6100, TWX: 710-346-0394
In Europe: contact: Al loy Computer Products IEuropel Ltd.,
Cirencester, Gloucestersh ire, Eng land. Tel: 0285-68709, Tlx: 43340

BOOTH # 2832
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REPORT ON NEW PERIPHERAL IlARD'NARE:

(
A
SERIAL INTERFACE FOR
lOUR APPLE*(OMPUTER.
The "Second Serial
Hardware Decision" ...
Once you've selected the right
serial printer or modem for your
Apple* system, your hardware
decisions are over for a while .
Right?
Wrong, of course! You still
have to decide on an interface
card . This "second serial hard·
ware decision" is an important
one-one made much simpler

For one, SERIALL is the only
interface that provides graphics
capabilities for serial printers
including Apple's new dot
matrix ImagewriterT~

No additional software or hardware modification is required .
Finally, consider the quality.
SERIALL's five-year warranty is
proof that this interface is built
to work long and hard. No
other serial card is backed by a
guarantee like this.
After comparing SERIALL
feature-for-feature with other
serial interface products, we
think you 'll agree-sERIALL truly
is the Do-it-AII serial card for
Apple computers.

Graphics capabilities
for serial printers

SERIALL Printer/Modem Interface

by SERIALLT~ the new serial
interface for Apple computers .
At a significantly lower cost
than Apple's own serial card
-$159.00 vs $195.00-SERIALL
gives you a bunch more
features . Practical, everyday
features, not useless extras.

SERIALL also offers 27 easy
commands for text formatting
and screen dumps, making it
the most intelligent serial
interface you can use with an
Apple .
Equally important, SERIALL
gives you complete communications interfacing capability. You
can use it for modems or in the
special terminal mode for
timesharing and talking to other
computers.
In fact , SERIALL completely
emulates the Apple serial card
as a communications interface.

Available from Practical
Peripherals-makers of
MICROBUFFERT~ PROCLOCKT~
PRINTERFACET~ and GRAPHICARO™

• Apple and Im agewrit er are reg istered trademarks of Apple Computers . Inc.

PRACTICAL
PCRIPHCRALS
31245 La Baya Dr. , Westlake Village , CA 91362 • (818) 991-8200· TWX 910·336-5431
430
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becomes "lost" in the work-a maximalYou make such a good case for FORTH that
ly productive state of mind. This state of I'm tempted to tnJ it. Alas, I don't seem to have
mind is familiar to most artists. hi their any good current implementation for any of
work with brush, pencil, or clay, they are the machines I have, and I suspect that by the
in immediate contact with their medium time I get one, I'll have lost the impulse; but
-they can try something, see what it perhaps not.
does, and let that result shape their next
I know something of the creative mood you
step. It is familiar to actors, to athletes, speak of; indeed, I'm reminded of some of my
and to all who get immediate feedback as best programming efforts, which were done in
BASIC, when I first started playing with these
they work.
It is unfamiliar to most programmers machines. Those programs have long since
simply because most programming been converted to more efficient languages, but
languages are structured and im- their concepts remain pretty good.
plemented in a way that presents a harrier to immediate feedback, that erects a
wall of time and procedures between idea
and result, and that discourages impromptu · casual experunentation that
leads to serious experimentation that
leads to this creative state of mind.
Although a computer program is purely a work of the mind, few programming
languages pay attention to how the mind
works: the way people deal with
"chunks" of information, the relatively
small number of "chunks" that can be active at anyone time, the importance of
names for these chunks, the processes of
analysis-dividing large tasks into small
tasks-and synthesis-combining these
pieces synergistically into a whole-and
the importance of immediate, interactive
feedback, as described above. The programmers who created FORTH perhaps
did better than they realized, because
FORTH's structure matches in all important ways the processes by which people
create expressions of their ideas.
Moreover, FORTH's internal strl,lcture
and mechanisms are so few and so simple that the programmer can look inside
it and .understand exactly how it works;
such an understanding is also a key component of a good tool, because the programmer gains from it a strong sense of
control and confidence that enables him
or her not only to get the most from the
FORTH as he or she received it, but also
to extend the language to address novel
situations and unique problems.
That is why FORTH programmers
become so devoted to this language: like
any good tool, it fits . It is shaped to match
the user, and thus feels like a natural extension of the user's own capabilities. It
doesn't get in the way but allows the user
to focus on the problem at hand . And
because FORTH so well matches the way
we work, it even helps in solving the
problem. Who could ask for more?
Michael Ham
Iowa City, IA
Circle 160 on inquiry card.

Certainly FORTH produces devoted and enth usiastic followers! . . .Jerry

More on Modula-2
Dear Jerry,
I am following with great interest your
comments on the fascinating language
Modula-2. I have two questions: Are
there any publications, in addition to Dr.
Wirth's book? What is the address of the
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Wh . are there
so anyads
in BYTE ~
BYTE carries more pages of
advertising than any other
computer magazine in the
world, because:
1. BYTE is the only high-tech
magazine serving the entire
microcomputer field. Our
editorial covers all hardware,
all software, all peripherals.
Therefore, every computerrelated product belongs in BYTE.
2. Do you know any
sophisticated computer user
who doesn't know BYTE? Over
400,000 pay to read BYTE every
month because it is the
authority, the international
standard by which all other
computer magazines are
measured. I ncluding pass-along,
BYTE's high-tech readership
totals nearly 850,000. It's an
audience every advertiser wants.

T~E

3. Do BYTE readers like all those
ads? They'll send over 6 million
\\ more-information" inqu iries to
our advertisers this year. No
other magazine comes close.
Whether in the front, middle or
back of the magazine, ad pages
in BYTE average over 1,000
inquiries. Some back-of-book
advertisers have pulled over
2,000 with a single ad!

That's why there are so many
ads in BYTE.
If you're an advertiser, or are
thinking about becoming one,
talk to us-we're the people
who wrote the book on microcomputer marketing. Just call
Pete Huestis, Advertising Sales
Manager, at (603) 924-9281.

lNTERNATI(NAL STANDARD
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n

Time (seconds)

30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100

2.2
4.9
9.2
15.6
24.5
36 .3
51 .5

70A

Result'

2A8199
8.1533
2.053552
4.369284
8.272824
1 A384182
2.3429192
3.6250627

106
106
x 10 7
x 107
x 107
X

X

x 108
108
x 108

X

' Computed to single precision (24-bit mantissa) , so trailing digits may be nonsense

Barry has a number of CP/M generalpurpose utilities, such as disk catalogs, directory handlers, erased-file recovenJ programs,
etc., which he sells at reasonable prices.
Recently he put a number of them over onto
the Epson QX-10.
I have an experimental copy of Wordstar for
the Epson; it seems to work fine.
For the utilities, you need to talk to Barn)
Workman at (818) 796-4401. For Epson Wordstar, you'll need to write Micropro; it should
have it commercially availabl e by
now. . .. Jerry

Table 1: NS16032 timing results.

Another Valdocs User
n

Time (seconds)

30
40
50
60

584 .04
1107.93
1899.90

246A5

Result'

2A8199 x 106
8.1533 · x 106
2.05355 x 10 7
4.36928 x 10 7

' Computed to single precision (24-bit mantissa) , so trailing digits may be nonsense

Table 2: Timing results of largest cases that fit into the Olivetti M20 (in BASIC).

Modula Research Institute? I thank you
in advance for the information.
A. Vargas
New York, NY

The documents that come with Volition
Systems Modula-2 are about the best introduction to the language I know of. I know of n.o
other Modula-2 introduction in print except
for Wirth's book, which some claim to be a sure
cure for insomnia . Dr. Michael Hyson and I
are writing a tutorial and introduction that
ought to be in print next fall.
A lot of Modula-2 software is in the public
domain and can be obtained from Modula
Research Institute, 950 North University
Ave. , Provo, UT 84604 . ... Jerry

Timing the NS16032
Dear Jerry,
Seeing your reminder in the December
1983 User's Column (Kazango!, page 92)
galvanized me into-well, reduced sloth.
Table 1 shows the n x n time results for
an NS16032 CPU with NS16081 FPU running at 10 MHz and no wait states. The
program is the Pascal version . Table 2 illustrates the results from my Olivetti M20.
RIchard Mateosian
Berkeley, CA
434
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That 16032 is fast! The chip looks awfully
good; a lot of minicomputers can't do what the
16032 can do. Now all we have to do is get
systems using it . . .
Bill Godbout tells me he'll have an S-100
version running fairly well late this spring,
but it will be for development work only; users
will have to wait a year or so . .. .Jerry

OX-10 CP/M Utilities
Dear Jerry,
You'.ve mentioned that Barry Workman
is putting a number of CP/M utilities into Epson QX-10 format, available for a
reasonable charge. What are they, and
how can they be gotten hold of? I love the
machine, but as you know, obtaining formatted software is a royal pain in the
neck . Naively I contacted my dealer, expecting her to access some programs. She
referred me to an "Epson Hot Line;'
which turned out to be a wholesale
distributor of Epson programs in California. The only way that software could be
obtained, however, would be by having
my dealer contract to buy programs from
them. Help!
Irene Matiatos
Jackson Heights, NY

Dear Jerry,
I couldn't disagree more strongly with
your distaste for the Epson QX-10. I've had
mine for a year, am a beta site for Valdocs,
and have been through nearly every version of that marvelous piece of software.
Is the QX-lO slow? Absolutely not. I
touch-type at a fairly high speed and have
no problems whatsoever. Disk operations
can be somewhat less speedy than I'd
like-block moves, for instance, are
definitely tedious-but on balance, I see
little difference between my QX-10 with
Valdocs and an IBM PC running Wordstar. (Timing differences, that is. For ease
of use, keyboard excellence, and onscreen display, the QX-10 cannot be
beaten.) I did add the Comrex hard disk,
which significantly improves speed and
flexibility.
I use the QX-10 daily, have written many
hundreds of thousands of words on it,
and am totally satisfied. As West Coast
Editor for Popular Science, I use the QX-lO
to transmit my copy to New York and to
receive proof copies back. I get electronicmail news releases from JPL and a Los
Angeles PR agency, both of which have
installed QX-lOs and are happy. I expect
to receive· conSiderably more electronic
mail as the Valdocs program improves.
I am frequently asked for computer
recommendations, as you are. The only
machines I recommend to writers are the
QX-10, for those who can afford it, and
the Kaypro, for those who can't. In any
office setting, where word processing is
important, the QX-IO is a superb machine
and Valdocs is the only way to go. I'll
stand by that until I see something better.
By the way, the new Titan board, which
converts the QX-IO into an IBM PC lookalike and which serves as a 256K-byte
RAM disk for Val docs, should make the

Anyone can sell you a box full of hardware. Bu t is it too much computer? Too little? Will it run the
appropriate software? What about service? If you need the right answers both before and after.the
sale, call your nearest Full Service CompuPro System Center. For product information , see pgs . 120-1.

Birmingham
Cost Plus Compulers
(205) 879-5976

ARIZONA
Scottsdale
S-100
(602) 991-7870

CALIFORNIA
Bakersfield
Creative Computing Serv.
(805) 835-1118
Berkeley
American Com pule rs
& Engin eers
(415) 849-0177
TraGk Compuler Center
(415) 845-6366

Canyon Country
Creative Computing Serv.
(805) 251-9877
Chatsworth
Priority One Electronics
(818) 709-6789
Hayward
Best Computers Hayward
(415) 886-4732
Irvine
Priority One Electronics
(714) 660- 1411
Los Angeles
American Computers
& Engi neers
(213) 477-6751
Gifford Compute r
Systems
(213) 477-3921
Mountain View
ACC
(415) 969-4969
Oakland
Track Computer Center
(415) 444-8725
Pacific Palisades
System Interface
Consultants
(213) 454-2100
Pasadena
Om ni Unlimited
(818) 795-6664

. Petaluma
Advanced Inlormation
Management
(707) 763-7283
Pleasanton
Besl Computers
Sloneridge
(415) 463-2233
Sacramento
Logic Systems
(916) 922-3377
San Leandro
Giff ord Computer
Systems
(415) 895-0798
San Rafael
Computer House
(415) 453-0865
Santa Barbara
Data Bank
(805) 962-8489
Santa Maria
Data Bank
(805) 922 -1333
Santa Rosa
Matrix Computers
(707) 542-0571
Sunnyvale
Pragmatic Designs Inc .
(408) 736-8670

COLORADO
Lakewood
Rocky Mountain
Microsystems
(303) 232-4545

FLORIDA
Orlando
Data/Office
(305) 629-6776
Satellite Beach
Binary Magic, Inc .
(305) 777-7080
Tampa
Micro Computer
Technology
(813) 985-0919

HAWAII
Kahului Maui
Ca paci ty Plus
Com puters
(808) 871-7984

ILLINOIS
Athens
Compulers Plus
(217) 636-849t
La Grange Park
Small Business
Systems. Inc .
(312) 579-3311
Skokie
Li llipute Computer
Mart. Inc.
(312) 674-1383

INDIANA
Terre Haute
General Software. Inc .
(812) 234-9421

KANSAS
Ellinwood
Genesys Systems . Inc.
(316) 564-3636

New York
Park Plaza Compuler
Center, Inc.
(212) 759-5820
Park Plaza Computer
Cenler, Inc .
(212) 505-8200
Park Plaza Computer
Ce nler, Inc.
(212) 344-5151
Park Plaza Compute r
Center. Inc.
(212) 595-5353
Staten Island
John D. Owens Assoc .
(212) 448-6283

NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro
General Semantics
Compute rs
(919) 378-1500

MARYLAND

OREGON

Bethesda
JR Systems
(301) 657-3598

Portland
Microwest Computer
Products
(503) 238-6274

MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
New England
Electronic Exch .
(617) 491-3000
Chestnut Hill
Key Micro Systems
(617) 738-7306

MISSISSIPPI
Pascagoula
Automated Accountants
(601) 769- 293 7

MISSOURI
Kansas Cijy
BBR L
(816) 753-5900

NEW YORK
Amherst
Gifla rd Computer
Systems
(716) 833-4758
Deer Pa rk
Datapro Systems . Inc .
(516) 595-131 1

PENNSYLVANIA
Reading
Fraser Business
Equi pment
(215) 378-0101

Houston
Gifford Com puter
Syslems
(713) 680-1944
In forma, Inc .
(713) 861-7612
Seguin
CPA Systems , Inc.
(512) 379-0660

VIRGINIA
Woodbridge
Offi ce Nelwo rks Corp.
(703) 690-3312

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
North Ridge
Computer Systems
(206) 453-0596
Seattle
American Computers &
Engi neers
(206) 583-0130

WISCONSIN
Greenfield
Byte Shop
01 Milwaukee
(414) 281-7004
Madison
Beam International
(608) 255-2325

RHODE ISLAND

AUSTRALIA

Coventry
Key Micro Systems
(401) 828-7270

Bankstown
Automation Statham
Pty., Ltd .
(02) 709-4144

TEXAS
Austin
CPA Systems , Inc.
(512) 458-9281
Informa, Inc.
(512) 459-4216
Dmegax Systems
(512) 476-6069
Dallas
Datar Systems
(214) 521-0915
Ft. Worth
Dataworth Com puter
Systems
(817) 877-4041

GmeUPro.

CANADA
Coquitlam . B.C .
CSC System Center Ltd.
(604) 941-0622
Vancouver, B.C.
Dynacomp Business
Computers Ltd.
(604) 872-7737

THE PHILIPPINES
Quezon Cijy
Corona International Inc.
78-34- 71

UNITED KINGDOM
Swansea
Comcen Technology Ltd .
(0792) 796000

A GODBOUT CO MPAN Y

3506 Breakwater Court, Hayward , CA 94545
(91984 COMPUPRO
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If your background includes experience in any of the following areas , we
definitely have the opportunity for you.
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SOFTWARE:

DEC, Hewlett Packard, Wang, Z-80, IBM PC,
Tandem, Prime, Datapoint
Unix·, Vax, RSX, DPL, Graphics, CAD/CAM
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Please call or send your resume to:
Mr. Bob Pamieri, Vice President Personnel
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In New York Call (212) 371-9600
Outside Of New York Call (800) 847-4097
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New
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Section
BYTE will feature a special
section for recruitment
advertising in all future
issues.
BYTE is the perfect place
to look for those High
Technology professionals
you need-over 400,000
paid subscribers.
Or, if you're looking for a
new position, this is the
place to feature a Position
Wanted ad.

The cost for any display ad
in this new EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES section
is only $356 per inch . For
quotes on all
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES ads, or
any additional information
on recruitment
advertising, call our
special recruitment
telephone sales at

212/512-2556.
Or send in your order to:

BYTE
Recruitment Advertising Center
P.O. Box 900
New York, NY 10020
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I'm glad you like your QX-10,
Epson continues to improve the machine,
and I'm told there will be a really wonderful
new Valdocs Real Soon Now. I've always
thought Valdocs was great in conception but
too complex for a Z80; when 16-bit conversions for the QX-lO are available, maybe the
execution will be up to the concept.
Meanwhile, it takes nearly a full minute
simply to erase a single file under Va/docs, and
if it took us 16 minutes to produce each lettel;
we'd be furth er behind than we are. . . ,Jerry

~i~~

~l!~
C ::J®COMPUTER
HORIZONS CORP. ;!~;
1'~:
747 Third Avenue, Department B 5/84
;~
~f~1

machine even more attractive. I h ope to
have one installed in my QX-I0 w ithin a
few weeks.
This letter was written on my QX-I0 and
printed out on my antique MX-80. Valdocs
lets the MX-80 produce fairly sharp type,
which I frequently use for correspondence. From starting to write to
completing the printing, this letter took
16:02 (timed with the Valdocs timer, by
the way) .
James L. Schefter
Playa del Rey, CA

Detecting Errors
Dear Jerry,
In the January User's Column on
page 68 you said, "Eagle tells me it did
a lot of work on parity checking and
found that it decreases the overall reliability by 15 p ercent." Did you really think
about this before you committed it to
print?
Some companies realize that memory
chips have higher error rates than most
other computer circuits and have d eSigned appropriate error-d ete cti on
schemes, such as parity, into their computers. For Eagle to produce a computer
that will let these errors go undetected
and tell us this is better upsets me,
Perhaps the problem is the definition
of reliability. Apparently some p eople feel
that a computer is reliable if it will always
do something without regard for the
validity of the result. I view reliability as
b eing able to trust what the computer tells
me. Detecting errors with parity and
similar techniques increases reliability.
If you need your computer "right now,"
you might be upset when your machine
stops running because of a small error.
Alternately, undetected errors can result
in misleading responses when you ask
"What if .. :' What if you make an important business decision based on erroneous answers? Wouldn't you rather

Advancing the technology of data security

Introducing Data Sentry.®
Computer security so
advanced, even Mata Hari
couldn't hack it.
Your most confidential
files may be easy prey for the
advances of an artful hacker.
That's why Lockheed
used its years of experience
with high -technology systems
to create Data Sentry.

Protection for sensitive data
Its own internal computer gives you the telecommunications features of an
intelligent modem. But unlike
other modems, Data Sentry
is smart enough to keep your
secrets from the most persistent computer intruders.
Data Sentry puts an
electronic wall around both
large and small computers.
And because its protection is
external to your CPU, it can
eliminate the expense of
internal security software. It
blocks the inquiries of wouldbe Mata Haris with a sophisticated security sequence.

Security for every situation
First, Data Sentry
requests the phone number
of a caller desiring access to
your computer. Then it hangs
up the phone and searches its
list of authorized phone numbers. If the caller's number is
authorized, Data Sentry dials
the caller back and requests
entry of a password. If the
correct password isn't supplied within three tries, Data

Sentry disconnects and will
not return further calls from
that phone number.
Data Sentry also lets
users select other lower levels
of security if desired, including callback to any number
with entry of password. And
an option, Remote-ON ~ lets
you turn your computer's
power on and off from a
remote terminal after security has been cleared.

Versatile and confidential
Data Sentry logs all
attempted contacts for audit
trails and analysis of users.
Its security set-up is locally
controlled by a master password that is accessible only
to authorized personnel. And
its design includes high-reliability components, the latest
LSI circuitry, plus Autodial
30011200 baud full-duplex
communications, with auto
ranging for incoming data.
Data Sentry will deal
with your toughest security
problems.
And it'll never fall for
just a pretty face.

For a list of your nearest
Data Sentry distributors,
call toll-free 1-800-443-0100,
Ext. 471. Or write:
Lockheed GETEX,
Suite 945, 1100 Circle 75
Parkway, Atlanta,
Georgia 30339.
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software doesn't restore your data; it merely
dumps your job if it finds an error-which
could be caused by a genuine memory error
or (about a 15 percent chance) by an error in
the chip that stores the parity bits.
Eagle lets you test memonj on start-up; if
it detects a faulty memory chip, it gives you
the choice of running the system or not. The
IBM simply won't work if it finds a memonj
errOl; even if the error is in high memonj
you'll not use for most of your programs. I can
certainly think of times when I want the
machine, and don't care if there's a minor

know that your computer is having problems so you can ask another machine for
a second opinion?
Paul Crumley
Monroeville, PA
I didn't say I agreed with Eagle's position;
I reported what its vice-president for develop-

ment told me. Dr. Godbout tends to your view:
he doesn't trust dynamic-memory chips
operated at high speeds and wants parity
checking.
On the other hand, present parity-checking

Announcing 4 New Collector Edition

BYTE COVERS
The -1 IMe covers sho..... n below are the nev,est additions ICJ the Ctlllcctnr Edition
ByteCO\'cr series. Each full color print is II" x 14 inciudinv.;1 I II~" border. and is
part of an edition Slricllr limiletilo ,00 prints. Each print is;a f:lithfu l reproduction
of the () ri ~ilJat Uylc palming. primed 011 museum 4ualilYacid free p:t[)eT. :tllll is
personaU\' inspected. signed and Illtmhered hy the arlist. Hohert T!ulley. A
Certific:ueof AUlhcllliciIY:lccOmp:lllieseach print .
H

•

# 11

The \t'all Slrl'C\ Tcnninal

#15
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I

Collector Edition Prints are carefully Ilack:tl!ed fl:ltlo a\'oid hending, allli are
shipl,ed fi rst class within oncweek of receillt of order The price of each pril ll is S!S,
All 'I prints :I rc ;I\':tilable :IS a SCI (SCI 21-24) for 0111\' S80.
Other Collector EdiliolllMe C:O\WS are :tlso :I\'ail;lhle from Roberl Tinnc\'
Graphics. ~ur a colnr hrodll;re, IIf tf) order OIlC or more of the prints sho""n : please
check lhe:lppropri:llchfls in Ihec!IUptl1l hcl()w
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" OIK'ninJ,: Files .. ..

#!!

C:trdNo._ _ __

_

_ __ _ __
_ _ _ __

Stili' MY PRI NTS (OR IHWCIIlJRE) TO:

postage & handling 53.00 (Overseas WOO)

$--

TOTAL S _ _

Name: _

Televideo 950 and Palantir
Dear Jerry,
On your Televideo 950 (if you haven't
gotten rid of it): it's easier to cut traces and
disable keys than it is to insert the PROM,
and you can always solder back over them
if you have to. I've disabled 925 and 950
break keys more than once (they reset the
OSM Zeus, among other machines, and
are in a position that's even more
dangerous than the Back Tab).
There is a program that enables you to
use the arrow keys, the home keys, the
Back Tab (it's used for decimal tab, I
believe), and most of the function keys
and special keys to do word processing
in what appears to be a dedicated wordprocessing environment. It's Palantir
Word Processing, and it's just the ticket
for a lot of people. It's easy to use and
conceptually easier to understand for a lot
of people who are not computer literate.
Unfortunately, Palantir supplies little
labels (which come off and get lost) instead of key-caps, but its program is good,
and its mail-merge-like utility is built in
and included in the price (and more like
a language than simply a "mail-merge") .
It's a good product.
Jeff Lasman
Simi Valley, CA

I've reviewed Palantir; it was written by the
original author of Magic Wand (a.k .a. Peachtext), and it incorporates a fair number of
features I like.
For the record: Jeff Lasman is the editor of
the newsletter of the Valle'lj Computer Club,
1409 Kuehner Dr. Suite S-80, Simi Vallet), CA
93063; dues are $10 a year, and well worth
it for anyone in that area interested in computers. One of its previous speakers was Tony
Pietsch, and it has good meetings.
While I'm on that subject, I can also recommend the Connecticut Micro Decision Users
Group, 773 Dixwell Ave. , Box #5, New
Haven, CT 06511. The current issue of its
newsletter has a long piece on public-domain
software. . . .Jerry

The Slack."

Exp. lhte·

memonj error. Other times, though, I'd completely agree with you.
I guess there ain't no justice.. .. Jerry

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

More on Superfile
Dear Jerry,
I would like to respond to the letter you
438
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Send 2000
Letters Per Hour via
Your Personal
Computer

Delivered in
48 hours
or sooner at
26 cents a piece
using MAIL·COM:
- Presenting E·Com
Two years ago the
U.S. Postal Service
quietly announced the
Jjii. . . .,.~ E ·Com® Service ,
enabling specially
equipped personal
m~\::::::::::::::::::::~Ji,\\l computer users to
bypass costly manual
nail preparation , by electronically submit·
ing their messages and mailing lists
Iirectly to the Postal Service via modem .
This high speed computer originated
nail arrives at its destination within 48
lours-often less-in an attention·
Irabbing blue E · Com envelope .

\nnouncing MAIL· COM.
)nly from Digisoft Computers.
MAIL· COM is powerful software you
'an use with your personal computer to
ccess E·Com. With your personal
omputer, a modem and MAIL· COM
ou can send from 200 to 2000 letters
·er hour for just 26¢ each . Typed,
ddressed, folded , inserted, sealed and
'elivered. Complete .
MAIL·COM is the complete integrated
oftware available for E·Com operation .
.'s easy to use. No special training is nec·
ssary. And since Digisoft Computers
eveloped MAIL·COM in accordance with
I. S. Postal Service specifications , users
re guaranteed certification for use upon
urchase of MAIL· COM software .
MAIL· COM is the easiest and most
conomical way to do your mailings.

MAIL· COM includes a complete letter
editor and address maintenance program,
as well as communications software . r-!~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!I!!!!!!I!II
Directly interfaces with dBASE II ,
Wordstar, MailMerge and other
databases.

Digisoft
Digisoft Computers, In c.

(212) 734·3875
Circle 130 on inquiry card.

Retail Dealer
Each letter in your mailing can
be identical or all can contain
variable insertions. MAIL· COM
operates all the features offered
by E·Com.

Thousands of Uses.
If you have need for fast, economical
mass mailing capabilities , MAIL·COM
puts you C'nd E ·Com together.
Use it for
- 00 new product

t

,."'~"II'~·G~~:I·.
=sti"FI

announcements,
invitations to
press events,
invoicing, fund
raising , . collection , bulletins to
your sales force, new business prospec·
ting , rea ctivation of customers and much,
much more. Every department in your
company will have use for MAIL-COM.

Inquiries Invited
Digisoft Computers Inc.
Attn : MAIL-COM Marketin g
1501 Third Avenu e
New Yo rk . NY 10028

o Yes

l I wa nt to eliminate the 6 costliest
steps in preparing m y organization 's busin ess
mail. Please RUSH my MAIL-COM software to
m e immediately.
1"11 need software for:
U IBM PC ( $195)
0 CPI M ($195)
Victor ( $195)
(s pecify disk fo rmat)
U Alpha Micro ($ 495) 0 Other (specify)

o
o A pple II ($1 95 .0 0)
o My check or money o rder is enclosed
(residents of New York State add sales tax).
o Char$e m y 0 Visa or 0 MasterCard:

Account No._ _ ____ Exp. Date _ _
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Don't Delay
With MAIL·COM you could be saving
time and money on fast, efficient E-Com
letters. MAIL-COM software is available
for the IBM PC , PCJr., Kaypro , CPIM ,
Apple II and other formats. Order today.
Call 212· 734-3875 .

City,_ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _ __
State _ _ __ __ _ _ Zip _ _ _ __
Telephone( _ _ ) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
"" 1983, Digisoft Com puters, Inc.
L ___________________________

he E ·COM Service is a registered trademark of the U .S. Postal Se rvice . MailMerge and WordStar are re gistered trademarks of M icropro International. dBase II is a
'giste red trademark of Ashton ·Tate , Inc. IBM PC and PCJr. are re gistered trademarks of IBM Corp.

~
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printed in your December 1983 column
from Alan Beagley in Australia ("For Your
Information," page 508). Obviously, Mr.
Beagley's friend is a novice user of the
Superfile utility program since neither he
nor Mr. Beagley realized that the power
of the rename facility lies in its being able
to rename any filename to any other
filename, even ones that are illegal in
CP/M. Therefore, the file he accidentally
renamed to MAIL LIS could have easily
been renamed again using the Superfile
utility program. You don't need DU, Spat,

or some other program to do this.
FYI Inc. (the maker of Superfile) gives
the utility program away with Superfile.
When I asked the company why it went
to the trouble to write the utilities, FYI
said that it wrote it for its own use and
decided to include it with Superfile for
customers who needed its capabilities.
It is also obvious from your comments
last June and your comments after Mr.
Beagley's letter that you have not taken
the time to learn what Superfile really
does. But I'll bet even you will be as-

tounded by FYI's newest product called
FYI 3000 (available on the IBM PC). I
recently used one and could hardly
believe my eyes. This program takes standard text files from my word processor
and cross-indexes all the paragraphs in
the files, using every word as a keyword.
FYI says that it will handle 65,000
keywords and 65,000 paragraphs (with
500 words each) in a single filing system.
One more amazing feature of FYI 3000:
it gives me a count of each word in my
text so I can analyze my word usage.
If you call FYI, I'll bet it will send you
a review copy of FYI 3000 if you promise
to give it a closer look than you did
Superfile. Please try to reorient your
thinking from the fixed-fielq approach to
the more natural free-format approach
used by Superfile and FYI 3000.
I read your column and appreciate your
frank approach. However, I do wish you
would be a little more car!=ful in your
research so that you don't give your
readers erroneous advice.
John Shine

You may recall that FYI's silly licensing
. agreement was so terrible that I couldn't legally
nm its software, since I have to use more than
one machine. I understand it has changed that
and made other changes as well. Apparently
I had an early copy of the program; in any
event, I haven't seen the updated version you
describe.
Although I do sometimes solicit review software, for a while there was such a long queue
of good stuff that I hesitated to add to it. Nmv
that we've added to the permanent staff things
are a little better here at Chaos Manor. A
little better. . . .Jerry

Z-29 Can Do

Tliis. ~

.
Tdklr4)1-Re?tlstered tradema rk of ie tronix, Inc.

-

\~
.~~~'

COd6n'i~ lI ndlmaginalor are trad emark s of Cleve land Codonics. Inc.
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Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and opinions. Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to Jern) Pournel/e, c/o
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancock,
NH 03449. Please put your address on the
letter as well as on the envelope. Due to
the high volume of letters, Jern) cannot
guarantee a personal reply.

fem} Pou melle is a fanner aerospace engineer and
current science-fiction writer who loves fa play with
computers.
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WE SEll
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- S'/IIH .
$2.10/ 50
51/1 IN.
$2.B5/ 50
os 00 - 96 1P! S'il IH. S4.30/ 50
PLASTIC STORAGE SOX·WITH KEY
FOR 100 OISKETTES ... 124.00
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SUCK WATCH
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WINCHESTER DRIVES
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20MB IFO.MAITEOI
32MB IfORMAITEOI
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12.20/ 50
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Mel-Chern Internallonal Corporation
2911 OIKwell Avenue Hamden Conn 06518

~ Phone (203) 248 · 3212 or 1-800-638·2436
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USERS

RETAIL
• Fast Dump/Restore CP/M, TurboDOS
over 600k per disk , , ....... , ..... , ... $90.00
New! • BasiciZ with GraphlZ
, ..... $345,00
• TurboDOS for lilel'ideo , ..... . . , .. from $300.00
• LYNC Communications Package , , , ... ,$195.00
• B" Disk Drive for B02 and BOOA
Drive, board and soHware ..... , . , . . .$1200.00
• RM/COBOL Systems .. . ..... , .. from $250.00
Newt • DataFlex 2.0 ............. , ..... from $750.00
New! • B03, B03H, TPC-1 and MOUSE programs:
Draw! ....
.. .... $90.00
Games Pak I ,
.. .. .......... $34.95
• B16 and B06C Tape Backup ...... from $175.00
• SaH Standby Power Systems:
2OOVAJ400VAJBOOVA ...... ...... from $550.00
Newl • Anti-Static Products ..... ..... . , , ,from $39.95
, RM/COBOL trademark of Ryan-McFarland Co.
• CP/M trademark of Digital Research
, TurboDOS trademark of Software 2000
, LYNC trademark of Nooon-Lambert
, DataFlex trademark 01 Data Access
PLUS OTHER GOOD TELEVIDEO STUFFI

Pan American Electronics
(BOO) 531 -7466/(512) 581 -2766

Telex 767339
111? Conway Ave.
Mission, Texas 78572
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(6502 & Z-80 dual processor) 64K COMPUTERS
(Apple compatible) In super modern
USS420
-'>,
,~;

IIJ!t!J
USS360

For ali of your Radio Shack
and TRS-SO'" Needs
Save Time - Save Money!

GO PE·1

VISA and MasterCarq welcome

COGITATE INC.

"Electronlc
Mall"

Now on CompuServe

manufactures warran ty on all items.

SPECIAUSTS IN UNIQUE iiiEViDEO SOFTWARE
24000 Telegraph Road, Southfield, MI 48034
(313) 352-2345
VISAlM~RCARD Accepted
Circle 82 on inquiry card,

Let your fingers do
the shopping in the

computer Case . . .... . .. , . $140.00
Key Board ., . . . ...... , .. , $199.00
Power Supply , .. " . .. ,',.. . Call
Mother Board-Bare ... .. , . . $ 95.00
Mother Board without ICs , .. $225.00
Mother Board with ICs . .. ,. $525.00
Dealers/OEM Buyers
Quantity Discounts Available.
All items are fully PC/XT Compatible. Case
comes with interchangable rear panel for
PC Users. Bare board comes with complete instruction with part li st. 90 days

*"'''i'!V'\

• • _.li
--- -.. USS42;-----.....

IBM pc compatible, parts,

- (Above prices exclude drives, monitor)
-Add 5% as shipping charge

case, CPU, etc.
$CALL

(Delail brochure forwarded on requeS1)
-INa also sell cases, keyboards, power supplies,
motherboard s, components separately and Interlaces.
-Full repair & guarantee available
-Assembled In Can.... with GSA (Shipmenl from INA, U.SA)
ABC COMPUTERS LTD. (6 stores in B.C. Canada)
CANADA V6A 2Z8
883 E. HASTING ST" VANCOUVER,
PH: (604) 254-2834 & 254-1062
Dealer inqulriel Micome

e.c.

Apple II • registered trademark 01 Apple Computer Inc.
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DATA ACQUISITION
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HARD DISK DRIVE

and control for ANY computer

SURPLUS SALE!

$350 ea. *
INDUSTRIAL CONTROL
MICROCOMPUTERS
The Model 8232 communicates via
RS-232, and has 8 analog inputs (0-5 VDC;
8 bits), 8 digital inputs and outputs, and a
2000 point buffer. Suitable for field data
logging or lab use, the 8232 costs only
$540. Direct bus-connect unit for TRS80/111 & 4 is $295. Detailed manual, $6.
Phone our applications engineer or write :

**

STARBUCK
DATA COMPANY

**

PO Box 24 Newton MA 02162 617 237-7695
Circle 364 on inquiry card.

We have six single board computers, two
video boards and 20 other control products .
You ca n use our products for security
systems, heat control , light control , automated slide show, traffic lights, irrigation
systems, home computer systems , automated process control, and robot control just
to nam e a few. OEM prices available , For
catalog call or write to:

JOHN BELL ENGINEERING , INC.
1014 CENTER STREET
SAN CARLOS, CA. 94070
(415) 592-8411
Circle 56 on inquiry card.

* Say you're a BYTE
reader to get this
special price - normally $380{
High reliability 8" Shugart SA 1002 5 .33
Mbyte drives for $350. ea. , unused in
their original factory packed cartons.
1000 's of pleased customers. Also
available: new Western Digital controller
card ($350.); interfaces for IBM , Apple ,
S- 100 , STD , Heath/Zenith, SS-50 ,
SS-30, Shipping for drive, $12. Cali
before they're gone LIQUIDATORS, 803-877-9828, or send
check or money order to 105 S. Main
St. , Greer, S.C, 29651,
Circle 235 on inquiry card.

EPSON LQ - 1S00

You've never seen anything quite like the new
Epson LQ-1500 Business Printer, It switches
effortlessly back and forth between draft and
letter-quality printing, on fanfold ' or single sheet
paper. And it does it at a price every office can
afford.
Two for one.
With the LQ-1500 in draft mode, you can race
through a report at 200
characters per second. Then
switch over to letter quality
and polish off a pile of
correspondence four times
faster than the average
daisy wheel.

.
Or hOW Epson got two
·h
· ters t 0
ast ODIS
Ing·prlD
OCCUpy the same space_
®

L8-~~~!~~~~~~Jt~siness
rTt1cha.rt~ :vithyou
a crispness and
1.11e new LO-1500™
• defmltlOn
wouldn't

--....
think possible in a dot
matrix. And with the LQ-1500's 15.5-inch carriage,
your spreadsheets and ledgers can take on a
distinction they've never had before.
The secret.
The Epson LQ-1500 is the logical extension of
Epson's outstanding dot matrix printers. Instead
of nine "wires" forming each letter, however, the
LQ-1500 has 24. So you get letter-quality characters
to rival fine office typewriters. In proportional.
Italic. And condensed, expanded, subscript.
superscript and over 200 other different typefaces.
All without changing a print wheel. With the
LQ-1500, you can even create 128 characters or
symbols of your own and add them to the prin ter's
internal memory.
String of miracles.
For Epson, the LQ-1500 is just one more in a long
line of miracles, many of which are also on display
at your neighborhood computer dealer.
And like all products in the Epson line, the
LQ-1500 is now backed by a one-year warranty
on parts and labor, ready to go to work with just
about any personal computer made, and available
in more places than any other brand.
But that's not really miraculous. That's just Epson.

The wa y the LQ- 1500
goes from high-s peed
d n:l ft .. ~ to letter qualit y
printing is a pos itive
miracl e!

Actual LQ-1500 print sample .

Number one. And built like it.

EPSON

EPSON AMERICA, INC.
3415 Kashiwa Street. Torrance, California 90505
Call (SOO) 421-5426 for the Epson d ealer in your area. In California call (213) 539-9140.
Epson is a registered trademark and LQ-1 500 is a trademark of Epson America, Inc.

·With optional tractor unit
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Event Queue
May 1984
May-JIHle

Computer Showcase Expos,
various sites throughout the
US. National and local vendors exhibit a broad range of
small systems, peripherals,
software, services, and supplies. For a show schedule,
contact the Interface Group
Inc., 300 First Ave., Needham, MA 02194, (800) 3253330; in Massachusetts, (617)
449-6600.
May-Jlm e

Courses from QED Information Sciences, various sites
throughout the US. and
Canada. A few of the courses
to be held are "Project Management;' "Systems Design;'
and "Structured Programming:' For a complete list of
titles, contact.Priscilla Goudreauit, QED Information Sciences Inc., QED Plaza, 170
Linden St., POB 181, Wellesley, MA 02181, (800) 343-4848;
in Massachusetts, (617) 2375656.
May-Julle

National Educational Computer Library Conferences,
various sites throughout the
US. The National Educational Computer & Technology
Conference and the Eastern
and Southern Educational
Computer Conferences are
on the agenda this spring.
For details, contact National
Educational Computer Library, POB 792, Torrington,
CT 06790, (203) 489-2728.
May-JIIlle

Productivity '84, various
sites throughout the US.
This series of two-day programs serves as a showcase
of Hewlett-Packard products.
Seminars are available, and
more than 25 products are to
be demonstrated, including
the HP 150 personal computer and laser printers. Ad444
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mission is free. For more information, contact HewlettPackard, Public Relations
Department, 3000 Hanover
St., Palo Alto, CA 94304,
(800) 554-4466.
May-JIIlle

Seminars from the Continuing Education Institute, various sites throughout the U.S.
Among the seminars offered
are "Database Machines: An
Overview," "Modern Techniques in Digital Signal Processing and Spectral Estimation," and "Peripheral Array
Processors:' For complete information, contact Continuing Education Institute,
Oliver's Carriage House, 5410
Leaf Treader Way, Columbia,
MD 21044, (301) 596-0111; in
California, (213) 824-9545.

Monica, CA 90402, (213) 3948305.
May-Jllll e

Understanding Microprocessor-based Equipment and
Troubleshooting, Chicago,
IL, Detroit, MI, and Minneapolis, MN . This comprehensive four-day seminar
provides a background in
microprocessor fundamentals and troubleshooting
techniques for technicians
and engineers. Equipment
familiarization and hands-on
experimentation are emphasized. On-site presentations
can be arranged . For information, contact the Registrar,
Micro Systems Institute, Garnett, KS 66032, (913) 8986152.
May-July

May-JlI/le

Seminars from Datapro Research Corporation, various
sites throughout the US.
Subject areas include data
communications, microcomputers, and information systems. In-house presentations
of technical programs can be
arranged . For a 40-page catalog of seminars, contact Datapro Research Corp. , 1805 Underwood Blvd., Delran, NJ
08075, (800) 257-9406; in New
Jersey, (609) 764-0100.

Courses from Integrated
Computer Systems, various
sites throughout the US.
Among the courses to be presented are "Designing with
16-bit Micros;' "Programming in C: A Hands-on
Workshop," and "Hands-on
Unix Workshop:' The fee for
each course is $895. Enrollment details are available
from Ruth Dordick, Integrated Computer Systems,
6305 Arizona Place, POB
45405, Los Angeles, CA
90045, (213) 417-8888.

May-Julle

Seminars from Technology
Transfer Institute, various
sites throughout the US. The
Technology Transfer Institute
sponsors the James Martin
Seminar and a one-day executive-only seminar called
"The End-User Revolution."
The programs explore such
topics as evolving to electronic banking, relational database, and executive strategies
for the information age. Full
details . on the seminars,
registration, and meeting
locations are available from
the Technology Transfer Institute, 741 10th St., Santa

May-July

Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Institutes and Short Courses, various sites throughout the
US. A couple of the programs to be offered are "Reliability Engineering, Testing,
and Maintainability Engineering" and "Mechanical
Reliability and Probabilistic
Design for Reliability-The
Stress/Strength Interference
Approach to Designing a Desired Reliability into Components and Equipment:' For
a complete schedule, contact
Dr. Dimitri Kececioglu, Col-

lege of Engineering, Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
85721, (602) 621-2495.
May-August

Compuworkshops Computer Seminars for Educators,
various locations throughout
California. Among the seminars offered are "Authoring
Tools and Word Processing
for Educators;' "BASIC Programming for Educators,"
"Designing Educational
Courseware," "Computer
Literacy for Educators," and
"How to Set up a Computerbased Education Program in
Your School or District." The
fee is $50 per course. For details, contact Compukids of
Seal Beach, Rossmoor Shopping Center, 12385 Seal
Beach Blvd ., Seal Beach, CA
90740, (213) 430-7226; West
Los Angeles, (213) 473-8002;
Tarzana , (213) 343-4008;
Rancho Bernardo/San Diego,
(619) 451-1742.
May-August

Conferences and Expositions
from the Society of Manufacturing Engineers, various
sites throughout the US. and
around the world. More than
25 conferences and expositions are scheduled. For a calendar, contact the Public Relations Department, Society
of Manufacturing Engineers,
One SME Dr. , POB 930,
Dearborn, MI 48121, (313)
271-0777.
May-August

Courses in C Language and
Unix, Concord, MA, Somers
Point, NT, and College Park,
MD. Three five-day courses
are offered: "C Programming
Workshop," "Advanced C
Topics Seminar," and "Unix
Workshop:' For complete details, contact Joan Hall, Plum
Hall Inc., 1 Spruce Ave., Cardiff, NJ 08232, (609) 927-3770.

IBM PC/XT COMPATIBLE
10MB and 20MB WINCHESTER

•

256KB to 512KB MEMORY

Enhance your
system with a
CHRISLIN HARD
DISK SUBSYSTEM
and
MEMORY

•

Chrislin's 10MB & 20MB Hard Disks
come with host interface adapter,
controller, winchester drive, power
supply and cable.

Each Chrislin memory comes with an
RS232C (serial) port, RAM disk
emulator and 256KB-512 KB of parity
memory.

"DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED"

DEC LSI-11 COMPATIBLE
10MB to 140MB
Q-BUS WINCHESTER

256KB to 4MB
Q-BUS MEMORIES

Each winchester comes with 2MB
dual drive, double density (8") floppy
backup. All systems include controller
and cabling.

UP TO 4MB QUAD
• Control status register
• On board parity
• Block mode DMA
SINGLE QTY PRICE 1MB $ 1975
UP TO 2MB QUAD EDe
• Error detecting & correcting
• Block mode DMA
• Battery back-up mode
SINGLE QTY PRICE: 512K $1495
UP TO 1 MB DUAL
• Control Status Register (CSR)
• On board parity generator checker
• Battery back-up mode
SINGLE QTY PRICE: 256KB $525

EMULATION RL02
10MB Winchester/Floppy (8") $4495
20MB Winchester/ Floppy (8") $4995
40MB Winchester/Floppy (8") $5995
EMULATION RK06/RK07
42MB Winchester/Floppy (8") $6995
70MB Winchester/Floppy (8") $7195
140MB Winchester/Floppy (8") $8195

Call for pricing on RM02 emulation
and / or tape backup.

MICRO COMPUTER
CI-MICR0-11 SYSTEM FEATURES
• 11 /23 PLUS CPU board which includes two serial lines
diagnostics and boot or 11/73 CPU

• RD51, 10MB, 20MB or 40MB 5\1.1" (13.3cm) mini
winchester disk or a subsystem from 10-140MB

• 22 bit addressing backplane and power supply

• RXSO 1.6 MB 5\1.1" (13 .3cm) dual mini-floppy disk or 2 MB

• 256KB - 4MB of parity memory (Block Move, CSR)

RX02 floppy
• An e ight slot quad LSI-ll BUS backplane

STANDARD CONFIGURATION
LSI 11 /23 CPU, 256KB memory, 20MB winchester, 800KB dual floppy, 2 serial I/O, bootstrap, power supply, 4 x 8 backplane
all in a rack mountable chassis. $6850

Circle 78 on inquiry card.
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Event Clueue------------------------------------------------------------$225 to $595. In-house programs can be organized. For
details, contact Joan Merrick,
University Seminar Center,
Suite 415, 850 Boylston St.,
Chestnut Hill, MA 02167,
(617) 738-5020.

May-August

Digital Consulting Associates' Classes and Seminars,
various sites throughout the
US. For descriptions of seminars and classes on dBASE II,
Lotus 1-2-3, database administration, and other microcomputer-related topics, contact Digital Consulting Associates Inc., 339 Salem St.,
Wakefield, MA 01880, (617)
246-4850.

May-Septelllber

Technical and Management ·
Seminars for Professionals,
various sites throughout the
US. Subject areas encompass system-performance
management, networking,
personal computing, applications design and programming, real-time applications
design, management development, and other issues relating to computers. On-site
seminars can be arranged .
For a brochure, contact Digital Equipment Corp., Educational Services, Seminar Programs BUO/E58, 12 Crosby
Dr. , Bedford, MA 01730, (617)
276-4949.

May-Augllst

Software Banc Seminars,
various sites in the US. and
Canada . Such seminars as
"Problem Solving with 1-2-3;'
"dBASE II," and "Exploring
Unix" are planned. For information and registration, contact Software Banc Inc., 661
Massachusetts Ave., Arlington, MA 02174, (800) 4512502; in Massachusetts, (617)
641-1241.
May-Septelllber

Computer Competence Seminars, Boston University Metropolitan College, Boston,
MA. This series of hands-on
presentations is tailored for
managers who know little or
nothing about computers
and for those who wish to
sharpen their computing
skills. Some of the seminars
on the docket are "PCs for
Improving Financial Analysis
and Decision Support" and
"Personal Computers for
Sales and Marketing Professionals." Fees range from

May-October

Tutorial Short Courses from
Hellman Associates, various
sites throughout the US.
Among the courses offered
are "VLSI Design;' "Digital
Contro1," and "Error Correction:' Fees are generally $895.
For a descriptive brochure,
contact Hellman Associates
Inc., Suite 300, 299 California
Ave ., Palo Alto, CA 94306,
(415) 328-4091.
May-December

Seminars from the Institute

for Professional Education,
various sites throughout the
US. Programs in statistics,
management, simulation and
modeling, personal computers, and computer science
are offered. For an explanatory pamphlet, contact
the Institute for Professional
Education, POB 756, Arlington, VA 22216, (703) 527-8700.
May 10-12

BYTE Computer Show, McCormick Place, Chicago, IL.
Seminars, product displays,
and conference sessions are
some of the highlights of this
show sponsored by BYTE
and Popular Computing
magazines . For complete
details, contact the Interface
Group, 300 First Ave., Needham, MA 02194, (800) 3253330; in Massachusetts, (617)
449-6600.
May 11

Writing Efficient Programs,
Mathematics and Science
Building, Room W-I17, Montclair State College, Upper
Montclair, NJ. Dr. Jon Bentley
from Bell Laboratories will
speak on writing machine-independent code. He will present a general set of rules for
using this tool and show how
those rules can speed up a
program. A subtheme will
address the problem of converting programming tricks
into engineering techniques.
For information, contact
Gideon Nettler, Department

of Mathematics and Computer Science, Montclair
State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043, (201) 893-4294.
May 13-17

Computer Graphics '84,
Convention Center, Anaheim, CA. Panel discussions
on specific standards, technical sessions exploring the
application of standards in a
working environment, and
tutorials explaining standards will be complemented
by an exposition. For details,
contact the National Computer Graphics Association,
Department ZF, Suite 601,
8401 Arlington Blvd. , Fairfax,
VA 22031, (703) 698-9600.
May 14-17

The Twenty-fifth International Conference of the Association for the Development of Computer-based Instructional Systems, Hyatt
Regency Hotel, Columbus,
OH. Guest speakers will
focus on th e problem of exchanging courseware between computer systems.
The use of computers, education for the disabled, and
computer-based instruction
in home economics and
music are other topics of interest. Hardware, software,
and courseware will be demonstrated . Program particulars can be obtained from
the Association for the Development of Computer-based
Instructional Systems, 409

PC·MATE SWITCH. $99 50!
"~

.

.

Time-saVing. Space-saVing. Money-saving.
Our versatile pu sh button PC Mate Switch series lets you connect two printers to
one computer . .. or eliminate form s loading/unloading by keepin g two dot matri x
printers stocked ... or pair one dot matrix printer with a slower Dai sy wheel printer
for fini shed letters.
Each PC Mate comes with one input panel connector, 2 output connectors on 6'
ribbon cables. And for $99.50, they 're the best bargains around . Specify mod el.
Serial : RS -232/ D-25, 20 leads switched .
Parallel : Centroni cs 36 pin/20 lead s switched .
For more information , write or call : Hadax ElectroniCS, 79 Hazel Street , Gl en
Cove, NY 11542 (51 6) 676-7950.

~

HADAX

~ ELECTRONICS
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The widest switch line in the industry. And growing.

Circle 189 on inquiry card.

See WhatYou'll Be Getting Into!
To find the right place to stay at the right price,
pick up your free copy of our full-color 300-page
Travel Guide at any Best Western.* It's loaded
with maps, photos and details about 3,000
delightful Best Westerns in 2,100 cities
worldwide.
'or send $2 (mailing cost) to
Travel Guide, P.O. Box 10203,
Dept. PM, Phoenix, AZ 85064.
Allow 8 weeks.

Instant Reservations
Make reservations' at any
Best Western, contact your
travel agent or call toll-free

1-800-528-12'3 4.

Best

(,\JesterFl
WORLDWIDE
LODGING

Andorra,Aruba,AlIstralia,Au5tria, Barbados, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Qreat Bri ta in, Guadeloupe, Holland, Ireland , Italy,
Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Mexico, New Ze-Jland, 1~l eno Rico, Sweden, SWitzerland, United States, Virgin Islancl<;;. West Germany

Circle 81 on inquiry card .

Event Queue _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Some of the
World's ~a.rge$t
compl;lter companies

_m
Call
· for

..,.®

,

.

,I1.:iI,
d.il s TRS-80",
11M",

medical sy$tems '
qn their m,a cllines.

Why don"tyo..... ~
The reas(:m is simple. We do a better Job
. and have more features than our competitors.
Below are just a handful of our special features.
• AMA Claim Form. MuHlple Providers. Daily Joumal
• Productivity Report. SuPerb ill • Referral Leffers
• RVS/ICDA Codes. Patient Recall. Financial Histories
• Holline Service. Word Processing. Appt. Reminder
• Collection Report. Private A/R Aged
• Manual. Training System Available. 100,000 Patients
• 22,000 Patient Appointment System

Call you~ dealer for <lI FREE demonstration
.
or call CMA about out low cost
. "See it in Your office"
training !,Inits.

~
~

MICRO COIYIPUTER DIVISION
.

,

55722 Santa Fe Trail
Yucca Valley, Callfomla 922~
16191

36~9718 ,

Miller Hall, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA 98225,
May 14-18

Auditing in the Contemporary Computer Environm~nt,
Honolulu, HI. Participants
will learn a comprehensive
audit approach for computer-based systems. Topics
include how to evaluate controls, how to prepare an audit
report, and how to design a
program of tests using questionnaires, checklists, software tools, and flowcharts .
Contact Beth Ann Musto,
EDP Auditors Foundation,
373 South Schmale Rd "
Carol Stream, IL 60187, (312)
682-1200.

will address the uses of
microcomputers in law enforcement. The fee is $20. Information is available from
, Ben Wood, Department of
Criminal Justice Services, 805
East Broad St., Richmond,
VA 23219, (804) 786-4000.
May 15-17

Electro/84 and Mini/Micro
Northeast/84, Boston, MA .
Conference sessions will address a broad range of topics,
including artificial intelligence, communications and
networks, distributed systems, microprocessor technology, and robotics. For details, contact Electronic Conventions Inc., 8110 Airport
Blvd ., Los Angeles, CA
90045, (213) 772-2965.

May 15

Breakthroughs in Artificial
Intelligence, Worcester PolytechniC Institute Campus,
Worcester, MA . This executive briefing explores the
impact of artificial intelligence on corporate strategy.
Sessions are limited . To reserve a space, contact Kathy
Shaw, Office of Continuing
Education, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester,
MA 01609, (617) 793-5517.

May 15-17

Micro City '84, Exhibition
Complex, Bristol, England.
More than 100 companies
will exhibit computers, business systems, and communications equipment. For complete details, contact Tomorrow's World Exhibitions Ltd.,
9 Park Place, Clifton, Bristol
BS8 1JP, UK; tel : (0272)
292156/7.
May 15-18

May 15-16

Factory Systems Summit
Conference, Chicago, IL.
Factory-automation experts
will discuss total systems integration and how to implement them, new developments in technology, and
how to plan for the future.
For d e tail s, contact Lisa
Caruso, the Yankee Group,
89 Broad St., Boston, MA
02110, (617) 542-0100.
In CA (818) 701 -6951

800-645-3006 You may order
the products advertised in this and

following Issues at our Toll Free Order
desk.
No Shipping charges - Freight Free
Catalogs on request
ril:\
Toll Free Line compliments of ~
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Circle 121 on inquiry card .

Computacion '84, U.S. Trade
Center, Mexico City, Mexico.
Computer equipment, peripherals, services, and software for business will be exhibited . For complete details,
contact the United States
Trade Center, Centro de
Comercio Estadounidense,
Liverpool 31, 06600 Mexico
City, Mexico; tel : (905)
591-0155; Telex: 1773471
USTCME .

May 15-17

May 16-18

Criminal Justice Systems
Conference, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA. Presentations and
panel discussions on recent
developments in criminal
justice applications of computer
tec hnology
are
planned. Additional sessions

Data Communications, Cincinnati, OH. Eighteen major
topics, including concepts
and definitions, types of
data-communications equipment, modems, satellite communications, and protocols,
will be addressed. Registration is $695; multiple dis-

Byte Book Clul)M

POWERFUL TOOLS!
POWERFUL SAVINGS!
Take any 3 boOks
for $
00
only
each
(ValUes up to $79.50)
If you join now for a trial period
'and agree to purchase three
more books-at handsome
discounts-during your first
year of membership.
(Publishers' prices shown)

SOF'IWARE ENGINEERING: A
Practitioner's Approach By R.
S. Pressman
507/ 813B
534.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

INTERACTIVE PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENTS By D.
R. Barstow
038/ 856B
534.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

GUIDE TO THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER By W. Sikonowiz
574/ 847

519.95

LA NGUAGES: Design and Implementation, 2/e By T. W . Pratt

PRO G RAM MIN G

AN INTRODUcnON TO VlSICALC® MATRIXING FOR APPLE®"ND IBM®By H. Anbarlian

MICROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS
AND PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES By H. Katzan, Jr.

016/054

582576-7

BASIC: GETnNG STARTED By

DATABASE DESIGN :lIE By

BUILD

W . S. Davis
582355-1

G. Wiederhold
701/326B
$33.00
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

522.95
APPLE PASCAL By P. Luehrmann
491 / 712
520.00

YOUR

OWN

COMPVTER_~

z.-ao

USERS

MANUAL By S. Ciarcia &'J . Carr
582337-3B
529.90
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

MICROCOMPUTER OPERATING SYSTEMS By M. Dahmke
1501710
516.95
THE MCGRAW-HILL COMPUTER HANDBOOK By H.

582879-0B
529.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

Helms
279/721A
579.50
(Counts as 3 of your 3 books)

THE CP/M BIBLE: The Authoritative Reference Guide to
CP/M By M. Waite

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
FOR SMALL COMPUTERS By

582917-7B
529.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

D. H. Marcellus
582937-1B
526.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

$22.50
.
56.95

PRINaPLES OF INl'ERACTIVE
COMPUTER GRAPHICS, 2/e By
W . M. Newman & R. F. Sproull
463 /387B
$36 .95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

TIlE SMALL COMPUIER CONNEcnON By N. L. Shapiro
564/ 124
515 .95
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
FOR GRAPHICAL DISPLAYS
By D. Ryan
582931-2B
526.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

CIARCIA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR,
Volume 3 By S. Ciarcia
109/656
$15 .95

A PROGRAMMER'S VIEW OF
INTEL 432 By E. Organick
477/191B
529.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

CONVERSION OF COMPUTER
SOFTWARE By J . R. Wolberg
582588-0

519.95

THE C PRIMER By L. Hancock &
M. Krieger
259/81X

516.95

INTRODUCING THE UNIX
SYSTEM By H. McGilton & R.
Morgan
450/ 013

518.95

BOWKER/BANTAM
1984
COMPLETE SOURCEBOOK OF
PERSONAL COMPUTING By R.
R. Bowker
582915-0

$24.95

Why YOU should join the Byte Book Club now!
•

•
•
•

Best and newest books from ALL publishers! Books are selected from a wide range of publishers by ex pert editors and consultants to give you continuing access to the best and latest books in
your field .
BI, savings! Build your library and save money too! Savings range
up to 30% or more off publishers ' list prices-usually 20 % to 25 %.
Bonus b_ksl You will immediately begin to participate in our Bonus Book Plan that allows you savings up to 70 % off the publishers '
prices of many professional and general interest books!
Convenience! 14-16 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you
receive the Club Bulletin FREE . It fully describes the Main Selection

and alternate selections. A dated Reply Card is included . If you want
the Main Selection, you simply do nothing-it will be shipped automatically . If you want an alternate selection-or no book at all-you
simply indicate it on the Reply Card and return it by the date specified. You will have at least 10 days to decide . If, because of late delivery of the Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want, you
may return it for credit at the Club 's expense.
As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of three additional
books during your first year of membership. Membership may be discontinued by either you or the Club at any time after you have purchased the three additional books .

Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to:

BYTE BOOK CLUB;M

P.O. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
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Event Clueue _____________________________________________________________
counts are available. For complete details and registration
forms, contact Data-Tech Institute, 386 Franklin Ave.,
POB 569, Nutley, NJ 07110,
(201) 661-2300.
May 16-18

Teaching Math with Microcomputers, Marriott Hotel,
Miami, FL. This program,
sponsored by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCfM), is designed
to inform elementary, intermediate, and secondary
school mathematics teachers
how to effectively use the
. microcomputer as a classroom tool. For further information, contact NCfM, 1906
Association Dr., Reston, VA
22091, (703) 620-9840.
May 19

The Seventh Annual Show
& TelI Microcomputer Conference, University of Oklahoma Mathematics and
Physi~a1 Science Complex,
Norman . Computer hobbyists are invited to speak briefly, demonstrate an example
of their presentation, and
answer questions. For details,
send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to· Show &
Tell, Dr. Richard Andree,
University of Oklahoma,
Mathematics Department,
601 Elm St., Norman, OK
73019.
May 20-23

The Fourth Annual Conference of the Association of
Human Resource Systems
frofessionals, Hyatt Regency, Fort Worth, TX. Roundtable discussions will address
topics related to the theme
"People, Data, and Systems ... Putting It All
Together:' Embracing crossdisciplinary concerns and
emphasizing the practical requirements of successful
human-resource information-system development,
discussions will explore networking, vendor evaluation,
and time management. For
450
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complete details, contact
HRSP Inc., 3051 Adeline St.,
Berkeley, CA 94703, (415)
548-1364.

Technology, POB 29313, 61292
Tel Aviv, Israel; tel: (03)
258-535.

May 20-23

Evaluating Decision Support
Software: Personal Computer, Mainframe, and Distributed Applications-A
Managerial Perspective,
New York Hilton, Rockefeller
Center, New York City. This
conference will explore the
influence of new developments in end-user computing, software design, distributed decision support, localarea networks, microcomputer technology, fourth-generation languages, and artificial irlteIligence. Further information is available from
the DSS Conference, 215 First
St., Cambridge, MA 02142,
(617) 547-5061.

May 21-22

Personnel Data Systems'
1984 Annual Users Conference, Fairmont Hotel, Dallas,
TX. On-line software demonstrations and sessions on Personnel Data Systems' products highlight this convo"cation. Contact Personnel Data
Systems Inc., 15 East Ridge
Pike, Conshohocken, PA
19428, (215) 828-4294.
May 20-23

The Thirteenth Mid-Year
Meeting of the American Society for Information Science, Indiana University,
Bloomington. The theme for
this meeting is "The Micro
Revolution: Implications for
the Information Age:' Joseph
Weizenbaum, author of Computer Fmver and Human Reason
and a professor of computer
science at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, will
speak. For more information,
contact Stephen Harter,
School of Library and Information Science, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN
47405, (812) 335-5113.
May 20-25

The Fourth Jerusalem Conference on Infurmation Technology-JCIT, Jerusalem,
Israel. Papers, panel discussions, workshops, and exhibits will. emphasize software engineering and manufacturing related to the
theme of this international
event, the "Next Decade in
Information Technology."
The fee is $225. Isratech '84,
the national exhibition of
high technology, runs concurrently with JCIT. For information on Isratech '84, contact the Government of Israel
Trade Center, 350 Fifth Ave.,
New York, NY 10118, (212)
560-0660. For details on JCIT,
contact the Fourth Jerusalem
Conference on Information

May 21-23

AAMSI Congress 1984-The
Third Spring Joint National
Congress, Hilton Hotel, San
Francisco, CA. Invited· and
contributed papers, special
sessions, tutorials, reviews,
panel discussions, and demonstrations will focus on the
applications of computers
and information technology
and systems to all fields of
medicine. Program sponsors
include a dozen professional
organizations that have
jciined the American Association for Medical Systems and
Informatics (AAMSI) in producing this three-day program. For particulars, contact
AAMSI, Suite 402, 4405 EastWest Highway, Bethesda,
MD 20814, (301) 657-4142.

tronic data processing. Inhouse presentations are
available. Register with the
American Management Associations, POB 319, Saranac
Lake, NY 12983, (518) 8910065.
May 22-24

Softwest '84, Denver Merchandise Mart, Denver, CO.
This conference and exhibition features educational seminars, lectures, and panel discussions on software, equipment, and peripherals for
Apple and IBM computers.
For information, contact the
Colorado Conference Group,
Suite C, 3312 Cripple Creek,
Boulder, CO 80303, (303)
499-1034.
May 22-25

COMDEX Spring, Georgia
World Congress Center, Atlanta. For details, contact the
Interface Group, 300 First
Ave., Needham, MA 02194,
(800) 325-3330; in Massachusetts, (617) 449-6600.
May 22-26

Micro Expo '84, Palais des
Congres, Paris, France. Manufacturers and vendors of
hardware, software, peripherals, and accessories for the
microcomputer market will
attend this conference and
exposition. For details, contact Sybex France, Centre
Paris Daumesnil, 4 Place Felix
Eboue, 75583 Paris Cedex 12,
France. In the U.S., contact
the International Show Coordinator, Sybex Inc., 2344
Sixth St., Berkeley, CA 94710,
(415) 848-8233.

May 21-23

May 22-26

Data Processing fur the NonData Processing Executive,
Part 2, Miyako Hotel, San
Francisco, CA. This is the
second part of a program that
addresses microprocessor
and database technology,
packaged software, and data
communications. It's designed for people with a
basic understanding of eIec-

Oficomp KOrea 84-The International Korean Office
and Information Management Exhibition and Conference, Korea Exhibition
Center, Seoul, South Korea.
Exhibits will include demonstrations of computers, communications equipment, and
business machines. Contact
Clapp & Poliak International,

PRICES ANp AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
AU RETURNED MERCHANDISE SU ....CT TO A 10'110 II.STOCKING F...
ADD 10% FOR NET TERMS

PRICES GOOD IN u.s. ONLY.
PRICES REI'LECTED IN THIS

------- -----SPECIAL OF
--== -: -=';'::®

THE MONTH!

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

TAVAPC

Special
of the
Month.
IBM PC®COMPLETE LINE

IBM PC
64K. Two 320KB Disk Drives. Floppy Disk
Controller. Video Card and High Res
Monitor .
$2599.00
HARD DISK SYSTEM FOR IBM PC
256K IBM PC® 360KB Disk Drive. FDC.
10MB Hard Disk W/Controller. Cabinet Controller & Software. Video Card and Monitor

53999.00
Hard Disk Sub-System for IBM PC By
TAVA CORP ••••••••••••• S1275.00
LOTUS 1-2-3 SOFTWARE .

TM

Desk Top IBM PC®Compatible Computer. 128K
RAM Two 320KB Disk Drives. Floppy Disk Controller. Video Adapter and Monitor. One Parallel
Porr. Two Serial Ports. System runs DOS 11.2.0.
and CP/M 86®
CALL FOR PRICE
Suggested List 52395.00
Low Price High Quality TAVA Personal Computer Uses The Industry Standard Operating
Systems: CP/M86:'! MS DOS:'! UCSD p-system®
One yea r warranty on all parts. Runs most of
the Software for IBM Pc. ego Lotus 1-2-3:'!
dBasell:'! Words Star:» Multiplan:'! PFS® and
Th ousands more

MONITORS

TAVA PRODUCTS

. 5399
Composite Hi Res Green Monitor S189.00
TTL Hi Res Green Monitor .
. S199.00
Add SIS for Amber
TAVA RGB Color Monitor
.. 5599.00
No Glare
Color Graphics Card
CALL
Monochrome Card
CALL
$199.00
Floppy Controller .
Floppy & Video Controller ... . ..... CALL

FlDPPY DISK DRIVES For IBM PC
ADD-ON DRIVE FOR PC Jr.® •• CALL

AST RESEARCH

TANDON
TM-loo-2 Ds/DD

10 Plus-Parallel & Serial Port, Clock
Calendar W/Bat. back-up. Superdrive.
Superspool
5199.00
Combo Plus-256K. Parallel &Serial Port. Clock
Calendar W/BaL back-up. Superdrive.
Superspool
S450.00
Mega Plus-512K. Parallel & Serial Port. Clock
Calendar W/Ba t. back-up .
S999.00

...... . . . CALL

SLiMLINE 320KB
BY TAVA CORP.

. .. ... . .. $199

PRINTERS
OKIDATA
82A
83A . ... ..... .. .. ..... . .
84AP parallel ... . .. . .
84AS serial
92A ..... . ... .
93A
BROTHER
HR-25
Dalsywrlter Daisywheel
Printer .
NEC
SPINWRITER
77 10-1
7715-1
7730-1
7720-1
7725-1

ttlEC

52095
52295
52095
52695
S.2 695

5429.00
S669.00
5999.00
$1099.00
$525.00
S899.00
S799
$1099.00

~
.
.
3510
3515 ..
3530
3550
PC8023A .

$1495
$1495
$1695
$1995
5 $95

QUAD RAM
Quad Board - 256K. Parallel Port. Serial
110 Clock Calendar with battery backup
51 2K Ram with Serial 110

5450.00
S799.00

CONOGRAPHIC
Color Card

S995.00

AMDEK
300A
$199.00
I.
5349.00
300G
$169.00
II.
5699.00
310A .
$199.00
III
5399.00
IV ......................... $1199.00

applc! ®
APPLE lie
Computer System Controller. Two Disk Drives.
Monitor
51699

BROTHER, TAVA, NEC, TANDON.
SHUGART, TOSHIBA, AND OTHER
MFGR. PRODUCTS AVAILABLE"

CDMPUSHACII
HIGH TECHNOLOGY • LOW PRICES
CALL FOR STORE
LOCATION

HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
This card gives you 720 x350
graphics
S499.00
BIG BLUE .

$479.00

HAYES MICROCOMPUTER
PRODUCTS
Micromodem 300 baud .
Smartmodem 1200 baud

5299.95
$529.95

COMPANY SHOWROOM
WALNUT CREEK. CA
1415) 945-8011

(714) 261·1000
1. . . ' ARMSTRONG. IRVINI, CA 92714
HIADOUARTIItS/TIUX, 1.1667-ANSWER BACK. COMPDSHACK IRIN

Circle 93 on Inquiry card .

' J8M PC IS a registered rrademark of JBM Corp.
'd8t\SE )) IS a regiStered uademark of ASHTON-TATE. Inc

COMPANY SHOWROOM
TUSTIN. CA
1714) 730-7227
Multiplan is a regis!erea trademark of Microsoft Corp
PFS IS a r.eglstere,d trademark of Software PubliShing Co.

~r~~t~/S~~fIS~a~~tS!~~~(~:~~:~:~,s~~r;~t~~c?e~~I~~rgf~icropro International ~_~~6S 'iSS ~ r~~i5s~~~~ ~:a~~~~rt ~r ~~~~~~~S2~;;' Inc.
V,slcalc 15 a registered trademark of VISlCorp
PRODUCTS AND PRJCES NOT AVAILABLE
AT ALL STORES

UCSDp IS a registered tfademark of Softech

Microsystem~

A LL FLOPPIES REPAIRED OUICKLY AT LOW COST

Event Clueue _______________________________________________________________
POB 70007, Washington, DC
20088, (301) 657-3090.
May 23

Breakthroughs in Artificial
Intelligence, Loew's Summit,
New York City. For details,
see May 15.
May 23-24

Automach-Australia '84,
Royal Hall of Industries,
Showground, Sydney. This
trade show serves to update
Australian manufacturing industries on automated, integrated factory systems incorporating numerically controlled machinery, CAD/
CAM, and robotics. For details, contact Mr. Greco,
Howard Rotavator Pty., POB
82, Parramatta 2150, New
South Wales, Australia; tel:
630-1231; Telex: AA21328. In
the U.S., contact SME World
Headquarters, One SME Dr.,
POB 930, Dearborn, MI
48121, (313) 271-1500.

May 23-24

May 23-25

Distribution/Computer Expo
'84, Hyatt Regency, Chicago,
IL. This is said to be the largest exhibit of computer systems and services for the
transportation, distribution,
logistics, and warehousing
industries. Entrance fee per
person is $35. Registration
brochures are available from
CS Report Inc., POB 453, Exton, PA 19341, (215) 363-7156.

Data Communications, Fort
Lauderdale, FL. For details,
see May 16-18.

May 23-24

The 1984 Trends and Applications Conference, National
Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MD. Presentations
will address current systems
and applications as well as
research into advanced concepts relating to the theme,
''Making Database Work:' Information can be obtained
from Trends and Applications 84, POB 639, Silver
Spring, MD 20901, (301)
921-3491.

May 23-25

The Eighth Conference on
Computer Applications in
Radiology, Stouffer's Riverfront Towers, St. Louis, MO.
Patient information systems,
personal computers and
computers for the private office, teleradiology, computerassisted instruction, and artificial intelligence are a few
of the topics to be covered.
Exhibits are included. The fee
is $350. For details, contact
American College of Radiology, 20 North Wacker Dr.,
Chicago, IL 60606, (800)
227-5463; in Illinois, (312)
236-4963.
May 23-25

The Third Annual European
Semiconductor Industry
Conference, Hotel Kempin-

Products .

Easy to install p.e. Kit
All you do is assemble

ski, Berlin, West Germany.
International industry leaders will discuss issues faCing
the semiconductor industry.
Contact Barbara ChUpp,
Dataquest Inc., 1290 Ridder
Park Dr., San Jose, CA 95131,
(408) 971-9000.
May 24

The ~election, Care, and
Feeding of Consultants,
College of Management,
Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta. This course
teaches business people with
limited time and resources
how to define problems and
how to locate the trained consultant for the job. Office
automation and productivity
are a few of the problem
areas to be considered. The
course fee is $175. Contact
Elaine Hadden Nicholas, Department of Continuing Education, Georgia Institute of
Technology, Atlanta, GA
30332-0385, (404) 894-2547.

C~lor

Graphics Card with
Printer Port
• Disc Drive Controller Card

Kit Includes:
• Attractive Sturdy Case
• H.D. Power Supply with Built In Fan
• Detachable Low Profile Keyboard
• Mother Board fully wave soldered, stuffed & tested
•• With Disc Drive Controller Card

1-714-953-7411 ·· .. NOTE: Static & Dynamic Ram in Stock

5114

-. Teac
~ FD55B

•• 5 Expansion Slots
• 128 K
• Teac 55B (DSDO-48 TPI)
• Complete instructions & documentation

~

48TPI

Laser Y2 High
SSDD 48TPI '
163 KB
40 Track
with Patch

2 in
1 Apple
Acts As
2 Drives

3 1/4 " Apple

48TPI Drive

uble Sided Drive By LASER

~.
..,- \ '

Costs much less than 2 Drives DSDD·48TPI

SSDD

Disc Drives
for
Commodore 64

Disc Drive Cantrall Card
in stock also!

Electronics
13439111th
Edmonton Canada T5E4ZY
403-475-0555

Ie, IBM , Appl e, Apple liE, and Comm odore are all regi sl ered trade m arks 0 1 Eag le, IBM,

Commodore

452
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143 KB SSDD-48TPI

THE
DOUBLE
2· V2 Hi. Drives

LASER
USA
1-714-953-7411
1701 E. Edinger (Suite J-4)
Santa Ana, CA 92705 '
TLX: 181281 LASER SNA

TAIWAN
P.O. Box 26-264
Taipei , Taiwan ROC
TLX: 12318 EOINTCOL
Circle 229 on Inquiry card.

"95% of
all PC information

management needs
can be handled
by DATAEASE."
Ira Krakow, Independent Consultant;
Business Computer Systems Reviewer

DATAEASE - The totally integrated
information management system that
delivers ease-of-use without
compromising power. Join the
corporate clients that are turning to
DATAEASE to get their information filed,
sorted, analyzed and reported.
• AT&T
• Chemical Bank
• Exxon
• General Electric
·IBM

• Proctor & Gamble

• Prudential Life
• Stanford
University
• Touche Ross
• United
Technologies

If you can read,
you can build a powerful application with

DATA AS

TM

For a free demonstration diskette, call :

800-243-5123

Software So lu tions, In c., Milford, CT 064 60 · Telex 703 9 72

See us at COMDEX Booth 4710
Circle 357 on inquiry card.
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Circle 311 on inquiry card .
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MICRO CONTROLLED
DIGITAL DATA RECORDER
FEATURES:
Microprocessor controlled
data buffering • Buffers
data in RAM • Data
comes in at any standard
baud rate, plays back at
any baud rate (switchable)
• Tape runs only during
block record/playback •
RS232 input/output 110/
220 v ac or 12 v dc • 1.2
MB per tape side. Uses chrome oxide audio cassettes • Has
hold-off during playback via CTS line. No data hold-off during
record.

May 29-31

APPLICATIONS:
PROCESS CONTROL • POINT OF SALE • TELEPHONE
SWITCH LOGGING (SMDR) • INSTRUMENTATION • DIAGNOSTIC SUPPORT • PROGRAM LOADING • DATA LOGGING.
BUFFERED VERSION MODEL PD1-BF . .. ... . ... $595.00
NON BUFFERED VERSION - MODEL PD-1 ..... . . $335.00

TO ORDER, DIAL:
(201) 356-9200

May 26-27

The Third Annual Toronto
PET User's Group (fPUG)
Conference, Constellation
Hotel, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. This program consists of formal speeches,
product exhibits, and a
trader's corner for used computer equipment. For information, contact Chris Bennett, TPUG Business Office,
1912A Avenue Rd., Toronto,
Ontario M5M 4A1, Canada,
(416) 782-9252.

~EeIl.'l-!qJ
r 136
Lackland Drive
Middlesex, N.J. 08846

Gulf Coast Computer and
Office Show, New Orleans,
LA. Speakers, technical sessions, and product displays
will highlight this exhibition.
For full details, contact Gulf
Coast Computer and Office
Show, 119 Avant Garde Circle, Kenner, LA 70062, (504)
467-9949.
May 29-June 1

BEFORE YOU BUY
CABLE ASSEMBLIES,

The Technical Manager in a
Dynamic Environment, San
Francisco, CA. The fee for
this short course is $875. Advanced registration is required. For information, contact Continuing Education in
Engineering, University of
California Extension, 2223
Fulton St ., Berkeley, CA
94720, (415) 642-4151.
May 31-June 2

CHECK UNDER THE HOODI
DATA SPECtm cable assemblies are the very best. Each cable
is fully shielded to exceed FCC EMIIRFI emission requirements.
Furthermore, the unique P.D.T. technique is employed beneath
the hood shield for maximum integrity under the most adverse
conditions. DATA SPEc'm was the first to use the P.D.T. process, and cable assemblies constructed with P.D.T. carry a
lifetime warranty. DATA SPEc'm has interface cables for all
your requirements: Modems, Monitors, Disk Drives, and much
more. Insist on DATA SPEc'm cables in the bright orange
packaQe. Available at better computer dealers everywhere. For
more Information, call or write:

Personal Computer and STD
Computer Interfacing for
Scientific Instrument Automation, Blacksburg, VA. This
workshop provides hands-on
experience in wiring and testing interfaces. The fee is $395.
For more information, contact Dr. Linda Leffel, C.E.C.,
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061, (703) 9614848.
June 1984

A~"AII

_ _ Corpolll)..

18215 Parthenia Street, Northridge, CA 91325 (818) 701-5853
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Circle 122 for Dealer inquiries.
Circle 123 for End-User inquiries.

June

Continuing Engineering
Education Courses from

George Washington University, Washington, DC.
Courses include "Improved
CAD /CAM Utilization,"
"Systems Analysis Techniques for Information Managers," and ''Algorithm Design for Managers and Entrylevel Programmers:' Tuition
ranges from $625 to $795. For
complete course outlines,
contact George Harrison,
Continuing Engineering Education, George Washington
University, Washington, DC
20052, (800) 424-9773; in the
District of Columbia, (202)
676-6106.
June-August

Engineering Summer Conferences, Chrysler Center,
North Campus, University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor. Topics
include aerospace, chemical,
computer, information, control, electrical, nucleaz; marine,
metallurgical, mechanicalf
automotive, and industrial
engineering. Courses will also
be offered in written communications and optical
technology. A continuing education unit is awarded for
every ten hours of attendance
and students are awarded certificates indicating the number
of units earned. Lecture notes
are provided. rees range from
$450 to $1000, depending
upon course length. Room
and board are additional. fur
more information, contact
Engineering Summer Conferences, 200 Chrysler Center-North Campus, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
MI 48109, (313) 764-8490.

June 1-3

The First Annual Computer
Country Fair & Exposition,
New Hampshire Voc-Tech
College, Stratham. Demonstrations and displays of
computer hardware and
software for home, personal,
and business uses will be featured . Adult admission is
$2.50. For more information,
contact Julianne Cooper,

Here's what you can do!
Application Creation
FORMULA IITM
The Application Creator
The first and only Application Creator-a do-it-yourself concept for office automation . FORMULA II lets you
define your files , forms , menus, and reports-FORMULA
II then creates your program. FORMULA II includes a
Database manager with an English Query language and
a Form/Report Creator with word processing features.

Professional
Software
for the
Software
Professional

Communications

ASCOMTM

ASCOMTM is the most versatile asynchronous communication package for microcomputers on the market. It
features interactive, menu-driven, and batch operations;
supports auto-answer and auto-dial modems; includes
most popular protocols; provides network simulation ;
and many other options .Xerox Corporation, NCR, Monroe Systems for Business, and the big 8 accounting firms
use ASCOMTM

DMA products operate on
the full range of
Z80, 8086, 8088 processors,
including the IBM-PC

SYNC/COMTM_A bisynchronous communication
package that will be configurable for a variety of systems
and includes a flexible interface to the operating system.
2780/3780/3270 protocols available on microcomputers
with appropriate hardware.
TERMCOMTM-A configurable terminal emulator
allowing any personal computer to emulate most conversational and selected block mode terminals with asynchronous communica tions. Available December 1983.

Utilities
EM80186™
This softwa re emu lator lets you use eight bit software
on sixteen bit microcomputers without hardware modifications.

The 8086 0.5. Converter™
CP to MS-Permits execution of Digital Research's
CP/ M-86 programs under Microsoft's MSDOS (or
PC DOS).
MS to CP-Permits execution of MSDOS programs
under CP/M-86.

UT·86™

This package of user-friendly utilities for the IBM Personal Computer and similar systems includes copying,
directory so rting , patching , and a general purpose file
print utility.

Coming Soon
DMA."C"TM_A "C" la nguage compiler which will generate either Z80 or 8086 assembly language code. Due
to a unique optimization routine which is based upon a
functional" P-code" model, the efficiency of DMA. " C"
wi ll far exceed that of existing compilers.

WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE WE SPEAK YOUR LANGUAGE
DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR ASSOCIATES, INC.
545 FIFTH AVENUE, NY, NY 10017
Dealer Inquiries only • (212) 687-7115
Circle 141 on inquiry card.
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Event Clueue------------------------------------------------------------Cooper/GK, 41 Front St.,
Exeter, NH 03833, (603)
778-0344.
Jun e 2-3

The Ninth NJ-NY-Cf Microcomputer Show & Flea Market, Meadowlands Hilton
Hotel, Secaucus, NJ. More
than 250 vendors will display
computer equipment, parts,
supplies, software, and accessories. Admission is $6.
Contact Ken Gordon Productions, POB 13, Franklin Park,
NJ 08823, (201) 297-2526.
June 4-5

Electronic Motion Control
Association Seminar, Chicago, IL. This educational
program combines tutorial
sessions with technical paper
presentations. Devices and
systems will be displayed.
For details, contact the Electronic Motion Control
Association, Suite 1200, 230
North Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60601, (312)
372-9800.
JIH,e 4-6

Advanced Project Management, Berkeley, CA. The fee
for this short course is $645.
Advanced registration is required . Contact Continuing
Education in Engineering,
University of California Extension, 2223 Fulton St.,
Berkeley, CA 94720, (415)
642-4151.
June 4-7

Electronics in Oil and Gas/
U.S. , Convention Center,
Dallas, TX. This exhibition will
focus on electronics technology as it applies to processing, production, supervision, data control, communications, navigation,
maintenance, testing, instrumentation, exploration,
and safety. The conference
program, held concurrently
with the World Oil and Gas
Show and Conference, will
cover telemetry, sensing,
computers, simulation, and
automation. Complete par456
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ticulars are available from
Martin C. Dwyer International, 1350 East Touhy Ave.,
Des Plaines, IL 60018, (312)
299-9311.
Jlln e 4-7

Robots 8, Cobo Hall, Detroit,
Ml. More thim 80 industry
experts will expound upon
the latest aspects of robot implementation, applications,
and research . Nearly 250
builders and suppliers of industrial robots, related services, and components will
exhibit their wares. For more
information, contact RI/SME,
POB 930, Dearborn, MI
48121, (313) 271-0023.
June 4-8

The Thirteenth Annual
Meeting of the MUMPS
Users Group, Adam's Mark
Hotel, Philadelphia, PA . Introductory and advanced
tutorials on MUMPS programming and applications,
workshops, round-table discussions, site visits, and formal presentations will be
offered. In addition, hardware, software, and systems
will be demonstrated. Contact the MUMPS Users
Group, Suite 308, 4321 Hartwick Rd ., College Park, MD
20740, (301) 779-6555.

ACM SIGCOMM '84 Symposium on Communications
Architectures and Protocols,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada .
Address inquiries to Rebecca
Hutchings, Honeywell/FSD,
7900 Westpark Dr., Mclean,
VA 22102, (703) 827-3982.

ing a comprehensive audit
approach for evaluating and
testing controls in computer-based bank systems.
Information is available from
Darlene Floading, Bank Administration Institute, 60
Gould Center, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008, (312) 228-6200.

Jll ne 6-9

June 11-30

The 1984 Rochester FORTH
Applications Conference,
University of Rochester, NY.
An international conference
now in its fourth year, this
convocation is appropriate
for both experienced users
and newcomers to the
FORTH language. Invited
speakers will discuss realtime systems and FORTH applications and techniques .
Contact Diane Ranocchia, Institute for Applied FORTH
Research Inc., 70 Elmwood
Ave. , Rochester, NY 14611,
(716) 235-0168.

Faculty Development Institute: Retraining in Computer
Science, Wheaton College,
Norton, MA . The Faculty Development Institute, made
up of introductory and intermediate courses, is designed
to increase educators' capacity to teach computer science
at the college level. The tuition is approximately $1000,
with additional expenses for
room and board. For further
information, contact Nercomp Inc. , 439 Washington
St., Braintree, MA 02184,
(617) 848-6494.

June 6-8

Jllne 11-13

June 12-14

Data Processing for the NonData Processing Executive,
Part 2, New York City. For
details, see May 21-23.

June 6-8

Jllne 11-15

Introduction to the Design of
Fault-Tolerant Microcomputer Systems, San Francisco, CA. This course serves
as an introduction to such
major topics in fault-tolerant
computing as microprocessor
testing, redundancy techniques, error correction and
detection, and fault classification, detection, diagnosis,
and recovery. The fee is $650.
For information, contact
William C. Dries, Engineering and Applied Science,
University of WisconsinExtension, 432 North Lake
St., Madison, Wl53706, (800)
362-3020; in Wisconsin, (608)
262-2061.

Fiber and Integrated Optics,
Teaneck, NJ. This short
course explores such fiberoptic components as singleand multimode fiber cabling,
photo detectors, receiver and
repeater technology, and
optical-fiber sensors. The fee
is $875. For details, contact
Continuing Engineering
Education, George Washington University, Washington,
DC 20052, (800) 424-9773; in
the District of Columbia,
(202) 676-6106.

Advanced Manufacturing
Systems Exposition & Conference-AMS 84, McCormick Place, Chicago, IL. The
theme for this event is "The
Computer: Mind of the Factory of the Future:' Demonstrations of information and
automated production systems directed at the needs of
manufacturing companies,
more than 50 conference sessions, workshops, and short
courses will be featured.
Some topics of interest ihclude planning for closedloop systems, software selection and systems integration,
systems implementation,
artificial intelligence, and
robotics. AMS runs concurrently with Info/Software
(see below). For details on
AMS 84, contact Clapp &
Poliak, 708 Third Ave. , New
York, NY 10017, (212) 370-1100
or 661-8410.

Jun e 11-15

June 12-14

Managing the Audit Computer-based Bank Systems,
Chicago, IL. A course provid-

Info/Software, McCormick
Place, Chicago, IL. An exposition and conference de-

June 11-15

Auditing in the Contemporary Computer Environment, New York City. For
details, see May 14-18.

WE MADE IT PoWERFUL.
BUT WE KEPT IT SIMPLE.
When you're cooking up a unique software product, it's not enough to think of all the right
ingredients. You also have to mix them very carefully Especially when you're serving the wide variety of
people who use the IBM personal computer today
Until now, if you wanted to use your IBM PC to turn data into meaningful information, you
had to make an unappetizing choice between two kinds of data base management systems: Multifile
systems so powerful they 're difficult to use. Or single file systems so simple they can't be used to do much.
Until Power-base ~M
Power-base is the only multifile data base manager powerful enough to get the job done, yet
simple enough to be mastered in one sitting. Even if you've never used a computer.
There are no languages to learn, no commands to memorize. To t'ell Power-base what you want,
simply keep choosing from the menu which never goes away, yet never gets in the way Even making a
selection is simple. You use the same three keys every time. To make a change, you simply make
another choice.
And the unique DataZOOM™gives you the power to

pawer.baWl'!h

move rapidly from file to file, right to the piece of information you need.
I
:::..~ I
It's hard to make a simpler choice than Power-base.
.
UU.ULULllIl
.
Especially with a price so easy to digest: $395.
Get a taste of Power-base for yourself. For a demonstration copy, send us $10. It's refundable
when you purchase Power-base at your local participating Computerland or other authorized dealer.
Power-base Systems, Inc. 12 West 37th Street, New York, NY 10018. (212) 947-3590.
?
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Circle 185 on inquiry cara.

Po wer,base and DUI;1l0Qt-.'l arc

tr3Jcmarks of Power·base Systems. Inc.
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Circle 25 on Inquiry card.
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&:~~O~:~:~5B ~$150~~A~H :t~~? ~i~
SOLDER TYPE SUB · MINIATUR£
CONNECTORS USED FOR
COMPUTER HOOK UPS .
oB·15 PLUG
$2 . 75
oB · 15 SOCKET
$4.00

OB . 15 HOOD

$1.50

CONTA I NS 5 SINGLE·POLE
NORMALLY OPE N SWITCH ES .
MEASURES 3 ·' . LON G.
~
KEY
;
~

oB · 25 PLUG
oB . 25 SOCKET
oB . 25 H OO~

$2.75
$3 . 50
$1.25

CONTAINS 6 SINGLE· POLE
NORMALLY OPEN SWITCHES .

~~: 6$EA1.~~

<: MP 12002
RATED ,
CON TRO L-3 .6 · 6 VDC
LOAD-1 20VAC 2 AMPS
T.T.L . COMPATIBLE .
SIZE : !11!1" )( ~h x \ " HIGH
. 50 EACH 10 FOR

~.;.;.;..;...-.;.;..;--...

"PARALLEL" PRI NTER ~M~E;AS;U~RE;.;S~4;:""~·L~ON;G~~I~D:.;;;~~~~=~ I
CONNECTOR
• " " - - - :,

SOLDER STY LE

~~~tii 36 PIN MAL E USED

"lI.

ON "PAH ALlE L"
DATA CABLE S.

P~~~;~En) ~

NON- THREADED
BUSHING .

HC"

75' EACH

1,1.'.'1

10 FOR $1 .00

S.P.D.T.
(on-on)

4

SOLDER LUG
.
TEAMINAL S
100 FOR

SOLDER lUG

TERMINALS.
$1.00 EACH
10 FOR $9 .00
100 FOR $80.00

sao.o

SPD

(on~o~)'

s .P.D.T·
(on-off-on)
.

P.C. LUGS ,

~~~~i~~.EADED
~5~ ' ES:;~E
,~~

~~~~~~~.D~.
~~.~~~AS~~O -_.'

10 FOR $7 .00

100 FOR $80.00

1

June 12-14

S.P.D.T. ~
(On-Off-On).

$1.00 EACH
10 FOR $9 ,00

T.

D.P.D.T.
(on-on)

22/44

22 / 4 4 GO LD PLATED

CO NTA CTS
156 CO NTACT SPACIN G

$2 .00 EACH

--:--=---:-_~

10 FOR $18 .00

5 STATION
INTIORLOCKING
_
MADE BY ALPS.
.

~ ~ ~~g~ AND

,...,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

rtU

_

SWITCHES ON FULLY
INTERLOCKI NG ASSEMBLY.
3 1J4" BETWEEN
MOUNTING CEN TERS .
S2.S0 EACH

5 STATION
NON-INTERLOCKING
SAME AS ABOVE , EXCEPT
EACH SWITCH OPERAT ES
INDEPENDENTLY.
52.50 EACH

ORDER
PAPERCAPER II
AND SAVE!

Update '84, Hyatt O'Hare
Hotel, Chicago, IL. This
forum is targeted at the information-management and
micrographics industry.
Trends in office automation
technologies and their relevance to imaging and imagetransmission capabilities will
be considered along with the
opportunities and competitive pressures that these
technologies represent. For
details, write to IMC Update
'84, POB 34404, Bethesda,
MD 208V.
June 13-15

Clinical Laboratory Computers Symposium 1984,
Towsley Center, University of
Michigan Medical School,
Ann Arbor. Contact the Office of Continuing Medical
Education, Towsley Center
Box 057, University of Michigan Medical School, Ann
Arbor, MI 48109, (313) 7631400.
June 13-15

.. Save an average 7~ per check with PaperCaper II.
.. Retain your personal check numbering sequence.
.. Carries 7 personal size checks or 2 letterheads.

$

2 0

·•

.-

.

•

Minimum width printer 9'/z".
DU,rable synthetic paper will last and last.
Check or VISAlMaster Card (please give
card number and expiration date.)

The Sixth Annual National
Educational Computing Conference-NECC '84, University of Dayton, OH. Papers,
workshops, and exhibits are
designed to promote a higher
quality of classroom instruction in educational computing. Complete details on
NECC '84 are available from
Lawrence A. Jehn, Computer
Science Department, University of Dayton, DCJ.yton,
OH 45469, (513) 229-3831.

Services Squared
Box 2665 • Las Cruces. NM 8B004

June 13-15

PC-World Exposition, Mc458
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Cormick Place West, Chicago, IL. Further information
can be obtained from Mitch
Hall Associates, POB 860,
Westwood, MA 02090, (617)
329-8090.
June 14-17

BYTE Computer Show, Convention Center, Los Angeles,
CA. For details, see May
10-12.
June 14-17

ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125 VAC

S.P.D.T.

voted exclusively to demonstrations of applications and
systems software. Mainframe, minicomputer, and
microcomputer software will
be featured . Info/Software
runs concurrently with AMS
84 (see above). Further information is available from
Clapp & Poliak, 708 Third
Ave., New York, NY 10011:
(212) 370-1100 and (212)
661-8410.

Circle 345 for Dealer inquiries.
Circle 346 for End-User inquiries.

International Computer
Show, Cologne, West Germany. Seminars, workshops,
and hardware and software
exhibits will highlight this international event. The focus
is on informing users on
buying-decision criteria, how
to scrutinize software, and
how to solve user's needs
such as customer service, advice, and spare parts. Contact
Messe- und AusstellungsGes .rn.b.H Koln, Messeplatz, Postfach 210760,
D-5000 Cologne 21, West Germany; tel: (0221) 821-1; Telex:
8873 426 a mua d .
June 16

Writing for the Computer Industry, Plymouth State College, Plymouth, NH. Topics
to be addressed include how
to write computer-related text
for an international audience,
electronic documentation,
training and linguistic style,
and how to integrate text and
graphics. Contact Dr. Sally
Boland, 5 Reed House, Plymouth State College, Plymouth, NH 03264, (603) 5361550.
June 17-20

The Seventeenth Annual Association for Small Computers Users in Education
Conferenc~, Western Kentucky University, Bowling
Green. This conference will
focus on academic computing, robotics, computer applications in libraries, and the
effective use and control of
institutional word processing. Demonstrations and a

The Rixon PC212A ...
The Perfect Modem
For Your IBM® PC
... Only s499
The Rixon® PC212A offers you the only 300/1200 BPS full duplex
modem with auto dial and auto answer that plugs directly into any of
the IBM PC® • card slots. Because the Rixon PC212A was designed
specifically for the IBM PC, it is loaded with user benefits.
The PC212A eliminates the need for an asynchronous communications
adapter card and external modem cable, this
alone saves you approximately $190. The
PC212A provides an extra 25 pin EIA RS232
interface connector, a telephone jack for
alternate voice operation, and a telephone line
jack for connection to the dial network.
Without question, the PC212A is the
most user friendly, most reliable, and
best performing modem for your
IBM PC. An internal microprocessor allows total control, operation,
and optioning of the
PC212A from the keyboard.
A user friendly HELP list of
all interactive commands is
stored in modem memory for
instant screen display. Just a
few of the internal features
are auto/ manual dialing from
the keyboard, auto dial the
next number if the first
number is busy and instant
redial once or until answered.
In the event of power disruption a battery back-up protects all memory in the PC212A. In
addition, the PC212A is compatible
with all of the communication programs written for the Hayes
Smartmodem ™ "such as
CROSSTALK.TMt:Also available
for use with the PC212A is the
Rixon PC COM I, TM ~ a communications software program (Diskette) and instruction manual to enhance
the capabilities of the PC212A and the IBM PC. PC COM
I operates with or replaces the need for the IBM
Asynchronous Communications Support Program. The program is very user friendly and provides single key stroke control of
auto log on to multiple database services (such as The Source,SM&), as well
as log to printer, log to file transfer and flow control (automatic inband
or manual control) . PC COM I is only $49.00 if purchased at the same
time as the PC212A. The PC212A comes with a 2 year warranty. For
more information contact your nearest computer store or Rixon
direct at 800-368-2773 and ask
------for Jon Wilson at Ext. 472.
-- -PC212A .. ...... ... ... $499.
PC212A WITH
ASYNCH PORT .... .. $539.

- ----------=
::. =. =-= -=.;; ==-':

2120 Industrial PIcy., Silver Spring, Md. 20904
301.{i22-2121 TWX 710-825-0071 TLX 89-8347

The Rixon PC212A Card Modem
Another Modem Good Enough Th Be Called RIXON
Circle 336 on inquiry card.

INC.

• IBM is a registered trademark of the
International Business Machine Corp.
•• Hayes Smartmodem is a product of
the Hayes Stack ™ series, a
registered trademark of Hayes
Microcomputer Products Inc.

+ CROSSTALK is a trademark of
Microstuf Inc .

I/:

PC COM I is a trademark of
Rixan Inc.

& The Source is a servicemark of
Source Telecomputing Corp.

3043A

© RIXON INC. 1983
See us Spring Comdex
Booth 2740

Event Queue----------------------------------------------------------site tour are on the docket.
Contact Dr. Dudley Bryant,
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101,
(502) 745-0111.

credit. Register with Claire
Duffey, Office of Continuing
Education, Humboldt State
University, Arcata, CA 95521,
or call (707) 826-3731.

June 17-21

June 18-22

International Banking Conference on Computer Networks, Hilton, Tel Aviv,
Israel. This educational program for bankers, corporate
executives, government representatives, and electronics
manufacturers will · center
around the theme, "Bank
Transfers Via Computer Networks." Security and fraud
concerns will also be discussed. The program will be
complemented by speakers
and an exhibition of computer products that support
networking. For details, contact Nancy Italia, UMB/PSI
Conference Coordinator,
Suite 350, 2700 Cumberland
Parkway, Atlanta, GA 30339,
(404) 432-2892; Telex: 80-4294.

The Fourth Annual Notre
Dame Short Course Series:
Computers in Biology, University of Nevada-Reno.
Three concurrent short
courses on Computers in
Biology will be offered :
"Computers in Bioeducation;' "Microcomputers in
Classroom and Laboratory; '
and "Computerized Data
Analysis in Biological Research:' A computer background is not required. Most
days will include lectures and
hands-on sessions. Tuition is
$450. Contact Professor
Theodore J. Crovello, Biocomputing Short Course
Coordinator, Department of
Biology, University of Notre
Dame, Notre Dame, IN
46556, (219) 239-7496.

June 18-21

People, Computers, and
FORTH
Programming,
Humboldt State University,
Arcata, CA. This is a handson, introductory course for
individuals wanting to gain
an understanding of the internal workings of FORTH
and enough knowledge to
write applications programs.
Prior experience using a computer language is advised .
The fee is $125 or $175 with
three quarter hours academic

1l1E

June 18-22

Office Information System
Software, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA. This course provides a systematic treatment
of the concepts behind the
design of multifunction office
workstations, including technolOgies, human factors, software, and applications generators. Further information
is available from the Director
of the Summer Session,
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JUlle 18-July 27

Experimental Music Studio,
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge. Two
complementary sessions,
"Techniques of Digital Audio
Processing" and "Workshop
in Computer Music Composition," make up this program. The former, which
runs from June 18-29, provides a technical background
as well as practical experience
in digital sound-synthesis
methods. The latter, which
begins July 2, gives composers the opportunity to experiment with the computer
as a musical instrument.
Both workshops involve lectures, tutoring, and handson experience. No special
technical knowledge is required. Application information is available from the
Director of the Summer Session, Room E19-356, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
02139.
June 19-21

Computerized Office Equipment Expo/Office Information Systems ConferenceCOEE/OIS, O'Hare Exposition Center, Rosemont, IL.
For information, contact
COEE/OIS Program Coordinator, Cahners Exposition
Group, Cahners Plaza, 1350
East Touhy Ave. , POB 5060,

$2395 DEVELOPMENT
SYSTEM
'

you to
Instantly. Since the target
nects data 'and address lines to both the
analyzer and the emulator, no expensive adaptors or personality modules are needed.

BYTE May 1984

Des Plaines, IL 60018, (312)
299-9311.

Room E19-356, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139.

June 19-22

Percom '84-The Second International Exhibition and
Conference on Business and
Personal Computers, Jade
Ballroom, Hotel Furama Intercontinental, Hong Kong.
Exhibits at this show cover a
wide spectrum of mini- and
microcomputers, hardware,
software, peripherals, accessories, components, and
publications. The emphasis
is on products for the commercial, manufacturing, and
education industries. Contact
Adsale Exhibition Services,
20/F. , Tung Sun Commercial
Centre, 194-200 Lockhart Rd .,
Wanchai, Hong Kong; Telex:
63109 ADSAP HX.

June 20

How to Document a Computer System, Sheraton
Commander Hotel, Cambridge, MA. This seminar
presents a series of procedures that covers the system-development process,
including project initiation,
study, deSign, programming,
implementation, and maintenance. The fee is $155. Contact Technical Communications Associates, Suite 210,
1250 Oakmead Parkway,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (800)
227-3800, ext. 977; in California, (408) 737-2665.

Turns any personal computer Into a complete microcomputer DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. Our Integrated con·

¥~~~8k~ye~~0~6~Vo~~~euD~r v~a~~~2 ~~~~' or

features
sequential triggering , selective trace,
and pass and delay counters. $99 symbolic trace
disassemblers are available for Z-BO, B048, B500,
8800, B031, BOBS, 3B70, Z-8, 1B02, B088, & B086.

The PROM
doubles
as ap~~~~:~t~r:~r:N~~~T()R
i
For a brochure and
assemblers call or write:
1nOtI.A.....,Wood.lde, CA94062

(415) 851·1172

ORION
Instruments

Circle 302 on inquiry card .

John Fairchild
likes our style

DHL:1 Worldwide Courier Express, now makes
time-critical deliveries overnight throughout the U.S.
To cover the volatile, everchanging world of fashion, "It's not
enough to be fast/' says John
Fairchild, Chairman, Fairchild Publications. "You must be accurate
and reliable."
That is what has made his
Womens Wear Daily and W the
leading barometers of the American fashion industry.
That same speed and reliability
have made John Fairchild a steady
client of DHL.
"For overnight delivery/' says

Fairchild, "DHL is the next best
thing to taking it there yourself."
From samples to sketches, from
photos to contracts, DHL delivers
all kinds of time-critical documents
and packages overnight across the
country.
30,000 locations.
More on
deliveries

more places around. the world
than any 'other express courier.
Servicing 97% of the "Fortune
500."
DHL's state-of-the-art delivery
system encompasses 727s, Learjets,
helicopters and fleets of trucks to
speed things on their way.
As John Fairchild says, "I like
their style."
For information, call your local
office of DHL Worldwide Courier
Express.

1J4K1NG IT 111£11£ K}VJlSEJE.
© 1983 DHL Airw~ys Inc.

Circle 129 on Inquiry card.
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Event (lueue _____________________________________________________________
]lIne 20-22

The First International Conference on Computers and
Applications, Fragrant Hill
Hotel, Peking, People's Republic of China. More than
100 technical papers on parallel processing, database
systems, local-area networks,
and distributed processing
will be delivered at this joint
technical program sponsored
by the Chinese Institute of
Electronics (CIE) and the
IEEE Computer Society. Conference details can be obtained from the IEEE Computer Society, POB 639,
Silver Spring, MD 20901,

Workshops and seminars
complement the displays. For
registration information, contact Great Southern Computer Shows, POB 655, Jacksonville, FL 32201, (904)

PCExpo, 333 Sylvan Ave.,
Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632,
(201) 569-8542.
June 26-29

How to Document a Computer System, University
Inn, Pittsburgh, PA. For details, see June 20.

logo '84 Conference, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge. Four main
themes, Logo Learning,
Learning Environments,
Technical Forecasts, and Images of Future Work, constitute the main program. Product exhibits will correspond
with the discussions. Contact
the Special Events Office,
Room 7-111, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139.

June 26-28

June 26-29

PCExpo, Coliseum, New
York City. This show is dedicated to the IBM Personal
Computer market. Exhibits
by manufacturers, software
producers, and vendors will
be complemented by a daily
seminar program. Contact

Using FORTH Effectively,
Humboldt State University,
Arcata, CA. This is a handson advanced course on the
generation and internal
operations of a FORTH system. A mastery of an introductory FORTH course or

356-1044.
Jllne 22

How to Document a Computer System, Empire Hotel,
New York City. For details,
see June 20.
June 25

minimum of six months using FORTH, knowledge of
assembly language , and
operating-system principles
are prerequisites. The fee is
$150 or $200 with three quarter hours academic credit.
Registration information is
available from Claire Duffey,
Office of Continuing Education, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA 95521, (707)
826-3731.
June 27-29

Introduction to the Design of
Fault-Tolerant Microcomputer Systems, Boston, MA.
For details, see June 6-8.

(301) 589-8142.
June 21-23

The Great Southern Computer Show, Veterans Memorial Coliseum, Jacksonville,
FL. Hardware, software, peripherals, accessories, and
word- and data-processing
exhibits will be featured.

COMPETITIVE
P.O. Box 556
Plymouth, MI48170

July 1984
July 2-6

Contemporary Computer
Auditing: Integrity Controls,
New York City. This program
is designed to provide an

EDGE

Orders 800-336-1410
Info. 313-451-0665

COMPETITIVE EDGE INTEGRATED SYSTEMS
LOP INC THUNDER 186™ SINGLE BOARD SOl86, 256K, COMPUTER ..
. .$1195
THUNDER 186™ IN 4 SLOT CABINET WITH 2-5" DRIVES ............ . . .... 1995
THUNDER 186™ IN 4 SLOT CABINET WITH 2-S" DRIVES ............ . .... .. 2495
THUNDER 186™ IN 4 SLOT CABINET WITH I-S" FLOPPY I 10MP HD .. . ... . 3095
THUNDER 186™ IN 4 SLOT CABINET with I-S" FLOPPY I 10MB HD . .
. 3395
IS SLOT CABINET AVAILABLE FOR $300 ADDITIONAL TO ABOVE
LDP INC LIGHTNING 286™ CPU, 12SK STATIC, 2-8" DRS '15 SLT
...... 4095
LOP INC. LIGHTNING ITM (SOS6) 128K DRAM, 2-S" DRS IS SLT . .
. ... 2S95
40 MEGABYTE HARD DISK ADD $2795. 16.5 MB TAPE BACKUP
. .. .. ... 1895
MANY OPTIONS INCLUDING MULTI USERS, S PORT SERIAL BRO .... ........ 316
COMPUPRO® CPU ZTM,RAM 17TM,DlSK ITM. lI04™,2_S''. CP/M'" 15 SLOT 2895
COMPUPRO® 85 18S. RAM 17. DISK I. lIO 4, 2-S", CP/M'" 15 SLOT
... 2995
COMPUPRO® 85/ S8 , RAM 21. DISK I. SSI, 1/04, 2-S" CP / M'" S_16™ ...... . .. . 3695
COMPUPRO® 85188, RAM 22, DISK I, SSl , lIO 3. 2-S" MP/ M'" 8_16™ .......... 4395
COMPUPRO® 85/SS . 2-RAM 22, DISK I, SSI, lIO 3, 2-8" MP/M® S-16 TM ....... . 5550
COMPVPRO® C PU 68KTM,RAM 21™,DlSK I™,lI04TM,2_S ''CPIM''' 6SKTM 3595
COMPUPRO® 10MHZ 6SK, RAM 22™,DISK I™ ,110 4TM.SSI.2-S'',CPIM''' ... 4495
40 MEGABYTE HARD DISK SUB SYSTEM ADD $2995. 16.5 MB TAPE .
. .... IS95
LOP THUNDER IS6 $1195
LIGHTNING 18MHZ$420
IOMHZ Ll .....
.$520
LDP 12SKDRAM ..... 396
LDP256KDRAM ..... 636
RAM6712SK ........ 725
LDP72DISKCONT .. 220
SPORTSERIAL ..... 316
HAZITALL...
... 275
LOP GRAPHICS ..... 396
LIGHTNING 286 . . . . 1116
80287 OPT . ..
. .. 495
MSDOS™for LOMAS225
CCPiM" 86™LATEST2S0
MP/M'" 86™ ....... 525
COMPUPROCPU ZTM 215
CPU 8086™ A&T .... 495
CPU 6SKTM
... 459
CPU S085180SSTM . . . 327
CPU 2S6™ A&T .. . 1196
IOMHZ 8086 ... .. . .. 561
INTER FACER 4™ .. 297
INTERFACER 3™ .. 459
SYS SUPPORTTM ... 297
DISKIATMA&T ..... 459
DlSKITMA&T ...... 327
DlSK3™A&T .. . . 525
RAM 22TM A&T .... 1155
RAM 21TM A&T ..... 657
RAM I7TM .
. .329
RAM 16™A&T ..... 358
MDRIVEHA&T ..... 995
20SLTMB ..... ... .. 211
CP/M'" 2.2 ......... 119
CP/M'" 8_16™ ...... 198
MP / MTM 8_16™ ... 429
CCP/M'" 8_16™ .. CALL
SPUZSLAVE .. ...... 459
12 SLOT MB .
. ... 139
TELETEK'" HD/ CTCTM HARD DISK AND CA RTRIDGE TAPE BOARD .
. . :. 499
TELETEK SYSTEMASTER'" Z80A 64K, DISK CONTROLLER SINGLE BRD
. 585
TELETEK SBC_II™ DUAL SLAVE 64K AND 2 SERIAL PO'RTS I USER . ........ 1046
Many terminals, printers, and software packages available. All prices and speCifications subject to
change wlthoLit notice. Availability subject to stock on hand. Compupro Is a Godbout Comp~ny,
Compup ro Is a registered trademark of Godbout Electronics. CP/M, MP/M, CCP/M are either
trademarks or registered trademarks of Digital Research . Thunder 186, Lightning 1, and Lightning
286 are trademarks of LOP Inc. MP/M 8·16, CP/M 8·16, CCPfM 8·16, CPU Z, Interfacer 4, Interlacer 3,
CPU 6066, CPU saK, CPU 286, System Support " Disk 1, Disk lA, RAM 21, RAM 22, RAM 17, RAM 16
are trademarks of Compupro and Godbout Electronics. MSDOS Is a trademark of Microsoft.
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Now at your bookstore

~

RANDOM HOUSE

Publishers of The Random House Dictionary
of the English Language. Unabridged Edition

Circle 332 on inquiry card.

THE AT&T INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS .NETWORK:

IT COSTS LESS TO SEND
YOUR FACTS BY FAX.
SAN FRANCISCO

signed contracts almost anywhere in the world. .
This unique ability makes fax
one of the most exciting electronic mail technologies available today.
All you need is a telephone
and a facsimile machine.
And in as little as 25 seconds,
an exact duplicate arrives at its
destination.
With fax, faster is cheaper.
And different machines have
different capabilities, different
speeds.
.
.
With the AT&T Network, you
can transmit up to 400 words on
a 1-minute call.
Most telex machines transmit
at astandard 66 words per minute.
Any fax machine can match
that rate. And most beat it easily.
In fact, you can save as much
TOKYO
as $8.00 per page with AT&T's
An exact copy of the original. lowest rates compared
with sending the same
That's fax. And fax is the
page
via telex. With
only system that can transmit
some
fax machines, you
blueprints, legal documents, and

don't even have to be there.
They can be programmed
to transmit d!Jring Discount and
Economy periods. Telex has no
daily reduced rate periods.
Since fax is a copy of the
original, you don't need a typist.
No special operators.
And since theres no retyping,
no redoing of any kind, fax is free
of transcription errors.
So if your international
customer or business associate
needs a document, a blueprint, or a signed contract in a
hurry, you can fax it on the spot.
lransmitting facts with fax.
Another cost-effective service
for your business from the AT&T
International Business Network.
International service to and from continental U.s.
FOR A FREE BROCHURE . CALL TOLL FREE :

1 800 874-8000

ATs.T

EventOueue----------------------------------------------------------overview of the complete
computer-auditing environment, its controls, and the interrelationships. Full details
are available from Beth Ann
Musto, EDP Auditors Foundation, 373 Schmale Rd .,
Carol Stream, IL 60187, (312)
682-1200.

Registration costs $595,
which includes all materials.
For details, call or write Continuing Education in Engineering, University of California Extension, 2223 Fulton
St., Berkeley, CA 94720, (415)
642-4151.

competition with Pacific Rim
countries in the building of
supercomputers. Program
details and registration information are available from
Charles Partington, West
Coast University, 440 Shatto
Place, Los Angeles, CA
90020, (213) 487-4433.

July 23-25
July 8

The Third Annual National
Conference of the Association for Women in Computing, Holiday Inn Center
Strip, Las Vegas, NY. The
conference theme, "Choice
or Chance in Computing
Careers;' will be the starting
point for sessions about
women entrepreneurs, technologies in the forefront of
the eighties, and career development. Registration and
additional information can be
obtained from Patricia Timpanaro, AWCC '84 Registration, 40 Main St. #206,
Stoneham, MA 02180.
July 9-12

The 1984 National Computer
Conference-NCC, Convention Center, Las Vegas, NY.
One of the most prestigious
computer shows, the NCC
will provide professionaldevelopment seminars, more
than 650 exhibits, and nearly 100 technical sessions in
ten program tracks. Contact
the American Federation of
Information Processing Societies Inc., 1899 Preston White
Dr., Reston, VA 22091, (703)
620-8926.
July 9-13

Fiber and Integrated Optics,
San Diego, CA. For details,
see June 11-15.

Summer Computer Simulation Conference-SCSC '84,
Copley Plaza Hotel, Boston,
MA. Technical sessions made
up of plenaries, papers,
panel discussions, and a variety of tutorials will be featured. Highlights include displays of simulation computers, simulators, auxiliary
devices, and software. SpeCial sessions will also be held
on artificial intelligence. Contact Charles Pratt, Simulation
Councils Inc., POB 2228, La
Jolla, CA 92038, (619) 4593888.
Ju ly 23-27

ACM SIGGRAPH '84, Minneapolis, MN. This is the
eleventh annual ACM conference on computer graphics
and interactive techniques.
Refereed technical paper
presentations, panel discussions, a design show, film
and video presentations, and
nearly 30 courses are some of
the features of this event.
Course offerings will be
divided into four categories:
CAD/CAM/CAE, animation/image synthesis, graphics,
and general topics. What is
said to be the first totally
computer-generated Omnimax film will be shown. For
details, contact SIGGRAPH
'84 Conference Office, 111
East Wacker Dr., Chicago, IL
60601, (312) 644-6610.

July 10-12

Computer-Security Technology, University of California,
Berkeley. This short course
looks into protective technologies in three general categories: procedural, hardware,
and software. A module evaluating a computer-security
program will be included.
464
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July 23-27

Advanced Technology: Its
Impact on International
Business, Economics, Finance, and Trade, Miramar
Sheraton Hotel, Santa Monica, CA. Speakers at this
symposium will explore the
need for cooperation and

July 27-29

International Heath/Zenith
Users' Group Conference,
Pheasant Run Resort, St.
Charles, IL. For details, call
or write the Heath Users'
Group, Hilltop Rd ., St .
Joseph, MI 49085, (616)
982-3463.

July 3D-August 3

Robot Manipulators, Computer Vision, and Automated Assembly, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge. This short course
will emphasize ways of developing strategies for solving problems in robotic sensing, spatial reasoning, and
manipulation. Also covered
is the use of existing industrial robots and binary vision
systems. Contact the Director
of the Summer Session,
Room E19-356, MIT, Cambridge, MA 02139 .•

In order to gain optimal coverage of your organization 's computer conferences, seminars, workshops, courses , etc., notice
should reach our office at least three months in advance of the
date of the event. Entries should be sent to: Event Queue,
BYTE Publications, POB 372, Hancocl<, NH 03449. Each month
we publish the current contents of the queue for the month of
the cover date and the two following calendar months. Thus a
given event may appear as many as three times in this section
if it is sent to us far enough in advance.

BYTE's Bits
Database Aids Cancer 1l'eatment
The National Cancer Institute's PDQ database provides
physiCians with up-to-date
information on the prognosis
and accepted treatment options for specific cancers.
PDQ designed for use with
office or personal computers,
offers several files of information, such as treatment
statements for each type and
stage of cancer and data on
active cancer-treatment
research protocols that are
open to patient accrual . A list
of physiCians who are
members of organizations
that have a special interest in
cancer-patient care is another
feature of PDQ.
Currently, physicians have
access to PDQ through more
than 2000 National Library of

Medicine MEDLARS centers.
During the course of this
year, the Institute plans to
make an expanded version of
PDQ more widely available
through the cooperation of
commercial vendors. Those
vendors willing to participate
will receive monthly updates
from the Institute in
machine-readable form. The
Institute will promote PDQ
among physicians and encourage vendors to conduct
their own promotional efforts. If you're willing to help
bring this vital service to
community-based physicians, write to NCI PDQ
Room l1A49, Building 31, National Institutes of Health,
Bethesda, MD 20205, for
more information .•
Circle 300 on inquiry card.
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Nee
Nee

NEC PRINTERS

MBC-550 ............ CALL
MBC-555 ............ CALL

2050 ........ .... ............... . ....... · 999.00
3550..
. ...... ' 1679.00

PERCOM/TANOOM
DISK DRIVES

VISICORP

5X ·· 320K Aoppy .......................... · 229.00
5 Meg Hard w/Controller .. ....... ............. CALL

10 Meg Hard w/CO<1traH..- .................... CALL
15 Meg Hard w/Contraller ................. ... CALL
20 Meg Hard W/Contrt>ler ...... .............. CALL

AMDEK
310A Amber Monitor ..
.. ... .. ........ . 169.00
DXV 100 Plotter ............................ ' 599.00
Color II..
. ............. . ....... ' 399.00

AST RESEARCH
Six Pak Plus .. .from ... ..... .... ........ .. .... '279.00
Combo ~ us II. ..fran ....................... ' 279.00
Mega Plus .. .from ................. ......... ' 309.00
I/O Plus .. .from .............. .. ........... ..... ,' 139.00

QUADRAM
Quadlink '"

.. , ............ ....... '479.00

Q uadboard ... BS IO'N 85 .... . ...... ... ..... ' 28 9 .00
Quad 512 Plus ..as 100 86 ................. '249.0 0
Quadcolor...BS low as ........... .... ......... · 219 .00

Chronograph ..

. ............................ '89.00

Parallel Interface Board..

.. ............ . ,'89.00

64K RAM Chips Kit .... ........ .... .......... ' 59.00

IBM
VisiCalc
VisiCalc 4
VisiCafc Advanced
VisiWord/Spell
VisitrendiPiot
VisiUnk
VisiFile
VisiSchedule
Visidex
VisiPlot
VisiTerm
Desktop Plan
Bus.Forecast MIXfeI
StretchCalc
VisiTutor Calc
VisiTutor Advanced
VisiTutor Wa-d
VISI - On Calc
VISI - On Graph
Vlsl - On Word
VISI - On Mouse
Vlsl - On Host

MICROPRO
WordStar/MailMerge .... .. "........ .... ... ' 349.00
InfoStBr ..
. ......... ' 299.00
SpeIiSter..
........................ •159.00
CalcSt.3r..
. ................... ' S9 .00

MICROSTUF
Crosstalk .................... ... ....... ... ..... ' 105.00

MICROSOFT

APPLE
'159.00

'1 59.00
' 269.00
' 249.00
'1 99.00
' 199.00
' 199.00

' 199.00
' 75.00
' 75.00
' 59.00
'7 5 .00
'259.00
'289.00
1179 .00
'275.00
'159.00
' 3 1900

' 199.00
' 169.00
' 169.00
' 199.00
' 159.00
' 135.00
' 75.00
'169.00
' 75.00
'75.00
' 59.00
'75.00
'59.00

Rle

Solutions' ; as

~

as

Multiplan ............. .. ........ .. ....... ........ 1159.00

IBM
APPLE
'79.00
' 89.00
'89.00
'79.00
' 79.00
' 79.00
'8 9.00
' 79.00
'1 6.00
' 16.00
' Call On Titles

MONOGRAM

ASHTON-TATE
dBASE II .... .... ..... .... ..... .. ................ '389.00
Friday! ........ ................................. ' 185.00

IUS
EssyWriter II ................................. ' 249.00
EasySpeller ..
. ............... .. ...... 1119.00
EosyRI..- ....... .. ................ ....... .. ....... '229.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
1st Class Mail/Form Letter ......... ...... ..' 79.00
Home ACCDJntBrt Plus .. .... ....... ... ...... 188.00

APPLE/FRANKLIN
DISK DRIVES
MICRO-SCI
A2 ..
. ... ........... ·219.00
MO ...
. .... .. ... · 299.00
A70 ....
. ............ ·31 9.00
C2 Controller ..
. .... .. ... ...... .. ...... ' 79.00
C47 Controller ........ .. .... ... ............. '89.00

RANA
Bite 1 ............ .......................... 1279.00
Bite 2 .................. .
. .. ... ' 389.00
Bite 3 .. ....... ... ...... .... ................ ..... ' 569.00

APPLE lie STARTER PACK
64K Apple lie, Disk Oriva & Contrdler, 80 Cdumn
Cord. Monitor II & DOS 3.3

COMPLETE .............. ...... .. .............. CAU

pfs
Write
Graph
Report

Mac 1100 ...... ............................. ' 1499.00
FDD 3200·320K Drive..
. ... · 389.00
M8C 1150 ..
...... ·1 899.00
Mac 1200................................ ·1849.00 .
FDD 6400·640K Drive .. .. ......... ...... ' 469.00
Mac 1250 ............................... · 2099.00
PA 5500 Printer ..
. ...... .... .. .•599.0G

Dollars and Sense.. .... ... ... . '" ....... 1109 .00

LOTUS
1·2·3 ......... ... ................. ............... ' 399.00

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PC Plusnne Boss

...... . , .. ' 349.00

SYNAPSE
Rle Manager ................................... 'S9.00

SOFTWARE ARTS

ACE 1000 Color Computer .. ................. CALL
ACE Family Peck System ................... .CALL
AC E PRO PWS System .. ..... ....... ......... CALL
ACE 1200 Office Mg·nt. System ........... CALL
"Not Ue Expensive"'

TERMINALB

OTel~ideo

914 ..
...... ........ •569.00
924 ............... .. ............................ ' 689.00
925 ....... ... .... .. .. ............... ............ '739.00
950 .... .... ....... .............................. •929.00
970 ...... ...... ..... ........... ........... ..... ' 1039.00

COMPUTERS
Teleport Portable ..... ... .... ...... ... ... ...... ... CAll
80DA .. .. ......................... .. ........... ' 1099.00
802 .. ........................................ '2699.00
803 ....... ................ .. ...... ... ...... .. ' 1949.00
802H .................. .. ...... .. .... . ... .. ' 4695.00
806/20 .......................... .... ..... .. '4999.00
816/40 .......................... ...... .... .. . ' 9199.00
1602 ..
. ............ '3399.00
1603 .... .. .. .... ........ .... .... .... ..... .... ...... CALL

TK Solver ..................................... ' 189.00

ANCHOR

PRINTERS
AXIOM
AT·1QO Atari lrterface .. ... .... .............. 239.00
GP·100 Paraflel Interface
........... • 199.00
AT·846 Interface ................ ,... ...... ,... •89.00

BMC
401 Letter Q,ality ....................... ...•589.00
ax· 80 Dot Matrix ... .... ... ............. '" '269.00

CENTRONICS
122 Parellel ....... ..... ..... ............. .... '299.00
739-1 Parallel ...... ...... ... ... .............. • 199.00
739·3 Serial ................................. '249.00

C.ITOH
··········· ............... ...... ·209.00
········· .. . ·............... ·379.00
····· ........ .. ....... ...... ·599.00
·············· ................. ... · 569.00
················ ··· ·· ...... ......... .... · 929.00
·················· ....................... · 999.00
....... ·· ...... .......... .............. · 1499.00

COMREX
ComWriter II letter Q,jality ...... .. ...... ' 499.00

NEC
2010/2030 ... ... .......... ........... ... ..... '899.00
8023 Dot Matrilr: ............. .............. ' 379.00
S025 Dot Matrix ........................... '669.00
3510 Serial/letter Quality ............. ' 1449.00
3530 Parallel/letter Quality ..
.... ' 1499.00
7710/7730 Serial/Parallel .............. • 1949.00

OKIDATA
82, 83. B4. 92 , 93, 2350. 2410 ........ CALL

SMITH CORONA
TP· 2 .............. .................. ............ '399.00
Tractor Feed ..
. ....... , .• 119.00

STAR
Gemini lOX .... .... ..... ... ........ ............ ' 299.00
Gemini P15X
...................... '399.00
Delta 10 .. ..... ...... ......... ................. ' 559.00
Serial Board ..... ..................... ...... .... ' 75.00

TOSHIBA

DIABLO

1350 .... ...................................... ' 1699.00

TRANSTAR

DAISYWRITER
EPSON
MX·80FT. MX·100. AX· 80 , RX·80FT.
FX·80. F)(.100 ..................................... CALL

1 20P ........... .. ............. .. ....... ... .. . ' 499.00
130P ......................................... '689.00
315 Color .................... ............... ·499 .00

APPLE INTERFACE
CARDS & BUFFERS

Prism 80 ... For Configurations ............... CAll
Prism 32 ... For Configurations .......... ..... .. CAll

Choose from PKASO. Orange Micro, MPC.
MicroMax, Tymac . Quadram & Practical
Peripherals. PRINTER CABLES
are available fer most all ccmputers on the
market. We supply all your computer needs.

MANNESMAN TALLY

PAPER SUPPLIES

IDS

160L ......................................... ... ' 589.00
1BOL .. ................ .. .. .. ........ ..... . .... ' 799.00
Spirit SO ...... ................................. '309.00

HAYES
Smartmodem 300 ............. ............. '209.00
Sm ...tmodem 1200 ... ...... .. ....... ... .. •499.00
Smartmodem 12008 ................. ..... 1449.00
Micromooem lie..
. ... ' 269.00
MicroTlodem 100 .. .. ...... .. .. .......... ... ' 299.00
Smart Com II ................................... '89.00
Chronograph .... .... ... ........ ... ........ ... .• 199.00

NOVATION
J· Cat .. ... ...... .. ................................. •99.99
SmartCat 103..
. ........ ' 179.00
SmartCst 103/212 ......................... ' 399.00
AutoCat ..
. ... . ' 219:00
212 AutoCat ............ ... ...... .. ........... '549.00
Apple Cat II .... .... ............... ... ..... ... .. '249.00
212 ApJJe Cat ... .... .... .. .............. .. .. '569.00
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade ..... ..... ........ •309.00
Cat ......... .. ................................... ' 139.99
ZT·1 ..
ZT·10 ..
ZT-11 ..

ZENITH
···.· ......................... ' 339.0U
··········· ... .................. '309.00
··· ...................... ·369.00

SILVER REED
500 letter Quality .........................• 469.00
550 Letter Q,ality .......................... ' 699.00

620 letter Q;ality .......... ......... ....... '949.00
630 Letter Quality..
. ................• 1749.00
................... ........ ................ ' 999.00
................................. · 109.00

MODEMS

VoIksmodem ...................... ... ..... .. ..... ' 59.00
Mark Il ........ ............ .. .......... ... ....... .'79.00
Marie. VII (Auto Ans./Autu Dial) ...... ...... 119.00
Mark XII [1200 8eud) ..... .......... ... . '299.00
TRS·BO Color Ccmputer .................... ' 99.00
9 Ih:>lt Power Supply .. .......................... '9.00

.. ...... ..·19 ..

AMDEK

MONITORS

300 Green ... .............................. .... ' 149.00
300 Amber ... .. ........ .... ............... ... .' 159.00
310 Amber ................................... • 169.00
Color 1 ..... . , .. .......... ...... ....... , ... ... ' 279.00
Color 1 Plus .. ... ........ ........... ...... .... ' 299.00
Color 2 ....................................... .. '399.00
Color 2 Plus .. .. ......... ... .... .. ........ .... ' 419.00
Color 3 ...................................... ... '349.00
Color 4 ... ...... .... ............. ... .. ........ .. ' 699.00

BMC
12" Green .... .................... ..............•88.99
.2" Green Hi·Res ... ...... ... ................. 119.99
9 191· 13·· Color ................ ............ ' 249.00

GORILLA
12"' Green .................... '" .............. ' S8.99
12·· Amber .... .. ..................... .. ... ..... ' 95.99

NEC
·............................. ·109.00
.... ... ......... ... ... .... .... ' 149.99
· ............................ · 159.99
········ ....................... ·269.00

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HX-12 RG8 ........... ... ...................... ' 519.00
10 0 ..

SAKATA
. ................... . '269.00

TAXAN
210 Color AG 8 ............ .. ................•299.00
400 Med·Res AG8 .........................•319.00
415 Hi·Res RG8 ..... , ...................... 1439.00
420 Hi-Res AG 8 [IBM) .................. ' 489.00
100 12" Green .. .... ....................... ... 125.00
10512·· Amber ·· ...
'135.00

US.j ...............

Pi 1. 9" Green ... .............................. '99.99
Pi 2. 12·· Green .............................. ' 119.99
Pi 3. 12·· Amber..
. ..................... • 149.99
Pi 4 , 9" Amber
............. • 139.99
1400 Color .............. ..................... ' 269.99

QUADRAM
Quadchrome 8400 .. .. ..................... '549.00

ZENITH

ZVM 122 Amber
ZVM 123 Green
ZVM 135 Color/AG8

KOALA PAOS
Atari (Disk) ..
Atari [ROM)..
C-64 [O;skj. .
C-64 [ROM) ..
IBM. . .
Apple/Franklin ..

••

.. ..... ·75.00
. ..... '82.00
.. ' 75 .00
. ........ ' 82.00
.. '95.00
. ........ ' S5.00

~
. -- .

KOALA SOFTWARE ....... CALL

C~ commodore

SX-64

.' . -, .

CBM 8032 •••••••••.••••.•••••• 599
CBM 4032 •.•...••••••••..•••• ·599

PORTABLE
·S39

CBB~ 9B000096 ...

MSD S01 DIsk Dnve ......... .. ......... .. · 349 .00
MSD SD2 Disk Dnve....
. ...... 1599 .00
.. ... ·869.00
....
.' 999 .00
B1 2B-80 ... .... .. ..... .. . .... .. .. ..
. ..... '769 .00
B032 to 9000 Upgr.de.....
.. .... ' 269.00

C1 541 Disk Onve ....

2031 LP Osk Qnve..

g~ ;~g g~;;s~~~~iPi~;;~;
;;~~gg
~1~~~ ga~ ~~~:::~e.~ ....... :.:::::::~~~:~
g~~~~ s:-ti~~jtor. .
. ..... <~~~:~~

C

8050 Oisk

. ..·299.00

~rive ..

. .. .1949 .00

8250 Oisk Drive ................ .. ........ ·1199.00
4023 Printer
.... 1379.00
B023 Pnnter... .

6400 Printer...

. .. ....... ... .. ... ..... ·569.00

~fu:':~ffice ..

. ....... ·1399.00
. ........... ......... ::~~.gg

The Manager

. ····· ·· ··.199·00

~~~~~~ ..

"'

... ...··125:00

PROFESSIONAL.. ··159.00
SOFTWARE
Word Pro 2 F\.Js ..
.. ..... · 159.00
Word Pro 3 ~L5 .. ...
. . .. .... ·189.00
Word Pro 4 Rus/S Rus .. each ........ ·279 .00
InroPro..
. ... •179.00
Administrator ..
.. .... ' 399 .00
Power .. .
. .... .. . 79 .00

.. .. .. · 29.00
. .. .·32.95
.. .... · 32.95
.. .. · 32.95
.. .. · 32 .95
.'29.00

g~~~~ ~~odem....

:~~~

C1650 Auto Modem. .
Logo 64..

. .. ·S9.00
. .... ' 49.00

Pilot 64 ..

.. .. .·39.00

~~~e~~i~~r~:~rf8Ce .. :·· ......... :::~~:gg

Calc Resu~ 64 ..
Calc Result Easy ..
Codewn'er 64..
QJick Brown Fox..
MCS 801 CdCI' Printer..
DPS 1101 Daisy Printer..
Magic Voice Speech ModUe..
Desk Organizer Lock ..
Vidtex Telecommunications...

. .'65 .00
. ....... .. ·39.00
.. .. ·75 .00
.. .. ·49 .00
...·499 .00
...·459.00
. ..... ·54 .00
.. ...... ·49.00
. ...... ·34 .95

IBM/AP
'29.99
' 29.99
'29.99
' 29.99
' 29.99
' 29.99
'29.99

PacMan
Centipede
O;g 0'-9
Donkey Kong
Defender
Robotron
Star Gate

C64N1C
' 37.99
'37.99
'37.99
'37.99
'3 7.99
'3 7.99
'3 7.99

PC-S201
·S99

41CV •..•.•••••....••....•••••• ·199··
41CX •••••... , ••••••...•••.••••·249"
HP
HP
HP
HP
HP

1OC.. ..
1 1 C..
12C .. .
15C..
16C ....

~~C .....

HPIL ModUe ..
HPIL Cassette or Printer .. .
Card Reader ..
Extended Function Module.. .
Time Modue. . .

.. .. . ·51 .99
.. ... ' 69.99
.. ... ·BB.99
.. .·8B.99
.. .. ·BB.99

TIMEX/SINCLAIR
TimexlSinclair 1000 ... .
TimexlSlndair 2086 .... .
16K Memor,' ... .
2040 Printer .... .
VuCalc ..

1010 Recorder .. .
. .. · 74.00
1020 Color Printer..
.. ... .·249.00
1025 Dot. Matrix Printer ..
. ... .. '349.00
1027 Letter Qua/ity ....
. ..... ·309 .00
1030 Direct Comect Modem ... .. .. ·119 .00
10S0 Disk Drive ....
. .. ....... '339.00
CX30 Paddle ..
.'1 2 .00
CX40 Joystlck .. .each ..
. ... ·8 .00
CX77 Touch Tablet ....
. .... .. 164 .00
CX80 Trak 8.. 1......
.. ... ·4B.00
CXB5 Keypad ..
...·105.00
488 Communicator It ..
.. .. .. ·229 .00
4003 Assorted Education..
. .. '47.00
4011 Sur' Raiders ..
. ... ..· 33.00
4012 Missile CommWld ..
. .... · 29.00
4013 Asteroids ..
.. ...... ·29 .00
S049 VisiCalc...
.. .. '1S9.00
7079 Logo ..
.. .. .. . · 79 .00
7101 Entertainer..
. ..... .·69 .00
7102 Arcade Champ..
. .. ·75.00
8026 O;g 009 .. .
.. ..... ·33.00
8030 E.T. Phone Home....
. ..·33 .00
8031 Dtvlkey Kong ....
.. ' 39.00
8033 Robotron ..
. .... '35.00
8034 Pole Position .. .
. .. ' 39.00
8036 Acari Writer ... .
.. ..' 79 .00
8040 Donkey Kong . Jr ..
. ..... '39.00
8043 Ms. Pacman .. .
. .. '39.00
8044 Joust. ...
. .... 139.00

DISKETTES
MAX ELL
5Y."' MD·1 ..
5 W' MO-2 ..
B" FO- 1 [55/00) .. .
B" FO -2 [05/00) .. .

sv. ··

...... ·29 .00
.... ·39 .00
....... ·39.00
. '49 .00

VERBATIM
.'26 .99
.. '36 .99

55/00 ... .
5 Y. " 05/00 .. .

ELEPHANT
5 Y." 55150 .. ..
5Y." 55100 .. .
5Y. " 05100 .. .

... ·18 .49
.. ' 22 .99
.' 28.99

HEAO
NEC

-

S HARP

PrinterlCassette.. .
Color PrinterJCassette ..
BK RAM ..
16K RAM ......
ROM

. ... ·128 .99

.. '14 .99

DISK HOLDERS
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS
Rlp-n-File 10 ..... .
Rip-n-File 50 .. .
Hp-n-Flle [400/800 ROM )Hc;der ..

LJK

PC-1S00A ......... ·16S··
PC-12S0A .••••.••••• ·SS89
CE-125
CE-150
CE-155
CE-161
CE-500

$149

5 y.. .. Disk Head Cleaner ....

PC-8221A Thermal Printer..
. .. ' 149.99
PC-8281A Data Recorder ... .
.. '99.00
PC-8201 -06 BK RAM Clips ..
.. ' 105.00
PC-B206A 32K RAM Cartridge ..... ·329 .00

. ..... ~a~
. '98 .99
.. .·359 .99
..' 143 .99
...·63.99
. .. ' 63 .99

ATARI600XL

. ............ '249.00

CMOJS PORTABLE CORNER
(h~
HP 71B
·499"

ATARr

VIC 20 .......................... CALL
CBM 84........................ 1198

ATARISOFT
Zork 1.2.3 [ATIAPICBMnBM) ...
Oeadl;re [ATIAPICBMnBM) ..
Encharter [ATIAPICBMIIBM) .. ..
Planetfall [ATIAPICBMnBM) .. .
IMtness (AT/APiCBMIIBM) ..
Stan;ross (ATIAPIC8MnBMj. ...

HOME

WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

.

We stock a full inventory of software for Commodore, such
as : Artworx, Broderbund, Commercial Data , Creative Software, EPYX, HES , MicroSpec , Nufekop, Romox, Sirius,
Synapse, Thorn EMI , Tronix, UMI , Victory , Spinnaker, Rainbow & Timeworks!
INFOCOM

)1'-

Ata ri Letter Perfect Oisk{40J80) ..
Atari Letter Perfect ROM(40 col). .
Atari Letter Perfect ROM[80 col} ..
Atari Data Perfect ROM (80 col) ..
Atari Spell Perfect DISk ..
Atan Utility/MaiIMerge ..
Apple Letter Perfect .....
Apple Data Perfect ..
Apple LJK Utility ....
Apple LDwer Case Generator ....

.. .... · 3 .99
.' 17.99
.'17 .99

SOOXL .•••••••••••••••• ·299
1200XL •••••••••••••• CALL
1400XL •••.••••..•••• CALL

[~EFHl()MI
AT 88-51..
.. '369.00
AT BB·A1...
.. .· 259 .00
AT 88-51 PO ..
.. '44 9 .00
AT 88-00A..
. .... ·119.00
RFO 40-51 ..
.. .. ·449 .00
RFO 40-A1..
. ...... · 269 .00
RFO 40-52 ..
.. ... '699.00
RFO 44 -51 ...
.. ' 539 .00
RFO 44-52 ..
.. ...... ·B69 .00
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
.. .. ·279.00
TX 99·5 , ..

RANA
.. .... ·329.00

1000 ..

TRAK
.·3B9 .00

AT-02 ..

INDUS
GT ·Dnve ..

.. .. 1379.00

MEMORY BOARDS
Axlon
Axlon
Axlon
Intec
Intec
Intec
Intec

32K ...
48K ..
128K ....
32K ..
48K ..
64K ...
Feol Time Oock ..

...... · S9 .OO
.'99.00
... ' 299 .00
.. .. · 59 .00
. .. '84.00
.. ' 99 .00
.. .. ... · 29.00

ALIEN VOICE BOX

... · 119 .00
. .. .. · 149 .00

Ateri ..
Apple .....

CONTROLLERS &
JOYSTICKS
WICO
Joystick .. ..
3-way Joystick .• ..
Famous Red BalI.. ...
Power Grip ...
BOSS Joystick ..
ATARINIC Trak Bell .. ..
Apple Trak 8li1. ..
Apple Adapter .. .
Apple An.log ..

. .... · 21 .99
.. .. . · 22.99
.. ..... · 23 .99
.. '21 .99
.. 11 7.99
.. '34 .99
.. .. ·54.99
.. ... '15 .99
. ... · 37 .99

KRAFT
.. .. .. ·12.99
. .. ' 15.99
...... · 34 .99
.. .. ..·34 .99
.. .. · 46 .99

AtI:Il'i Single Fire ..
Atari Switch Hitter ..
Apple Paddles ..
IBM Paddles ...
IBM Joystick .. .

AMIGA
.. .. .. .. ·13 .99
.. ....... · 19.99
. ........ ·37.99

3100 Single ...
3101 P8Ir ..
Joyboard ..

TG

Book Reviews
software as authorities or
become reluctant to introduce innovation into stable
programs that have taken
years to perfect? What happens to worker satisfaction
when human interaction is
exchanged for a full day of
computer interaction?
On a more optimistic note,
how about computerized
fantasy games in child
therapy? Or educational systems for cognitive rehabilitation in neuropsychology?
Self-help via bulk mail? Or
just plain old improvements
in billing procedures and
cash flow for the psychotherapist as a small-business
owner?

Using computers
In Clinical
Practice
Marc D. Schwartz,
MD., ed.
The Haworth Press,
New York, 1984,
510 pages, hardcover,
$34.95
Reviewed by
Evie Wilson

Are you a mental health
professional unwilling to accept the thought of using
computers to do the sensitive, sometimes intuitive,
work of psychotherapy? At
the same time, if your sense
of futuristic mental health
practices intrigues you, then
you would be interested in
reading Using Computers in
Clinical Practice . Without
resorting to a hard-sell approach, the 66 contributors
will lead you objectively
through various steps of getting acquainted with the possibilities computers offer. In
what is a surprisingly readable format, even humorous
at times, this book presents
selected, relatively brief articles by experienced mental
health professionals who use
computers in varying degrees
in their practices.
The articles in this book are
grouped under 14 topics and,
fortunately, they do not always agree with each other.
The reader is thus exposed to
various pro and con points of
view. Nevertheless, the main
goal of the editor, Dr. Marc D.
Schwartz, is not to cause
readers to choose an all-ornothing stance, but to present in an unbiased manner
the experiences, successes,
and difficulties encountered
by the pioneers currently introducing computers to the
field of psychology. Because
these people are mental health
professionals first and com468
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Keeping in Mind

puter specialists second, they
tend to discuss the issues
pertinent to clinical psychology using the language of the
profession even though their
prime focus, in this book, is
on technology and computerization. This helps the more
therapeutically oriented reader
like myself become more involved, even absorbed, in the
discussions.
Some of the articles listed
in the table of contents that
immediately piqued my interest were reviews on "A
Probabilistic System for Identifying Suicide Attemptors,"
a "Computerized Analysis of
Verbal Behavior in Schizophrenia," and on a "Direct
Assessment of Depression by
Microcomputer;' the latter
being one of several articles
contributed by the editor of
this volume.
This is actually a handbook
that provides an overview of
the multiple uses of computer hardware and software

as they currently apply to
mental health. For example,
it includes discussions of the
time-saving advantages of
word processing and how to
preprogram the routine
phrases or diagnostic definitions necessary for repetitive
report writing.' It covers extensive considerations of the
value, drawbacks, and unknowns related to computerized assessment, diagnosis, and testing procedures
that have heretofore been
tedious pencil-and-paper
methods.

Seeing the World
Not all is portrayed as rosy,
however. The authors raise
substantive legal, ethical, and
humanistic questions. For instance, how will a depressed,
depersonalized client react to
being assessed by a machine
rather than a caring human
being? Will computer-using
professionals begin to treat
their microcomputers and

Considerations are many
in this relatively unexplored
area; that is why this book is
essential. It invites you to be
aware of various options and
warnings that you may not
even have begun to imagine.
In addition to words of caution, the contributors also include helpful suggestions. It
seems that the editor wants
to make certain that once you
invest in a computer, you will
be able to take full advantage
of it and not relegate it, unused, to a dusty corner due
to unanticipated frustrations.
This is reason enough to read
this book, since your investment can range from $2000 to
$20,000.
What are some of those
suggestions? Consider, for
example, Parts I and II entitled 'i\n Overview" and
"Dealing With People," respectively. Once you have
decided to go ahead and
merge technology with the
humanities, apparently the
first roadblock is likely to
come from other office personnel and colleagues who
may feel professionally
threatened. The authors offer
insight into this fairly com-

The Micromint
Collection

Micromint. Supporting the varied projects that appear in Steve Ciarcia's
monthly article in BYTE Magazine. "Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar. " Offering a wide
range of computers and peripherals designed to meet the exacting demands of
the hobbyist as well as worldwide corporate clients.

As featu/fld in Clartia's Cirtuit Cel/ar
BYTE Magazine. January & Febroary 1984
All you need 10 build a Smart Video Terminal equiva·
lenl 10 Ihe types advertised for 51.000 .00 or more is a
Term·Mile ST circuil board. scanned or parallel key·
board. video monilor and power supply.
o Uses brand new Nat'l Semi NS455A Terminal
Processor.
o 24 lines by 80 characters, 251h reverse·video
status.
o Upper &lowercase. Line (block) graphics.
o Selectable dala rale, parity &display oplions.
o Reverse video. half inlensity. double heighl &
width, underlined , blinking and/or blank characler.
o Separale sync or composile video outpu\. Self Tes\.
Tenn·Mlfe ST Video Dtsptay Tennlnal Boan!
BCC22 Assembled & Tested ..
. . ... . . S284.
BCC23 Complete Kit . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. 244.

MPX-16 MICROCOMPUTER
IBM PC COMPATIBLE

As fealu/fld on Ihe cover 01 BYTE Magazine . Also
fealu/fld in Ciartia's Circuit Cel/ar November.
December 1982 &January 1983
The Computer Wilh A Split Personality.
-Use it as an IBM PC look alike Ihal direclly bools
PC DOS 1.1.and accepls all expansion boards
designed lor Ihe IBM PC .
-Use il as a powertul8088 single board computer
lor all your OEM applicalions. Jusl add serial ler·
minai, disk drive and power supply. Directly bools
CP/M·86.
Buy Ihe MPX·16 in the lorm Ihal best meels your
needs or budge\. As a bare board , as a wave soldered
board Ihal contains all components less ICs, as an
assembled and lesled circuil board or as a complele
·syslem.
o Directly bools PC DOS 1.1and CP/M·86.
o Mosl IBM PC software execules wilh no
modificalions .•
o IBM PC bus compatible + 9 expansion slols.
o Inlel 8088 16-bil microprocessor.
o Optionallnlel 8087 malh coprocessor.
o 256K bytes on board memory
o Up 10 one megabyte of syslem memory
o Up 10 64K bytes of syslem ROMIEPROM .
0 2 RS·232C Serial & 3 Parallel I/O ports.
o Disk conlroller for 5V4" or 8" drives.
o Sixteen levels of veclored inlerrupls.
MPX·16 Clrtult Boan! Assembfed
wl1i4K RAM.. . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. $1,200.
OEM 100 quantity price . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .
900.
MPX·16 Clrtuit Boan! Asembted
w1256K RAM .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .... 1,400.
MPX·16 Semi·KIt (wave sotdered clrtuit
boan! w/all components) Less ICs . . . . .
595.
Complete Kif ollCs w1256K RAM . . . . . .
595.
MPX·16 Unpopulaled (bare) PC Boan! . . . .
300.
CP/M·86 Operatlno System + Manuals . . .
80.
MPX·16 Switching Power Supply . . . . . . . .
300.
MPX·16 Technical Relerence Manual . . . . .
50.
MPX·16 Metal Enclosure with fan. .. . . . .
300.
Tandon TM 100·2 Double SldedlDenslty
Drive .. .. .. ... ..... .. .. .. . .. .
300.
IBM PC Keyboan!lntertace Adapler . . . . . .
100.
Shipping & handling addllional on aI/
MPX·16 orders.
IBM PC is a trademark 01 Inlernahonal Business Machmes Inc.
CP/M·86 is atrademark 01 Digital Research Inc.

ZS is a lrademark ol Ziloglnc.

Circle 269 on Inquiry card

Wilh Ihe new Z8 wilh on board 4K FORTH you can
program high speed conlrol funclions in a few simple
high level language commands. Penecl for dala
reduclion, process conlrol and high speed conlrol
applicalions.
BCC20 Z8F FORTH Microprocessor chip .... 5150.
BCCll ZBf fORTH Syslem Conlroller
(This boan! is a BCC11 wilh a BCC20
Inslalled)
Assembled & Tesled . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
280.

As fealured in Ciartia's Cirtuil Cel/ar.
BYTE Magazine, July & Augusl191J1
The Z8 Basic Syslem ConI roller is an updaled version
of our popular BCC01 . The price has been reduced
and fealures added. The entire compuler is 4" by 4Vi'
and includes a liny BASIC inlerpreler. up 10 6K bytes
of RAM and EPROM. one RS·232C serial port wilh
swilchable baud rales and Iwo parallel ports. BASIC
or machine language programming is accomplished
simply by connecling a CRT lerminal. Programs can
be Iransferred 10 2732 EPROMs wilh an oplional
EPROM programmer for aula slart applicalions. Addi·
lional Z8 peripheral boards include memory expan·
sian, serial and parallel I/O. real lime clock, an AID
Converter and an EPROM programmer.
o Uses Zilog Z8 single chip microprocessor.
o Dala and address buses available for 124K memory.
• Can be battery operaled.
o Cross assemblers for various compulers.
BCC11 Assembled & Tesled ....

Z8 CROSS ASSEMBLERS
From Micro Resourtes
IBM PC, APPLE, 6502 Systems 5V,':
CP/M 2.2 8'
From Allen Ashley
TRS·BO Modell , /II, Northstar 5V4" . .
CP/M 2.2 B" ..

5 75.
75.
150.

Cel/ar
BYTE Magazine ,
October 19B3
GIVE YOUR COMPUTER THE DIMENSION OF SIGHT
o Inlerprels. enhances and slores images.
o 256 x 128 digilal image sensor.
o Plug·in boards for Ihe IBM·PC. APPLE II + or e.
• Soltware includes ulililies lor aula exposure .
mulli·level greyscale, screen dump and image
enhancement.
o Includes inlenace card, 4 fool extension cable.

camera assembly. manual, and software on
diskette.
DCII1IBM PC Assembled & Tested .
DC021BM PC Complele Kil ... . .
DC03 APPLE II Assembled & Tesled .
DC04 APPLE II Complele Kil .

As feaiured in Ciarcia's Cirtuil Cel/ar
BYTE Magazine, Marth 1983
MicrominI's latesl 300 Baud Modem Kil is cryslal
conlrolled . uses IheTI TMS99532 IC, conlains jusl
. 25 parts and requires no calibralion or adjuslmenls .
Use wilh acouslic coupler or in direcl connecl mode .
MD04 Complele Kilas shown ........ . . . . ' . 560.
MD05 Transfonner for Direct Connecl Mode
9.
ACIIt Acoustic
Kil .
20.

o Transfer BASIC or Assembly Language application
programs from RAM 10 2716 or 2732 EPROM .
o Comes wilh programming &ulility roulines on
EPROM .
o Requires BCC03 Z8 Expansion Board lor opera lion.
BCC07 Assembled & Tested. . . . ........ 5145.

Z8 ANALOG TO DIGITAL
CONVERTER
o Uses Analog Devices 7581 IC, 8·channel 8·bit.
o Adds process conlrol capability 10 the Z8 syslem

o Over 1,000 conversions per channel per second .
o Monilors 8 analog signals in one of two 10v ranges.
BCC13 Assembled & Tesled .
. ... 5140 .

Z8 SERIAL EXPANSION BOARD
o Adds addilional RS·232C and oplo·isolated 20 mao
currenl loop serial port 10 Ihe Z8 Syslem.
o Runs al 75 10 19.200 baud in all prolocols.
o Comes wilh lislings of sample serial 110 roulines .
BCC08 Assembled & Tested . . .
.. 5160.

As fealUred in Ciartia's Cirtuit Cel/ar
BYTE Magazine September. Oclober 1982.
Microvox is a second generation prolessional voice
qualily lext·lo·speech synlhesizer thaI is easily inler·
laced to any computer. modern, RS-232C senal
or parallel oulpul device and provides speech of
unbelievable clarily.
o Unlimiled vocabulary.
064 programmable infleclion levelS.
• 6K lext·lo·speech algorilhm .
o Full ASCII characler sel recognilion and echo .
o RS232C and parallel oulpu\.
o 1000 characler buffer, 3000 oplional.
o Adluslable baud rales (75·9600).
o Spelling outpul mode .
o 7 oclave music and sound effecls.
• On board audio amplifier & power supply.
• X·OnlX·Off handshaking .
MVIlt Assembled with lK buffer .
.. .. S299.
MV02 Complele Kit with lK buffer ........ 219 .
Add $15 00 lor 3K buffer option.

VOTRAX SC-InA PHONETIC
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER Ie
o Add up 10 16K of addilional memory. RAM or
EPROM , 10 your Z8 Syslem Conlroller in any
multiple.
o Accepls 2016. 6116, 2716, or 2732 memory types.
o Four 16K cards may be inslalled on the Z8 Syslem
bringing Ihe lolal memory 10 64K.
BCC14 Assembled & Tesled w/8K RAM ..... 5120.
BCC16 Assembled & Tesled wrt6K RAM .
155.

The SC·OIA Speech Synlhesizer is a complelely self·
conlained solid slale device Ihal phonelically syn·
Ihesizes conlinuous speech of unlimiled vocabulary.
Used in our Microvox and Sweel·Talker.
. .. S44. ea.
SC01A Quanlily 1-99 . .
32. ea.
100+
24. ea.
1000 + ....

APPLE II E·Z Color plug·in board with Graphics
Edilor on 3.3 disk
ElIIt Assembled & Tested. . .
. .. . .. 5150 .
El02 Complete Kit ..
125.
APPLE 1/ E·Z Color Plus
o Allows Ihe use of a single monilor or TV se\.
EZt1 Assembled & Tesled w/Graphics Edilor . S200.
KREll WGO lor E·l Color and E·Z Color Plus
Supports Sprile Graphics.
EZZ1 Krell LOGO wlftJlI documenlation ....... S89.
Animation Sollware lor E·Z Color Plus
. 0 Draw wilh Spriles using Joyslick or Koala Pad .
o Animale Spriles from your own BASIC program .
EZZ1 Animation Software
... S49.
SlOO E·Z Cotor Graphics Board
o Wilh sound generalor & joyslick inlertace .
o MBASIC Graphics Edilor on 8" diskette .
El04 Assenibl~d & Tesled
... S289 .

MICROMINT INC. 561 Willow Avenue,
Cedarhurst, NY 11516
To Order: Call Toll Free 1-800-645-34 79
For Inlormation Call: /·516 -374·6793
Call: Monday-Friday, 9-5 PM

.o.kR.vl.~s-------------------------------------------------------ter ''Eliza and Her Offspring"
empathic, reflective~listening
mon reaction and suggest
ways of introducing your
new ideas in stages that are
easier to accept.
In addition, precautions
are raised in Parts I and II
regarding facets of professional computerization that
have apparently thwarted
more than a few enthusiastic,
though uninformed, potential computer users. First,
although computers have the
capacity to capitalize tremendously on the power of information, they can be subject
to inconvenient programming limitations. Second,
you may need to learn how
to program your own software, because ready-made
software is not always available or appropriate to specific
needs. Finally, you are made
aware that contracting a programmer to develop an operational program is very different financially from receiving a functional program.
The former means simply
that the program runs. The
latter means the programmer
stays on the job long enough
to work out unforeseen bugs
in the system. A misunderstanding of this contractual
wording can result in a $40per-hour charge for program
modification costs until all
the data is printing the way
you want it.
For those readers who are
employed by larger operations than private practice,
such as hospitals, community-planning agencies, or
mental health centers, this
book contains valuable advice from those with previous experience. The authors
emphasize that clinicians
must be quite familiar with
the computer systems in
their agencies in order to
adequately input their programming needs. Otherwise,
programmers and administrators could set up programs
that are not relevant to clinicians' information needs or
are not sensitive to the
human elements in thera470
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peutic work. Then the result
is potentially more, meaningless paperwork for the
clinician, or you are stuck
with a system that is woefully
underused by the agency.
The writers of the ''Administrative and Clinical Information Management" chapters
are both helping other professionals in the field to avoid
the pitfalls they have experienced and expressing satisfaction with their accomplishments.
Selected articles in "Choosing a Computer" continue in
the effort to offer guidance.
Although the language in
this article includes more
technical terms than in any

statements from the computer. Did you know a
Lithium Information Center
exists? Or that computers are
beginning to read minds by
decoding brain-wave patterns that are produced by
merely thinking of a word?
You say, shades of 1984?
Perhaps-but what about
disabled people whose
perfectly good minds are
trapped in bodies that cannot
move well enough to speak
or write? A final chapter
under "Other Issues" discusses tax tips for computer
owners-another reason to invest in this book before computerizing your profession.

Contracting a programmer
to develop an operational
program can result in a
misunderstanding that is
largely financial.
other portion of the book, it
should not deter you. Yet this
is the next to last of the 14
sections, so if you have read
thus far and are ready to
choose your computer, you
need to know, in spite of
technical terms, such considerations as how an Apple
II compares with a Vector
2600.

Broadening Horizons
I recommend reading this
book candy-box style. Pick
out intriguing articles for the
pure enjoyment of learning
more about some faSCinating
applications of computers in
mental health. Did you know,
for instance, that computers
can be programmed to respond as Rogerians, or Gestalt or Rational Emotive therapists? To date, these artificialintelligence therapists are not
the real thing, though. A set
of repetitive Yes statements
by a human tester elicits a
series of hilarious, though

Fevv <:riticisnis
As I read, I carefully
watched for drawbacks in Us-

ing Computers in Clinical Practice, though, I must admit, I
really couldn't find many. It
seems to contain something
for everyone ranging from
the uninitiated to those with
serious purchasing intentions. If anything could have
been expanded, however, I
would have liked to have read
more about client reactions,
e.g., case studies, articles by
clients, and quotes. I found
one of the rriost engaging articles to be ''A Computer
Assisted Therapy Game for
Adolescents: Initial Development and Comments" because it did briefly cover
clients' behaviors and attitudes. Other articles that
brought in clients' reactions
to some extent were those on
self-help sex therapy and a
review of "Talking to a Computer About Emotional Problems." I had hoped the chap-

might satisfy my desire to
hear from Clients, but as I
read on I discovered Eliza is
herself (itself?) an artificialintelligence psychology program.
In sum, this book is outstanding and timely. It is a
thorough overview that is
both easy and enjoyable to
read. It is well bound and
clearly printed on nonglossy
pages. It contains references
at the end of many chapters
as well as an extensive, categorized bibliography. Because
of the overall writing style,
the novice as well as an experienced user can learn a
wealth of information almost
effortlessly.
According to one article, it
seems that during the 1970s
panels designed to discuss
computer use by the American Psychologicai Association were not very well attended. In 1980, however,
these panels drew huge
crowds of new computer
owners who, having purchased the hardware, needed
someone to show them what
to do with it. Conclusion:
computers are a growing
facet of the mental health
practice. If you are a clinician,
it is time to find out what you
may not already know, and

Using Computers in Clinical
Practice is an excellent first
step.•

Evie Wilson (POB 258, Gilsum,
NH 03448) is a psychotherapist,
a clinician at a mental health
seroice, and a professor of psychology at Hawthorne College in
Antrim, New Hampshire.
BYTE is always looking for
qualified book reviewers.
Submit queries and proposals
accompanied by a resume,
writing samples, or a list of
computer-related interests
and expertise to BYTE's Book
RevieW Editor, POB 372,
Hancock, NH 03449.
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Circle 382 on inquiry card .

t\P!.~~.

~p

ORYX

SYSTEMS
QUALITY DISCOUNTS
Circle 428 for Hardware/Peripherals. Circle 429 for Software. Circle 430 for May Specials on Networking.
@ Check Oryx's
New Ad Listings!

DIGITAL RESEARCH (Conl'd)
@ Personal Basic
120
262
@ CP/M Plus 3.0. . .
@ CPIM Gold Cord ..... $ Ca ll
Access or Display Mgr. 299

LOGO CORNER

@

Krell logo .. .. ... $ 75
Terrapin. .
. . $ Coli

APPLE/
FRANKLIN

MICROPRO
Wordstor (Special
wi CPIM Cord,
70 col. & 64K) .. _ .$ Call
Infostar (Includes

ASHTON-TATE
d-Bose II

____ $ Call

ASPEN/WANG SOFTWARE
Grammolik _
__$ 60
Proofreader. . . . . .

42

BEAGLE BROS.

~tf~e B~~scha.n.i~ : : : : : . $

Utility City ..
BRODERBUND

22
17
22

Bank Street Writer .. . $ 45
General ledger w /AP .
305

Payro ll ............. .
CDEX
Visicolc Training , ,

.$

275
45

CENTRAL POINT
Copy II +
..... $ 34
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant . ... $ 49
DIGITAL RESEARCH
gJ Excellent selection on

current and the exciting
new products ........ $ Call

DOW JONES
Market Analyzer
Markel Manager

. $ 245
219
525

Microscope.
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
@ Think Tank .. . ........ $

99

d-BASE II
CORNER
Anderson-Bell
Abstot ........... $ Call

Ashton-Tate
d-Bose " ..
FPl ..
Friday

. .. .. $ 389
410
179

Fox & Geller
Quick Code ...... $ 175
DUtil
5B
.$

90

Sensible
@D-Programmer ... $ Call

Software Bane
d·Base"
User 's Guide:
wi d·Base "
Purchase. .
w/o d-Base "

,$

Purchase.

15

20

Tylog Systems
d·Bose Window . . $ 159
d-Bose Door ..... $ Call
• All above avajlable
on PC-DOS
472

Call

499
145
119
79
165
79
Ca ll
50
39
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260

Concurrent CPIM 2.0.
Call
All BoO - B6 Version
of Above. .
. $ Call
INFOCOM
'Deadline.
. $ 49
· Storcross .

399

39

'Suspended
39
'lark , I, II, III (each I
39
MARK OF THE UNICORN
. $ 199
'Final Word.

(Yj--------..
LB
PEACHTREE
CORNER

PeadY'ok 4
(Gl, AP, AR).. . ... $ 215
Series B (G l , AP, AR,
Sales Inv" Inv., Control,

86

Job Cost, Client Post.
& Acct. . each mod. $ 389

Ca ll

Basic Compilers

Runtime .
. $ 169
Solteoch _
94
UCSD P-system Set
469
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS, File, Gr, Rep . eo. $ 79
SUPERSOFT
..... $ 79
Basic Tutor
299
Fortran . .. .
All Others
.$ Ca ll
SYSTEMS PLUS
. .. $ 375
l and lord.
VISICORP
Visicole (II or IIEI ,
. $ 165
Visischedule
195

MICROPRO
'WordStor ..
_$ Ca ll
' InfoStor .
.. $ Call
'Pro·Pock
(WS/MM/SS Index) .. $ Call
All others.
. $ Call
,MICROSOFT
Basic 80 .
. ..... $ 239
Basic Compiler

Fortran 80.
Cobol 80
Macro 80
MuMoth / MuSimp.
'Multiplan.

249

330
449
130
179
165

.$

CP/M
SOFTWARE
All prices below are for 8"
standard. Other farmats are
available. Some formats subject to " Download" fee ond
require minimum 2 weeks
for delivery. Please inquire.

... $ Call

COMPUVIEW
'V-Edit 8080 l80,
18M/ PC
... $ 130
'V·Edit CPI M 86,
MS DOS.
160
@ Systran.
99
DIGITAL RESEARCH
'P ascal MT + W/SPP .. $ 389
DR Assembler & Tools.
149
CPIM 2.2 ..
125
C Basic 2.
95
Pl/l·80 . .. ..
375

(____
IB_M_/P_C~)
Please site CP/M listing.
All products with on •
in front are also mode
for PC/DOS and are
priced the some unless
otherwise specified.
ALPHA SOFTWARE
Data 80se Mgr. II .... $ 179
105
Executive Pkg .. _. . . . .
Apple- IBM Connection $ Call
AMERICAN
INT'L COMMUNICATIONS
@ Tl x-A-Syst
.. $ 199
@ Grom-A-Syst.
199

ORYX PRICE .... . .. . . . •. ... . . . . ..... .. .... . .. .

$ 279

AUTODESK
Autocad ...

.$ Call

B&L
@ Multi·Job (runs nine

programs at o nce ) ... $ 145
BULLISH INVESTMENT
Ne t Worth .
. .. $ Call

ORGANIC SOFTWARE
'Datebook.
. .... $ 229
·Milestone.

229

PICKLES & TROUT
CPIM for TRS ........ $ 180
PROITEM SOFTWARE
'Footn ote.
. ....... $ 105

34

Home Accountant .... $

89

Computer Systems for
Medical, Dental, Insurance, Law and other
professional groups.

("'Speller & Moiler) . $ 169
SELECT
Select Word
Processor.
. $ 249
STAR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS
'legal Time, Billing.
787
Property Mgmt_
787
SUPERSOFT
'Diagnostic II
.. . $ 89
Disk Doctor.
74
'Fortran 4.
299
80sic-8086 .
225
C Cross Assembler
400
'ScrotchPad .
187
T MAKER III
.. $ 215

Easy to use menu-driven programs for the beginner that can be
linked with a sophisticated system as needed.
Your " Partner" includes: general ledger, accounts receivable,
accounts payable and payroll. Also included for a nominal fee is
a n "BOO" number for access to the Star Question Center Back-Up
Support Unit.

Punctuation and Style $ Call

.$

. .. $ Call

Superwriter

STAR SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

MICROSTUF
'Crosstalk ............ $ 109
NORTHWEST ANALYTICAL
'Stotpak
..... $ 365
OASIS
The Word Plus ....... $ Call

CENTRAL POINT
Copy II PC .
CONTINENTAL

85

ACCOUNTING PARTNER

FORMATS AVAILABLE

Human Soft
d-Base Plus

CPIM, 70 col., 64K) . .
Pro Pok
(WS/MM/SS/lndex) ..
MICROSOFT
Cobol·80 . .
Fortron-80 _
TASC Compiler
A.l. D.S.
Multiplan (DOS) . .
OMEGA
.$
l ocksmith
PEACHTREE . ......... $
PENGUIN SOFTWARE
Complete Graphics . . $
Graphics tv'Iogician . .
Complete Graphicsl
Apple Tabl et.
SIERRA ON-LINE
.$
Home ward.
SOFTECH

C Lan guage/compiler

REVASCO
l80 Disassembler
SPI
@ Open Access
SORCIM
'Supercole II.

@lPlease call us
regarding products
for Macintosh and
IBM PC Jr.

Call Oryx.
CTek
PC Caleulotor ........ $
Prog. PC Caleulotor .
Prog. PC Cole ulotor
wi Fin. Mod.
DIGITAL RESEARCH
Concurrent CPIM 86 . . $
Pascal MT + B6
CPIM 86 wlSPP .....
Pascal MT + (Pc/DOS)
DR logo
.... $
DOW JONES
Market Analyzer .. .. . $
Markel Manager
@ Connector ..

29
49
55
Call
375
385
Call
245
219
39

ECO-SOFT
Microslat.

. $ Call

ENERTRONICS
@

Energraphics .

" $ Call

FINANCIER
Tax Series
Financier II

105
...... $ 119

FOX & GELLER
@ Grafox.
. ...... $
FYI
Superfile
.. $
FYI 3000 ....
GRAPHIC SOFTWARE
Super Chortmon " . .. . $
Super Chortmon IV
HERITAGE
@ Smart Key.
. ..... $
@ Smart Print. .
@ Smart Key/ Print .
LlFETREE
Vo lkswriter Deluxe ... $

199
139
287
299
199
75
39
105
179

LIVING VIDEOTEXT
@ Thi nk Tonk (256K) .... $ 139
MICROPRO
... . $ Call
@ Storburst
MICRORIM
R·bose
. . . SCali
NORELL DATA SYSTEMS
@ Systems 80ckup ...... $ 42
PEACHTREE
See ( P/ M Ijsting.
PeachTex t 5000 ...... $ Call
PEARLSOFT
Pearl Accfg 2 (16 bit l
(Gl, AP, AR, P, INV. I . $ 650
Pe.-sonol Pearl
209
SCIENTIFIC MARKETING
@ Market Fox. . . .
. $ 349
SORCIM
@ Supercole III
..... $ 249

SUPERSOFT
C Compiler - 8086 '" $ 350
Star Edit " .. "...
180
Disk Edit ......
75 .
80sic Compiler.
225
8087 Support . .
40
SYSTEMS PLUS
landlord (prop mgmt)

375

Runtime Bcsic

(req 'd for above) .

45

VISICORP

IJl VisiOn line ...... , ... $ Call
.. and many more!

TECMAR Products .,., $ Call
XEDEXlMICROlOG
Baby Blue,. ., ..... . $ Call
Baby Blue II ........ $ Call

IBM/PC
BOARDS
AST RESEARCH
CamboPlus 64K (CIlCal,
Ser & Por, IIF,
256K capacity) . , . . . . .
279
MegaPlus 64K, (Cl/Cal,
Ser Part, 512K capacity
w/Megapok) .. . .... , . $ 269
Extra ports available

for Megoplus and 1/0
Plus II (Game, PIS) . ... $ 40
Megapak 256K upgrade
for Megaplus ........ $ Call
1/0 Plus II CIlCal
and Ser Part
11 5

APPLE/
FRANKLIN
BOARDS
AlS CPIM Card ...... $
IJlAlS Smarterm tl
AlS l·Card II.
ABT Keyboard,
Axlon Ramdisk 128K ' .
Bit 3 Dual Camm·plus .
CCS 7710 Asynch Serial
Central Point Alaska.
Ea.t Side
IJl Wild Card II
... $
IJl Wild Card Plus ...... $
Microaoft 16K Ramcard
Micro.oft Saftcard .
Micro.oft Softcard + .
Microsoft Premium
Soft card (liE ) ..
Microtek Printer ifF
Micratek Dumpling.16
Microtek Dumpling·GX
Mountain A·DI D·A . . S

299
145
115
99
299
209
119
Call
Call
Call
69
219
419
335
75
195
119
Call

Mountain Music

System w/Software .. . S
PCP 4 MHZ
Appli·Card + 88 Card
PCP 88 Card
16 8it + 64K .... . .
SSM ASIO Serial II F
w/ cable.
SSM A10 ·2 Serioll
Parallel.
Tymac Parallel IIF
w/cable .
Vid .. Display
Enhancer.

Call

509
425

Videx Func. Strip
Videx Videoterm
VT-600
Videx Ultroterm .
W •• per 16K Rom Cord

Sandslar Multifunction
Card -6 modules cop.
Sandstar Modules. . . .

71
Call

DISPLAY CARDS
CORNER

79
99
109
59
189
249
69

Sonya 8112 12" HR Gr

149
435
Call
119
435
Call
Call
Call
Call

SONY
Prafeel 12"
.... $ Call
Prafeel 19" ,
.... $ Call
Profeel 25" ... ". $ Call

KG 12N·UY 12" HR Am $
KG 12N 12 " HR Gr.
RGB Vision·l
12" lR Clr .
.$
RGB Visian·3
12" HR Clr.
.. $
USI 1200A 12" HR Am

139
132
Call
459
159

Hercul •• Gr Bd . , ... $ 359
Orchid
Monochrome

Gr Adopter .. ,
...
ptantronia
Colorplus. , .
. ..
Paradi•• /USI
Display Cord (calorl
monochrome)
. ..
Amdek MAl Co rd .,.

$ Call

$ Co II

$ Call
$ Call

Graphic Moster . ... $ Call

129
179

Amdek 300A Am .. ,. $
Amdek Color II +.
NEC JB1201 - 12" Gr .. $
NEC JBI260 - 12" Gr .. $
NEC JC1216 RGB. . .
PGS HXI2 RGB Clr , , .. $
PanalOnic CTl60
10" comp.
, ,$
IJl Quadram
Quadchrame . , . , , ... $

Taxan

Tecmar

Videx Display
Enhancer II .

MAYNARD elECTRONICS
Floppy Drive Cntrlr ,$ 160
wI Par Port, . . . . .
209
wISer Port... .
219
Sondstor Floppy
Drive Cntrlr ......... $ 194
Sands tor Mem Cord
- 3 modules cop. ,..
145

( MONITORS)

QUADRAM
Quadboard 64K,
(Clk/Cal, Ser & Par
Ports, Software) ... , . $ 279
Microfozer Stock Printer

Buffer (exp. to 512K)
~ Parollel/ Paroliel 8K . .
~ Parallel/Parallel 64K
~ Serial/Parallel 8K .
~ Serial/Serial 8K ... , .
Quadlink 64K Mem
(allows Apple SW to
run on IBM/PC) , .. .. $
Other Quadram Prods $

132
188
170
170
Call
Call

8elow are several of the terminals availab le at ORYX.

Please:
~

Wisconsin residents odd 5% for sales tax ,
~ Add $3.50 for shipping per software and light
items. For multiple and other items, call.
~ Foreign - odd 15% handling & shipping for
prepayment. (Int'I money order.)
~ Prices are subject to change without notice,
~ All items subject to avai lability.

CDC 1800 . .. . .
.. .. $ Call
Corona
5 MB Hard w/cntrlr..
1,395
10 MB Hard w/cntrlr.
1,795
Corvu • ... ', ..... ,.' $ Call

~~:t~n~I~~15120. ~B.: ~ §~::

Tandan TM·100·2 .. ,
239
HALF HIGHS
Mahuahita . .......... $ 249
PanolOnic
205
Shugart . ......... .
229
229
259

~:::~~b~~~k!~;

( MODEMS)
Hay •• 300 ..
.... $
Haye.I200
Haye. 1200B (Inti.
Haye. Chronograph
Novation
Apple·Calll ......... $
PC Cot wI Crosstalk
(a lso known os
Access 1·2·3 1200B) ... $
212 Smart Col . " .. ,. $
US Robotics
Auto·Dial 300/ 1200 .. . $
Auta·link 300/ 1200 .
IJl 5·100 Modem,
Password.
. ....... $
Zoom TelephoniCi
IJl N etworker ....... , .. $

205
495
449
189
259
Call
409
459
410
345
Call
109

NETWORKING
by ORCHID

::.

( PRINTERS)
Anadex , ... ..... " .. $ Call
C. Itoh Starwriter ..... $ 1,049
C. Itoh Prowriter 8510P $ Call
C; Itoh Prowriter 1550P $ 599
IJlDiablo 630 ECS . . ..... $ Call
IJlDiablo 630 API ... . ... $ Call

rCSiD;,i;" p~;,;j~~' . , ,$

Call
Prism 80 w/4 options.. 1,399
Prism 132 w/4 options
1,547
Microprism , . ........ $ Call
Mannesman Tally
MTl80L.. .,
Call
MTl60l.,. .. .
585
i

Jfc 1S5() :: : ..

or
Adds - Qume - Televideo - Liberty - Teletex - Wyse
For technical assistance call (715) 848-1374
To order, use our toll free line.

(DISK DRIVES)

~~gg~?A ::::

: :: f §~::

.. ,, :.

2~~

$
Okidata 82·93. . .. .., $ Cal l
Quadram Quodiet .. . $ Call

Siemens
Ink Jet Printers
Silver-Reed

Maull 5" OS, DO,
MD2, Box ..
. ... $ 40
Verbatim 5"
OS, DO, Box ..... . .. , $ 35
Ultra Mognetica 5"
OS, DO, Bonus Box
(12 Diskettes) , ... , .... $ 35
(3 Boxes o'iskettes Minimum)

( PLGnERS )
Enter PIOO Sweet P
ApplelFranklin,
IBM/PC . .... ........ $ Call
Strobe Ml00 Plotter
wI IIF ApplelFranklin
499
Strobe Ml00 Plotter
(RS 232) ..
499

Pana.onic
Digital PlaNer.

(

, . $ Call

)

MISC.

Alpha-Delta "MACe

c~~il.e~~:ddar

f Call
C~~

: : .. : :
Curli. PC Products . . .. $
IJlEDP Sur~e Protectors, . $
Keytronlc
Keyboard 5150 .
,. $
IJl WP KB5151 ..... . .. , . $
IJl WP KB5151 Dvorak. , . $
Koala Technologie.
Graphic Tablet. . . .. . $
Orange Micro
!1l Grappler Plus ... , ... ,$
IJl Grappler Plus w/Buffer $

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
117
115

PROMETHEUS

.... $ Call

Sf.;':sM;~~e,,"~~ ..... , .. $ Call

g:~[~[ 19~ :.... ,.::: ~~~

$
Radix 10 / 15 ...... .... $ Call
Delta........
$ Call
Teletex Tl014 .. , .... $ Call
Tran.tar
T· I30 P&S .. .. .. . .. .
665
T·315 P-Dat Matrix
510
T· 120 P&S ...........
475

, , . and much more.

( DISKETTES)
3M 5" OS, DO , Box ... $ 40
CDC.....
. ... $ Call
Acutrack
.... $ Call

Applesuronce . . .. $ 99
449
Pro Modem . .
Ve"acard ..... , .
159
Seattle Computer
8087 Package . . .
.$
Street ElectroniCi
Echo Speech Synth IBM $
Echo II Speech Synth. .
Echo Word ........ , . $
Symtec
light Pen IBMI PC. .. . .
light Pen Appie/FRK .
TG
Joystick IBM/PC .... . . $
Joystick Appie/FRK . . .
Wito
Analog Joystick , .... , $

~~k~~P~';,'rd

,:::: $

Verso Computing
VersaWriter. . . .

299
179
129
Call
140
200
49
46
59

C~~

. . $ 235

SANTA CLARA

Starter Kit -

Special Price.,." . ,' $1 ,245
Add 'i Adopter Cords
& Cabling Available.
For Pricing.
. $ Call

We offer the following comple te systems wi full
support on our technica l line ,'
Franklin 1000 & 2000
Corona
Televideo

NEC APC & 8800
Columbia
Hyperion

We Welcome:
~ COD (Add $2,00 per shipment. Cash or certified check required.)
~ Visa, MasterCharge (Add 3%) & American Express (Add 4%.)
~ Checks , (Allow 1-2 weeks for clearing.)

Working Hours: Centro I Time
Man ,-Fr!. 8:30-5:00/ Sot, 10:00-2:00

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
CRAFTSMEN OF mE NEW TECHNOLOGY
425 First Street • PO. 80x 1961
Wausau, Wisconsin 54401

·For technical assistance, order
status and in Wisconsin:
715-848-1374
Int'l Telex: 260181
ORYX SYS WAU
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Book Reviews
The Power Of:
SuperCalc, 2nd ed.
Robert E. Williams and
Bruce J. Taylor
Management
Information Source Inc.
Portland, OR,
1983, 232 pages,
softcover, $14.95
Reviewed by
Jack Bishop

The idea of a book designed to teach you how to
make user~friendly software
work really boggles the
mind. Philosophical questions aside, a book is an old,
familiar, and reliable companion, whereas the computer sometimes requires
two microcomputers, side by
side, to present a computerized tutorial.

Expectations
A user's manual is expected to focus on the commands of the program. In
any handbook on computer
software, I look to the author
to either provide an introduction that explains the workings of the software in a
unique way or to develop
special and powerful insights
(tricks of the trade) that go
beyond the scope of the
user's manual. The Power Of:
SuperCalc seems to sit astride
these two poles but leans
toward the .former, a beginner's manual. The introduction clearly states that the
goal of this updated edition
is to demonstrate Superca1c
functions, rather than to illustrate ' specific problemsolving methods. And it uses
a dozen exercises to do so.

A Misnomer
The Power Of: SuperCalc is
thus misnamed by my standards. Based on its contents,
A Simple Tour of Superca1c
would be a more accurate description. Such a simple tour
474
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Area

Power

Supercalc

Math Functions

7

6

Boolean Expressions

4

3

Trigonometric Functions

9

3

Miscellaneous Functions

4

2

Commands

12

5

Calculation

4

Display

11

16

Table 1: The coverage of The Power Of: SuperCalc is fairly
complete but ignores a few key commands (such as NPV, LN,
LOG).
is not intended to be derogatory, for ' simple tours are
worth a great deal. But to
earn its name, I expected this
handbook to take me more
deeply into applications of
Supercalc (see table 1). When
I see the word "power;' I also
expect to be led through an
appreciation of the limitations of a program. I can
imagine any user trying to expand anyone of the exercises
to a business use, only to
find that limitations of the
calc structure lead him or her
into a dead end, and often
when it is least convenient.

Exercises
The Accounts Receivable
Ageing Report is an exercise
that develops a simple report
with columns for several categories: Current Billing, Over
30 Days, O ver 60 Days, Over
90 Days, and Total Due. The
report is clean and fits on the
80-column screen or printer
without a fuss. The use of the
Execute file to update the
report each month will pay
for the cost of the book in one
update session. The addition
of titling and multipages
could give you a no-frills
report for about 150 customers.
Invoicing from Inventory
uses a multiple-table look-up
to find pricing for 16 products
as well as volume discounts.
Cost Recovery for an

equipment-rental company
provides an example of recording
a declining
balance as entries accumulate
against the fixed value:'
Rents received are used to
offset the purchase price of
each piece of equipment, the
profit margin reflecting the
difference between rents and
initial cost. The use of the Execute command to update
the worksheet is a good example of the power of Supercalc.
Production Scheduling extends the concept of comparing a value to a fixed base (as
in the previous example) and
to a variable base, in the
scheduling of operations for a
manufacturer of stained glass
lamps. The Supercalc worksheet is set up to allow customer orders to be shifted
from week to week to evaluate the effect on the schedule.
The Estimating exercise on
machining and cost estimating for a small shop provides
an example of using the calculation sequence in Supercalc. The example calculates
values for a table, uses the
table for reference, and finally selects values from the
table for further calculations.
The cleverness of the example is hidden in the excellence of the worksheet's
layout.
Checkbook Ledger is a
simple ledger, illustrating
fl ••

•

posting and maintaining a
balance.
Engineering Formula uses
a simple vector calculation to
illustrate the ability to calculate mathematical formulas
easily. While using only the
cosine, square root, and exponentiation functions, engineers should have no
trouble generalizing (if they
needed the example in the
first place!).
Payroll Reporting illustrates
the updating, storage, retrieval, and use of multiple
worksheets.
Monthly Sales Reporting is
the vehicle to illustrate the
development of multiple
reports on one worksheet.
Daily Inventory extends
the ability of Supercalc to
develop a daily report, then
update totals and clear the
report for the next day. The
use of a logic command (IF)
provides the key for reordering the product.
Financial Forecasting and
Accounts Payable exercises
provide further examples of
functions already illustrated.

Insights
The most powerful feature
of the examples is the experience with the Execute file to
update, reorganize, and clear
a worksheet . Beginning calc
users will not appreciate the
power of this ability for a
while, but the multiple examples should give everyone
a feeling of confidence in this
capability of Supercalc.
The Power Of: SuperCalc
provides three insights I
believe will prove valuable to
many readers. First, the lookup table is a very powerful
and, I suspect, underused
aspect of the various calc
spreadsheets. The several illustrations of its applications
should provide the background to increase its use.
Putting a zero at the beginning and end of the table is

the sort of trick of the trade
I look for in a book of this
sort.
Second, the calendar feature, while not a specific
function of Supercalc, is a
simple way to ensure that the
end of-the-month change is
handled smoothly and effortlessly. It is well described and
laid out in this book.
Finally, the power of the
example, discount taken versus the cost of borrowed
money, is the simple idea of
comparing the discount to
the cost of borrowing the
money, and using the Supercalc to layout the results
simply, easily, and clearly.

Forinat
The Power Of: SuperCalc is
laid out with commands on
the left, explanations on the
right. The commands are
spelled out, as is the word
Return .. More than one
reader will issue oaths when

discovering that typing the
letters r-e-t-u-r-n is not what
the author intended. (Ever
wonder why we have carriage returns on the keyboard? That's another story!)
I would've gladly paid
more for this book to cover

manual contains a Repeat
Text command that appeared
unworkable. Then I realized
the squiggle at the other side
of the page was an apostrophe, not a comma, arid the
mystery was solved.
All in all, the book is well

With some modification, these
worksheets will provide greater
individual productivity as well as
the opportunity to learn several
aspects of the language of
Supercalc.
the costs of highlighting the
commands in color and for
necessary typesetting improvements. The commas
and colons tend to get lost
unless your eyes are very
young and the light is good
and your arms are short
and .. " For example, the

worth the price. While The
Power Of: SuperCalc provides
a good short tour, the real
power of Supercalc lies
beyond the horizon for selfdiscovery. For a few, the payoff of The Power Of: SuperCalc will come in just having
spent a few dollars to have a

security blanket on the shelf.
For others, the author's
slightly different approach to
the material in the Supercalc
user's manual will be sufficient. Teachers will benefit
from accompanying overhead-projection transparencies ($49.95) and a floppy
disk ($64.95). A final group
will find one or more of the
12 exercises applicable to
their special heeds. With
some modification, these
worksheets will provide
greater individual productivity as well as the opportunity
to learn several aspects of the
language of Supercalc. For
the price, you are getting
honest examples carefully
done .•
Dr. Jack Bishop (Bishop Associates, 2000 Shennan Ave., POB 311,
Evanston, IL 60201) is a management consultant specializing in corporate planning and economics.

Uni Print

Built for Apple®owners
that demand quality and features on a budget!
When you're trying to find the right parallel interface for your ~rinter, lo.ok .to Yidex to bri~g Yl'U
the best in quality and features. At only $89.00 suggested retail, the UnlPnnt IS packed With
features:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Full Basic, Pascal, ProDOS, and CP/M compatibility.
Text and High Resolution Graphics transfers.
Logo graphics transfers!
Color graphics transfers to the Dataproducts (IDS) Prism.
Centronics- Compatible Cable included.
Comprehensive 48 page manual includes easy installation
and operating instructions, and configurations for over 25 .
different pri nters.

Parallel Printer Interface

Suggested Retail Price

$89.00

UniPrint . .. A simple soiution to your printer interfacing needs!
UniPrint is easy to install and use. And Videx' customer support lets you
buy UniPrint with confidence! We 've taken the guessing out of shopping for
a full featured card.
UniPrint is a trademark of Vid ex, Inc.
Apple and ProDOS are trademark s of Appl e Computer, Inc.
CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research, tn c.
Prism is a trademark of Dataproducts, Inc .

Circle 395 on Inquiry card.

Videx
1105 N.E. Circle Blvd. • Corvallis • OR • 97330
503·758·0521
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Executive 10/25

Executive 10/51

Executive 10/78

Nowadays, technology is advancing so
rapidly that today's latest breakthrough may be
replaced as soon as tomorrow by something even
more revolutionary.

PEACE OF MIND
A NEW DIMENSION.
To the rapidly-changing world of high technology, Esprit-the company with more experience
in terminal technology than any other-would like
to introduce a new and un-changing dimension:
peace of mind.
Designed right into every terminal in Esprit's
complete line are the features, the functions and the
flexibility that make it not only user-friendly but
systems-friendly. In other words, the kind of comfort, quality and trouble-free technology that can
provide real peace of mind.
Backed up with an extensive nationwide
service force and our own special toll free service
number (800-645-4508)-so you can reach us about
anything that concerns you-to insure your own
peace of mind .

PEACE OF MIND FOR THE NEXT
GENERATION IN TERMINALS.
One look at the Esprit ESP 6310 and you'll
recognize the next generation of terminals. With
Performance and features far superior to other
terminals in its price category. And the kind of
quality you can feel comfortable with.

DESIGNED FOR PEACE OF MIND.
From the sleek and stylish lines of its ergonomic design to the sculptured lines of its low-profile

keyboard with its 11 user-programmable function
keys-shiftable to 22-in non-volatile memory backup, that can be programmed directly or down-line
loaded from the host computer.
From its high resolution, green phosphor
display with a well defined character font, in a large
7 x 11 dot matrix, in an 80 column x 25 line format
to its screen saver feature which deactivates the
screen after 20 minutes of inactivity.
From its tilt and swivel monitor to its smooth
scrolling and line graphics capabilities.
Our ESP 6310 provides enhanced performance and incorporates emulations of the TeleVideo
925/910 PLUS*, ADDS Regent 25/Viewpoint*and
Lear Siegler ADM3A *, as well as the popular
Esprit series.

PEACE OF MIND PRICE. $695.
That means even our low price is designed to
give you peace of mind. And so for your own peace
of mind, please fill out the coupon below or call.

1----------------,
800-645-4508

I
I
I
I

I

Esprit Systems, Inc.
100 Marcus Drive
Melville, NY 11747
D Yes for my own peace of mind I would like to receive a
brochure on your complete line of Esprit terminals.
NAME __________________________

I

TITLE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

ADDRESS

cQ_______

0 A

STATE _ _ ZIP

___ __ __ _~1

-1

Systems, Inc

PEACE OF MIND TECHNOLOGY.
*(TcieVideo 9251910 Plus is the registe red trademark of TeleVideo Systems, Inc. Regen! 25/Viewpoint is the registered trademark of Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc.
ADM3A is the registered tradema rk of Lear Siegler, Inc)

Circle 169 on Inquiry card.
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Clubs and Newsletters
Opportunity for Kids
The San Pablo Computer
Club, formed by the San
Pablo Institute, a nonprofit
public-service organization,
is devoted to making computer education available to
economically disadvantaged
young people. The club
offers programming instruction and an environment in
which youngsters can meet
and share ideas. Because it
does not charge membership
dues, the club relies on
donated computer equipment, peripherals, and software. For information, write
to the San Pablo Institute, 234
Mullen St., San Francisco,
CA 94110.

Tipping the
TIP.C User
TIP.C, a group of Texas
Instruments Professional
Computer users, meets every
month in Houston, Texas.
Group members wish to contact TI PC users nationwide
to share software and hardware information, develop a
software library, and assist in
the publication of a newsletter. For further details, contact Stephen Gay; Tll'.c, 1608
Elmen, Houston, TX 77019,
(713) 520-6990.

Participate Locally

Computer Users is a quarterly newsletter produced in
cooperation with the Computer Users Federation (CUF)
of Southeast Wisconsin. Participation in local events is
facilitated due to the newsletter's listings of a regional club
and group directory and
computer-related activities.
An area calendar of classes,
seminars, shows, and meetings is posted on a telecommunications system made up
of two local bulletin boards.
478
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Subscriptions to the newsletter are available for $3 a year;
the newsletter is free to any
club upon submittal of its
mailing list. To send or receive information, contact
CUF, POB 23483, Milwaukee,
WI 53223.

Sooners Form
Commodore Clubs
The Greater Oklahoma
Commodore Club comprises
three chapters: Oklahoma
City, Midwest City, and Edmond. More chapters may be
added later. A newsletter,
OKCommodore Connection , is
produced. For further information, contact Randy Hill,
Greater Oklahoma Commodore Club, 1401 North Rockwell, Oklahoma City, OK
73127, (405) 789-3229.

Serving the Victor

SIVic-9000, a newsletter for
Victor-9000 users, has reports
on new software and hardware releases, user critiques,
a technical question-andanswer column, gameware,
and personal-use software
reviews. Interviews and feature articles of interest to
Victor-9000 users are included. A charter subscription is $24 a year. For details,
contact Michael McNeilley,
SIVic-9000, Suite 456, 3277
Roswell Rd. NE, Atlanta, GA
30326.

Hoosier Computerlsts
Meet In High Land
The Terre Haute PC Users
Group (THPCUG) is for
users of the IBM PC and
compatible computers and
everyone else interested in
small computers. Meetings
are held at 7 p.m. on the first
Monday of the month in the
Terre Haute area of Indiana.

A $10 annual membership .
fee includes group-purchase
discounts and a subscription
to the THPCUG monthly
newsletter. A monthly disk
produced by the club is available for a minimal copying
charge. For further information, contact the Terre Haute
PC Users Group, POB 3174,
Terre Haute, IN 47803.

Unlr Project Is
for Unix Users
Membership in the Unir
Project, a user group for people interested in the Unix
operating system and in the
C programming language, is
open to anyone fascinated by
interactive computer systems. A $25 membership fee
entitles you to receive a copy
of the current quarterly
newsletter and a certified
UNID (a Unirversal Numeric
Identifier) used to order reports and software from the
Unir Project and to access the
members' database. Subscriptions to the newsletter
alone are $24. To become a
member, send your name,
address, and phone number
plus a brief description of
your interests to Unir Corp.,
Suite 106, 5987 East 71 St., Indianapolis, IN 46220, or call
(317) 842-7014.

St., Woburn, MA 01801, (617)
935-6901.

Computerlsts Meet
In the Granite State
The New Hampshire Atari
Computer Club (NACC)
meets on the first Tuesday of
the month in Nashua, New
Hampshire. For details, contact Scott Mitchell, NACC,
346 South Taylor St., Manchester, NH 03103, or call
(603) 624-0089.

Micro Library
Up and Running
The Library Micro Clearinghouse is a national nonprofit endeavor to promote
library management through
the exchange of libraryapplication templates for use
with public-domain software . Librarians are encouraged to duplicate the
templates they receive, adapt
the programs to meet their
needs, and share them with
other libraries. Templates
come in single- and doubledisk versions for $5 and $7.50,
respectively. To donate applications templates for public-domain distribution or for
further information, contact
Eric Anderson, Micro Computer Libraries, 145 Marcia
Dr., Freeport, IL 61032.

Pick Ideas and Tools

Logto Zircon, a monthly
newsletter for Pick users,
provides a source for ideas
and tools to improve the performances of operating systems. Each issue explores
such themes as security,
offers creative programs, or
reports on design improvements. In addition, each
issue contains programming
tools. An annual subscription
is $59.95. For further information, contact Catherine Hill,
Zircon Co. Inc., 215 Salem

Stamp Out
Sour Computer
Experiences
The Lemon Byte Society
assists personal computer
users by combating some of
the shortCOmings of the computer industry. Aimed at
users who are stymied by
severe deficiencies encountered in using software
or hardware, the professionals who comprise the
Society act as go-betweens

for the user and supplier.
They document the problem,
contact the parties responsible for the defect, and print
their findings and results in
a monthly bulletin available
to all members. Annual
membership is $32, which
entitles you to all the Society's services. For further
details, contact The Lemon
Byte Society, POB 558250,
Miami, FL 33155, (305)
386-3479.

helps user groups is by offering possible solutions to organizational snafus in each
issue of its newsletter, The Exchange. User groups are encouraged to share their solutions to problems so that they
may be avoided by newer
organizations. For details,
write the World Users Exchange, POB 12132, Roanoke,
VA 24022.

Health-care
Applications
Supported

WUE Has Recipe
for Success

The Micro MD Journal is a
monthly newsletter for
novice and experienced computer users in the health-care
field. It focuses on applications for clinical and diagnostic areas, office management,
and personal-investment
fields. A catalog listing
medical and dental software,
hardware, and accessories is

The World Users Exchange
(WUE) assists user groups in
their efforts to promote computer knowledge. As a result
of a recently conducted
survey, WUE found that several user groups needed help
in improving their programs
and in planning services to
members. One way WUE

provided and purchase discounts are offered. A charter
subscription is $36 annually;
$60 for two years. Send inquiries to Micro MD Publishers, POB 2500, Chesapeake, VA 23320.

Users Converge
in Toms River
The Computer Club of
Ocean County (CCOC) New
Jersey welcomes users of any
personal computer to attend
its meetings. Held at 7:30
p.m. on the first Friday of
each month in the Ocean
County Municipal Building
in Toms River, CCOC meetings include speakers, presentations, and magazine
swaps. The club produces a
quarterly newsletter and an
annual membership directory. An electronic bulletin
board, (201) 244-2259, is open
to the public from 4 p.m. to

7 a.m. weekdays and 24
hours a day on weekends. It
supports 300- and 1200-bps
(212A) operation and offers
special privileges to club
members. Downloading and
uploading of text or programs and general-message
storage/retrieval are supported and running on a
Heath 2-89. For further details, contact Stuart MacDonald, CCOC, 6 Whitaker
Dr., Toms River, NJ 08753,
(201) 240-9323.

Meet with Fellow
HP 80 Users
All users of the HewlettPackard Series 80 personal
computer in Orange County,
California, are welcome to attend meetings offered by the
HP Club 80. Members meet
on the first Wednesday of the
month in the Irvine area.
There are no dues. For details

Mod e l 7128 · LJ .L2.L2A . $239 .00
Model 7128·24 .
. .. $329 .00
DR8 or DRS .... .... .. 5 30.00
DR8PGX or DR5PGX .. 5 75.00
Cross Assem biers ..... 5200.00
XASM (for MI SDOS) ... S250 .00
U/ V Eraser DE-4 ...... S 78 .00
RS232 Cable , ......... 5 30 .00
8751 adapter
.... 5174 .00
8755 adapte r ........ . S I 35 .00
48 Famil y ad'_pter .
. > 98 .00
Compatible w / all Rs 232 se rial interface port· Auto
select baud rate * With or without handshaking·
Bidire ctional Xon / Xoff and CTS / DTR supported 0

~~d~l!sino 1~~~:~i~tl~ro~?tl~S;6 . NHcxPf~:~:~~it~

$549

MODEL
7228

Split facilit y for 16 bit data paths 0 Read. program.
formatted li st commands • Interrupt
driven.
program and verify real time while
sending data· Program single b y te.

block . or whole EPROM

0

Intelligent

diagnostics discern bad and erasable

EPROM • Verify erasure and co mpare
co mmand s - Bu sy ligh t • Complete
w / Textool ze ro insertIon fo rce socket

v':..dc)sJHS:~lv all~~le\ AC power (240

~:n Ut~\~t Pa7cl\ar ai128~ c~~dmu~~c56
programmers from the CP / M command line. S our ce Code is prov ided .
PGX utilit y paCkag e Jllows tne same
thing, but will also allow you to specify
a range of add ress es to send to the
programmer, Verify, set th e Eprom

type. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
MODEL 7316 PAL PROGRAMMER
Program s all se ri es 20 PALS. Software
included fo r co mpiling PAL source
codes.

Software Available for CPM ~
4
3
TRSDOS MSDOS .
I.
1.
3.
4.

TM
TM
TM
TM

of
of
of
of

ISIS~

Digital Re searc h Corp .
Intel Corp .
Tandy Corp .
Microsoft.

Poot Office Bo. 289
Waveland, Mhslsslppl 39576
16011·467·8048

Circle 188 on Inquiry card.

MODEL 7128 EPROM PROGIIAMMER
Programs and Rea~ :

Avocet Cross As se mbl e rs a rc

availab le to handl e 8748.8751.
Z8 , 6502.
680X .
etc.
Available for CP / M a nd
MSDOS co mput ers. Order by
processo r type and
kind of co mputer .

$1195
MODEL
7324

spe c ify

Model DE · 4 U / V Products
hold 8. 28 pin parts. High
quality profess ional const ru ctIOn.

MODEL 7324 PAL PROGRAMMER
Programs all series 20 & 24 PALS .
Operates stand alone or via RS2J2.

NMOS
2508
2516
2532
2564
68766
b8764

8755
5133

NMOS
2758
2716
2732
27J2A
2764
27128
27256

CMOS
27Cl6
27CJ2
C6716
27C54

EEPROM
5213
5213H
X2816
48016
12816A
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MPU ' S
8748
8748H
8749H
8741
8742H
8741H
8751
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or to get on the mailing list,
contact Milt Beychok, 63 Oak
Tree Lane, Irvine, CA 92715,
(714) 786-0837.

Volunteers Host
64 Users
The E T 64 Users Group is
a club in Tennessee dedicated
to learning about using the
Commodore 64 computer.
For further details, contact
Walt Turner, E T 64 Users
Group, POB 495, Knoxville,
TN 37901, or call (615)
966-8478.

Garden of Software
Created for Adam
Sage Enterprises has
created a public-domain software library and exchange for
owners of Colecds Adam
personal computer. In addition, Sage Enterprises will
offer a bimonthly newsletter
of information about the
public-domain software, user
groups, and new products.
For further information, contact Sage Enterprises, Route
2, Box 211, Russellville, MO
65074.
Mlcrocomputerlsts
Gather In Memphis
The Memphis Area IBM
PC Users Group meets on
the foutth Wednesday of the

month in room 233 of the
Dunn Building on the campus of Memphis State University in Tennessee. Address
further inquiries to Peter Vermilye, Memphis Area IBM
PC Users Group, POB
241756, Memphis, TN 381241756, or call (901) 345-8760.

Commodores at
Golden Gate
The San Francisco Commodore Users Group provides beginners with an introduction to programming
skills, hardware modifications, and software for the
Commodore 64 and VIC-20.
For details, contact Roger
Tierce, San Francisco Commodore Users Group, 278
27th Ave. #103, San Francisco,
CA 94121, or call (415)
387-0225.

reviews are included in the
newsletter. Future plans call
for access via Compuserve
and a computerized bulletinboard service. SUG!USA will
act as a referral service to
help Sanyo users form local
chapters. Contributions of articles and public-domain
software are welcome. The
membership fee is $15 annually. Write to the Sanyo
Users GrouplUSA, POB
8069, Boston, MA 021148069.

Sanyo Group Seeks
Your Input
The Sanyo PC users group
collects and welcomes information from business and
personal users of the Sanyo
550 or 555 Pc. A newsletter
is planned. Send inquiries to
Roger Wilcox, 425 Woodlawn
Ave. , Zanesville, OH 43701.

MS-DOS Users
Rally In Zurich
The PC-Club Zurich was
started for users of IBM, Columbia, Corona, and other
MS-DOS-based systems. For
more information, contact
Kurt Furer, PC-Club Zurich,
Kuenzlistrasse 38, CH-8057
Zurich, Switzerland.

Texans Form
TRS-80 Club
The TRS-80 Club meets at
7 p.m. once a month at the
Mclennan County Library in
Waco, Texas. The H.o.T
TRS-80 Club Monthly Newsletter contains meeting dates,
articles, editorials, and advertisements for purchase discounts available only to
members. For further details,
write to The TRS-80 Club,
POB 1923, Waco, TX 76703.•

Sanyo Strong
In Boston
The Sanyo Users Group!
USA (SUGIUSA), located in
Boston, Massachusetts, gives
support to Sanyo computer
owners via a bimonthly
newsletter and distribution of
public-domain software.
Sanyo products are reviewed,
and software patches, articles
from users about various applications, lists of publicdomain software, and book

r.tfI A Public Ser vice of This Magazine

~l & The Ad vertising Council

Give Blood. Give Life.
Giving blood is everyone 's bu siness. After all , company
blood drives provide a vital part of our nation 's blood supply.
They benefit everyone. Your community gets much
needed blood. Your employees get a lift when they give
blood. And your company gets the good will .
So please have your firm start planning for a blood drive,
today. And you can help save many lives tomorrow.
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American
Red Cross

We'll HelpWill You?

Books Received
The ABZ's of Word Processing
for Executives and Professionals,
Robert M. Segal and Susan
B. Kelley. New York: Stravon
Educational Press, 1983; 64
pages, 21.5 by 28 em, softcover, ISBN 0-87396-097-1,
$10.95.

Abstraction Mechanisms and
Language Design, Paul N.
Hilfinger. Cambridge, MA:
The MIT Press, 1983; 192
pages, 18 by 23.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-262-08134-2,
$27.50.

Advanced Programming Techniques for Your Atari Including
Graphics & Voice Programs,
Linda M. Schreiber. Blue
Ridge Summit, PA : Tab
Books, 1983; 224 pages, 19.5
by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN
0-8306-1545-8, $14.50.

Adventures with the Atari,
Jack B. Hardy. Reston, VA:
Reston Publishing Co., 1984;
368 pages, 17.5 by 23.5 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-8359-0172-6,
$14.95.
Affordable Word Processing,
Richard A. McGrath. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHaIl, 1983; 160 pages, 15.3 by
22.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13018259-1, $10.95.
Algorithmic Program Debugging, Ehud Y. Shapiro. Cambridge, MA: The MIT Press,
1983; 248 pages, 18 by 23.7
em, hardcover, ISBN 0-26219218-7, $30.
Apple Assembly Language,
W. Douglas Maurer. Rockville, MD : Computer Science
Press, 1984; 432 pages, 15.3
by 23.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0914894-82-X, $17.95.
Apple II Applications,
Marvin L. De Jong. Indianapolis, IN: Howard W. Sams
& Co. , 1983; 240 pages, 13.5
by 22.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0672-22035-0, $13.95.
Apple II User's Guide, 2nd
ed., Lon Pool. Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
496 pages, 16.3 by 23.5 em,
softeover, ISBN 0-88134-104-5,
$17.95.
Area-Efficient VLSI Computa-

tion, Charles E. Leiserson.
Cambridge, MA : The MIT
Press, 1983; 152 pages, 18.3 by
23.8 em, hardcover, ISBN 0262-12102-6, $22.50.
Assembly Language Programming for the IBM Personal Computer, David J. Bradley.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1984; 352 pages,
18.5 by 24 em, hardcover,
ISBN 0-13-049189-6, $19.95.
Automating Your Financial
Portfolio, Donald Woodwell.
Homewood, IL: Dow JonesIrwin, 1983; 270 pages, 15.5
by 23.5 em, hardcover, ISBN
0-87094-399-5, $19.95.
Basic Disk I/O Faster and Better & Other Mysteries , Lewis
Rosenfelder. Upland, CA:
IJG Inc. , 1983; 432 pages, 21.3
by 27.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0936200-25-1, $29.95.
Basic Fun with Graphics
the Apple Computer Way, Margaret Ann Zuanich and
Susan Drake Lipscomb. New
York: Avon Camelot Books,
1983; 128 pages, 13 by 19 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-380-850435, $3.95.Basic Fun with Graphics the
Atari Computer Way, Margaret
Ann Zuanich i1nd Susan
Drake Lipscomb. New York:
Avon Camelot Books, 1983;
128 pages, 13 by 19 em, softcover, ISBN 0-85050-8, $3.95.
. Basic Fun with Graphics the
IBM/PC Computer Way, Margaret Ann Zuanich and
Susan Drake Lipscomb. New
York: Avon Camelot Books,
1983; 160 pages, 13 by 19 em,
softeover, ISBN 0-380-850680, $3.95.
BASIC II Advanced, William
C. Conley. New York: ~etro
celli Books, 1983; 208 pages,
13.8 by 21 em, softeover, ISBN
0-89433-202-3, $10.95.
The Birds of Babel, Satellites
for the Human World, Hal
Glatzer. Indianapolis, IN:
Howard W. Sams & Co. ,
1983; 240 pages, 23 by 23.5
em, softeover, ISBN 0-67222033-4, $12.95.
Bowker/Bantam 1984 Com-

plete Sourcebook of Personal
Computing. New York: R. R.
Bowker Co. and Bantam
Books, 1983; 650 pages, 16 by
23.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 08352-1767-1, $24.95.

Business-Office Computers,
Gary Gagliardi. New York:
Bantam Books, 1983; 64
pages, 13 by 19.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-553-34079-4,
$2.95.
Choose Your Own Computer,
Peter Rodwell, ed. Woodbury, NY: Barron's Educational Series Inc., 1983; 176
pages, 9.5 by 19 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-8120-2706-X, $4.95.
Commodore 64 Computing,
Ian Sinclair. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ : Prentice-Hall,
1983; 144 pages, 15.3 by 22.8
em, softcover, ISBN 0-13152306-6, $12.95.
The Commodore 64 Music
Book, James Vogel and Nevin
B. Scrimshaw. Cambridge,
MA : Birkhiiuser Boston Inc.,
1983; 144 pages, 15.3 by 23.5
em, softeover, ISBN 0-81763158-5, $14.95.
The Complete Buyer's Guide
to Personal Computers, Tim
Hartnell and Stan Veit. New
York: Bantam Books, 1983;
400 pages, 10.5 by 17.5 em,
softeover, ISBN 0-553-238736, $4.95.
Complexity Issues in VLSI,
Frank Thomson Leighton.
Cambridge, MA: The MIT
Press, 1983; 146 pages, 18 by
23.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0262-12104-2, $19.95.
Computational Aspects of
VLSI, Jeffrey D. Ullman .
Rockville, MD: Computer
Science Press, 1984; 514
pages, 23.5 by 15.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-914894-95-1,
$32.95.
Computational Methods in
Bifurcation Theory and Dissipative Structures, M. Kubicek
and M. Marek. New York:
Springer-Verlag, 1983; 256
pages, 24.3 by 15.5 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-387-12070-X,
$42.
Computer-Assisted Instruc-

tion, Jack A. Chambers and
Jerry W. Sprecher. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrentieeHall, 1983; 240 pages, 17 by
23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13164376-2, $12.95.
Computer Confidence, A
Woman's Guide, Dorothy
Heller and June Bower. Washington, DC: Acropolis Books
Ltd., 1983; 264 pages, 21 by
24 em, hardcover, ISBN 087491-555-4, $16.95.
Computer Dictionary for Beginners, Arthur Naiman .
New York: Ballantine Books,
1983; 160 pages, 13.5 by 21
em, softeover, ISBN 0-34531223-6, $6.95.
The Computer Phone Book,
Mike Cane. New York: New
. American Library, 1983; 480
pages, 13.5 by 20 em, softcover, ISBN 0-452-25446-9,
$9.95.
Computer Wimp, John Bear.
Berkeley, CA: Ten Speed
Press, 1983; 296 pages, 18.5
by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 089815-101-5, $9.95.
Contemporary Business Letters with WordStar, Jane E.
Robbins and Dennis P. Curtin. Somerville, MA: Curtin
& London, 1983; 240 pages,
21.5 by 27.8 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-930764-63-3, $15.50.
Cosmic Games for the Commodore VIC 20, Hal Renko
and Sam Edwards. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983;
142 pages, 15.3 by 15.3 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-201-16476-0,
$5.95.
Creating Computer Programs
for Learning, Gary W. Orwig.
Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co., 1983; 192 pages, 17.3
by 23.3 em, softcover, ISBN 08359-1168-3, $14.95.
dBASE II Programmer's Notebook, Steven G. Meyerson.
Poquoson, VA: Computeeh,
1983; 50 pages, 21.5 by 28 em,
spiral-bound, ISBN-none,
$12.95.
Database Machines, H. O.
Leilich and M. Missikoff,
eds. New York: Springer-Verlag, 1983; 356 pages, 16.5 by
BYfE May 1984
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Books Received ------------------------------------------------------24.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0387-12959-6, $23.

Discrete Optimization Algorithms with Pascal Programs,

The Design of Interpreters,
Compilers, and Editors for Augmented Transition Networks,

Maciej M . Syslo, Narsingh
Deo, and Janusz S. Kowalik.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 560 pages,
18.5 by 24.3 em, hardcover,
ISBN 0-13-215509-5, $37.50.
Electronic Life, Michael
Crichton. New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1983; 224 pages,
14.6 by 22 em, hardcover,
ISBN 394-53406-9, $12.95.

Leonard Bole, ed. New York:
Springer-Verlag, 1983; 228
pages, 17 by 25 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-387-12789-5,
$29.

The Directory of Software
Publishers, Eric Balkan, ed.
New York: Van Nostrand
Reinhold, 1983; 320 pages, 22
by 29 em, hardcover, ISBN 0442-21429-4, $25.50.

Discover Your VIC-20,
Donald Kahn Jr. and Nevin
B. Scrimshaw. Cambridge,
MA: Birkhiiuser Boston Inc.,
1983; 112 pages, 16 by 23.5
em, softcover, ISBN 0-81763160-7,$10.95.

Executive VisiCalc for the
Apple Computer, Roger E.
Clark. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983; 144 pages,
18.8 by 23.3 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-201-10242-0, $14.95.

Discovering Apple Logo,
David D. Thornburg. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley,
1983; 158 pages, 18.7 by 23.5
em, softcover, ISBN 0-20107769-8, $14.95.

Executive VisiCalc for the
IBM Personal Computer, Roger
E. Clark. Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983; 260
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-201-10243-9,
$12.95.

Experiments in Four Dimensions, David L. Heiserman.
Blue Ridge Summit, PA: Tab

Books, 1983; 512 pages, 19.5
by 23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 08306-1541-5, $17.50.
54 SuperCa/c Models, Robert
H. Flast. Berkeley, CA: Osborne/McGraw-Hill, 1983;
256 pages, 21 by 27.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-88134-118-5,
$15.95.

9, $6.95.

Formal Specification of Interactive Graphics Programming
Languages, William R. Mall-

New York: Dell Publishing
Co., 1983; 128 pages, 14.5 by
25 em, spiral-bound, ISBN 0440-52785-6, $5.95.

gren . Cambridge, MA: The
MIT Press, 1983; 290 pages,
18 by 23.8 em, hardcover,
ISBN 0-262-13191-9, $35.

Fundamentals of Data Structures in Pascal, Ellis Horowitz
and Sartaj Sahni. Rockville,
MD : Computer Science
Press, 1984; 560 pages, 15.5
by 23.8 em, hardcover, ISBN
0-914894-94-3, $26.95.

Funny Things, Computers,
Trevor Hutchings. Toronto,
Canada: James Lorimer &
Company Publishers, 1983;
66 pages, 13.5 by 19.5 em,
softcover, ISBN 0-88862-678-

Games for .Your Atari Computer, Paul Bunn . New York:
Dell Publishing Co., 1983; 128
pages, 14.5 by 25 em, spiralbound, ISBN 0-440-52800-3,
$5.95.

Games for Your Timex/Sinclair 1000, Mark Chariton.

Games for Your Timex/Sinclair 2000, Peter Shaw. New
York: Dell Publishing Co.,
1983; 128 pages, 14.5 by 25
em, spiral-bound, ISBN 0440-52794-5, $5.95.

Games for Your VIC-20,
Alastair Gourlay. New York:
Dell PublishingCo., 1983; 128
pages, 14.5 by 25 em, spiralbound, ISBN 0-440-52789-9,
$5.95.

Graphics Primer for the IBM
PC, Mitchell Waite and
Christopher Morgan . Berkeley, CA: Osborne/McGraw-

~~'I:baCk· issues for sale _ _ _ __
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Jan .

52.75 53 .25 53 .25

53 .70 54.25

Feb.

52.75 52 .75 53 .25 53 .25

$3.70 $4 .25

March

52.75

April

52.75 $2.75 $3.25 53 .25 53.70 53 .70 54.25

53.25

53 .70 $3 .70 54.25

May

52.00 52.75 52.75 53 .25

53.70 $3 .70

June

$2 .00 52.75 $2 .75 53 .25

53 .70 $3.70

July

52.00 52 .00 52.75 $2.75 53.25

53 .70 54.2 5

Aug.

52 .00 52.75 52 .75

Sept.

52.75 52.75 $2.75 53 .25

Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

53.25 53 .70 $4.25
53 .70 54 .25
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o

Check enclosed

Payments from foreign countries must be made in
US funds payable at a US bank.

o

VISA

o

Master Card

Card # _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Exp .
Signature

$2.75 52 .75 53 .25 53.25 53 .70 54 .25
$3 .25

$3 .25 $3 .70 54.25

52 .75 52 .75 53 .25 53 .25 53 .25 53.70 54 .25

Circle and send requests with payments to:
BYTE Back Issues
P.O. Box 328
Hancock, NH 03449
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Prices include postage in the US. Please add S.50 per
copy for Canada and Mexico; and $ 2 .00 per copy to
foreign countries (surface delivery) .

Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and I 2
weeks for foreign delivery.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ __

Hill, 1983; 448 pages, 18 by
23.3 ern, softcover, ISBN 0931988-99-3, $21.95.

Graphics Programs for the
IBM Pc, Robert J. Traister.
Blue Ridge Summit, PA: Tab
Books, 1983; 256 pages, 19.8
by 23.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 08306-1556-3, $15.50.

Graphiques de Gestion,
Denis Charpentier. Paris,
France: Masson, 1983; 176
pages, 16 by 24 ern, softcover,
ISBN 2-225-80110-X, 150
francs .

Home- Family Computers ,
Gary Gagliardi. New York :
Bantam Books, 1983; 64
pages, 13 by 19.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-533-34077-8,
$2.95.
Haw To Do It on the TRS-80,
William Barden Jr. Upland,
CA: IJG Inc. , 1983; 200 pages,
21 by 27.5 ern, softcover, ISBN
0-936200-08-1, $29.95.

How to Find and Buy Good
Software, Jess W. Curry Jr.
and David M . Bonner. Engle-

wood Cliffs, NJ : PrenticeHall, 1983; 176 pages, 17.5 by
23.3 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-13406652-9, $8.95.

Prentice-Hall, 1984; 160
pages, 15.5 by 23.5 ern, hardcover, ISBN 0-13-477653-4,
$22.95.

How to Microcomputerize
Your Business, Jules A . Cohen

An Introduction to the Commodore 64, Nevin B. Scrim-

with Catherine Scott McKinney and the staff of Orbis.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 192 pages, 17.3
by 23.3 ern, softcover, ISBN 013-423889-3, $9.95.

shaw and James Vogel. Cambridge, MA : Birkhauser
Boston Inc., 1983; 144 pages,
16 by 23.5 ern, softcover, ISBN
0-8176-3161-5, $11.95.

IBM Personal Computer &

Introduction to DECSYSTEM-20 Assembly Programming, Stephen A. Longo.

Nickles and George H. Culp.
Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole
Publishing Co. , 1984; 240
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-534-02966-3,
$15.95.

Invitation to COBOL for the
TRS-80, Lawrence L. McNitt.
New York: Petrocelli Books,
1983; 304 pages, 15.5 by 23.5
ern, softcover, ISBN 0-89433209-0, $15.

Law-Cost Word Processing,
Laurence Press. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983;
240 pages, 18 by 23.5 ern, softcover! ISBN 0-201-05735-2,
$10.95.

XT, Gerald VanDiver. Prior
Lake, MN: Micro Information Publishing, 1983; 1024
pages, 21 by 27.8 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-912603-00-3,
$24.95.

Monterey, CA: Brooks/Cole
Publishing Co. , 1984; 208
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-534-02942-6,
$17.95.

Introducing LOGO for the
Apple II Computer, Texas Instruments 99/4A, and Tandy
Color Computer, Peter Ross.

An Introduction to Vu-Calc
Spreadsheeting for the Timex/
Sinclair 2000 and the Sinclair
ZX Spectrum, Harry An-

Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983; 260 pages, 15.5 by
23.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 0201-14652-5, $12.95.
Introduction to Ada, David
Price. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:

barlian. New York: McGrawHill, 1984; 448 pages, 23.5 by
17 em, spiral-bound, ISBN 007-001698-4, $22.95.

The McWilliams II Word Processor Instruction Manual ,

Instructional Computing with
th e TRS-80 , Herbert L.

Peter A. McWilliams. West
Hollywood, CA: Prelude

Management Information
Systems, 3rd ed., Jerome
Kanter. Englewood Cliffs, NJ:
Prentice-Hall, 1984; 464
pages, 18.3 by 24.3 em, hardcover, ISBN 0-13-549543-1,
$27.95.

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL TERMINAL
FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES.

Three-In-One Offer! Just $895 From
Your Computer Store .
• A 30 cps letter-quality printer
• A timesharing keyboard te rminal (when modem equipped )
• A Selectric*-style keyboard typewriter
AJ daisy w heel printer terminals are renowned fo r
And you ca n choose from a list of opti on s including
exceptional p erformance, high reliability, and applications
fo rms tractor, pin-feed platen , paper trays, side shelves,
versatility . Now you can have all this for only $895** in our
extra printw heels, APL keyboard and 2K bu ffer.
special limited offer.
Call your neares t AJ region
• 30 cps letter-quality p rinting
office to find the nearest com• Changeable type faces
puter s tore: San Jose, CA
(408) 263-8520 (Sales);
• Full ASCII keyboard w ith
)
Rosem ont, IL (;312) 671-7155;
numeric pad
l
Fa ir Lawn, NJ (201) 794-9316
• High resolution X-Y plotting
:
......·iiiiiiiii
- iiiiiiiii'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
• Comple te electronic form s
control
··Sugges ted selli ng price, exclu dl!s u plio ns
and is subject to change witho ut no tice.
• 128-character buffer
Mod el show n incl udes cert., in options.
• Asynch ronous RS-232 interface
Offe r a vai lable o nly in the contiguous U.S.
• Printw heel, ribbon cartridge,
-Selectric is a tradcm<l rk of IBM .
and cable included
• 30-day parts/labor warranty

1
Circle 35 on inquiry card .

ANDERSON
JACOBSON
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Books Received _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Office Automation & Word
Processing Buyer's Guide, Tony

Press, 1983; 144 pages, 13.3 by
21 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-67150433-9, $3.95.

Webster. New York: McGrawHill, 1984; 352 pages, 28 by
21.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-07068962-8, $19.95.

Microcomputer Software
Design, Sally Campbell.
Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1984; 240 pages,
17.5 by 23.3 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-13-580621-6, $12.95.

PATCA Directory of Consultants, 1983-1984, Professional & Technical Consultants Association. San Jose,
CA: PATCA, 1983; 140 pages,
21 by 13.5 cm, softcover, ISBN
0-939840-02-2, $7.95.

The Minute Manual for Apple
Writer IIe, Jim Pirisino. Columbia, MD: Minuteware,
1983; 140 pages, 13.5 by 22.8
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-91313101-6, $7.95.

Pascal for BASIC Programmers, Charles Seiter and

Multidimensional Digital
Signal Processing, Dan E.

Robert Weiss. Reading, MA:
Addison-Wesley, 1983; 256
pages, 18.7 by 23.7 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-201-06577-0,
$10.95.

Dudgeon and Russell M .
Mersereau .
Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
1984; 416 pages, 18 by 24.3
cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-13604959-1, $36.95.

Pascal for FORTRAN Programmers, Ronald H. Perrott
and Donald C. S. Allison.
Rockville, MD: Computer
Science Press, 1984; 352
pages, 15 by 23 cm, softcover,
ISBN 0-914894-09-9, $18.95.
Pascal Programs for Games &
Graphics , Tom Swan .

The New American Computer
Dictionary, Kent Porter. New
York: New American Library,
1983; 320 pages, 10.5 by 17.8
cm, softcover, ISBN 0-45112578-9, $3.50.

Rochelle Park, NJ: Hayden
Book Co., 1983; 224 pages, 18
by 23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 08104-6271-0, $15.95.

89588-107-1, $16.95.

Professional-Personal Computers, Gary Gagliardi . New
York: Bantam Books, 1983; 64
pages, 13 by 19.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-533-34078-6,
$2.95.

Personal Computer Buyers
Guide, Dennis J. Grimes and
Brian W. Kelly. Cambridge,

A Programmer's View of the
Intel 432 System, Elliot 1. Or-

MA: Ballinger Publishing
Co., 1983; 300 pages, 22.8 by
27.8 cm, softcover, ISBN 088410-917-8, $16.95.

ganick. New York: McGrawHill, 1983; 432 pages, 16 by
23.5 cm, hardcover, ISBN 007-047719-1, $29.95.

The Personal Computer
Handbook, Peter Rodwell .
Woodbury, NY: Barron's Edu-

Programming the 8086/8088,

cational Series Inc., 1983; 208
pages, 21.5 by 28 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-8120-2704-3,
$14.95.

James W. Coffron. Berkeley,
CA: Sybex, 1983; 336 pages,
14.8 by 23 cm, softcover, ISBN
0-89588-120-9, $15.95.

Personal Computing: BASIC
Programming on the TRS-80,

Programming Projects for
Your Timex/Sinclair 1000,

Robert R. Hare Jr. Monterey,
CA: Brooks/Cole Publishing
Co., 1984; 352 pages, 21.3 by
27.8 cm, softcover, ISBN 0534-02768-7, $19.95.
Practical WordStar Uses, Julie
Anne Arca. Berkeley, CA:
Sybex, 1983; 336 pages, 17.8
by 23 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-

Frank Wattenberg. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1983; 112 pages, 17.5 by
23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-13729673-8, $8.95.

Programming the M68000,
Tim King and Brian Knight.
Reading, MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983; 160 pages, 15.5 by

DANA'S COMPUTER DISCOUNT

* Highest Quality - Lowest Prices *

IBM PC KIT

FULL HEIGHT

LMS JOYSTICK
Apple II & E Compatible

INCLUDES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty case.

DELUXE CASE
POWER SUPPLY W/FAN
DETACHABLE LOW PROFILE KEYBOARD
MOTHER BOARD FULLY SOCKETED
ALL COMPONENTS INCLUDED
FULL DOCUMENTATIONS
128 K RAM
5 EXPANSION SLOTS

ONLY

$995 00

TEAC FOSSB
The Highest Quality!
Slim line · 40 trae capabil it y
Double sided, double density
Compatible

Slim line· 40 trae w/patch
Single sided 163 K capacity

ASSEMBLE IN 1 HOUR

Commodore® Compatible Drive $299 95
Dana's Discount Computer
Buyers Club

. .. .. $239.95
89 .95
89.95
249.95
$12.00 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP (REFUNDABLE)
Hi Aes
109.95
109.95
~~OE~~;~!~~E~o~;~g~~~;T PURCHA SE.
12 " Alrona Green Monilor Hi Res ..... .. . .. .. .
249.95
S 0
SOY
80 Col. BM C Printer .. .
CALL
'C ARD
3 Apple Compalible .... . .. . . . .... . ... . .. . . .
CALL
PERSONAL CHECKS ACCEPTABLE FROM CLUB MEMBER S. 3'1. IBM PC Compallble ........... .... . .
5 '/. (SSDD) Fl oppy DISCS (Box o f 10) ..
16.95
44.95
Cooling Fans for Apple .

****

•
:
:
•

RAM CHIPS :~::

~~E~~~C~~~E;~~~H~P :C~;~~~:ND~.~.

IC's Available & More
74LS323 .. .. .. .. .... ..... . ............ . ... 52.25
8116 .... .. .. . .... .. ............ ...... ..... 4.90
2114 .. ........................ .. .......... 1.49
8502 . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 4.95
ORDER DESK 8:00 A.M. TO 5:00 P.M.
PST MON . THRU FRI.
Orders normally shipped within 48 hours.

TRAC FD55F IDSOD·96TPl j ..
12 " Amber Monitor Low Res
12 " Green Monitor Low Res . ..

150NS
200NS

$5.95 ea. Limit 64 Pc
$5.50 ea. per customer

APPLE II

~; : ~~;n;~~b~~~~~ril~r
'I.

Join Our
Club
And Save!

D ana 'C
S ompu t er DOIscoun t

64 K Upper Lower
247 Functions on Keybo ard
Num eri c Keypad
H.D. Case

Producl shipped in lactory
cartons wit h manul aclurer's
warranly. Pri ces & availabil il y

P.O. Box 15485, Santa Ana, California ~~~i~~t to cha ng e withoul
Orders: 1-800-262-DANA
In California: (714) 953-9105
Internationa l orders accepted with a $5.00 surcharge for handling, plus shipping charges . We accept Visa, MasterCard, Money Orders,
and Certified checks . Checks requ ire bank clearance . California re siden ts add 6 % sa les tax· All subject to availability, accep tance, and
verification· All sates are final. Satisfaction guaranteed or full refund .

• Eagle, !BM , Apple , Apple liE, and Commodore are all registered trade mar ks of Eagl e, IBM , Apple and Commodore corporations .
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Circle 120 on Inquiry card .

Books Recelved--_ _ _ _ _ _ __
23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0201-1V30-4, $12.95.

Programs for the TI Home
Computer, Steve Davis. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1983; 126 pages, 21.5 by
28 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-13729534-0, $14.95.
Real-Time Software, Robert
1. Glass. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 464
pages, 15.8 by 23.5 cm, hardcover, ISBN 0-13-767103-2,
$24.95.
Science and Engineering Programs for the IBM PC, Cass
Lewart. Englewood Cliffs,
NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1983; 144
pages, 15 by 23 ern, softcover,
ISBN 0-13-794934-0, $12.95.
Semiconductor Memories,
Betty Prince and Gunnar
Due-Gundersen. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1983; 216
pages, 15.5 by 23.5 ern, hardcover, ISBN 0-471-90146-6,
$21.95.
Simple Interfacing Projects,
Owen Bishop. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ : Prentice-Hall,
1983; V6 pages, 23 by 15.3
ern, softcover, . ISBN 0-13811083-2, $10.95.
Spreadsheeting on the TRS-BO
Color Computer, Harry Anbarlian . New York: McGrawHill, 1983; 320 pages, V by
23.5 ern, spiral-bound, ISBN
0-07-001595-3, $39.95. Includes a cassette.
Th e · Software Sifter, Philip
Frankel and Ann Gras. New
York: Macmillan Publishing
Co. , 1983; 271 pages, 21.3 by
28 ern, spiral-bound, ISBN 002-949330-7, $24.95.
Survival on Planet X with the
Atari Home Computer, Michael
Orkin and Ed Bogas. Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing Co. ,
1984; 161 pages, V .5 by 23.5
ern, softcover, ISBN 0-83597412-X, $12.95.
Thrilling Games for the Tandy
Color Computer, Hal Renko
and Sam Edwards. Reading,
MA: Addison-Wesley, 1983;
156 pages, 15.3 by 15.3 ern,
softeover, ISBN 0-201-16481-7,
$5.95.
Through the MicroMaze: A
Visual Guide, Wayne Creek-

more. Culver City, CA : Ashton-Tate, 1983; 64 pages, 21.5
by 25.3 ern, softcover, ISBN
912677-02-3, $9.95.
The Timex/Sinclair 1000 Basic
Handbook, Douglas Hergert.
Berkeley, CA: Sybex, 1983;
192 p ages, 14 by 21 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-89588-113-6,
$7.95.
20 Programs for the ZX Spectrum & 16K ZXB1, S. Daly.
London, England: Bernard
Babani Ltd., 1983; 128 pages,
11.3 by 18 ern, softcover, ISBN
0-85934-103-8, £1.95.
Using the Commodore 64 in
the Home, Hank Librach and
Bill 1. Behrendt. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall,
1983; 110 pages, 14.8 by 23
ern, softcover, ISBN 0-13940072-9, $10.95.
VIC-20: The Affordable
Learning Tool for the Mature
Adult, John A. Heil and Jack
Martin. Wayne, PA: Banbury
Books, 1983; 206 pages, 18 by
23.5 cm, spiral-bound, ISBN
0-88693-001-4, $14.95.
Word Processing on the IBM,
Peter A . McWilliams. Los
Angeles, CA: Prelude Press,
1983; 288 pages, 15 by 23 ern,
softcover, ISBN 345-31530-8,
$9.95.
The WordStar Handbook,
Dennis P. Curtin. Somerville,
MA: Curtin & London, 1983;
V6 pages, 28 by 21.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-930764-64-1,
$16.50.
Xanadu , Roy Mason with
Lane Jennings and Robert
Evans. Washington, DC:
Acropolis Books Ltd., 1983;
262 pages, 21 by 23.5 cm,
hardcover, ISBN 87491-701-8,
$18.95.
Your Commodore 64, John
Heilborn and Ran Talbott.
Berkeley, CA: Osborne!
McGraw-Hill, 1983; 464
pages, 16.8 by 23.5 ern, softcover, ISBN 0-88134-114-2,
$14.95.
Your First Microprocessor,
James W. Coffron. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrenticeHall, 1984; 352 pages, V .5 by
23.5 cm, softcover, ISBN 0-13978446-2, $14.95 .•

64K S100 STATIC RAM

$199~~
NEW!
LOW POWER!
RAM OR EPROM!
BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION
'--_ _ _$:;:5:::.5_ _---1 FEATURES:
SUPPORT IC. + CAPS
• Uses new 2K I 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMs.
$17 .50
• Fully supports IEEE 696 24 BIT Ellended
Addreiling.
FULL SOCKET SET
• 64K drews only epprollmelely 500 MA.
$14.50

•

FULLY SUPPORTS THE
NEW IEEE 696 S100
STANDARD

•

(AS PROPOSED)
FOR 56K KIT $185

•

~~MNiol~!~: I!'I~ :!·lnO~·~ds. V~~~b"~ ~~~e~

~~~~g~::L~~AAT~~~~) (BOTH LOWER 32K
AND ENTIRE BOARD) .
• 2716 EPROMI mey belnll.lled In .ny 01l0p48K.

~~y dr:e~~:dIOI~ 8:r~~~~0 !1n~~~1 AI~O~~~I;:'e~!

.ny pOlilble conlllcil wllh your Iyslem monitor,
disk controller, etc.

• ~~~~~I~'~":'~~::I~\e:nll~~~~~~~~'~dAM end
• BOARD m.y be pertl.lly popul.led I I 56K.

ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED ADO 550

~~---------------------------------------~

:fl 256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR! .
:;)

o

~
Z

oQ,

WE CALL THIS BOARD THE " L/GHT-SPEED-100" BECAUSE IT OFFERS
AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE
WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.
FEATURES:

'*

256K on board , using + SV 64K

DRAMS.
II L11"1"1''I'"f.ill''F'ItIo • g~~~r~~=r.lntJI 820~ - 1 LSI Memory

:;)

~

~~I+I+."~

o

,

u

4>lI*WlH~

w

w

H>H..ItiI~

a::

u..

• Selecleble

Requires only 4 Dip Switch

I/O Ports.

Runs on 8080 or zao 5100 machines.
• Up to 8 LS-l00 boards can be run

'*

logelher lor 2 Meg. 01 On Line Solid
Siole Disk Sioroge.
• Proylslons for Battery back-up.
• Software to mate the LS -l00 to your

~

CP/M- 2.2 DOS Is supplied.

~I

• The LS -l00 provide s an incren se In
speed of up to 7 to 10 ti me s on Oisk

Intensive Software.

BLANK PCB
(WITH CP/ M" 2.2
PATCHES AND INSTALL
PROGRAM ON DISKETTE)

c(

~

C

w

I-

~
::::i

• Compare our price! You could pay
up 10 3 times as much tor similar
boards.

$399 00

# LS-100

(FULL 256K KIT)

~~--------------------------------------~------~
c
THE NEW ZRT-80
~

a::

:;)

o
u..
o
(/)

~

W

IW

:I:
I-

CRT TERMINAL BOARD!

A LOW COST Z-80 BASED SINGLE BOARD THAT ONLY NEEDS AN
ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A
COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR
WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OFTHE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
SERVICES.
FEATURES:
• Use. a Z80A and 6845 CRT
Controller for powerful video

capobllilies.
• RS232 al 16 BAUD Rale. Irom 75
10 19.200.
24 I 80 slandard lormal (60 Hz).

o •

.... '*

t;

""

~
i7l

(I)

UJ
..J
c(

(/)

Optional formats from 24 x 80
!~g ~~llo 64 lines I 96 characlers

• Higher density formals require up to

~::.d~.~~~~~K8~:0 6~!t~AR~~~

•

*

Gen. and USART combo IC .
3 Terminal Emulation Modes which
are Dip Switch selectable. These

Include Ihe LSI -ADM3A. Ihe Healh
H· 19. and Ihe Beehive.
• Compollte or Spill Video .

..J
.....

* Anv polarity of video or sync.
• Inverse Video Capability.

c(

•

Small Size: 6.5

I

$59 95 .

9 Inche •.

• Upper & lower CBle with descenders.
• 7 )( 9 Character Matrix.
1r

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM , 2732 MON. ROM

Requires Par. ASCII keyboard .

WITH BIN.
SOURCE DISK!
(CP/ M COMPATIBLE)

SOURCE DISKETTE - ADO 510
SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADO $7.50

$12995

# ZRT-80

(COMPLETE KIT,
2K VIDEO RAM)

Digital Research Computers
P. O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 271-3538

TERMS: Add $3.00 postage . We pay balance. Orders under
$15 add 75¢ handling . No C.O .D. We accept Visa and MasterCard . Texas Res . add 5% Tax. Foreign orders (except Canada)
add 20% P & H. Orders over $50 add S5¢ for insurallce.
BITE May 1984
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Now
you can
reach
anyone .
Y#ilh
your small
computer.

At last, there's a practical way to enjoy the
benefits of "electronic mail." It's Western Union
EasyLink sM service.
With it you can literally reach any business
or any person in writing, almost anywhere on
earth. With EasyLink service, you can link your
personal computer or word processor to almost
any other, to the global Telex network and to
anyone, nearly anywhere, with an array of rapid
delivery Western Union message services.
EasyLink can increase your equipment's
usefulness, improve office productivity and
dramatically cut message delivery time.
Links to the Worl"Wide Telex network.
EasyLink subscribers have a direct link to
Western Union's WorldWide Telex. Through this
service, you can reach any of the 1.5 million
businesses who are Telex subscribers in 154
countries.
Your message arrives in just minutes, in
writing, for a fraction of the cost of a longdistance phone call. And you will get your own
number to receive messages from anyone on the
worldwide network.
Available now.
. EasyLink service is now available. Let us
demonstrate how easy it is to send and receive
messages from your communicating desktop
terminals. Call us toll-free at 800-336-3797. Ext.
348.* Or contact Clyde Meador, Western Union,
One Lake Street, Upper Saddle River,
New Jersey 07458.

Western Union
EasyLink service.
The easy way to link your computer to the world.
*In Virginia. call 703-448-8877. Ext. 348.
Circle 403 on Inquiry card.

Software Received
Apple
Apple Logo, an interactive
computer language. This
program is an introduction to
programming using turtle
graphics. When YOll see the
shapes you create, you learn
what steps are involved in
programming technique.
Suitable for children or
adults. For IT, IT Plus, and ITe;
floppy disk, $175. Logo Computer Systems Inc., 9960 Cote
de Liesse, Lachine, Quebec
H8T 1Al, Canada.
Appleworks, an integrated
software package for use in
business and at home. This
program combines word processing, database managing,
and financial modeling into
a single program. You can
write and edit letters and
documents, make financial
calculations on spreadsheets,
and keep important information on disk. For the lIe;
floppy disk, $250. Apple
Computer Inc., 20525 Mariani Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014.
Basic Accounting, a financial-management system for
use in business and at home.
You can keep track of checkbooks, charge cards, savings
books, cash accounts, and
business accounts. Update,
search, edit, print, and even
secure your system using a
secret password. For II, II
Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,
$89. Practical Software Inc.,
31245 La Baya Dr., Westlake
Village, CA 91362.
Beat the Street, a stock-market technical-analysis training
simulator. Beginning or experienced investors can practice playing the market without real capital losses on poor
investments. Learn point and
figure charting and interpret
the price pattern as it unfolds
based on actual price his488
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tories of oyer 175 stocks on
the big board. Simulation can
take the place of years of experience in trading stocks.
For II and lIe; £loppy disk,
$49.95. MEA Software Associates, POB 2385, Littleton,
CO 80161.
The Bilestoad, a strategic
adventure game. In a futuristic setting of 39 levels and
44 combat fields, your job is
to help mankind survive in a
violent world. ~arbaric battles are fought man to man or
man against robot. For the IT;
floppy disk, $39.95. Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Ave.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311-2750.
Calculus, an educational program for use in both schools
and business to solve calculus problems. This second
edition program contains 22
user-friendly and self-contained working programs in
BASIC. For II Plus and lIe;
floppy disk, $39.95. Sasoco,
5004 Glen Forest Dr.,
Raleigh, NC 27612.
Caverns of Callisto, an
arcade-type game. Save your
spa~e station from aliens
who are attacking you and
running off with your ship's
panels and the ion drive. Try
to retrieve your ship parts
and fight off the aliens so you
can repair your ship. For II,
II Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,
$34.95. Origin Systems Inc.,
1545 Osgood St. #7, POB 99,
North Andover, MA 01845.
Compu Ped, a database program for dog breeqers. You
can keep track of three to five
generations of pedigree dogs
even if you are a computer
novice. Log in the dog's
name, birthdate, AKC number, sex, and the dog's
parents' names. For II Plus
and lIe; floppy disk, $37.50.
B & L Mac, 132 Patton, Richland, WA 99352.

Da Poma Ga, a gradebookemulation program. A
teacher's tool that keeps track
of up to 50 students' grades
and averages for the academic year. Each student's
record has 42 individual
scores that are divided into
three categories that include
test and exams, homework,
and any other items you
need to consider. For II Plus
and lIe; floppy disk, $49. Da
Poma Inc., POB 23192,
Honolulu, HI 96822-0910.
Exodus: Ultima III, the third
in a series of role-playing
adventure games. You are
sent out to conquer treacherous foes in the realm of
Sosaria. With new powers,
you must create characters
from a variety of attributes,
form and disband an adventure party, and restore peace.
For II, IT Plus, and ITe; floppy
disk, $59.95. Origin Systems
Inc. (see address above) .
Flight Simulator II, a flyingsimulation package. Once
you've learned to maneuver
a Piper during day or dusk,
land in various cities, and
perform aerobatics, you can
test your skills in a World War
I aerial-battle simulation. For
II, II Plus, and lIe; floppy
disk, $49.95. Sublogic Corp.,
713 Edgebrook Dr., Champaign, IL 61820.
Flow Charting, a business
package for use in diagramming an operation's work
flow. Produce flowcharts in
rapid succession for presentations or distribution by a
trial-and-error method. For
the II, II Plus, lIe, and III;
floppy disk, $138. Patton &
Patton, 340 Lassenpark Circle, San Jose, CA 95136.
Forecaster--Buy II, an inventory-control package for bUsiness use. This program lets
you monitor inventory order-

ing to reduce overstocking for
faster turnover and cash flow.
Features include printout of
data-entry worksheets, updating, and monthly forecast
reports of parts or material
that consider reorder lead
time. For II, II Plus, and lIe;
floppy disk, $800. Alessi Data
Technology, POB 4, Needham Heights, MA 02194.
Mastering the SAT, a selfpaced preparation course for
the Scholastic Aptitude Tests
in verbal, math, and standard written English skills.
Endorsed by the National Association of Secondary
School Principals (NASSP),
this program analyzes students' answers and provides
study and practice in skills
covered on the SAT. For II
Plus and lIe; floppy disks,
$150. CBS Software, One
Fawcett Place, Greenwich,
CT 06836.
Micro-Dynamo, a systemdynamics modeling language. This program lets you
build a mathematical model
of a hypothetical situation
and simulate its behavior on
a computer. When the simulation is complete, the program outputs the results in
tabular or graphiC form on
the screen or printer. For the
II; floppy disk, $245. Addison-Wesley, 6 Jacob Way,
Reading, MA 01867.
One-on-One, a basketballsimulation game. Choose
from four levels of play: park
and recreation, varsity, college, and professional basketball. Test your scoring skills
against another player or
against the computer. Action
is sparked by comments from
Julius Erving and Larry Bird
from the game-development
sessions. For II and lIe;
floppy disk, $40. Electronic
Arts, 2755 Campus Dr., San
Mateo, CA 94403.

Pasdos, a utility program
written in Pascal and assembly language to allow transfers of files between DOS 3.3
and UCSD Pascal. Features
include automatic display of
either directory, automatic
text-file formatting, code-file
generation, and high-resolution picture transfer between
printer and computer. Builtin demonstrations and documentation enable smooth
conversions. For the II;
floppy disk, $39.95. Linnton
Systems, POB 17612, Portland, OR 97217.
Scientific Plotter, Version II,
a graphing program for plotting scientific, engineering,
and business data. Superimpose more than one data set
on the same graph easily
with 20 plotting symbols. You
control axis position, grid
size, and scaling intervals. A
stand-alone utility program
prints labels on any high-resolution picture. For II, II Plus
and lIe; floppy disk, $50. Interactive Microware Inc.,
POB 771, State College, PA
16801.
Talking Blissapple, a trimodal program written in a
combination of machine language and FORTH that is designed for communicatively
disabled children. It functions by interfacing with
custom keyboards to act as a
communication/writing aid.
These children can write
with Blissymbols and have
their messages and stories
displayed on a terminal,
spoken, or printed on the
printer. For II and II Plus;
floppy disk, $35. Trace Research and Development
Center, 314 Waisman Center,
1500 Highland Ave., Madison, WI 53706.
Time is Money, a personal
accounting package that can
double for a small-business
financial-management system . You can balance your
checkbook, calculate and

monitor budgets, discern net
worth, and record tax-deductible expenses without
bookkeeping or accounting
skills. You can track up to 240
income types, 240 income
sources, 240 expenses, and
240 assets and liabilities. Full
report generation and graphics capabilities are a few of
the instructions that require a
single keystroke. For II, II
Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,
$100. Turning Point Software,
11A Main St., Watertown,
MA 02172.
Tom Thumb, a reading program for preschoolers and
first graders. This adaptation
of the fairy tale by the
Brothers Grimm improves
reading, vocabulary, and
comprehension skills. Features include self-paced reading levels, multiple vocabulary levels, easy-to-use software, color graphics, and
special character sets. For II
Plus and lIe; floppy disk,
$29.95. International Software Systems, POB 5427,
Richmond, VA 23220.
Trompers, an arcade-type
game. Due to a skip in Arnold Strump's shortwave
radio, too many little creatures from the planet Tromp
are falling from the sky into
his domain. You have five
levels in which to help old
Arn catch them all and score
the most points you can. For
II, II Plus, and lIe; floppy
disk, $29.95. Avant-Garde
Creations Inc., POB 30160,
Eugene, OR 97403.
Unprintable Physics, an educational program for science
and engineering students.
You can use up to 32 simulations, demonstrations, examples, and quizzes of mathematical methods, mechanics, thermodynamics, electromagnetism, and wave
phenomena. Learn modern
physics in ways it cannot be
taught by books. For II, II
Plus, and lIe; floppy disk,

$29.95. Prentice-Hall, Rt. 9W,
Englewood Cliffs, NT 07632.

Atari
Gridrunner, an arcade-type
game. As a pilot of an air-battleship, you try to stop the
droids from attacking the orbiting solar-power station.
Destroy pods, droid segments or leaders, and avoid
the releases of plasma and
ever-increasing attack waves.
Requires a joystick. For the
400/800; cartridge, $29.95.
Human Engineered Software, 150 North Hill Dr.,
Brisbane, CA 94005.
Omnitrend's Universe, a
three-dimensional tactical
strategy game. You are a starship captain in search of the
lost hyperspace booster. Save
the civilization, become a
hero, and win a fortune if
you succeed. For 400/800 and
1200; floppy disks, $89.95.
Omnitrend Software, 8
Huckleberry Lane, West
Simsbury, CT 06092.

CP/M
Compas Pascal, a Pascal
compiler. This superset of
standard Pascal is a one-pass
compiler that generates machine code quickly. The interactive editor is command
compatible with Wordstar. It
includes such features as
overlays, dynamic strings,
random-access files, and
more. Floppy disk, $440. K. J.
Computer Services, POB 66,
Mentone, Victoria 3194,
Australia.
FORTRAN Relabel, a labelrenumbering program. All
the numeric labels in FORTRAN programs containing
statements and line references can be renumbered

using this program. Subroutines, function programs,
and Microsoft EDIT80 line
numbers, if present, are processed automatically. You
specify the ASCII filename,
the desired new label beginning, and increment. Floppy
disk, $29.95. Cleydale
Engineering, POB 784,
Dahlgren, VA 22448. (This
program's description was
listed incorrectly in the
March "Software Received;'
page 463. We regret any inconveniences this may have
caused.)
ICAMS, an integrated condominium- and apartmentmanagement system. You
can perform property-management calculations . with
features that include semiautomatic billing and payment receipts, account updates, and 18 current reports.
It can search for specific word
clues and customization is an
option. Floppy disk, $1195.
Advanced Management Approach Inc., POB 8576, Calabasas, CA 91302.
I.eBug, a ZBO-based assemblylevel debugging tool. With
this program, breakpoints do
not need to be removed to resume execution because they
are already transparent. You
can manipulate arithmetic
and symbolic expressions,
address expressions using
register contents, and benefit
from nondestructive memory
tests, error codes, and builtin disk protection from overwriting. Floppy disk, $80.
Lehey Microcomputer Systems, Postfach 145, 6365
Rosbach 1, Germany.
Mailer, Version 1.2, a mailing-list management package
running on the CP/M 2.2
operating system. This program can read in address
files created by word-processing and mailing programs to create new files. A
screen form simplifies data
entry and updating, delirnitBYTE May 1984
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Sofhw.reRecelved------------------------------------------------------ing the entry fields and
catching common entry
errors. Floppy disk, $150.
Maurizi Associates, 1344
Fitch Way, Sacramento, CA
95825.
Propstar, a typeset-quality
printing program . Print
Wordstar document files via
your proportional space
printer to achieve true proportional spacing. This program supports boldface,
doublestrike, strikeout,
underscore, formatting, and
subscripts and superscripts.
Floppy disk, $49.95. Civil
Computing Corp., Suite 1,
2111 Research Dr., Livermore,
CA 94550.
Tarbell Database System, an
interactive database system
whose programs use a common file format. It includes
ASCII files with fixed- and
variable-length records. You
can make changes in the way
the files are accessed without
changing the files. It is also
possible to change the structure of a file without changing
the way that your file is accessed. Floppy disk, $249.
Tarbell Electronics, Suite B,
950 Dovlen Place, Carson,
CA 90746.

Commodore
Attack of the Mutant Camels,
an arcade-type game. As the
pilot of a combat ship, you
must destroy enemy droids,
deadly pods, and 20 attack
waves of Cosmic Cameloids.
You win an extra ship for
every wave of challenges you
encounter. Be prepared for
the enemies' bizarre psychological disorientation tactics.
Requires a joystick. For the
VIC-20; cartridge, $29.95.
Human Engineered Software, 150 North Hill Dr.,
Brisbane, CA 94005.
Commodore 64 BASIC Programs, an introductory programming package. Complemented by a seven-chapter
book, this package includes
30 programs that demonstrate the intricacies of the
computer. You are encouraged to make modifications
to improve program development and learn its techniques. For the 64; cassette,
$16.95. Howard W. Sams &
Co., 4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268.
The Disk Librarian, a utility
program designed to keep

track of disk directories. You
can search easily for a given
directory attribute, catalog up
to 150 disks, and easily back
up the disks with a trilogy
program. You can choose
from nine facilities on the
menu, including read and
catalog, edit, display, print,
corrunent line, and print disk
labels. For the 4000/8000
Series; floppy disk, $49.95.
Computer Field Service, 660
Longview Lane, Palatine, IL
60067.
Kindercomp, a collection of
six learning games to encourage computer skills in children between the ages of 3
and 8. As they create colorful pictures or find letters or
numbers on the keyboard
that match those on the
screen, children are improving their reading readiness
and counting skills. Pictures
and sounds promptly reward
each successfully matched
shape or completed number
sequence. For the VIC-20;
cartridge, $34.95. Human
Engineered Software (see address above).
Lazer Zone, an arcade-type
game. You try to control two
lasers against encroaching
aliens. After you learn firing

ur
llnO HPCOth~!!~r'h;~
ese~es
e
Best'
•

performance disk d~ive like our
new Senes 3000 Wmchester
subsystem. Transferring data
at 174 kbytes/s... It's the fastest
micro-Winchester disk around!
You can choose from storage
.. of 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 MB .
sizes of optional floppy

technique and movement,
try to score as high as you
can in 31 levels of increasing
challenge. Requires a joystick. For the VIC-20; cartridge, $29.95. Human Engineered Software (see address
above) .
MusiCale 1 Synthesizer and
Sequencer, a music-creation
program. With or without a
musical background, you can
learn, play, compose, and
understand music, rhythms,
and sound produced by a
synthesizer. You can use this
program as an instrument, a
songwriting or compOSitional
aid, a music-theory tool, a
sound-effects generator, and
more. For the 64; floppy disk,
$74.95. Waveform Corp., 1912
Benita Ave., Berkele}j CA
94704.
Synthesound 64, a musicsynthesizer program. Create
music or special sound effects that include bagpipes,
outer-space panic, footsteps,
or chirping birds . You play
keys on one of two keyboards: solo or accompaniment. Features include highresolution piano-keyboard
display, real-time clock,
voices and filter modes, and
storage of 256 patches. For

drives: 3112;' 51/4;' 8:' And local
back-up too.
Our Multi-port Option allows
two or three HP computers to
share one disk drive. Everything is 100% HP compatible.
No software or hardware
changes needed.
For complete specifications,
please call 415/651-3300,
or write today.

BERING
The Specialist in HP
Compatible Disk Products.
1400 Fulton Place, Fremont
California 94539 TELEX l7l596
490
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Circle 431 on Inquiry card.

the 64; floppy disk, $34.95.
Human Engineered Software
(see address above) .
Time Money Manager, a
dual financial- and timemanagement program. In
Finance 64, you can make informed decisions on buy versus lease options, payback
analysis, profit margin, and
future of present values. In
Schedule 64, plan days or
years in advance, get daily or
weekly scans, or zoom in for
detailed views. For the 64;
floppy disk, $69.95. Human
Engineered Software (see address above).
VIC-20: 50 Easy-to-Run
Computer Games, a collection of educational games.
Each one of these 50 easily
entered programs contains
less than 30 statements and
offers games that help you
explore many facets of programming and debugging
your computer. Choose from
Hurray, Beethoven!, Bird
Watching, and the Backward
Test, to name a few. For the
VIC-20; cassette, $12 .95.
Howard W. Sams & Co. (see
address above).

IBM
Personal Computer
Autosort 86M, a sort/merge/
select utility program that
places no limit on file size.
Designed for large files with
fixed-length fields within
fixed-length records, this
program can be used as a
stand-alone sort routine with
options that include nine
modes of sort/select. Multiusers can sort simultaneously as long as they use different identification numbers. Floppy disk, $150. Computer Control Systems Inc.,
298 21st Terrace SE, Largo, FL
33541.
Catalog-Master, a disk-management system. You can

create and maintain a masterfile directory of your disks to
locate a desired file when you
need it. The directory can include file descriptions, sort
alphabetically by filename,
and you can select only certain groups of files to output
by using a file-selection template. Floppy disk, $29.95.
Generic Software, POB 790,
Marquette, MI 49855.
Certified Accounting Systems, a group of five accounting packages for use in businesses. The packages consist
of the Systems Guide to format the software for your requirements: Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable,
General Ledger, Inventory,
and Payroll. Floppy disk,
Systems Guide, $45; with
automatic update, $295 each;
without update, $195 each .
Certified Software Inc. , 9900
SW Wilshire St., POB 25585,
Portland, OR 97225.
Data Evaluation System, a
data-evaluation utility package. A series of three routines
that plot and fit data into a
variety of mathematical
models by nonlinear least
squares. The results can be
printed in full color. The
menu and special-function
keys are combined to easily
select designed routines and
also various options within
each routine. You can also
manipulate data . Floppy
disk, $250. R & L Software,
1299 Beacon St., Newton,
MA 02168.
Decision Maker, a logicalanalysis program. Make informed decisions by seeing
graphs to help you determine
the most logical choice. Input
alternatives and factors, and
the computer shows you the
best decision in detail, summary, or graphic form .
Floppy disk, $12.95. HCS,
3616 Dannys Lane, Alexandria, VA 22311.
Encore, a financial-modeling,

spreadsheet-analysis, and decision-support system. features include color graphics,
plotting, printing, slide
shows, and a graphics editor.
Generate a formal report
with one function key. The
eight sections include an
editor, spreadsheet, English
modeling language, function
library, an exec programming
language, a report writer, a
graphiCS system, and computation and analysis. Floppy
disk, $695. Ferox Microsystems Inc., Suite 611, 1701
North Fort Myer Dr., Arlington, VA 22209.
Exec-I, a database-management system for professionals, executives, and people in business. Includes
mailing list, check management, appointment keeper,
stock security, personal inventory, personal finances,
and memo writing. Compatible with a word-processing
program and other officeintegration software. Floppy
disk, $198. Micro Architect
Inc., 6 Great Pine Ave., Burlington, MA 01803.

search Dr., Ann Arbor, MI
48013.
FABS/PC, an assembly-language subroutine program.
With Fast Access Btree Structure (FABS) you can access
large data files containing up
to 65K records in one second
or less. The speed of execution is due to balanced key
structure where keys do not
need resequencing. A few of
the commands include
create, open, close, search,
insert, delete, replace, build
file, and more. Floppy disk,
$150. Computer Control Systems (see address above) .
Frieze Graphics, a printing
and storing graphics-utility
program. Without generating
graphics, Frieze will produce
a variety of screen dumps
from an existing graphics display or save and retrieve pictures while a program is in
progress. This program will
work with nine assorted
printers, producing up to 16
shading patterns on blackand-white printers and 256
colors on color printers. floppy disk, $55. ZSoft Corporation, 370 Hermitage Court
SW, Marietta, GA 30064.

Executive Assistant, an office-management record-keeping system. By accessing the
flexibility of Lotus 1-2-3, this
information-management
system is ready for you to run
without previous programming experience. It can store
information on five files, including people, to do, calendar, events, and projects.
Floppy disk, $100. Reston
Publishing Co., 11480 Sunset
Hills Rd., Reston, VA 22090.

Frustration, a learning game
of memory and skill. Try to
guess the secret alphabetical
sequence as you practice typing letters in ascending order.
Improves memory and typing skills simultaneously as
you try to light up 25 little
boxes. Floppy disk, $29.95.
Asmara Productions, POB
1199, Noble, OK 73068.

Exette, a data-retrieval system. You can restore up to 18
sectors on single- or doublesided disks that have been
lost due to media wear,
scratching, or other errors.
The three functions include
encode, verify, and restore.
Data recovery transfers all information to a new disk containing corrections. Floppy
disk, $80. Errex Inc., 5 Re-

Incunabula, a strategy game
set in an ancient civilization.
As your civilization advances
and establishes arts and technologies, it develops from a
tribe to a clan, a nation, and
finally an empire. Disasters
along the way reduce the
population as you fend off
enemies. In the struggle
toward civilization, only the
selection of wise laws will
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Sof~.r.R.c.'v.d----------------------------------------------------determine the success of
your civilization. Floppy
disk, $39. Expert Systems
Inc. , POB 9, Redmond, WA
98052.
InteCalc, an electronicspreadsheet program. With
three-dimensional, splitscreen capability, you can
custom-program or sort sample worksheets. Additional
features include formula
analysis by rows, columns,
and pages; four numeric
types; commas and floating
dollar signs; and adjustable
column widths for clarity.
Floppy disk, $295. Schuchardt Software Systems, 515
Northgate Dr., San Rafael,
CA 94903.
MicroPlan, a financial-forecasting package for business
professionals. Plan cash flow,
prepare budgets, report variances, and analyze product
pricing in simple steps with
on-screen prompts. Build a
financial model cell by cell.
Specialized what-if capabilities available by the touch of
a few keys provide quick
solutions to puzzling forecasting problems. Floppy
disk, $495. Digital Research,
160 Central Ave., POB 579,
Pacific Grove, CA 93950.
Move-It, a communications
program for use in transferring data between computers. Move important
documents between locations via modem regardless
of hardware. The low error
rate is due to error checking,
auto-dial support, unattended operation, and online helps. The directory display ensures disk integrity.
Combines with Speedstart, a
load-and-go system. Floppy
disk, $150. Digital Research
(see address above) .
The Organizer, a file-link
utility system for use with
Lotus 1-2-3. Create a branching-tree file-selection menu
system to organize and in492
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stantly access files . An easyto-edit menu board with
handy commands. With
push-button menu selections
on a file-link master menu,
you can access up to six files
that provide access to an additional six files. Floppy disk,
$89. The Whiterock Alternative, 8255 15th Ave. NE,
Seattle, WA 98115.
Oubliette, a fantasy-adventure game. This role-playing game uses text and
graphics in ten dungeon
levels of increasing challenges. You control six adventurers in their quest for gold
and glory. But when you
enter the dungeon there is
one escape and occasional
encounters with monsters.
Floppy disk, $39.95. Human
Engineered Software (see address above) .
PlanS tar, a financial-planning and reporting package.
Functioning like a visible calculator, this program stores
data or arithmetic relationships at each spreadsheet
position for financial modeling. It separates data from
calculation rules allowing for
sequential logic. You can
specify calculations in
English rather than matrix
notation. Reports and graph
formatting do not take up
unnecessary spreadsheet
space. Floppy disk, $595.
Micropro
International
Corp., 33 San Pablo Ave. ,
San Rafael, CA 94903.
Reportmaker, a business tool
for use in writing and presenting reports. The main
menu offers several commands: a pie-chart generation program that can be cancelled without destroying
data, the graph generator
that is for bar charts with
various shading methods,
and a heading generator that
lets you format . You can also
design logos on the grid .
Floppy disk, $130. Krepec
Software Inc., Suite 208,5460

Royalmount, Montreal, Quebec H4P 1H8, Canada.
RL-l Relational Database
Management System, an integrated operational datastorage package. An interactive English-type language is
used for the manipulation of
data. A relational editor inputs and updates records into database. The report generator creates customized
reports. And the program interface enables applications
to be written in any highlevel language. Floppy disk,
$495. ABW Corp., POB
M1047, Ann Arbor, Ml 48106.
RXSet, a printer-interface
program. You set format and
printer-control codes through
interactive screens. In turn,
receive a status report and access help screens to print
numerous text files requiring
different printing parameters.
This program does not include graphics capabilities.
Floppy disk, $15.25. On-Disk
Software, POB 382, Lincoln,
MA 01773.
The Sales Edge, a businessstrategy success program.
You can evaluate the human
factors affecting your sales
performance by learning customer buying styles, being
aware of your own behavioral
techniques, and preparing
customer-specific strategies
for opening, presenting, and
closing of sales negotiations.
Floppy disk, $250. Human
Edge Software Corp., 2445
Faber Place, Palo Alto, CA
94303.
Silver Software Series, four
business-applications programs. Silverwriter is the
word processor for editing,
creating and merging a mailing list, and printing. Silverbudget is the accounting and
budgeting program. Silvercalendar is a multidimensional scheduling section.
And Silverfolio is the personal inventory section. The

portfolio also offers financial
functions such as net-worth
statement, lists of property,
and amortization schedules.
Floppy disk, $399. Douthett
Enterprises Inc., 200 West
Douglas, Wichita, KS 67202.
Softplot/BGL, a graphics
library for Microsoft BASIC.
Enhance systems with graphics displays and add hardcopy graphicS capability to
any system with a dot-matrix
printer or plotter. Improve
technical, business, educational, or other applications
with a set of high-level commands to build graphics programs. Floppy disk, $99.
Graphic Software Inc. , POB
367, Kenmore Station,
Boston, MA 02215.
SuperCalc 2, an electronicspreadsheet package. Without typing in commands,
you can format and make
backup copies of your disks,
rename and erase data files
you create and display them
on the screen, and find out
how much workspace is left.
You can also set up what-if
modeling spreadsheets .
Floppy disk, $295. Digital
Research (see address
above) .
Target Financial Modeling
with Speedstart, an electronic spreadsheet for financial modeling in accounting,
marketing, finance, and
banking. Features include
forward referencing, conditional logic, column referencing, communication, data
and statement consolidation,
a report generator, and prewritten financial models.
Floppy disk, $325. Digital
Research (see address
above) .
Ten Key, a concurrent calculator program. Integrated inside your computer, this calculating program lets you interrupt any application by
pressing a command key.
Press the key again, and the

former application is restored. It also has the ability
to transport final totals back
to the original application.
Floppy disk, $48.50. Photon
Software, POB 1408, Bellevue, WA 98009.
TMP/Free Form, an information storage and retrieval system for management planning. Regardless of the drive
you entered on the command
line, you can specify what
drive you want to access for
storing, listing, and deleting
files without losing your program. Because the program
will use the drive you specify,
you can use any number of
drives. Floppy disk, $225.
United Software Co., 2431
East Douglas, Wichita, KS
67211.
TMP/Manager I, a structured database-management
system. Two master disks
contain the following program tools or functions: dictionary, edit, select and sort,
transfer, report maintenance,
report writer, catalog and
label writer, and a database
directory. Using tags instead
of index files, you can speed
up the process by selecting
and sorting only a portion of
your database. Floppy disk,
$595. United Software Co.
(see address above).
Under-Control, a file-management system. Automatically generate data-entry
screens, sort, write reports,
select records, and total them
up. Allows for customizing
and defining new fields such
as legal-time accounting and
billing applications. Floppy
disks, $U5. A + Software
Inc. , 16 Academy St., Skaneateles, NY 13152.

Wordstar Professional, a collection of three word-processing packages that integrate with Wordstar. Mailmerge lets you combine information from various
sources to produce letters,

documents, and files. With
Spellstar, your spelling errors
are located and checked
against the 20,000-word

American Heritage Dictionaries.
With Starindex, you can create reference aids to help
readers locate information in
a report, contract, manual, or
any document you prepare.
Floppy disk, $345. Micropro
International Corp. (see address above).
Word-X, a word-processing
package. Features include
full-screen editor, word wrap,
print text formatter, merge
facility, function keys, help
command, global changes,
and the ability to obtain
multiple copies. This program is compatible with
other office-integration systems such as the database
manager and executive information systems. Floppy disk,
$98. Micro Architect Inc. (see
address above) .
WSSORT, an interactive program. Select, merge, and sort
sequential files, manage a
database, or select up to 20
specifications and 20 levels of
sorting simultaneously. The
amount of information processed is disk based, and is
thus not limited by memory.
Floppy disk, $69.95. Nugget
Software Inc., POB 440979,
Aurora, CO 80044.
wSeries Assemblers, Linker,
and Librarian, cross-assembler programs for program
development. Several relocating macroassemblers and
a few compilers are supported by a single universal
linker named XLINK. A special symbolic format exists
that contains module names,
globals, and locals to use
with external emulators and
debuggers. XLIB, a universal
librarian, is included to create
and maintain object-code libraries. Floppy disks, price
not available. IAR Systems
AB, POB 23051, S-750 23
Uppsala, Sweden.

TRS-80
Accounts Payable, a businessaccounting program. This
can handle four standard
general-ledger accounts plus
an additional 14 expense accounts that you define. It can
contain up to 1100 transactions on file, 75 vendors, and
an unlimited number of invoices per check. It automatically calculates due dates,
discount dates, and can print
in several formats. For the
Model 4; floppy disks,
$199.95. Radio Shack, 1400
One Tandy Center, Fort
Worth, TX 76102.
AgDisk (Crop Management), a financial agricultural
program. Designed to be
used with Visicalc spreadsheets, this program helps in
informed decision making of
business crops. A few of the
11 templates include grain
marketing, corn yield, gross
margin, growing days, field
calculations, pivot application, and fertilizer needs and
costs. Combined with a calculator program with a grid
63 columns by 254 rows, you
can construct formulas that
ensure success. For the
Model III; floppy disk,
$69.95. Radio Shack (see address above) .
AgDisk (Feedlot Cattle Management), an agricultural
management program. Templates on the feedlot cattle
management disk include
cattle feeder, steer marketing,
carcass evaluation, protein
supplement, and ration formulation. Combined with
Visicalc spreadsheets, you
can keep up with changes
and evaluate data for future
reference. For the Model Ill;
floppy disk, $69.95. Radio
Shack (see address above).
Assembly Language Development System, a tool for developing Z80 programs. The
five systems this program

contains are a text editor, an
assembler that converts
source programs to 280 object code, a linker, a debugger, and a file-transfer system. Previous knowledge of
assembly language suggested. For Models III and 4;
floppy disks, $149. Radio
Shack (see address above).
Business Graphics Analysis
Pak, a colorful graphics package for business presentations. Enter data, select a
chart type, format to your
specifications, and print the
screen. Choose from four
types: line charts, bar charts,
pie charts, and scatter charts.
Select variations such as
automatic scaling, formatting, labeling, chart width,
straight or curved lines, solid
or dotted lines, shading,
frames, and numeric scale
labels. You can also manipulate data. For Models II and
U; floppy disk, $249. Radio
Shack (see address above) .
Executive Calendar, a timemanagement program. Plan
your daily and weekly schedules or display and print any
month of the year. The dates
of 17 holidays are programmed in the calendar section, and the calculation ability lets you figure the number
of days needed to complete
a specific project. For the
Model 100; cassette, $19.95.
Radio Shack (see address
above).
Graphicom, a graphicsdesign program. You can
create, edit, and transmit pictures and text. Written in
FORTH and designed for the
novice user, you let the
graphics guide you through
the program. This program
can even facilitate communication between people of different languages. For the
Color Computer; floppy
disk, $24.95. Spectrum Projects, 93-15 86th Dr., Woodhaven, NY 11421.
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Software Received
Payroll, a payroll system for
small businesses that tracks
earnings, deductions, and
taxes for each employee. You
can customize your system to
meet local, state, and federal
tax laws. It keeps historical
records by current period,
quarter, and year for all
employee earning and deductions, plus all employer
liabilities. It lets you design
reports or print reports for
audit trails. For the Model 4;
floppy disk, $199.95. Radio
Shack (see address above).
Spectaculator, a calculator
program. Your screen becomes a worksheet with rows
and columns. You can budget
and forecast, do statistics,
and even do math homework. Prepare a table format
with formulas for easy recalculation to avoid retyping. It
can print any or all of a document. For Models I and III;

cassette, $34.95. Radio Shack
(see address above) .
Starblaze 100, a space-arcade
game. With one of your three
ships, you must move from
planet to planet. You can fire
up to three rrUssiles at a time
with the space bar. Be certain
not to move when you are in
the transporter or your ship
will be destroyed. For the
Model 100; cassette, $19.95~
Radio Shack (see address
above).
Videotex Plus, a communications package. You can communicate with a variety of information services and host
computer systems. The three
modules include an interactive terminal and data communications program, a
specialized program for use
with store and forward information services, and a program to prepare autp-Iog-

FREE?
.. .
e
You know nothing's free and we're not giving anything
away. What we're doing is offering you a unique
opportunity to save hundreds or even thousands of S
dollars $ on computer hardwar~, software, video and
videotape products.
We're angry about the high price of these products.
We have spent over a y~ar researching ways to save
ane! have come up with a solution that delighted us and
we believe will delight you. This reseorch cost us a lot
of time and money. The results can be yours for just
$10. No rip off. No catch. Just cold hard facts on how
to save. A fee so small-probably retrievable on the
purchase of 1 box of disks.
We are enthusiasts, just as you are, trying to provide
a way to make financially feasible what we consider
the most wholesome, educational, entertaining pastime
America has ever known. If you can believe in us . If
you can ~nvision buying at or below wholesale and
save more than you thought possible. Please send ten
dollars to:
High Tech Friends Dept. 8M
RD#3 Evans City, PA 16033
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on/auto-dial procedures. You
can print hard copies with a
printer-control feature . For
the Model 4; floppy disk,
$49.95. Radio Shack (see address above).

Other Computers
Graphics Subroutine, a
graphics programming aid.
Move small and large drawings smoothly around the
screen one pixel at a time.
Keep a drawing stationary to
draw or color in your own
animations or cartoons. For
the Spectrum; cassette, £10.
Fowler Software, Hendon
Mill, Nelson, Lancashire BB9
BAD, England.
MorseKey, a Morse code to
ASCII converter. Written for
disabled children, this program is valuable for anyone
wishing to use a computer as
a communications device.
For the Epson Notebook

This is the finlll "Software
Received" section.in BYTE.
It will be replaced by exPflnded coverage of software
in our 'What's New?" S?Ction beginning in June. This
expansion will include color
pictures in 'What's New?"
and the relocation of the be.ginning of this section 'to the
frpnt of the magazine. (olor
transparencies (slides),
35mm or larger, stand a better chance of being used .than
color prints. Publishers who

Computer; microcassette,
$45. Blue Heron Software,
POB 91927, West Vanco\lvel:,
British Columbia V7V 4S4,
Canada.
Nest Egg II, a strategic financial-planning program. Calculate retirement finances,
your children's education,
vacation plans, and trust
funds . Test several assumptions and calCUlate alternative
futures. For the Timex/Sinclair 1000/ZX81; cassette,
$19.95. Computer Ware Publishing, 3rd Floor, 234 Fifth
Ave., New York, NY 10001.
PIO.COM, a program that
provides graphic, programmable, programmed instruction with phased experiments in closed-loop control.
No previous mathematics re~
quired. For the Heath/Zenith
H-/Z-89; floppy disk, $26.
Friendliware, POB 21206,
Lansing, MI 48909.•

want their software to be considered for inclusion in
'What's New?" should send
information or products. to
New Products Editor, HYTE,
70 Main St., Peterborough,
NH 03458. Of course, we
will continue to do full reviews of software also. Publishers who want their programs to be considetr!d for a
full r~iew should send a
copy of their product to the
Product Review Editor at the
same ad4ress.

BYTE's Bits

"

Used Equlprne,..t Repository
The Harvester is a nonprofit organization that places
used computers in service
with other nonprofit associations requiring computers
but unable to afford them.
Donations are tax deductible,
and reimbursemer;tts for shipping fees are available.

The HClfVester accepts pocket, miI:ti-, and microcomputers as well as peripherals,
software, and supplies. For
information, call or write Ed
Simpson, The Harvester,
POB 931, Columbia, MD
21044, (301) 997-4992 .•

Asic BYTE
Conducted by Steve Clarcia
Kaypro Composite
Video
Dear Steve,
I would like to know how
to connect a Kaypro II to a
monitor that accepts I-volt
composite video. I have not
been able to obtain schematics. Is there any way around
this? Thanks.
Henri J. Poche
New Orleans, LA

The Kaypro II video output
cannot be sent directly to a
composite-video monitor. You
will have to combine the Kaypro's horizontal sync, vertical
sync, and video signals into a
composite-video signal first .
The separate video signals are
available at the following pins of
connector J1:
Pin 1 horizontal sync
Pin 2 (key)
Pin 3 video
Pin 4 vertical sync
An example of a good videocombiner circuit can be found in
an Intel application note titled
'~ Low Cost CRT Terminal
Using the 8275." The number of
the application note is AP-62,
and it can be obtained from Intel Corporation, 3065 Bowers
Ave., Santa Clara, CA 95051.
Kaypro schematics and a
manual on the theory of the
Kaypro's operation can be obtained from Micro Cornucopia,
POB 223, Bend, OR 97709 ....
Steve

80 by 24 on an
H-19A
Dear Steve,
After reading "Build the
Micro D-Cam Solid-State
Video Camera" in the
September 1983 BYTE, I
realized that my system was
deficient because I had no
high-resolution graphiCS. My

system consists of a Heath
H-19A terminal, Heath H-8
computer with 60K bytes of
RAM, and a disk system. My
terminal is connected to the
computer via RS-232C.
What determines the 80column by 24-line format in
the display? And if I want
high-resolution graphics,
what modifications can I
make to accomplish this? Will
I be able to retain an 80 by 24
display with these modifications? Any help will be
appreciated.
John Loong
Oak Park, IL

Most computer terminals have
a similar set of components that
allows characters to be displayed
on a video-display screen. The
components generally consist of
1. A keyboard controller that
converts key closures into
ASCII (American National
Standard Code for Information Interchange) code.
2. A memory system to store the
input data .
3. A video-display controller to
access the data and properly
position it on the video
display using timing circuitry.
4. A character generator that
converts the data into readable charaCters on the video
display.
5. A UART (universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter) to send the input data to
the computer.
When a character is entered at
the keyboard and converted to
ASCII code, it is simultaneously
sent through the UART to the
computer and to the internal
memory in the terminal. If the
terminal displays 24 lines of 80
characters, the size of the
memory system is usually 2K
bytes (24x80=1920 bytes-it's
rounded up to an integer power

of 2). The video-display controller then continuously accesses data from the memory
system and sends it to the
character generator for display
on the video display.
Each line of characters on the
screen is composed of a number
of "scan lines." TJlpically, several
hundred scan lines are presented
on the screen in a fraction of a
second, which makes the display
look like it is being presented all
at once. These scan lines are
composed of a number of dots
that represent one slice of each
character on the display line being presented. For example, depending on the character generator, the letter 'T" might have
five dots in the first scan line and
a single dot in the next six scan
lines, using a 5- by 7-dot character generator.
Terminals cpnstructed in this
manner cannot be used for highresolution graphics unless
significant modifications are
made to the circuitry. One
reason is that the amount of
memory needed in a stand-alone
terminal would have to be much
larger than the 2K bytes built
into the terminal. This doesn't
mean it cannot be done. A good
reference on the subject is a book
written by Donald E. Lancaster,
Son of Cheap Video, which
can be obtained from Priority
One Electronics or other advertisers in BYTE. An article in
Microcomputing magazine
shows how to use the TVT 6 5/8
terminal discussed in Don Lancaster's book with the Heath H-8
computer system (see "Cheap
Video for Your Heathkit H-8,"
Microcomputing, March 1979,
page 24) .
Also, Heathkit is now offering
a color graphics board for the
H-8 computer that has three
color display modes and 256- by
192-pixel resolution. This board
is for use with a video device that
accepts NTSC (National Television System Committee) composite video . . . . Steve

A Faster Z-89
Dear Steve,
How much would it entail
to upgrade a Z-89 to operate
at 4 or 6 MHz using a new
crystal and a Z80A or ZSOB in
place of the .original ZSO?
What else would haVE:! to be
done?
Fred Ernst
Skokie,IL

Some care must be exercised
whenever a piece of commercial
equipment is modified to increase
its speed. In some cases, it may
be as easy as replacing the crystal
and upgrading the processor.
However, in most cases, the
memory chips also must be replaced to be compatible with the
new memory access times derived by the processor. Depending on the new processor clock
rate, chips with access times of
150 to 200 nanoseconds will be
needed. The existing chips
should be checked to verify if
their access time is compatible
with the new clock rate. This
also includes any ROM (readonly memory) chips in the
circuit.
The schematics of the device
also should be checked to verify
that the new crystal is used only
by the processor and not by other
circuitry such as the video controller and disk drives. In many
cases, all clock frequencies in a
device are derived from the same
master oscillator. . . . Steve

A 2716/2732
Programmer
Dear Steve,
I have finally realized that,
for me, the era of the 2716
EPROM (erasable programmable read-oilly memory) is
about over. Having stocked
up on some 2732s and still
having only a 2716 programmer, I'm looking for an easy
method or an adapter that
BYfE May 1984
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Figure 1: Programming the 2732 as two separate 2K-byte segments.

can be used to program 2732s
on a 2716 programmer. What
I have in mind is something
that can plug into the existing
socket on the 2716 programmer. Thank you .
Michael Graham
Cameron Park, CA

programming socket. The follawing table shaws the functions of
these pins for the two EPROMs:

There is no direct method of
converting a 2716 EPROM programmer into a 2732 programmer by using the existing 2716
socket. Another address line,
which does not appear on the
2716 socket, is needed for the
2732 (A11) .
Figure 1 is a circuit diagram
that shaws haw to get around
this problem if you are willing
to program the 2732 as two
separate 2K-byte segments. The
circuit assumes that you have a
standard 2716 programmer and
are going to convert it to program Intel-type 2732 EPROMs.
To make the conversion, the
functions of pins 18, 20, and 21
of the 2716 must be modified
before they are sent to the 2732

As shawn in figure 1, A11 is
produced at the 2732 socket by
. a switch that selects either the
upper 2K bytes or the lawer 2K
bytes of the 2732. This is not a
terrible inconvenience because
the 2716 programmer works with
a maximum 2K-byte block of
data.
Vpp naw must be routed from
pin 21 on the 2716 socket to pin
20 on the 2732 socket. The problem is that the pulse for the
2716 varies from +5 volts (V) to
+25 V, and the voltage levels [or
OEIVppon the 2732 vary from 0
V to 25 V. The transistor shawn
in the circuit performs this
voltage translation. If you intend
to use 2732As in the circuit instead of the standard 2732, the
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Pin
18

2716
CEIPGM

2732
CE

20

OE

21

Vpp

OEI,*"
A11

'*"

2716
Mode
Read
Standby
Program
Verify
Inhibit

CE/PGM
low
high
pulse
low
low

2732
OE
low
high
low
low

CE
low
high
low
low
high

Table 1: A truth table.

maximum voltage must be reduced from +25 V to +21 Vat
pin 20 of the 2732 socket.
To J!!!lduce a proper signal at
the CE pin of the 2732, the
truth table (see table 1) must be
used.
The 4016 CMOS (complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) transmission gates and
the 4049 CMOS inverters
shawn in figure 1 perform this
translation. CMOS chips were
selected to keep the pawer consumption from the 2716 programmer law, but equivalent
TTL (transistor-transistor logic)

or LS (law-pawer Schottky)
chips can be substituted.
All other lines from the 2716
socket should be routed directly
to the 2732 socket . . . . Steve

Starting Points
Dear Steve,
I want to buy test equipment so that I can start building computer kits and learning about digital electronics,
but I don't know which instruments I really need and

how much performance they
should have.
My main fears are that I
will buy an instrument that
I won't use a great deal and
that I will buy an instrument
that is not capable of the performance necessary for computer circuitry. I want to be
able to work with processor
clock speeds to 6 MHz.
I know I'll need a quality
YOM (volt-ohm meter) .
Please help me choose other
instruments that will get me
started. Thanks.
Tony L. Essman
Bartlesville, OK

As you start building and
learning about digital and
analog circuitry, you will find
that your VOM will be the first
piece of equipment you reach for
when something doesn't work. It
will be used to determine if your
power-supply wiring is correct
and if your voltage levels are
proper. Your decision to obtain a
quality VOM is thus an excellent
one.
A logic probe will also be important when analyzing digital
circuits. You can obtain a good
logic probe and pulse catcher
combination from Priority One
Electronics (see its ad in BYTE) .
The model number of the probe
is 07GSCLP1, and the price is
around $45. This probe will respond to a pulse train of 10 MHz
and to a single pulse as short as
50 nanoseconds. The probe fIas
pulse- or transition-level storage
capability.
A good oscilloscope is expensive, but if you are serious about
learning more electronics it will
be a valuable item . Priority One
Electronics also has a scope that
will fill your needs. The model
number is 07BKP1522, and the
price is about $595 for a 20-MHz
dual-trace scope. If you are interested in building a scope kit,
you should look at Heathkit's
10-4550 dual-trace 10-MHz
scope, which is advertised for
about $470 in its 1983 catalog . ... Steve

Dear Steve,
I am a fairly new subscriber
to BYTE who has been intrigued by your Circuit Cellar
projects. But while I have a
good understanding of computers, I have virtually no
knowledge of electronics.
Can you suggest any books
or materials that would help
me get started? Also, which
of your projects would you
recommend for a beginner? I
am interested in computer
peripheral devices. Any information or advice would be
truly appreciated.
Jeffery S. Bond
Thousand Oaks, CA

Many good books are available
to assist you in getting a better
understanding of electronics. If
you scan the advertising pages
in BYTE, you will find just
about everything you need, or
you can obtain many of these
books at a Radio Shack store.
If you have never worked with
electronics, you could start with
material that covers DC and AC
circuit theory, then advance to
books on digital electronics and
linear circuits. However, a mix
of reading and hands-on experience is probably the most enjoyable way to get started. A
good book called Getting
Started in Electronics by Forrest Mims uses this approach .
As you begin building circuits,
you also may need technical data
manuals that describe the functions of the devices you are
using. Most chip manufacturers
publish data manuals that cover
TTL (transistor-transistor logic),
CMOS (complementary metaloxide semiconductor), and linear
devices.
You also will need some tools
of the trade when you actually
start building and checking out
your circuit. To get started, you
should have at a minimum a
good VOM, a soldering iron,
some wire-wrap equipment, and
a lot of patience.
As a first project, don't pick
the MPX-16. Choose a simple
circuit like the ECM-l03 modem

in the March 1983 BYTE or one
of my other circuits with a low
component count. You also can
pick up a compilation of other
Circuit Cellar projects in the
volumes of Ciarcia's Circuit
Cellar sold through the BYTE
Book Club . . .. Steve
Dear Steve,
I have three questions that
I hope you will answer. First,
what is virtual memory? Second, what is a memory
cache? Finally, what are the
pros and cons of the new
32-bit microprocessors?
Thank you.
Sanjoy Mahajan
Pittsburgh, PA

Virtual memonJ is a concept,
as opposed to a physical entity.
The concept allows running venJ
large programs in a relatively
small physical-memory space. It
works biJ bringing small segments of a program into main
memory from disk or drum storage and running those segments
of the program. When these program segments have been run,
new segments are brought into
the same memonJ space and
overlay those previously run. In
this manner, virtually any size
program can be run in a limited
memory space.
Cache memory is a relatively
~ma ll but fast RAM buffer physically located in the processor of
a system . Portions of the relatively slow main RAM are
brought into the cache memory
where they are executed at high
speeds. For example, a large
main memory could consist of
MOS (metal-oxide semiconductor) RAM chips with access
times of 150-200 nanoseconds
(ns), while the cache RAM could
be ECL (emitter-coupled logic)
chips operating with 45-ns access times. By running program
segments in cache, a large increase in performance can be
obtained.
The pros and cons of 32-bit
microprocessors are numerous. I
will touch on a few. The obvious
advantage is that wider data

buses offer an increase in speed
because more bits can be manipulated with the same number of
machine cycles. More powerful
32-bit instructions also make
number crunching and string
handling much more efficient. A
disadvantage is that wider data
buses and address buses mean
carrying a lot more wires around
the system. Another disadvantage, in the short term, is that
software for the 32-bit microprocessors is not as available as it
is for the smaller ones . .. . Steve

The ECM-103 Modem
Revisited

Dear Steve,
I have your ECM-103
modem kit (" Build the
ECM-I03, an Originate /
Answer Modem," .March
1983 BYTE, page 26) and was
wondering about the possibility of adding an autodial/auto-answer feature . Do
you have any suggestions on
how to accomplish this? I've
seen inexpensive Touch-Tone
chips advertised . How does
the auto-answer mechanism
work, and how could I go
about integrating them?
Thanks.
Ian Cassell
Philadelphia, PA

Implementing auto-answer/
auto-dial features in a modem
can be quite complicated if the
full power of these features is to
be used. For example, a full-featured auto-dial modem resolves
all the call-failure conditions
that normally exist when making a call, such as busy signals
and no-answer conditions .
Simplified versions of these
features can, however, be implemented with some available
chips. Radio Shack is offering a
set of telephony chips that can
be used in these applications.
They are the TCM1512A Ring
Detector and the TCM5089
Tone-Dialing Encoder.
The TMS99532 modem chip
BYrE May 1984
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that can be used for Touch-Tone
dialing purposes. An analog
signal present on the EXI (eXternal input, pin 17) pin of the
modem is passed through to the
telephone line. You can make a
simplified version of an auto-dial
function by using this pin and
the tone encoder. The EXI input
is enabled when ATE is high,
ALB is low, and SQT is high.
For the ECM-I03, these conditions are met when the originate/answer switch is ' in the
originate mode prior to a valid
carrier-detect signal.
The ring detector can be used
to connect the output of the
ECM-103 to the phone lines
when a ring signal is detected.
T~e ECM-103 also should be
switched to the answer mode by
this signal if it is not already in
this mode. Circuitry also can be
introduced that causes the
modem to automatically hang up
if a valid carrier-detect signal is
not received in a preset time
period . ... Steve

Dear Steve,
Two of us bought your
ECM-I03 modem. My friend
connected one to his Drake '
Theta 9000E terminal for
amateur radio use, and I connected mine to my Kaypro II.
We have had some success,
but not in the normal manner. When I use the Term
program from Kaypro that
converts my computer into a
dumb terminal, I can receive
the signals originating from
my friend but not my own
ASCII characters.
I can send files through
CP/M using PIP, transferring
from the file in disk, to TTY:
or PUN:, and using the echo
feature I am able to see what
I send. But I am able to do
this only if I put the modem
in the originate mode and
connect the "mysterious
jumper" between pins 5 and
6. Although we can communicate, we had not anticipated that the conversations
would be only "one way:'
498
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Here a~e my questions:
What dqes the jumper do?
Must one of us stay in the
answer mode? We are using
only th~ acoustic enclosures.
Should we change to transformer coupling? Thank you.
Mario Handler
Caracas, Venezuela

First of all, let me clear up the
question about the "mysterious
jumper." When a modem and
computer are linked ~ogether,
they must have some method of
telling each other what they are
doing and what they want to do
next. These signals that are
passed back and forth are generally termed handshaking
signals. Pins 4, 5, and 6 of the
RS-232C cable are handshaking
lines and are generally called
RTS (request to send), CTS
(clear to send), and DSR (data
set ready) .
DSR in the ECM-103 is
always set to a high level, telling the computer that the data
set is ready (the modem is connected in this case). Normally,
the computer sends a signal back
through the DTR (data terminal
ready) line to tell the modem
that it is there. Both devices now
know that the other exists. Note
that the ECM-103 does not look
for the DTR signal on pin 20
because it is assumed that a ter'minal exists. When you want to
send data from the computer to
the modem, the computer sends
out an RTS signal to the modem.
If the modem is ready to accept
the data, it sends back aCTS
signal, and the computer or terminal then sends the data to the
modem.
If the RTS and CTS lines in
the ECM-I03 are jumpered together, as soon as the computer
asks permission to send data by
setting RTS, it gets an immediate
"yes you can" signal from the
CTS line. This should satisfy
most applications. The other
way this can be handled is to set
the CTS line to a state where it
is always telling the computer
that it is ready. This is done by
placing the jumper between pins
5 and 6. One of these two con-

figurations will handle most
cases where the terminal software needs a handshaking
signal.
The ECM-103 was designed to
be used in either the answer or
originate mode depending on
how the modem on the other end
of the line was set. Both modems
cannot be set to the same mode
or you will not be able to communicate properly. In general,
the caller is set in the originate
mode and the modem that is
called is set to the answer mode.
You should not have to go to
transformer coupling to get
proper response from the
ECM-I03. However, if the room
noise is high on either end,
direct connections would be
helpful . ... Steve

Cable Computing
Dear Steve,
I have been wondering if
anyone has invented a
modem for cable TV. Because
the idea of tying up the
phone for local communications or paying for my own
phone line doesn't excite me,
I would welcome the development of such a device. I
also would be interested to
know if a device like this
could have channels, not
only so that you could switch
to an empty channel, but so
that different makes of computers could have designated
channels.
Currently, our local cable
company is letting a corporation and a community college use its cable as a highspeed link. I think it would
make sense to make use of
these frequencies.
Joel Stevey
Nyack, NY

Taking advantage of the cable
TV frequencies for computer
communication is going to be
one of the next big areas in
home-computer technology. In
fact, it has already begun, as you
mentioned, with cable stations

being used for high-speed links.
Teletext services also are being offered by networks and independent stations that send information in the vertical interval of
regular TV broadcasts. However,
decoders for this information are
still very expensive, with prices
ranging around $2000.
The home computerist may
soon see systems from Matsushita Electric that will include
a combination teletext decoder
and personal computer for communication over cable TV stations. This equipment would be
rented by the cable company for
use on its channels carrying this
type of information service.
Standards for this type of service
are still being worked out, and
the system may use the full TV
channel rather than the vertical
interval.
Full communication between
computer users over cable networks will probably be next with
all this activity in the area. A
good source for keeping up with
this type of technology is the
Video Electronics column of
Radio-Electronics magazine,
where new developments in this
area are periodically discussed . ... Steve.

In " Asl< BYTE, " Steve Ciarcia answers questions on
any area of microcomputing. The most representative questions received
each month will be answered and published . Do
you have a nagging problem? Send your inquiry to:
Asl< BYTE
clo Steve Ciarcia
POB 582

Glastonbury, CT
06033

Due to the high volume
of inquiries, personal replies cannot be given . All
letters and photographs
become the property of
Steve Ciarcia and cannot
be returned. Be sure to include " Asl< BYTE " in the
address.
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SOFT.W ARE

umns or rows setting the sortcomparison order. This utilitY's
only requirement is that the
model 's data be saved in a /D/F
file.
XVCSort is compatible with
systems running LDOS 5.l.x or
TRSDOSILDOS version 6. The
suggested price is $25.00.
When ordering, specify DOS
and computer. Contact Keene
Computing Services ~o. , Suite
43,407 Nagle St.. College Station, TX 77840, (409) 8464426.
Circle 562 on inquiry card. .

Church Management
Programs Available

Music-Writer Scores
with Apples
Passport Designs is marketing Po/ywriter, a music-writing
program for Apple II series
computers. Polywriter generates and outputs to a printer
musical scores of whatever is
played on a Soundchaser keyboard. Diverse score formats
can be printed: single treble
line, single bass line, piano
score, choral score, treble clef
with piano, bass clef with
piano, and full orchestral score.
Polywriter prints standard
music notation. It handles note
divisions, seconds, accidentals,
ties, up or down octave adjustments, flags and beams, split
stemming, triplet brackets,
rests, any key signature, transposition up or down nine halfsteps, and up to 15 time signatures, including complex and
asymmetrical. Its full-scale
editor can manage lyric and
chord symbols.
Minimum system elements

are a Soundchaser Basic System, a floppy-disk drive, monitor, Grappler printer interface
card, a dot-matrix printer with
graphics capabilities, and an
Apple 11, 11+, or lie or equivalent
compatible. The suggested list
price is $595 . Passport Designs
Inc. is located at Suite 103, 625
Miramontes SL Half Moon
Bay. CA 94019, (4i5) 7260280.
Circle 554 on inquiry card.

File Sort for Vis/calc
A maChine-language Visicalc file-sorting utility is available from Keene Computing
Services Company. XVCSort
lets you sort any block of data
made up of either strings or
numeric constants. Sorts can
be performed in ascending or
descending rows or columns
and with any number of col-

Program Orders
Disk Flies
Catalog-Master organizes
and maintains a master file
directory of your floppy disks.
It composes directory reports
sorted in alphabetic order by
filename. Individual file descriptions can be merged with
master directory reports.
Catalog-Master will index
any disk volume supported by
CP/M-80 version II . An 80-column by 24-/ine display and
48K bytes of memory are
needed. Disk formats are available for Epson OX-IO, Heath/
Zenith Z90, Kaypro 1114, and
other CP/M-80-based computers. Catalog-Master is
529.95. For full particulars,
contact Generic Software, Department 14P. 190 Timber, Marquette, MI 49855 , (906) 2499801.

ACTS church financial and
information management
packages are available from
Burr Computer Consultants.
The financial programs are designed to handle all general
and specia l income and expenses. They include prOVisions for checkbook accoul1ts,
payroll, and donation accounting. They also include five
monthly financial statements.
ACTS information management programs provide utilities
to maintain member profiles,
directory listings, visitor followup, attendance tracking, and
shepherding programs. They
offer profile-search functions as
well as the ability to generate
mailing lists and interface with
word-processing programs.
Distributed in dBASE /I
source code, ACTS ' minimum
requirements are two doub/esided, double-density 48-tpi
disk drives. Programs are available in most CP/M. MS-DOS,
and
PC-DOS
formats.
Churches with memberships
in excess of 500 require larger
disk capacities. The programs
are $300 each, or both can be
purchased for 5500. Manuals
alone are 530. Contact Burr
Computer Consultants, 6402
Thoreau's Way. San Antonio,
TX 78239, (512) 650-4342.

Peachtree Software is distributing an updated version of its
Peachpak 4 accounting package that's fashioned to run on
16-bit microcomputers. Comprising general ledger, accounts receivable, and accounts payable modules,
Peachpak has been enhanced
with expand and compress
abilities that let you adjust your
work for 80-column printing
without exiting to DOS. In addition, the operators manual
has been rewritten .
Peachpak 4 will run on the
following 16-bit microcomputers: Compaq, Eagle Pc.
IBM Pc. Texas Instruments Professional Computer, and Zenith
Z-IOO. It lists for 5395. For more
information, contact Peachtree
Software Inc. , 8th Floor, 3445
Peachtree Rd. NE, Atlanta, GA
30326, (800) 247-3224; in
Georgia, (404) 239-3000.

Circle 569 on inquiry card.

Circle 550 on inquiry card .

Circle 557 on inquiry card.

Peachpak 4 for
16-Blt Computers
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What's New?
HPflBM PC Link

Statistical Simulators
Released
Actuarial Micro Software has
released two genera l-purpose
statistica l simulators for Apple
II and IBM PC computers: Gass
and Monte Carlo Simulations.
Gass simulates as many as 10
va riables simultaneously and
combines them into a single
user-defined algorithm. Va riables ca n be either random .
Boolean. functional. or compound. Random variables ca n
be any of 13 different probability distributions. including
empirical tables. Gass also fea tures on-line documentation
and the ability to produce reports that summarize final
results. display intermediate
values. and present histograms.

Monte Carlo Simulations
can perform statistical analyses
and construct models. It
employs the chi-square goodness-of-fit test to match a set
of raw data to a standa rd probability distribution . It features
high-resolution graphics. color.
and audio enhancements. Results of individual simulations
can be incorporated into a
spreadsheet to produce complex models.
Gass lists for 5450. Monte
Carlo Simulations is 560. For
more information. contact
Actuarial Micro Softwa re. 3915
A Vall ey Court. Winston Salem. NC 27 106. (919) 7655588.

PCCOM from DWJ A ssociates provides the IBM PC w ith
Hew lett-Packard terminal
emulation and comm unications capabilities. ' Operating
modes and terminal- and
printer-control functions are
selected through a 13-menu
function -key
hierarchy.
PCCOM generates a 48-line
display memory w ith a 23-line
by 80-character screen w indow. Terminal configuration is
performed through keyboard
entries that can be saved to
disk for automatic power-on
terminal con figuration. Its fullscreen editing capabilities include line and page insert.
delete. and clear. Video attributes such as inverse video.
blinking. high intensity. and
underline are supplied.
Among its print features are
adjustable margins and character. line. or block operation in
forms and nonforms modes.
Fifteen tran smission rates.

ranging from 50 to 9600 bps.
and even . odd. zero. mark. or
no parity transmissions are prov ided . Eight user-programmable function keys with up to
16 character labels and 80
character-string definitions are
available. Also offered are
seria l-po rt capture into or
tran smission from user-specified data files. and carriage
return/line feed. ENO-ACK.
and XON/XOFF pacing .
PCCOM is compatible with
PC-DOS versions 1.0. 1.1. 2.0.
and 2.1. It will emulate HP2622
and HP2624B terminal s with
the exception of their graphics
modes and alternate character
sets. It costs 5450. The manual
alone is 520. For more information. contact DWJ Associates
Inc. . One Robinson Lane.
Ridgewood . NJ 07450. (800)
922-0090; in New Jersey. (201)
445-1711.
Circle 567 on inquiry card.

Itl I

Circle 573 on inquiry ca rd .
...·.::. 1. .

Rainbow Graphs
Suitable for
Presentation
Infog raph 100 is a presentation-quality graphics system for
novice and knowledgeable
DEC Rainbow 100/100+ users.
This menu-driven package has
integral decision rules that help
you make consistent and accurate graphs. Data may be
entered directly from a spreadsheet program or manually
by responding to a series of
prompts.
Infograph 100 uses Digital
500
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Research's GSX graphics extension of CP/M. w hich provides
access to most standard graphics printers and plotters. It requires CP/M. This system costs
5395. including GSX. For the
name of the Infograph dealer
nearest you. contact GMS Softwa re. 113 East Savarona Way.
Carso n. CA 90746. (213)
217-0161.
Circle 553 on inquiry card .

Cross-Assembler for
NS16000 Announced
Program Concepts has announced a cross-assembler
development system for National Semiconductor's 32-bit
NSI 6000 microprocessor. Designed for use w ith the IBM
Personal Computer. this package comprises four utility programs: cross-assembler. crosslink. debugger. and librarian.
Prog ram fea ture s in clude
macro instru ctions. floatingpoint mathematics. a memory-management unit. and

MMU support.
Basic requirements are PC- .
DOS 2.0. 192K bytes of RAM.
and dual 320K-byte floppy-disk
drives. It costs 5595. A manual
is supplied . A C language
source and a multitasking
operating syste m for the
NSI 6000 w ill be avai lable
soon. Contact Program Concepts Inc.. POB 8164. Charlottesville. VA 22901. (804)
978-1850.
Circle 559 on inquiry card.

What's New?
TektronIx CompatIbility
for LIsa
A Tektronix-compatible applications program, Mesa
Graphics' Tekalike operates on
the Apple Lisa. Tekalike is a
graphics terminal communications package that supports
communications to remote
computers as an ASCII terminal. It maintains the Tektronix 4010 family's graphics
protocols for graphics terminal
I/O and is said to be compatible with most mainframe
graphics software that works
with the 4010 terminals, including Issco, Megatek, and
SPSS/Graph. Tekalike also provides local facilities for zooming
and plotting pictures. No modifications to the Lisa are required.
Tekalike is tailored for the
Lisa, Lisa 2/5, and 2110 with a
hard-disk drive and 1 megabyte of RAM It costs $3 50 and
is available from Mesa Graphics, POB 506, Los Alamos, NM
87544, (505) 672-1998.
Circle 555 on inquiry card.

Background ProcessIng
for IBM PC
The DoubieDOS operating
system enhancer from Softlogic
Solutions lets the IBM PC or PC
XT run two tasks simultaneously Acting as an extension to PC -DOS L1 or 2.0,
DoubieDOS divides the PC's
memory into two areas, one
for each program running. Programs can be loaded into
either memory area, where
they are allowed to operate
without requiring keyboard interaction. Program displays are
trapped by DoubleDOS.
When the background program screen is called up, any
processing that occurred during operation is reflected.
DoubieDOS supports either
monochrome or color display
monitors. On PCs with both
displays, it provides the option

of using either one for background or normal applications.
DoubieDOS also provides two
80-character type-ahead buffers.
DoubieDOS does not require software modifications or
additional hardware. It can
work with 128K-byte systems,
but 192K bytes of RAM are recommended. The suggested
price is $299. For more information, contact Softlogic Solutions, 530 Chestnut St.. Manchester, NH 03101. (800) 2729900; in New Hampshire,
(603) 627-9900.
Circle 568 on inquiry card.

ScrIbe Works wIth
Notebook Computers
The Scribe word processor
works with the NEC PC-8201
notebook computer's built-in
Text program. Scribe features
menu control. message
prompting with defaults, automatic paging and numbering,
text indentation, headers, insert, double-width characters,
margin resets, right justification
on/off, and the ability to stamp
each page with filename, date,
and time. Print attributes such
as user-selectable tractor-feed
or Single-sheet paper and the
ability to print documents of
any length from a combination
of RAM or tape files are standard. A typical unjustified text
can be printed at about 25 to
50 cps.
Scribe uses only 2.3K bytes
of memory. It requires approximately 3.5K bytes to load and
run . Scribe cannot underline or
create superscripts or subscripts. It costs $29.50, piUS $2
for shipping and handling. A
version for the Radio Shack
Model 100 can be ordered.
Contact Chattanooga Systems
Associates, POB 22261. Chattanooga, TN 37422, (615) 8922339.
Circle 566 on inquiry card.

build custom characters. The
two-dimensional drawings
created with Doodler can be
saved to disk for later playback,
editing, or merging with other
programs.
Doodler is menu-driven,
using single-keystroke commands. It comes with drivers
for Gemini. Epson, C ltoh, and
similar dot-matrix printers. It
costs $79.95 . Contact Paul F
Herman, Data Systems Consultant POB 535, St. James
(813)
City. FL 33956,
283-2227.

Turtle Logo Paks
In Two SIzes
The Krell Turtle Logo Pak for
the Apple II is available in two
sizes: 20 and 40 disks. Each
Turtle Pak contains "Alice in
Logoland" disks and primer
and utility disks with a host of
MIT's Logo programs: Dynatrack, Shape Editor, Music Editor, and Sprite Drivers. In addition, the Pak has Logo command wallcharts, Dan Watt's
learning with Logo, and the
MIT technical manual, Logo
for the Apple II.
The 20-disk version of Turtle
Pak lists for $499.95 . The
40-disk version is $899.95. For
details, contact Krell Software
Corp., 1320 Stony Brook Rd ,
Stony Brook, NY 11790, (516)
751-5139.
Circle 564 on inquiry card.

Doodle wIth GraphIcs
on Your Z-tOO
The Doodler Graphics Package for Heath/Zenith Z-IOO
computers works with color or
monochrome displays. Doodler draws lines, boxes, circles,
ovals, and mirror images and
lets you move, copy or erase
portions of the screen. Text can
be of variable width and proportionally spaced or scaled.
Characters can be displayed in
italics or with a back-slant and
Doodler's font editor lets you

PassIve and ActIve
CIrcuIt Analyzer
ACNAP is a general-purpose
electronic circuit analysis program from BV Engineering. It
analyzes passive and active circuits consisting of resistors,
capacitors, inductors, controlled current sources, operational amplifiers, transistors,
FETs, and so forth. It will
analyze the response of any
linear network consisting of up
to 21 nodes and 60 components.
ACNAP works with component tolerances to provide
worst-case and Monte Carlo
analysis. It can calculate minimum, maximum, mean, and
three sigma points of a circuit's
gain/phase response to any frequency input. Linear and
logarithmic frequency sweeps
can be specified. Additional
calculations include the sensitivity of the gain/response to
components at a frequency or
range of frequencies. Calculation of any circuit's noise
equivalent bandwidth ·is automatic.
Every ACNAP command is
either menu-driven or program-prompted. Circuit data is
stored to disk; both ASCII and
binary file structures are supported. Calculating the reBYTE May 1984
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sponse of a typical five-node
circuit takes approximately 0.4
second.
This program is available in
5 Y4 - and 8-inch CPIM formats
for such systems as the Apple
II Plus, IBM PC Victor 9000,
and Radio Shack TRS-80
Models I, III. and 4. It costs
549.95 , piuS 53 handling. For
559.95 and shipping, 8087 coprocessor versions for the IBM
PC and Victor 9000 can be
obtained . Contact BV Engineering, POB 3351. Riverside,
CA 92519, (714) 781-0252
Circle 572 on inquiry card.

Rainbow and TI
Professional Business
Software
State of the Art's FM Series
of small-business accounting
and word-processing programs
are ava ilable for the Texas Instruments Professional Computer and the DEC Rainbow
and Rainbow Plus. The FM
Series is made up of general
ledger (with bar-chart graphics) , budget and financial reporting, accounts payable, accounts receivable, sa les invoicing, inventory control, payroll,
word processing, and professiona l time and billing
modules.
These programs can seNe as
sta nd-alone modules or, for a
complete accounting system,
they can be integrated with
each other. They can be customized to meet your organization's specific needs. Program
highlights include information
windows and on -scre en
prompts. For future expa nsion ,
all modules are designed to be
easily expanda ble from a
floppy-d isk- to a hard-diskbased MS-DOS system.
Individual FM Series packages range in price from 5495
to 5795 . A hard-disk installation kit is 595. Versions of FM
Series are also available for the
IBM PC PC Xl Corona, Com502
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paq, and Columbia , For further
information, contact State of
the Art Inc., 3 183-A Airway
Ave" Costa Mesa, CA 926264618, (714) 850-0m
Circle 565 on inquiry card,

FunctIon Key Program
for Kaypro
Xtrakey from Xpert Software
lets you redefine any key on
your Kaypro's keyboard with
character strings. It has a builtin screen dump that lets you
produce hard-copy outputs of
the current screen display
while running another program. Xtrakey also provides
variable-length strings (i.e"
pausing), as well as clearscreen and two additional
screen-dump functions . It
comes with predefined keystring sets for a variety of programs and an ed itor for devising custom key strings, Xtrakey
can also redefine cursor and
numeric keypad keys.
With documentation, Xtrakey costs 539.95 . Add 52 postage and handling when ordering factory-direct from Xpert
Software, 8865 Polland Ave.,
San Diego, CA 92 123, (6 19)
268-0 11 2.
Circle 560 on inquiry card.

Generate Fonts
with Plotters
Centerpoint's Sign-Plot program lets you produce six different typset-quality letter fonts
for use with pen plotters from
such manufacturers as Hewlett-Packard, Houston Instrument and Enter. Uppercase,
lowercase, punctuation, and
numbers are part of this menudriven program . Any character
can be slanted for an italic effect and letter sizes are variable. Characters may be positioned vertica lly and horizonta lly in fractional inch in-

crements. Additional fonts and
symbols can be created.
Sign-Plot works w ith 128Kbyte IBM Personal Computers
with two disk drives and CP/M80-compatible systems. It also
works with Amdek, Apple,
Calcomp, Mannesmann Tally,
and Strobe plotters. SignPlot costs $149. For more information, contact Centerpoint
Computer Applications, 500
North Michigan Ave., Chicago,
IL 606 11 , (31 2) 467-0333.
Circle 570 on inquiry card.

Protact Processing
and Control for DEC
Protact, a transaction processing and control system for
DEC Professional computers,
gives you terminal, file, and
network management capabilities and lets one or two users
access applications on a remote or local Professional.
PDP-II , or VAX. Its terminal
management presents a form
to be completed by the user
and verifies user-specified
primary edit checks as each
field is entered. Form definition
is kept separate from the program. A dispatching system
provides a hierarchical menu
structure. Protact can route
items to another computer for
processing. This is said to be
transparent to the user and applications programmer. Security
is definable at both the local
and remote level.
Protact's file manager uses
DEC's Record Management
Services as its file-access
method. Transparent remote
file access is supported, and file
definition is maintained outside
the referencing program. A restartlrecovery system with
start- and commit-transaction
logic is supplied.
Protact comes in three versions. The Developer's Kit,
priced at 52500, has the necessary components to write
and carry out applications on

the Professional. (Applications
are written in any language
that supports CALL statements.) The Protact run-time
system is made up of components used while an application is executing. A license
is $395. Th e Terminal SeNer,
intended for Professional computers linked into an Ethernet
network, has terminal- and
network-management facilities. It costs $595 ,
PIOS VI.5 and VJ.7 are required. Multiple processor and
educational institution discounts are available. Contact
Advanced Systems Concepts
Inc.. 22 Hudson St., Hoboken,
NJ 07030, (201) 798-6400.
Circle 558 on inquiry card.

Spreadsheet Link for
IBM PCs
Spreadsheet Link lets you
download data from the Dow
Jones News/Retrieval database
into Lotus 1-2-3, Visicalc. Multiplan, and other spreadsheet
programs running on an IBM
PC This program works with
the IBM PC PC Xl and 3270
PC Minimum memory requirements are 128K bytes; your
spreadsheet may require more
memory With Visicalc. Spreadsheet Link only needs a single
double-sided drive; Multiplan
and Lotus require two. A
monitor, acoustic coupler or
30011 200-bps modem, and a
parallel or serial printer with an
asynChronous communications adapter are requisite. The
following modems are supported: Radio Shack TRS-80
Modem II , Hayes Smartmodem, and the Novation
103/212 Smart-Cat. The suggested retail price is 5249. For
further information, contact
Dow Jones & Co. Inc.. POB
300, Princeton , NJ 08540,
(800) 257-5114; in New Jersey,
(609) 452-1511.
Circle 563 on inquiry card,

What's New?
MASS STORAGE

60K RAM for
Portable Computers
Portapac 100 from Cryptronics expands a portable
computer's memory by seNing
as a RAM disk. It comes with
its own operating system and
comm unicates with CP/Mand MS-DOS-based computers
through its RS-232C serial port.
It can access up to 32 sepa rate
files in a 60K-byte RAM which
is expandable to 252K. It can
operate continuously for three
hours and store data for two
days before recharging the
battery.
Portapac 100 is $395. It's
available from Cryptronics Inc.,
Suite 7, 1i 71i Coley River Circle, Fountain Valley. CA
92708, (714) 540-1174 .
Circle 574 on inquiry card.

Apple Disk Drive
and Controller Card
Marketed
Concorde Peripheral Systems markets a single-sided
163K-byte floppy-disk drive and
a disk controller card for Apple
computers. Th e Concorde
Model C-III disk drive has the
foJlowing technical specifications: 35- or 40-track capabilities; track density: 48 tpi; data
transfer rate: 250K bits per second; rotation speed: 300 rpm;
recording frequency: 250 kHz.
This single-head drive measures 6 by 3% by 9 inches and
weighs 4 pounds. It plugs
directly into the Apple II Controller Card.
The CI30 Disk Controller
Card can accommodate fo ur
single- or double-sided Concorde or Apple-compatible
drives. Its supplied software
allows Apple DOS 3.3 to function with Concorde's line of
double-sided disk drives. The
C-130 operates with DOS 3.3,

DOS 3.2, CP/M 2.2, and Pascal
1.1. One Apple slot is used.
The C-III lists for $249. The
C-130 is $89. Concorde Periphera l Systems Inc. is located at
23 152 Verdugo Dr., Laguna
Hill s, CA 92653, (714)
859-2850.
Circle 575 on inquiry ca rd .

33-Megabyte
Winchester for PC

.

and 5 or 10 megabytes of removable-cartridge storage.
With the addition of an 8-bit
controller, Diskigrs will work
w ith such Z80-based systems
as the Kaypro, North Star, and
Televideo.
The la-megabyte drive costs
$1495. The 22 .2- and 34megabyte units are $2695 and
$3 495, respectively. The 5megabyte removable-cartridge
Diskigr is $1695; pricing for the

10-megabyte version, which
will be available later this
month, was not established at
the time this was written.
When drives are daisychained, additional controllers
are not reqUired, reducing the
per-unit price. For details, con tact Systems Peripherals Consultants, 9747 Business Park
Ave., San Diego, CA 92131.
(619) 693-86 11.
Circle 576 on inquiry card.

SYSTEMS

Interface Inc's Disksystem
provides the IBM PC w ith 33.3
megabytes of formatted disk
storage. Th is 5 V4 -inch Winchester hard-disk drive records
at 640 tpi and offers an average access time of 40 milliseconds. System features include a 512-byte buffer, an architecture built around a microprocessor, a double shock
isolation system, and error
checking and corrections of 32
bits. Its physical dimensions are
5 ¥4 by 8 V4 by 15 V4 inches.
Disksystem requires PC-DOS
2.0. It comes with its own
power supply. cable, connector, and I/O adapter. The suggested list price is $2795. For
more information, contact Interface Inc. 7630 Alabama
Ave., Canoga Park, CA 91304,
(818) 341-7914 .
Circle 577 on inquiry card.

Transportable
PC-Compatible
Line of Hard Disks
Can Be Daisy-Chained
Diskigr from Systems Periphera ls Consultants is a lowprofile line of hard-disk drives
for IBM PCjrs, Sanyo 550s, and
PC-compatible portables.
Diskigr's interconnect cables
can be removed or daisycha ined up to four drives. The
basic system chassis measures
2 V4 by 6 by 12 inches.
Diskigr's formatted storage
capacities are 10.8, 22 .2, and
34 megabytes of fixed storage

The Colby PC-3 stand-alone
portable computer is compatible with the IBM Personal
Computer. A 26-pound unit.
the PC-3 measures 8Y2 by 16
by 16Y2 inches. Its 9-inch
amber monitor has an 80-column by 25-line display format
and IBM PC graphics capabilities. Standa rd are 128K bytes of
RAM a rea l-time clock, serial
and parallel ports, and a SASI
hard-disk interface. Dual 360Kbyte double-sided, doubledensity floppy-disk drives pro-

vide mass storage. A carrying
handle eases transportation
and seNes as a tilt stand . Up
to 1 megabyte of RAM and
3Y2 interna l slots constitute this
computer's expansion possibilities.
The Colby PC-3 lists for
$2795. For complete information, contact Colby Computer,
849 In dependence Ave ..
M ountain View, CA 94043,
(415) 968-1410.
Circle 584 on inquiry card .
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future accessories.
The desktop Z-IOO PCs are
available with a single 5 Y4inch floppy-disk drive, dual
floppy-disk drives, or with a
floppy-disk and 10.6-megabyte
Winchester hard-disk drive.
Prices are 52699, 53099, and
54799, respectively Each desktop unit provides gray-scale
monochrome output. Monitors are extra.
The portable systems are
equipped with 9-inch amber
monitors. They measure 19.5
by 8.38 by 19.13 inches and
weigh approximately 33
pounds. They're offered in
single and dual floppy-disk
drive configurations. The prices
are 52799 for the former and
53199 for the latter. For full
details on these products, contact Zenith Data Systems, 1000
Milwaukee Ave., Glenview, IL
60025, (312) 391-8744.
Circle 585 on inquiry card.

AKA PC Offers
IBM Compatibility

Z-100 PC Series
Zenith Data Systems' Z-IOO
PC series microcomputers are
compatible with IBM Personal
Computer expansion boards
and software. The Z-IOO PC
line consi sts of three desktop
computers and two portables.
All are based on the 8088
microprocessor and contain
128K bytes of RAM. dual
RS-232C serial ports, a single
Centronics-type parallel interface port, RGB color output. an
IBM expansion bus, and a de504
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tached keyboard. The Z-IOO
PCs come with power-up
diagnostics, three scrolling
modes, and high-speed text
and graphics displays. System
software includes MS-DOS and
a ROM-based BIOS. Mass-storage capacities range from
320K to 360K bytes per drive,
depending on recording format. RAM is expandable to
640K bytes. When fully configured, the Z-IOOs have four
expansion slots remaininq for

The AKA Personal Computer is a 16-bit, 8088-based
microcomputer that's compatible with IBM PC hardware and
software. Equipped with 128K
bytes of RAM. the AKA carries
a pair of half-height. doublesided, double-density floppydisk drives; five expansion slots;
one parallel and two serial
ports; and a low-profile detachable keyboard. A choice of
monochrome or color-graphics
display boards is offered. Its
cabinet has room for four additional expansion slots and
two disk drives. User memory
can be increased to 256K
bytes.
The AKA Personal Computer runs under MS-DOS. The
AKA Plus, a version outfitted
with a 10-megabyte hard-disk
drive, is available. The AKA PC
lists for 53295 . The AKA Plus

has a suggested retail price of
54795. For further information,
contact AKA Computers Inc.,
POB 36247, Charlotte, NC
28236, (704) 334-2504 .
Circle 579 on inquiry card.

Portable PC and
PC Cluster Unveiled
IBM recently unveiled a portable computer and a PC
Cluster program for connecting
up to 64 IBM PCs, PC XTs, Portable PCs, and PCjrs. The Portable PC uses the 16-bit 8088
microprocessor and comes
with 256K bytes of RAM. color!
graphics monitor adapter, a
single 360K-byte slimline
floppy-disk drive, and a universal power supply It sports a
built-in, 9-inch amber monitor;
the display format is 80 characters by 25 lines. An optional
slimline floppy-disk drive can
use one of the Portable PC's
five slots. IBM DOS 2.1 provides
compatibility with most of the
software available for the fullsized IBM Pc. This 30-pound
unit measures 20 by 17 by 8
inches. It lists for 52797, including a carrying bag.
The IBM Personal Computer
Cluster program leis you send,
exchange, and share messages
and information among IBM
PC workstations. Workstations
can share information and
storage space on a fixed-disk
drive at one machine in the
Cluster. An interconnecting
cable is required. A number of
support options for connecting
different IBM PCs are available:
an adapter board, a PCjr Cluster attachment. and a Computer Cluster Cable Kit. which
contains the cables and connectors for hooking together a
pair of PCs.
A program license, priced at
592, is required for each system
in the Cluster. The Cluster
adapter is 5340, and the Cluster Cable Kit lists for 5110. The

What's New?
PCjr Cluster attachment costs
5400. Contact your local IBM
Products dealer, or write to IBM
Entry System s Division, POB
2989, Delray Beach, FL 33444.
Circle 578 on inquiry card.

Havac Is an Apple
Work-alike
Microsci Corporation recently introduced an Apple II workalike computer called Havac.
This transportable computer,
constructed around the 6502
microprocessor and a 164Kbyte 5 VI -inch floppy-disk drive,
offers 64K bytes of RAM, 8K
bytes of ROM, a 62-key detached keyboard supporting
uppercase and lowercase characters, four cursor keys, highresolution color graphics, video
connections, and printer, serial,
and game ports. Among the
supplied software are DOS,
a card filer. calculator, BASIC
and a variety of utilities. The
manufacturer asserts that more
than 1000 Apple II programs
have been successfully run on
the Havac.
A stand-alone floppy-disk
drive is offered as an option .
The suggested list price is
5850 and includes all the features outlined above. For further details, contact Microsci
Corp., 2158 South Hathaway
SL Santa Ana, CA 92705 ,
(714)" 241-5600.
Circle 583 on inquiry card.

CP/M Computer Is
Apple-Compatible
The Intertek System IV is a
dual-processor, CP/M-based
computer offering compatibility with Apple hardware and
software. The System IV runs
Microsoft CP/M 2.20B on its
Z80A microprocessor while in
the Apple mode; operations

are handled by a 6502 Chip.
The system features 64K bytes
of RAM, high- and low-resolution graphics capabilities, a
built-in RF modulator, six free
peripheral connectors, speaker,
game paddleOoystick ports, uppercase and lowercase characters, cassette interface, and
diagnostics. It offers 16 colors
and Integer BASIC A
QWERTY keyboard is augmented with a numeric pad,
function keys, and automatic
repeat.
A variety of peripherals are
available: 12-inch green or
amber monochrome monitors,
13-inch RGB or compositevideo monitors, 51;4 -inch halfand full-sized floppy-disk drives
and controllers, serial or parallel
13-cps letter-quality printers,
and joysticks. The suggested
retail price of the base System
IV is 5849 . For details, contact
Intertek Systems Inc., 1210 West
Collins Ave., Orange, CA
92667, (714) 633-3591.
Circle 582 on inquiry card.

concurrent printers and 16
print queues.
The 2000 Series can handle
both 8- and 16-bit slave processors in the same enclosure.
Each slave has a dedicated
microprocessor, RAM memory
and 110 ports. Other standard
features include on-board LED
warning indicators, gold-plated
lOG-pin edge connectors, builtin EMIIRFI filter, line surge/spike
suppression, and two filtered
fans.
The 2000 Series can incorporate a front-panel LED that
displays time, date, and inter-

nal and ambient temperatures.
Additional options include auxiliary connectors for floppyand hard-disk drives, a synthesized warning voice, and backup power supply. A variety of
applications packages and
operating systems are available. The base price is 5730,
quantity one. For complete
specifications, contact Futech
International Corp., Suite 1807,
2100 North Highway 360,
Grand Prairie, TX 75050, (214)
660-1955.
Circle 581 on inquiry card.

5-100 Bus Systems
for Industry
Industrial-grade mainframe
computers engineered around
8- or 16-slot IEEE-696 5-100
motherboards are marketed by
Futech International Corporation . The Futech 2000 Series
provides up to 25 rear-panel
DB25 connectors, front bezels
to accommodate up to six
floppy- or Winchester-disk
drives, and switchable heavyduty 100, 120, 220, and 240 V
AC 50/60 Hz power supplies.
The 2000 Series' multiuser,
multiprocessor CP/M-compatible operating system supports
concurrent hard disk and 8and 5 VI -inch floppy disks.
Batch processing, record and
file locking, multilevel security.
and automatic log are provided . It supports high-performance spooling of up to 16

ET Desktop
with Software
The ET-2010 desktop computer comes with a software
bundle comprising an enhanced DOS that's compatible
with CP/M 2.2, Business
BASIC and word processing,
spreadsheet general ledger,
accounts receivable, accounts
payable, and payroll with job
costing packages. The ET-2010,
a 64K-byte machine assembled
around a 4-MHz Z80A microprocessor, . has parallel Centronics and serial interface ports
and a 76-key QWERTY keyboard piUS a numeric pad . Its
built-in 9-inch high-resolution
green screen has an 80-character by 24-line display and strike-

through, blink, blank, reverse,
and underline attributes.
Optional system hardware
includes 9511 and 9512 arithmetic coprocessors, DMA controller, th e 6-MHz Z80B, and a
10-megabyte hard-disk unit. A
multiuser, multitasking operating system and networking
capabilities are also offered . A
two-di sk system costs 51349,
including software, monitor,
and keyboard . With a single
disk drive, it's 51225. OptiOns
range from S25 to S1100. Contact ET Computer Systems,
8161 Broadway. Lemon Grove,
CA 92045 , (619) 466-1671
Circle 580 on inquiry card.
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Dedicated
Control Boards
Adaptive Micro Systems'
AMS-IOOO series of singleboard computers is intended
for dedicated control applications in which the board serves
as the development and target
application system. Standard
are an RS-232C port. dual 8-bit
parallel TTL I/O ports, a pair of
16-bit counter/timers with interrupt 2K or 8K bytes of batterybacked CMOS RAM and a 44pin expansion bus. An extra
socket is available for 2K- or
8K-byte EPROMs or EEPROMs.
Programs can be automatically booted on power-up, and a
wake-up feature for multidis-

tributed process-control applications is provided. The fully
socketed board measures 4 Y2
by 4Y2 inches.
The basic board comes with
a 6502 microprocessor and an
extended version of fig-FORTH
and a 6502 assembler in firmware. The 2K-byte AMS-1000
is S299. The 8K-byte version is
5399. Documentation and
FORTH tutorials are supplied.
Further details can be obtained by contacting Adaptive
Micro Systems, POB 965,
Sandy. UT 84091.

8-MHz 80186
Heart of SBC
The Super 186, a highspeed, 16-bit single-board S-loo
computer, is built around Intel's
8-MHz 80186 microprocessor.
Manufactured by Advanced
Digital Corporation, Super 186
is cable of addressing up to 1
megabyte of RAM without requiring banking techniques. It
is supplied with 256K bytes of
on-board RAM with parity. four
serial RS-232C ports, two
parallel ports, a two~channel
DMA controller, three uncommitted counter/timers, and a
floppy-disk controller that lets
you operate 5 V4 - and 8-inch
drives simultaneously. It can be
equipped with 64K bytes of
monitor EPROM. Bus master
or slave/temporary master
capability and compatibility
with CP/M-86, TurboDOS, and
MS-DOS are standard.
Optional hardware available
includes a clock/calendar, battery backup, dual-ported memory and mathematics coprocessors. Super 186 is 51995. For
more information, contact Advanced Digital Corp.. 5432
Production Dr., Huntington
Beach, CA 92649, (714)
891-4004.
Circle 589 on inquiry card .

Circle 595 on inquiry card.

Versatile Graphics
Board for PC
Apple Given Gold Card
Digital Research has announced the CPIM Gold Card
for Apple II series microcomputers. The Gold Card combines a 6-MHz Z80B microprocessor, up to 192K bytes of
memory disk cache, and CP/M
Plus on a single plug-in card.
Standard are CBASIC menudriven utilities, 80-column display capacity. hash directory.
time and date stamp facility.
automatic loading, and console I/O redirection.
506
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It comes with 64K bytes of
memory. software application-development tools, and
assembly-language utilities.
The price is 5495. An add-on
disk cache advances the Gold
Card's memory to 128K bytes.
It's 5325. A complete Gold
Card package with cache is
available for 5775. For a full account contact Digital Research
Inc.. POB 579, Pacific Grove,
CA 93950.
. Circle 588 on inquiry card.

Profit Systems' Multigraph
Single-board graphics adapter
for the IBM Personal Computer
lets you select either color or
monochrome monitors. The
basic board offers highresolution 720- by 350-pixel
monochrome graphics and the
ability to run standard software
for the IBM color board. In
either color or monochrome,
Multigraph gives you 32K
bytes of on-board memory
flicker-free scrolling, and 32-bit
internal architecture for in-

creased operating speed. The
basic color resolution is 160 by
100, 320 by 200, or 640 by
200, using sixteen, four, or two
colors, respectively. Alphanumeric displays of 80 by 40 can
be achieved in the monochrome mode.
Expansion options include a
parallel printer port, soft scrolling, and a 128K-byte display
buffer. In color, resolution can
be upgraded to 640 by 20b or
400 pixels with 16 colors. In
monochrome, graphics can be
upgraded to 720 by 700 resolution with 132 columns. The
base price is 5499, complete
with documentation. Dealer
and OEM inquiries are invited.
Full details can be requested
from Profit Systems Inc .. POB
1039, Berkley. M148072, (313)
559-0444.
Circle 608 on inquiry card.

Abort Printing
Without Reloads
The
Passport
Printer
Emulator lets you quickly abort
an ongOing print operation,
preventing potential time and
data losses. Passport has two
operating modes: Print PassThrough and Print Bypass. If
you wish to cease printing or
if you inadvertently invoke a
printer operation, such as print
screen, Passport's Print Bypass
mode lets you terminate the
printing without locking your
keyboard or requiring a reload.
Print Pass-Through permits normal operations.
Passport functions as a standard printer device. It emulates
most parallel printers that connect with an IBM PC or PCcompatible cable. Passport
costs 529.95, piUS 52 handling. It's available from Micro Computer Components,
8660-D Miramar Rd., POB 195,
San Diego, CA 92126, (619)
453-3367.
Circle 597 on inquiry card.

Whal's New?
.New LIfe for Older PCs
A memory upgrade for older'
IBM PCs carrying the 16K- by
64K-byte CPU is obtainable
from Add-Mem. With this upgrade. the PC's memory can
be jacked up to 256K bytes
without using an expansion
slot. Upgrades of 128K. 192K.
or 256K bytes are offered.
Add-Mem can install 256K
bytes of RAM in your PC for
$335. or you can order a doit-yourself kit. The kit, made up
of DIP sockets. capacitors.
wires. documentation. and instructions. involves assembling

and installing a small printedcircuit board and the soldering
of nine jump wires. The basic
kit is $69.95. With an assembled board. it's $99.95 . For
$5.85 each. you can order
RAM chips. A protective. antistatic carton with board removal and Shipping instructions costs $5. Call or write
Add-Mem. 22151 Redwood
Rd .. Castro Valley. CA 94546.
(415) 886-5443. for more
information.
Circle 593 on inquiry card .

24 by 80 TermInal
The LCT-IOO terminal from
Data Terminal SeNice produces
24-line by 80-character screen
displays in a 9- by 12-dot grid.
It generates 129 uppercase and
lowercase ASCII characters and
offers 12 video attributes. including blink. half-intensity,
reverse. and underline. Miscellaneous features consist of a
58-key typewriter-format
keyboard. 80 graphics characters. the ability to display control characters on screen. status
displays of configuration switches and RS-232C interface
settings. switchable automatic

line feed upon receipt of a carriage return. and an RS-17D-like
composite-video interface. The
RS-232C interface has 16
switch-selectable transmission
rates and 7 data bits/words
with I or 2 stop formats. Fullduplex or local-echo protocols
are provided.
The LCT-IOO costs less than
$400. With an optional monitor. it's less than $500. For
complete details. contact Data
Terminal Service Inc.. 715
Rankin Rd .. Albuquerque. NM
87192. (505) 345-1611.
Circle 602 on inquiry card.

16-Blt CPU Board
for S-100Systems
Seattle Computer's 8086
CPU board is purported to
deliver true 16-bit high-speed
performance to S-IOO busbased computers. It comes in
8- and 10-MHz versions. As a
result of its 16-bit architecture
and increased clock speeds.
the CPU board can be used for
enhancing the throughput
capabilities of 8088-based
systems. such as the IBM Pc.
It can operate with older 8- or
16-bit peripherals. including
disk controllers and video units.
The memory address range of
the CPU board can be expanded up to 16 megabytes.

The 00ard can be used as a
stand-alone unit or as part of
a three-card supportiMMU set.
Software support includes
MS-DOS and Xenix. The 8MHz board is designed for use
with the 8087 numeric processor. The 10-MHz board is
$795. and the 8-MHz board
costs $695. Both prices include
a support board. Dealer and
OEM inquiries are invited. For
complete specifications. contact Seattle Computer Products
Inc.. 1114 Industry Dr.. Seattle.
WA 98188. (800) 426-8936; in
Washington. (206) 575-1830.
Circle 607 on inquiry card.

Legacy Created for
PCJr
Legacy Technologies is shipping an expansion box for the
IBM PCjr called the Legacy.
This modular unit is engineered around a power supply
capable of accommodating
either a floppy- or hard-disk
drive. up to 512K bytes of RAM
and a four-slot. 80-pin bus for
a variety of add-ons. Sixty of
the bus pins are identical to the
PCjr's; the rest are prepared to
provide hookups for interrupt
capabilities. control and synchronization signals for coprocessors. or specialized I/O
functions.
The basic Legacy. priced at
$395. comprises the power
supply. an LED status panel.
the expansion bus. and a
cabinet. Options offered are a
half-height disk drive. a 64Kbyte RAM card that's expandable to 256K bytes in 64K-byte
increments. a 10-megabyte
hard-disk subsystem. and

printer spooler board with a
clock/calendar and parallel
port. For hobbyists. a $199 LBus Developer's Kit with
power supply. two wire-wrap
cards. and manual are
available.
With a half-height 320Kbyte floppy-disk drive and controller (required) . Legacy is
$795. The 10-megabyte harddisk version is $1595. The disk
controller. floppy-disk drive.
and the half-height hard-disk
drive may be purchased
separately for $189. $279. and
5995. respectively. The RAM
card is 5299. with the 64K increments going for approximately $100. The clock/calendar card costs $159. Order
directly from Legacy Technologies Ltd .. Suite 100. 14140 St..
Lincoln. NE 68508. (800)
288-7257; in Nebraska. (402)
475-7257.
Circle 591 on inquiry card.
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Image Converter Serves
as Camera/Computer
Interface
The Model 450C image-processing scan converter seNes
as an interface between a
video camera and a computer.
The Model 450C has three
video memories, anyone of
w hich can accept black-andwhite images; all three are
employed for a single color image. A total of 4096 separate
hues can be simultaneously
displ$lyed in the color mode.
Computer access is accomplished through a bidirectional
interface using a pair of independent 8-bit parallel ports.
Individual pixels can be ran-

domly accessed for image enhancement graphics generation, storage, and recall. Control over system operations is
via a command set. An internal slow-scan video modem
will transmit video images over
voice-grade communications
links.
The Model 450C has a suggested retail price of 5895 . For
technical specifications and
ordering procedures, contact
Robot Research Inc., 7591 Convoy Court San Diego, CA
92111. (619) 279-9430.
Circle 596 on inquiry card.

68000 SSC Compatible
with S-100
PSCE's X-tended 68000
single-board computer is compatible with the S-IOO bus. The
X-tended 68000 comes with
an 8-MHz 68000 microprocessor, 16 megabytes of memory
address space, 64K bytes of I/O
address space, and 4K bytes of
EPROM. Suitable for multiuser
systems, X-tended's I/O control s include two RS-232C synchronous/asynchronous ports,
both of which offer programmable data rates up to 9600
bps. One RS-232C port prov ides full modem controls. A
Centronics-type parallel interface is standard .
For mass storage, X-tended's
floppy-disk controller can handle a mix of four 8-, 5!4 -, or
3 Vz -inch single- or doublesided, single- or double-density
drives. Its software-programmable floppy-disk write pre508
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compensation can select one
of six values for drive compatibility, and it can be optimized for the track being accessed. Also furnished are a
DMA controller and two
general-purpose undedicated
16-bit timers. Nonmaskable interrupts and three types of vectored interrupts are supported.
X-tended 68000 can work
with a mix of 8- and 16-bit
memory boards. A jumper option for generating the S-IOO
Mwrite signal and CP/M-68K
with optimized BIOS, an editor,
assembler. debugger, linker,
librarian, and a C compiler
with a full (ibrary are available.
RAM is additional The base
price is 5850. For more information, contact PSCE Inc.,
POB 8, Port Jefferson, NY
11777.
Circle 603 on inquiry card .

Inforlte Recognizes
. Handwritten
Characters
Inforite is a handwrittencharacter-recognition terminal.
Incorporating dynamic character recognition, mark/sense
recognition, and graphics capabilities, Inforite is suitable for
applications that require direct
computer entry of data from
handwritten forms. It's based
on the 4-MHz Z80A microprocessor and contains 64K
bytes of RAM 56K Of ROM
and 48K bytes of battery-backed CMOS RAM.
Inforite can store almost 50
pages of data for more than
three days. It transmits data to
a local or remote computer
through an RS-232C serial interface. Switch-selectable data
rates range from 110 to 19,200
bps. DSR/DTR and XON/XOFF
controls are supported. Standard features include a 2-line
by 32-character LCD display
that identifies the field and the
data, error messages, and a
programmable calculator function that computes extensions,
subtotals, totals, tax calculations, and percentages as a
form is being completed. It
operates with a ballpoint pen
and accommodates three-part
forms.
A forms-definition package
that lets you create forms
tailored to your business is
available as a 5450 option . In-

forite is 52000. OEM prices
quoted on request. Contact Inforite Corp., Suite 201. 1670
South Amphlett Blvd.. San
Mateo, CA 94402, (415)
571-8766 .
Circle 605 on inquiry card.
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Sound Processing
System Polishes Apples
Decillionix's DX-I lets you
record, process, and play back
ordinary sounds with Apple II
series computers. Sounds can
be entered through a microphone or other source and
saved , manipulated, sequenced, and modified in any
way you choose. Pitch, volume, direction, and sequence
are software-programmable,
and real-time sound can be
played through the Apple 's
keyboard.
Major system components
are a printed-circuit board, a
high-fidelity pre-amp circuit. a
connecting cable, and software. Key features include 8-bit

What's New?
sample record/playback techniques. variable sound rates
ranging from 0.78 kHz to 30
kHz. va riable play times from
0.8 to 10 seconds. the ability to
play continuous sound sequences. and independently
variable record and playback
rates. The system software disk
comes with 22 prerecorded
sounds.
Echo, an optional software
package with more than 40
key-selectable routines, adds
echoing, reverb. and real-time

sound processing. Direct control of all parameters by joystick
is provided. Echo costs $149. A
four-volume set of prerecorded
sounds can be purchased for
$79 .
DX-I requires a 48K-byte
Apple /I or /Ie with DOS 3.3
and Applesoft BASIC. List price
is $239. For further information, contact Decillionix, POB
70985, Sunnyvale, CA 94086,
(408) 732-7758.
Circle 592 on inquiry card.

FOREIGN

TDrive works with systems
that use bank-switched memory boards. It comes as a
.COM object file on either 5 \14or 8-inch CDOS floppy disks.
TDrive installs directly under
CDOS and makes all required
patches within CDOS. All
boards with a bank-switch feature, such as the Cromemco
64 KZ, are supported.
Tesco's TDrive RAM disk I/O
emulator is available in the
United States for $98 from
Albion Industries, POB 7,
Millersville, MD 21108. It's produced and manufactured by
Tesco, POB 10, 8714 Wiesentheid, West Germany; tel:
09383/1237.
Circle 609 on inquiry card.

Structure-Analysis
Program Aids Civil
Engineers
Gang-ot-Elght
Programs EPROMs
The Gang-of-Eight EPROM
Programmer from Dataman
Designs can simultaneously
program eight devices using
manufacturers' recommended
fast-programming algorithms.
The programming time for a
batch of 2764s reportedly
averages 1.5 minutes. No
special modules are required.
The Gang-of-Eight has a simple switch setting that handles
single-rail 24- or 28-pin devices,
including the 27256. Programming VOltage has fixed levels of
21 and 25 volts, a user-settable
level, and a factory preset level
of 12.5 volts. w hich is required
by the newer, larger EPROMs.
For normal operations, the
Gang-of-Eight has a single
operating key. This device has
a built-in intelligence feature
that traps operator errors and
an emergency Reset key for escaping those situations. Other
features include an audible
alarm and blank-check, pretest
and verify functions.

The Gang-of-Eight EPROM
Programmer costs £395, including VAT (value-added tax).
It's available from Dataman
De signs, Lombard House,
Cornwall Rd .. Dorchester, DTI
IRX, England; tel: Dorchester
(0305) 68066.
Circle 613 on inquiry card.

RAM Disk Emulator tor
COOS Systems
Tesco's TDrive RAM disk I/O
emulator works with Cromemco computers. It serves as a
single logical CDOS disk drive,
providing access to up to 224K
bytes of memory. Memory is
partitioned into seven banks of
32K bytes (2K bytes are reserved for directory entries).
It's compatible with 5 \I4-inch
floppy-disk drives, and all
CDOS software reportedly can
be used on TDrive, including
KSAM files under SBASIC.

AMP80-REV8340 is a
structure-analysis program for
civil engineers. When given
the general configuration of a
structure, the geometrical properties of its proposed sections,
and its loads, this FORTRAN
program produces such design
stresses and forces as shearing,
compression, and bending
moments, each in two or more
elements. It lets you enter
shea ring walls and several
kinds of materials in the same
frame, and it will accept load
groups, sinking supports,
earthquake forces, tilted loads,
and so forth . Combinations of
loads can be requested in the
same run, and AMP80RVC8340 can give you analyses of trusses. For producing
direct design va lues, it lets you
introduce load factors into a
run . Results provide displacements and turns in every joint
of the structure or at any intermediate point.
AMP80-REV8340 works
with any 64K-byte machine
with a FORTRAN compiler,

such as the Apple /I Plus and
the Franklin . It comes on two
floppy disks and with instructions and examples. The price
is $1000. Order from Antoniano, Gonzalez Davila,
Medina Mora, S.A. de c.v.,
Nuevo Leon 209-601. Mexico
II, D.F., Mexico; tel: 516-02 93 .

Educational Robot
Package tor School
and Industry
The Scorbot-ER III robot from
Eshed Robotec Ltd. comes
with a package of educational
materials intended for technical
schools, research laboratories,
and industry The complete
system comprises the robot.
textbooks, laboratory experiments. software, videotapes, slides, and overhead
transparencies. The educational modules, which provide
practical experiments, guide
students from the principles of
robotics through to state-ofthe-art concepts.
Scorbot features an openarm construction that lets
students observe the operation
mechanism. Its DC servomotors with closed-loop control are under the direction of
an eight-axis controller that's
capable of exercising simultaneous control on all eight axes.
The controller has provisions
for eight inputs and eight outputs. Scorbot connects to a
host computer through an RS232C serial interface. The rotation specifications for the
working envelope are as follows: 360°. body Joint; ±lS00.
elbow joint; ±90°, pitch joint;
360°. roll joint.
Software to run Scorbot is
available for a va riety of microcomputers. For full details, contact Eshed Robotec Ltd ., POB
28346, Tel Aviv 61 282, Israel;
tel: (03) 340860; Telex: 361131
ESHED IL.
Circle 610 on inquiry card.
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SSC Handles
Mix of Chips
Brick from Dysys Inc. is a
single-board computer suitable
for sophisticated applications.
Its 48K-byte memory space
handles a mix of 2K-. 4K-. and
8K-byte RAMs. EPROMs. and
EEPROMs. The Hitachi 6303
microprocessor. 33 I/O lines. a
16-bit timer/counter. an onboard UART for normal and
multidrop communications. an
asynchronous serial I/O line
with selectable data rates.
three LED indicators. and a
power indicator are all
standard.
Brick is marketed in four versions. Brick-l is a development
system offering a bus interface.
voltage regulator. and a wirewrap area for twenty 16-pin integrated circuits. Brick-2 is a
plug-in board for OEM production . STD bus-compatible.
Brick-3 is suitable for development and production of large
systems. Brick-4 can be integrated into an OEM's circuit
board at the drafting stage.
Board dimensions vary.
510
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A choice of Pascal or
FORTH is available. Pascal provides an editor. interpreter.
compiler. and run-time support. FORTH offers a screen
editor. interpreter. and compiler
directories. BASIC is optional.
Contact the manufacturer
for pricing ' information on
Brick-4. In lots of 10. prices for
the other versions begin at
5560. Further information is
available from Dysys Inc.. Suite
206. 961 South Bland St..
Halifax. Nova Scotia B3H 2S6.
Canada. (902) 423-5308 .
Circle 612 on inquiry card.

8088 Processor
Card Incorporates
80130 RMX
DY-4 Systems Inc. has announced the availability of the
DSTD-187 processor card to its
line of products for the STD
bus. The DSTD-187. an 8088-

based card. incorporates the
80130 RMX processor and two
RS-232C serial channels. A
single 28-pin bYte-wide socket
for a RAM. EPROM. or ROM is
provided . Its on-board memory
can be disabled under software
control . The contents of
dynamic RAM will be preseNed
during reset. Full I-megabyte
memory addressing is sup. ported. and the DSTD-187 provides transparent dynamic RAM
refresh. which permits the use
of high-density quarter-megabyte memory cards. Other
features include Z80 and 8088
bus architecture support and
compatibility with other DY-4
DSTD series cards ..
An 8087 mathematics coprocessor is optional. and
8-MHz versions of the card can
be obtained. The single-unit
price is 5584. Contact DY-4
Systems Inc.. Marketing
Department, 888 Lady Ellen
Place. Ottawa. Ontario K1Z
5MI. Canada. (613) 728-3711.

PUBLICATIONS
Products for Disabled
Outlined In Catalog
A catalog of technical aids
and systems for disabled individuals is available from Tash
Inc. This 37-page brochure
outlines ability switches. computer aids. environmental controls. communications and
educational aids. and mobility
and living aids. A price list is
provided. For a copy contact
Tash Inc.. Unit 1. 70 Gibson
Dr.. Markham. Ontario L3R
2Z3. Canada. (416) 475-2212 .
Circle 628 on inquiry card.

Guide Probes Mlcropro
Software

Orion Systems of Concord.
Ontario. markets a computerized mailing system for users of
the IBM Personal Computer.
With Oscims. your client file
can be added to. deleted from.
and modified easily This program has flexible facilities that
let you print addresses on any
type or size of label or flyer.
Menu-driven. Oscims has the
ability to print customer information and lets you select different customer types . A
option
is
name-search
included.
With user manual and distribution disk. Oscims costs
559.95 . Write to Orion Systems. 110 Riviera Dr.. Concord.
Ontario L4K lA9. Canada .

Jane Davis's Prostar Training Guide explains how to use
a wide spectrum of Micropro
office software. Programs
covered are \XA:)rdstar. Spellstar.
Datastar. Calcstar. Supersort.
and Mailmerge. This 248-page
book begins with an introduction to the computer. covering
such topics as operating systems. floppy disks. and keyboards. Using step-by-step examples. Ms. Davis shows you
how to type a letter in Wordstar. design a form and enter
names and addresses in Datastar. alphabetically sort names
and addresses with Supersort.
and merge the letter and data
file to produce form letters and
envelopes using Mailmerge. Individual programs are then explored in greater detail. and advanced programming techniques are elucidated. Readers
are also shown how to link the
packages together.
The Prostar Training Guide
is available for 545. postage
paid. from Jane Davis Publications. POB 717. Richboro. PA
18954.

Circle 611 on inquiry card.

Circle 618 on inquiry card .

Circle 615 on inquiry card.

Easy-to-Use
Mailing System

· What's New? .
5 Y4 - and 8-inch formats are
offered, and most programs are
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COMPUTER &
ELECTRONICS
DATA
HANDBOOK

sold at less than list price. The
catalog also contains comparison charts of database,
spreadsheet, and word-processing programs.
Customer backing includes
a support department that
answers technical questions
and a customer seNice department to handle program updates, exchanges, and returns.
Both telephone and mail
orders are accepted. For your
catalog, contact 800-Software
Inc. Suite 14, 940 Dwight
Way. Berkeley. CA 94710, (800)
227-4587; in California, (800)
622-0678 or (415) 644-3611.
Circle 617 on inquiry card.

,
information on replacement
parts, and lists approximately
60,000 IC substitutes.
IC Master is divided into 20
sections, such as microprocessors, memories, and linear
integrated circuits, and each
product group is organized by
key speCifications. Eleven technical-data sections, including
military. digital, and interface,
are arranged by function and
parameters. An advertisers '
product index, part-number index, and a manufacturer and
distributor directory are among
this set 's eight supporting
sections.
IC Master costs 595. It can
be ordered directly from IC
Master, Hearst Business Communications Inc. 645 Stewart
Ave., Garden City. NY 11530.
Circle 6J9 on inquiry card.

Computer and
Electronics Data
Handbook
Jo seph Electronics has
released the second edition of
its Computer and Electronics
Data
Handbook .
Thi s
32-page booklet contains glossaries of computer, electronic.
fiber optic. and cable terminology In addition, the most

Information Resource

commonly referred to electronic tables, formula s, and
symbols are provided . Individual copies are 51.95. Contact Joseph Electronics, 8830
North Milwaukee, Niles, IL
60648, (312) 297-4200.
Circle 623 on inquiry card.

IC Master LIsts
38,0001Cs
Guide to Micro
Periodicals

Catalog Outlines Mal/Order Software

A 16-page guide w ith information on more than 100
microcomputer periodicals has
been published . Fifty of the
periodicals are profiled, while
the remainder are organized
according to the hardwa re,
software, or topic they seNe .
Subscription prices and pertinent information are given for
all the periodicals.
The guide is 52.50. Order it
from Microguide, POB 4363,
Chic ago, IL 60680, (312)
986-1536.

A catalog outlining brandname softwa re availa ble
through mail order can be obtained from 800-Software. This
company markets packages
from nearly 30 major software
houses, including Ashton-Tate,
Continental Software, Digital
Research , Fox & Geller, Micropro, Microstuf. Pickles & Trout
and Visicorp. Computers from
such manufacturers as Apple,
Cromemco, Dyn abyte, Heath/
Zenith , Intertec. Micropolis,
North Star, Televideo, Xerox,
and others are supported. Both

Circle 624 on inquiry card .

The 1984 edition of IC
Master has been released by
Hearst Business Communication s. This two-volume, 3300page reference book lists key
specifications for more than
38,000 integrated circuits,
microcomputer boards, microprocessor development systems. PROM programmers.
and custom and semicustom
integrated circuits from over
200 manufacturers. Only products currently offered are described in the data tables;
however, an alternate-source
directory covers both new and
discontinued devices. provides

The Whole Computer
Catalog, an illustrated guide to
professional consultants, manufacturers, and associations,
assists people seeking information on computers. Among the
topics covered in this book are
hardware in an evolving marketplace, available software,
on-line information sources,
computer careers, computer
stores, the sociological impact
of computers, magazines and
newsletters, government
publications, books, schools
that specialize in computer
science, and user groups. Each
section begins with a discussion clarifying the scope of the
topic presented.
The Whole Computer
Catalog, edited by Narda
Lacey Schwartz, is more than
400 pages long. It's available
in softcover for 535 from Designs III Publishers, 515 West
Commonwealth Ave., Fullerton, CA 92632, (714) 871-9100.
Circle 620 on inquiry card .
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MISCELLANEOUS

Disks Meet ANSI Standards
Beck Manufacturing offers a
line of single- and double-sided
5 Y4 -inch floppy disks. Beck
disks meet ANSI standards and
are backed with a seven-year
warranty. A 25-pack of singlesided disks costs $54.75 ($2.19
each); double-sided disks are
$69.75 (S2 .79 each). The Beck
25-packs come with hub-rein-

forcing rings, envelopes, colorcoded labels, and nonmetallic
protect tabs. To order, call (800)
232-5634 or write to Beck
Manufacturing, Box 111. Main
St., West Peterborough, NH
03468; in New Hampshire, call
(603) 924-3821.
Circle 629 on inquiry card .
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Antistatic Wipes
Staticide W ipes are individually wrapped towelettes saturated w ith an antistatic solution
that ca n reduce static buildup
on terminal screens, computer
hous in gs, and peripheral
cabinets. These low-lint, disposable towelettes can be
used on any surface not adversely affected by water or alcoho!. Static protection is provided at humidities as low as
15 percent. The saturating fluid

contains a topical antistat concentrate, deionized water, and
isopropyl alcohol.
Each 5 V2 - by 8-inch Static ide
towelette is packed in a small
foil package Th e suggested
price for a box of 24 is $4.98.
For a sa mple and more information, contact' ACL Inc.. 1960
East Devon Ave., Elk Grove
Village, IL 60007, (31 2) 9819212.
Circle 632 on inquiry card.

Solderless Prototyplng
Board for Micros
The EZ Board from Sabadia
Export Corporation is a solderless breadboard system for
building experimental add-ons
for microcomputers. EZ Board's
breadboarding area consists of
1460 tie points capable of
holding sixteen 14-pin DIPs.
Components w ith lead diameters of up to 0.032 inch can
be plugged in and connected
w ith ordinary hookup wire.
This glass/epoxy printedcircuit board has four distribution buses, each with 50 tie
points. The distribution buses
can be used for power,
ground, clock lines, and reset
commands. A four-position
DIP switch is mounted onboa rd, arid each DIP position
512
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corresponds to a set of tiepOint-block sockets. For rapid
identification, EZ Board has an
easily accessible array of tiepoint blocks from w hich each
pin of the computer's I/O
channels is labeled.
EZ Board is available for
Apple, Commodore, and IBM
PC systems, and their respective compatibles. Models for
other computers are in the
works. Including cable and
connectors, EZ Board is
$174.95. Add $5 shipping
w hen ordering from Sabadia
Export Corp.. POB 1132, Yorba
Linda, CA 92686, (714) 6309335.
Circle 633 on inquiry card .
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Keyboard
Replacement Has 90
Preset Functions
A detached extension
87-key keyboard, the Data
Spec comes with 90 preprogrammed Apple 11111 Plus functions and commands. By depressing the function key and
a preprogrammed key. operating commands, programming
key wo rd s, and operating-system commands are automatica lly entered into the Apple.
Among the operating commands are BOOT. CATALOG,
and INIT.; programming keyword s include FOR, NEXT.
PRINT. Some of the operating-

system commands are DIR. PIP.
TYPE, and STAT. Oat Spec has
a 10-key numeric pad, and a
full ASCII character set with uppercase and lowercase. Overall
dimensions are 7V2 by 17 V4 by
I V2 inches.
The Data Spec Keyboard is
supplied with a 10-foot coiled
cable and a three-position tilt.
The sugge sted price is
$299.95. It's available from
Alliance Research Corp.. 18215
Parthenia St., Northridge, CA
91325, (818) 701-5848.
Circle 634 on inquiry card .

ax-to Support
Packages Unveiled
Micronova recently unveiled
two software packages for the
Epson O X-IO microcomputer:
MicroRAM and OXKeys.
MicroRAM gives CP/M users
access to 167K bytes of unused
OX-IO memory by providing
RAM disk emulation. OXKeys
lets you reconfigure the OX-IO
keyboard to your liking.

MicroRAM is S80. OX Keys is
$25, including source code.
Add $2 postage to each order.
You can purchase both packages factory-direct from Micronova, RR 5, Canning, Nova
Scotia BOP IHO, Canada, (902)
582-7016.
Circle 614 on inquiry card.

What's New?
Financial Analysis
for Professionals
CRT Associates' MIFPADS
(Microcomputer Interactive Financial Planning and Development System) is a financialanalysis package for professional users of Radio Shack's
TRS-80 Models II, 12, 16, and
16B. It's suitable for such functions as amortization, trade
credit decisions, economic
order quantity. capital budgeting, time value of money. current portion of long-term debt,
and interest rate calculations.
M/FPADS can perform the following analyses: risk, statistics,
ratios, and bonds. Hard copy
can be generated. Previous
programming experience is not
required.
MIFPADS is available in both
single- and multiuser versions.
Apple lie and IBM PC configurations are in the works. The
price is $ 595. Contact CRT Associates, POB 372, Dollar Bay.
MI 49922, (906) 482-1339.
Circle 556 on inquiry card.

PCJr Word Processor
Has Full-Screen Editing
Full-screen editing on the
IBM PCjr is possible with CMA
Micro Computer's Docuwriter
jr word processor. Some of its
editing commands are block
move, deletion, insertion, copy.
and search and replace. Docuwriter jr lets you create reports
as large as 130 columns. Wordwrap and justification are also
available.
Standard PC-DOS spelling
checkers can work with Docuwriter jr files. In addition, Docuwriter jr disk-file outputs are
compatible with such word
processors as Wordstar. All the
PCjr's keyboard editing-key
operations, including cursor
control. are retained . IBM
graphics and thermal printers
are also supported, although
they are not mandatory.

Docuwriter jr requires 128K
bytes of RAM and a single disk
drive. The retail price is 579.95.
More information can be obtained from CMA Micro Computer, 55722 Santa Fe Trail,
Yucca Valley. CA 92284, (619)
365-9718.
Circle 551 on inquiry card.

Display and Print
Scientific Graphs
GraphiC from Scientific Endeavors displays and prints
scientific graphs calculated on
the Corona or IBM Pc. Written
in C and assembly language,
GraphiC provides 40 graphics
routines that can be called
upon to plot data or make text
slides. Plots are created and
stored in a 4096- by 3120-pixel
Tektronix format. It has a zoom
mode that can replay. shrink,
enlarge, or shift a picture. Magnifications from 0.2 5 to 4.0 are
available. Other features include five line types, eight
curve markers, two fonts, and
linear, logarithmic. and contour plots.
Tektronix-formatted plots
from other computers can be
replayed by GraphiC under
certain conditions, and
GraphiC files are compatible
with mainframes that support
Tektronix terminals. It operates
with such dot-matrix printers
as Epson FX/RX, C. Itoh Prowriter, and Okidata 91 and 93 .
Presently. GraphiC works
with the C-Ware DeSmet C
compiler. It requires a minimum
of 192K bytes of memory Although it can function on a
single disk drive system, two
double-sided, double-density
disk drives are preferred .
GraphiC costs 5150 and is
available directly from Scientific
Endeavors, Route 4, Box 79,
Kingston, TN 37763 .
Circle 571 on inquiry card.

Apple ROMdisk Card
ROMdisk lets Apple II users
store a full floppy disk of program files in EPROM. It can be
used in on-line systems and
permits Apple II computers to
be used as workstations. ROMdisk comes with a menu-builder program that lets you select
program files to be loaded and
has the ability to automatically boot the menu or a desired
program. Up to four ROMdisks
can be used in a single Apple.
Power is derived from the
computer.
ROMdisk works with AppleDOS 3.3 or the ProDOS operating system. It costs 5499 .
Further details are available
from Curtis Inc., 22 Red Fox
Rd. , St. Paul. MN 55110, (612)
4B4-9183.
Circle 604 on inquiry card.

Statistical Package
for Mainframes
Ported to PC
SPSS/PC is a menu-format
IBM PC version of SPSS-X, a
mainframe statistical-analysis
and data-management package. SPSSlPC gives you univariate statistics, cross tabulations,
correlations, multiple regressions, nonparametric tests, log
linear, and contour and scatter plot procedures. You can
analyze factors and variance
and generate tables and
graphs, which can then be reformatted for display or presentation-quality hard copy.
SPSSlPC can handle missing
values, sort cases, and compute new variables. Up to 150
variables can be drawn upon.
Cases are limited only by disk
space. Help commands, an integrated report-writing facility.
and an on-line tutorial are
supplied.
An IBM PC or PC XT with
320K bytes of RAM a harddisk drive, 8087 coprocessor,
and PC-DOS are necessary

(Note that SPSSlPC will use
approximately I megabyte of
hard-disk storage.) With documentation and demonstration
disk, SPSSlPC costs 5795. A
version for DEC Professional
Series computers is available.
For more information, contact
SPSS Inc., Marketing Department, Suite 3000, 444 North
Michigan Ave. , Chicago, IL
60611 , (312) 329-2400.
Circle 552 on inquiry card.

CP/M Computer
Mounts on
Floppy Drive
The Little Board, a singleboard CP/M computer from
Ampro, can be screwed directly onto the mounting holes of
a 5 Y4 -inch floppy-disk drive.
Outfitted with a 4-MHz Z80A
central processor, 64K bytes of
RAM a boot EPROM floppydisk controller, terminal and
modem ports, and a Centronics-type parallel port, Little
Board can support four singleor double-density. single- or
double-sided, 48- or 96-tpi disk
drives. Through software, one
of its serial RS-232C ports can
put forth data at 75 to 38,400
bps, while the other administers rates ranging from 75 to
9600 bps.
The Little Board runs under
CP/M 2.2. A set of utility programs for formatting and copying data is furni shed. A disktranslation utility lets Little
Board read, write, and execute
programs and data from Kaypro, Morrow Designs, IBM Pc.
and other computers.
Power requirements are +5
V DC at 750 mA and +12 V
DC at 50 mA. Little Board lists
for . 5349 . CP/M BIOS source
code is 549. Contact Ampro,
67 East Evelyn Ave" POB
390427, Mountain View. CA
94039, (415) 962-0230.
Circle 594 on inquiry card.
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68000 Coprocessor
Speeds Apple Programs
Saybrook II. a 16-/32-bit
68000 coprocessor board, is
said to execute Apple Pascal,
FORTRAN, and BASIC programs 10 to 30 times faster
than normal. The base system
comprises 128K bytes of RAM
UCSD p-System Run-time Unit
version 1V.13, Applesoft-compatible 68000 BASIC. turtle
graphics, a 24-hour time-ofday clock, and five programmable timers. It's available in
8-, 12.5-, and 14-MHz versions
for 5895, 51195, and 51395, respectively.
An advanced model of Saybrook II is also available. This
system has all the features of
the base unit pius a screen
editor, graphics package, crossassembler, and either a
FORTRAN-n, Pascal. or BASIC
compiler. Depending on the
clock rate, the Saybrook II advanced model costs 5995,
51295, or 51495.
Options include compilers,
CP/M-68K, Unix with C. and a
128K-byte RAM card that's expandable to 2 megabytes. The
additional compilers cost 595
each. Inquire about RAM card
pricing. Produced and manu~ctured by Analytical Engines
Inc.. Suite 305, 3415 Greystone,
Austin, TX 78731. (512)
346-8430.
Circle 599 on inquiry card.

68008 STD Board
Peopleware Systems has
brought out a 68008-based
STD bus microprocessor board.
The 68008, a 16-/32-bit processor running at 8 MHz, has approximately 60 percent of the
throughput of an equivalent
68000 microprocessor. This
board has buffered data and
control signals for expansion
and three 28-pin JEDEC sock514
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ets for 32K bytes of memory;
one of the sockets is configured for 2764- or 27128-type
EPROMs. Off-board memory
access is facilitated by a oneof-eight decoder/driver that
selects memory cards via a
front connector; up to 1 megabyte of memory can be addressed. Two RS-232C ports
with RTS and CTS signals are
supported; the transmit and
receive data rates can be individually set. All address, data,
and control signals are TTLcompatible.
Prices begin at 5595. For a
complete description, contact
Peopleware Systems Inc.. 5190
West 76th St.. Minneapolis,
MN 55435, (612) 831-0827.
Circle 590 on inquiry card.

optional plug-in card produces
bit-mapped raster-screen
displays with a resolution of
684 by 384 pixels. In addition,
this arrangement emulates
Tektronix 4010/4014 vector
drawing, point plotting, and
graphics-input modes. The
TDV character generator can
handle 1024 characters. Latin,
Cyrillic, and Greek alphabets
are available, and mathematics
and semigraphics symbols can
be obtained. Characters can
be double height and width.
Other options include a 2Kbyte print buffer and communications protocols. The Series
TDV 2200S begins at $1875.
For full specifications, contact
Tandberg Data Inc., POB 99,
Labriola Court, Armonk, NY
10504, (914) 273-6400.
Circle 587 on inquiry card.

Terminal PlugCompatible with VTt 00
Tandberg Data 's Series TDV
2200S editing/display terminal
is plug-compatible with DEC
VT100, Data General 6053,
and other terminals. The basic
TDV features an 8.75-MHz
8085/2 processor, a 70,Hz refresh rate, 8K bytes of dedicated RAM 512 bytes of nonvo latile memory. 16 soft
switches under user or software control, tilt-and-swivel
pedestal, height adjustment,
121-key (maximum) detachable
keyboard, and a IS-inch
screen. Characters are greenan-green; black-an-white is
optional. The set-up menu is
written in plain English.
The TDV can be equipped
with up to 56K bytes of memory; some versions can store
up to eight pages of data. An
add-on controller enables the
TDV to communicate through
packet-switched networks
using X.25 protocols. The TDV
can transmit by character,
page, block, or line/field. An

Development System
for Adams
Frobco is marketing a
software-development system
for formatting 32K-byte Adam/
Colecovision cartridges. This
package contains a 32K-byte
interface unit that plugs into
the Coleco's expansion slot, an
interface board for Apple slot
number two, and a EPROM
cartridge adapter board that

connects with the Coleco's
cartridge slot. Any program in
the interface unit can be read,
modified, and run through the
Adam. Programs in the interface RAM can be stored on an
Apple disk.
Frobco's system development software lets you tran sfer
programs from the Apple disk
or Coleco cartridge to the interface unit. access the
Adam/Colecovision's memory
space and I/O channels, set
breakpoints in code for initiating or halting graphics motion in real time, and observe
and mOdify a cartridge's contents. A built-in Z80 disassembler lets you review a cartridge's object code.
With the EPROM cartridge
adapter, you can create and
run a prototype program. It has
four 8K-byte 2764-type
EPROM sockets. Detailed information on the Adam's operating system, memory map,
display processor, and sound
generator are supplied.
Minimum hardware requirements consist of an Apple II
Plus or lie, a floppy-disk drive,
Microsoft-compatible Z80 card,
monitor, and an Adam/Colecovision console. The list price
is 51995. For more informatiQn,
contact Frobco, Tri-Comp
Polytechnical Inc.. 603 Mission
St.. Santa Cruz, CA 95060,
(408) 429-1551.
Circle 600 on inquiry card.

Where Do New Products Items Come From?
The information printed in the new products pages of BYTE is
obtained from " new product" or " press release " copy sent by
the promoters of new products. If in our judgment the information might be of interest to the personal computing experimenters and homebrewers who read BYTE, we print it in some
form. We openly solicit releases and photos from manufacturers and suppliers to this marl<etplace. The information is
printed more or less as a first-in first-out queue, subjectlto occasional priority modifications. While we would not I<nowingIy print untrue or inaccurate data, or data from unreliable companies, our capacity to evaluate the products and companies
appearing in the "What 's New? " feature is necessarily limited.
We therefore cannot be responsible for product quality or
company performance.
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Introductory Offer
(Offer expires May 31, 1984)
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"Need a 16-bit IBM-PCro. to process your data?"
The first IBMTM compatible that IS compatible! A complete system including the PC-DOSTM operating system from IBMTM. Two thinline doublesided 5;4" Disk Drives hold 360K of formatted storage each, the other
drive opening is fitted with a close-out plate. Removal of the plate will allow
room for a Winchester Hard Disk. The Power Supply is like that of an IBMPC XT™ .. Hard Disk ready! How compatible is the XPC-XT? It will run
1-2-3™, Flight Simulator™, dBASE /I'M, WordStar™, SuperCalc™,
VisiCalc® and hundreds of others, The system will also support MSDOS™ 1.1 and 2.1, PC-DOST'" 2.2, CP/M-86™ and Unix Operating
Systems. Add-on an additional 192K of RAM for a full 256K of on-board
Memory for only $195.00. This computer comes standard with 2 Serial
and 1 parallel ports (IBMTM COM1 and COM2). No need to purchase
Add-On cards.

BASIC XPC SYSTEM

opC-DOST• Operating

~ystem Vers o 2.1
0110-220 VAC , 50-60 Hz
064K of parity checked RAM, expandable oHigh resolution , 12" Monitor with Green
Screen and 18MHz bandwidth .
on-board to 256K
oTwo Slimline 5lf4" DS/DD 48 TPI Floppys
08088 16-biI CPU
@ 360K storage each .
05 IBM compatible expansion slots
oFloppy Disk Controller expansion card,
04 DMA and 3 Timer channels
runs up to four SS or DO Floppys
oUp to 32K of EPROM (supplied with full 8K) oALSO supports MS-DOS'· and
oDDS BIOS on EPROM
CP/M-86C!> Operating Systems
oFull size capacitance touch keyboard with oPower Supply is Hard Disk ready , no need
to add-on additional power
10 function keys and calculator type
numeric keypad
oFull One Year Parts and Labor Warranty
08087 Math Co-Processor ready
on all XOS
products!

~~.

This Is the sfandard Floppy Inferface Card supplied In all
systems not using Tape Back-up . It can access up to four
drives In 48 or 96 TPI formats. The same high quality data
separator as used In IBM'· counterparts, Insures data
Integrity. BOA-6001 -00 .......... .. . ... $255 _00

EXPANSION MEMORY

This super reliable , four layer design Memory Card can
be expanded from 64K to 576K In 64K Increments (at
$75.00 ea.). We 've tested them all and can recommend
this one wnh confidence . The price below Is with 64K and
Includes Spooler and RAM DISK software .
BOA-8650-00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . $255 ,00

CALENDAR CLOCK
This simple but effective Card should be ordered with
every system. Battery Back-up (naturally) keeps your Disk
Log right up to date. Saves typing In the date everytlme
you "boot up" the system . BOA-8700·00 .. $149,00

~
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Complete Packages

Includes BIOS Software, 5;4 • Winchester Hard Disk,
mounting hardware, Interface P.C .B. for expansion
slot, and all the necessary power and data cables (the
Power Supply in the XPC-XT is Hard Disk ready) .

10 Megabyte

65 Megabyte

$995

$2495

20 Megabyte

105 Megabyte

$1295

$3295

40 Megabyte

140 Megabyte

$1795

$4195

Archive Tape Back-up unit shown above is of 20 and
40 megabyte capacity. Memtek unit will soon be
available at 1 0 megabyte capacity at approximately
One-Half the cost!
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The following are registered Trademarks and their Companys : 1-2-3-Lotus Development Company: MS-OOS.
PC-DOS . Flight Simulator-MicroSoft; dBase II-Ashton-Tate; WordStar-MicroPro International Corp.; SuperCalcSorcim , Inc .; VlsiCalc-VlsICorp, Inc. ; CP/M-86-Dlgltal Research Inc.; IBM , IBM-PC , IBM-PC XT-Internatlonal
·Buslness Machines .

HARD DISK ADD-ON

SUPER 12 PAK MULTI-FUNCTION

Now we need a full page to describe this fantastic Card!
Since we only have a 1I"'e room, here are the features:
IBM'· compatible Joystick Port (2) , Real -Time
Chronograph (Ba"ery Back-up), Parallel Port, Serial Port,
64K to 384K of Parity Memory , Print Spooler and RAM DISK software, and supplied with OK of Memory.
BOA-8680-00 .. ............ .... . . ..... $345.00

Only

$ 8 9 5 ~_ r::....-_

02 Serial and one Paraliel Port
oand MORE! oSYS-8000-00

C-

300/1200 BAUD MODEM

If this Is your first computer, you will soon want It to Communicate. Compuserve and The 5oon:e are on your screen
minutes after you plug-In this Custom Made Unit. Supplied wnh cable to plug Into any wall outlet. Auto-Dial Software " remembers " phone numbers and log-In sequences
to ease operation . Software Included for each operating
system. BOA-8725-00 .......... ...... .. $295 ,00

If that Incredibly LOW Total System price doesn 't suit
you , try this "Do It Yourself System" and take
your pick of the wide range of options listed below .
The Features: 064K RAM oExpandable to 256K
04 DMA channels 05 Expansion Slots
oRuns MS/DDS'· and CP/M-86'M (not Included)
oMulti-function Keyboard and Cable
oHard Disk Ready Power Supply

COLOR ADAPTOR
Color and monochrome combinations , can be run
slmullaneously. Flight SlmulatorT" , f-2-3'· all perform
without modifications . NO FLICKER! Besides performing
perfectly, Included are: Light Pen Interface, Print Spooler,
and RAM Disk options! BOA-8400-00 ...... $495.00

COLOR

~

MONOCHROME

MON-1500-00 $345 ,00
MON-l000-00 $125 ,00
Three models of Color to choose
from, each with higher and higher
resolution . Price from $3'45.00 to
5750.00 . Monochrome Unit Is
outstandingly clear and easy on the _ _ _~
eyes . In Green or Amber screens.
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HARD DISK ONLY INTERFACE

A Simple, quick solution to adding a Hard Disk to your
XPC. All you need Is this card, a Cable, and the Drive.
Handles from 5 to 140 megabytes with minimum software
configuration . Order with your System now or order later.
Compatible with all the operating systems .
BOA-8050-00 ................ . . ....... $375.00

H.D.lTAPE CONTROLLER

This package consists of a combination Interface Adaptor having SCSI H.D.lTAPE Connector as well as the Floppy Controller. Two additional 5" form factor Boards are
'Included and mount over the Tape Drive and Hard Disk.
10,20, & 40 megabytes of Back-up Is added to your Hard
Disk. BOA-8675-00 .
. $750 .00

.. ..
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MONOCHROME ADAPTOR

If you are Impressed with all the rave reviews that the
~. Hercules Graphics Card gets, you will love ours!
Made expressly for the XPC-XT by Hercules
themselves , It runs everything the Hercules Card does
(1-2-3T. , dBase II , etc.). BOA-8500-00 .... $395,00
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Circle 365 on inquiry card .

CHECK SUNTRON/CS N EW LO W PRICES
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1-800-421-5775
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laM Com atihle Products A Ie Com atihle Products General Products- cont.
NEW MODEL SAM WOO DISPLAY
HI-RESOLUTION
VIDEO MONITORS

r

$55

QUADRAM-2 (2) Ser. Ports w /64K .. $355.00
QUADBOARD 11 ea) ParISer. w/S4K .. 355.00
QUAD 512 + w /S4K
.... 305.00
QUAD 512 + w/512K.. ...
. 665.00
CLOCK/CALENDAR BOARD ....... . . 105.00
MODEM Sig nal man Mark 5 ......... 215.00
ADD-ON Hard Disk Drive System
6Mb w/Po,,!er Supply & Cabinet . 1799.00
Controller for above Hard Drive ... 279.00
PC 1600-1
...... Call
COLUMBIA VP IPortable). . . . . . . . . . . Call
EAGLE COMPUTER PC-2 . . . . . . . . . . ... Call
AST SIX PACK CARD Six-function card
with 64K·348K RAM M emory, Parallel Port,
Serial Port, Clock Ca lendar. Super Drive
and Super Spoo l .
. .. only 291 .00
MSI DUAL VO 12 ea ) Ser/Par. & Cl k . 175,00
MSI 256K RAM Board
256K RAM Boa rd with 64K ... .. . : . 199.00
256K RAM Board w ith 256K. .
Call
MSI 256K w /Parallel or Serial Port
256K w /Pa raliel Port and 64K . . . .. 259.00
256K w /Paraliel Port and 256K ...... Call
256K w /Serial Po rt and 64K . . . . . . . 259.00
256K wiSe ria l Port and 256K .... . ... Call
VISTA DISKMASTER DMA
Diskmaster interfaces Sub 4", 5W', 8" &
V1200 6Mb Har d Disk
...... 225.00
IBM TEAC Disk Drive DSDD,
40 Track Slimline .............. " . 215.00
APPRATE IBM PROM Blaster . .. . . . . 129.00
CABLE Parallel for IBM,
Eagle & Columbia. . . .. . .
. .. 29.95
IBM Prototype Board-SUN-20S double sided
glass wi th gold plated te rminals . . . 29.50

Software

Features : • Anti glare screen· Att ractive
case · Std composite video input, also out-

g~~1~rd~~:~7~h ~e~~~~~ro~~t~~iinV~~~~

, 32 characters across· Adju stab le co n trast,
bri gh tn ess, VlH-hold, V-size, H-center· Inpu t
impedance : high or75 ohm · Passes FCC test
for computer equipmen t· UL approved
Compatible With: IBM, IBM PCj r, Apple II,
A pp le li e, Co mm odore, Col um bi a MPC,
Eag le, Radio Shack, Sin clairlTimex, and
more.

12621 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250

3-up

DM-216 12" Green
$135.00
DM-216 12" Orange ....... $139.00

Call
Call

DEALER INQUIR Y IN VITED

MX COMPATIBLE BMC PRINTER
BX-SO dot matrix printer

259.00

RAM & ROM IN STOCK , .. , Call
Mother Boards & Card Cages

100 up
1.55
2.30

MODEM Nova tion 103 Smart·Cat .. $210.00
MODEM Signalman Mark 7 IRS232) . 11 5.00

==-=- SUNTRONICS CO., INC..
==-=~~

10 up
1.75
2.50

. ,"
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SLOTS

Bare Bd

KIT

A &. T

w /CAGE

6
S
12

$19.00
24.00
29.00

$44.00
56.00
75.00

$59.00
Sl.00
110.00

$84.00
116.00
150.00

10M Hz, No termination. Includes power indicator and
wiring for muffin fan. Uses OK connector for solderless
installation and removal of power & reset lines.

STORE HOURS:

MaN ·FRI 9 .00am to 6:00pm
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64KSM A&T with out RAM ...

General Products
5V..n Diskettes
SS/DD 11 00% certified)
DS/DD 1100% ce rtifi ed )

- ----- ---

I

!.

Each

Formats for Following Software Include:
IBM, MS DOS, Apple CPM, S" CPM 2.2
WORD PROCESSOR IBenchmark) .. $299.00
MAILING LIST (Benchmark) .
. ... 140.00
SPELLING CHECKER (Benchmark) .. 105.00
. ..... . 85.00
TELECOM IBenchmarkl ...
CDEX IBM Traini ng.
. .. . . . .. 52.00
PEARL Data M an ager. See reviews .. .
Ea sy·To-Use ... Powerful.
. . . ... 199.00

--

I

AFDC·l Fl oppy Disk Dr ive
...
95
Contro ller
Runs DOS 3.3 with any standard Shugart compatible 5W' disk drive. (2 drives each ca rd).
Does not read 1/2 track.
Apprate PROM Blaster ..
. .. 119.00
. ..... . 159.00
" ALS" 80 Column Card.
" ALS" Z·CARD (Z80 CPU) .
. .. 149.00
API Apple Parallel Prin ter Inte rface card .
Centro nics Compa ti ble.
. . , $39.00
Apple Compatible Drives 140
Track, 163K) .. .
. 195. 00
SUN-Z-SO CARD ISofica rd
Compatibl e) .
. ... . 55.00
SUN-SO COLUMN CARD. . .
. .. 97.00
POWER SUPPLY 15 amp ) .
.. 59.95
COOLING FAN . . . . .
. 42.00

III 11110 t III 213~644-1149

S-100 Products

$155 00

64KSM A&T w /64k RAM 132-61 1S's) . 339.00
5·100 Board Uses 6MH z 61 16' s. 'Iz Amp
max. power. Bank Se lect plus Exte n ded
A ddressing all ows f or m ulti-memory
board se t-up. 4 independ ant 16K Blocks
m ake easy u se w it h m u lti-use r syste ms. Any 2K RAM may be replaced by
a 27 16 EPROM .
SBC-SSO Z80A CPU, A& T .
. .. $149.00
SBC·SSO Z80A CPU , Ki t. .
. .... 129.00
4MHz Z80A CPU boards wit h
RAM, ROM & Serial/Paraliel Ports.
UFDC-l Floppy Controller, A&T .. . .. 245.00
UFDC-l Flop py Cont rolle r, Kit . .. . . 225.00
Th e UFDC-1 Floppy Con troller uses the
WD1795 chip which runs either
and/o r 8"/5'/4" Disk Drives.
CLOCK CALENDAR A&T. . ...
. ... 115.00
CLOCK CALENDAR Kit . ............. 95.00
This S-100 Clock Calendar Board has
4 interru pts, Time, Day of Week
and Battery Backup.
Call for 5 -100 Quantity Discounts

S ecial Sale Items
SUN -721 S-100 Prototype Board ..... 9.95
SUN-722 Appl e Prototype Boa rd . .... 5,95
See our January 1984 BYTE Ad for above it em
descriptions. Ouantit les are lim it ed.

SATURDAY 10 OOam to 5 OOpm

MailOrder-Mln Order$10 Visa or MasterCard (please !nclude eXpiration date) Add $200 (shiPPing and handllllg) for
first 3 pounds plus 50 for each additional pound to your order CA resIdents add CalIf sales tax

YOUR LOW PRICED
ANSWER ...
PRINTERS
C.ITOH

Prowril er 851 0 AP, 120cps ....... $ 339
Prowril er II 1550AP, 15" 120cps
545
Sl arwri l er F1 ()'40PU , 40 cps
989
Pri nlmaster F1 0·55PU, 55 cps
1345

EPSON

$ 409
520
729

RX80 FT, 120 cps.
FX80, 10" 160 cps ...... . . ... .
FX 100, 15" 160 cps

OKIDATA

ML82A, 10" carri age.
ML83A, 15"carriage .
ML92P, 160cps ............ .
ML93P, 160cps

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini l OX, 10", 120cps
Gemini 15X, 15", 120cps . .
Della 10, 10", 160cps

USI
PI2 11 2" Green)
PI31 12" Amber) .

... ... $ 129
135

GORILLA
Hi·ReS. 12" Green .
Hi-Res. 12" Amber

.. .. $

AMDEK
.... $
V300G
V300A .. .... ...
V310A for IB MPC ......... .
Color I, 13" ColorComposile .
Color II, RGB .

85
95
135
145
165
289
409

Six Pak Plus ...
.. ... $
Mega Plus II. .
Co mbo Plus.
10Plus ll . . .. ... .. . .. .. .. . .
64K, 9 chips .

.. $

NEC

HAYES MICRO

TAXAN

12NI12"Green) .
12NUY(12" Amber) .

BYTE May 1984

.. $ 129

139

55

MICROMAX
View m ax BO E,
lor App le II E ....
for App le ll & II +

JB 1260, 12" Gree n .... . ....... " .$ 109
JB 1201M,BOcol. ....
155
JB 1205MIA)w/audio ..........
165
JC 1203 HI·ResColor lBM cam p.
465

279
279
269
129

64K MEMORY UPGRADE

BMC

12 UWI12 " Green) .......... .... . $ 89
9191 ColorComposile
229
12 EUN 20M HzIHi·Res).
125

516

IBM/APPLE ACCESS.
AST RESEARCH

128K

80 col. card
.. ....... $ 129
139

MODEMS
300 Baud Smart Modem ....
1200 Baud Smart Modem . .
12OO B for IBMPC .......... .
Micro Modem liE wfTerm. pkg.

... $ 205
499

409
259

NOVATION

J Cal 300 Baud
App leCal 1i .

.............. $ 119
269

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

JUKI

6100 La 15" , 1Scpsw/propor.spac . $ 469

~~~rtr~J Grapp ler '':: ; SK 'e xp64K

$

g~

.. $

89

.$

49

.$

49
129
199

WESPER
FOURTH DIMENSION
Par. Card & Cab le for Apple .

TRACTORS
Okidala for 82A & 92 .
Juki Bi·Oirec tional ..... .
Toshiba Bi-Directiona l .

MICROTEK
Dumpling GX Graphic Interface . .. $ 99
149
Dumpling GX w/ t 6K .
Dumpling GX w/32K ..... .
165
Addilio nal Buflering , 16K .
16

CABLES

. $ 278
409
469

TOSHIBA

ORANGE MICRO

Wizard Personal Card & Cable .

.. $ 299
559
429
709

Any Computer to Parallel Printer ... $

P1350ll) Dot Matrix, L. Q.. graphics . $1695

IF YOU SEE IT ADVERTISED
FOR LESS, CALL US FIRST
FOR LOWEST QUOTE!
MAILOROER:
12841 S. Hawthorne 8Ivd .. No. 585
Hawthorne, California 90250
~\OROER O E S K : .1

\~\ (2 13)514-901.9

_

Mon.-Fr i. 8 a.m. to 6 ·; p.m.
Saturday 11 B.m. to 3 p.m.
We accept VISA . MasterCard. COD !w/OOposit ). Ccrotll!(J
Cher.ll s CJ" W ru Transfers 5CJo11C Ilen'15 5t.btcct to bacIc
O"dcr CA ~ add 6 ~" fax A--ccs SlbfCCt to dlarlg€l

29

Circle 96 on inquiry card .

Corporate & Institutional Buyers Welcome
We accept purchase orders 'rom well qualified corporatIons & institutions. Place us on your bid list. Call for our Buyer's Guide.

SERVICE· SELECTION· SATISFACTION· SAVINGS
Those are four ver) important words. To )OU as a customer and to us as a business. If you're just shoppin~ price you'll find dozens of outlets to buy from. Rut
il' )ou're shoppin~ mille you'll search for a supplier with those four words to offer, not just one! We've been in business IOf/ger than 90OJo of our competition.
Wonder wh)? We practice those jOllr words; we offer a \\ider more popular collection of hardware and software, we have one of the best satisfaction
~uarantees, and of course our prices are very competitive. (;0 ahead . . . shop around . When you want more than just a price, shop with us.

COMPUTERS

IBM ADD·ONS

PRINTERS

AST Research
All Asr Boards come wi/h SuperDflve. Super$pool.
and one. year warranty.
S"PakPlus 64 K upgradable 10 384K. wllh clock
calendar. 5enal and parallel pons
(game port optional)
265
Megap/us II 64K upgradabfe /0 256K (Of more With
MegaPak) with clock calendar and serial port
(parallel. gamc. or second serial parI optIOnal) 265
MegaPak 128K (not upgradable)
225
MegaPak 256K
27 5

Unless otherwise noted. all 01 Ihe prinlers listed
have para llel interlaces .

I/O Plus 11 with cloc k ca lendar and serial pori

~~~.i,~f." B:::;:,' o:r s;~g;~i~~~:~O~~~p~'g~~~y ~~f
board(speclfy board)

40ea

64K Memory upgrade Increments lor any AST

board(lhar 'S upgradaDle)

60ea

Conneclall connecter bra~ke l

15

Amdek
MAl Board
Hercules Compuler
He rcules Graphics Card

459

(Wllh parallel POri)
Graph ·X Soil ware

339
45

Typel'lriler slyle keyboard(KB 5150l

call

Deluxe Keyboard
Koala Touch Tablel w /so l1ware

call
95

call
call
ca ll
call
call

Ouad jel 40 cps 8 5" clg COlo r

699

Gemini lO X 120 cps 10" C1g
Gemini 15X 120 cps 15" crg
Della 10 160 cps 10" crg
Della 15160cps 15' crg
1340P 160 cps 10 " crg
1350P 160cps 15" crq
Transtar

Floppy Disk Connoller
Floppy Disk Coni roller
(Ivllh parallel POri)

175

31550 cps 10·· crg co lor SPECIAL
We also carry Mannesman Tally and NEe.

229

389

C. Iloh

229
339

Starwriler 40 cps 15 " crg
Pnntmasler 55 cps 15 " erg
Oaisywriler 2000 40 cps lG " crg
Dynax

Planlronics/ Frederick

COLORPLUS (w,lh Color MagIC)

389

Duadram

We are a lull line Ouadram Dealer
New Expanded Quadboard 64K
.

259

64K Memory upgrade increments lor Ouadram

60ea

Microfazer Pri nter Buller (par . ) w/ copy MP 64 (64K)

upgradable 10 512K

229

Ouadcolor I color graphics card

210

Quadcolor II (add-on 10 Quadcolor 1)
205
Ouadlink-Newesl Version (allows your IBM-PC 10

run mosl Apple II programs)

'89

Ouadisk (vanous

ca ll

size 10 72 meg)

AIO Plus 64K (upgradable 10 384K) \VIm PC ac·
cetera/or. clock calendar. senal and parallel port.
and' 'Connec/all" type bracket
(game cable oplional)
259
Graphix Plus (cofor & monochrome)
349
Call for prices on other ST8 products
Tacm;'jr

Grapnics Masler

539

DISK DRIVE PRICES .

SURGE PROTECTORS
lemon wall umt wi1h 6 receptacles .
lime power COld with 6 receptacles
Peach wall unil. line filler & 6 recep/acles
Orange power cord. line filler & 6 recep tacles

429

HR -1513 cps 13 " crg
HR·25 23 cps 16·' erg
Juki 6100 18 cps 13 ' · erg

999
1245
995
459
725
455

Silver Reed

expandable to 384K. with clock calendar. parallel.
serial & game pon . 1/ 0 bracket. and Ouadmasle-

boards and bullers

769
1529

Letter Ouality

Paradise Systems

MulliOisplay Ca rd (color & mOllo)
Persysl
Color GraphiCS Board
5B64 64K Mullilunclion Card

299
399
449
629

Toshiba

Maynard Eleclronics

CALL FOR OUR

c,111
call
30
30

Mlcroline 82A 120 cps 10" crg
Mlc rot me 92 160 cps 10 crg
Mlcroline 83A 120 cps t S" crg
Microll ne93 160cps 15 " erg
Mlcrohne B4A P 200 cps 15 . erg
Ouadram

(Connecls 10 game par')

Sre-

call
"II

Star Micronics

Keylronics

sollware

369
639

Epson
All Epso n printers Include GRAFTRAX·PlUS

RX -80 100 cps 10" crg
RX·80 F/ T 100 cps 10 ·' crg
FX-80 160cps 10" crg
FX·l00 160 q:s 15" crg
Tractol lor FX ·80
Epson 10 IBM Parallel Cable
Okidala

45
59

69
99

EXP.500 16 cps 10'· crg
EXP 550 20 cps 17" crg

439
569

Transtar

120P 14 cps 12" crg
130P 18 cps 17" crg

call
call

We also carry IIEC & Oiablo .

PC wilh 256K or XT
t600 · 1 or 1600·4 10mb w/software .
Col umbia VP complele pOf/able .

Compaq
Eagle

or Com paq pillS ,onable

pC-c. PC+ , & PG+ wllOmb
Franklin Apple compal lble syslems

call

Notations suggesting mon ito rs for IBM are compatl ·
ble with IBM PC compatible syslems
149
t 59

310A 12 " Amber or green mono . IIBM)
Colo r I Plus 12 " compOSl/e colo r
Color II PillS 12" RGB

169

call
599
call

IBM SOFTWARE
AppllcarlOns soltware trammg packages specify the
appllcalUJII
eaet' only 55
Alpha Soltware
Database Manager II

Apple-IB M Connec1l0n
Ashton Tate

. 385
199
, 139

PI ' 312 " Amber orgrce n mono (IBM)
Taxan
12" Amber or green monochrome

155

ViSIOn 11112 " hi· ' res RGB
RGB 420 Super III -resolullOli RGB
We also carry NEC . BMC . and ZENITH .

449
479

189
call

145

99
49

Lolus 1·2·3

339
449

WordSlar
InloSlar
MiCiorim R: Ba se 4000

329
.329
329

Micro solt
Mull1-lool WOld wllfl Mouse
Mulll· tool Word
Microstuf Crosslalk
Norlon Utilities

. 249
139
59

Pro key by Ro sesoh

319

59

Software Products Inll

Open Acce ss
Sollware Publishing
pis· Wrile
pis File
pis Reporl

389
.. 99
.99
.99
~

Peachlre e Peachlexl 5000
249
We have many more sol/ware packages availabfe lor
Ihe IBM PC. Send lor our 1984 Buver 's Guide .

APPLE ADD·ONS
Dispatcher senal RS-232 card

479

Smartmodem 1200e· (IBM mternal model Wllfl
Smarlcom If software)
419
Smart com II soflwarc
75
Smart modern 10 i8M cable
25
Mrcromodem liE
235
Novation
Access 1-2-3 (IBM mternal model wllh Crosstall<

software)
Smarlcall03 300 baud
Smartcal 103/2 12 1200 baud
App lecal II

395
175

415
249

Promodem 1200
SSM

369

Trans rnodem 1200

499

DISKETTES
Scolch 3M
Sgl Sided - Obi OenSily 5'I. Box 01 10
Obi Sided - Obi Oensily 5 '/.' Box 0/10
Verbalim OS/OO 5 'I. Box oliO
Elephanl OS / OO 5'1. Box 0110
SK Cerlilied & tested with l ifetIme WarranTy
Box ol l00S / 00 SuperSpecialor.ly

20

35
35
32
26

INFORMATION

FREE!

BUYER'S GUIDE

Our Buyer's Guide has all of. our
current product s and all of our lOa
10lV 10 adverlise prices and so me
handy comparison chart s. To
receive your free copy , please write
us with your name , a ddress a nd
type of computer you own or plan
to buy , or call (619) 460·6502 .
NOTE: Operators cannot accept
requests for the Buyer' s Guide on
our toll-free order line. Thank
You.

We guarantee every item In this
advertisement for 30 days. If. for
any reason whatsoever. you are
not satisfied with an y mercha n·
dise purchased from us, we want

Soli card w/ CP/ M
. . ...
50llcard Plus w/80 col card . w/o 16K .

you to return It to us. We will ex·
change it for exactly what you
want, or will refund your money.
Defective software may only be
exchanged for replacement due to

Premium System w/ BO col ca rd & 16K
Orange Micro

Grappler Plus
Buttered Grappler
Buller Board for use WillI Grappler
Vidcx
Videoterm 80 column w/sofl switch .
Ultraterm t 32 column card

210

Smarlmodem 1200

SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

ALS

149
469
call

109

129

MicroPro International
WordS tar ProfeSSIO nal

Microsoft

Princeton Graphics

199

Friday'
BPI General Accounting
Continental
Home Accountant Plus
The Tax Advantage

11 5
275

Hayes
Smart modem 300

. 169

dB"e II

FCM (F"" Class Mail)
UliraFlle (Iile l reporr I graph)

Mark VII 300 baud
Mark XII 1200 baud

Prometheus

American Training Inti

CP/ M Card Plus (Z- Card wi CPI M 3.0)
Z-Card II
.
Dark star Snapshot II copy card

HX-12 12 " RGB(690 x240)
SR-1212 " RGB(690x4BO)
MAX-12 12" Amber monochrome (lor IBM)
auadra m auadchrome RGB (690 x 240)
USI

call

call

lava PC COmpafllJle sySlO1IJ

419

299

Comrex

ca ll

call

NEC

Amdek
300G 12 " Green monochrome
300A 12" Amber monochrome

. call

APe color & mo nochrome syslems
NEe 820 t pnrlable computer

~s G ra~

MONITORS

5600 12" Amber 01 green mono (I BM )

MODEMS
Anchor AutomatiOrl

Columbia

Dot Matrix
C. lIoh
8510P 120 cps 10· ' crg
155 0PI20cpsI5·· crg

IBM

d~~r~~~~t dfa~~~ :o~[cleaS ~~~
terms of sales please write or call
. 269

(619) 460·6502.

We also carry many popular software packages lor
Ihe Apple.

TERMS : All price s li s ted reflect a 5 0/" cash di sco unt for pre ·paid (non-credit related) cash order s. rO I fastest s ervice, send a money order. cashiers or certified check , Personal checks allow
3 weeks to cle ar. We acce pt VISA . M asterCa rd. American Express . Diner's Club a nd Carte Bl anc he (add 3% ). Purch ase orders from well qualified corporations and insti t utions are a ccepted;
if n o t pre· p aid with PO a dd 5"/,., to ad price s. term s are 2°/., 10. Net 30 . Shipping . h a ndling & in surance cha rge s add 3% o f merchandise total (min . S5.00). California destinations add 6% sa les
l ax . Foreign custor.lers plea se ca ll o r write . Return s mu s t include all original m a terials and be in new an d resa le ab le condition for full refund . All equipment is new , complete. and warranted
by' the manuf acturer, Price s and availability subject 10 ct"!ange without rlotice , We are not respons ible for typograp hical err~ rs or ommissions.

IBM PC 256K
2X 320 KB DS/DD DISK DRIVES
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER, COLOR CARD
ALL FOR $2599
ALSO AVAILABLE
w/10 MB INTERNAL HARD DISK
$3,599.00
IBM PORTABLE (Available)
$ CALL
(Call for other configurations)

SPECIAL

*"9944/100% SYSTEM COMPATIBLE"

RBASE
$ CALL

IBM MULTIFUNCTION BOARD
Quadboard 64K
Expandable to 384K
Parallel , Serial Port
Game Port, I/O Bracket
Quadboard II 64K
Memory expansion
2 Serial ports

$289.00

$289.00

$ CALL
Profit Systems
Run 9 programs
simultaneously.
Serial, Port
Expandable to 512K
ALSO AVAI lABlE
Excellent prices on
STB, AST, MAYNARD

MONITORS
Amdek 300G
Amdek 300A
Amdek 310A
Amdek Color II +
PGS HX-12
PGS MAX 12 Amber
Quadchrome

$144.50
$155.00
$CALL
$385.00
$495.00
$179.00
$549.00

CALIFORNIA

22110 Clarendon Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367

(818) 999-1183

P.C. World April 84

lAVA PC

SOFTWARE

SYSTEM II

SYSTEM I

IUS
MICROPRO
MICROSOFT
CONTINENTAL
PEACHTREE
PERFECT
SORCIM
VISICORP
We carryover 100
different lines of
APPLE & IBM Software
10%-45% below retail.

256K
1 DS/DD Disk Drive
Color Graphic Board
Printer Port
2 Serial Ports
Keyboard
Amdek Monitor
DOS 2.1
10 MB HARD DISK
$2,995.00

128K
2 DSIDD Disk Drives
Color Graphic Board
Printer Port
2 Serial Ports
Keyboard
Amdek Monitor
DOS 2.1
$1 ,995.00

ALL PRI CES SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SUPPORT SELECTION SAVINGS
TO THE MAX...

MISSISSIPPI

175 East Capitol
Landmark Center
Jackson , MS 39201

compumax

..

(601) 355-8204

Our specialty: 68000, DEC, graphic, database, communication, export
Come visit us in our New York City Showroom

* IBM COMPATIBLE

PRINTER
COMPUTER
PLOTTER/DIGITIZER
HOUSTON INSTRUMENT DMP 29 ..... CALL
. 1 10 cps, 84x84, graphic .. 37911,ZENITH
Z-150-PC
RS-2.32/paralhil, pin & friction . IBM
Best computer
DMP 40 ............. .. 795
FX-80, FX -100, .. . ... '• . CAl,.l Compatible 128K RAM, t w o fl oppy
DMP 41 , DMP 42 .... . .. CALL
HIPAD . digitizer .......... 725
50 cps . .. . :": " .. . .'. . ';' . . 195 LEADING 128K RAM two drives
AMDEK
XV plotter 1 pen ......... 665
Full Line .... .. .... . ..• CALL EDGE
software '
6 pens ....... 1,095
200 cps , 132 col ..... .. 1. 100 COLUMBIA ' 128K RAM, two floppie s,
160 cps 24-wlre ..... . . 1,425
monitor keyboard , softwares MT PLOTTER PIXV-3 .3 pens . .. .. ... .. 650
LA50 ........ .. ... , ... 599 EAGLE
• 128K RAM, two floppie s,
TERMINAL/MONITOR
softwar e monitor
Delta 10 . .. ............ 525
ZENITH
Z-29 smart terminal . BEST PRICE
P 11 100 cps, 80 col. ..... 488 SAN YO
MBC 550 , 555
ZVM 135 *RGB color/green monitor ... 475
P38 400 cps, 132 col ... 1,795 TELEVIDEO 1605 256K RAM
ZVM 123 • gree~n monitor .. . . ... .. .. . 87
M.T.
Spirit 80 cps ... . ... . .. . 350 CORONA • 12 8K RAM, two drives,
124 22 MHZ, for IBM ........ CALL
· Lettar Quality·
EPSON
256K RAM , monitor,
Amber Monitor: Panasonic. Comrex
NEC
2050 20 cps for IBM . . . .. 965 QX-I0
keyboard, two floppies
HAZELTINE Esprit II . . . .. . .... . . . ... 540
355035 cps for IBM .. ,. 1,775 (Local)
printer, CP/M, Valdocs
Esprit 111 ...•.• • • • . •. . .. 625
7710 55 cps for serial ... 2,150 NEW
IBM compatible option
WVSE
50 ........... ... . . . .. 545
DVNAX
HR25 23 cps parallel ..... 799
VISUAL
55 . . .... . . . . .... .. . .. 725
OX 15 13 cps . .... .... . . 475
AST, PERSYST, PLANTRONIC
VT-100N T-102 compatible .. 895
.
II
475
TECMAR, QUADRAM , HERCULES
COM REX
C omwnter
. ..... ......
1-----....::...--- - - - - - 1 QUME
102 ..... . ........ .. ... 548
C.lTOH
F-10 40 cps Excellent ..... 930 Gromemco'C-1064KRAM, monitor,Z-80
103 132 col. .... .. ...... 835
A-10 18 cps .... . ....... 530
CPU keyboard, software
t---------------DIABLO
630 API w/interface . . . . 1.735 DEC
64K RAM, Z-80 & 8088 CPU,
PORTABLE ON-THE -GO
Columbia. Corona. Eagle Televideo (8-bit.
QUME
11 + 40 cps. . . . . . . . .. 1 , 350 RAINBOW monito.r, CP/M keyboard
50 cps ... . . . . ... 1,550 NEC APe ' Color APC 128K RAM
16 bit) NEC PC 8021, ZENITH
STAR
1 8 cps .. .. . . . ... . . .. .. 399
Dual 8 " drives
Prices subject to change, American Express. Visal
TRANSTAR 3Hi graphi.c ......... .... 479
ALTOS, NQRTHSTAR, O~M
Mastercard add 3 %. EO.B. point of shipment. 20%
-----'M~O~D;CE;;:M;;S;------i---::::.~~~~~~~~~-~ restocking fee for returned merchandise. Personal checks
POWERFUL 68000 CPU
take 3 weeks to clear. COD on certified check only. N.Y.
HAVES
Smartmodem 300/1200 bps 499
residents add sales tax. Manufacturers' warranty only.
International customers. ple.se confirm price before
Micromodem II w/software .. 270 Cromemco 68000/Z80 CPU,
option Fa st Floa ting Point Processor order. Accept P.O, from Fortune 500, schools and gov't.
NOVATION Smartmodem 300/1200 bps 415
PC cat 300/ 1200 bps ..... 450 DUAL
68000 CPU, 80MB SMD
Computer Channel
TELEX:
300 bps acoustic coupler ... 125
h a rd disk, intelligent 110,
21 -55 44th Road
429418
LEXICON
Password 1200/300
339
UNIX, Database
Long Island City. NY 11101
CSTNY
USR
......
WICAT
1 to 12 u sers, 68000 CPU,
For information CALL (212) 937-6363
KEYBOARD WITH MODEM
2561{ to 4.5MB RAM , 10MB
Zenith ZT-1, ZT-11 ...... . ...... CALL
to 474MB hard disk, graphic To order CALL 1-800-331-3343
MICROPRISM
EPSON
BANANA·
OKIDATA
PRISM 132
TOSHIBA
DEC
GEMINI
DIABLO

518
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MAY SPECIALS
"MOST OF OUR BUSINESS

CALL THE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
fullER COMPlrrERS

Is By REFERRAL FROM
FIND

COLUMBIA 1600·1 DESKTOP W/SOFTWARE . . . . . . . . . .
2750
COLUMBIA PORTABLE VP ... .. . . . . ..•...•.. .. .
2599
COLUMBIA HARD DISK DESKTOP .... •.. .• . • . .•.. $ 3900
CORONA DESKTOP-2 DRIVES ...... • .•......•.. $ 2475
CORONA PORTABI.E -2 DRIVES .... . •. ••...• ... . $ 2375

OUT WHY!'

DAlSYWJIEEL PRINTERS
DIABLO 620 .. . . ............ . .. . ... . ......
DIABLO 630-R155 .... .. ..... • ... . •. .• .•....
DIABLO 630-E104 (IBM) .... . . • ....•..•.. •.. .
D¥NAX DX-15 (15 CPS) ....
. . . • .. • . ... . .
BRDTIIER HR-I (19 CPS) ..... • .• .. •..•..•...

OmON B: 10M Bm lIAR DISK - INTERNAL . .... .
OPTION C: 8087 Co-PROCESSOR W/SOFTWARE PATCHES
OPTION D;.2 TiIlNLINE 360K DRIVES"'SWAP'" ...
mM·XT .. . . . . . ..... LIST $4995 .... . . . . . . .

$
$
$
$

CALL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528·9537
$

$
$
$
$
$

F

$
$

$
$

FRANKLIN

fBS ANVO

1-2-3 . .. .

FAllA PC

VIDEO MONITORS
.... MONTHI.Y SPECiAL.... JCS-RGB 13"
1'01\ PC .. .. ............... . .......•...
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 ....•.• . . . . ... .. ..
BMC RGB . . ...... . ........•.. • ... .•. • ...

CALL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344-6063 (800) 528-9537
APPLE ACCESSORIES
ALS CPIM CARD . ......... . ............ .. .
ALS SMARTERM II (80 CoLUMN CARD) ...• .. •....
INDUS GT DRIVE wi 3 SOFTWARES . . . . . . . • . . • • . ..
RANA ELITE I ......... ....... .. . ..• ..•....
RANA ELITE II ............ . .. . ....•. . •.. . •
A ELITE III . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . ..
M CRDTEK DUMPLING-16K ......•....• .. •....
GRAPPLER + . .. .
. ...... . . . .. .. ... .
PROMETHEUS 16K RAM CARD .............. . ..
SUPER 5 TUIN DRIVE . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . ..
NBI WORD PROCESSOR FOR PC

VERB,ITlM Vf:REX SSDD ........ '.;..r' ..... . ... .
DATALIFE SSDD .. . .. • .•••• • .. ..•.. . . • ....
DATALIFE DSDD .....•• . . ... . .. . .• .. .. • ....
HEAD CLEANER KIT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . ..
FLII'IT (USE QACK SIDE OF DISKS) .....•. . ..•....
DISKL"rrr. HAMPER. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • • . ..
LIllRARY CASE-HOLDS 10 DISKS . .....•. . .. •... .

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

17
25
33
8
17
24
2.25

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$

TAVA PC-2 DRIVES, 128K, 2 SERLlL, I PARALLEL,
GRAPHICS VIDEO, GREEN CRT .•.......•... $ 1865
TAVA PC-SAME As ABOVE ExCEPT IBM-TYPE
285
MONOCHROME VIDEO AND CRT .. ... . . . .... .
145
250
265
435
555
160
EXPERT COMPUTERS
125
21804 ROSCOE BLVD., SUITE
60
CANOGA PAIlK, CA 91304
190

THIS COMBINATION OF HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE MAKES THE IBMPC INTO ADEDICATED WORD PROCESSOR. PC MAGAZINE REVIEIVED
THIS ExTENSIVELY IN THE FEB. 7, 1984 ISSUE.
NBI PACKAGE ..... . .... List $695 .... . ...
545
ADDITIONAL RAM SETS (64K PER SET) . . • . . . . . . . .
55

(213) 344-6063
(800) 528-9537

CALL TilE EXPERT
(213) 344-6063 (800) 528-9537

."When.You know enough to buy mill order, you're wise enough to buy from an exP,er.t:' .
.
Circle 171 on inquiry card_

$ 2750
$ 2500
$ 3900
$
240
$ 110
$
240
$ 280

NEe

CALL THE EXPE,T
(213) 344-6063 (800) 528-9687
Lm1JS

EAGLE PC-2 .. .•..•.•..• : • . . . . • . . • . . • . . . ..
PC-2 COLOR . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • • • • ..
SPIRIT XL .. .. ... . . . ...... ......... .. . . ...
COLOR GRAPHICS BOARD ...... _. • . • . . • • . . • . . ..
SASI INTERFACE . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • . . • . . ..
MONOCIIRO~IE ADAPTOR . . . . . • . . • . . • . . • . . . . . ..
MONOCHROME MONITOR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

FRANKLIN FAMILY PolK .....•.... . .•. •• . . • . ... $ 1045
PRO PLUS. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . • • . . . . . . .. $ 1267
ACE 1000 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . • . . • . . • . .. $ 795
550
ACE PRO ... : ....•... • ..• . _.. • . .• ..•. .. $ 1137
440
ACE 1200- 1 DRIVE .............. ..... ..... $ 1399
46
ACE 1200 OMS ................• .. •. •. ... $ 1595
45
720
45
1050
NEC's ADVANCED PERSONAL COMPlTfER Now HAS
360
BUNDLED SOFTWARE - No ExTRA CHARGE
650
NEC APC-I DRIVE,GREEN #H.OI .........••.. $ 2095
GEMINI !Ox ..............•.. • .•..•...•. • .
279
NEC APC- 2 DRIVES, GREEN #802 ..... .. •.... . $ 2550
GEMINI15x ............. .• ..•.•.
415
NEC 'APC-2 DRIVES, COLOR #803 ....•..•..... $ 3150
MANNESMANN·TALLY 160L .......•.• . .•..••...
699
NEC APC - I DRIVE, CoLOR # H04 . .. .. _. . • . . .. $ 2575
IDS PRISM-80 COLOR . . ....... . •.•..•...•... $ 1150
EpSON QX-l0 ....................•...• .. .. $ 2195
RITEMAN PORTABLE PRINTER .................. $ 385
APPLE II-E STARTER SYSTEM ... ....... .. .... ... $ 1375
SUPER 5 CP-80 W/CARBON INK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $ 265
CALL THE EXPERT
(213) 344·6063 (800) 528-9537
SANYO MBC550 .... . .... . ........ . . . •..... $ 795
MODEMS
MBC550 w/ADDED 360K 2ND DRIVE ..... . .•... $ 1055
MBC555 ....••.... .. .•. . ...... .. .•.... $ 1195
·89 SANYO EXPLANATION: THE STANDARD MBC550 HAS ONE SINGLE
110
SIDED DRIVE AND 3 PIECES OF SOFTWARE. THE STANDARD MBC555
120
HAS TWO SINGLE SIDED DRIVES AND 6 PIECES \IF SOFTWARE. THE
100
ENHANCED MBC550 HAS ONE SINGLE SIDED DRIVE, ONE OOUBLE
345
SIDED DRIVE, AND 3 PIECES OF SOFTWARE.
159 SANYO: WE BID ON LARGE QUANTITIES AND ACCEPT CORPORATE AND
110
SCHOOL P.O!s. WEOFFER ExTENSIVE OPTIONS, INCLUDING HARD
215
DISK AND NETWORKS.
505
295
445

PC ACCESSORIES
KEYl'I\ONICS \(}:VBOARD .. . . .. . .. . . .....•.•...
QUAD LINK IBM TO APPLE CONVERTER . . . . . . • . . . ..
10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK ....... . . . ..•.•.....
64K RAM ExPANSION SET ........ • • .•.. • . ....
RANA 2.5MB FLoppy . . . • . . . . • . • • . • . . • . . • . .
TANOON TM100-2 DSDD DRIVE . .... •.• ..•.... .
AST RESE~RCII ExPANSION CARDS:
lIO PLUS .................. ...... .... ..
COMBO PLUS . .. •. . . _..•.. • ..•.. • .. • ... . .
SlxPAK .......• _.• • ..• _• •.. • .•..•. ... ,
MEGA PLUS .................•.•..•.....
MI;OA PAK ............... . . . . .• . . . .• . . .. .
MA Pf:~COCK VIDEO WIPARALLEL .. .. ......... .,
PLANATRONICS COLOR PLUS . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . • ..•

$ 950
$ 1850
$ 2150
$
465
$ 630
795
1050
1400
1689
1844
1995
1360
1600

,,:.}f.~

«

;$."" "

~~ '\~. r'>l

SUPER XT/SUPER PC

SUPER 2000

FEATURES:
*8088 16 Bit Micro Processor W/8087
Co-processor
* 256K on board dynamic
RAM with pa rity
*4 CHANNEL DMA
* 8CHANNELINTERRUPT
* 8 I/O SLOT FOR SUPER
XT 5(7) I/O SLOT FOR
SUPER PC
*Same power connector as
IBM PCTM

FEATURES:
* 128K RAM ON BOARD
* Z-80/6502 DUAL CPU
* RGB OUTPUT
*DETACKABLEKEYBOARD
*CPM / APPLE COMPATIBLE

SUPER PC/SUPER XT BARE BOARD W/ MANUAL
$100.00
LOADED BOARD W/128K RAM W/O ROM
$526.00
EASY BOARD
$225.00
MANUAL ONLY
$ 25.00
8K BIOS
$ 25.00
LIMITED TIME OFFER COMPLETE SYSTEM:
2-360K DRIVE W/ COLOR BOARD AND DYNAX
MONITOR
$1995.00

SUPER XT/ SUPER PC
COMPUTER CASE
tMETAL) $150.00

COMPATIBLE TO IBM PC /X T POW ER SUPPL Y

65 W POWE R SU PP L Y $170.00
100W POWER SUPPLY $200.00
130W POWER SUPPLY $220.00
* PCj r™
JO Y STICK $35.00
. GAME CARTRIDGE
BARE PCB $8.00
GAME CARTRIDGE
BOX $8. 00

IBMTM COMPATIBLE'
83key Keyboard $200.00

.Il:=iJ-=:i. ". "1'I 'I 1'IY.'" tifl

.~

1. 64K RAM COMPUTER
$675.00
$945.00
2. DRIVE SYSTEM I 64K COMPUTER
$1150.00
3. DRIVES SYSTEM 1164K COMPUT ER
4. DRIVES SYSTEM 11I64K COMPUTER
W/80 COLUMN & MONITOR 64K COMPUTER $1375.00
CAN·80
Z· 80 CPU
WITH EP
EPRON P
MANUAL
CAN·88
8088 CPL

Itt·'~e : U'j;t·, h,jl~ttJi3i i
8 BIT Z·80 CPU MICROPROCESSOR BASE WITH EPROM
PROG RAMER $375.00 ADD ON : X·PR INTER CAR D
$95.00 8K RAM CARD $95.00 SOUND CARD $85.00
MANUAL ONLY $25.00

1.,·Vd*·ijIINI*tfl3'i
16 BIT BOBB CPU MICROPROCESSOR BASE 5450
"25% OFF FOR STU DENT IWITH PROVE)
"40% OFF FOR 10 OR MORE EDUCATIONAL GROUP
PURCHASE DISCOUNTS FOR TR AINING K ITS ONLY

/
COMPUTER CASE
(METAL) $99.00

fli!j .JillIiliJ11ilit1
80 Col umn Card

~

$60.00

5295.00

560.00

$399.00

: •

• - I

$7 5.00
$70.00

$240 .00
$245.00

$40.00
$25.00
$25.00

$ 100.00
$ 35.00

'IN TER NAL HARD DISK 10MB W / PS·
$ 1395.00
' EX TERNA L WINCHESTER 10MB W/PS
$ 1495.00
'MO USE SYSTEM W/SOFTWARE
$ 249.00
'HAYES 1200B MODEM
$ 429.00
'QUADLlN K·RUN APPLE PROGRAMl
$ 449.00
'AST 6 PACK PLUS W /64K
$ 299.00
'TEAC SLIM DRIVE 360K
$ 22 5.00
'PANASONIC 320K S LIM DRI VE
$ 199.00
'MPI 320K FULL SIZE
$ 199.00
'AMDEK310A
$ 179.00
'P RI NCE T ON PGS RGB
$ 499.00
'NEC RGB 1216
$ 499.00
' 62 PIN CONNECTOR
$
4 .00
' QUAD R AM COLOR BOARD
$ 240.00
' QUAD BOARD W/ O
$ 249.00
' QUAD DENSITY Yo HEIGH DRIVE FOR IBM PC$ 299.00.

.,

Auto Term

iii

$ 79.00
$ 25.00
$350. 00

l

APPLECOMPATIBLE ADD ON

IBM PC/XT, SUPER XT/PC COMPATIBLE ADD ON

$249.00

f

128K RAM CARD
16K RAM CARD

taliiml;,.i

.

KEYBOARD $150.00

ATTENTION : SOFTWARE HOUSE, CARTRIDGE
PRODUCTION AND MASK ROM
SERVICE AVAILABLE

'D ISK PLUS I / O: DISK CONTROLLER W/ SERIAL &
PARALLEL
'MONOC HROME GRAPHI C BOARD : HI·RES.
MONOCHROME W/720x348 GRAPH ICS &
PRINTER PORT
'SUPER COLOR I : COLOR G RAPHI CS BOARO
'ASYNC & BLASTER PROGRAM UP TO 128K
EPROMS
'PARALLEL PRINTER BOARD
'EXTENSION BOARD
'PROTO·TYPE BOARD

Diskette Box
$23.95

Disk Contro ll er
Parallel Graphic Card
Messager (R5-232)
Z~ BO ('<lrd
EPROM Programer
I.C. T EST ER

m:Jm

Joy Stick
R F Modulator
Cooling Fan
Koa la Pad
Power Supply (SA)
Micromodem li e

rnttIMM
Sh uga rt Drive

Super 5
35 /40T
Teac Drive 35/40T

Dvn ax Gree n

Monitor Stand $3200

BUILD YOUR OWN
COMPUTER SUPER 2000

$199.00
S 39,00
$ 69.00
$ 99.00
$ 45.00
$ 69.00
$ 85.00
$ 59.00
$ 79.00
$150.00

$ 29.00
$ 15.00
$ 39.00
$ 89.00
$ 69,00
$269,00
$1B5.00
$199.00
$225.00

I&[.]~hi·]il

Dynax Amber

SUPER 5 35/40T $195.00
Teac Drive 3q/40T $225.00

$139.00
$129.00

SEND $2.00
FOR FULL PRODUCTS CAT A LO G

SUPER COMPUTER, INC"

• Case
• Keyboard
·Case / KB

'Case / KB / PS

S 99.00
5150.00
5240.00
5309.00

i:td;jj:t.t"ill]
'128K RAM Card
$ 25.00
"Mothe, Bo ard (DUAL CPU)
$ 75.00
·Other Interface Cards

S 18.00

ijill~··4;t1

Gemini lOX
Riteman ( 120CPSJ

EPSON FX·80
EPSON FX·100
Jukj·6100
Brother DX· 15
Brother HR·25

5279.00
$275.00
$525.00
5750.00
S499.00
S469.00
$749.00

mI.i.I!mI

Haves 300 (Baud)
5199.00
Haves 1200 (Baud!
S499.00
U.S. Pobutic Password (12001
MIj1l4'f'la);II:t'l
$399.00
Monitor Stand
D is k ette Box
50-Pin ConneClOr
40 /80 Column Swi tch

S 38.00
S 23.95
$ 2.50
S 10.00

1101 S. GRAND AVE . STE J SANTA ANA CA92705
Dealer & OEM Inquiries Invited: (714) 543· 2927
Mail Order : (714) 543·2901
Circle 366 on inquiry card,
TERMS: CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% TA X
ADD $5 FOR PACKING & SHIPPING IN
NORTH AMERICA COMPUTER, PRINTER,
AND ONIT

'deaifor
•
•
•
•
•

MEG"-BaI1D ne

COMPUTERISTS
OEM MANUFACTURERS
DEVELOPMENT LABS
UNIVERSITIES
INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS

THE ULTIMATE OEM/PC
COMPATIBLE SINGLE
BOARD COMPUTER

DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

FULL IBM.;.. PC*
COMPATIBILITYl

Standard Keyboard Interface

Hardware Reset

(Full PC compatible)

(Overcomes reset flaw
in PC)

Power Connector
(Full IBM- pinout
compatible)

8088 Processor
(Same as PC)

8087 Numeric
Processor
(Same as PC)

Peripheral
Support Circuits
as PC)

ded ROM
Capability
(Runs all compatible PC
ROMS) (Jumper programmable to accommodate all
popular 8K, 16K, 32K and
64K ROM chips and NEW
EE ROMS! VPP power pin
lable for EP ROM
burning!) (External
VPP voltage required)

Board Size
10.5 inch X 13.5 inch

Full Mega-Byte Ram Capacity!
On board!
(With parity)
o 256K Bytes using 64K chips
o 1 Mega Bytes usi 256K chi

ORDER NOW!!!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
1~-day money back guarantee if not completely satisfied
TM

~W~DISPLAY
~
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION

4100 SPRING VALLEY ROAD
SUITE 400
DALLAS, TX 75234
(214) 991-1644

- IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines
Circle 140 on inquiry card.

TERMS: Shipment made 2 to 5 weeks from
receipt of order. VISA, MC, money order,
company check accepted. COD'S require
$25 deposit. Balance UPS COD. Please
add $2.00 shipping and handling per order.

© 1983 Display Telecommunications Corporation
BYTE May 1984
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Circle 84 on inquiry card.

mEi3P1·B'rTES FDA

m~LAD·BlJ[]uETS

eHpand y[]ur sys1ern ... shr.ni--\ y[]ur

~[]st

Why pay more for top quality peripherals and accessories when our prices are consistently among the lowest anywhere?
We invite you to compare prices, then call us .

.-M-I-C-RC)--S-O--FT.-.------------------------s-A-L~E-P-R-IC-E-,

'M~IS-C-.~IT-E-M-S---------P~R~IC~E~M~I~S~C. I=T=E~M=S--------=PR=I=C=E~

MULTiPLAN ... . . . ....... . . . .... . ........ • . .. .... . ....... .$176.00
MULTIWORD WITH MOUSE .. .... . . . ..... • .... . . . .. . . . ... . . 339.63
MULTITOOL FINANCIAL STATEMENT . .. . . •. . • ... . ... . . .. . .. . 70.49
MULTITOOL BUDGET . . ............ . ..... .. ... .. . ........ .. 104.96
SOFTCARD SYSTEM CARDS . ....... ... .... ...... .... ..... . .. CALL

92P OKIDATA PRINTER .. .$485. 10 93P OKIDATA PRINTER ... .812.70
NEC JB1260 MONITOR ... . 172.50 NEC JB1205 MONITOR .... 777.50
FX BO EPSON PRINTER ... . 535.00 FX 100 EPSON PRINTER . . . 689.00
KOALA PAD .. .. .. . .. . .... . 92.00 PENCEPT INC PENPAD 320 .. 850.00
AMDEK COLOR II MONITOR ..... . ........ . ....... ... . ...... .. 466.50
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200B (IBM PC) ......•..•.. . . . .. .. .. . 425.00
HAYES SMARTMODEM 1200 (RS-232) . . ....... .. •. . • ........ . 499.00
IBM PC 256K, 2 FLOPPY DRIVES . .... ... .. . ... .. ... ..... .. .. . . . CALL
BAUSCH 8< LOMB DMP-29 PLOTTER . . . ..... . . . ......... . .. . 1,885.00

VIDEX
SALE PRICE
UL·OO ULTRATERM ...... .. . . .. . .. ........ ....... . ... . ... .$270.00
VT·600 VIDEOTERM 60 Hz ..... .. . . . .. . ............ .. ...... . 797.50
VT·601 VIDEOTERM 60 Hz SOFTSWITCH .. . ... .... . .... .. . . .278. 71
VT·602 VIDEOTERM 60 Hz SOFTSWITCH INVER . .. . ... . . .. . . 225.80
PS·OOO PSIO . . .. . .... ... . .. ... . . . ... . ...... . ... . . ... . . "' ... 162. 10
ENH-FS·001 ENHANCER II, FUNCTION STRIP .. . . ... ... . . .... 126.70

LEADING EDGE Personal Computer $2895.00 CooJplete
,50% Faster than IBM PC! • 256K • Clock
• 2 Floppy Disk Drives • 12' Hi-resolution Monitor
• DOS, BASIC and Word Processing Software Included!
GREAT LAKES (PEGASUS) HARD DISK SYSTEMS SA.l.E PRICE
10 MEGABYTE INTERNAL .......... .. ............... . .... $1149.00
10 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL .... .. ... .. ... .. . . .. . .... . .. .... . 1295.00
23 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL ..... . .. .. . .... ...... .. .. ...... . . 1895.00
40 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL .. .. .... . ... .... . .. .. ... . ... . .. . .2449.00
65 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL . .... .. . . ... . ...... . . .. ..... .. .. .3249.00
140 MEGABYTE EXTERNAL . ............ . .. . ..... .... .... . . .4995.00
TAPE DRIVE 23 MEGABYTE INTERNAL ...... . ... .. .... . ..... . 950.00
TAPE DRIVE 23 MEGABYTE STAND ALONE ........ .. .... .. . . 1249.00

DYSAN DISKETTES (Boxes of 10 each) SALE PRICE
104/1 5W' SINGLE SIDE, SINGLE DENSITY . . ...... . .. . . .. .. .$31.20
104/1D 5W' SINGLE SIDE, DOUBLE DENSiTY . . . . .. . .. .. ... .. . 32.98
104/2D 5W' DOUBLE SIDE, DOUBLE DENSITY . ... .•.. . .• . . .. . 38.99
3740/18" SINGLE SIDE, SINGLE DENSiTY ........ . . . . . . . ..... 32.39
3740/1D 8" SINGLE SIDE, DOUBLE DENSITY ...... .. . .. : •.... . 40. 19
3740/28" DOUBLE SIDE, SINGLE DENSITY .. . .... .. ; . . ...... . 40.19
3740/2D 8" DOUBLE SIDE, DOUBLE DENSiTY .. ... .... . .... . . . .46.89
ORDERS ONL Y 800-858-4810
IN CALIF. 8~21-6662

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

I-=-.
ICOMMERCIAL BUSINESS SYSTEMS I.,.
2858S.ROBERTSONBLVD.,LOSANGELES,CA90034

INFORMA TION
(213) 559-0596

~

__________

~

Phone orders accepted on Visa and Mastercard only. California residents add 6.5% sales tax. No C.O.D. Actual shipping and handling charge added to all orders.
Prepaid orders as follows: Money orders or cashier's check-merchandise shipped upon recei pt. Personal checks must Clear before shipping . 20% restocking fee.
Prices and availability subject to change. $100 minimum order.

THE LITTLE BOARD®
OEI\/! ...,.... INDUSTRIAL - SCII;NTIFIC

SECOND GENERATION SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER KIT!
4 MHZ Z80· CPU!,
64K RAM!
DOUBLE DENSITY!
FREE CP/M" 2.2111
A $139 VALUE! A FREE
5-1/4 IN. CP/M 2.2
DISKETTE IS INCLUDED
WITH EACH KIT.

~~I
•

$295 ~~OMPLETE

KIT)

MINI-SIZE:
ONLY
5-3/4 X 7-3/4 INCHES

A. & T. UNITS
$349

FULLY SOCKETED! PERFECT MATE TO OUR ZRT-80 TERMINAL BOARD. THROUGH SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT
WITH AMPRO COMPUTERS, WE ARE PLEASED TO OFFER THEIR LITTLE BOARD® IN KIT FORM.
FEATURES:
4 MHZ

I

ID~UBLE DENSITY (5-1/4 IN.) FLOPt>Y CONTROLLER I

ZBO CPUI

USES +5VDC @ .75 A. AND +12VDC @ SOMA

CENTRONICS STYLE PARALLEL PRINTER PORT

TWO RS232 SERIAL PORTS

SAME SIZE AS A MINI FLOPPY

Digital Research Computers
(OF TEXAS)

P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 271-3538
LITTLE BOARD ® 522

BYTE May 1984

AMPRO

ZaO' " -

64K DYNAMIC RAM!

2732 BOOT EPROM

TERMS: Shipments will be made approx imately 3 to 5 weeks aft er we
receive your o(d er. VI SA, MC , cash accepted. We will accept CO D's with a
$75 depos it. Bal ance UPS COD . Add $4.00 shipping .
USA AND CANADA ONLY

ZILOG

CP/M'" DIGITAL RESEARCH (CA.)

EZS '

'pJB:l AI!nbu! uo U~ 91:lJ!O

v86L '("YII 3l.A9

OTEK
"WE TURN AROUND FOR YOU"
1-800-528-8960
• 10439 N. CAVE CREEK RD., #111

CUSTOMER SERVICE (602) 861-1141

•

PHOENIX, AZ. 85020

All prices are for cash, cashiers check or money order. Allow 3 weeks bank clearance for personal checks. C.O. D.'s, Visa/MC, and P.O.'s accepted at additional charge. Prices subject to change.
Returns must have authorization number (call 602-861 -1141 ). and are subiect to a restocking charge.

TERMINALS
Adds
A-1 Green ... .... : ...... .. ... $485
A~2 Gr~en ..... .. .... ..... ..... 490
Viewpoint 60 .... .. ... .. .. .. .. 619
Hazeltine
"t I
485
E sp!n ...... .. ........ .. ........
Esplnt II .......... .. ............. 540
Espirit III .... .......... ... ....... 735
Qume
QVT 102 Green .... ...... .. 535
QVT 102 Amber .. .... ... .. 550
QVT 103 Green .......... .. 840
103 Amber .. .. .... ... 850
Televldeo

QVT

PRINTERS

FOR IBM PC
IBM PC .... .. ................ Call Save $
~ST Research
SIX Pak Plus-from ........... $279
Combo Plus II-from .......... 279
Mega Plus-from .... .. .......... 309
1/0 Plus-from .... .... ....... ... .. 139
Quadram
Quadlink .... .. .... .................. .. 489
Quadboard .............. .. .... ...... 289
Quad 512 Plus .......... .. ... ..... 249
Quadcolor .. .. .. .. .. ................. 229
SOFTWARE
Lotus
1-2-3
$319
.. .......................... ......

Mlcropro
WordStar/MailMerge ........... 349
InfoStar ............... .. ........ .. .... 299
SpeliStar ........ .. .. ................. 159
CalcStar .... .. ............ .. ......... .. . ·99
Mlcrostuf
Crosstalk .... ......... .. .............. 105
Microsoft
Multiplan .............................. 159
Ashton Tate
dBAS II ............................. 389
Friday . ................................. 185
Ram Memory
4164-150 ....... ......... 59/9 per set

7

910 + ........ ............... .... 549 ~
925 .. .............. .... ............ 699
.

~~g :::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :~~

Wyse
Wyse 100 ...... ... ............ . 680
Wyse 300 .............. ... .. . 1020
E~pirit III .. .. .... ................ 735
Visual
Visual 50 Green .......... .. 599
Vi!'ual 55 Green .......... .. 720
Zenith
Z-29 .. .......... ............. .. ... 635

COMPUTERS
Altos
580 10
3550
-10 .. .. ...... ............... 6598
586 ........................ .
586-14 .. .................. .... . 7680
8600- ~ 2 ..................... .. 8399
Columbia ............ .. ... ...... . Call
Eagle
Call
Frankli~· · : ::: :::::::::::: : ::::::: :: Call
.
.
Pled Piper ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .... Call
NEe Portable
Call
... .. ............
N rth t
o
s ar
Advantage .......... ..... .. .. 2160
Advantage w/5MB ... ... 3345
Advantage w/ 15MB .. .. 4315
Televideo Systems
802H ....................... .... 4210
803
1815
· ............ .. ... ...... ...... 2150
1603 ................. ........ .. .

806/20 .. ...... .. .. .. .... ....... 4n5
.
800 A (user station) .. ... . 999
T~leport ........ .. ... .. .. ..... .. Call

Zenith .............................. Call

MONITORS
Video 300 GREEN .. ... .. 129

Video 300 AMBER ..... .. 145
::: :: :::::::: :: :::

Transient Protection With
A Solid Reputation ,.

~~~

BMC
12" Green ...... ... .. ....... .... . 89
N~6" Color ...... ...... ......... .. 219
JB 1201 .... ..... ......... .. .... 155
JB 1260 ....... .. .... .. ..... .... 115

Tax~~

ze~~thAmber ................... .. 125
12" Green Screen .... ....... 95
12" Amber Screen .... .. .. 120

.. .. ......... ........... .

MODEMS
ACCESSORIES
Anchor
ve,\",tlm
Mark I (RS-232) . .. . .... . .... .............. $ 79
5 /4" OS/OO
SS/OO .. .......... .................... .. ..... $26
5'/4"
36
Mark II (Atari) ............................ .......... 79 EIe~h~nt
'
....... ..
Mark III (TI-99) ................... ......... 109
5/4 SS/SO ........................ ... ... .... 18
Mark IV (CBM/PET) ..
..... 125
5:/4: SS/OO
. . ...... ..... 22
Mark V (Osborne) ................................ 95
/4 OS/OO ......................... . ..........
Mark VI (IBM-PC) ..... ........................ 169
s'1~" Disk Head Cleaner .. .
.. ... 14
Mark VII (Auto Ans.!Auto Dial) .......... .119 Koala Pad
.
Mark XII (1200 Baud) .. ..................... 299
Atari ..................................................... 75
TRS-BO Color Computer .........
99
:~Ie
.:::: :::: : .: ~
9 Volt Power Supply .............................. 9
CBM 64 ................................ ............. 75
Hayes
KraH
Smartmodem 300....
. .. 219
Joystick
........ ..... .. 41
Smartmodem 1200
5D9
Atan Single Fife .. ........ ........ ..... .. 12
...........................
Ata" SWitch Hitter .......................... 15
Smartmodem 1200B .......................... 459
Apple Paddles ..................................... 34
Micromodem II ................................... 265
IBM Paddles ...................................... 34
Micromodem II Plus ........................... 299
IBM Joystick .
.. .... 46
Micromodem liE ................................ 269 TGAtari Trak Ball ..
.. ...... ........... 47
Micromodem 100 .......................... ... 299
Apple Joystick ... ............................... 47
Smart Com II
........... 89
Apple Trak Ball ................................... 47
Chronograph ............................... ...... 199
DISK DRIVES
Novation
CDC
J-Cat ............ . .............................. 99
5'1." 9409-0S/00 ........ ............ ........ 379
SmartCat 103 ...................... ............. 179 Tandon
SmartCat 103/212
399
5'!." TM 100·1-SS/00 lOOK .......... 150
A C
.............................
5'/4" TM 100-2A OS/OO 320K .......... 225
uta at
............................... 219
TM101 -4(96 TPI Quad Den)
339
212 AutoCat ...... ...................... .... 549
B" TM64B-2(OS/00) 12 MG :::::::::::: 400
Apple Cat II ....................................... 249 Pe~~ F0200-5 160K SS/OO 40TR .. 139
212 Apple Cat .......... ....................... 569
5'!." F0250-5 b20 K OS/OO 40Td) 195
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade
.............. 309 Micro-Sci
.
Cat ............................. 139
A-2 (35TR) .......................... ... 225

H;

::::

~~:

28

~:jg ~bou:~l ... .............. .

u.S. Robotics
Ra~~e
212A Auto Dial ................................. . 469
Elite
Password .. ....

.........

C. Itoh
Pro-writer I
(8510A) Par
339
P 0
'ter
............ .. .
r own
.
(8510A) Senal ... .. .... .. 439
1550 Parallel .... ...... ... .... 529
1550 BCD SERIAL .. .. ... 589
F-10 40CPS
949
........ ........ ..
F-10 55CPS .. .. ........ .... 1269
.
Dalsywriter
Dalsywn
'
't er 2000 .. ....... .. 999
Daisywriter Cable ........... 40
Datasouth
DS120 .... ............. ....... ... 595
DS180 .. ........ .. .. .. ... ..... . 1155
DS220
1590

·

~~~~~t

Amdek

g~:~~ ~I ~:~~

$63 00

Comrex
ComWriter II
Letter Quality ........... $469

375

~~~O

.

r'~

249
399

::::

Diablo
620 (25CPS/Serial) ....... 875
630 (40CPS/Multi-F) ... 1710
Juki
6100 - 18 .. .... .......... .. .... .. . 469
Mannesman-Tally
160L ...... .. ...... .... ....... ..... 589
180L
829
............. ...... ... ...... ..
NEC
3550 (For IBM PC) ... .. 1589
3510 ............ ..... .... ....... 1365
7710
1890
.. .. ................. ..... ..
Qume
1140 W/ IBM Interface 1359
11
.
55 W/IBM Interface. 1489
st Mi
.
ar .c~OnlCS
Gemini 10X .... .. .. ... ... ... . Call
Gemini 15X .................. Call
Gemini 15 .. ........ .. .. ....... 370
S'I
Reed
I ver
EXP 550P
575
.. .. .. .... .... ... ... .
Transtar
120 P ............................ 499
315 Color Printer ..... ..... 499
Sheet Feeders &
Tractors

..,................,..

NEW LINES

t----~--------I

~ IDS .. .......... .......... .. .

"STRONG ENOUGH TO STAND ON"

LOCKING FILE CASE
.

Call

Save

$

Comerex .... .. ............ .. 359
Riteman
. Portable .... ....... ....... 299

Can Stack,
Hang on Wall, and
Has Carrying Handle.

SPECIAL PRICES

$1 890

Epson .... .. .......... .. .. $ave $

SPECIAL

Okidata ........ ...... ... Save
Toshiba (1351) ..... Save

$
$

IBUTORS •

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS •
J>

c

-I

electronic components
ALABAMA
Birmingham. ..... American Electronic Supply
Birmingham. . . .. ...... J.LS. Electronics
Birmingham. .
. . long's Electronics

Birmingham.. .

. .. Micrologic, Inc.

FIOfence. .. . . ........ Fuller Distributing

Huntsville........ Industrial Electronic Supply
Huntsville. .
. .. . W&w Electrooics
Mobile. . . .. . ..... .... FOlbeS ElectfOflics
Montgomery.. . . . . Handey's Electrooic Center
Opelika...... . .... Southern 8ec1ronic Corp.
Tuscaloosa. . .
. ... . ... Radio Parts Inc.

ALASKA

Electronic Supply Center

Anchorage. ,
Anchorage. .
Anchorage. .

. The Electronic Company

.. . . .. Wapalco

ARIZONA
Lake Havasu City .. ........ Electronics 4·U
Sierra Vista. .
. B&S Electronics
Tucson. . .
. . . .. . ... Electronic City
Tucson. .
Heathkit Electronic Cenlel
Yuma. .
Yuma Electronics
linleRoc:k. .

ARKANSAS
Southern Electronics

CALIFORNIA
Anaheim. .
. . . Heathkit Electronic Center
Anaheim.. . ...... . ..... R.F. Electronics
Antioch. . • .
. Goodrich Electronics
Bakersfield. . ... . . .. . Jay Kem Electronics
Berkeley. . . . ..... .. AI Lasher's Eleelronics
Buena Park.
Ford Electronics
Campbell ........ Heathkit Electronic Center
Chico. . . . . . .
. .. Payless Wholesale
Chula Vista.
. lion Eleelronics
Chula Visla .
. .. .... Sago Electronics
Clearlake. .
. .. . Clearlake Electronics
ConCOfd. .
Pacific Radio Supply
Corning. . . .
. ... Nor·CaI Electronics
Costa Mesa.. . . ...... MarNac Electronics
Covina.. . . .. .... . G&HIAMCO Elect Supply
Cucamonga. .
. . ... . Abletronics
Cypress.
. . . . . . .. S.C.R. Electronics
Davis. . . .
. ... Paradyme Consumer Elect.
EI Cajon. . .. . . ........... Radio Shack
Eureka... .•. .. ...... Redwood Electronics
FOntana.. . . .. ... . . .. Fontana Electronics
Fresno. . .
. National Computer
Fresno. .
. ... Sparky Electronics
Fresno. .
. Whitcomm Electronics
Fullerton............ Industrial Electronics
Glendale..... . ..... . ... Eagle Electronics
Goleta. . . ... . . ...... . .... Bill's Stereo

Hall Mooo Bay. .

_

ElecJRadkl Shack

COLORADO (Continued)
Denver...... . ... . Fistell's Microelectronics
Denver ...... .. . . . Mountain Coin Machine
lakewood.
. .... . .. . ... D.H. Crump Co.
CONNECTICUT
Avorl. .
. Heathkit ElectlOnicCenter
New Haven. . , ... Customized Computer Center
Wallingford. ...... . ...... Tron Town USA
Westport .
. ..... . Computer Works

:J:

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTORS
KENTUCKY
lexington.
. .. Radio Electronic EQuip. Co.
louisville......... Heathkit Electronic Cenler
louisville ...... Peerless Electronic EQuip. Co.
Paducah ..... . .. . . ..... Warren Radio Co.

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge. . ..... Davis Electronic Supply
Baton Rouge. ........ Industrial Bect. Supply
Baton Rouge.. . ....... Menard Electronics
Covington..
. Electronic Mart
DELAWARE
Gretna ......... . ... Pelican Electronics
Newark. . .
. . Computerland Houma. .
. ... Pelican Electronics
New Cast/e. . ...... Delaware Amateur Supply Kenner. .
. . Healhkit Electronic Center
Wilmington. .
. Laracollafayette Radio Lake Charles.
. .. . ..... W.RE-Inc.
Wilmington............... Micro Products Metairie..
Pelican Electronic Supply
Wilmington. .
. . Wholesale Electronics Meridian. .
. Hooper Electronic Supply
New Orleans.
. .. Wm. B. Allen Supply Co.
FLORIDA
Electronic Supply 01 Shreveport
Coral Gables. .
. ..... Olson Electronics Shrevepor1.
Clearwater . . . . .. . Amateur Electronic Supply Shreveport . ..... Industrial Electronic Supply
Fort lauderdale. .
. . . Tecklron Enterprises Shreveport. .. ..... . .. Southern Electronics
.. Electronic Man
Gainesville. ..... . ..... Skipper Electronics Slidell. .
Hialeah . . . . ... . .. Heathkit Electronic Center
MARYLAND
Hollywood. . ...... . ...... . .. Errico Inc. Aberdeen . .... . ........ Harco Electronics
Jacksonville.
. Heathkit Electronic Center Annapolis. .
. . ... Computers, Etc.
Miami. .. . . . .. . .... .. . OlsonElectrQnics BaltimOle.... .... . Heathkit Electronic Cenler
Orlando.
C&S Electronics Beltsville........ .. ..... Mark Electronics
Orlando.
. . lafayette Stereo & Elect. College Park.
......... Electronics Plus
Oakland Park. .
. ..... Lafayette Radio Damascus.
. .... Damascus C.B.
Panama Cily. • .
. . ... Bay·Mar Electronics Glen Burnie. . .
. . Rcvacto 01 Maryland
Pensacola.. . ....... . .. Forbes Electronics l aurel. .
. ......... The Comm Center
Pensacola .......... Pensacola Eleclronics
lavale. .
. J&M Electronics
Pensacola ............. Ouad Electronics Rockville. .
. Heathkit Electronic Center
Plantation. . ....... Heathkit Electronic Center Rockville. .
. Revacto Electronics
Tampa. . . .. . ... Healhkit Electronic Center Severna Park. .
. . Futrooics Inc.
GEORGIA
Suitland. .
. . Suburban Wholesalers
Atlanta.. . ......... A.C.M. Computer Mar1 Towson............ Baynesville Electronics
Atlanta .
. . . . . Heathkit Electronic Center Towson.
. ... Computers Unlimited
Dalton . ... . . . .. .. .. A.C.M. Computer Mart
MASSACHUSElTS
la Grange. .
. . . . . .... Electronic Supply
Computer ElectlOnic Consultants
Stone Mountain. . .. . . . Coleman's Electronics Danvers.
Warner Robbins . . . .... . .. C&l Electronics littleton ... ............... Tel-Com Inc.
Peabody ...... . . . . Heathkit Electronic Center
HAWAii
Pittsfield ... . . .. . . Pinslield Radio Equipment
Hila. . . . ... . ... . ..... .. AI's Electronics
. ..... Computer Mart Inc.
Honolulu.
. . . . . . . Industrial Electronics Wa!\ham. .
Honolulu. . . ... . . . Integrated Circuit Supply Wellesley........ Heathkit Electronic Center
Pearl Cily.. . . ..... Heathkit Electronic Center
MICHIGAN
Adrian... .
. ...... E&B Electronics
IDAHO
. ....... Olson Electronics
Boise. ............... Kimball EJe<:lIonics Allen Park. .
. .. Wedemeyer Elecl Supply
Boise. . .. . . . . .... . . . .. R.J.M. Electronics Ann Arbor.. .
Caldwell. . .
. . . . . .. .. A-Gem Supply Battle Creek. . . . . . ........ Warren Radio
Pocatello.. .......... . . Kimball Electronics Bay City. . . . ...... . . . Kinde OiSllibuting
. ... The Elecllonic Connedion
Twin Falls. ............ Central Electronics Canton. . ..
Dearborn. .
. ... Westside Radio
ILLINOIS
Detroit . . ........... A.F. Electronic Parts
Addison. . .
. .• . Digital World. Inc. Oetroit. .......... . ... Eleclronic Parts Co.
Berwyn. . . . .
B.B.& W. Electronics DetlOit.
. Heathkit Electronic Center
Carbondale.. . .... . . . .. Pick's Electronics
... S&S ElectlOnics
Chicago....... . .. Heathkit Electronic Center Detroit.
Chicano.
. . Howard Electronic Sales East Octroit. ....... Heathkit Electronic Center
Fenton.
.
.
.
.
Trt·County
Electronics
Chicago. .. . . . . ..• . .•. . Olson Electronics
... Shand Electronics
Chicago. .
• University 01 Illinois Bookstore Flint
. ... KS. Electronics
Decatur. .. ..
. . . . Main Street Computer Grand Haven. .
Downers Grove .. .. . Heathkit ElectlOnic Cenler Grand Rapids. ... . ....... Micro World Inc.
Groveland. .
. ... . . . . Moyer Electronics Grand Rapids. .
. .. . . . Radio Parts Inc.
Harvey..... .
. ... George Electronics Grand Rapids..
. .. ... . . T&W ElectroniCS
Melrose Park. .
. . . .. . • Olson Electronics Grand Rapids. .
. Warren Radio
Mount Prospect. .. . .. Tri-State Electronic COIp. Holland..
Bits & Bytes
Niles.
" . Computerland 01 Niles Houghton. . ... .. ...... . . .. f echtronics
Niles. .
, . . .. . . .. . Joseph Electronic Jackson. .
. . ... Fulton Radio Supply
Peoria . . ........ .. ...... Computerland Kalamazoo.
. ..... . ..... Wanen Radio
Peoria. .
. .. . .... . Warren Radio Co. lansing. . . . .. . .... Fulton Radio Supply
Rockford. .
. Computer Store 01 Rocklord lansing. .
. .. Wedemeyer Elecl. Supply
Rock Island. .
. .. . . Team Electronics Uvonia. . . . ..
. .. Norwest Electronics
Skokie................ Ullipute Computer Madison Heights. . .....• Olson Electronics
South Holland. . .
. Union Electronic Disl Madison Heights............ Warren Radio
Midland................ Computronix
INDIANA
. ..... Otson Electronics
Angola . . .
. lakefand Electronics Mount Clemens. .
Bedford. . . . . .
. .... Elex Mart Muskegon .............. H&R ElectroniCS
. _... Niles Radio Supply
Bloomington.
. ......... Stansifer Radio Nites. .
. •..... Warren Radio
Chesterton. .
.. Chesterton Electronics Owosso. ....
. Main TV Radio Electric
Evansville.
. . •... Hutch & Son Port Huron. .
Gary. . . . .
. . .. . Calumet Electronics Saginaw. . . . . .. . ....... Electronic Mart
. Bell Electronics Co.
Indianapolis. . " ., Heathkit Electronic Center Saint Clair Shores. . .
Indianapolis.... . ........ Warren Radio Co. Sterling Heights. .. . .. Electronic Supermarket
. ......... Electronic World
lalayette.. .. . .. .. .. . .. Von's Electronics Taylor.
Muncie . . .. .......... . Pierce Electronics Taylor. ... . ... . .. Tel Van Electronic Supply
. Traverse Cily EJect. Supply
South Bend .. .. .. . . . .. . Genesis Electronics Traverse City. .
. . ...... Olson Electronics
South Bend. . . . . . .. . ..... 1V Supply Co. Westland..
Terre Haute.. . ... . .. Industrial Electronics
MINNESOTA

Harbof City. .
. . . Bluft Electronics
Hawaiian Gardens........ Carson Electronics
Hollywood ......... Pacific Radio Exchange
Inglewood... . .... Radiolandllnglewood Elecl
La Habra ......... .. . A.B.C. E1CClronics
La Mesa ... . .... . Heathkit Electronic Center
lancaster. .
. .. Consumer Electronics
l os Angeles. . . .. . Heathkit Electronic Center
Mission Viejo.. . ... . Heathkit Electronic Center
Modesto..
. . . Inland Electronics
Modesto. . .
. .. Pacific Radio
Monlerey. . . .
. ..... . lackit
MOflo Bay. . "
. Coast Electronics
National City..
Willy's Electronics
Oakland... .
. . . . Cass Electronics
Oceanside. .
. . . . . Calco Digital
Oceanside.
. .. . . Electronic Center
Oroville.
Radio Mart
PaJoAllo..
U.S. Electronics
Palo Alto. ..... . ... ..... Zack Electronics
Pasadena. . .
. ... . .. Dow Radio
Paso Robles. . ... . . . , . Mission Electrooics
Pomona. .
. .. Heathkit Electronic Center
Redding.. . ......... . ..... . Radio Mart
Sacramento. .
. . . Cal Radio & TV
Sacramento. . .
. . The Radio Place
Sacramento. .
. ...... . . .. .. . Zackit
Salinas. . .
. . . . . . . Salinas Radio
San 9runo. . .
. . . Bruce Electronics
San Carlos. .
. _. .•. .... J&H OuUet
San Diego. . . . . .. .. Radio ShacklMira Mesa
San Fernando.... . . San Fernando Electronics
San Francisco. .
. .. .. . lack Electronics
San Jose. . .
. Peninsula Elect. Supply
San Jose.. ... . ....... United Radio and TV
San luis Obispo. .
. Mid State Electronics
San Ralael. ...
. .. .. Electronics Plus
Santa Clara. .
. ...... Digital Pacific
Santa Cruz. .
. Santa Cruz Electronics
Santa Maria. .
. . Caps Communications
IOWA
Bemidji. . .. .. .. . ... . . . Bemidji Electronics
Santa Maria . " . ' Electronic Parts Supermart Ames . .. ....... ... Electronic Supply, Inc. Duluth.. . ..... . . Northwest Radio 01 Duluth
South Lake Tahoe.
Calpine Electronics Burlington. .
Union Supply Co. Hopkins. .
. . . Heathkit Electronic Center
Sunnyvale.. ... ...... Sunnyvale Electronics Clinton. .
• . . .. ...... R.J.S. Electronics Minneapolis. .
. . '.. Acme Electronics
Torrance....
. . . .. Signal Electronics
. . Warren Radio Co. Sa\nt Paul. ....... . He.1thkit Electronic Center
Torrance.. .
. .. Torrance Electronics Davenport. . .
. . .. Hiawatha Electronics
Tustin. .
A.B.C. Electronic Supply Des Moines .. . ... ..... .. GiNord Brown Inc. Winona. . .
Vallejo. .
. .. . ... .. . Zackit Oes Moines. . ... . ...... Radio Trade Supply
MISSISSIPPI
Van Nuys........ . . . .. . Thrifty Electronics
KANSAS
Biloxi. .
. . Hooper Electronic Supply
Westminster..
. .... JKElectrooics Hutchinson. .
..
Hutchinson
Electronics
Jackson
.
.
.
......
Ellington Electronic Supply
Whittier. . . .. . .. . _... Whittier Electronics
. Oxford Softwafe
Woodland Hills..... Heathkit Electronic Center Kansas Cily ........ Electronic Surplus Sales Oxford. ..
. Hooper Electronic Supply
Yuba City.
. . .. ElectlOnicWorld Mission .......... Heathkit Electronic Center Pascagoula. .
Satina.................. ElectlOnics Inc.
MISSOURI
Shawnee
Mission
.
..
.
.
..
.
.
Burstein
&
Assoc.
COLORADO
. . Heathkit Electronic Center
Boulder. . . . . . . . .
. ......... Hapco Topeka . . .. . .... Carroll Radio & TV Supply Bridgeton.
Colorado Springs. .. . . .. Calco Digital EQuip. Wichita ......... Amateur Radio Equipment Columbia. ........... Show Me ElectroniCS
. .. BUlstein & Associates
Colorado Springs. . . .. Centennial Electronics Wichita.. ........... lloyd's Radio & Elex Kansas City. .
Electronic Supply Co. Inc.
Denver. .
Fislell's Electronics Wichita. . .. ....... .. . . . . . RS.C. Supply Kansas City. .

MISSOURI (Continued)
Kansas City. . . . . . . .. ... . Walters Radio
Rolla. . . .
. .... Show Me Electronics
Sedalia. . . .
Show Me Electronics
Springfield. .
Show Me Electronics
MONTANA
Billings. .
. Contey Radio Supply
Bozeman.. ....... Electronic Service & Disl
Great Falls. .
. Art's Electronics
Great Falls. .
. . . Electric Cily Radio
NEBRASKA
. . ....... . G.l.Electronics
Grand Island..
· .. Computer Systems Inc.
lincoln . .
. . ... Scott Electronic Supply
lincoln . .
. Caauwes Gun & Hobby Shop
Norfolk. .
Omaha.. .
· Heathkit Electronic Center
Scott Electronics
Omaha. .
las Vegas.

NEVADA
.... . . Century 23

Edison ...
Fairlawn.
Mantua.
Ocean .. ..
Trenlon..
Vineland. .

NEW JERSEY
.... William Electronic Supply
. . Heathkit Electronic Cenler
...... . ElectronicWorld
· Heathkit Electronic Center
.. . lalayene Radio Supply
......... . laracoNineland

NEW MEXICO
. ...... Basin Electlonics
Alamagordo. .
NEW YORK
Albany. . . ........ . . Greylock Electronics
Amherst .
. . .. Heathkit Electronic Center
Buftalo. .
. ......... Olson Electronics
Bu"alo. . . . .
. . Radio EQuipment Corp.
Commack. . . . .. . . .. . Spartan Electrooics
Hornell. .
.. Hornell Electronics
Ithaca .. ..
. Rad·Tronics
Jamestown. . . ... .. . . . .... Warren Radio
Jericho......... . Heathkit Electronic Center
Johnson City.
. . Unicorn Electronics
Kingston.
. . . . Greytock Electronics
Middleton. .
. . .... Greylock Electronics
Newburgh .. . ....... . ... Aclion Audio Inc.
Manhattan Electronics
New York.
New York. ... . ...... . .. Taft Electronics
Poughkeepsie..
. . . Greylock Eleelronics
Rcnsslael. . .
. .. Electronic Stockroom
Rochester..... . ... Heathkit Electronic Centef
Seneca . ....... . . .... . Olson Electronics
Troy. .
. .. .. Trojan Electronic Supply
Utica. . . .
. Central EJectronics
White Plains. . . .... ..... Computer Corner
White Plains... .. . . Heathkit EJec\fonic Center
NORTH CAROLINA
Greensboro.
. .. Heathkit Electronic Center
Winston-Salem. .
. . Trayer·Yelverton Inc.
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo.
. Radio & TV Equipment
Fargo. .
. SIS Electronics
OHIO
Akron. .
. . .. Akron Electronic Supply
Akron ....... ... .. .. . ... Warren Radio
BucylUs. . ...... . ...... Mead Electronics
Canton . . .. . .. . ..... Electronic Center Inc.
Cincinnati . . . . ..... Healhkit Electronic Center
Cleveland..
. . Heathkit Electronic Center
Columbus. .
. . Heathkit Electronic Center
Columbus.
Olson Electronics
Dover... . . . ............ T.V. Specialties
lima. . . . . .
. . . Warren Radio
Massmon. . .
. M. H. Martin Co.
Mogadore. .
. ...... . Olson EJectronics
Parma .. ... . . ... . . . . . SupenorElectronics
Reynoldsburg. .
. . Universal Amateur Radio
Toledo. .
Heathkit Electronic Center
TGledo. .
. ......... . Warren Radio
Youngstown ..... . ....... Olson Eleelronics
Youngstown. . .
. .. Ross Radio Co.
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City. . . Trice Wholesale ElectroniCs
OREGON
Albany. . . . .
. .. Oregon Ham Sates
Beaverton. .
_ . . . Norvac Electronics
Corvallis...
. . Electronic Super Store
Corvallis. .
. ... NOMe Etectronics
Dallas..
. .... Norvac Electronics
Portland. . . .. .. .... Portland Radio Supply
Roseburg. .
Roseburg Musical Instrument
Salem.
Computer Specialties
Salem.
Norvac Electronics
PENNSYLVANIA
Braddock.
.. leflElectronics
Butler. . . . . .
. . .. . Computer Center
Chambersburg ...... .,Sunrise Electronic DisL
Drexel Hill. .
. . . . Kass Electronic Disl
Erie. .
. .. Warren Radio
Fairview. . .... ..... .. .. Bell Electronics
Frazer.
. Heathkit Electronic Center
McKeesport. ... ..... .. . ... . Barno Radio
Norristown. . ....... .. . . Computer Corner
Philadelphia ..... . Heathkit Electronic Center
Philadelphia. .
. .. SpectJum Electronics
Phoenixville. . . ...... Stevens TV & Electric
Pinsburgh. . . . . . .. . Heathkit Electronic Center
Pittsburgh.
. ... Pittsburgh Computer Store
Pittsburgh ...... ... . South Hills Electronics
Pittsburgh. . ... . ..... . The Computer House
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. G.Y.C. Co.
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RHODE ISLAND
Cranston . . ' . ..... .. . Jabbour Electronics
Pawtuckel . .
. . .. Jabbour Electronics
Providence ..
. . ... .. Hope Electronics
Warwick. . .
. Heathkit Electronic Center
TENNESSEE
BristoL . .
. Shields Electronics
Concord.. . .......... National EJectronics
Cookeville.......... Wagnon's Stereo Center
Dyersburg. . ... . . . .... . . . Wallen Radio
Knoxville. .
. Shield's Electronic Suppty
Memphis............ BluftCiIyElectronics
Memphis. . . .. Memphis Amateur Electronics
Memphis.......... . ...... Wanen Radio
Murfreesboro. . . . Murfreesboro Radio & EleeL
MurtreesbOlo.
Standald Auto Parts
Nashville. ......... Eddie Warners Parts Co.
Nashville. . .
. Electra Disl Co.
Oak Ridge. .
. .. . ... ..... . . Mr. Radio
Oak Ridge.
. .. National Electronics
Smyrna .
..
. . . ... OelkerElectronics
Tullahoma ... . . . . . ..... H&H E!ectronics
TEXAS
Brownsville.
. . George's Electronic Mart
Dallas.
Heathkit Electronic Center
Enid . . .. ..... .. . . .. .. . Trice EleclfOnics
Fort Worth. .
Heathkit Electronic Center
Harligen. .
. . George's Electronic Mart
Houston. .
. . Heathkit Electronic Center
Lubbock. .
. ... . . , . Trice Electronics
McAllen. .
. Carlos Franco f ledronics
McAllen. . .. . ... . . George's EICClronic Mart
Richardson.... . . Martin Wholesale Electronics
Richardson.
. .. . Trice Electronics
San Antonio. ............ C&K Electronics
San Antonio. . ..... Heathkit Electronic Center
Waco. .
. .. . .. l&M Wholesale
UTAH
Midvale. .
. . . . Heathkit Electronic Center
Ogden. .
. .. . . _. Carter Supply Co.
Provo. . . . . . . . .. Alpine Electronic Supply
Sail Lake City.
. ... . Best Distributing
Sail lake City.... . .•... Kimball Electronics
Salt lake City. . . . . Mountain Coin Distributing
Salt lake City. .
RA·ElCO Inc.
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VERMONT
Burlington. ....
. ... Greytock Electronics
Essex Junction. .
. I.E.5. lafayette Radio
VIRGINIA
A!eKandria.
. Heathkit Electronic Center
Annandale....... . ..... Arcade Electronics
Arlington.. .. Arlington Electronic Wholesalers
Blacksburg. . .
. .. Scotty's Radio & TV
Charlottesville.... . ..... Graves Electronics
Falls Church. .
Crossroad Elect Wholesalers
Harrisonburg......... Electrical Whotesalers
Hopewell. .............. B&G Electronics
lynchburg. . .
. .... Electronic Service Co.
Norfolk. . .
. ... Avec Electronics
Norfolk. . .
. ....... . . Cain Electronics
Norfotk. ..
. ....... PtiestElectronics
Richm:md ..... . ......... Avec Electronics
Roanoke. .
. ... . ..... Avec Electronics
Vienna. ........ . Electronic EQuipment Bank
Virginia Beach ... . .. Heathkit Electronic Center
Woodbridge. .
. E.G£.
WASHINGTON
Bellevue. .
. ... A.B.C. Communications
Bellingham
. .. . .. Cascade Electronics
Everett . .
. . A.B.C. Communications
HOQuaim. .
. Harbor Electronics
Kennewick. .. . .
. .... C&J Electronic
Kenl . . . .
. ..... Electronic Supermar1
Moses lake.
. ........ Ron's Electronics
Olympia .
. .... The Eleelronic Shop
Pasco. . . . . ... .... .. .. . .. Radio Shack
Pullman. .
H&O Electronics
Richland. .... . . _..... . .. . Radio Shack
Seattle. .
. A.B.C. Communications
Seattle. .
. Amateur Radio Supply
Seattle.
. Electronic Supply Co.
Seattle. . . ....... Heathkit Electronic Center
Spokane................•. D.S.C. Sales
Spokane. . ........... Personat Computer
Tacoma .............. . C&G Etectronics
Tukwila . . . . . . . Heathkit Electronic Center
VanCOlNer........ Heathkit Electronic Center
WEST VIRGINIA
Elkins... .
Fairmont ... .
MOigantCJ'Nn..
Morgantown . ..
Morgantown . .
Wheeling . .
WISCONSIN
Kenosha .
. . Chester Electronic Supply
Milwaukee........ Amateur Electronic Supply
Milwaukee ... . . . . . Heathkit Electronic Center
Milwaukee. .
. . . . .. Olson Electronics
WYOMING
Rock Springs. .
FOREIGN
Guam: Agana . . . . .. Marianas Etectrooics
Guatemala . . . EJectronica Pan Amelicana
Panama. .
. . Senite! SA
Panama..... . ....... .. . Tropelco SA
Puerto Rk:o: Rio Pedras Microromputer Store
Puerto Rico: Rio Pedras...... Radio Shack
Sing apore. . . ..... Applied ~igital Systems
West Indies: Trinidad.... The Hobby Centre

JIM-PAK, 1355 Shoreway Road, B~lmont, CA 940Q.2 (415) 595-5936
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Circle 446 on Inquiry card .

CONNECTORS AND
ACCESSORIES
DOUBLE-ROW ~ II

MICRO CHARTS

~_

MALE HEADERS . . . . . . . .
• Solder to PC boards for instant plug-in
access· .025" square posts on a .1 0" x .10"
matrix
Part No.

Description

923862R
923863R
923864R
923865R
923866R

20 post
26 post
34 post
40 post
50 post

double
double
double
double
double

row
row
row
row
row

male
male
male
male
male

GENDER
CHANGERS '

Instant Data on the Most Popular
Computer and Microprocessor Parts
· Fully decoded data
• Compact 8V2 " x 11" size
· Durable credit card plastic
· Clear and concise two-sided tables for:
Full instruction set, disassembly, ASCII,
base conversion, pinout & much more ...
Part No.

Description

MLZ80
Z80 CPU
ML6502
6502 (65XX)
ML7400
540017400 TTL Pinouts
Used to connect 2 cables which have the
same gender.
ML8080A
8080A/8085A
t---';;~"';"'--------------1
Part No.
Description
JRSM-M Connects 2 male (DB25P)
cables
JRSF-F Connects 2 female (DB25S)
cables

JE750 4-Digit Fluorescent
Alarm Clock Kit

D-SUB CONNECTORS
--- _.

.

,

,.

. .- 9

.

.....

Description

DE9P
0EE 9S
0 9H
5P
0AA115
S
0
OA15H
OB25P
OB25S
OB25H
OC37P
OC37S
OC37H
D050P
50S
DDDD 50H

9 Pin Plug
9 Pin Socket
Hood for OE9 Series Connectors
15 Pin Plug
15 Pin Socket
Hood for OA15 Series Connectors
25 Pin Plug (Meets RS232)
25 Pin Socket (Meets RS232)
Hood for OB25 Series Connectors
37 Pin Plug
37 Pin Socket
Hood for OC37 Series Connectors
50 Pin Plug
Socket
50 Pinfor
Hood
0050 Series Connectors

The JE750 Alarm Clock Kit is a versatile 12hour digital clock with 24-hour alarm. The
clock has a bright 0.5" high blue-green
fluorescent display. The display will automatically dim with changing light conditions. The 24-hour alarm allows the user to
disable the alarm and immediately reenable the alarm to activate 24 hours later.
The kit includes all documentation, case
and wall transformer. Other features: flashing colon, alarm tone 500Hz once per sec.,
10 minute snooze alarm, am/pm indicator.
Size: 65fs"L x 3V."H x 13/4"0.

Part No. JE750 KI't

--------------------~~~-----

DATA BOOKS

Part No.

Description

210830
210844
30001
30003
30005
30009
30013

Intel Memory
Intel Microprocessor
National CMOS
National Linear
National TIL Logic
Intersil Data
Zilog Microprocessor

Description

14 Contact Dip
1 6 Contact Dip
24 Contact Dip
40 Contact Dip

Socket
Connectors
Mates 2 rows of .025" sq. dia. posts on
patterns of .100" centers.
Part No.

Description

S20
S26
S34
S40
S50

20
26
34
40
50

1-3/16" Square' 5/32" Thick
8 Ohm' .40 Watt
. Stainless steel diaphragm· Ultra Slim
. For alarms, music sounds, telephone
equipment, computers, speech aids, etc.

Part No. TS30S

Part No.

1 OOK Linear Taper Pots (with knob)
150K Linear Taper Pots (with knob)
40K Video Controller in case (w/knob)

Circle 446 on Inquiry card .

Contact Socket Connector
Contact Socket Connector
Contact Socket Connector
Contact Socket Connector
Contact Socket Connector

Card-Edge
Connectors
C20 20 Contact Card-Edge Connector
C26 26 Contact Card-Edge Connector
C34 34 Contact Card-Edge Connector
C40 40 Contact Card-Edge Connector
C50 50 Contact Card-Edge Connector

D-Sub
Connectors
Part No.

CDE9P
CDE9S
CDA15P
CDA15S
CDB25P
CDB25S
CDC37P
CDC37S

9 Contact Plug
9 Contact Socket
15 Contact Plug
1 5 Contact Socket
25 Contact Plug
25 Contact Socket
37 Contact Plug
37 Contact Socket

--~~----------------~-----CENTRONICS
~ Solder Type
Insulation Displacement Type q

Description

36
36
36
36

Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact

Male-Insulation Displace.
Female-Insulation Displace.
Male - Solder
Female - Solder

INSULATION DISPLACEMENT
CABLE ASSEMBLIES

SPEAKER

JS100K
JS150K
.JVC-40

Plug Connector
Plug Connector
Plug Connector
Plug Connector

Part No. Description

SOLDER-TYPE CONTACTS
Port No.

Part No.

609-14
609-1 6
609-24
609-40

Mates with double-sided 1/16" PC board
with contact fingers on .100" centers.

.r---~

•

InsulationDisplacement
Connectors
Dip Plug
Connectors

Description

S20-36
S26-36
S34-36
S40-36
S50-36
S20-6-S
S20-18-S
S26-18-S
S50-18-S
DB25P-10-P
DB25P-10-S
CEN36M-5
CEN36M-5-F
CEN36M-5-M

20-pin
26-pin
34-pin
40-pin
50-pin
20-pin
20-pin
26-pin
50-pin
25-pin
25-pin
36-pin
36-pin
36- in

36" Single-End Socket
36" Single-End Socket
36" Single-End Socket
36" Single-End Socket
36" Single-End Socket
6" Double-Ended Socket
18" Double-Ended Socket
18" Double-Ended Socket
18" Double-Ended Socket
male 10' Double-Ended Plug
male 10' 25-pin female
Centronics 5' male
Centronics 5' male to female
Centronics 5' male to male
BYTE May 1984
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-MODEMS-

ZENITH/

*Signalman MARK XII 5249.95
1200/300 8aud Auto Dial/Ans
Hayes"" Compatible
*VOSKMODEM 300 8audS59.95
Limited Offer/FREE Source Memb.

Doubl e Your

5Y." disk stol'age
capacity without adding a drive.

* The Computer Phone 8ookS9.95
*The Complete Handbook of
Personal Computer Comm. S, 2.95

-COMPUTERSanyo MBC-SSO

S84S

Order: (BOO) 235-6646 OP 555
Calif. (800) 235-6617 OP 555
VISA/MC
Add 3%
Shipping
Add 2%

Heath
Users

Get tw ice as much from your H88 or
H89 microcomputel'. Our FD C·880H
fl oppy disk controller. in conjun ction
with your 5Y." drives. for example,
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.
And it ha ndles single and double·
sid ed. single and double-density, 8" and
5Y." drives - simultaneously.

ttl

ACOM Electronics
Dept. 120
4151 Middlefield Rd.
Palo Alto, CA 94303

C. O. R. Sy ste m s Inc.

Controlled Data Recordina Systems Inc .
1210 Clairmont Mesa Blvd., San Dieao, CA 92111
(619) 560·1272

Circle 14 on in9uiry card.

Circle 71 on inquiry card.

12 Bit AID Convertor
FOR YOUR APPlE®

529995

AD1GB
•

•
•

*

•

16 CHANNEL
IRO OR NMI INTERRUPT
EXTERNAL START CONVERT
HIGH SPEED - 25,000 CONV.jSEC
7 VOLTAGE RANGES
PRECISION SAMPLE & HOLD

Bolt On Signal Conditioning
Frrs INSIDE APPLE®

57995

A16G

• 16 OP AMPS- EACH WITH
SEPARATE GAIN & FILTERING

from

A8D

5'4995

• TRUE DIFFERENTIAL INPUTS
• 2 to 8 CHANNELS
• SEPARATE GAIN EACH CHANNEL

Hollywood Hardware (818) 989-1204
6842 VaUean Ave.
Van Nuys. CA 91406

Circle

20~

" APPLE

Is • registered

~~~~:::~.~~~PPlE

on inquiry card.

COMPUTER PRODUCTS·GUARANTEED
SAVE UP TO 50%
·COMPUTERS'=,..-o=,----_ _ _ _ _....,.,~
Z.n ~h ZIOO (2 Drives 640K)
12799.00
. Columbia, Ea~., Nonh Slar, Sanyo and more
Call
'PRINTERS;-;;c;-:-;;::-;;:::;:c;-_ _ _ _ _ _-;;;;;-:.;
Blolher HR·15 (L.ner aualily)
5485.00
Blolher HR·25 (L.ner aualily)
1765.00

..

·~~~!~~ ·.,.n:-----------~ll:;;:25~.00
Taxan Amber
1129.00
Z.nilh ZVMI22A·Non.{llare Set.. n, Ambel
SI19.00
Z.n~h ZVMI23A·Non.{ller. Set..n, GI..n
1119.00
Z.nilh ZVMI35 RGB Hi Res. Color
5499.00
'ACCESSORIES ::--:7::--""-=-::-:;:--:-=---:-:--=-::
Prinler Siand 5\\ x 21 V, x 13 130.00,5 'h x 15 x 13 125.00
RolI·Top Disk.n.. Fil. (holds 1(0)
134,95
Mulli.colol Oualily Disk.n.s, SSDD 122,00, DSDD
129.00
3M, Verbalimand mole {5V," & 8"1
C.II
'SOFTWARE
P.achl.~5000=fII"'I;:-P,-;;S-pel;;-I,-;;Pr.,.oo.,.lre-:ad.,.,"'lis"'l"'Mn-gI, "'Spld'"'SI):---:C
12"'49=.00
P.achpak (GL, AR, AP)
1235.00
P.achll.. Accounling-GL, AR, AP, Invenlory Conll~ ,
Payr~ l, Job Cosling
1399.001••.
'TRAINING COURSE AND HANDBOOK":z~cc;;:-:c::-=~
Lolus 1·2-3, dBASE II, Wordslar, Accounling alKI o~ers 165.001...
Everyman's Dalabas. Plimer (Book)
114.95
and many more
MANY OTHERS, AT LOWEST PRICE, PHONE OR WRITE
....
Mail or Phon. Your Older:
•
.... LF COMPUTER PRODUCTS
666Q.D Miramar Rd. Suit. 265, San Di.go, CA 92126
(619) 566·6623 - Phone order full rebate
MastsrcardNlSA add 3%, Shipping & Handling $3.95, Calif. Res. add

6% Sales Tax. An Product. Mlnutactufll Gu.rantttd.

Circle 227 on inquiry card.

APPLE COMPATIBLE

Disk Drive ...
. . $150.00 ea.
Controller Card ......... $35.00 ea .
Computer Case ..... . . . . $55 .00 ea.
Keyboard
.. $70.00 ea.
(Numeric and Function Keys)
Switching Power Supply .. $49.50 ea .
Joystick (Heavy Duty) . . .. $17 .50 ea.
Slim Fan .. . ..... . ... . $25 .00 ea .
Prices for dealers in quanlilies of 25 or more.
End Users Inquiries welcomed.

ELECTRADE CO. (408) 946-2541
780 Trimble Rd . Su ite 605
San lose, CA 95 131
Circle 156 on inquiry card .

PROGRAMMABLE
COMMUNICA TIONS
TRANSLATOR
THE PCT-l09 IS A CONFIGURABLE fN-LINE
RS-232 PROTOCOL AND DATA TRANSLATOR,
THE PCT-Ulil CAN PROVIDE :
• TERMINAL OR PRINTER EMULATION
• DEC OR IBM SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
• MACRO-FUNCTION KEYS
• ·TYPE-AHEAD· AND DATA BUFFERING
• BAUD RATE CONVERSION
• HANDSHAKE PROTOCOL TRANSLATION
(E.G . CTS/RTS, XON/X<FF)
THE PCT-1"il IS CONFIGURED USING A
BUILT-IN COMMUNICATIONS TRANSLATION
LANGUAGE. PROGRAMS CAN BE EAS I LY
ENTERED & EDITED FROM ANY ASCII DEVIC~
PCT- 1ilil-PCB (PCB ONLY) ... . . $ 289
PCT - Hl"-ASM (PCB wi CASE l. . $ 339
PCT-512-fo'OO (POWER SUPPLY). $ 59

lEE

eM ~ [!

I

I

VISA'

METHOD SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
19751 SOUTH LAKESHORE BOULEVARD
EUCLID, OHIO 44119
(216) 531-"4"4
Circle 258 on inquiry card .

BAS/C·-Extended BASIC for Apple Users
A powerful ufension oj Applesoft BASIC for engineers, scien·

tisls and studenfs. Some oj the BASIC· features are:
o BUILT-IN COMPLEX ARITHMETIC
Rep/oces A ppleso/t integer variables with complex van'ables/or
built-in complex arUhmetic capabililies.
o

BUILT-IN COMPLEX FUNCTIONS

Use/Ill/unctions lor complex arithmetic like CSQRT. CEXp,
CA BS and CLOG are available. Several complex/real and
rea/ko mplex f unctions are standard.

Call Toll-Free
1-800-328-3472 for prices and information. Dealer inquiries invited.
C.O.p. and charge cards accepted.
All orae,. .blp~d from .Iock, within 24
bours. Call loll FREE
'¢I?i$"(.l'i'J?i;':l;j("~'"

• POWERFUL EX TENDED HI-RES COMMANDS
Area oriented byte graphic capabilities jar pixel manipulation,
image magnifico/ion. inter-screen and intra-screen image frons/a·
lion, and sclffn/memory data m ovement. Commands for screen
switching and displays, and clearing screens 10 different
background colors.
o

Instead 0/ the standard texl screen, hi-res screens can be used
for upper/lower cost!S and for mixed graphic modes. Programmable character sets for joreign language alphabe/s, variable
jonts and animation applications,
o

North Hills Corporation
35 64 Roil ing Vie w D r .
Whi le Bea r L.ke. IvIN 55110
1-800-328-3472
MN Call Collect 1 · 612 ·77 0·0485

PROGRA MMABLE CHARACTER SETS

VARIA BLE PITCH SCREEN PRINTING

Variable pitch printing capabilities permit printing 40 to 70
characters per line.
Several application programs (Uke FFT, EQUATION SOLVER)
are contained in the BASIC · diskelle to illustrate the powerful
fea tures of lhe language.
ReQuin!S APPLE II/ II Plus with a 16K memory card or APPLE
liE and one disk drive.
Price.: 160 + S2 shipping and handling + 6,-. taxfor California residents. We accept checks, Visa or Master Card.

Contact S.S.

Redd~

Softesmythe Software.

PO Box 17043
Irvine, CA 92713

Phone: 714-540·J644 or 714·660·0167
Circle 350 on Inquiry card .

33% Stronger Jacket
.. Longer Ufe
High Density Oxide ........ Bettef Performance
FREE CASE .............. . . Protective Storage
Low Cost .. ... More Diskettes For Your Money

BULK
$1 'agh 5550
$1 !l!h
BULK
~GY.:~' $1 !~h 5500 $l1agh
BULK
SY4"
gg~~t~ ~',"~"" $2 ~]h 0500 $2l~h

~~(.~:'

SINGLE DENSITY
48 TPI W/HU9 RING
P.,~.(lIO P8' SGN

lOO/Cue
Wt"'e EnvI!I'OI)e
Wl tWBRING

P.( ~

OOUBLE DENSITY

lOO/Cn"

48 'PI W/ H UB RING

WtullllE nwlillooe
W/ toIUBR ING

Pech" IOpe,SoI/Pect

lOO/Cue

W!'> "eE nvelooe

48 ' PI W/ HUB RING
P. r; ~'d

10 P.' 5011

P.c ~

WIH UBRI NG

DELIVERED PRIC ES

Free shipping in continen tal USA Call for
quantity discounts, We accept money orders,
certified checks, VISA and MasterCard, Personal
checks accepted. but take two weeks to clear
bank N.o. add 4%.

r-=--.....

Software Servlces
1326 - 25th Sl. 5 .. Suil e H
Fargo. ND 58 103

Circle 356 on Inquiry card.

N

74LSOO
.60
.60
.60
.60
.75
.75
.75
.75
.65
.75
.75
.95
1.25
.75
.60
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.95
.95
.60
.60
.60
.95
1.42
.95
.95
.95
1.15
1.25
.75
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.25
.75
.75
.95
.95
1.05
1.35
1.35
.95
.95
1.35
.95
.95
1.10
1.10
1.75
1.75
1.25
1.25
1.70
1.25
1.35
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.65
1.25

74LSOO
74LSOl
74 LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LS08
74LS09
74LS10
74LSll
74LS 12
74LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74 LS27
74 LS28
74LS40
74LS42
74 L548
74LS51
74 LS54
74LS55
74LS73
74 LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83A
74LS85
74LS86
74LS90
74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS 107
74LS109
74 LSl13
74 LSl14
74LS122
74LS 123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74LS 132
74LS 133
74LS136
74LS 138
74LS139
74LS145
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS 156
74LS157
74LS158
74LS 160
74LS161
74LS162
74 LS 163
74LSl64
74LS165

74S00

74LS166
74LS168
74LS169
74L5 170
74LS173
74L5174
74L5175
74LS181
74LSl90
74LS191
74LS 192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74L5242
74L5243
74L5244
74L5245
74LS247
74L S248
74 L5249
74L5251
74L5253
74L5258
74L5259
74LS260
74L5261
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74LS283
74L5290
74L5293
74L5295
74 L5298
74L5323
74L5324
74L5347
74L5348
74L5352
74L53S3
74L5363
74L536S
74L5366
74L5367
74LS368
74L5373
74 L5374
74L5375
74L5377
74L5378
74L5385
74LS379
74L5386
74L5381
74 L5390
74 LS393
74L539S
74L5424
74 L5640
74 L5668
74L 5645
74L5670
74L5690

2.50
1.35
1.35
2.50
150
1.50
1.50
2.50
1.45
1.45
1.35
1.35
1.45
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.85
1.85
1.85
2.25
3.95
1.65
1.65
1.65

1.75
1.75
1.50
2.95
1.15
3.75
1.35

1.75
4.95
.95
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.65
1.65
4.95
2.15
2.55
2.55
1.65
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
.95
.95
2.50
4.95
1.25
1.95
2.55
1.95
2.55
1.25
3.95
2.55
2.55
2.55
3.95
3.95
2.75
4.95
2.50
2.50

74500
74502
74503
74S04
74505
74508
74509
74510
74511
74515
74520
74522
74530
74532
74538
74540
74S51
74564
74565
74574
74586
745112
745113
745114
745124
745133
745134
745135
745136
745 138
745 139
745140
745151
745153
745157
745158
745160
745161
745163
745174
745175
745188
745194
745 195
745 196
745225
745240
745241
745242
745243
745251
745253
745257
745258
745260
745280
745283
745287
745288
745289
745373
745374
745387
745471
745472
745473
745474
745475

75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.95
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.50
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
3.65
.95
1.25
1.65
2.25
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.25
2.25
3.55
2.55
2.55
2.55
7.75
2.95
2.95
3.95
3.95
2.25
2.25
1.95
1.95
1.25
2.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
9.95
9.95

GENERAL PURPOSE BOARDS
BLANK BOARD - HOLES ON 100" GRID. No ETCHED CIRCUIT
EXCEPT CONTACT FINGER
No Contacts

STATIC
RAM

2708
27 16-450
2732-450
2732-250
2764-450
2764-250
2764-300
27128-250
TMS2516
TM52716
TMS2532
•

5.95
3.95
5.95
6.95
7.95
9.95
9.95
25.95
4.95
7.95
5.95

"'!!'
•••
..

..

2101
5101
2114-450
2114-200
2147
6116-4
6116-3
6116-2
6116LP-4
6116LP-3
611t:iLP-2

2.95
4.95
1.95
2.15
4.95
5.75
6.75
7. 95
6.75
6.95
8.95

82S131

3.99
8 .95

~~~~~~
93422

~f~;'
,!~
~~~~ ;~;

0 - SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS
Solder Cup

Descripti on
Part No.

Contacts

Socket

Pin

Soc ket

Grey

Black

DXXP

DXXS

RDXXP

RDXXS

DXXCGY

DXXC

2.05
2.05
2.50
4.75
600

2.65
3.60
3.25
7.10
9 25

3.90
3.70
4.50
9.40

3.20
5.40
4.80
10.95

1.55
1.55
1.55
2.95
3.50

1.25

9
15
25
37
50

IC SOCKETS
WW ' WIRE WRAP
1 - 99

MODEMS
51GNALMAN

MARK I
MARK VI

R5 232C. 300 BAUD . DIR CONN
IBM COMPAT IBLE 300 BAUD
DIR CONN " AUTo' ANS/ D IAL'
R5 232C . 300 BAUD. D IR CONN "
AUTO ANS / D IAL
RS 232C. 30011200 BAUD. D IR
CONN " AUTO AN5 / D IAL
115VAC 10 9V DC

MARK VII
MARK XII
ADAPTER
HAyES

IBM PC SMART MODEM 1200B. Plug- in
5MA RT COM II COMMU NI CATIONS SOF TWARE
SMARTMODEM 300. AUTO AN5 / DIAL. 300 BAUD. RS232
5MARTMODEM 1200. AUTO AN5 / DIAl. 1200 BAUD. RS232
SMART MODEL lie. 300 BAUD. AUTO ANS / D IAL . Plug-in
SMARTCOM I COMMUNICATIONS SOFTWARE

P 25 x 45

2.5" x 4.5"
45 " x 6 5"
4 S' x 8 S"
4.5" x 17 0"
8S " x1 7 0 "

P 45 x 65
P 45 x 85
P 45 x '70
PB5x 170

44
44

2.50
4.95
6.50
11.95
19.95

72
72

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
SA4 55L

5 · .. ·

TM 1OO·2A

209.00
209.00
209.00
209.00

't, H'gh

320 KB
320KB
320KB
320KB

FOR APPLE II AND li e
Handwell
Handwell

HO-40
HSO -80

5 · .. ·

12

In

12

In.

green
amber
color moniior
color monllor

5' "

SOUND
CHIPS

Apple lillie
Compatible

ea
ea
ea
ea

1200
12 .80
1895
19.95
18.95
19.95
18.95
19.95

FOR IBM PIC

128K . 2 Serial Po rI.
1 Parallel Po rt.
Real T ime C lock
S399. 00

Color Graphic
Display Card

5175.° 0

CONTROLLER
9
JOYSTICK f--C_A_R_D_ _ _
S4_9_._'--I

0050
0040
0030
0020

CARBON FI L M
250
400
30.00
10000

4 . 10

BOARD WITH

$39. "

VISion 420
VISion III

'h WATT 5%
50 pes
100 pes
1000 p es
5000 pes

,, 10
12
.14
16
26
24
26
32
38

16K RAM CARD MULTIFUNCTION
Compatible Wi th :
DD S 3.3 CP / M
V<Sl c alc. PASCAL
1 YR W A RRANTY

Disk Drive

ea
ea
ea
ea

12
.14
.16
18
28
.28
30
40
.48

Single Male
Single Female
Male to Male
Male to Male
Female to Female
Fema le to Female
Male 10 Female
Male to Female

130.00
135.00
550.00
500.00

0025
0020
001 5
0.010

45
55
55
79
90
105
1 09
1 35
1 69

Tel: 1-(800)-821-3628

1-------------1

5% CARBON FILM
FROM 1 OHM TO 10M OHM
50 pes
1.25
100 pes
200
1000 pcs
15 00
5000 pes
5000

100

f------------

175.00
185.00

RESISTORS

CRYSTALS

LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP
LP

Full High
'I.. High

'I. WATT

76477
2.95
76489
8.95
AY3-8910
9.95
AY3-8912 12.95

8 PIN
14 PIN
16 PIN
lB PIN
20 PIN
22 PIN
24 PIN
28 PIN
40 PIN
64 PIN

36"
36"
36 "
60"
36 "
60"
36"
60"

MONITORS
Taxan
T axan
T axan
Tax an

WW
55
WW
65
WW
65
WW
89
WW
1.00
WW
1 15
WW
1 19
WW
1 45
WW
1 89
LP , LOW PROFILE

FOR APPLE II & lie

FOR IBM PC
Shugart
Panasonl CS
Toshiba
Tandon

9.00
449.00
99.00
199.00
475.00
279.00
79.00

8 PIN
14 PIN
16 PIN
18 PIN
20 PIN
22 PIN
24 PIN
28 PIN
40 PIN

D- SUBMINIATURE CONNECTOR JUMPERS

1595
22.95
22.95

Blank Bo ard
H orizontal Busses
VertIcal Busses '

139.00
359.00

25DP36
25D536
25DP36DP
25DP60DP
25DS36DS
250560DS
250P36DS
25DP60DS

S - 100 BOARD 15.3" x 10" ) HOLES ON 100" GR ID

P 100·1
P 100·2
P 100-3

89.00
199.00

EDGE CARD
CONNECTORS
PIN
WW
495
PIN
5T
2 .95
PIN
WW
5 .95
PIN
5T
6 .95

BARE BOARDS

3.29
4.30
7.25
13.25
21 .95

50 '
100'
250'
500'
1000'

HOOd

FOR

Speedy EPROM
Programmer
for Apple II

APPLE II

$149.

00

Pro g rammi ng 2716. 2732.
2732 A. 2764 . 27 128.
2516. 2532. 2564
i n 30 seconds . software
co nt rol programming ,
no additional
hardware required .

S270 00

64K MEMORY
EXPANSION KIT
for IBM/PC
S52 .95

Joy Stick
for IBM PIC

!i~38635 H~

::~~:g::i~:'" ~;~~~~:ro~ ~~~P;:~i~~c~~~~'i~~~~ :~,rp~;:'~ ~~~~~:so~~~:~~ f::i~:~!'U:r~:~el Air

12.00
14.31818

2.95
2 .95

CEN 36 M

":I

i

!;J

1.75

RIBBON CABLE

,

GREY

ConlaCIS
"

""

20

3

'"
.,.
'"

, '0
' 70

" 39'
'"
"
25

50
60

'"

'"

COLOR COOED

"

.: 50
4 70

195

"0
250

..

' 90

", 0

550
6'0
6 50

:l05

" 50
1200

" 50

CENTRONIC PRIN TER

CABLE

59'
7 25
750

,25

950
1005

'75
750

1830
7215

900

27 30

•
•••
•

U N EPROM ERASER
General Indust ries
$37.50

SUPER COOLING
FANS For APPLE
WITH SURG

$39. 50

$35.°0

8087
MATHEMATICS
CO-PROCESSOR

....

S199. "
~
VISA

I

I

I_
._~'~
..

1295

IBM IS a trad e mark of Interna tiona l BUSiness Machines Corporalion. Apple is a trade
mark of App le Com puler .
.

8 .75

~I:. I~ ~~i~~~;~:
I:!t Hand;;;I'I'g~F~'"
~~~~'ithiC

••••••••••••••••"

Circle 190 on inquiry card.

Right Ang le PC Mounting

iii

i

~"IIi.""

;(jQ/3' 3.5 ". 4

~~;

e

~.~~

$24 .95

~~;~x: ::5'~;::

~~;;6

~~;
~~;

4164-150
6.95
MISC L -.--------1

2~~;

WIRE KIT 112

,~~;

8

:;~t~~g

~~~~-5

36/ 72

Price

::~~::

3.95
3 .95
2.95
2 .95
2.95
2 .95
2 .95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

:: ~~:~~g
4 .95
49.95

P 72 1-1

Con tact Centers

Siz e

:x: :~::

32.758khZ
1.0mhz
1.84 32
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579535
4.0
5.0
5.0688
5. 185
5.7143
60

DYN. RAM

6502
68000

g;::

4.5" x 6"
.100"
9.95
SPOOLS AVAILABLE IN RED. BLUE .
__~
P ~7~
2~
2-~I______~3=6/~7=
2 ________4~.5~·_
· x~9_
" ________~10~0~"________~
10~.9=5~__i yELLOW AND BLACK

7400 SERIES CALL FOR PRICE
MOS
EPROM

: ::~::

WIRE WRAP WIRE
WIRE KIT"
$9.95
200/3" 250/3.5" . l00!4" . 4.5" . 5' . 6"

32.0

2.9 5 :

4962

EL CAM IN O REAL. LOS AL 1 05 . C A
l XL

94022. (4151 962-9265

1 7 1947

HANDWELL L10S . . . . . .
BYTE May 1984

527

6800 Family
Cross-Software

Electronic
Circuit
Analysis

The Statistician
CPM IBM-PC
TRS-OOS XENIX

• AC and DC anal ysis
• Very fast, optimized machine language
• Worst case, sensitivity analysis
• Sweep component values
· 64 Nodes
• Co mpare ci rc uits
• Log or linear sweep

• Multiple Regression
Stepwise
Ridge
All Subsets
Backward Elimination
• Time Seri es Anal ysis
• Descriptive Statistics
• Transformations

• Full file handling
• Fu ll editing, error trappi ng

•
•
•
•
•
•

Frequency response, magnitude and phase
Complete manual with exampl es
Transmission lines
Compl ex y parameters
Ava ilable for CP/ M . M SDOS. T RSDOS
Pri ce - $150 .00

Please call TOLL FREE

1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

Q

Tatum Labs
P.O. Box 698
Sandy Hook, CT 06482
(203) 426-2184
Circle 406 on inquiry card.

Circle 374 on inquiry card.

FREE SOFTWARE
RENT THE PUBLIC DOMAINI
User Group Software isn't copyrighted, so no fees
to payl 1000's of CPIM and IBM software
programs in .COM and source code to copy
yourselfl Games. business, utilities I All FREEl

CP/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY
Volumes 1- 92, 46 disks rental- $45

SIG/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY
Volumes 1- 90, 46 disks rental- $40
Volumes 91 - 154, 30 disks rental-$40
SPECIALI Rent a/l SIGI M volumes for $ 75

IBM PC-SIG (PC-DOS) LIBRARY

~BASF

DDY§£lIJ.

DISKETTES

SPECIAL D1SKmE OFFER

BASF Diskettes at competitive price. Call TOLL FREE
(800) 235-4137 for prices and
Information. Visa and Master
Card accepted.

The Dysan quality difference is
yours to try with advanced production techniques that assure every
diskette to be 100% error-free .
PLUSI If you call, write, or utilize
reader service in response to this
ad-we'll send you our full-range
catalog of computer supplies with
Special Offers good for further savings on Dysan diskettes and many
other quality products.

Public Domain User Group Catalog Disk $ 5 pp.
(payment in advance, please)
Rental is for 7 days after receipt, 3 days grace to
return . Use credit card, no disk deposit.
Shipping, handling & insurance - $ 7. 50 per library.

(8191 941-0926 Informallon,
(8191 727-1016 anytlma ordar machine

•

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Have your credit card readyl
Public Domain Software Center

P.J.S. CO.

1250·E Ran kin Dr ., Troy, MI 48083
Phon e: 1313) 589·3440

AM-EX

Simply #1 in service & Reliability

:1:1

DISCOVER THE DYSAN DIFFERENCE
Circle 305 on inquiry card .

Circle 313 on inquiry card .

Cirole 243 on inquiry card.

CONVERSE~~COMPUTER

C LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMERS

AT LA STI A FULL IMPLEMENTATION of Ihe 0110lnal ELIZA program IS
now 1\v.ulable to run on your mlcrocomputc r'

Croated 31 MIT in 1966, ELIZA has become tho werld·s mOSI celebrated
artil ic!alinloiligence demonstmtion program . ELI ZA is a non·dlrectivo
psychotherapist who analvzes eoch statement as you type.t In and thon
responds with her own comment or Question-and hor remark s are
olten amazingly apPfOpriate'

c-syatema
C COMPILER

c-window™

Designed to fun on a large mainframe. ELIZA has never before been
available 10 personal computer users except in greally stripped down
versions lacking the sophistication which made the original prooram so
lascinating.

The complete c language source level
pro gram testing and debugging t ool.

Convert What You Have
To What You Want!
• RS232 Serial
• 8 Baud Rates
• l atched Outputs

• Centronics Para llel
• H andshake SIgnals
• Com pact 3y' )( 4% )( 1~

the c ...ylltllm. C COMPILER fo r
S086/ S088 based systems.

001,'89."
ConnectofOptioI'l S10.00

':~~~:;lt~g6~.::'1t

c...ptllftl.

CALL (805) 487·1665 or 487· 1666
Fo r FAST Delivery

Circle 162 on inquiry card.

:E,

TM c·systems

Order your copy 01 ELIZA today and you'U never again wonder how to
respond when you hear someone say. '·Okay. lefs see what thiS com·
puter 01 yours can actually do!"
ELIZA tS AVAILABL E IN THE FOLLOWING FORM ATS:
1. 5% Inch disk lor the 48K Apple II. II Plus. lie or III
$25 lor Protected Version-S4510r Applesoft Source VerSion

1-

2. 5 )~ inch disk lor the 64K tBM Personal Computer
S25 for Protected Version-$45 lor IBM Olsk BASIC Source Version

3. 5Yo inch disk or tape casselle for the Commodore 64 (specily which)
$25 lor Proto cted Version-S45 tor C-64 BASIC Source Version

4. S tandard 8 inch single density disk for all CP/ M based computers
S2510r ELlZA.COM-S45 with Microsoit BASIC-80 Source

5. 51' inch disk for most CP / M based computers (specily computod
S25 for ELIZA.COM- S45 with M icrosoft BASIC·80 Source

Contac t.
P.O. Box 3253

•

Now. our now microcomputer verSion POssessmg the FULL power and
rango 01 ox pression 0 1 tho original is being ollered at tho Introductory
price 01only $25. And II you want to lind out how she does It (Of teach
hor to do morel. we will includ o the complete SOURCE PR OGRAM lor
only $20 additional.

• Single step by c sourc e line.
• Set breakpoints at line numbe rs.
• Display and alter variables b y symbol
name, using C e xpression syntax.
• No more print1 or assembler level
debugging!

c-window™is a support pockoge fo r

'--=-:e;:--=:,-,,-:--

for more inform ation
or write:
Quant Systems
Box 628
Charleston , SC 29402
VISA·MIC Accep\ed

Circle 325 on inquiry card.

Volum es 1-100, 5 W' disks $99.50
MOST FORMATS AVAILABLEI SPECIFY.

993 S. Sante Fe "c"
Vista, CA 92083

• Survey Research
• Nonparametrics
• x·y Plots
• ANOVA
• Random Samples
• Data Base
• Search & sort
• Hypothesis tests

Fullerton . CA 92634

714-637 -5362

Please add S2.OO shiPping and handling to all orders
(Cali fornia residents please add 6% sales lax)

Q

iii

ARTIFIOIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUP
V/S4

I 921 North La Jolla Avenue. Oepl. 8
(213~g~:.~g~~s·(i~3=~2214
"
MC. VI SA and checks accepted

~

Circle 45 on inquiry card .

MONITORS
No\DEK COLOR I

AMOEK
AMDEK
AMD EK
AMOEK

COLOR
COLOR
VIDEO
VIDEO

PLUS

II PLU S
IV
300 (GREEN)
300 (AMBER)

AMDE K VIDEO 310 (AMBER)
SHe
12 " GREEN
SHe
13" COLOR
SHe
13" RGB AP 2 COLOR
BHe
13" RCB IBM
CQMREX 9 " HI-RE S AMBER

COMREX

13" COLOR W/ SOUND

COMREX 12" HI - RES AMBER
COMREX 12 " HI-RES GREEN
COMREX 12" HI-RES LT GRN
COMREX 13" RCB COLOR

GO RI LLA 12 " At-lBER
GO RILLA 12 " GREEN
NEC 12" HI-RES GREEN
NEe 12" ECONQ GREEN
NEC 12" LO-RE S COLOR
NEe 12 " AMBER SCR EEN

NEe 12" COLOR - IBM
P RI NCETON GRAPHICS HX-12
SAKATA 13" COLO R
S AKATA 13" RC B COLOR
S ML'TA SUPER RGB
SAKATA 12" GREEN
S /\NY O CTR-7Q HIRES COL OR
S/\NYO AUM-255 25 " RGe

SANYO DMC- 6 500

13 "

RGB

TAX AN 12" GREEN
'r AXAN 12" AMBER
TAX AN RCB V I S I ON 1

TA..XAN RGB VI S I ON III
T AX AN RCD 420 IBM
ZE N I TH 12" AMBE R
Z ENiTH 12 " GREEN
Z ENITH RG B ZVM-13 5 COLOR

US I 9 " AMBER P I- 4
US ! 9 " GREEN PI - 1
US I 12" AMBER PI- 3
US l 12 " GREEN Pl - 2
US!

14"

LO-RES COL OR

309.95
454.95
8 19.95
139.95
154.95
174.95
89.95
249 . 95
379.95
449.95
119.95
289.95
139.95
134 . 9 5
134.95
274 . 95
99.95
89.95
154.95
109.95
294.95
16 4 . 95
439.95
5 19.95
294.95
549.95
749.95
119.95
629.95
799.95
419. 9 5
129. 9 5
139.9 5
329 . 95
464. 9 5
549.9 5
1 19.95
99.95
5 24.95
129.95
119.95
144.95
129.95
309.95

MODEMS
ANC HOR MA RK I ( RS- 232)
ANCHOR MARK. I I ( ATARI)
AN C HOR MARK VII (RS - 2 3 2 )
AN C HOR MARK XII (RS-23 2 )
ANCHOR VOLKSMODEM
HES MODEM VIC - C6 4
NOVATION J - CAT
NOVAT ION 2 1 2 AUTO CAT
RI XON R212A 1 2 00 BAUD
SMA RTCAT 103/ 21 2
SMA RTCAT 10 3
S MA RTMODEM 30 0 BAUD
S MARTMODEM 1200 BAUD
S MA RTHOD EM 1 20 0B - IBM
US ROBOT ICS AU TOO IAL 2 12
us ROBOTI CS PA SS WORD

84.9 5
84 . 95
119.95
289 . 95
64 . 95
54.95
119.95
624 . 95
429.95
429. 9 5
199.95
2 19.95
484.95
449.95
49 9 .95
379 .9 5

PRINTERS

COMPUTERS

ANADEX DP- 9501B
1099.95
ANADEX DP- 9625B
1299.95
ANADEX DP- 9620B
1179.95
ANADEX IIP-6000
2299.95
ANADEX DP-6500TR 500CPS 2529.95
APPLE IMAGEWRITER
LOW! I
CENTRONICS 352 DP
2229 .95
C.ITOH A 1 0 DAISY WHEEL
569.95
C .ITOH 8510SP
499 . 95
C.ITOH 8600BP
949.95
C . ITOH 85 10 SCP COLOR
579.95
COMREX CR-II DAISY WHEEL 499.95
DAISYWRITER 200 0 48K
11 29.95
DELTA -l 0
539.95
DELTA- 15
669.95
EPSON FX-80 W/TRACTOR
529.95
EPS ON FX - l 00 F / T
719.95
EPSON MX-l00 F/T
489.95
EPSON RX-80
324.95
EPSON RX-80 F/T
389.95
GEMINI l OX
299.95
GEMINI 15X
439.95
GO RILLA BANANN A
189.95
IDS MICROPRISM 480
429 . 95
IDS PRISM 1 32
1459.95
J UKI 6100 PRINTER (P)
464.95
MANNESMANN TALLY MT160L
639.95
MANNESMANN TALLY MT 180L 879 . 95
MANNESMANN TALLY SPI RIT
349.95
NEC 3550 SPINWRITER-IBM 1999 . 95
OKIDATA MICROLINE 8 0
2 79.95
OKIDATA PACEMARK 2 3 5 0S
2329.95
OKIDATA PACEMARK 241 OP
2569.95
OKIDATr, PACEMARK 2410S
2639.95
OKIDATA 8 2A W/OKIGRAPH
379 . 95
OKIDATA 83A W/OKI GRAPH
664 . 95
OK IDATA 84P
1099.95
OK IDATA 84S
11 99.95
OKIDATA 92P
484.95
OKIDATA 93P
799.95
OKIDATA 93S
894.95
PANASONIC P 1 090
334.95
PANASONIC P 1 091
394 . 95
P RINTMASTER ( DAISY)
1439.95
PROWRITER I (8510P)
364 . 95
PROWRITER I I (1550P )
599 . 95
QUME SPRINT 11 / 40+
1439.95
SANYO PR5500 DAISY WHEEL 719.95
SILVER-REED 550 DAISY
749.95
STAR POWER-TYPE DAISY
409.95
STARWRITER DAISY WHEEL
1139.95
T OSHIBA P- 13 50 LP
1749.95
TRANSTAR 3 15 COLOR
499.95
TRANSTAR 1 20p 14CPS
464 . 95
TRANSTAR 130P 18CPS
679 . 95
TRANSTAR 140P 40CPS
1329.95
MICROBUFFER(EPSON RS 2 32) 129.95
GRAFITTI CARD (APPLE)
89 . 95
GRAPPLER + (APPLE)
119.95
MICROBUFFERII 16K(APPLE) 154.95
PKASO PRINTER I / F(APPLE) 139.95
WI ZARD BPO 16K (APPLE)
139.95
WIZARD SOB 16K (APPLE)
199 . 95

APPLE lI e STARTER SYSTEM
APPLE MACINTOSH COMPUTER

OTHER PRINTERS AVAILABLE

APPLE HARDWARE &- SOFTWARE
LOW!!
LOW! I

COMMODORE 64 COMPUTER
LOW I !
COMMODORE 1 54 1 DISK DRIVE LOW! I
COLUMBIA VP PORTABLE
2599.95
COLUM8IA 1600-1 COMPUTER2949.95
IBM-PC COMPATIBLE SYSTEM
1 2aK , 2 -OS/OD DRIVES, KEYBOARD
WITH COMPLETE SOFTWARE PACKAGE
EAGLE PC PLUS-2 SYSTEM
3399.95
12aK, 2-DS/ DD DRIVES,
MONITOR, EAGLEWRITER, MS-DOS,
EAGLECALC, & CP /M-86
EAGLE SPIRIT-II
2799.95
EAGLE SPI RIT- XL
3999.95
PORTABLE 128K EXPANDABLE TO
640K ON BOARD, 1 32DK FLOPPY,
10 MEGABYTE HARD DISK, IBM
COMPATABLE KEYBOARD, 2 SERIAL
1 PARALLEL PORT, MS-DOS 2. a ,
MONOC HROME MONITOR , CP/M 86
NEC APC-HO 1
NEC APC -H 02
NEC 82 01 COMPUTER
SANY O 550 COMPUTER
SANY O 5 55 COMPUTER

2239.95
2799.95
649.95
8 19.95
1124 . 95

Z ENITH IBM COMPATABLE
Z ENITH W/ 1 D MEG OSK

2649.95
3999.95

WILDCAT STARTER SYSTEM
1349 . 95
APPLE I I COMPATABLE SYSTEM
6 4K, DETACHABLE KEYBOARD,
2 APPLE COMPATABLE DISK DRIVES,
HI-RES 12 " AMBER MONITOR,
RBG & COMPOS ITE COLOR OUTPUT,
2 CPU ' S (Z - 80 A & 6502) .
80 - COLUMN CARD & JOYSTICK

4TH DIMENSION DRIVE-ONLY
4TH DIMENSION DRIVE+CTRL
ALS CP/M CARD
APPLE-CAT II MODEM
BANK STREET WRITER
BUFFERED GRAPPLER+
d - BASE I I (REQ Z- 80)
HAYES MICROMODEM lIe
MACH II JOYSTICK lI e
MACH III JOYSTICK lIe
MASTERTYPE
MICROBUFFER II+ 16K (P)
PFS: FILE
PKASO/U PRINTER I/F
PREMIUM SOFTCARD lIe
QUADRAM 64K8DCOL eRO lI e
VIDEX VIDEOTERM W/SFTSW
VIDEX ULTRATERM

214.95
299 . 95
334.95
284 . 95
49.95
199 . 95
499.95
234.95
34.95
4 1 .95
29.95
199 . 95
89.95
139.95
384 . 95
1 24.95
239.95
294.95

IBM
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD
KOALA PAD TOUCH TABLET
KRAFT JOYSTICK
MICROPRO PRO PACK
MICROSOPT SYSTEMCRD 25 6 K
MICROSOFT MOUSE
MOUSE SYSTEMS PC MOUSE
QUADCHROME MONITOR
QUADLINK APPLE EMULATOR
QUADRAM QUADBOARD I 64K
QUADRAM · QUADCOLOR I
RANA OS/DD DISK DRIVE
STB SUPER I/O MULT IFUNCT
TG JOYSTICK W/TOGGLE
TRANSEND P.C. MODEM 1200
VERSAWRITER GRAPH TABLET
WIZARD SPOOLER P I S 16K

389.95
119.95
49.95
419.95
479.95
139 . 95
2 19.95
589.95
519 . 95
299.95
229.95
274.95
184.95
44.95
439.95
249.95
249 . 95

COMMODORE 64

DISKETTES

CARDBOARD/55 SLOT EX PAN. 64 . 95
CARD? GRAPHICS INTERFACE
69 . 95
DATA20 Z-80 VIDEOPAK
229.95
DELPHI I 5 ORACLE DATA BASE 89 . 95
DISKEY
34.95
DONKEY KONG
34.95
EASY SCRIPT64
34.95
EASY SPELL 64
34.95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR II
39.95
HOME ACCOUNTANT
54.95
HOMEWORD WORD PROCESSOR
49.95
JOUST
35.95
KOALA PAD TOUCH TABLET
79 . 95
MERLIN 64 ASSEMBLER
35.95
MSD- SD 1 DISK DRIVE
399.95
MULTIPLAN
74. 9 5
OMNI-CALC
34 .95
PAPER CLIP W/P
64.95
PAC - MAN
37.95
POPEYE
39.95

SS/ SD ELEPHANT 16.95 OPUS 17.95
SS/ DD ELEPHANT 19.95 OPUS 20.95
DS/DD ELEPHANT 25.95 OPUS 26.95

~~~~~~9N

~U~

SARGON I I
VOICE BOX

27.95
84.9 5

ZORBA PORTABLE COMPUTER 999.95
BUILT IN ," GREEN SCREEN ,
2 DS/ DO DISK DRIVES, RS-232,
PARALLEL, IEEE488 BUS , KEYBOARD
EMULATION MODE FOR OSBORNE I,
KAYPRO I I , XEROX 820 , DEC VT- 180,
CROMEMCO 520, TELEVIDEO 802
AND MANY MORE!
WORDSTAR, MAILMERGE, CALC STAR ;
C-BASIC, CPM 2.2 , M- 80
ATARI

HARDWARE

ALIEN VOICE BOX
99.95
KOALA PAD TOUCH TABLET
77.95
RANA 1000 SS/DD W/SFTW
369.95
TRAK AT-D2 SS/DD + TURBO 4 19 . 95

IBM PCIXT COMPATIBLE
Computer Case .. . . .. ................. $140.00
Keytronic Style Keyboard . .. .... . .. ... $160.00
PC 65 Watt Power Supply . ... .. .. . .... $150.00
XT 100 Watt Power Supply . .......... $190.00
PCIXT Bare Board .. .... ............. $ 90.00
Shugart SA455 320KB Floppy Disk .... $185.00
Shugart SA712 10MB Hard Disk .... .. . $675.00
Shugart SA606 10MB Hard Disk . . . . . .. $475.00
Hard Disk Controller . ...... . .... ..... 5350.00
Floppy Disk Controller w/Serial,
Parallel, Game Ports . . . ... . ... .. . . .... $250.00
Color Graphic Card . ..... .. .. ..... . .. . $210.00
Monochrome Card .... . . . . ......... . .. $225.00

Solve """"..., poobIeIM. buv 1~.urtooce
.w.-. All onion ohIpped
from ItodI,
24 hcMn. CaD .... fREE
(800) 2»4137 lor prka ..... InIanurtIan.
\lIN ..... ~ Can! .a:epted.
~ D,oun
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OEM/DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

ELECTRADE CO. (408) 946-2541
780 Trimble Rd., Suite 605
San Jose, CA 95131
Circle 118 on inquiry card.

Circle 157 on inquiry card .

Stepping-Motor Driver Box
with on board BASIC in ROM

Controls Motion from any CRT or Compirter

Circle 305 on Inquiry card.

THE OFFICIAL
NUMBER TO CALL

TO FIND OUT
MORE ABOUT

We're bringing In the New
with
specials on quality 3M information
processing products. Including:

• DISKETTES • MAC, TAPE
• DATA CARTRIDCES
PLUSI Specials on many other products in our fUll-range discount
catalog of computer supplies. call,
write, or utilize reader service to
obtain your FREE catalog of 1984 3M
Specials.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS

125(}E Rankin Dr., Troy, MI 48083
Phone: (313) 589-3440
Simply ,1 In service & Reliability
. . . Authorized Distributor
. . . . Information Processing Products
Circle 244 on inquiry card.

THE UNOFFICIAL
APPLEWGO:
617·492·8816

HOOKUP AND GO!
Provides all required power
Drives 4 motors at up to 5 amps per winding
while sensing 8 limit switches
STEPPING-MOTOR TIPS COOKBOOK $8
with 3-0 so ftware & schematic
BIG STEPPER:
Par allel Version
$495 / card only $195
Smart Version (RS232) $850 /wrth BASIC $985
Centre Computer Co nsultants. (814) 237-4535
P.O. Box 739, State College, PA 16804
Circle 72 on inquiry card.

~lQ

Terrap..in'"

The Logo People

Terrapin, Inc., 380 Green Street,
Cambridge, MA 02139, (617) 492-8816
Circle 378 on Inquiry card.
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MOREOH THE 5l)(TYFOUA

~o~i";~~dc'.

A word for this Punch/Reader Combo is

'''.is

c3:::'.;r:.o,"a:ourC-&t
Speed! Mode l 510 punch es paper lape al 11 0cps.
rea d s at 150cps. Thi s ru gged machine is compu l er
co m palible o ll erin g RS232C. c urren l loop. para ll e l
input s. Th e ASCII-la-Baudot code co nverSlo r, perm i ts di rect keyboard entry lor Telex /TWX transm ission . Plu s: 256 charac l er s)orage. 75·9600 baud
ral e. 5·8 leve l l ape. slack . AD D MA STE R CORP. 416
Junipero Serra Dr.. San Gabrie l. CA 9 1776
2131
285· 1121 .

*

Or... ·No.

•

'.5

•

n .if>

.n.if>

fw

(url/i e r m(o rm .:JflOfl (nlll aCI:

LSI JAPAN CO., LTD.
2-:! 4-9 YOYOGI SHJI)UY,\·I\U TOKYO (151 ) IAPAN

Circle 242 on inquiry card.

' US

How 10 P'OI""" ,OU~ ATAAI '" 6SOl
MIctIiMu.... ...
I""odvet lon 10 mact.. ,.,. 1."9u.
10' lilt-

~!:..::~,';''''''''
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FORTH o n , ... ATAAI - l ... n .... by
U.....
In''oducuon . P'09""" . ~hc.uon •.

~.~~1:Pf09l'.m'forrtwC::U5 ~::;~.. r,~-

for pamphl et write:
P.D.Box 508 STA. CR UZ
CA. USA 95062

PHON£(OJ)J79-24 27

Circle 18 on inquiry card.
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Or"·No . 11J
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How 10 P'Otr- in li50l MwtI I...

CommodcN • .,. TII"'~p. Vol . I
How 10 .~1W>d \'Oil' c .64.
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BASIC tnd one ulltcl GUN FIGHT ,n

hints. -V imporu nt

11.15

HAADWARE AOD.o,
C....
~:rt~j,'~Qfn book N°i;~~~~~I'
P."II,I prln ' ", inlt., ! :.
HACI(ERBOOI( 101 ,_. Au'; _pulw
Order·No. 4119O
I\t.'S T,p,+"idu- V•• y ;"'PO'"" I ' W l out;""
Un;""", E~t .. 80erd
In 6502 fM(h;,.. 1."fUI9I. How \o....t.t
Or...·No. 4970
19.ts boolab~ (.I.yn... dille I . and EPROM,
£~ eo.rd KIT _ Hokh up 10 4 Comp"'" coni llUO:;Uon , 'Iocl. and 001\
Exp bcNo'<n Ibl .. oo.dl
....... on how 10 build III EPROM bt. ....
0.... No
'21.16 o.ct..·No.
o.l«.nd Oitl riOwlOt .l'IQU if...... in.ittld.c:OI>· .. ~ftl c: '~8) "- EIC ..... I>'w"' ·'~ "·9 ''''
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ElCOW PUBLISHING. INC.

,.nUN l ,

""'_: 17141 '1l..&114.T1a .: 2t 1111

... Gooo ......,_ .... , _ . uetr)

:!!~A~1M

11.95

~"::::':::lul~~_ln

Circle 155 on Inquiry card.
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A GODBOUT CO MPANY

SYSTEM B16 / A A&T
SYSTEM 816 / 8 A&T
SYSTEM 816 / C" A&T
SYSTEM 816 / 0" A&T (8086)
SYSTEM 816 / E" A&T (613000)
TO ADD 40 Mb H.D. TO SYSTEM 816

83,999
$4,999
$6,399
89,899
$6,399
82,475

S- 100'o 40Mb HARD DISK SUBSYSTEM
W / DISK 3 & CP / M 80 & 86

$2,B95

100 HOUR SYSTEM " BURN -IN"
"XEROX ON-SITE SERVICE WHERE AVAILABLE
8229
CPU Z 6MHz A&T
$349
CPU 8086 / 88 A&T
5569
CPU 8086 10MHz A&T
$739
CPU 86 / 87 5MHz A&T
CPU 68K W/ MMU OPTION A&T
5629
CPU 68K 10MHz CSC
5600
8349
RAM 17 64K STATIC A&T
RAM 16 64K STATIC 8&16 A&T
8389
RAM 21 128K STATIC 8&16 A&T
8699
81 ,229
RAM 22 266K STATIC 8&16 A&T
8895
M -DRIVE / H 512K RAM -DISK
8489
INTERFACER 3-8 SERIAL A&T
8319
INTER FACER 4 -3 SERIAlI2 PARALLel
8319
SYSTEM SUPPORT 1 A&T
DISK 1 A&T
8349
DISK 2 A&T 8 " H.D . CNTRL
8559
DISK 3 W/ CP / M 80&86
$559
6 SLOT MOTHERBOARD W/ TERMINATION
$99

MORROW.
MD2 SYSTEM W/ MDT60 TERMINAL
AND TALLY SPIRIT PRINTER
51 ,699
MD3 AS EQUIP . A80VE
$1 ,999
MD3- MDCPB8 -256 SYS . AS EQUIP. A80VE W /
8088 CO-PROC . & 256K RAM UPGD .
$2 ,399
MOll SYSTEM AS EQUIP . ABOVE W/ CP/ M 3 .0 ,
128K RAM , 0500 FlPY AND 11Mb H.D . $2 .745
MDP-3 PORT. SAME AS MD-3 W/ 5X7 SCREEN
& DETACH . K .8 . & TAllY SPIRIT PRINT. 81 ,999

:\ \\ h"k

nlll1ilull'f :'\'~ 1t'1ll

III IIllt '

lilill'

hllx ~""

2 MODEMS , MX80 PRINTER , 2 -5500 5 " DRVS ..
CP / M , FANCY FONT. MONEY MAESTRO,
C8ASIC, M8ASIC , PERFECT FILER , SPelLER ,
CALL
WRITER, CALC
ALSO W/ DUAL 5 " DSDD DRIVES
CALL
ALSO W/ 8088 CPU , 320K RAM , MS -DOS
CALL

PORTABLE 1600-VP W / ALL SOFTWARE
$2,495
DESK TOP 1600-1 W / KEYTRONICS 6150 K.B.
& CRT CONTR . (MON . NOT INCLD.)
82, 595

rn

8101
8342
$412
8667
8621
8367
81,496
84, 121
$746

Cromemco
DPU W/ 6BOOO AND ZBO CPU 'S
266KZ DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARD
D+7A DIGITAL/ ANALOG INTERFACE
SCC Z-80 SINGLE CARD COMPUTER
8PI0 B PORT PARALLel INTERFACE
64 FDC FlPY CNTlR . / TANDON DRVS.
C-l0MP PERS . COMP oW / MICROPRO

......rn

8692
81 , 127
8267
8431
8267
8618
82,OB4

.r.rl~

EP128 12BK EPROM BOARD
VB3A 80x24 DISPLAY VIDEO BOARD
VB3A BOx50 DISPLAY VIDEO BOARD
VB3A-S CP / M COMPATIBLE 8 " DISK
KBl PROTOTYPING BOARD
1/ 04 2-SERIAL / 2 -PARALLElI / 0 BOARD
1/ 08 8 - SERIALI / 0 80ARD

8237
8424
8467
848
836
8247
$469

@~{@!qg!iM

KEYTRONICS 5150 KEYBOARD / IBM-PC

8189

0

Litton

TRUE SINE WAVE, 100% BATTERY OPER . W I NO
SWITCH -OVER, BYPASS STATIC SWITCH
750 WATTS @ 16 MIN. 11370-811 -100
81 ,575
< 1 HR . W / AUl<ILIARY BATTERY
8149

====

TERMINALS~==
_ _ & MONITORS _ _

FREEDOM 100 TERMINAL
FREEDOM 200 TERMINAL
(EMUL TElEVIDEO 950 & ADM 31)
TAXAN RGB 420 (IBM LOOK -ALIKE)
USI AMBER 12" HI -RES MONITOR (20MHz)
QUME QVT102G
QUME QVT102A
.646
WYSE - 50 14" , 132 COL .. EMULATES TVI 910,
920, 926, ADDS-VP & HAZelTINE 1600
8626
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX12 HI-RES RGB .496
ZENITH ZVM-135, 13 INCH , HI-RES RGB
8606
ZENITH Z29
8696
COMREX CR6600 -Y, HI-RES, P-39
8126

_ _ DISK DRIVES _ _
S-l00' S DMA 6Mb REMOV. CART. W / 6 Mb FIXED
WINCH . H.D . W/ CABINET, PI S, ALL CABLES,
CNTlR .. & OPER . SYS. DRIVERS
82,396
DMA SUBSYSTEM SAME AS ABOVE
FOR IBM-PC
S-100' S DUAL QUME 242-QUANTUM 40Mb H.D .
SUBSYS. W / DISK 1&3 & CP/ M80&B6
83 ,999
QUANTUM 40Mb WINCHESTER

Qume
142 DSDD 5'/,'-V, HI
242 DSDD B"-V, HI
B42 0500 8"-STD HI

100-2A 5'/,' 0500

64K CMOS STATIC RAM BOARD
2K WINDOW SelECT .. 160 n 0 RAM , MWRITE,
BANK SELECT, EXTENDED ADDRESSING,
SOCKETED , JUMPERABLE PHANTOM ,
CAN USE 2716 EPROMS
8409

DUAL V, HI HORIZONTAL 5';' ''
SINGLE STD HI HORIZONTAL 5'1,'
DUAL V, HI VERTICAL 8 "
SINGLE STD HI VERTICAL ~ "

MFIO ALL -IN-ONE I/ O BOARD
IEEE 696 / S-100 STD ., 8 ASYNCH . SERIAL,
INTERNAL BAUD RATE GENERATOR, 2 PARALL.,
REAL TIME CLOCK W / 8ATT .. PROGRAMMABLE :
8 LEVel PRIORITY INTERRUPT, WAIT
8469
STATES , ALARM
825
SERIAL OPTION BOARD
839
CENTRONICS OPTION BOARD
825
STD . PARALLEL OPTION BOARD

maxelt
FD - l B" 5500
835
MD- l 5" SSDD 823
MD-200 (96 TPI) 5" DSQD

FD·2 8 " 0500
MD-2 5" OS DO

839
835
842

Gt.·neral St.'/11 iconducto r Indust ries, I nL
~D~
TRANSIENT VOLTAGE / NOISE PROTECTOR
6 FT. CORD, 6 OUTlETS, CIRCUIT BREAKER,
ILLUMIN. ON / OFF SWITCH 11120 6K6
876

®

- - - PRINTERS _ __
DAISYWRITER 2000 W / 48K
OKIDATA 92
OKIDATA 93
EPSON MX, RX, & FX IN STOCK
TALLY MT160L
BROTHER HR -15 SERIAL
BROTHER HR -26 SERIAL
TALLY MT180L
TALLY 'SPIRIT' N .l.Q. @ 80 C.P.S.

899B
8439
8729
CALL
8595
8509
8B19
8819

81,895

270 DAY WARRANTY

QUASI-DISK RAM -DISK W/ 612K, ON-BD . LED ' S
FOR DRIVE STATUS, B" SSSD INSTALL S.W.
SAMPLE BIOS FOR ANY CP / M SYSTEM , LOGIC
WRITE PROTECT, DMA COMPATIBLE
8896
512K EXPANSION MODULE
8695
BATTERY BACK-UP W/ PWR . SUPPLY
8169

ITS 1M ll{TH IT

COLUMBIA

JEFFERSON
ELECTRIC

TIMEMASTER WITH BATTERY BACK-UP
DYNAMIC MEMORY 266K
lat MATE 266K, SERIAL, PARA. CLOCK
CAPTAIN SAME AS lat MATE W / 3B4K
GRAPHICS MASTER HI-RES RG8
IEEE 4BB BOARD W / SOFlWARE
6Mb H .D. CARTRIDGE INSTALLS IN P.C.
33Mb FIXED H.D. W/ 6Mb REMOVABLE
CART. IN AN EXPANSION CHASSIS
LAB MASTER W / MANY OPTIONS AVAIl.

8179
8396

landon
8205

:INDUSTRIAL QUALlTV=
_ _ _ CABINETS _ __
875
859

WINCH . 5'14" H .D . (1 STD OR 2 Y, HI. DRVS.) 8219

___ SOFnNARE _____
BDS "C" COMPILER
899
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS
" C" COMPILER
8299
COMPUVIEW VEDIT-BO
8136
COMPUVIEW VEDIT-86 / MS-DOS
.,86
PERSONAL PEARL DATA BASE MGR .
8216
ACCOUNTING PEARL FOR IBM-PC
8636
FOX & GELLER dUTIL
869
FOX & GELLER QUICKCODE
8206
MICROPRO'S PRO PAK
8436
KNOWLEDGE MAN 8086 DATA BASE MGR . 8346
MIDROSOFT'S BASIC COMPILER
.292
SORCIM SUPERCALC CP/ M 2 .2 8 INCH
8121
SORCIM SUPERCALC-3 / IBM-PC
8246
ASHTON-TATE dBASE-2 CP/ M -B6 8 INCH
.449

l!ID DIGITAL RESEARCH
CONCURRENT CP / M -BB
MP/ M-86
. " C" COMPILER / IBM-PC
DR . LOGO / IBM-PC
CBASIC COMPILER-BO
PL / l -B6
DR ASSEMBLER PLUS TOOLS
PASCAL MT+
DISPLAY MANAGER -80
ACCESS MANAGER-BO
. PC ACCOUNTING PACK

mBxeli.
Floppy Discs

CALL NOW - TOLL FREE
1-800-328-3472
Dealer inquiries invited . C .O .D .'s and
charge cards accepted .

All orders shipped from stock,
within 24 hours. Call toll FREE.

~M'rn
........

SMAL/80
The Apple Users Group'
Softwere Library
outst.andng programs each

(not avo.table from any othel" snrce]
EocI1 packed disk rrl.dcs ;Y' o.tensrve
v<rety ol..,terestng, usefU <Y'1d Cflter·

~~::~~~~~~~
BUSINESS · EDUCATIONAL ' DATA BASE • GAMES .
UTILITIES • SCIENCE · MUSIC ' GRAPHICS • FINANCE

~~DIsk&1~r. ~~~IES·~G~s . 1Nf~GE~
IrdlVlduai olSks avBllOOle at $59 .95 each

~~dl~f~~a~~~~~!~I:~E1~~e~~t~~~
~~~f;~~~·!!~~~~~6s~~
fer a package IYCe 01 $JS9 Certified Postage pls hatdog pad!

"Send one-time membership fee 0' 115. [no fee

=:'1:.: ;~~it=::t~o;li!~:f t~~o~OOO
program. at. apeci.115% discount
[Foreign membenhipa 128. U.S.)

I_I

Fo. Ord .... Only Coli now

Or Write :
Appleware , Inc.
6400 Hayes Stre.t
Hollywood, Fl •. 33024

35 64 Ro llln'l VL~W Dr .
While Be .. L.ke. MN 55110
1-800-328-3472 .

MN Call Collect 1'.6 12·770·0485

• •

.

VISA- I

DALE

-

~~k:i~ f~:ndi.r:i~:.ditk App&.

II,II + , II., III Ernul.,

200n5

...
....

20005
200n5
150n5

150n5
200n5
150ns
Disk Controller
Di sk Controller

2 71 6· 1
2716
2732
2532
2764

5V 350 os

25 6 4
8087

$8.25 eac h

5V

CALL
CA LL

eac h
each
eac h
each

(A

6363 Poplar Ave • SU Lte 105
MemphLs IN 3BI 19

include phone number . Prices subject to change

FOB Bellevue. WA. for all else. Washington state
re siden ts add 7.9% Sales Tax .

DEALER AND OEM INOUIRIES INVITED

Circle 77 on Inquiry card.

Circle 83 on inquiry card.

SYMBOLIC DEBUGGING
for
IBM PC-DOS
The Mylstar Symbolic Debugging Program
enhances your IBM PC-DOS Debug
Program to make your work easier and
simpler : Employing the same command
structure, the Mylstar Program lets you
use:
'Symbol Names
'Mathematic Expressions
'Ba tch Files
'On-Line Help
'M ulti·Command Macros
'Loop Structures
Shorten your debugging process and work
time . Designed for PC-DOS 1.1, 128K
RAM minimum . Send $125 check or
money order to: Dept. 115B Mylstar
Electronics.

MMYLSTA.

_. _.~.~

Circle 286 on inquiry card.

LOWEST PRICES
$4 39

ElI~:t~c~::~e~~~a;:'UR~~O~P+P~~&~ CP/ M

~

We Have All APP LE®
Cards
CALL! SAVE!
MORE MODELS T O CHOOSE FROMI
CA LL!
THIS ONE BE ATS BIG SLUE
FUJ ITSU 8086 + ZSO Opt. 68000 128K 2 Drive
CA LL
TERMI NA LS
COMPUTERS
Televideo 910 $419
Radio Shack SAVE!
CALL
Telcvideo 914 $506
Advance Digita l Z80 S 6Mhz
Adds 3A+
$442
Super Six 128 w/PS Net l l
Zenith Z·29
S65s
5555
Visual 50
5653
CompuPro 8 1GA
$4106
Alios 580·2 3 uscr
$2 111
PRINTERS
CompuStars & Hcadslart
Smi th-Corona TP-l
CALL
5246
North Star Advantage CALL
Okidata - NE C · Epson
APPLE is a registert!d trademark
CALL
of APPLE Comp uters. In c.
Anade)(
CA LL
WE S ELL ENT IRE LINE OF MOST CO MPANIES
Call For Latest Priccs & Avai labi li ty
Factory Guarantees
We Seat Prices!

AMERICAN
Dealer
Inquiries
Invited

Circle 271 on inquiry card .

APP LE@ Cornpatib le Compu ters fr o m
LASAR 4S K

A

ELECTRONICS
INC.
165 W_st uk_ St.... t
NOf'thl.k_. ,1111"01. 6Ot64

& T)

ORDER DESK
1·800·237·8400 e.1440
leChnlCallnQu llleS
19011·682·4054

• Pllce IOcJudes MICRQSPRIT E with documentatIOn GraphiCS
EdLIOL dLskcne - S9 95 Manual - Sl9 95 BafC board - 559 95
UPS ground - S2.DO. UPS au - S400 COO - 51 50 fOlcLgn
add SI500 VISA & MC welcome IN add 6%

1·206·451 ·9770

T.113121562·7400
T.~. 72·8463

1030 Park Ave., Hoboken , N. J . 07030
Telephone: (201) 653-7615

"lcroDynamlcs
Corporation

Allow up to 3 wks. for personal checks to clear. Please

.. e - ...

New! Z·80 version (runs on 8080's):
$175.8080 version only: $150. Macro·
processor only: $75. Available on
CP 1M disks. Add $4 for shipping .
Complete tutorial text: "Slructured
Microprocessor Programming"
(Publ ; Yourdon Press) $20 plus $2
Shipping. Send for ycur free bunon
and literature or Iry Ihe Ultimat e
Demo: SMALl80 is Guaranteed!

$189.95"

without notice. Shipping (, Handling for Chips $3.50.

CHIPS (. DALE
10655 N.E. 4th St .. Suite 400
Bell evue. WA 96004

B

• Fleld·proven board meets IEEE ·696 standard tully sockeled
WIth solder ma sks Sllkscreen and gOld coni act Imgers
• PflQrillzed display With backdrop and panern planes pius 32
sprite planes. each PI~CI In a plane can be colOled or Iran spa lenl
• Three graphiCS and one text display mode maximum grapnlcs
resolution IS 256H x 192V In 16 COlors
• Composi te Video outpUI
• On·board 16K RAM IS separate lrom system memory
• Vellical retrace Interrupt lor realtime Clock capabiliry
. 0·4 walt stales lor use with last MPUs
• All board opllons are OIP SWitCh selectaO le
• Protesslonal Quality documentatIOn with BASIC demonslratlon
programs and Ti S lMS991BA manual
• ExClUSive GraphiCS Editor
available on B" SSSD
CP/ M·compalLble dlSkcne

$5.40 ea ch

5V 300ns 28 pin

Ll : MOV
L2 : STAX

Ll
14

L2
A,L

WO@0@)~t;)00t?@

88 .97 each
820.00 each
8 19.50 each
. 83:50 eac h
84.00 each
$ 10.20 each
89.39 each
$5.35
83.80
85.09
85. 10

SUI
JMP

D

THE ORIGINAL TMS9918A GRAPHICS BOARD

85.50 each
$5 .95 each
$7 .50 each

5V 450 ns

L

S-100 COLOR GRAPHICS!

8 / 6 12 .00
8/6 13 .74
8/ $ 12.00
8 /6 13.00

150n5

300 ns

0,9 •

DAD
CMP
JN Z

Circle 79 on inquiry card .

THE INFLATION FIGHTERSI
4116
4116
2114L
2114L
4164
4164
616
6116
6116LP
1791
1771
Z80A . Z80ACTC
Z80A P IO
8251A
8255

LHLD PTR'

LXI

Chromod Associates,

~

Circle 40 on inquiry c.ard.

Cl-llPS&

Assembler

SCIENCE • TECH • MUSIC & AUOIO

TOLL FREE: 1-800-327·8 6 6 4 .
Florid.: 1.305-987.8665~ .

North Hills Corporaiion

~
HL=M (PTR);
DE=9;
HL=HL+DE;
IF A-L EQUAL
THEN
A=A-14
ELSE
A=L;
•
: M(BC)=A;

For the frst tnle eflIOY yo.r Apple
to ItS hAest capacity. USrtg
soooaty packed disks with 0'v1!r 60

9

wabasH
When it comes to
flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than
Wabash.
MasterCard. Visa Accepted.
Ca ll Free. (800) 235-4137

.

COMPUTERS

4167 Kivett Or ., Jamestown. Norlh calohna 27282
Tel.: (919)883·1105 (919)889·4511

Circle 33 on Inquiry card.

Circle 305 on inquiry card .

._
..................
_6't~....

THE PC SYSTEM SPECIALIST

TM

PRICES AND AVAILABILITY SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

--- -

------ --------- ®
=.:.::,;,:

SPECIAL OF
THE MONTH!
e

Special
of the
Monthl

TMTAVAPC

A Superior quality IBM PC Compatible Personal Computer. Runs
DOS 1.1, 2.0, 2.1, CPIM86<? UCSD
p-System<? Runs Lotus l-2-:f!J Multiplan<? Word Star<? PFS'f dBASE11<? and
many more! Hardware includes l28K
CPU, Floppy Controller, Two DSI DD
Disk Drives, Video Monitor, Video
Adaptor, Parallel & Serial Ports.

CALL
FOR LOW PRICE
Sugges,ed List $2395.00
HIlRD DISKS FOR IBM PC®

PERSONAL
COMPUTER

e

IBM PC ®COMPLETE LINE

COMPLETE SYSTEM
VERY SPECIAL PRICE
64K, Two Disk Drives, Floppy Disk
Controller, Video Card and High Res
Monitor . . . . . . . . . . ..

$2590

2S6K RAM, 36QKB Disk Drive,
FDC, Video Monitor & Adaptor 10MB
Hard Disk Sub-System.

53990

SLIM LINE DISK DRIVE FOR IBM PC

10 MB Hard Disk Sub-System by TAVA CORP
includes Software, Cables, etc. Internal. $1295

DS/ DD 320KB By TAVA CORP . . . . . . . . . . . . . $190
IlDD-ON Disk Drive for IBM PCjr<!J . . . . CALL

MEMORY BOIlRDS

PRINTERS

CONOGRIlPHIC
High Res. Color Graphics Card. . . . . . ..

$995

DAISYWRITER 2000 .. . . . ... .

. CALL

OKIDATA

OUADRAM
Quad Card. Fully pop. 2S6K .......... . ...... $450

82A ............. ; $425 84A ..
. $975
83A . ....... .. .... $650 92A ......... .
$525
93A... .. .......
. ............. .. .... . $8~0

OUADLINK .......... .. ....... . . . . . .. . ... CALL
BROTHER
AST SIXPAK 384K .•••••••••••••••• CALL

HR-2S . .................... ; ...... . ....... .. $795
DX-1S . ......... . ................ ........... $450

HERCULES Graphics Card . ............ . ... $490

MONITORS
APPLE lie

AMDEK

Computer System, Controller, Two Disk Drives,
Monitor . . . . . .
..........
. . $1590

300A . . . . . . . .. $190.00
300G . . . . . . . .. $160.00
3lOA ....... . . $190.00

1 . . . . . . . . . . . .. $340.00
11 ........... . $690.00
1J1 . . . . . . . . . . . . $390.00

DISK DRIVE FOR APPLE

PRINCETON GRAPHICS SYSTEMS

Slimline, or Standard ........................ $190

Hi-Res Color . . .............. . ............... $490

NEC TANDON TAVA IBM APPLE QCS MAYNARD

LNW ROMAR TOSHIBA PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

... .........
........
........
,.

~

631 E. First St., Tustin, CII 92680

17141818·9100
Circle 273 on inquiry card.

""18M PC IS a regIstered trademark of IBM Corp.
,
*dBASE /I IS a registered frademark of ASHTON·TATE, Inc
LOTUS / -2-3 IS a registered trademark of Lotus Development
~~g:!;~·s sr,.~~!~r~r":~J:':i/;;l~a~~e tj~;~~~~~ trademarks of Micropro InternatIOnal
MullJplan .:s a regIstered trademark of MIcrosoft Corp.
PFS IS a registered trademark of Software Publishing Co.

f!%.~~ II~ ~ ~~~/~~Ie;,~~ (t~~~~~~~t ~~ ~~~~itSE:~~~~' Inc.
UCSDp

IS

a regIstered trademark of Soflech MicrosYSlems

BYTE May 1984

533

NOW YOU CAN

DISK DRIVES
(For PC, Mod I, III & IV)
. ..... $209
Qume 142A .
. . . . ... $209
Teac F055B ..
.. $225
Tandon TMI 00·2 .
. .. .. .. $315
Tandon TMIOI ·4 .
. ... $235
CDC 9409 .
Case and PS .
................. $ 45

PC EXPANSIONS
Maynard Disk Conl rolle r .
. $1 59
Sands lar Series . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . $call
Inlernall 0 M B H D sys lem s Iro m . . $959
Quadboard (641<) ..
. ..... $265
Ouadcolor I.
. . $ 199
AST SixpackPlus (641<) . .
. $265
Mega Plus (64 K) .
. . $265
1/ 0 Plus .
. . $11 4
2nd SP, PP or Game .
. $ 35
HERCULES grapl1ics board . . $349
HAYES M odems .
. $call
Sel 01 9 ch ips (64 I<) .
. $ 55

Co mmun icate wi l h lhe World !

W;II:I:I'W,"W
u.S. Robotics 300/1200 Baud
Ribbo n T pe

C Itoh Ptawrtlers .. .. ............. 5." ea,
Epson/ lBM FX /RX/MX·80 .......... 5." ea
Epson/ lBM FX/ RX/ MX-l00 .. . ..... 7."' ea
Gemin i 10110X / 15/ 15X •••..•.. , •• ,. 2, ~ ea.
Ok ,daHI 80/82 /83 /92/93 ...... , ..... 2 t~ ea.
Shlp.& Ha nd . In Con t. U.S .
3 tQ

"

5 >O ea .
S" ea,
6.'· ea

4,"

ea .

4 '0

ea .

2.,c, e3 .

2.00 ea .
2.00 ca.

2."" ea .
Free

OThers : Diablo. Oume. Nec. Dec , T ,!. eTC ..

5"'" Soli Seelor

I.·
10

Free
. CALL

' 00

50

17 "1 10
OPUS (3M Media) SSI OO
OPUS 13M Media) OSIDD
21 " /10
23 "
2.w110
Ship , & Hand . in COnI. U.S.
3 .""/ 50
M" ell and Verba Tim ..
Diskette Tray W/ Keylock Holds 70 Dlskelles .

16."/ 10
19"'/ 10
4 .'1° /100
. . CALL

Anchor 300/1200 Baud
(H aysTMCampatibl8j

C. R. E. Wholesale Products

P. O. Box 361 North Salt Lake, Ut. 84054

Ci rcle 114 on inquiry card .

Anchor 300 Baud

VOLKSMODEM .
. ...... only $69. 00
VOLKSMODEM Cable . .
. .. $9 95
Free Shipping & Hand ling in Co nI. U.S.

Shipped Direct 'rom Stockl
Ca ll for Ex celle nt Quanity Discounts!

_Order Toll Free 1-(800) 821-5339 _
or Call .1-(801) 298-0872
_
_
or Rush Check or Money Order To:

C. R. E. Wholesale Products
P. O. Box 361 North Salt Lake, Ut. 84054

Circle 115 on inquiry card .

Verba1im

8times faster

Super Fast Z80 Assembly
Language Development Package

flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 fo r
prices and informatio n. Dealer
inquiries invite d. C.O.D. a nd
charge cards a ccepted .

-

VISA'

Dealer inquiries invited .
(81 8) 303- 157 1
1720 Fl ower A ve

Du a rt e CA 91 0 10

Circle 200 on inquiry card.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401. In Cal. call
(800) 592 -593 5 o r
GSJ;;A~L2@ (805) 543-1037 ,

Circle 305 on inquiry card .

Your own representation
in Dusseldorf City
West Germany

Ideal set up for those starting a new
business or needing part-time use of
office and representation facilities.
Exclusively furnished executive offices <;md conference rooms for 10 to
30 persons - individual rent periods.
Multilingual secretariate. Telephone
service. Telex - mail service - word
processing. Rooms for video/ film /
overhead facilities. Reception lounge
(100 m2) with bar. For brochure :

OFFI( :E + SERVI( :E-CENTEH
INTERIM-BUROS (;i\1IU1
Rollstralle 166 . D-4000 Dusseldorf 30
Tel. 0211 / 450959 . Telex 8588321 osc d

Circle 298 on . inquiry card.

SOFTWARE
REPRESENTATIVES
LIBRA Programming. Inc.. a major
supplier of business software and IBM
authorized Va lue-Added dealer is
looking for sa les represen tatives for
selected us. Markets. LIBR A. an INC.
Magazine '·500·' company for 1983.
represents an outsta nding opportunity for an independent. motivated,
high-earning person. Should have experience selling software for small
business.
Send res ume or call
Lynn C. Alder,
National Sales Manager
1954 East 700 South
Salt Lake City . Utah 84121 -3094

_

-800>453>3827

_lIJlll!)
Circle 233 on inquiry card.

. .... .... .. only $289 .00

MARK XII . .

. 18 H

Order Toll Free 1-(800) 821 -5339 _
or Call 1-(801) 298-0872
_
or Rush Check or Money Order To :

VLM Computer Electronics

PASSWORD .
............. only $339 .00
IBM P.C. Card . . ...... ...... only $339 .00

5." ea.

DISKETTES

_
_
t o Park Place . MOrristown , NJ 0 7960
12011267 ·32 68 Visa . MC, Check o r COD .

WE'LL HELP YOU

Save Up To 50% On

Z80ASM
• Over 6000 lin e/ mi nu te
• Gen erates COM , HE X, or REL fil es

• Cross -Reference
• Zil og mnemonic s
• Time and Date in listin g

• l o ng labels

SLRNK
•
•
•
•

One or two pass op eration
Cross -reference
COM or HEX ou tpu t
Flexi ble address co nt rol

Mos t lormaTs 8vallabh: 10' zao CP/ M.

coos. and TURBOOOS

S199.95
c::- L FL--S'ystems
For more in tormalion or to orde •• call;
1-800-833-3061 In Pa .. (412) 282-0864
1622 North MaIn s i ree r. Bu tler. PA 16001
VISA or Mu tercard

Circle 349 on inquiry card .

PRINTER RIBBONS
PRICE

PER
PER
RIB BON DOZ EN
ANADE X 9500
.. . 13,50 147.00
APPLE OMP .. ............ .
5,95 68.40
CENTRO NI CS 150/152
7.00
81.00
C. ITOH' PROWRI TER .. ......
5.95
68.40
COMMO DOR E PET 8023P
7.00
81.00
EPSON MX-FX 70 / 80
5.25
60.00
EPSON MX-FX 100
9.95 108.00
GEMINI - 10 ........ ........
2.50
27.00
IBM HARMO NICA 1-6 "
6.75
78.00
IBM HARMON ICA 3/.\ " .........
7.95
92.40
ID S MICROPRI SM - 480 .
6.00
69.00
IDS PAPER TI GER 460/560 ..
6.75
78,00
IDS PRI SM ................. ...... .
7.95
92.40
NEC - 3500 Mi S S/ S/ C .
6.95
80.40
NEC - 3500 NYLON
9.75 114.00
NEC - PC 8023A ........
5.95
68.40
OKIDATA 80 / 82/ 83 / 92
2.50
27.00
OKI DATA - 84 ........................ . ..... 5.00
57.00
RA DIO SHACK D. W. II NYLON . 6.75
78.00
RADIO SHACK DMP - 2100 ....
7.50
87 .00
RADI O SHACK LP VI & VIII
6,00
69.00
SILVER REED EX55 SI S .... ....
5.00
57 .00
SILVER REED EX55 - NYLON
9.00 105 .00
TOSHIBA - 1350
7.50
87.00
XE ROX 610/ 620 M/ S ...... .... ...... 7.75
84 .00
Add $2.00 Shipping - To Order Ca ll
(313) 569-32 18 or Wri te fo r our Catalog

DWIGHT COMPANY, INC.
15565 Nort hland Drive - West Tower
Southf ield, Michigan 48075·6496

Circle 147 on inquiry card .

COP
SPECIALS
16K RAM CARD
POWER STRI P wlSurg e
APPLE FAN wl Surge. 2 Ou1lels
PAR . PRINTER CARD & CABLE
16K UPGRADE 4 I 16 200 NS (SeU8)
64K UPGRADE 4 I 64 200 NS (SeU9)

\LPHABET ZOO
JELTA DRAWING
' ACEMAKER
' RACTION FEVER
~EY DIDDLE
(INDERCOMP
AOST AMAZING THING
lHYME & RIDDLE
;NOOPER TROOPS I & II
;TORY MACHINE

19.99
32.99
21.99
21.99
19.99
19.99
2ii.99
19.99
27.99
21 .99

IALL OF ABOVE 226.991
Continental
\PPLE GRAPHICS BOOK
;PA (GL. AP . AR . PAY)
'CMlFL ISI CLASS MAIL (AP)
'CMlFL lSi CLASS MAIL (IBM)
iOME ACCOUNTANT +(IBM)
~O ME ACCNT.+( KAYPRO. OSB)
~O ME ACCNT . + (TI PRO)
'ROPERTY MANAGEMENT
'AX ADVANTAGE (Ap)

•
•
•
•
•

14.99
.. '49.99
61.99
71.99
84.99
59.99
119.99
295.99
39.99

BPI (GL. AP. AR. PAY. INV)
BRODERBUND Arcade Machine
Bank Street Writer
Oral

39.99
17.99
39.99
39.99
9.99
79.99

..274.99
39.99
44.99
24.99

loderunner

24.99

CENTRAL POINT Copy II +
25.99
DATAMOST Azlec
2ii.99
DATASOFT Zaxxon
24.99
OLM Alien Addilion
Sch • 37.99, H • 27.99
Alligator Mix
Sch • 37.99, H • 27.99
Oem)l~ ion Division Seh - 37.99, H - 27.99
Dragon Mix
5th • 37.99, H • 27.99
Meteor Mulliplication Sth • 37.99, H • 27.99
Minus Mission
Sch · 37.99, H· 27.99
Verb ViperM'ord Invasion
aa37.99
Woro MarvWord Master
aa37.99
Woro RadarlSpelling Wiz
'137.99

EDUWARE Algebra 1·111
Counting Bee
Decimals 3.0
Fractions 3.0
Hands on Basic
PSAT Wor~ Allack
SAT Word Anack
HAYDEN Piew(iler

31.99
23.99
39.99
39.99
61 .99
39.99
39.99
94.99

IN~~~g~BliE

JACK
Jack Report
KENSINGTON Format II
L&S Crossword Magic
LEARNING CO Bumble Games
Bumble PloUMagic Spell
Gertrudes Puzzle/Secret
Juggles Rainbow

I

~:~

74.99
12ii.99
39.99
2ii.99
••26.99
8129.99
19.99

Moplown ParadeiHolel

.a25.99

Rocky's Bools
MASTERTYPE
MICROLAB Miner 20·49er
MICROSOFT A.L.D.S.
Muliplan
Mullilool Budget

34.99
29.99
27.99
75.99
165.99
109.00

Multilool Financial SImi.

69.99

ODESTA Chess
Odin
PENGUIN Graphics Magician

45.99
37.99
38.99

DEADLINE
ENCHANTER
PLANETFALL
SUSPENDED
WITNESS

Surge Suppression
Fits Apple Stand
Dual Outlet
U.L. Listed
Great Gift

STARCROSS
ZORK I, II , II

DYSAN 5' SSioO l ' ~)
DYSAN 5' SSiDD 100)
DYSAN 5' oSiDD (10)
DYSAN 5' DSioD (100)
MAXELL 5' SSIDD (10)
MAXELL 5' SSIOD (100)
MAXELL 5' oSIDO (10)
MAXELL 5' oSIDO (HIO)
VERBATIM 5' SSlDO (10)
VERBATIM 5' SSIOD (100)
VERBATIM 5' oSlOo (10)
VERBATIM 5' oSIDo (100)

FLlP'N FILE (original)
FLlP'N FILE wlLocklray (25)
FLlP'N FILE w/lockl ray (50)
HAYES 300 Baud Smarlmodem
1200 Baud Smarlmodem
LIBRARY CASE
KENSINGTON PC Saver
NOVATION 103 Sman Cat
103r212 AulO Cal
J Cal
Access 123
Cat Modem
ExpanSion MOdem
PRINTERS C·ITOH
Epson FX80
Epson RX80
Ok,d"a 82·93
PRINTER STAND Sm. (pl'gls)
PRINTER STAND Lg. (pl,gls)
RIBBONS·Brolher
MX & FX 80
MX & FX 100
OKI 82. 83. 92. 93 & Gemini

Additional 10% OFF
with order of any 5
educational programs
from DLM, EDUWARE
LEARNING COMPANY
and SPINNAKER.

17.99
17.99
27.99
199.99
474.99
\.99
29.99
169.99
399.99
99.99
469.99
135.99
29.99
379.99
549.99
349.99
SCALL
24.99
29.99
SCali
4.99
7.99
34.99

FINGERPRINT Epson Upgrade
RX, FX, MX
44.99

-L. APPLE
§HARDWARE
AUTO REPEAT KEY
BASIS 108
DAN PAYMAR Lower Case I (rev 1·6)

lower Case 2 (rev 7)
DARK STAR Snapshol \I
EASTSIDE IIIldcard II
FOURTH DIMENSION Orr"
HAYES Mlcromodem lie
KOALA PAD
KRAFT JOYSlick
Paddles
LEGEND 128K Ram
MICRO·SCI A·2 Orr"
MOUNTAIN CPS Card
Ramplus + 31K
NOVATION Applecalll
Applecat Upgrade 1200 Baud
ORANGE MICRO Grappler f
Bulferboard
Buflered Grappler +
PADDLE ADAPPLE
SATURN 128K Ram
Accelerator II
Neptune 64K

'h Heighl oS/DD Drive

239.99 .

~§~~~~Yf:i~c~~ase II

4~m

Friday
Encycloped ia
AST Combo Plus
Si, Pack Plus
BRODERBUNO Serpenline
Lode Runner
CAl Maslers

Subjects

ea16.99

CENTRAL POINT Copy II PC
EOUWARE Algebra I
HAYOEN Piewriler
HAYES 1200B Modem
KRAFT JoySlick
LlFETREE Volkswr ler
MASTERTYPE
LOTUS 1·2·3
MICROLAB Miner 20-49er
MICROSOFT Mou,"
Mulliplan
Mullilool Budg.

360 S. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose, CA 95128
(408) 985·0400

25.99
29.99
129.99
439.99
44.99
119.99
26.99
349.99
27.99
129.99
165.99
109.99

Muitiloot Financial Simi

69.99

.Word
Word wlMouse
NORTON Ulililies
PC CRAYON
PC TUTOR
PFS Write
File
Reporl
Graph
POOL \.5
SIERRA ON·lINE Frogger
SIR· TECH Wizard'!
SUBLOGIC Pinball
TG JoySlick
TITAN 64K BOARD
VISICORP. Visicalc Of Visidex
Visilite, Schedule, Trend/Plol
Visilink

289.99
319.99
59.99
49.99
47.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
109.99
27.99
26.99
44.99
29.99
44.99
499.99
164.99
e8199.99
SCALL

Visispell
Visiword

179.99
269,99

PLANTRONICS Color Plus 375.99

13999
13999
38999

APIC (APPLE III PARALLE L)
eRAM 80 column 64K liE
MICROFAZER 8K Parallel
MICROFAZER BK Serial
QUADBOARO I or II (64K)
QUADCOLOR I
QUADCOLOR II
QUAD 512 +(64K)

eFAZER

[§JUtS

e

249.99

380 Z
LEITER QUALITY
DAISY WHEEL PRINTER

999 99
599.99
129.99

$CALL

CHARACTER ROMS
ENHANCER II
FUNCTION STRIP
HARDSWITCH
MICROMOOEM CHIP
PSIO
PRE·BOOTS Apple Wriler
Apple Writer lor Ultralerm
Vlsica!c
VisicalclMemory Expansion
Visicalc lor UUralerm
SOFTSWITCH
ULTRACALC
VIDEOTERM wiSS + INV

ULTRATERM

Sheet Feeder
Tractors

MAIL & PHONE
ORDERS:

184.99
59.99
309.99
299.99
26.99
24.99
•• 31.99

aa 24.99

MlcraPra,.
MAILMERGE
SPELLSTAR
WORD STAR PRO

EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE SPECIAL

• 48K Buffer
.32 CPS
• Graphics
.10, t2, 15 Pitch
• Proportional Spacing

Cable (Please Specify)
NEW! Stylewriter

49.99
699.99

No Charge For Credit Cards
Prices Subject To Change
Software Sales Are Final
International Orders Welcome
Min. UPS Chg. $4 + Ins.

~ig ·sU~':;:;;~ ~'CJamsl

Th e IDEAL PERIPHERAL SWITCH should be

CP/M CROSS
SOFTWARE
for the NS16000

Come to us for your state-of-the-art FORTH
needs l Announcing the latest additions to the
UNIFORTH family:
16-bil Z8000, 68000, 16032
32-bit 80 186, 68000, 16032
Obtain these stock items captured under traditional operating systems, or try our DB 16000,
Slicer and CompuPro stand-alone ve rsi on s.
Complete compatibility is retained throughout
th e UNIFORTH product line (fro m the Commodore 64 to th e VAX).

SOLUTIONWARE
1283 Mt. View-Alviso Rd.
Suite B
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
408/745-7818. TLX 4994264

Circle 358 on inquiry card.

~!iJ@O

Features incl ude software floating point, video
editor, fu ll macro assembler, debugger,
decompiler, top-notch documentation, etc.
Prices start at $175. Call or write for our free
brochure.

unified software Systems
P .O.

B Oil

2644 . New Carroli ion . MD 20784 . 30 11 552 · 9590

OEC VAX POP AT.11 ASX" 1 ITMI 0'9'131 Eou>prnenl CO'D
CPI M (HA) D'g,Ial Resear CI1 t.I SODS tTMI MIC'050 11 VIC·20
!T M)CommQ(iol e

Circle 390 on inquiry card .

S100.00?
AP·Swilch 3S Only $97.95 plus 53.00 shiPPing (AS 232 With
female DB ·2S connec1ors)
AP·Switch 3P Only $117 .95 plus $3.00 shipping ICen ll onlcs
Parallel . Female With Pins 1 , 8. 31 36 SWitched)
We also have cables

6 ft. DB ·25 maleimale $24.95 plus $2.00 shiPPing
6 ft CentrIOles male /male $24.95 plus $2.00 shlppmg
10 Doy Money Back GuStantee - , VeSt Warranty
Send Check aT M .O 10
APROPOS TECHNOLOGY
1071-A AvenidlJ ACilSO · Canlanllo. CA 93010
or Call , ·8009625800 USA or 1-8009623800 CallfornlB
8:00 a.m. 5:00 p.m. we!Jkdays. PaCifiC Time
Orders On Iv
CA Res . Add 6% Sales Ta :-<
l'SIAd (tTe cash prices
Visa or MC add 3 11,..,
Technical Into _ Call 8054823604

Gircle 43 on inquiry card .

....-

Software, Inc.

Software tools for Architects
and Consulting Engineers

I ~ ....'!'~~. r:lll

Structural Analysis
finite element w/ plates, frames,
& out of core solver
columns, beams, & slabs

Best Prices On
TRS·SO Computers

Project Scheduling
(PERT Method)

Our

Concrete Steel Design

w/ cost analysis .

2·D Drafting System
(high performance)
Coded Pressure Vessel Design
Commercial Air Conditioning
Piping Design

~!iJ@O

Simple. Unobtrusive. Reliable and Inexpensive.
AP·Series ABC peripheral
switches are that and
more' Simple: To select
your peripheral, simply
. . slide the selector lever 10
the the desired position.
Unobtrusive: Measures only 9" wide by 3)/." deep by
1 1/8" high. It can be mounted on the side. behind . or
underneath yo ur desk, comput er. or a peripheral. It can
be placed to use no desk space. yet be Instantly
available. It IS supplied with easy mounting tabs for
any location . Reliable: You will use this switch for
many years . Your computer may w ear out first . Inexpensive: Where else ca n you buy a 3 to 1 full 24 line.
RS·232 peripheral swi t ch of thiS Quality for less than

Software, Inc.

2 89 I LI V ON IA CENTER ROAD
LIMA . NEW YORK 14485
17 I 6) 346'2022

year of discounts

Ed or Joe McManus
Fgt. Prepaid. Save Tax.
. Toll Free 800·231 ·3680

Marymac Industries, Inc.
22511 Katy Fwy., Katy
(Houston) TIC 77450
1·713·392·0747
TeleIC 774132
5ff u! in [he Wall Street

Journal every T ucs. and Thurs.

Circle 250 on inquiry card .

Circle 151 on inquiry card .

==-=.
- - ---

--- ----- - --------_
.-

~a

FLEXIBLE DISCS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!!Ca\l Free (800)235-4137
for prices and info rmation . D ealer
inquiri es invit e d and C. O. D ' s
accepted .

--=-

100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo, CA
9340 1. In Cal. call
(800)592-5935 or
(805)543· 103 7

Circle 305 on inquiry card.

7th

Powertan is a local area
network that uses
existing AC wiring for
Plutn data collection
an control of devices in
the lab, Consisting of up
to 32 powercoms and 64
powersats, nconnecfs to
any micro thru an RS232
interface. Powercom and
Powersat both have
dignal VOand analog
i~utS. Powercom is
S OOandpowersatSl00.
Powerlan
128 Willow St.
Acton, MA 01720

'"

1M
~

...;!

,
I

!-mJ-«
:'--mJ.c
'1
'1

--'-:;rt
:-~
I

•

-

Circle 310 on inquiry card.

*IBM PCCompatible

Qp~lpeUrell
E. PROMS · CAlti lowest Prices Anywhere

*4164-150P . .. . . ..... . $520
*4164-200/250 .. . . .. 5 05/4 69
4116-200 ...... ... .... 149
*4164-120. . . . . . . . . . . .. 549
6116-P3 . .. . . .. . .. . . .. 499
*TM-100-2 ........ $ 21924
-4 ........ . 29983
*TM- 55·2 .. . .... . . 22386
*10mbWin . . . . ... . 1,38547

IMS/ DOS 2 OIl BM plug ,n & gol
Add $2.95 shipping. An prices include 2.6% cash discount.

OEM • Quantity discounts available' P.O.s
on approval' C.O.D. OK • FL residents add
5% ta x ' Ail new. no surplus. no seconds.
Wrlces sublect \0 change I

FL 33607

In FL. and for info., ca ll 813-875-0299

FOR ORDERS ONLY, 800-237·8910
8 AM-8 PM EST
Circle 309 on inquiry card .

51 85
Oly. 20

Disk Drives : IF,D.B. Tampa)

4920 Cypress St .. Tampa .

LIFETIME WARRANTY!

ea' :'~~4~~005235ea
5'4" DSDO

(745)-.

01y.20

ea.aa.

5114" SSOD- 96TPI (74 6)
51f...• DSaD-96TPI (747)

$2 .60 ea.
$3.25 ea.

B' 5550 (7401
B- 5S00 (74 11
B' 0500 (743)

52.05
52 .50
53 .10 .a.

Shipping: 514" DISKETTES- Add $3 .00 per 100 or fraction
thereof. 8" DISKETTES- Add $4.00 per 100 or fraction
thereof. OTHER ITEMS: Shipping charges as shown in
addition to diskette shipping charges. Payment: VISA or
MasterCard . COO ord ers only. add $3 .00. T... . : Illinois
customers . please add 8%.
Hours: 9 AM·S PM Cenlr.1 Time
For f •• 1 •• rvle. call

Nationwide: 1·800·621·6827
In Illinois: 312·944·2788

DISK WORLD!
Suite 4806 • 30 East Huron Sireet • Chicago. Illinois 606 11

Authorized Distributor
...
Information Processing Products ~ • •
Circle 136 on inquiry card.

SPECIALS on INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
6502 @ 4.90 6520 @ 4.00 6522 @ 5.00 4116 @ 1.85
2532 @ 5.90 2716 @ 4.45 6116 @ 6.45 4164 @

Anchor
Automation
Signalman
MODEMS
FREE SOURCE MEMBERSHIP WITH SIGNALMAN

DC-IiAYES-Smirtm-odem--------------------------------ii-9

~~-~-~y-~~-~~~-~-~-~~-!-~~~!~~-~------------------------~!-~

@""~'~

PROM QUEEN for C64 or VIC
Apple Emulator for Commodore 64
STAT Statistics Package for C64
Solid Olk 2 Level Stand for C64 or VIC
C64N1C Switch (networking)
BACKUP V1.0 tape copier for C64 or VIC
CARDBOARD/6 Motherboard - VIC
CARDBOARD/5 Motherboard - C64
CARD PRINT G Printer Int. with Graphics
CARD PRINT B Printer Interface-C64/VIC
CARDBDARD/3s Motherboard - VIC
CARDCO C64/VIC Calculator Keypad
CARDRAM/16 RAM Expansion - VIC
Complete CARDCO Une In stock
CIE and VIE IEEE Interfaces in stock
MSD Dual SuperDisk for C64 or IEEE
MAE Assembler for C64
Kolla Pld Touch Tablet-C64 or VtC
CBC 4/12 Analog to Digital 4 chan/12 bit
MULTIPLAN for C64
Dust Cover for C64 or VIC
Grand Master Chess for C64
COMAL Language for C64
with sprites, color graphics, sound, turtle graphics.
BusCard II from Batteries Included
ULTRA BASIC - 64 with Turtle Graphics
Super Disk Utility - C64 - includes backup
MicroChess - C64 - 8 levels of play
HES MODEM with software for C64
Commodore 64 Programmers Reference Guide
Word Pro 3+/64 with Spellright
VIControlier (also C64) - BSR Controller
COM VOICE Synthesizer for C64 or VIC
VIC products in stock - call for extra discounts.

130
Call
95
29
129
20
64
56
79
48
22
32
49
570
50
75

179
79

6
24

14
159
37
19
17
45
16
85
50
139

APPLE-FRANKLIN ITEMS

FRANKLIN-comptete line In stock
QUENTI N Drives for Apple/Franklin
Swap per Siopper
automatic switch between paddles and joystick
KRAFT Apple Joystick
Kraft Apple Paddle Pair
Koala Pad Touch Tablet-Apple/Franklin
SPINNAKER Software in stock
Broderbund Software In stock
16K RAM Card for Apple
Multiplan-Microsoft
Solid Oak 2 Level Stand for Apple
Serial Card for Apple
MPC RAM/80 column card lor lie IAP/TXTl
Z80 Softcard and CP/M (Microsoft)
RANA Elite I with Controller
Parallel Printer Interface/Cable
Mlcrotek and MPC Interfaces In slock
Grappler + Interface
DC Hayes Micromodem II, lie with Smartcom
PFS: File Dr PFS: Report or PFS: Graph
Videx 80 Column Card
Apple Blue Book

Circle 11 on inquiry card.

$245 base price

Allows you to connect up to 30 CBM/PET Computers to
shared disk drives and printers. Completely transparent to the
user. Perfect for schools or multiple word processing configurations. Base configuration supports 2 computers. Addi~~~~I_£~~P_~!~L~~_~~P_~_~_!~~_:..~~_~~

__________________________ _

$115

COMPACK/STCP

Intelligent Terminal Package lor PET, CBM, C64
MSD Dual Super Disk lor IEEE or C64

189
26
40
30
90
59
185
29
89

139
235
389
69
135
245
95
209
19

Scotch (3M)
Scotch (3M)
Scotch (3M)
Scotch (3M)

5"
5"
8"
8"

ssldd
ds/dd
ss/sd
ss/dd

10/2.10
10/ 265
10/ 220
10/ 2.80

10/ 1.80 50/ 1.75 100/ 1.65
10/ 2.40 50/ 2.35 100/ 2.25

We stock Dysan disks
Wabash 5" ss/sd
Wabash 5" ss/dd
Wabash 5" ds/dd

49

100/ 1.86
100/ 240
100/ 1.98
100/ 247

Write lor Dealer and OEM prices,

139

Provide big screen capability for business applications.

50/ 1.90
50/ 245
50/2.00
50/ 2.50

We stock VERBATIM DISKS

570

re laces 4040 drive

SCREEN MAKER Bo Column Adapter lorC64

II

DISK
SPECIALS

Sentinal 5" ss/dd
Sentinal 5" ds/dd

Includes ACIA Hardware / STCP Software

Copy-Writer Word Processor lor C64

~!~-~~~-~~-~!~-~-!~~-!!~--~~-~-~-~~-!~--~~~~~.-------------------

252 Bethlehem Pike
Colmar, PA 18915

See us lor Personal, Business, and Educational
requirements, Educational Discounts available,

PETSCAN I

All Signalman Modems are Direct Connect, and provide the
best price-performance values. Duler and OEM inquiries
Invited
Yolksmodem with computer cable
68
Mark VII Auto Dial/Auto Answer
99
Mark XII Smart Model 1200/300
279

215-822-7727

[tcarnrnadarf3

10/1 .50 50/1.45 10011.40
10/1.80 50/ 1.75 100/ 1.65
10/ 2.50 50/245 100/ 2.35

Full-featured package with 800 lines of text in memory.
Includes double column printing, graphic capability, full printer support.

We stock MAXElL DISKS

~p_~~_i_~!_~~E~!~~~~~!L~~~t~E~t_~~__~~~~~__________~Z~

Disk Storage Pages 10 for $4 Hub Rings 50 for $6
Disk Library Cases 8"-3.00 5"- 2.25
Head Disk Cleaning Kits 12
AMARAY Disk Storage Systems in stock.
!~~~~_~~~~~_~~~_~~P_~~_~_~!~_:~~£!~_~~_i~_~!9£~: ________________ _

VICTORY Software for VIC and C64
Metamorphosis
16
Creator's Revenge
16
Labyrinth of Creator
16
Galactic Conquest
16
Kongo Kong
16
Annihilator
16
Chomper Man
16
Grave Robbers
13
~~_~!L~~~!~L ____________!~ _____
~~_~~~~~~~_~~;.~L~_I_I ~_~
PAPER CLIP Word Processor - CBM/C64
60
ORACLE Dala Base from Batteries Included
89
SPINNAKER Software C64, Apple, IBM, Atari
Computers First Book of PET/CBM
11
POWER ROM Utilities for PET/CBM
78
Word Pro 4+ - 8032, disk, printer
285
VISICALC for PET, ATARI. or Apple
189
Compute's First Book of 64 Sound & Graphics
II
SM-KIT enhanced PET/CBM ROM Utilities
40
PET Spacemaker II ROM Switch
36
Compute's First Book of Games
11
Dust Cover for PET, CBM, 4040, or 8050
8
CmC Interfaces IADA 1800, ADA 1450, SADI In stock)
Compule!'s Reference Guide to 64 Graphics
II
Computers Machine Language for Beginners
11
HES Software and Hardware In stock

____

FlexFile for PET/CBM/C64

$59

DataBase, Report Writer with calculations, Mailing Lists.
Easy to use, and can be modified.
FliiiTit--iiir--PETTc64-i~li--FiG-;;~~I--~-C~;gii~iRil~y--5ii
includes all FORTH 79 Standard extensions, structured 6502
assembler with nested decision macros, standard 16x64
screens, ability to read/write BASIC sequential files, sample
programs, introductory + reference manual.
Metacompllier for FORTH for independent object code 30
ROiling Point for FORTH
20

KM-j,i;fpASCAL-fv-;j,-i-PETic-Ii-M'ic-i;-4--------------------99

Virtually full Jensen-Wirth implementation is now suitable for
advanced placement cou rses.
EARL for PET/CBM Disk-based ASSEMBLER
65

siipeiiiriphics-:,:-SASTfIiiigu-ige-Exien,fons------------45
~~~!_9!.~P_~~~~!_~9_~~~:_!~!_t!~_9!.~P_~~~_~9~~~~~~_!?L~~!!~~~:
RAM/ROM for PET/CBM

4K $75

8K $90

~~~~~~-_~~i~~~~~!~j~~~~~~-p~~~~~~~_~f::-_-~~~:::~~~::::~-~i~
CBM Public Domain Software - C64 27 disks

75

STAT for PET/CBM/C64 and Apple
95
Comprehensive Statisllcal Analysis Routines
Includes complete file handling capabilities, summary statistics, confidence intervals, hypothesis tests, exponential mean
tests, multiple and power series regression, analysis of variance, histograms, and non-parametric tests.

pageMaie-Sif-Cj,-mmind-W
-oni--proces-ior-------------------2ii

Full-featured package for all Commodore computers.
Full screen editing, and supports disk. tape, and all
prinlers.

ABC 0 mput er s

Write lor dealer and OEM prices.

CASSETTE TAPES-AGFA PE-611 PREMIUM
C-10
C-30

10/ .61
10/85

50/ .58
SO/ .82

100/ .50
100/ .70

.7'111"6 Isystems
data
ZVM -122A
99
ZVM-123G
ZVM-131
300
ZVM-135
ZI 00 16-blt/8-blt System
Z29 Terminal.(DEC and ADM compatible)

Z-150 IBM PC COMPATIBLE

89
490

CALL
680

CAll

Z-160 PORTABLE PC
We stock entire Zenith line.

CALL

USI Video Monitors - Green or AMBER 20 MHz hi-res

--------------~~-~!~~-~-~~-~-~-~-!~~~~~-~~-!~~~~~~-------------WRITE FOR IBM PC COMPATIBLE PRICES
MuHIPlan-IBM Dr Apple
179
Quadboard for IBM available
KOALA PAD Touch TabletS-Apple, Alari, IBM, CBM
Peachtext 5000 Software Package
199
PFS Software lor IBM and Apple In slock
SPINNAKER Software C64/VIC, Apple, IBM, Atari
VOTRAX Personal Speech System
269
BMC 9191 Color Monitor
229
BMC 12A 12" Green Monitor
79
Dynax (Bruthe~ DX-15 Daisy Wheel Prinler
469
Brother HR-25 Daisy Wheel Printer 125 cps)
749
Itoh Prowriter Parallel Printer
379
Panasonlc 1090 Printer with Correspondence Mode
279
Gemini lOX
289
EPSON. Okldata, Slar Mlcronlcs printers In stock
USI CompuMDD 4 R F Modulator
29
We Stock AMDEK Monitors
A P Products
15% OFF
COMPUTER COVERUPS IN STOCK
BROOKS 6 oullel Surge Suppressor/Noise Filter
54
Surge Suppressor-6 outlet
29
Electrohome 1302-2 13" Hi-res RGB Monitor
335
Panasonic 12" Monitor (20 MHz) with audio
135
Synertek SYM-I Microcompuler
J89

~!~~~~~~£~~~_~~_~_~__________(f~_
oA-:-ASHIELD BACKUP POWER SOURCE

$265

Battery back up Uninterruptible Power Supply with surge and
~_~~~~_!~!~!!~_~~~~:..~~~~~~_~~X~!_P_~~~~_P!~~!~~_~ __________ _

ATARI - WE STOCK ENTIRE LINE

SPI NNAKE Rand Broderbund Software in stock.

WRITE FOR CATALOG. Add $1 50 per order for Untted Parcel
We pay balance of UPS surface shipping charges on all prepaid orders
(add extra for mall, APO /FPO, air) Pnces Include cash discount
Regular pnces sl,ghtly higher Pnces subJect to change
BYfE May 1984

537

HALF HEIGHT DRIVES

&TDK
flexible disks

SHUGART: SA 455
Double Sided, 40 TRK/Side

.. 8209

CDC: 9428

... 8199

Double Sided, 40 TRK/Side .

PANASONIC: 551-2
120 Day Warranty
Free Shipping
No Charge For Credit Cards
Order Toll Free

-

.. 8189

Double Sided, 40 TRK/Side
•
•
•
•

Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information,
Dealer inqUIrIes invited,
C.O.D, and charge cards
VISA'

II

IXI

1-800-531-5475 (Outside Of Texas)
(512) 250-1489 (In Texas)

13010

W e Put Your Data Where
YOU Want It I
Your data can be copied from and / o r
to an y of the following : '/," mag tape ,
8" Diskette , 5 ';\" Diskette .
• '/2 Inch Magneti c Reel T ape :
800 / 1 600 B . P .1.
ASCII / EBCDIC
• 8 Inch Diskette :
CP/ M , IBM 37 40, DEC RT-11
• 5 '/. Inch Diskette:
Apple II-DOX , CP/ M , Pasc al
IBM PC/ XT - MS-DOS , CP/ M

***PLUS***
PROFESSIONAL DATA SERVICES
385 Woodley Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
805/969-6993 9:00-5:30 PST

Corp.

Research Blvd., Sulle 101
Austin, Texas 78750

Circle 88 on inqu.irx card ,

ad,.

MEDIA
.-., CONVERSION

Virtually ALL Soft - se c to red Fo rm ats

Texao Relldento Add 5'1'0 Saleo Tax,

aCompuAdd

***NEW LO W PRI C ES* **

** * NEW FO RMATS

Circle 305 on Inquiry card ,

A VAILABLE * **

Circle 319 on inquiry card ,

II
II

Disks 'n Things
* We
0" lco
,,,med
',q,,,;
D.

QUASI·DISK, an S·100 RAM· Disk
5915, with ,5 Mbyte of 64K DRAM
QUASI -DISK is an S- 100 bus memory card
with 64 sockets 101 Dynamic RAM . The capacity is .5 Mbyle using 64K O-RAMs or 2.0
Mbyles wi th 256K O-RAMs. Combinations 01
64K and 256K O-RAM s may be used .
OUASI-DISK IS supplied with CP/M 80 software, Including so urce code on an 8" diskel!e 1Q allow the board 10 emulate a disk
drive. This is a high quality six layer pnnted
circuit Doard . Documentation includes profeSSional schematics. howeve r. two PAL ICs
are undocumented .

f i(\e 5 \

ie. Qua-li\'!

Beca use RAM can be accessed approxi·
mately 1.000·lold laster Illan eilher a floppy
diskeUe or a hard disk you will enjoy overall
response limes perhaps 35x faster tllan your
current disk drive . Programming becomes
more 01 a pleasure because your time is
more product ive.

ie

fa- 5 \
o eli\Je{'!

CALL 818 706 86

OPT ION : 64 socket piggy back expansion
board , S upplied with .5 Mbyte 01 64 K D·
RAMs (II $684 . Capacity is expandable 10
2.0 Mbyle using 256K RAMs

• Credit For Direct Dial Call W,lh $30 Ordar
• We Pay Shlpplng-MCIVISA-COD Costs
. • 2% Discount For Cash

Applicable to USA Customers Only

OPTI ON : A ba!1ery back· up board .

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

Disks 'n Things

[_,«0_1 Ago5505ura SoHwind
Hills. CA 91301
Way

Circle 274 on inquiry card ,

Circle 44 on Inquiry card ,

Circle 136 on Inquiry card _

MAKE YOUR
COMPUTER TALK

DREADDOARD ON THE DUS
For 10M, Apple C. Commodore

Best buy in speech synthesis!!

SIBEC51
l3uild your develo pm ental circu it qulcl~ l y and
easily. eZ Doard is a developmental breadboard
which plugs into your computer's expansion slot
through on in tegral 18-inch ca bl e . eZ Doord
makes your system bus easily accessible ot the
solderless breadboard Q( points clearly ma rl~ed
to mQ(~h the bus designQ(i ons of your computer.
Plug-In up to 16 fourteen -pin DIPs plus discrete
c~mponems. interconnect wit h ordinary hoo l ~up
wire. No solder, no w ire-wrap.
Complete system With id eo bool~ l et only
~174.95 plus ~ 5 . 00 S&H. Optionol buffer/
decoder and expansion brea dboords avoiloble.

S.E. Corporation

P.o . Oox 11 32 , Yorbo lindo , CA 92686
Phone : (714) 6:30-9:3:35 Telex: 756 -582

Circle 341 on inquiry card ,

BOSt ·Based Single·Board Computer with
Monitor/Debugger
• 4 2B'pin byte·wide
sockets; monitor will
program EEPROMS.
• Perfect for System
Developmenl and
Educational Applications
.
•
1-

I' ViSA I
1_

5335

[lBinary Technology

Circle 60 on inquiry card .

Plug in PROTALKER by Speech, Ud, &your computer COIJld
be talking today, PROTALKER uses superior technology
to provide high fidelity reproduction of any speaker's voice
& intonation. Record & play messages in any language.
PROTALKER comes with ready·ta-use software for: easy
preparation of speech flies; playing messages from
BASIC; and source assembly language drivers. You choose
the best storage/quality trade-off with switch selectable
digitizing rates of 2, 3, or 4 KB/sec. Use PROTALKER to in·
sert voice instructions in all your programs. PROTALKER pravides the best quality speech synthesis available for your
micro, PROTALKER is simple enough for the first·time user
but powertul enough for the most advanced programmer.

Free software for ordering nowl! PROTALKER &
manual $325. Manual only $20. Specify S-1OO or IBM PC
board; CPM, CPM-86 or MS-DOS; 8" IBM 88·SD or 5V,'
IBM PC disk formal. MIC&VISA, include your card number
&expiration date. CA residents add 6.5% sales tax .

SPEECH, LTD.
3790 EI Camino Real, Suite 213
Palo Alto, CA 94306 415·941·2490

Circle 248 on inquiry cerd ,

~

-

@ plneeom

™

No Copyright Problems!

Apple* Compatible Computer
~
N0 W
..:.$~

Compare These Features with Our Competitors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pioneer of Low Cost

Powerful Utility Program (100% Apple Compatible)
68-Key Upper & Lower Case Keyboard with Numeric Keypad
25 Pre-programmed Function Keys
2 Speed Auto Repeat Funtion
64K User Memory-expandable to 192K
5A Switching Power Supply (110/220VAC)
All ICs Are Socketed for Easy Service
Nation-wide Dealer Network for Convenient Technical Support

with New
Improved
Keyboard
and 64K RAM

And best of all, the price Assembled and Tested is just. . .

Apineeom'M
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

. ....... .

$49900

DP-64

Dual Processor (6502 and Z80A)
Detached Keyboard
64K RAM Expandable to 192K
25 Function Key Keyboard
Auto Repeat Keys w/Upper/lower Case
2 Slim Disk Drives (optional)
100% Apple II Compatible
40/80 Column Display (optional)
Runs Both Apple Soft and CP/M Software

Model DP-64 Fully Assembled ...

$65000

AP-II COMPUTER AIT
Apple Look Alike
48K User Memory
Supports Upper & Lower Case
100% Apple II' Compatible

$455

Model II 64K RAM ... .. ..

00

AP-II MOTHERBOARD
Apple II +' Compatible
48K Memory Space
8 Expansion Slots

$69.95 ea.
$295.00 ea.

Bare Board . . . . ... . .. . ...

--------------------1
PRINTER by Super-5
Assembled & Tested ....

Parallel Interface (Centronics
Compatible) Standard
Microprocessor Electronics
80cps Bidirectional with Logic Seeking
96 Character ASCII
Adjustable Sprocket and Friction Feed
Model CP-80 ....

$265°0

MICRO-II COMPUTER
100% Apple Compatible' No Copyright Problems!
Model I 48K RAM ..... .

$47500
$51500
$55500

Model III 64K RAM w/Dual CPU . .
(6502 for Applesoft & ZBOA for CP/M)

Case and Keyboard Only . ...... . .. .$159.95
All above models are standard with Numeric Keypad , Function Keys, Auto
Repeat Keys, Upper/lower Case Function , Fully Assembled and Tested.

PERIPHERALS
Autoterm ao·col . w/Softswitch ...... . . $99.95
aO·Column Card . .
. 99.95
aO·Column for Apple lie '.
. .... 49.95
zao CP/M Card (no software) .
. .. . . 99.95
16K RAM Card w/Cable .. .
. 41.50
Parallel Printer Interface. . . . . .. . ..... . 85.00
Buffer for Printer Interface (16·64K) ..... 85.00
Serial Printer Interface Card w/Adj. Baud . 85.00
Disk Controller .
. ..... 65~00

3M
DISKETTES
SALE
Single Sided I Double Density
Soft Sector

10

for

$2450

EPROM PROGRAMMER
KIT - MODEL
... .
.. 1409
.
;

,

,,~

,

rf1J

GREAT DISKETTES
Super low prices

SYNCOM

The low priced. high Qualily diskelle wilh a LIF ETIME WARRANTY. Packed in poly bags 01 10 wilh Tyvek envel opes.
labels and reinlorced hubs.
One of the best buys we 've seen. uldiii'llnf!:!'"

S1~ .::,~~:~~~~. S1~
• Programs, lists, rea ds and verifies 2508, 2516, 2532, 2564, 2758,
2716, 2732,A, 2764, 27128, 68732,68764,68766,8741, 8748,H,9,H
• AS 232 interface, supports XON-XOFF and/or hardware
handshaking (RTS, ers, DTR)
• Auto baud rate select (300 -9600 baud)

1~~~~~P~~~~~~Ol~~ o~n~rlx i:~~s line editing capability, ASCII,
• User friendy monitor for easy 110 debugging
• On board power supply

• 1409' l: P.C. board , Xformer, software (4KEPROM) &
documentation: __ S89.S0
-1409 -2:1409'1+lull set of parts: _ _ _ _ _ $- 199.50
• 1409'3: Assembled and tested unit: _ _ _ _ S299.S0
• Communication software for IBMPe, APPLE, CPM, TRS80:. $3S.00

B&C MICROSYSTEMS

DISKETTE 70- Hold s
salety
$14 .95 ea. +
DISK CADDIES- Flip up slyle holds 105 '1," diskelles
S1.65 ea. + .20 Shpng.
Shipping: 5't." DISKETTES- Add $3.00 per 100 or Iraclion IhereoL OTHER ITEMS: Shipping charges as shown in
add ilion 10 diskelle shipping charges. Paymenl: VISA or MG.
COD orders only. add $3.00. Taxes: Illinois cu~lom er s.
please add 8%.

Minimum Order: $35.00

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE!
DISK WORLD!
SUite 4806 • 30 East Hu ron Street · Chicago . illinOIS 60611

8K

Module

)U

Radio Shack Model 100
NEC PC-8201
• Suggesled Lisl $120.00 ,
Purple price $59.95
•
•
•
•
•
•

Low power CMOS design .
Simple Inslallalion inslrucllons included .
30 day salislacllon guaranlee or your money back.
1 Vear warranly.
Nexi day shlpmenl via UPS included in price.
OpUonal Memory Tesl program $15. (Cas~ene)
No Irills direcl connecl Modem Cable · $9.95
Shipping: From slock . Free UPS surlace ConI.
USA- Add $4 .00 lor UPS 2 day Air-Add $7.00 lor
Canada - Pay men I: VISA or M/C. Checks held 14
days. - Tax: 6% (Calil. only).

PURPLE COMPUTING
2068 Vantura Blvd .
Camarillo , Ca . 93010

CALL NOW
~

U

Z ·.

(805) 987-47BB

Circle 322 on inquiry card.

Double Sided, 40 TRK/Side .

TANDON: TM 100-1

IBM-PC
64K 2 DS/DD DRIVES

$ 2350

TAVA pc .. . .... .$1950
SANYO MBC-555 .. $1119
EAGLE PC 2 Plus .. $1995
COLUMBIA 1600-1. .$2695
OYNAX OX 15 Iqp .. $ 435
JUKI 6100 Iqp ... . $ 435
Okidata 92 P dmp $ call
Taxan 210col.mon.$ 330

FOR Computers, Printers & more
Call:THE COM~TER CLUB Inc!!
Days(6 578-5654

:1£7

Single Sided. 40 TRK .

CDC : 9409
Double Sided , 40 TRK/Side .
• 120 Day Warranly
• Free Sh ipping

• No Charge For Credll Cards
• Order Toll Free

. .8179
8229

•

34.00
42.50
50.00

FREE

330.00
415.00
490.00

(408) 252-4210

800-824-7888

M·F,8:00AM· 5:00PM
FOR NEXT DAY
SHIPMENT

OPERATOR goa
(VISA. M.C.. COD.
ORDERS ONLV)
I)

167.50
210.00
247.50

Wee., 24Hours II Day

Inquiries Also

e'c.eativi~

'Illimited.

• Add S2.00Shlpplng
1741 Sara toga Avenue, Sulle 1100
PerOrdef
San Jose, California 95129
• CA ResKlenISAdd Sa~s Tax

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

DYNAMIC RAM
200 ns
$59 .90
200 ns
5.87
150 ns
5.99
120 ns
7.50
200 ns
1.15
EPROM
27128
$22 .50
300 ns
2764
9.25
250 ns
2732
450 ns
8 .50
27 16
450 ns
3.60
2532
450 ns
4.75
STATIC RAM
6264P-15 150 ns
$42.00
6264Lp·1 5 150 ns
44.00
6116 P-3
150ns
6.56

256K
64K
64K
64K
16K

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COD

Factory New, Prime Parts

.uPoo

MICROPROCESSORS UN LIMITED

~~g'i,"s~U~h :,~o~~a A,. (918) 267-4961

Circle 275 on inquiry card.

10 M-BYTE

rLEXlBLB DISCS

DRIVES

WE Will NOT BE UNDER-

WINCHESTER TANDON
TM502

SOLDfl Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and C.O.D.'s
accepted

LIMITED SUPPLY

$600
NEW· TESTED

I V~ I

ASK FOR
SALES DEPARTMENT

1-800-531-5475 (Oulside 01 Texas)
(512) 250-1489 (In Texas)

IssEI

Tex •• R.oldents Add 5% Sales Tax.

4700 SAN PABLO AVENUE
EMERYVILLE, CA 94608
(415) 652-1805

13010 Research Blvd., Suite 101
Austin, Texas 78750
Circle 89 on inquiry card .

SSSD
SSDD
DSDD

CALL TOLL

280.00
390.00
390.00
475.00

~10 }50 ~100

Unf",maffed

3740'1
3740'10
3740-20

142.50
197.50
197.50
240.00

III

Circle 95 on inquiry card.

.. 8229

8"

29.00
40.00
40 .00
48.50

Circle 116 on inquiry card.

MEMOREX
TANDON: TM 100-2

SSDD
DSDD
SSOD
DSOD

104·10
104-20
204-10
204·20

Send lor Our Free Catalogue. Dealer Inquiries Invited
Circle 139 on inquiry card .

MemOry~

5~" roSpec;fySorr.
~10 ~50 ~OO
0' r6 SecfOfS

TOays

Nationwide: 1-800-621-6827
In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788

6322 Mojave CroJSan.Jose.CA9512D
ThI. (4CB) BB7'76B6, Tx.4BB5363

Circle 52 on inquiry card.

DDX~g!1:

Circle 305 on inquiry card.

Lyco Comput~r Marketing & Consultants
TO ORDER

TOLL
FREE
In PA · 717-327-1824

CALL US

PRINTER PAPER
AVAILABLE
ble lor IBM PC . Apple. Atorl . Vic 20 & Vic 64

LETTER QUALITY

EPSON

SAVE

SMITH CORONA TP2 . .. 5449.00

ALPAHCOM 42 .. . .. ... 589 .00
ALPHACOM 81 . .. . .. . 5129 .00
NEC 8023 ... . ........ $369 .00
NEC 8025 ... . .. ... ... 5699.00
NEC PC -8200
COMPUTER .. . .... . .. $CALL

STAR MICRONTICS

SPIRIT eo .............. 'CALL
MT 160L ....... .. .... .. . 'CALL

OUST COVERS

Sakata Color ... . ..... '229 .00

HES 64
Sound Box .. .. .. ........ 59.95
64Forth ..... . ..... ... .. 555 . 75
He.mon ..... . .. . ....... 525 . 75
Turtle G raphic . . . .. .. .. $37 . 75

SPINNAKER 64

CARDCO

2J Write NOW ........... 529 .00
64 Keypad .
. .....
Universal C ••• . Int ......
Printer Ut il ity . . .... .... ..
6 Slot Expansion
3 Slot Expan.ion ...... . .

SSI
Battl. 01 Shilo ..... : .. 526 . 75
Tiger. in the Snow . .. . S26 . 75
Cosmic B.'ar\ce . .... . 526.75

Heswrlter ..... .. ..... . . 528 . 75
Grldrunner .... . .. . ' . . .. 519 . 75

C.rdprinter / LOI ..... " 5499 .00
C.rdprint DM1 .......... 5109 .00
5 Slot Expan.ion 64 .... . 554 .00
84 Write NOW .. . .. . .. .. $39 .00
64 M.iI NOW ...
...... 529 .00
529 .00
529 . 75
$19 . 75
$ 79 . 95
$24 95

PRINTER INTERFACE . .. . ... $39.75
PRINTER INTERFACE with
lull graph ic . .. . ...... .. .. $65.75
LIGHT PEN ......... .. .
529 . 75

CompUltrs for ptopk:
0 .. ··

Voice Box 2 . 599 . 75

BLANK DISKETTES
ELEPHANT
Singi. Sid. SO (10) ...... .. 17 . 7!1
Singi. Sid. DO (10) .. ..... 121 . 75
Doubl. Sid. DO (10) . ...... 2(1 . 75

Cor1'"unodore

600XL ... $CALL
800XL. ....... for
1400XL. .. Lowest
1450 ..... Prices
1050 DISK DRIVE .... SSAVE$

AT·Ol ........... .... .. S379.00
AT· D2 ................. . 399.00
PRINTER CA8LE ..... . S22 .95
Software lor ATD·2 .. . . 522.95

MAXELL

INN·OVATIVE CONCEPTS

•.

DI.k Storage (hold. 10) .... 14.95
DI.k Storage (hold. 15) . . . . '9.95
DI.k Storage (hold. 50) ... . 1211.95

'

I.

_'.

Tut.nkh.m R .... . . 533 . 75
Super Cobra R ... . 533 . 75
A.tro Chue R ..... 533 . 75
Frogger R .. . .... . . 533 . 75
OBert R ........ ... 533 . 75
Popeye R .......... S33 . 75

HARD DISK
DRIVES for
APPLE

IBM-PC

5MEG ..... S1349.00
10MEG ... S1599.00
15MEG ..• S1999.00
20MEG ... S2359.00

RANA
DISK DRIVE

CERTRON CASSETTES
CC·l0 12 lor .............. 115 .1111
CC ' 20 12 lor ... .. ......... SI7 . 1I11

COMPUTER CARE

' A (Ic1 S .l l! !l O in' lR S U(1

BIB
5'/. DISK DRIVE
CLEANER . ....... . ... $12 . 75
COMPUTER CARE
KIT ..... .. .......... .. $19.75

CALL TOLL FREE

VISA

or send order to
Lyco Computer
PO . Box 5088
ustomer Service 1-717·327·1825 Jersey Shore . PA 1774C

800-233-8760

n , . \1 . ...

TEXAS
INSTRUMENT
Disk Drive ... S245.OO

Circle 245 on inquiry card.

TO ORDER

BRODERBUND 64
BANK STREET
WRITER ... .. ......... 549 . 75
CHOPLIFTER .......... S24 .75
LODE RUNNER ........ 524 .75
DROL . . ..... . .. . .. ... ... $24 . 75

EPYX 64

TRAK DISK DRIVES

MD I (10) ..... .. .. ... ...... '2(1.75
MO II (10) .... ..... . ....... 138.7!1

Zork I . II . or III .... ..... .. ... $26.75
Deaclline . .. . ...... ..... ..... 533 . 75

SYNAPSE 64
ZEPPELIN C/ O .. .... .. 524 .75
BLUE MAX C/ O . ...... . 524 . 75
DIMENSION X C/ O ... . 524 . 75

Kindercomp .. . .. . .......... $21 . 75
Story Machine .. .. .. .. .... 523 . 75
F~ce Maker .... .. .
.. S23 . 75
Snooper Troope r.
. . S29 . 75
Delta Drawing .. .
.. ..... 534 . 75
Shamus II c / d . . ..
" 524 . 95
Pinhead
.... .. .. . 522.95

AlARI'

GEMINll0X ...... .... 5269 .00
GEMINI 15X . ......... .. SCALL
DELTA 10.... ..... .... 5479 .00

BOO . . .. .. ................ S3.99
400 ..... .. . ... . . . ... . .. .. S3 .99
1200 ... . .. . . .. ... . .. ... .. S3 .99
410 ...... .. .... .. ........ 53 .99
810 ... .. ....... . ......... S3 .99
1050 ......... . ..... .. .... S5 .99
PROWRITER ..... .. ..... '5 .99
GEMINI lOX .. . ... ..... .. 55.99

Amdek Color I .......... 5275 .00
Atndek 300 Green .. . . . 5149 . 00
Amdek 300 Amber .. . . $149 .00
Gorilla Green ......... . . 599 .00

D-CAT ..
" .. SI55 .00
J ·CAT ...... . ..... S115 .00
APPLE CAT II . ... S279 .00
212 APPLE CAT .

GORILLA GX100 ... .. 5179.00
PROWRITER 8510 . .. 5339 .00
PROWRITER II .... .. . 51159.00
8800 ............ .. .. 51025 .00
STARWRITER ..... .. SI 099 .00
PRINTMASTER .. ... 51499.00

ATARI850
REPLACEMENTS
IN-STOCK

MONITORS

ANCHOR MARK I .. 579 .00
ANCHOR MARK II . 579 . 00
HAYES SMAR T . . . 5·239 .00
HAYES MI C RO II 5309. 00
M i cro Bit
000 ......... 5129.75
NOVATION
CAT .
.. ... 5144 .00

CITOH

eo ........ . .... . .... ... 'SAVES
82A .... .......... .. .... CALL lor
83A .... . .. • • . ...... . . . LOWEST
84 ..................... PRICES
92 .. .... .............. on th •• e
93 .. .... ... ... .... . .... In· Stock
PACEMARK 2350 •.. PRINTERS

MANNESMANN
TALLY

MODEMS

on these
In ' stQck

OKIDATA

RX·BO . .. . .. .. . .. ... . .. 'SAVE'
RX·80FT .................... ON
FX·eo .. . .•........... . In-Stock
FX·l00 ................. EPSON
MX.. 80FT ........... PRINTERS
MX·l00 ... .... ...... SSCALLSS

DIABLO 630 . . S1719 .00

800-233-8760

FOR ATARI
COMPUTERS
AT88S1 .... S299.00
AT88S2 . • .. S535.00
AP-S1 PD ... $439.oo
RFD40S1 •.. S399.00
RFD40S2 ... $675.00
RFD44S1 •.. $449.00
AT88 doubler

POLICY

In · stock items shipped within 24 hours 01 order. Personal
checks require four weeks clearance before shipping . No
deposit on C . O . D . orders. Free shipping on prepaid cash orders
with i n the continental U . S . PA residents add sales tax . All
products subject to availability and price change . Advertised
prices show 4% discount offered ror cash . add 4 ~ for Master
Card or Visa. DEAl R INOUIRIES INVITED .

Maxell Floppy Disks
The Mini-Disks
with maximum qLlality.

GET

$91.00

ORGANIZED
wnH OUR NEW LINE OF QUALITY PRODUCTS

Th e "Ge t Orga ni zed "
ergonomic

chair.
Fea tures p neum at ic

lift and adjustable
backrest.
Comes in a
cho ice of six

co lors - blue,
red , camel.
brow n, light

Deal er inquiries
invited. CO D's
accepted. Call
FREE ~ OO )

grey and
charcoa l grey.

235-41 37.

To place yo ur o rder today ca ll anyl~ m el

1-800-328-2977

8PACIFIC EXCHANGES

~
o

~

~,

100 Foothill Blvd .. San Lu is
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401.
In Cal. call (800) 592-5935 or
(805)543·1 037 .

{

We accept Visa and ~as l e{card. _
AddS1.SOlof~hil'pmg.
~

M id Ame ri ca Who lesa lers, Inc. Compu ler Accessories
8135215 th St.. lakev ille, MN 55044
Minnesota Residents Ca ll Co llect.

(612) 469-4666
OCJler inquiries invited .

Circle 434 on l nquiry card.

300
BAUD

The AMS·IOOO series development/target single board
computers for dedicated control applications include: Extended FORTH and 6502 assembler in 11K of firmware ,
RS· 232 port, Two 8-bit TTL 1/0 poru, Two 16·blt
counter/timers with Interrupt, 2K or 8K of battery backed CMOS RAM , 'Extra socket will program 2K or 8K
E or EJPROMS, Extensive documentation and large
tutorial type manual on the FORTH language. Autostart
your program on power...up and there is a wake-iJp feature
for multl-distributed process control. You supply CRT
& 5v only @ 200m • . The bo.rd has • 44 pin bus and
Is 4.5"x 4.5". OEM qty. and pricing available. 2K-S299
SK-S399 single qty. For order or info write to:

ADAPTIVE MICRO SYSTEMS
P.O. BOX 965
SANDY, UTAH 94091
MCIVISA orders only call:
1-800-227-1617 ext. 125
1-800-772-3545 in Calif.

Circle .17 on Inquiry ~aid,

SIGNALMAN ..
MARK 12, . ,300/1200 Auro ,., ., .. $279
MARK 10 ... 300 Auro . ......... , .$169
VOLKSMODEM & cable ........ .. $ 79
US ROBOTICS . . , . . 'Hayes Compatible'
~PASSWORD' 300/1200 baud . .. , . ... $339
'S1OO' .card 300/1200 . , . .. ...... . , ... $339
~uro 212' dlxe. 300/1200 . . . , , . , . .. $419

.. . and here are 10 good reasons w.hy: ·

•

IBM PC

APPLE

JIIIl_ .

~

1. Serial tRS232) or

7. F.e.C. Approved
Uni ts
a. Man ual and
Auiomatlc Uni ts
9. H ighes t Quality
PC Board Switch
Technology
10. Buy Direct From

Parall el

Support

Gill ronlx, or From
A ny Au thorized

PRI NTERI
MOD EM

Dis trib utor

Manual Unlts-2 to 6 Ports
Automatic Unlts-3 to 15 Ports

~"~'09"II'tdlroaerN"QI"P~Comlll'le' . IOI;
Ie... " 'legoO\.rlllll'_'~ OII.I,,..tW lIu",,"u

loIXl>inu CoI'poI.al.oon

.

~~

'ea....G·lt
.
....
A~ I ronlx
V"'~

.

+

lIMO f ,tH11l W,ly

P,,'" All"
111

r

( A","n

l l !J\ I \(J(l

O RD ER HOT LINE 1 80053 1 1300 (O uts ide of Ca liforni a),

-'

HARD DISKS

CPIM

IMAGE COMPUTERS

P.o. Box TIM, Cardiff, CA 92007
DEALER
I'WI"I
.
•
INQUIRIES
....
INVITED

(619) 942-7373
(619) 270-3600

2925 LBJ. #180 / Dallas. Texas 75234
942-1142

~

IBM

Complete Systems .... controller &. drive &. software

10 Mbyte half height. . . .. .. . , . , , . $1295
23 Mbyte .. , $2~5 40 Mbyte . . . .. $2795

MERRITI Computer Products, Inc.

.

LETTER
QUALITY

PRINTERS

CABLES 6 feet IBM CP/M . , . . . " . . $ 22
GEMINI lOX 120 cps graphics . . . , . . $279
PROWRITER 120 cps hi density .. . ,$344
DAISYWRITER fast! 40 cps 48K .$CALL!

Remains in place during keyboard use .
Prevents damage from liquid spills, dust .
ashes. etc. Fits like a second skin . excellent
feel. Homerow and numeric locators ,
Available for : IBM-PC, Apple lie.
Send 529.95. check or M.O., Visa & MC
include exp odate and signature. Specify
computer type. Dealer Inquiries invited .
Free brochure available.

.

(Centronics)
2. Prompt Deliveries
3. NalJonally Advertised Products
4. Broad Product
Line
5. Over 30,000 Units
Sold 10 Date
6. Sales and
Technical

DOT
MATRIX

KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

.Circle· 2,~ on ' lnqulry card.

Circle 256 on Inquiry card.

GILTRONIX SWITCHES ' ARE
THE BEST CHOICE'. ' .

1200
BAUD

MODEMS

.'

NEW! BREAK·OUT-BOX'
, Tests, Monitors; Re-:-wires','
RS-232 Interfaces .'"

. COMPUTER BRIEFCASES

<

Opens signal lines, rewires
or monitors in one ' unit.
Nine two-color LED's
monitor 7 lines plus two
spares, Wires included.
24 switches open any
RS-232 line except pin 1.
Requires no battery. Order
Olrect! Only $149.95. Add
$1.75 postage & handling.
IL res. add 6% sales tax.
MG, VISA accepted . Free!
New illustrated catalog of
RS- 232 interface and
testing equipment.
Phone : 815-539-5827

8&.8

~!~~!r.gn!~! '. ,

Box 68B,
MENDOTA,' , IL 61342.'
,
Circle 53 on Inquiry card.

• • • Lightweight. lough , molded ASS case
• •• Aluminum closure. cast chrome locks
• • • Customized fo am padding on aU sides

EXECUTIVE LINE (w. shoulder strap)

E-l

IBM PC, keyboard , cables

$149

PRESTIGE LINE (add $1 5 lor shoulder strap)
p., Tran star 120 (Si lver Reed 500)
P-2 TAS·BO ModeJ 100, Transtar 120
P-3 Epson MX-80 (IBM Printer)
P-4 TRS-SO Model 100, Epson MX-80
p-s Epson MX-80 FfT
P-6 TRs -aO Mod el 100, CCA-Sl

$89
$11 9

$89
$119

$1 05
$99

Add 5S lor shipping/handling. TX residents 5% sales lax . CaShier',
check, MO. Allow 4 weeks lor personal checks.

CarryCase. ~~~)B~~~~~3.

Houston. TX 77272

®CUSTOM COMPUTER

CCT
,

TOLL-FREE
ORDERING:

800-222-8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORTI
SERVICE liN ARIZONA:
602-282-6299

TECHNOLOGY

1 CRAFTSMAN COURT - BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340

Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM / Systems Integrator. Take' advantage of our buying power! We stock a
full line of Board Level Components, Software and Peripherals. Gall for your needs. We'll give you the Lowest Prices, and the Technical
Support and'Know-How we are quickly becoming well-known for. Satisfied Customers Nationwide. The Nation's Custom Syste'ms House
for Business, Education and Science. Call for a system quote.

• FOREMOST QUALITY· ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST •
LIBERAL DEALER PRICING
ON ALL CCT PRODUCTS.

CCT®

( GmpuPro" )
THE CCT EXCLUSIVE WARRANTY
With any system we build, we provide, in writing, an unconditional 12
month direct warranty on the entire
system, including mainframe, boards,
drives, power supplies, cabling and
peripherals! We offer guaranteed
24-hour in-house repair and/or replacement with just a tech-line phone call.
We can offer this, since we are so sure
of our level of quality and reliability. It's
greatto know that in the eventofa problem, ',{Ju're not out of business waiting
on service tumaround. We deliver!
Our various OEM contracts with all
the manufacturers ofthe components
we integrate, allow us this unprecedented ftexibility. No factory O.K:s
necessary - just get it running -NOW!
• 8"CP/MSOFTWARESPECIALS •
dBASE II - Latest Version 2.4 . . . .
. $349
Supercalc B6 - for CP/M B6 & MP/M .. $ 99
Wordstar . . .. $299 Pro-Pak ..... $429
Microsoft BASIC .. $299 Compiler . . $339
Supersoft FORTRAN IV $339 CComp $399 '
Peachtree Series BModules . . . . each $599

• TOP SELLING PERIPHERALS •
CCT-90K Parallel S-100
Amber Screen - 90K Baud ... . . . $749
Wyse 100-14" Green.
. $699
Wordstar Prom Option . . . . . . . . . $ 75
Wyse 50 . . . .. $529 75 . ..... . $609
200/300 .
. . . $1069
Visual 50 .. . $599 Televideo 925 . . . $749
950 . . .. $950 970 .. . ... $1099
Liberty Freedom 100 - $479
200 - $679
OkidataB2-$349 83-$619 84-$1029
92 .
. . . . $459 93 .
. .. $779
NEC 7710
.. $2150 7730 .. . .. $2150
Diablo 620 .. . .. $969 630 .. . . . $1899

INDUSTRIAL GRADE
SUPERIOR QUAUTY

CCT DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS
,

ROLLSROYCESOF
THE INDUSTRY

S-100 HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
Professionally engineered S1-506 type systems forthe business market S-100 Computer user. Includes industry top quality drives, CompuPro Disk 3 DMA controller, all cabling, A&T, formatted ,
burned-in . Provisions for up to two hard disks in each system. We include operating system update.
CP/M 80, CP/M 86, CP/M 8-16, MP/M 8-16, CP/M 68K. Soon to be supported- MS-DOS. (/1 Systems
are CCT inriovated hard/floppy combinations, with Mitsubishi DSDD 8" drive.)
CCT-10 (11 + MEG) . . ..... ... .. .. $2349 CCT-10/1 .. ..... . . ...... . .... . $2849
CCT-20 (22 + MEG) .. . .. . . ... . . . . $2749 CCT-20/1 .. ..... . .... . ... . .. . . $3249
CCT-40 (36 + MEG) ... .. .. . . ... .. $3349 CCT-40/1 ....... .. .. ..... . .. .. $3849
Drive capacities shown are after formatting! We are working on tape cartridge back-up units.

CCT-2.4. DualS" DSDD

FLOPPY SYSTEMS

Mitusbishi 2.4 Megabyte in Extra Heavy horizontal enclosure,
removeable fi~erair system, all cabling, A&T, Bumed in. The
fastest system available: , , .. . . , . .. , . , . , .. , . . $1199
with (2) half-height - CCT-2.4S ,
. , . , $1229
Special configurations available - Call!

CCT-5. 5W' DSDD

IBM Compatible Tandon 320K . Extra Heavy Cabinet
accommodates two drives, hard orfloppy. All cabling, A&T,
Burned-in. Perfect for our MS-DOS Package ' , . , $369
with Hard Disk Power Supply .
' .. , $389
Two Drive Unit (720K) CCf-5/2 ' , ... , . , . , ... . , $649

* SUPER PRICES * COMPUPRO COMPONENTS * IN STOCK *

SYSTEM SPECIAL-ALL CCT A&T, BURNED IN: B16A - $4299
B16B - $4999
B16C - $6499
CCf-2 - $6799 • CCT-3 - $6699 • Disk 1 w/CP/M - $469 • cpu BOB6/B7 - $819 • M-Drive/H - $1099
CPU BOB5/BB - $329
•
cpu BOB6 - $559/10Mhz - $599
•
CPU 68K - $519/10Mhz - $639
CPU-Z - $249 • Disk 1 - $369 • Disk 2 - $579 • Disk 3 - $539 • RAM 16 (12Mhz) - $369 • RAM 21 (128K) - $779
RAM 22 (256K) - $1359
Interfacer 3 - $459
•
Interfacer 4 - $349
•
System Support 1 - $329
Enclosure 2 Desk - $599/Rack - $649
CP/M 80 (CCTHMX) - $125
•
CP/M B6 (CCTTMX) - $175
CP/M B-16 (CCTTMX) - $199
MP/M 8-16 (CCTSX) - $499
CP/M 6BK (CCTCX) - $279
CP/M B6 Upgrade Kit: CP/M B6, RAM 16, Sys. Sup!. 1, Cable - $829
Call for CSC Boards - New Releases - CCT Mods
Updates - $30/0.S.

CCT-1 - ENTRY LEVEL S-100 BUSINESS SYSTEM
• Enclosure 2-Desk-20 Slot Mainframe •
• CCT-2.4-Dual B" Mitsubishi
• CPU BOB5/BB - 6Mhz BOBS/BMhz BOBB • DSDD Drive System - 2.4 Megabytes •
SPECIAL PRICE
• Disk 1 - DMA Floppy Disk Controller • • CP/M BO - 2.2 HMX Modified •
• RAM 16 - 64K Static RAM - 12Mhz •
• All Cabling, Complete CCT Assembly, .
• Interfacer 4 -3 Serial/2 Parallel I/O •
Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Burn-in •
RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE - INCLUDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY

ccr

$3,449

OPERATING SYSTEM NOTE: LatestCP/M, CP/MB6, MP/M B-16, CP/M 6BK, have each been restructured and optimized by CCT,
for utmost flexibility, power and speed .

MS-DOS FOR COMPUPRO - IBM COMPATIBLE CCT MODIFIED SYSTEM
For any CP/M 86 CompuPro System -Includes MS-DOS Version 2.0 and 5114 " DMA Disk Controller, All Manuals - $699

Prices &availability subject to change. All products new, and carry full manufacturer's warranties. Call for catalog. Free technical help to anyone. All products we well are CCT individually
tested and set up for your system - Plug-In & Go! Arizona residents add sales tax CCT © Trademark - Custom Computer Technology; MS-DDS © Trademark - Microsoft; IBM ©
Trademark - International Business Machines; CompuPro © Trademark - w.J. Godbout; CP/M © MP/M © Trademarks - Digital Research
Circle 119 on inquiry card.
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5 VOLT EPROM PROGRAMMER

The "Get Ors.nized" copy
holder i ~ made of bronze
acrylic a.nd features co~ clip.

IDEALLY SUITED TO

SWint:~~\a~1t~t~~y~~~~.

PROTOTYPES, FI ELD
SERVICE OR EDUCATION - FOR ENGINEER.
TECHNICIAN, STUDENT
OR HOBBYIST.

* MICROPROCESSOR
*
*

~~O~~~A~~NU

CON-

DRIV-

COMPLETE - NO PERSONALITY MODULES

L'
. . . . . . . .. .

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

: MIHAL
~6~ECi7~g ~~~~~~'I~~Ei~~E!6~O~~~~~ 6~R~~_
- SELECTABLE MUD RATES , 300 THRU 19.2K
*

:
1\:

*

SECURITY CODE PROTECTION

~~~~R~D~NH~~F~J~~O~~L~~~g ~g~¥~~~ED
OR BYTE-AT-A-TIME
OBTAIN PROGRAM DATA FR(I1 ANOTHER EPR(Jo{, COMPUTER HEltORY OR DIRECT FRa1 TERMINAL

CP/M COMPATIBLE SOFTWARE SUPPLIED ON 8" SSSD
DISKETTE ALONG WITH FULL DOCUMENTATION
305 - THE NORMAL CIIOICE WITH
$ 290 HODEL
COMPUTER AVAIUBrtITY

To place you r order today ca ll anytim e!

U

~i

Add S2.50 for shipping.

g~J¥~jR Ft~x~~~~t~D

ILToT6NqR

~

We accept Visa and Mastercard.

S485 7~~~) 3g,~¥A -Bij~:C~~T;?~g~~~R : 6~o

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 62

1-800-328-2977
Mid America Wholesalers, Inc. Computer Accessories
8135 215 th 5t., Lakeville, MN 55044

COD'S WELCCli[.

(305) 334-3511

. ORDER TOLL FREE

Mi nnesota Residents Call Collect.

EPIC ELECTRONICS
1074 HE CC!iMERCIAL ST.

1·800·EEl·PROM

(612) 469-4666
Dealer inquiries invited.

JENSEN BEACH, FL 33457

CP/M is a trademark of DIGITA L RESEARCH

(1 -800-33 1

Circle 164 on inquiry card.

Circl,e 238 on inquiry card .

APPLE COMPATIBLE
HARDWARE

Scotcti Diskettes
Rely'on Scotch- diskettes to keep your valuable data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes
are tested and guaranteed error-free. The low
abrasivity saves your read/ write heads.
They're compatible with most diskette drives.

NORT~WEST

MICROCHIPS ~
DISTRIBUTORS

(206) 876-6298
DYNAMIC RAM 4t16
200ns
4164
1501\s

INTERFACE FOR TYPEWRITER,
CENTRONICS AND WORDSTAR
COMPATIBLE

STATIC RAM

Model"
T1
Oli velli Pra xis 30. 35. 40

150ns
150ns
200ns
tSOns
150ns

4.20
4.65
CALL

EPROM

2708
2716
2716-1
2732
27\i4

450ns
4SOns
350ns
350ns
300ns

4.10
150
4.25
4.75
7.75

zao FAMILY

Z8IlI. CPU,

ere, PIO

l20
6.10
750
Z95
5,00

INFRARED INTERFACE FOR REMOTE
OPERATION WITHOUT CABLES
IRR

(800)235-4137

Board . Rec ei ver sta tion
for use with one or all :
IRN Numeri c al Pad VisiCa l compatib le " ' "
IRK Full keybo ard with lowe r ca~e . . • . • . •
IRC Four dir ec tion cursor co ntr o l .••.• , . ,
~

S99
S49
S129
S29

TO ORDER CALL (408) 734-4631

n /j1

" Ii ii'

01

~1~f~~f~sdr~~~~~oB~:lf;~::

• Supports all 8051 family mem o
bers: 8031. 8051. 8751. 80C31. 80C51.
8032, 8052, 8044, 8344, 8744 .
• Written in ' machine language
with no overlays for extremely fast
execution.
• Mnemonics, syntax , directives
and controls same as Intel's .
• Generates standard I ntel Hex
format file for easy PROM
program m ing .
• Can be run on an Apple lie or
• Apple II Plus .

Price S145.00
MetaLink Corp.
P .O . BOX 126
CHANDLER , AZ. 85224
(602) 899 -4592

PRICE WAR

Technical Suppar1, low low Price and Prompt Dehvery

IBM PC
• 64K, 2-310K drive and FOe ...... 52269
• 64K, 1-320K drive, colo r & FOC
card with green monitor . . ..... $2389
IBM XT. IBM PC ir ..... .
Compaq & Compaq Plus . .. .
Columbia PC & Co lumbia VP . . .
Eagle PC & Corona PC (all others) .
64 KB RAM ch ips (tested) . ..
Tandon 100·2. CDC 9409 drives .
HAC FO-55B slim line drive ... .

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

~

.. .$CALL
.. .$CALL
.. ....... $CALL
.. ...... $CALL
.. ....... .. S55

.......... $229
.$190

• ~=ffaG~~'ssoh~~n~'iS~Sa.y.n.a.r~. ~~~ ...... . ..... . .SCAll
• AST Products: 64K SPC & S/W Six Pack Plu s,
MEGA Plus, Combo Plu s.
.$279
ALL OTHERS CALL
• STBR10 Plus. Plantronics C+, Hercules and
Quadboards.. . . ... .... ...
. .... $CALl
• Paradise Mulli Display Card
. $395
• AMOEK Monitors .... 300A
.$149
310A ....... $169 . ...... Color II Plus ........ $439
• Princeton Graphic HX-12
.. $469
• PG S MAX-12 and SR-ll ....
. ... $CALL
• EPSON FX·60 . . .. .. . S539 . ..... FX·1OO . . ... . . $CALL

•
•
•
•

NEC 3550 ..... $ 1695
.Okidala 9293 . . . $CAl l
Printer Cable. .
. . .. . .. $32
IBM Softwa re. . . .. . . ........ .. .. .. .. ....... $CA ll
Hayes Modems (all models)
... $CA Ll
ASK P.O.lMCN ISA ACCEPTED. COD 20% DEPOSIT

6~~
TERMS
ON
SALES

"'m""
-

Circle 257 on 'inquiry card.

Circle 295 on inquiry card.

.

8051 CROSS 4SSEMBLER
FOR THE 4PPLE '11'

We ship UPS-COD or prepaid.
Shipping and insurance BrB extra.
Washington residents add 7.8% sales tax.
CALL US ANYTIMEI

Circle 23 on inquiry card .
••

200n8

6730 VIEW DRIVE S.E.
PORT ORCHARD WA 98366

Aduitional $2.5 0 per order lor } hippjn~
Calif. res iuen ts acid 6' ! ":. /,lX

t

CPU

Z80B
4164

5.60

a70

Qimijed quantity)

Advanced Transe/u ce r Devices.. In c.

.

DMA

SPECIALI

1287 Lawrellce 5tJ . Rd., Sunnyvale. CA 94089

Circle 305 on ir;1qulry card.

DART

wrile

INTERFACE
Dealer Inquiries
Invited

$1.50
550

6116P-3
6116LP-3
2128P-4
58725
6264LP-15

Price
S99

•. . . ..
Olivelli Praxis 41
Silver Re ed Ex 42, 4), 44 + Penman
Adler SaTel liT e 11 an d Alph,' Ro yal 2001
Olympia Compa ct and Swintc c 1146 CM

T2
T3
T4
T5

r¥ur v~HJ~tE

DEALER I NQUIRIES INVlTED.

CORONA t28K, 2 Drs, software, monitor . 2395
SANYO 550, 128K, 1 Dr, software ........ 799 .
SANYO 555, 128K, 2 Drs. software .
. 1099
FRANKLIN 1000 PRO+
... ... ..... 1129
FRANKLIN 1200 OMS + .
. ....... 1399
Call for plotter and items not listed

OKI 92 .... 449
OKI 84 . .. . ~48

TP I ... ... 259
TP 11 ...... 299
Brother 15 . 429
Brother HRI 499
Silver R 550599
Prowriter I . 359
Prowriter II . 599

RX 80 FT . . 369
FX 80 . .. .. 499
FX 100 . .. . 739
Delta 10 .. . 399
Gemini 10X 289

PC COMPONENTS

7842 Irvine Blvd., Suile "0
Tustin, CA 92680
(714) 669-0774 (714) 786-1897
,

WE PAY LONG DISTANCE PHONE ORDER.
Dealers Inquiries Welcome
- -

Circle 308 on inquiry card.

MICROLAND
Price for prepaid
2% C.O.D.

5223 Beechnut
Houston, TX 77096
(713) 668·4695

Circle 272 pn Inquiry card.

U.S. MANUFACTURER
ONE YEAR WARRANTYI

10 MEGABYTE HARD
......~
DISK FOR IBM PC!, ~. . . .-...p;odLJcts
$995 00
"'Cor11puter
~
10 MEGABYTE
HARD DISK
FOR IBM PC

SOFTWARE
FOR IBM PC

Plug-n-Run . read y to go • co mpl ete wit h
controller card . data cable. and mo un ti ng
hardwa re . tota ll y PC/ XT compatible . 3 times
faster than XT • han dles 4 di fferen t operati ng
systems . streamer tape back -up avai lab le
YOUR PRICE

10 mbyte internal
51795
10 mbyte external _ _ _ 52095
15 mbyle internal
51995
15 mbyte externa l _ _ _ $2295
26 mbyte int erna l
52495
26 mbyte exle rnal _ _ _ $2795
Tape Back -up option _ _ $995

S995.00

$1195 .00
51395.00
$1595.00
$1995 .00
$2249.00
$795.00

L
.......

QUADRAM
FOR IBM PC
YOUR PRICE

YOUR PRICE

LOTUS 1 2 3
SYMPHONY _ _ _ _ _ _
dBASE II
R:BASE 4000
SMART KEY
MOVE-IT
MULTIPLAN
ACCOUNTING PARTNER _
CROSSTALK
PROKEY
MUL TIMATE
SUPER CALC III
TRANSEND PC

$495
$695

$700
$495
$89
$125

5250
$395
$195
$75
$495
$395
$189

$329.95
$549 .95
$429,95
$319,95
$69.95
$89.95
$169.95
5249 .95
5129.95
$54 .95
$299 .95
S249 .95
$139.95

QUADBOARD No RAM _ _
QUAD BOARD 64K
QUAD BOARD 128K
QUADBOARD 256K
QUAD BOARD 3B4K
QUADLINK
QUAD 512 PLUS 64K _ _ _
QUAD 512 PLUS 256K _ _
QUAD 512 PLUS 512K _ _
QUAD COLOR I
QUAD COLOR II

$295
5395
$495
5595
$795

5214.95
5275.95
$339.95
5399.95
$595.95

5680

$449.95

$325

$219.95

$550

5389.95

$895
5295
5275

$549.95
5209.95
$199 .95

IBM VIDEO BOARDS
HI-RES MONITORS
YOUR PRICE

AMDEK 310A _ _ _ _ _ _
AMDEK 300G
AMDEK 300A
AMDEK COLOR'
AMDEK COLOR II
AMDEK COLOR IV
PGS • MAX-12
PGS • HX- 12
PGS SR-12
QUADCHROME
COMREX CR6BOO

$230

$169 .95

5179
$1 99
$379
$559
5995
5269
$699
$799
5795
$649

$129.95
$149.95
$259 .95
$419.95
$774.95
$199 .95
$469 .95
$649.95
$499.95
$499 .95

MICROSOFT
FOR IBM PC

YOUR PRICE

YOUR PRICE

MOUSE
$ 199
SYSTEM CARD 64K
$395
SYSTEM CARD 256K _ _ _ $625

$129.95
S279.95
$429.95

320K DISK DRIVES
DOUBLE -SIDED , DOUBLE-DENSITY
FOR IBM PC

HERCULES GRAPHtC _ _
PLANTRONICS COLOR + _
STB GRAPHICS +
QUADCOLOR I
AMDEK MAl

5499
$549
5495
$295
5649

5339.95
5379.95
$379.95
5209.95
$495.95

64K RAM UPGRADE
FOR IBM PC
H igh speed RAM upgrade kit wit h FREE' parity
(error detection) and one year wa rr an ty
YOUR PRICE

KEYTRONICS
KEYBOARDS

CHOICE OF
YOUR PRICE

5150 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ $269
5151 _ _ _ _ _ __ _ $299

$1B9,95
$239.95

STB BOARDS
FOR IBM PC

Tee
Epson
Shugart

$90
5180
5270
$360
5540

___
___
___
___

549.95
S95.95
5143 .95
5199 .95
52B9 .95

AST FOR IBM PC
YOUR PRICE

DISKETTES For IBM PC
YOUR PRICE

GRAPHICS PLUS
RIO PLUS 12BK _ _ _ __
RIO PLUS 256K _ _ _ __
RIO PLUS 3B4K _ _ _ __
SUPER RIO 64K _ _ _ __
SUPER RIO 12BK _ _ __
SUPER RIO 256K _ _ __
SUPER10 _ _ _ _ _ __

Tandon
Teae
Panasonie

64K KIT For IBM PC
128K KIT For IBM PC
192K KIT For IBM PC
256K KIT For IBM PC
3B4K KIT For IBM PC

$495
5495
$595
$795
$41 9
5519
$6 19
$229

$379.95
$349.95
$449.95
$549.95
$329.95
$379 .95
$479.95
5179.95

H igh qua illy douole-sided , doub le-density
d iskettes , cer tif ied to be abso lute ly er ror fr ee.
Box o f ten . warranteed for o ne year
Box of 10 w/ FREE plastic case _ $39 519 .95

HIGH SPEED 8087 APU
Math co-p rocesso r ch ip
List Price $295

SALE PRICE $99.95

$395
5695
$945

5269.95
5489 .95
5569.95

5395
5665

$1095

5269.95
5429.95
5799.95

I/O PLUS

5165

5119.95

MP
MP
MP
MP

5295
5395
$495
$595

$199.95
$249.95
5299.95
5349 .95

SIX PAK PLUS 64K
SIX PAK PLUS 256K
SIX PAK PLUS 384K
MEGA PLUS 64K
MEGA PLUS 256K
MEGA PLUS 512K

64K
128K
192K
256K

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE
Continental USA

Inside California

Los Angeles Area

(800) 421-5500

(800) 262-1710

(213) 973- 7707

We accept cas h , c hecks, credi t ca rd s, or purchase orders from qualified firm s and ins tituti ons.
Minimum prepaid order $15,00 California residents add 6 112% ta x. Ex port customers outside the U S or Ca nada plea se
ad d 10% to all prices . Prices and availibility subject to change without notice. Shipping and handling charges
via UPS Grou nd SOIt / lb . UPS Air $1 .00/ lb . minimum charge $3.00 Prices quoted are for pre-paid o rders only
Circle 212 on inquiry card .
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SUPER DISKETTE
SPECIAL!

Computer Products

APPLE ACCESSORIES
ON SALE!
S'M ARTMODEM
Hayes

64 STATIC RAM-Jade

Soph isticated direct-co n nect au t o-answer/au to
dial modem , touch tone or pu lse dia ling.
RS232C interface prog ram mab le
YOUR PRICE

$699
$5 99
$289
$249
$399
$299

Smartmodem 1200
1200B for IBM PC
Smart modem 300
Hay e ~ Cronograph
Micromodem 100
Micromodem lie

$475.00
$399.95
$199.00
$199 .95
$299.95
$239.95

1200 Baud
SMART CAT-Novation

TANDON TM 100-1 SS/ DD 48 TP I
List $349 _ _ _ $225 .00 ea 2 for 5195 .00 ea

YOUR PRICE

SHUGART SA 400L SS/DD 48 T PI
List $299 _ __ $209.00 ea 2 for 5199.95 ea

$49.95
Bare board
$69
Kit less RAM
$149
$89.95
$229 5169.95
32K kit
56K kit
$299 5225.95
64K kit
$399 $265 .95
Assembl ed & Tested _ __ 550 add $30.00

H igh density memory board. 64K. 128K, o r 256K
64K
128K
192K
256K

$199.95
$449 .95

$475
$595
$709
$825

$398.95
$464.95
$524.95
$589.95

J·CAT MODEM

Inexpens ive erasers for industry o r home

115 the size of ordi nary modems, Be ll 103,
manual or, auto-answer. Automat ic answerl
orig in ate, d irect connec t , built- i n self-test , two
L E Os and aud i o beeps prov i de status
information

Spectronics w/ o ti mer
Spectronics with timer _
Logical Devices

YOUR PRICE

YOUR PRICE

Novation J- C ai

$149

$114.95

THE BUS PROBE
Best sel ling
analyzer

i nexpens ive

S-100

$99
$139
$89

$69.95
$94 .95
$49.95

ISOBAR
The ISOBAR looks like a standard mu lti ou tl et
power str ip bu t conta ins surge suppression
c ircu it ry and bu il t-in noise fi lt ers. plus 15amp
circuil breaker
YOUR PRICE
4 recep tacle
8 receptacle

$89
$99

$59.95
$69.95

d iagnos tic
YOUR PRICE

Bare board
Kit
A&T

_

$89
$249
$299

$59.95
$179.95
$199.95

VERSAFLOPPY II
SD Systems
Double density d isk con lro ll er for 5 1/, " and 8"
YOUR PRI C E

Versafloppy II with PROM __ $400
Versafloppy 11 / 696 A & T _ _ $400
CP / M 3.0 with VF-II
$200

$344 .95
5349.95
$80 .00

APPLE ACCESSORIES
Full H eight Disk Drive _ _ _ $299 $189.95
Half-Height Disk Drive _ __ $249 $184.95
Controll er
$100
$59.95
8 inch 2 Meg. system _ _
$2495 $1395.00
20 M egbyte Hard di sk _ _
$2495 $1999.95
CP/ M 3.0 Card
$399 $259.95
Z-Card with CP/ M
$169 $139.95
16K RAM Card
$99
$39.95
Best 80 Column Card _ _ _ $219 $139.95
64K li e 80 Column
$199 $129.95
Fan w /s urg e protect
$99
$59.95
Ko ala Pad
$125
$89 .95
G rappler Plu s
$175 $119.95
64K Grappler w / 16K
$245 $175.95
64K Grappl er w /64K
$345 $239.95

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE!
Continental USA

Inside California

5 '14 " Cabinets/Power Supply
Single cab w/ power supply _ _ $99
Dual cab w i power supply _ _ $ 129

$69 .95
585 .00

SIEMENS FDD 100-8 SS/DD
List 5399 _ _ _ 5179.00 ea 2 for $175.00 ea
SHUGART SA 801R SS/DD
List 5502 _ _ _ 5355 .00 ea 2 fo r $349 .00 ea
SHUGART SA-851 R DS/ DD
List $605 _ _ _ $4 59 .00 ea 2 for $455 .00 ea
QUME DT-8 DS/ DD
List $599 _ _ _ $479.00 ea 2 for $459 .00 ea
TANDON TM 848-1 SS/ DD thin-lin e
Lis t $499 _ _ _ $369.00 ea 2 for $359 .00 ea

UL TRA·VIOLET
EPROM ERASERS

_

TANDON TM 100-2 DS/ DD 48 TP I
List $399 _ _ _ $229 .00 ea 2 for $225 .00 ea

S inch DISK DRIVES

EXPANDORAM III

YOUR PRI CE

300 Baud 103 Smart Cat _ _ $249
1200 Baud 212/ 103 Smart Cat $595

5 % inch DISK DRIVES

U ses new 2K x 8 static RAMs, fu ll y supports
IEEE 696

YOUR PRICE

103 / 212 Smart Cat and 103 Smar t Cat . 1200 and
300 baud . buil t- in dia ler. auto re-d ia l if b usy,
aula answer/disconnect. direct connect, LED
readout d isp lays mode ana log / dig itall oopback
self tests, usab le with mu lti- line p hones

We bough t out a major manufacturer's overstoc k and we are passing the savings on to you l
Sing le- sided, doub le-density package of ten
w ith FR EE' p last ic case
Bo x of 10 w/ FREE! case _ _ _ $34 518.95

Los Angeles Area

(800) 421 -5500 (800) 262 -1710 (213) 973 -7707

T ANDON TM 848-2 DS/ DD thin-line
List $599 _ _ _ $439 .00 ea 2 for $435.00 ea
NEC FD1165 OS DO th in-line
List $599 _ _ _ 5450 .00 ea 2 for 5440.00 ea
NEC FD1164 SS/ DD thin-l ine
Lis t $499 _ _ _ $360.00 ea 2 for $350 .00 ea

DISK SUB·SYSTEMS
H andsome meta l cabinet wilh propo rti ona ll y
ba lanced air f low system. rugge d du al drive
powe r supp ly, cb le kit. power swilch, I;'ne co rd ,
fuse ho lder. cooling fan . nevermar rubber feet.
A ll necessary hardware to mounl two 8" disk
drives. power suppl'y, and fan . Does not in c lud e
signa l cab le
Dual 8" Sub-Assembll. Cabinet
Bare cabinet
$75
Cabinet kit
$299
A&T
5349

$49 .95
$199.95
$249.95

8" Sub-System-Single sided, Double densit!:
Kit wl2 Siemens FD100-8Ds _
$950 $579 .00
A & T wl2 Siemens FD100-8Ds 5995 $595 .00
Kit w/ 2 Shugart SA-801Rs _
$1195 $939.00
A & T w/2 Shuga rt SA-801 Rs $ 1295 5969 .00
8" Sub-Systems-Double sided, Double density
Kit w/ 2 Qume DT- 8s _ _ _ $1495 $122 9.00
51595 51 249.00
A & T w/ 2 Qume DT-8 s _
Kit wl2 Shugart SA-851Rs _ $1495 $1199.00
A & T w/ 2 Shugart SA-851R s $1595 51219 .00

DUAL SLIMLINE
SUB·SYSTEMS
Dual 8" Slimline Cab inet
B are cabinet
$75
$59 .95
A & T w/ o drives
5249 5164.95
Dual 8" Slimline Sub-Systems
Kit w /2 SS / DD drives _ _
$1295
$879.00
Kit w/ 2 DS / DD drives _ _ $1395 $1060 .00
A & T w/ 2 DS / DD drives _
51495 51099 .00

Circle 213 on inquiry card.

SUPER PRICES ON PRINTERS!
High Performance,
New Lower Price!
DTC-380Z

OKIDATA PRINTER

Tru e lett er quality Daisyw heel printer up to 32
CPS, wi th a bu ilt- in 48K buffer. Th e 380Z comes
with RS232 se rial , para llel centronics , and
IEEE-488 inlerfaces bui lt-in

"80 CPS
"Friction & pin feed
.. S tand ard ce ntroni cs parallel
"80 or 132 co lumn s
"Full ASCII c haracte r set
"Bl ock mode graph ics
We bough t seve ral truck loads o f th ese printers
at a one t ime spec ial price. Hurry and p lace your
order, We've got lots now bu t the demand w ill far
excee d th e limit ed supp ly . In c lu d es f u ll
manufacture r wa rranty

(One hundred ninty-nine doll a,s and ninty-liye cents)

THIS IS NOT A MISPRINT!

Full one-year tactory warranty!
YOUR PRICE
DTC -380Z
$1495 $999 .95
Sheet feeder
$895 $579 .95
Forms Tractor
$195 $129.95
Cable (specity)
$85 $49 .95

CALL US FOR
OUR BEST PRICE!
EPSON RX -80 100 CPS w/ tractor , graphics
CALL FOR OUR BEST PRICE
EPSON RX-80FT 100 CPS w/ FREE' graphics
Friction & tractor feed _ _ _ SAVE $150.00
EPSON
Friction
EPSON
Fric tion

MX-80FT 80 CPS w/ FREE graphics
& tractor feed _ _ _ SAVE $150.00
FX-80 160 CPS w/ FREE graphics
& trac tor feed _ _ _ SAVE $50.00

EPSON FX-100 160 CPS 15" platten
Friction & tractor feed _ _ _ SAVE $150.00

$1

9995

160 C PS, true correspon dence quality printing ,
full graphics, IBM PC co mpatibl e (opt iona l),
handles sing le sheet as we ll as fan-fold paper,
professiona l desig n constr ucti o n and qualit y
$599
$995

$429.95
$699,95

$150

$120.00

$59
$59
$19
$89

$49.95
$59.95
$9.95
$54.95

MICROLINE 82, 83, 84
120 C PS (82 , 83) 200 CPS (84) , indu st ry
stand ard printers, se rial and p arallel interfaces,
true lower case desce nders, handles si nglesheet as we ll as fan fo ld
Oki 82 _ _ $499 Now on SALE tor $349.95
Oki 83 w/ FREE tractor _ _ _ $775 $569.95
Oki 84 parallel
$1395 $1095.00
Oki 84 serial
$1495 $1195.00
2K serial board
$120 $99.95
Extra Ribbons 82/ 92, 83/ 93 _ __ $ 19 $9 .95
Tractor for Oki 82
$89 $54.95
Ribbons for 84
$19 $9 .95
IBM PC ROMs for 82 or 83
$39.95
IBM PC tor 84
$89 .95
Commodore Interface & Cable _ __ $59.95

EPSON MX-1 OOFT
FREE Graftrax-Plus
With FREE! GR A FTRAX- PLUS
100 CPS, fri ction and trac to r feed, 15 in c h
platten , one yea r war ranty
List Price $749 .00 _
SALE PRICED AT

$

489 95

GEMINI 10X & 15X

MICROFAZERQuadram

120 CPS , full graphics, fri cti on & trac to r, Epson
FX -80 compatible
Gemini 10X _ CALL FOR OUR BEST PRICE!
Gemini 15X _ CALL FOR OUR BEST PRICE!
$69 $54.95
Serial I/ O Card
Serial I/ O Card w/ 4K buffer
$99.95
Commodore Interface & Cable _ __ $59.95

Th e microfazer stand-alone printer buffers are
available in any configuration of serial or
parallel input, with ser ial ' output. All are
expandabl e' up to 64K o f mem ory (about 30
pages o f 8'/2 x 11 text) , The parallel-to -parallel
version is expandab le to 512K copy and p ause
fea ture inc lud ed
YOUR PRICE

DELTA 10 & 15

Parallel/ Parallel
8K _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ $169
32K
$225
128K
$445

160 C PS , full graphi cs, 8K buffer, seria l &
parallel, Epson FX-80 compa tible
Delta 10
SAVE AT LEAST $150 .00
Delta 15
SAVE AT LEAST $150.00

PRICES TOO LOW
TO PUBLISH!
OKIDATA 92 & 93

Oki 92 parallel
Oki 93 parallel
2K serial board
IBM PC ROMs for 92
IBM PC ROMs for 93
Extra Ribbon (2)
Tractor tor Oki 92

SPECIAL SALE PRICE!

RADIX 10& 15

COM REX CR-II
B est buy in letter quality printers, NEW' from
Comrex! full featured letter quality printer , FREE
5K buffer, logic seeking bi-direc ti ona l printing
bo ldface proportio nal spacing , double-strike
backspace , underlin e, super-script and subscript. drop-i n dai sy wheel ca rtridg e
CR-II parallel
CR-II serial
Tractor option
Cut sheet feeder
Keyboard option

Serial/Parallel
8K
32K
Parallel/Serial
8K
32K
Serial/ Serial
8K
32K

200 CPS , full graph ics , 16K buffer, seri al &
parallel , semi-a uto shee t feeder
RADIX 10
SAVE AT LEAST $200.00
RADIX 15
SAVE AT LEAST $200.00

$599
$644

$120
$259
$ 199

$495.00
$589.95

$99.95
$199.95
$179.95

POWER TYPE
18 CPS daisywheel printer, pa rall el and se ri al,
four pr int' sizes, Oume wheels and ribbons
Power Type _ $499 CALL for discount price!

$139.95
$164.95
$269.95

$199

$260
$ 199

$260
$199

$260

$169.95
$199 .95
$169.95
$199,95
$169.95
$199.95

MICROBUFFER
Practical Peripherals
Stand-alone Microbuffers
Parallel, 32K
Parallel, 64K
Serial,32K
Serial,64K
64K add-on board

$299
$349
$299
$349
$ 179

$229.95
$269.95
$229.95
$269. 95
$149.00

Microbuffers for Aee.le /I
Parallel , 16K
~arallel , 32K
Serial,16K
Serial , 32K

$259
$299
$259
$299

$189.95
$229.95
$189.95
S229.95

Mlcrobuffers for Eeson Printers
Parallel , 16K
$ 159 $129.95
Serial,8K
$159 $129.95

STARWRITER F1 0
40 CPS , F10 parallef _ _ _ $ 1895 $999.95
55 CPS , F10 parallel _ __ $1995 $1299 .95

MANNESMAN-TALL Y
Spi nt. 80 CPS 10 inc h paralle l $399
160L, 160 CPS 10 inch _ __ $798
1BOL, 160 CPS 15 inch _ _ $1098

$329.00
$588. 00

$828.00

OPEN SA TURDA YS
1 0:00am-4:00pm PST
Circle 213 on inquiry card .

4901 West Rosecrans Ave. Hawthorne, California 90250

APPLETMCOMPATIBLE

~~~~~_..

~~~:~~t~:J:~~:

DISK
CONTROLLER
95
. . .Only

$49

Complete Apple
Service
w••• rvlc.Center
mo.t

TlCARD" multifunction card for the IBM PC
XT expandable to 256K. Thousands of this
.1I10plllar card have already been shipped by ACP,

1 Year Warranty

•
•
•
•

Disk Emulator Software
Printer Spooler Software
Clock/Calendar
Clock Software

.I-------------------....;---i

S-100 64K "CMOS" RAMCARD
Unbelievable
Price!

---:
- ~

-

\

-~_ \~.,

Assembled and Tested

• ACP has sold over 1000 of these IEEE "'''mn ~ I;lhlo
low-priced, high. reliability 64K Static RAM
Single 5-Volt operation.

SIEMEN'S SALE
These Prices are the lowest ever p ub lished .

~~~6~~~ ~~~~1~3 ~us (GL AP, ~). :~. ~~:~~

Also. with purc hase o f Disk Drives
you can buy the Vista V~ 1000 Dua l Case
with Power Supply and Cable
fo r only $375.00 .... Regular Price $495.00
Olfer limited! Factory Warranty 90 Daysl
Shipped Immediately from Stockl ·OEM Quantilies

.1-_____________________-1

DOT MATRIX PRINTER
COEX BO·FT

Dot
Printing

Matrix.aO CPS,

Bi·Directional

Floppy Disk Drives

ACP HAS DISK DRIVES

APPLE
Th .,n
e
Ln
.
Or"IVe

COMPATIBLE
APPLE COMPATIBLE
DISK DRIVES

VISTA Solo 5V. Std. ..
CUMANA 5'1. " SId .
RANA Elite I .... .............•..
Elite 2 .
Elite 3 .
Elite Controller. . . . . . . . ..
SUPER 5 Alps MO Thinetinc ..
TEAC T40 Thinolino ..

6~~t~0~:.
$199
.I-_____________________
TANDON 100·2

00

:!::

~;~~~ ~~~~~:n~r .... : : : : : : : : : . : : : : : : : :
Apple Panic .
. .... ... 24 .00
BUDGECO Raster Blasler ..... .. .......... 24 .00
Pinball Construction Sel ................ 29.00
COUNTERPOINT SOFTWARE

Apple lie Compatible

$99

00 Column
Card w/64K

_mutiil'mtlIlDmlusT1!mA
cpllll

Totally compatible to Apple Drives.

$19995

Controller .. . ..... $49.95
Just plug in and run .

~
~

Apple II 16K
RAM CARD

Compatible with
ZOO Softcard '· • PASCAL CP/M'·
Full 1 year Warranty. Top Quality by COEX

NEW LOW
ACP PRICE
Also from COEX , NEW EPSON
Parallel Interface fo r Apple.
With cable ............... $49.95

Easy Games lor Young Chitdren .. . ...... 26.00
DATAMDST Aztec .................. ..... 29.00
Pig Pen or Shark Attack . . . . . . . .. . ..... . 23.00
DATASOFT Zaxxon ................ ...... 31 .00
... ... 37.00
EDU·WARE Compumalh
Algebra t. II or III ....... .. ............ . 30.00
Compuread or CompuspeU . .
. ... 23.00
EINSTEIN Memory Trainer ... .... ... ...... 73.00
ELECT. ARTS Music Conslruclion ..... ..... Call
HARCOURT Computer SAT .
. CaU
HAYDEN Sargon II. .
.. 29.00
INFOCOM ZOik I, II or III .
. ...... 29.00
. .......... 36.00
Deadline.
KOALA. Modules (8 available) . . .
. ..... CaU
LEARNING COMPAN Y
Juggles Rainbow ...
. .. . . . 36.00
3". 5". B" and
Bumble Games
.. ...... .. ........ .. .. 48 .00
Gortrud e's Seemts .. . ....... ... ........ 59.00
V1200 Compalible
L & S Crossword Magic .. • .. .
. ..... 41 .00
MICROFUN Miner 20490r ..
. ...... Call . . . . .
MICROLAB . .•. . . . ................. . .. .. Call ..

VISTA ABOO

8" Disk Controller

$29995

Doublesided. .

TM100-1 ....... $1

TOSHIBA Half-High
PC Compatible · Double Sided .....lliiiii!i

$17900
OTHER DRIVES

..... .

$16995

IIi1ir!irnliI!liim• • • •

MICROSOFT Decathlon .

. . ... .... . 25 .00

Typiog Tu10' II .......... . .... ......... . 19.00

MONOGRAM Dollars & Sense. .... . ... .. 74.95
ORIGIN E",du" Ullima 111 ..... .... .... .... 41 .9'

~~~~I~'~ET~:n~i~f:~~il~~ ::::::::::::::: ~:::
SIERRA/ON·lINE Frogger .
. .......... 28.00
SIRTECH Legacy of Uylgamya ..... . ...... 29.00
Knight of Diamonds . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. , .. 29.00
SOUTHEASTERN Data Capture 4.0 .
. 54.95
SPINNAKER Alphabel Zoo ................ :ro.oo

~~~~~a:ei:;r : : : : ....... .. ... : : :: : : : : : : ~~::
Kindorcomp ............ .. .......... .... 21.00

MODEL
ACP PRICE
210 RGB Composile. Sound (Apple) .. . .... . 5329.00
400 RGB Vision I Med. res. (Apple. IBM , elc.) .329.00
410 RGB Med. res. (Allail. Mar.) ..... .. ..... 429.00
415 RGB V,s,on III HI Res . (Apple w/IIO. 18M) . 559.00
420 RGB III Hi Res. (IBM Cabinel) . . . ...... 559.00
121 lTL Green 12" (IBM Cabinel) ..... .... ... 179.00
122 TTL Amber 12~ (IBM Gabinel) .
. . . 189.00
100' 105 Green/Amber. .
. ... 139.00/149.00

s::~~~~e~ii9h; 'Si~~I~t~~ .~; P:~b~I1'::::: :~:::

~ SUCNp~E~~~~n~IR:~~u~~a~~ .F.in~~~.o........ 74.95
CPA Personal InlioslOl . .
. . .. 74.95
PC/sonal Payables .
. .............. 42.95
TERRAPIN Logo ..
, . $99.00
TRAN SEND Transend I ............... . .. 75.00
VIRTUAL Micro Cookbook ... . .. . . .... . ... 29.00
UTlliTlESJSYSTEM
BEAG LE Apple Mechanic. .
.. 523.00
Apple PIOI or Pronto DOS .. . .......... . . 26.00
Beagle Basic . .
. . . .. . .. ..... 26.00
DOS Boss. ..
.. .......... 17.00
. . , ... 26.00
................. 16.00
....... ................. .. 31 .00
.....•..........•.... 79.00
..... . ... .... ....... S5.00
........ .... ....... 575.00
.... . . ..•. 155.00
. ... . .. .... .... 79.00
... .......... .. . 31 .00
....... ...... ........ 49.95

CLEARANCE SALE
(Quantities Limited)
LIST
ACP
Applo III Switching Power Supplies
559.95
Zenith Z89X Computer
2199 11 49.00
Zenith Z90·0 Computer
2499 1299.00
Zonilh Z37 Disk Drille
1699 899.00
999 549.00
Zonith ZB7 Disk Drive
Zonilh Z67 Hard Disk
5995 3199.00
_All Zenith New In origInal boxes wllh 90
day Faclory Warranty from nearest dealer.
2 TI 840RO wllriclion.
. . ..... .. 995 579.00
4 TI 840RO wllractor ............ 1045 599.00
2 Ti 840RO Package Opt/friction 1265 699.00
5 TI 840RO Packago OpVlraclor 1315 749.00
7 TI 850 Serral Printer
449.00
7 TI Professional Mulliptan
350 179.00
20 TI Prof 64K exp to 192K Ramcard
149.00
1 For1une System to
7995 2995.00

OTY

120
13
26
22
12
I

~ ~~~~: ~~~~';;a~card

'~=

35 Olrve"i M20 Computer ........ 2495
200 General Terminals CTC AS232
40 Zentec B003l9OO3 Terminals '

----

" Appl e Products Available In-store Only"

95

APPLE COOLING FAN

Only

•

f~a~~~~~rT~~:~~;~xw~~~~e; . . .. .. ::::: ~::~

IBM Compatible

549.95

II ™

. ... 199.00

Visi!ile or Visidex . .
. ......... . .. 179.00
HOME & EDUCATION
BROOERBUNO Choplilter .
. ... $29,00

$49 95

VISTA "DISK MASTER"

Pilch. line Spacing

and Feed
Interface Card \0 Apple .

Vi,'"" Eoh,,,ed ...

w/Apple to Epson Cable

for Apple

2K Buflcred Memory
80, 96, 132 Columns. Graphics and
Black Printing
Selectable Char

~~~

.• :::::::::::
STONEWARE DB Master 4.0 .
. . 249.00
BB Utility I or 2 .. .......... ..... ........ 79.00

'Siemen's SSDD FDD100·8 •. $169.00

9x7

s::i~~~P~Ho~ ~~~~~rt:

You can now purchase Shugart
compalible 8" Disk Drives below your
existing lactory'di rect pricing!

Printer Interface

~

Apple lie w/12SK. 60 columns ..
Apple lie Starter System ..
Includes : Apple lie wJ64K, 80 CoIumnCard. Moni·
tor II & Disk II w/Controller
. ..... . 399.00
Disk II wfControlier . .
Disk II .
. . 329.00
Monitor II Green till. .
. ... ........... 179 .00
Super Serial Card . .
. ....... 189.00

Apple Compatible
ACP PRICE
. .$299.00
APPLIED SOFTWARE Versalorm .
Versaform Hard Disk .
. .. 399.00
ARTSCI Magic Window II .
. ..... 95.00
Magic Combo. .
. .... 149.00
ASHTON·TATE dBASE II (CP/M) . . ....... 3S5.00
Friday (CP/M) .
.. ... ........... 19S.00
BPI (GL, AR, AP, Pay. Inv) ......... . . ea, 299.00
BRODERBUND Bank Street Wrilar ......... 49.00
BUSINESS SOLUTIONS The Incrod Jack ,. 149.00
CONTINENTAL (GL. AR, AP, Pay) .... ea. 189.00
Home Accoun tant . .
. ..... . 49.00
DATAMOST Real Estate Inv.. .... .... . .... 99.00
DOW JONES Market Manager . .
. .... 249.00
Market Analyzer .
. ... 289.00
Market Microscope. .
. ... .. 549.00
EAGLE Money Decisions .
. ..... 149.00
FOX & GELLER Oickcode ..
. . . .. . 199.00
d Utility .
.. ........... 69,00
d Graph. .
. ...... 199.00
HAYDEN Pie Wriler . .
. ... 99.00
Compiler Plus .
. ..... 79.00
Basic Compiler .
. .... ... . 45.95
HOWARDSOFT Tax Preparer .... ......... 149.00
Reat EslateAnatyzer . .. ...... . . . . ... . 139.00
KENSINGTON Format II . .
. .... 99.00
UGHTNING Mastertypo .
. ...... 35.00
.. 135.00
LIVING VIDEOTEXT Think Tank. .
MICROPRO Wordstar .
. ... 249.00
. ........... 139.00
Mallmerge or Spettstar. .
Wordstar Prol. 4 Pak .. ... .. .......... 449,00
Inlo Pak or InloSlar . . .
. . . ..... . .. Call
MICROSOFT MU!tiplan
......... 179.00
Multitool Financial . . .
.... . 79.00
Multitool Budget ..... . ..... ... ...... ... 119.00
. ......... 49.00
MEGAHAUS Megawriter ..
PEACHTREE Series 40 (GL, AR. AP) .. ... . 379.00
Serlos 9 (Text. Spett. Mail) . .
. .. . 399.00
PERFECT SOFTWARE .................... Call
QUAR K Word Juggler j llo) ............... 199.00
Lexlcheck (lie) . .
. . . . . .. 99.00
Call for Apple III
SIERRA ON· LINE
Screenwriler II . .
. ........ 99.00
Screenwriter Prolessional .............. 149.00
General Manager II .................... 169.00
Diclionary .
. ....... 79.00
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING PFS/FHe ....... 89.00

_

~
_

ALS CP/M 3 .0 Plus Card
$399.00 $299.00
COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
Power Conl rol Center P12
99.00
COEX 16K Ram Card
99.00
49.95
Parallel Printercard w/Cablo 99.00
49.95
29.00
:ro.oo
Apple II Prototype Card
Apple I Extender Card
29.00
:ro.OO
64K Exlended 80 Column 199.00
99.95
CORVUS. Hard Disk Omninel
Call
89.00
EASTSIDE Wildcard (11 + w/64)
Wildcard 2 (lie)
119.00
149.00
Wildcard Plus (64K in 10 sec)
49.00
FINGERPRINT Epson Enhancer
GIBSON Ught Pen
249.00
IS PKASO Interlace (lillie)
199.00 139.00
PKASO Interl ace (III )
199.00 159.00
KENSINGTON System Saller
89.95
69.95
PC Saver
49.95
39.95
KEYTRONICS K8200 II + Keybd 298 .00 225.00
KOALA Graphics Pad
125.00
95,00
KRAFT Joystick
65.00
48 .00
Game Paddles
50.00
39.00
MCT Speed Demon
295.00 249.00
MPC 128K Bubble Memory
875.00 699.00
M&R Sup'r Mod II RF Modulator
69 .00
49.00
Sup'r Fan
50.00
38.00
MtCROPRO 6MHz Applicard + Word
Call
MI CROSOFT Z-80 Sottcard
395.00 249.00
Z·80 Sollcard Plus
645.00 479.00
SoUcard Promium Pak (II + )
695.00 499.00
495.00 395.00
SoUcard Premium Pak (lie)
MOUNTAIN COMPUTER
CPS Multifunction
239.00 169.00
Music System
395.00 335.00
AID Plus O/A
350.00 299.00
MICA OTEK Dumpling Buf. w/64K 349.00 265.00
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler Plus
175.00 129.00
16K Bufferboard
175.00 129.00
Grappler Buffered wlt6K
245.00 199.00
PCPI Applicard w1128K. 6MHz
595.00 499.00
S088 Coprocessor
595.00 499.00
Applicard wIt2SK. 4MHz
495.00 429.00
PERISOFT (All wl l Year Warranty)
Printerlink Inlell. Printor 110
99 .00
79.00
Messonger Univ. SeriatllQ
135.00 '09.00
Timelink Reanime Clock
I 10.00
89.00
Grallink Graphics I/o
175.00 139.00
189.00 159.00
Butlerlink w/16K Buller
PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS
Microbutfer 16K (Epson Parallel) 159.00
CaU
Microbu tfer 32K (Epson Parallel) 199.00
Call
Microbuffer 16K (Epson Serial) 179.00
Call
Mic robuffer 32K (Epson Serial) 2 19.00
Call
Microbutfer In·line 64K (Parallel) 349.00 279.00
Microbutfer in·line 64K (Serial) 349.00 279.00
PROMETHEUS Versacard 4 in 1 199.00 166.00
aUAORAM Ouadlink
6S0.00 499.00
Microlazer 16K (Parallel)
189.00 169.00
Microlazer 16K (Serial)
220.00 195.00
Microfazer 32K (Parallel)
225.00 199.00
SATURNmTAN
32K Ramcard
219.00 189.00
64K Ramcard
349.00 289.00
12BK Ramcard
499.00 399.00
Accelerator" Card
599.00 449.00
Neptune 64K + BO
'99 .00
Nepluna 12BK + SO
299.00
Noptune 192K + BO
389.00
STREET Echo II (Applo)
149.00
99.00
Echo II Serial (In·line)
249.00 199.00
SVNETIX Sprite I
149.00 129,00
Spflte /[
249.00 224.00
Suporsprite
395.00 359.00
Flashcard 144K
449.00 389.00
Flashcard 288K
629.00 549.00
TG PRODUCTS
Joystick
59.95
49.95
SeICCl·a·por1
49.95
59.95
Trackball
64.95
54.95
Joystick wrroggle lie
64.95
54.95
345.00 199.00
VIDE X VlClcotorm (SO)
379.00 2/9.00
Ullraterm (132)
149.00
Enhancer /I
99.00
VISTA COMPUTER
MOO 8~ Disk Controller
379.00 299.00
A500 5'1,· Disk Controller
99.00
49.95
V I 200 Amlyn 6.2Mb
1549.00 1099.00
VOTAAX Type N'Talk
259.00 199.00
Personal System
395.00 329.00

ROBOTS
ANDRoaOT
UST
Topo wfSpcech
$t595.oo
Androwagon
95.00
100,00
Toposoft (II , lie)
159.00
Topoleach (II , lie)
Topo!ogo
F.RED. (Educa tional Robol)
349.00
F.RED. Soft (II. 110)
79.00
RB5X
RB5X Robot w/SK
1795.00
125.00
16K Memory Add·in
Robot Arm Optron
595.00
Voice Opt,on
195.00
Power Pack
94 .00
Robot Control Lal\guage (II, lIa) 395.00
ZENITH HERO 1
2495.00

ACP

Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
CAli
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call
Call

3:::::
...- - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
995.00
Appl e'~ Apple Trademark 0 1 Applo Computer
269.00
IBM ,. IBM Trademark of Intemalional Busmess

249.00_-:::M:::n:-',:::
hin~._'~::::-'::::"'::::",:-,,:_~~~~-II
TERMS: We ac:ctf)1 VISA. Me. MO. CUhIers ~1l1 F'!ISOfIoIt c:t«i.s,
ScnooIar.clCon'I(w1yPO·s WeOOnolchirQt)'WfardLlltll M shrp
Ptrw~ c:roeo.s rtqUli'l! dfMfS lanse ;nl ~,t ani II Ha Slntiatgl
AddedonVlSAOI'MC . COO· sllYefS500rfQUlle2O%~tWl!hordef

Add 3% $hippingilrldllancllJog lor UPS
PricessllbjeatodWlgeWlltooulootu

We oner~medly5hfpnlel'll .

Wer~~flOhIlosu!f.

S1I1U1e manvloldurer We ~re not responSIble for

typog~

errof'5

Retl!lSllePritn MryVuy.
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Circle 20 on inquiry card .

AST Sixpakplus w/OK(SPC) ..
. ... $229.00
Megaplus II w/OK(SC) .
. .. 229.00
I/O Plus II (CS) .. .. .. .. . ... . .... 115.00
Game/Seri al/Parallel Options ...... 35.00
64K Memory Upgrade .
. . . . 50 .00
CHALKBOARD .
. .... .. Call
COEX IBM PC Extender Card ......... 29.00
IBM PC Prototype Card .......... 36.00
. . Call
DAVONG Hard Disk Drives .
. . 39.00
KENSINGTON PC Saver . .
.. 149.00
KEYBOARD IBM PC Compalible ..
KEYTRONICS WP Keyboard KB5150 .. 199.00
KOALA . .
. ... 99.00
KRAFT or TG
IBM PC Joyslick .................... 49.00
Game Paddles .
. .. 39.00
. 169.00
MICROSOFT Mouse..
M&R PCIXT Exp Chassis (6 51015) .. . .. 439.00
. ... 239.00
MOUSE SYS Mouse lor PC .
PERSYST Time Spectrum w/64K ... . ... 289.00
Call
PTI Back-up Power 20Q/400W .
aUADRAM Ouadboard II wl OK . . .. . .. 229.00
Quadlink (Apple Prog .) . . . 499.00
Ouaddisk (up 10 72Mb).
. .. Call
Microlazer MP64 w/64K ... 199.00

VISTA Turbocard w/OK .............

. .. Call

Maxica rd w/64K (up to 576K) . .. . 229.00
PC Masler (10 I/O) ..... .. . ... 329.00
DiskmaSler lFloppy Conl. ) . . .. 169.00
Dynalrame Hard Disk ... .. ....... Call
PC Clock I/O .
. .. 129.00

PRINTERS/MONITORS
BROTHER HA·25 (23cps daisy) ...
. .. Call
HA-1 A (16cps daisy) ..
. Call
CO EX 60FIT (60cps) ..
. . Sale $199.00
. .. 529.00
DYNAX OX-IS (daiSY. 2·color) .
DAISYWRITER 2000 (17cps) ... . .... 1049.00
. . . 299.00
EPSON AX-60 ( 100cps) ..
Call
FX·60/FX100
NEe Spinwriler 3550 ................ 1875.00
OKIDATA Model 62183 .... .. .. 399.00/619.00
Model64P/64S ..... 919.00/969.00
Model 92 P/92S ...... 495.00/595.00
Mode l 93P/93S ...... 769.00/699.00
SILVER AEED EXP550 (t7cps) .... . . 649.00
STAR Gemini lOX (120cps) . . ....... 309.00
. 429.00
GemIni 15X (120cps) ..
Delta 1011 5 ( 160cps) . . .
Call
TTX Model 1014 (12cps) .
. .. 529.00
TRANSTAR 130P (l 6cps daisy) .... . .. 699.00
315 Color Printing ........ 519.00
AMDEK Video 300G/A ..... .. .. 145.00/155.00
Video 310A amber (IBM). . . . 159.00
Color I (composite) .... ... . . . 299.00
COIOf 1 Plus (earphn/nonglare) . 329.00
Color II AGB (IBM) analog ..... 449.00
Color II Plus . . . . . .. . .... .... 479.00
Color III AGB (IBM). ... ... .. 399.00
Color IV AGB (IBM) analog .... n9.00
BMC 12" Green-Low cost . .
. 89.00
PGS HX- 12 AGB (IBM) .
. . . 499.00
ZENITH

~~~:~~~ ~ ~: ~~~nCOlO; :..... :3~~:gg

$389 00/$179 00

H

IBM ACCESSORIES
COMPUCABLE
Keyboard/dive dust covers . . . . . ... S16.00
Computer/keyboard vinyl cover . .
. 9.00
. 66.00
CURTIS PC Pedestal .
.... 11.00
PG S Adapter. .... .
Vertical PC Stand .. .. . .
.... 20.00
Mono Extension Cable .. . . .. . 45 .00
Keyboard Ext Cable (3-9 ' ) ..... 35 .00
EDP PROTECTION DEVICES
The Lemon/Peach . .
. . . 43.00/68.00
The Orange/Lime .
. .... 122.00/16.00
GILTRONIX SWITCH BOXES
2 Way 8 Lines . .
. ... 90.00
4 Way B Lines . ...... ... . ... . .. . .... 179.00
2 Way Centronics .
.. 199.00
RIBBONS
Epson MX·80 .. .
Epson MX· tOO .... .
Star Gemini 10{15 .
Okidata 80/8 2183 ..
Okidata 84 /92/93 .
NEC 3550 .

(same designer as Colorplus Card)
PRICE

$269 00

BREAKTHAUI
1 year Warranty

$26900

Condor

$389 00
SuperCalc 1111/111

$7900/$159°0/$24900
Multiplan Verso 1.1

$179 00

Microsoft Mouse/Word
00

$369

Wordstar 3.3

$269 00

Micropro Pro Pak

$37900

Advanced Computer Product's best selling multifunction card for the
IBM PC & XT (plus compatibles) now has been improved with expansion capability to a full 384K and at no charge an additional game port.
You also get Print Spooler and Disk Emulation Software plus a full
year SWAP-OUT Warranty at no extra charge. Why pay more when
you can get the same function and performance as Quadboard II '"
and AST Sixpak Plus " for substantially less money. You compare!
Try it at no obligation. 10 day no questions asked return privilege.
FUNCTION

Multicard II

Quadboard II

Sixpak Plus

o to 384K

o to 384K

o to 384K

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
1 Year

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
1 Year

Yes
Yes
No ($50 list Opt)
Yes
1 Year

199.00

229.00

229.00

Memory
Parallel/Serial
Clock/Calendar
Game Port
Software
Warranty
ACP Price
with OK

Rbase II

$32900

T. K. Solver!

$319 00

PFS File/Graph

$95 00/$95 00

Context MBA

Call!
Lotus 1·2·3 Verso 1A

CYSAN 5 W' S5 DO

DVSAN 5114" DS DO
IBM 5W' 55 DO
IBM 5 1j. ~ OS DO
VERBATIM 525 ·0 1 SS DO
VEABATIM 550-0 1 OS DO
MAX ELL MOl SS DO
MAX ELL MD2 OS DO
Flip Storage Box 5 1/. (80 disks)
BULK SPECIAL SS
10/25
Wilh Sleeve and Box
100/195

THE COLOR GRAPHICS CARD

dBASE II/Friday

Call!
Copy II/PC
Sideways
Volkswriter
Home Account
Peachtree
Crosstalk
Digital Research

EXPANSION
MEMORY
- 64K Upgrade
$50
(Arithmetic Processor) .....

$199 00

(Serial, Parallel, Clock/Calendar) ...

$129 00

- 8087 CPU

IO/XT

The most popular expansion card for the short slot of your IBM Xl. All
these functions on one card optimized to fit in one slot. 1 year warranty.

COLOR/GRAPHICS/COLOR/GRAPHICS
•
•
•
•

P)antronics COLORPLUS " ...... . '429"
Hercules GRAPHICS CARD . . .... . '375"
Ouadram OUADCOLOR 1&11.
.. Call
Scanoptik COLORGRAPHICS . ... .. '269"

•
•
•
•

Amdek MAl .
. '479"
Paradise MULTIDISPLAY.
. '489"
CONOGRAPHIC CARD . . ........ '895"
MA Sys PEACOCK ..

Tandon TM-100-1 Single Sided (160K) .
Tandon TM-l00-2 Double Sided (320K) .
Control Data 9409 Double Sided (320K) .
TEAC' 558

Send for Free
Catalog
96 Pages of
Selected Values

'I,

high Double Sided (320K) .

Toshiba' 'h high Double Sided (320K) .
'IBM PC Mounling Hardware for ';' highs ..
Vista "Diskmasler" SV.. " & 8" Oiskcontroller

~;~~~~a~~~~V:' d~~'O~~ha:':~:~:d~~~C::SP=: MAIL ORDER: P.O. Box 17329 Irvine, CA 92713 '
~~~::~i.'~~rb~~r~~~~rlr~~~:" ~~.~ :~:Is:m~h~~:f~~~d3~: Retail: 1310 E. Edinger, Santa Ana, CA 92705
Sfllppirlll arid handling lor UPS We otter 5ameday shipmen!. Pnces subject
to change wilhQutnOlice We rese(\'e1I1ellghi10 substilulemanulacll1rer
We are nol resporlSlble lor rypooraphic.al errOIS. Retail Sale Prices May
VaIV , ISM '· trademark 01 Inlemal10nal Busmess Machmes Quadboard 11 '·
trademark 01Quadram Corp. Sixpak Plus" Imdemark 01AST Research Inc

00

(Set of 9 64K RAMS) ... .
- 256K RAM's (256K x 1) ... . . _. ...... .. S792g
-16K RAM's (16K x 1) .. ............ .10/sg99

(714) 558·8813

TOLL FREE

800-854-8230
TWX

910·595·1565

Control Data Corp.

Apple Compatible Drives
OUANTITY

1

2

10

$190
70

$180
65

$185
55

$175
45

$235
345
445
80

$225
335
435
75

$140

$130

Micro Sci
A-2 , 35 Track . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200
Controller . .
...........
80

Ouentin Research
AppleMate .......... . .... . . $195
Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
65

Half Height
FD525A Fully Apple com. . . . . ..

$150

OUANTITY

2

10

Teac
$150
FD55A, 160K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $160
FD55B, 360K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
180
170
190
FD55F, Quad Density . . . . .....
200
All Teac's are Half Heights

$140
160
180

Tandon
$190
210
270
210

$180
200
260
200

$200

$190

$180

5A400, 160K . .. . ........ . . .. $200
5A455, 360K V2Height ... . .. . .
220
5A465, Quad Den. V2Height . . ..
230

$190
210
220

$180
200
210

TM100-1 , 160K . . . . . . . . .
$200
TM100-2, 360K. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
220
TM101-4, Quad Density . . . . . . ..
280
TM55-2, 360K V2Height . . . . . . . .
220

MPI
B-52, 360K PC Compatible .....

shugart
Mitsubishi
4851, V2 Height . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $250
4853, Quad Den. V2 Height . . . ..
320

$240
310

$230
300

$220
250

$210
200

$190

$180

Panasonic
JA-155 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200

Chin on
$140 $130

8" Disk Drives All Applications
OUANTITY

1

2

10

$140
290

$130
280

$350
460

$340
450

$340
390

$330
380

$420
420

$410
410

$400
400

DT8, Datatrak 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $450

$440

$430

Siemens
FDD-100-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $150
FDD-200-8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300

.Shugart

801 R, 5g1.1 Dbl. .. . , . ......... $360
851 R, Db 1.1 Dbl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
470

51/4" Disk Drives All Applications
1

$230
300

FOSSA (same as TeaC)160K . . $150

Rana Systems
Elite I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $240
Elite II, Dbl. Head . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35
Elite III, Quad Density . . . . . . . . .
455
Controller Controls 4 Drives . . . .
90

CDC 9409, 360K . ........ , . . ..
CDC 9409T, Quad Density . . . . ..

Tandon
TM848-1, 5g1.1 Dbl. V2Ht. . . . . . ..
TM848-2, Dbl.lDbl. V2Ht. ... . ..

$350
400

Mitsubishi
M2894-63, Dbl.lDbl. . . . . . . . . ..
M2896-63, Dbl.lDbl. V2Ht. .....

Oume

51/4" & 8"
Power Supply & Cabinets
OUANTITY

1

2

PC Products 5114"

$ 60
5ingieCabinetw/pwr ........ $ 70
70
DualThinlineCabw/pwr . . . . . .
80
Dual Cabinet & power . . . . . . . . .
80
70
All have 6 month Warranty

10

$ 50
60
60

PC Products 8!'
5gI.Cabinetw/pwr&fan ... ... $220
Dual wI pwrfor 2thinlines . . . ..
220
. Dualw/pwr&fan . . . . . . . . . .. .
270

$210
210
260

$200
200
250

MONITORS

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Amdek
Color I + Composite Video ........ 5
Color II + RGBVideo .
300G, 12" Green . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
300A, 12" Amber . . . .
310A, Monochrome Amber .

289
419
139
149
179

Dysan

Apple
liE 5tarter 5ystem . .... ..... .. . . 51326
999
CPU only .
2295
Mcintosh .

BMC
5

79
109
239

IBI\II
Monochrome Hi Res Green
RGB Color .

... 5 319
699

princton Craphics
PG5 HX12, IBM copy .............. 5 469
PG55R·12, Hi·ResColor .
649
PG5MAX-12, 12" Monochrome .
199

USI
P1 1, 9" .Green, Hi Res, 20MHz ..
P12, 12" Green, Hi Res, 20MHz .
P13, 12" Amber, Hi Res, 20MHz
P14, 9" Amber, Hi Rex, 20MHz

... 5 100
100
100
100

. .. 5 109
109

Ace 1000, 64K .
Ace12000M5

Maxell

.$1895

5gl / Dbi

. ............ $ 789
1589

Dbl / Dbl

Franklin

.. ... .. 544
100 for 380
50
100 for 469

Memorex

Kaypro
Kayproll
Kaypro4 +
Kaypro 10

. . . . 51149
1695
2495

5g1 / 5gl .

................... . . 527
100 for 250
38
100 for 350

Dbl / Dbl

IBM
PC64K, 2-Drives .
XT Hard Disk Drive, 128K .

. 52250
4695

Verbatim
5g1 / 5gl .
DbllDbl

SANYO

....... . . . .

MBC-550 PC compatible .
. ... 5 789
MBC-55 5 2-Drives, more software
1199

5%" DISKETTES
5g11 Dbl reinforced hub ............ 517
100 for 150
Dbl / Dbl reinforced hub .
22
100 for 200
Not Bulk Packed
5gl / Dbi

Dynax
DX15, LetterQuality ............. $ 449
DX25
729

Dbl / Dbl

EpSOn

. .. 530
100 for 280
40
100 for 360

Wabash
5g1/ 5gl ........................ . . 524
100 for 220
Dbl / Dbl
34
100 for 320

DISK ACCESSORIES
Verbatim
8" or 5%" Head Cleaning Kit . . .... $

MD15gl / Dbi
MD2Dbi / Dbi .

.............. 533
100 for 300
39
100 for 370
............ 525
100 for 235
38
100 for 360

Memorex

NEC
8023A-C New Version (120 CPS) ..... 5 399
8025 (15" carriage)
699

Okidata
. 5 299
569
999

New Series Okidata

5g lIDbi
Dbl / Dbl .

.... ............... 526
100 for 230
35
100 for 320

Verbatim
5g l/ Dbi

526
100 for 240
36
100 for 340

Dbi / Dbl .
5 429
739

Star Micronics
Gemini 10X(120cPS) .
. ... 5 279
Gemini 15X (120 CPS) 15" carriage .
399
Power type (18 CPS) Ltr. qual. . .
479

Wabash
5gl / Dbi
Dbl / Dbl ..... .. . .. . .... .

9

Flip Tub

Maxell

RX-8o (120 CPS) .
5 319
RX-80FT!120CPS) Friction & Tractor . 419
FX-80(160Cps) .
519
FX-1oo(16ocps) 15" carriage . .
729

92P (160 CPS)
93P (15" Carriage)

DbllDbl

Dysan

PRINTERS

82A (120 CPS) Par & 5er inter . .
83A (15" carri age) ..
84P (200 CPS) Friction & Tractor

... 534
100 for 320
. ... 53
100 for 480

CCU

Zenith
ZVM122, Hi-ResGreen .
ZVM123, Hi-Res Amber .

5g1 / 5gl ..

Compaq
Portable (PC compatible)

12AUW,80column .
12 EUN Hi·Res Green
9191 ColorNewVersion ..

8" DISKETTES

... 522
100 for 200
29
100 for 270

5%" Holds 50 disks, plexiglass .
5%" Holds 70 disks, plexiglass .

17
21

APPLE DRIVES
Apple
Di sk2 ......................... 5 299
Disk2controllerw / D053.3
89

Micro Sci
A-2 Fullycompatible .
Controllerw 1diagnostics .

. .. 5 200
80

Quentin Research
Applemate .
Controller .

. ............... $ 195
65

Rana systems
Elite I .
. ..... S
Elite II Dbl 5ided . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Elite III Quad Density .
Controller, controls 4 .

240
355
455
90

super 5
5limline ....................... 5 189
Controller . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75

For the WIDEST VARIETY OF PERIPHERALS
and the LOWEST PRICES in this Magazine
CALL 800-847-1718 ' ~

PRINTER INTERFACES

DISK DRIVE CABINETS

APPLE ADD ON'S

Cables

5%" Cabinets
singlecab. w / Powersupply ...... $
Dual Cab. w / powersupply .
DualThinlineCab. w / pwr. sup. .

70
80
80

IBM to Printer .
Kaypro toPrinter .
RS232 Cables .

. .. $

ZCard
CPM3.0Card .

49

Disk ll . .
Monitor ll .

Fourth Dimension

8" Cabinets
Single Cab. w / fan & powersupply . $ 220
Dualcab. w / fan&powersupply .
270

Card &Cab le

.... $

. .$

Tractor for 82 & 92 . .
Serial Interface .

59
99

orange Micro
Grappler + . . . ...........
Grappler + w / 16K .

... $ 200

Epson Seriallnterface .
Star Serial Interface

. . $ 119
59
.$

89

. $ 200

220
220

.. $

15
29

. ... $

69

$

89

. .............. $

49

Kensington
KOala
Graphics Tablet .

Kraft
JoystiCk .

Viewmax 80, 80 col. card .
View max aOE IF for liE) 64K .

$ 139
129

16KCard ...................... $ 69
Premium Soft Card liE .
369
Mu ltiplan .
189
SoftCardlZ80) .
239

Micro Tek
Bam16, 16K Memory ............ $
Serial Interface . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8" DISK DRIVES

59
89

TO
JoystiCk ................. . ..... $
Select-A-Port .
Paddles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

Mitsubishi
2894 Dbl / Dbl .

Astar
RF Modulator . . . . . . . . . . . . , .
Fan w I Surge .

Micro Soft

Wizard Full Graphics Interface . .

Tandon
TM1 00-1, 160K
TM100-2, 320K .
TM101 -4 Quad Density .

. .. $ 299
99

Micro Max

wesper Micro

Panasonic
slimline 320K PC compo .

. $ 114
169

Star or Epson

CDC
.. $ 230
300

Apple

System Saver .

Okidata options

9409 dbl / dbl .
9409T Quad Density

$ 119
269

Microtek
Dumpling GX IGrapplerCompatible) $ 89
Dumpii ngGXexpto64K .
149
DUmplingGX16Kw / 16Kexpto64K . 169
for each additional 16K
15

5 %" DISK DRIVES

ALS

29
29
29

. ... $ 420

Oume

44
31
34

... . ..... . .. $ 450

DT8DbI / Dbl .

Shugart

IBM ADD ON'S

$ 360
470

801RsgIIDbi .
851RDb1 / Dbl .

Ast Research

Siemans
FDD100·8 SgI / Dbl .

Si x Pack +
Mega+ .... . . .. .. .. . .. .

$ 150

Tandon
TM848-1 sgl / DblThinline
TM848-2DbI / DbIThinline .

IBM

MODEMS
.. $ 350
400

Monochrome Adapter ........... $ 319
Color Card .
275

Anchor
MarkVII300Baud .......... . ..... $ 119
Mark XII, 1200Baud
279

Hayes Micro Computer
Smart Modem 300 Baud .......... $
Smart Modem 1200Baud .
Smart Modem 1200B for PC .
Micro Modem liE .

Plantronics
PC+ w / Software .

. . $ 389

Ouadram
199
489
389
239

Quad Color Card
.......... $ 219
Quad Li nk ..... . .... . .
479

64Kupgrade
64K of Memory .

Novation
J-Cat .
AppleCatll

$ 269
269

.... $ 119
259

. .. S

49

USIResearch
Paradise Systems multi-display card $ 399

~ Powe r your single board

DISKmES 1: It6.$(J
FIVE INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
Sen SecIOl

Each box

TcnSCCIOl'

S,x/cen

10 Boxes

CAL DIGITAL~:tm
EEE:m:r~ 26.50 24.50 21.75
VERBATIM

m:miri 26.5025.2523.50

system w ith one supply!
Th is Kepro switcher power
ou tputs + 5 volts at
+ 12 volts at 1.8
2.8 amps surge.
volts at 0.5 amps. and
It is jumper selectable lor
120 volt and 220 volt operation . Units measu res approx im ately 6" by 8". Thi s board is capable of supplying power for two
5 %" Winchesters, a sing le board comp ut er along with a hard disk
controll er. Also sui tab le for use with all IBM look-a-likes. Priced at
only $49.95 this power su pply offers exce ll ent value along with
high reliability. Please phone for volume pricing. KPT-512

e~~Jm 26.50 22.25 ,18.75
M
XL·MD'
j
~ ~ ~:~~: : :~ 26.50 24.50 23.25
35.00 33.00 30.50

FIVE INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

CAL DIGITAqf.t:~~: 24.9522.7520.50

~~~:m:r~ 39.95 37.95 31.25
VERBATIM
39.9537.9532.75

m:mm
~~nm

35.0031.2526.25

MXl ·MD 2

~~ ~:~g~::~

39.95 37.95 34.75
MAXELL 1 96MX:::t "·6 45.00 43.00 41.25

4164

DYSAN

m: : g;:~g 42.50140.50 35.50
196 D
Y
:ir"2D49.95 47.95 45.75

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED SINGLE DENSITY
MMM·740/ 0

OY5·374011

29.50 27.50 23.80
27.7526.6022.25
31.50 29.50 25.60
35.7532.7529.75

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
MM M-74110

VERBATIM VRB·34/8000
DYSAN
OY5·374011 0
MAXELL
MXL-FD'

37.7535.1529.15
35.5033.5027.15
35.25 33.25 28.75
40.75 38.75 32.25
45.50 39.75 35.15

EIGHT INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
MM M-743/ 0

VERBATIM VR B-34/400 '
DYSAN
OY5-3740/20
MAXELL
MX L-F02

~~~o~$150ns

DYNAMIC MEMOR Y

,.. '2<
I ·J l

40274Kdynamic25Ons.
-I 11 6 150nS. 16K
4 11 62oons.16K
-1 16-1 150ns. 64K 128rch es h
4125615Ons. 256K
DP0409 dynamic conlroller

IC M·4021250
ICM·4 11 61SO
IC M-411 6200
IC M-41641 50
IC M·4 1256150
ICT'8409

1.115
1.65
1.65
5.95
5.85
A\la llablc
39.00
35.00
1.75

Ca lifornia Digital has just purchased
a new dis tribution center six ti mes the
size of our existing facility. The' new
wa rehouse and relail store is in the
city of Carson at 17700 Figueroa
Street. We are located just off the
Ar1csIiJFN,' San Diego Freeway near th e Goodyear Blimp. Please stop by and visil
ou r retail store when in the Los
San O"~(JOFwy Angeles area. Store hours are 1 0 AM
to 5 PM Monday through Saturday.

1.15
1.45
1.45
5.55

EPR OMS
27 084 50n 5. 1K 1.8
27 16450ns. 2K JlO
2116TMS450 n s. Tri · ... oIlage
2132-150n5. 4K • 8
213'23 50n s . 4K z 0
253'2 4 50ns.4K z8
1164 J50ns . 8 K z 8
21 128350ns.16KJl8

4 .95

ICE· ~1108

ICE·2116
tCE·2116TM S
tCE ·2132
ICE·21323 SO
ICE·2532
ICE·276 J
ICE -271 2B

8."

' .00
'6.95
.90

-1.55
J .91
1.25
J.55
1.60
9.50
6.95

1.49
1.29

1.29
1.15
2.95
1.05
3.25
2.25
4.65
4.05

2.15
1.15
2.99
1.99
4.50
4.85

4."

1.95

4."

10. 50
6.95
18.95

·\.75
4 .25
1.65
3.15

STATIC MEMORY
2 1L0 2200 ns.IKSlalic
2 1L024S0ns. 1Kslatic
21 1'2450n5. 2Ksl al ic
2 114 3OOns. IK z-l
4044TMS450ns . .1K z I
52513OOns. 4 K JI I
6 11 6 P4200ns. 2 K Jl8
6 11 6P3150n5.2K Jl8
616112 161 1oo ns . 16K x I t 20pin)

IC M-2 1L02200
IC M·2 1l02450
ICM·2 112450
IC M·21 14300
IC M·4044450
IC M·5251JOO
IC M·6 116200
ICM·6 11 6 150
ICM·6 161 100

2.99
1.95
3.49

2."
.1 .85
5.25
9 .95

47.5044.25 ' 37.50
39.2536.75 1,31.50
41.7537.50132.25
54.65 49.75 40.50
52.5048.7540.45

New Lo,,'ifJR

Five Inch Single Sided Drives
TEAC FD-55A half height
179
SHUGART SMOOL
235
SHUGART SA410 96TPII80 Trk,
129
SHUGART SA200 213 Height
159
TAN DON TM100-1
189
Five Inch Double Sided Drives
TEAC FD55B half height
219
CONTROL DATA 9409 IBM/PC
259
REMEX RFD480 IBM /PC
199
SHUGART SM50
319
SHUGART SM55 Half Height
259
SHUGART SM65 Half HI. 96TPI
289
TANDON TM50-2 Half Height
215
TAN DON TM55-4 half HI. 96TPI
329
TANDON 100-2
279
TANDON 101 -4 96TPI80 Track
369
MITSUBISHI4851 Half Height
259
MITSUBISHI4853 V2 HI. 96TPI
339
MITSUBISHI4854 '12 HI. , 8" elec. 465
QUME 142 Half Height
239

1$.9S

DY S. 10 412D

,..

..,

1.15

RS
nth 10·99 l OO~
1(;0 ' ;:0 1 30
2252. 00130

GO LD 5- 100 EDGE CARD CO NN ECTORS
cal alog 8f1C hI 0·99 100.;.
CNE · IM S
2!15 2 50 2 19
CNE· Hl OO .11 9 JUS J .1 7
S· IOO W" c W e NE·w lQ J!l5 350 JI9
Aililil 1.:0 sl l CNE·I OQA oI !lS ;l 50 .: 19
. 156" CE NT ER EDGE CAR D CO NNE CTDRS
IIll Sili si r 250
S IJIi IIl:,H,ln c l

1.50 1 35 1 20
2 35210 I !Xl
325 J 10 290

160135 1 30
195175135
295 255 165

1 35 lI S

15

50

~t ;l!(lw;U(l

60

IEEE·IOB C dor CND·2·IP

5
70

2/5CI CNO '2 HS

~~~~r~~hD~~t~6~a~i~u:~ ~~:~hd~f;:s a~~~~kq,~at~~IYo~lly ~':,7;~I~ ~'~~d4=
drive that has an double gimbal mounled head assembly that guaranltes lower
head tracking . TIllS drive IS mechanically solid. Remex ha s always beell
known for producmg premiere products lor the l10ppy disk market. The Remck
company is a subslcl1aryolthe Ex -cell ·o Corporation. a Fortune SOrrCompany.

Eight Inch Single Sided Drives
One Two
SHUGART 801 R
385 375
SIEMENS FDD 100-8
169 169
TANDON 848E-1 Half Height
369 359
Eight Inch Double Sided Drives
SHUGART SA851R
495 485
QUME 842 " QUME TRACK 8"
459 459
TANDON 848E-2 Half Height
459 447
REMEX RFD-4000
219 219
MITSUBISHI M2894-63
447 439
MITSUBISHI M2896-63 Half HI.
459 449

m:l!lilg

MR X .34 9 1

NOTE! E\.lIopciln cuslorne'S. wc nave a 1.1'9c (Iu,,!llily 01 230 "'011 50 Hl uM S Will~houS<)(11Il
Flilllktor1 Gc,m,my AllangcfllCf1ls can t)c nlJde 10",dl r:>n '>lese d""C$lnQu3ntlllCso1SO or more
.n F,an;..tOr1W(luc'l19lmlJ()f1(\UIY':II'l(llrctghl chargc.<.

11

4 20 395365
5955 75550
225 1951 65
550 5 10 ~ . 75
?60 2 40 210
89
69
.12

57.~~~~7~~~g;~!RO~~5S :~:E391
1 95 6 35 5 .35
DI S K DR IVE POWER CO NN ECTORS

~ g g~C ~>9~/S ~~~:~~ ~ ~~ : ~ ~~
:g ~'~,~ ~f~~~~ g~~:~~ l~g l~
I

*

Ten
365
159
349
475
449
435
209
433
409

169
229
129
149
179

165
225
119
139
175

209
249
189
309
249
279
209
319
269
355
249
329
449
229

199
239
175
299
239
269
199
309
259
350
245
319
439
219

Three Inch Disk Drives
SHUGART SA300 with diskette
229 219 209
Five Inch Winchester Hard Disk Drives
SHUGART 612 13 M/Bytes
895 865
SHUGART706 6 M/Byte. Half Ht 795 775
SHUGART712 13 M/Byte. '12 HI. 895 865
TANDON 503 19 M/Byte
895 875

825
755
825
855

Upon request, all drives are supplied
with power connectors and manual

ENCLOSURES

~~~I,rg~~~~~i~llg~~gru~~c~~~~~I~~~S~~~Jn~C>~t~,C~:sigr~~~t~~c?~~~~~ I,~~
your application. The follOWing stock disk drive enclosures are avmJablc
All Include power su pph~ the 8" enclosures are supplied With exhau5t fans

world famous Drag on compuler is
now available in the United States. Manufactured by the Tano Corporation under license of the
British Broadcastin g Company. Th e Dragon comes complete

SANY

~~nt~5~~c~~~iCi~ h:Sc~~t~l~t~a~,~:~~~~~~~;ali~~~ 1,~~~~~sIO,~~~j~~~t~~

~~~r1~~~.81~rsO~n~qeU~°rri1~;oe~~~~~~~~~t~7~~5t~:~~a~sCa~'~~~~~ ~~2~eE

mem ory. a S1f.t·· 160K/ byte disk dnve upgradeable to 320K / byte dnves. Also
Includes both color composil e and RGB graphics interface . low profile keyboard. and parall el printer. porI. Ex tensive software such as Sanyo BaSIC. disk
utili ties. Wordst ar word processi ng software, Calcstar spread shee t & Easy
Writer /. MS-DOS is supplied with the Sanyo comput er. Most programs
wn tten for the IBM / PC will operate on the MBC·SSO.
Along with all this California Digital offers " FREE " your choice of euller a
second disk drive, or a '1 igh resolution green or amber screen monitor. All at
the super low price of only S99 S.
We are currently experiencing an initial shortage of th is computer. Please
place you r orders earty. Th e MBG- SSO will be shipped on a first CJrde red baSIS

microprocessor and comes standard with Microsoft Color Basic, data base
manager, sp read sheet. and a complete word processin9 package. The
com puler outputs color composi te video along with A.F. video that allows
the unit to be used in conjunction with any color television.
This is the Ideal low cost computer to be used with any di al up information
~h~tr~~:~f2e~S the Source , Western Union's EasyUnk
other lime

orany

a~a~:fu~ifo~~~i~lt ~ahSeaf~~~dd6r~~r~ij~~~~U;~~~~i~~nt~f~i~ ~~~tr~~~k~r~~r i~
limited time California Digital ca n offer the Dragon comp uter for only S 139.

TERMINALS I 256 KILOBYTE

PRINTERS

It1J9

MEMORY BOARD

~~liboE~ialiRJ?J~~\O~~sOfe~:~tl~e~~~~~~~ee~

Shit Gemini

149$

Bantam 550 5 terminal s. Th ese units fea ture direct cursor addressing , numeric
cluster. conversation al or block mode , 1• • • •;;:

Iransmission and R5 -232 p,inl" port . '.
MATRI X PRINTERS
StA·G10X
STR GI5X

Stilr Gtlrr1I1U lOX 120c.narlsec
Srar Genl/l' 15)1 IOOcnar !oCC 15 p,ljlel
Slar Gem.n. 00"':'''110 I60C/l.Jr $1.'C
Star COC o 80FT 'nCIJ()(\'" rraclo<
TO!>l1>baPI350

19~cnar'sec

STR·DTC
V5T-C80FT

105-1350

lelie! qu.:rhry

Oo< I-BM

OKH)2 A

OK1·8JA
OKJ'8J/,
Ql(1'235O

EP5-FxaO

Allade . 9501 ;' /11, ,11 speed .... ;1I\9'aVrllcs
An.I(I..-:o. 9620.\ :cOO Ch,\"sec lIar I & sellal

a\lj\f11f:070JOco!espOll~nCe(lU,lt.lyI80cn,l'151.'C

eollila low OJ:.! 0;01 malUA p"nIC'
Prl'l.-.rw.8'}lOln ...1lc!9·. paper
P'o-..... 'le.11 p.lra ..,115 paD(!' 9r,lPhocs
O.11a;I'0<.l..JCls (l tiOO·3 !).l(I(lll',"I'" 600 lPI.'
P,.lllroo>, PJOO !'I{jnSpeoo p"n~()r 3QO~neslJ'.lr m,nUl';'
rnfllJO''', PUOO ul1r:! ".gl1 S;lCCO 600 lines pet m'''u:",
fla'l:>Har r30Pp,1' I IBM,PC W" I)""" to

EPS· I.IX100
NEC·S02),\
/,DX ·£5O \/,
;'OX·;(;20.\
Qtx·;03O

28900
.11900

·:9:,00
22900
1.:9500
37900
': 7900
6WOO
101900
199500
52900
58900
38900
109900

,,9900
1 59~.

PAO·eS10P

00
18900
3S900

PRO'2?

68900

PRO-:SOO

OPS·£l6OO
PTX·F300
PTX·F600

WS·I30P

Self diagnostics and function keys make
this term inal an excellent va lue al only

• 256 kllobyles 01memory us ing 64K lIyn~ rnlC RAM.
• Over one me\l~byt e 01 memory USlnq lhe new

5339 .00. PRK-5505

2 56 Kdynam,cRA Mch l ~s .

PRo< '.505

Pc r"'" Elmer I.~j S::.oS 6..1rrla'n T,·un·nal
rrcC1;lom HlO s,""~ !<C.,,:en CCMICtlJl c ,e,OOJ.e

LIB

1I,,,,"nal

• EIICIIC'etethOn · trapc~pab,lity .
. 'ndividllaI 16kblock u lbeleloutedloany
buundrywilhln3 rnegab yleol RA M.
• N bi l all dr esslng an d pnan!om rn odeca pa oill lV.

noo

OUM 10:'
\151

soc.

APX ·tJ T2S<.;

Apx·D r251,

.E'Qntco!otw$C'J , .; ISC' ....~"
b:.x;. mO!lc
Ccl .11CI\all~ ~.l' , :JO"ld 22111J1CIIOI"I
.S:}',I ••Ot!cn 22!ufle

WYS·!>O
\'/VS IOO

'NVS300

lcle~ldeo9TDPlus

rclcv,doo 92!1

lelcv,deo950 n"1)lIIcc.n,r:

Ivr910P

~ t:f'

IVl925

£g:~~c2~1~~~;'~~! 8'TI!52nC~~: !l~~C~~~il~~~~~'~~~~ro

T\l1950
IVI970

Z"rH

l2~

1

nel;-.OfIl.S aw u5(.'d on 111 acklress 'IlCS AS
separille VOltacJC rf'{Jul.rors OJl(1tOf IIIC DRAMs andooc ror

695500
-12!;o OO
579500

Oocul1Ienll1hon "lcll,ides thee,v 01 OIl(lriJI l()fl. cor1hou!ilIlOn !Ju>ere a
memory miJr1ll[lemcnl OflI'OIlS CAL·256K 2 lbs

69500

77900
11 2500
11 2500
72900
~95

00

MONITORS

BMC 12Aq'ceollflOSpl1'" 15f.:H: conl~'l~,C\lO
II<jnr(!SOful","" 2O '.1It:
Zen.ln ZVI.!1:?2 ;.mOOr Pnospnor IOJ ':0·60 co.,,"," " ... 'eh
lo,n·lnZvt.!ll3r,rcenp'lm.;lf1O' 12 ':0 8Ocolu"m~v. l>;Jl
NEe JBIIOI ';It'f:n pho!>PllOr 11:1 MH: compOS,1 "I,IJC"O

m.lc 12

91\~'12A

m.1C·12EN
ITh · l n
ZlH ZllJ
I-IEC'J(l 1201

NEC JB 1~'bO tor ll"~rc,.ll gradC cornpCY..l1
USI ;"rl/)o:' "crl"\~1 12 comPOS'1 mOllll0r
'.1,jl0rola 23 oPCllllarnebi k / w!l"(,~OnlpOs.t'l,deo

USI . 12.'
MOl !3W?3

r.~ otorO\il

I.IOI·OW I;>

12 op.11 rrame '~GU 'c·snor .. SiJlC .1001J(l ·\cr
Cor.'ilC 11 op.'n I "lIIe reQ\J~es 11011 <; , nc & 1 2~ SUI,:)I',
C OLOR

~EC · JBI 2(jO

CO\! UW9

7900

1)·: 00
11900
105 00
16900
12900
169 00
15900
&900
~900

g~:~:~:~: M ~~~:

lijMPC

ZTH·Z1J.1

COI..j·6SOO
;" ..~" 100

,

16 BIT MICROPROCESSORS
Od,1qOllouaICPUI!!l1l8l80 &conlroll.'j OCIS8780 ilJ500
G!),!ouuI805tisoa,""C rOCOIllP lfib!t
GIII·B68i
:,)soo
l"":f>O~ I IlI;.lIIIU)(.C~SO!

Apple II /e. 6-lK campuler only
Apple II / e Slarler ki t. monitor. diS!... 80 col c:lld
Advanced Busness Tech 13 Key Pad
Ca lif. Computer 77 10A Async Scrlallnterfaco
Calif Compuler 77 10Bsarne bUl 101 modern
Ca.llf. Cornpulor 71 14A12KPROMmodule
Calli Computer 7720A parallet Interlace
CaJrl Computer 7";'2·:ACalandill / clockmodual
Call i Computer 7729A Centromcs Inlerlace
Calli Computer 77'IOA programmable timor
California Digital 16K card 101 standard Apple II
Hayes Mrcromooem II for Apple II
Kcnsmglon MIcro. Syslem saver Ian
Mlcrosofl Soflcard .... lth CP/ M . Z·80
Mountain Cornpu:er The Clock
Mountain Computer AD/ DA 16 Input 8blt
Mountarn Compul cr ROM Plus Wlttl keybd Ililer
Mounlarn Computer ROM wrltcr / socket SOCkot
Orange M ICIO GRAPPLER parallellmerface
Sorr ento Valley 8 conlroller double SIde O/ D
TEAC5' .: disk dll'le tor Apple II
Vista VISIon 80. 80 column card lor std Apple II
Vista 8' disk conI roller double Side %

APl-2E
APl ·2E$K
ABT · 1JB
CCS-77 10
CCS-77 10B
CCS·7 11.;
CCS·7720
CCS·772·\
CCS· 7729
CCS·77·\O
CAL· A 16
HYS·MM2
KEN ·SF 1
MSF· SFTCD
MTN-TCLK
MTN ·ADDA
MTN-RMF
MTN·ROMW
OMS-G2
SVA223
TEA-A2
VSA-V158o
VSA-Aeoo

$989
1365
109
125
125
99
99
99
99
99
39
279
75
239
225
269
169
139
135
395
269
289

If'
MODEMS KEYBOARD
NE C- 1203
NEC-JCt2(J1

699 00
33900
J7900
32900
329 00

ASCII

389

:.:,.,-.-",,,.,,,..

~~~:~~~:b:,o~R2J2~~o m::::
~il::::

,.~~~l
_~

... _ -

USR·212A

-1 3900

Call!o rn,a 0;9'lal nos DUfctlased

UDS· 103I.P

16900

~~~~t'~~~11~uc~~O~1I!:~~~oon ~f,r.;;g~·~~l nu"'cr~clu~I," rn(l ~C r hl~ kuvhoar(] an

UD S·2 12LP

~g~:~~~T

35900

N on .l) nCOOCdH\' I C~S8kCVmclalcOf\ I IICI"cy!)OalO

NOV·SCI 03
NOV·Se2 12

21900

~~~:~~X~1 2 ~~~gg

~g~:~g~t~J ~ : g.gg

5Gt· MI( I

:~~gg

52900
75.00

,Ina allplocaholl nales ern nl{! use 01 me

~~~;~~o:r~,~\~:;~~O)n.Jn"cs Co:po!<i1'on

93 ,\SCII eflC(l(l(;(: HaU clleCl

Wn.1Iso hi""l'aVilllnDlo.:r ll\i1lct1ll\£iGC!lcr a!DynaJfl'cs~lt:cl l",nl),Jncl
/lUfllCJlCClus:e,$995

'"1" 15

806:. BGB8

8

lu 1;111·5588

JYJ 00

SINGLE BOARD COMPUTERS
111~'1I11l

EO..: 12811 .:

.ellJI

n015-1 00

IloWV t.fi.lK

,'Uv.,nccuOI{llla!

1m.

[D~

M,1(J l80

l~::~:~: ~~cl~:1~:;II;Jt~y,'oal;~5 :::~'~~H1~;;~ m·~tjlc\

STATIC MEMORY BOARDS
Gcnbou:R,III 1b 1>-1;. 16b.I(I.11,11I.,,"5

CahlOIll,,,CI1.II"e!:?11.;Rbllllfl1>,

5\l~

\10

l~[jOO

~lll e , !~I\~t'II .I~~

C.l!l!urrll.jCllmml l~'l6011lIcroDloces'ol
fJIUt!IIISD '\1111 1,\ 0 1I$?J2~(J/IS

lill ! l80
('CS·2810
!,'R 180

~~~ gg

GoobUul OIS ~ t IlUuDlellcn~l',.
(iSl DS KI
C.rlt!0/11Io1Compul{12"22AwmCPM
CCS·2·::?:?
ev II ""1111 CPI.ll 2
I.\IlS OJ"
1.1 0"0 .'. OI'>~J
ev! .-. 1IICFf.\ SQI Dcn MDSOJI
TJrIJt:IIE!£CllomCSlluu:llcllersllf
lMlUDC
1,lIbtlllleClion lC~ SI"!l1ellen~l1y

1"n SOC

1"Kr\l1l1 OMi\ DllIn,tli:.~ 11010 Ilalll 1!ISl l eM·QO I

00
Jj!lOO
3J9oo

C,11i1 0rn',l :."~;.I,, I ~56K e"l.IIl(! III I I·' ~(I

;:; 41. D2~6

C.llllUrn", ':ul1ll1

GCdt)oulCPM 8610r6oa8Jn~ISua6

olle Cp/.130
GIl I·CpM:?2

Gill CIlM8<;
JIIRCpMl2

TarbellE1ec ll01llcsCI' M 72

HARD DISK CONTROLLERS

Ocl.'!lOIlIrJIOUls~cunlrullel."mE C

GoontlulO's~2f1

I.: n;,'UUIS'

Gollboul0,.~
J 1015',
Wm:lltskrs
r.lo"o .~ Dc!>'9ns
contrull1!l 10l5', \'lnl

OCII1UI
GUIOS ... 2
GflIDS ... J

t,\IlS·W~!}O

'.:900

CC$·2(1r,6

~066

fl·l i.

lI,lIl ~ ~~ kV

: )500
HI;' :10

GOCOOU tI 1tCIIJ:;c I12sCIiJIIlt.I!IS
Gall JJ ,"
GolIll(lu: IUe,'ao! II t 'i~1I.1 1Jp,I' tpoll'. GBl '!.I(I,"
Godboullltt~llacclllt

Goll lJoullnlo:r!accll!1
Godbulln~II.lCer 1'I

.'.,In ~ '>er~,jIl1Ht5
wltI15'l'r ~, lpo';s

13~ ,\

mS

U;S2i19

ccs·n1\)

33900
3:,0 00
??!;,OO
-11900
2i900
'111900

GSI

GSI IJljr,

gr~

:!9500

C;:5)030

1.' .I$· '.II lI

SPECIAL FUNCTION BOARDS
Hayes 5 HK) 1,1 I CI(II!I'IC~ 11I JOO IMIIU
a r COJIII'Ufcr ,·ut'C.ileM.u IMlle...·

IlYS ·Mt OO

0IC·CCI00

Godbout Sv~tdll ~u DPur: ~ Illf(t IK [PRD/.1GBr SYS:

CPM OFERATING SYSTEM
O'\I,I.d He~eJlcnCP 1.1J 0 8 slJl lien
GuOtlOulCP M2 2 I()IO/S, 1

j·t!.OO

INTERFACE BOARDS
?~

FLOPP Y DISK CONTROLLERS
1;' olrO/I Ot. ~ J

8 ~!l 00

CC5·21 11.1

DYNAMIC MEMORY BOARDS

8 SIT MICROPROCESSORS
GOIlOnur lSO 24

fia l -ln 6

GollbouIRII'.I'- 6·: "; 6b!l7·: lhlJIIIII~">c>. GSI.Il!;
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WO RD PROCESSING PRINTERS
191900
197900
179900
99500
-15900
6S900
r?6SOQ
87900
53900

Itle

,ma y Typ>e.Jlpo ..."\)rdlss,pallOl"l,s8wnns

62900

HIK .58 52.:95

Bo:Il!OtOtII(S299S HIK·5815
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Ada Soft CP / M
D·Sase 11
Words tar
Mailmerge
Spet.ISlar
Multiplan
Macro 80

ADA-44 5C
ASH ·0 15C
MPR·187C
MPR-392C
MPR·429C
MSF·483G
MSF· 187C

I!I!iOO

.lb500

395.00
429.00
309.00
169.00
169.00
189.00
139.00

EC!'(I!ot:O.IU SI~'n1es~ 2?S'O!

,,',
£GO

~:;;::~:~::~~~::;~IU:~I~~10:~~~'~,~,.lId

~~~:~?!I0~

Goct)oul[nclo:.IIle220slots

Supersoft
MAC
CP / M 3.0
Despoot
Pascal Plus
CP / M 86
MP / M II

MPR-309C
DGR-4 01C
DGR-410C
DGR-367C
DGR-004C
DGR· 186C
DGR·20SC

',.""
" ?,,

J)OO

149.00
85 00
249.00
45.00
429.00
239.00
379.00

STATIC RAMS
2101
5101
2102·1
21 02l -4
2102[·2
2111
2112
2114
2114·25
21141-4
21141·3
21141-2
2147
TMS404H
TMS4oH ·3
TMS4oH·2
MUl18
TMM2016 · 2oo
TMM2016 · 150
TMM2016-100
HM6116·4
HM6116·3
HM6116·2
HM6116lp·4
HM6116lP-3
HM6116lP-2
1·6132

lP

256.4 1450 ..1
256.4145o .. ll,mOlI
1024, 1 1450 ..1
1024 , 1 145O .. lllII
1024, I 125O .. lllII
256.4 1450 ..1
256.4 1450.. 1
1024 .41450 .. 1
1024 ,41250 .. 1
1024. 4 1450"lllII
1024.413oo.. lllll
lo24.412ooOllllPI
4096.1155 .. 1
4096.114 50011
4096,11300 .. ,
4096, 1 1200 .. 1
1024 • 8 ,250011
2048.8 1200"1
20 48.8 1150.. 1
2048.8 1100,,1
2048.8 1100 .. , l,mOlI
2048. 8 1150 .. I I,mOlI
2048.811 2o .. l l,mOlI
2048.812oo .. ll,moslllPI
2048.81150 .. II,mOllllPI
2048.8112o .. ll,mOllllPI
C096 .8 1300 .. 110.1111

= low Pawer

1.90
3.90
.88
.98
US
2.45
2.95
817.95
8/8.95
8/9.95
8/10.95
8/11.95
·4.90
3.45
3.95
4.45
9.90
4.10
4.90
6.10
4.10
4.10
8.90
5.90
6.90
9.95
33.95

Olb! =Ouui- SIIUc

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027
UI0411
MM5280
MUl08
MM5298
4116-250
4116-200
4116-150
1118
4164 -250
4164-100
416H50

4096.
4096.
4096 J
8192.
8192 •
16384.
16384.
16384.
16384 •
65536.
65536.
65536 .
51

1250 ..1
1300 ..1
1300"1
1200111
1250 ..1
1250,,1
1200.. 1
1150.. 1
1150.. 115.1
1250.. 1
1200.. , 15.,
1150 .. '15.,

= S'II.

1.95
2.95
2.95
1.90
1.80

5 1,11 Su,,11

256. 8 l1u.1
1024.81450011
1024.81450 .. 1
1024 .81450 .. 115.1
2048 • 8 1450 .. 115.1
2048. 1350"115.1
2048 • 1450.. 115.1
2048 • 1450 .. 1
409 6. 1450 .. 115.1
4096. 1450.. 115.1
4096. 1250.. 115.,
4096. 1200.. 11511
B192. 1450.. 115.1
8192. 1250.. '15.1
8192. 1100.. , 15.1
8191. 1450.. , 15.1
8191 . 1450.. , 15., 124 pl. 1
16384 . C.II
5.

= S'al.

4.45
2,49
1.49
5.90
2,95
5,90
5.45
7,90
5,90
3,95
8.90
10,95
5.95
13.95
13,95
16.95
38.95
19.95

556
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,23
,24
.2 4
.24
.23
.24
.27
. 28
. 24
. 34
.34
.44
.5B
.34
,24
. 28
.24
.28
.28
.34
. 24
. 2B
,54
,3 4
,34
.24
,4B
,74
,74
.74
.24
.2B
.2B
1.20
.38
.34
.38
.38
.4B
.59
.68
,38
.54
.88

74LS92
74LS93
74LS95
74LS96
74LS107
74 LS10 9
74LS112
74LS113
74LS114
74LS122
74 LS123
74LS124
74LS125
74LS126
74 LS132
74LS133
74LS136
74LS137
74LS138
74LS139
74 LS145
74LS147
74LS148
74LS151
74LS153
74LS154
74LS155
74LS156
74 LS157
74LS158
74LS160
74 LS 161
74 LS162
74LS163
74LS164
74LS165
74LS 166
74LS168
74 LS169
74LS170
74LS173
74LS174
74LS175
74LS1BI

.54
.54
.74
.8B
.38
,3B
,3B
,3B
,3B
.44
.78
2.B5
.48
.4B
.58
.58
.38
.98
.54
.54
1.15
2.45
1.30
.54
,54
I ,B5
.68
.68
.64
.58
.68
.64
.68
,64
.68
.94
1.90
1.70
1.70
1.45
.68
.54
.54
2 .10

74LS363
74 LS 364
74LS365
74LS366
74LS367
74LS36B
74LS373
74LS374
74LS377
74LS378
74LS379
74L S38 5
74LS3B6
74lS390
74LS393
74LS395
74LS399
74LS424
74LS447
74LS490
74 LS624
74 LS640
74 LS645
74 LS66B
74LS669
74 LS 670
74LS674
74LS682
74LS683
74LS684
74LS685
74LS688
74LS6B9
74LS783
81 LS95
81 lS 96
B1 LS9 7
Bl LS9B
25LS2521
25LS2569

1.30
1.90
.48
.4B
.44
.44
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.13
1.30
I .B5
.44
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.45
2 .90
.36
1.90
3 .95
2 .15
2.15
1.65
1.B5
1.45
9 .60
3 .15
3 .15
3 .15
3 .15
2 .35
3 .15
23 .95
1.4 5
1.45
1,45
1.45
2 .75
4 ,20

6500
MHZ
6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

.... 4 . 90
.... 6 .90

.... ... .. ...... ...... ....
.... 8.90
.... .. .. .... .. ... .... .. .. ..... 9 .90
...... . ..... . . . ....
..... .... ............. ... ..

4 . 30
6 .90
9 .90
.... 21.50
.... 10 .85

....... .... .. ......... ...... ... .....
................
2 MHZ

6502A
6 522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

...... 6 . 90
9 . 90
.. ,.10.95
.. .. 26.95
.. .. 10 .95

..... __ .......... . .. . .

3 MHZ
65028

.... .... . .... .. .

..... 9.90

6800
68000
..........., .
. .. . .. 5B .95
6800
.. . . .. . 3 .90
6802 · . . . . . . . .
· . .. 7.90
6B08
· . . . . 12 .90
6 809E
· . . . 18 .95
6809
......... .
, . . 10 .95
6Bl0
· .. . 2 .90
6820
· ..... 4 .30
6821 . . . .
.
· , .. 3 .20
6828
, .. 13 .95
6840
· ... 11 .95
6843
· . . 33 .95
6844
, . , 24 .95
6B45
· 13,95
6847
· . , , 10,95
6B50
... 3 ,2 0
685 2
· 15 ,70
6860
, ... , . 9 ,90
6862
· 10.95
6 875
...
. . .
· . , .. 6 .90
6B80
· .... 2 .20
6883
....... 21 .95
6B047
· . , .. 23 .95
68488 ............. . .. · . , ............ 18.95
6800
lMHZ
·...... .....
. · .. , .... , .. . . , .. 9 .95
........ . .. . .. . · .............. 21.25
· ... . 28 .95
28.95
...... 6 .90
· .. , . . 6 .90
·...
.
.. 18.95
· ... 5 .90

. . .
...... ..... ..... .....
... .......... .. .. .
.
.
. . . .. .

5 V,II Supply

74LSOO
74 LSOO
74LSOI
74LS02
74LS03
74LS04
74LS05
74LSOB
74LS09
74LS10
74LSl1
74LS12
74 lS13
74LS14
74LS15
74LS20
74LS21
74LS22
74LS26
74LS27
74LS28
74LS30
74LS32
74LS33
74LS37
74LS3B
74LS40
74 LS 42
74 LS 47
74LS48
74LS49
74LS51
74LS54
74LS55
74 LS63
74 LS73
74 LS74
74LS75
74LS76
74LS78
74LS83
74LSB5
74 LS 86
74LS90
74LS91

8 .90
.BB
. 88
.78
.78
.68
.68
.78
.7B
.88
.94
.98
.98
.9B
1.25
1.45
.74
.9B
.98
.58
.58
.58
.58
2 .70
.5B
.54
1.45
3 .30
.48
1.95
.68
.8B
.88
.98
.8B
1.70
3 .45
1.70
1.25
1.25

.49

,89
1.20
4.90
4.45
5.45
6.45

EPROMS
1702
2708
2758
2758
2716
2716-1
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732·250
2732·20 0
276 4
2764-150
2764-10 0
TMS1564
MC68764
17 128

74lS1B9
74LS190
74LS191
74LS192
74LS193
74LS194
74LS195
74LS196
74LS197
74LS221
74LS240
74LS241
74lS242
74LS243
74LS244
74 LS 245
74LS247
74LS248
74LS249
74LS251
74LS253
74 LS25 7
74LS25B
74LS259
74 LS 260
74LS266
74LS273
74LS275
74LS279
74 LS2BO
74 LS283
74 LS290
74 LS 293
74 LS295
74LS298
74LS299
74LS323
74LS324
74LS352
74LS353

...... .. .. ..... ....

...... ..... .......... .... ...
.... ... ......

.... .... ... .........
.... .......... .. ... ..
... . .
........ .......
. ..

.... ... .... ...
. . . . . ... . . .

Circle 142 on inquiry card.

The Flip Sort PLUS'·
Th e Flip Sort Plus~ adds new dim'ensions t o storage . Designed with similar
elegant lines as the original Flip Sort~ .
in a tra nsparent s moked acrylic . H o lds
over 100 diskettes and has a ll the outstanding fe a tures you h ave come t o
expec t from th e Flip Sort Family .
$24 . 95

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7805T
78M0 5C
7808T
78 12T
7815T
7824 T
7805K
7812K
7815K
7824K
78 L05
78L 12
78 L 15
78H05K
78 H1 2K
C.T

The FLI P SORT'·
Th e

So rt ~

new Flip

h as all the fine

=

.74
.34
.74
.74
.74
.74
1.34
1.34
1.34
1.34
.68
.68
.68
9.90
9.90

TO-220

4 POSITION
5 POSITION
6 POSITION
7 POS ITI ON
8 POSITION

to h old

75

diskettes a nd the pri ce

is m ore re a son a ble th an ever - $19 . 95

Z-80
2.5 MHZ
............. .

Z8o-CPU
. ... . 3 .90
Z8o-CTC
.... 3 .95
zeO-DART
. 10.95
zeO-DMA
.... 13 .95
zeo-Plo ...... . . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. _. . .. 3 .95
zeo-slO/ O .... . • • . . . .. . • • .... ..• . . .... 11 .95
Z8o-Sl0 / 1
.... 11 .95
Z8o-Sl0 / 2
.................
. . 11 .95
zeo-slo/ 9
.................. •• . 11.95
4.0 MHZ
. ... 4 . 29
Z80A·CPU
Z80A·CTC
................. 4 .90
Z80A-DART .... •.. . .• • _._ .... . . . . .
.. 9.95
Z80A -DMA
...... 12.95
Z80A-PIO
...... . 4.29
Z80A-SIO / 0
.. .. 12 .95
Z80A -SIO / 1 ... . .... .. • • .. . .. .•••. . .... 12 .95
Z80A -SIO / 2 .................. .......... 12 .95
Z80A -SIO/ 9 .......... . . . ......... ...... 12.95
6.0 MHZ
Z80e·cpu .
Z80e·cTc
......
Z80e·Plo .......................... . ...
zeoe·DART
...

.. ... . 33 .95
... 38 .95

DISC CONTROLLERS
1771
.. ... . 15 .95
1791
........ .. .. 23 .95
1793
... 25 .95
1795
. 48 .95
1797
. 48 .95
2791
. . . •. . . . . . •. . •. . .
. .. 53 .95
2793
. ..... .. 53 .95
. .. 58.95
2795
...•..•..•..•.
2797
........•..•..•.. . .. . ... 58 .95
684 3
. • . .. .. ••. .. .. • . .... 33 .95
8272 ... . .. . • . . • . . • . .. . . •• .. • .. • ... .. 38 .95
UPD765
.... 38 .95
........ 28 .95
M88876
M88877
. . . . 33 .95
1691
.. . . 16 .95
2143 .
. .......... . . ...... 17.95

UARTS

AY3 -1014 .
. ......... • ......
AY5-1013 ..
. ........ ....•......
AY3-1015
...
. . •..• ... .. . . . .• . ....
PT·1472 .
TR1602 ..... . . . .• . . • ..•.. •.. •• . . • .. ...
. . . . . . .• . . • .
. ....
2350
2651 ..
. ..... . .
... .....•..•.
.
TMS6011
IM6402
. . ... . •• .•.
. ...
lM6403
...
INS8250
...

INTERFACE

TO-3

1.44
1.44
1.44
.78
.78
.78
4.90
1.90
L

=

TO -92

.84
.89
.89
.94
.94

ICSOCKETS
8 pin 5T
14 pin ST
16 pin ST
18 pin ST
20 pin ST
22 pin 5T
24 pin 5T
28 pin ST
40 pin ST
64 pin 5 T

=

ST
8 pin WW
14 pin WW
16 pin WW

18pin
20 pin
22 pin
24 pin
28 pin
40 pin

WW
WW
WW
WW
WW
WW

WW

1-99
.1 2
.1 4
.16
.19
.28
.29
.29
.39
.48
4.20
SOLDERTA IL
. 58
.68
.68
.98
1.04
1.34
1.44
1.64
1.94

100
.10

SPRING
SPECIALS
4116
4116

4g~/ea
8g~/ea

250n5
200n5

2708
2716
2732
2764
27128

8KEPROMS
16KEPROMS
32K EPROMS
64KEPROMS
128K EPROMS

2.49
2.95
3.95
5.95
19.95

.11

.12
.17
.26
.26
.26
.31
.38
ca ll
.48
.51
.57
.89
.97
1.23
1.30

4164
4164
4164
2114

1.44

16 pin ZIF .
. .. 5.90
24 pin ZIF .
. ...... 7 .90
28 pin ZIF .
8 .90
ZIF
TEXTOOL (Zero Inserti o n Force)

64K DYNAMI C

200"9
64K DYNAMI C
1 50n5

450n5

4.45
5.45
6.45

8/7.95

QUV-T8/1

1.75

=W I REWRAP

64K DYNAMI C
250n5

EPROM Eraser

=

CRYSTALS
. 9 .95
12 .95
1 2.95
12 .95

ZILOG
Z 61 32
Z8671

=

1 .44

.
..
..
..
.

some a dded ben e fits . Al o ng with a new

50%

K

.84
.84
.84
.84
.84

DIP SWITCHES

qua lities of the origi n al Flip Sort~ . with
design. capac ity h as been increased

7905T
7908T
7912T
7915T
7924T
7905K
7912K
7915K
7924K
79 L0 5
79 L1 2
79 L 15
LM 323K
UA 78S40

8n6
8n8
.. ..................•.....
8T95
8T96 ......• . . •. . . • . . •..•..
8T97 .
8T98 . . . . ..•.. • .. • .. • .
DM81 31 ....• . . . . . . . . . •.. • .. . ... . .. ....
DP8304
. • ..•..•.. . ....
DS8835 . .. . . . . . . . . .• . .•.
. .. .
DS8836 .... ... .. . .. ... .. .. . __ . . • . . .

6.90
3 .90
6.90
9 .90
3.90
9 .90
8.90
5.90
7.90
8.90
9 .95

32.768kh z
.............. 1 .69
1.0 mhz .
. ....... 3 .69
1.8432
..... 3 .69
2 .0 .
. . .. . ... . . . ... . . .... 2.69
2 .097152
...... . . . •• • • .
.2.69
2.4576
.. 2.69
3 . 2 768
2.69
3 .5 79535
..... .... .. ... ..
2.69
4 .0 .....
. ... .... .... ..
. ... 2 .69
5.0 ............ . ... . .... ... .. . ......... 2 .69
5 .0688 .... . ........
..... . . .. . .. .
2 .69
5 . 185 ...... . ... . . . ..... ... ... .. . ...... 2.69
5 .7143
.2 .69
6 .0
.. ••...... ••
. .. 2.69
6 .144
...... .. . . .. ... .... 2. 69
6 .5536 .... ... .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. ... 2 .69
8 .0
......... ...
. ..... 2 .69
10.0 ..............••.
. ..... 2 .69
10.738635
. 2.69
14 .31818 ....... .... . .... .. . . ... . .. . .... 2.69
15.0 .
. ... ... .. .... ... . .. . . .. ... .. 2 .69
16.0 .
. ... 2 .69
17 .430
. 2 .69
18.0 . . .
. ... 2.69
18.432 ..... . .. . ... . ... . ... .. . . .. .. ...... 2.69
20 .0 .... ....... ... . . ....
. ... 2 .69
22 .1184
......... 2 .6 9
32 .0 .
. .... ..... . 2.69

RESISTORS

$57.95
QUV-T8/ 1 Economy Mod el : Thi S IS a low
cost EPROM Eraser housed In a plastiC en·
c losure . The UV element and componen ts
are Installed in Ihe top lid and you place th e
EPROMS In Ihe bottom half No Iliner or
swilc h option is inc lud ed .
•

Erases up to 8 EPROMS in 15
to 20 minutes .

•

12.000 u Watts at 1 " distance .

y. WATT 5 % CARBON FILM , ALL STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO /0 MEO OHM

50 pcs .. .
100 pcs .. ..
1000 pc.

5'14"
SSSD
5500

OS DO

.... 1 .25
..... 2 .00
.. ...... 15.00

• gO- Day Warranty

DISKETIES
ATHANA
...... 18.95
...... 22.95
........... .... ..
27 .95

BULK DISKETTES
1M
1.84
.88
.88
.88
.88
2.90
2.24
1.94
.98

5'14 " DISKETIES
NO LABEL

SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
(W ITH dACK ETS AND HUB RING)
Pack 01 Ten
.................... $ 16.95
Pac k ot 100 . .. .. .... .. ........... ... $149 .00

2100 De La Cruz Blvd .
Santa Clara , CA 95050
, )

Circle 142 on inquiry card .
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557

SHUGART
5'/4' SA400 (35 TR) 160K
5'/." SA400L (40 TR) 190K ... ,.,
5';"" SA455 L (40 TR) 320K \I, HGT
8" SA801 R(SS / DD) 600K ,.
QUME
5'/." 142 (40 TR) 320K \I, HGT
8" DT8 (842) .,
MITSUBISHI
8" M-2896-63 Th in line 8" DS / DD 1,2 MG
8" M-2894-63 (11 0V) Standa rd 8"
DS/ DD 1.2 MG
CDC
TAN DON
5'/." TM 100-1 SS / DD 160K
5'/.'· TM100-2A DS / DD (320K)
FOR IBM-PC
.. ,
TM101 -4 (96 TPI Quad Den)
8" TM848 -2 (DS/ DD ) 1.2 MG
TM 100 -4 (96 TPI Quad Den)
SIEMAN'S
8" FD100 -8 (SS/DD) 110V (
801 R
) 169,00
8" FD 100-8 (SS/ DD) 220V Compatible 199.00
MPI
5'/." B-51 40TR SS / DD 180K
5'/4' B- 52 40TR DS / DD 320K
(FO R IBM PC)

BROTHER
HR-25 25 CPS Daisywheel
HR· 1A 17 CPS Daisywheel 3K Buff
DATA-SOUTH
OS 180 180CPS /Seriai or Par/ Tractor
DAISYWRITER
Daisywriter 2000-48K Buffer /20T040CPS
Letter Qua lity Par or Seria l
1,095.00
DIABLO
620 (25CPS/Serial)
630 (40C PS/ Multi-IF)
030 ECS / IBM
DYNAX
Dynax -15 Par- 13CPS Daisywheel
2 color PTG-3K buff
Dyna x 15 Serial-13CPS Daisywheel
EPSON
FX80 (160 CPS-Par 10")
FX100 (160 CPS-Par 15") ..
C, ITOH
Pro-wri ter I (85 10A) Par 120 CPS ..
Pro -w riter I (85 10A) Serial 120 CPS
F-10 40CPS / Diabio/Par or Serial.
F- 10 55CPS/Diabio/Par or Serial.
F1 0 Tractor
JUKI
6100-18CPS / Diablo Compatible
Par I Daisywheel
........ , , .. .
MANNESMAN-TALLY
Spirit 80CPS Pa r 10" "., ........... ".
160L (160CPS-40CPS Letter Quality 10")
180L (160CPS-40CPS Letter Quality 15")
NEC
NEC2010 20CPS Serial Da isywheel ..
NEC2050 20CPS lor IBM Daisywheel
NEC3550 35CPS for IBM ......... .
NEC7710 55 CPS Serial Daisywheel ..
NEC77 15 55CPS Diab lo Compatib le
Daisywheel . ...... ,",... . .... ".

BROTHER

DAISYWRITER
Bi -Di Tractor
Uni- Di Tractor ,
, .....• . , ..
Porlrait SHT FOR
Landscape SHT FOR ....... .. " .•.
DIABLO
Diablo 620- Uni -Di rec l Trac tor
110,00
Diablo 630-Bi- Direct Tractor ,
275.00
Diablo 630-DBL Sheet Feeder
1,395 .00
DYNAX
95.00
195.00
175.00
JUKI -6100
60 .00
100,00
145.00
NEC
219.00
330.00
1,100,00
OKI -DATA
82/92 Trac tor ............. .
Serial Inti. w/2K Buffer (For 92 & 93)
Okigraph I 82A or 83A Graphics ROM .
Okigraph II 82A or 83A Disk for Apple ..
STAR-MICRONICS
Serial IntI. Bd . . .
Seriallntt. Bd w/4K Buffer .............
TOSHIBA
P-1350 Cut Sheet Feeder
P-1350 Bi- Dir. Tractor ... ,., .. , ...... . .

70 ,00
120.00
800 ,00
210 ,00

;~K~~Jli!lI}DgJi!.3AYil""'~~~•. ..

OKI-DATA
82A (S ER & PAR-120CPS 10")
83A (S ER & PAR -120CPS 15")
92 (PAR- 160CPS-L TR - 10")
93 (PAR-160CPS-LTR- 15")
84P (PAR -200CPS- LTR-15")
84S (SER-200CPS- LTR-15")
STAR MICRONICS
Gem ini 10X NEW VERSION
(PAR - 120CPS-10")
Gemini 15X (PAR - 120CPS-15")
Gemini Delta 10 (Par-160CPS-10"
8K buffer serial)
............ . .
Star Radi x 10 (Coming Soon) . .
SILVER REED
EXP 550P-17CPS Da isyw heel-PAR
EXP 550S-17CPS Dai sywheel-Serial
TOSHIBA
P1340 - Sma ller version of 1350 I 10" Carriage I
112 CPS Draft Mode I 54 CPS Ltr Qua lity CALL
(List Price $1395)
P- 1350 - 192 CPS Draft Mode 1 120 CPS
Ltr Quality I Speci fy Par or Serial ... , ..
P-1351 / 1360 - Same as 1350 and has
" Downloadable Fon t"
Mi c roline
Microline
Microli ne
Microline
Microline
Microli ne

1780 West 2300 South

55.00
110.00
50 ,00
60,00

Salt Lake Cit, Utah 8411 9
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IBM "LOOK·A- LlKE "

COLUMBIA (1600-1) 16 bit, 128K RAM 2 ea.
320K Disk Drive-2 SER. 1 PAR. Key Bd. 8 slots
Displa y Cd .. bundled software ....... . ... CALL
COLUMBIA 1600-4 Same as 1600-1 e xce pt has
12MB Hard Disk & only 1 F.D ............. CALL
COLUMBIA MPC-VP Portable 16/BIT 128K RAM
2 each 320K. dri ves SER & PAR Port. 9" monitor.
bundled soltware
CALL

IBM PC-1 - lnc ludes 64K RAM . 1 ea. 320K Disk
Dri ve ......... . ... ........... .. .... 1,995.00
IBM PC-2- lncludes 64 RAM . 2 ea. 320K Di sk
Dri ve ............................... 2,250 .00
IBM PC-3- lncl udes 256K RAM. 2 ea. 320K
Disk Drive. IBM Mon o Adapter. IBM Mono
Display . ........................ . .. . 2,999.00
IBM PC-4- lnc ludes 256K RAM . 2 ea. 320K
Disk Drive. Peacock Color Card. Princeton HX 12
Display
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,395 .00
IBM-X T
• 128K RAM. 1 ea 320K F.D . • 1 ea.
10MG Hard Di sk
8087 CPU

PC8201 A-P o rtable 2.4 MHZ CPU 16K Ra m i
Expands to 64K -32 K RAM LCD Display- Keybd
167 key·5 function) Modem. Serial and Par
Port-FD and Cassette Interface- Uses 4AA
Batt- bundled so ftware .. . . . . . . . . . .
660.00
8201-06 Ram Chip - (8k) modi
105.00
8206·A 32k Ram Cartridge - modi
329 .00
8221·A Therma l Printer· prnt ... .. ...
149.00
8271 -02 AC Adaptl Print & Rec. - accs .. . 15.00
8271 -A AC Adapto r - accs .. . .....
17 .00
8281 -A Cassette Recorder - accs .
105.00
8201 A-90 Nicad Battery Pak - acc s ..
16.00
Modem Communication Cable - accs
25.00
Th erm al paper for 8221 ·A . accs
(5 rolls per pack)

995.00
PC-2000 - Basic Mai nframe .
FEATURES. 5 Slot Mother Bd w / 64K
(Expands to 256K)
• Power Supply w / Fan
• Lo-Profile Keybd . 96 Key
• 2 ea Serial . 1 ea PAR
• Space for 4 ea. 'h HGT Drives or
2 Full Size.
• W ill run PC / DOS or MS / DOS
• Will run all MS / DOS Compatible
So ftw are
PC-200 1 - Inc ludes 64K RAM. 1 ea.
1,395.00
. ..
320K F.D. . . .
PC-2002 - Incl udes 64K RAM . 2 ea.
320K F.D.
....
. ...
1,650 .00
PC-2003 - Includes 256K RAM . 2 ea . 320K F.D ..
Video CD. 12" 310A Mono Display.. . 1,995.00
PC -2 004 - Includes 256K RAM . 2 ea. 320K F.D..
Colo r Cd. Princeton Color Monitor
2,499 .00

PC-2 - "The ORIGINAL Version "
Fea tures 128K RAM . 2 ea. 320K F.D . • Serial
• Parallel . MS / DOS . 12" Grn Monitor
• Bundled Software
PC+2 - "Th e NEW Version "
• Same as PC-2 except has no Monitor or
Mono Adapter . Software cons ists o f GW Basic.
MS / DOS & CPM 86 ..
2, 295 .00

TE - D- Base II
CONTINENTAL - Home Accountan t
MICRO · PRO - Mail Merge
MICRO - PRO - Spell Star
MICRO-PRO - Word Star
MICRO-PRO - Calc Star ..... . .
MICROSOFT - Word with Mouse
Mulli-Plan
Multi-Plan Financial
T-MAKER - T-M aker 3
S.S.I. - Word Perfec t
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
FOR MODEM SOFTWARE
UNITED SOFTWARE - ASC II Express
MICRO-STUFF - Cross· Talk
LOTUS 1·2-3

1780 West 2300 South

- Apple Writer 2 ..
ASHTON-TATE - D- Base II
MICRO PRO - Word Star ..... .
MICROSOFT - Macintosh Basic ...
MICROSOFT - Multi · Plan (Specify)
MICROSOFT - M ulti-Tool Fi nancial
MICROSOFT - Typing T utor II
17.95
SILICON VALLEY - "Th e Handlers" (3 pkg) 39.00
SILICON VALLEY - Li st Hand ler . ....... 35.00
SILICON VALLEY - Spell Handler ..
50 .00
39 .00
Sf LICON VALLEY - Wo rd Handler ..
SILICON VALLEY - Easy Learner
11.95
SILICON VALLEY - Rapid Reader .
11 .95
SILICON VALLEY - Toddler's Tutor
11.95
SILICON VALLEY - Turbo Charg er
11 .95
SILICON VALLEY - Th e Col lector ...... 11 .95
SILICON VALLEY - Lancaster (Shoot Game) 9.95
T -MAKER (Needs CPM Card) .......... 149.95
VISICORP
Visicalc (Speci fy 2 or E) . . .
Visidex (Spec ify 2 or E) .... . .
Visitrend / Pl ot (Spec ify 2 or E)

Salt Lake Cit , Utah 84119

aT 8" THINLINE MAINFRAME
oProvisions lor 2 ea 8" thinline driveso 6 ea DB 25
cutout 02 ea 50 pin 02 ea 34 pin ol ea Cen tronlc
oEMI Iilter (lused) 02 AC oullets.Power supply
(+8VI6A/-5V 1+24V6A+5V6A)
OTC -IMF +DD6F (6 slot MB)

aT 5'14" MAINFRAME
• Provisions for any 2-5%" drives
OTC - MF + MD12 (12 slot MB)

SYSTEMS
..... .. . . .. .
4,395.00
with RAM 21
4,569 .00
- H40
7,169.00
.... . . .......... • .
5,595.00
- H40 ... . • .. . .. .• . ... 8,349.00
. .. .... ...•. . •
7,150.00
- H40
9,999.00
..• . . . . .. ...
11,099.00
- H40 .
13,995.00
(6SK)
7, 150.00
- H40
9,999.00
3,999.00
- H40
........... . . 6,725 .00
CPU BOARDS
CPU Z 6 MHz ... . .............. .
CPU S08S/S8 - 6 /S MHz
CPU S086 - 8 MHz
CPU 8086 - 10 MHz
...... .. .. . .. . .
CPU 6SK - S MHz
SPUZ (March 'S4) ..
MEMORY BOARDS

System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System
System

816A
816A
816A
816B
816B
816C
816C
816D
8160
816E
S16E
816Z
S16Z

INTERFACE BOARDS

DISK CONTROLLERS

aT STANDARD MAINFRAME
oProvisions lor any 2-5'1, ' drivesolS ea DB 25 cutou
02 ea 50 pin 02 ea 34 pin.l ea Centronic oEMI "Iter
AC outletsoAvbl with 6-8-12-1S or
slo t MBoPower supply (+8VI6A-16V3A)
Desk Top Version
7014 / 0TC-MF + 12 ... .
7016/0TC-MF + 18 .... . .
5/0TC-M F + 22 . . ............. .

lilJ;!·.'MSl*f4\~[·)i!!¥!;!=Ft1;I.lO"
'IEEE-S9S-No termination required
w /car d bare card
Slots Bare Bd
A+ T
cage
cag e
4'
20.00
45 .00
65.00
20.00
6
25.00
53.00
75.00
22.00
S
30.00
74 .00
105.00
31 .00
12
35.00
104.00
145.00
41.00
18
50.00
155.00
205.00
50.00
22 .
65 .00
190.00
75.00
All card cage s will acommodate a 4" Ian
Add $20.00 lor 1 lan-Add $30.00 lor 2 lans

CLOCKI CALENDAR
S-1000Ti me in hrs. min. sec. oAM/PM or Military
Format oOate in Mo .. Day. Yr .. Day 01 Week &
Leap Yea r recognition 04 hard interrupts
(1024 Hz . 1 Hz 1 min . 1 hr) oOn board battery
(will last 14 mos. wi no power on)
OTC-CCS-BB (S-100)
........... .
OTC-CCS-A (A+T) lot S- 100

QTICOMPUTIME BOARD SET
Best Bare Board Set Available
OTC-SBC 2/4 CPU (SBC 880)
QTC-EXP + III 256K (CT256) Memory bd .l
Expandable to 1 MG
OTC-FDC 5 / 8 Floppy disk controller
Bare Board Set . ..
1) Includes manuals & assembly instru clions
2) Parts available 3) Monitor & BIOS "vailable

CPU MEMORY BOARDS
OTC-SBC 2 / 4 BB (SBC880)
OTC-SBC 2 / 4 A A+T (SBC880)
DYNAMIC (64K/256K or 1 MEG)
OTC-EXP + III Bare Bd . (CT256)
P + III 64K A + T (CT2 56)

Minimum Shipping $3.00
in the Continental U.S.A.

DISK DRIVE SUBSYSTEMS
8" Flo ppy / H-40
8" Dual H-40 w/enct.
Dual Floppy Subsystem
2,695 .00
MOTHERBOARDS AND COMPUTER
ENCLOSURES
6 Siol Motherboard .......... .
12 Slot Motherboard ..
20 Slot Motherboard .... . . . . . ... • . . . .
Enclosure 2-D
.................. .
Enc losure 2-R ..... .........
795.00
MISCELLANEOUS BOARDS /C ONTROLLERS
M emory Manager
75.00
System Support 1 ................
349.00
MPX 1 ..
495.00
Active Terminator ........
60.00
S087 Support Board lor SOSS /SS . . ..... 379 .00
WARRANTY: 1 year lrom date 01 purchase by end
user.
OPERATING SYSTEMS
CPIM 2.2 (Disk 1) .......... ..
CP I M 86 (Disk 1 808S / SS)
MP I M S- 16 (For 80SS/88)
MAP FORTH OS .... .... . . .
CPIM 6SK

SIERRA DATA S-1 00 BOARDS
SDS-SBC-l00-ZS0 (4mh z) master 2 serial
2 pari lloppy controller / 64k ram
SDS-SBC- l 00S4mlls slave/2 serial
2 par / 64k ram
SDS-ZSI0 / 4-4 seria l port 1/ 0 bd
SDS-MUX-RS232 multiplexer bd
SDS - HDI - M - Hard disk bd lor micropolis .
SDS-CPM/B10S-cp/m lor SBC 100
w / BIOS ....... . ........ . . . .
SOS- Turbodos- Multi -user lor master
& slaves

GREEN
BM C 12AU (ISMHZ) SO Co1 / 12 "
USI PI-l (20 MHZ) Hi-Res / 9" . . .
USI PI-2 (20 MHZ) Hi- Res / 12" .
AMBER
USI PI-4 (20 MHZ) Hi -Res/SO-CoI/9" .
USI PI-3 (20 M HZ) Hi - Res/80 Co1/ 12"
COLOR
Amdek 1-12 " Composite (For Apple)
Amdek I + Composite w i audio
Amdek 1f-12" -RGB (For IBM-PC) W I audio

ADDS
i i i (White) ........ .. .. .. ..
Viewpoint-A2 (Green) . . . .
Viewpoint-3A + (Green) ... . ... . ..... .
Viewpoint 60-Same as Tele video 925
OUME
OVT- l 02 80 Col. Green (910 comp)
OVT- l 02 80 Col. Amber .......... . .
OVT- l03 80 / 132 Col. Green
OVT-l03 SO / 132 Col. Amber
OVT-l0S SO / 132 Col. Amber (925 comp)
TELEVIDEO
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
529 .00
TV910
. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
565 .00
TV910+ .
TV92S ....... . ... . ........ .. . . . .. .
715.00
TV9S0
. . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . .. . 925.00
....
1.019.00
TV970
2nd Page Memory. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . ADD 25.00
RG 1000 / TV60 Graphics Upgrade
for 9251950
........ ..... .
1,100.00

AC SURGE ELIMINATORS
Lemon (6AC oullels-3 prong) . ......... . . 44.00
Lime (5 '-3 prong pwr cord w / on -off switch) 69.00
Orange-AC surge + EMI lilter (6 outlets) .. 95 .00
Peach (3 outlets) AC surge l EMI Ii Iter .
69.00
Grizzly (200W) uninterruptible power sys tem
+ surge protection ........... . ... . .... . 799.00
Grizzly (SOOW) uninterruptible power system
+ surge protection .... . . . ... . . . ... . ... 1850.00
RELAX TECHNOLOGY
Both in Metal Enclosures
POWER CONTROL 1 . . . ................ 59.95
• Master Control. Switch. 3 PWR Switch. AC Surge
Protect. 6 ft. cord. 4 PWR Outlets Metal Enc.
POWER CONTROL 2 .... ........ 79.95
Same except has RF I Noi se Suppressor

Circle 187 on inquiry card .

CDC
C DC 5'1,' 9409 DS/ DD 320K Quiest Drive
aUME

5'1,' #142 - (40 TR) 320K '12 HGT Beft Drive
wi Brackets
......................... 200.00
Meg-A-PluS (Serial / ClK / 64K
Expands to 256K)
Meg'-A-Pak (Expands Meg-A-Plus
to 512K) ____ ... . ....
. ....... .. .
AST -5251 (Allows connec tion o f IBM PC
to System 340038) .. . .... .. .
Game P'ort Kit (Speci fy Board)
Par Port Kit (Specify Board)
Serial Port Kit (Specify Board)
COMPUSERVE D.C. HAYES
Smartmodem 1200B-Smartcom 2

w i software ..
Smartcom 11 ..

PlANTRONfCS COLOR PLUS
Color + Color Display Card (16 colors)
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
NEW PGS HX12- Hi-Res Color, The Best
PGS-SR- 12 .
NEW
PGS-MAX 12 .
NEW
aUADRAM
Quad link- Allows App le Software to be used in
IBM PC HAS 64K Ram-Game Port Display
Gen-Disk Inti. w i software ... . ...... . .
450.00
Quadcolor
219 .00
Quadboard I w / 64K .
CALL
Quadboard 11 w/64K......... .. ...
CALL
VISTA
Diskmaster (controls 5" & 8") drives
Software included . .

KEYTRONICS
Enhance your PC-wi th a superior
_________ . .
keyboard
MAYNARD
Floppy Controller ... . .
Floppy Controfter (Serial)
Floppy Controller (PAR) ....
_.. . .. . .
Sandstar MOD-FDC
MODULAR
(for 5'/4' or 8" d rives)
ADD -ONS FOR Parallel MOD
SANDSTAR
Serial-MOD ...
MOD-FDC
Clock Ca lenda r MOD
Game Adapter MOD _
Sandstar Multi-Function Bd (Holds up to
6 modular add-ons . .
NEW - 10 MG Hard Disk (Internal)
w i Controller

PANASONIC - BEST BUY IN Y, HGT
5'/." JA- 155 (40 TR) 320K y, HGT Direct Dirve
wi Brackets ..
......... .. ..
199.00 ea.
2 for 385 .00
TEAC
5'1,' F-55 B (40 TR) 320K ,/, HGT Di rec t Drive
199.00 ea .
(For Sa nyo & IBM) w I Bracke ts
2 for 385 .00
SHUGART DISK DRIVES
SA455 l - 1/2 HGT 320K DS / DD
wi BR ACKETS ..
TANDON DtSK DRIVES
TM 100-2 A 320K DS/ DD
TM 55-2 1 12 HGT 320K DS/ DD
w/ BR ACKETS . ....

IBM COLOR CARDS
TRADE

YOUR 5 '1" DRIVE
STANDARD SIZE
SG L SIDE / DBl DEN FOR DBl SIDE/ DBl DEN
DRIVE $75 .00-Al lOWANCE
STAN DARD SIZE
DBl SIDE/DBl DEN FOR 'h HGT DRI VES
(Your choice)
$140 .00 ALLOWANCE

ACCESSORIES

APPLE

ALS

ASTAR
COMPUSERVE
Beginner's Kit (5 hrs. time) ....... .. .. . .
Videotex Software for li E
COOL TIME

GENERtC
80 Col. Video (Videx Compatible)
Joy Stic k
................ . .
Keyboard
Parallel Interface
RF Modulator

HAYES JOYSTICKS
Mach II (For 11 & liE) .. .. . __ ........ .
Mach 111 (with firing button)
HAYES MODEM
Micro-Modem liE .
Micro-Model li E w / terminal package _
KENSINGTON
System Saver / Fan & Surge Protection
KOALA
Graphics Tablet
KRAFT

1-801-972-2717

MICRO-MAX
Max 80 (80 Col for 11 +) . . _
View Max 80E (80 Col w / 64K Memory
Expands 10 128K)
. __ . __ ..... .
MICRO-SOFT
Premium Soft Card liE
Multi - Plan
.. __ ..... . .
Softcard (Z80) .
MICROTEK
Dumpling 0 (Expands to 64K)
Dumpling 64Kllnterface and Graphics
64K Buffer
Dumpling GX-P / Par Interface Card
and Cable .. . .. _......... . .
Parallel Interface Board (RV61 1C)
BAM 16 (16K Add-on Memory)
Serial Interface . .
. ..... . . .. .
NOVATtON
App le Cat 11 w I software
ORANGE MtCRO
Parallel Interface (No Graphics)
Grappler + (Graphics Interface)
Grappler + 16K (Buffer and 5 to 64K)
Buffer Board
TG PRODUCTS
Joy Stick- For Apple 11 +
Paddles
Selecta Port
VtDEX

,/, StZE
Super 5 " " Green " Thi nline 163K 40 TR
Belt Dri ve . . . . . . . . .
189.00
Super 5 " Blue" T hinli ne 163K 40TR
Direct Drive
Super 5 " Red " Thinline 163K 40TR
Teac Drive . . .
RANA

APPLE DISK CONTROllERS
Micro-Sc i (35 TR) . .
. .. ....... . . . .
. . ....... . .
Generic (35TR) .. . .
Micro-Sci (40TR)
RANA

MAIL ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-545-2633

e1Ilj':lFfj':IIl'
ih'
-:,' WESP.ER .\,;':,
WIZARD BPO (Same as Grappler + 16K
specify Prin ter) ...... . ..... . . .
WIZARD IPI (Same as Grappler .
<9pec ifY'.Printer) !4J :' , .' .W;,'- :'>
,W lZARO £BO -(f ~ternal BOffer

1780 West 2300 South

fo

Salt Lake Cit

rr eRM$'

Open account to

;tate s~·p·porled un ive rsitie s &

companies with high bun & Bradstreet rating.
3% surcharge on American Expre ss only .
Visa, MC , Check or Mone y Order
U.S. fund s only .
Minimum order ' 15.00.

Utah 84119

Dual QUME 8" Floppy
Drive Subsystem With
S100 DMA Controller
and CP/M 816™!!!

20 Slot IEEE
696/S-100
Mainframe
with Constant
Voltage Transformer
During Iheir recem move. CompuPro discovered a few pallels of Iheir 1983
model mainframes. They do not include .most of the current cosmetic
features such as shrouded/protected reset switch, or multiple rectangular
cutouls on the rear panel for hard disks. As last year's model, we can oHer
these mainframes at tremendous savings!
• Power supply 8V @ 25A, ±1SV @ 3A
• Forced Air Cooled wilh Filler
• AC Line Filler and Convenience Oullets
• Rear Panel Punched for Multiple "D" Connectors
• Lighted Resel Switch
• 90 Day Warranly

Desk Top
List Price: $925.00

Rack Mount
List Price: $975.00

$595 $649
BESPP04

BESPP04RM

(Sh. Wl 55 Ibs)

(Sh Wl 55 Ibs.)

Ii'a\
u.s.
\!::!:!I

ROBOTICS

'NC

Auto Dial/
Answer

1200
Baud
Modem
2.4 Mbytes of On Line Storage!

Sale
Price

$149'5•

SAVE OVER $1500.
BESPP02

(shipping weight: 551bs)

PASSWORD
List

BEUSRPASSWORD

SALE

PRICE

Price:

$449.00

$295
(Sh. WI 3 Ibs.)

BUY From The WOPJJ)S LARGEST SUPPLIER of S-100 Boards!!
/

P~ .. Sol. ~ ••
CPU S8K A&T 8MHz
$ S9S.00 $ 488.95
CPU S8K CSC 10MHz
$ 8S0.00 $ 765.00
Co-Processor w/8086 only MT$ 750.00 $ 494.95
Co-Processor w/808S only CSC$ 850.00 $ 898.95
CPU 808S/8087 MT
$10S0.00 $ 939.00
CPU 808S/8087 CSC
$11S0.00 $1065.00
CPU 808S/88 A&T
$ 495.00 $ 348.95
CPU 8085/88 CSC
$ 595.00 $ 497 .87
3/SMHz CPU-l A&T
$ 32S.00 $ 226.95
3/SMHz CPU-leSC
$ 425.00 $ 347.67

lie

CPU BOARDS .,

BE8BTal08D
BEGBllilliD1
BEGBllil088
BEGBllilliD6
BUBllil087
BUBllilliD7
BE8Bllil080
BEGBllil580
BESBllilOIO
BEGBllilliDO

DISK CONTROLLER BOARDS
IWOBI71ICN

DISK 1 (A& n w/CP/M" 2.2

$S70.00 $489.00

Wh.n purchIJ . . d wllh Iwo 8" dIsk drlv.s: $450.00

BE8B11i4016
BE8B141OO0
BEU141050

BEUT54ll25
BUB11i4030

DISK 1 Floppy controller (A&n $49S.00
CP/M' 2.2 lor l80/8085
w/manuals & BIOS. 8" SID Disk
CP/M-8S· lor CPU 8085/88
& CPU 808S/87 CPUs
w/manuals. BIOS 8" SID Disk
DISK 2 8" hard disk coni roller $795.00
w/CP/M· 2.2 (Mn
DISK 3 ST-50S Iype 51'0" hard $795.00
disk conlroller w/CP/M-80· &
CP/M-8S· (A& n

$425.00

$146.95
$249.00

$556.95
$558.95

I/O BOARDS
8E8811i8010
Syslem Support I Multifunction
·
I/O (A&n
8E8B11i8010/1iD531 SS1 w/8231 Math ChipMT
BEIB11i8010/1iD320 SS1 w/8232 Math ChipMT
BE8Bm030
Inlertacer 3 - 8 port serial(A& n
BE8BT53040
Intertacer4 - 3 Serial. 1 Centronics Parallel 1 Parallel (M n

$4S0.00 $318.95
$S45.00
$645.00
$S99.00
$450.00

$570.00
$570.00
$488.85
$318.85

8/16 Brr MEMORY BOARDS
~EBBlli2012

RAM1S12MHz32KSlaticMT$ 550.00$ 458.85
RAM2112MHz12BKStatlcA&TS 995.00 $ 885.00
RAM 22 12MHz 25SK Static A&T$1750.00 $1221.85
M-DriveJH"5 t 2K RAM DiskA& 1$1475.00 $ 694.25

BEUllil200
BEUllil250

20 Sial Desk Top (M n
20 Sial Rack Mount (M n

BUBlIZ011
BE80llZ0!1
BEBBlli!022

MAINFRAMES
for more CompuPra Spectflcltlons
see pages 2 • 33 of our New Catllog
M•• uI••lured br
BEYC1U008FB
BEVCT8800GF2B
6EWC11l800BRIJB

$925.00 $174085
$975.00 $794.95

10~

JleclUl

"ctor EI.cI",ol. Co . • od.r U•• o.. tram CompuPro
$29S.00 $219.00
Inlertacer 1. 2-Serial(A&n
Intertacer2. 3-Par.. 1-Ser.(A&n $325.00 $239.00
RAM t7 64K 10MHz
$450.00 $389.00
Slatic RAM (M n
CompuPro is a registered trademark of CompuPro

u.t P~ •• SAU P~ ••
BES0S38095
BESDS38092
BESDS38007
BESDS38081
BESDS38089

SBD-300 4MHz l80A CPU A&T$ 74 t.00 $ 619.00
SBD-300 SMHz l80B CPU M1$ 825.00 $ 669.00
Z80 Starter System MT
$ 450.00 $ 399.00
ExpandoRAM IV 25S K M T $ t t 45.00 $ 975.00
ExpandoRAM IV 25SK
$1990.00 $1675.00
w/EDC MT
ExpandoRAM III/S9S 25SK
$ 825.00 $ 748.00
BESDS31097
BUDS38078
PROM-100 w/soltware MT $ 285.00 $ 218.00
RAM Disk 25SK MT
$ 875.00 $ 775.00
BES0S38082
BESDS38081
ROM Disc 128K A&T
$ 350.00 $ 319.00
BESDS38096
I/D-8 4-Port Async Ser. M T $ SOO.OO $ 549.00
1/0-8 8-Port Async Ser. M T $ S95.00 $ 569.00
BESDS38093
BESDS38094
1/0-8 4 Sync. 4 Async, 8-Port $ 795.00 $ 699.00
Serial I/D A& T
BESDS3B099
Versa floppy III Floppy & ST-506$ 895.00 $ 759.00
Hard Disk Conlroller
BEPOBVF339145· w/5%" unbanked CP/M" 3.0 $1083.00 $ 688.00
8EPOBVF339146· w/8" unbanked CP/M" 3.0
$1083.00 $ 888.00
BEPD8VF339147' w/5,!<,' banked CP/M· 3.0
$1083.00 $ 616.00
BEPOBVF338148' w/8" banked CP/M" 3.0
$1083.00 $ 688.00
BES0S38096
Versa floppy II/S96 (Mn
$ 400.00 $ 344.00
BEPOBVF238141' w/5'!<" un banked CP/M· 3.0 $ 588.00 $ 424.00
BEPOBVF239142' w/8" unbanked CP/M" 3.0
$ 588.00 $ 424.00
BEPOBVF239143' w/5V." banked CP/M· 3.0
$ 588.00 $ 424.00
BEPDBVF239144' w/8" banked CP/M· 3.0
$ S88.00 $ 424.00
·CP/M-Plus· (3.0) ccnfigured for Ihe SBC-300
Se. Compl.t. Specilications on PlIg•• 12-25
Of Our '83/,'S4 Englne.rlng Selection Qulde

zao SINGLE

BOARD COMPUTERS

D".~plloo

Part Number

U.I Prl •• SALE

P~ ••

BEAOCSUI'9126

Super Six SMHz t 28K Master 5995 00$849.00
w/1 ADC PSI RS232 Serial Adapter
BEADCSPRSLV6126 Super Slave SMHz t28K
$S9S.00 1595.00
BEAOCSBC15
SuperQuadfor5 v." drives S750.00 895.00
BEAOCSBCIB
Super Quad for 8" drives
$750.00 695.00

SOFTWARE C. I/O PORT ADAPTEP.S
BEAOCPSI
BEADCCPSP
8EAOCCPM22·t
BEADCCPM30·t
BEAOC10DS4U·t

PS/Net1 RS232 Serial Adapter
Cenlronics Parallel Port Adapler
Advanced Digital CP/M" 2.2
Advanced Digital CP/M Plus'· (3.0)
TurboDos' 1. 2. or 4 Multl'user

"'Replace'" with 0 to speci fy Super Quad; S fO f Super Six

35.00
35.00
150.00
350.00
550.00

1

t Replace t with6 for 8" I.BM" 3740 forma~48 for 5V.. •48 TPI format or
96 fQr 51'0" 9S TPI formal

ST506/SA1000
HARD DISK CONTROLLER
BEADCHDC10015
BEADCHDC10018
BEADCHDCINSn.

ST50S 51'0" Winchester Cant. S500.00 i395.00
8" Winchesler Cant.
SSOO.OO 395.00
Inslall program for us. with non-ADC
10.00
CPU board (Supplied on 8" CP/M"
compatible disk)
See Comp./ e'e Speclflcllllons on Peges 14 ·· ~7
01 our '83/'8f Englnllerlng SlIleellon Guide

(joctagon
BOARD LEVEL PRODUCT
BEOCT8087NDP 8087 for CPU 8/1S
$ 300.00
BEOC1CPMII6
CP/M-8S·
$ 150.00
BEOCTCDNCPII188Concurrenl CP/M-8S·
$ 190.00
BEOCTlt1PMl6
MP/M-8S· .
$ 495.00
BEOCTHOC
ST-50S Hard Disc Controller $ 595.00 $ 474.95
BEOCTHOIUBI8 19.2Mb Hard Disc Subsyslem $2295.00 $1895.00
BEDCT125610D 25SK Static RAM (A&n
$1850.00 $1719.00
BEOC1D512K
512K Dynamic RAM (Mn
$1450.00 $1345.00
s •• Specific. tiona on Peg•• 12-27
01 Our '83/'84 Eng/n •• rlng S.'ectlon Quid.

COMPLETE OcrAGON 8/16'· SYSTEMS
BEDCT816IMPMw/2SSK Slatic RAM & MP/M-8S·
17350.00
BEDCT1IUCCrII w/25SK Slatic RAM & Concurrenl CP/M·8S $7350.00
BEOCT8leoMPM w/512K Dynamic RAM & MP/M-8S
$7350.00
BEOC11I1IDCCrII w/5t2K Dynamic RAM & Concurrenl
$7350.00
CPIM-8S
S •• Compl.'. Spec/flcetlona on Peg. 5 01 Our
Hew '83/'84 Eng/n •• rlng S.I.ctlon Quid.

TIle MACROTECH MAX is a 25SK 10 1 Megabyle S-100 IEEE/S96
dynamic memory board. TIlats righ~ up 10 t Megabyte on a single
slandard size S-1 00 board. The first 384 K is on the Host card that plugs
into your motherboard. The remaining 640K is located on a unique "piggy·
bac~' card that attaches 10 Ihe hosl The MAX lamily is ideally sllited 10
applications where density, speed, and software flexibility are essential.
See Page 1S 01 Our New '83{84 Engineering Selection Guide for Complete
Specifications
Onl.rlog Inlorm.llon: TIle 25SK and 384K versions include the fully
socketed Hosl card. The 512K and larger vers~ns also include the fully
socketed "piggy-bac~' card.
U.I PIi •• UU P~ ••
BEMACMm58
BEMACMAX384
BEMACMU512
BE MAC MUM
BEMACM3

25SK Dynamic RAM (Mn
384 Dynamic RAM (A&n
5t2K Dynamic RAM (A&n
t MEG Dynamic RAMfA&D
Memory Mapping Option

St t 25.00
$14S7.00
$t880.00
$2449.00

$1185.00
$1385.00
$1785.00
ItIU.OO
$ ROO

AnlnUon COlnpuPra CPU aO'~/la Dun: You Illllst order the CPU
modification hardware \0 insure complete compatibility

BE MACIIITMOO Hardware

modiflCat ~n

lor

_~ornplJPro CPU 8085/88

ORDER TOLL FREE (600) 423-5922 - CA. AK. HI CALL (616) 709-5111

$ 10.00
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P.rt Numb"

DllcrtpU..

8ESTUEMIDX
8ESTRBEMI5X
8EITRIERIHTl
8ESTRIERIN1l4l
BESTRDELTAIO
BEITRDElTAI5
B!mrOWUTlr!

120 cp~ 80 col. (20 Ib&)
$399,00
120 cps, 132 col. (26 Ib&)
$649,00
Serial Intenace lor lOX and 15X
Same as above with 4K BuHer
160 cp~ BO col. (20 Ibs,)
$649.00
160 cps, 132 col. (20 Ibs,)
$799,00
18 cps Letter Quality (25 Ibs,)

UII Prlc. D. ,
$318,00
$388,00
$ 58,00
$118.00
$488,00
$888,00
$448.00

MANNESMAN-TALLY
Letter Ouallty Dot Matrix Printers
BETALMTlSOl

$579
$ 799

t60 cps, 80 col. (21 Ibs)

BETALMTI80l
160 cps, 132 col. (28 Ibs,)
8ETALMTRI81BO Replacement Ribbon lor MTl 60 L
8ETALMTRI81SO Replacemenl Ribbon lor MTl80L

$15,T5
$17,80

PPJNTER CADLES
BEPGC3BCPl2CP Cenlronics Male to Male 6'
BEPGC25DPl2CP IBM PC " to Cenlro nics Parallel 6'
BEP8C251 pap 6' 9 conduClor shielded RS·232

81l4.SIiS

834.85
818,85

PRACTICAL PPJNTER

- -PCRIPHeRALS

DUFFERS

MICRODUFFER - Stand Alone Duffer
BEPRPMBII84
BEPRPMBI PM
BEPRPMEfM.4

64 K Serial
64 K Paraliel
64 K Expansion Module

$349,00 $H8,00
5349,00 $H8.00
5179,00 $145,00

MICRODUFFER 11+ For Apple II/lie
16K. Expandable to 64K. Extensive Graphics.
Serial & Parallel Ports,
BEPRPMB2PlUSIU wlSerial Calbe
8EPRPMB2PlUllBP w/Paraliel Cable
BEPRPGRAPHICARD Graphics Only Card
8EPRPPRINTERFACE Cenlronics Paralie 1/0 Card

5259,00
5259,00
5 99,00
5 75.00

$IB8,00
$IB8.00
$ 85,00
$ 58.00

DUFFERS FOR EPSON PRINTERS
Compatible with EPSON MX. FX. RX Series'
and IBM Prtnters
Serial 8K buHer
Paraliel 16K buHer

8EPRPMB58
BEPRPMBPIB

$159,00 $128,00
5159.00 $128,00

VIDEO SANYO
MONITORS
12" 80

X

DllcrtpU ••

BElYODlIIIOl2CX
BUYODM80I2CX
BESYODlIIIll2CX
BUYODM8112CX
BUYODlIII7I2CX
BUYODIl8212CX

Black & While Display
B&W w/Audio
Green P3 1 Display
Green P3 1 w/Audio
Amber Display
Amber w/ Audio

$148,00
$IB5,00
$148,00
$IB5.00
$148.00
$185,00

1:)" RGD COLOR w/AUDIO
Medium Re&350 x350 lines $495,00 $348.00
High Res, H480 x U240 dols $725,00 $488.00
Ultra High H690 x V2 40 dots $1085,00 $188,00

(Shipping Weights on above monitors: 12": 241bs. ea / 13" color. 30 Ibs. ea)

TAXAN
12" 80 X 24 18MHz
BETAXXGIUUY
BETAllGIU

Amber Display
Green Display

5189,00 $128,00
5179,00 $lla,OO

12" RGD COLOR
BETAlRaBI
BETUU83
BETUU1I4Z0

P.rt N•• b"

Medin", Res 310 lines

539900 $34a,OO

SU\lCl High Hes 630 htl(~~

Sti~N tlll
$t\~l ~lllll

IBM I fl(llt.·Ahkl!. l1:lll 1 1IIt'~

Dllcrtptlo.

8EUlRADIA1ZIZA 1200 baud wilh LEOs
8EUUllOO
1200 Baud S'1 00 Card,

......,.00
""8.00

Stores 50 5'14" Diskelles
(S ~ Wl 9 Ibs,)

~ $29:19~

UII Prlc. 011 PrlCI
$599,00 $4iU5
$44 9,00 $385,00

TELPAC COMMUNICAnONS SOFTWARE
8EUIllTElIACU Software on Apple 5W' Format
8EUlllTElIACI Software on 8u SSSD CP/M" Disk

BEDCH0400P
8EDCH0200P
8EDCH03OIIP
8EDCHOIOOP
8EDCIIOOOOP
8EDCHI200B

1200 Baud Smartmodem
300 Baud Smartmodem
Chrooograph
MicroModem 100
MicroModem II
18M· PC' Modem Card wi lh
Software included

US8
$695,00
$279,00
$249,00
$399,00
$379,00
$695,00

$419.85
$m,OO
$188,00
$m,OO
$!ea,oo
$418,00

PJXON
1200 Baud Direct Connect wIlD Number Memory
8ERIXR2l2A
8ERIXPC212A
BERIXPCCOMI
8EI'IIBRIXI.

1200 Baud Stand-Alone Unil $495,00
120 0 IBM PC' Modem(2 Ib&) $495,00
IBM PC'· Modem Software (1 lb.)
IBM Modem & Software Togelher (3 Ib&)

8EMURMMlOO

300 Baud

::E

5 V4" Double Density
Soft Sector, 40 Track

$ 18.00
$ la,OO

D.C. HAYES

U.I Prlc. III. prtc.
S240,00
S260,00
S240,00
S260,00
S2 40,00
5260,00

MODEMS

1200 Baud, Auto Dial/Auto Answer

24 18MHz

Port Numb"

BUYODMB500
8EIYODMl500
BEIYOOllll500

~ ~~;'OTlCS "

$39a,00
$3aa,oo
$ sa.oo
$448.00

JJ
p';;O;;;:;'
~~m~s)

ONE

with IBM. 5lnyo. Apple Ind MOil Personal Computers,

Plot N. .. bor

M.....

8EUlTliI401

ULTRA

ctu",

BEULTli2401

ULTRA

8EMUItIDIM

MAX ELL

BEMUMD20M

MAXELL

8EDINI04ID

DYSAN

110111

I

Box

PRICE
2 or M." Boxo.

$19.95 $18.95
$32.00 $30.00

$26.00
$39.00
$34.00
$41.00

8EOSNI042D
DYSAN
2
CAll FOR lIARD lECTOR. JJ TRACl DIIlI NOT

$24.00
$37.00
$32.00
$39.00

umo HERE

8" Double Density, Soft Sector
BEIOLFDll2IMI200 MAXELL
8EIOLFDZXDMI200 MAX ELL

1
2

$44.00 $38.00
$51.00 $47.00

ELECTRONICS

~

9161 Deering Ave " Chatsworth , CA 91311-5887 I~
ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA. AI(, HI CALL (818) 709-5111

Tl!rtllS us VISA MC. BAC. Check. Money Order. U.S. Funds Only. CA residenls add 6V2% Sales Tax. MINIMUM PREPAID ORD ER S1S.00. lnclude MI NIMUM SHIP·
PINti.\ HANDLING 0153 00 lor the Ilrst Jibs. plus40 Cfor each addilional pound. Orders over 70 Ibs. senl lreighl colfeclJust in case, include yOlK plllne oomber. Prices
:,lIlllt',' 1hI ,'h,\Il\lt' wlll'\lUI noliCe. Wewtll do our bes llomainlain prices through May. 1984. Credit card ()(ders will be charged awroprialefreighl We are not responsible
1"1 !H\.\l1.1l1h(.I1 t' IILIIS $.llt' ptlces lor prepaid orders only.
Circle 318 on inquiry card .

ORDER TOll FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA. AK. HI CALL (818) 709-5111

-----

MS-DOS™ Computer with Monitor, Printer, and Software
fltSANVO

Hardware

Runs Many Off-The-Shelf
Programs for IBM-PC'·
BEPDB555SPI w/Green Screen
BEPDB555SP3 wi Amber Screen

Software

SANYO MDCS55
•
•
•
•
•

16 Elit 8088 CPU
Socketed for Optional 8087 MPU
128 K of RAM expandable to 256 K
Centronics Printer Port
2 Single Sided Oisk Orives
(160K Bytes Each)
• 10 Programmable Function Keys
• Speaker and Joystick Port
• Video and printer cables included

• MS-DOS" Operating system
• SANYO BASIC
•
•
•
•

• AMBER or GREEN Screen Monitor
• GEMINI lOX Dot Matrix Printer
List Price: $2034.00

MlcroPro Softwore:
WordStar®
• ReportStar®
SpeliStar®
• InfoStar®
CalcStar®
• MailMerge'"
DataStar®

$14 95

(Shipping weights on above items: 3 boxes:

Ibs.. 30 Ibs . and 20 Ibs)

RGB Color Monitors and Letter Quality PrinterEmay be substituted at additional cost.

Short-Circuit
SOLA's PriceIncrease!

A

UN"

OF OENERAL

S'ONA~

SOLA

WE MAINTAIN OUR LOW PRICES THROUGH SOLA'S PRICE INCREASEI

MINICOMPUTER REGULATORS
• Constant Voltage. EMI/RFI Filtering
• Total AC Isolation. Better Than Dedicated AC Power!

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SYSTEMI
• AII .The Features as a Minicomputer Regulator l
• AC Power Delivered When Power Fails!
r.rt Numb.r

Us.

VA Rating

951bs.

P~e.

BESlA260050750300

750VA / 10 min.

BESlA280050400301

400VA / 20 min. 1251bs. $1665.0 0

$1862.00

SAl.EPRICE

$1497.00
$1406.00

Part Numbor
BESLA6313D7D

VA Rating

10 1bs.

USI

prte.

70 VA

$ 169.40
$ 259.44

BESLA6313114

181bs.

140 VA

BESLA6313125

31 Ibs.

250 VA

$ 309.18

BESLA631315D

471bs.

500 VA

$ 428.84

BESLA63 I 3175

601bs.

750 VA

$ 546.08

BESLA631321D

75 Ibs.

THE CLEAN POWER SOLUTION!

$ 632.56

SAl.EPRICE

$149.00
$219.00
$261.00
$362.00
$461.00
$534.00
$895.00

Description

10M
PCIMS™
DOS™ 5V4"
FORMAT
CP/M-80™
8 OIT
8/1 SSSD
FORMAT
APPLE
CP/M'EJ 6
DOS™
FORMAT

BE MSFMLTPLHI
BE SWSMMATEI
BE ASTFRIOAYI
BE OASVWDI
BE SORSC31
BEDIRCB80
BELEXSPLBND
BESORSC2BO
BE MPRPRDPAK

FCMCSCRSTLK

ASHTON· TATE • dBASE II
MICRO· PRO • WordStar prafessional, includes WordStor. Moil·
Merge. SpeliStar & Slar Index
MICROSOFT · Mulliplan
SOFTWORD SYS . • Muilimate
ASHTON· TATE · Friday!
lIFETREE . Volkswriter Deluxe
SORCIM • SuperCalc III
DIGITAL RESEARCH· CBASiC 80
LE XISOFT . Spellbinder
SORCIM . SuperCalc II
MICRO PRO • Wo rdStar Professional
(Includes WordSlor, SpeliSlar. Moil·
Merge. and Star Index)
MIC ROSTUFF· Crosslal k

8169.00
82S1S1.oo
8189.00
8189.00
8249.00
8 99.00
8259.00
8179.00
8399.00
8119.00

BEASTDB8DA
ASHTON· TATE · dBASE II
8389.00
BEMPRWDSTRlA MICROPRO . WordSlar 3.3 wi 6MHz 8299.00
Z80 Cord. 64K RAM. & CP/M 2.2'
BE MSFMlTPLHA MICROSOFT· Multiplan
8169.00
BEMSF35776D
MICROSOFT· So" cord Premium lie 8299. 00
(Z80A. 64K. & CP/ M". MBASIC)
BI LEXSPLBHOA
LEXISO FT . Spellbinder
8229.00

BE MCRRBASEI
BE STSSTARPARI
BE WLFMDVI
BE HARPJM6RI

8319.00
82411.00
8 89.00
8249.00

BE MSFBAUB'

MICRORIM • R:Base
STAR SOFTWARE· Star Portner
WOOLF SOFTWARE· Move-It
HARVARD SOFTWARE · Harvard
Pro/ecl Manager
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS, INT. .
Open Access
MICROSOFT · MBASIC

82111.00

BE MSFBAS8D
BE FX6QCBD
BESTSSTARPAR80
BEASTDB8D
BE ASTFRIDAY8
BE MSFMLTPLN

MICROSOFT · MBASIC
FOX & GELLER· Quickcode
STAR SOFTWARE SYST. • Star Portner
ASHTON· TATE · dBASE II
ASHTON· TATE · Friday!
MICROSOFT · Multiplan

8219.00
8179.00
82411.00
83811.00
8189.00
8169.00

BE SWPCPENAI

BE OASWDPLUSA OASIS · Word PLUS
BE MPRPRDPAKOPA MICRO PRO • Prof. Opllonal Pock
(Includes MaliMerge. SpeliSlar.
and Star Index)
BEWLFMOVA
WOOlF SOFTWARE · Move-It
BEBRDBNKWRA BRODERBUND · Bonk Streel Writer

OPJ)ER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA. AI<. HI CALL (818) 709-5111

8369.00

8 911.00
81811.00
889.00
8 411.00

-

DRIVES
6 ENCLOSURES
1
5 /4" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES

BEMPl51"
BEMPI5Z"
BEMPIBI "
BEMPIBZ"
BEMPl501
BEMPI502
BETHOTM100l
BETHOTMIOOZ
BETHOTM10l~

MPI Full Height SS 48TPt (5 Ibs.)
MPI Full Height OS 48TPI (5 Ibs.)
MPI Full Height SS 96TPI (5 Ibs.)
MPI Full Height OS 96TPI (5 Ibs.)
MPI V,-Height SS 4BTPI (4 Ibs)
MPI ';'- Height OS 48TPI (4 Ibs.)
Tandon Full Height SS 48TPI
Tandon Full Height OS 48TPI
Tandon Full Height OS 96TPI

$200.00
$270.00
$Z75.00
$4110.00
$280.00
$300.00
$179.00
$219.00
$329.00

* Replace with M lor MPI DO()(, or S lor Shugart SA400 Type Door

FDD1008
8" Drive
Single Sided
Double Density

5114" Disk Drive Cabinets
BEJMHI C5
BEJMH2C5
BEJMH2C5C

Single Drive Cabinet (5 Ibs.)
Dual Drive Cabinet (9 Ibs)
Dual w/lnternal Data Cable (9 Ibs.)

$ 79.00
$ 88.00
$115.00

$499.00

8" Aoppy Disk Drives
BESHU801 H
BESHU851 H
BEIIHOOIOD8
BEQMETHUM2
BEMtTM21Q483B
BEMPI41S
BEMPI~2S

BEMPI410
BEMPIUO
BEMPI41M
BEMPI~2M

BETHOTMM81
BETNOTMB482

Shugart Full Height SS (18 Ibs.)
Shugart Full Height OS (18 Ibs.)
Siemens Full Height SS (18 Ibs.)
Dume Full Height OS (18 Ibs.)
Mitsubisni Full Height OS (18 Ibs.)
MPI Full Height SS (11 Ibs.)
MPI Full Height OS (11 Ibs)
MPt Dual 'h -Height SS (22 Ibs.)
MPI Duat y,- Height OS (22 Ibs.)
MPt 'h-Height SS (9 Ibs.)
MPt ';'-Helght OS (9 Ibs.)
Tandon y,- Height SS (9 Ibs.)
Tandon y,-H eight OS (9 Ibs.)

$349.00
$479.00
$129.00
$458.00
$375.00
$380.00
$480.00
$780.00
$830.00
$380.00
$480.00
$325.00
$399.00

$129.00

SAVE$B4.00
BEPDBIIiSIE

ADDONDPJVE
FOR IBM PC

M

each

BESIEFDDI008 (be sure to include $7.00 per drive for shipping)

(Drives are shipped separate flom cabinet. Package shipped in 3 containers)

NOWI The Affordable UPS
For Your Personal Computerl

-

8"....•, "-',-,~""
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$359 00

Dual 8" Disk Enclosures
All 01 these rugged enclosures feature forced. filtered air cooling, hefty
power supply, with the heat producing elements mounted to outside for
cool, reliable operation. The rear panels are punchea Inr the appropriate
data cables.
fOE002. Economical design for two standard size 8" lIoppies.·Hinged lid
for easy drive access. Power supply 5V@4A -5V @.8A +24 @3 A
OTID02. Cabinet for two ';'-height 8" drives or t full height 8" floppy or
Winchester. Includes Shugart type AC power cable.

P.rt Numb"

Ust Prl •• 8All Pri ••

O... rtpUan

TM1002-1 Full
5'14" Floppy Cabinet
Height 5'14" 40 Track Holds 2 Half or 1 Full
48 TPI Drive
Height drive with
v,v,~,\t t:,\v,tv,
Power Supply

BElllfOED02
FDE002 Dual Enc. (35 Ibs)
$359.95 $325.00
BElifOTlD02SHU DTl002 Dual Thin Line (12 Ibs.) $225.00 $175.00
BElllOnMPlllT MPI 'h -Height DTl adapter kit
$ 24.95
BEllfCBLSQN304fM Shugan to Dume AC Cable
$ 4.95

$219

BUY CABINETS WITH DRIVES AND $AVEI

(Sh. Wt 4 Ibs.)

r fTNDTMl 002

$69
BEJMR2SV5
(Sh Wl 7 Ibs.)

Combinations with FDE002
BEPOBlllfOEZS2
BEPOBlllfOEZM2
BEPOBillfOEZQ2
BEPOBIllfOEZS51
BEPOBlitSIE

w/2 SHU801 R Drives
w/2 MFM289463BS Drives
w/2 DMETRAK842 Drives
w/2 SHUB51 R Drives
w/2FDD1008 Drives

$ 989.00
$1048.00
$1199.00
$123B.00
$ 488.00

Combinations with DTLD02
BEPOBIlITNOI
SEPOSIIITM02
SEPOBIIIMPII
BEPOSIlIMPIZ

w/2 TNDTMB481 Drives
w/2 TNDTM8482 Drives
w/2 MPI41 M Drives
w/2 MPI42M Drives

BETHOTM501
BETHOTM502
BETHOTM503

Tandon 6 Mb (9 Ibs.)
Tandon 12 Mb (9 Ibs)
Tandon 19 Mb (9

$ 879.00
$1039.OD
$ 879.00
$1039.00

5114" Hard Disk
~~~~-

ffiJ

AII2~~~c~;.~/po~~~r~w~T~~~D~T~~~~se~~~~~~~ent

DUAL CHANNEL

100MHz

60MHz

40MHz

20MHz

3rd &4th TRACE

3rd TRACE

DUAL TRACE

DUAL TRACE

BEHITYl050F

BEHITY850F

BEHITV422

BEHI1Y222

$1295

$995

$695

$549

I",.·""""""d

' '''/'/IIII ..n l ll l",,,

111,,,,:,,,,,/10 ,/

NEW! LOW PROFILE

DELAYED SWEEP
w/TRIGGER VIEW

fJ

hard disk drives. Just imagine, you can have 1OOMbytes 01 storage using t-_.;;l.;;ist;.
· $;.1,;.59.;;5.;;.00;..;;,(3_1.;;lbS;;:,)_ _ _;;;LiS.;;t.;;$.;.11.;;95;..0.;;0.;;(3;.1_lb_S.~~~__
Lis_t_$_B9_5._00;.(..
17;..;;;lbS~)_ _ _..;l_iS;;.t;,;$6;;95;..0;,;;0..(1;.;,7,;;lb;;;S.:.,)_ _
two of the Micropolis 5V4" Winchester disk drives and this cabinet! Power
supply +5V@6Aand+12V @6A The rear panel is punched for 1w020,
Circle 318 on inquiry card.
two 34, and one 50 pin header connector. Fan cooled.
BEIIIH05002 Dual Hard Disk Enclosure (Sit Wt 20 Ibs)
$388.00
BEIIIH05001 Single harddiskenclosure(SItW115Ibs.)
$249.00
ONE

-=-

BUY CABINET WITH DRIVES AND $AVEI
BEP08501 HO!
BEPDBSOZHD5
BEPD8503HD5

w/2 TM501 Drives
w/2 TM502 Drives
w/2 TM503 Drives

$1588.00
$1188.00
$2148.00

Dllk drtvsl will be Ihlpped separstely Irom clblnell.
Don't 'orget to Include Ihlpplng 'or IIch dllk drtvs cabinet.

-

PRIORITY

ELECTRONICS

9161 Deering Ave., Chatsworth, CA 91311-5887

Ter~~I~!'Ml2Lc~eJ~~0~~~s°dnd~~~;~~~~d;v,~s~IN~~M~~~~E~~?oor,~!:~jU!~HIP.1
PING & HANDLING of $3 00 for (he lirSl3 Ills. plus40C for each additional pound. Orders over 70 rbs. senllreighl collecl Just in case, include your poone flImber. Prices
subject to change without nolice. We will do our best tomainlain prices through May, 1984. Credit card orders will be charged a~ropriate freight We are nol responsible
for typographical errors. Sale prices for prepaid orders only,

ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA,. AK. HI CALL (818) 709-5111
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_
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* Runs Apple Softwave

* Turn your PC to Apple

* Special Liquidation Price
This Month Only

List $595

$399

* PC Compatible
* 300 Baud Direct Connect

* No Port Needed
List $199

$94

* 64K exp oto 3B4k
* Part Ser. Port

* Optional Ser. & Game Port

* Software Included

COM

* RGB & Composite Video
* Same as IBM's Card
* w i Par. & Ser. Port
List $495

$349

* The Math Chip
List $399

$179

* 64k exp oto 256k
* 2, 360k Disk Drives

* Clr. Graphics Interfcace Card
* 80 x 24 Hi-Res Gr. Monitor
List $3098

$2469

• We Accept MC, Visa , Wire
Transfers, Certified Checks
• COD 's Avialible
• All Prices Reflect a Prepaid

PUT

* 16 Bit 8088 CPU * Exp . to 256K
* MS Dos Operating System
* 2, 160K Disk Drives
* Centronics Printer Port

II~II~
E

~

R

S

* Identical to PC's
performance

$1 099

* Runs All Software Graphics
List $299 $199

* Quality Keyboard for PC

* Compatible w i Lotus &
All Majors
* Includes Par. Printer Port

List $1399

List $299

$179

List $499

$339

* FD55B

* 360K Slimline
* PC Compatible

* 90 Day Warranty
List $299

$169

• Shipping Minimum 4.50
• Purchase Orders Accepted
• This Ad Supersedes all Others
Prices

* 1 yr. Warranty
* 9 to A Set
List $89

$49

CALL TOLL-FREE (800) 841-0905
For Lowest Prices & Fast Delive

2101
256.4
5101
256.4
2102-1
1024.1
2102L-4
1024.1
2102L-2
1024.1
2111
256.4
2112
256.4
2114
1024.4
2114-25
1024.4
2114L-4
1024 x 4
2114L-3
1024 • 4
2114L-2
1024 • 4
TC5514
1024.4
TC5516
2048 • 8
2147
4096.1
TMS4044-4
4096.1
TMS4044-3
4096.1
TMS4044-2
4096 • 1
MK4118
1024.8
TMM2016-200 2048.8
TMM2016-150 2048 • 8
TMM2016-100 2048.8
HM6116-4
2048.8
HM6116-3
2048.8
HM6116-2
2048.8
HM6116LP-4 2048.8
HM6116LP-3 2048.8
HM6116LP-2 2048.8
Z-6132
4096 • 8
HM6264
8192.8
LP :: Low Power

(450n5)
1.95
(450n5) (cmos)
3.95
(450n5)
.89
(450n5) (LP)
.99
(250n5) (LP)
1.49
(450n5)
2.49
(450n5)
2.99
(450n5)
8/ 9 .95
(250n5)
8/ 10.95
(450n5) (LP)
8/ 12.95
(300n5) (LP)
8/ 13.45
(200no) (LP)
8/ 13.95
(650ns) (cmos)
2.49
(250ns) (cmos)
9.95
(55ns)
4.95
(450ns)
3.49
(300ns)
3.99
(200ns)
4.49
(250ns)
9.95
(200ns)
4 .15
(150ns)
4.95
(lOOns)
6.15
(200ns) (cmos)
4.75
(150ns) (cmos)
4.95
(120ns) (cmos)
8.95
(200ns) (emosHLP)
5.95
(150ns) (emosHLP)
6.95
(120ns) (emosHLP)
10.95
(300ns) (Ostat)
34.95
(150ns) (cmos)
49 .95
Ostat " Ouasi-Statle

1702
2708
2758
2716
2716-1
TMS2516
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732
2732-250
2732-200
2732A-4
2732A
2732A-2
2764
2764-250
2764-200
TMS2564
MCM68764
MCM68766
27128

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027
4096 • 1 (250ns)
UPD411
4096.1
MM5280
4096. 1
MK4108
8192.1
MM5298
8192. 1
4116-300
• 16384 • 1
4116-250
16384.1
4116-200
16384.1
4116-150
16384.1
4116-120
16384.1
2118
16384. 1
MK4332
32768 • 1
4164-200
65536 x 1
4164-150
65536 x 1
MCM6665
65536 x 1
TMS4164-15
65536 x 1

(300ns)
(300ns)
(200ns)
(250ns)
(300n5)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(120ns)
(150ns)
(200ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)

(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)
(5v)

1.99
3.00
3.00
1.95
1.85
8/ 11 .75
8/7.95
8/ 12.95
8/ 14.95
8/ 29 .95
4.95
9.95
5.95
6.95
8.95
8.95

256.8
1024 • 8
1024 • 8
2048 • 8
2048 • 8
2048 • 8
2048 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
4096 • 8
8192.8
8192.8
8192.8
8192 • 8
8192 • 8
8192 • 8
16384.8

:: Single 5 Volt Supply

***

(1u5)
(450n 5)
(450n5)
(450n5)
(350n5)
(450n5)
(450n5)
(450n5)
(450n5)
(250n5)
(200ns)
(450ns)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(450ns)
(250ns)
(200ns)
(450n s )

4.50
3.95
(5v)
5.95
(5v)
3.95
(5v)
5.95
(5v)
5 .50
7.95
(5v)
5.95
(5v)
4.95
(5v)
8.95
(5v)
11 .95
(5v) (21vPGM)
6.95
(5v) (21vPGM)
9.95
(5v) (21 vPG M)
13.95
(5v)
6.95
(5v)
7.95
(5v)
19.95
(5v)
14 .95
(450n ~ ) (5v) (24 pin)
39.95
(350ns) (5v) (24 pin)(pwr dn.) 42 .95
(300ns) (5v)
29.95
21vPGM - Program at 21

***

HIGH·TECHHITACHI
HM6264 8K 8 STATIC RAM
X

• Fast-150 ns
• +5V Supply
• 28 Pin-Compatible w/2764 EPROM
• Low Power CMOS (TIL Compatible)
200 mW Operation/ .01 mW Standby (LP)
HM6264P-15 $39.95 HM6264LP-15 $49.95

* * * SPOTLIGHT * * * *

32.768 khz
1.0 mhz
1.8432
2.0
2.097152
2.4576
3.2768
3.579545
4.0
5.0
5.0688
5.185
5.7143
6.0
6.144
6.5536
8.0
10.0
10.738635
14.31818
15.0
16.0
17.430
18.0
18.432
20.0
22.1184

1.95
3.95
3.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95
2.95

AY3-1014
AY5-1013
AY3-1015
PT1472
TR1602
2350
2651
IM6402
IM6403
INS8250

6.95
3.95
6.95
9.95
3.95
9.95
8.95
7.95
8.95
10.95

GENERATORS
BIT-RATE

MM5307

11.95
11 .95
12.95
16.95
10.95
10.95

FUNCTION

68000
49.95
6800
2.95
6802
7.95
6803
19.95
6808
13.90
6809E
14.95
6809
11.95
6810
2.95
6820
4.35
6821
2.95
6828
14.95
6840
12.95
6843
34.95
6844
25.95
6845
14.95
6847
11.95
6850
3.25
6852
5.75
6860
7.95
6875
6.95
6880
2.25
6883
22.95
68047
24.95
68488
19.95
6800 " lMHZ

568
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6502
6504
6505
6507
6520
6522
6532
6545
6551

6500
1 MHZ

6502A
6522A
6532A
6545A
6551A

2 MHZ

3 MHZ

4.95
6.95
8.95
9.95
4.35
6.95
9.95
22.50
11 .85

6.95
9.95
11 .95
27.95
11.95

DISC
CONTROLLERS
1771
1791
1793
1795
1797
2791
2793
2795
2797
6843
8272
UPD765
MB8876
MB8877
1691
43

16.95
24.95
26.95
29.95
49.95
54.95
54.95
59.95
59.95
34.95
39.95
39.95
29.95
34.95
17.95

8035
8039
INS-8060
INS-8073
8080
8085
8085A-2
8086
8087
8088
8089
8155
8155-2
8156
8185
8185-2
8741
8748

CRT .
CONTROLLERS
6845
68B45
HD46505SP
6847
MC1372
68047
8275
7220
CRT5027
CRT5037
TMS9918A

14.95
19.95
15.95
11.95
6.95
24.95
29.95
99.95
19.95
24.95
39.95

8202
8203
8205
8212
8214
8216
8224
8226
8228
8237
823 7·5
8238
8243
8250
8251
8253
825 3-5
8255
825 5-5
8257
825 7-5
8259
825 9-5
8271
8272
8275
8279
827 9-5
8282
8283
8284
8286
8287
8288

24.95
39.95
3.50
1.80
3.85
1.75
2.25
1.80
3.49
19.95
21 .95
4.49
4.45
10.95
4.49
6.95
7.95
4.49
5.25
7.95
8.95
6.90
7.50
79.95
39.95
29.95
8.95
10 .00
6.50
6.50
5.50
6.50
6.50
25.00

2_5 Mhz
Z80-CPU
Z80-CTC
Z80-DART
Z80-DMA
Z80-PIO
Z80-SIO/ O
Z80-SIO / l
Z80-SIO/2
Z80-SIO / 9

10.95
14.95
3.95
11 .95
11 .95
11 .95
11 .95

4_0 Mhz
Z80A-CPU
Z80A-CTC
Z80A-DART
Z80A-DMA
Z80A-PIO
Z80A-SIO/ O
Z80A-SIO/ l
Z80A-SIO / 2
Z80A-SIO / 9

12.95

6_0 Mhz
Z80B-CPU
Z80B-CTC
Z80B-PIO
Z80B-DART
Z80B-SIO / 2

ZILOG

39.95

MISC_
UPD7201
29.95
TMS99532
29.95
ULN2003
2.49
3242
7.95
3341
4.95
MC3470
4.95
MC3480
9.00
l1C90
13.95
95H90
7.95
2513-001 UP
9.95
LOW

4000
4001
4002
4006
4007
4008
4009
4010
4011
4012
4013
4014
4015
4016
4017
4018
4019
4020
4021
4022
4023
4024
4025
4026
4027
4028
4029
4030
4034
4035
4040
4041
4042
4043
4044
4046
4047
4049
4050
4051
4053
4060
4066
4068
4069
4070
4071
4072
4073
4075
4076
4078
4081
4082
4085
4086
4093
4098
4099
14409
14410

.29
.25
.25
.89
.29
.95
.39
.45
.25
.25
.38
.79
.39
.39
.69
.79
.39
.75
.79
.79
.29
.65
.29
1.65
.45
.69
.79
.39
1.95
.85
.75
.75
.69
.85
.19
.85
.95
.35
.35
.79
.79
.89
.39
.39
.29
.35
.29
.29
.29
.29
.79
.29
.29
.29
.95
.95
.49
2.49
1.95
12.95
12.95
11 .95
12.95
7.95
14.95
.95
.65
1.95
.85
.85
.85
1.25
t.79
1.55
.89
.39
.79
1.25

4528
4531
4532
4538
4539
4541
4543
4553
4555
4556
4581
4582
4584
4585
4702
74COO
74C02
.35
74C04
.35
74C08
.35
74Cl0
.35
74C14
.59
74C20
.35
74C30
.35
74C32
.39
74C42
1.29
74C48
1.99
74C73
.65
74C74
.65
74C76
.80
74C83
1.95
74C85
1.95
74C86
.39
74C89
4.50
74C90
1.19
74C93
1.75
74C95
.99
74C107
.89
74C150 5.75
74C151 2.25
74C154 3.25
74C157 1.75
74C160 1.19
74C161 1.19
74C162 1.19
74C163 1.19
74C164 1.39
74C165 2.00
74C173
.79
74C174 1.19
74C175 1.19
74C192 1.49
74C193 1.49
74C195 1.39
74C200 5.75
74C221 1.75
74C244 2.25
74C373 2.45
74C374 2.45
74C901
.39
74C902
.85
74C903
.85
74C905 10.95
74C906
.95
74C907 1.00
74C908 2.00
74C909 2.75
74C910 9.95
74C911 8.95
74C912 8.95
74C914 1.95
74C915 1.19
74C918 2.75
74C920 17.95
74C921 15.95
74C922 4.49
74C923 4.95
74C925 5.95
74C926 7.95

Circle 215 on inquiry card.

74L500
74L501
74L502
74L503
74L504
74L505
74L50B
74L509
74L510
74L511
74L512
74L513
74L514
74L515
74L520
74L521
74L522
74L526
74L527
74L52B
74LS30
74L532
74L533
74L537
74L53B
74L540
74L542
74L547
74 L54B
74L549
74L551
74L554
74L555
74L563
74L573
74L574
74L575
74L576
74L57B
74L5B3
74L5B5
74LSB6
74L590
74L591
74L592
74LS93
74L595
74L596
74 L 5107
74L5109
74L5112
74L5113
74L5114
74L5122
74L5123
74L5124
74L5125
74L5126
74L5132
74L5133
74L5136
74L5137
74L513B
74L5139
74L5145
74L5147
74L514B
74L5151
74L5153
74L5154
74L5155
74L5156
74L5157
74 L515B
74L5160
74L5161
74L5162
74L5163
74L5164
74 LS1 65
74L5166
74L5168
74 LS16 9
74L5170

.24
.25
.25
.25
.24
.25
.2B
.29
.25
.35
.35
.45
.59
.35
.25
.29
.25
.29
.29
.35
.25
.29
.55
.35
.35
.25
.49
.75
.75
.75
.25
.29
.29
1.25
.39
.3 5
.39
.39
.49
.60
.69
.39
.55
.B9
.55
.55
.75
.B9
.39
.39
.39
.39
.39
.45
.79
2.90
.49
.49
.59
.59
.39
.99
.55
.55
1.20
2.49
1.35
.55
.55
1.90
.69
.69
.65
.59
.69
.65
.69
.65
.69
.95
1.95
1.75
1.75
1.49

74L 517 3
.69
74L5174
.55
74L5175
.55
74L51Bl
2.15
74L51B9
B.95
74L5190
.B9
74L5191
.B9
74L5192
.79
74L5193
.79
74L5194
.69
74L5195
.69
74L5196
.79
74 L51 97
.79
74L5221
.B9
74L5240
.95
74L5241
.99
74L 524 2
.99
74L 524 3
.99
74L5244
1.29
74L5245
1.49
74LS247
.75
74L524B
.99
74L5249
.99
74L5251
.59
74L5253
.59
74L5257
.59
74 L525B
.59
74L5259
2.75
74L5260
.59
74L5266
.55
74L5273
1.49
74L5275
3.35
74L5279
.49
74L52BO
1.9B
74L52B3
.69
74L5290
.B9
74L5293
.B9
74L5295
.99
74L529B
.B9
74L5299
1.75
74L5323
3.50
74L5324
1.75
74L5352
1.29
74LS353
1.29
74LS363
1.35
74LS364
1.95
74L5365
.49
74L5366
.49
74L5367
.45
74LS36B
.45
74L5373
1.39
74LS374
1.39
74LS375
.95
74L5377
1.39
74L5:i7B
1.lB
74LS379
1.35
74L53B5
3.90
74L53B6
.45
74L5390
1.19
74LS393
1.19
74L5395
1.19
74L5399
1.49
74L5424
2.95
74L5447
.95
74LS490
1.95
74LS624
3.99
74L564 0
2.20
74L 5645
2.20
74L566B
1.69
74LS669
1.B9
74L567 0
1.49
74LS674 14.95
74LS6B2
3.20
74LS6B3
3.20
74LS6B4
3.20
74LS6B5
3.20
74LS6BB
2.40
74LS6B9
3.20
B1L595
1.49
B1LS96
1.49
B1LS97
1.49
81LS98
1.49
25L52521 2.BO
25L 52569 4.25

Circle 215 on inquiry card.

74505
7450B
74509
74510
74511
74515
74520
74522
74530
74532
74537
7453B
74540
74551
74564
74565
74574
745B5
745B6
745112
745113
745114
745124

.32
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.BB
.85
.35
.35
.40
.40
.50
1.99
.50
.50
.50
.55
2.75

745132
745133
745134
745135
74513B
745139
745140
74 5151
745 153
745157
74515B
745161
745162
745163
745168
745169
745174
745175
74518 1
7451B2
74518B
745 1B9
745 194
745195
745196
745197
745201

1.24
.4 5
.50
.B9
.B5
.B5
.55
.95
.95
.95
.95
1.95
1.95
1.95
3.95
3.95
.95
.95
3.95
2.95
1.95
6.95
1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49
6.95

BYPASS CAPS

.01 UF DISC
.01 UF MONOLITHIC
.1 UF DISC
1 UF MONOLITHIC

745225
745240
745241
745244
745251
745253
745257
74525B
745260
745273
745274
745275
745280
745287
745288
7452B9
745301
745373
745374
7453Bl
7453B7
745412
74 54 71
745472
745474
745482
745570
745571

7.9 5
2.20
2.20
2.20
.95
.95
.95
.95

VOLTAGE
REGULATORS
7B05T
7BM05C
7BOBT
7B12T
7B15T
7B24T

.75
.35
.75
.75
.75
.75

7B05K
7B12K
7B15K
7B24K

1.39
1.39
1.39
1.39

7BL05
7BL 12
7BL 15

.69
.69
.69

7BH05K
78H12K

.B5
.B5
.B5
.B5
.B5

7905K
7912K
7915K
7924K

1.49
1.49
1.49
1.49

79L05
79L 12
79L 15

.79
.79
.79

LM323K
UA7B540

9.95
9.95

C, T

7905T
790BT
7912T
7915T
7924T

4.95
1.95

= T O- 220
K = TO-3
L = TO-92

SOUND CHIPS
3.95
5.95
B.95

AY3 -B910
AY3 -B912
MC3340

EPROM ERASERS
DSPECTRONICS
CORPORATION
Intensity
Capacity
Timer

(uW / Cm ' )
B,OOO
B,OOO
9,600
9,600
17,000
17,000

Chip
9
9
12
30
25
42

15.55
3.49
4.49
9.95
4.95

DACOBOB
DAC10 20
DAC 10 22
MC140BL6
MC140BLB

LINEAR
LM301
LM 30 1 H
LM 307
LM30B
LM 30BH
LM309H
LM 309K
LM 310
LM 311
LM311H
LM312H
LM 317K
LM 317T
LM316
LM 316H
LM319H
LM 319
LM320 (see
LM322
LM323K
LM 324
LM329
LM331
LM334
LM 335
LM 336
LM 337K
LM 337T
LM 336K
LM339

7400
7401
7402
7403
7404
7405
7406
7407
740B
7409
7410
7411
7413
7414
7416
7417
7420
7421
7425
7427
7430
7432
7437
743B
7442
7445
7446
7447
744B
7451
7473
7474
7475
7476
74B2
74B3
74B5
74B6
74B9
7490
7492
7493
7495
7497
74100
741 07
741 09
74116
74121

.34
.79
.45
.69
1.15
1.95
1.25
1.75
.64
.B9
1.75
3.95
1.19
1.49
1.59
1.90
1.25
7900)
1.65
4.95
.59
.65
3.95
1.19
1.40
1.75
3.95
1.95
6.95
.99

LM340 (see
LM34B
LM 350K
LM 350T
LM 35B
LM359
LM376
LM377
LM 37B
LM 379
LM 3BO
LM380N-B
LM 3B l
LM38 2
LM363
LM3B 4
LM 3B6
LM 3B7
LM3 89
LM390
LM39 2
LM 393
LM 394H
LM 399 H
NE 53 1
NE555
NE556
NE55B
NE561
NE 564

7800)
.99
4.95
4.60
.6 9
1.79
3.75
1.95
2.50
4.50
.69
1.10
1.60
1.60
1.95
1.95
.69
1.40
1.35
1.95
.69
1.29
4.60
5.00
2.95
.34
.65
1. 50
24.95
2.95

LM565
LM566
LM567
NE570
NE571
NE590
NE592
LM709
LM710
LM711
LM723
LM7 23 H
LM73 3
LM 741
LM741N-14
LM 741 H
LM74 7
LM748
LM101 4
LM130 3
LM1310
MC1330
M'C1349
MC1350
MC1 358
MC1 372
LM1414
LM1458
LM 14BB
LM148 9
LM1496

.99
1.49
.B9
3.95
2.95
2.50
2.75
.59
.75
. .79
.49
.55
.9B
.35
.35
.40
.69
.59
1.19
1.95
1.49
1.69
1.B9
1.19
1.69
6.95
1.59
.59
.69
.69
.B5

LM15 58H
LM1BOO
LM1B12
LM1B30
LM1B71
LM1B72
LM1B77
LM1889
LM1B96
ULN 2003
LM2B77
LM287B
LM2900
LM2901
LM3900
LM3905
LM3909
LM 3911
LM3914
LM3915
LM3916
MC4024
MC4044
RC4136
RC4151
LM4250
LM4500
RC4558
LM130BO
LM13600
LM13700
K = TO -3

3.10
2.37
B.25
3.50
5.49
5.4 9
3.25
1.95
1.75
2.49
2.05
2.25
.85
1.00
.59
1.25
.98
2.25
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.50
1.25
3.95
1.75
3.25
.69
1.29
1.49
1.49

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

3023
3039
3046
3059
3060
3065
30BO
30B l
CA

TL494
TL496
TL 497
75107
75110
75150
75 154
751BB
751B9

TL071
TL072
TL074
TL08l
TL08 2
TL083

.19
.19
.19
.1 9
.19
.25
.29
.29
.24
.19
.19
.25
.35
.49
.25
.25
.19
.35
.29
.29
.19
.29
.29
.29
.49
.69
.69
.69
.69
.23
.34
.33
.45
.35
.95
.50
.59
.35
2.15
.35
.50
.35
.55
2.75
1.75
.30
.45
1.55
.29
.45

74123
74125
74126
74132
74136
7414 3
74145
74147
7414B
74150
74151
74153
74154
74155
74157
74159
7416 0
74161
74163
74164
741 65
74166
74167
74170
74173
74174
74175
74177
741Bl
741B4
741B5
74191
74 192
74193
74194
74195
74197
74198
74221
74246
74247
74259
74273
74276
74279
74366
74367
7436B
74393

RCA

2. 75
1.29
1.25
2.90
2.90
1.75
1.10
1.65
3160

CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA
CA

TI

4.2 0
1.65
3.25
1.49
1.95
1.95
1.95
1.25
1.25
75494

.49
.45
.45
.45
.50
4.95
.60
1.75
1.20
1.35
.55
.55
1.25
.75
.55
1.65
.B5
.69
.69
.B5
.B5
1.00
2.95
1.65
.75
.B9
.B9
.75
2.25
2.00
2.00
1.15
.79
.79
.B5
.B5
.75
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.25
2.25
1.95
1.25
.75
.65
.65
.65
1.35

30B 2
3083
30B6
30B9
309 6
3130
3140
3146
1.19

75365
7545 0
75451
75452
75453
75454
75491
75492
75493
.B9

BI FET

TL084
LF347
LF351
LF353
LF3 55
LF356
1.40
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CAPACITORS
TANTALUM
6V

10V

15V

20V

DISC
25V

.22ul

.40

.27

.40
.40

.33
.47

.35

.50

.6B

.45
.40

1.5

.40

.45

.50

.45

.65

.75

2.2

.35

.40

2.7

.40

.45

3.3

.45

.50

3.9

.45

4.7

.4 5

.55

6.B

.60

.65

.60

.65

.B5

.70
.55

12

.65

15

.75

.65
.B5

' lB

.BO

.B5

.85

.90

.90

1.00

27

1.00

.90
1.35
2. 25

39

1.50
1.35

(ASTEC UM1082) QUANTITIES LIMITED

* PRESET TO CHANNEL 3

3.25

TV- COMPUTER INTERFACE

MCA-7
MCA-255
IL-1
ILA-30
ILQ-74
H11C5
TIL-111
TIL-113

DIODES

5.1 volt zener

12.0 volt zener

(1 N914) switching
400PIV rectifier
200PIV 1.5amp bridge
400PIV 1.5amp bridge
Dip·Bridge

NEW UN-USED

MUFFIN FANS
4.68 " Square
3.125" Square

HEAT SINKS
TO·3 slyle
TO· 220 sly Ie

SWITCHES

570
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.1B
.15

RADIAL
.47ul
50\'
25\'
2.2
35\'
4.7
50\'
10
50V
35V
47
16\'
100
220
35\'
470
25V
2200
16\'

.14
.14
.15
.15
.15
.1B
.1B
.20
.30
.60

26,000ul 30V ' 3.95

* +5 VOLT OPERATION
1,00
1,10
,69
1.75
1.25
1,25
1,00
1,50

2N918
MPS918
2N2102
2N221B
2N221BA
2N2219
2N2219A
2N2222
PN2222
MPS2369
2N24B4
2N2905
2N2907
PN2907
2N3055
3055T
2N3393
2N 3414
2N3563
2N3565
PN3565
MPS3638
MPS3640
PN3643
PN3644
MPS3704

.50
.25
.75
.50
.50
.50
.50
.25
.10
.25
.25
.50
.25
.125
.79
.69
.30
.25
.40
.40
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.15

MPS3706
2N3772
2N3903
2N3904
2N3906
2N4122
2N4123
2N4249
2N4304
2N4401
2N4402
2N4403
2N4857
PN4916
2N5086
PN5129
PN5139
2N5209
2N6028
2N6043
2N6045
MPS·A05
MPS·A06
MPS·A55
TlP29
TIP31
TIP32

.15
1.B5
.25
.10
.10
.25
.25
.25
.75
.25
.25
.25
1.00
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
1.75
1.75
.25
.25
.25
.65
.75
.79

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
12 V
50\'

470
560
6BO
B20
.001ul
.0015
.0022
.005
.01
.02
.05
.1
.1

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.07
.07
.07
.10
.1 2

MONOLITHIC

COMPUTER
GRADE

1.75

* USE TO BUILD

.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05
.05

.47uf-mono SOV .25
.01 uf- mono SOV .14

ELECTROL YTIC

1.25

22

50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V
50V

.1uf- mono 50V
.047u l·mono50V

.75
1.00

10

10pl
22
25
27
33
47
56
6B
B2
100
220
330

.90
.55

B.2

RF mODULATOR

.45

.45

1.B

5.95

35V

.43"
.3 "
.3 "
.375 "
.5 "
.5"

CC
CA
CC
CC
CC
CA

'14 WATT 5% CARBON FILM ALL
STANDARD VALUES
FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM

lui
4.7
10
10
22
47
100
100
150
220
330
500
1000
1500

AXIAL
50V
16V
16V
50\'
16V
50V
15V
35V
25V
25V
16V
16V
16V
16V
16V

.14
.14
.14
.16
.14
.20
.20
.25
.25
.30
.40
.42
.60
.70
.B5

1· 99
100
. 13
.11
.15
.12
.17
.13
.20
.18
.29
.27
.30
.27
.30
.27
.40
.32
.49
.39
64 pin ST
4. 25 c a ll
ST ~ SOLDERTAIL
B pin WW
.59
.49
14 pin WW
.69
.52
16 pin WW
.69
.58
18 pin WW
.99
.90
20 pin WW 1.09
.98
22 pin WW 1.39 1.28
24 pin WW 1.49 1.35
28 p in WW 1.69 1.49
40 pin WW 1.99 1.80
WW ~ WiREWRAP
16 pin ZiF 5.95
call
24 pin ZIF 7.95
call
28 pin ZIF 8.95
call
ZIF ~ TEXTOOL
(Zero Insertion Force)

DIP
SWITCHES

Circle 216 on inquiry card ,

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE HANDBOOK
FROM ELCOMP - $14.95
Over 800 pages of manufacturers data
sheets on most common ly used IC·s.
Includes:
* TTL - 74174 LS and 74F
* CMOS
Voltage Regulators
Memory - RAM. ROM. EPROM
* CPU's - 6800 . 6500. Z80 . 8080.
8085 . 8086/ 8
MPU support & in terface 6800. 6500 , Z80. 8200 , etc.

*
*
*

TM100-1
TM100-2

SHUGART
SA 400L 5 '1," (40 TRACKI 55 / 00
SA 400 5'1,' (35 TR ACK) 55/ 00
PERTEC
FD-200 5 '1,' 55/ 00
FD-2S0 5 '1,' 05/ 00
MPI

FD 100-8

FD 200-8

SHUGART 801 EOUIV.
SS/ DD -10/$ 175 EA.

SHUGART 851 EOUIV.
DS/ DD - 10/ $220 EA.

$189 00 $239 00

CABINETS FOR 51/4" DISK DRIVES
CABINET #1 $29.95
CABINET #2 $79.00

OSBORNE/ MC GRAW-HILL
16.95
. 9.95

* DIMEN SIONS 8% x 5'5/'6 x 3'5/16" * COMPLETE WITH POWER
SUPPLY, SWITCH , LINE
* COLOR MATCHES APPLE
* FITS STANDARD 5'/4" DRIVES, CORD, FUSE & STANDARD
POWER CONNECTOR
INCL. SHUGART
* DIMENSIONS: 11 '/2 X 53!. X 3'0/'6"
* INCLUDES MOUNTING
* +5V@ 1 AMP, +12V @ 1.5AMP
HARDWARE AND FEET
* FITS STANDARD 5'/4" DRIVES
* PLEASE SPECIFY
NOTE: Pl ease Include sufficient am ount for

16.99
15.00

SYBEX
Your First Computer . . . . . . . . . . .

DISK DRIVE
SALE

5 '1," (FOR IBM) 05/ 00

BEST SELLING
BOOKS
Apple II User's Gu ide . .........
CRT Control ler's Handb ook .. . . ..
68000 Assemb ly Languag e
Program ming . . . ... ........
CBASIC User Guide .. . ........

I-InCH

5'1. (FOR IBM) 55/ 00

8.95

The C PI M Handbook .... . . .. . . 14.95
The PASCAL Hand book . . . . . . .. 18.95
Microprocessor Interfac ing
Techniques ....•.••. . .. . ... 17

TRANSFORMERS

GRAY OR TAN

FRAME STYLE
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
12.6VAC
25.2VAC

CT
CT
CT
CT

2amp
2amp
4amp
8amp
2amp

DIP CONNECTORS
DESCR IPTION

PLUG CASE STYLE
12VAC
12VAC
12VAC
12VAC

ORD ER BY

250ma
500ma
1amp
2amp

HIGH RELI ABILITY COMPON ENT
RIBBON
TOOLED ST IC
CARR IE RS
CABLE
SOCKETS
(D IP HEADERS) DIP PLUGS (IDC)
AUGATxx-ST
ICCxx
IDPxx

CONTACTS 8

DC ADAPATER
6, 9,12 VDe selectable with universal
adapter
8.95
36 Pin Fe mal e
36 Pi n Male

NOTE : Pl ease include su fficient amount for
on abov e ite ms.

.99
.99
.99
1.69
1.89
1.89
1.99
2.49
2.99

14
16
18
20
22
24
28
40

.65
.7 5
.8 5
1.00
1.25
1.25
1.35
1.50
2.10

'.45
1.65

2.50
4. 15

For order instructions see " ID C Connectors" below.

D-SUBMINIATURE
SIN GLE CO LOR COLOR CODED
CONTACTS~~1~'~~~1~0~
' ~~~1'~~~10~'~
10
16
20
25
26
34
40
50

.50
.55
.65
.75
.75
.98
1.32
1.38

4.40
4.80
5.70
6.60
6.60
8.60
11 .60
12.10

.83
1.00
1.25
1.32
1.32
1.65
1.92
2.50

DESCRIPTION
ORDER BY
CONTACTS 9
15
25
37
50

7.30
8.80
11 .00
11 .60
11 .60
14.50
16.80
22.00

RIGHT ANGLE
PC SOLDER
FEMALE MALE FEMALE
DBxxS DBxxPR DBxxSR
1.65
2.18
2.66
2.20
3.03
3.63
3.00
4.42
3.25
4.83
7.11
6. 19
9.24

SO LDER CUP
MALE
DBxxP
2.08
2.69
2.50
4.80
6.06

IDC
HOODS
RIBBON CABLE
GREY
MALE FEMALE BLACK
IDBxxP IDBxxS HOOD-B HOOD
1.60
3.37
3.69
4.70
5.13
1.60
1.25
1.25
6.23
6.84
9.22
10.08
2.95
3.50

For order instru ctions see "I DC Connectors" below.

MOUNTING HARDWARE

1.00

IDC CONNECTORS
DESCRIPTION
ORDER BY
CONTACTS 10
20
26
34
40
50

RIGHT ANGLE
SOLDER HEADER SOLDER
HEADER
IDHxxS
IDHxxSR
.82
.85
1.29
1.35
1.68
1.76
2.20
2.31
2.58
2.72
3.24
3.39

WW HEADER

IDHxxW
1.86
2.98
3.84
4.50
5.28
6.63

RIGHT ANGLE
WW HEADER
IDHxxWR

RIBBON
HEADER SOC KET
IDSxx

RIBBON
HEADER
IDMxx

RIBBON
EDGE CARD
IDExx

2.05
3.28
4.22
4.45
4.80
7.30

1.15
1.86
2.43
3.15
3.73
4.65

--5.50
6.25
7.00
7.50
8.50

2.25
2.36
2.65
3.25
3.80
4.74

ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS: Insert the number of con tacts in the position marked "xx" of the "order by" part number listed. Example: A 10 pin right angle solder style
header would be IDH10SR .

Circle 216 on inquiry card .
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APPLE COMPATIBLE
POWER SUPPLY

JDR Microdevices

* Use To Power AppleType Systems
* +5V @ 5A +12V @ 3A
-5V @ .5A -12V @ .5A
* Instructions Included

lHOUSAnDS SOlD\

JDR 16K RAM CARD FOR APPLE 11+

* Expand your 48K Apple to 64K
* Fully compatible with Apple Languag e System - Use
in place of Apple Language card
* Highest quality card features : gold edge c onnector,
sockets for all IC's .

* 2 YEAR
WARRANTY
Kit with Instructions

.... . . $40.95
Bare PC Card . ..... .... . . $14.95

$4495

$1895
* Shuga rt Mec hani sm *

*

GET
SLIM In 1984!
JDR HALF-HEIGHT DISK DRIVE

* 35 Track if used with
Apple Controller
* 40 Track Controller and

*
*
*

Made in U.S. A .
Direct Repl acem ent for
Apple Di sk II
Co mp atibl e w ith Appl e
Co ntroll er o r oth er Apple
co mp ati ble c ontrollers
Speciall y des igned
electro ni cs wit h low power
co nsum pti on
DOS 3.3 and 3.2 comp atibl e
On e Yea r Warranty

DOS

aMC
aMI-80 PRinTER

* 80 CPS Dot Matri x Printer
* Prints Bi-Directional in 40, 80,
*

71 or 142 Columns in Normal.
Double Width or Compressed
Text.
Print Superscript As Well As
Superb Graphics in Character
or Bit Image

Available (Call for Price)

$20995
VIEWMAX-80

NOW ONLY $159

95

* 80 Column Card for Apple 11+
* Video Soft Switch
* I nverse Video
* 2 Year Warranty

5'1.' WITH HUB RING
MD1 SOFT SECT OR. SS/SD .. . . . . . . . •
MD1D SO FT SECTOR. SS/DD . • • ••.•••
MD2D SO FT SECTOR. DS/ DD . . . . .. . ..
MD2F SOFT SECT O R. DS/QU AD DENSITY
MD110 10 SECT OR HARD. SS / SD •••• . .
MD210D 10 SECTOR HARD. DS/ D D . .•••
8" WITHOUT HUB RING
FD1 SOFT SECT OR. SS/S D .. ... ..•.•.
FD1D SO FT SECTO R. SS/ DD •••.••• •.

MONITOR STAND
MODEL PA-900
Your Display Will
Tilt & Swivel

$29.95

$47 60

GRAPHMAX $129

$149

MONOCHROME

95

* Hi Resolution Graphics
* Printer Card
* Centronics Parallel Interface

BITE May 1984

* Real-Time Clock Calendar
* Software Included
* Mountain Software Compatible
* BSR Control Options Available

BMC

* 80 Column Card for Apple lie
* 64K RAM Expandable to 128K

572

THUNDERCLOCK $129.95

moniTORS

NEW $129 95

Graphmax with Color
& Zoom Options ...

24.75
30.00

OTHER ACCESSORIES
FOR APPLE II

SOFT SECTO R. DS/ DD • . •• . . .. •

VIEWMAX-80e

64K RAM Upgrade

19.95
26.25
30.75
45.00
19.95
30.75

95

* ATTRACTI VE. FUN CTI ONAL
DISK STORAG E SYSTEM
* 75 DISK STORAGE
CAPACITY
* MOLDED FROM' DURABLE
SMOKED PLASTIC WITH
FRONT CARRYING HANDLE

B M C BM 12AUW GREEN 12" . ... . . .. . . ... $89.95
BMC BM 12EUY 18 MHZ AMBER ... .. .. • $139.95
BMC BM 12EUN 18 MHZ HIGH RES GREEN $115.00
NEC JB1201M - 20 MHZ GREEN • . .•• . . . $169.00
ZENITH ZVM-121 -15 MHZ GREEN ...... $99.00
COLOR

BMC BM-AU9191U COMPOSITE 13" • • .. .

Circle 217 on inquiry card.

Unclassified Ads
NEEDED: The Center For Third IMlrld Organizing ICTWO) . a
progressive nonprofit minority organization, seeks tax-exempt

NEEDED: Repairs For iCOM SIOO controller card 1200062-1001711.
runs FD2411 5 Y4 -inch drives. Will pay reasonable repair costs.

FOR TRADE: Want to trade soFtware with other TRS-SO Model

donanon of computer with word-proceSSing and database management software. Computer will be used in legislative analysis

Larry Sheingorn. MD. 139 Lamont Lane. Gaithersburg. MD 20878.
,3011 977-5450.
WANTED: IMSAlS080 computer lunassembled kit) . May conSider complered unit if mrnt condmon wirh full documentation.
Also. want accessory boards and IMSAI peripherals. W. R. Coe.
II-B East Pointe Dr.. Oswego. NY 13126.
WANTED: I would like to receive and/or trade any TRS-SO Color
Compurer software (games, business, or urilities in BASIC or
Machine Language: cassettes. disks. or cartridgesl. Also. memory
maps, hardware schematics. ROM disassemblies, BASIC or Machine Language programming techniques. or any TRS-80 Color
Computer or Dragon-SO inFormation . Jim Kalac. 193 80nd St. #5.
Astoria. OR 97 103 .
FOR SALE: Used Hazeltine MOD I terminal : 1375. Used DEC
LA-36 DECwriter II terminal: 1500. New California Computer Systems 2810 S-IOO bus Z80 CPU card and used 2422 S-IOO bus
Floppy·dlSk controller card : 1425 For bOth. Used CONRAC CN8-8
black'and-white monitor: 125. Buyer pays shipping. Charles B.
Wall. 533 Stratford Way Clarksville. TN 37043. 16151 552-2 199.
FOR SALE: Compucolor II Color Computer 16K. SoFtware in·
cludes edrlOr/assembler. unlitles. and games. Also. back issues of
Colorque and other user groups letters: 1800. Ohio Scientific CI~
28K with soFtware and manuals: 1275. Intel 8748 Single Chip
Micro jl2 totall : 125 each or 1225 For the lot. David Ross. P08
1227B. Ham tramCk. MI 48212. 1313) 892-5960.
WANTED : Apple user who would like to exchange programs.
espeCially games and utilf[les. Please send a list of your collec[Jon. and you 'U receIve mine. Jason Cheek. 1034 South Catalina.
Los Angeles. CA 90006 .
WANTED: Correspondent with Interest in the design and assembling of microcomputers and peripherals, preferably the laO .
Ronald Bastien. 2927 8aldwln. Montreal. Ouebec HIL 5B6.
Canada .
FOR SALE: Early issues of 8YTE: Firlt issue through Vol. 4 #9
ISeptember 1979) piuS one each ext ra copies of issues #1 and
#2. 50 magazines In all: 1110 Includes shipping. Ed Appleyard.
16161 637 -1714 .
NEEDED: 4040 disk drive For the Commodore. Will pay 33
percent of retail piuS shipping or will trade approximately 12000
of good soFtware on 100 d isks Iwith documentationl . Also. will
exchange soFtware. Charles Strusz. 714 \Mest Elm. Carbondale.
IL 62901.
FOR SALE: Electron ic surplus assonment: transFormers. video
IC. analog modem. RF modulator. many small components: 540.
Also, VCR commercial killer that wiJ/ automa tically edit out commercials on any black and white program when recording on
VHS recorder With remote-pause jack: 145. Mark Mitckes. 138
Lake Hills Dr.. Oak Ridge. TN 37830.
WANTED: Copy of BYTE vol. I. no. 3. November 197 5. Also.
have one copy of 8YTE vol. I. no. II. July 1976 For sale or trade.
Dave Lambanh. Old Amherst Rd .. Mont Vernon. NH 03057.16031
884-6177 days: 16031 673-3566 evenings and weekends.
WANTED: Any inFormation concerning availability of soFtware
that will allow a Kaypro 2 ICP/M 2.21 to emulate a Lear-Siegler
ADM- II terminal lusing a Hayes Smanmodem 300). Also. any
inFormation concerning soFtware to Fill out preprinted Forms using
boilerplate responses lalso For use on a Kaypro 21 . Ken Rossman.
7 Mariner Circle. \Mest Islip. NY 11795. 1516) 5B7-2589 evenings.
WANTED: Texas Instruments information on where to obtain
their equipment. Also I want to join a club. Will buy or trade Floppy
disks For TI-99/4A disk d rive. Norman Guertin. 16171 798-35 17.
FOR SALE: Heathkit Hero One robot. completely assembled.
includes arm, voice. and robotics course. New: 52500, will sell
For 11450. Jim Schieder. 53 East Washington SI.. Hornell. NY
14843. 16071 324-0344 .
WANTED : An August 1980 issue of BYTE. Scott Sewall. 2004
Randolph. St. Paul. MN 55105 .
FOR SALE: 12-slot S-IOO mainFrame 19 slots installedl with 25A
power supply: 1200. Two Oume DTB disk drives IDSDDI with
cabinet and power supply Inewl: 51000. Godbout Disk I DMA
disk controller with CPM 2.2Inew) : 1350. Signalman I 300'bps
direct-connect modem: 175. IS-MHz green-phosphor 12-inch
monitor: 590. Jade 8igZ CPU board Iwithout UART): 590. BYTE
2/78 thlOugh 6/83 ' 1100. Mark Denhick. 87 1 Mirror St .. Pittsburgh.
PA 152 17 .

the same. Also interested in an external disk drive IDSDDI . Buc
Burgess. 433 Oak Haven Dr.. Altamonte Springs. FL 32701.
FOR SALE: Complete set of BYTE in mint condition From issue
#1 to present: sold only as complete set: 1500 firm. Dan Goldish.
P08 778. Sudbury. MA 01776. 1617) 734-3744 nights.
WANTED: High school student would appreciate donated
S-IOO computer equipment to program and experiment with . I
will pay postage. Nick Shue. 13910 Hough Rd .. 8erville. MI48002 .
FOR TRADE: Items For Spectrum Microdrive and interface.
Most in like-new condition. Also, software. John Brow n , 1405
Van Ness #603 . San Franc iSCO. CA 94109.
FOR SALE: Commodore 64 with 64K. 320 by 200 highresolution color graphics, ere. Has 10 hours of use, complete with
power supply. cables, etc. in original box. Also. have CardeD
cassene-interface adapter new in box. Panda ElectlDnics EMI surge
protector and programmer's reFerence guide: all For 1225 or best
offer. Joseph Cross. POB 3633. Langley Park. MD 20787 .
FOR SALE: BYTE January 1977 through April t981 and
Kilobaud Mocrocompuung January 1977 through April 1982 at 130
per complete year. Some issues of InterFace ~e From 1977. 1978.
and 1979 For 52 an issue. Also. some issues of Dr Dobb'S JOUI'
nal. Jerry Chandik. 3407 Cannon Pass coun. Sugar Land. TX
77478. 1713) 980-9071.
WANTED: To trade all kinds of programs For the Apple II . SanJay V. Deshmukh. 521 South Gunderson. Oak Park. IL 60304 .
FOR SALE: S-I OO boards: two Ithaca Audio 8K memory 555
each. Morrow cassette interface with para llel port and RS-232C:
150. Vector Graphic 16K memory kit. all parts less 4114 RAMs:
145. SSM VB-IB 64 by 16 memoi)'-mapped video: 545. Data Vector 16K EPROM including 12 2708s: 160. All boards working lexcept kit), in excellent condition with original documentarian. Bill
EiSinger. 11510 Alejandro. Boise. ID 83709. 12081 376-2378.
WANTED: Apple II Plus programs to trade with my large selection of games. utilities. etc. Send a list of your programs and I'll
do the same. Bill Vargas. Box 239 Sunlea Village. Peru. NY 12972.
FOR TRADE: Apple II Plus and lie programs: games. utilities.
business. etc. Send your list or disk of your best programs. with
your name and address and I will return it with the best of mine.
Lance Stewart. 10 1 4th Ave. NE. Clarion. IA 50525 .
FOR SALE: BYTE issue #2. October 1975 through land including) issue #16. December 1976. Some doubles. In addition.
February. March. June. July August. November. and December
of 1977. Bernard Greenblott. POB 1328. 80ca Raton. FL 33432 .
FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard HP-87 A with 160K bytes of RAM.
I/O ROM. Plotter ROM. 82902M 5 V. -inch single-disk drive. HPIB cable, carrying case, and dust cover. Visicalc Plus, Vvt>rd/BQ ,
File/80. Statistics Pac. and FORTH operating system included.
Everything in excellent condition; best offer over 52150. Steve
Rodia. 1734 Plateau Dr.. Jackson. MI 49203. 15171 784·3255.
FOR SALE: Blue case Osborne computer: Factoi)' modified For
double density: 54. 80. or 104 columns: Smart Modem. Amdek
high-resolution green-screen monitor. with software in both single
and double density. Manuals and many disks included. Original
cost. 53027: asking 11850 or best offer. E. J. Gentsch. 5060 Falcon
Ridge Rd .. Roanoke. VA 24014.
FOR SALE: WHIIA Heath/Zenith Data Systems computer in
excellent condition with: LSIII CPU with 64KB memory. WH27
noppy-disk-drive sysytem with two drives of 250KB capacity eaCh.
two WHA 11-5 serial-interface modules. SoFtware includes HTII
operating system BASIC interpreter, editor, disk utilities, and all
manuals: 51895 . Carl E. Smith. 8200 Snowville Rd .. Cleveland.
OH 44141. 12 16) 526-4386.
FOR SALE: Vector Graphic System B. a word processing and
small-business system. Memorjte 11/ word processor with Mailing
List System. Execuplan spreadsheet. COMMX Comm-Pac communications soFtware. CP/M 2.2. Raid debugger. Scope editor.
MBASIC 5.2. S-IOO jl8-slot). Z80. 56K. dual315K Micropolis drives.
12-in ch black and white terminal. three serial and two parallel
portS. Everything in excellent condition . Cost over 56000. asking 11950. Jack W. Long. 2518 East 54th. Tulsa. OK 74105.1918)
749-6393.
FOR SALE: Problem Solver Systems mainFrame 12-slot S-IOO
bus. Solid State M usic V 818 Video Interface Board. Microdaysys
MD-690 6800-based microprocessor board. Memory Merchant
MM I6KI4 16K static RAM board. All barely used with documentation: 5300 or 575 each. J. Reina. 39 Thomas St.. Staten Island.
NY 10306. 1212) 979-1547.
WANTED : College engineering student needs any used or
surplus computer and electronics equipment in any condItion.
Vance Morgan. 8422 Beverly Shawnee Mission. KS 66207.
WANTED: Documentation For the Follow ing S-IOO boards:
Franklin Electric I/O Interface-it has three RS-232C ports Iboard
has PIN 48005AI and Vector Graphic Z-80 lrev 31. Will pay
postage and copying costs. Jim IMlIFe. POB 6601. Torrance. CA
90504. 12131 376-2931.
WANTED: SoFtware For Victor 9000. All kinds needed. games
and Functional purpose. in MS-DOS or CP/M. Using up to 896K
of RAM. IpreFer to use 128KI twin disk. single-sided at 612K-bytes
eaCh. Also. need memory boards and battery-based clock . Mike
Carpenter. Suite 8. 1930 South \Mestwood Dr.. Mesa. A2 85202 .
WANTED : Apple II owners For soFtware exchange. Send your
list of programs. 8. Olsen. Oterstien I. N-1487 Toyenhaugen.
Norway.

and statistical projections. and editing newslener and publications
for Black. Latino, Native American. and Asian communi(ies. Contact Margaret Shockley CTWO. 4228 Telegraph Ave .. Oakland.
CA 94609. 1415) 654-9601.
WANTED: Tax-deductible donations of computers. peripherals.
and software for use by a public charity organization to teach
computer skills to economically disadvantaged young people. San
Pablo Institute. 234 Mullen SI.. San FranciSCO. CA 94110.
NEEDED: InFormation sought by United Nations computer
novice 118M·PCJ From other microcomputer-equipped workers of-

fering assistance

[0

developing countries. This includes frequenr

field missions with portable computers for report generation. project evaluation, and on-site work that calls for communication
via computer to other headquarters in industrialized countries.
Correspondence with others interested in similar human applications of computerizarion vvelcome. Harumi Sakaguchi, 24 Chemin
8riquet. Petit-Saconnex 1209. Geneva. Switzerland.
WANTED: Native American tax-exempt nonprofit organization
seeks donation of Apple compute r system. digitizer. plotter. dotmatrix printer. and 5-10 megabyte hard disk to improve management of resource inFormation presently done by hand. Also seeking information on genealogical record keeping on microcomputers. Haunani Apollona, Alu like Inc. O'ahu Island Center,
1316·A Kaumualii St.. Honolulu. HI 96817. 18081 845-1486.
NEEDED: A nonproFit community mental health center seeks
any standard personal computer with diSk drive, printer. and
monitor for public relations. research, and evaluation. Will accept
donation of any or all components and v-JOrd-processing software.
DaVid S. \Meed. Director of Consultation and Education. c/o Dr.
John C. Corrigan. Mental Health Center. 49 Hillside St .. Fall River.
MA 02720. 16171 678-2901.
WANTED: Tax-deductible donation of microcomputer. disk
drive, monitor, printer. and ana/og-ra-dlgital converter for
psychophysiology laboratory Use includes digitization and storage
of data From a Narco Bio-Systems 6-channel physigraph For subsequent analysis. David S. Holmes. Psychology Department. Kansas University Lawrence. KS 66045. 19131 864-4131.
NEEDED: Mission seeks computer system as donation For educational programs and in conducting church business. Donations
are tax deductible. Luis Vega. Trinity Episcopal Church. 423 Ea st
. Spring SI.. Kingman . AZ 86401.
WANTED: Tax-deductible donation of IBM Pc. Victor 9000.
orSanyo 550/555 For financial reporting. catalog riles. mailing and
donor lilt files sought by nonprofit Christian organization that Freely distributes prerecorded audio-cassette tapes and Bible literature.
Also. host For local bulletin board For Bible research and Christian
activities. Other systems considered if software is available. Ministry
of Love. 404 Laurel Hill. San Marcos. TX 78666.
WANTED: Tax-exempt nonproFit science museum seeks Apple
liS. IBM Pc. VIC-20s or Texas Instruments For teaching computer
basics and programming. Also. printers. monitors. disk drives. educatronal and accounring software, furniture and memory expansions are needed for a computer exhibit, membership drives. and
financial reports. \Me'II give receipt and pay shipping. D. CostellO.
5020 John R. Detroit. MI 48202. 13131 577-8415 .
WANTED: Aspen School District needs an experienced direcrar/teacher to help us establish a summer computer workshop
For students ages 5 to 18. IMlrkshop will be held in Aspen on
July 9 through July 20. 1984. Computer Educator. Aspen School
District. POB 300. Aspen. CO 81612.
WANTED: InFormation on how to get an RS-232C parallel port
put in a Xerox 615 Memorywriter. John C. Toth. 411 Oueen
Margaret Lane. Jackson. MS 39209.
WANTED: Step·by-step instructions about how to duplicate
the "5" SEO File From one disk onto another on the Commodore
64. David Alexander. 1667 Midland Dr.. East Meadow. NY 11554.
WANTED: A computer science student with experience in
BASIC. FORTRAN. C080L. Pascal. and assembly language For
the 8085 seeks a computer-related job or interested people to
offer accommodations in England or France from July through
September 1984. Also has experience in soFtware projects.
teaching compurer programming, and technical writing in computer magaZines. Tared Alattar. POB 1429. SaFat. Kuwait .

UNCLASSIFIED POLICY: Readers who have computer eqUipment to buy, sell, or
trade or who are requesting or giving advice may send a notice to BYTE for inclusion
in the Unclassified Ads section. To be considered for publication, an advertisement must
be noncommercial (individuals or bona fide computer clubs onlYI, typed double-spaced
on plain white paper, contain 7S words or less , and include complete name and
address. This service is free of charge; notices are printed once only as space permits.
Your confirmation of placement is appearance in an issue of BYTE as we engage in no
correspondence. Please allow at least three months for your ad to appear. Send your
notices to Unclassified Ads, BYTE/McGraw-Hili, POB 372, Hancocl< , NH 03449.

1/1 users. Send a disk or list of your best software and I will do
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Unclassified Ads
FOR SALE: Two Tandon TM 100-1 48-tpi 5 V. -inch disk drives
wl(hout enclosure. SSOO 160K. includes manual. Will sell for 1170
each or both for 1325. UPS COO. Marty 8rewster. 5740 Greens
Dr.. Wescosville. PA 18106. 12151 395-0195.
WANTED: Am rebuilding a Basic/Four 88-2 unit. Still need
memory boards and a terminal controller. If you have parts or

are stripping a similar unit let me know. Rande Hansen. 8371 Manson Dr.. Burnaby. British ColumbIa V5A-2CI. Canada .

FOR TRADE: Please send a list of IBM PC software. S. Sudhir.
P08 6074. Arlington. VA 22206 .
FOR TRADE: Apple II programs. games. utilities. and their
documentarions. Send listing with your name and address. Pary

Phillips. #275 Country Lane. Mobile. AL 36608, (2051460-0816.
FOR SALE: IBM PC power for the Apple II with the S088 MetaCard from Metamorphic Systems. Includes 5-MHz 8088 CPU. 128K
RAM, real-time clock. MS-DO~ CP/M-86. UCSO p-System and four
disks of public-domain software. Excellent condition with complete original dccumenrarion: 5850. Bill Giffen, 1205 Delmonte

Circle, Plano. TX 75075. (214) 423-6287.
FOR SALE: Radio Shack TRS-80 Model 100 (24KI in excellent
condition and in original carton: S750 or best offer. Mark A.
Corson. 9374 Roosevelt St .. Crown Point. IN 46307 .

WANTED: High school student seeks donation of a computer
system, disks, books. software, and a printer for experimentation

and programming. John White Water, Apt. I. 1133 North "A"
St.. Toledo, OR 97391.
FOR SALE: Amdek Color I Plus composite monitor: 1260. Atan
850 serial/parallel interface (missing data cable) : 1100.830 acoustic
modem lrequires 850 interfacel : 1100.850 to Epson printer cable:
120. Cartridges Telink I: 115. Assembler/editor: 525 . Disk Microsoft BASIC and OOSII: 165. Commodore 20/64 interface/cable to
Epson printer: 545 . Joe Gunter, Lot 125, RR2, Box 823, Pompano
8each. FL 33067, 13051 421-6301.
FOR TRADE: I will trade more than 25 games for the Apple
II Plus, VIC-20, and Atari. Paul La, 519 Maple, Yankton, SO 57078,
(6051 665-4378.
WANTED: High school student would like donated Apple
computer equipment and pe ripherals for programming and experimentation purposes. Will pay all postage. Bobby Roberts, 330
Green Meadows Dr.. Wilmington, NC 28405, 19191 799-1514.
WANTED: Information exchange with POT-II/150 owners and
users. Hardware modification and expansion and software ex-

change. O. S. Tong, 1310 f)Aaple Ave .. Evanston, IL 60201. 131 21
864-7549, pre ferably evenings and weekends.

FOR SALE: Hewlett-Packard computer peripherals, software.
and interfaces Series 80, (for 85, 86, 871 . 82909 RS-232C interface: 5300. IDS 560G 200-cps printer: 1850. 9130A 5y.-inch disk
drive Ifor 86A): 1580. For 86.87: 85-13058 Statistics Pa c: 1170.
Writelldea wold processor: 5120.85-13044 Oata-Comm Pac: 1150.
dBASE II: 1360. Also. want used Hewlett-Packald HP-86A computer with built-in parallel interface. Randy Webb, 622 East 11th
St.. 8100mington, IN 47401. (8121 335-1858 or (8121 339-7661 after
5 p.m.
FOR TRADE: Expansion interface for TRS-80 Modell. Level
II. Can be Radio Shack. LNW. MicrominI. or Lobo. Any amount
of memory OK. Prefer working. but will consider any co ndition.
Please state make. asking price. and condition . James Nolt. POB

24985, Omaha, NE 68124.
FOR SALE: Tarbell cassette-interface board with Tarbell Basic:
1125. SSM VB-18 boald: 5100. SSM 110-2 boald: 575 . SSM 110-4
board: 1150. Ithaca Audio Z-SOA boald with monitor: 1100. Cherry
Pro keyboard: 1100. EconoRAM 4 16K: 175. Econoram 14 16K:
1125. SSM T-I Active Terminator board: 150. Electronic Systems
TVT board: 5150. Electronic Systems cassette DMA interface: 575.
Integrand S-IOO enclosure: 5275 . Will accept any reasonable offer.
M. Mecotd, P08 371. Moorestown, NJ 08057. (6091 778-3460.
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THE CHAMPIONS OF FEBRUARY
Readers selected February 's two cover stories for top billing thi s month : Gregg Williams's expose on
" The Apple Macintosh Compute r " won first p lace, a nd second-place winner was "An Interview:
The Macintosh Design Team:' written by Phil Lemmons. B eca use both authors are on BYTE's staff,
they w ill forgo the prizes. Third place was scooped up by Jerry Pournell e's User's Column , " Chaos
Manor Gets Its Long-awaited IBM Pc." A feature written by Gregg Williams about the new Lisa's
compa tibility with the Macintosh, e ntitled "Apple Announces the Lisa 2:' placed a close fourth .
And in fifth p lace was Steve Ciarcia's "Build the C irc uit-Cellar Te rm-Mi te ST Smart Terminal. Part
2: Programming and Use." Congratu lations to t hese authors.
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To get further information on the products advertised in BYTE, fill out the reader service card
with your name and address . Then circle the appropriate numbers for the advertisers you select
from the list. Add a 20-cent stamp to the card, then drop it in the mail. Not only do you gain
information, but our advertisers are encouraged to use the marketplace provided by BYTE. This
helps us bring you a bigger BYTE. The index is provided as an additional service by the publisher,
who assumes no liability for errors or omissions. ·Correspond directly with company.
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344
345
346
347
348
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Page No.

METHOD SYS. INC. 526
MFJ ENTERPRISES, INC. 396
MICRO AGE COMP .STORES 315
MICRO COM 272, 273
MICRO CRAFT CORP 223
MICRO DATA BASE 168, 169
MICRO DESIGN INT'L. 389
MICRO FOCUS 359
MICRO MANAGEMENT SYS, 232
MICRO MART INC. 74
MICRO MART INC. 75
MICRO MINT 469
MICRO-TAX 289
MICRODYNAMICS 532
MICROLAND 544
MICROMAIL 533
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 538
MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD. 540
MICROSOFT CORP. 134, 135
MICROSOFT CORP.-BUSN. BASIC 153
MICROSOFT CORP.-COBOL 155
MICROSOFT CORP.-PASCAL 157
MICROSOFT CORP. 364, 365
MICROTECH EXPORTS 152
MICROWARE 172
MID-AMERICA WHOLESALERS 542, 544
MIDWEST-MICRO PERI PH . 20
MILLER MICROCOMP. SRV 156
MINI MICRO MART 183
MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS 164
MPI17
MULTI-TECH SYSTEMS 82
MUSYS CORP. 119
MUSYS CORP. 119
MYLSTAR ELECTRONICS 532
NATIONAL COMPUTER LTD. 202
NATIONAL INSTRUMENT 64
NEBS COMPUTER FORMS 301
NEC HOME ELECTR .USA 191
NEC INFORMATION SYS. 295
NEC INFORMATION SYS. 398, 399
NETWORK CONSULTING INC . 114
NICOLET PARATRONICS 162
NORTH HILLS CORP. 526, 532
NORTHWEST DIG'TAL SYS. 94
NORTHWEST MICROCHIPS DIST 544
NOVATION, INC. 215
O'HANLON COMP o SYS. 166
OFFICE & SERVo CTR. 534
OKIDATA 21
OLDSMOBILE DIVISION 465
ORION INSTRUMENTS 460
ORY X SYSTEMS 472, 473
ORYX SYSTEMS 472, 473
ORYX SYSTEMS 472, 473
P.C. HORIZONS 416
P.C. NETWORK 349
PACIFIC EXCHANGES 528, 530,
532, 534, 536, 538, 540, 542, 544
PAN AMERICAN ELEC. INC . 44 1
PC COMPONENTS 544
PC PIPELINE 536
PEGASUS DATA SYS 454
PIPELINE COMPUTER 566, 567
PJS 528
POWER BASE SYS. INC. 457
POWERLAN 536
PRACTICAL PERI PH . 115
PRACTICAL PERIPH . 430
PRENTICE HALL INC. 221
PRINCETON GRAPHIC SYS. 105
PRIORITY ON E 562, 563, 564 , 565
PROFESSIONAL DATA SERV 538
PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS 193
PURCHASING AGENT, THE 212
PURPLE COMPUTING 540
QANTEX DIV. 219
QUADRAM CORP. 18. 19
QUANT SYSTEMS 528
QUARK INCORPORATED 369
QUBIE DISTRIBUTING 139
QUCES 55
QUELO 222
RADIO SHACK CIV
RAN A SYSTEMS 29
RANDOM HOUSE 462
RCA 93
RELMS 154
RI XON 459
ROGERS LABS 174
ROLAND CORP. 23
RUTI SHAUSER OF AMERICA 361
S-100 DIV. 696 CORP . 531
SABADIA EXPORT CORP. 538
SAFEWARE 420
SAGE COMPo TECH . 283
SBE INC. 540
SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 117
SEEQUA COMP.CORP. 8
SEMI DISK SYSTEM 343
SERVICES SQUARED 458
SERVICES SQUARED 458
SHARP ELECTRONICS 85
SILICON SPECIALTIES 124
SLICER COMPUTERS 428
SLR SYSTEMS 534
SOFTCRAFT 76
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352
353
355
356
357
358
248
360
361
362
364
365
366
367
368
369
370

Page No.

SOFTESM YTHE SOFTWARE 526
SOFTLI NE CORP. 36
SOFTWARE ARTS 274
SOFTWARE BANC 111
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INTL 328, 329
SOFTWARE SERVICES 526
SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS, INC. 453
SOLUTIONWARE CORP . 536
SPEECH, LTD. 538
SPERR Y COMP o SYS. 216, 217
SPRUCE TECHNOLOGY CORP.
150
SPSS 331
SRI DATA SYS. 416
STARBUCK DATA CO. 441
SUNTRONI CS 516
SUPER COMP .INC. 520
SUPERSOFT 404, 405
SUPERTRON ELEC.CO.LTD. 210
SYSGEN INC. 297
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT ASSOC. 236

Inquiry No.
371
373
374
375
387
388
376
377
378
379
380
437
162
382
383
384
385

Page No.

SYSTEMS STR ATEGIES 222
TALLGRASS TECH. 33
TATUM LABS 528
TAVA COR P. 263
TAXAN 195
TAXAN 195
TEKTRONI X, INC . 170
TECH STAR LAB 416
TELETEK ENTERPRI SES, INC. 53
TELE VIDEO SYSTEM S 56, 57
TERR APIN INC. 530
TEXAS COMPUTER SYS. 72
TE XAS IN STRUMENTS 7
TEXAS INSTRUM ENTS 286, 287
TH OUGHTWARE INC . 394 , 395
TIMESHARI NG DEV. INC. 243
TIGERTRONICS 528
TINNEY, ROBERT GRAPHICS 438, 471
TITAN TE CHNOLOGY 321
TITAN TE CHNOLOGY 323
TOSHIBA AM ERICA, INC. 344

Inquiry No.

Page No.

386 TOS HI BA AM ERICA, INC. 345
389 U.S. ROBOTI CS 281
390 UNIFIED SOFTWARE SYS. 536
391 UNI PRESS SOFTWARE , INC. 230
392 UNISOURCE 63
439 USED PERSONAL COMP o BKG. 402
393 VEN·TEL INC . 261
394 VICTORY COMPo SYS . 148, 149
395 VIDEX 475
396 VISUAL COMPUTER 204, 205
397 VISUAL TECH, INC. 151
398 VISUAL TECH, INC. 351
VLM COMPU TER ELECTR. 534
399 VOTR AX 188
400 WANG ELECTR.PUB.INC. 78
WANG LABS INC . 126
WAREH OUSE SOFTWARE 54
40 1 WARNER BOOKS 390
402 WASHI NGTON COM P.SYS. 260
403 WESTER N UNION 486, 487
422 WESTICO 11 0

Inquiry No.
405
406
434
407
409
410
411
412

Page No.

W HITESMITH S LTD 107
WI LLI AMS, MARK CO . 125
WINTEK CORP. 528
W INTEK CORP. 542
WORLDWIDE COMP o SUPPLIES 402
WYSE TECHNOLOGY 285
X.D.S.515
XOR CORP. 201
ZEN ITH DATA SYS . 37

·Correspond directly willi compnlly.
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